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CHAPTER XXIII.
1828--29. lET. 80-81.

1.a Fayette.-Col. Stanhope.-J. B. Say.-O'Connell, Hunt, and the Radical Reforrners.-Rammohun
Roy, Lord W. Bentmck, Col. Young, and the State of Indta.-Letters to the Duke of Wellington.-
Law Reform -Generall\hller.-Del Valle, and Spanish Poltt.cs.-Livingston.-Death of Dumont.
-Remonstrance with O'Connell

IN sending to La Fayette that portion
of the Constitutional Code, entitled
Defensive Force, .,. for his approval,
criticism, and correction, Bentham
writes :-

BE:I"THAM TO LA FAYETTE.

(Extract.)
" August 15, 1828.

" On this occasion, my principal ob-
ject has been to render the condition of
the subject many, among the military,
and under them that of the non-mili-
tary, as comfortable and desirable as the
nature of the case will admit. With a
view to late Spanish America, (in which
country, so far as they go, such of my
works as have been edited in Freuch by
Dumont, are the only subjects of refer-
ence, having all of them been translated
into and pnblished in Spanish,) the one
here in qnestion is translating into that
language, and about half the quantity
of the English impression is already in
print, with copies of it in Mexico. At
different times my friends here have
heard, from the Creole diplomatists
here, that a youug ma.n of the higher
orders there, is not regarded as having
received a course of instruction suitable
to his condition, unless he has gone

* Sec Works, vol. ix. 1'. ;:;:3 et seq.

through those same works. What the
degree of sale of the Spanish edition is,
may be learnt from Bossange Freres, by
whom they have been successively pub-
lished. These things Imention, for the
purpose of clearing myself, as well as I
am able, from the imputation of unwar-
rantable presumption, by endeavouring
to waste such time as yours in an occu-
pation not worthy of it.

"As to myself, I am somewhat
younger than I was, when, as far as a
troublesome complaint allowed, you saw
me happy at Lagrange. The gloom in
which the complaint involved me, has
since been dissipated by cure. Felix
Bodin, who for some weeks has been
ocular witness of the difference, will, I
should hope, ere this, if you have seen him,
have given this evidence in my favour.

"The rose truniere, alias Rose de
Syrie, about which I gave you so much
tronble, turns out to have been nothing
but an accidental variety of our com-
mon English holly-oak, which, and in
greater perfection, I had already. But
it was to the sentimental association
that the flower J saw there was indebted
for the principal value it possessed in
my eyes. The race sprung from La-
grange is accordingly distinguished, and
preserved distinct with religious cart>,
and shown with corresponding pride
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and vanity to all visiters capable of publication in which they may respec-
appreciating it. I shall not forget your ti vely be seen.
picture of human felicity: scene, the " With one observation more, which
United States-drawn first in English, is my own. On hearing read, (for it is
then in French, for the edificati:on of only by my ears that I can read any
the Jesuit-begotten imps, to whom it I such small print as that in newspapers,)
was what a spout of holy water is to on hearing read a short paragraph re-
their best friend the devil. Whenever, lating to the mode of proceeding 011
for the first time, your name is men- this occasion, it appeared to me that
tioned here by a visiter, out that same application made from the Chamber of
picture comes of course. Had the thing Deputies for documents to serve as
been possible, I would give no small evidence (preuves) to ministerial offen-
price for a copy of it taken in short-hand." ces, had experienced refusal. 'I'his

same refusal presents itself to me as
" August 18, 1828. being a flagrant violation of the spirit

" Now that I have pen in hand,-a of your Constitution, if the Charter can
duty which, unpleasant as it is, I cannot be called a Constitution, and that Con-
shrink from,-Is to inform you of what stitution has any spirit in it-as flagrant.
the most intelligent friends of good go- a violation of that spirit, as well as of
vernment in general, and in France in one of the most incontestable principles
particular, say here of the existing ae- ofjustice ascan easily be conceived. Thus
cusation of the French ministry. What much as to the spirit: as to the letter,
is said is, that it amounts to nothing, for the reason above-mentioned, I have
and forms not any substantial and war- refrained from taking cognizance of it."
rantable gronnd~ for p~nisohment, being In introducing Colonel Leicester Stan-
corupos~d.ex?lnsnoely of a tissue of r:ague hope to J. B. Say, Bentham savs :_
aeneralities III a declamatory stvle, un- B J B s .
• t d b ;II "to 1 " £NTHAM TO • • At.suppor e y any spec'!l.c ar Ie e OJ
charge; that the only part which, upon (Extract.)
the face of it, bears anything of this last- " 9th September, 1828.
mentioned character is, that which con- " Well then, now for his claims to
cerns the opening of letters at the Post- such distinction; though I have not time
office; and that in this case the charge (not to speak of yours) for more than
is deficient in respect of the precision a small part of them. The services
necessary to give support to conviction rendered in British India to the East
upon substantial and tenable grounds. India Company by the late Marquis

" In this opinion it is proper that I Hastings, (in so far as conquests costing
should at the same time mention, that I more than they produce are services,')
nothing of mine is comprised, my time -services, more extensive than were
not admitting of my obtaining any ever rendered before by any one gover-
approach to an adequate conception of nor in that part of the world,-are mat-
it. I have kept my mind turned from ter of notoriety. Marquis Hastmgs wae
the subject altogether. a lord, like other lords. Two private

" In this respect our articles of charge, secretaries he had, one formilitaryaffairs,
~1S contained in the accusations called Colonel Young,-also an intimate friend
Impeachments, in and by which the of mine,-a man of most transcendent
functions of Judge have been exercised worth, in respect of morality, intellec-
by the House of Lords, and those of tuality, and active talent,-uniting the
Accuser by the Honse of Commons, accomplished utilitarian statesman with
might, in the character of models, or, as the man of letters, the mathematician,
the term is, Precedents, afford some in- &c., &c.,-and this Stanhope: in these
struction. I may, perhaps, before this two men, those, who were in the way to
letter is closed, be able to procure a list be informed, have seen the real authors
of the most apposite and recent of these of the so-brilliant successes to which the
impeachments, with references as to the Ilfl.ll'quis gave his name. Stanhope is)
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moreover, a higWy distinguished Phil-I' existing circumstances, I thought It
hellene: of his services in that cause, might not be displeasing to you to hear,
in that unhappy country,-services, like from my own month, that my fidelity,
all others that have been expended there, respect, and gratitude continue unim-
unhappilyso unavailingly.-e-his iuterest- paired. Buonaparte shed tears, [once
ing work on Greece, among other things, in the course of his reign; so (you know)
contains some particulars. But here I did Plato.]"
must cut short. He is one of the ten L F B

• A AYETTJ: TO miTHAM.or eleven sons of the Earl of Harrmgton,
Captain of the Kmg's Body Guards, "L(Jgrange, Norembcr 10, 18:!8.
Governor of Windsor Castle, &c., &e. "l\Iy EXCELLENTANDILL{;STRIO{;S
Of his three sisters, one is married to FmEND,-Since your last and much-
the premier peer of Ireland-the Duke valued communication, dated end of
of Leinster, another to the heir-apparent August, has reached me, I Lave received
of the English Duke of Bedford. Ab- neither printed books, manuscripts, nar-
<tractedly considered, La Fayette would rative, or visit from l\Ion15ieurRey or
not like him the better for this, any more Felix Bodin. It is true I have remained
than you and 1. But, considering that, on my farm at Lagrange, and have devo-
notwithstanding all this, he is as thorough ted only a few, say as many, hours as were
a Radical as the best of us, here you see requisite to improve mymind by yourell-
is no small merit. In a letter I gave, lightened and philanthropic letters, and
him once to Dumont, I spoke of the dis- to cheer my heart with the testimonies
advantage he labours under, in respect of your esteem and friendship. Not
of birth and parentage; addmg, with that I think my observations might be
equal candour and discernment, the ob- useful to you. Besides the weight of
~eryation that this was no fault of his,- correspondence, and a series of drversi-
he could not help it. Dumont received fied duties which press upon me in a
this tout bonnement f he took my illus- manner disproportioned with the length
trious friend for a bastard, or something of the day, I am too old and rusted a
of that sort; and, for aught I know, soldier to be so serviceable as any ofyouI'
received him accordingly. more recent military men, excepting,

"Know you anything of Arthur perhaps, in those general ideas when the
O'Connor.c--au Irishman.c--Lieutenaut- republican citizen takes the lead of tac-
sreneral (at any rate so he was in Buona- tics, and at that more lofty point of view
parte's time) in the French service? He you have nobody to consult.
was at the head of the Irish Rebellion, " The baneful emulation for standing
anno 1798. He has an estate, of be- armies had, from thereignofLouisXIY.,
tween £3000 and £4000 a-year, in prevailed in Europe, small powers striv-
Ireland: retaining it still, because Lord ing, like the frog in the fable, to imitate
Castlereagh, of blessed memory, could their betters. When the Revolution of
not come at the evidence necessary to '89 roused and armed a great nation, to
1.;"etit from him. He is married to a the institution of the National Guard of
daughter of the Marquis de Condorcet, France, upon which M:r Comte has
with whom he has a fortune of £2000 lately published an interesting book,
a-year,-the Philosophic Marquis, who were owing the first successes against the
was a retainer of D'Alembert, and had counter-revolutionary coalition, and after
not a liard, having married a rich wife, the imperial despotism, neglecting, or
anno 1813,-0'Connor, though made a rather fearing, the principle of an armed
Lieutenant-general by Buouaparte, had organization of the people, depended
not seen him for some years. On t1e upon its own genius and the powers of
commencement of Buonaparte'sreverses, a numerous and admirable regular army,
O'Connor called on lum, and said, You whose superiority was confessed by Bri-
arc an emperor: I, as you well know, tain, and attested by victories. You have
am a republican. I would not, thor-tore, Beenthe almost invincible host aud om-
seck to obtrude myself: but now, under nipotent Napoleon repelled b." a popu-
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lar insurrection of Germans; the fate I master and mistress, wherever there it!
of your gallant troops, inured to the what is called a Constitution, (not a
trials and dangers of the Spanish war, written Constitutional act, originating
in their attack upon the hasty lines of with the sovereignty of the people,
New Orleans, defended by an American framed by their special representatives,
militia, has been a matter of European accepted by them, as it is practised in
wonder. Yet, when in the Chamber of the United States, as we had introdnced
Deputies we ask, not for the dissolution at the beginning of the French Revolu-
of the standing army, but its reduction tion, but a series of precedents, chartered
within proper bounds, so as to form a grants, the acknowledgment of rights
regimental nucleus for larger importa- made by royalty, on the presentation of
nons in time of war, when we insist upon privilege, as you have it in England;
limiting the conscriptIon time to three or a written Charter, acknowledging
years, under the colours, and a Lancas- some rights, abridging others, denying
trian primary education, and three years many, among which, the first of them,
on furlongh-so that young men, when the National right to make it:) under
they are taught the use of arms to repel this mock Constitution, I say, the mode
an mvasion, do not lose the destination of impeachment of ministers includes
of their future life; when we consider i the whole proceeding of the law. What
standing troops as the vanguard of an is called popular representation accuses.
armed nation, and call for a general Hereditary legislators become heredi-
system of national guards, naming their tary judges. The French charter has
own officers,-which, in countries where specified two offences, treason and con-
the government is not, like in the United I cussion, which, indeed, extends far, if
States, the people itself, appears to us a I misadvising the king, or oppressing the
necessary condition, even for the main- I king, is treason, and the misappropri-
tenanceof discipline,-we are opposed not ation of public money is concussion:
only by the prejudices, remembrances, the sense of the Chamber of Deputies,
and counter-revolutionary hopes of the after better elections, has secured their
ancien regime, but by imperialism, mili- dismissal, the object being less their
tarism, and wilful forgetfulness of men, being brought to punishment, than of
many of whom, had they not found in such men obtaining a farther removal of
the National Guards a source of glory chances for the return to office. It is
and advancement, might have remained wished to effect the dismissal of adminis-
in the inferior ranks of society and regu- trati ve agents still supported by the
far armies. To the federation of 1790, court, which would be the result if a
fourteen thousand deputies, duly elected, committee of inquiry were named by
were sent by upwards of 3,000,000 of the house, an advantage which your Par-
National Guards. The militia of the liamenthasover our Chambers. This may,
United States amounts to 1,100,000 in some measure, explain the hesitation,
men, equal to defend independence, li- embroglio and minorities for energetic
berty, equality, territory, and legal order, resolutions, which you have justly re-
against a coalition of the rest of the world. marked in the management of that affair.

" I thank you, my dear Sir, for your Your communications of English prece-
o~s~rvations on the impeachment of dents cannot but be very welcome.
ministers, Let me be allowed, as a " Several packets have arrived since
disciple of the American School, to adopt I last heard from the noble kind-hearted
the pri~ciple8 which ,lilll:it the judgment friend, of whom you have said she had
of public ~en to ~lsmISllal.fro~ o~ce the sweetest and strongest mind that
and future lI~ca~aclty, leaving it WIth eyer was lodged in a female body:
the courts of justice to try them, as other [Miss F. ·Wright] the singular part
?~enderB, by common law. In Europe suited, as you observed, to her singula:
1t IS not !he case. <?~the ~eater pa~ of character, may be misrepresented by
the ~ontment, a mnnster 18 responsible people not well acquainted with the
to Ius own master, and often to the purity of her heart, the candour of her
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mind, the enthusiasm of her philan- I perhaps in the world, by whom, for many
thropy, the disinterestedness of her many yearl:lto come, Radical Reform, or
views, and the vivacity of her hopes; any approach to it can be brought upon
her talents, indeed, part of which eva- the carpet, with any the smallest chance
porate in theories, of the certainty and of success. His instruments are the vast
utility of which she has not a doubt, majority of the people of Ireland-his
might have been, I think, more effica- operations, by means of those same in-
ciously employed, even to promote her struments, petitionings for Reform: for
own humane purposes; but to know, to Reform in whatever shape, for a com-
respect, and to love her, will ever be, mencement, may be deemed to afford the
in my sense, one and the same thing. most promising prospect of success. For

'* ·k '* ... the prayer of the petition, what I should
" I am much obliged for the preference prefer, is-the ballot: in the first place

you are pleased to preserve in behalf of alone, without any other of the features.
my Syrian Rose, although its intrinsic Why alone? Because, in Ireland, the
merit has not stood the proof of a more forty-shilling freeholders compose the
commercial-horticultural examination: main body of his strength; and the bal-
sentimental associations are not strange lot being their sole permanent security,
flowers on the soil where she originated. against the option between slavery and
There, they tell love tales: here, it has starvation, the other features would, in
been consecrated to friendship, a friend- comparison, be as nothing to them: and
ship more cordially reciprocated.- Your because, to my knowledge, there are
affectionate friend." several in the House of Commons, who

would vote for the ballot, but would not
vote for any adequate, if any, extension
of the right of suffrage. If that can not
be carried, still less would it be possible
to carry Radical Reform in toto: on the
other hand, suppose it carried, we should
then push on with increase of strength.
K ow, then-suppose him to-have got up
a body of petitioners for the ballot? a
body strong enough for the purpose of
appropriate and necessary intimida-
tion? think of the support it would give
you, on the occasion of a speech from
you, at a meeting of the Livery in Guild-
hall: whereas, without such a support,
the finest speech that ever was or could
be uttered, would be so much sound, and
nothing more. And so, again, in meet-
ings of the Common Council, of which
it is among my ardent wishes to see you
a member. He, in his part of the field,
you, in yours-could you but prevail
upon yourselves, or be prey ailed upon,
to forget, on both sides, the irrelevant
matter in question, you might, on his
arrival in London, act in concert, and
with greatly increased effect.

" 'Ko:' you may say-' he is insin-
cere,' or <he is fickle, and he will back
out again, as he has done already:
Well, then, for the purpose of the argu-
ment-be it 80: still, the further he has

Bentham, on occasionof Henry Hunt's
attack upon O'Connell, wrote to him
this anonymous letter :-

" I am not personally known either
to yourself or to Mr O'Connell: but I
am, and have long been, a sincere and
most zealous friend of Radical Reform,
-that cause which you and he espouse.
Proportioned to my attachment to that
cause, is my regret at the thought of the
damage, which it stands exposed to sus-
tain from this personal altercation be-
tween two so preeminently powerful
supporters of it. In his letter, the vitu-
perative matter (I am persuaded) can-
not have damaged you in public opinion,
in any the smallest degree. In your
letter, likewise, the argumentative mat-
ter, I am equally persuaded, would have
produced more good effect to the cause,
and raised you still higher in the esteem
and admiration of the readers, if it had
been entirely divested of the matter of
the same sort, which, though less in
quantity and coarseness, it nevertheless
contains. Along with this letter, I am
writing one to him with the same object.
The proper subject-matter of consider-
ation, with a view to present practice,
is, not what he has been, but what he is
at present: and that i~-the only man
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carried matters on in our track, before I being desirous of making these conces-
he has backed out, so much the better, sions, rather than lose emancipation al-
for, so much the better shall we be able togetlter: emancipation in the other re-
to do without him when he is gone. maining shapes.

"But my opinion of him, is-that at "Kow, then, with this opinion, with
present, in his declared advocacy of what justice can I think ill of a man
Radical Reform, even in its complete for taking the course which, without
extent, he is sincere. any personal interest in the matter, J

"I cannot stay to give all my rea- myself took, or should have taken?
sons. But some of them are these:- Now, as to the late occasion :-On that

"1. I remember when, several vears occasion, he gave up the motion for
ago, he brought upon the carpet Radical Reform, and submitted to the
Radical Reform, in its whole extent: substitution of the word Constitutional,
making express reference to Bentham's which, as you think, and as I think,
Parliamentary Reform Catechism, or means nothing at all. This submission
Radical Reform Bill, or both, I forget he made. But why ~ for the same ir-
which. At that time he gave the mat- resistible reason for which he made the
ter up: how could he do otherwise?- former one, as above; because, either
no support could he find; to have per- the motion of which the word Radical
severed would have been, thenceforward, stood part, would have been carried
to render it impossible to make any against him, or, if carried by him, would
part of the great progress he has made. have produced such a schism as might
In his place (I remember well) I should have left him in a state of comparative
have done the same. impotence. So much for the motion:

"2. Next, as to the matter which you but, as to his own opinion, he then de-
have so powerfully brought in charge clared, and has since repeatedly de-
against him: and, in particular, the clared, that, by Constitutional Reform,
giving up the forty-shilling freeholders. he meant Radical-nothing short of it.
At that time, I was witness to great " Other passages in his political con-
difference of opinion between a number duct there are, for which I cannot find
of intelligent men, all zealous Radical any such justification: such was his
well-wishers to Reform-all of them adulation and prostration in regard to
completely-either unexposed to, or su- the king. But the failing belongs part-
perior to, sinister interest in any shape. ly to his nation, and partly to his pro-
If I misrecollect not, I myself was for fession. The Irish are in extremes na-
the giving up the votes of the men so turally; and lawyers, being paid for
circumstanced. Why? because, their being so, are so habitually. But, since
condition considered, I could not, at that time, he has had a most instructive
that time, see any, the smallest proba- course of political experience: and, ac-
bility of their doing as they have done. cording to my view of the matter, he
Nowhere but in Ireland could any self- has profited by it. He seems to me
sacrifice, in point of numbers, so exten- much improred.
sive, or a thousandth part so extensive, " As to you, Sir, forgive the liberty
have been produced: nor even tkere. implied in bestowing upon yourself that
w!thout a sort of miracle: or even by same commendation. Of late, I have
miracles, for more than a time of pre- had the pleasure of hearing it bestowed
carious duration-a time of preterna- upon you, and without a dissenting-
tural excitation. voice, by many flowers of our Radical

.. Abominable as the other conditions flock, whose sentiments and opinions in
are, everyone of them, to my mind- relation to you were, till of late, very
considering him as an Irish Catholic, far from favourable: and, amongst the~
(I myself am neither Irishman nor Ca- even rivals: but such rivals, whom no
tholic,) I know not how to regard him opposition, on the ground either of inter-
(I must coufess) as blameable, either est or sentiment, could ever draw aside
(In the score of honesty or judgment, for out of the path of sincerity and Justice.
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" To you, it is no unexampled course, I yon have seen what, if anything, the
to unite with men with whom you have letter I am writing to him has pro-
had differences. Witness Mr Cobbett. duced?

"I have never seen either yourself
or l\fr O'Connell. He knows not of COLOXEL YOl:XG TO Bzxrnxx.
my writing this: nor of my having any
such thing in my thoughts: he cannot: " Calcutta, September 30, 1828.
for it has not been in them longer than "l\Iy DEAR AND YE:'i"ERATED FRIEND,

this day or two. -I failed not to send off to Rammohun
" But 1 have some reason for think- Roy, my excellent friend the Brahmin,

ing that I have some influence with him: his portion of the package's contents
and if, by an answer to this, you will and your letter to him; and he tells me,
express a disposition to come to an ac- in a note, that he will endeavour, to the
commodation, and enter into an union utmost of his ability, to write to you on
with him, as above,-whatsoeyer infln- the subject of your letter, and thank
ence I may have with him, shall for you for your notice of him. He is a.
that purpose be employed. If you lay very sincerely modest man-far too diffi-
on me your injunctions not to let him dent indeed for the remarkable and
know that any such disposition on your unique station he fills among his be-
part has been manifested, those injunc- uighted countrymen. His whole time
tions shall most punctually be complied almost has been occupied for the last
with: but it seems to me it would afford two years in defending himself and his
a better promise, if you would not: for, son against a bitter and virulent persecu-
at any rate, it is not with you that the tion which has been got up against the
proposal for an accommodation would, latter nominally-but against himself
in this case, have originated: and here and his abhorred free opinions in
would be so much proof of sincere affec- reality-by a conspiracy of his own
tion to the cause, and of good temper, bigoted countrymen, protected and en-
of which you would have set the exam- couraged, not to say instigated, by some
pIe: to him, all that would remain of ours-influential and official men who
would be, to follow it: to follow the cannot endure that a presumptuous
example set by you. 'Black Man' should tread so closely

"I forbear giving you my name: it I upon the heels of the dominant white
is not necessary to the production of the class, or rather should pass them in the
effect desired: and it might have the march of mind. Rammohun Roy, after
effect of loading with irrelevant matter, an arduous and prolonged battle through
a business of such transcendent impor- a gradation of tribunals, has at length,
tance, which is already but too much by dint of talent, perseverance, and
encumbered with it. I flatter myself right, got the better in the last resort;
that, without discovering the name of hut the strife, and the magnitude of the
the indi'Didual, your discernment will stake, and the long despair of justice,
discover in the S1Jrtof person, one in have shattered his nerves and impaired
whom, at any rate, for a purpose such his digestion and bodily health, and his
as the present, the requisite confidence energies of mind. It is now oyer, and
may be placed, without any such risk I hope most fervently that he will re-
as need oppose a bar to it. A letter, cover himself again. Not only has he no
directed to A. Z., at lVIrByfield's, sta- equal here among his countrymen, but he
tioner, Charing Cross, WIll come to has none that at all approach to equality,
hand. even among the little 'sacred squadron'

"P.S.-I dread the appearance of of disciples whom he is slowly and
another hasty and hot letter from gradually gathering around him in de-
O'Connell, before that which 1 am writ- spite of obstacles from his own and our
ing can reach him. Suppose aay such people, which no one can rightly appre-
letter to arrive, would it not be better ciate who has not seen and felt the diffi-
to put it aside unread: at any rate, till culties which the condition of society
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here opposes to a reformer, and, above I Brahmins.and others, who are committed
all, to a native reformer. But he per8e- by the act of degradation implied in
veres, and docs make a distinct and visi- domestic intercourse with inferior tribes.
ble progress, slow as it is-very slow! It " I fear I may have failed in impress-
must increase in a geometric ratio, if he I ing you with the same notions which I
is only spared long enough to organize entertain, of the infinite importance of
the elements he is gathering together of this line of conduct. As I have said
resistance to superstition and fanaticism, before, one must have personal experi-
religious and political. His main efforts ence of the abominations of this sort of
are directed, and judiciously so, to the politico-religious aristocratical frame of
primary step in the process of ameliora- society, to appreciate it. Without that
tion-of throwing off the yoke of priest- it is natural that philanthropists, at a
hood ana of caste. The diabolical genius distance, should think Rammohun Roy
who devised the separation of Hmdoos wastes his time and expends his valuable
into orders, who are cut off from all life and labours in work of an inferior
social and intimate connexion of what sort,-and you may fancy that he moves
may be called a domestic nature with too slowly, and docs not come forward
each other, set at work an instrument with sufficient boldness, to strike at
complete and effectual in its operation grcater evils, and attack men and mea-
for the political as well as the religious sures of a higher order. But to what
prostration of mankind. ",Yhere men end should he labour at such works if
may not dwell with each other in domes- the ground be not prepared to receive
tic association-where they cannot eat the seed? As yet there are none or next to
or drink, intermarry, and intercommune none fit to comprehend the more lofty
together, because of difference of tribe imaginings which his master-mind can
and privilege-where this evil has been grasp, and on which he loves to expa-
fixed and imprinted by many centuries tiate in the confidential society of some
of habitual acquiescence, and under hor- three or four heterodox Europeans. But
rible penalties of excommunication- he is ploughing, and harrowing, and
where such i8 the frame of society, how planting, and our ' after-comers', if he
can men combine for any useful purpose lives long enough, will see the fruits.
of improvement or resistance? No It is strange, you will think, that such
wonder that the Hmdoos have always a man should be looked upon coldly, not
been enslaved and oppressed when they to say disliked, by the mass of Europeans,
are thus effectually drvided ! Till these -for he is greatly attached to us and
barriers can be weakened or broken our regime. Not that he loves our
down, nutltiu.q can be done by them, or churches, or priests, or lawyers, or pol i-
perhaps for them. It is against this ticians ; but because he considers the
ann-social element of Hindoo society contact of our superior race with his
that Rammohun Roy directs his quiet degraded and inferior countrymen, as
-his secret-but his persevering en- the only means and chance they have
deavours , and by avoiding any public of improving themselves in knowledge
alarming of the Brahminical and higher and energy. But it is one of the thou-
orders of his countrymen-and, I may sand curses inflicted by the Company's
add, of our own jealous aristocracy of regime in India, that nineteen in twenty,
colour and of place, he is obtaining the or rather ninety-nine in a hundred, of
slow but distinct progress to which I the only Europeans who are allowed to
have adverted-he is gathering round come to this country, are employes,
him a secret society of IIindoos of various civil or military, who resort hither to
castes, whom he persuades by degrees scrape up and carry away all they can,
~ associate, and even eat together at and as soon as thcy can, without heed,
hIS hou~e: Those who. go beyond this or care, or concern in the prosperity of
au-jullme of demarcation can never rc- India. A dominating race thus encamp-
~ed~; that is, the higher orders (and he ed in a conquered country, and an infini-
IS himself of the very highest caste) of tesimallyand small minority in numbers,
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naturally looks with the extreme of J perty but a trust. Already he has de-
jealousy on all improvements, physical livered himself very considerably from
and mental, of the Indigines, or even of the trammels of clique, and the bureau
their own mixed descendants; nor will here, who usually possess themselves of
it ever be otherwise till resort is free to a new comer, and never leave him till
all who can bring with them or obtain they bring him down to their own level,
the means of supporting themselves, as opposers of all that is liberal.
settling, colonizing, and amalgamating, " These are no slight eloges, but they
and identifying themselves and their are rather prognostics than predications.
posterity with the natives. I "All happiness attend you, my ve-

* .~. 'k 'k * nerable and dear master.- Yours affec-
" To the evil of general jobbing and tionately and sincerely."

general distrust, there is a remedy fully BE~THAM TO THE DL"KE OF WELLlNGTO~.
and universally applicable, - Public
opinion. If independent Europeans " Queen's Square Place, Westminster,
were not kept out, and being here, if " 12th Dec. 18~8.
they could speak freely through the " LORDDUKE,-Listen to me: your
press, and were not liable to deportation name will-ay, shall be greater than
at will, then there would be such a check Cromwell's. Already you are, as in
OIl the proceeding of secretaries, and his day he was, the hero of war. Lis-
boards, and councils, as would deter ten to me, and you will be what he
them from jobbery and injustice. Then tried to be, but could not make. himself
the supreme authority might safely and -the hero of peace,-of that peace which
satisfactorily leave nine-tenths of its is the child of Justice.
trumpcry avocations to inferior function- " After subduing the three kingdoms,
aries. Then there would be time to he attacked the army of lawyers. They
legislate and improve, and, before all repulsed him. They were too many for
things, to codify, while our statute-book, him.
is yet manageably small, and our corps I "About sixty years ago I deserted
of the law have not yct maintained a i from it, and have been carrying on
strong and separate interest, powerful ! against them a guerilla war ever since.
enough to put down all improvement! " I have got together a body, which
Publicity,-a free press would thus pre- is every day augmenting. I am now
vent our minds from stagnating, and on the point of attacking them in force.
our local government would gradually .. The materiel of my army may be
assume its proper functions, and would seen in the volume accompanying this,
take much of its tone from the opinions intituled,' Justice and Codification Pe-
of those it ruled. There would be time titions.'
to do good. .. On the opening of the next cam-

" Lord William Bcntinck seems very paign in Saint Stephen's, my Cornman-
frank and plain, very inquisitive, and der-in-chief (a truce to his name for the
endowed with considerable sagacity; present) will commence the attack. His
his temper is excellent, I hear. I think baton, the Bill (styled the De/patch
he will encourage the press, because he Court Bill) which I have prepared for
is honest and diligent; clean hands and him.
clear head, 'tis not such who fear pub- "Under him will serve some stout
licity. I think he will promote educa- fellows, whom I am occupied in enlist-
tion, and do away the murder of women ing and training.
and children. I think he will admit " But a truce to allegory. It is time
natives to higher offices of trust, and do to speak in plain language.
away the exclusion of black and coloured "Our whole Judiciary Establish-
men from the administration of justice. mcnt, with the system of procedure,
lIe is the only man I have yet seen in self-styled the regular, by which it
f,ower, who seemed to think as if he works, is one entire mass of corruption:
thought Patronage was not private pro- fruits of it, depredation and oppression,
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-both upon an all-comprehensive scale,
-its proceedings have, from first to last,
had these for its objects and effects.
Mere illusion the so indefatigably trum-
peted purity of it. In comparison of
the plunderage made by it, trifling is
that made by the most corrupt, which-
ever it is, of those whose corruption is
most notorious. By the plunderage
which they make, they are always more
or less exposed to punishment. Of that
which our Judges make, the whole mass
is intrenched in impunity; and by
Parliament itself, under their influence,
the fortress has recently been made im-
pregnable. I mean-by the Statute of
the 22d July, 1822. (3 Geo. IV. c. 69,)
by which the Judges are authorized to
impose on the afflicted suitors taxes
without stint, and put the money into
their own pockets.

"Open the accompanying volume.
To one of the pages you will find a keep-
place paper pinned. A single glance
will sufficeto show you fourteen charges.
By the unreserved confession even of
practising lawyers,-lawyers high in
practice,-high even in Mr Peel's con-
fidence,-theee chargesare incontestably,
eYery one of them, proved.

" The eyes of the people at large are
fast opening, not to say already opened:
opened to the slavery in which they
have been so long beld by lawyers.
Soon will you hear the self-emancipated
slaves, chorus upon chorus, in full cry
for jnstice! 'Away,' say they, 'away
with the teclin ical, the unintelligible mode
of procedure-the regular, as the 80-
monstrously-irregular chaos so falsely
calls itself. Give us the only plain,-
the only intelligible,-the only honest,
-in a word, the summary mode. Give
us the only mode employed by those
who wish sincerely, seriously, and
steadily, to give execution and effect to
that rule of action for the effectuation
of which this adjunct professes to be
employed. Give us the mode employed
in the Small Debt Courts. Give us the
mode employed in the courts composed
of Justices of the Peace acting singly,
or in any numbers elsewhere than in
Quarter ·Sessions. Give us the only
mode employed whcre evidence is to be

elicited-where information is to be ob-
tained, by either House of Parliament,
-the only mode, in a word, which is
employed where a real desire has place
to bring out' the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth: Thus say
already in numbers, and will say every
day in greater and greater numbers, the
people at large. But, to crown all,
speaking, as I do, to the Head of the
Army, I say-Give us the mode-the
onlymode-employed in and by Courts-
martial!

" Yes! give us the simplicity, the
honesty, the straightforwardness, of
Courts-martial.

" Yes: look here, Duke! Here you
are at home. Had you a military
offence to try-had you a dispute to
settle between two officers-would you
be satisfied to let five years pass before
so much as the first question put re-
ceived an answer? Would the sound
of a word-the word equity, or any
other-suffice to reconcile- you to an
absurdity so palpable, so abominable-
to every mouth that can gull) it down
so dishonourable ? But, if not, in what
respect can such a delay, with the ex-
pense and lawyer's-profit for which it
was created, be more conducive and
favourable to civil than to military
justice?

" No ! the head of the army-in so far
as it depended upon him-as often as a
military wrong took place one moment,
would not wait another moment before
he applied the remedy.

"There sits Lord Eldon! for five-
and-twenty years and more, to the ruin
of so many thousands of families, bead
of the law. What bays this, or any
other head of the law, to the five years?
Would he abate so much as a single
moment of it? Ask him. Not he in-
deed.

"Think now of the difference! and-
the cause of it-what is the cause of it?
What but this :-The head of the army
would be a ruined man-his army a
ruined army-were he mad enough to
estoblish. any such matchless absurdity;
or, though it were but for a moment,
permit it to have place. But the head
of the law, who not only permits it to
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have place, but would be ready to faint
at the thought of its ceasing to have
place-in what way is he a sufferer by
it? Instead of being so, he is, and
to a matchless amount, a gainer by
it. HIS vast, his needless, his useless,
his most mischievous income, so many
times as great as that of the head of the
army, is mainly constituted by it.

" Theory! speculation! visionary!
enthusiast! Utopian ! Of words such as
these IScomposed the only sort of an-
swer which the opposers of Law Reform
-the defenders of established turpitude
-are wont, or can find, to make to
such damning truths.

"Head of the army! I repeat the
question. In any Court-martial that
ever sits, would you have five years
elapse before so much as the first ques-
tion received an answer? Would you
have every innocent man, who, by some
untoward occurrence, had been brought
before a Court-martial, regularly plun-
dered of his last shilling before he re-
ceived his acquittal? Well, then, if
you would not, and forasmuch as you
would not, you are as undeniably a
theorist, a speculatist, and so forth, as.!
myself am.

" By the last returns, a sum, within
a trifle of £40,000,000 was lying in-
,qulphed in Chancery. By this time
that sum must have been exceeded. By
my plan, this vast sum would, within 'a
trifle, be given to the right owners, in-
stead of being, in so vast a proportion of
it, divided by the lawyers amongst the
lawyers, while the remainder remained
in the gulph, ready to be drawn upon
by them, as occasion offered.

" Supposing now, for a moment, this
money given by you to those it belongs
to! Behold, what a flood of gratitude!
I, for my part, shall be in my grave:
my soul the flattering unction will not
reach. But you! you may still be
where you are. Then will you, king-
like, be anointed by it !

"So much for procedure-judicial
procedure-the system of operations
and written instruments, which should
be employed, and professes to be em-
ployed, for giving execution and effect
to the rule of action-the guide, pro-

vided by Government, for the conduct
of individuals.

" Now for the rule of action itself.
"Turn now to the articles of war,-

the rule of action for military men. In-
stead of this, or any other body of
really existing law, composed of a deter-
minate set of words, emanating from a
body of men, by universal consent,
authorized to make laws-to this visible
and tangible rule of action, would you,
if it were in your power, substitute the
contents of a vast library, continually
increasing, composed of self-contradic-
tory wrangling, talking backwards and
forwards-pages employed by dozens,
scores, not to say hundreds-in pretend-
ing to settle the meaning of this or that
single word, left still more doubtful at
the end of the palaver, than it was at
the beginning of it ? matter, replete with
the most contemptible absurdities and
pickpocket lies under the name-yes,
avowedly under the name of fictions:
coming, every syllable of It, from a set
of men, (the Judges,) not one of whom
so much as pretends to any such right
as that of making law? but on the con-
trary, as often as called npon, abjuring
it, even at the very moment when em-
ployed in spinning, spider-like, out of
their own bowels, this same spurious
matter to which they give the force of
law?

" Instead of the articles of war, put
into every military man's hands, sup-
pose a porter's load of that same lawyer's
trash laid upon his back, how would he
know in what manner to condnct him-
self? how would he know in what man-
ner to save himself from being shot?
Instead of the words of command spoken,
suppose so many dissertations, of the
length of so many chapters of Black-
stone's Abridgment, put, one after
another, into his hands, with a lawyer
placed beside him, ready, upon receipt
of a few guineas, and not otherwise, to
tell him the meaning of it: this sup-
posed, after how many years of training,
in this mode, would he be found (think
you) in a condition to face the enemy?

" A Law Riform Association-a
'Noble Army of'Reformists, some of
them'Mm-tyrs'-an army of this sort
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-a quarter before the half-hour-for the
sake of circumgirating the Hermitage,
-come to the embrace of

" JEREMY BENTHAM,

"Aged 81, if he outlives the pre-
sent four-and-twenty hours:'

Again-
" Q. S. P., 25th February, 1829.

"LIBERATOR OF LIBERATORS,-

Herewith you receive, in print, the pro-
posed Petition for Codification. Item,
the proposed Petition for Justice at full
length.*

" Not yet completed is the proposed
Abridged Petition for Justice. I hope
and believe another week will not have
passed away, before this is likewise
completed-meaning the writing of it:

" Q. S. P., 15th February, 1829. for completed the printing of it will
"Dear, honest, supremely public- scarcely be, even then.

spirited, truly philanthropic, consistent, "Ofthe use expected from the Abridg-
perse1)ering, self-de1:oting Friend! - ed Petition, the ad vertisement gives some

" I have seen Bowring. O'Connell account.
needing' introduction' !-what a joke! " Besides curtailments, there are ad-
And to whom ?-to a queer old hermit, . ditions in it: want of conciseness will,
half gone in dotage, sinking through it . I hope, be found compensated for by
into the grave! i amelioration.

" Enclosed you have here your second! " As we can see one another so sel-
'Brief:' not, indeed, in Pcmlico-order, : dom, and to both time is so precious,
(as our phrase says,) though so near to i better we should not meet till you have
the Bird-cage Walk into which Q. S. P. i the tout ensemble: special cause of ex-
looks, (being contiguous to Pimlico and ! ception excepted.
the new Palace;) but, however, in such i " A primary auxiliary power has pre-
order as will serve the purpose-I mean' sented itself to me, and its assistance
of acceleration: these proofs being sent I engaged. But this, too, will keep till
de bene esse, till superseded by a com- I we meet.
pleted copy. " I conclude, more Romano, for the

"So, as to the 'Abridged Petition,' present. 'Vale et me ama.'
spoken of in the herewith-sent adver- " P.S.-Cheering, in the highest de-
tisement, it could not accompany its gree, has been Bowring's information of
lengthy, 'full-length' precursor: but will your sacrifice of professional profit to
follow it, before your leisure, (not to universal benefit, in being, at any rate,
speak of patience,) has been long enough in contemplation, and on the cards;"
to carry you through the aforesaid long
one.

" As soon as it has, seree me with
notice-name your day-all other en-
gagements vanish. As late as half-after
seven, for the sake of maximizing my
writing-time, is the time, not before,
which my dinner (tete-it-tete it will be)
usually finds itself on table: but if it
does not suit you, name yours, and the
other vanishes: if it does suit you, at ~

I am raising: a Legion of Honour with
members for Grand Crosses. There, if
you will head it, will be a tower of de-
fence to you: a support from without
doors. Ere long you will see it in the
field. Will you refuse the command
thus offered? Instead of accepting it,
will you openly throw your shield over
the now so-completely-exposed turpi-
tude of this established and still con-
tinued system of pillage and oppression,
under the mask of justice; or (what
will be the same in effect) will you
remain neuter and inoperati ve?- Forbid
it, honour! forbid it, justice! quoth
your sincere well-wisher," &c.

BEN'lBAM TO DANIEL O'CONNELL.

BENTHAM TO THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON.

"Queen's Square Place, Westminster.
" 22d March, 1829.

"ILL-ADVISED MAN !-Think of the
confusion into which the whole fabric of
Government would have been thrown,
had you been killed; or had the trial of

* See these in the Works, vol. v.
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* In ..llusion to the Duke's duel with Lord
Winchelsea on the 21st March.
t Mr D'Esterre, of the Dublm Corporation,

who challenged Mr O'Connell for calling that body
a beggarly corporation.

you, for the murder of another man, 1 himself, in private as well as in public.
been substituted in the House of Lords and (strange as it may seem to many of
to the passing of the Emancipation Bill!* us) as far as I can judge, with sincerity,

"I told you I was your well-wisher. to be a believer in the religi(ln he pro-
Even in the common form of a letter fesses in public. Not without visible
I never speak unadvisedly. I now signs of emotion, did he speak to me of
prove myself so. the catastrophe. The effect produced

"The circumstance that induces me by it on his mind was (he said) such,
thus to put myself forward is this:- that he made a YOW, and that vow was
For the entire extinction of this most -to make atonement for the transgres-
pestilential practice, I have a plan, of sion: and that atonement consisted in
the success of which, I have little more the determination never to engage a
doubt than of my own existence. It is second time in the like contest; but to
grounded-partly on experience fur- submit to any insult or indignity, how
nished by this country; partly on ex- atrocious soever, rather than seek or
perience furnished by another country; accept of satisfaction in that shape.
partly on the attention I have, for be- Yes: and to make this determination
tween sixty and seventy past years, been matter of general notoriety; and to this
paying to the springs of action in human his determination he had hitherto main-
nature; partly on the acquaintance I tained, and ever resolved to maintain,
have made with the penal code, and the the most inviolable adherence.
system of judicial procedure, as they "Xot so much as five minutes had
are, and as they ought to be, in all their the report of the occurrence reached me
details. III this my Hermitage, when I sat down

" If there be that man upon the face to write the scribble, which, in the ori-
of the earth, in whom self-sacrifice, and ginal, would not have been legible to
so much more thau self-sacnfice, to no you: in the meantime, what I hear is--
imaginable good purpose, are less ex- that instead of being the challengee,
cusable than in any other, it is yourself. which would have been too bad, you
In the first place, in yuur case, what were actually the challenger, which is
symptom of deficiency in personal cour- still worse. Friends, forsooth !-How
age would be your utter refusal to en- narrow must have been the views and
gage with any man in any such contest? : minds of friends, by whom advice, with
Yes: if, for the first time, you had just such effects in the train of it, could have
been taking in hand a pair of colours. been given!
In the next place, even supposing it "These friends--in name, profession,
conclusive proof of such an infirmity, and appearance; to whom were they so
would it have rendered you incompetent, in reality? To yourself, to the king, to
or any other man competent, to conduct Great Britain, to Ireland, to the human
the business of Government? In what species at this present time? To the
shape, either to yourself, or to your same species at any future time ?-Put
country, would any evil be produced to each of them these questions: and
by an imputation of that sort, compar- take note of his answers.
able to that which would be produced "In the United States, I am neither
by your sudden death? unknown nor unheeded. The President,

" T'other day, O'Connell was with and the present Finance Secretary, were
me. Amongst other things, he gave my familiar friends. Propensity to
me his history in relation to duelling. duelling is, in that country, the cardinal
About a dozen years ago, it happened vice. In that country, still more than
to him to kill his man. t He declares in Ireland, the plague in that shape

rages. If I live two years, or at the
utmost, three years longer, I shall be,
in no small degree, disappointed, if I
do not see the plague (as the Bible
phrases it) 'stayed:
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" For my own part, in former days, I I " This moment you present yourself
thought I saw some benefits from it to to my mind's eye with a brace of bulIet-
mankind, and committed the mention holes,-not in the skirts of your coat,
of them to writing; and, if I misrecol- but in your body: dupe to some rascal,
lect not, to the press. "* On further con- who has looked to it as a ladder to his
sideration, I have arrived at the per- ambition or a feast for his vengeance. If
suasion, that they amount to little, if one IS not enough, others may follow:
anything; and that, at any rate, they this in any number.
are, in a prodigious degree, outweighed " Think not this is mere fancy: for in
by the mischievous effects; of which I aid of imagination, in comes memory.
am prepared to gh-e a list. Three cases it presents at the same mo-

" Mere insensibility to danger of pain ment,-O'Connell once more; Colonel
and death is a virtue which man pos- Burr's; and Target Martin's.
sesses in joint-tenancy with the bull, " First, as to O'Connell's. What I did
the bear, and their challenger-the not mention before is this. O'Connell
dog. was sure of his mark. He had made

"Now then, if to personal and physi- himself so in an odd way. In his part
cal, you add moral courage, I will tell of the country reigns a commonwealth of
you what to do. Go to the House of dogs: their practice was to attack men
Lords. Stand up there in your place, on horseback, bitmg the horses' heels.
confess your error, declare your repent- I " Think not this incredible. A simi-
ance; say you have violated your duty lar commonwealth had place years ago,
to your sovereign and your country; and probably has still, at Constantinople.
and promise, that on no future occasion Anno 1785, it made war upon me there:
whatsoever, under no provocation what- fortune saved me. O'Connell travelled
soever, in either character-that ofgir:cr, with pistols, and practised with them
or that of accepter of a challenge, will upon those dogs, till he became expert
you repeat the offence. as above. Hence the contrition spoken

" Here am I, leader of the Radicals, of in my last.
(in that character, at least, am I, and I " 2. Colonel Burr's case. Colonel
alone, every now and then, spoken of,) Hamilton stood in the way of his am-
leader of the Radicals, more solicitous bition. Burr determined to put him
for the life of the leader of the Absolu- out of the way. He too had made him-
tists, than he himself is! What para- self sure of his mark. Not confession
doxes, what prodigies, has not the field this, but boast. I had it from himself.
of politics given birth to of late !" Anno 1807, or thereabouts, he was my

I I d h guest for months. t
am sorry that cannot fin t e "3 T t M ti J h W'lk

D k ' t thi 1 tt bnt i . arge a.r III s. 0 n 1 esu e s aaswer 0 IS eel': ut it was t hi hrist db thi . tL
immediate; for Bentham sent a re- ~o nn c r18ene y IS ~ame. . ,e
.. d th f II . d Import you see already. In this Martm s
Jom er on e 0 owmg ay. case, it was an affair of speculation,

" Q. S. P., 23d March, 1829. How to use pistols he had learnt from
"711 d D__ • ,

mon ay D'Of;n~ng. his target: whom to use them upon,
" My DEAR Dt:KE, - Opened this from the case of St Becket, in Hume's

moment this note of yours. I must at History. George the Third was his
you once more. I am an Englishman. Henry the Second.
More than that, I have my designs upon " 4. Another case comes in this mo-
you. I want to make you do what ment. Adam's,-Lord Commissioner
Cromwell tried at, and found it was too Adam's case. Shooting at a great man
much for him. I cannot afford to lose by his leave, then figuring away and
you. Your conntry remains plunged making a friend of him. Speculation
by you into a danger you seem not to this in another shape.
he aware of; I am. " Speculations, such as they are, I

• See Work., \ 01. i., p. 3;8. t See preceding vol., p, 4:12.
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have likewise,-but, so it is, it has " '28th May, 1829.
never happened to them to take exactly " My revered master has given me
this turn. Should it ever, you see great satisfaction by his 'Despatch
already how I should proceed, taking Court.' Would it were instituted to-
you to practise upon. Common Law morrow! I return the entire manuscript:
offers me, as you will see, her license. some portion I am unable to decipher;
When my target had holes enough but I have read the rest, and derived
through it, I should look back into the great pleasure from the perusal. It
newspaperll, and say to you, or of you, must be-there must be a Despatch Court.
something in the style of what Lord There is a pressing and daily increasing
1Vinchelsea said-' A brace of balls you necessity for such an experiment, and
would put into the skirts of my coat: the experiment once made, every court
another brace I should put into your will soon become a Court of Despatch.
body. Here am I, then, a great man; "\Ve must not, however, lose sight of the
you a dead one. Now, then, for this nght of appeal. As a general rule, it
my greatness, what should I have to must be preserved, though the experi-
pay? At the outside, the cost of a year's mental Despatch Court may be without
lodging in a comfortable apartment, in a appeal. No page. Blank is left for
handsome stone building called a prison, the uses of appeal.
with a pleasant garden to it: This " I have consumed some time strug-
punishment is what, as above, I call a gling for my seat for Clare. I hope it
license. is not time lost. I am certain it has

" With reminiscences such as these in euabled me to be, in disposition and from
his mind, could a man do otherwise than conviction, more independent of party
I have done, and am thus continuing to of every kind in the House. I expect
do? Had I not, I should, in case of to be returned for Clare again. I ex-
your falling a victim, as above, to rage pect it confidently. Now for Utility-
or speculation, read my own condemn a- U tility- Law - Church - Finance-
tion in my own Penal Code. In it stands I Currency-Monopoly-Representation.
a class of offences designated by the title How many opportunities to be useful!
of NEGATIVE. It runs through all the, "I leave this city for Dublin on
other classes. Omission to do something , Saturday morning. Let me have a line
from the want of which comes an evil; by the post, to say whether :you can
such as is produced by this or that allow me to go to you at a quarter he-
written act; in which way murder may fore seven on Friday the 29th, and to
be committed as surely as by sword or I remain with you till eleven. You must,
pistol. By omitting to administer food, in that case, give me some fish, as I do
a jailor, for example, has murdered his not eat meat on Friday. Anyone kind
prisoner-a nurse her child. of fish, I am entirely careless which-

" , England expects every man to do I have a most orthodox dislike to every
his duty: This done, I have done mine. kind.
Whosesoever head any blood of yours " I do most fervently hope that you
may fall upon, one there is upon which will live to see the British Isles blessed
none of it shall fall-and whom it is you with your Code. My humble efforts
once more see. shall be most persevering to attain that

" P. S.-Respeetfor your time has sub- most useful object.
stituted to a lengthy letter this abridg- " I will not express-indeed, I could
ment. My social affections are warm: not express-my affectionate veneration
the promptitude of your attention had to you. It increases as the period when
called forth the garrulity of old age." I can start forward in the race of legal

utility approaehas, and becomes more
certain. Luckily, the New Chancery
Bill and Justice of Peace Bill are post-
poned until next session. Much has
been made of more untoward materials.

Bentham had a box inscribed by him,
" 1829,Laadatoria aut E:cltilarantia,"
in which I find this letter from O'Con-
nell:-
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With the greatest respect, your to- be- provinces to the federal bond by the re-
useful disciple," &c. establishment of a good government;

but that she will never be able to con-
GE~ERAL MILLER TO BENTHAM. quer them by force of arms. Nor, in-

"27th June, 1829. deed, ought she to wish it; for provincial
c, I shall give you my opinion as to jealousies and petty feuds cannot deprive

the best form of government for the her of the metropolitan precedency,
new States of America, for the sake of which geography assigns to her, in the
obtaining, ill return, the benefit of yours. Arjrentme territories, and which might

"Let us begin with Buenos Ayres, render her an emporium, like what Venice
or the United Provinces of Rio de la was in former days. Having said 1>0

Plata, which I consider one of the most much relative to Buenos Ayres, it is
important points of ::::;outhAmerica, on unneeessary to add much whh regard
account of its position, productions, na- to Peru, or any other of the States; for
vigable rivers, and commercial capabi- I have observed that a strong family like-
lities, ness runs through the different Spanish-

" Soon after Rivadavia was appointed American nations as far as I have had
Secretary of Rtate, (m 1821, I think it an opportunity of observing them. Peru,
was,) he made the federal system the under a hbcral, steady, honest, economi-
ground-wurk uf his administration; and cal administration, would soon be pos-
the flourishing state of affairs which sessedofthe elements of wealth, strength,
ensued, goes to confirm my impression and happiness. More than one Pal-
that federalism is, of all forms, the best myra would probably be seen to arise in
adapted to the wants and gelllus of the the midst of her arid and now tenantless
natives of the provinces of the Rio de deserts, and Lima might become a se-
la Plata, if not of the whole of South cond Tyre. If the mines of Potosi could
America. The prosperity of Buenos draw 180,000 inhabitants to one of the
Ayres excited the attention of the other most barren of regions, can we doubt the
provinces, and, I thmk, proves the sound- power of the precious metals, the staple
ness of their judgment; they successively ! produce of Peru, reperforming a simi-
sent in their voluntary adhesion, and they lar miracle, whenever human enterprise,
were admitted into the federative union. prompted by the love of gain, shall be

"In 1826, Rivadavia was advanced left uncramped by vexatious restrictions
to the Presidency of the Republic, when, and oppressive misrule?
most unfortunately, he cuuld not let well " I have sometimes been asked, if J
alone. The system which had worked' thought monarchy suitable to the wants
so well was discarded, and the spirit of and wishes of the South Americans. To
innovation substituted the' one and in- this question my answer has invariably
divisible,' or, as they called it, the' cen- been a negative. In this I am borne out
tral ' form of government; but gaucho by the untimely fate of Iturbide, and by
sense would not tolerate the measure the faiture of the ' President for life'-that
which deprived them of a positive good, half-way-house sort of elective monarchy
nor gaucho pride brook the change which was overturned in Peru and Bo-
which conferred on Buenos Ayres a pal- livia, and rejected in Colombia. I do
pable supremacy. Division arose, and not mean to say that no monarchies can
the provinces severally withdrew from be established in South America. What
the federation, 'Ye have seen that fine I assert is, that no king can be forced,
portion of America retrograding from or force lumself, upon the South Ameri-
bad to worse, until it has become a cans. There IS scarcely a fortified town
question, whether a war of colour will throughout the continent, and there is
be the fatal consequence of Rivadavia's no aristocracy upon which to rely. The
grievous error. Where this horrid state only way in which a monarchical form
of things is to en.I, is difficult to foresee; of government will again be adopted in
but it appears certain, to my mind, that these States, will be from some Presi-
Buenos Ayre' might -.lowlv restor!' the i dpllt-Iet us suppose in Chili, for the
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sake of argument-rendering himself nor those of other nations of the ancient
extremely beloved and popnlar; the and new world, are as I would wish
people might then elect him king. them to be. In monarchical countries,

" Of the democratic forms, I give an they exhibit the effigy of the kings and
unhesitating preference to the federal. their armorial bearings. In the United
It is upon this point that I should feel States, that of liberty and au eagle, with
most happy to be favoured with your the device of the federal systelll-E plu-
friendly instructions. Let them be plain, ribus unum. In the Mexican Republic,
and suited to the capacity of an unletter- the cap of fibertyand au eagle perched on
ed soldier of fortune, who may, perhaps, a nopal, (the cactus, or cochineal feeding--
be placed in circumstances where his tree.) with a serpent in her beak. In
opinion may be called for, and where Central America, the tree of liberty, and
it may be listened to with some atten- five volcanoes, representatives of the five
tion. States which form the Republic. In the

" In taking into consideration any le- Peruvian, a female figure representing
gitimate system, as applicable to Spanish Libert,1l, and the armorial bearings of the
America, do not, I beseech you, lose city of Lima. In the U mted Provinces
sight of the facts that the people there of the River of Plata, the Sun, symbol
must be counted as something; that of the Union, and the cap of liberty. In
standing armies are there peculiarly in- Chili, a volcano emitting fire, a column
compatible with lasting tranquillity; supporting a small globe, above this a
and that no government,however strong- star, and, higher still, the word Lii.J<'rt./f,
ly fenced round by bayonets, can lon~ &c.
stand its grounu, unless it be the people's "The other symbols of American Re-
choice, and upheld by that support which publics have the same defect, for there
is to be permanently secured only by are diverse nations which have eagles,
justice and mtegrity." nopales, &c. In the pictures of serpents,

, suns, eagles, &c., I see a something like
JOSE DEL VALLE (the President of Guate- relics of ancient barbarism; and the t;:ap

mala) TO BENTHAll. of liberty appears to me an affectation,
(Translation.) uunecessary where it (liberty) positively

" Guatemala, the Hlth May, 182!). ' exists, and ridiculous, where it is only
" SIR,- 'Vant of eonveyance, in con- nominal.

sequence ofthe little intercourse between " In all nations, which are not 01'-
this country and England, has been the pressed oy tyrants or despots, there
cause of my silence during the preced- ought to exist a legal liberty. The sym-
ing months. I was not able to send bol which represents it, might, in this
my letters, and I had not the honour to case, be put on the coins of all constitu-
converse through them withMr Bentham. tional governments; in which case, the ap-
But your respected voice has reached me, plication made of it, would be coextensive
through the medium of the works which with the distinguishing character of the
you have written for the universal good form of government which it is designed
of mankind. You, Sir, have multiplied to present to view : and in each political
yourself in them: you live in all civil- f State, to this generally applying, should
ized countries: you will live in all ages. be added a specially applying symbol
A wise man is, of all beings, the one peculiar to itself.
who most approaches the divinity whieh " I should like to see that, in mo-
is omnipresent. narchies and in Republics, the coins

" I avail myself of the opportunity bore on the obverse side, an image repre-
now offering itself in Mr T. Ackerman, senting Congress, Parliament, or Cortes;
by whom, to your metropolis, I have the and on the reverse side, the bust of the
pleasure of sending you a collection of king, or of the supreme chief of the Ro-
the gold and silver coins of this Re- public: that further, on the first be ex-
public. pressed the name of the Congress, Par-

" Neither the coins of this country, Iiament, or Cortes, and the number of
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deputies and senators that form it; and
that on the second be shown the name
of the monarch or respective chief of
the nation.

" The coins would then partake of the
august character which distinguishes the
high powers. They would be precious
monuments for the history of the con-
stitutional epochs, and eternal opprobrium
to the tyrants who seek to annihilate
constitutional government, and to make
themselves absolute.

" Another thought which strikes me
at this moment: might there not be on
the reverse side an image representing
the two highest powers-the Legislative
and the Executive; and on the other side
the map of the Kingdom or Republic-
upon a very diminutive scale.

" The map of a nation, would give to
its coins the most unequivocal character
of nationality. They would be more
conformable to the spirit of the age,
which is not like former ages-pleased
with lions, castles, ladders, and apes;
but, on the contrary, with everything
that is positively useful, and adapted to
the existing civilisation. It would in-
spire a taste for the study of the geo-
graphy of the country, even down to
the lowest class of the people.

"I do not know whether you, Mr
Bentham, have ever turned your thoughts
to the subject of coins-those thoughts
which have been applied with so much
utility to legislative science. If mine
were worthy of your suffrage, this would
afford me real satisfaction. If on the
contrary, I shall at least enjoy that of
having endeavoured at the improvement
-ofwhat appears to me to be in want of
it."

The following are extracts from
Bentham's answer :-

BEXTHAM TO JOSE DEL VALLE.

" Septemher 8-13, 1829.
" Coins.- What you say on this

subject shows the expandedness and
expansiveness of your mind. Itwould,
however, have been still more gratify-
!ng :-0 me, to h~ye seen it. when apply-
mg Itself to subjects on which its labours
might have been employed in the pro-

duction of effects, in which contribution
to public happiness had been more de-
terminate and unquestionable.

" First, as to exhibiting the outline
of the territory of the State. This, by
wars and treaties, would be constantly
exposed to variation; and in case ~f
cession, could be liable to excite pain-
ful comparisons and recollections.-Se-
condly, as to numbers of the members
of Legislative Assemblies. I'hese too,
whatsoever be the number of the As-
semblies of which the Legislature is
composed, would be continually ex-
periencing variations : naturally and
generally in the way of increase-e-such
variations have been experienced in
England, in France, and in the Anglo-
American United States, &c., &c.: Iam
inclined to think almost everywhere.

" Liberty of the Press, in the ordi-
nary acceptation of the word.-So far,
so good; but in that sense it may have
place, and at the same time a state of
things opposite to that looked for from
it. Under every government, and in
particular a democratical one, the prin-
cipally effective literary instruments of
good and evil are the periodical; and
amongst the periodical, the most effec-
tive, those of which the recurrence is
most frequent : the daily, more than
the every-other-day papers; the every-
other-day, more than the weekly; and
so on. Suppose now, one such paper
in existence, and no more, here the
liberty would be a mere illusion; instead
of useful, that paper might be worse
than useless. First, take that which is
the most natural supposition-this one
paper edited by government, or under
the influence of government. All truths
by which indication is given of imper-
fections in the system of government,
or misconduct on the part of the gover-
nors, are suppressed: all Iies and bad
arguments, tending to produce, on the
part of the people, approbation of those
imperfections, or that misconduct, 01'

disbelief of their existence, are inserted;
and all contradictions to those lies, and
counter-arguments against, and refuta-
tions of those bad arguments, are kept
excluded.

"Even suppose that, for a time, the
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newspaper editor-this master of public I of the celebrated General Miranda, with
opinion-is honest, and gives insertion whom I was on intimate terms, went
to communications, which, on any of the some years ago from this country, in
above accounts, are unpleasant to Go- which he WIIB born and bred, to Colom-
vernment. Of such a state of things, bia, I think it was-at that time Vene-
the duration will always be precarious. zuela--to set up a newspaper in the
For the more active he is in this line English style, I drew up for his use a
of beneficence, the more troublesome little plan, having for its object this
will he be to the constituted authorities, species of impartiality and independence,
and the stronger will be the interest by as far as practicable. At so short a
which they will be incited to gain him warning, I have not been able to ley my
over at any price. Being thus gained handson it,or I would have sent itto you,
oyer, he will not only be useless to the or a copy of it,-if I succeed, you shall
cause of the subject many, but worse have a copy by the next conveyance.
than useless. Good, in the shape of In the meantime, you will perhaps turn
reward, thus misapplied, does double your thoughts to the consideration in what
the mischief that could be done by evil manner,asmattersstandinyourcountry,
thus misapplied, in the shape of punish- the problem may be accomplished.
ment. All that the fear of punishment " The King of France is determined
could do, would be to restrain the man to endeavour to reestablish despotism.
from serving the cause of the people; I have before me the words of a short
while hope of reward, besides producing but decisive conversation on the subject
that negati ve bad effect, might, in any between him and the Duke of Orleans.
degree, be productive of the positive This from a man who had it from the
bad effect of causing him to do positive duke. The people are determined to
disservice to the interest of the people. resist the king; in which case, if the!!

" Even suppose him still honest and succeed, the Duke of Orleans will sue-
honest to the end, still by giving pub- ceed to the crown: probably with an
licity to his own notions, to the exclu- authority still more limited than at pre-
sion of all others, he might lead public sent. Here there will be a civil war,
opinion astray to any degree; and wonld unless the king grows frightened and
be sure so to do, to a more or less con- yields, which seems most likely." A
siderable degree, though without intend- man is taking a lithographic copy at a
ing it. press I have, of a pamphlet on the popu-

" Now, then, how to obviate this evil, lar side, destined for dissemination in
and reduce it to its lowest pitch: in France. I believe this leaf will contain
one of the new words of my coinage, to the last words of my long and miscella-
minimize it. This is matter of no small neous epistle. Regard the length of it
difficulty; and, as yet, has never any- as a measure of the affection with which
where, that I ever heard of, been at- I am yours," &c.
tempted.

" As to what is written in the person
of the editor, there is no remedy: of this
part the tendency will be such as by
whatsoever motives he is inclined to
make it. Against this partiality the
only remedy is that which can be ap-
plied by other persons in the character
of his correspondents. If matters can
be so ordered that he shall stand bound
to give place to observations in equal
quantity made in opposition to his own,
or those of any other writer upon the
side which he advocates, this is as much
as can be done. When Miranda, son

The following is a list of editions of
the Works of Bentham that had appear-
ed in the Peninsula, transmitted for the
use of Del Valle ;-

In Spain, Dr Toribio N ufiez; dedicated
to the Spanish Cortes (in 1820, printed
at Salamanca) his Espiritu de Bentham,
or the Social Science, founded on the
works of J. B.

In 1821, Jacobo Villanova translated
Bentham's Panopticon, in consequence

* This letter is d&ted, it will be observed, a little
more than ten months before the events antic Irated
in it took place.-Ed.
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of which the Cortes decreed that all the I the moat clear intellect inthe world, you
prisons of Spain should be in future built had not added the perpetual and cheerful
on the Panopticon plan. energy of continued perseverance.

In 1822, Dr Ramon Salas printed, at "I intend to get up a .korter Codifi-
Madrid, a Translation of the Troius, in cation Petition,-indeed, several peti-
which, however, he has introduced other tiona for 'Codification,' -that is, for the
matter from the works of J. B. draft of a Code.

In 1825, the Tratado de Pruebas Ju- "I think the Honourable Honse, as
diciales y Teoria de Penas Legales was there is to be no expense but that of
printed at Paris, edition in 4 vola. 18mo, printing, will yield to my reasoning, or
to be had at Bossange Freres, if not, to my repetition-not to say

In 1822, the Cortes of Portugal de- my teazing, and advertise, on your plan,
creed the translation of J. B: s works into for a Code.
Portuguese, at the expense of the nation. " I write in haste to announce to you

O'C B the return of ' your member.' You seeONNELLTO ENTHAM. h byou ave the same property as a 0-
"Ennis, County Clare, roughmonger. I have the honour to

" 30th July, 1829. be, with veneration, and let me add,
"BENEFACTOROF THEHUMANRACE, affection, your faithful disciple."

-I avowed myself on the hustings this
day to be a ' Benthamite,' and explained BENTHAM TO O'CONNELL.
the leading principles of your disciples (Extracts.)
-the ' greatest happiness principla--«
our sect will prosper. "Q.8.P., 25th August, 1829.

"I begin my parliamentary career O'ConmU &tavil edite regibus,
b 0 et presidium et dulce decus meum!-
y tendering you my constant, zealous, .

and active services in the promotion of Quod si me Domuum vatibul inaeris,
that principle. You have now one 8ublimi feriam sidera vertice,
Member of Parliament !lour own. Stay "Before me lies yours of the 30th
with us, my venerable friend, remain last, dated the very day of your elec-
with us in person and in intellect for a tion: it was like a gulp of the intoxi-
fe~ years longer at the least, and you eating gas to me.
Will see the fee-system and the cobwebs of " I was projecting a long letter to
fiction destroyed-mere cobwebs, which you, reporting progress; but the receipt
catch the little flies, and allow the last night of a paper from Bowring, of
wasps to break through. which, what is on the other leaf is a

"I do most potently believe that the copy, proved the necessity of an imme-
hour for successfully introducing a fa- diate communication, without a mo-
tional plan of procedure, and 'a Code,' ment's loss of time."
is fast approaching. I have sent my "Colonel Jones, (late of the Guards,)
Bentham's Library to my country-house, a zealous Radical and Pro-Catholic, who
where I shall be able to spend SiX weeks is agitating against the Aristocratical
of the ' long vacation: There will be Select Vestry System, has adopted the
this advantage from the adjournment of word rentl, and projected rents for the
justice till November,-that my zeal for purpose of buying seats in Parliament.
Codiflcation will be accompanied by He has got already between £1100 and
more of knowledge, before I have the £1200, he tells me; but I have no great
pleasure of seeing you again. expectation of success. I have put

"Accept the assurance of my most petition. in his hands, with a view to
unfeigned respect and admiration. My engage him to agitate for Law Reform.
homage is the more sincere, for being " You have not, I am sure, forgot
capable of springing from OBe cause the project for sending forth preachers
only, namely,-my conviction of your of Law Reform. Major Cartwright,
paramount utility to mankind; an uti- by circuiting and preaching, (though in
l.ity which could never have existed, if, to voice and mannera most feeblepreacher.)
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obtained petitions, with-I think it was
not less than-l,200,OOO signatures.

"Real Property Inquiry Commis-
sioners, original number five, as per their
'First Report': lately three have been
a.dded, though not yet publicly an-
nounced. I have from all of them-all
eight-an engagement in black and
white-an engagement to publish, with-
out any reservation, whatsoever I shall
address to them in such their quality.
The correspondence is curious, and I
think of sending it to the newspapers.

" Despatch Court Bill wants not much
of being completed. Completed it as-
suredly will be, unless I am dead or
disabled first, before the times are in
readiness for putting it to use. My
friend, Bickersteth, who, in his capacity
of silk-gownsman at the Chancery Bar,
is quite overwhelmed with business, ap-
proves of the bill without reserve, as
far as it has gone, and will guarantee
it against all imputatious on the score
of ignorance.

" If itinerant agitators go to preach
Law Reform, and procure signatures,
they should go in couples-an Irishman
for eloquence, and to give statements of
such law abuses in Ireland, as apply
also to England: an Englishman, to
obviate local prejudices; a fit Irishman,
you would, I imagine, easily find :-but
an Englishman--! there would be
the diffieultyl"

O'CONNELL TO BENTHAM.

(Extracts. )
" Derrynane Abbe;t,

" 22d Oa. 1829.
" RESPECTED AND REVERED MASTER,

-To begin with the beginning-I did
get your half letter as I was leaving the
Cork Assizes, and wrote a reply; but
an accident caused it not to be sent,
and then I had a thousand things to
add-and then I determined to write
fully when I was just about to open the
winter's campaign.

"I give myself six or seven weeks
here of comparative mental inea:ertion.
This is the wildest and most stupendous
Beenery in nature-and I enjoy my resi-
dence here with the most exquisite

relish. I have a pack of beagles with
which I hunt on foot three days in the
week. They are of the very best and
most sagacious quality. I am in truth
fascinated with this spot: and did not
duty call me elsewhere, I should bury
myself alive here. As to the remainder,
the change of scene-of hours-efhabits
-of exercise-gives a new tone to my
mind, and I leave this place with a new
impulse, and with my mind new strung
for reform and utility in every shape
and form. To-morrow I spend, as my
last day this season, in hunting. On
Monday, I leave for Dublin-c-all for
work-incessant work.

" I give you this sketch to show you
why I have been less active in pursuit
of useful change for the last six or seven
weeks.

"My winter's campaign commences.
My first duty is to discharge my debt
to you.

"The History of the Catholic Asso-
ciation (Wyse's) omits that part of the
struggle which is most interesting, and
is most instructive,-I mean the work-
ing up of small means into mighty en-
gines. The progress from political in-
fancy, through political infantile squab-
bles, into something of youthful strength,
and then into great manhood and vigour.

" This session-now or never, for Law
Reform. We must begin the first day
of the session before the king's speech, if
possible. No delay. No »acation, The
Law-despatch Court is independent of
the Code. It is just what, in my judg-
ment, ought to be brought on at once.

" I will be in London, please God, a
week or ten days before the 'Honour-
able House' sits. I will take with me
a great number of petitions for justice,
speedy, inexpensive, and real justice.

" But it is not now practicable to send
round in Ireland law-preachers-preach-
ere of Law Reform. You can form no
adequate idea of the present state of the
public mind in this island. We are in
the last stage of the politico-religious
fever. I have been watching its symp-
toms, and permitting nature to take its
course. Believe me, the patient will
be soon well, and strong soon, and fit
to teach a lesson to the nations on all
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snbjecta of public amelioration. The
Orange symptoms might easily be ex-
asperated by irritation. It is left to
disappea.r of itself; and is disappearing.
Yon shall-you will hear of Ireland
with pleasure, before the traffickers
meet again in St Stephen's Ohapel. I
am much deceived, if Law Reform and
Parliamentary Reform do not meet with
powerful assistance from Ireland shortly
-very shortly.

"I get the WeatminBter Re~ie'IDby
post as soon as it is published. The
triumph over the Edinburgk is complete.
That controversy is terminated, unless
the Edinburgh renews it. I am also an
active a.gent for the circulation of the
Westminster. Not one of the merce-
nary agents can be more zealous. Sim-
ply because I feel the value to public
opinion of that work.

" I have no objection that you should
show my letters to any person you
please. I give you the most unlimited
discretion on that subject, both for the
past and future, including the present.
I do this without any feeling of vanity;
because I know, that a man, ignorant
as I am, may possibly be the means of
suggesting a train of thought, which
may lead superior minds to objects of
great utility. Do with my letters just
what you please.

"I trust the American Republics will
at length settle into peace. The num-
ber of selfish beings which their revolu-
tions have produced, desirous of con-
verting the popular struggles into indi-
vidual advantage, is not creditable to
them. But their materials for change
were of the worst description; and to
this, I verily believe, much of the con-
duct of Bolivar, which appears suspi-
cious, is to be attributed. Look back,
however, at his career, and behold what
eminent services he has rendered to
Liberty. It was his generous perse-
vering ardour that, in spite of every
motive to despair, enabled him at length
to crush the Spaniards in Colombia; and
thereby, to lay the foundation of free-
dom in other, and even very distant
provinces. He first taught the natives
that the Spaniards were not invincible.
Then he established the perfect equali-

sa.tion of civil rights amongst all castes
and colours. Do not, I beg of you,
give him up without sifting the evidence
against him closely. His accusers,
amongst his countrymen, are mean and
selfish individuals, who cannot submit
to the superiority of talent and virtue.
Society is in its most discordant elements
around him; and it may be difficult to
confide power to an unformed, ignorant,
Bcattered population. If I must abandon
my reliance on the purity of Bolivar, I
will shed a tear for poor human nature.
But no: I venture to prophesy that he
will live to have his patriotism and dis-
interested virtue recognised aJ.I over the
world.

" I know General Miller, and think
very highly indeed of him. I read the
hiltorical part of his work, and will
seize the first leisure moment to read
the remainder of it. I do entirely agree
with you that he is a very interesting
and highly-gifted man.

"My accident was much less serious
than as represented in the newspapers.
I was not for one moment insensible;
but having been dashed violently against
the ground, I was unable to rise for
about one minute. In ten minutes after-
wards, I was as competent to assist my
brother, who broke his arm, sa if I had
not fallen at all. The terrors of the
place too are much exaggerated: but
why should I detain you respecting an
incident which would be forgotten by
myself, but that the papers have fabri-
cated 'an article' on it; and what is
to me really precious, that you have
expressed so much of kind solicitude for
me.-Believe me, I am most cordially
grateful.

" I have read, or rather, am carefully
reading your book on Judicial Evidence.
It affords me the greatest satisfaction.
But I must release you from this length-
ened communication: let me first call
on you for suggestions-say commands,
as to my parliamentary career. If you
think it right, I will begin with 'the
Despatch Court; -that is, the first or
second day of the session: then the
natural, as opposed to technical pro-
cedure--at least a petition on this sub-
ject: then an address to procure 'a
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Code: Every day I will have a petition I mitigate the severity of our penal laws.
on some one or more law-abuse. It The perusal of lOur works edited by
seems to me, that it will be useful to Dumont, fortifie me in a design to pro-
have a talk on this subject almost every secute the subject, whenever a fit occa-
day. So many people have to complain sion should offer: it occurred about
of the expense and delay of the law, twenty years after, by my election to
that thus stimulating the expression of the Legislature of Louisiana, whither I
public opinion cannot but be useful.-I had removed; and I used the confidence
am, with the sincerest respect, your of that State, by offering them the sys-
zealous disciple," && tem you will find in the accompanying

package. It is now under the consider-
ation of a Joint Committee of both
Houses, and its fate will be decided in

" New York, 10th .AUf/use, ]829. the course of the winter session. The
" SlR.-I had intended to delay the favourable notice taken of the first

request, that you would do me the fa- report in England, and elsewhere in
vour to accept and peruse the Codes of Europe, has had a considerable effect in
Criminal Law which I am preparing predisposing the public mind to receive
for the State of Louisiana, until I could it.
offer the whole system for your exami- " In laying before you this work, I
nation: but a delay has taken place of offer you little that you have not a legi-
which you are the cause, in preparing I timate title to; for, hereafter no one
the Code of Evidence; and my impa- can, in Criminal Jurisprudence, propose
tience to have a direct communication any favourable change that you have
with you, has induced me, perhaps in- not recommended, or make any wise im-
discreetly, to send you the parts of the provement, that your superior sagacity
system which have been printed, for con- has not suggested.
sideration, together with the preliminary "With the greatest veneration for
reports explanatory of their provisions. your character, and the highest admira-
The Code of Evidence which is wanting tion of your useful labours, I am, Sir,
to complete the system, was ready about your most obedient servant."
two years since to be put to the press,
when I heard of the publication of your
'Rationale of Judicial Proof,' [Evi-
dence,J and I could not think of taking
another step, until I had received all the
lights I was sure this work would throw
on the course I was pursuing. Notwith-
standing my endeavours to procure a
copy from England, I have, by some
unaccountable fatality, been constantly
disappointed, but have lately been for-
tunate enough to procure the only set I
believe in the United States. I am now
studying it closely, and already find
more than enough to make me rejoice that
I was not more precipitate in my publi-
cation. While at the same time I feel
a pride in discovering that many of the
provisions I had inserted, have received
the sanction of your judgment,

" It is more than thirty years ago
that, then representing this city in the
House of Representation of the United
States, I made an ineffectual attempt to

EDWARD LIVING.3TON TO BENTHAM.

Dumont, the most distinguished of
Bentham's disciples, preceded him, by a
few years, to the grave. The announce-
ment of this event was communicated
to him by Dumont's nephew :-

(Translation. )

" Geneva, 4th October, 1829.

"The friendship which you felt for
our excellent uncle, his attachment and
admiration for you, imposes on his fa-
mily the painful duty of announcing the
misfortune we have just experienced.
M. Dumont has been removed from us-
removed most unexpectedly; and what
adds, if it be possible to add, to our
grief, far away from his family. He
left us, a few weeks ago, full of health,
for a jouruey in Italy. At Venice, a
slight indisposition induced him to pre-
cipitate his departure; but, arrived at
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Milan, the disorder assumed a serious
character, and in a few days he died.
If anything could lighten our loss, it
would be to think that no sufferings ac-
companied his last moments, and that he
slumbered away in the arms of the friend
who aecompanied him. Accept, Sir,
the expression of the sentiments of re-
spect and veneration with which the
excellent man, for whom we mourn, has
inspired lIB for your person."

A few days before his death, Dumont
thus wrote of Bentham :-

(Translation. )
" What I most admire is the manner

in which Mr Bentham has laid down his
principle, the development he has given
to it, and the vigorous logic of his in-
ductions from it. The first book of the
, Principles of Legislation,' is an art of
reasoning upon this principle, of distin-
guishing it from the false notions which
usurp its place-of analyzing evil-and
of showing the strength of the legislator
in the four sanctions, natural, moral,
political, and religious. The whole is
new, at least with regard to method
and arrangement; and they who have
attacked the principle generally, have
taken good care not to make a special
attack upon the detailed exposition of
the system.

" Egotism and materialism! How ab-
surd! Nothing but vile declamation and
insipid mummery! Look into the cata-
logue of pleasures for the rank which the
author assigned to those of benevolence,
and see how he finds in them the germ
of all social virtues! His admirable
, Treatise upon the Indirect Means of
Preoentinq Crime; contains, among
others, three chapters sufficient to pul-
verise all these miserable objections.
One is on the cultivation of benevolence ;
another on the proper use of the motive
of honour; and the third on the impor-
tance of religion, when maintained in a
proper direction-that is to say, of that
religion which conduces to the benefit
of society. I am convinced that Fene-
lon himself would have put his name to
every word of tlns doctrine. Consider
the nature and number of Mr Bentham's
works; see what a wide range he has

taken in legislation; and is it not ac-
knowledged, that no man has more the
character of originality, independence,
love of public good, disinterestedness,
and noble courage in braving the dangers
and persecutions which have more than
once threatened his old age ? His mo-
rallife is ae beautiful ae hiB intellectual.
Mr Bentham passes in England, whe-
ther with justice or not I am unable to
determine, for the chief, I mean the
spiritual chief, of the Radical party.
His name, therefore, is not in good re-
pute with those in power, or those who
see greater dangers than advantages in
a reform, especially a radical reform.
I do not pretend to give an opinion,
either for or against, but it must be
understood, that he has never enjoyed
the favour either of government or of
the high aristocracy; and this must
guide, even in other countries, those
who desire not to commit themselves;
for ~Ir Bentham's ensign leads neither
to riches nor to power."

In a letter to O'Connell of 29th Oc-
tober, Bentham speaks of " the public-
house licensing system" as "a most
maleficent source of corruption, oppres-
sion, and depredation;" and says,
"Among your Parliamentary agenda
will naturally be the extinction of it.
But this will be included in the local
judicatories." O'Connell answers :-

O'CONNELL TO BENTHAM.

"Merrian Square, Dublin,
" Nov. 4, 1829.

" I found here, awaiting my arrival,
a letter from my revered master. I
hasten to reply, before I am entangled
in the act of profession. My time now
reckons by the minute; but did I count
it by the dropping of my heart's blood,
I would devote some of it to the man
who has done more to ensure the de-
struction of abuses, and the establish-
ment of common honesty, than any
other human being I ever knew or
read of.

" The Honourable House! shall hear
the name of Bentham-a name which,
it would seem, has been considered too
harsh hitherto for' ears polite.' I will,
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Bentham was much distressed by some
of O'Connell's attacks, of a personal and
almost private character, by which he
deemed he was damaging the cause of
Reform and lowering his individual in-
flnence and reputation. He told me he
had been considering how best to make
an effort to check his excitable but
most beloved friend, and he determined

if you approve of it, drive at once to to write to him an anonymous letter, of
the framing of the Code. No commit- which this is an extract:-
tee to cushion it, no reward to create
contention, and excite patronage and BENTHAM (under the name of Phil-O'Con-

nell) TO O·CONNELL.favouritism. Your plan, simply printing
at the public expense-the sentiment of "London, 10th Norember, 1829.
glory and ntility the only stimulants- "SIR,-This comes from a sincere
you will live to see your work printed admirer of you, and a zealous friend to
at the national expense, and I trust the Catholic cause, so far ali is consistent
finally adopted: my humble name will, with the welfare of all besides.
in spite of the sneerers, be found in " It is with proportionable grief that
some margin, or beneath the last page; I read your tiradl7-your altogether
and I too will have done the good work undiscriminating tirade - against the
of facilitating right and justice, and Liberals, as contained in the MQrmng
abolishing perjuries and useless oaths. Chronicle. I flatter myself you will see

"The public-house licensing system !hat,. in what I am about to say, my ob-
is really more surprising, if possible, ject 18 not to cast reproach upon you, or
than abominable. How John Bull can to cause an atom of unnecessary uneasi-
be so stupid a dolt as to submit to it, is ness in your mind, but merely to do what
portion, however, of that practical des- depends on me towards prevailing on
potism Which the jurisdiction of irrespon- you to abstain from such reproachful
sible Justices has established with an iron sallies in future.
hand in England and Ireland, without " To the class of Seroilee, or to that of
responsibility or any that exists almost Liberals, are generally recognised to be-
perfect as a mockery: and without ap- long all men with whom, on a political
peal, the Bench of Justices, collectively account, you have anything to do, even
and in detail, have made the people feel Serodes, those called also sometimes To-
despotism in its worst shape-its ema- ries, sometimes Absolutists. Under the
ciating consistency of oppression. But I denomination of Liberals, are commonly
for collateral advantages in these conn- regarded as included as well Whigs as
tries, I would prefer to live under the Radicals.
simple tyranny of a Turkish cadi, to the " Absolutists are all of them against
endurance of the complicated oppression you; and accordingly so are you, and of
of an unelected, irremovable, irrespon- necessity, making unceasing war upon
sible, incorrigible Bench of Justices of them. Under the head of Liberals are
the Peace-all this they are in fact. comprised all to whom you can look for
This remedyeomeswithin the immediate assistance in the character of friends.
head of local jurisdiction. " What on this, or any occasion, could

"The King's Bench is the avowed have possessed you thus to run-a-muck
accomplice of the crimes of the magis- (Malay like) against all your friends?
tracy, but you catch my sentiments on Yes, against all your friends, with the
these subjects, I will endeavour to avail exception of a comparatively small num-
myself of your accuracy and distinct- ber of zealous Catholics.
ness of mode of redress. From your "To what useful purpose can you
faithful disciple." thus wage war upon them? In propor-

tion as you damage their reputation, (sup-
posing on your part the capacity of thus
producing in any degree that effect,)
would not you be weakening your own
force?

"No, surely, by any such vague re-
proaches: for which no specific grounds
are alleged, and for which all such
grounds would be out of season, by allY
such ungrounded reproaches, if allY
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reputation be impaired, it will not be
that of those against whom, but of him
by 'Whom they are uttered.

" On what supposition is it that you
thus make war npon them? Is it not
that they are either Non-Catholics, or
Non-Christians?

" But in either case, what good is it
possible you should derive even from
success in this same unnatural war? Is
it by vague reproaches, in that or any
other shape, that any man can expect to
concert any other man to the Catholic
faith, or to any other?

"Talking in this strain, you afford
gratification (it may be supposed) to
your own momentary feelings,-and
sorry am I to be obliged to call them
your own antisocial feelings ;-you, who
so laudably abound in social ones of the
best and most extensive class. This
gratification you afford yourself. But
how dearly do you not expose yourself
to pay for it !

" All this while, what is the object
and end in view of the liberty I am thus
taking with you? Is it to give you
pain in any shape? This you will see
it cannot possibly be: for if it were, it is
not in this private, but in the most pub-
lic manner, that I should address you.
It is, on the contrary, to preserve you
from all future pain, if possible, from
the like source: it is to prevail upon
you to abstain from drawing it down
upon yourself, by any more such mani-
festations of hostile feeling towards
almost all those, among whom, for any
of your great and beneficent purposes,
you can look to find friends.

" True it is, that what is past cannot
be recalled. But what I comfort my-
self with the hope of, is, that when you
come forward upon the great carpet,
with your noble plans of real reform,
the memory of these escapades will be
drowned in the blaze of your unexampled
merits, and your matchless eloquence.

" Would you wish? can you endure ?
to see a specimen of the effect actually
produced by this sortie of yours? Read
it, if you have not read it, in The Ex-
aminer, in the No. of the earliest day
thereafter ensuing. Perhaps it WaB no-
ticed in Examiner more than once.

"Being of the number ofyour sincerest
admirers,and,howeverunknown, friends,
I sign myself,

" PHIL-O'CONNELL."

And in a letter to O'Connell, signed
by himself, and written at about the same
time, he says-

" N(1). 7, 1829.
"DAN, DEAR CHILD,- Whom, in

imagination, I have, at this moment,
preasing to my fond bosom,-put off, if
it be possible, your intolerance. Endure
the conception, and even the utterance
of other men's opinions, how opposite
soeve- to your own. At any rate, when
you assume the mantle of the legislator,
put off the gown that has but one side
to it,-that of the advocate.

"As to evil tendency of opinions,
and insincerity in the profession of them,
and any sinister interests by which in
the character of motives, the declaration
made of those same opinions may have
been produced,-these are points quite
different and distinguishable from the
entertaining of those same opinions; not
that under the assurance, could I but
entertain it, that I should thereby avoid
giving you pain, not that there is any
opinion of mine, that it would cost me
any pain to forbear exhibiting to your
view, but that in the nature of the case
no such assuranoe is obtainable. It
would require that I should be in posses-
sion of an exact list of all your opinions,
-at any rate of all that are of any con-
siderable importance in a religious or
political view, present and future, all
your opinions, not present alone, but
future likewise.

" What a comfort it would be to me
could I but receive your aasurance that
you have taken yourself to task on this
ground, and that the result of it has
been a resolution to embrace, in words
118 well as deeds, that charity which is
called caritas, and which, whatever it
thinks, (for we are not masters of our
thoughts, at any rate, and in particular,
of my opinion, I who write this feel too
plainll I am not.) avoids, at any rate,
speaking evil. 'Evil speaking;-speak-
in~ evil of any person, for not doing that
thing which it is not possible to do, or
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for not doing anything which it is not wearisome as it cannot but be, has been
possible to avoid doing,-in a word, for produced. It is the fear of seeing worn
the non-performance of impossibilities." down, and rendered less respected, less

feared, less efficient, this mighty instru-
Again Bentham writes :- ment--tbe use of which stands engaged

" No», 10, 1829. to me, for crushing in its whole euor-
QUlS tulent Graechos de seditione querentes.- mous mass, the machinery of injustice.

Clodius accuset mcechos, " The man in question, be he who and
The pot and the kettle what he may-suppose him brought be-
Let them this matter settle. fore the Honourable House (not that it

"Behold here a further source and sub- is possible he should be) for what he
ject of anxiety. Take, take in good did: how obvious and sure his answer!
part, my dear clnld, a sermon upon these "What; says he, 'was it that I did,
texts. more than anybody else in my place

" The Solicitor-general knowingly would have done? that which universal-
and wilfully committing an act of decep- ly-at any rate generally-is understood
tion, a suppressio veri, by abstaining to be the duty of every advocate, to
from bringing forward a matter- of-fact, every client, in every case ?'
the certain consequence of which would " This done, should I have been in-
have been the acquittal of a knot of strumental in the shedding of innocent
men, against whom, in a capital case, I blood? Not I, indeed. My duty to
he, by commission from the crown, was i my client having been thus done: no-
acting as advocate, these men not being, I thing would have hindered me from do-
anyone of them in truth, guilty of the ing what is the duty of every man to
fact charged. Let all this be taken for justice: namely, to preserve myself from
granted, and the conduct manifested by the having been instrumental in the
it shall be as bad as you please, and, in shedding of this same innocent blood.
a moral view, the censure merited by it That which would set everything right
as severe as you please. Well, but what is a pardon; and this is what, under full
then? What is this but acting as an assurance of success, I should have set
advocate? doing what every advocate myself to procure.
is hired to do, and consents to do for " "\\-nat, again, if he should say, al-
hire. For this reason, amongst others, though the individual charges brought
it is, that under my system the two against these men were false, yet, from
branches, the professional and thejudicial, all circumstances taken together, I was
are kept inexorably distinct. When the persuaded of their having been guilty of
length of time which is long enough for the offences charged, or others of the
an apprenticeship to the art and mystery same description? In that Honourable
of judicature has elapsed, admitted to place, an exculpation of this sort would
the office of judge [ shall be] no person it not be listened to ? Observe I speak
who has ever practised as an advocate. only hypothetically: for of the partieu-
Therefore it is, that (extraordinary ex- lar circumstances of the case, other than
ceptions excepted) if! admitted of an ex- as above, I have not taken any the
elusion of evidence as a securityagainst slightest cognizance.
deception, sooner should this fallon an "Observations to the effect of the
advocate than on a robber or murderer. above sermon, I hear from men who are

" But you, the most illustrious of all zealous friends to us and our great cause,
advocates-does it belong to you to and what to Bay in vindication I can-
pledge yourself to bring forward your not find. If, upon cooler reflection, it
great wheel to break this fly upon? should happen to you, to see that mat-
Could you put it to any such use with- ter in the same point of view, you will,
out bringing down no small part of its of course, take the best course that can
weight upon yourself? In vain, were I be taken for backing out.
so disposed, could I conceal the self- " Inconsistency! inconsistency! this
regarding interest by which this sermon, is one of the rocks which my perhaps
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too sensitive-I hope too sensitive-
imagination presents you, but too often
to my view as in danger-not of split-
ting upon, indeed, but of being cast upon,
and more bruised, than without severe
suffering onmy part, Icould behold you.
How could I forbear boring you with
these sermons? Are we not linked to-
gether by our most philanthropic, most
meritorious, our strongest and fondest
hopes? Your reputation, is it not mine?
All the while. with delight, gratitude,
and hope, do I think of the excellent
temper and endurance, with which you
bore-yes: and upon my suggestion, in
relation to the so unworthy Radical, our
false brother Hunt.

"If, after all, this does but annoy
you, without producing preponderant
good, speak but half a word, and my
dear quinquagenary child shall never
more be thus tormented by the old her-
mit, his octogenaryself-constitutedguar-
dian."

BENTHA.M lO O'CONNELL.

" Dec. 8, 1829.
" Wellington is civil to me-gives

immediate answers, all in his own hand,
to letter after letter, that I send to him.
I have written him about Law Reform,
telling him, if he will listen to me, he
maydowhatCromwelltriedat, and failed
in :-the lawyers were too many for him.

"Herries, the Cabinet Minister, on
recei ving a little tract of mine, 'Emanci-
pate your Colonies,' writes me a homage-
paying letter, speaking of himself as
, honoured,' &c.

"With all this I am dispirited. I
am at my wit's end-s-and wherefore?
Even because of you.

"He has declared war against you.
Are not you a Liberal? Can you deny
that ;you are? Would you wish to
deny It? Since the name was invented,
have you ever ceased to answer to it?
On the Monday he is at your feet; he
was a Benthamist. On the Thursday,
you are the object of his declared abhor-
rence; he is an anti-Benthamist, And in
the meantime, what is it you have done?
Can you have any doubt of this? If,
after that declaration, any doubt is left,
look to his silence. His letter of more

than a month ago, Nov. 4, is the last
you will have from him.

"He is a tool iu the hands of the
Jesuits. He is a weathercock, and their
breath the blast that determines its di-
rection.

"Those to whom you are most in-
debted for what you are, for your having
devoted the whole of your long life to
the service of mankind, those by whose
means he himself became what, till the
other day he was,-a Benthamist, these
are now among the objects of his pro-
claimed abhorrence,

" In England, the men of his own reli-
gion are cold to him, and indifferent; Li-
berals, all to a man, his warm friends,
and the only ones: and this is the return
he makes to them.

"The friends of liberty all over the
world, those are the men he thus makes
war upon. The liberal Spanish Cortes,-
the liberal Portuguese Cortes,-all over
late Spanish-America, the constituted
authorities, with the exception of Boli-
var, till t'other day the Liberator, now
the Subjugator. The declared enemy
to all useful lights, who, after trumpet-
ing my works, and declaring that they
had given to politics and morals the
certainty and precision of mathematics,
has made it a crime in every man to
have so much as one of them in his pos-
session. In a word, he has made him-
self to be, in his part of Spanish-America,
what the beloved Ferdinand w~om-
pletely absolute; with the single excep-
tion of the person of the despot he has
reestablished the ancien re[!ime.

"And what is it that has produced
the alliance between him and O'Connell ?
One simple merit, which absorbs and
stands in the place of all others,-he
has reestablished, and is reestablishing
monks. Well, and what of that? Are
these monks Jesuits? No! but tell them
they have taken the vows to disobey
the command, which says, increase and
multiplv ] and this is the merit which,
in the eyes of a father of a family, suffices
to outweigh the most flagitious crimes.

"With inflexible pertinacity, he ad-
heres to the religion of his fathers,-t.o
the opinions nnder which he was born
and bred. The Liberals, in all their
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varieties of opinion, do the same thing:
and thus it is, by pursuing the very
same course that he pursues, they have
made themselves the objects of his ab-
horrence .

.. In what consists their crime ?-the
crime of the very worst of them? In
differing with him on a question of evi-
dence, on the credit due to statements
of facts, self-declaredly improbable,-
statements written in early, and com-
paratively uninstructed ages,-state-
ments unsubjected and unsubjectable to
the test of cross-examination. Grant-
ing these statements to be all true, )~t
is it a crime-an unpardonable crime-
not to be convinced by them? not to be
able to comprehend what he himself de-
clares to believe to be incomprehensible?

"lIe thinks it is in the infallibility
of the Pope, or of the Church, (whoever
it is he means by the Church,) and,
after all, in whose infallibility is it that
he is believing? in whose but his own.
His opinion is, that their opinion is in-
fallible, and is not his own then the
opinion on which his confidence of the
supposed infallibility rests?

" Fasting, prayers, celibacy, self-tor-
menting in any or all shapes, can it
atone for, and, in the scale of good and
evil, preponderate over all-comprehen-
sive beneficence?

"This, and more in abundance to the
same effect, is what I have been doomed
continually to hear from all around me :
and what can I find to say in answer?
Just nothing. I am struck dumb. I
stand mute. I shrug up my shoulders:
this is the condition in which you have
placed me. Will you? can you, say
anything, do anything that will help
me out of it? U nless you can, to what
end come hither and take your place in
the House of Commons? The men you
have declared war against, is it to them
that you look for support? The Whigs
and the Radicals-of these are composed
the Liberals-remain the Tories. Is it
to the Tories that yon look for coopera-
tion in the dissolution of the Union?
To the Wellingtons and the Peels for
the abolition of their own tyranny? If
it is to Irishmen alone that you look for
the shaking oft' the yoke, and, among
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Irishmen, to the' Roman Catholics alone,
whose wish it is to be governed by the
Jesuits, will not any endeavour of yourt:!
go farther where you are than here?

" My dear, dear O'Connell=-Oh no!
it is not in anger-it IS in grief of mind
that I say this. Hate me as you will :
I defy you to make me hate you,-I
defy you to prevent me from being your
well-wisher; and not merely your mo-
tiveless well-wisher, but your faithful
servant, and your benefactor, if possi-
ble, if, by anything I can say or do,
any addition can be made to your great-
est happiness, as witness these presents,
written in a moment of dejection-not
to say despondency, at the close of a
night occupied in dreaming of you."

To this O'Connell replies :-
O'CONNELL TO BENTHAM.

" Merrion Square, Dec. 13, 1829.
"l\Iy DEAR SIR,-I went to Drog-

heda on Saturday; and, therefore, did
not read your last letter till Sunday. I
came back to this town yesterday noon-
day: thus I account for not replying
instantly, as you desired.

"Now to reply to your questions:
18t(1/, I read your former letters atten-
tively, without being in any degree
offended. Add-I was not-I am not
-nor ever shall, or will be-I never
can be offended with you.-Reason-
because I deem you the most useful
man to the world at large tbat I ever
knew. I have scarcely ever read of
any man who could fully compete with
you in point of practical utility.

" If you had not attacked .Judge &
Co. by direct face-blows, the absurd
superstition, by which they were sur-
rounded, would have protected a most
unjust, mendacious, and vexatious sys-
tem under their wings, for at least an-
other century.

"I cannot write more at present:
but I do owe you a long letter-and
thus promise to pay within the mean-
ing of Lord Tenterden's act, which has
already cost several hundreds of pounds
to discover that meaning.- "With the
most sincere respect, yonrs most faith-
fully."
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O'Connell! I love you with a father's
love. A man at my age is old enough
to be grandfather to a man of yours.

" Q. S. P., 18th Dee; 1829. " I had taken measures for causing
"My DEAR O'CONNELL.-This mo- inquiry-personal inquiry-to be made

ment comes yours of the 15th: heavy of you, whether the two successive let-
on my mind was the pressure from ters of mine to you had come to hand:
which it has relieved me. In compari- the book I take for granted has; for
Bon of former letters, however, there had it not, you, in this letter of yours,
comes here a sort of coldness that pre- would have said as much. Ihave taken
vents the relief from being quite com- measures which, I hope, will be time
plete: 'respect?' yes :-' affection,' enough to be successful to stop the in-
mention or intimation of it ?-none. I quiry."

And Bentham rejoins ;-
BENTHAM TO O'CONNELL.

CHAPTER XXIV.

1829-30. lET. 81-2.

Law Reform Association.-Apprehension of Blindness.-Sale of Offices.-O'Connell.- Mordvinotr.
-Jabez Hen'1.-LIvlDgston.-CodlficatlOn.-Brougham.-Peel.-O'Connell.-J. Smrth, M. P.-
Letter to President Jackson; Law Reform in Amenca ; French Pohtics.-Hnmann of Brussels.-
Rev. Humphrey Price.

BENIHAMwas desirous of organizing an I with great composure. "I shall be cheer-
association of influential persons, for ex- ful,"he said; " blind people are cheerful:
pediting, cheapening, and popularizing and I shall escape many annoyances."
the administration of justice, and for It was thus that, in his own case, he
advancing Law Reforms in their various applied his maxim to look on the bright
shapes. He thought, that many who -on the brightest side of things. "The
would hesitate about lending their aid i public may lose something by my blind-
to the obtainment of Constitutional, ness,-so I want to get my [Jeneral ia
Reform, might not be unwilling to co- and my [Jeneralissima despatched. If I
operate for the purpose of making jus- come to dictate, my style will change.
tice more accessible to the whole com- Look at that table, '(aboard covered
munity. For this purpose, he obtained with a green curtain, on which Bentham
the promised cooperation of many dis- was accustomed to pin the fragments
tinguished men: but the purpose never which represented the leading principles
ripened into an efficient vitality. Names of his writings.), There are the texts
to ornament-reputations to attract, for my sermons."
were easily found; but not so hands But his sleep was often disturbed by
and heads to work. So the plan was gloomy dreams. These are the words
abandoned, or deferred sine die; and in which he described one of them, no
justice remains as it was, a luxury doubt the consequence of indigestion,
purchasable by the opulent, but wholly from which he sometimes suffered se-
be;rond the reach of the poor: its pur- verely: "I have been dreaming that
SUItvexatious--the results of that pur- I lived near the Thames-I walked
suit unascertainable-wearisome from through streets more and more gloomy.
delay-e-bnrtheneome from cost-and op- I saw lugubrious houses inhabited by
presaive from uncertainty. lugubrious people, and heard lugubrious

Theapprehensionoiblindnessgave Mr discourses. I tried to escape, and found
Bentham, at this time, lIO little anxiety; all the streets into which I entered had
vet he talked of the probable calamity no outlet. It was always a cul de sac."
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either a justification, or so much as the
slightest shadow of an excnse.

" , The pistol I killed the man witlt
I bought:' exactly as good an apology
would this observation be for murder,
as that other for extortion or peculation.

" Now, Sir, what is the assumption
made by the opponents of sale, when
they profess to regard an observation to
this effect as rendering it probable that

"SIR,-Accident having put the docu- extortion and peculation will have place
ments out of my reach, I must cast my- to a greater extent if the place be sold
self upon your indulgence for any little for the benefit of the public, than if
unintended misrepresentation or repeti- given for the joint benefit of giver and re-
tion it may happen to me to fall into. ceiver? 'What is it but that the means

" What I am ready to admit is-that, of committing a crime, and the 1'ight of
suppose the office to be sold, and nothing committing it, are the same thing? And
done for the purpose of ob'IJiatingabuse, not only that criminals themselves are
-abuse in all possible shapes, and to the persuaded of its being so, but that so are
highest possible amount, will be a more people in general likewise: or, at any
or less probable consequence: what, in rate, that by those by whom it is not
that view, I would propose should be regarded as a justification, it is at least
done, I will mention presently. regarded as an excuse.

"On the other hand, I am a plain " K 0 absurdity sogross, but that when
man, and nothing I have seen has been once it has obtained a certain degree of
able to extinguish my conception that, currency, it is capable of passing for
under the patronage system abuse in all argument, nay, even for conclusive ar-
its shapes would be still more abundant, gument, and even upon the most intel-
to a certainty, than under the sale sys- ligent minds, where the leisure or the
tem. motive for scrutinizing into it has been

" How it should happen that any man, wanting. In the present instance, for
who proposed topurchase the office,should example, upon minds even of this char-
place any serious reliance on the plea in I aeter, who can say to what extent the
question, as if it were capable of lessen- delusion here in question may not have
ing the probability of his suffering in any had place? But now, it is hoped, the
way in the event of his misconduct in fallacy has been displayed in its genuine
the offiee,-in any shape whatsoever, colours; and if so, those who, without
extortion, oppression, peculation, or neg- any particular and sinister interest, have
ligenee-passes my comprehension. been in the habit of accepting and pass-

" , I have purchased the place: there- ing it in the character of an argument
fore I have purchased the ri,qht of doing in favour of patronage in preference to
whatever wrong I can contrive to do by sale, will have to consider whether they
means of it:' such is the defence which would not do well to separate themselves
the supporters of the patronage system from bad company; in a word, to de-
put into the mouths of extortioners and clare themselves nndeceived, and thus
peculators, stating it at the same time as leave the corrnptioniststo stand by them-
being an unanswerable one. Here it selves, singing out this their fallacy to
stands in all its simplicity: and now, in deaf ears and scorning countenances.
any company, let any man who has nerve " Bnt now suppose that, spite of every-
enough, stand up, and after repeating it, thing that can be said to the contrary,
declare it to be his belief that any man, there are people who will think, that
by whom extortion or peculation had the purchaser of the officewill rely upon
ever been practised, could have thought the sort of epigram in question, as a
that, in the faculty of making an obser- thing that will purchase impunity for
vation to this effect, he really possessed him. So far as this notion has place,

In 1830, Bentham wrote some letters
on the sale of public offices, which he
deemed a valuable means for maximiz-
ing aptitude and minimizing expense.
In answer to the objection that their
sale would open the door to abuse, he
says, with particular reference to the
election of a Secondary by the Common
Council of London :-
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so much the less probable will be his
misbehaviour. 'Vhy? Because so many
as there are of them, so many spies on
his conduct will he have; whereas, under
the patronage system, this cause of pub-
lic suspicion and public vigilance has no
place.

" If a mall purchases the place of the
public, nobody will have any interest in
screening him in case of abuse; if he
receives it from patronage, he has the
patron or patrons, who share with him
in the benefit of the abuse, and are little
less sure to support him in it, than he is
to practise it.

" The owner of an advowson-has he
not an interest in the increase of tithes?
Oh, but the Church patron is but one,
and nobody knows who he is. Here the
patrons are many; all known men-all
honourable men. True: but were they
even Right Honourable, itwouldmakeno
difference. In a multitude of this sort,
on every occasion, some one there must
be, or some very few, that take the lead;
and, in so far as this is the case, distin-
guish it if you can from that of the Church
patron.

"So much for the anti-venality ar-
gument. Now for the anti-guzzling
argument. It sticks in my throat, along
with the other, I cannot swallow it.
The money, if received by the persons
in question, will be spent in guzzling;
therefore it ought not to be received by
them. Such is the argument: please,
good Sir, to observe what it is it leads
to. It leads to this: namely, that on
account of the trust in question, to wit,
that exercised by the Common Council,
neither by these same persons, nor by
any other persons in this same trust,
should any money at all be ever received
from any source at all-from this, or
from any other; such must be the notion,
unless it be that money received from
this source will be sure to be spent in
guzzling, while monies received from
other sources will be sure to be applied
to their prover purposes, or will at any
rate take, all of them, the same chance.

" Now for the proposed Remedies.
1. Let the election to the office be an-
nual. Why not to this office as well as
to the office of Common Councilman

itself? Why not in the case of tho
protege as well as in that of the patron ?

"2. Let the bills of costs, in the snits
from which the functionary in question
-the Secondary-derives his fees or
other benefits, be not merely accessible
on demand, or accessible to 110nebnt a
few,-or to none but on payment of a
fee, be all of them printed and pub-
lished, for the inspection of everybody
that chooses to look at them. Among
the places in which copies would be
kept, would of course be that in which
the Common Council have their meet-
ings; and in that place at least, to in-
vite attention and facilitate examination,
abstracts and indexes, in the tabular
form, might be kept hung up.

"One thing more. By the House
of Commons, petitions against abuse in
all its shapes, on the part of officein all
its shapes, are not only received from
all hands, but, with admirable univer-
sahty and promptitude, printed and
published. If in all cases by the legisla-
ture of the empire, whynot in tltis case by
the legislature of the metropolis?

" PIIILO-BENTIIA~I."

BEXTHAlII TO O'CONNELL.

" Q. S. P., 17tlt January, 1830.
"Thanks, mydearO'Connell-thanks

in abundance-thanks in abundance-
they cannot be too many-for your long,
efficient, delightful public letter.

" For this same Association redieioa
of yours-I forget the name of it, and
have it not before me-I will contribute
either £5 or £10, which you please, if
you think it would contribute anything-
over and above the money, to the great
cause. Advance the money: I will pay
you on your arrival. Yon would have
more-much more-if my means wen'
in any degree commensurate to my
wishes; but I have almost run myself
dry, by my long-continued and persever-
ing libations to the public service. Yon
see the cancelling line: my eyes are
waxing every day dimmer and dimmer,
and my mind more and more oscillatory,
or say tottering, or toddling, like my
walk. I neither see what I am writing.
nor remember one moment what I had
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just beenwriting the moment before. But I But, of late, Bolivar, as is natural to
this does not in any material degree di- man, and even, in a greater or less de-
minish my cheerfulness-nor, if the spon- gree, unavoidable, has been spoilt by
taneous and unanimous declaration of power: and having for so many years
all my visiters as well as inmates is deserved-so well deserved-his as-
to be believed, in any degree deterio- sumed title of Liberator-is now (alas!)
rate my looks." become the tyrant of his country. At

one time, he and 1had something of a
Tl~e charact~r of Sant~nde~, the . late correspondence; and, in consequence of

President of"\ enezuela, IS given In a a recommendation from me he had
l~tter of Bentham to Admiral Mord- raised to a colonelcy a talented man of
vlUoff:- the name of Hall, an Englishman, who

BENTHAMTOADMIRALMORDVlNOFF. bad been lieutenant in the EngliRh
service. But, in the course of the op-
position made to him from various quar-
ters, some person or other had made
reference to some or other of my works;
and such was the cause for which, under
1know not what penalties, he thought
fit, t'other day, to issue an edict, having
for its declared object the preventing
everyone of them from being read by
anybody. This is what I flatter myself
will not be quite so easy to effect aa to
ordain; for I have from a bookseller's
partnership in Paris, (Bossange Freres.)
an account of 40,000 volumes of my
works, - (namely, those edited by Du-
mont in French,) translated into Span-
ish, and sold by them for the Spanish
American trade.

"As to General Santander's object
in his visit to your capital, as far ~s 1
can comprehend, it has nothing political
in it. Our Thames he has not, as yet
at least, set on fire, or (I verily believe)
80 much as attempted it: and I do not
think the Neva has anything more tofear
from him. Being in easy circumstances,
(the tyrant not daring to confiscate his
property,) his object is, I believe, nei-
ther more nor less than to amuse himself,
by the observation of a state of society
which forms a contrast with that to
which he has been most accustomed:
travelling about till tidings arrive of the
tyrant-usurper'shaving shared the fate of
Iturbide of Pseudo-Imperial memory."

"Queen's Square Place,
" Westminster, London.

"My DEAR ADMIRAL,-I am alive;
though turned of eighty-two, still in
good health and spirits, codifying like
any dragon. 1hope to hear the like of
you; but the hearing itfrom you being,
under the engagements with which you
complain of being overloaded, hopeless,
1have commissioned my friend, Gene-
ral Santander, who (I hope) will be the
bearer of this, to endeavour to collect
satisfactory evidence of the fact-that
fact so highly desirable for the be-
nefit of the Russian Empire--and make
report to me.

"Now, for a short account of him,
in justification of the liberty 1 am thus
taking with you in his behalf. In the
State of Colombia, in late Spanish Ame-
rica, in the military line, he is among
the heroes who have had none above
them but Bolivar: in the civil line, un-
der Bolivar's presidency, he has been
vice-president: but, in company with
your humble servant, having falleu into
the disgrace of the arch-hero, has been
made to share the same fate, being ex-
pelled from his country, as well as that
work of mine, which had the honour of
receiving (so I was told) two different
translations into the language of yours.
General Santander, so I hear from him-
self, as also from other quarters-General
Santander, when in office, did what de-
pended on him towards the diffusion of
lI1y works throughout the territory of
the State, of which be was so distin-
guished a member; and such was the
part, if any, which, till t'other day, was
taken, in relation to them, h,." Bolll-aI'.

BENTHAM TO BROl'GIIA'II.

"Jeremy Bentham. to HNlr.1J P01-
troon, Esq., Jf.P.-Decline my chal-
lenge, you will be posted all over the
civilized world.

" Co}'y of youI' hill, with the :lb=tract
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of it, are come to me, of course, with ' am thus insensibly running over aground
the other Parliamentary papers. Enao- which, I believe, I have touched upon
tive matter-yes. But, the Rationale, already, and on which, therefore, there
where is it, or can it be? Answer- was little use, overwhelmed as 1am with
nowhere: nor dares it even make its the urgent business of the day, in my
appearance. Return,-in Parliamentary setting my foot. The first thing a man
style, nil; in Common Law style, non has to do in building, is to see and set-
est intJentus, add non intJeniendum. tle in its whole dimensions, the ground
Come, if you dare, to this Hermitage; he has to build upon. To my own pur-
and the hermit-hermit and octogena- pose, at any rate, perhaps these few
rian as he is, 'will hang a calveskin on hints, broken as they are, may be not
those recreant limbs:" altogether without their use. What 1

should have been, aud should still be
glad to do, is to circumscribe it in every

" Q. S. P., 15th January, 1830. direction,-but this is not yet done.
" My DEARSIR,-International law "As to the matter of Prisons, it is

as it ought to be,-leading principle, with unfeigned regret I have to say to
the greatest-happiness principle. No, you, that it is not in my power to do
small satisfaction would it he to see this I that which you do me the honour to
subject treated of by the light of this wish to see done by me. I have not
same principle before I die,-as a mori- time sufficient, for a load of business of
bund man such as myself, is apt to go my own that presses upon me; and this
on and dream, as if he were to see subject is, by a particular circumstance,
things in this wicked world afterwards. rendered distressing and hateful to me,
If I knew any man likely to treat it especially despairing as -I do of seeing
more to my satisfaction than yourself, anything that to me seems fit to be done,
I should propose it to him; but as I do put to use."
not, I take the liberty of hereby pro-
posiag it to you. It is by your work O'Connell, in writing to Mr C. S.
intituled ' Foreign Law; that this wish Cullen, gives the following confirmation
has been suggested to me, although, of of his testimony, in favour of Bentham's
course, the law there in question, is law Judicial Reforms.
as it is, including what it is supposed to I
be. Of international law as it is, the O'CONNELLTO C. S. CCLLEN.
principal part of the matter is composed I " 5, Maddox Street,
of treaties between State and State; of

h t it . d t be th tter i "16th Feb., 1830.w a 1 IS suppose 0 , e ma er IS I
composed of deductions from these writ- " My DEARCULLEN,- You may as-
ten in8truments, and from the operation sure your friend, Stanhope, that he mis-
of the several States in relation to one takes me much, if he thinks me at all
another. But this is not all,-other ,u;ubtful on 'the fee-gathering system,'
.matters belonging to the subject are the or that I fall short of the full measure
variations: the demand for which is pre- of relief which Bentham contemplates.
sented to the Government ofevery State, Indeed, if it were possible to go further
by these circumstances,-that the in- thanBenthaDldoes,andatthesametimeto
.dividual thing which, orperson onwhom, be right, I would do so; because I know
or in favour of whom, or at the charge practically that the mischiefs of the pre-
of whom, it has it in contemplation to sent system exceed, not fall short, of any
exercise its several powers for its several notions which may be entertained by
purposes, on the several occasions in those who are not practically engaged
question, is not a thing or person be- in its workings.
longing in ordinary, and for the most " I adopt the 'spirit of the petition
part to this same Government itself, but for justice.' That petition is my legal
one belonging to some otherGovernment. creed. I do not believe it to be infal-

" Between sleeping and waking, I lible; but I really and seriously think

BENTHAM TO JABEZ HE.'!RY.
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it as nearly iufallible as any purely by which it could be gathered up aud
human project can be. carried on exactly in the same line.

" The fee-gathering system has been What depends upon me towards render-
attacked in Ireland thus far-the fees ing the honour which is so justly due to
are all now paid to the Government. you, shall, however, not be neglected:
The pecuniary emoluments of the judges it will be not the least pleasant of my
are fixed, and are not affected by the cares to look out for and place these
amount of the fees, directly or indirectly. papers in such as appear to me to be the
Even the officers, whom the judges ap- most competent hands to which they
point, arc now paid by fixed salaries. can be confided, for the purpose of ren-
Weare therefore suffering from the dering some account of them, and laying
odious effects of 'fee-gathering' in before the public any such useful obser-
former times, although that source of vations as it may have happened to them
increase of mischief is slackened. In to have elicited.
attacking the fee-gathering system, I "This enormous delay hUBhad for
must not forget that this is the existing its cause my desire to give you definitive
state of facts; but I dislike the system information of tbe steps that have been
itself. I am, and ever will be, its enemy taken for the giving publicity to your
-its implacable enemy. Penal Code in this its latest form. An

"In fine, there never lived a more article on it will appear In The Jurist,
complete, entire, unchangeable enemy -a periodical designed to be quarterly,
to law abuses as they exist,-a more in imitation of the so-called Quarterly,
determined advocate for the domestic; Edinburgh, and Westminster reviews,
instead of the jactitious,-the summar.1I but not very regular as to time. It has
in contradistinction to the technical form Law Reform and Improvement for its
of procedure, than yours, very sincerely." I object, and pursues that object with the

. best intentions, and distinguished talent.
BENTHAMTO EDWARDLIVIXGSTON.* The article will be written by Dr South-

(Extracts.) wood Smith, by profession a physician;
, . but a man of genius, philanthropicalaffec-

" Queen 8 SIj'U(lft Place, West1llmster, tions, and eminently-extensive know-
" London, 23d Feb.; 1830. ledge. Here a natural question is,-

" SIR,-The honol.Ltdone me by the Why and whence this physician? An-
communication you have been pleased swer.- You know, ur do nut know, that
to make to me of the proposed codes, your code, in its first stat-e, has been
and the papers relative to them, has republished here in London; the act of
called forth my sincere gratitude. At publication was a spontaneous act of
the same time, it is my misfortune to I philanthropy on the part of this physi-
be obliged to say, and it is with no I ciau. He was, and is, far from rich;
small regret that I do so, that the eir- he has no patrimony, no source of sub-
cumstances in which I am placed do not sistence but his professional practice,
admit of my complying with the wish which is not by any means adequate to
expressed in the obliging letter by which his merits. This act of self-sacrifice
they are introduced. I feel myself be- found its way to the ears of John Smith,
yond all hope of being able to spin out Member of Parliament, president or
the thread of my own ideas, on the sub- chairman (I forget which they call it)
jects in question, and others intimately of the Company of London Bankers;
connected and intertwined with them; one of four brothers, three of whom are
and that thread once broken, it is regard- in the House of Commons, and the other
ed as being in no small degree question- raised to the peerage, with the title of
able whether there be any other hand Lord Carrington, by Pitt the Second,-

besides two nephews of the same name,
also in that same House. John Smith

* Then Senator for the State of Louisiana, at k h f h 1._ ds f hi
the Congre!s of the United States, afterwards I too t e expense out 0 t e nan 0 18
American :MInIster at the French Court. I namesake. I say the expen!!c; for
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under this our aristocracy-ridden and
lawyer-ridden constitution, (in royal and
ministerial language, yclept, 'matchless
constitution,') expense of editing works
of this nature stands no chance for reim-
bursement. On the present occasion
I wrote to Southwood Smith, and he has
consented to write: I made application
to the editors of the Jurist, and they
have consented to accept and publish:
the Jurist, I am told, pays no money
for the articles it accepts and inserts.

" It is matter of no small satisfaction
to me to learn, from Mr l\:I'Lane, that
the Senate of Congress is about to re-
ceive the benefit of your services. I
look forward with pleasure to the chance
of seeing (small as at my age the best
chance of seeing it can be) some proof
that, under your auspices, the Oacoethes
Codijicandi, to speak in the language
of the adversary, is become contagious.

"By reputation at any rate, if not
personally, Mr Lawrence, late Oharge
aAffaires at this Court, can hardly, I
think, be altogether unknown to you.
I have the honour and pleasure of a
considerable degree of intimacy with
him. He looked eventually to a seat
in the House of Representatives: should
that prospect be realized, Codification,
I dare venture to hope, will receive in
him a powerful support.

" Another friend I had the good for-
tune to make among your diplomatic
functionaries, was Mr Wheaton, with
whose function at New York you can-
not be unacquainted, and who, on his
way to his mission to the Court of
Copenhagen, passed some months in
this metropolis.

"An objection that is constantly
made, and strong1l insisted upon by the
adversaries of Codification, is, that when
your Code, even supposing it to be an
all-comprehensive one,isprepared, what-
ever good was expected from it, would
ere long be extinguished by its being
clouded and covered over by an over-
gzowth ofjudge-made law. In proof of
this position, reference is made to Buo-
naparte'a Code, which, by its deficiency,
has certainly given rise to more of this
matter than could be wished; but were
this really-existing law ever so much

more imperfect than it is, the rule of
action composed of it will never be
nearly so inadequate and unapt as that
is, which is composed of the imaginary
sort of law distilled from decisions made
in particular cases by judges; and you
or I having Buonaparte'e Code before
us-and if he is a giant, and we dwarfs,
being accordingly mounted upon his
shoulders,-might reasonably be expect-
ed,in the ordinary course of things, either
of us, to make a Code less imperfect
than his. But a method has occurred
to me, which will render to all really-
existing law the same sort of service as
that which by copper-sheathing is ren-
dered to ships, and make it as impossi-
ble for judges and commentators to de-
file the work of the legislator by their
deductions, as it is for-the barnacles, I
think they call the ses-worms in ques-
tion,-to fasten their progeny upon the
hulks so protected by the smooth metal.
Of the principle of this contrivance of
mine, some conception may be formed
from Section 29, Members' Motions, iR
Ch. vi. LEGISLATURE.* In Ch. xii. Ju-
DICIARYCOLLECTIVELY,Sections 19,
20, 21, and 22, you will see the same
principle applied to the decrees ofjudges.
I give to judges the power and the duty
to frame amendments in terminis to
the Code, when once made, wherever
they see reason,-whether for the pur-
pose of interpretation, correction, addi-
tion, or defalcation: these I require
to be certified and transmitted to the
legislation minister, of whose duties a
description is given in the Section desig-
nated by his name, Ch. xi. MINISTERS
COLLECTIVELY.The details are explain-
ed at length in those several sections of
those several chapters: but I stake what-
ever little reputation may be my lot upon
my fulfilment of this assurance, and I
flatter myself that this account, short and
inadequate as it cannot but be, will not
be found an altogether unintelligible one."

BENTHAM TO BROUGHAM.

" March 30, 1830.
"To MASTERHENRYBROUGHAM!-

* See the Table to the COllBtitutional Code,
vol, ix. of the Works.
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NAUGHTY,NAUGHTYBov l-c-Pep for
you? Oh no! no more of that-you
would only puke it up again. Pap for
you? No! that is not what you are in
want of-you have outgrown it; what
you are in want of is another dose or
two of jalap to purge oft' your bad hu-
mours, and a touch, every now and then,
of the tickle-Toby, which I keep in
pickle for you. Ay! there they are,
-the hot-buttered Rolla, and there are
you, with your mouth watering for them,
and your chops longing to be slobbered
over with the butter YOIl are so fond of,
that you think you can never have
enough of it. Rich all it is in itself, the
butter is not rich enough for you, unless
it has fees-yes, fees upon fees melted
into it,-and then, too, naughty madcap!
-never can you have enough of them.
Yes! there youare--I have you, scream-
ing like mad in the middle of the nur-
sery,-throat hoarse,-eyes running-
'Pray, nurse! dear nurse! fees for
Henry-more fees--more fees!' These
words you can speak plain enough al-
ready. When will you have learnt
your primer? When will you be able
to spell 'greatest-happiness principle;
non-dieappointmen: principle; ends oj
justice--main end, gi'Ding execution
and effect to the 8ubstanti'De branch of
law; collateral ends, avoidance of de-
lay, expense, and vexation-evils pro-
duced by the adjective branch? When
you have got that by heart, you may
then be fit to be breeehed and sent to a
grammar-school.

"Meantime, there is Master Peel:
look at him there--a real good boy for
you-take lesson by him. No more
fees--law-fees at any rate,for him; he
has done with fees: he isn't cramming
his playfellows with them as he used to
do: he is now sick at the very thought
of them. He goes about saying to every-
body that will hear him,-' No more
law-fees for me-I won't have no more
of them. Instead of eating them, or
giving them to other boys to eat, I shall
fling them all into the fire. Them boys
as can't eat their bread and butter with-
out them, let them g() without-that's
what I ~ay: In short, Master Peel is
growing a better and better boy every

day: he says, and he will have learnt
to Bay his book like a man, before I
have done with him. If he continue to
behave himself well, he shall have some
nice Parliament gingerbread to munch:
that be shall. So no more at present
from your still-loving, though sadly of-
fended grandpapa,

" You KNOW WHO."

BENTHAM TO O'CONNELL.

" Q. S. P., 15th March, 1830.
" DEAR O'CONNELL,-Comes into my

head just now an idea which I lose no
time in communicating to YO'U.

" On the occasion of your motion for
printing Codifieation matter for use of
Honourable Honse, what say you to
another for the printing of Li'Dingston's
Louisiana Codification matter for that
same purpose-I say on the occasion;
not at the same time: for it would add
a drag to a wheel which quite drags
enough without it.

"Cases sufficiently apposite, not to
say in point, you would have in plenty.
Under the name of Regulations, Codes
printed by order of Honourable House.
From do., enacted and published in va-
rious parts in British India: the like
from other distant dependencies of the
British empire, in particular the West
Indies: a complete list might, if needful,
be collected for this purpose.

" Objection 1. This is matter of course
and of obligation: for, over these sub-
ordinate communities we legislate; and
to legislate well appropriate information
is necessary; but over Louisiana we do
not legislate. Answer-True; but un
less we are omniscient, something in the
way of appropriate information upon a
much larger scale than in these cases
may be not altogether without its use.

"On the subject of the quondam
Nabob of Arcot's debts, real and pre-
tended, to British individuals, Honour-
able House has already in print, folio
volumes twenty-six, and the series not
completed; on the funds belonging to
English charities, about as many: this
last communication in consequence of
the Commission moved for and obtained
by Mr Brougham. This Codifica.tion-
matter of the State of Louisiana would
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not occupy so much space as is occupied round and attacking the army of Chicane
by this or that one of the above-men- in flank, at any rate, not to say in front,
tioned fifty-two. and, moreover, issuing a direct declara-

" Objection 2. Louisiana is a republic, tion of war against ' Technicalities.'
-a commonwealth. 'Matchless Con- I even offer to look at those billa of his,
stitution' is a monarcby: it becomes us if he will send them to me as he did some
not to take for a model the laws of a former ones. To these advances should
commonwealth. - Answer. True: not he oppose a refusal, expressly, or by
the constitutional branch; but on no part silence virtually, they will heap coals of
of the constitutional branch have these fire on his head: for which purpose I
Louisiana codes any bearing. Penal have, moreover, some glorious matter,
and Procedure,-these are the only in a letter which he therein gives me
branches comprised in the assemblage. .Jeave to publish:'

"N. B. For Louisiana there exists, and I
I believe already in a binding state, ' BENTHAM TO JOHN SMITH, M. P.
moreover, a civil code: but in relation .
to this, prudence, if my ears deceive me ., Q. S. P., 21st April; 1830.
not, commands silence: for Louisiana I " My DEAR SIR,-On every account,
being a commonwealth, landed property private as well as public, high is the
will, of course, be divided among all gratification afforded me by your most
children, Gavel-kind fashion: of all obliging letter.
heresies the most damnable-the most " Sorry I am, that by the mention
damnable in the eyes of the worshippers made of Denman in mine, to which
of the Deemon of Oligarchy. yours is an answer, a sensation of an

" For his own information, in his quali- unpleasant kind has been made in one
ty of Legislator of the French nation, of your heartstrings.
Buonaparte gave publicity in French to "With Denman I never had more
the code, a widely comprehensive code, than one interview, and that a casual
civil or criminal, or both, of another one, nor more than half-an-hour's con-
nation,-I believe civil, and that alone: versation: the result of which was, on
but upon occasion, this matter could be my part, as towards him, a sentiment
stated with the requisite correctness. composed of esteem and affection, and

"Should Mr Peel, or any of his the satisfaction of standing assured of
lawyers,-should the worthy offspring the existence of a sentiment of the same
of the Scarlet Whore, whose sins are red nature on his part as towards me.
a.s scarlet, dare to make opposition, re- "Accordingly, it is chiefly through
mind them of the civil wars of ancient the medium of general report tha.t my
Rome, between the Patricians and the conception of his character ha.s been
Plebeians: main cause of them, the formed. He is, as far as I ever heard,
original policy, inexorably adhered to, of the number of those few of whom
ef keeping the rule of action in a state everybody speaks well. But high 8Il
of uncognoscibility : the lamp of the law he stands above par in the intellectual
hidden for ever within the impenetrable, scale, wha.t I have generally heard said
light-denying, darkness-securing bushel. is, that he does not in that seale stand

" Apropos of Mr Peel. On Saturday quite 80 high a.s in the moral scale.
I sent to him a copy of the argument " In regard to law reform, I am in-
against fee-gathering in judiciary offices debted to his kindness for a copy of a
of both grades, in the state in which I pamphlet of his on that subject. If my
sent it to you: accompaniment to it, conception on that subject, together with
letter, in and by which was holden ont the unanimons 'Voiceof all who are &.et-
a kand, which, if 80 disposed, he may ing with me, is correct, his suggestions,
regard as a ' right hand of fellowship,' taking them all together, do not go to
and take hold of accordingly: occasion, the root of the evil: if adopted and
the symptoms manifested in a late speech carried into effect, they would cut off
or two of his, in which he is coming no more than a comparatively minute
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portion of it, and givQ stability to the I "Should it ever happen to you to
remainder. hold any conversation with him in rela-

"Be this as it may, no call will on tion to either of those points, yon will
this occasion be made to him to declare observe whether he comes to close quar-
himself. It is unanimously agreed, that ters, or confineshimself to 'Caguegenera-
partly for their own sakes, partly for Iities, from which no trust-worthy con-
that of the public, no such call shall be elusion can be denved,
made to any man of the lawyer class, "In my five large volumes on the
official or professional, for this purpose. subject of Evidence, (the Rationale oj
Not even Bickersteth, who is a most Evidence,-the whole running counter
cordial friend to law reform, to its ut- to the current-the united current of
most extent, (excuse the blunders my sinister interest, interest-begotten preju-
sinking frame is continually falling into.) dice, and authority-begotten prejudice,)
and has hitherto acceded without reserve the subject of the exclusions put on
to the letter Il.8 well as spirit of every- I Evidence occupies more than a whole
thing proposed by me. By him has! volume. By what inducements can the
been revised and approved of, everything perseverance of a lawyer, who either is
that he has seen of my proposed Equity or wishes to be ill full practice, (rare
Despatch Court Bill, and what he has exceptions excepted!) be reasonably
seen comprehends the principal part of expected to carry him through a volume
it. But the newspapers and private filled with matter, the object of which
report speak of him as likely to be one, is to prove, that he and all men whose
of the new judges upon the Chancellor's I feelings, interests, and opinions are in
sham-reform plan; in which situation I unison with his own, are in the wrong?
should rejoice to see him placed, and I i and this with such effect, and to such a
will not place him in any such embar- degree, as to be hostile to the interests,
rassing situation as that of being obliged and detrimental to the happiness of all
either to give, or to decline giving his the rest of mankind 1"
a~cessio?- to a me~ure necessarily so BENTHAM TO PRESIDENT JACKSON.
displeasing to the higher powers.

"As to the apprehended difference
between Denman and myself, a few
words will suffice for presenting some
conception of it. In regard to proce-
dure, I am for the complete substitution
of the summary to the regular on every
part whatsoever of the field of law: he,
not. In regard to evidence, I am for a
complete exclusion of the practice of
excluding evidence on any such ground
as that of preventing deception, or that
of saving a. man who has done a punish-
able act, from the need of contributing
to cause it to be believed that he has
done so,-namely, either by stating what
it is that he has done, or by declining so
to do. Denman, on the other hand, by
the opinion which, in common with the
generality of the fraternity, he main-
tains, or at any rate did maintain, stands
entangled in the inconsistency alluded
to in my former letter.*

" 26th April, 1830.
"JEREMY BENTHAM,London-To AN-

DREW JACKSON,President of the
Anglo-American United States.
" SIR,- When your last predecessor

in your high office was in this country,
in the character of Minister Plenipoten-
tiary, towards the close of his residence
here, it happened to me to commence
with him an acquaintance which ripened
into an intimacy, which, in my capa-
city of legislator's draughtsman for any
political community which should feel
inclined to accept of my services, was of
very essential use to me. Besides some
labours of a private nature, he conde-
scended to take charge, and became the
bearer of a packet of circular letters to
the several Governors of the United
States, as then constituted; from seve-
ral of whom I had the honour of receiv-
ing favourable answers. By candid

* Lord Denman has brought a Bill into the testimony of witne88e8, notwithstanding power or
H01lJ!e of Lords, during the preaent Session of interest, in the subject-matter, whether civil or
Parliament, (1842,) whose purpose is to admit the criminal.
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and authentic information on several I Mr Lawrence, late Gharge d'Affaires
topics of high importance, he was of use from your country to this, and Mr
to me in more ways than you have time Wheaton, Minister to Denmark, to
to read of, or I to write. Days, some- whom I have been obliged for various
times more than one in a week, he used important services. But of this (yon
to call upon me at my Hermitage as will say) more than enough.
above, and to accompany me to the "I now look back to a letter I had
Royal Gardens at Kensington, in my begun dictating between three and four
neighbourhood, where, after a walk of months ago. Cause of the long inter-
two or three hours, we used to return val, how deservedly regretted by me,
to a tete-a-tete dinner. What gave not worth troubling you with. What
occasion to our first meeting, was a let- now follows had been completely forgot-
ter, of which he was the bearer, from the ten, when what you have seen above was
President Maddison. A letter of in- communicated. Thisoblivion,yearsofage
troduction which I took the liberty of more than 82, render but too natural."
addressing to Mr Adams, in favour of J

. tell t I h tIt' f J. B. TO U. S. PRESIDENT, ACKSON.an In ec ua c arac er, a re a IOn 0
my friend, Joseph Hume, M.P., experi- "January 10, 1830.
enced that reception which I could not "I have this moment finished the
but anticipate. hearing of your message: I say the

" You will not be at a loss, Sir, to con- hearing; for at my age (as above-
ceivewhatmust have been my disappoint- mentioned) I am reduced to read mostly
ment upon my learning of his failing to by my ears. Intense is the admiration
receive the customary additions to his it has. excited in me-correspondent
term of service. Judge, Sir, ofthe conso- the sentiments of all around me.
lation, - of the more than consolation " 'Tis not without a mixture of sur-
which I experienced, when, upon reading prise and pleasure, that I observe the
your Presidential Message, I found that, coincidence between your ideas and my
upon the whole, your sentiments were not own on the field of legislation. The
only as fully in accordance with mine coincidence of mine with those of Dr
as his had been, (and in politics and Livingston, the Louisiana senator, are,
legislation, I do not think there was perhaps, not unknown to you.
a single topic on which we appeared to "The flattering manner in which he
differ,) but that they were so, and I is pleased to speak of my labours in
trust remain so, in a still more extensive that field, is, in the highest degree, en-
degree, embracing several topics which, couraging to me. The herewith trans-
between him and me, had never been mitted publication, entitled "Codifica-
touched upon. tion Proposal," &c., may serve to bring

"With Mr Rush I was also upon it to view. These circumstances com-
such a footing, that, in a letter of his, bined, concur in flattering me with the
which I still have, he bad the kindness hope, that the present communication
to offer himself as my agent and facto- will not be altogether unacceptable to
tum, (these are his words,) upon his you. Annexed is a list of some of my
return to the United States. Notwith- works, which solicit the honour of your
standing which, several weeks before acceptance.
his departure, for some cause which I "Here follow a few observations,
never heard, nor can form so much lIB which I take the liberty of submitting
the slightest guess at, he dropt my to you, on some of the topics touched
acquaintance, and took his departure upon in your above-mentioned message.
without so much as a farewell message. " lat, Navy Board.-In this sub-de-
Since his retreat from office, I have, partment of the Defensive Force De-
however, been favoured by him with partment, you find, I perceive, many-
the copy of a pamphlet of his. Without seatedness established-by you, single-
further explanation, I might mention, seatedness, I see, is preferred: so is it
:n a like manner, my friendship with by me-for this preference, your reason
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is responsibility :-so is it for mine. I "This is nothing more than a. faint,
But iu my account, though the prinei- imperfect, and inaccurate outline, drawn
pal reason, it is but one among several. momentarily by a broken memory from
This may be seen in the accompanying the recollection of a short paper written
copy of the 1st part of my Constitutional several years ago. Should it afford
Code, eh. ix., section 3. any prospect of being of any use, and

"2d, After that you come to the you will favour me with a line to let
Judiciary. If I do not misrecollect, in me know as much, I will get it copied
your superior Judicatories the bench is and transmitted to you: possibly I may
single seated. In my leading chapter even not wait for such your commands.
on the Judiciary, to all the reasons "It occurs to me, that should our
which apply to the Administration De- opinions agree on this subject, there
partment in all its sub-departments, might be a use in the ideas being de-
twelve or thirteen in number, several livered, as coming from me or any-
which are peculiar to the Judiciary are body else rather than yourself: seeing
added. the opposition it would be sure to meet

"3d, Utter inaptitude of Common with from those who are satisfied with
Law for its professed purpose-guidance things as they are-the wound that such
of human action. Places in which you an opposition might give to your popu-
may find this topic worked: 1. 'Papers larity, which is as much as to say, to
on Codification and Education:-2. 'Co- the interests of the State.
dification Proposal,'-and 3. 'Petition "5th, Defensive Force-by sea and
for Codification' in the volume of 'Pe- land: its organization. Tactics, (of
titions.' course.) neither in land nor water service,

"4th, Superfluous functionaries.-In am I, who know nothing of the matter,
this number my researches have led me absurd enough to have comprised in it :
to reckon the whole of your Senate- but the part that I have undertaken has
not merely the whole expense thrown undergone the minute examination, and
away, but the whole authority, much received the considerate approbation of
worse than useless. Responsibility in leading minds of the first order, dis-
greatest part destroyed by a single func- tinguished not only by talent, but by
tionary, what must it be by a multitude experience and splendid success; and
so numerous? Functions legislative and who, indeed, though without having
administrative thus united in the same published on the subject, had in great
body; thus the same men are judges part anticipated me.
over themselves. In my view of the "An intelligent man, who is in the
matter, the administrative and the ju- confidence of the Duke of Orleans, and
diciary are two authorities employed to bears the whimsical name of Le Dieu,
give execution and effect to the will of has been here in London for some time,
the legislative, and which, accordingly, publishing a periodical in French, un-
ought to be, in the instance of every del' the title of <Le Representant des
member of each, at all times distinct: Peuplee: He is thought to be the
the legislative being, by means of the author of an address to the French army,
power of location and dislocation though that, after having been written here,
not by that of imperation, subordinate and either printed or lithographized, has
to the people at large-the constitutive. been transmitted to, and circulated in

" Knowing nothing of the facts, my France. It has for its object the engag-
theory leads me to expect to find, that ing the army, should matters come to a
the sort of relation that has place be- crisis, to act, not against, but for the
tween the President and the Senate, is, people. The above-mentioned periodi-
that each of these functionaries, the cal I have not had time to look into;
President included, locates, within his butIam told that it advocates monarchy,
field of patronage, a protege of his own, which, considering the oonnexion of the
without any check from the authority author with a family so near to the
of the rest. throne as that of the Duke of Orleans iSi
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he could not choose butdo. Thinking you
might possibly have the curiosity to look
into it, I send you a copy of such of the
numbers of it as have appeared. La
Fayette is a dear friend, and occasional
correspondent of mine; but unless it be
for somespecial purpose, we have neither
of us any time to write.

"Forgive the liberty I take of sug-
gesting the idea of your putting in for
30 copy of our House of Commons' Votes
and Proceedings. The annual sum I
pay for them is between £16 and £17,
included in which is a copy of our Acts
of Parliament. * Infinite is the variety
of the political information which they BENTHAM TO M. HUMANN (of Brussels.)
afford; for scarcely any document that (Extracts.)
is asked for is ever refused. As to the
price, scarcely would six, eight, or ten " 27th April, 1830.
times (I believe J might go further) the "As to the particulars of my own
money, procure the same quantity of let- life, Dr Bowring has for this long
terpress from the booksellers. Trash, time been occasionally occupied in mi-
relatively speaking of course, is, by far nuting them down from my own lips.
the greatest part; but if in the bushel Under the circumstances above alluded
of chaff a grain of wheat were to be to,-from my own pen, you will, I am
found, the above-mentioned price you sure, neither expect, nor so much as
will, perhaps, think not ill bestowed on wish to receive them. A friend of mine,
the purchase of it. Dr Livingston, if whom you saw, is kind enough, at my
either ofthe packets I have endeavoured request, to give me reason to hope, that
to transmit to him through the same in this view, he will look over some
official channel have reached their des- papers that are in print, and make a
tination, will be able to show you So few short extract from them, by purging
articles of the above-mentioned stock. them of some errors, repetitions, and

"If I do not mistake you, you are other superfluities,-which done, endea-
embarked, or about to embark, in a civil vours will be used to convey it to you
enterprise, which Cromwell, notwith- through the same channel as these pre-
standing all his military power, failed I sents, For your amusement, rather than
in,-I mean the delivery of the people for any present serious purpose, I may
from the thraldom in which, everywhere, perhaps add to the above papers the
from the earliest recorded days, they greatest part of a pasticcio, which is now
have been held by the harpies of the passing through the press, under the all-
law. Having yourself officiated in the comprehensive title of 'Official Apti-
character of judge, you are in possession tude; &c. You will forbear to have
of an appropriate experience, which in them bound up, till what remains still
his instance had no place; but will you unprinted follows them. It will not be
be able to resist their influence over the more than four or five sheets.
people? In opposition to you, so long " As to the most eligible order in which
118 you are engaged, or believed to be the matter of my works can make its
engaged, in any such design, it were appearance in a. new edition, I can think
blindness not to look to see their utmost of none better than the chronological
influence employed. The interest of the order of the impressions-c-for such is the
lawyers, and that of their fellow-citizens, variety of the subjects treated of, and

such is the multitude of those which re-
* .This is I/o misarp~heIUlion.. The Acts of I main uncompleted and thence unprint-

Psrhament are not distributed WIth the Papers of '
the House of Commons. ed, that the whole power of logical

in the character of clients, need it be
said? is utterly irreconcileable. You
cannot assuage the torments of the client,
but you diminish in proportion the com-
forts of the lawyer. If these be really
of the number of your generous designs,
I cannot but flatter myself with the pro-
spect of being for that purpose an in-
strument in your hands. The contents
of the accompanying packet will, in so
far as you have time to look at them,
show you on what grounds.- With the
most heartfelt esteem and respect, I
subscribe myself," &c.
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REV. HUMPHREY PRICE TO BENTHAM.

expectations as to the future than the
rest of them. Without pa.tronage or aid
of a.ny sort beyond a. common free
school, however, I became a clergyman,
settled in another neighbourhood forty
miles distant from Kidderminster, but
always keeping up my connexion with
my native town by means before alluded
to. My heart had always yearned after
the poor weavers, whom I had known
for many years to be gradually sinking
into a state of poverty, degradation, and
want: and when I heard the particulars
of the strike, I instantly decided to air!
the poor dear fellows to the utmost of
my power of purse and pen. I did so;
and if I were at this moment to be con-
veyed to the gallows for doing so, I
think it would be impossible for me to
repent my act. But being ignorant of
law, and unconscious of breaking it as
an infant, here I find myself impri-
soned (after the entire breaking up of
my family by the expenses, &c.) for
libel against six-and-twenty carpet ma-
nufacturers.

" Now for the express purpose of this
letter. I am writing a letter addressed
to all the operatives of England upon
their present state and duties. This
said letter, as far as it is written, I
have read to my jailor, (a very respect-
able man;) but he says he dares not suffer
such letter to be published without the
sanction of the visiting magistrates. Of
their permission to publish I despair.
Nevertheless, the term of my imprison-
ment will end in time, when I shall be,
pro tempore at least, independent of tbe
arbitrary will of magistrates. I would
not, however, (though altogether regard-
less of consequences, when conscious of
rigbt,) I would not, however, 'Diolate
an!! law kn01J)ingl!!, unless I saw that
it was a law I ought to violate,-as, for
instance, a law which should command
me to throw salt into the fire of a heathen
sacrifice, &c.

"Will you, then, Sir, permit me to
send my letter (above alluded to) to
you for your advice as to the legality of
it? I will thankfully send with it the
requisite fee when known.

" Your answer, though only one word,
(Yes or No,) will oblige," &c.

arrangement is set by them at defiance;
and, in several instances, this or that
paper which has been in print in this
or that year, has remained on my shelves
for a number of years before it has been
made public. When, after my death,
the friend, by whose hand the last pub-
lished, whatever it may be, of my scraps,
is destined to see the light, in fixing
upon the order in which the matters of
the first complete edition shall make
their appearance, he will perhaps do not
amiss, if, in that view, he casts his eyes
on my Encyclopedical tree, or table--
call it which you please."

In 1830, Bentham entered into cor-
respondence with the Reverend Hum-
phrey Price, who, under the influence of
a highly excited sympathy for the suf-
fering carpet-weavers of Kidderminster,
had published some matter which was
condemned as libellous, and was sent to
prison. He thus tells his story to Bent-
ham:-

"County Prison, Stafford,
" 2d April, 1830.

"SIR,-I am a clergyman of the
Established Church of England. Some
eighteen years ago, another clergyman,
to whom I had been for eleven years a
curate, built a small country churoh in
the heart of the lately enclosed forest of
Needwood. The king endowed it with
one hundred and sixty acres of forest
land, and I was the first person presented
to it. There I lived laboriously, and
ever in my work, silent, and little known
.beyond the immediate sphere of my own
duties, eking out a. livelihood for my
wife and four children by pupil-taking,
till March 1829; at which time, the
carpet manufacturers in my native town
of Kidderminster suddenly dropped the
prices of weaving, and the weavers as
instantaneously struck. From my dear
mother, who had never quitted the town,
I first heard of the turn-out of the
weaver" in about a. month from its com-
mencement-of their most exemplary
conduct. I had been born and reared
among the poor men, with none other



The detailed account which Mr Price
gives of his history is full of pathos.
He writes:-
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He said he had been attached to compelled her at last to let me purchase
Bentham by the phrase, "Young An- a small annuity for herself, with the
tiquity,' which was in itself full of in- money she was saving for us; 80 that
struction. His letter interested Bent- now she is secured from want, provided.
ham deeply, and he thus answers it:- her government seeurity hold. This

BENTHAM TO MR PRICE. excellent mother has never quitted her
native town of Kidderminster ; and she

"Queen's Square Place, We8tminater, being well acquainted with rich and
" 3d .April, 1830. poor therein, and in full poseession of

" REVEREND SIR,- Your letter, this her faculties, and also considerable ac-
instant received, has called forth my tivity both 'Of body and mind, though
sincere sympathy. Your mention of the now at an advanced age, and taking
wordfee shows how completely unknown deep interest in the state of the poor, I
I am to yon otherwise than by the works learnt from her all particulars of the
you allude to. turn out of the poor weavers, in about

" Have the goodness to send me this a month after its commencement. But
same statement of yours, and I will if I am to notice my education, as well
procure for it attention more valuable as birth and parentage, I must go back
than any which it is in my power to be- to observe, that, at Kidderminster, there
stow. is a free grammar-school, where, provi-

"I could wish to know what that dentia1ly for me, a young man came to
work of mine is to which you allude; be under-master, whose prospects de-
and by what accident and through what pended upon attention to his duties.
channel it fell into your hands. Under the instruction of that young

"A libel is any writing for which man, (though in a school which, before
any man who has power has the will to his day, had been for many years griev-
inflict punishment. I am myself the ously neglected,) I gained, in two or
most egregious and offensive libeller three years, a style of penmanship, (you
men in power in this country ever saw. may shut your eyefJ,or lift them up in

" I am, Sir, surprise, when I now talk of style of
" Yours sincerely." penmanship.) and a quantum of arith-

metic, to enable me, at an early age,
(say 15) to migrate to a neighbouring
town, (Bewdley,) to teach writing and
accounts in a grammar-school there, for
sixpence per week each boy; and to
aid an infirm clergyman in hearing the
lower classes Latin, for the reward of
receiving from him, in private, higher
instructions in Latin and Greek. In-
creasing infirmities prevented him from
affording me much aid. In little more"
than a year, by means of working day
and night, I was enabled to take the
principal labour of myoid friend's
school upon myself; which I did take,
most willingly on my part, and with
much warm, I may say grateful, feeling
on his. About that time, two qffers
were made me, the one of two hundred
guineas a-year, my maintenance, and,
at the expiration of four years, a fourth-
part share in the trade. by an old
schoolfellow at Kidderminstor , and the
other offer, by a clergyman five miles

MR PRICE TO BENTHAM.

44

" County Prison, Stafford,
" 5th April, 1830.

"SIR,-I was born at Kidderminster,
where my father was a poor weaver,
and my mother a poor schoolmistress.
At an early age, the toil of supporting
myself and an only brother (who, hap-
pily perhaps for himself, though agon-
izingly for me, died when four years
old, a wonder of a child in those days)
devolved upon our dear mother, who
could work all da,)' in her school, and
sit up all night WIth sick poor neigh-
bours for forty years together. This
dear woman was saving all that a most
diffusive benevolence would allow her
to save from others, for me and my
children. But happily, thank God, I
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from Bewdley, of twenty pounds a-year,
to labour in a large common country
school, at from sixty to ninety boarders
and day-scholars, but with the cure of
a title for orders, when I should be old
enough, and qualified enough, to present
myself before the Bishop {)f Hereford,
who (luckily for me) was compelled to
accept young men of very spare attain-
ments, and without, Uni'Der8it!l educa-
tion, in order to provide for churches
so contiguous to the principality of
Wales.

"Without one moment's hesitation,
I accepted the latter offer; accepted it,
not, I fear, from a truly religious prin-
ciple, but because I hated trade, and
loved something like learning, and had
always an inclination to become aclergy-
man, &c., &c. In the above school, with
from sixty to ninety scholars, I laboured
hard and willingly for my term of two
years, sitting up almost every night,
winter and summer, till two o'clock in
the morning, and getting up again at
six. Having thus secured my title to
orders, I returned to my former and far
more agreeable situation at Bewdley,
where I kept on working all day, and
making it a point, for one year, to sit
up one whole night in every week,
without taking off my clothes, or lying
on the bed. I had now obtained the
age of 224, or nearly, and ventured to
apply for orders, though scarcely con-
ceiving it possible to be admitted into
the very serious and important office of
instructing my fellow-creatures in reli-
gion. I had, however, discovered that
most of my fellow-creatures with whom
I had met, whether laic or clerical,
were very ignorant of religion, and very
lax in the observance of it,-and this dis-
covery emboldened me. So I applied;
-passed muster, (even withencomiums!)
and obtained, not that curacy of only £7,
the title to which, for orders, I had labour-
ed for the two years to obtain, but another
curacy of £40perannum, which had been
offered me while I was undergoing my
two years' servitude. This curacy (near
Savage) was eight miles from Bewdley,
and to it, every Sunday morning, winter
and summer, I used to walk, through
little-frequented and very difficult roads,

performed the morning and afternoon
service, and returned to a late and plain,
but welcome dinner at Bewdley. In
about two years after my ordination, a
clergyman at Bewdley, of the name of
Wigan-a gentleman of the most correct
morals, finished manners, liberal senti-
ments, and superior classical attainments
I had ever at that day met with,-one
whom I loved most devotedly, and who,
I think, loved me, (for he gave me a
larger share than he gave anyone else
of his society, which all of the superior
order in that neighbourhood greatly
coveted) ;-that gentleman said to me
one evening, (we generally passed our
evenings together when he could get
released from company)-' Mr Price, I
have often heard you say, if there
was one person more than another to
whom you should wish to be introduced,
that person was Mr Gisborne. Now, I
have in my hand a letter from a friend
in Mr Gisbome'a neighbourhood, stating
that Mr Gisborne is, at this very time,
in want of clerical assistance, as his
curate is ill, and he himself is wishing to
go with his family to Bath, for a fort-
night or three weeks; if, therefore, you
are in the same mind you were in lately,
here is a fine opportunity for you to in-
dulge yourself with a trip to a delightful
part of Staffordshire, and to be intro-
duced to one whose writings you so
much admire. I will write by the pre-
sent post, if you wish it.' I did wish it;
and, in a few days after, found myself
in a very different sort of society to any
(with the exception of dear Mr Wigan
himself, 'Manibu8, Pax et Honos ') I
had at all anticipated or witnessed.
There were the old and first Lord and
Lady Harrowby, a daughter, and a son
-the present Bishop of Lichfield and
Coventry.

" Not that I coveted, or sought after
such company; though, without any
farther seeking, I have always had the
company of the great and good quite as
much as I pleased, I might have had
far more of it, in all probability, if I de-
sired it.

" Suffice it to say, that I, who went
forty miles, merely to know l\lr Gis-
borne, and serve his church for about a
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fortnight, never afterwards left. him for Debts 1 have none, and when 1 get out
eleven years; but was his curate at of prison, though I most certainly shall
Baston-under-Needwood, a retired vil- not be able to rally and collect my
!age within three miles of Mr Gisbome's family again, nor even at first send for
seat of Toxall Lodge, where I married, my wife, yet I shall have in my little
and had four children; and when Mr living of £130 a-year, together with my
Gisborne built the church to which I house and thirty acres of land, enough for
referred, no doubt, in my former letter, my immediate support, and for procuring,
and which is situate within a mile of his by degrees, one and another and another
own residence, he made me the alto- needful article of household furniture.
gather unsolicited offer of it; and there " The poor weavers of Kidderminster,
1 have remained ever since, until the sent me £100 to begin the trial with;
wisdom of the four Judges of the Court but I would not touch it. I told them
of King's Bench (whom, for the life of me, it would be like drinking their blood.
having never even seen a Judge before, At my appearance in the King's Bench
I could not help deeming to be four old to receo» judgment, (I think they call
women) decided that I should be shut it,) my adversaries put in an affidavit
up in a prison for twelve months, and that a weaver was then in London,
thus cut off from the active duties of authorized to furnish me with all and
public and social life. everything I might want. I believe

" Previously to my law trial, I anti- that this affidavit was according to truth,
cipated, and made every preparation in and that it did what it was perhaps de-
my power, for the worst that might signed to effect i-but I certainly have
happen. I called in all my bills, and never touched the poor, dear weavers'
settled everything, as though I were, money, except in one instance, when, in
going to die. Mr Gisbome would have I going last through Kidderminster, I
taken every law charge upon himself, I called upon a very poor relation, (almost
and there were other friends that would I the only relative I know,) and left him
have done the same for the sake of my- i and his wife my watch, &c., as the only
self and family. But they one and all thing I had to part with, and insisted
disapproved of what I had done; and upon their parting with it instantly for
on that account I was determined the their support, which, with great reluc-
blow should fallon me and mine alone. tance, they did. This affair the poor
First, then, I sold my pictures, to enable weavers somehow or other heard of,
me to meet the expenses of the first trial; discovered where the chain and seals
and when the Jury decided against me, had been sold, and where the watch,
my two dear daughters left home for with great solicitude collected them
the first time, and have found a good, again, and in about a month afterwards
honest, and reputable livelihood in their I was surprised and much concerned to
no ordinary accomplishments of music receive, per coach, a little strong box,
and painting, &c. with my watch, &0., carefully wrapped

" My eldest son is doing comfortably, in it, and a note declaring that they
my youngest is struggling at Cambridge. could not bear to hear of anybody hav-
My wife has a small annuity, which I ing my watch but myself, and that if I
purchased for her about the time of my sent them the money for it, they would
mother's. All are scattered. The par- return such money, though sent them a
sonage house (a lovely spot) is desolate. thousand times. This is the only money
All my furniture was Bold. And here I had from them, poor, dear creatures;
I am, hardened in my political sins, and and welcome, most welcome, have they
far more likely to die for them, than to been to my all. How horrible law ex-
repent of them. Here let me say, as I penses are ! I have heard that the pro-
am a stranger to you, that I have refused, secution cost my prosecutors (though I
and will refuse, ali pecuniary aid. gave them no trouble from the very
Through God's mercy, I shall have first) from seventeen hundred to two
enough to pay all prison expenses. thousand pounds.
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"But this may not have been the a scale, it now operates to the prejudice
case. Me it (so to speak) has ruined; of ditto on a greater,) yes,-morethan I
though my attorney would insist upon can justify. But you shall hear from
having nothing for his professional aid, me again, after I have heard some ac-
to which, of course, I did not, and will count of your libels.
not accede. I cannot conceive why I " You have lost some friends,-you
might not have been tried, and con- will gain others, and, perhaps, regain
demned, if need were, as I have been, at your former ones. You will have seen
the expense, even as times go, of one or already with what sincerity I am yours,
two hundred pounds in all! I never JEREMYBENTHAM.
knew anything of law before,-never " ..A.ge, eighty-two.
even having been in a court of justice "Strength, not much less than at
before this late affair of my own. I had twenty-one.
always had a very high opinion of the un- " Preaching, as per sample.
corruptness, and perfect impartiality of " Practice, in accordance with prin-
our judges, &c.; but my opinion of our ciple. Hence cheerfulness vieing with
law courts and judges, &c., is most that of my youthful inmates.
seriously changed. Judges, I see, are I " Let me hear from you after you
evidently as much the creatures of poli- I have cut open what is here Bent: but
tical prejudice, as most (perhaps more i let not your third letter be much longer
than most) other men! This has than the first. If you direct it ' To Sir
astonished me. Perhaps I am wrong, Francis Burdett, :M.P., at Jeremy Bent-
and biassed by the untowardness of my ham's, Esq., Queen's Square Place,
own case; but if I am wrong it is much Westminster,' it may come gratis. But
against my will; for I used inwardly never think of paying either carriage or
to exult in the supposed character of postage for anything you send to me."
our judges, and I was never altogether
without the hope that, blundering as I 9n his return to his abode, Mr Price
might be in what I did for myself in the wrItes-
matter, the judges would find out that
I was an honest man, in spite of all my :
adversaries could say or do."

MR PRICE TO BEXTHAM.

" Needwood Parsonage, near Lichjield,
BENTHAM TO MR PRICE. " July 8, 1830.

, -r "I am now returned to the bare walls
" Queen s Square Place, U estminster. : of my parsonage, with the recollection
"DEAR SIR,-The small accompany- I that a hbel prosecution stripped them of

ing cargo will speak for itself and me. I numerous beautiful and valuable paint-
From it you will judge whether towards ' ings, and scattered to the four winds of
you there is, on my part, any lack of Heaven a family which contained with-
sympathy.. All I have read of you (it in itself more, perhaps, of the element-
is with my ears that I have read it, my of rational enjoyment, than any other
eyes not being strong enough) is that i family in even a polished neighbourhood,
which is in your letter. I without the possibility of a reunion.

" The present Lord Harrowby I have I Accomplishments now Perform the part
seen at Mr Wilberforce's: his father of drudgery, and are turned to the pro-
was once at my house. His brother, curing of bread rather than to the com-
the bishop, was my guest, at the convi- munication of intellectual enjoyment to
vial hour, at Ford Abbey, in Devon- a once happy family. But I repine
shire, in the year 1813, or thereabouts. not: I rather rejoice in my sufferings;

" The Association of which you see and I think I am prepared to suffer
mention, is likely to meet at my house, greater evils still-so that I suffer
for the first time, in less than three weeks. wrongfully."

" Sympathy has already extracted
from me more than, (it being on so small I In the controversy in which 1\1}' Price
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was engaged, he certainly exhibits the operatives, he reproves them for
ignorance of the principles of political their want of knowledge; he encourages
economy; and supposes that the rate of them to seek instruction; he exhorts
wages is decided by the feelings--more them to eschew violence,-while he be-
or less benevolent-of the masters. He comes the organ of their opinions and
would trace the sufferings of the la- their prejudices. But the most ob-
bourer=-not to the excess of labour in jectionable phrases are but the out-
the field of demand and supply, but to breaks of a sympathizing and strongly
the determined oppression of those who excited mind-the overtlowing of a
employ the labourer. This is erroneous really charitable and generous temper.
doctrine; but it is not illegal doctrine: The arts of the prosecuting lawyers,
it onght not to be punishable doctrine: and of the prejudiced judges, were sue-
and least of all punishable when mingled, cessful in giving, to expressions which
as it undoubtedly was, in Mr Price's really originated in, and represented
case, with a truly philanthropic concern regard for the labouring many, the
for the felicity of the suffering many. character of hatred and wicked pur-
It would have been e8.8Yto answer Mr poses against the master few. Mr
Price: it was most unwise-most cruel, Price was condemned by a special jury
to persecute him. In his addresses to of twelve Esquires.

CHAPTER XX Y.
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DEL VALLE TO :j3ENTHAM.

(Translation. )
" Guatemala, 21st May, 1830.

"My EVER DEAR FATHER,-I re-
ceived the precious letters and the books
that you had the kindness to send to me.
Unalterable are my affections, and great
is my gratitude.

" I hoped for an opportunity to ex-
press that gratitude, when the earth be-
gan to be agitated,and we had to seek out
other habitations. We commenced by
experiencing earthquakes of little con-
sequence at first, but repeated since, and
becoming alarming. From four o'clock
in the morning, of the 21st, to five in
the evening of the 22d of April last,
there were fifty-two shocks. On the
23d following, at nine o'clock at night,
there was one so strong as to destroy
the roofs of many houses, to overthrow

the walls of others, and to read the arches
of many churches. On the 3d of the
present month, we felt another of some
duration, which was successivelyfollowed
by others of equal or less force. Many
towns and a number of houses on various
estates have been ruined. The Govern-
ment of the State, and various families,
have removed to Tocotenango, a small
Indian village near to this city: others
sought out straw huts (ranchos) near the
suburbs; but I and others passed to
Ciudad Vieja, which is a town a short
distance from this capital. We have
now, however, all returned to our habi-
tations, but we are not free from appre-
hension, as the earth is still agitated,
and it has been observed, that, in other
times and places, earthquakes return
more violently in the rainy season. The
overthrow of Old Guatemala took place
on the 29th of July, 1773.
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" This horrible example, and some are requisite fur those who know how t«
equally disastrous that other countries read in this land. Convinced of tlus
have exhibited, have not been sufficient truth, I have proposed, and our Eco-
to induce men to profit by experience; nomic Society decided on, the trans-
and I would beg YOllto notice this, in lation of some of the principal that have
the different cities, 'and different towns come into mv hands, and I have sent to
that have been built either on volcanoes Paris for the"'succeeding parts, with the
or in their immediate vicinity. In this same object.
Republic, the southern side, which is one " It is necessary to improve agricnl-
seriesofvoicanoesandwhichseemplaced ture, to create industry", and to extend
to beautify and afflict our country, is commerce. But they are ignorant of
certainly the most inhabited. On this side, the road that would lead to this end:
either upon the declivity of volcanoes, or they know not where they ought to com-
near them, are the cities of St Miguel, mence. They do 110tpOSbessthe econo-
~t Vicente, St Salvador, Old Guatemala, mic sciences, nor have they agreed on
«uezaltenango, &c. their cultivation. Submerged for above

.. A choice so sad for a people who three centuries in a chaos the most lu-
possess a territory sufficient for all the gubrious, can we expect the sudden pro-
human race, is one of the many causes duction of legislators, statesmen, finan-
of its backwardness and retrogression. ciers, &c. ?
Little enough is done in times of rest. " ThE'mind is affected with the most
and nothing- can 1e done in seasons of" sad sentiments, at seeing the perpetual
earthquakes. creation of public offices, (rmpleos,)

" 'Ve established. in November la-t, while nothing is thought of that educa-
an Economic Society of the Friends of tion which is necessary to fit men to fill
the State of Guatemala, and I was elect- them. 'Ve will have a multitude of
ed Director. I delivered at the instal- legislators; and there does not exist n
lation, a discourse which I have the single school where the science of legls-
honour of transmitting to you. I wrote lation is taught. 'Ye must have many
the Prospectus, and the number for statesmen, but we have no hall (aula) III

the first month, which I also send. I which can be learnt even the elements of
shall proceed in writing other numbers, good government. I have said this in my
which I shall equally forward; and when' Memorial upon Education; and I shall
the laws are prmted, I shall have much not cease to repeat it. Perhaps at last,
satisfaction in presenting them to you. the voice of reason may be heard.
The Society will do much good in conn- "The immediate departure of the
tries where the resources, which abound i bearer of this letter, does not permit me
III Europe, are but scanty. The earth- i to proceed at greater length. For the
quakes have suspended our operations, ~same reason, I defer, until another 01'-
but we are immediately about to recom- I portunity, my observations on your im-
mence. ! portant letters.

" Your name is honoured in the num- " I beg of you in the meantime, to ac-
ber for the first month, and will be so cept, Senor Bentham, the cordial senti-
in the succeeding numbers, if I am con- ments, and the respectful consideration
nected with it. Your gemus will give with which I affirm myself," &c.
it weight and value, and will cooperate
in dissipating those clouds, still dense,
that obscuro thc atmosphcrc of this
country. The pamphlets published by
the Society instituted in your capital for
the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge;
the Popular Library issued by the So-
ciety for Elementary Instruction, at
Paris; books, and Catechisms for Youth,

I believe the three following jeu.v
d'ceprit, by Bentham, appeared in some
newspaper, in 1830:-

SUBJECT FOR CONTI:lIPLATlON.

Get down a map-and closely look
At those pretty ponds-the Canadian 1~,hR;

And there you may see a Martial Duke
'Turning your money to Ducks and Drakes,
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CUSTOK.

If "Custom is the law of fools,"
What fools must Englishmen appear !

For that's the law that England rules,
The Alpha and Omega.here.

HENRY llROUGHUI.

o Brougham! a strange mystery you are!
Nil 1tl.1Utl.nquam ribi tam dUpar :
So foolish and so wise--so great, so small,
Everything now-to-morrow nought a.t all.

BENTHAM TO BURDETT.

"Q. S. P., 17th June, 1830.

"My DEARBURDETT,-Along with
this goes my proposed Codification
Petition, that petition which relates in
a peculiar manner to myself; and which,
if I do not over-flatter myself, you were
kind enough to undertake, not merely
to present to Hon. H., but to imbed it
ill your speech, in such sort as to make
it a matter of obligation to Hon, H. to
receive into its ears so much of it as yon
will be pleased to pour into themo--this
being, according to what I have heard,
without contradiction, an acknowledged
right. Of course, if you find it to such
a degree grating to the aforesaid hon-
ourable ears, that honourable gentlemen
run out of the House, as they used to
do when Orator Burke was pouring
forth the torrent of his eloquence, you
will stop in time. To accommodate the
proceeding as well as may be to these
contingencies, I have divided the matter
into four or five topics, marking the
topics at the top of the margin of each
page.

•,If ever there was a paper which,
for the importance of the subject matter,
88 measured by the extent, presented a
prospect of experiencing this indulgence,
it is this: for the extent of it is neither
more nor less than that of the whole
field of legislation-a field which does
not want much of being coextensive
with the whole field of thought and
action; and this, with your unexampled
brilliancy of imagination, you will deal
with better than anybody else could do.

« Now for a convivial gossip at this
Hermitage: I hope neither gout nor
anything else will hinder you from ap-
pointing an early day for it. Meantime,

Iyou will have looked over it, and
marked any such pa.ssages as you think
had better be omitted or changed.

"Should anything prevent your
taking upon yourself this holy function,
Joseph Hume has promised to take it
upon himself; and if you perform it,
you will have him for a certainty for
your support, and he accordingly will
be furnished with a copy in time: 80
likewise O'Connell, who, they say,
shines more particularly in reply,-
in reply in the generality of cases; but
in this case, his assistance at that period
will be more particularly desirable, on
account of the grimgribber matter which
the matter of my petition will, if it
receives any determinate answer, elicit
from opponents. But what I should
rather expect is, that they will not dare
to grapple with it, but fabricate a pre-
tence for getting rid of it, out of a quirk
composed of some vague-generality
phrase, or move the order of the day
upon it, &c., &c.

" Lest they should be prepared with
a stratagem of this sort, I shall propose
to Hume and O'Connell, as well 88
yourself, to keep tho matter secret be-
tween you three, till the very moment
of making the speech, for which you
will naturally select a time when there
is a good attendance.

"O'Connell I see has given notice of
an intended motion for Codification.
This is without concert with me; and 1
shall beg of him in time to let drop that
motion; and, instead of making it, to
take upon himself the function proposed
to be allotted to him M above-mentioned .
-Yours most truly.

"P.S.-Excuse the non-autograplllJ
of this epistle. All my few remaining
minutes are (you know) counted. My
writing time 1 devote to Codification.
Letters, &c., I dictate at timos when I
cannot write-for example after dinner,
while vibrating in my ditch-in the
ditch opposite the chair which (1 hope)
you will occupy in a day or two.

" The present place of your existence
being unknown to me, and consequently
the fate of the accompanying packet
appearing more or less problematical,
let me beg the favour of a single line to
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YOll. I did not perfectly recollect its COII-

tents; and my only fear, on hearing that
you had published it, was, that it should
have imperfectly expressed how much
my work is indebted to yours for those
parts of my attempts to reform the laws
of my State, which have found favour
from the public. From the printed copy
you have sent me, I find this apprehen-
sion was well-founded; and therefore
take pleasure in acknowledging, that
although strongly impressed with the
defects of our actual system of penal
law, yet the perusal of your works first
gave method to my ideas, and taught me

SIR JAMES GRAHAM TO BENTHAll. to consider legislation as a science go-
"G Pt 19h J. 1830 verned by certain principles applicable

erosoenor ace, tune, . to all its different branches, instead of
"SIR,-Permit me to offer my sin-I an occasional exercise of powers called

cere thanks for the present of your forth only on particular occasions, with-
valuable work, which I shall study out relation to, or connexion with, each
with the respect due to the productions other. I have lately observed, with
of the most enlightened and honest great pleasure, the just homage that has
jurist, every mark of whose approbation becn p.a~dto your talents and services in
is regarded by me as an honourable the British House of Commons, rendered
distinction.- With sincere respect, Sir, more valuable by its coming from a
your faithful and very obedient servant." statesman and lawycr of the first emi-
• nence in the kingdom. It must be a

EDWARD LIVINGSTON TO BENTHAM. matter of the highest gratification to
" U" Pl (N}- ') I you to witness, not only the prevalence

,montgom.erl/ ace, ew 01'11.', I f d tri b t t h thei t tl,~J. 1 1 1830 I 0 your oc rmes, u 0 ear ieir ru 1
u'!l, ,. I acknowledged by those whose profes-

" SIR,-I thank you sincerely for the sional prejudices they so severely attack,
valuable books with which you have I and whose pecuniary interest they tend
enriched my library, and the kind and to destroy. I think I understand the
instructive letter by which they were outline of your plan for the gradual
accompanied. These favours would have amelioration of a written code, without
been sooner acknowledged, if they had the aid of judicial decisions. and thus
not arrived just before the closing of the obviating one of the strongest objections
Session of the Congress, when all the that is made to a system of written law;
business, which the procrastination, pre- but I should wish exceedingly to see the
valent I believe in most legislative outline filled up, for I feel some pride in
bodies, had put off from day to day, is having made a similar proposal in rela-
pressed forward, and renders a week or tion to om Civil Code in the year 1823,
two before the adjournment a very la- and I wish to see whether your details
borious period for those who wish to do can be applied to the general proposi-
their duty. Escaped, at length, from tion I then made: you will find it from
the bustle of public life to a retreat I page 8 to the end of a short report which
have on the banks of the Hudsou, I de- I enclose. It supersedes the necessity
vote my first leisure to the cultivation for that which one of our most celebrated
of a correspondence from which I ex- jurists (Mr Duponceau) calls the mal-
pect to derive as much profit and plea- leabiiit» that is found in the COIl1-
sure in its sequel, as I have already de- mon law; that is to say, the permission
rived instruction from its commencement. it gn'es to judges to make ex post facto
Not having kept a copy of my letter to laws. The plan traced in this report

inform me of the receipt of it, without
waiting to speak of the contents."

But Burdett did not undertake the
task. He answered Bentham that he
would consider of it; and Bentham con-
sidered this as a withdrawal.

Bentham having sent his "OfficiaIAp-
titude Maximized, and Expense Mini-
mized," to Sir James Graham. because
he had signalized himself in defence of
economy, was much gratified by his ac-
knowledgment of the receipt of the
book in these terms :-
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was not pursued. The gentlemen joined all the mysteries of the practice beforo
with me in the commission, were unfor- we sat down to dinner: nor was there
tunately too impatient for the completion any exaggeration in the statement.
of this task to enable them to do the What will your articled clerks, tied fo-
work in the manner we had proposed. seven years to an attorney's desk, say
I was overruled; and the Civil Code was to this? I have hitherto been too busily
reported and sanctioned in the form you I employed in extracting the good from
will now see in the copy sent to you. your works to think of making any ob-
Yet, imperfect as it is, it has been a jections to any part of the doctrines they
great blessing to the State; but not contain; and, indeed, it has happened so
greater, I think, than the rejection of frequently, that on the second perusal,
the common law procedure in civil suits. my assent has been given to positions
A simple system was substituted, based which I thought unsound on the first,
npon the plan of requiring each party that I always hesitate long before I ven-
to state, in intelligible language, the ture to deviate from them in any of the
cause of complaint, and the grounda of provisions of my Code. I have in some
defence. I comprised it in a single law instances done so; and although I can-
of a few pages; and although, from its not immediately comply with your re-
novelty, many questions may be natur- quest of stating the reasons of my dis-
ally supposed to arise under it, before sent from you in those points, yet it
the court and suitors become accustomed shall hereafter be done, and, as you de-
to its provisions; yet our books of Re- sire, fully and frankly.
ports, from 1808 to 1823, contain fewer " I knew before the receipt of your
cases depending on disputed points of letter, that I was nnder great obligations
practice, than occurred in a single year, to Mr John Smith; but was not aware,
1803, in New York, where they pro- till you apprized me, of those lowe to
ceed according to the English law, which Dr Southwood Smith, to whom I shall
has been in a train of settlements by soon write to express myacknowledg-
adjudication so many hundred years. ments. To Mr John Smith I sent, by
An anecdote to exemplify this may not Mr M'Lane, a copy of my projected
be unacceptable to you. 'Vhen I was Code, and had written to him twice be-
pursuing my profession at New Orleans, fore.
a young gentleman, from one of the " You will naturally inquire whether
common-law States, came there. He myaystem has been adopted by the States
had been admitted to the bar in his own which commissioned me to prepare it. I
State, and was, of course, entitled to ad- am sorry to say that they have not yet
nnssrou in ours, if found by examination taken it into consideration. A joint
sufficiently versed in our laws: he had committee of the Senate and the House
studied them, and was ready to undergo of Representatives, was appointed last
the examination, but expressed to me year to examine it during the recess,
his regret that a long time must elapse and report upon it at the succeeding
before he could make himself master of session; but the prevalence of the yellow
the routine of practice, with which on fever, and other circumstances, prevent-
our system he was entirely unacquainted; ed them meeting: the next winter, I hope,
and, asking to be admitted into my office will find them disposed to pass upon it.
until that could be effected, requested "IntheotherStates,advancesaremak-
IDe,with much solicitude, to tell in what ing to free themselves from the reproach
period I thought he might, with great of being governed by unwritten, and
diligence, be enabled to understand the therefore, unknown laws: none have,
rules of practice, so difficult to be ac- however, progressed so far as to form a
quired according to the common law. general system: methodizing their sta-
I answered, that it was not very easy to tutes, and giving the force of law to some
calculate to an hour, but as he was en- of the judicial constructions of them, is
gaged to dine with me the next day, at the present extent of their daring.
Ionr, I thought I could initiate him in I "If cheap editions of some of your
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works could be struck off, it would aid I of which is the house I inhabit, You
the great cause; but our lawyers are all will mount by a step, which takes you
politicians, and our politicians are all to a door; and you will find yourself
party-men, and party-men in all coun- in a small hall, with a staircase before
tries are alike. To you I need not you, and a small chamber at the left,
describe their characteristics, or point at whose door you will knock: as to
out those causes which render them in- porters, or other men-servants, they are
different to anything unconnected with a sort of animals not kept in my den."
their prevailing passion. The mass of ~. .' _
th I th l' t b fi t GE!"ERALS_\NTANDERTOBE!"THAM.e peop e, ererore, mus e rs en-
lightened by a knowledge of your prin- (Translated Extract.)
ciples, before their representatives can I "Ilamburg, 29th July, 1830.
be persuaded to act upon, or even to "Bolivar is actmg prudently, in gl\'
examine them. . mg way to that general opinion which

" I send with this letter a copy of the IS opposed to his permanence at the
Civil Code of Louisiana; a number of the head of public affairs. It would have
papers printed by order of the Senate, been happy for the reputation of his
or House of Representatives, some of country, and for his own, had his re-
which may prove interesting to you; treat, like that of Scylla at Rome, been
together with a number of other pam- voluntary. But we withdraw, leaving
phlets relating to the civil and criminal Colombia the prey of hostile parties-
statistics and institutions of the several divided into two camps, just ready for
states. My Code of Evidence is printed, civil war. Instead of giving us peace,
but I will not submit it to your in- tranquillity, and freedom, he bequeaths
spection until the introductory report, hatreds, and resentments, and passions-
which is nearly finished, can accompany a demoralised army, and a wretched ex-
it.-With sentiments of the highest re- ample. "That has his unhappy dictator-
spect and esteem, I am, Sir, your most ship brought to Colcmbia, and his over-
obedient servant," i throw of the Constitution of 1821? His

• , • I daring has not had even the justification
. An IIlvltatlOn. to Gene~al. Santander of success: his despotism has torn Co-

grves an amusing description of the lombia into pieces by factions and dis-
quo eundum, in order to reach Bentham's cord, and filled honourable families with
abode. I mourning :-the scaffolds of criminals

(Translation.) have streamed with the blood of honest
citizens. Immorality and anarchy have

" 1st July, 1840. triumphed; and Colombia has been
"Dinner with the Hermit. at the dragged back to fanaticism and igno-

Hermitage, a quarter past seven on ranee, In the last three years, Bolivar
Monday. On entering St James's Park has sullied all the glories with which
by the gate, called Storey's gate, at the his perseverance, his boldness, his acti-
end of the street called Great George vity, his disinterestedness, and many
Street, you will find yourself in the other virtues, distinguished him during
alley called the Bird-cage Walk: mid- the 'Var of Independence. Alas! the
way in this alley are the barracks for same sword which overthrew Spanish
recruits. Before reaching this building, domination, has destroyed the liberties
you will see a garden entered by an of the Colombian people l"
iron-rail gate, near the barracks, where
you will Beea sentinel. Haying enter- In 1830, were published De Mon-
ed this gate, you will find yourself in trol's Memoirs of Brissot, from which a
a n~rrow. path, which takes you in.a quotation has been g-iven in the early
straight ~lIle to a wal.k, where t~ere IS part of the work." The author, in trans-
another Iron gate, which you WIll find mitting his work to Bentham says:-
open. Enter by it, and you will find /________ '
yourself in another garden, on the left ~Chap. vm,
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, cause of this complaint of his may have
been this, namely: that on this occa-

"Allow me to address to you the sion, my letter to him was nothing more
memento of one who is celebrated in than a mere letter of business: some
our revolutionary history, by the vir- little money transaction between us on
tues of a noble life, and the courage of the occasion of books and periodicals
a noble death. You will read, not Bentto me by him from Paris at my de-
without pleasure, his record of the sire; from it will be seen the chief Bub-
friendship which bound you and him ject ofthis little correspondence, inwhich
together: his eulogium will seem more he will be seen drawing on me for a sum
flattering, dictated as it was by the of £5 odd, which I accordingly paid.
most austere of our Republicans, in a What I have always borne in memory,
moment when he never dreamt of dis- is, that the articles he sent me were
guise." M. de Montrol says, the genuine- not exactly those which I had desired
ness of the Memoires has been impugn- him to send; but that what they wanted
ed; and calls on Bentham to authenticate in quality, was in some measure made
the fact by his own knowledge. In up in quantity, being such as he could
answer to which, he writes: "I know come at on easiest terms. In those days
not how any suspicion, as to the authen- I was very poor, but my friend was still
ticity of the Memoireg, can have arisen: more so. He was in want of the little
I will mention one little corroborative sum of money in question to be paid in
circumstance. He refers to my habit London, where I was. I paid the draft
of dining with my father in the house I and accepted the articles whatever they
now occupy, and at four o'clock: a cir- were, which were sent in compensation
cumstance so trivial, so unconnected for it. The secheresse he alludes to,
with anything important, so little likely may, perhaps, have had for its cause, the
to be mentioned, could be known only disappointment thus experienced by me.
to an intimate friend. That, upon the whole, there was no want

"Time has made sad ravages on my of kind feeling on either part, is surely
memory; and especially on those parts! not unsatisfactorily shown by the man-
of it where foreign languages were I ner in which he speaks of me in his Me-
stowed away: so, if you use this letter, i moires. A friend here, on reading this
you must do what Voltaire did with I word, eecheresee, put it to me, whether I
Frederick the Great's poetry-or what j would not keep back this letter: it
Dumont did for me, by translating my would have been the simplest way, and
Anglo-French into veritable French." would have saved me the time employed

in this explanation; but the idea of sup-
pression was not pleasing to me-that
of misrepresentation and insincerity
seemed associated with it."

(Translation.)

The following is titled - " Note blJ
Jeremp Bentham on one of the Let-
ters of Brusot de Warville to him,
anno 1784, or thereabouts" :-

BENTHAM TO THE Due DE BROGLIE.

" August 13, 1830.
"The opinion with which I was not

long ago favoured by you on the subject
of Imprisonment for Debt, afforded me
the heartfelt satisfaction of beholding in
yOIl a friend to justice. It is not, how-
ever, by that, or any other isolated and
unconnected operation on the field of
procedure, that the ends of justice can
be accomplished, and the benefit of the
services of the functionaries belonging to
the judicial department imparted to all
who stand in need of it.

" London, 20th July, 1830.
" In one of his letters to me, my

friend says :-' Votre sechereeeeme de-
sole: Of the contents of this letter of
mine, I have no recollection. Sure I
am, that there could have been nothing
angry in it, or positivellJ unfriendly;
and, accordingly, by this same word 8e-
ckereeee, nothing positive is indicated-
nothing more than perhaps the absence
of some of those expressions of affection
which would naturally find their way
into my addresses to him. Perhaps the
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"In this respect, Buonaparte's Codes r has place between those who are, and
have made a prodigious advance beyond those who are not, in coadition to de-
anything that ever went before them, fray the expense.
and present to view a pattern of perfec- "But the supposed remedy is little
tion in comparison of that system of better than an empty name; and against
abomination under which I have had the those against whose machinations the de-
misfortune to live, and which so large a mandforjusticeismost,urgent,itamounts
portion of my long life has been occupied absolutely to none,-1 mean the whole
in the endeavour to expose to that full class of mala .fide suitors: suitors whose
and general abhorrence which must take plan it is, by means of relative opulence
place before any effectual reform can I on their side, coupled with relative in-
be accomplished. digence on the other side, to engage on

" But the system, the greater part of their side the power and services of the
which is exhibited by these Codes, will, judge; to their case this same supposed
if I do not grossly deceive myself, be remedy is clearly inapplicable. By
seen to be yet at a sad distance from resort made to the Reconcilement Court,
that degree of perfection which the na- their plan would be defeated; and they
ture of the case admits of. After all I are under no obligation to resort to it.*
that has been done by it, it leaves the i To the ordinary courts, and to these
benefit of justice still out of the reach of , alone, they apply themselves; for there
the vast majority of the whole numbers it is that the faculty of depredation, or
of the people: for besides the fees which that of oppression, whichever it is that
it attaches to all the several operations is most to their taste, or both in one, is
and written instruments which it necessi- upon sale, ready to be exercised at the
tates, it supposes and necessitates, on expense of whatsoever relatively indi-
both sides of the suit, the intervention gent individual they have marked out
of professional assistants or substitutes for their victim.
of the parties under the name of A'Voues, " Unfortunatel y for mankind, the in-
behind whom link, without being once terest of professional lawyers on this
held up to view by any of the Codes, ground is in a state of direct and inex-
the further and still more expensive as- orable opposition to the interests of the
sistance of A oocats, on both sides of the rest of mankind; and the same every-
suit. What is the consequence? That where,-in the unchangeable nature of
those who are utterly unable to pur- the case, the influence of that body can
chase the assistance of these professional never cease to be very great.
men, without breaking in upon their own " The interest of non-lawyers is, that
means of subsistence, must go without in the business of procedure, expense and
justice-must submit to depredation and delay be at a minimum; the interest of
oppression at the hands of all those who professional lawyers is, that those evils
are content to pay the price ofthis ma- be at a maximum: expense for the sake
leficent service: the expense on the of the lawyer'S profit, of which, in so
plaintiff's side, having the effect of de- large a part, it is composed: dela!! for
nying remedy to wrong in every shape; the sake of the occasion it produces for
and that on the defendant's side, of expense.
lending the assistance of the several "Under the English Judicial Estab-
functionaries, official and professional, lishment, official lawyers are large par-
together with the use and service of takers of that same sinister interest:
judicatories, in the infliction of wrong in under the French to a comparatively
every shape, for want of the means of minute extent, if any.
defending, on the occasion in question,
his just rights.

"As to the Oour de Oonciliation, in
name it affords remedy without expense,
-remedy accessible to all without dis-
tinction,-without that distinction which

* Bentham seems not to have been aware, that,
in Denmark, all SUltol'l! are compelled to resort to
the Courts of Conciliation; and can only commence
proceedings at the ordtnary courts when the Con-
ciliation Court bas certified that a doubtful point
of law is at issue between the parties.
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"If reaping pecuniary profit in pro-
portion as the ends of justice are con-
travened by them, and their professed
duty thus violated, is not corruption, I
know not what is: if not, it is, at any
rate, something worse, being practised
by wholesale, and in the instance of
every individual suit whatsoever; where-
as, in the mode styled bribery, it has
never, by the most abandoned offender,
been practised but in here and there a
suit: and the money being received
under the name of fees, the act of male-
ficence (for be it understood it is not
an '!!fence) is practised with the full
assurance of impunity; and the profit,
direct and (by means of patronage) in-
direct together, is so enormous, that you
would find difficulty in giving credit to
it.

"I am wandering, and must have
done.

" In a word, the object of the liberty
I am thus taking is this. Norwithstand-
ing all that has been done (and it is no
small matter) by Buonaparte and his
draughtsmen-his codifiers, towards the
remedying the cost, still in France the
benefit of justice remains inaccessible to
a very large portion of the community,-
I believe far the largest; and to another
vast portion is not attainable, without a
grievous and most oppressive tax paid
to the professional lawyers, the sum of
"bose enjoyments from that source bears
but a very small ratio to the sum of the
sufferings produced by the same cause
in all other breasts.

" In this state of things, notwithstand-
ing the comparative disinterestedness
and generosity of the French character,
any such expectation as that of finding,
in the instance of the influential portion
of the body of professional lawyers, any
sincere cooperation with anything other
than the most determinate opposition to
any plan well adapted to the diminution
of their own profit, would be altogether
inconsistent with any the smallest in-
sight into human nature.

"The object of this is, therefore, to
endeavour to learn whether I may en-
tertain a hope of a disposition on your
part to contribute in your country, by
your endeavours and your influence, to-

wards the removal of so cruel an evil as
that in question, and to honour me with
your cooperation towards that end. Dr
Bowring obliges me by being the bearer
of this letter: he is my most intimate and
confidential friend, and a man so well
qualified for giving all the required and
desirable explanations is not to be
found.-I am, Sir, with the most sincere
respect, yours," &c.

The Duke replied, that he hoped,
when the agitating events were passed,
which then occupied every public man's
attention in France, he should be able,
" it teterepoeee, et avec maturite d' esprit,"
to occupy himself with the important
subject of Law Reform.

On the Revolution of the Three Days
in France, it was Bentham's intentiou
to address a series of letters to the French
people. Only one, however, was writ-
ten, as follows :-

BENTHAM TO THE FRE~CH PEOPLE.

"Queen's Square Place, Westminster,
" London, August, 1830.

" FELLOW-CITIZENS,-' Your prede-
cessors made me a French citizen. Hear
me speak like one.' So said I, anno
1793. So say I now, anno 1830.

" I have written, and I have written.
I have written, and I have torn.

"I had then been more than twenty
years occupied in the study of what
belongs to the happiness of nations;-
thirty-nine more years have been added
to those twenty. I was then somewhat
known among you: I am at present, I
hope I may say, somewhat better known.
There are those who have said to me-
, Speak now again to these your fellow-
citizens: what has these forty years
been your right, is now become your
duty.' Hearing this, I took up the pen.

"Circumstances have been chang-
ing every day-circumstances continue
changing every day-circumstances will
change every day; but principles re-
main unchanged. It is from them I
speak to you.

" A proclamation of La Fayette lies
before me. It is that which was issued
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by him on accepting the command of I tionary,) 'I hastened; (so and so.)
the National Guards of Paris. Date of 'wearing those colours, which, for the
it, August. . .. In this behold my second time, have marked among us the
text-at any rate my main text. In it triumph of liberty: Here there is one
I read these words :-' Parisian energy chanfJe, and that a speaking one. And
has reconquered our rights. .. what is it that it speaks a second time, if
Nothmg is definitive but the sovereignty not that which it spoke the first time-
of those rights: Thus far the veteran the Sovereignty of the People?
hero whom it so delights me to call my " ·While writing what I have been
fnend. Now for an observation which tearing",I had before me another text-
to some may appear a trifling one. ' the -Oharter is a truth.'-Charter?-I

" Rights are fid;itious entities-the do not like-I never liked the sound.
people real ones. Realities, on this oc- Charters and the Sovereignty of the Peo-
casion as on all others, realities I prefer ple cannot have existence, in the same
to fictions-even the most innocent ones. place, at the same time. Admitted into
Realities-I understand them better. the Chamber of Legislation, I behold
But should my friend say to me-' Our the Sovereignty of the People throwing
fellow-citizens will understand us better the Charter out of the window.
if we say rifJhts'-even so let it be. Let "Oh, would but some prosperous
us say what we will, our meaning is the breeze blow it oyer to London! I should
same. pick it up with transport-stick it on

" Think you this is a question of mere my hat, and cry-Charter for ever!
words? Not it, indeed. I will tell you Yes: this refuse of France would, for
why I say people. In' the SovereifJnty England, be a feast. Behold here (I
of the People,' I behold a locution winch, would say) Magna Charta the second!
even in the sink of corruption from which Magna Charta the first has been long
I write-s-even in this seat of ill-disguised worn to nothing-trodden under foot by
despotism, has, at public dinners, been our Holy Brotherhood-the Lawyers.
for years a not unfrequent toast. It Before this clear and ably-fashioned
comes before 'the King;' and not for reality, that miserable fiction-match-
these many years, if ever, has any ser- less Constitution-that maleficentphan-
vant of the king dared prosecute for it. tom, which every corruptionist makes

" Somuch for the Commandant of the for himself-makes for his own purposes
Parisian National Guards andhis Pro- -makes, on each occasion, out of his
clamation. own leaven-would flee away screech-

,- ~ow for the Lieutenant-qeneral ing, and drown itself in our Thames.
of the Kinqdom, and Ius. " 'Let no evil ever be lessened. Let

" 'Attached by inclination and con- every existing evil (as does all evil, un-
viction to the principles of a free go- less nipt by remedy) receive continual
vernment, I accept beforehand all the increase.' This is what is meant by-
consequences of it: This delights me: for incontestably this is included in-
this is good sense: this is good logic. that which is said by those who say,
'All rights must be solemnlyguaranteed, 'Let us have no change.' ' Let all evil
all the institutions necessary to their be perpetual,'-this would be too much
full and free exercise, must receive the to say; this is what in those same words
deoelopments of which they have need.' they dare not say. They therefore
This, though in letter-press it stands an- change the words: which done, they
tecedent to what is said as above of say, 'Let us have no cbange ;' and out
principles, is, in reason, one great con- of these words they make an established
sequence of it; but to 'developments; principle.
I should have preferred modifications, "There you have the principle: now.
or, to speak out, chanfJes. think of the consequences. What, if

" Now for interpretation: from words this had been the principle when Wil-
l pass to symbols. 'I hastened; (says liam the Second of England kept laying
in tha.t same document this same funo- waste the country, to convert it into
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hunting-grounds? What, if when Louis I " Altogether natural is this: for, to
the Fourteenth of France laid waste the eTery man in power, natural is a mixture
Palatinate to make a. frontier of it? of intellectual and moral weakness,-of
What, if having by Louis the Eighteenth folly and maleficence. For, mark well,
been put into a charter, and by a suo- my fellow-citizens, the propositions that
oessor of his that same charter declared are involved in it.
to be a truth, that declaration were to "1. No change that can possibly have
become law: and that law an immutable place in the state of things, or in the
one? the ceremony of an oath having, state, conduct, and disposition of men,
moreover, as by Art. 74. of the same can be such as to render it contributory
charter, been called in, and supernatural to the greatest happiness of the commu-
terrors added to all natural ones, for the nity, to make any change in the changes
pious purpose, and in the pious hope, of which we have been making for that
preserving for ever all evil from dimi- purpose.
nution,-wrong, in all shapes, from all "2. We, who compose the majority of
remedy 1 ' Le Roi et see 8UCCe8SeUrsjure- the body to which we belong,-we are
ront, dans la solenmite de leur sacre, to such a degree wise, that there exists
d'observer fidelement la presente charte not any the smallest probability, that,
constitntionelle,' at any future point of time, those who

" Behold here, my fellow-citizens, one have then succeeded to us will be equally
of the rocks, which in many places and so.
many times,-perhaps in all places, and "3. Weare, moreover, to such a
at all times, when occasion presented degree good that there exists not any
itself,-men, old in power, and men new the smallest probability that, at any fu-
in power, have joined in splitting upon. ture point of time, those who have then

" Let things as they are continue un- succeeded to us will to wisdom equal to
changed for ever, has, in all places, and ours, have added goodness equal to ours.
all times, been the cry of all those " So much for 1791, or thereabouts.
who, reaping good for themselves from N ow for 1822, or thereabouts. Then
the evil done by those same things to came the Spaniards, with their consti-
other men,-good, in justification of tution. More modest they than we were.
which no direct and undeceptious argu- In their view years, during which the
ment was to be found,-sought refuge state of things and persons would be
for it in this fallacy. so sure to continue without change,-not

" Nor was this fallacy without an more than jour: years, during which
outward show of truth. 'All change matchless goodness would be so sure to
producespreponderant evil,'-thiswould continue in union with matchless wisdom,
be too manifestly false,-to all eyes, too not more than the same number: all
clearly so,-to be advanced by anybody. this while, provided the body were but
B1I.t, 'All change produces evil,' -this, called the same, no matter how different
it cannot but be confessed, is little less the individuals.
than true. But,' A II change produces " Farewell, for the present at least, my
preponderant e~il,'-nothing less than beloved, my now so much more than
this would serve to preserve from the ever admired, fellow-citizens. 1 have
reproach of maleficence, universal and done what I have felt to be in my power,
perpetual maleficence,-the no-change towards laying the foundation, a neees-
principle. sary foundation for all future good, for

"So much for power when old. Now remedy to all existing evil. I have
for power when new. blown np (I hope you will think I have)

" This constitution is perpetual and the dead-weight I saw the ground en-
unchangeable. Such, in these terms, or cumbered with,-the no-change prin-
what is equivalent to them, (for there oiple."
is not time to look for them,) was the
declaration of our fir,t National As- Rammohun Roy brought to England
sembly, Add to this, so of every other. the following Letter of Introduction to
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Bentham from
spondent :-

" Calcutta, 14th November, 1830.
" My DEAR AND VENERABLE FRIEND,

-This letter will be presented to you,
or transmitted, waiting your leisure, by
no less a person than the distinguished
Rammohun Roy.

" You have heard of him often from
me, and from others, and know that he
is one of the most extraordinary pro-
ducnons of the 'march of intellect: A
Brahmin ofthe highest order, and there-
fore an aristocrat by birth; one of the
privileged class, and a man of easy for-
tune by inheritance; deeply learned in
Sanscrit, Arabic, and everything orien-
tal; he has, nevertheless, unassisted,
and of himself, been able to shake off
prejudice of almost every kind, and to
give his natural understanding fair play.

" If I were beside you, and could ex-
plain matters fully, you would compre-
hend the greatness of this undertak-
ing. His going on board ship to a
foreign and distant land-s-a thing hitherto
not to be named among Hindoos, and
least of all among Brahmins. His grand
object, besides the natural one of satis-
fying his own laudable spirit of inquiry,
has been to set a great example to his
benighted countrymen; and everyone
of the slow and gradual moves that he
has made, preparatory to his actually
quitting India, has been marked by the
same discretion ofjudgment. He waited
patiently, until he had, by perseverance
and exertion, acquired a little but re-
spectable party of disciples. He talked
of going to England from year to year
since 1823, to familiarize the minds of
the orthodox by degrees to this step,
and that his friends might, in the mean-
time, increase in numbers and in con-
fidence; as it was of the utmost impor-
tance to the preservation of his rank and
influence with the Hindoo community,
who care less about dogmatics than ob-
serfJances, that he should continue one
of 'the Pure,' and should not be sus-
pected of quitting Hindooism for any
consideration of a personal nature. He
has externally maintained so much and
no more of conformity to Hindoo cus-

a highly valued eorre- I tom, as his profound knowledge of their
sacred books enabled him to justify-
relaxing, however, by little and little,
yet, however, never enough to justify
his being put' out oj the pale: I need
not say that in private it is otherwise,
and that prejudices of all sorts are duly
contemned by our philosopher. But so
important does he judge it to the effi-
cacy of his example, and the ultimate
success of his honourable mission of ex-
periment, that he should maintain the
essentials of his Brahminical sanctity-
that even in the flagrant and outrageous
act of making this voyage and sojourn,
he is contriving to preserye appearances
to a certain point, which he considers
sufficient to save his Caste, so that on
returning, he may resume his influential
position against the abuse and calum-
nious reports which the whole tribe of
bigots will 1I0t fail to raise against him
while in England, and when he comes
back. He now judges that the time is
come, and that the public mind is pretty
well ripe for his exploit; and he em-
barks in two or three days in the Albion,
for Liverpool; where he has friends and
correspondents in Cropper Benson, and
others of liberal feeling.

"The good which this excellent and
extraordinary man has already effected
by his writings and example, cannot be
told. But for his exertions and writ-
ings, Suttee would be in full vigour at
the present day, and the influence of
the priesthood in all its ancient force;
he has given the latter a shake, from
which, aided by the education and spirit
of bold inquiry gone forth among the
rising nations of Hiudoos, it never can
recover. I need hardly tell you that
the liberalism of such a mind is not
confined to points of theology or ritual.
In all matters involving the progress
and happiness of mankind, his opinions
are most independent; and he is, withal,
one of the most modest men I ever met
with, though near fifty years of age; and
though he is the most learned and en-
lightened of his countrymen and nation,
and indeed has held that position for the
last fifteen or twenty years, and has re-
ceived praises enough to have turned
the head of any other man alive.
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" It is no small compliment to such a I from the Spectator. This dissection
man that even a Governor-general, like might (I thought) in one way or other,
the present, who, though a man of the be matter of curiosity, and eventually
most honest intentions, suspects every even of use, not only to yourself, but
one, and trusts nobody, and who knows even to our' King of kings,' consider-
that R. M. R. greatly disapproves of ing how well he is acquainted with our
many acts of government, should have Carte du Pays. In addition to what
shown him so much respect as to furnish the table exhibits on the subject of
him with introductions to friends of patronage, let me tell you, that whole
rank, and political and Indian influence. classes of commercial men have for sup-
Either they will find him intractable, porters their representatives, namely,
and throw him off, or they will succeed those of the 'West Indies, and those of
in what no one hitherto has succeeded the East Indies: and in former days
-in beguiling or bending the stranger. the Nabob of Arcot alone had to him-

" A stranger, however, he is, and of self a number of them-I do not re-
such sort as has not before appeared member the exact number, three or four
among you; and he will stand in need, at least-all located at his expense, and
doubtless, of all the kindness and atten- paid or not paid besides. In those
tion that friends here can procure for days the price was not more than £3000
him. You have weightier and other' or £4000, namely, for sitting as long as
matters to occupy you; nor are your the Parliament lasts. In the only two
habits such as to enable you to be of instances that have come to my certain
service to R. M. R. in the ordinary way. knowledge, it has been just now as high
Yet I felt assured you would like to see as £6000; a more common price is (I
and converse with my Indian friend; believe) £5000. Some have hired a.
and, indeed, I recollect you expressed seat by the year, and paid £1000 a-
such a wish. For the rest, YOll will year, which, when it can be managed,
probably make him over with his ere- seems to be the most prudent course:'
dential to our friend, Bowring, and the . " .
reprobates, * and Stanhope. I msert, an interesting c.onve;satlOn

" I most truly rejoice to hear and to between 0 Connell and C. Sinclair Cul-
see printed proofs that you continue to len. It took. place on the 7t~ Novem-
enjoy your accustomed health, strength, ber, 1830-1t was communicated to
and spirits. No one among all whom Bentham. on th~ 8th, and on th~ 9~h
you know wishes more truly and ear- Cnllen died=-died ~uddenly, while 1D

nestly than I, that you may continue to the appar~nt posse~slOnof heal.th. Bent-
enjoy those blessings for the sake of us h~m considered him one of hIS dearest
al1.- Your affectionate and attached friends i-c-

friend." Headed in Bentham's writing.
BENTHAM TO LA FAYETTE. "O'Connell's Conversion to the Anti-

'<Lo d 2d J\T Second-Chamber-Faith, 7th November,n on, zvoe., 1830.
"My EVER DEAR AND HONOURED1830.

FRIEND,-I have done mv best towards "Copy 0/ a Statement written at Q. S. P.,
executing your command~ about second by Cullen.
chambers.t O'CONNELL to CULLEN-spontane-

.. Through a private channel, I em- ously, in the course of a conversation
brace the opportunity of sending to you on other matters, November 7, 1830-
two copies of a tabular view of the com- "I have read Bentham's letter to La
position of our Honse of Commons,t I Fayette. It has made a convert of me

to one Chamber. I was prejudiced in
.. Bentham's Secretaries. favour of two Chambers. When I took
t See the .tracton Houses of Peers and Senates, up the pamphlet, I said-' No-he is

Works, vol. IV. p. 419. h Be h '11 be bl
:::Three or four editions have been sold of it in wrong ere: nt am WI una e

the compaes of two days. to persuade me of this.' But he has
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convinced me. 1 did not yield to his I could I sacrifice to my regard for any
reasons in the first few pages-but as I individual that affection for my country
advanced, I found the chain of reasoning and mankind, to which my whole soul
not to be broken; and, taken altogether, has been devoted, for I forget how
I think it conclusive. much more than threescore years. As

CULLEN.-" I never could see a reason I am dealing with you, so dealt I by
for two Chambers-but I could not have my friend Romilly: for, on the occa-
proved it, as Bentham has. I am glad sion of the ll'estminster election, he
he has emancipated you. It will sim- being, in my phrase, 110 better than a
plify your scheme for Ireland. Indeed, ll'hip. I wrote against him in favour of
it is a great thmg for the world to unde- -I forget who, (Doughs Kmnaird,
ceive them on this subject. The delu- I believe,)-of whom I knew nothing,
sion about a Second Chamber has in- but that he stood upon Radical ground.
volved all the constitution-makers and I "What the Review has said of you,
liberty-founders in delays, perplexities, either this time or the former time, I
contradictions, and mystifications, that know not; nor do I think I ever shall.
have proved injurious or ruinous to free- Sure enough did I send in the meat for
dam. It is a grand thing to have made that meal; fur it was what nobody else
the road to a sensible constitution easy could have dune; but, as to the dressing,
and plain, by clearing away the rubbish I neither know how it was done, nor
and superstition of a Second Chamber, who were the cooks.
as Bentham has now done, for ever." " I have understood that it was you

that let slip the dogs of war at me in
the EJinburph, and perhaps elsewhere.
The more there are of them, the more
tickled I shall be; and in so all-com-
prehensive an assurance you would find
a good and vahd license, should you
ever suppose yourself to have need of
any such thing.

"I have my views, you have yours;
but, in all other respects, I am-yours
most truly, &c.

BENTHAM TO BROl:GHAM.

" Q. S. P., 19th Nor., 1830.
"My DEARBROUGIIAlI1,-It is with

no small gratification that I heard
Doane's account of the kind mention
you made of me in the short conversa-
tion he had with you this day: finding
thereby that the state of your affections
towards me harmonizes so exactly with
that of mine towards you. Whatsoever
may be in the lrestminster Revie1r
notwithstanding, be assured that no
sentiment of personal hostility has ever
had place in anything I have said of
you there or elsewhere.

"It is accordingly truly delightful
to me to see such good reason for
believing that no considerable, if any,
uneasiness has been produced in your
mind by what has been called my
, truculence:' for assuredly, if you were
sitting opposite me, (as I hope you will
shortly be ere long,) it would not be
possible for me to witness any symptoms
of uneasiness on your brow, without
imbibing, through the channel of sym-
pathy, more or less of it. Not that in
subatance my course would be altered
by any such irrelevant observation:
for, if you were my brother in the flesh,
instead of being my $oi-disant grandson
in the spirit, (Oh, naughty boy!) never

"P.S.-Since writing the above, I
have heard (for I cannot read) the
MOTning Chronicle, in which I see my
suspicion, that your Nolo O.fficiari was
Nolo Epiecopari carnalised, confirmed,
though not put absolutely out of doubt:
I say since, and, I assure YOIl, upon my
honour, so it is. What to say to it, I
know not. If I could assure myself,
that by this change delay, vexation,
expense, and denial of justice will not
be increased, nor the abolition of those
scourges rendered less probable or less
speedy, it would be matter of sincere
delight to me to see a mind such as
yours turned aside from fee-gathering
by the indiscriminate defence of right
aud wrong, by the indiscriminate utter-
ance of truth and falsehood, and con-
centrated to the service of mankind.

" 20th November"
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BROUGHAM TO BENTHAM.

" Hill Square,
" Sunday Morning, Nov. 21.

"My DEAR SIR,-Many thanks for
your kind letter; but how could you
listen to such a tale of tales as that I,
of all your friends, ever could have let
slip the dogs in E. R. at you?

" The truth is, I had a correspondence
of weeks, and all but a rupture, with
Jeffrey on the subjeet. He had got
committed on the point before I could
remonstrate, not having a conception of
wha.t was doing till I saw it on my table
in print, and published.

" I succeeded afterwards in stopping
the useless, and worse than useless con-
troversy between varying or differing
allies; for so it was,-not enemies.

" I want to see you one of these days;
and whenlou summon me to dinner, I
will atten ; but don't make it next
Wednesday, for I go that day to our
society'smonthlymeeting.- Y ours ever."

Memoranda made by Bentham in
1830:-

"Under a monarchy, the people are
the idolators, who, afier making the
idol with their own hands, fall down and
worship it.

" To blind their eyes, in order to pick
their pockets: to blind their eyes, not
lIB a hangman does, in order to consign
them to an instantaneous death, but to
blind them so as to make their death a
lingering one.

"Matchless Constitntion! J. B:s
creed.-

"I prefer the English constitution,
such as it is, to non-government, and to
every other but the United States'
government. But I do not prefer it,
such as it is, teeming with abuses, and
other imperfections, to what it would
be if cleared in the whole, or part, of all
or any of these same imperfections."

LoRD WYNFORD TO BENTHAM.
" Jan. 9, 1831.

" At Bath I shall have leisure fully
to avail myself of your suggestions be-
fore any bills are in committee. I am
happy to find that we differ but little
(if we differ at all) 38 to the examina-

tion of the parties. I propose that tho
examination should take place imme-
diately after an action is brought, and
before any expense is incurred. I also
approximate to your views, as I propose
giving the judges authority to require
security from plaintiffs, if it appear, from
the examination of the parties, that a
suit is hopeless, or vexations. The
establishment of a code of laws is a mat-
ter of great importance. I shall, with
a mind perfectly unprejudiced, consider
all that you have written on tha.t sub-
ject.-I am, Sir, with the greatest re-
spect, faithfully yours."

BENTHAM TO O'CONNELL.

" 31st Jan. 1831.
"Once more. The proceeding by

way of attachment in the case of the
two Dublin printers brings to my mind
a state of things which had. place about
sixty-five years ago, and does not seem
to have attracted attention on the pre-
sent occasion: it may, peradventure, by
the mention of it, be rendered, under
your management, serviceable to the
cause of the people. Lord Mansfield,
in those days Chief Justice of the King's
Bench in England, WM notorious for his
absolutism. A project of his was, in
cases which, by the constituted autho-
rities, were regarded, or professed to be
regarded, M abuses of the liberty of the
press, to substitute to the trial by jury,
trial by the Court of King's Bench
alone, viz. by motion for attachment, fol-
lowed by a quantity of affidavit work by
writ of attachment accordingly; where-
upon the defendant, having been taken
upand committed toprison,had tendered
to him, in the same prison, a paper of in-
terrogatories, to which, whether by writ-
ten instrument, or t'i1'tl 'tIOC6, I forget which,
he was commanded to give answer. In
this wa.ya printer of the name of Bingley
was dealt with: and while in prison,
one of these interl'Ogatory papers was
tendered to him, and he was commanded
to give answers, which answers he re-
fused to give; and for this contempt,
M it was called, he continued in prison
for I forget how many years; nor do I
recollect in wha.t wa.y his imprisonment
terminated, whether by death or by dis-
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incarceration. On account of this pro- I upon them in this way, neither motives
ceeding, and others of a similar tendency, nor means can be wanting for engaging
my Lord Mansfield became the object of defenders, in any number that can be
a very extensive and well-merited odium, desired; whereupon a suit is thus car-
insomuch that he became an object of ried on in the court of public opinion,-
attack to a man in so singular a situation a court of dernier resort, which never
for a libel-writer, as that of a Master in acts under that corrupted and corrup-
Chancery: the title of the libel was, 'A tive influence, under which the highest
Letter concerning Libels, Warrants, Sei- of the soi-disant courts of justice always
zureofPapers,andSecurityforthePeace,' act. The pamphlet is anonymous, nor
&c., 6th edition, 1766; followed by an- is there in print, that I know of, this
other, entitled, 'A Second Letter on man's name as its author; but I had a
Libels, 1770:* The form in which ex- slight acquaintance with the man, having
pression was given to the imputations been in his company, and to him it was
was, I remember, the hypothetical ;-if ascribed by everybody. I cannot sup-
any Lord Chief Justice should do so and pose that you will be under any great
so, and 80 on with a train of ifs, and, I difficulty in finding out the ' materiel et
believe, a pretty long one. In Clark's personnel' of this war, in your libra-
Law Catalogue, tbe sixth is an edition, ries, public or private. My notion is,
and the only edition, of this pamphlet or say what I should expect to find is,
mentioned. From this you may imagine that owing to the odium excited on that
the run it had, and the sensation it made. occasion, by this mode of proceeding, in
The other enormities alluded to were the case of alleged abuses of the liberty
acts of the secretaries of George the of the press, it fell into disuse, and has
Third, whose abominable misgovern- never since been revived.
ment, and endeavours to introduce ab- "I remember being present, in the
solutism, have been sufficiently brought I capacity of a student, at the time of
to view. This case of Bingley I should the discussions in that case of .Bingley.
expect to find in Burrowes' Reports; but Here are facts, meaning indications, of
neither time nor eyes admit my making supposed facts: to yon it belongs to
search for it. Between the application find logic and rhetoric grounded on these
of the power of the judges without the facts.
jury, to the purpose of inflicting punish- "Written what is above, from dicta-
ment for alleged offences committed by tion, made between sleeping and wak-
abuse of the liberty of the press, and its ing, by one who was once your corre-
application to the purpose of punishing spondent, and even host, and will ever
offences committed by physical resistance be your admirer and sincere well-wisher,
to, or non-compliance with, the mandates ' though not always and without exeep-
of these same judges, there is a very tion your approver. "
broad and clearly visible line of distinc- O'C B
t· If . h J: h resi ONNELL TO ENTHAlIl.Ion. pums ment ror sue resiatance l
or non-compliance were made to depend: " 22d February, 1831.
on the will of a jury, or of any other' " I should have answered your let-
authority, other than that of the judges ter sooner, and should have endeavoured,
themselves, theirs would be a state of when I was last in town, to have seen
impotence, and the whole fabric oftheju- you; but for a reason which does not
dicial establishment would fall to pieces; belong to the characteristics of my eoun-
whereas, in the ease where the offence trymen-I mean a sense of shame. I
consists in alleged abuse of the liberty am ashamed of my inutility. I had
of the press, not any the least danger is formed a confident hope, that my career
there that any such consequence should in Parliament would be one of consider-
follow j whatsoever be the attacks made able usefulness. I had flattered myself

that, in the British Senate, I could and
should be able to advance the sacred* Said to have been written by Lord Ashburton,

and eerreeted by Lord Camden. cause of rational and cheap government,
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and assist to cleanse the Augean stable
ofthe law. My first mistake consisted
in entertaining a high opinion of the
moral worth and intellectual power of
the House of Commons; and I shaped
my course mildly and gently, in order
to propitiate the opinions of men whom
I respected. You have a right to despise
rather than pity me for this gross mis-
take. The rOllsquences are, a shipwreck
of my Parliamentary fame, and the great
difficulty I now have to assert a power,
which, perhaps, would have been con-
ceded to me, had I exerted myself strong-
ly in the first instance. Under these
circumstances, I am ashamed to call
myself your disciple. I deem myself not
worthy of your patronage or friendship; " SIR,- The debates on the occasion
and I console myself only by working of O'Gorman Mahon's motion have just
for useful objects in a lower grade, and reached me. In the representation given
endeavouring to make lip by perseve- of them in the Morning Chronicle, I
ranee and moral energy, for the loss of behold a portrait of Honourable House.
the more brilliant prospect of usefulness The portrait of Britannia will not, I
which, I think, lay before me. hope, be a pendant to it. Honourable

" But in every situation, and under House has one object of regard. Bri-
all circumstances, your principles and tannia, I hope,-one of her children, I
your powers of mind are to me objects am sure, has another, and that a very
of cultivation and great respect. My different one. Honourable House has
respect, my veneration for you is un- one end in view, an end at which it aims.
changed and undiminished; and if you Britannia I hope=-one of her children,
can point out anything in which you I am sure, another, and that a very dif-
think so humble a labourer as I am can ferent one. Honourable House has one
be useful, pray, pray command me. principle by which its sentiments, and,
Rely on it, that the principles of legis- when the time comes, its means, and
lation which you have advocated, are proceedings, and will-in a word, its
deeply impressed on my conviction; and actions, if conformable to those its sen-
if I can contribute to substitute real jus- timents, are directed. Britannia, I hope
tice to the workings of Judge-made law, -{)ne of her children, I am sure, others,
it will afford me pride and consolation. and those very different ones. The

" I write with a proud but wounded I principle of Honourable House is the
spirit-that is, myproud spirit is wound- absolute government principle; the
ed and humiliated at the failure I principle by which Britannia will, I
have experienced, in my palmy hopes, hope, in her deeds-cone of her children,
of doing great and extensive good to I am sure, in his words-be guided, yes,
mankind; and I feel under the necessity and governed, is the greatest-happinees
of limiting my exertions to the arne- principle.
lioration of the institutions of one of the " On the part of Honourable House,
finest, but most oppressed portions of the (unless sadly misrepresented,) an almost
human race. unanimous determination stands ex-

" In conclusion, I beg of you to ac- pressed-I say expressed, for inward
cept my most grateful thanks for your feeling is one thing, expression another;
letter-for your continued kindness- (and everywhere, and in Honourable
for your patronage-for your preemi- House in particular, but too often a
nent usefulness. I also beg of you to be- very different one,)-yes, a determina-
lieve that your principles, founded as tion to coerce, and risk a civil war,

they are on plain sense and irreversible
reasoning, form the cherished political
creed of, my dear Sir, your sincere ad-
mirer and devoted servant."

BENTHAM TO O'CONNELL.
" 26th Feoruary, 183l.

"My DEARO·CONNELL,-You have
cried peccavi, come up this dayse'ennight
and receive absolution from," &c.

I do not know to whom this letter, on
the Repeal of the Union, was address-
ed:-

PA"lFICUS AGAINST THE CONQUEST OF
IRELAND.
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rather than to consent to the Repeal of I be your pleasure. But as to any addi-
the Union. tion to it, 10,000 men, fore:x:ample(not

"Now, then, by what motive is this that such a number would be sufficient)
determination, supposing it to have -100,000 men? No: nor 10 men: no,
place, produced? Is it by any regard nor a single man: no, nor half a man,
to the happiness of the millions-of the nor so much as a ninth part of a man.
millions on both sides, or on either side "Forthe achievement of this conquest,
of the water? No such thing, Sir, this if to that band of heroes anv addition be
is not so much as professed; and though made, money and men will be neces-
any such profession need not so much sary. 'Veil, then. in the first place-
as ten or a dozen words, those ten or a the money, where is it to be found?
dozen words are not thought worth the From the people, so many millions ster-
expenditure of, for the purpose of fixing ling as will be required? No, not a
a mark to intention and endeavours. penny, (I hear a voice crying,) no, not
Well, then, on the event in qnestion, Sir, a penny of it. Kot a penny will be had
the 1\1. P.s,-the 1\1. P.s, to the amount but from taxes. ' Refuse the Taxes; is
of a few huudreds, are determined to go a cry that has been already heard, and
forth, to gird on their armour, and WIth on such an occasion, if on any, will be
fire and sword to lay Ireland waste, sub- repeated.
due the insolent Irish, and, by God's " This will not serve the purpose, any
help, which it will cost them no more than further, than as they use the bayonet, or
one day's fasting to secure, to establish fire on those they are sent to kill; and
an aristocratical tyranny of the inhabi- suppose the 100,000, or any part of them
tants of the one island over those of the should, when the word of command is
other: laying it waste, in the mean- given-the word 'fire'-may not the
time, with fire and sword for that godly firing either be in the air, or, if it must
purpose. Will they? so let them, then, be in a line parallel to the earth, may it
with Mr Speaker for commander-in- not be in the direction in which it will
chief, having first effected a junction meet the very leaders who have been
with the force of the Right Honourable above-mentioned ?
House, under the command either of " Here, then, agreed; agreed inwardly
the Lord Chancellor, the Archbishop of and outwardly, in profession, as well as
Canterbury, or the late commander- in- object and endeavours, are the Tories
chief his Grace of Wellington, or Earl and the Whigs. But the Radicals?-
Grey, in his quality of First Lord of the' have they reckoned on the Radicals?-
Treasury, or in that of champion of his i they did not say they had: they did not
order, as it shall please the Right Ho- I think it worth their while to say as
nourable House to determine. Yes,' much. But if, notwithstanding, they
Sir, 1 say once more, forth let them go. I did inwardly so reckon, they reckoned,
By steam they will go; and when from i (I trust,) as says another proverb, witl-
the steam-boat they have disembarked' out tkeir hosts. Tories and Whigs in
on the banks of the Liffey, let the Libe- concert will make enactments-will issue
rator and his fellows lay hold of them, orders. But the Radicals-what is it
toss them in ablanket, and then toss them they will do? They will, 1 hope, Ilre-
back again into the steamboat, with fuel sent petitions; petitions, and the sooner
to fire them back again, or into the Liffey the better: that thus, in Limine, the
-no great matter which. plague of tyranny may be stayed, and

" To the transportation of this force, the honest blood of both countries saved
1 say, Sir, 1 have not any the smallest from flowing.
objection, bearing in mind the proverb " , The bad example of Paris and Brus-
which begins with' Good riddance;' but sels,' forsooth! when the baroneted off-
lest I should be called to order, what it spring of Spinning Jenny speaks thus,
continues and ends with, shall remain in he speaks in character-he speaks as
innuendo. 0 YAS : this force, so much of might have been expected. But Lord
it as you will; the whole of it, if such Althorp! I am sorry to see Lim join
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in any such sentiments-much more to
see him take the lead in them. But
a few petitions from his brother balloters
will bring back to his strangely-forgot-
ten duty, this advocate of the ballot.
Let them learn in time. Let them make
haste to petition ; and, with one accord,
choosing for their presenter the first-
born of Earl Spencer-put into his hand
their petitions, that, by the presenta-
tion of them, the result of passion and
humour, the fault of the moment, may
thus be expiated.

"This, then, let the people petition for:
and when they are about it, let them go
a step further, and petition for the dis-
missal of the Ministry, by whom this
declaration of war has been made: for
their dismissal, not merely for this their
bloody purpose, but for the EO extreme
discordance of their actions with their
professions: for their sham Reform
under the guise of half Reform: for their
sham Parliamentary Reform: for their
sham Finance Reform: sham Law Re-
form, with the learned paragon of insin-
cerity, the Vaux-etiam Vox etpreterea
nihil-at the head of it.

"So sayeth, and so prayeth, though
without fasting,

" PACIFICUS."

In 1831, Bentham took an active part
in the formation of the Parliamentary
Candidate Society. Its ohject was to
direct public attention to the men who
were most likely to forward the popular
interests in the House of Commons.
Among the parties whom Bentham was
desirous of recommendmg, were Ram-
mohun Roy, as a representative of
British India, a half caste, and a negro,
in order to subdue the prejudices of
colour, and to hold out encouragement
and hope to the rest of these races. Bent-
ham wrote, on this occasion, credentials
for some of his acquaintance, many of
whom, so recommended, found their way
into Parliament on the passing of the
Reform Bill.

He was at this time much occupied
with a project for establishing a new
daily paper, to be called the Unieer-
BaZist. He wrote the Prospectus, and
induced some of his opulent acquain-

tances to become shareholders; but the
amount subscribed for did not equal
that which was deemed necessary to en-
sure success, and which, I think, was
£30,000.

On relating to Bentham some of the
statements made in the North American
periodicals, and which were likely to
lower him in the good opinion of others,
he gave me this memorandum :-

"Jel'em,'I/ Bentham. False reports
that hare been spread in the United
States, in 'Carious periodicals, to his
prejudice.

" , 1. That by singularities bywhich he
is rendered an object of ridicule and a
source of annoyance to others, he is held
in contempt by all who know him or
see him.'

"This had its origin in a letter which
appeared several years ago in The Times
newspaper. It was written, or at any
rate the matter of it furnished, by a man
of the name of Parry, whom, in May,
1830, Dr Bowring saw in the madhouse
in St George's Fields.

"The story was, that being invited
by Mr Bentham to breakfast and dine
with him, he had no breakfast, and no
dinner till ten at night; and that in a
public street, on his way to a workshop
in London, where Parry was to show
him some engineering invention, such
was the ridiculousness of his appearance,
that he was insulted by a notorious
prostitute. The fact was, that Parry
breakfasted at Mr Bentham's; and, after
his return to Mr Bentham's, dined at
his usual hour, seven P.~l., and left
before ten, the hour he mentioned. As
to the insult and the prostitute, it had
no foundation whatever. Mr D--, a
gentleman now at the bar, and who
then was, and still is, an inmate of Mr
Bentham's, was of the party.

"Parry, in the character of a work-
man, under Congreve, inventor of the
rockets which go by his name, had ac-
quired some knowledge of engineering.
He was a shameless liar. One of his
lies was the having refused £200,000
offered him at "rashington by President
Quincy Adams for one of his inventions.
He was sent to Greece to serve under
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Lord Byron; and by him was he much people? His writings are far too little
encouraged in quality of buffoon. He known.'
was conspicuous there for cowardice and " It is with great pleasure that I
for lying. The story in The Times im- make communication of my compliance
posed, as it naturally might, upon Mr with the wish thus expressed: it pro-
-- of New York, and found its way duces in me, as you see, the effect of a
into the North American Reoies». law.

" '2. That he is remarkably afraid of "In principle I am, and, aa long as
death,-so much so, that it is an object I can recollect, have at all times been,
of special care to all his friends to avoid a decided advocate of the most unre-
all allusion to the subject, in his pre- strained peaceable intercourse between
sence, as much as possible: man and man for political purposes; con-

"He is as remarkable for the con- sequently for that union, of which I have
trary as for anything else. This story heard such warm approbation, from
has no foundation whatever. It must friends in whose WIsdom and benevo-
have originated in some strange mis- lence I am in the habit of placing the
conception. firmest reliance.

"'3. That he is afraid of ghosts: "But as to details, I have not received
This originated in a periodical publica- I any information. You would therefore
tion published in one of the United I oblige me much by furnishing me with
States, by the editor, a man whose de- I any such information as is in print; and,
elared sentiments and affections towards I in the meantime, letting me know by
Mr B. are friendly, and were friendly post at what time, and by what convey-
even to enthusiasm. It is the more ance, I may expect to receive it; and
likely to gain credit, the author of it through what channel I may convey to
havmg spoken of himself, and with you any such literary matter, as is too
truth, as having been for some time an bulky to be transmitted by that con-
inmate with Mr B. But for correct- veyance.
ness in speaking of Mr B., or any other "This same principle-namely, of
person, other qualifications are requisite unrestrained political intercourse, so it
besides friendly disposition and convivial be peaceable--including even union,
intimacy. • will be found pervading, and upon oc-

"But this was not wholly without foun- casion showing itself in freedom, in
dation, Mr B. having frequent occasion every plan I ever published; but in a
to speak of what he had suffered, nor more particular manner in my work
even to this day has altogether ceased entitled Bentham's Radical Reform
to suffer, from the stories about ghosts Bill, in which are contained my reasons
and other imaginary and horrific beings, for wishing to see given to the suffrage
told by servants to children. But the of the electors of the members of the
purpose for which he was led to speak British and Irish House of Commons,
of them was, that it afforded an illus- the attributes of' Secrecy, Universality,
tration of the difference between the Equality, and Annuality;' of the first of
judgment and the imagination:' which, namely, Secrecy, the process

called the Ballot, is the appropriate
instrument.

" Towards this state of perfection, the
nearer that any actually proposed plan
appears to me to approach, the nearer
it accordingly approaches to the con-
summation of my wishes.

" As to the plan at present upon the
carpet, so considerable is the approval it
appears to me to merit, that it is not
without high delight that I contem-
plate it.

BENTHAM TO W. TArT.

"5th March, 1831.
"Yesterday, (the 4th jnst.,) Dr Bow-

ring put into my hands a letter under
your signature, in which letter I read
the following passage :-' If Bentham
approves of such unions, I shall be gra-
tified by a few lines from him to com-
municate to the Union. Has he written
anything recommending unions of the
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"Always understood that it will be I cerity, and mendacity, never presented
followed by the Ballot, which I look itself to my memory or my imagination:
upon as a consequence sufficiently and I know not that man for whose
assured, to keep alive the most san- sufferings I should have less sympathy
guine hope; but not in such sort assured than for this man's; nor do I know
as to warrant any relaxation of the any man in whose estimation the intel-
endeavours which are employed for the lectual part of his fame holds 80 Iowa
attainment of it. For without the place as in mine. Moreover, a friend
secrecy in question, 1 look upon all writes to mc-' Cobbett has been abus-
these other securities as little worth. ing you very lately.' Be it so: his

"As to my works, enclosed is the abuse of me is no more a matter of in-
latest list of them that has been printed. terest to me, than would be a dog's

"Flattering myself with the having barking at me. Never, I believe, did
fulfilled your wishes, as expressed in he make mention of me for any other
your letter. I am, Sir, with sincere re- purpose, than that of lowering me in
spect, yours," &c. the estimation of the public. For a

great many years past, never to my
recollection have I read ten lines to-
gether of anything he has written, or
heard, except by accident, a few lines
more.

" Were I, for example, to succeed in
this my application, in such sort, that
for this cause alone the prosecution were
dropped, I would not wish that he should
know as much: he would (I should
expect) labour but so much more to
injure me. Such is my opiuion of his
gratitude.

" A small part of all this might pro-
bably have sufficed, as well as the
whole, to convince you, that this address
has for its cause regard for the public,
and not for the individual : and with
this confession, I conclude myself, yours
most sincerely."

When the Whig Government was
projecting a prosecution of Cobbett,
Bentham wrote the following letter to
an influential member of that Govern-
ment:-

" 22d June, 183l.
" Your kindness will excuse this in-

trusion. The motives will speak for
themselves; and if it does no good, it
WIll do no harm.

"For something Or other that has
been lately published by Cobbett, Go-
vernment, (I understand,) after having
commenced a prosecution against him,
and let it sleep for some time, perse-
veres in bringing it to- a conclusion.
Several men of whose public affections
I am sure, and of whose judgment I
think well, agree with me in the appre-
hension, lest by such a proceeding the
administration should be lowered in the
estimation of the people. In my opin-
ion, this would be a probable result of
any prosecution for anything that goes
under the name of a political libel : for,
of bad advice in print, if it be in gener-
al terms, the bad effect may be more
effectually counteracted by good counter
advice, backed hy reasons also in print;
and bad advice, recommending the in-
flicting injury, in such and such a shape,
on all individual, would, in case of the
commission of the injury, render the
adviser an accoi ..nplice, and as such
punishable.

" As to Cobbett, a more odious com-
pound of selfishness, malignity, insin-

Bentham was used to keep a memo-
randum book, in which, under the name
of Dicenda, he entered all the antici-
pated topics of conversation with his
visiters. One specimen will suffice :-

" 1831-June 21-DICENDATO BOWRING.

"1. In Examiner-head Detrosier-
Think of Deontology.

"2. In Examiner-Imprisoned Turk
-expense of procedure in lieu of
redress.

" 3. Sermon proscribing all regard to
self-Think of Deontology.

"4. Show him Fearon's letter.
"5. Would Louis Buonaparte be a fit

king for Belgium?
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"6. Look at Spinning operations; Bill

for New Lanark.
"7. O'Connell, what to be done in

regard to him ?
"8. J. Be. to draw up a plan for

Church Reform?
"9. Addiaon-Minister's letter, O.P.Q.

in Morning Chronicle of 22d
June.

"10. How to cooperate with Hume.
"11. Look at Will.
"12. Merle's quotations-Spectator on

Death punishment.
"13. Silence of Herald, and Friend

Allen on Death pamphlet:'

that a serious one, they could not have
found you guilty of the facts charged ill
and by a written instrument of accusa-
tion thus crammed with known and no-
torious untruths; and that wheresoever
an instrument of accusation, thus filled
with these and other lies, is stated as the
ground of accusation, no verdict will
anyone of them ever concur in, but
that which has the words Not Guilty
for the expression of it.

" Let them make this declaration, or
anything to this effect, and they will
give a lesson to the' good men and trne,'
as jurymen are styled, of the whole
community, and the lesson will spread
like wildfire. The lawyers, seemg by
lies like these and other kinds, that their
purposes, Instead of being fulfilled as
they have been hitherto, will be frus-
trated, will, with whatsoever reluctance,
cease to ntter them, and confine their
steps to the paths of simple truth, or, at
any rate, what has the appearance of it."

In Jnly 1831, an action for libel in
the Mancltester Times, was tried, in
which Mr Archibald Prentice was de-
fendant. He consulted Bentham as to
the course he should take; who recom-
mended him to require that the words
of the indictment shonld he proved.
In consequence of his advice, Mr Pren-
tice took the high ground of insisting
that evidence should be given to show
the falsehood of the libel, as its falsehood
was made the groundwork of the accu-
sation. In spite of the charge of the
Judge, he carried his point. Ten of the " Queen's Square Place, Westminster)
jurors were brought to concur in his " Jul,t; 21st, 1831.
views; and the Jury (not being able to " DEAR SIR,- Yes: I do felicitate
agree) were called into Court and dis- you, I felicitate the honest and intelli-
charged. Previous to the trial, Bent- gent jurymen, I felicitate the country in
ham wrote a letter to 1\1rPrentice, in general, I felicitate myself, OIl this your
which, after commenting on the indict- virtual acquittal. I say the country in
ment, he says :- general: fur, further, much further than

I
to the deliverance of one innocent man

I3E~THAMTO ARCHIBALDPRE~TICE. from the persecution under which he was
" Besides giving acquittal to an in- suffering, do I look for tbe benefit capa-

nocent and calumniated man, though it ble of resulting from this event. It not
is not in their power to save you alto- only always has been, but will now be
gether from punishment under the name very extensively seen to be, in the power
of costs, it is in the power of the jury, on -not merely of any jury, but of anyone
this occasion, to give a great lesson to man in any jury, to effect no inconsid-
all Englishmen, and, through English- erable progrcss in the career of Law
men, to all mankind. Yes, it is in their Reform. Fur producing an effect so
power to drive the first pile for the eminently desirable, a yery few juries,
erection of the fabric-the august fabric and thence a very few individuals, one
-of Law Reform. After finding you in each jury, will suffice. Choosing for
Not Guilty, let them make it known by the experiment those cases in which the
the mouth of their foreman, that though acquittal, though of a person by whom
it is on the account of the merits that the offence has really been committed,
they thus acquit you, yet, had they eyer will be productive of least evil to the
thought you guilty of an offence, and public, (and many are the cases in which

On receiving the announcement of
the result of the trial, Bentham wrote to
Mr Prentice:-
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it would not be productive of any evil and antipopular constitution, for the
at all.) making this choice, and declar- change of which into a sound and popu-
ing that the acquittal had no other cause lar one all eyes are looking with such
than their determination not to join with intense anxiety, the main use of juries
the judges and their partners in iniquity, as at present constituted, is, in my view
in the contamination of the public mo- of the matter, the »eto which the insti-
rals, by the utterance of such a tissue of tution gives to the people, upon laws;
solemn and pernicious falsehoods, it will upon bad laws in general, and in parti-
be in the power of this small number of cular, upon all those in which the oli-
individuals to compel those on whom it garchy, by whom we are plundered and
depends, to clear all instruments of aecu- oppressed, have a special sinister inter-
sation from the greater part of that mass est.
of pickpocket lies and absurdities with "On a cursory glance, it does not
which they have hitherto been loaded. seem to me that you had reason to com-
This maya small number of the lovers plain either of the learned gentleman
of justice do; and thus doing, they will who led as counsel against you, or of the
thus pave the way for the establishment other learned gentleman who, on this
of that all-comprehensive plan of Law occasion, officiated as judge. Thus the
Reform, to the organization of which, law is, says the judge; and in saying it,
nearer three-quarters than half a century says what is but too true. Thus the
of my life has been devoted. And here, law is-that is the spurious, the judge-
Bir, you have before you, my ground for made law, substituted to legislature-
self-felicitation. made law and to parliament-made law;

" The course which I am thus using and in this consists the grievance.
my endeavours to recommend to jury- " As to the learned counsel-Mischief
men, is no other than that which I my- is capable of being done, says he, by
self would take, were I in their place. taunting men with offences which they
In former days, it happened to me to be have really committed. In this (though
summoned to serve upon juries of both it would not come np to his purpose, by
kinds-grand and special. Having re- warranting the jury in telling the lies in
ceived from nature the experienced question) there is unquestionable truth;
faculty of remaining without food for and it presents a real demand for regu-
several days, without considerable in- lation. Such regulation my Penal Oode
convenience, it would have been in my would accordingly give; but of judge-
power in the situation of juryman to made law (if to the tissue of irregulari-
command the verdict; and if so disposed, ties which have no words belonging to
in the situation of member of a petty them, the name of law must be misap-
jury, special or common, to give or sell plied) one of the evil properties is, that
impunity for any crime at pleasure, not by it no regulation of anything can be
to speak of the giving to one man the made.
property, to any amount, of any other. " It is with no small satisfaction and
With what feelings and what views I I admiration that I have observed the
figured to myself this power in some I ability with which you turned to account
hands, I leave yon to imagine. On the the materials with which I had the plea-
particular occasions then in question, I I sure of furnishing you, and the impor-
saw no prospect of rendering to my tant additions which you made to them.
country in a jury-box, service to sogreat -Dear Sir, yours sincerely.
an amount, as it seemed to me I could " P. S.-My advice to jurymen is
render, and was actually rendering in plain and unmisunderstandable, and no-
my closet, and thence it was that the thing can be easier than to follow it.
invitation never experienced my 00- Examine the indictment, and if in any
ceptance. part there be any assertion that is either

" , Of a bad bargain make the best; notoriously false or not proved to be
says one of our old saws, nor that the true, do not join in declaring it to be true,
least instructive one. Under the rotten but say, Not Guilty."
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" Guatemala~August 3, 1831.

(Translation-Extract. )

"My EVERDEAR FATHER,-How I
envy my cousin,*-with how much de-
light would I change my fate with his,

...Don ProsperoHerrera,the Minister from
Guatemala to France,who wasfor some time a
visiter to Bentham.

that I might dwell in the abode of the
best legislator of the world !
"I shall take care to give circulation

to your Constitutional Code. The light
from Westminster shall illumine these
lands.

"You desire, as I do, universal in-
struction: and I labour to advance it.
There are authorities to whom it is ne-
cessary perpetually to refer, in every
branch of science-and you are one of
them: in every soil I trace your foot-
steps."

CHAPTER XXYI.

1831. JET. 83.

DeclmingHealth.-MemorandaandConversations.-Burdett.-InterviewwithTallevrand.c-Bentbsm's
Death.v=Hrs Character,theStructureofhISMmd, andInsdomestic, SOCIal,and hierary Habits.s=Dr
SouthwoodSmith's EstimateofhISPhilosophy andPersonalCharacter.

IN the summer of 1831, many symp-
toms exhibited themselves of a gradual
breaking up of Bentham's constitution.
His reasoning powers had not lost their
acuteness-his affections were as strong
as ever; but his memory grew confused
at times, and his spirits sometimes flagged.
On one occasion, on the 18th May, while
I was sitting opposite to him, he became
suddenly speechless; and, taking a piece
of paper, wrote on it, in a scarcely le-
gible hand, that he was not able to speak.
But he revived again; and in September
wrote the commencement of a " Hudi-
brastic attack on Chancellor Broug-ham's
Defence of many-seated Judicat~rie"."

"The way to make others comfort-
able is to appear to love them.

"The way to appear to love them-
is to love them in reality.

" Probatur ab experientui, per Je-
remy Bentham, Queen's Square Place,
Westminster. Born, 15th Febrnary,
anno 1748-Written (this copy) 24th
October, 1831."

FROM BENTHAll'S MEMORANDtJlI1-BoOI{,

1831.
" The last of the royal race of the

Stuarts-Lady Dundonald, who died
about 1816, and was about a century
old, did four services to the community;
for anyone of which she well merited

" WhilelawyercraftSItsstillonhigh, the praise of being, in an eminent de-
Andmenmakelawtheycan'ttell whv, I h f f I'Give me,' quothBrougham,'the puisi.e Judges, gree, t ie ene actress 0 ier country:-
FormuchI needthepliant drudges. " She brought oyer the art of curing
Reasons,asprunes,mayplentybe- herring'S from Holland.
Noreasonsshallyouhavefromme." ' " Stie introduced a superior breed uf

On the 24th October he wrote, in a sheep.
hand that appeared more than ordinarily " She was. the grcat promoter of im-
firm and intelligible, the following pas- pr~Yements JIl the SIlk manufactory of
sage, which he sent to Lady Hannah Paisley, .
Elice as his autograph ._ I "She planted the first Hydrangea In, . I Great Britain."

"The way to be comfortable is to I "A child in arms-an Ourang Out-
make others comfortable. I ang. Put a crown npon its head-s-put a
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sceptre in its paw. Blackstone's god
it would be-all his attributes it would
have: the good people of England would
bow down and worship it, and tax them-
selves a million a-year to feed it."

" Arithmetical, algebraical, and musi-
cal notation are a portion of the quasi-
universal written language; while the
correspondent spoken exists in all its
varieties. An analogous case is that of
the Chinese character, common to China,
Japan, Coebin-China," &c.

" U napt words in use :-
"1. Integrity-vice integrality.
"2. Calculate-ambiguous, as between

likely to produce the effect and designed
to do so.

"3. Either-vice each.
"4. Based-vice grounded: ground-

ed having conjugates, based not.
"5. Touching (from the French

touchant)-vice ajfecting."
" A member of the aristocracy looks

upon himself as the richer by every
pleasure he deprives the democracy of."

" Vague generality is the lurking-
place of error and fallacy."

"Nomography.-Proposed addition
to the number of auxiliary verbs.

"By this denomination may be de-
signated certain verbs, which, by being
prefixed to the nouns-substantive which
are employed in the names of the cor-
responding operations, perform, and, as
will be seen, with considerable advan-
tage, the service, or say functions of,
and become synonymous to, the several
verbs, which, by a single word, are each
of them expressive of the same idea.

"These are :-
"1. To make, with its synonymes,

perform, &c.
"2. To give, with its synonymes,

transmit, &c.
"3. To receive, with its synonymes.'
I have already mentioned Bentham's

practice of employing an auxiliary verb
with a noun, where a verb active is ordi-
narily used. He said, he found such
collocations of words most convenient
for analysis or synthesis. He could
thus take his sentences in pieces, and
put them together.

" You don't know the idea again,
unless you see it clothed in the same
words. The 'Derb-substantive, as it is
commonly called, call it rather the uni-
versally applicable verb, for it serves to
predicate existence of whatever subject-
matter it is applied to.

"With the help of the appropriate
substantive, it might supersede the use
of all other verbs; and the simplicity of
inflection, and facility of being learnt,
might then be maximized-say Eugrw-
sia,'

"1831-February16.-The day after
arrival at the age of 83.

"J. B.'s frame of mind.
" J. B. the most ambitious of the am-

bitious. His empire-the empire he
aspires to-e-extending to, and compre-
hending, the whole human race, in all
places,-in all habitable places of the
earth, at all future time.

"J. B. the most philanthropic of the
philanthropic: philanthropy the end and
instrument of his ambition.

" Limits it has no other than those of
the earth.

" Thus Philip of Macedon:
K4, ,..tIt: ~ ,,«'J ~')I'TDs' U'X'f) """....TeOUrJ 4oJAI1'~OU

A.!~f.'&Y'T&4 : A"T« ;, ~,., 0AUfMl"Y 0';0,".

" Logic.-Abstraction is one thing,-
association another; relation compre-
hends both: the one the-converse of the
other; relation is the most abstract of
all abstractions.

"Each thing is,-the whole of it,
what it is,-but we may consider the
whole of it together, or anyone or more
parts of it at a time, as we please-thus
we make,-thus we have abstracted,-
abstract ideas.

"Abstraction is-I. Posological: 2.
Logical. Logical is the most abstract.

" In posological, abstraction can begin
with real entities-Abstraction, Asso-
ciation, Induction.

"Induction, posological, logical. To
association we are indebted for the use
of 10riting,-for written,-for visible
si9ns.

"Data are the fruit of induction.
When v.;,ecome to data, we come to
real use.

"Egypt probably the country in
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which morphoscopic posology took its
rise. Mensuration of land produced the
demand for it, and the application of it to
practice by the medium of trigonometry.

" Exemplified by Euclid's data is the
practical use: by their relation to ac-
cessible and measured boundaries, the
dimensions, either of inaccessible, or not-
without-difficulty-accessible, were thus
ascertained, and by means of them the
quantity of space contained within them;
and thus the quantity and situation of
portions of lands in the occupation or
proprietorship of different individuals
ascertained, when more or less of each
was covered by the Nile.

,. Proceedmg by analysis, you take in
hand a relatively large thing of any
kind: you take it as you find it, and
break it into parts.

" Proceeding in the way of synthesis,
you take relatively small things of any
kmd, in any number: you put them
together, and so make them into a
whole.

"Proceeding-operating in the way
of analysis, you do as you do by a
cucumber, when you cut it into slips to
be eaten, when it has been peppered,
salted, and vinegared.

" Proceeding in the way of synthesis,
you do by them as you do by a number
of gooseberries, when you make them
into a pie; or of grains of millet, when
you make them into a pudding:'

" 1Yherever there is a word, there is
a thing: so says the common notion-
the result of the association of ideas.

"1Vherever there IS a word, there is
a thing: hence the almost universal
practice of confoundingjictitious entities
with real ones-corresponding names
of fictitious entities with real ones.
Hence, common law, mind, soul, virtue,
vice."

" Identity of nomenclature is certifi-
cate of identity of nature: diversity of
diversity :-how absurd, how incon-
sistent to make the certificate a false
one !"

" Not but that where ambiguity is out
of the question. a new appellation hav-
ing a new idea tacked to it, may be a

beauty-and commonly is so ;-the new
idea is autant de gag"e:'

" The connexion between genus and
species, in links or grades, in indefinite
number, one under another-call it logi-
cal concatenation."

" Civil Code.-Power of aggregation:
power of disaggregation. These are, in
an indirect form, branches of the power
of legislation. When the exercise given
to legislative power does not apply
directly to individuals, individually con-
sidered, exercise gi ven to the power uf
aggregation is necessary to bring the
mandate and the obligation home to
individuals."

" Under matchless constitution, the
end aimed at is maximization of de-
predation and oppression :-oppres"ion
for the pleasure of it, and depredation
for the profit of it.

"For the compassing these ends, the
means which are employed, and which,
so long as matchless constitution con-
tinues, matchless constitution will con-
tinue to employ, are these: Denial of
justice to all but the ruling and in-
fluential few, and by the non-lawyers
among these few, consent to purchase
what is called justice of the lawyer
tribe, that the profit upon the sale may
give them a community of interest in
the maintenance of the system of de-
predation and oppression."

" A.fixed penalty is a license in dis-
guise."

"A government III which the few
exercise dominion over the many, does
it not stand condemned by that very
circumstance ?"

"1Vhen interest closes the eyes, the
whole force of reason cannot open them."

"EnO'land, is it not a nation in which
laws ar~ established without any ratio-
cinatrve articles: without reason assign-
ed; without reason assignable; without
reference to reason; without any re-
gard to reason ; in the ycry teeth of
reason ? Is not this a headless nation ?"

" A many-headed Incubus is the aris-
tocral'Y of England."
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"Article in Quarterly Re1Ji,ew, for I Halbrook * ,.en 1Ja a la guerre, the
February 1830, on Law Reform. The beautiful little song tune which was just
whole of this article is in the coldest then come out at Paris.
and most apathetic style, as if the sub- "In the topsy-turvy state of the se-
ject bore no relation to human feelings: cond page of this letter, you will see an
the worst and the best actions spoken effect of the weakness of my eyes; but
of with equal indifference." though several of my senses and facul-

"Make public functionaries uneasy. ties are nearly gone, an~ several, of them
High-pressure engine, nothing is to be altog~ther so, my frl,ends still keep
done without it. Nothing to be done amusing themselves with the ~surance
by the people for their own security, they are ple~sed to flatte! me wl~h, that
but by applyiug to their rulers the force the old philosopher WIll continue to
of the engine" cumber the ground as long as Newton

, did with his ninety years, or even, say
The very last memorandum which I some of them, Fontenelle with his 100

find made by Bentham is this :- years ..
" I have two minds: one of which is

perpetually occupied in looking at, and
examining the other,-thus studying
human nature, partly with a view to
my own happiness,-partly with a view
to that of the human species,"

The following reminiscences occur in
a postscript of a business letter by Bent-
ham to his bankers, of date 12th Jan-
uary, 1832 :-

"Within a trifle, more or less, forty
years have elapsed since I had the plea-
sure of being one at a convivial party
with your good family on the Martin
side, I believe the whole of it, in company
with Dr Price, Kippis, and, I think,
Priestley, at your father's, then residing
in Downing Street. I condole with you
on your announced loss of that gentle-
man, who was, I believe, the eldest mem-
ber of it. One of the members, Stone,
was a school-fellow and familiar friend
of mine at Westminster, I remember
passing some time in his company when
he was with bis mother at Tunbridge
'VeIls, about seventy-three years ago.
Being some years older than myself,
he can hardly be at this side of the grave I had the happiness of bringing
at this time. Afterwards, I remember Talleyrand and Bentham together a
him coming in one day after dinner at : short time before Bentham's death, They
our school-fellow's, Sir W. Fitzherbert, had not met, I think, for forty years:
elder brother of Lord St Helens, on his, years passed by the one in all the tur-
Mr Stone's, return from Paris, where bulence of political excitement; by the
he had been secretary to the Duke of other, in the calm of an almost inacces-
Dorset, then our ambassador at that sible solitude. But Bentham's name and
court. What is curious, we did not at Bentham's genius happened to be the
that time recognise one another. He
sat down to the piano-table, and played

" 4th Fcb. 1832.
"Hassan, the camel-driver, was not

more delighted when, travelling o'er the
desert, be received on his parched lips
a drop of water from heaven, than I am
at receiving your kind, and, allow me to
call it, affectionate invitanon : for I
value your good opinion and esteem be-
yond that of the million far. I know
nothing of the honours you suppose are
awaiting me, and I assure you, in per-
fect sincerity of heart, I care nothing;
but of this and other more interesting
matters when we meet, which, God
willing, shall be Sunday, for I put aside
every consideration to have that plea-
sure.

" I hardly know the thing you could,
at least, would ask of me, that I should
not feel the greatest gratification in
complying with. Of course there is
no need to say anything about l\Ir Cells.
Believe me, Dear Bentham, most sin-
cerely yours," &c.

SIR FRANCIS Bt:RDETT TO BENTHAM.

.. See this Incident In Chapter vni,
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subject of conversation at Talleyrand's
table: and Iwas struck with the warm,
the unwonted admiration with which
the diplomatist spoke of the philosopher.
Was he accessible? Could entrance be
obtained to his presence? I engaged to
be the negotiator: and Bentham, after
listening to me, wrote to Talleyrand
what follows :-

BENTH.Hf TO TALLEYRAXD.

(Translation. )
"PRINCE!-Do you want an appetite?

The means of finding one for Friday
next, is to come to this' retreat, and
take a Hermit's dinner on Thursday.
I say on Thursday , for thus, Bowring,
whose house looks upon my garden, may
enjoy your society for a few moments:
that is to say, after dinner; for during
dinner we must be tete-a-tete, which
will be the only way of making our-
selves known to each other: I give my
mornings to nobody. I have so much
to do, and so short a time to live, that
I cannot abridge my working hours.
As to visits, I have made none for
many a year, neither to dine, nor for
any other purpose; though dme we
must, under pain of death. If Thursday
suit vou not, fix any other more agree-
able' day: Bowring departs on Satur-
day.

"As to wine I have nothing better
than some tolerable St George: so, if
this drug is a point with you, (I only
use it for medicine, as I belong to the
sect of the Rechabites.) you will do well
to follow what a wicked wit called the
example of Pitt the Second, and come
to dine with your friend-a bottle of
Port in each pocket.- "~holly yours."

Answer :-
(Translation. )

"8th February.
"To dine with Bentham; to dine

alone with Bentham ;-that is a pleasure
which tempts me to break an engage-
msnt 1 have been under for several
days, To-morrow (Thursday) I shall
come to him: he will tell me the hour.
I shall be punctual."

"Talleyrand,' said Bentham, "was
introduced to me by Dumont in 1792,
at Queen's Square Place, in the room
now my library. He asked me to
superintend the building of a Panopticon
in Paris; for which, he said, the muni-
cipality, headed by the Duke de 10.
Rochefoucauld, were willing to furnish
funds: and the Duke's house was offered
to me for a resideuce of six months.
When the Duke was murdered, the
plan fell throngh."

Talleyrand had the highest admira-
tion of Bentham. He once said to me,
that he was preeminently a genius-
more entitled to the name than any
man he had ever known. 1 once re-
marked to him, that of all modern
writers, Bentham was the one from
whom most had been stolen-and stolen
without acknowledgment. "True," he
said, "et pille de tout le man de, il est
toujours riche" And robbed by every-
body, he is always rich. A higher
compliment could scarcely be paid from
one illustrious man to another; and
from Talleyrand, whose mind rather led
him to censure than to applaud, the
praise has a double value.

The writer who adopted the name of
Junius Redivivus having written to
Bentham, giving to him the credit of
having first taught that author "to think
and look beneath the surface of human
transactions," Bentham requested him
to throw off the mask, and to visit him.
The anonymous writer thought, how-
eyer, that he should best forward his
objects by keeping himself sheltered
from personal observation.

For some months before his death,
Bentham had been anticipating the event,
The loss of many of his faculties, parti-
cularlyof his memory, was very obvious
to him, and he frequently expressed his
conviction, that mind anti body were
giving way together. 1 was absent
from England a month or two before he
died. So anxious was he to save me
from the distress which the knowledge
of his situation would have caused, that
he directed certain letters of his to be
sent to me. Oilly in case of his recoyery
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or death, lest their contents, by eviden- I me affectionately, and closed his eyes.
cing the state of his health, might be the There was no struggle,-no suffering,
cause of suffering to me. One passage -life faded into death-as the twilight
is as follows :- blends the day with darkness.

With a view to the advancement of
anatomical science, he directed that his
body should be dissected; and this di-
rection was carried into effect.

J. BE. TO J. Bo.

" Q. S. P., lOth April, 1832.
"6 o'Clock.

" Sent off this moment to the Foreign-
office, by the hands of Mathew, a letter
of this same date. Should the matter,
of which this packet is the receptacle,
ever reach your hauds, it will not do so
till after my recovery, in which case
the disorder so manifest in it will not
occasion any affliction to you; or after
my death, in which case it will not add
to that affliction, though, as you see
already, I cannot write a line in addi-
tion to those written already without
addition to the confusion, the existence
of which is so fully proved by the lines
which it has' for its predecessors. But
abundant is your charity. Multitu-
dinous, indeed, must be your sins, if so
many proofs I have received of it have
not covered them.

" 'What I perceive but too plainly is,
that you are in no want of adversaries,
not to say enemies, who will, of course,
be on the alert to take hold of every-
thing that can afford them a prospect of
their being able to turn to your disad-
vantage, to which purpose will be en-
deavoured to be employed every com-
munication by word of mouth. This
considered, let the motto of the worship-
ful company of Scriveners in the city of
London-the company of which my
father was clerk-be on each occasion
present to your mind: you will find in
it, if duly observed, a rather better re-
medy against sufferance from calumny,
than a caterpillar enclosed in a bag tied
round the neck against sufferance from
an ague."

Bentham died on the 6th of June,
1832. His head reposed on my bosom.
It was an imperceptible dying. He
became gradually colder, and his mus-
cular powers were deprived of action.
A fter he had ceased to speak, he smiled,
and grasped my hand. He looked at

It is not my purpose to trace, even in
outline, the character of Jeremy Bent-
ham. It is best portrayed in those
self-drawn sketches, and in that cor-
respondence which are here collected.
Never was it my lot to see mingled in
the same human being so many quali-
ties which exacted admiration and in-
spired affection: never have I witnessed
so much wisdom and so much wit,-so
much of the sagacity of a sage, and of
the simplicity of an infant, beautifully
blended. Benevolence, beneficence, on
the largest scale and for the noblest
ends, were the passion-if passion may
be called the temperament of so calm
and philosophic a spirit-were the habit
of his existence. The strength of his
intellect could be equalled only by the
fervour of his affections,-his mental
greatness by his gentleness and gener-
osity.

He lived, not to teach alone, but to
practice his own magnificent moraiIty,-
to show how the felicity of the indi-
vidual might draw its habitual element
from the felicity of the multitude,-how
one man might, in the happiness of all
men, seek and find his own highest
happiness.

In all Bentham said, or did, or wrote,
he was under the influence of the two
great principles which form the ground-
work of his philosophy: to promote
felicity, and to diminish suffering. "The
greatest-happiness-creating principle,"
and subordinate to it "the disappoint-
ment-preventing principle," as he deno-
minated them, were the tests he had
accustomed himself to apply to all pre-
tensions, properties, and persons. He
expressed himself sometimes with vehe-
mence, when he thought the case re-
quired a bold exposure. Where great
interests were associated with great
abuses, and depredation or oppression
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exercised towards the many, his indig- I minor topics. Itpresents all the merits
nation often broke out in bitter animad- which belong to a masterly concep-
version. Yet his nature was pre- tion of the whole subject, accompanied
eminently timid and childlike. His with the utmost accuracy in, and most
susceptibilities were most acute; he curious discrimination of the smallest
could not tolerate the infliction of need- matters of detail: on the one hand, the
less suffering, even upon the meanest minutest ramification is traceable up to
of living thiuga-=-though his philosophy the great principle from which it ema-
was willing to consent to its infliction, nates,-while, on the other, that prin-
wherever a balance of good was to grow ciple is followed down with admirable
out of it. acuteness through all its consequences.

Of human nature, Bentham had an The varied questions as to the value of
exalted opinion. He once told me he ,testimony are solved by a profound
had known many men who held honours knowledge of the physiology of man.
and riches cheap, in comparison with All the theory of evidence is built npon
the delight of doing useful service to the solid basis of a sound philosophy.
their race. The practices of our courts,-the dicta of

By nothing was Bentham more char- our judges,-the fallacies of our lawyers,
acterized, than by these microscopic -are sifted and disposed ofwith the most
powers of intellect, which enabled him felicitous acumen. His object throughout
to pursue the investigation of a subject I is to distinguish between the ends of law,
into its most minute details. Seizing I and the ends of justice,-to defeat the
the general principle with masterly' purposes of chicanery, and to forward
grasp, he carried out its consequences the interests of truth.
into all its ramifications. 1\othing seems It has been said, that Bentham was
to escape his sagacity, which, as the little influenced by the writings and
field of inquiry opens upon him, becomes opinions of others. This is, to a great
in a high degree imaginative and in- , extent, true. In early life, he had been
ventive. He has been sometimes re-I a diligent reader of the works of other
preached with not applying equal atten- men. He was a Greek and Latin scho-
non to every branch of the same subject; lar; but he valued httle the philosophy
but had he explored all the regions of of the ancients. He thought their no-
thought and action in the same complete tions of government, and of the foun-
and exhaustive spirit which he applied dations of morals, vague, shifting, incon-
to portions of the field, he would have sistent, untenable. He saw, indeed, in
left nothing to future intellectual labour- some of them, a faint shadowing forth of
ers, 1Vhat he did was wonderful in its the doctrine of utility, and in so far, he
extent and variety. He laid down the thought, they had penetrated into the
great texts of morals and legislation; regions of truth; but in the reverence for
and now and then worked some of them authority,-in what he called the ipse-
out in all their conseqnences, as in the i dicitiem. of the schools,-he found no-
instance of the Rationale of Judicial I thing but barriers to inquiry, and pre-
Evidence. His mind was like a mine tences to infallibility. And, perhaps,
rich in various ores, of which he taught it is not to be regretted that Bentham,
the world only a portion of the uses; instead of occupying his attention with
but the mine is there, and it will be the views of other writers, was habitu-
worked out by others. Enough has ally engaged in pouring forth, for the
been done to show the richness of the use of the present and future generations,
materials and the value of the metal. the contributions of his own. Critics
It will give forth treasures for ages. enough there are in the world,-but there

Perhaps the" Rationale of Evidence," are few inventive, few original minds;
more than any other of Bentham's -it may be doubted if one has appeared
writings, represents the all-embracing in our day and generation so inventive
character of his mind, as applying gener- and original as Bentham's.
al principles to an immense variety of But turning from Bcutliaru's intcllec-
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tual to his moral nature,-few men have I delightfully his wisdom with his wit.
been so amiable, or so happy. In boy- Of the wisdom that is called worldly,
hood,-in youth,-in maturer life, he Franklin had, no doubt, a larger share,
had much to annoy and to discourage -for he had been a great actor as well
him; but as age advanced, everything as a great writer,-and had been engaged
grew bright within and around him. in the most interesting parts of the most
Associates whom he loved were never remarkable events of his day. He was
wanting to his felicity. Topics of hope, made of sterner stuff than Bentham.
-the progress of knowledge,-the vic- He lived in the eye of the world, and
tories of reform,-the evident spread of had to accommodate his outer man to the
his principles,-filled his mind with world's usages,-but Bentham avoided
daily sources of delight. His society tbe rush and the shock of men. " The
was eagerly sought,-his opinions con- tide of tendency" affected not the quiet
suited by the most eminent men of his repose of his mind,-except as it gave
day,-and he was enabled to choose for new matter for philosophical reflection,
his companions those with whom he and afforded subjects to which he could
most sympathized,-with whom, and for apply his beneficent councils. The di-
whom he loved to labour. The dailv rect links which associated him with
and weekly newspapers were to him "it society were few,-but to these few be
perennial spring of enjoyment,-to the showed an affection and an attachment
last be took the deepest interest in pub- which exhibited him as made up of the
lie matters, and in the conduct of public tenderest sensibilities and sympathies.
men. He paid little regard to the Bentham's industry was remarkable.
attacks of which he was sometimes the, As soon as he rose, he was occupied in
object, and, in fact, was scarcely ever composition, and he wrote, on an aver-
known to read a criticism upon his own age, from ten to fifteen folio pages a-day.
writings,-" Why should I be put out He was seldom satisfied with the first
of my way?-I have much to do,-I expression of his thoughts, and generally
have little time to do it in" -was the developed his views over and over again.
excuse he made to bimself and others, He was in the habit of composing on
for not being diverted from his pursuits long, ruled paper, having somewhat
by any attacks upon him. more than an inch in breadth ruled off,

Bentham attached tbe utmost value for marginalizing. This plan of con-
to time,-he husbanded all his moments densation enabled him more easily to
with anxious care. N otbing disturbed go over the field, and to pursue wbat he
him so mucb as to be called away from called bis exhaustive investigations.
his beloved pursuits. In fact, he could Every page was headed with the date
scarcely ever be induced to receive any of its composition, which he found a great
visiter except at his dinner-table. He auxiliary to his thoughts. When occu-
never admitted anyone but for some pied by some one subject, if something
special purpose. He felt no interest in worth remembering occurred to him on
the vague generalities of conversation,- another, he noted it on a slip of paper,
and never would gratify the curiosity of which he pinned to a small green cur-
those who from curiosity alone desired tain, that hung near bim, and which
to be admitted to his presence. was sometimes covered with these dis-

The striking resemblance between the jecta membra. He collated and located
persons of Franklin and Bentham has them from time to time.
been often noticed. Of the two, perhaps, The manners of Bentham werepolisbed
the expression of Bentham's countenance in the higbest debrree. He was obser-
was the more benign. Each remark- vant of all the minutu» of courtesy.
able for profound sagacity, Bentham Every little object of desire that he
was scarcely less so for a perpetual play- could procure for his visiters be invari-
fulness of manner and of expression. ably procured, - the little enjoyments
Few men were so sportive,-so amusing which he had discovered were acceptable
as Bentham,-none ever tempered more toparticularguests,wcreunostentatiously
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placed before them. His table was ex- ' isms and sinister interests, we cannot be
cellently served. He himself greatly surprised at his desire effectually to clear
delighted in its moderate luxuries. He the field wherever he found it encum-
hegan with the dessert, as he said he bered, and the examples given of what
wholly lost the flavour of the fruit if he he called" the exhaustive" faculty was
partook of it after the stronger viands often highly interesting and instructive.
of the first course. In the latter part Bentham often confessed that nothing
of his life the sense of taste was nearly had been more mischievous to him than
destroyed. He drank half a glass of that bashfulness which clung to him
Madeira wine daily. I believe he like a cold garment through life. There
passed through life withont a single act was never a man so desirous of shunning
of intemperance. others, unless some strong sense of duty,

From the period of his father's death or prospect of usefulness, subdued his
Bentham possessed a competence, and natural tendencv to seclusion. On his
as far as money was needful to his en- early acquaintance with Lord Shelburne,
joyments, he h~d no wishes ungratified. a plan of connecting him with the East
And he distributed his wealth liberally Iudia Company, under the patronage of
for every pnrpose which seemed to him Captain Smith then an E. I. Director,
likely to increase the happiness of his failed. Bentham offended Lord Sydney,
race. On some occasions he was even by not returnmg a VISit,who had sent
betrayed into an imprudent liberality: his son to solicit him to do so. Once,
for he had to sustain some severe losses, when Madam de Stael called on him,
the consequence of the sanguine miscal- expressing an earnest desire for an audi-
culations of his friends, which were re- ence, he sent to tell her, that he certainly
sponded to by his own eager and excite- had nothing to say to her, and he could
able nature. Happily none of these not see the necessity of an interview,
losses curtailed his pleasures; and he for anything she had to say to him. On
applied to his own case his own admir- an occasion when :Mr Edgeworth, in
able maxims,-to look always on the his somewhat pompous manner, called
sunny side of things,-to forget as and deli verod the following message to
speedily as possible all evils that can- the servant, in order to be communi-
not be remedied,-to hunt for cheerful cated to Bentham: "Telll\Ir Bentham,
thoughts,-to he busied with no portion that Mr Richard Lovell Edgeworth
of the sorrows of the past, but that out desires to see Lim,"-he an~wered:
of which some instruction or some feli- "Tell l'tIr Richard Lovell Edgeworth,
city is to be derived.* that Mr Bentham does not desire to see

Bentham had the benefit of many I him."
distinguished followers. He was the The leading principle" of his philo-
founder of a school whose principles at sophy Bentham applied to all subjects.
all events are intelligible, - though in If a book had to be considered, his
the elaboration of these consequences, inquiry was, "Is it correct? is it com-
his disciples have not always followed plete ?"-correctness and completeness
him. It was made a reproach to him being the two great elements out of
that he was sometimes led astray by a which truth must be constructed. His
point of detail, and would follow out a study of the laws and rules of evidence
fallacy to its destruction through num- for judicial purposes, led him to apply
berless windings, though the influence those laws to all other testimony.
of that fallacy might be unimportant. Bentham was a warm admirer of
But making war, as he did, upon soph- music-especially of solemn music; and

of Handel's solemn music above all
other. But modern music he valued
little; and least of all, light and frivo-
lous airs.

It is not easy to estimate the extent
of Circulation which the writings of

* The Spaniards have an admirable apopthegm,
which Bentham was wont to admire : " .; SI hay ra-
medio porque te apuras ?-d si no hay rem edioporque
te apuras?" If there be a remedy, why dost thou
worry thyself ?-if there be no remedy why dost
thou worry thyseJf ?
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Bentham have obtained through the r ful-took to the church, laid down his
whole world. Of Dumont's transla- knightly title, and was installed as the
tion, M. Bossange calculated that the Reverend John Langborn. He gradu-
sales on the continent of Europe had ally obtained a great reputation for
exceeded 50,000 copies. sanctity and learning, and a Doctor's

Bentham's dress was peculiar out of degree was conferred upon him. 'When
doors. He ordinarily wore a narrow- I knew him, in his declining days, he
rimmed straw-hat; from under which bore no other name than the Reverend
his long white hair fell on his shoulders, Doctor John Langborn; and he was
or was blown about by the winds. He alike conspicuous for his gravity and
had a plain brown coat, cut in the philosophy. Great respect was invari-
quaker style-light-brown cassimere ably shown his reverence: and it was
breeches, over whose knees outside he supposed he was not far oft' from a
usually exhibited a pair of white worsted mitre, when old age interfered with
stockings-list shoes he almost in- his hopes and honours. He departed
variably used; and his hands were amidst, the regrets of his many friends,
generally covered with merino-lined and was gathered to his fathers, and to
leather gloves. His neck was bare: eternal rest, in a cemetery in Milton's
he never went out without his stick garden.
"dapple" for a companion. lIe walked,

I d'f h . " I had a cat," he said, "at Hendon,or rat ier trotte , as 1 e were im-
patient for exercise; but often stopped which used to follow me about even in
suddenly for purposes of conversation. the street. George Wilson was very
He was remarkable for attention to all fond of ani~als too. I re~ember a cat
that the French mean by their petite following hI~ as far as Staines, ~here
morale: a model of neatness and pro- was a beautlfu~ pIg at ~endon, which I
priety himself, any the slightest dovi- used to rub ~Ith my stick. He loved
ation from good manners excited his to come and he. down to .be rubbed, and
attention, and almost always led to \ took to followmg .me Iike a dog. I
some playful criticism, not likely to be had a r~markably intellectual cat, who
forcotten . for in lesser as in greater never failed to attend one of us when
thI~gs, h: had adopted f~r his maxim- we. went round !he. g~rden. H.e grew
that a moralist, like a surgeon, should quite a t1rant, I?-slstmg on. bemg fed,
never wound but to heal. and on bemg noticed. He ll~terrupted

my labours: once he came WIth a most
Bentham was very fond of animals, hideous yell, insisting on the door being

particularly "pussies," as he called opeued. He tormented Jack (Cells) so
them, "when they had domestic vir- much, that Jack threw him out ?f win-
tues;" but he had no particular affec- dow. He was so clamorous that It could
tion for the common race sf cats. He not be .bome, and means were ~ound to
had one, however, of which he used to I sond.~Im to another world .. HIS ~o~al
boast that he had "made a man of qualities were most despotic-c-his m-
him" and whom he was wont to invite tellectual extraordinary: but he was a
to eat maccaroni at his own table. This universal nuisance:'
puss got knighted, and rejoiced in the
name of Sir John Langborn. In his
early days he was a frisky, inconsider-
ate, and, to say the truth, somewhat
profligate gentleman; and had, accord-
ing to the report of his patron, the habit
of seducing light and giddy young
ladies, of his own race, into the garden
of Queen's Square Place: but tired
at last, like Solomon, of pleasures and
vanities, he became sedate and thought-

The mice were encouraged by Bent-
ham to play about in his work-shop. I
remember, when one got among his
papers, that he exclaimed, "Ho! ho! I

here's a mouse at work; why won't he
come into my lap ?-but then I should be
stroking him when I ought to be writ-
ing legislation, and that would not do."

" I have been catching fish," he said
one day; "I have caught a carp. I
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rounded by books. In the centre was a
platform which occupied most of the
room, and around three sides of it, a
narrow passage, which he named his
"ditch," or "vibrating ditch." Therewas
an organ in the room, which was played
while we sat down to dinner. It stood
opposite the door, in a place just large

One day while we were at dinner, enough to hold the instrument and the
mice had got, as they frequently did, performer, which had been cut through
into the drawers of the dinner-table, and the platform to the floor, and which was
were making no small noise. " 0 you denominated" the well," into which a
rascals" exclaimed Bentham: "there's blind or heedless visiter not unfrequent-
an uproar among you. I'll tell puss of ly fell. Upon the platform stood a book-
you;" and then added: "I became once case named" the Caroccio," which he
very intimate with a colony of mice. could reach without leaving his chair,
They used to run up my legs, and eat and a reading stand with the M8S. on
crumbs from my lap. I love everything which hewas occupied, aplate with writ-
that has four legs: 80 did George 'Vil- ing materials, sticks, pens, and pins, wax,
son. We were fond of mice, and fond scissors, &c. The table was never re-
of cats; but it was ditlicult to reconcile moved. Opposite him was an arm-
the two affections. chair for a single visiter, for he did not

" From my youth I was fond of cats like to have conversation divided and
-as I still am. I was once playing distracted by the presence of many per-
with one in my grandmother's room. I sons. One, sometimes two secretaries
had heard the story of cats having nine dined with him, who were honoured
lives, and being sure of falling on their with the name of "reprobates." Him-
legs; and I threw the cat out of the self he liked to call" the Hermit," and his
window on the grass-plot. When it fell, house "the Hermitage."
it turned towards me, looked in my face A usual phrase on the arrival of a
and mewed. 'Poor thing!' I said, visiter for dinner was, "Let me whisk
'thou art reproaching me with my un- you round the garden. I always indulge
kindness.' I have a distinct recollection I in an ante-prandial circumgyration.'
of all these things. The first time I visited him, when he

" Cowper's story of his hares, had the came to a corner of the garden, in
highest interest for me when young; which is a fine sycamore tree, and be-
for I always enjoyed the society of tame hind it an obscure brick house, he sud-
animals. Wilson had the same taste- denly stopped, and, laying Dapple on
so had Romilly, who kept a noble puss my shoulders, shouted out, "On your
before he came into great business. I marrowbones, Sir!" I saw on a slab,
never failed to pay it my respects. I to which he pointed, "Sacred to Milton,
remember accusing Romilly of violating Prince of Poets." It was Milton's
the commandment in the matter of house,-the house he occupied when
cats. My fondness for animals exposed he was secretary to Cromwell. The
me to many jokes. An acquaintance of garden was an object of special de-
Wilson's came to dine with me, and I light to Bentham, who was passionately
gave him a bed in my chambers. He fond of flowers, and the garden had once,
had seen two beautiful asses. One of he said, been distinguished for its variety
them had the name of Miss Jenny. At of fruits; but the growing deterioration
Ford Abbey, there was a young ass of of the atmosphere had destroyed one sort
great symmetry and beauty, to which I after another, so that a few currants and
wasmuchattached,andwhichgrewmuch gooseberries, with abundance of fine
attached tome-each fondling the other," mulberries, were all that time and smoke

Bentham dined at Beven o'clock, in had left, Anne, the housemaid and
a room he called his "Shop," It was sur- waiter, always summoned us to dinner.

shall hang him up,-feed him with bread
and milk. He shall be my tame puss,
and shall play about on the floor. But
I have a new tame puss. I will make
Roebuck my puss for his article on
Canada; and many a mouse shall he
catch."
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His table was always liberally, not to
say daintily served; and when he dis-
covered that a particular dish Wall a
favourite, that dish was sure to be found
by the guest, and often bore the guest's
name. I remember that "fried pars-
ley" was Dr M'Culloch's dish, "scol-
loped oysters" was mine. He ate abun-
dantly, for dinner was his only substan-
tial meal. " Let me have the ensign of
authority," he would say, taking the
bell-rope: and at ten o'clock tea was
brought in; but he had a tea-pot of his
own, which nobody else was allowed to
use: the " sacred tea-pot," he styled it,
its profaner name was "Dick;" and
Dick was always put over the lamp
to sing. Many an odd phrase did Dick
give birth to: "Has my Dick begun
his song ?-then take him offhis perch:'
"Take down Dicky: he is in a passion.
What a piece of work he is making I"
In Dicky the tea was made according
to Bentham's peculiar notions of tea-
making. The water was put in at once,
so that the tea might be of equal strength
to the end. To the sacred vessel a his-
tory was attached. It had been given
by Lind to a Dr Darsent, who had cured
his wife of a dangerous disease. When
Darsent died at the age of ninety, he
bequeathed it to Mrs Lind, then a widow.
She gave it to a servant, to whom she
paid an annuity; and on her death,
Bentham took that servant as his house-
keeper; and when she left him in her
old age, he allowed her an annuity of
£45 a-year. She, however, frequently
pleaded her poverty, and the insuffi-
ciency of the allowance; and as fre-
quently got some additional money from
Bentham. She left, however, a legacy
of £200 to her brother; and Bentham in-
duced her to give him, by will, the said
teapot. She was an artful, crafty woman,
who, having once succeeded, by hyste-
rics, in getting some wish gratified, tried
the trick again upon Bentham, when he
told her he "understood hysterics, and
would have no more of them": and he
had no more of them. "Much," said
Bentham, in mentioning this, "mnch
depends on doing things in a quiet way.
Try not to be angry; and if you are, do
not let it be seen. People may go into

hysterics-as they may shed tears at
command. You may be taught to shed
tears, as Cicero taught YOll to stamp
with your foot."

At eleven o'clock water was introdu-
ced,-his night-cap brought in, which he
tied under his chin,-his watch deliver-
ed to the" reprobate" who held the office
of " putter to bed,"-his eyes were
washed,-his habiliments were doffed,-
and during all these proceedings, which
lasted exactly an hour, he kept up a
perpetual and amusing chit-chat; at
twelve o'clock his guests were visited
with "ignominious expulsion:' He
then withdrew into his room, where he
slept on a hard bed. Across the bed,
accessible to him even when lying down,
was a shelf. covered with jars, jugs, and
other conveniences. The" reprobate"
usually read to him till he fellasleep,-
but sometimes access was denied, and
the reprobate waited in the " shop" till
he called out" watch,"-the watch was
delivered into the philosopher's hands.
He "made every reprobate swear fealty,"
he said, "to a trinoda necessitas,-the
asportation of the candle,-the transtra-
tion of the window,-idem of the trap-
window," -and when these functions
were performed, he gave his benediction.
-the door was shut, and he was left to
his slumbers.

But his rest was often annoyed by
his extreme physical sensibility. If his
hand touched his body he awoke in pain.
He was much disturbed by dreams,-
"Last night," he saidon oneoeeasion, "I
passed the whole night with Brougham,
-and so I move in various companies."

Bentham preserved his eyesight to
the end of life, though he was obliged
both at morning and night to remove
with a wet spunge the mucus, which
otherwise, he said, would "cement his
eyelids." He was also troubled with
a discharge of saliva from the corners
of his mouth, and on mentioning this
one day, he sang humorously:-

An old, old driveller am I,
WhICh nobody, nobody can deny.
Nobody can deny that I
Am an old driveller.

In this playful, buoyant spirit he always
referred to his infirmities. lie was, in-
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deed, one of the happiest of men. He had
seldom known illness, had scarcely ever
felt pain. In the very later part of his
life, he was annoyed with a cutaneous
eruption; and he toldme one day: "I
dreamt I was living in the town of Itch,
in which existence consisted of itching.
It was a pretty and ingenious fancy of
Condillac to endow a statue with the
different senses - first separately and
then collectively: why should he not
have added the itching sense 7"

I conclude this Memoir, by quoting
the eloquent opinion on his personal
character in connexion with the prin-
ciples of his Philosophy, pronounced by
his friend, Dr Southwood Smith :-

"The discovery and application of
the true physical law at the foundation
of all physical phenomena, has produced
a total revolution in the philosophy of
physics. The discovery and applica-
tion ofthetrue psychologicallaw, equally
at the foundation of all mental pheno-
mena, is destined to produce a like re-
volution in the philosophy of morals.
Before the principle announced by New-
ton, as affording the true exposition of
the constitution and motion of all phy-
sical bodies, hae already fallen every
other theory, how remote soever the
antiquity in which it took its origin, how
plausible soever the solution it gave of
apparent but deceptive phenomena, how
great soever the ability with which it
had been defended, and the authority by
which it had been sanctioned: before
the principle announced by Bentham, as
affording the only true theory; and di-
recting to the only right and proper ob-
ject and end of morals, legislation, and
government, is destined to fall every
INSTITUTION, however ancient, how
much soever eulogised, how deeply so-
ever venerated, by whomsoever pro-
nounced to be the perfection of human
reason, which is not really conducive to
human happiness; every LAW, consti-
tutional, civil, and penal, with whatever
danger to partial and sinister interests
its abrogation may be pregnant, which
is not conducive to security, to liberty,
and to justice; every MODE OF PROCE-
DURE in the administration of the law
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which does not render justice accessible,
speedy, and cheap - which does not
minimize delay, vexation, and expense;
every RULE OF CONDUCT, whether relat-
ing to public or to private life, the ob-
servance of which does not tend to educe,
from the source of pleasure it is intend-
ed to regulate and control, the largest
obtainable amount of felicity, and to
exclude, in the completest degree, the
corresponding pain with which almost
every pleasure is but too apt to be link-
ed; every SANCTIO~, physical, judicial,
moral, and religious, which does not se-
cure, at the smallest cost of suffering,
the most perfect and uniform conform-
ity of the general will and action to the
appointed rule.

" And, in like manner, upon this same
principle, will ultimately be established
whatever institution, law, procedure,
rule, and sanction, human sagacity and
experience may prove to be productive
of happiness and exclusive of misery,
however its adoption may be obstructed
for a time by ignorance, by sinister in-
terest, and by prejudice growing out of
such interest.

" And had the human mind applied
itself with all its faculties, with all the
energy which those faculties are capable
of putting forth, with sincerity of pur-
pose, and with perseverance, to the adop-
tion of institutions, laws, procedures,
rules, and sanctions, having such, and
only such ends in view ; had it devoted
itself to this pursuit, from that point of
civilisation in the history of our race,
which is compatible with labour of this
sort, up to the present hour, what would
now have been the condition of human
society! What would now have been
the amount of obtainable felicity, feli-
city actually and hourly enjoyed by the
millions of human beings that make up
that vast aggregate !

" If in every community, in propor-
tion as it advanced in civilisation, every
institution, constitutional and social;
every law, civil and penal; everymode
of procedure,judicialand criminal; every
rule of action, public and private; every
sanction, physical, penal, moral, and re-
ligious, had been framed with the sole
purpose of securing 'the greatest happi-
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IICSS of all its members, the greatest
happiness of all of them, without excep-
tion, in as far as possible, and the greatest
happiness of the greatest number of
them on every occasion in which the na-
ture of the case renders the provision of
an equal quantity of happiness for every
one ol them impossible;' framed with
this view, with all the intellectual power
which might have been engaged in this
service, aided by all the experience ac-
cumulated from generation to generation,
and to the stores of which every hour of
every day must, without ceasing, add;
framed, that is, with all the wisdom at
all times at command, wisdom neces-
sarily approximating to perfection, with
the progression of time--had this been
done, not to speak of new sources of
pleasure which might, and which pro-
bably would have been opened, but of
which we have now no conception; not
to speak of new creations of felicity, the
existence of which, however within the
range of possibility, must be admitted
to be imaginary, until actually in ex-
istence; not to speak of any pleasures
the realityand the value of which are not
well known and duly appreciated-had
the real, the uniform purpose, been what
I have been supposing, how many plea-
su~es, now within the reach only of the
few, would then have been in the pos-
seSSIOnof the many; and how many
pains, from which only the few have now
the means of security, would then have
been averted from all!

" The contrast thus presented to the
mind, between the condition of the great
mass of human beings as it is, as it
might have been, and as it actually
would have been, had legislators and
moralists aimed at the right end, and
pursued it with singleness and sincerity,
will he contemplated by every man with
a degree of pain proportioned to the
strength of his understanding, and the
intensity of his sympathy.

"At an age when the intellectual
power which he felt within him was in
its freshness, when the moral affections
which warmed Lis heart were unchilled
by contact with the world-when the
affectionate sympathy for his fellow-
beings, which formed so large a part of

his consciousness, and which subsequent-
ly became the ruling passion of his life,
was in its first ardour, this contrast, in
its full force, was brought before the
view of this illustrious man. Destined
by the will of his father to the study
and practice of the English law, he
commenced the study, and entered on
the practice. But what was the position
in which he found himself placed ? What,
when examined by a simple and clear
understanding-what, when the practi-
cal operation of it came to be witnessed
by a pure and benevolent heart--was
the English Jaw? Like every one else,
for ages past, he had been told that it
was the perfection of human reason.
According to those who taught it,
according to those who practised it,
according to those who subsisted by it,
according even to those who suffered
by it-suffered evils countless in num-
ber and measureless in extent, it was
matchless alike for the purity of its
aims, and the efficiency of the means
provided for their accomplishment; it
was a fabric reared by the most exalted
intellects; reared with incredible labour,
through a long succession of ages, with
a difficulty not to be estimated, yet
with a skill so admirable, and a result
so felicitous, as had never before been
witnessed in any work merely human.
The understanding that did not bow
down before it, that did not worship it
with prostrate reverence, was low and
base: the hand that was raised to touch
so much as a single particle of it, to
change it, was profane. It was the
master-production of the matured, ex-
perienced, and virtuously-disposed hu-
man mind; it was the wonder and per-
fection of civilisation; it gave to this
blessed country that amazing amount
of felicity, by the enjoyment of which
its people have been so long distinguish-
ed from all other people in the world,
making them the glory of the earth,
the envy of the surrounding nations.

" Such was the language universally
held, and the doctrine universally in-
culcated; and that not merely with
religious ardour, but with enthusiast
zeal; and inculcated alike from the
humble desk of the village school, the
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pulpit, the bar, the bench, the senate, and will rear the fabric of felicity by the
the throne. hands of reason and of law! '

" And yet the English law thus idol- "With powers of mind fitted for an
ised, when the substance of it came to undertaking thus stupendous, such as in
be examined by a simple and clear no age or country had ever before bcen
understanding-when the mode of ad- equalled, or even so much as approached;
ministering it came to be witnessed by with an ardour and energy such as in no
a pure and benevolent heart, what was cause, bad or good, had ever been sui--
it found to be? The substantive part passed, he betook himself to the accom-
of it, whether as written in books or plishment of this work. No difficulty
expounded by judges, a chaos, fathom- stopped him; no danger appalled him;
less and boundless ; the buge and mon- no labour exhausted him; 110 tempt a-
strous mass being made up of fiction, tion, whether assuming the shape of
tautology, technicality, circuity, irregu- good or of evil, moved him; fortune he
larity, and inconsistency: the adminis- disregarded; the pursuit of what is
tratioe part of it, a system of exquisitely called pleasure he renounced; praise
contrived chicanery; a system made up could as little bend him from his course,
of abuses; a system which constantly as blame could check it; human fear,
places the interest of the judicial minis- human favour, had no control, no influ-
ter in opposition to his duty; so places ence over him; human happmess was
his interest JU opposition to his duty, his object, judicial institution his means;
that in the very proportion in which it and the completeness with which he has
serves his ends, it defeat" the ends of succeeded in developing the means, is
justice; a system of self-authorized and comparable only to the beneficence of
unpunishable depredation; a system the end.
which encourages mendacity, both by In order to create, it was necessary
reward and punishment; a system which that he should destroy; in order to
puts fresh arms into the hands of the build up, it was necessary that he should
injurer, to annoy and distress the in- pull down; in order to establish law as
jured; in a word, a system which maxi- it ought to be, it wag necessary that he
mizes delay, sale, and denial of justice. should demolish law as it is. Alone he

" 'Shall I uphold this vile system?' went to the assault, alone he carried it
said this just and benevolent man. on; every weapon, every mode of attack
'Shall the prospect of obtammg wealth, -rIdicule, reasoning, invective, wit,
shall the hope of being what is called eloquence, sarcasm, declamation, de-
rewarded with titles and honours, tempt monstrahon-all were pressed into his
me to assist in perpetuating it? Shall service, and each in its turn became in
I do what in me lies to extend the his hands a powerful instrument. His
wide-spread misery which flows from efforts were regarded first with astonish-
it? No. I will exhibit it in its true ment, next with indignation. When
shape; I will strip off the veil of mys- he was no longer looked upon as a
tery which has so long concealed its madman, he was hated as an enemy.
deformity; I will destroy it. I will do He was endeavouring to subvert the
more. For this chaos I will substitute most glorious of human institntions;
order; for this darkness, light; for this institutions which had raised his country
evil, good. THE MAXIMUMOF THE to the highest pinnacle of power and
AGGREGATEOF HAPPINESS-by this test happiness; institutions which time, and
I will try evil and good; this shall be the experience which time matures, had
my standard, this my guide. I will shown to be at leaSt the nearest ap-
survey the entire range of human feel- proach to perfection which the wit of
ings and volitions-such at least as can man had ever devised. Such declara-
assume the shape of actions; and as tions (and such dclarations were made
they pass in review before me, I will in abundance, and were reiterated with
determine by this rule what shall be all the eloquence which large brihes
sanctioned, and what prohibited. I I given now, and larger bribes promised
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in future, could secure) did but redouble
IIis efforts to expose the delusion; to
show that reason had seldom anything
to do in the construction of the institu-
tions thus idolised; that they seldom
aimed at the right end, and still seldomer
provided adequate means to accomplish
the end even as far as the aim was right.
Long and earnestly did he labour with-
out any apparent effect; but at last
some impression was made; the scales
fell from the eyes of men of powerful
intellects in commanding stations; the
imposture became palpable; the mon-
strous idolatry before which men had
allowed their understandings and their
affections to fall prostrate, WIIB Been in
its true shape. A revulsion of feeling
followed. Point after point WIIB sub-
mitted to rigorous examination. Cham-
pion after champion stood forth in de-
fence of each; champion after champion
WIIB driven from his position, however
impregnable he thought it; and now,
scarcely a single champion remains.
The cumbrous fabric is abandoned; it
totters to its fall; it is undermined; it
is known to be so. The general ad-
mission is, that the law of England, as
it is, cannot stand; that it must be
taken down, and reconstructed. Glory
to the hand that has destroyed it!
Glory to the hand that has built up the
beautiful structure reared in its place!

" I will endeavour, in few words, to
give some conception of the foundation
of this new structure; of its main com-
partments; of its form, such as it has
assumed in the hands of its architect,
now capable of no further labour. Hap-
pily, however, as you will see, what re-
mains to complete the edifice can be
furnished by other hands.

" Comprehending in his view the en-
tire field of legislation, this legislator
divided it into two great portions-in-
ternal law and international law ; inter-
nallaw including the legislative ordi-
nances that concern an individual com-
munity; international law, those that
concern the intercourse of different com-
munities with each other. His chief
labour was directed to the construction
of an all-comprehensive system or code
(that is, law written and systematic) of

internal law. Under the term PANNO-
MION,a term derived from two Greek
words, signifying "the whole body of
the laws," he has constructed such a
code. This all-comprehensive code ii:!
divided into four minor codes; the Con-
stitutional, the Civil, the Penal, and the
Administrative. The Constitutional Code
includes the several ordinances which
relate to the form of the supreme autho-
rity, and the mode by which its will is
to be carried into effect. The Civil Code
includes the several ordinances which
relate to the creation or constitution of
rights, and is termed the Right-confer-
ring Code. The Penal Code includes the
several ordinances which relate to the
creation or constitution of offences, and is
termed the Wrong-repressing Code. The
Administrative Code includes the several
ordinances which relate to the mode of
executing the whole body of the laws,
and is termed the Code of Procedure.
CONDUCIVE:o.'ESSTO THE MAXIMUMOF
THE AGGREGATEOF HAPPINEss--that
is the end in view. Each code is a.
distinct instrument specially adapted to
secure this end. Each code has not,
indeed., been left by him in a state of
completeness; but in no part of either,
as far as it has been developed, is place
given to a single enactment which has
not for its object, immediately or re-
motely, the production of pleasure and
the exclusion of pain. In no part, either
of what he has himself done, or marked
out to be done by others, is anything
commanded-in no part is anything for-
bidden, but as it is, and in lIB far as it
is, conducive to or subversive of happi-
ness ;-no constitutional provision, de-
termining the form of the government
and the mode of its operation-no action,
bearing the seal of approbation or of
disapprobation, selected as the subject
of reward or of punishment, which is
not brought to this standard and tried
by this test. It is only lIB the detail",
under these two great divisions are
studied, that it is possible to form a.
conception of the steadiness with which
this end is kept in view, and the wisdom
with which the means devised are adapt-
ed to secure it. To the Civil Code he
has done the least; but even of this he
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~la.s laid the fo~ndation, ~n~ provided I "But by establishing the foundation of
Imp?rtant materials fo; bl~lldlllg,up the morals on the principle of fehcity ; by
fabric. For the ConstItut~onal Code. he showing that every action is right or
has done enough to render Its completion wrong, virtuous or vicious deserving of
comparatively casy; while the all-im- '
portant branches of Offences, of Reward tion, not on account of its tendency to augment or
and Punishment, of Procedure, of Evi- to dumnish happiness, but because a person finds
d~nce, have been .worked out by him himself disposed to approve or disapprove of the
with a comprehensiveness and minute- action in question ; that approbation or dissppro-

bation being assumed as sufhcient of Itself and the
ness which may be said to have ex- ne~esslty of looking out for any externai ground
hausted these subjects, and to have left bemg expressly disclaimed. This IS not so much
little or nothing in relation to them for a positive pnnciple, a a term employed to signifythe negation of ,.II prmciple, A prmerple IS some-
any other man to do or to desire. -I\- thiug which points out some external consideration

"But his labours did not terminate as a mean, of warrantmg and guidmg the internal
here. He found the science of morals sentiment of approbation and disapprobation : but

that which merely holds up each of these senti-
in the same state of darkness as that of ments as a ground and standard for itself, IS not
legislation. The Fitness of Things, the worthy of the name.
L f N NT " In examming the catalozue of human actions

aw 0 ature, atural Justice, Natu- With a view of determmmz which are to be marked
ral Equity, Good Order, Truth, the With the seal of disspprobanon, (says a partisan of
Will of God-such were the tests of this pnneipls,j you need but to take counsel of
good and evil, the standards of right and your 0"'11 feelings. ·Whatever you find 1Ii vour-

self a propensity to condemn, IS wrong for that
wrong, heretofore assumed by moralists. very reason. For the "arne reason, It ISalso meet
Every different moralist had a different for punishment. Tbe propOrtl,on in which It IS
f hi h h d hi t d d d adverse to happiness, the not bemg adverse to hap-
all?Y W IC e rna. e IS S an ar., an ,pmess at all, I' of no manner of consequence. The

a different taste which he made hIS test degree of disapprobation you feel, is also the
of good or evil; and the degree of con- measure. of punishment, If you hate much, p,ulli;h
formit formit t th t mucb ; If you hate little, punish little: punish as
10~1 y. or .noll-conlorml y 0 a taste, you hate. If you bate not at all, punish not at
the indication of the degree of desert, all. The fine feelings of the soul are not to be
and consequently the measure of reward o~tborne and .tyranUlzed by the hard and rugged

d . h dictates of political utility.
an pnms ment. t "Tbe various principles that have been formed

concernmg the standard of right and wrong, may
it " It will be long before the mass of educated all be reduced to this priuciple of sympathy and

people in this country are sufficiently advanced to antipathy. One account may serve for all of them.
read and appreciate these profound and admirable' They all consist in so many contrivances for avoid-
works; but the time is not distant, when, how- ; ing the obligation of appealing to any external
ever they may be now neglected by the present standard, and in referring to the sentiment of ap-
members of our legislature, it will be universally probation or disapprobation as the ultimate reason
deemed alike absurd and disgraceful for any man or the true standard. It is curious to observe the
to aspire to the character, much less to the seat of variety of mventions contrived for this purpose;
a legislator, who has not made them his study," the phrases dlfferent,-the principle the same.+ "In his work on Legislation and Morals, this "Thus, one man says he has a thmg made on pur-
philosopher had long ago laid down the prmciple pose to tell him what is right and what is wrong,
of felicity as the baSISof morals, and shown that and that it IS called a moral sense; and then he
all other foundattons attempted to be estabhshed, goes to work at his ease, and says such a thing is
different as they are, and even opposite as they right, and such a thing is wrong- ·Why? 'Be-
seem to be, to each other, are capable of being re- cause mv moral sense tells me It is.'
duced to two-asceticism and sentimentalism. " Another man comes, and alters the phrase;
The principle of asceticism, like that of felicity, ap- leaving out "lOral, and puttmg in commQ1! m the
proves or disapproves of an action according to its room of it. He then tells you that his common
tendency to augment or diminish happiness, but in sense teaches him what ISright and wrong as surely
an inverse manner; approving of an action in as as the other's moral sense did; meaning by com-
far as it tends to diminish happiness, disapproving mon sense, a sense of some kind or other, WhiCh,
of it in as far as it tends to augment it. Whoever he says, is possessed by all mankind . the sense of
reprobates any the least particle of pleasure, as those whose sense IS not the same as the author's
such, from whatever source derived, is, pro tanto, bemg struck out of the account as not worth
a partisan of the principle of asceticism. The prin- takmg. This contrivance does better than the
ciple of felicity IS capable of being consistently other; for a moral sense, being a new thing, a
pnrsued, that of asceticism is not. Let but one- man may reel about him a good while without
tenth part of the inhabitants of this earth pursue being able to find It out. But common sense i8 as
it consistently, and in one day's time they will old as the creation; and there is no man bnt would
have turned it into a hell. be ashamed to be thonght not to have as much of

"8ythe principle of sentimentalism is meant that it as his neighbours. It has another great sdvan-
principle wlnch "pprove. or disapproves of an ac- tage-by appearing to share power, it Iessens envy;
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approbation or disapprobation, in pro-I needed in morals, at once an infallible
portion to its tendency to increase or to test and an all-powerful motive. Hap-
diminish the amount of happiness, this piness is the standard and the test, hap-
philosopher supplied what was so much piness is equally the motive; can there

be, if this be not a certain test? can
for when a man gets up upon this ground, in order there be, if this be not an all-powerful
to anathematise ~hosewho differ from ~im, it IS not motive? Conduciveness to happincss-c-
by a szc volo szc JulIeo, but by a vellits JubeaiUl. this it is that constitutes the goodness of

"Another man comes, and says, that as to a moral . . . • .
sense, indeed, he cannot find that he has any such an action; this It ISthat renders an action
thmg ; that, however, he has an understanding, a duty' this it is which supplies a motive
which w!ll do quite as weI!. This understanding, to the 'performance of duty not t be
he says, ISthe standard of right and wrong-It tells. • o.
him so and 80. All good and wisemen understand resisted. I am satisfied that a partiou-
as he does; if other men's understandings differ in lar course of conduct will conduce to
any point from bis, 80 much the worse for them- his' dId n th .
it is a sure sign they are either defective or corrupt. my app nes. 0 nee a y 0 er m-

"Another man says, that there is an eternal and dueement to make me pursue that course ?
immutable Rille of Right; that that rule of nght can I resist the influence of this induce-
dlctates.so and so; and the~ he begms giving you ment? No. As long as this is my _
his sentiments upon anythmg that comes upper- ., .. . cOl!
most; and these sentiments (you are to take for viction, as long as this conviction IS
granted) are so man] branches of the eterna.! Rule present to my mind it is no more pos-
of Right bl £ f" f .

" Another man, or perhaps the same man, (it is 51 e tor me to re l'llJ~ rom J?ursumg
no matter,) says, that there are certam practices the course of conduct m question, than
conformable, and others repugnant: to the Fitness
of Things; and then he tells you, at his leisure,
what practices are conformable, and what repug-
na.nt: Just as he happens to like a practice, or dis-
lib it.

" A great multitude of people are constantlyta.lk-
ing of the Law of Nature; and then they go on
gtving you their sentiments about what ISright and
what is wrong: and these sentunents, you are to
understand, are so ma.ny chapters and sections of
the Law of Nature. Instead of the phrase Law of
Nature, you have sometimes Law of Reason. Right
Reason, Natural JustICe, Natural Equity, Good
Order. Any of them Will do equally well.

" We have one philosopher who says, there is no
harm In anything in the world but in telhng a lie;
and that if, for example, you were to murder your
own father, tlns would only be a particular way of
BaYing,he was not your father. Of course, when
this philosopher sees anything that he does not like,
he says, 'It is a particular way of telling a he: it
is saymg that the act ought to be done, when, tn
truth. it ought not to he done.'

"The fairest and openest ofthem all is that sort
of man who speaks out, and says, 'I am of the
number of the Elect: now God himself takes care
to inform the Elect what is right; and that with
so good effect, that, let them strive ever so, they
cannot help not only knowmg it, but practlsi~ It.
If, therefore, a man wants to know what is right
and what is wrong, he has nothing to do but to
come to me.'

" The mischief common to all these ways ofthink-
ing and arguing (which, in truth, as we have seen,
are but one and the same method, couched in dif-
ferent forms of words) is their servmg as a cloak,
and pretence, and aliment to despotism: if not a
despotism in practice, a despotism, however, in
disposition, which is but too apt, when pretence
and power offer, to show itself in practice. The
consequence is, tl>at, with intentions very com-
monlyof the purest kind, a man becomes a tor-
ment either to himself or his fellow-creatures. If
he be of the melancholy cast, he sits in silent grief,
bewailing their blindness and depravity; If 01 the

irascible, he declaims withfury and virulence against
all who differ from him; blowing up the coals of
fanaticism, and branding with the charge of cor-
rupnon and insincerity every man who does not
think, or profess to think, as he does.

" 'I feel m myself,' say you,' a disposition to
approve of such or such an action in a moral view;
but this is not owmg to any notion I have oi Its
being a useful one to the community, 1 do not
pretend to know whether it be an useful one or
not: It may be, for aught 1 know, a mischievous
one.' 'But 15 it then,' say 1, 'a mischievous
one 0 Examine; and if you can make yourself
sensible that It is so, then, If duty means anything,
that H. moral duty, it is your duty, at least, to ab-
stain from it; and more than that, if It is what lies
in your power, and can be done Without too great
a sacrifice, to endeavour to prevent it. It is not
your cherishing the notion of it In your bosom, and
giving it the name of virtue that will excuse you.'

" , I feel in myself,' say you again, 'a disposition
to detest such or such an action in a moral view; but
this is not owing to any notion I have of its being a
mischievous one to the community. 1 do not pre-
tend to know whether it be a mischievous one or
not: it may be not a mischievous one; it may be,
for aught 1 know, an useful one.' ' May It, in-
deed,' say I, , be an useful one? But let me tell
you then, that unless duty and right and wrong.
be Just what you please to make them, if it really
be not a mischievous one, and anybody has a mind
to do it, it is no duty of yours, but, on the contrary,
it would be very wrong illyou, to take upon you to
prevent him. Detest It Within y ourself as much
as you please-that may be a very good reason
(unless it be also an useful one) for your not
doing it yourself. But if you go ..bout, by word
or deed, to do anything to hinder him, or make
him suffer for it, It is you, and not he, that have
done wrong; it is not your setting yourself to blame
his conduct, or branding It with the name of vice,
that will make him culpable, or you blameless.'''
-s-Iniroducuon to the Principles of Morals and
Leg .. laiion, p. 28 ei seq.
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it is possible for my body to refuse to
obey the law of gravitation.

"The object of the science of morals,
then, is to show what is really conducive
to happiness; the happiness of every
individual man; the happiness of all
men taken together, considered as form-
ing one great aggregate; the happiness
of all beings whatever, that are capable
of the impression: for the science, in
its enlarged sense, embraces not only
the human race, but the whole of the
sentient creation.

" According to the felicitarian philoso-
phy, there is no contrariety, and there
never can be any real contrariety, be-
tween happiness and duty. In the true
and comprehensive sense of those terms,
happiness and duty are identical; al-
ways so; and always necessarily so.
They do not always appear to be so;
but it is the business of the moralist to
show, that whenever an apparent con-
trariety exists, the appearance is de-
lusive. When he has accomplished
this, he has effected his end; because,
when he has accomplished this, my will
-my action, as necessarily follows in the
direction in which it is his purpose to
guide it, as a stone projected from the
earth necessarily falls to the earth again.

" And the apparent contrariety between
happiness and duty, from what does it
arise? Either from the representation
of that as happiness which is not happi-
ness, or from the representation of that
as duty which is not duty. And what
is at the bottom of this misrepresenta-
tion? Either I take into new only my
own gratification, to the exclusion of
the gratification of others; or I take
into view only my immediate gratifica-
tien, to the exclusior, of a higher grati-
fication at some future period; or I
commit both errors at once. Now, it
is the business of the moralist to pre-
vent me from falling into either; to
make me acquainted with the cases in
relation to which the gratification of
others is essential to my own; in rela-
tion to which my own gratification must
necessarily flow from the gratification of
others; in relation to which, if I attempt
to pursue my own gratification without
taking into uccount the gratification of
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others, and more especially at the ex-
pense of their gratification, instead of
securing happiness to myself, I shall be
sure to involve myself in suffering: to
make me acquainted, in like manner,
with the cases in relation to which it is
necessary that I should take a compre-
hensive view of happiness; that I should
consider not merely the pleasure of the
moment or the hour, but the pleasure of
the year, or the remainder of my life.
To make these matters as clear to my
understanding as the light of day is
visible to my eye, is the business of the
moralist; often, no doubt, a difficult
task: because, although the connexion
between a certain course of conduct, and
happiness and misery, may be quite as
real, and quite as invariable, as that
between light and vision, yet not being
so immediate, the iuvariableness of the
sequence is not so clearly seen by the
mind. To bring this sequence out from
the obscurity in which it may be involved,
and to make it manifest; to discover
and to show what moral antecedents
are invariably followed by what moral
sequents; to establish in the mind a
conviction of this invariable ness of con-
nexion between the one and the other-
this is the province of the moralist. As
be multiplies the antecedents and se-
quents, in regard to which he makes out
the fact that there is this invariableness
of relation, he enlarges his science; in
proportion to the completeness with
which he fixes in the mind a conviction
of this relation, he fulfils its end.

" It is this which our great legislator
and moralist ever kept steadily in new.
~Whatever it is for a man's happiness to
do, or to abstain from doing, that, as a
legislator, he commands or forbids;
whatever it is for a man's happiness to
do, or to abstain from doing, that, as a
moralist, he makes it his duty to llUrsue
or to avoid.*

.. "All laws," he says," which have for their end
the happiness of those concerned, endeavour to
make, and, III the degree In which they are wise
and effective, actually do make, that for a. man 's
happiness which they proclaim to be his duty.
That a man ought to sacrifice his happiness to his
duty, is a common posrnon , that such or such a man
has sacrificed his happmess to his duty, is a com-
mon assei tiou, and made tbe groundwork of adnnr-
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In selecting, as a legislator, the sub-
jects of reward and punishment, he is
invariably guided by this principle : that
if, by misrepresentation of consequences,
by erroneous reasoning, or by fear of
punishment, whether physical, moral,
political, or religious, a man be prohibit-
ed from the enjoyment of any real plea-
sure, from whatever source derived, an

anon. But when happiness and duty are considered
in their broadest sense, it will be seen that, 1U the
general tenor of life, the sacrifice of happiness to
duty IS neither possible nor desirable; that it can-
not have place; and that if it could, the interests
uf mankind would not be promoted by it.

" 'Sacrifice, sacrifice!' IS the demand of the
every-day moralist, Sacrifice, taken by Itself, is
mischievous; and mischievous IS the influence that
connects morality With suffering, Morality IS,then,
the most effective when it is the least painful. Its
associations are cheerfulness and JOY, not·gloom
and misery. The less ofhappmess 18 sacrificed, the
greater must be the total sum of happiness, Let
It be obtained gratIS where It can; where it cannot
be had without sacrifice, let the sacrifice be as
small as possible, where the sacnfice will be great,
let it be ascertained that the happiness Will be
greater. This is the true economy ot pleasure, this
IS the prolific cultivation of VIrtue.

.. In treating of morals, It has hitherto been the
mvariable practice to speak of man's duty, and no-
thmg more. Yet, unless it can be shown that a
particular action, or course of conduct, 18 for a man's
happiness, the attempt to prove to him that It Ib
his duty, is but a waste of words. Yet, with such
waste of words has the field of ethtes been filled.
A man, a moralist, gets mto an elbow-chair, and
pours forth pompous dogmas about duty and duties.
Why is he not listened to? Because every man
is thinking about interests, It is a part of his very
nature to think first about interests. It is not al-
ways that he takes a correct view of his interests.
Did he always do that, he would obtain the greatest
possible portion of felicity; and were every man,
actmg With a correct view to his own interest, to
obtain the maximum of obtainable happiness, man-
kind would have reached the millennmm of acces-
sible bliss, and the end of morality, the general
happiness, would be accomplished. To prove that
an immoral action is a mtscalculatron of self-mterest
-to show how erroneous an estimate the vicious
man makes of pains and pleasures-this is the pur-
pose of the sound and intelligent moralist. Unless
he does this, he does nothmg; for that a man should
not pursue what he deems conducive to his happi-
ness, 18 in the very nature of things impossible.

.. There is the like coincidence between selnsh-
ness and benevolence; between the self-regardmg
and the extra-regarding prmciple; between what
maybe termed self-regarding prudence, and efficient
benevolence. The hrst law of nature is-Seek
your own happiness. The united voices of self-re-
garding prudence and efficient henevolence add-
Seek the happiness of others; seek your own hap-
pmess in the happiness of others.

.. The self-regarding affection is not only not a
Vice, but a Virtue; and not only a virtue, but a
virtue on which the very existence of the race de-
rends. If I thought more about you than I

injury is inflicted upon him equal in
amount to the balance of pleasure of
which he is deprived. For this reason,
in no single instance, in any law pro-
posed by him, is anything commanded
which is not, in some shape or other,
conducive to pleasure; nor anything
forbidden, which is not, in some shape
or other, conducive to pain.

thought about myself, I should be the blind lead-
ing the blmd, and we should fall into the ditch
together. It is as impossible that your pleasures
should be better to me than my own, as that your
eyesight should be better to me than my own. My
happmess, and my unhappiness, are as much a
pal, of me as any of my organs or faculties. What
IS demanded by prudence IB, then, required by
necessity. 1could not continue to exist, but for the
continuance of the selfish principle, Had Adam
cared more for the happ mess of Eve than for his
own, and Eve at the same time more for the hap-
pmess of Adam than for her own, Satan might
have spared himself the trouble of temptation ;
mutual misery would have marred all prospect of
bliss, and the death of both have brought to a
speedy termmation the history of man.

.. And yet, to disregard the social affections--not
to look to them as sources of happmess--not to
seek bappmess in them, is the capital error which
It IS the buamess of the moralist to correct. WhIle
engaged in the pursuit of immediate pleasure, and
the avoidance of immediate pain, we may, for the
sake of what is present, sscnfice a greater distant
pleasure, or occasion a greater distant pam ; for
nature, artless and untutored nature, engages
man in the pursuit of immediate pleasure,
and III the avoidance of Immediate pam. And
while acting under the influence of the self-re-
garding affection, we may neglect or violate the
social. It IS the business of the moralist to pre-
vent both of these errors; to place hefore the eyei
of the actor a more correct and complete view of
the probable future, than he IS likely to obtain in
the midst of present influences; to assist him in
makmg reflections, and drawing conclusions ; to
point out ends which had not suggested themselves,
and means by which those ends may be accom-
plished ; to perform the duty of a scout, a man
hunting for consequences-consequences resultmg
from a particular actron or course of action, col-
lecting them In the completest manner, and pre-
senting them in the best torm for use. In a word,
as the whole of virtue consists In the sacrifice of a
smaller present satisfaction, to a satisfactIOn of
greater magnitude, but more remote, so the sum
of moral scrence consists In estabhshmg the true
distmction between, and the ultimate and perfect
coincidence of, prudence and benevolence. This
IS truly the spear of Ithuriel, by which evil and
good are made to present themselves in their own
shapes. The self-regardmg principle, which takes
not Into account the interests of others, which takes
not into account'anything future, has as little I~ it
of prudence as of benevolence; It is truly the kill-
mg the goose for the golden egg. 'M yself, my-
self'-' Now, now,' are but the cries of insensi-
bility to happmess ; and msensibrlity to eYIl~vIl
certam, though not instant, is a dear advantage to
Itb possessor. "-Deontolo!!!!.
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"In like manner.in deciding, as a I the 6th of June, 1832, being in the 85th
moralist, what is proper or improper, year of his age. He was a precocious
right or wrong, virtuous or vicious, he child. At the age of three years, he
is guided by the principle, that every read Rapin's History of England as an
one must determine, from his own expe- amusement. At the age of five, he had
rienee, what is pleasurable and what is acquired a knowledge of musical notes,
painful; that no one has a right to in- and played on the violin. At the age
sist, that what is gratifioation to him, of seven, he read Telernaque in French.
and only what is gratification to him, At the age of eight, he entered West-
shall be gratification to another; that minster School, where he soon became
for any man, in the capacity of a moral- distinguished. At the age of thirteen,
ist, to say-' If I do this, I shall get he was admitted a member of Queen's
no preponderance of pleasure; but if College, Oxford, where he at once en-
you do this, you may get a preponder- gaged in public disputations in the Com-
ance of pleasure, yet it is not proper mon Hall, and excited, by the acute-
that you should do it; is absurdity: ness of his obeervations, the precision of
that if such moralist apply evil in any his terms, and the logical correctness of
shape to prevent the act, it is injustice his inductions, the surprise and admira-
and injury; that if he call in the powers tion of all who heard him. At the age
of government to prevent the act, it is of sixteen, he took his degree of A.B.;
tyranny: that nevertheless there are and at the age of twenty that of A.M.;
pleasures which are pure, that is, un- being the youngest graduate that had at
mixed with pain; pleasures which are that time been known at either of the
lasting; pleasures which are cumulative, universities. From early childhood,
the very capacity for enjoying them such was the contemplative turn of his
continually increasing with the indul- mind, and the clearness and ae:)uraey
gence: that these are the truest, because with which he observed whatever came
the greatest pleasures; that these de- under his notice, that at the age of five
serve the most careful cultivation: but years he had already acquired the name
that to imagine that any pleasure can of 'the philosopher,' bemg familiarly
come from a bad source; that whatever called so by the members of his family;
yields pleasure, that is, preponderance I and such, even in his youth, were the
of pleasure, is not good-good for that indications of that benevolence to which
reason, and in that proportion-is to his manhood and hIS old age were con-
despise one pleasure because it is not I secrated, that a celebrated statesman,
another, to despise a smaller pleasure I who at that period had conceived an
because it is not a greater; which is affection for him, and with whom he
absurd. What a cultivation of bappi- spent most of his time during the inter-
ness is here! What true husbandry of val of his leaving Westmiuster School
it! What a thorough rooting-ont of and going to Oxford, speaks of him, in
the tares so often sown with the wheat a letter to his father, in these remark-
while the legislator and the moralist able words-' His disinterestedness, and
have slept! his originality of character, refresh me

" After this account of the labours of as much as the country air does a Lon-
the philosopher, you will perhaps be de- don physician.'
sirous of knowing something of his pri- " The qualities which already formed
vate history and habits; and there are the charm of his character, and which
some points relative to both, which IlOW grew with his growth and strengthened
assume a peculiar interest. with his strength, were truth and sim-

" JEREMYBENTHAMwas born at the plicity. Truth was deeply founded in
residence of his father, adjacent to Ald- his nature as a principle; it was devo-
gate Church, in London, on the 15th of tedly pursued in his life as an object; it
February, 1747-8, and died in Queen's exercised, even in early youth, an ex-
S()uare Place, Westminster, where he traordinary influence over the operations
had resided nearly half a century, on of hit, miu.l and the affections of hIS
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heart; and it was the source of that II affections: hence, in regard to not one of
moral boldness, energy, and consistency, them does a single case occur in which
for which, from the period of manhood he has swerved from his principle or
to the close of life, he was so distin- faltered, or so much as shown the slight-
guished. There was nothing in the entire est indication of faltering in the appli-
range of physical, moral, or legislative cation of it.
science; nothing whatever relating to ,. That he might be in the less danger
any class of subjects that could be pre- of falling under the influence of any
sented to his understanding; nothing, wrong bias, he kept himself as much as
however difficult other men thought it, possible from all personal contact with
or pretended to think it-or with what- what is called the world. Had he en-
ever superstitious, political, or religious gaged in the active pursuits of life--
reverence and awe they regarded, or money-getting, power-acquiring pursuits
affected to regard it, which he did not -he, like other men so engaged, must
approach without fear, to the very bot- have had prejudices to humour, interests
tom of which he did not endeavour to to conciliate, friends to serve, enemies
penetrate: the mystery regarding which to subdue; and therefore, like other
he did not strive to clear away; the men under the influence of such motives,
real, the whole truth of which, he did must sometimes have missed the truth,
Dot aim to bring to light. Nor was there and sometimes have concealed or modi-
any consideration-no, not even appa- fied it. But he placed himself above all
rent danger to the cause he advocated, danger of this kind, by retiring from the
though, by the desertion of friends and practice of the profession for which he
the clamour of foes, that cause might had been educated, and by living in a
seem for a while to be put in jeopardy, simple manuer on a small income allowed
that could induce him to conceal any him by his father: and when, by the
conclusion at which he arrived, and of death of his father, he at length came
the correctness of which he was satisfied, into the possession of a patrimony which
or could prevent him from expressing it secured him a moderate competence,
in the most appropriate language at his from that moment he dismissed from his
command. It was not possible to apply mind all further thought about his pri-
his principle to all the points and bear- vate fortune, and bent the whole powers
ings of all the subjects included in the of his mind without distraction to his
difficult and contested field of legisla- legislative and moral labours. Nor was
tion, government, and morals,-to apply he less careful to keep his benevolent
it as he applied it, acutely, searchingly, affections fervent, than his understand-
profoundly, unflinchingly,-withoutcon- ing free from wrong bias. He surround-
sequences at first view startling, if not ed himself only with persons whose
appalling, to strong minds and stout sympathies were like his own, and whose
hearts. They startled not, they appalled sympathies he might direct to their ap-
not him, mind or heart. He had confi- propriate objects in the active pursuits
dence in his guide; he was satisfied that of life. Though he himself took no part
he might go with unfaltering step wher- ill the actual business of legislation and
ever it led; and with unfaltering step government, yet, either by personal com-
he did go wherever it led. Hence his munication or confidential correspon-
singleness of purpose; hence, in all his dence with them, he guided the minds of
voluminous writings, in all the multipli- many of the most distinguished legisla-
city of subjects which have come under tors and patriots, not only of his own
his investigation, as well those which he country, but of all countries in both he-
has exhausted, as those which he has mispheres. To frame weapons for the
merely touched; as well those which advocates of the reform of the institu-
are uncomplicated by sinister interests tions of his own country, was his daily
and the prejudices which grow out of occupation and his highest pleasure; and
them, as those which are associated with to him resorted, for counsel and encour-
inuumcrnblo false judgments and wrong agement, the most able and devoted of
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those advocates; while the patriots and
philanthropists of Europe, as well as
those of the New World, the country-
men of Washington, Franklin, and
Jefferson, together with the legislators
and patriots of South America, speak of
him as a tutelary spirit, and declare the
practical application of his principles to
be the object and end of their labours.

" While he availed himself of every
means in his power of forming and
cherishing a friendship with whoever in
any country indicated remarkable bene-
volence; while Howard was his intimate
friend-a friend delighted alike to find
and to acknowledge in him a superior
beneficent genius; while Romilly was
not only the advocate of his opinions in
the Senate, but the affectionate and be-
loved disciple in private; while for the
youth La Fayette, his junior contem-
porary, he conceived an affection which
in the old age of both was beautiful for
the freshness and ardour with which
it continued to glow; while there was
no name in any country known and dear
to Liberty and Humanity which was
not known and dear to him, and no per-
son bearing such name that ever visited
England who was not found at his social
board, he would hold intercourse with
none of any rank or fame whose dis-
tinction was unconnected with the pro-
motion of human improvement, and
much less whose distinction arose from
the zeal and success with which they
laboured to keep back improvement.
That the current of his own benevolence
might experience no interruption or dis-
turbance, he uniformly avoided engag-
ing in any personal controversy; he
contended against principles and mea-
sures, not men; and for the like reason
he abstained from reading the attacks
made upon himself, so that the ridicule
and scoffing, the invective and malig-
nity, with which he was sometimes
assailed, proved as harmless to him as
to his cause. By the society he shunned,
as well as by that which he sought, he
endeavoured to render his social inter-
course subservient to the cultivation, to
the perpetual growth and activity, of
his benevolent sympathies.

" With such care over his intellectual
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faculties and his moral affections, and
with the exalted direction which he
gave to both, his own happiness could
not but be sure. Few human beings
have enjoyed a greater portion of feli-
city; and such was the cheerfulness
which this internal happiness gave to
the expression of his countenance and
the turn of his conversation, that few
persons ever spent an evening in his
society, however themselves favoured
by fortune, who did not depart with the
feeling of satisfaction at having beheld
such an object of emulation. Even in
his writings, in the midst of profound
and comprehensive views, there often-
times break forth a sportiveness and
humour no less indicative of gaiety of
heart, than the most elaborate and ori-
ginal of his investigations are of a
master-mind: but this gaiety was char-
acteristic of his conversation, in which
he seldom alluded, except in a playful
manner, to the great subjects of his
labours. A child-like simplicity of
manner, combined with a continual
playfulness of wit, made you forget
that you were in the presence of the
most acute and penetrating genius;
made you conscious only that you were
in the presence of the most innocent and
gentle, the most consciously and singu-
larly happy of human beings. And
from this the true source of politeness,
a benevolent and happy mind, endeav-
ouring to communicate the pleasure of
which it is itself conscious, flowed those
unobtrusive, but not the less real and
observant, attentions of which every
guest perceived the grace and felt the
charm. For the pleasures of the social
board he had a relish as sincere, and
perhaps as acute, as those who are
capable of enjoying no others; and he
partook of them freely, as far as they
are capable of affording their appropriate
good, without any admixture of the
evils which an excessive indulgence
in them is sure to bring. After dinner,
it was his custom to enter with his dis-
ciple or friend (for seldom more than
one, and never more than two, dined
with him on the same day) on the dis-
cussion of the subject, whatever it
might be, which had brought them to-
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gether; and it was at this time also, I mity to him: but he did more: he was
that, in the form of dictation, in relation careful to provide against the loss even
to those subjects which admit of this of a single minute; and there is on re-
mode of composition, his disciple writing cord no example of a human being who
down his words lIB he nttered them, he lived more habitually nnder the pmc·
treated of some of the subjects which tical consciousness that his days are
have occupied his closest attention, and numbered, and that' the night cometh,
in the investigation of which he has in which no man can work:
displayed the greatest degree of origin- "The last days of the life even of an
ality and invention. In this manner ordinary human being are seldom alto-
was composed the greatest part of the gether destitute of interest; but when
Deontology, and nearly the whole of I exalted wisdom and goodness have ex-
his Autobiography. At all times it i cited a high degree of admiration and
was a fine exercise of the understanding, I love, the heart delights to treasure up
and sometimes an exquisite gratification i every feeling then elicited, and every
of the noblest and best feelings of the word III which that feeling was ex-
heart, to be engaged in this service. pressed. It had long been his wish

"He was capable of great severity that I should be present with him during
and continuity of mental labour. For his last illness. There seemed to be on
upwards of half a century he devoted I his mind an apprehension, that, among
seldom less than eight, often ten, and I the organic changes which gradually
occasionally twelve hours of every day, I take place in the corporeal system in
to intense study. This was the more I extreme old age, it might be his lot to
remarkable, as his physical constitution labour under some one, the result of
was by no means strong. His health, which might be great and long-continued
during the periods of childhood, youth, suffering. In this case, he knew that I
and adolescence, was infirm; it was not should do everything in my power to
until the age of manhood that it ac- diminish pain and to render death easy;
quired some degree of vigour: but that the contributing to the euthanasia
vigour increased with advancing age, so forming, in my opinion, as he knew, no
that during the space of sixty years he unimportant part of the duty of the
never laboured under any serious mala- physician. On the possible protraction
dy, and rarely suffered even from slight of life, with the failure of the intellec-
indisposition; and at the age of eighty- tual powers, he could not think without
four he looked no older, and constitu- great pain; but it was only during his
tioually was not older, than most men last illness, that is, a few weeks before
are at sixty; thus adding another illus- his death, that any apprehension of
trio us name to the splendid catalogue either of these evils occurred to him.
which establishes the fact, that severe From the former he suffered nothing;
and constant mental labour is not in- and from the latter, as little as can well
compatible with health and longevity, be, unless when death is instantaneous.
but conducive to both, provided the mind The serenity and cheerfulness of his
be unanxious and the habits temper- mind, when he became satisfied that his
ate. work was done, and that he was about

" He WlIB a great economist of time. to lie down to his final rest, was truly
He knew the value of minutes. The affecting. On that work he looked
disposal of his hours, both of labour and back with a feeling which would have
of repose, was a matter of systematic been a feeling of triumph, had not the
arrangement; and the arrangement was consciousness of how much still re-
determined on the principle, that it is a mained to be done, changed it to that
calamity to lose the smallest portion of of sorrow that he was allowed to do no
time. He did not deem it sufficient to more: but this feeling again gave place
provide against the loss of a day or an to a calm but deep emotion of exults.
hour: he took effectual means to pre- tion, as he recollected that he left be-
vent the occurrence of any such cala- hind him able, zealous, and faithful
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minds, that would enter into his labours
and complete them.

"The last subject on which he con-
versed with me, and the last office in
which he employed me, related to the
permanent improvement of the circum-
stances of a famill' the junior member
of which had contributed in some degree
to his personal comfort; and I was
deeply impressed and affected by the
contrast thus brought to my view,between
the selfishness and apathy so often the
companions of age, and the generous
care for the welfare of others, of which
his heart was full.

".Among the very last things which
his hand penned, in a book of memo-
randa., in which he was accustomed to
note down any thought or feeling that
passed through his mind, for future
revision and use, if susceptible of use,
was found the following passage :-' I
am a selfish man, as selfish as any man
can be. But in me, somehow 01' other,
so it happens, selfishness has taken the
shape of benevolence. No other man
is there upon earth, the prospect of
whose sufferings would to me be a
pleasurable one: no man is there upon
earth, the sight of whose sufferings
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would not to me be a more or less
painful one: no man upon earth is there,
the sight of whose enjoyments, unless
believed by me to be derived from a
more than equivalent suffering endured
by some other man, would not be of a
pleasurable nature rather than of a
painful one. Such in me is the ' force of
sympathy!'

" And this 'force of sympathy' go-
verned his very last hour of conscious-
ness. Some time before his death,
when he firmly believed he was near
that last hour, he said to one of his
disciples, who was watching over him :-
'I now feel that I am dying: our care
must be to minimize the pain. Do net
let any of the servants come into the
room, and keep away the youths: it
will be distressing to them, and they
can be of no service. Yet I must not
be alone: you will remain with me,
and you only; and then we shall have
reduced the pain to the least possible
amount.'

"Such were his last thoughts and
feelings; so perfectly, so beautifully did
he illustrate, in his own example, what
it was the labour of his life to make
others !"



A.PPENDIX.

SELECTIONS FROM BENTHAM'S NARRATIVE REGARDING THE
PANOPTICON PENITENTIARY PROJECT, AND FROM THE CORRESPONDENCE

ON THE SUBJECT.

I MUST give a eepazate place to the an account of the progress and failure of
Panopticon, * as it occupied so large It the Panopticon Scheme. It is too long
portion of Bentham's life, and is so con- to reprint, but I shall extract from it the
stantly referred to in his correspondence. most remarkable paasages. Bentham
In 1830-1, he wrote a volume which he begins by saying:-
entitled, " History of the War between " But for George the Third, all the
Jeremy Bentham and George the Third .. prisoners in England would, years ago
By one of the Belligerents," containing have been under my management. But

* A ~eneral conception of Bentham's projected
plan, WIll be found in the following outline :-

" Ou/li11£ of the Plan of Construction of a Panop-
ticon Penitentiar!l House: as designed by Jeremy
Bentham, of Lincoln'S Inn, Esq.

" Thou art about my path, and about my bed:
and spiest out all my ways.

"If I say, peradventure the darkness shall cover
me, then shall my mght be turned into day.

" Even there also shall thy band lead me; and
thy right hand shall hold me."

PSALM cxxxix.

" The building circular-the cells occupying the
errcumference-s-the keepers, &c.-the centre-an
miermeduue annular weU all the way up, crowned
by a sky-li[Jht usually open, answenng the purpose
of a dUck 10 fort!ficatton, and of a ch,m11£Y in t>en-
ttlation-the cells, laid open to it by an iron grot-
tng.

" The yards without, laid out upon the same
pnnciple :-as also the communication between the
building and the yards.

" By blmds and other contrivances, the keeper
concealed from the observation of the prisoners,
unless where he thinks fit to show himself: hence,
on their part, the sentiment of an invisible omni-
presence.- The whole circuit reviewable with little,
or, if necessary, without any, change of place.

" 011£ station in the inspection part affording the
most perfect view of two stones of cells, and a con-
siderable VIew of another :-the result of a differ-
ence of level.

" The same cell serving for all purposes: work,
sleep, meals, punishment, devotion: The unex-
ampled airiness of construction conciliating this
economy with the most scrupulous regard to
health. The minister, With a numerous, but
mostly concee.led auditory of visiters, in a regular

chapel in the centre, visible to half the cells, which
on this occasion may double their complement-

.. The sexes, if both are admitted, int1isib18 to
each other.

"Solttude, or limited seclusion, ad libiium.-
But, unless for punishment, limited seclusion in
assorted companIes of two, three, and four, is pre.
ferred: an arrangement, upon this plan alone
exempt from danger. The degree of seclU6Wn fixed
npon may be preserved, III all places, and at all
times, wvinlate. HItherto, where solitude lIM
been aimed at, some of Its chief purposes have been
frustrated by occasional associattons,

" The approach, 011£ only-gaies opening into a
waJled avenue cut through the area. Hence, no
strangers near the building- without leaee, nor
Without being surveyed from it as they pass, nor
WIthout being known to come on purpose. The
gates, of open work, to eJJPOse hostsle mobs: on
the other side of the road, a wall with a branch of
the road behind, to shelter peaceable passengera
from the fire of the building. A mode of fortifica.-
tion like thts, if practicable in a city, would have
saved the London pruons, and prevented the un-
popular accidents in St George's Fields,

" The surroundlnp wall, itself surrounded by an
open palisade, which serves as a fence to the
grounds on the other side.- Except on the side of
the approach, no publIC path by that fence.-A
sentInel's walk between: on which no one else can
set foot, without forcing the fence, and declaring
himself a trespasser at least, if not an enemy. To
the four walls, four such walks flanking and cross-
wg each other at the ends. Thus each sentmel
bas two to check him.

" Thus simple are the leading pnnciples.- The
application and preservation of them in the detail,
required, as may be supposed, some variety of
contrivance.

"N.B.-The e.rpense of this mode might, it is
supposed, be brought witlun half that of the late
ingenious !'tIr Blackburn'S, which was £120 a
man."
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for George the Third, all the panpers in I on a visit to my brother, of a year and a
the country would, long ago, have been half, or thereabouts, at Crichoff in White
under my management. Russia, where he was stationed with a

., The work entitled •Pauper Manage- battalion of a thousand men under his
ment,' *-the work to which this brief, command, on an estate then lately pur-
and, it is hoped, not altogether unin- chased by Prince Potemkin, Prime Min-
structive nor uninteresting history, is ister of Russia, under Catharine the
designed to serve as an introduction,- Second, the idea presented itself to him
would have become law. But for George of a mode of architecture, to which I
the Third, one of the joint wishes and gave the name of Panopticon, from the
endeavours of Pitt the Second and Lord two Greek words,-one of which signi-
Mel ville the First, to which no just con- fied everything, the other a place of
demnation can be attached, (would they sight. A Mr Pinchbeck, a sort of artist,
had been more numerous,') would have who enjoyed more or less of the personal
been fulfilled. favour of George the Third, had either

" It was with me the war commenced. anticipated me, or afterwards followed
I confess it. I feel no need of being me in the employment given to that
ashamed of it: it is for the reader to say name.
to himself whether I have or no. Yes, I " The purpose to which this rotundo-
was the first aggressor,-meaning in the form was destined to be employed by
character of a subject making in a certain my brother, was that of a large work-
waywaruponhissovereign. But whether shop, in which, with or without the
that sovereign had not been intentionally benefit of steam-engine power, occupa-
an aggressor in endeavouring to plunge tions capable of being in any degree
his subjects into a groundless war against di versified, might be carried on ; par-
a foreign sovereign, the reader will judge. titions in the form and position of radii
I paralysed hi!"hand. I saved the two of the circle being employed in separat-
countries, perhaps others likewise, from ing from each other such as required to
this calamity. He vowed revenge; and be 80 separated: in the centre was the
to effect it he wounded me through the apartment, styled, from its destination,
sides of this his country, not to speak of the Inspector's Lodge: from thence by
so many others.f turning round his axis, a functionary,

" No muse shall I invoke: no muse standing or sitting on the central point,
would listen to me. A plain tale is all had it in his power to commence and
I have to tell: let others, if any, who conclude a suryey of the whole estab-
may feel disposed and able, stick flowers lishment in the twinkling of an eye, to
in it. use a proverbial phrase. But forasmuch

" Catharine the Second had celebrity, as men had not in these days,-whatso-
nor that altogether undeserved. In a ever may have been the case in the
female body she had a masculine mind. days of Pliny and the traveller Mande-
She laid the foundation of a code,-an ville,-any visual organs seated in the
all-comprehensive code. back part of the human frame, it was

., My brother, whose loss I had to considered accordingly, that it was rna-
lament not many years ago,-my only terial to good order, that the workmen,
brother, of whose education, he being whose operations were designed to be
nine years my junior, the superinten- thus watched, should not be able to
dence fell into my hands, when on a know each of them respectively at any
traveller's visit to that country, was found time, whether he was or was not at
possessed of rare talents, was arrested, that moment in a state in which the
put into office, and succeeded. eyes of the inspector were directed to

"In the year 1786, or 1787, I being his person in such manner as to take a
view of it: accordingly, for the pro-
duction of this effect, provision was
made of an annular screen, pierced in
SUCJh a manner with slits or holes, that

* See outline of it in the Works, vol. viii,
t See the dispute with George III. regarding

the Letters of Anti-llbchiavel, in chap. vin. of the
Memoirs.
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by any person it might be seen whether in case of profit, losing nothing in case
a person, whom, in this or that other of loss: in a word, their interest was
part of the building, he was taking a not to be coincident with their duty.
view of, was knowing whether he was On the contrary, the one was destined
viewed or not. to operate in constant opposition to the

" Taking in hand this idea, J made other: for where a man has nothing to
application of it for the purpose of the gain by labour, it is his interest to be
case in which the persons subjected to idle or de anything but labour.
inspection, were placed in that situation, "Actuated by these conceptions, I
not only for the purpose of being sub- published, anno 1789, a tract, entitled,
jected to direction, but also for the pnr- 'View of the Hard-Labour Bill: * In
pose of being made tt; suffer in the way this work I took in hand the plan of the
of punishment: in a word, as a place of two illustrious statesmen, applied to it
1abour and confinement for convicts. the above principle, examined it in all

"To the carrying this design into its details, and the result was what ap-
effect, two requisites were necessary:- peared to me to be a complete demon-
The first an appropriate form of archi- stration of its inaptitude. Blackstone,
tecture as above, and an appropriate notwithstanding the war I had made
plan of management, so organized as to upon him iu my , Fragment on Govern-
draw from that mode of architecture, as ment,' in answer to the present I made
far as practicable, all the advantages it him of a copy of that little work sent
was capable of affording. In the course me a civil note, acknowledging that he
of my reflections on this latter subject, and Lis cooperator had derived assis-
I came to my conclusion, that the cus- tance from it: they went to work not-
tomary plan pursued in works instituted withstanding, and obtained an .Act of
by Government, and carried on, on Parliament, under and by virtue of
account of Government, was, in an which they fixed upon a site for the
eminent degree, ill adapted to the pur- erection. It was a spot of about
pose: though to this general rule, parti- fourscore acres, in the vicinity of Bat-
cular exceptions there might be; but to tersea, and distinguished by the name
the particular purpose then in hand, of Battersea Rise. For ascertaining
they had no application. Accordingly, the sum to he paid for it by Govern-
management by contract, I became con- ment, a jury, according to custom, was
vinced, was the only plan that afforded summoned, and assessed the value at a
a probability of good success. sum between six and seven thousand

" In pursuance of the labours of pounds. On payment of that sum it
Howard, who died a martyr to benevo- was in the power of Government at any
lence, SIr William Blackstone, the illus- time to take possession of it, and trans-
trious Commentator on the Law of fer it into any hands at pleasure.
England-Sir Wlliam Blackstone, in " From causes not necessary to bring
connexion with Mr Eden, afterwards on this occasion to view, the undertaking
coroneted by the title of Lord Auck- lingered, and the verdict of the apprais-
land, devised a plan of architecture and ingjury remained without effect. Mean-
management of a prison for the confine- time, my brother remaining still in
ment of convicts, and accordingly drew Russia, I was unable, for want of his
up for that purpose a Bill which received assistance, to determine upon the exact
the official denomination of the Hard- form of the edifice, and through want of
Labour Bill. Their plan was in some means, to make a proposal for the per-
form or other laid before the public, with formance of the function in question by
such explanations as were thought re- contract. In the year 1790, the return
quisite. The plan of management W3.&- of my brother to England, furnished me
not contract-management, as above, but with the requisite architectural skill;
trust-management: the managing hands, and the death of my father, which took
whether one or more, not having any
interest in the success: gaming nothing * At the commencement of vol, iv, of the Works.
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place in March 1792, with the addition
of assistance from without, supplied the
pecuniary means. Accordingly, in
March 1792, I sent in to Mr Pitt, then
First Lord of the Treasury; and Mr
Dundas, then Secretary of State, after-
wards created Lord Melville, a proposal
for the taking charge of convicts tv the
number of a thousand, according to the
above-mentioned plan of construction
and management upon the terms therein
mentioned. This proposal, in the terms
in which it was sent in, is here subjoined
at the bottom of the page. -II

" For giving the requisite powers to
the executive authority, an Act of Par-
liament was necessary. Somehow or
other the business lingered : nobody but
the King and Prime Minister Pitt knew
why. Even Lord Melville, I have some
reason to think, remained in a state of
ignorance; for, as I still remember. Mr
Nepean, then Under-Secretary of State
under Mr Dundas, showed me a short
note from ~1r Dundas to Mr Pitt re-
proaching him with the delay. 'What
I also remember is, Mr Douglas, created
then or afterwards Lord Glenbervie,

* " Outline of a Plan for the Management of a
Panopticon Pemtennary-House.

" Iwould undertake,-
" Ist. To furnish the prisoners with a constant

supply of VI holesorne food, to the extent of their
des-res , such privations excepted as may be inflict-
ed in the way of pumshment, or III case of neces-
srty, as a spur to industry. A state of constant
famine, and that under e~ery modification of be-
havrour, as III some estabhshments, IS what I can-
not approve,

" :ld. To keep them clad in a state of tIghtness
and neatness superIOr to what is usual among the
lower classes, or even in the Improved prisons.

" 3d. To keep them supplied WIth beds and bed-
ding competent to their SItuation, and m a state
of cleanliness, scarce anywhere oonjomed with
hherty.

.. 4·th. To ensure to them a sufficient supply of
artificial warmth and l.qld, whenever the season
renders It necessary, ai,d thereby preserve them
from hemg obliged, as in other places, to desist
from or relax in their work, as well as from suffer-
ing by the inclemency of the weather.

.. 5th. To keep constantly from them, in con-
forrmty to the practice so happily received, evcry
kind of str01l!! or spirituous hquor», unless where
ordered in the way of medicine,

" 6th. To provide them WIth spiritual and med t-

cal assistance constantly on the spot.
" 7th. To make lind maintam such a distribution

of their time, as, deduction made of what lb neces-
"'ry for meals and repose, and on Sundays for de-
votion, shall fill up the whole measure of It WIth
either productive labour or profitable mstructum,
To allow them the sex horas somno, the time Lord
Coke allows to his student, and no more: not to
leave them stewing or shivenng in bed for sixteen
hours out of the tour-and-twenty, as 10 other im-
proved prisons, to save candles.

" 8th. To glVe them an interest in the" work,
hy allowing them II share in the produce .

.. 9th. To convert the pTlson into «school, and by
an extended application ot the prmciple of the
Sunday schools, to return ItS mhabttants into the
world mstructed, lit least as well as in an ordinary
school, in the common and most useful branches of
vulF learmng. Extraordmary culture of extra-
ordmary talents is not in this point of 'lew wortb
mentioning : It would be my private amusement.
m the account of public henefit,-l should take no
credit for It.

•• 10th. To enSU"6to them the means of IweilllOod

at the eJ7l.raiwn of their terms; by giving, to ..very
one of them who wanted It, a trade not requmng
confidence on the fart of the employer, and for the
produce of which could engage to' furmsh them a
demand

" l l th, To lay for them the foundation-stone of a
prcnnstou for old age, upon the plan of the Annu-
ity Societies,

" I:]th. TopayapmaZ sum for every escape,wlth
or without. any default of mine, irresrsnble violence
from Without excepted,

" 13th. To take upon me the insurance of their
lires for an under premIUm, at a rate grounded on
an average of the number of deaths among im-
pnsoned cnmmals,

" 14th. To take up mv ordinary residence in the
midst of them, and, IIi point of health, to share
whatever mIght be their fate .

" 15th To present to the Court of King's Bench
on a certain day of every Term, and afterwards
print and publish at my own expense, a Report,
exhibiting In detail, the state, not onlv moral and
medical, but economical, of the E,tabhshment;
and then and there to make <lnS1eer to all such
questums as shall be put to me relative thereto, not
only on the part of the Court or Officer of the
Crown, but, by leave of the Court, on the part of
IIny per, on whatsoever: questions, the answer to
which rmght tend to subject me to conviction for
any capuul or other crime not excepted: treadmg
under foot a maxim in vented by the guilty for the
benefit of the guilty, and from which none but the
gUilty 'lver denved ani advantage.

" By neatness and cleanhuess, by diversrty of
employment, by variety of contrivance, and above
all, by that pecuhanty of construction, which,
WIthout any unpleasant or hazardous VICInIty,
enable; the whole estabhshment to be Inspected
almost at a VIew, It should he my study to render
It a spectacle, such as persons of all classes would,
in the way of amusement, be cuneus to partake of;
and that not only on Sundays at the time of Divine
service, hut on ordinary days at meal times or times
of work, providing thereby a system of inspection,
universal, free, and gratuitous, the most effectual
and permanent of all securities against abuse.

"To anyone who should he appreheusive of
seemg the condition of convicts made too desirable,
I have only this answer-Art lies III melioratmg
man's lot: any hungler may make It worse, At
any rate, what you take trom severity you might
add to duration.

" You see the use of a rent, and that a high one,
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telling me of something which, on the a rotten borough to the House of Com-
occasion of an interview of his with Mr mons, having been called to the Bar. He
Pitt, he had said in the view of expe- was nominated Chairman to that com-
diting it. At length came the day, in mittee by Mr Pitt, at the recommenda-
1794, on wliich the act was passed, by tion of Mr Pepper Arden, afterwards
which the doing the business by contract made Lord Chief-Justice of the Com-
was authorized. And the spot at Bat- mon Pleas.
tersea Rise, which, as above, had been " Mr Abbot was related to me by
destined to the reception of a peni- marriage. When he was between five
tentiary establishment on the plan of and six years old, his mother took for
Sir William Blackstone and Mr Eden, her second husband my father, and be-
was made to change its destiny, and came his second wife. He and his elder
was transferred to the intended peni- brother were bred up together with my
tentiary to be erected and managed up- brother in the house which I now inha-
on my plan. The lingering continued: bit: they going at the same time for in-
nobody knew why. Mr Pitt was shy struction to Westminster School. Be-
in speaking of it. After three or four tween the ages'of the Abbots there was
years' interval, the business came upon an interval of two years,-my brother's
the carpet in another form. In the year was at a nearly equal distance between
1797 was instituted the important and the two.
influential Finance Committee, - the " In those days )1:r Colquhoun, who,
first by which a report approaching to upon the institution of the Metropolitan
any such length as that which this Com- Police Magistracy in the year 1792, was
mittee gave birth to was produced. appointed one of the three police magis-
.Mr Abbot having distinguished himself trates sitting at the Queen Square
at Christ Church College, Oxford, where, Westminster Office, had distinguished
through the medium of Westminster himself by his work on the Police. By
School, he had succeeded to a student- the above-mentioned Finance Commit-
ship, had been received into favour by tee, he was brought before them with
the Duke of Leeds of that day, and my proposal, the same by which the
through his means had been sent by above-mentioned Act of Parliament had

my affections after them: till at last I said to my-
self-Alas! where IS the stranger who WIll enter
as deeply as the contriver into the spirit of the con-
trrvance P

" On my part, I should wish to stipulate-
" 1. To have the office assured to the contractor

dunng qood behamour : a phrase which, in the or-
dmary terms, means, for hie; but which, on terms
hke the above, would mean SImply what It says.

" 2. The station of jailor IS not, III common ac-
count, a ,'ery elevated one. The addition of con-
tractor has not much tendency to raise It. Educa-
non, professron, conuexrons, occupations, and ob-
jects considered, I hope I should not be thought
unreasonable in wishing to be preserved from bemg
altogether confounded WIth those by whom those
srtuatrons have been hitherto filled, and from find-
ing myself a sufferer in estimation by ha vmg per-
formed a public service. In this view, two expe-
dients present themselves :--one is, the assurance
of your assistance towards obtaining a Parhamen-
tary sanction for the offer of standmg exammatron
in manner above-mentioned: the other IS an even-
tual assurance, that, if after a fair trial the success
of the undertakmg, and the propriety of my con-
duct m It, should appear to have been fulIy ascer-
tamed, I shall be recommended to hIS Majesty for
a mark of distmction not pecuniary, such as may
testify that I have incurred no ultimate loss of
honour by the sei vice, and afford me some com-
pensation for the mtervemng risk,"

payable by me, for a lnnldmg not yet erected, but
under my direction, to be erected.

" The interest of the pubhe IS completely mine.
Every penny spent beyond necessity lays a tax
upon me.

"I should require no new confidence. Give
the convicts to me as they have been given to
the hulks. Capital I should want little or none:
the subsistence-money IS capital: that you would
have security for. The hulks are and must be im-
penetrable to the public eye. They need more than
human goodness to ensure them from abuse.

" My prIson is transparent: my management,
no less so. The hulk-masters have, from year to
year, to do as they please. A summons from the
Kmg's Bench mIght oust me the same day. I am
no Nabob. I want no Jury. I would have none.
The best friend to innocence I know of, is open and
speedy justice.

" Of the dispositions I should bring with me to
such an enterprise, or the moti ves that have urged me
on to it, I shall say nothmg,- You would inquire.
What is public I will mention. The books I send
WIll show, by their dates, that the subject had oc-
eupied a warm place in my thoughts, four years
and thirteen years, before any personal VIews had
mixed WIth it. Those views are but of yesterday.
I began WIth rlanmng, for A and B to execute-
you will Bee did.-Every page of the tract Just
pnnted (four years ago sent over in manuscript)
will show It you: views nSIDg upon VieWSdrew
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been procured, in his hand. How this reason to hope that another part of his
happened I never knew,-whether it estate, called, I believe, Battersea Fields,
Wall of his own accord, or at the sugges- might be conceded to me. His steward,
tion of the Prime Minister, or some he said, had informed him that the set-
other member of the Government. ting up of an institution of that sort,
.Among the members of that committee threatened to be detrimental to other
was Mr, now the Right Honourable Regi- parts of his vast property in that neigh-
nald Pole Carew. He had become my bourhood. The spot destined to the
friend, and a warm partisan of the Pa;- institution by Parliament, was an elevat-
opticon system, through the medium of ed one,-the highest part of it at the
my brother, with whom he had become same height above the water, by which
acquainted at Petersburg. The task of one boundaryof it was bathed,-namely,
making a Report on the Panopticon plan about ninety-two fcet,-as the top of
was committed to his hands. The Re- the roof of Westminster Abbey, The
port he drew up aecordmgly in favour spot which I had been led to expect in
of the plan was couched in such strong lieu of it, was also contiguous to the river,
terms, that prudence suggested and pro- but was little, if anything, better than
duced the suppression of it. It went a marsh. By the noble earl I was kept
into other hande,-whose they were I from the cold, in hot water, for about
do not at present recollect, if I ever knew a twelvemonth; at the end of which
-whether those of Mr Abbot, chair- time I was informed that it never had
man of the entire committee, or anyone been his intention that I should have
else. Of a speech which, on that occa- either the one spot or the other: hut
sion, Mr Abbot made in the Committee, that should he be compelled to give up
the substance was at the time reported part of his estate for the purpose, the
to me. Referring to some of the most choice between the two being at the
noted instances of cruelty that history re- same time allowed to him, it should
cords: 'We do 110tsit here,' said he, 'to be the low, and not the elevated ground.
try causes; but the cruelty of the cruel- " I was thereupon turned adnft, dis-
est of those cases was not comparable to lodged from this spot, and sent abroad
that which this man has been suffering.' in quest of another spot: like our fir-t
On this occasion the Lords of the Trea- parents, 'the world before me;-bnt if
Bury were called upon to say whether Providence was my guide, she proved
or no they were prepared to go on with for this time but a blind one. Many were
the plan; and if not, why not ?-they an- the spots thought of, several visite'd. and
swered, in cold terms, in the affirmative. two or three provisionally approved of.

"At this time, however, or before, Of one of them, about seven or eight
I was informed that the spot at Bat- miles to the south or south-east of LOIl-
terse a Rise, which had formed the basis don, I remember nothing more at pre-
of the proposal made by me, and acceded sent than that it was elevated,- this
to as above, could not be given to me. property being originally recommended,
Two personages [were the parties inter- and always wished for, and to such a
ested,J-the then Archbishop of York, degree stony as to be barren. Another
Dr Markham, in right of the see, the is that which is called' Hanging 'Wood,'
paramount proprietor; Earl Speucer, as -an elevatl'd and beautiful spot on this
lessee under a long lease from that same side of 1Vcolwich.
see. The Archbishop had been head- " By what means, in these several
master of Westminster School during cases, the door, after having been open-
the five or six years which I had passed ed, was finally shut against me, is not
in that seminary: he submitted with- worth recollecting: at length an oppor-
out reluctance: a civil letter which he tunity that seemed favourable presented
wrote to me on that occasion, intimating itself; the Earl of Salisbury, of that day,
his consent, is still in my possession. happened to be in want of a sum ill
Lord Spencer demurred: he refused to ready moncy,-he had a freehold estate
cede the spot to me: hilt he gave me , at l\J illhanl;:,-it had for one of It;, bound-
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aries a line of about half-a-mile in length,' " I come now to another campaign of
and washed all the way by the Thames. the war.

" At length the time was come for "In 1797, Pitt the First, then Prime
putting a final extinguisher upon all Minister, brought in his Poor Bill.
hopes. The Millbank estate was now " Universal was the sensation pro-
in my possession, all but the one piece duced by a measure so important and
of garden-ground, for the buying out of extensive. It had for its leading idea
the lease of which £1000 was necessary. and groundwork a plan that had been
The mornings, as usual; were passed in proposed by Mr Ruggles, a country
the Treasury Chambers, either in a gentleman of Essex.
waiting-room,- not unfrequently the "I took in hand this bill. I dissected
board- room itself,-or the passages. I it. I proposed a succedaneum to It:
had become familiar with three of the this succedaneum I couched in the form
chief clerks: one day said one of them to of letters, addressed to Arthur Young,
me, ' Well, now you will not have long to for proposed insertion into the Annals of
wait,-the warrant for the £1000 is Agriculture, which had been brought
gone to the king,-his majesty is a man into existence a short time before. They
of businesso=-scldorn does a document appeared, accordingly, in four succes-
wait more than twenty-four hours for sive numbers, iu the form of letters,
his signature: The next day came, and addressed to the editor of these same
the next to that, and so 011 for three Annals:* the matter of them is that
weeks,-a day or two more or less,-all which forms the matter of the body of
the while the same familiarity and favour Pauper Management. t
in all faces, but the surprise on both " It may be seen to contain a com-
parts continually on the increase. On plete system of provision for the help-
the day that followed, on repairing to less and indigent portion of the COllJ-

the usual haunt, I found everything con- munity of England and Wales included:
verted into ice. V pon my putting some Local field the same as that of Minister
question or other, • l\1r Bentham,' said Pitt's above-mentioned Poor Bill. Jfu-
the clerk to whom I addressed myself, tatis mutandis plan of architecture the
, you must be sensible that this is a sort. same as that of Panopticon plan-de-
of information that IS never given, and vised for the lodgement, maintenance,
as seldom asked for.' If these were not and employment of prisoners. K ote,-
the very words, this, at any rate, was that it was for persons of the unotlend-
the yery substance. Here ended all ing class that this new plan of archi-
hopes of setting up the prison institution. ture was originally devised. Principle
Still, however, the Millbank estate re- of universal and constant inspectability
mained in my hands, part and parcel in the same II1 both cases: inspectability
the occupation of tenants holding of me of the inspectors by the eye of the
at will,-other part, at first in the hands public opinion tribunal the same in both
out of which it should have been pur- cases: but actual subjection to inspec-
chased, and at length the lease having tion in no cases except those in which
expired, \ll the occupation of a tenant it was required by the different pur-
at will, as before. Not only the land j poses, or objects in view, of the different,
itself was thus in my possession, but the or, in some respects, coincident institu-
deed" by which it had been conveyed tions.
to me. Until those deeds could he got "Arthur Young was in a state of
out of my hands, and transferred to cer- rapture: he presented me with 250
tain others, it was 110tthought advisable copies of those Nos. of his Annals in
to dispose of the land in any other man- which the matter was contained. By
nero Various were the stratagems em- me they were distributed, at different
ployed for the acquisition of these same
documents. The recital would be not
only instructive but amusing, could time
be spared for it.

.. See these, and likewise the author's criticism
on Pur's Bill, In the Work" vol. viii. P: 3<,1 et
seg.
t An unpublished MS.
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times, among such persons in whose I the skirts of my clothing and saved me
hands they presented to my conception from absolute destruction.
a promise of being of use; whether any '" Before this time I had received in-
of the copies were ever on sale, is more timatiou from Mr Rose, that strong as
than I can remember; among those had been the approbation bestowed upon
presented, were one to Minister Pitt, my plan by all those to whose depart-
the other to Senior Secretary of State, ment the business belonged, other per-
George-afterwards Sir George Rose, sons there were by whom it had been
?,nd one I take for granted, but from viewed with an eye not altogether
inference rather than remembrance, to favourable: who these persons were
Secretary Dundas. was not mentioned, nor any description

" All this while Panopticon for Prison given of them less mysterious than this.
management remained upon the carpet. What the power was that thus stood in
One day I received from lUr Rose an the way was more than at that time I
invitation to call upon him-not at his had any suspicion of. There was an
office, but at his house. Days are, on end to my situation of Sub-Regulus of
this occasion, of more importance than the Poor; but my claim to be Sub-Re-
months, or even years. Notwithstanding gulus of the imprisoned part of the po-
the unequivocal and repeated tokens of pulation stilllmgered.
approbation that had been given to the " To contract-management was to be
Panopticou plan by the Planner-General substituted trust-management,-in other
of all the arrangements of the Prime words, the trustees being constituted
.:\Iinister, my intercourse with him had authorities, nominees of other superior
as yet been no otherwise than at arm's constituted authorities, management by
length. In demeanour, master and man, patronage; or, in still ulterior word:"
proportions gardees, were alike cold and to management by functionaries in whose
haughty: the man was passionate, instance interest coincided with duty-
rough, and coarse. Imagine my aston- trustees whose interest was at daggers-
ishment who can, when, after giving drawn with duty.
me to understand that those on whom "That everything might be done 111
the issue depended had read the work," due, that is to say, III accustomed form,
and read it with approbation, he con- a committee of Honourable House was
eluded with saying, 'Come and dine duly orgaDIzed,-number of members
with me here one day the beginning of twenty-one, appropriately packed for
next week,-lUr Pitt and l\1r Dundas the purpose. On this occasionwhat other
will meet yon ,-and we will settle about persons were examined I cannot recol-
this plan of yours: The day of the lect,-thevotesofthetimewouldofcourse
week on which this announcement was show. I of course was of the number.
made was Fridav : I was ill the seventh "This formality being gone through.
heaven. The :t\ronrlay passed away- an act was passed in 1811.
the Tuesday in like manner-the 'Wed- "K ever doesthe current ofmyth oughts
nesday eke also. There ended the be- alight upon the Panopticon and its fate,
ginning of the week; on the Thursday but my heart sinks within me: upon
I heard, as it were, by accident, by the Panopticon in both its branches,-
whose mouth I did not long remember, the prisoner branch and the pauper
that on the Wednesday, instead of my- branch; upon what they are now, and
self, Mr Ruggles had been the guest; what they ought to have been, and would
but that the entertainment had closed have been, had any other king than
with mutual dissatisfaction. From the this same George the Third been in those
above-mentioned seventh heaven this days on the throne. According to the
intelligence cast me down, if not to the calculations which had then been, with
bottom of the abyss of despair, at any close attention, made, the pecuniary
rate but a little distance from it-a value of a child at its blrth,-that value
hush of thorns having caught hold of wlnch at present i" not merely equal 0,

.. Viz., onPauper Management. - but equal to an oppressively large nega-
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tive quantity, would, under that system tween myself and that worthy man and
of maintenance and education which I honest functionary, it produced a cor-
had prepared for it, expense of convey- respondence, and in the course of a visit
ance to the distant site allowed for, of his to London, a personal intercourse
have been a positive quantity to no in- and interchange of convivial hospitality.
considerable amount. Atone time came to me from the Baronet

"So much for unoffending indigence. an invitation to Dublin, for the purpose
As to the criminally-offending part of of superintending the building and or-
population, no tamer of elephants had ganizing the institution there. In this
a better grounded anticipation of the summons was comprised an invitation
success of his management than I had of to take. for the time that my stay in
mine, as applied to the offending school that metropolis continued, his house for
of my scholars. Learned and Right my home. AU this notwithstanding,
Honourable judges I would not then somehow or other, I found that, after
have undertaken,-I would not now that invitation, J had sent to Dublin to
nndertake to tame: learned gentlemen the appointed office my MSS. for im-
m full practice I would not have under- pression, the impression, notwithstand-
taken to tame: noble lords I would not ing my instances, stood still; and hence
have undertaken to tame: honourable it was that it was continued at my own
gentlemen I would not have undertaken expense, and put into the form in which
to tame. As to learned judges under it is now visible.
the existing system, I have shown to "At this time Lord Westmoreland was
demonstration, nor has that demonstra- Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland: an archi-
tion eyer been contested, nor will it ever tectural plan of the prison contemplated
be contested, that (not to speak of male- for Dublin was put by the Chancellor
volence and benevolence) the most male- of the Exchequer into the hand of 11is
ficent of the men whom they consign to Excellency. 'They will all get out,'
the gallows is, in comparison with those were the very words of the answer, as
by whom this disposition is made of reported to me. Nor was the observa-
them. not maleficent, but beneficent. tion altogether groundless; for of those

"Various were my adventures when, safeguards, which are common to all
year after year, I was sent or encouraged prisons, no graphical representation was,
to goupon a place !to" trr_a land-huntmg I believe, contained: nor even, for want
=-huntmg after terrafirma, which I so of room, the plan of external fortification
oftentimes found slippery as ice,-slip- and circumvallation. Be this as it
ping through my fingers: analogous in may, the laconicalness of the observa-
some sort was my unhappy chase to that tion, in conjunction with the tone and
of Fenelon's Telemachus when rambling deportment which accompanied it, were
in quest of his father Ulysses: as often such as sufficed to show that attempts at
as he thought himself on the point of re- explanation would have been fruitless-
ceiving the paternal embrace, consigned would have been presented to averted
by some delusion or other to final dis- head, closed eyelids, and obdurated ears.
appointment. But how sadly different Not altogether favourable to the superior
the catastrophe,-how opposite in my was the observation hereupon made to
case to what is called poetical justice! me by the subordinate functionary, and

" A little before or after the presenta- the character in few words given of him:
tion of my convict's Panopticon plan to but the maxim de mortuis nil nisi bo-
Pitt the second in London, I had trans- num has its counterpart in the shorter
mitted it to Ireland, to Sir John Parnell, maxim de vivis ne maledic,-at any
then Chancellor of the Exchequer, father rate when the situation of the vit!i is in
of the present Sir Henry: favourable so high a degree elevated.
in no small degree was the acceptance "Many years after, a similarly de-
given to it: out of it grew the two cisive rejection was put upon the plan,
volumes entitled 'Panopticon; &c., -that is to say, the architectural part
which are still before the public; be- of it-by a Home Secretary in London.
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Divers models of different sizes, for the I for, and inhabited by General Jones,
purpose of conveying an impression of created by William the Third, Earl of
the whole together, in particular parts Ranelagh, in Ireland: scene of many
of it, had been put together by my an amorous intrigue; and for that pur-
brother, and exhibited in the house from pose indicated as destined by the
which this is dated, in the room which Viscountess and her learned gallant in
now is employed as a library.* By one of the prints of Hogarth's .Jfarriage
appointment enter the Duke of Port- a-la-mode+ Another and much better-
land, with two of his Grace's sons:, fated similitude, for it still exists and
scarce had he bestowed a glance upon flourishes, is the capital part of the
each of the models, when the observa- splendid conservatory in the nursery-
tion came from him-' Not light enough:' ground of l\Ir Loddiges, in the neighbour-
such was the substance of the observa- hood of Hackney.
tion, not more than twice as many the " All this is true: but not less true
words, whatever they were :-nor was it is, that in the room in which the
this condemnation passed by his r..hace models in question were, dimensions of
in London more groundless than that the boundary fronting the light 25 feet,
passed so many years before in Dublin in it number of windows not more than
by his Excellency: true it is, that the three, nor those very large ones: nor
edifice being circularly polygonal, glass had any particular solicitude been em-
was the sole material of which the ployed about the removal of httle ob-
boundary all round was composed, with structions to the entrance of the light:
the exception of the aggregate of the nor about the choice of the day appointed
iron-bars and leadings necessary lor the for the visitation of the illustrious gue~t
imbeddings of the panes of glass: and at the abode of the humble host : nor
as to the want of light in the Inspec- had Phcebus vouchsafed at that moment
tor's lodge in the centre, in the first to illuminate the receptacle by Ius ray~.
place, what his duty required was, not " Of this condemnatory visrt, such a~
to be seen, but only to sec, and the par- it was, I remember the transmitting
titions, ten or eleven in number, being information by a note in wnting to my
all of them in the direction of the radii friend l\1r Wilberforce, in the-e days
of the circumscribing circle, opposed one of the most distinguished, zealous,
next to no obstruction to the entrance and influential patrons of the measure:
of the light, even to that station in which an answer of his IS still in my P(I~~CSSIOI1

light was so little necessary, namely, somewhere; in terms altogether re-
the above-mentioned central lodge. In markable, if not unprecedented on the
the history written by, I-forget-what part of my pious and benevolent friend,
illustrious Frenchman, under the un- he gIves vent to the indiguauon which
pretending title of Fairy Tales, one of that occurrence had awakened in a
the occurrences is the imprisonment of bosom so unaccustomed to sensations of
the heroine in a palace, the boundaries this nature."
of which were composed throughout of
one solid mass of glass. Of this arche-
type, the Panopticon was as near a
similitude as the limited power of human
art could admit of.

"In form, the edifice had its simili-
tude and its really existing archetype
in the once celebrated place of enter-
tainment designated by the appellation
of Ranelagh House, or, for shortness,
Ranelagh-having originally been built

Bentham was a frequent visiter at
the table cf 1\1r'Wilberforce, where he
met with Lord Eldon then Attorney-
general, Lord ::\towell, Lord IIarrowby,
and many other leading political men.
Bentham remembered, and often re-
peated, a strong phrase of 'Wilberforce :
"I will never forsake you; but the
Minister is 1I0twith vou:" There had
been a misunderstanding between Pitt

* See allusions to this, in the Correspondence t See an interestma account of Ranelaghs, III

in tlmp. x. of the Memoirs, Dumont's" SOmen118 SUI Mlmheau."
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and Wilhllrforce, not such ItS to stop which to him seemed next best, was of
all communication, for they availed course that which it was his duty to
themselves of Lord Carrington's friend- transfer his endeavours to the accom-
ship for both to preserve through him a plishment of.
certain intercourse. Bentham thought " By the part he took in the business,
that Pitt was not unfavourable to his my condition was not in any degree or
scheme, for, on more than one occasion, way deteriorated: the change, if any
he said that Bentham had been greatly was made in it, was for the better. Of
injured and cruelly treated by the pro- the design he was engaged in, the ten-
crastination; but Pitt communicated to dency, and one object at least, was to
nobody, not even to Dundas, the real preserve, as far as might be, a calm in
cause of the delays. Wilberforce was , my mimi, and prevent any such ebulli-
disposed to blame Pitt severely-but I tion as would be apt to produce feelings
without sufficient reason. "Wilberforce of an inimical nature towards me in
thought Pitt's opinions on religious the minds of those on whom the com-
matters lax and immoral; and to that pensation due to me for my suffer-
laxity he was habitually disposed to at- ings might depend: in whatsoever in-
tribute whatever was amiss. stance any direct violation of the law

The Government, however, was so , of veracity had been committed by other
much compromised by its acts and its I persons, he had no share in it. True it
promises, that a Parliamentary Com- ! IS, he had given me reason to believe,
mittee, 1\1r Holford bemg Chairman, that the course it was intended to be
was nominated with the consent of the taken in relation to me and my institu-
Ministers, for the purpose, as Bentham tion by these same omnipotent persons,
was afterwards compelled to believe, of was not known to him; and, that it was
crushing the Panupticun plan of man- in a more or less considerable degree
agement, and setting up the Patronage unknown to him, is what I see nothing
plau in lieu of it. This was in 1811,- to prevent me from being persuaded of."
after nineteen years of waiting.

It was only, however, on the progress
of the inquiry, that Bentham saw e,"i-
deuce of the concert of a majority to de-
feat his object; for his supposition had
been, that the Committee was nomi-
nated for the purpose of giving effect to
it. Of "Tilberforce, Bentham said :-
,. From the first to last, his wishes for
the melioration, temporal and spiritual,
as well as comfurt of these peccant
members of society, had been sincere :
his labours towards the effectuation of
those objects correspondent: so long as
my share m the promised institution for
that purpose afforded a ray of hope, he
had stood by me. At what precise time
he joined himself to that Baal-peor, it
fell not in my way to know. At the
time at which these symptoms of ter-
giversation presented themselves to my
observation, he cannot but have under-
stood so much of the nature of the ob-
stacle to the maintenance of the public
faith that had been pledged to me, as to
see that it was invincible. That which
was best, heing no longer possible, that

The sum which Bentham received as
compensation for the non-fulfilment of
the contracts with him for Panopticon,
was £23,000. The amount "was paid
him in 1813. *

The Panopticon plan had been in dis-
cussion for more than a quarter of a
century. On the flth May, 1794, leave
was given to the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer 1\IrDundas, and to the Attorney
and Solicitor General, to bring in a Bill
for the erection of a Penitentiary House,
&c. On that occasion Mr Dundas said:
-" 'Yhen first the plan was mentioned
to him, (Mr Dundas,) and when he was
told that many of those convicts who
were transported to Botany Bay for
life might be usefully employed in

• The 52 Geo. III. c. 144, ISentitled, " An Act
for the erection of a Penitentiary House for the
Confinement of Offenders convicted WIthin the
CIty of london and County of MIddlesex, and for
making compensation to Jeremy Bentham.Esquire,
for the non-performance of all agreement between
the said Jeremy Bentham and the saids Commis-
stoners of his Majesty')!, TrpH.'<l1TV, respectmg the
eustody and rnamtenance of cnrmuals."
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manufactures in this conntry, he owned drink, in stanza 1, work; stanza 2,
he thought the scheme a visionary one; learn; in stanza 3, sing."
but on more closely examining the mode
proposed by a gentleman, whose manu-
factory was not far from that House, he
found that the plan was not only prac-
ticable, but also very easy to be carried
into effect-s-viz., by means of a machine
which enabled every man to be a manu-
facturer, without the assistance of any
skill whatever. It might be said to be
a machine that gave the power of sight
without eyes, and of feeling without
hands: merely moving the machine an-
swered all the purposes of completing the
manufacture. A great number of persons,
he was persuaded, might be employed
here, where their labour would be very
useful to the public: and he believed, BENTHAMTOEARLSPENCER.

that with very little additional expense, (Ex:tracts.)
the produce of the labour would equal
the expense of carrying on the work." " A ugua 16, 1793.

In remarking upon some observations " No doubt but that the effect of such
from another speaker, he said-" The an alienation upon the value of the rest
plan would not only be lucrative to the of your lordship's property in that
persons employed; but, he was ex- neighbourhood, is an object that has as
tremely well satisfied, would defray its strong a claim to consideration, as the
own expense." amount of the price obtainable for that

Instead of the Panopticon, "the un- particular part; nor should I be at all
exampled inspectable prison" of Bent- surprised, if that effect should at first
ham,-the Penitentiary of Millbank was blush be apprehended to be prejudicial.
erected,-not to be entered without the For my own part, I have no such ap-
order of a Secretary of State; and while prehensions: nor will your lordship, I
it had none of the advantages of the Pan- hope, when the particulars of the plan,
opticon, it cost more than ten times the as far as this question is concerned, have
amount the Panopticon would have cost. been more fully laid before YOIl. The

Speaking of Panopticon, Bentham persons of the prisoners will be alto-
said to me ill 1822 :-" Among my un-I gether out of sight, not only of any
divulged instruments of amusement and house at present existing, but of any
good morals for the prisoners in Panop- house that can ever be built upon any
ticon one was singing in chorus: for audi- other part of your lordship's estate.
ence, volunteer visiters in the Central The whole thousand will be enclosed in
Lodge. Tune 1. Malbrook, Coda to the a single building of 140 feet diameter:
song, 'Our worthy Governor: Stanza, that building, so far from being an eye-
reciting in verse all the good things he sore, will, I hope, I may venture to
stood engaged to do for them, and say, be an ornament to the neighbour-
stating them as done. This, in so far hood; not less than the rotunda at
as done, would be just eulogy; in 80 Ranelagh is, to which it will have a
far as left undone, merited satire and considerable degree of resemblance.
accusation before all the world. Tune 2. "It will be completely enclosed by
Another pretty melody, and almost as walls, with guard-houses on the outside,
simple- occupied by guards, who by the height

Drink snd set vour hearts at rest: of their situation will be enabled to ob-
Of a bad hargam make the best. serve, not only what is doing within,

'Yords the same, except, that instead of I but what is doing without, to a consid-

I have not been willing to interrupt
the narrative by the introduction of the
correspondence, which, in fact, would of
itself fill large volumes; but as it ap-
pears to me that many of the letters
have an interest more than temporary,
both from their style as compositions
and the intrinsic value of their contents,
I have selected some of them, partly in
the character of "probative documents,"
or "pieces juetificatives," as the French
denominate them; and partly as illus-
trative of the history of the times and
of the character of Bentham.
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erable distance: who of course can be I to the neighbourhood ?-Y our lordship
sent to, or even called to, at a much may soon judge.-Adopting, in their
greater distance than the situation of fullest energy, the ideas of Howard with
the ground and other objects may, in regard to the importance of publicity, it
every instance, admit of their command- is part of my plan, as your lordship may
ing with their eye: and who of course have observed, and indeed the main
will have orders to lend their aid at all pillar of it, to give the establishment
times, and during the night time more such a face as may attract to it persons
especially, to put a stop to any misde- of all classes, bnt particnlarly of the su-
meanour that may be attempted within I perior ranks of life, whose inspection, as
the circle of their cognizance, and to I such, would afford the most powerful
apprehend the authors: I say, during I check to mismanagement: on Sunday,
the night time; for the plan of manage- in particular, itwould be my endeavour to
ment requires the walling to be well render it, by means of the chapel which
lighted all round, without as well as is enclosed in the centre of the building,
within. The neighbourhood, therefore, a sort of place of public entertainment
being watched and guarded, and even suitable to the day, like that afforded by
in some degree lighted, at the expense the Magdalen, and the Asylum. Your
of the establishment, will, instead of lordship will judge how far it would be
suffering in point of security, be greatly possible to carry on any such plan, if the
benefited. On the other side of each of establishment, or anything belonging to
the two roads which bound the premises it, were ever suffered to be in the smallest
on the east and on the west, the land, I particular an object of disgust.
observe, is occupied by gardeners, whose "It is in that view, as well as in the
ground, as such, being unenclosed Ly view of making the residence to which
walls, must at present be in a consider- I have doomed myself the more com-
able degree exposed to depredations. fortable, that I should make a point of
These grounds would receive an imme- giving to the place, considered at large,
diate benefit by the protection afforded what embellishment it may be suscep-
them by the watch-houses. tible of: nor does it appear to me that

" Though I am not at present in the it would be a departure from the true
Commission of the Peace, yet having spirit of the institution, if, while with
been bred to the bar, and having sue- reference to the class of persons for
ceeded abou, a year and a half ago to whose correction it is designed, it is seen
the estate of my late father, who was in to have the properties of a prison, and an
the Commission for two counties, I may, establishment for forced labour-to the
without much presumption, suppose it neighbourhood, and to the passengers It
not unlikely that, if I thought fit (and should wear the aspect of a Ferme ornee,
in such a situation I should think fit) "Allow me here to represent to your
to have my name inserted for Surrey, it lordship how much reason the neigh-
would not be rejected; and in that case, bourhood will have to rejoice at the
and in that situation, I may leave it to change of plan which, in the room of
your lordship to judge whether the three men of rank, subject to no control
neighbourhood would be likely to find but what has reference to the prosperity
me negligent of their service. of the establishment itself, and they not

" Before I quit the subject of security, resident, substitutes a single individual
give me leave to assure your lordship, like myself. By an article which I took
that any further measures, which might care to insert, I am subjected, as your
suggest themselves to your lordship in lordship may have observed, to be re-
this view, would not find me backward moved or censured by the Court of King's
in adopting them; nor is it a small ex- Bench in a most summary way, at a
pense that would prevent me. minute's warning: and by the terms of

"So much with regard to security. that article, should I ever recede from any
--Is the establishment likely to pre- of my engagements, whether as to those
sent anything disgustful or unpleasant points in which the neighbourhood, as
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such, would be interested, or any other, I a just view of its probable effects in this
there is not that individual so obscure, ' as well as other particulars, it should be
who might not make his appearance in Mr Nepean, who has had so much oc-
court, in person, and without any ex- casion to consider it. T'other day in
pense, and, face to face, call me to ac- conversation-' I want a little bit oj
connt for the failure. ground; sayt; he, 'in tile countrp, 'lCtthin

" But along with the good company reach oj London, to build a house upon:
(it may be supposed) may come bad: -do you kappen to know oj any euch.
and will come, were it only to visit their thing?'-' Yes; says I, 'I do: there is a
friends in durance.--No such thing, board up, advertising ground to be let
my lord. See them they may, indeed, on a building lease, close to the pre-
but not hold the smallest converse with mises, just on the other side oj one of
them, unless I please: such is the con- the roads that bounds them.'-' 01
struction of the building. No man who -is there?' says he, ' then I icil] go
docs not come decently clad, will be ad- and look at it: it's just the spot jar me:
mitted: every man will be liable to be its vicinity to the Panopticon would
searched, were it only that he may not be a recommendation to me: I

conceal any instruments of hostility or " No wonder, indeed, if people enough
escape: every man will be liable to be should be found, who, hearing that felons
questioned as well as searched, if I or were to come among them, as report
mine see cause: nor can any man get in might say, hearing that it is no great
at all, without presenting himself to his distance, and knowing nothing as yet of
examiners. To the officers of the police those circumstances of the plan which
the establishment will be open of course, would render that vicinity an advantage
and thither they will come at times instead of a prejudice, no wonder they
not foreknown, if there be any prospect should be more or less alarmed at it: nor,
of prey, while to a malefactor who is considering the differences of men's tem-
once within lUy gates, escape will be pers and casts of character, is it possible
impossible. Under these circumstances to say that there should be nobody who,
will a man, whose conscience accuses even after hearing everything that could
him of a crime, come and plunge into be urged to dispel such apprehensions,
the net ?-Impossible. He has every- might remain dissatisfied. But in esti-
thing to fear, he has nothing to gain by mating the effectsofthemeasure upon the
it.--In Newgate and other prisons, value of your lordship's estate, the true
upon the common footing, containing questionis,as your lordship's discernment
criminals as yet untried, men of similar will, I make no doubt, acknowledge, not
characters cannot be excluded, because, what may be the notions of a few indi-
before trial, no man may be precluded viduals for a moment, and before the true
from concerting his defence with whom- nature and effects of it can have been
soever may present themselves in the known; but what will be the sentiments
character of his friends: neither can and feelings of the public in general, after
they be subjected to examination in the those effects have been Indicated by ex-
way of questioning, because such exa- perience. In proportion, therefore, as I
mination would be inconsistent with the may have succeeded in dispelling any
freedom of admission which is deemed apprehensions that may have presented
essential to that purpose. No, my lord themselves to your lordship at a first
-the last place in which a felon at large glance, previous to a knowledge of the
will think of trusting himself, of his own circumstances, in that proportion I shall
accord, will be my Penitentiary House. have succeeded in rendering your lord-

"Allow me here to mention a cir- ship indifferent to what may be the
cumstance which, in this point of view, apprehensions of the neighbourhood, or
may perhaps appear to your lordship anybody else, nnder the same disadvan-
tolerably conclusive. If, setting aside tage. Will any such apprehensions,
the contriver of the plan, one man more supposing them formed, have any du-
than another should be supposed to have ration ?-No, my lord-so far from
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flying from the spot, builders will flock
to it, were it only for the benefit of the
protection afforded by the guard.

"But let me admit, for argument's
bake, (and it is only for argument's sake,)
that the neighbourhood, and even, in
particular, the value of your lordship's
estate would ultimately be rather pre-
judiced than served by the establishment
-will your lordship's candour allow me
to inquire whether, under the particular
circumstances of the case, that would be
a just motive for opposition, or present,
to a person in your lordship's situation,
a prospect of opposing with success?

" The materials for judging have, in
some particulars, not presented them-
selves yet to yOUl"lordship's view: allow
me to perform that office.

"Publicity, as 1 have already ob-
served, is of the very essence of the in-
stitution : it is with a special care to that
advantage, that the spot in question was
made choice of. And by whom made
choice of? Not by the supervisors only,
but by the most respectable and compe-
tent body that could be devised: a body
composed of the twelve Judges, with
the addition of the Lord Chancellor, the
Speaker, and the first Magistrate of the
metropolis: of these fifteen, fourteen, (as
Mr Bowdler, one of the appointed su-
pervisors, informed me,) or at least thir-
teen, actually signed the instrument of
approbation: and if it went without the
signature of the other, or the two others,
it was-not because he or they disap-
proved of it, but because, after so great
a majority, the person or persons in ques-
tion not being on the spot, it was thought
not worth while to delay the measure
for the sake of adding their signature to
the rest.

"Another circumstance may, in this
view, be very material for your lord-
ship's consideration. Before this place
occurred, another (not to mention two
that are not to the present purpose) had
been made choice of: viz. a spot much
nearer W andsworth, and so near, that
its vicinity, and the disgust that the in-
habitants conceived on that account,
(your lordship will remember the plan
then in contemplation was one which

presented none of the antidotes above
stated,) was made a ground of objection.
This ground of objection was accepted
as conclusive by the very tribunal I am
speaking of: such was its becoming
tenderness for the feelings of individuals :
and by that very same high and con-
siderate tribunal was the choice of the
very spot now in question confirmed,
without a dissenting voice, as being free
from the objection which had put a ne-
gative upon the other. The rejection
itself appears by the report which 1 en-
close: the reason of it as above stated,
(a matter which must be known in the
neighbourhood, 1mean in W andsworth,)
I had from the supervisors, and the dif-
ference is indeed apparent on the face of
the present spot. For, my lord, what are
the buildings that (except in the way of
distant prospect as London mary be) are
in sight of it? Two or three cottages of
no value, and a public house that would
make a fortune by the choice. Did your
lordship's agents (1 should have said
those of ~he late earl) make any objec-
tion then I I never heard they did: but
if they did, they were overruled. The
choice, your lordship will hare the good-
ness to observe, is not now to be made:
it is a res acta: in succeeding to the
estate, your lordship found it with this
obligation lying upon it. The only ques-
tions there can be, (I rely upon your
lordship's goodness for forgiveness, if
zeal has betrayed me into error,) the only
questions, at least, 1 can see, are that
which regards the time, and that which
regards the price: and even this latter
was no question, until, out of respect
for justice, it was made so by me.

" Your lordship, then, will have the
goodness to consider how the case stands,
with regard to the place in question.
The Penitentiary establishment is de-
termined on by ·Parliament. The spot
for the reception of it, it is determined,
shall be a spot in which 'Dicinity to the
metropolis, and to the river, should be
accompanied with that degree of eleva-
tion which is deemed essential to the
health of so numerous an assemblage of
persons, so subjected to confinement:
this decision is given, with respect to the
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eort of place, by a subsequent committee Correction in the crtnrded neighbour-
of the House of Commons, with respect hood of Clerkenwell ?
to the individual place. By that same "No man, give me leave to say, my
committee, (see the Report of 1784,) in lord, can be more sensible than 'I am,
confirmation to that given by the twelve to the abuses to which the maxim, that
Judges, added to the Lord Chancellor, private interest should git'e way topub-
the Speaker, and the first Magistrate of iic, is liable, and is but too frequently
the metropolis, the measure had already made subservient-as if the public were
been sanctioned, and the price of the made up of anything but individuals:
place assessed, under the act of Parlia- no man who would be more resolutely
ment by the verdict of a jury. An im- bent against rnakmg himself an instru-
provement is afterwards devised in this ment of such abuse in any case, and,
8ystem,-an improvement deemed such above all thing', in a case ~'llere an in-
in spite of predilection and every per- terest of his own was so visibly concern-
sonal motive,-by the very persons (for ed: it is a sullied I have made a studv
such is their generosity and public spirit) of, and considered under all its face~.
whom it throws out of office. It is But in the present instance uould it be
deemed such, and as such adopted and any real illjllrp to any individual l-s-
patronized by an administration, with would there be RO much UR any real da-
whom the author had not the honour of mage? Is the damage, if uny. such as
the most distant previous connexion, or , can be set in comparison with the public
any prospect of connexion, whatsoever. benefit? Docs it exist in any assignable
This improvement cannot, any more than shape? I~ it of such a nature as to have
the original plan, do without a "pot to any claim to indemnification ?-Indem-
rest upon. The building to be erected, nification then it will have.
in conformity to this improvement, must " 'With regard to your lordship's &US-

then be set down in some neighbour- picion, that a part of the land in ques-
hood, possessed of the above-mentioned tion may proY(' to be upon lease, I rather
advantages. What then is to be done? think your lordship will find the fact to
Shall the establishment be turned off, be otherwise: (not that it is at all ma-
on account of this improvement, from a tcrial, as your lordship Will see present-
more eligible to a less eligible neigh- ly.) In the course of a visit to the
bourhood? or, for want of a neighbour- spot, I happened, a short time ago, by
hood that might like to receive it, is accident, and without my seeking, to
it to be supposed that an establi'3hment fall into conversation upon the subject
of such public importance will be set I of the Penitentiary plan, with one of
aside altogether? : your lordship'S tenants; a gardener of

"A prison cannot exist, but it must I the name of (Ilcnie, who did not know
exist in some neighbourhood: it cannot: the relation I bore to it. Beginning the
r-xist in a town, but it must exist in a I conversation, (for he avowed a suspicion
crowded neighbourhoodc-ea neighbour- of me on that score.) he mentioned it a~
hood beyond comparison more exposed a remarkable circumstance, that no part
to the objection supposed, than the place of the land, either is nou: upon lease, or
in question can be :-is there, then, no has been for these two hundred years.
such thing as a prison to be built any- His own part he spoke of as being forty
where? acres: (being the upper part on which

" How was it with regard to the im- the building would be placed.) and he
mense House of Correction at Clerk en- applied the same observation to the re-
well? Is there anything like a reason mainderin equal quantity, (which agreed
for apprehending that such a prison as exactly with the quantity detailed in the
the one proposed, can be more incom- inquest of tile jury.) 'With respect to
modious to the distant inhabitants of his own part, I think he can scarcely
Battersea and its neighbourhood, than have been otherwise than correct, ill
the actually existing one must be to the regard to a circumstance in which l~t'
inhabitants of the eontojuou» House of was so llighly interested; and that IS
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the only part for which I should have " To show your lordship the state of
occasion, before Parliament had time to the business in respect of the land in
do its office. question, I also send a Report of a Com-

" I set out with ohserving, that lease mittee of the House of Commons of the
or no lease is immaterial to the preseut year 1784. The estimates it contains of
purpose: and so your lordship will find the expense, your lordship will he pleased
it to be. 'Why? Because the actual to observe, are for 900 prisoners only,
immediate possession is equally out of and my house is to contain 1000. Ac-
your lordship's power as landlord to tual expense I believe was scarce ever
grant, whether there be or be not a known not to exceed the estimated, es-
lease, as I well knew: that must depend pecially in public works; and neither
at any rate upon the occupying tenants. that of furnishing, nor that of stocking,
Without their consent, to whom I well is included. Your lordship will have
knew I must have to apply for it after the goodness to return the Report, as it
all, that of the landlord, would, in point is not mine but Sir Charles Bunbury's;
of law, be unavailing: since a tenant, (upon second thoughts I fear it must be
styled a tenant at icdl, is not so far at a copy for the present, the printed ori-
will, as that he can be removed, or his ginal being in Mr Nepean's office,from
exclusive possession infringed upon, which things are not to be got in 110
without a certain interval of notice: and hurry.) Give me leave to add, tlr.lt
with the consent of the tenant on the though this is the last public testimony
other hand, a man might have the use of the Penitentiary system's having been
he wanted, were the landlord ever so kept in mind, (and, consequently, the
averse. So far, then, as immedia~epos- land that had been appropriated to it,)
session is concerned, it was the respect yet it never actually has been out of
due to your lordship, and to what ap- the mind of Administration. It W8.8
peared to me to he the rules of propriety not more than a twelvemonth before my
and decorum, and not any necessity in plan in its original shape had been sent
point of law, that was the motive of my to Mr Pitt that the late Mr Blackburn,
humble application to your lordship, to the architect, had an audience of him on
whose decision in that particular, the that subject, as well as of the then Lord
same considerations will command my Chancellor, as Blackburn himself told
submission: and your lordship wili be me."
pleased accordingly to recollect, that in
the very sentence in which the request
was made, I added, that it was not any
formal act that I stood in need of troub-
ling your lordship with, for that the
purpose would be equally answered by
a simple acquiescence.

" To satisfy your lordship of the con-
currence spoken of on the part of the
gentlemen who had been appointed su-
pervisors, I take the liberty of enclosing
a letter or two just returned by the
Archbishop of York, together with one
I happened to have by me, expressive
of the spontaneous support of a respect-
able and learned friend, an old connex-
ion of the archbishop's, and who may
not improbably fall within the sphere of
your lordship'S acquaintance. I hope
the good archbishop will pardon the
liberty I may perhaps take of adding
his own kind letter to the rest.

BENTHAM TO HENRY DUNDAS.

"Q. S. P., June 7,1794.
" Sm,-A measure of Administration

having been deserted by Administration,
was carried by me through the Honse
of Commons. The fact is not more
ridiculous than true. Mr Long brought
Mr Long: chance brought me two pri-
vate friends. An opposition of two was
thus subdued after a hard struggle. In
the Lords, after lying by till the third
reading, Lord Spencer obtains an order
for the printing of the Bill : in other
words, opposes it: opposes it, after hav-
ing held such language, (to yourself,
Sir, I presume, for one,) as, according
to Mr Long, to whose frankness I am
beholden for the communication, ren-
dered it impossible for him to oppose it.
When thus opposed, since opposed it is
to be, in the Lords, how, then, is it to be
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defended ?-as it was in the Commons? weeks ago, was lying (so ~1r Long told
Time at least hall not been wanting for me) (together with the dranght of the
getting it through, or for exposing it to contract perused and settled by the
disasters, since I had the honour of an Attorney and Solicitor General, and
audience. The week spoken of, Sir, on ready for engrossment) upon Mr Pitt's
that occasion, hall been already doubled. table. Lord Spencer has given up his
What other helps it Wall destined to opposition more than once: once, as I was
receive, remain as yet to be discovered. informed by J\Ir Long, who called upon
.A secretary of the Treasury neither me at my house to congratulate me on
knew what had been done, nor what was it, and afterwards in conversation re-
to he done: an Under-secretary of State peated to me that, after what Lord
asked me. Indeed, Sir, I do not know. Spencer had said to him,-as I under-
One thing I do know: that I am no stood,-he certainly could not go back
match for Lord Spencer anywhere; es- with honour,-honour was the word:
pecially in his own house: and unless another time, (after having been at my
some such person as a Secretary of State, house, and seen what was to be seen,)
or a First Lord of the Treasury, should as was notified on his part by Lord Hugh
happen to know of some means whereby Seymour to my brother, who came to
a Treasury Bill, after having passed the me full of it at the time, but I doubt
Commons, may be supported against a has since forgotten it.
groundless opposition in the Lords, there " Lord Spencer has since offered to
is an end of my hopes, as well as of me, through my brother, to give up his
other things better glanced at than ex- \ opposition if I would accept of a marsh,
pressed. I have the honour to be," &c. admirably convenient fur me in a pecu-

niary view, but as certainly pregnant
BENTHAM TO \VILLIAM \VILBERFORCE. with the destruction by hundreds in a
,. My DEAR SIR,-Enclosed is the year of those whom I would wish to

paper which you gave me leave to trouble reform, and not to poison, (I speak not
you with. Observe the dates. It was from surmises, but records.) I wished
after receiving a copy of it, together with to rid myself, once for all, of the temp-
a Memorial addressed to the Treasury tation to"'commit safe murder for great
Board, which he desired to have pro, gain; and, accordingly, after a hard

forma, that Mr Dundas, upon my meet- struggle, prevailed to have retained ill
ing him at the outside-door of Ius office the contract tbe clause binding me (in
at the Horse Guards, said to me these consideration of what was deemed an
words,-' Mr Bentham, I have just been adequate premium) to pay £100 for
saying to Mr Long, what I had before every death.
said to Mr Long and to Mr Pitt, that ,,'Lord Spencer, on the report of his
it is impossible to change the land: J\Ir steward, who I believe bas been the
Dundas was addressed at that time in private mover of all these vexations,
consequence of Mr Pitt's having signified estimates at between £2000 and £3000
his intention of resting his decision (as a-year the detriment that may accrue to
Mr Long told me) on the judgment of his son, (to whom he pointed on the
l\Ir Dundas, who, he observed, had the occasion,) by an adhesion to the old
circumstances more on his mind than he choice, quoting two instances in which
(Mr P.) could have. Afterwards, Mr persons who had been treating for tak-
Long sent for me, and notified to me in ing land of him, on I know not what
form, that Mr Pitt had fixed upon the advantageous terms, had broke off on
land in question as the proper spot,- hearing of the Penitentiary House.
and an instrument for the purpose Wall Hopeless of justice, I would most gladly
accordingly, by Mr Long's direction, bind mvself to take the land upon those
drawn by me, approved and signed by terms, ;hatever they were, and, in short,
lIr Long,-settIed by the Attorney- indemnify t~is poor family from the
general, and engrossed by Mr White, apprehended injury, according to their
and when I heard last of it, about six own estimate of the extent of it.
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" It was in September last that the
draught of the contract, after having
been settled in terminis with Mr Pitt,
through the medmm of Mr Long, went
to Mr White, with a letter signed by
Mr Long, ordering it to be 'prepared

jor their Lordships' signature:' since
which I have been obliged to pay (intrr
alia) (in addition to £8000 or £9000
out of pocket before) £ 1140 for cast-
iron, (materials for the building,) not
to reckon some hundreds more, which
by this time I am bound for. I am now
lending my mind to the irksome task of
drawing up my case with the vouchers
for publication, that when those who
take an interest in my fate become wit-
nesses of my ruin, they may see it has
not had imprudence for its cause, unless
it be imprudence to have attributed
common honesty to :Mr Pitt. In this
crisis you are my sheet-anchor,-more
orientali !

since avowed.-N. B. It attributed no-
thing, it was merely Itypothetical,-that
people would say how it would look,
if, &c.

" It was about the month of Septem-
ber above-mentioned, that Lord Spencer
(accordmg to his own account of the
matter to my brother) sigmfied his last,
and still subsisting opposition to Mr
Pitt, who all the while, either not mean-
ing to sIgn the draught he had ordered
to be prepared, or at least doubting
whether he should sign it or no, has
been suffering me (without vouchsafing
the least hint of any such doubts) to
amuse myself with putting it through
all its stages, and laying out my money
upon the faith of it."

I have introduced the following paper
because It exhibits Bentham's manner
of looking at evcry subject in all its
bearings; and, secondly, because it affords
an answer to an accusation frequently

" P. S. What can I say more? I brought against Bentham, that he selected
could read you a memorial to the Trea- the nnhealthy site of the Penitentiary,
sury, with Mr Dundas's answer, refusing Millbank, for his Panoptic on ; but the
to forward it, as being injurious to Lord correspondence shows that the site was
Spencer, attributing to him what he has no choice of his ;-

" 18th August, 1796.
REASONSin faoour of thespot near REASOXSalleged contra untl: AX~Wr:RS.

WOOLWICH, as a site for the
PENITEl>TIARY HOUSE.

f
l. VICINITYTOTHERIVER.

-Distance, less than
500yards. N.B. With-
out communication with
the river, immediate or
by a cut, the Contract
not executable.

II. ELEVATION,-rising to
about 100 feet,-thence

III. HEALTHFULNESS.
IV. VICINITY TOTHEME-

TROPOLIS,-( the seat of
inspection, and market
for raw materials and
finished goods.)

This is the nearest spot at-
tainable, ( accompanied
with the preceding ad-
vantages,) after Batter-
sea Rise.

I. PLEASANTNESS OF TH!: SPOT.
Answers,-
1. See this in the list of reasons pro No. V.

N. B. Pleasantness inseparable from the
conjunction of Eleoatior: with Vicinity to
the Ri'Dcr,-thence from Healthfulness.

2. This no objection, any farther than as in-
ducing a suspicion of a tendency to seek
the gratification of prinate taste to the
prejudice of the public service: a prejudice
which here can not accrue.

II. REPUGNANCE ON THEPARTOF PROPRIETORS.
Answers,-
1. The very existence of opposition is suffi-

cient to demonstrate a certain degree of
repugnance.-Reasons for not presuming
any greater:-
1. A great part (perhaps half) of the ele-

vation leased out and carried away,-
therefore little attachment to the eleea-
tion.

2. Seventeen acres of the wood covtiguous



VI. SECURITY,-
1. The strength of the Dock

Yard within call.
2. That of the Barracks dis-

tant not above half-a-mile,
summonable by signals.
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V. PLEASANTNESS,- to the elevation, lately leased out and
1. Inviting to the inspecting grubbed up---therefore little attachment

class. to the wood.
2. Inviting to those who may 3. The whole left exposed to the inroads

reap benefit from the ex- of men and cattle. Fences, either want-
ample. ing, or originally inefficient, and those run

3. Inviting to future G01)er- to ruin. Parts, an habitual bog for the
nors, in respect of constancy populace, neighbouring and itiueranto->
of residence. therefore little regard for the general

4. Communicating the enjoy- appearance of the place. N. B. The
ment of the spot to thou- ground in front of the Mansion (a mile
sands, instead of confining off) neatly kept.
it to one. 2. The repugnance confined to one proprietor

-impossible to have less anywhere: scarce
possible not to have many times as much.
At the place last before proposed, one un-
willing consenter : 28 co-proprietors who
might, any or all of them, have been re-
pugnants,-besides Lessees, who certainly
toould.

N. B. The ActB have declared the only cases
in which the plea of repugnance ought to
be admitted.-This not in the number.-
This wood not "planted," (§ 10,) but
grubbing up.

III. OFFERS TO PURCHASE REFUSED.-
Answer,-
1. Power to accept wanting. Estate in strict

settlement.
2. The refusal, if voluntary, no evidenoe of

particular repugnance, deri ved from at-
tachment to the spot. Aversion to dis-
memberment, a general concomitant to
great landed opulence.

CONCLUSION.A fit site, obtainable for such. a
purpose, u:ithout a dissentient »oice, is the site
of the Golden Tree and the Singing Water:
and after a three years' consideration, I beg
to be excused from searching for it.--J. B."

VII. VICINITYTOTHEPresent
STATIONOF THE CONVICTS.
Distance, not 600 yards.
Hence-
1. Saving the Establishment

from the increased alarm
and disgust that would pur-
sue it to any new place.

2. Faculty of employing the
Coneict« in the Digging of
the Cut, and the erection of
the Building, &c., &c., as
recommended by the Com-
mittees.

VIII. VICINITY OF BUILDING
MATERIALS.Sanddug,Bricks
and Lime made, on the spot.

WILBERFORCETO BENTHAM.

demeanour, of the bishop. I really
thought it possible that he might have
been susceptible of some feeling for the
public good, when not preoccupied by
private interest. We will try what can
be made of Rose or of the bishop through
the influence of Government ; but I own
I fear that you would be hardly able to
carry a bill through both Houses in the
face of the Dean and Chapter's oppo-
sition. I say you; I ought not to have
it to Bay; but I doubt if it will be prac-
ticable to prevail on the Ministry to bring
forward the proposition themselves as

Among the parties whom Bentham
had occasion to consult was the Bishop
of Rochester. From him Bentham
sought an audience. I find his answer:
" The Bishop of Rochester declines the
honour of Mr Bentham's visits."-not a
word more.

Wilberforce writes:

"21st April, 1796.
,t I am very much vexed, indeed, at

the conduct, tho' less surprised at the
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Again,-they ought, and to support it with all
their force. However, we will talk of
this when we meet. I may probably
pass through town on Thursday at three
o'clock, which I throw out that you may
know where I am likely to be, if you
wish to see me. I would cheerfully
come up on Wednesday if I thought it
of moment, to be present at your inter-
view with Rose; but I don't think that
of the least consequence. I will, how-
ever, give him a line 'to quicken: I
must say, few things have more impressed
my mind with a sense of various bad
passions and mischievous weaknesses
which infest the human mind, than sever-
al circumstances which have happened
in relation to your undertaking: a little,
ever 80 little, religion would have pre-
vented it all. I long ago have put the
public in the possession of the practical
benefits ofyour plan. This isone amongst
the many instances I have had occasion
to observe how much a little of this only
solid principle tends to the wellbeing
of communities. I need not repeat that
it will ever give me pleasure to cooper-
ate with you, or desire you always to
calion me for aid without ceremony.
I heartily and strongly wish I could
lend you more effectual assistance.-In
great haste, yours sincerely,

"W. W:'

ROMILLY TO BENTHAM.

"26th April, 1797.
~, I have spoken to the Solicitor-ge-

neral, and, at his recommendation, to the
Attorney-general, respecting your bill;
and though the Attorney has not neglected
it,-he has done what will probably he as
injurious to you. He has so fully consi-
dered it, that he has a thousand difficul-
ties which it will take a long time to
get over. He says it is the most unlike
an Act of Parliament he ever saw. I
told him that Lowndes drew it. Was
I right, or have I confounded it with a
former bill ? I begin to suspect that I
have; for though Lowndes' compositions
have many defects,-that of being un-
like Acts of Parliament is not one of
them.- Yours ever,

"S. R."

[ Ml'ENDIX.

"2d Ma§, 1797.
" DEAR BENTHAM,-I have done my

best for you; but I am afraid you will
think I have done but little. I had a con-
sultation this morning with the Attorney
and Solicitor General. As soon as the
business of it was over, I introduced your
bill, and found that it had not been looked
at since I saw them last. However,
they promised to settle it before they
parted, and I left them with the bill be-
fore them, and pens in their hands. I
pressed them to let me have the draught,
or to permit you to see it before it was
returned to the Treasury, but was not
able to surmount their objections to such
a proceeding. I told them, I under-
stood from you that they had pro-
mised, or at least given you to under-
stand, that they would communicate
their objections. if they had any, to you;
but they had no recollection of it, and
I found I could make nothing of them.
I told them, on going away, that I should
inform you that White would have the
bill to-day.- Yours ever,

"S. R."

BENTHAM TO GEORGE RoSE.

"23d Fe/;ruary;,1798.
"SIR,-I understand from the Soli-

citor-general, that my bill (the Tothill
Fields Penitentiary Bill) is unexcep-
tionable-that consent of parties may
be dispensed with,-but that the bill is
an Enclosure Bill, and as such cannot be
brought into Parliament till next ses-
sion, for want of certain notices. Hero
then commences a certain suspension of
the business for another twelvemonth,
(making from the time of my being
ordered to take my arrangements four-
and-a-half years,) and at the end of it
a prospect already thus darkened byex-
perience. Meantime, while others are
proving their loyalty by their affluence,
I, who have nothing left but loyalty,
am reduced to shut up my house, (the
residence of the family for three-and-
thirty years,) fortunate in finding a
brother's to take refuge in. Between
£10,000 and £11,000 was, I think, the
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amount of advances as stated (it is I upon the existing plan, it would, besides
years since) in the last of my memo- the present relief, afford me the oppor-
rials on the subject to the Treasury, tunity of initiating myself into the
Since then it has been increased to an business; and the transition from the
amount which it frightens me to look Hulk plan to the Penitentiary-house
into, by interest and fresh expenses,- plan, would be smoother, and attended
for every fresh effort brings its expense. with less hazard, than if, at one and the
I cannot think that the utter ruin of same time, persons, as well as places,
the individual, whose pecuniary ad- were comprehended in the change. Mr
vances are not the greatest even of his Campbell himself never resided in the
pecuniary sacrifices, would be regarded Hulks: the persons who supply his
by Mr Pitt as a fit termination for this place on board, would of course be the
business. Under these circumstances, perbons to supply mine. The system is
I will venture to submit an expedient, too effectually vicious to admit of much
the adoption of which would at least not improvement: yet here and there some-
be detrimental to the public, and migbt thing might perhaps be done, were it
afford me some relief, without expense only in the way of preparation for a
to government, or cause of complaint better. Giving the notices necessary
to anybody. Had my plan taken place for the bill, at the same tune with the
at the time Originally intended, the notice for the termination of the con-
existing plan, so far as the hulks are tract, would puMislt the sincerity of
concerned, would have ceased several the Government, (wlnch, however real,
years ago. The adoption of the new must be confessed to stand III some need
plan has never been a secret to the con- of publication.) and show that some-
ductors of the old one: whatever may thing more is intended on l,otn sides,
have been the benefits of it, they have than the bartering a system for a job.
therefore already been in possession of As to the change of hands, I have never
those benefits longer,-much longer, than beard that any very uucornmon quah-
they could naturally have expected. ties have hitherto been looked for as
There seems no reason why they should requisite for the situation. In my own
reap a profit from this fresh misfortune instance, the foundation of everything
(I mean this fresh delay) coming on the has been done on the supposition of my
back of so many other misfortunes. being capable of giving birth to a new
The death of a Duncan Campbell, Esq., and better plan. I hope 1 am still
and the sale of his effects, appeared capable of preventing the old bad plan
some months ago in the papers. I sup- from getting worse. 1have the honour
pose Mr Campbell the superintendent: to be, with all respect, Sir, your most
-but under the circumstances just obedient humble servant."
stated, whether he be, or be not in ex-
istence, will not be thought (I presume) GEORGE ROSE TO BEXTHA~!.

to make much difference. The existing ""4th 7:',1 '1"'''8
t t t . th I - r coruary, I".con rae ceases a any time on reo

months' notice. Several years ago, Mr "DEAR SIR,-I o?serve b:y, some
Campbell declared to. ~ir C~arl~s B~n- , orders from the Commlt~ee on J< manc~,
bury, that 'the retaining his situation that, among other subJect~, they are
was no longer a personal object to him about to enter on the ?onslder~tlOn of
-his delegates remained the sole object the expense of the conVIcts; which I am
of his care.' In this there was nothing extremely glad of for varIOUS reasons.
but what was natural enough; after I think you may with perfect propriety
receiving for so many years £38 a-head, lay befure them the who~e of your plan;
the profit to be made npon less than they may perhaps think themselves
£21, with additional charges, and pro- confined to the e.xpense onl,}' of the 13),"-
visions so much dearer, would compara- tern, but the d,Iffic.ulty ml.ght ?e got
tively be of small importance. 'Vere over by a special instruction: III any
the convicts to be intrusted to my care event, it i,. cumpetent to them to <:011-
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sider of your proposal for taking care I of seeing him, viz. about this time
of the convicts in the hulks. I have twelvemonth. Ipeusima 7Jerba,-
always wished well to the measure pro- " 'So, Mr Bentham, I find you have
posed by you of solitary confinement, taken very good care of yourself-
and am sorry so many difficulties have special care indeed! I thought you had
occurred about it: the one you last dealt more liberally with the public.'
mentioned I could not foresee. If the So far Mr Rose. Think you I flew at
committee can be prevailed with to him as 1 did at you 1 I know better
take up the business, the public would things.
be satisfied that it should either proceed, " Supposition whimsical enough; but
or at once be given up, as they should not unprecedented. Panopticon lost
report,-because I am sure their opin- by four votes: two, because the terms
ion would have very great weight, as it not high enough; the project, therefore,
ought to have. either knavish or foolish, and imprae-

" I am quite ignorant of the expense ticable :-two, because the terms so
you state yourself to have been at.-I high; the project rapacious and extor-
am, dear Sir, your faithful humble tionate.
servant." "The article binding me to pay for-

feit for every person recommitted after
discharge, has lost me many a vote.
It had hurt me even with Abbot: it
had hurt me with Nepean-not to men-
tion persons too high to be named. I
satisfied him in three words, that the
loss could not befall me, but in company
with a much greater gain. Better the
man is hanged, and then his superannu-
ated annuity is saved to me: or he
comes back to me again, and then I
squeeze it out of him with interest.
N epean was satisfied; but the dining-
room gentlemen are above the reach of
satisfaction."

BENTHAM TO WILLIAM WILBERFORCE.

" Q. S. P., Friday; 5 o'cloc.f:,
July 18, 1800.

" My DEAR SIR,-Between 12th and
21st April, 1800-Memorial, containing
the 7Jer!!first communication in an!!
shape, on the subject of rise of prices.
Audience refused: 'Memorial' ordered:
with refusal to hear, or to sa!! upon
what points.

" Was not this an audience? (say
you)- Yes: an audience in a passage,
Mr Long's long legs straining them-
selves to escape.

"This is what Mr Long gave you by
way of answer to a question about

f d 1 ti " Q. S. P., 19th July, 1801.causes 0 e ay-your ques IOn em-
bracing (I suppose, but you alone know) "My DEAR LORD,-The mansion of
the delay from July 1799 to July 1800. St Helens (I learn this moment) has
I told you it was a hast!! answer, given been transplanted from the little ci-
under the pressure of your question for decant kingdom of Ireland, to the great
want of a more satisfactory one. Was and United Kingdom of Great Britain
my construction un candid ?-find me and Ireland put together. Long may
one that is less so, and I will adopt it. it live and flourish! The house of Lo-

"J. B. retto travelled further, but not to better
"P.S.-Why mention this? Only purpose. Angels themselves do not

that you may not turn aside from me, manage these things better than our
like the --, who was it ?-and the people do, moyennantjinance.
Levite, under the notion of my having "The New-year's-ode manufactory,
cut my own throat, by starting rise of forming one united kingdom with the
prices. police-office, overlooks a part of my

" You think I ought not to do it so dominions. Manufacturer,' Poeta Pye,'
cheap. Moreton PItt is sure I canuot, not 'Paryus Pybus,' Having some
and shall be ruined. Mr Rose pro claims, I might have taxed it for an
contra, the last timc I had the honour i ode, by way of epistle congratulatory

BENTHAM TO LoRD ST HELENS.
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on this auspicious occasion; but that, I cording to Vansittart' s report, the Dart
howsoever poetry may be more harmo- and Arro1.o attracted much notice in the
nious, prose, by its sincerity, sounded Baltic: your lordship may have heard
most in unison with my feelings. more. They are among the vessels

" Murmurations about situations may which certain Dock-yard officers, by
now, I hope, subside: in the scale of inspiration from above, discovered-
substantial value, the possible angel not by intuition, but without intuition,
does not, under the existing circum- and without so much as inquiry about
stances, appear by any means a match construction, discovered and reported,
for the actually-existing mouse. A officially reported, to be 'unfit for his
mission to a Christian country, where Majesty's service at sea: But now
glory cries, Come reap me, is surely Lazarus is comforted, and they are tor-
preferable to the best mission in parti- mented.
bUB-not to say in imbibu», " I am in a sort of relation with Van-

"~epean (I hear) has a long letter, sittart about Annuity Notes: and (gen-
in which his Majesty's representative erous creature as I am to acknowledge
at the Court of Russia complains of ill it) this babe and suckling-this abor-
health. Whoever has been in Russia tion rather, of diplomacy, pointed out
knows how ambiguous a sort of a thing the same amendment that was made
ill health is in Russian language. by a patriarch in the trade. I am to
Boljesn may, I think, be not unaptly publish: and they furnish me with
rendered indisposed. I hope, in the documents. Being a good-natured man,
present instance, it is notHng worse than he complies with some whims of mine;
a sort of a Swiss maladie du pays; for and we seem not unlikely to be on
which, in God's and his Majesty's own pleasant terms. Panopticon is still in
good time, loco-motion would he a cure. darkness. He has sent me an appoint-

"Exactly at this time, I learn, from ment for Tuesday (the 21st); but which
the semi-officialfountainofFrench truth, is to be the order of the day I know not.
that Lord St Helens, 'so well calcu- The Treasury, in their distresa, in two
lated by his personal character to sue- of their 'FURTHER PROCEEDINGS'pa-
ceed in all diplomatic missions intrusted pers, have referred the proposed defal-
to him, is far from finding at Petersburg cation to an alleged enhancement of
those dispositions with which the Eng- terms on my part. The glaring false-
Iish administration flattered themselves.' hood and mala fides of this charge (the
Far from finding them? Why, then, he Act of the ex-Administration) gives me
has made them. 'Better and better what appears to me, and what' I think
still; quoth he. Accordingly, in the I have found already in experience, a
estimation of The Times's Hamburg considerable advantage. Certain omit-
Correspondent, this is his lordship's I ted documents would fix the ex-people
chef-d'ceuere of diplomacy. not only with error, but with mala fidee.

" In our small way, here at Q. S. P., I rave and clamour upon the plea of
we are jogging on tolerably well in injured character for the publication of
naval work matters: things are done, these documents; hoping they will find
persons appointed, pretty much aecor- it less trouble to do me justice upon the
ding to our advice. In matters of meum principal point, than to make a bad de-
and tuum, they cheat us sadly: and by fence upon the interlocutory question,
whose counsel? 'of all the birds in in endeavouring to whitewash their
the air:' but of that arch-Achitophel predecessors. My screams have already
N--? Being remediless in the pre- 60 far prevailed, that 'cockatoo,' in an
mises, we make French shrugs; while a accidental chance medley conversation,
tolerably successful, and not dishonest, assumed-not compensation in heu of
though obscure, ambition affords a sort everything, but the reduced number
of salve for the wound in the purse. with compensation-full and ample com-
(Don't say anything to the Tray tor : in pensation, for the number defalcated,
Panoptic on matters he is a Daniel.) Ac- pretending with Long, to read as much



BENTHAM TO SIR CHARLES Bl7NBl:RY.

"DEAR SIR,-Crimes, distinguished
by the name of unnatural, are endemial,
not to say universal, on board the Hulks
in both places, Woolwich as well as
Portsmouth. As the Hulks are emptied
of the contents, these crimes flow out
with them, and propagate themselves
in patriam. populumque. At W 001-
wich, an initiation of this sort stands in
the place of garnish, and is exacted with
equal rigour. This fact is put out of
doubt by indubitable evidence. Not only
such things are, but, as the Mayor of
Portsmouth, Sir John Carter, in a letter
now before me, very sensibly observes,
from the very nature of the receptacle,
such things eoer must be. Such are the
abominations of which Lord Grosvenor
has obtained, and Lord Pelham and Mr
Addington decreed, the perpetuation and
diffusion. The official lord has had
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in the Treasury Minutes, &c., which notice of them over and over again: to
contain no such thing. Upon the whole, the pious lord, it does not seem very
I am not quite so Dear hanging myself likely to have been a secret. Query, in
as when you saw me. a court, able and willing to do substan-

"The public zeal and uprightness of tial justice, who is most guilty of them:
that office, (I am got back to the Ad- he who practises them upon an indivi-
miralty now.) as far as your brother dual scale, or he who protects and estab-
Lord of a Saint, Achitophel, Daniel, lishes them upon a public scale? This
and another person, (a very little one,) is a query I propose submitting to the
are concerned, would afford some really public. Know you any just cause or
pleasing sketches. What Lord Spencer impediment that should prevent me?
and Lord St Vincent join' in looking or will you take the task off my hands?
upon as our due, (and what we are dy- "The long letter you favoured me
ing for want of in a parenthesis,) that with is still in my mind's eye. Will
fellow will not suffer us to have. He you make the experiment upon your
would sooner give it us out of his own noble and pions friend? Give him legal
pocket: he has lent it us, rather than notice of what he knows already, and
that the king should giye it us :-and ask him whether he still chooses it shall
so we lose it. 1Vewould give Lordship, be so? Alas, no! Your heart fails you:
now and then, a few gleanings in this I see you shrinking from it.
way, if Lordship did not disdain such " You misconceived me: the piety
trash, and would favour us with a few of the noble lord was never with me the
pickings from the Table-talk of Peters- matter in dispute : the question was,
burg. No: these are meat for our and is, respecting the connexion between
master.-His Majesty's representative piety and morality,-if public morality
has no such pearls to throwaway to be morality in his noble breast. This,
any such swine. in my heretical view of the matter, is

"P.S.-I am not a woman. I scorn, the end: piety, useful only as a means,
for my part, to put the punctum saliens leading to that end. For, except through
and final cause of a letter into the post- the medium of morality, who is to be
script. I say nothing of the fatherless: the better for a man's piety? Man, I
still less of the prisoners." suppose, if anybody: not the Almighty,

I presume.
"As to your potent friend, Mr Ad-

dington, on this as on other occasions,
he waits to be determined, as he has
hitherto been determined, by the greater
uneasiness: by the greater force of
parliamentary and closet pressure. To
all considerations of good faith, and
public morality, and public decorum on
those grounds, he has been reported
'callous': such was the expressive word,
and from a surgeon who probed him to
the quick. Candid, hoaey-minded man!
How pure his public spirit! How pas-
sionate his desire to do whatever were
for the best! What professions! What
effusions! The judgment of Sir Evan
Nepean could not stand against the tor-
rent. Does yours dare encounter it?
Mistake me not: N epean was nat the
surgeon spoken of. As for the man of
might, his perpetual smiles are entailed
upon every man whom it is possible he
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shouldeverhavetocountwith:hemakes' was to be seen. At that time the
himself amend~ upon a defenceless and works had long ago been taken to pieces
deserted man hke me. and locked up: Panopticon model little

"Good faith, public morality, consti- better than a ruin; so that had I even
tution,-all alike sacred to your potent been in a humour for officiating as show-
friends. 'Plea for the Constitution,'-; man, no tolerable raree-show could have
a pamphlet of which you will not bear been made. I endured the honour, not
-dare-(which shall I say?) to read so being able to escape it; but, without
much as the title-page. The Attorney- any of those advertisements which I re-
general was 'shocked' at it. To a man ceived afterwards, I saw enough to see
who was not yet' callous,' what can be that prepossessions and purposes were
more shocking than truths at once dis- far enough from being favourable. A
graceful and incontestible! The mention point his Grace was clear about was, that
made of himself in the Preface he was a lantern so large as mine could not be
not displeased with: the truth of the so light as a long parallelogram room
fact he admitted, expressly or tacitly, to upon the London plan with glass in a
Romilly. Thank me-yes, even me,- small part of one of the short sides; and
for the Transportation-facilitating Act! as the model of the lantern was enclosed
Thanks to what they have not yet de- in a room which is none of the lightest,
stroyed of the Constitntion, it is in the experiment was unfortunately on his
power of a worm, while writhing under side. On another point, the existence
the foot of the oppressor, to give motion of a spot within the building from whence
to the sceptre. I have not done with every part of it might be viewed at once,
them yet by a great deal. The Attorney- I was equally unfortunate: a staff which
general, if he is to be believed, would had been set up with a sight-hole in it
be favourable if he durst. for the marking of that spot, was among

"Sir C. Bunbury has, or at least had, the fractured limbs of it; and the as-
a project for forming a posse to storm surances that I gave him that the fabric
the minister in the closet. Wilberforce, had been put together by measurements
will he join or head the posse? Wilber- made by an architect for the express
force and H. Thornton, are they good purpose of producing that effect, and
Samaritans, or are they Priest and Le- that as many as had looked through the
vite 1" sight-hole had been witnesses of the

production of it, were not fortunate
BENTHA.M TO WILLIAM WILBI:RFORCE. enough to obtain signs of credence.

"I have despatched to the Taylor'S for
a handsome suit of clothes, for what is
acknowledged to be the best part of a
book-maker, his book: when It comes
home, I propose sending it, in quality of
representative of the remaining part, on
a visit of homage to his Grace's succes-
sor, of whom I have better hopes.

"Farve (nee invideo) sine me liber
ibis,-a book in Russia, may, I hope,
be accepted as an equivalent for a piece
of card:'

"9th Dec. 1801.

" As a spot in the Carte du Paps, it
may not be amiss that your protector-
ship should be apprised that, in the
Duke of Portland's reign, his prime mi-
nister, Mr B., took a ,'ery active, though
a very civil and covert part, against
Panopticon. He had projects of his
own, of which he made no secret to me:
and took more occasions than one to
endeavour to make me regard my own
as desperate. I learned from different
persons, that being in as bad odour at
the Treasury as I could be, without
having the like pretensions on the score
of justice, his applications experienced,
if possible, less attention than mine.

"He once brought to my house his
Grace cum totli spqlU:la sua to see what

BENTHAM TO SIR W ILLUlII PlJLTENEY.

" SIR,-A man that obtains approba-
tio~ such as yours, does not write III

yam.
" The little work you speak of was a

published one. Since my being favoured
with your letter, I have looked out two
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still smaller ones, (one of them but a I known on the other side of the water
fragment,) and which being unpublished, M on this. A friend of mine, whose
can scarcely have met your eye. native language is French, and to whom,

"The fragment has for its subject, a at his desire, I turned them over M so
situation I had once some prospects of, much lumber, has given them there a
which are now sunk by perfidy and op- sort of currency. Some tokens' of it
pression, together with so many other are in the 'Bibliotheque Britannique,' a
prospects, and about half the property journal by Professor Pictet of Geneva,
that should have served for their sup- lately elected to the Tribunate. Three
port. volumes of 'IdeM,' long ago forgotten

"The other I send for the sake of a by their author, are (I understand) to
principle of political economy, which to make their appearance in Paris before
me has long been a fundamental one, the month is onto Meantime they have
but which, if received in practice, would put me up at the Institute M one of the
make a very extensive change in our three candidates for the sort of distinc-
appetite for untaxable colonies - our tion lately conferred on Major Rennel
projects for encouragement-our appre- and Sir Joseph Banks. So much the
hensiona of discouragement in regard to worse, perhaps, for me here. The word
particular branches of productive indus- candidate seems to imply solicitation.
try: consequently in our anxieties about Directly or indirectly, I had no more
treaties of commerce, our wars to punish hand in the matter than you had. All
people for not entering into treaties of I have ever known about it is from the
commerce with us, our fears about tax- newspapers.
ing exports, (i. e. taxing foreigners,) and " I have rnn on into the usual lo-
a thousand other thing-so quaciousness of complaining egotism.

" You have already my unpublished Jt is time I should beg your pardon, and
work intitnled 'Panopticon: I have a subscribe myself, SIr, yours, &c.
letter of yours rewarding me with your "P.S.-Ifyouhave readthe Treasury
approbation of it. These small scraps Reports, you will have supposed my
are an experiment upon your patience: business to have gone off upon a disa-
say you have read them, you have paid greement about terms. A studied false-
me forthe next I send, and I have plenty hood: no disagreement on my part about
for you upon the same terms. The' De- anything. The real grounds of relin-
fence of Usury,' and the anonymous quishment have been a succession of con-
, Fragment on Government,' I suppose cealed promises, which they have never
you may have read in your day since dared either to deny or to avow, but
others did, Of my 4to 'Introduction which I have evidence of. In the 28th
to the Principles of Morals and Legis- Finance Report, is a guarded history
lation,' scarce the existence is known (by me) of a course of four years' perfidy.
here. I have pursued the investigation It has since been doubled."
in detail, through almost every branch * * .* * *
of legislanon ; but scarce any part is "In the course of the eight years'
finished, much less published, as it never provocation I have endured, I think
happened to me to receive any the YOll must have given me credit for
smallest reason for expecting that any- something in the way of sang froid and
thing from me, would, in my own life- prudence at least, in never having
time at least, be of any use. I should stooped to go to Acheson with my
have excepted one instance, and in that story: oh, how would his chops water,
you see the sort of payment I have re- did he but know of the bonne bouche I
ceived, Once, indeed, (it just occurs to could treat him with!
me,) Mr Rose, in the presence of Mr "Should Lord Pelham wish to see
Pitt, did say to me, that he had read my the substance of the paper in print, (for
pamphlet about Law Taxes, and that example to serve him as an ostensible
there should be no more Law Taxes. warrant for doing his duty, and to

" .My labours are not so pcrfectly nn- afford him the plea of necessity for
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brea~ing 80 many i!legal and corrupt I On the 20th, Sir Charles Bunbury
promises as there will be to break,) he received a letter from Lord Pelham as
could be accommodated without diffi- fullows:- '
culty. The hostilities in it would cost
me much less trouble to put out, than it
did to put them in. They were put in,
why?-because the conduct of this pre-
sent Administration has all along been
such to me, as never to hold out to me
any hopes but from their fears.

"Ll..sing the post of yesterday, has
since given me time for running over
Collins's continuation of his N. S. Wales
history, from September 1796 to Au-
gust 1801. The predictions I had
hazarded as above, are verified to a
degree astonishing even to myself. The
most promising settlements (Hawkes-
bury and Norfolk Island) either aban-
doning, or recommended to beabandoned.
Famine, at the times of the greatest
possible future plenty, at all times pro-
bable from anyone of five sources:-
1.Drought; 2. Inundation; 3. Fire-na-
tural; 4. Incendiarism; and 5. Savage
hostility, against which defence is un-
availing. As to returns to England,
the idea of preventing them on the part
of expirees (an imprisonment always
illegal) is now disclaimed, though illezal
exceptions continue to be made. Re-
turns by non-expirees less and less pre-
ventible. The profligacy always uni-
versal, and at its maximum: the D. of
P. with Mr K., with full notice of it,
spreading lies to the contrary, fur no
better purpose than that of pimping to
the whims of Lord B. about his Mill-
bank estate, to the prejudice of his real
interests, as declared by all his profes-
sional advisers. Impeachable matter
crowds in, in such quanti Lies,the only
perplexity is about the choice. A single
drop in this ocean of guilt, and that
demonstrable by record, has been de-
clared assets for impeachment by pro-
fessional men of the first eminence-no
party men, and in the coolest blood. I
have exhausted my own paper, and (I
fear) your patience.- Yours with the
truest respect,

"J. B.
"Talk of bastilles ?-N. S. Wales the

true bastille; the other, if true, a mole-
hill to a mountain."

" Wimbledon, 19th August, 1802.
"My DEAR SIR CHARLES,-1 have

received Mr Bentham's papers, and I
will find out what steps have been
taken by the Treasury before I send for
him, as it appears to me, that to give
him any false hopes, would, in the pre-
sent state of his mind, produce the verv
worst effects. At all events, I wiil
apply my mind to the subject, and en-
deavour to get something settled before
the meeting of Parliament.- With very
sincere regard, ever YORrsmost faith-
fully."

BEXTHA)[ TO Sm CHARLES BVXBt:RY.

" Q. S. P., 21st August, 1802-
sent 23d.

"My DEAR SIR,-I have this mo-
ment to thank you for your kind letter,
enclosing that of Lord Pelham. And
has this passed upon Sir Charles Bun-
bury for 'sati~factiun'? My dear Sir,
you have not been at the fair lately.
This is the old lay, over and over, for
the hundredth time. This is Sancho-
niathon and the Cosmogony, again and
again, with Ephraim Jenkins, PItt,
Rose, Long, King, Portland, Adding-
ton, Robertson, Lathrop Murray at the
bottom of it.

"To be serious. In your situation,
stranger as you happily are to the in-
cidents with which my memory is
stocked, in such minute detail and such
unhappy abundance, his letter appears
to have produced (as it was but natural
it should produce) the effect it was in-
tended to produce-viz., that of appear-
ing to 'impll approbation.' But what
approbation? that very approbation
which was somewhat more than implied
almost a twelvemonth ago, but without
producing the smallest particle of that
'satisfaction,' the hope of which (such
is your good opinion of your friend)
continues notwithstanding to be pro-
duced by it. For my own part, I wish
it were possible to me to see anything"
better in it than a qualis ab incepto-a
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perseverance in the same system of treated with, and which I have been
complicity and evasion, that he and his saved from being plied with, in con-
colleagues adopted at their entrance into sideration of the tremendous effects
the Ministry, with the materials for (these indescribable' uiorst ejfects') of
decision passing through their hands, which an application of that sort might,
and staring them in the face. Till the in my place, have been productive, he
meeting of Parliament he has obtained is certainly not to be blamed: not in-
a respite from you, (so he thinks at deed in respect of any such bad effects,
Ieast.) by his talk about' endeavours: ' or any effects, that any machinery in
when Parliament meets, he shirks you use for the raising of such phantoms
(as before) as long as he can; and when could have produced, (for all the powers
you have caught him at last, and forced of mechanism could not add anything
him to speak out, then it is that you to the exhibitions of that sort that have
will learn, that he is sorr.v for it, but been so familiar to me for these eight
his' endeaooure ' lta1)ebeen fruitless. , years,) but because no attempt in that

"The amusement it affords me, to see I way can be of any use to him and his
what turn evasion takes in such a mind, I associates, whereas the abstaining from
in such a situation, and in such circum- it leaves a load the less on their charac-
stances, is the only satisfaction I have ter and their conscience.
derived from his epistle. The two char- "Throughout the whole of the busi-
acters in which he affects to view me, ness, from the time when the finger of
are-that of a patient labouring under \ corrupt and clandestine opposition was
a sort of mental derangement, (thougb, held up by the first in the train of sue-
the hope is, but a temporary one,) and cessive lords, the general rule has been
that of a suitor-an unfledged suitor- to give nothing but' hopes,' and those
prone to embrace phantoms for realities, hopes' false' ones. "Titness one sam-
and panting for the felicity of falling at pie instead of a thousand :-orders-
his feet. As to 'the present state of' official orders-(24th March, 1800,) to
my 'mind,' you may venture to assure make preparations for 2000 convicts-
his lordship, that it is precisely the same these orders, In a letter, concerted, be-
as it was above a twelvemonth ago, as tween the two floors of the Treasury,
he has seen in my papers (if he has for the express (and afterwards even
been pleased to look at them)-in my avowed l) purpose of making a pre-
papers of that date-as it has been ever tence for givmg none. All this (you
since, and as it will continue to be, so say) is old and stale. The new incident
long as the like impressions continue to then is, that for once-pro hue 1)ice-
be made upon it by the action of the this rule is now (it seems) to be de-
like causes. He may see the same parted from: departed from, not dejure,
mind, in the same state, in my printed but ex gratia, in consideration of the
evidence, as laid, in June, 1798, before, particular circumstances of this very
the Committee of Finance: and, if such particular case. t:nderstand always,
things were worth preserving, you provided his lordship continues to the
yourself, my good Sir, could furnish end in the sentiments now professed:
him with some copies of it, written four an expectation, in which this very
years earlier, at a time when perfidy letter forbids me to indulge myself.
and corruption were in the bud, and " I will tell you, my good Sir, what
when Lord Spencer, after seating him- their plan is, and what my chance is
self for the first time at the same table under it :-judge whether it can con-
with M:r Pitt, stood up and said, I am tent me.
noto abote the law-Mr Pitt answering "In the first place, they fall at the
and saying, So you are. For his lord- feet of the sack of oats: that gained,
ship's determination not to 'give' me (which is impossible,) then, with that
any of those 'false hopes' which, in a in their hand, they fall at the feet (such
state of mind less compassionable, an- feet as adders have) of the deaf adder:
other man in my place might have been -I mean the pious lord, who is so
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well known to take that hero of Scrip- out uhat steps' to rns (Sir Evan's)
ture history for his model: but lest knowledge < had been taken by th»
they should fail in either-( and they Treasury ' (the former Treasury) ill
will fail in both)-thence come the ex- the business-determined by this most
peditions of discovery-the expeditions coercive of all reasons, that he was the
for 'findin,q out what steps have been only man in office from whom they
taken at the T1'easurp,' and the fears could be apprehensive of receiving any
about the 'giv~ng' of 'false hopes, true account of it.
Shut against everything that could be "In a copy I sent, of this letter of
said about his land, and about the l\Ir Yansittart's, among other papers,
effect of the Penitentiary establishment in December last, to l\lr Wilberforce, I
upon the value of it, by his land-sur- find a comment which accompanied it
veyor and his land-steward, you will in pencil, in these words :-' When ~r
judge whether the ears of that pel'son- '1Yilberforce spoke on the subject to
age are likely to open themselves with Lord Pelham, neither Mr Vansittart,
more facility upon those topics to the nor either of the l\Ir Addington's, had
representations of a first Lord of his lead any such opportunity: They knew
Majesty's Treasury, or his Majesty's better things, They did not intend to
Secretary of State. have it: they durst not have it, to any

" So long ago ail the lOth of Septem- purpose.
ber, 1801, 1\1r Vansittait (as declared I "To return to hi~ lordship'S letter.
by him in a letter, copy of which had The point 1 looked to in it, was-
been already for a month or two in the whether, amidst so much guilt-by the
hands of Lord Pelham at his lordship's former people, amidst accusations upon
desire, as signified to you,)-l\lr Van- accusations, never yct denied-fre-
sittart, acting Secretary to the Trea- quently, though always in the view
sury, was labouring in the fruitless en- . of adding to it, even confessed-any
deavour of finding 'an opportunity n/!symptoms were to be found of th080
consultiro] irit]: Lord Pelham: * Now, : 1'1;Q1'ptS. which, in his situation, it man
on the 19th of Augnst, 1802, Lord who meant honestly and really intended
Pelham, on his part, is setting out on to turn oyer a new leaf, would, in mfl
this his expedition of discovery, bent ~'iC1C of tl« matter, not dissemble. Find-
upon '}iI/din!! out' (maugre ull con- ing no such indications, my exertions,
cealments) 'wbat steps hay~ been taken (1 mean in the line spoken of in my
by the Treasurv.t-e-r. c. by l\Ir Van- former letters.) far from being relaxed,
sittart:-the packet put 'by you as will be quickened by the intended
above into his lordship's hands, certify- opiate.
ing that no steps at all had been taken, '" One thing I understand pretty dis-
by the Treasury, other than those ex- II tinctly: date» arc to me a sufficient
h~bited by it, and the motionless state I proof of it. Itis after ta~ing a week to
of the business being the declared cause hear,t and hearing accordingly.and frcm
why he was tlcen troubled with it. the Treasurv, not only what steps have

"All this while, within a stone's been taken, but what steps (under Pro-
throw of both these ministers, whose vidence) u-i]! be taken, that he is set-
efforts to find one another out, at the ting out upou his expedition, to that
distance of the two contiguous floors of unknown and distant clime, for the dis-
the same house had for a twelvemonth covery of the facts that have been III

been so unavailing-in sight of them h!s pocket for the~e six :veek:~. I~ this
both, sat lVIr(now Sir Evan) Ncpean, circumstance my little mind, cren 111 the
from whom both personages, and above present. state of 1t,' reads the present
both Mr Addington, were determined state o~ two great ones. I see terror
with equal resolution never to 'find enough III both places: not yet enough,

+ " J'v1Y letter was sent to him to hIS house III

* See Correspondence with Vansittart III chap, town, 12th August, 180::?, HIS letter to SIr C.
xhi. of the MemoIrS. Bunbury IS dated l!)th August."
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indeed, to open either of them like the
little one to fearless honesty, but, how-
ever, to drive gentlemen upon this
fresh and speaking attempt at evasion,
instead of their former silence. I see
enough to put them upon employing the
time they think they have thus gained:
upon employing it, and even in good
earnest, in holding councils of war about
the job, with those from whom they
received it; and in those councils con-
sidering which of the two repugnant
engagements it were best to break de-
finitively, (the original legal engage-
ment, or the last in the succession of
illegal ones:) and in the former event,
(being the most probable one,) by what
kind of bot chery the breach may be best
cobbled. It is to this that his lordship's
mind is 'at all erente' to 'apply' itself:
forifithadanymorestraightforward,any
less crooked object-what should have
hindered its applying itself to it near a
twelvemonth ago, * upou the spur of
those impressions which even then it
found its convenience in pretending to
have received? What has it been ap-
plying itself to all this while ?-what is
it now applying itself to? What was
it put for where it is? What did it
take the sceptre for from King Log?
Was it to give him a King Stump for
successor?

"In November last, at the latest,
(how much earlier I know not,) Lord
Pelham thought New South Wales a
bad thing; he thought the Penitentiary
plan a good thing. At that same time
he knew (for all his industry could not
prevent him from knowing) that it was
his duty to see to the carrying of that
good thing into effect, without a mo-
ment's further delay; and that every
day lost to it was not only a day of
fraud, corruption, and injustice, but a
day of contempt and disobedience to
Parliament. And now it is, that at the
end of nine months from that time, after
promise upon promise, and neglect upon
neglect, and after receiving papers upon
papers, the object of which was to ren-

* "December or November 1801, Mr Wilber-
force, as he told me in December, had been speak-
ing to Lord Pelham, by whom the sentiments ex-
pressed were favourable."

der it no longer practicable for him not
to know what he could not but know
already,-now when the post of neglect
and ignorance is no longer tenable,-now
it is at last, that he is to 'apply his
mind' to the subject, under the declared
apprehension, that any hopes that might
be entertained of seeing his Majesty's
Secretary of State, and the First Lord
of his Majesty's Treasury do their duty,
might prove 'false' ones!

" One thing I should be glad to know,
as to the 'present state' of that same
noble mind. Is it out of doubt with
him, or is it not yet out of doubt, that
there is no such virtue in New South
'Vales, as to quash an imperative law of
Parliament, and to rescind the engage-
ments taken in regard to Panopticon
in consequence? In the former case,
why does he not come forward with his
declared support immediately? In the
other case, why did he not call npon
me for the projJered papers, the object
of which was to put an end to all such
doubts? I mean always to all pretences
of such doubts? My calculation was-
that, for appearance sake, at least, his
lordship might wish to have it supposed,
that it was by considerations relative to
the merits that his suffrage, if favourable
to Panopticon, had been gained: that
accordingly he would either read or
make as if he had read, those papers:
but in this you see already one article
in my apprehended budget of 'false
hopes:

" If,instead of wavering between cor-
ruption and incorruption, and to hide his
indecision, pretending to be going upon
sham errands, while he was sounding
the ground, and looking out for loop-
holes-if, instead of this, he had decided
manfully, and taken at once the post of
duty, a letter still shorter than even this
short one might have sufficed. There
lies the engagement of his predecessor
for the 2000 prisoners: there lies the me-
morial, (I mean the suppressed one you
put into his hands,) expressive of the
terms grounded on that engagement:
those very terms, to which the approba-
tion of Mr Long had been whispered
over and over again to Mr Nepean,
under the determination of not granting
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either those terms or any other. To I not hurry yourself: no immediate de-
send this memorial to the Treasury, with maud for the litera scripta: the esprit
a letter urging compliance with the of it, like the wind of a cannon ball lays
prayer of it, was, and is, the one thing them prostrate for the present:' ,
needful on his lordship's part. I mean .
C!1Jiciall.v,and in black and white: ver- Sm CHARLESBl:NBl:RYTOBENTHAM.
bal explanations might have been suffi- " Chester,August 29.
cient for the rest. This was exactly the ., DEAR SIR,-Perhaps I have too
course taken in 1794 by 1\11' Dundas, to little suspicion, and yon, from the treat-
wash his hands of the corruption he saw ment you have met with, too mnch; but
even then going on, between 1\1r Pitt what I know, and what I have heard of
and the first of the titled subscribers to Lord Pelham, is much in his favour;
his statue. Think not, however, that and I cannot, therefore, without proof,
I mean this as a judgment, altogether conceive him guilty of practising eva-
peremptory, upon his lordship's honesty: sions and artifices, which would disgrace
but you see, that if the badness of these not only a Minister's secretary, but even
'very worst qTects'depends upon the san- his porter.
guineness of my • hopes,' nothing very" Lord Pelham may be, and I believe
serious is to be apprehended. I shall I is, inclined to support the Panopticon
be upon the look-out for you, at the' system ; but he may not have the power
time you have the goodnese to mention. I to control the adverse opinions of his
By that time, sincerity w ill have been colleagues in office: and l\1r Addington,
manifested or disproved. More could perchance, may have imbibed the preju-
not be done by man than you have done: dices of 1\11' Pitt, to whom I have always
you see I have scarce left myself room attributed the delays and vexations you
to thank you for it, or to stamp upon have suffered."
my gratitude the mark of

, " JEREMY + BENTHA::II."

BENTHAMTOROMILLY.

Dm>TIiAM TO Dl:~JOXT.
" Auqus: ~9, 1802.

" Xow for a bit of an intrigue, worthy
"Q. S. P., 27th August, 180~. of the talents of the omnium intriqan-

" My DEARROMILLy,-The enemy I tium intrifantissimus, the Gene\:o-
begins to squeak. Judge from the fol- I A.Il?lo-Galhco,. the Reverend Squire
lowing letter." Citizen l\Iontameer.

"To understand it rightly, yon must "Oh but, my dear Dumont, I had
understand, that the • papers; there ~o~got myself. I have need of you:
spoken of, are papers breathing fire and ~t IS,therefore, both .a bounden and. a~
flame, full of scorn and menace. No incumbent duty of nnne, to be vel)' CIVIl

small part of the spirit which animated to you: Therefore, never you mind tl~e
them was extracted from a former opin- abuse III the first paragraph-regard It
ion of yours, defcecated from the caput as ,~on-avenu. . .
mortuum of croaking and despondency. The letter in the other column WIll
that diluted it. Should their cowardice inform you of the present state of my
prove true to me, (heaven knows whether eXI:ectati?ns. in :egard to ~anopticon :
it will or no,) it will raise the British takmg With .It this explanation, that the
Constitution in your estimation a few papers the rem spoken of are letters and
pegs. other papers of mine,. w~ich, though

" Have at 'em again-I follow up addresse? partly to Sl~ C", Bunbury,
my blow: not a moment's respite. Your we~e wr,ltten for the edlli,catlOn of h~s
fresh opinion completes their petrifica- l\IIl:Jestys Secretary of State ~nd his
tion: it is the head of Medusa staring colleague, and are as full of fire and
upon them from Minerva's breast. Do flame, and scorn and menace, to Pitt

and Portland, &c. &c., Addington him-
* The letter from Lord Pelham to Sir C. Bun- self not excluded, and Lord Pelham

bury, above, half-included, as I could cram them:
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and then a comment from me on this I to a temporary legal punishment a per-
very letter went immediately after to petual illegal one.
Sir Charles, with whom it lies M a de- "2. To the above illegal confinement
posit, ready to be produced and pub- and banishment, they have, moreover,
lished inter alia, in the character of a added various lengths and modifications
prophecy of perfidy, should such be the of equally illegal bondage.
event. " 3. The unexampled distance from

" You are looked for at Paris, (Ro- the principal seat of government, added
milly tells me,) in September. I am to the particular character of the people
glad of it for di vers reasons : this goes by to be governed, required powers to be
him, and staya with him, till you meet. vested in a single hand-powers very
As everybody is, or will be at Paris, little short of pure despotism,--of itself
some of the leaders of Opposition will a pretty sufficient reason why no such
therefore be there: as, for example, colony should have been established.
your friend, Lord Holland; and, accor- Understanding this, and fearing to apply
ding to the newspapers, even the Cory- to Parliament for such powers, Pitt &
phreus of the Foxes. Co. have been all along setting their

"I have, of late, made a discovery of government to legislate in all manner of
a piece of villany on the part of Pitt, cases, without legal power for legisla-
Portland, and others of the late gang, ting in anyone. Powers for some pur-
which, for the sake not only of jus- pose, and in respect of some classes of
tice and humanity, (both very pretty persons, he has: but, upon the whole
things, children of the utility family,) of the mass of power, of all sorts, exer-
but for the sake of this old constitution cised by him, about half has been illegal:
of ours, (forgive my weakness, I cannot and thereby there is not a creature,
but confess, that I have a whoreson that has ever been in any sort of office
kind of tenderness that hangs on me.) in the colony, that is not, at this mo-
l should like to see punished. ment, liahle to be ruined oyer and over

" Of their multiplied enormities, there again by actions at law for what he has
are some which are not so completely done: some, perhaps, liable to suffer as
involved in English grim-gribber, but for murder.
that you can understand them perfectly. "4. Among the destined, as above, to

r perpetual confinement, are numbers who,
I. As to New South ff ales. I instead of the seven years, had smaller

" Since the foundation of this penal lengths of time remaining unexpired
colony in 1787, convicts have been sent when sent thither: some no more than
thither under sentences of transportation two years: my brother, by application
for various terms-mostly seven years; to Lord Pelham, stopped one or two
a few for life; still fewer for fourteen that were on the point of being sent
years. This, under a variety of Acts of thither as above for life, though perhaps,
Parliament-say from twenty to thirty, before their arrival thither, their resper-
made for the punishment of so many tive legal terms-the legal part of their
modifications of delinquency, almost all punishment-would be at an end. The
coming under the head of depredation; exact length of time, and the number
nine out of ten perhaps sentenced only thus circumstanced, cannot be distinctly
for seven years, and more or less of mentioned, but would be ascertained in
those seven years expired before they case of a Parliamentary inquiry from
were shipped off. In direct breach of the official booker.
all these Acts of Parliament, they have "5. In several instances whole ship-
given orders upon orders to their Gover- loads of convicts have been sent out
nor of New South Wales; in virtue of without sending out with them anyac-
which orders, the convicts, upon the ex- counts exhibiting their respective terms:
piration of their respective terms, have and by this most scandalous, and per-
been confined there, i. e., destined to be haps wilful neglect, their bondage, as
confined there for life: adding thereby well as their confinement, has been ren-
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dered indefinite in duration, not to say Ihaving nothing to do with law) that
perpetual. Their terms expired, when Romilly has revised for me.
they have claimed their liberty, or have " 'Vere I to publish now, before Par-
tried to exercise it by getting away, they liament is in readiness to do anything,
have been flogged. the great probability is that the colony

" 6. Somuch for criminality on the part would be in a flame: for ships are going
of the arch-tyrants here at home: now thither, nor from hence only, but from
for punishment. What they have been America and other countries, frequently:
doing there for these fourteen or fifteen and as they are ready for revolution, most
years is an offence, not only against of them, at all times, without any pre-
Magna Charta, (as per Lord Coke.) but tence, a fortiori would they be when
against the Bill of Rights and the Ha- general independence, on the part of all
beas Corpus act. They are liable at the whose terms were expired, could be seen
suit of any individual thus confined, (be- to have the sanction of the law. If, there-
sides damages £500 to the party in- fore, I publish at all, it will not be till
jured,) to the pnnishment called a Prce- the meeting of Parliament; because then,
munire : a part of which consists of and not till then, there would be a power
general confiscation, together with im- in the country capable of preventing the
prisonment for life, aud the king's power flame from breaking out, by sending out
of pardon is in this instance taken away legal powers.
by the same statute. " Parliament would certainly pass a

"The ground of the above state- BillofIndemnity: so farat least as tosave
menta, as to matter of fact, is constituted the Secretaries of Stateandperhapsmem-
partly by private intelligence, but prin- bers of the Council Board, with their re-
cipally by the printed accounts given of spective subordinates, for 80 many.years,
the colony by the late Judge Advocate from such tremendous punishment. God
of it, Captain (now Lieutenant-colonel) forbid they should not! But it is some-
Collins of the Marines. His first volume thing for an Homuncio like myself to
published in 1790: a second just come put all these potentates into jeopardy, and
out now, in 11'S02. He is a professed force Parliament to act: and though Op-
panegyrist, dedicating his first volume position would not be able, if they wished
to the ostensible founder, the late Lord it, to prevent the Bill of Indemnity from
Sydney: his second, to the present passing, yet they might, I should think,
manager,LordHobart: the abominations make sure of getting the whole official
came out through his candour, partly, history of the colony laid before Parlia-
perhaps, through holes in his discern- ment, (it would be the usual course,)
ment. and thereby expose their enormities, at

" The matter of law has been dis- any rate, to public shame, and possibly
covered by me (together with the facts) even make them glad to compound for
within these fewweeks; and the accuracy some infenor censure.
of the views I have taken of the matter " Another pamphlet of mine, ready
of law, has received the most unreserved for the press, will have some such title as
eoufirmation from Romilly, the following:-' Panopticon versus Kew

" I have ready for the press, inter alia, South "'Tales. Showing the complete
a pamphlet with this title, 'The True and incurable repugnancy of the system
Bastille, showing the outrages offered of penal colonization to the several ends
to law, justice, and humanity, by 1\'11' of penal justice, as cont~ted with the
Pitt and his associates, in the foundation degree of perfection in which the same
and management of the penal colony of objects are provided for under the Perri-
New South Wales. By J. Bentham of tentiary system, kept in suspense for
Lincoln's Inn, Esq., Barrister at Law.'* these eight years by corrupt influence,
It is the same (except a trifling part in contempt of an imperative law of

Parliament, and a long train of engage-
ments grounded on it: This, having no-
thing to do with law, Romilly has not

.. This was published under the name of "A
Plea for the Oonsntution," See the Works, ,01.
iv, p. 249 et $DJ..
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been. Though I should agree with I from endeavouring to make any such
Ministry, the substance of it might be bargain as would put it out of my power
published, though with a tamer title, to to lend a hand towards bringing them
warrant their proceeding in consequence. or their predecessors to shame at least,

" A third, likewise ready for the press, if not to justice. Looking upon their
is, ' Observations on a late exercise of exposure as a very important benefit to
Legislative Power by the Duke of Port- the constitution, I would resist any such
land, his associates and subordinates, in bargain as strenuously as possible. But
contempt of Parliament.' lest at the worst I should find myself

" For the purpose of obstructing Pan- forced to submit to it, one object of the
opticon, on the 14th of October, 1799, present letter is to put it out of my
by a letter which he had the unnecessary own power to deprive the country al-
folly to sign with his own band, having together of so useful an example. If,
the two ex-lawyers, his under-secretary therefore, any favourable opportunity
King, and his mentor Baldwin, for ad- should present itself, and if you see the
visers, (which letter being ashamed and matter in the same light as I do, (or do
afraid of, they have endeavoured to snp- not decidedly see it in an opposite one,)
press, though to no purpose, I Laving a you will embrace such opportunity, my
copy of it,) he has fallen into the follow- dear Dumont, and with your skill in
ing impeachable heresies: his doctrines paving, pave the way for me for a june-
and his acts serving for the explanation tion with some of your Opposition poten-
and crimination of one another:- tates for this purpose. Even without

" 1. Professing a determination, of his me, Collins's book, if they have but in-
own authority, to prevent the execution dustry to sift it, would afford them a very
of an imperative Act of Parhament (the good ostensible ground: though haying
one made for me, 34 Geo. III. c. 84) paid so much attention to- the subject,
without any reason assigned. and made so many constitutional disco-

" 2. Professing for the same purpose veries in it, which nobody ever made
an intention of crowding the existing before, their indolence would, I think,
jails with such convicts as ought to have find its account in one way or other, in
been consigned to Panopticon, in con- taking the benefit of my industry. Sure
tempt of another Act of Parliament, 19 enough, through the whole period of
Geo. III. c. 74. Pitt's administration, they never in any

"3. Assuming by his own authority instance took ground comparable iiI
the power of taxation, by throwing the strength to this: and unless they have
expense of such convicts upon the con- made a vow to the goddess of Folly, to
tributors to the Poor-rates, instead of prefer matter of vague declamation to
the general fund assigned by Parliament. the most perfect legal solidity, they Will

" To me this letter seems to eonsti- jump mast high at the first mention of
tute an impeachable offence. It is in such an opening.
direct repugnance to the Bill of Rights. " Romilly, though agreeing with me
It appears in the same light to Romilly: so completely in all the points of law,
though he takes my account of the letter, yet has no hope of success from any of
not having time to examine my argu- them. But this despondency arises from
ment on the subject of It. Agreeing so a sort of general tone of croaking he
perfectly with my other argument, con- has given into, and is founded, as he
taining a most extensive mass of law, himself declares, on his contempt for the
the probability is that he would not find judgment of Opposition, and his persua-
in my statement in the present case any sion of the imperturbable servility of
yery material incorrectness. Parliament. It is not that this particu-

" In case of the present ministry's lar ground is not strong enough, but that
agreeing so far with me as to fulfil those in his view of the public mind on all
engagements in which I am concerned, sides of it-no ground whatever.not even
their pride and their incapacity together the strongest, would be strong enough.
would prevent them (I make little doubt) " You may imagine how clear and
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decided Romilly is since he hall given I " Romilly will have it, that neither
me his opinion in black and white, for Opposition, nor the l\Iimstry, nor the
the express purpose (at my request) of public at large, care a straw about con-
my making any, even the most public victs-or would manifest any sort of
use of it. If you find any difficulty resentment for any injustice that ever
about undertaking any of this, he could has been, or could be done to them,
give you explanation of it: but he not Admitting this, and considering them
being such an intriguant as you are, I do all as so many logs of wood, that could be
not wish you to give him any unneces- made use of as so many clubs to beat
sary trouble about it. the ministry past and present about the

" I have lived too long in this wicked head with,-for such a purpose I should
world, and set too little value upon every- think it worth their while to regard these
thing contained in it, to think it worth logs as sentient ones, and for the good
my while to go, cap in hand, to them, of the cause to speak of them with the
or any of them, for this or any other most edifymg tenderness. Horne Tooke,
purpose. Neither on this nor on any I am clear, would sell his soul to ten
other occasion should I think, on any thousand devils fur the satisfacuon of
consideration, to become one of their contributing tu such a means as that of
gang for general purposes. N either on a general massacre in Xew South ,,- ale-.
this, nor on any other Parliament, or In my hearing IlC has defended Septem-
anywhere else, in speaking or writing, brizat ion, and wished (m a Iurze and
would I maintain a single proposition, of mixed company) to see it imitated here.
the truth of which I were not myself " If, by any putting of yourc,-and,
persuaded, to save them all (myself in- my dear Dumont, you have a tolerable
eluded) from the gallows. Joining. then. ~ood hand at puffing, (witne~s Prefaces
in this attack upon the enemy, I should i to 'Dumont Princil'e~;)-you can puff
defend him against the very next, if it I any of those potentates into a persua-
appeared to me unmerited. As to serv- sion that by any means they nllght be
ing me, if they offer to put it on that able to get a gO()Uattack upon Pitt and
footing, bid them go to the devil. 'What Co., with the Rose-, Longs, and Port-
I want is to serve the constitution. lands of the age, you would do this coun-

" There are some of them so profli- try, I think, and the general interests
gate that, for the sake of making the of justice and humanity some service;
better attack upon the Ministry, they and opportunities might present them-
would be glad to set New South 'Wales selves, if not at Paris, in this country,
in a flame, and some hundreds of throats before the meeting of Parliament.
cut on both sides, and would spread the cc It would be lost labour for me to
intelligence prematurely with that view. attempt to direct your eye to this, or
This is a danger, for such intriguers as that, ort'other man, as a likely person:
you and me to zuard against. I should all this will be as much in your eye, and
hope Charles F~x might be trusted for much more in your knowledge, than in
taking the requisite precautions for pre- miue. If Lord Henry had stu~ and
venting any such mischief: but you spunk enough in him for such business,
know best, and that others I would not would it not be a good commonplace
trust. I should think it would chime declamation topic enough to bring him
in particularly well with the rout Charles into notice. N.B. It is that sort of
Fox has always been making about the thing that might be taken up ill either
according to him unnecessary suspen- House.
sian of the Habeas Corpus Act: all like- " If by accident yon should light on
WIse the pother that Sir F. Burdett anybody, and excite his concupiscence,
would be disposed to keep up for the do not let him come to me abruptly to
purpose of the Election question about satisfy it; but let me hear from you first
his Bastille : had all he said about it to prepare me.
been true, it would have been but a " I see a somebody hall begun puffing
mouse-trap to mine. in the Moniteur at last, who I hope and



" Frida!!, 3d September, 1802.
" If, on grounds purely public, or at

any rate completely exclusive of all
private regard fur me, you cannot find
sufficient motives for taking upon you
the mediation I venture to propose, I
neither ask, nor so much as wish you,
to think of it on any other. You will
see presently what it is I look to you
for, and why.

"1. In the course of my researches,
for the purpose of the narrative I have
of late been employed in drawing up,
containing the history of my transac-
tions with Government on the Peniten-
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suppose is Gallois, according to your' tiary business,* it is but very lately that
word. But the wretch has not put his I have been led to the subject of New
name. Why not? Is he afraid of be- South Wale8; and, to my unspeakable
ing sent to the Temple for it-your astonishment, as well as that of my
new Bastille? eminently learned friend, to whom ex

"I wish to God I could steal over majori cautela I have applied as coun-
the herring pond to you for a week or sel, I have made the following dis-
two; but just at present it is not to be coveries :-
thought of. "1. That by orders from hence, Ex-

"Sir Charles Bunbury has offered pirecs (convicts whose terms are ex-
himself to make mention in Parliament pired) have been forcibly 'detained'
as to anything that concerns me per- there-not mdividually only, and for
sonallv, I may possibly beg of him to special cause, but collecti~ely, and for
make· a motion for the publication (by an indefinite time-and with the evideut
the House) of some documents sup- intent of adding to the expired legal pun-
pressed to my prejudice,-to wipe away ishment, a perpetual illegal one: and
the imputation that was endeavoured that, by so doing, all persons concerned
to be cast upon me by Rose and Long, in such illegal orders are liable to the
M if it had been my fault that Panopti- penalties of the Habeas Corpus Act, (31
con was not set up, inasmuch as I ball Car. II., c. 2, § 12,) including a Proemu-
insisted upon an increase of terms. The nire, ousted of pardon by an express
point seems trivial: but as it was a most clause.
gross lie, and the refutation of it would " 2. That, to this false imprisonment
bring to light a most dirty fraud on their have been added in many, perhaps in
part, the idea of such a thing struck most instances, various lengths and mo-
terror into them before, and would dis- difications of illegal bondage.
tress them beyond measure upon the " 3. That, in many instances, this
revival of it. complicated and perpetual illegal pun-

-, 'Vhat am I writing all this to you ishment has been made to attach upon
for? You are a dead man: and the convicts who, out of a term of seven
proof of it is my never haying received years, had served five years or upwards
a syllable from you in answer to the in a jailor hulk before they were sent
letter I had the credulity to address to ,out. [My brother, by representation
you to Geneva paste reetante; upon the I to Lord Pelham, saved one or two orderly
faith of your perfidious assurances. and useful men, whose punishment in

" Adieu, my dear Dumont; be a good New South Wales would scarcely have
boy and write to me." commenced before it had become illegaL]

Beyond the five years I cannot speak
with certainty as to times: but the
office-books will show, or ought at least
to show.

" 4. That in repeated instances,
whether by negligence, or (as the repe-
tition would indicate) by design, the
accounts establishing the dates of expir-
ation of the respective terms have been
omitted to be sent to New South Wales:
whereupon the presumption, instead of
being' in faoorem. libertatis,' has been
in faeoren: 8er'IJituti8-in favour of the
perpetual servitude thus created.

"5. That, whereas the powers legal-
ized by the several New South Wales

BENTHAM TO CHARLES ABBOT.

* Title, PICture of the TrclUUPtJ, &c. &c.
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acts are extremely limited, an absolute I pacitation for fresh offences-compensa-
and illegal power of legislation has all tion for injury by past offences-and
along been exercised by the sole autho- economy.
rity of the Governor there: always "From Iire first volume of Captain
under the eye, and, in many if not all Collms's Journal,t added to other un-
instances, according to ' Instructions' of prmted but not less authoritative ac-
persons here at home. counts, these preconceptions had receiv-

"6. That, of the several arts of au- ed already very ample confirmation. A
thority that have been exercised in that continuation of that history, to the time
colony, from the foundation of it to of the latest accounts, has just made its
the present moment, a great part have appearance: and the confirmation, re-
been contrary to law: and that in re- ceived from this latest testimony, is
spect thereof, many, perhaps all persons, ample and conclusive, to a degree beyond
that are or ever have been in authontv what I myself could have imagined.
there, remain exposed to ruin by actions "From the time that the illegality
and other persecuuons. of the government of ~ ew South Wales

" All this is set forth in detail, in a was known in K ew South "rales, what
paper which, though m substance a law strikes me as not very improbable, is-
argument, wears at present the form of that all subordmauon-c-all government
a letter addressed to Lord Pelham, to there-would be at an end, unless Par-
whom, in bisqualityof Secretary of State, liament were to give it that legality
I had begun addressing my Narrative:" whrch is at present wanting: but, that
designing to have sent the whole in Parhament would not gIve it any such
manuscript, and not suspecting the bulk sanction, on any other terms, than the
to which I found it swell, as I went on putting an end: as soon as may be, to a
with it. The sort of spirit it is written system thus replete with misery and
in, is that which would naturally be wickedness: diseases Loth incurable-
called forth by the enormities displayed both ragmg in a degree without ex-
in it; and is purposely preserved, in the ample. Were I as insensible to human
view of exciting, in the public mind, misery and wickedness as the founders
that attention which would be necessary and maintainers of that scene of abo-
to the applying to the grleyance what- miuations han shown 'them~elves for
ever may be the proper remedy. It so many years, I should publish imme-
occupies fifty-six pages. Of the sub- diatelv: and, as the bulk of the inhabi-
stance of it a tolerable conception may tants,. indifferent to life and death, are
be formed by the marginal contents, ripe for insurrection at all times, and
as given in the table herewith sent. Without any pretence -(/ fortiori would
Neither Lord Pelham, nor anybody else they be so, when generalmdependence,
but Romilly, has as yet seen it. on the part of all whose terms were

"II. So much for law :-POlIC!J forms expired, would hp seen to have 1he sane-
another topic. By deductions drawn tion oflaw : and, though the intelligence
from analogous expenence, and (so far mig-ht be prevented from Lpmg earned
as economy is concerned) by the facts out from home directly in Government
and calculations given by the Commtt- vessels, yet. from various other countries
tee oj Finance, I had been led to the receiving intelligence from tliis; vessels
persuasion, that the institution of the are goi~g at all times.j So much for
penal colony was from the first, and what might be: being as I am, you may
will be to the last, in a state of radical perhaps think it superfluous for me to
and incurable repugnancy to eycry one say-that It will hp, my care not to let
of the points that were or ought to have any information transpire of the di~-
been the objects of such an establish- order, till Parliament IS in a condition
ment :-to eyery one of the ends of penal to apply a remedy.
justice :-example-rp!ormati.on-wra- "In somc ('yes, a degree of ridicule

.. Spe Panopticon tV'r"rl' ~ cw ~outh Wales, III

t!.t Works, vol. iv • I'. Ii J ~t ""J'
t 410. 17"g
::. II. Colhus, ~I fl, Table of Arri,als.
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might attach, to the idea of keeping elsewhere. Another publication in readi-
secret what has been in print these four ness for the press, is a pamphlet written
years. But (besides that, to the igno- upon the strength of this letter, for the
rant, the preoccupied and the incurious, purpose of inquiring who is the Sove-
publication of needles in bottles of hay reign of this country,-the King in Par-
is no notice) to you it can be no secret, liament, or the Duke of Portland. It
that in law as in chemistry, results alto- is a point to be ascertained, what the
gether new may be produced, by new House oj Commons will say to a power
combinations of old elements. thus exercised by a servant of the crown,

"Of the pamphlet on the question of -a single lord of Parliament, -over
law, the short title is-THE TRUE BAs- the public purse. Title,-' Obseroa-
TILLE: &c.: of the other, on the ques- tions on a late exercise of legislative
tion of policy, PANOPTICONversus power by the Duke oj Portland, in de-
NEWSOUTHWALES; &c. Of this last dared contempt of Parliament: With
the Table of Marginal Contents has been the details of this less serious and more
in the hands of Lord Pelham since the debateable business, I will not attempt
12th. to trouble you (unless you callfor them)

"III. In the course, and for the pur- no more than I have Romilly. Taking
pose of the intrigues, of which by and it upon the face of my statement of it,
by, the Duke of Portland, by an un- (a statement drawn up in writing, and
usually self-signed letter, * with Mr with great care,) he makes no difficulty
Baldwin for his counsel, and Mr King in speaking of it (in writing) as con-
for his scribe, was ill-advised enough to taining impeachable matter, whatever
avow, in an address to the Treasury, the may be the uncertainty, in which deci-
following designs and practices ;- sions on questions of this sort have been

"1. Putting, of his own authority, commonly involved by what is called
a professed negative, upon the sole object politics.
of the imperative provisions of the Pen i- "IV. In the agony of their distress,
tentiary Contract Act.t the late Treasury, when called upon to

" 2. Filling the country jails with show in their 'Proceedings; why no-
Penitentiary prisoners, in direct con- thing was done about Panopticon, were
tempt of the original Penitentiary Act.t desperate enough to speak of a pretend-

"3. Assuming, as well as exercising, ed 'increase of terms't as the cause,
of his own sole authority, the power of It was not a misconception: it was a
taxation, by throwing the expense of studied, long-premeditated, elaborately-
convicts npon a fund of his own choosing prepared falsehood: a grosser, a more
(the County Rates, i. e. the Poor- transparent one, was never uttered. It
Rates) instead of the general fund, on was so gross, that the man, whoever it
which, by the Penitentiary acts, those was, that first broached it, was afraid to
expenses were charged by Parliament. put his name to it. It stands in the

"Other similar heresies I pass over, printed 'Proceedings,' in the form of
as requiring too many words to state an anonymous communication! I have
them. And he not only quotes dis- looked over these 'Proceedings' care-
tinctly by their titles the two acts, the fully: (your kindness gave me the
provisions of which he thus abrogates means.) In the whole pile of them,
on the declared ground of their being there is not another such example: for
, very inexpedient,' but says of them in it is not given as a 'Minute; of the
so many words, 'I have examined and Board. The more direct utterances of
understand the object oj' them. the same falsehood, contained in the

" Of this letter a copy was refused me 'Proceedings,' forced into day by the
by the prudence of Mr Long, but I ob- change of Ministry,§ were destined for
tained a sufficient extract by imprudence

.. 4th October, I i99.
t 34 Geo. III. c. 84. ::: 19 Geo. III. c. i4.

::: Further Proceedings, 15th July, 1800, p. 50,
No.9, dated "Treasury Chambers, 14th July,
1800."

§ 12th June, 1801, No.9, pp. 79,80,81.
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eternal night, and by express order most on my petition, the House does not pub-
studiously concealed from the man whose lish, (I mean, call for the suppressed
conduct they were libelling, and whose documents, and order them to be pub-
fate they took upon them to dispose of. lished,) I do: to publish a correspon-
Anything they had ever received from dence between the Treasury and myself,
me on the subject would have disproved is no offence against the House. But
the falsehood: and, therefore, everything what (saving your better judgment) is
they have ever received from me was an offence against the House, is, report-
suppressed. I wrote immediately to ing to it anonymous falsehoods, instead
Mr Hiley Addington, stating the injury, of authenticated facts.
and praying publication of the suppress- "V. You have no more foraotten
ed documents for redress; saying, I than I have, your opinion of Mr~Pitt's
must publish, if they would not. l\Ir treatment of me, as declared for hi" edi-
H. Addington was frightened: Mr Long fication before ~fl' Rider at the Cum-
was frightened: to divert me from that mittee.i The' barbarity' was then not
claim, they drew me by a trick into an more than a barbarity of four years. It
unexpected conference, * the object of has since been doubled: in duration I
which was, to make me hear a sham mean: but in multiplicity of acts and
offer they had to make to me. The variety of engines it has been swollen
very nature of the offer showed me at and improved to a degree that would
once it was not intended to be realized: astonish you. The underhand practices,
the event has proved as much. The cover -the system of long-spun and elaborate,
given to it, was an affectation of extreme yet always transparent treachery, con-
surprise at my perversity, in pretending certed, - sometimes between the two
not to understand the same offer to have floors of the Treasury, sometimes be-
been already made in the last official tween the Treasury and subordinate
letter to me.t That letter bound them offices,-form such a history, as I can-
to nothing as to one half of the offer, not think would be altogether WIthout
(the reduced number of 500 convicts, interest to the public, or even to Parlia-
instead of the original number of 1000, ment. It cannot, if there be any the
and the augmented number of 2000,) : smallest spark of regard in either, for
and put a clear negative on the other I probity and good faith, in the head-quar-
half,-viz., compensation for the differ- ters of the state.
ence. What passed at the conference " 1. The assurance, without which I
is as curious as the contrivance for pro- refused to meddle with the then proffer-
dncingit,and,in the sketches of Treasury ed, and since purchased land,-the as-
morality, would make a picture of itself. surance that no opposition on the part
Some allusions to it are in a paper already of Lord Belgrave should prevent the
in the hands of Lord Pelham. They application of it to the public use, (Lord
got nothing by their stratagem for parry- Belgrave, a mere neighbour, having no
ing the demand: I got nothing by the interest in the land,) the assurance given
demand itself; unless it be the opportu- me, in the most energetic and apparently
nity of observing, how sore they were confidential manner, by l\Ir Long: there-
in the place it touched them in. In upon a promise (of which I have proof)
saying I got nothinp; I mean at the time: given to Lord Belgrave, that the land
for, in the long run, together with an never should be applied to that same
additional motive, I have obtained an use. The existence of this perfidious
additional ground, for applying by P~ti- promise assumed oye~ and over ag~in,
tum to the new Parliament, for relief, by myself and others, 111 black and white,
against insinuations having the effect of as well as in conversations with ~Ir
defamation, (for the injury done to me Long: and Mr Long never attemptmg
by it was a serious one.) and suppres- to excuse it, nor daring to deny it.r: having the cffect of forgery. If, I " 2. Care taken that the £12,000 pur-

* 9th July, 1301. t "24th March, 1801. ::: June, 1798.
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chase-money should be received by Lord these engagements broken to my preju-
Salisbury: care taken at the same time dice-broken without apology or ex-
that the £1000 known from the first to planation, under the observation of the
be necessary to the application of the clerks, and other witnesses of the trans-
land to its pretended public use, (viz., actions of the Board.
by buying out remains of leasehold "4. Attempts to render me an in-
terms,) should not, nor any part of it, strument of oppression (and much vex-
be ever received by me. The £] 2,000 ation, in spite of my indefatigable
not suffered to pass through the hands labour to prevent it, actually caused)
of me, (the feofee,) who was to acknow- to twent!! unoffending families, (inhabi-
ledge the receipt of it, lest the deficiency tants of houses in the purchased land,)
of the necessary and promised £1000 for the purpose of the ruin in which it
should be perceived by me: my signa- if> hoped they would involve me by suits
ture obtained to ajalse receipt--a paper at law. Instead of the promised £1000
acknowledgiug the receipt of it-obtain- for buying out these and other interests,
ed by a contrrvanee, The very posses- (a price at which, after Lord Salisbury
sion of the leases, as well as the title- had offered, I had offered to bear the
deeds, endeavoured to be withhold en expense.) an order obtained from the
from me: the possession of the land Board, directing me to inquire into the
(such part as could be withholden) with- compensation requisite, with an advice
holden from me to this hour, in spite of from their solicitor to insist that the
all remonstrances, viz.. by the withhold- evacuation of the premises should be
ing of the money for the purchase. 'absolute and immediate' :-'-that order

"Assurances that orders had been obtained, under a determination, never
issued for a warrant for that money, as I to give me possession of the premises-
in fact they had been issued, and a ftfin- never to give any money for the com-
ute made accordingly: those assurances I pensation; the damage thus swelled,
given to me, and in the same breath from the above-mentioned single thou-
measures taken for preventing the money sand to seeeral thousands, in spite
from being eyer issued. of the most indefatigable exertions on

"3. The very species of misconduct my part to keep it as low as possible:
that furnished the sole pretence for recorded exertions, testimony of which
breaking the public faith with Mr Pal- I have been careful to preserve. All
mer,-( the having conceived, under the this in spite of, or rather by reason of,
agony of provocation, the momentary the most strenuous remonstrances on my
idea of throwing confusion into the pub- part, remonstrances III writing, exhibit-
lie service in that subordinate depart- ing the mischief in all its features. Of
ment )-that very species of misconduct, the insidious refusal of the promised
adopted and practised in the department £1000,oneevidentmotivewas--thehope
paramount, in cold blood, for the pur- of driving me (for I was not to be led)
pose of the breach to be made in the into this snare.
public faith as plighted to me. Con- " 5. To blind me the more effectually,
fusion and insubordination purposely and at the same time involve in the more
organized: subordinates encouraged in certain ruin, my character by the appear-
declared contempt of the orders of the ance of their own ill faith, my fortune
Board: encouraged in repeated in- by htigation, and my health and peace
stances, and in different offices, and of mind by vexation and disappointment
after full notice of the contempt by -a sham treaty carried on all this while
written complaints from me. Facts and l-carried on for a matter of a twelve-
arguments, forming the ground for the month-for other necessary contiguous
orders of the Board, kept back from land: the proprietor a gentleman of for-
subordinates; lest they should be de- tune but under temporary difficulties, (Mr
terred from tl.e opposition they had Wire,) disturbed by the fraud in his eco-
been instructed to make. Engagements nomical arrangements, and to my know-
sanctioned by Minutes of the Board: ledge materially injured in his fortune.
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"6. Letters upon letters from me un- yet been hardy enough to deny, though
answered and unnoticed: personal ae- the calls for denial have been perpetual,
cess, eluded for months, at last openly that the sole causes, of the sacrifices so
refused. From the time that, for the often made of it, have been the successive
accommodation of Lord Salisbury, (him- compliments paid to the tram of succes-
self innocent and irreproachable,) I was sive lords, ending with Lord Belgrave.
deluded, as above, into the acceptance "For my petition, I mean to avail
of his estate, 'I- scarce in a single instance myself of the offer of Sir C. Bunbury:
a fair audience of 1\1r Long. Three he having been the first to mention
weeks, without the intermission of a Panoptic on to Parliament, t before 1\1r
single day-three whole weeks, on one Dundas came forward with his pane-
single occasion-I remember passing in gyric. 'Wilberforce must either help to
the passages: and when at last Mr Long pour shame upon the heads of Ins friends
was pleased to send out a refusal to see in both ministries, or desert nis own
me, it presented itself to me as a favour, opinions and belie Ins feelings, not only
because discharging me from myatten- as declared to myself in black and white,
dance. 'Yanton and unprovoked insults and that very recently, but declared for
were what I got from NIr Rose, when at- years to all sorts of persons without re-
tending him for the fulfilment of the pro- serve. Be the prayer of the petition
spects he had held out to me: they were granted or refused-all the perfidies-c-
put an end to, prospects and insults to- all the treacheries-all the oppressions
/lether, by a refusal to see me any more. -all the corruption-all the disorder
Not to speak of clerks, whose civility -come out of course. For the consti-
to me had real merit in it, lowe it to the tuuonal points (without yet knowmg
kindness of the porters, that I received the particulars) a person out of all party,
no insults from them, after the treatment but above all party, and of no small
tllf'y saw given to me. All, without so account-particularly in points of that
much as the fancied shadow of a com- nature, has promised in a letter I have
plaint against me: as Mr Long, before by me, a 'strict attention' to the busi-
witnesses, and particularly at our very ness. Haying tried nobody else yet, I
last interview. has been forced repeatedly have met with no refusals. Of the 0r-
to confess. In the nndst of all these position, of whom I know uotlnug. I
transparent frauds-under all these bar- leave you to judge. 'Yho can say?
barous oppressions-not a single harsh The same spirit, which has so lately
word on the part of the patient-s-in brought upon the head of 1\lr Main-
conversation or writing, towards a single waring a punishment which (jlldgmg
individual among his oppressors of all from the Report of the Commissioners
ranks. of the Crown, awl the confession of ODe

"More of this-I know not bow of those who voted for him along with
much-might be added. I spare It! you\ I cannot look upon as altozetherI . , ,
you :-1 spare myself the hunting for ~n~erite(l: may it not gi\'e some tr?uble
it. If this be not enough, what else can ID Its call for pumshmeut=-not ot 1\1r
be ? ~ PItt, or the Duke of Portland onlv, but

"Panopticon (it is obvious enough) even of l\lr Addington, for conlllrances
is not the more beneficial a system ~or so much nw.re.culpable '! .
any scrape into which its adversaries "The oplIllOn of Romilly was not
may have floundered. True: but nei- li;::htly given. After a, eons.iderati.on
ther is it the tcorse, Against it, scarce of some weeks, It was first g~ven 'l)wJ
an expression of vague dislike, much race. I resuggested the points that
less anything in the shape of a specific ~eeme~ most no~-e~or le.ast clear. An
objection, has been ever urged, that I inconsiderate opmlOn. nught ha~-ehurt
could ever hear of, by its most deter- both of us. I told him there might bo
mined adversaries. No man has ever

.. December 1793.
t S"~ Delutc, 31-t :l1.1~, 170.1. Parl lI ist.

>.. x x. (I.~}r;
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occasion for me to make it public. He I Addington: but it is he that has driven
kept the papers: and, in a letter written me upon it. Before trial, I looked up to
for the purpose, on the point of his de- him with the firmest confidence. The
parture, found he could do neither more margint refers to a most faithful picture
nor less than say-' What you state re- of it. Nothing short of experience, nor
specting Botany Bay has very much even that for a long time, could wrench
astonished me. Ithasthe more astonished it from me.
me, because I take the law upon the sub- "On that occasion, Mr Addington's
ject to be EXACTLY as !IOU ha"e stated it: probity failed him, and with it, as is
The marginal contents are not sufficient but natural, his courage. Though Mr
to enable you to form an opinion of your Nepean was my evidence, or rather
own: but they show upon what points because Mr N epean was my evidence, he
it would have to turn. I would not load durst not hear my evidence. As little
you with the paper at large, (56 pages.) durst he refuse to hear it. He set hi"
It is at your command, of course, at any brother to shuffle with me, as you may
time. Romilly is for the Crown on the see. My' representations' he had no
question of the Prince of Wales. lVhite objection to receive; because a paper the
was beforehand with the Prince's people I more upon his shelves would not give
in retaining him: and the Prince himself I him much trouble. From Mr Nepean,
has expressed his disappointment at it. though (I mean always because) the only
The spirit of self-delusion might have person from whom he could have got
suggested this, and that, and t'other, in any correct and honest account of the
relation to a man who, though no party secret part of the business, that is, the
man, was no greater an admirer than dregs at the bottom of the dirty and dis-
myself of the late Ministry: but this honourable part of it, he could not bear
scorics b,1!estoppel. You probably know to hear anything about it: because,
better than I whether, for some time having every now and then occasion to
past, he has not been by far the first man face Mr N epean, and being known to
in the Court of Chancery, though origin- Mr Nepean to have had notice of the
ally more conversant in the common law. business, with more or less of the perfi-

,,"(' pon the whole, in regard to Mr Ad- dies, and treacheries, and oppressions,
Jington, my calculation is-that (even and corruptions sticking to it, in Mr
setting aside all danger to his friends) Nepean he would as often have to face a
he would find it less trouble to break at man who would behold in him a privy,
once the corrupt illegal promise, than to and by adoption a party, to so many
persist in breaking the legal one :-to scandalous enormities.
establish a system of certain reform a- "The maxim Mr Addington has
tion, than to maintain, by waste of pub- hitherto found itconvenientt ashe thinks)
lie money, a system of unexampled and to take, upon this as upon other occa-
altogether remediless abominations." I sions, for his guide, is-that Mr Pitt can
Should his calculation agree with this of do no wrong: and it is that he may not
mine, he Will act accordingly: should be obliged to part with it, that he has
!lours agree with it, your regard for his taken for his model, the judge I have
honour, still more for the honour of Go- just been reading of in a newspaper, who
vernment as bound np with it, will, ac- would' never suffer more tlian one sid«
cording to another calculation of mine, of a cause to be heard, because botlc sides
afford you a sufficient inducement to ap- (he said) confused him: The side that
prize him of your sentiments to that effect. gave him the support of so useful, not

" The ground upon which these pro- to say necessary, a friend, presented it-
spects, such as they are, are built, is not self to his prudence as the side of safety.
the most flattering of all others to lVIr The example of such a predecessor-of

such a possible euccessor-s-presented it-
self to his probity, as an advantageous« " Not that there is, or ever has been, any in-

compatibihty : with equal complacency, it he finds
It most convenient, he may support the bad and
the good together." t Some note appears to be wanting here.- Ed.
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substitute, to the dictates of law, public I case find his account in consulting a
policy, and justice. :M:y case being among man, who is not an utter stranger (as
those, which by the law itself are put so many have been) to the subject,
out of the protection of the law-and either on the chapter of law or policy
Mr Addington's station in it being that -who is not above taking trouble on
of ajudge, but with a power much more any subject, nor above looking upon
boundless than that of any judge so these outcasts as fit objects of his care.
called, the injustice of his conduct, is by "Lord Pelham's letter does not satisfy
80 mush the more efficient, than that of me. You may see why it does not. It
the vpry considerate magistrate just may be sincere, but though I were sure
mentioned. of its being so, I could not trust to it.

" Mr Addington's hope is-what Mr It binds not Mr Addington. It is much
Pitt's hope '/Cas-to see me die broken- less than I got from l\Ir Dundas, in his
hearted, like a rat in a hole. I may I lordslnp's place. ou the occasion of Bat-
die any day: but so long as perfidy, tersea Rise. Time begins already to
aud treachery, and oppreSSIon,and cor- show the value of it.
ruption, and arbitrary power, and con- "In any declaration he might make
tempt of Parliament, and the perse- to you, though it were but a verbal one,
vering propagation of immorality and I so it were a specific one, he knowing
misery are the order of the day with I you to be in possession of the case, I
him, 80 long as I live he will find me might venture to have confidence. Why?
living to his annoyance. Living did I because it will never be in his power to
say? Yes: and even when I am dead, 'fly from .'/four presence,' as he might
he will not be rid of me. have done for the most part from Mr

"Being no longer hare but hunter, N epean's, As often as he looked up
the spirit that animates hunters is come to you in pour chair, with those pro-
upon me. By leaving me nothing to fessions of probity upon his lips which
do, of that which I ought to have had will be so often called for from his
to do so many years ago, he leaves me place, your eyes would bear witness
no other mode of serving the public so against him, if he were false.
efficient or impressive, as the reading "This is my last prirate attempt, to
of that moral lesson which will be read drive into the head of Mr Addington
to it by the uncovering of his shame. the sense of justice. Should this pass

" My demand is an extremely simple unnoticed, or prove fruitless, the die is
one :-that an engagement of one-and-a- cast. If I hear nothing from you before
half year's standing, entered into after the 13th of this instant September,
seven months taken to consider of it, 1802, this being the 3d, I shall no longer
may be trampled upon no longer:- look for it. On that day it may be
t hat, according to that engagrment, necessary for me to take steps that may
prison-room be given me for the 2000: be irrevocable. Time passes, and pre~ses.
-term!'! to be grounded on it, as per I must not lose the commencement of
Memorial settled by l\1r Nepean=-prin- the approaching Session, as Messrs Ad-
ciples assented to, over and over, in con- dingtons made me lose the remainder of
versation with him, by lHr Long. The the Session of 1801:'
number to be secured to me, no more
than the original number, 1000:·J; for
anything beyond that number I neither
asked any engagement, nor would have
accepted it, had it been offered.

c, For takmg the least bad course that
can now be taken in relation to New
South Wales, he might perhaps in this

" ()mnrrht of Contract, 28th Fmance Report,
apI endix.

BE:>THAU TO CHARLES ABBOT.

" 7th September, 1802.
" I had been used from time to time

to send Panopticon progress to '\~ilber-
force. August 27th, I sent him the
correspondence with Sir C. Bunbury,
and Lord Pelham's letter, and the mar-
ginal contents of Panopticon r. New
South ·Walcs: Sir C:s last letter ex-
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cepted, which did not come till after- J taken by the Treasury.' What, if any-
wards. Yesterday he returnedmypacket thing, had been done there legally and
with a long letter of four sheets. * The above board, the Minute-book would
remarkable feature in it, and the cause have shown him at any time in half an
for which I mention it, is this: the hour, out of the week he took to give
most material and striking article of hIS answer. The only possible matter
the packet lying before him, was this of discovery the case afforded, was, any
letter of Lord Pelham's, in which his such clandestine and dishonourable, and
lordship says :-' At all events. . . unavowable and unavowed assurance or
I will endeavour to get something set- assurances as that which had been given
tied before the meeting of Parliament.' to Lord Belgrave. Far from being mat-
Yet with this before his eyes-all his ter of triumph, it is matter of most
good advice - all his projects, assume serious concern to me, to find those sus-
that nothing at all will have been set-I picions of mine receive already so much
tled before the meeting of Parliament. apparent confirmation.
To get it settled, such and such things " There are two things I could not
are to be attempted (though with a chance get either 1\:Ir Long or Mr Hiley Ad-
of success which he scarce ventures to dington (at the conference they entrap-
give as more than a faint one) in Par- ped me into, 9th July, 1801) to speak
liament. This assumption of his, to of, as possessed of any the smallest bind-
what cause can it be imputed? Was ing force: Acts of Parliament, and the
it that he thought Lord Pelham would engagements taken by men in office, in
not so much as make any attempt? consequence: nothing could equal tho
'Vas it that he thou!Jllt it would be scorn with which the idea was received.
unsuccessful? \Yas it that he knew it \Yilberforce, notwithstanding the pro-
would be unsuccessful? viz. by having bity of his own conduct, seems to have
communicated on the subject witb Hr entertained all along a sort of implied
Addington? The latter is a matter of notion to the same effect, derived, doubt-
fact which mig'ht have been a mate- less, from that practice, which, on the
rial object of inquiry, if my time ad- part of Messrs Rose and Long, (and
mitted of the making of it. Meantime, perhaps Pitt.) he must have had so many
of these three interpretations, between occasions to observe. I cannot, ante-
which l\Ir Wilberforce did not look cedently to experience, bring myself to
upon it as worth his while to distinpuish, think that thebe notions WIll find appro-
one at least supposes that sort of con- batron with the pubhc at large. I am
duct, which, in Sir C. Bunbury's more sure they do not among all placemen.
frank and open estimate, 'would dis- Sir Evan N epean, at any rate, is an
grace not only a Minister's secretary but example.
his porter.' " Next to the setting up of Panop-

" The uniformly honourable charac- ticon, which, if I were to live, might
ter which, as far as my obscurity would enlarge my opportunities of being of
admit of my hearing anything, I had use in one way or other, I cannot think
always heard attributed to Lord Pelham of anything by which I could do more
-this, added to the marks of candour substantial service, than by exposing a
on his part that seemed to transpire line of conduct which seems at present
through the debates, would have led me to be endomical and habitual, in such
to place as much confidence as myexpe- I manner as to render it if possible no
rience of those offices would admit of longer tenahle.
my placing, in so positive an undertak- "\Vilberforce,however,amongstother
ing ori his part as the above, had it good advice, preaches passive obedience,
not been for his expedition of discovery and non-resistance for this one session,
for 'finding out what steps had been giving me a dispensation for hostility

should this l)rove fruitless: and in the
• R"" Wilberforce's letter in Ch. XIV. of the meantime, recommends that Botany Bay

Memom. should be exposed in a quiet way, and
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ontheground of immorality only, I mean I touched upon that article in my 'Pro-
without blame to anybody: for which he posal,' in which I encase topay a limited
o~ers .aid, which, i~ I .understand 111m sum i~ the event of ~ 8~h"equent offence
right, IS by communication of facts. He, committed by a convict that had been
however, knows nothing of the pra:mll- under my care: he was pleased to term
nire, and th~ il!egal~ties and tyrannies It '01U: of 1119 .fi'.'lht,~.' In fact, It
connected with It. Not that I shall take amounts to no more than a partial, not a
his advice: my own experience runs total, deduction of a profit that would
uniformly counter to his theories. I have result to me from the same incident: but
found the principle of terror operate in tlns is what few are either able or willinc
several instances, and no other principle to perceive. In default of all solid ob~
in any. He is all in a flutter about his jections, it serves people for the shadow of
friends: he does not himself think they an objection on the searl' of quackery. In
will do as he is convinced they ought to the pamphlet I haw sent to the j,re',ci,
do, and he dreads the seeing them ex- (Panopticon urSU8 New South \rale~,
posed for it. lIe shuts his eyes against of which afterwards.) I offer full expla-
the facts: and then imagines eXCU~e3for nation to the above purport, to any «ne
them incompatible with the facts, which, who will vouchsafe to look at It. Jl«
from the first, so far as they tend to concluded with sayill~ that l.e had not
imputation, he has never been able to rnnrle up lus rmnd on the bIl8111('!'~'and
bear to look at-or at least to own the that it was 11l~inteunon to turn It 0\'("
looking at them. It is natural enough to Mr Vansittart. I wrote>uccordmcly
that he should be for laying law and on that same (lay to :Jlr \T., tcllmg him
engagementoutofthe ease, because those of what I had beard as above, and ap-
topics cannot be handled without irnpu- priz ng lum of my return, y,inch ho
tation to his friends: it is equally na- might not otherwise have heard of: but
tural that I should not part with strong I han' heurd nothin:; from linn as yet.
I,;round, and confine mvself to weak " In nddinon to the lottor; mentioned
ground, for the accommodation of those above, I found one from Srr Charlc-
who have made a point all along of Bunbury.date.l Suth <optcmbor.mwhich
keeping me to that weak ground, that are these wor.ls : 'I saw Lord Pelham,
they might crush me at their ease. Kot and desired he would send to YOIl, awl
that he is indifferent to Panopncon, for inform you what stel'~ he intended to
he talks of it all the while like an enthu- take In the business of the Panopticf'll
siast." prison: he said he would, as soon as he

had read tlrroujrh your boolcs, «nd COl/-

BENTHAM TO DV1I10NT. ecrsedsoiththe C!tancd!ur and tluJud.t,»
on the 8ul!)ect.' Looking upon thib a; au

" Q. S. P., 19th October, 1802. I evasion, I considered it as callmg ul',m
" My DEAR DUMO:ST,-I got back me, upon the principle of self-preserve-

here (at night) last Saturday fortnight, tion, to tell my story to those same per-
the 2d instant. On the next day, (8un- sonages. I have accordingly sent to the
day.) understanding from my brother press 'Pailopticon versus Ne«: Soutlt
that Sir Evan Nepean had mentioned nTa!es,'~·c., iu the form of a letter to
his having had two interviews on the Lord Pelham, stating the above intima-
subject with Mr Addington, I called tion of his as the occasion of my taking
to hear particulars. 'Yhat was said, that ~eth~d of n11l1tIp~yingcopies for
(or at least what was reported to me the edification of the said personages.
as said.) was chiefly on Nepean's part; " To return to Nepean-as far as he
and consisted principally of testimonies was concerned, nothing could be more
in my favour; added to what he had satisfactory than the short conference,
said, and was ready to say, to Pitt, which was all he could, or at least thought
Long, &c., as to what he thought of proper to allow me. He ga;e me to
their conduct in the business. Adding- understand, that, for a long time past,
ton appears to have said little. He he had set down in his own mind as a
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contingency not very unlikely to happen, I respondence, how convenient a pretence
the bringing the business before ParJia- to the great man for shaking off, and
ment: that he had kept himself accord- even openly turning against, the trouble-
ingly in preparation, and was ready at some little one!
any time to give his evidence. In my "]\;ot the least curious incident in
above-referred-tolettertoMrAddington, the business, is a correspondence on the
written to him very soon after his acces- subject with ·Wilberforce. I had been
sion, and commencing with the averment used from time to time to send him re-
of its being written with the privity of ports, under the title of Panopticon
Mr Nepean, I gave him sufficient inti-I Progress: a little before my trip to
mation that Nepean's evidence, wherever Paris, I sent him one on the occasion
and whenever given, would cover with of the intercourse with Lord Pelham,
shame l\h Pitt and his subordinates. through the medium of Sir Charles Bun-

" What made these assurances of N e- bury. Thereupon, on my return, I found
pean's the more satisfactory, was-that I a letter of Ins of four 4to sheets, half of
for one and a half year, I had never set it taken up with apologies about haste
eyes onSir Evan N epean. He began with and so forth. Agonies of terror about
explanations in the form of reproaches for my threatened narrative: counter threats
my invisibility, &c.-which produced of utter silence, having the effect of aban-
counter explanations on my part, and donment, on the part of all my friends,
were followed with the strongest assur- (Abbot, for example, by name, and him-
ances, that, in respect of affections, as eclf not excepted,) in the event of my
well as of opinion, he remained unchang- bringing on the matter III any tone of
ed. "'hat an opportunity for Opposition inculpation: recommendation to try this
if they have bnt the understanding to one session, in a quiet way, with nothing
improve it! Had they ever anything but a statement ofthe bad points of New
like it before? A man of Nepean's im- South 'Wales, for which he expressly
pregnable and popular character, having offers materials: consent to my acting
not the least personal quarrel with either hostilely in another session, if nothing
the preseut people or the past, ready to comes of quiet proceedings III the next.
stand up against both for the pure love Short anRwer-very short-on my part,
of justice! expressing an intention of profitmg by

" One thing I had like to have for- his advice, so far as consists in the mak-
gotten-a caution on the part of N. to I ing an attack upon New South 'Wales,
avoid acting through the very channel I and asking him forhis documents. Reply
through which what was done had been from him in a tone of unusual coldness:
done. Ills hurry, real or affected, pre- saying that the communications he meant
vented me from getting an explanation were rerbal ones; and referring me to
of the grounds of this caution, on which =conrereation» in the course of the icin-
lie appeared to lay a considerable stress. ter' for the time: we not being, of late
Public situation, or character, and dis- years more especially, in the habit of any
position as towards myself-which of such conversations. My notion is, that
these circumstances had he in view? in the meantime some intimation had

" On your part, my dear Dumont, reached him, (by conversations, for ex-
you will not fail to feel the extreme de- ample, either with my other correspond-
licacy that attends the communication ent or with Addington, &c.,) that I did
of a correspondence of such a nature with not mean so far to take his advice as to
such a per~onage. No security can be give up my attack upon his dear friends,
too great that can contribute to ensure for whom he had been expressing his
the preventing it from coming round. In regard to me,-even the Rose of Roses
fact, you will indeed perceive that no- not excepted. In the long letter, piety
thing could be more guarded, on his in abundance on the occasion of Lord
part as well as mine: armed on both Belgrave: and, upon the whole, a not
sides cap-a-pied. But, in case of a dis- uuamusing or altogether unedifying con-
closure of this sort of confidential cor- trast might be exhibited, betwecn the
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ardour of his piety and the icy coldness I and the sense. The pleasant part of the
of his love of public justice. He confesses storyis,-that in the midst of all this con-
Pitt's procrastination to save him on the cern for the reputation of his Grace, he
score of perfidy: for my part, I shall himself makes no secret of his consider-
admit the procrastination, but instead of ing himself under an obligation of bring-
admitting it as a disproof of the perfidy, ing before Parliament something on the
I state it as the cause. part of his said Grace, big with enormity,

"This same pious gentleman had though unspecified: so that my attack
broken, on a former occasion, as solemn, upon his Grace,-an attack he does not
and deliberate, and spontaneous a pro- dispute the justice of,-is to be given
mise, as it was possible for one man to up for Ius beautiful eyes: while his is to
give to another: a promise that 'lie' be made, comme de raisou : from which
soould not desert 1111',' and that he would I infer that he has contrived, or thinks
bring on the Panopticon business in Par- at least that he has contrived, in this
liament at any time, and in any shape attack to keep the nou: again dear Pitts,
I would point out. I pointed out in due and Roses, and Longs, out of the scrape.
season a shape so quiet and unexception- In all this sacrifice of public justice to
able, as that of a mere motion for the, private connexion, there is nothing very
continuation of those accounts from Xew I miraculous, upon ordinary mundane
South Wnles, the continuation of which pnnciples : but un the pure spiritual ones
had been so strungly recommended in [ that breathe through every pore of this
the twenty-eighth Report of the Com- ; epistle, what shall we say to it? What
mittee of Finance : he would ncither . a contrast between this man and Nepean,
bring it on in that shape, nor in any from whom I have never in the course
uther; nor his friend Thornton neither, of the whole business heard a syllable
who was present, and by whom it was about holiness! Poor, dear, religioug
my piau that the motion should be made: sanction! what a bump it giyes to the
he having been an efficient member of beam, when thus weighed against the
that Cummittee. I furbore irritating moral.
him by any the least allusion to his pro- ,. l\Ieantnne this crack, 'in a house
mise: at the time of Ins making It he decided (1/1({inst its('{t~'-a sort uf a tene-
had not yet quite reconciled lnmself with: ment which we are assured from. the
Pitt; on whose want of good faith he highest authority cannot stand.c-rnight
spoke with g-reat freedom, imputmg it be not altogether unworthy the. ear of
to his want 01 faith in the religious sense. Opposition. It is their business to Iuir«,

" A capital object of his alarm, was or rather to hare had, intimation of the
(I return to his long letter) my mclud- cause and particulars of it: and there-
inz in my narrative a letter I had writ- upon not to sit still WIth their arms

o . "ten to him, (about ten months ago, 011 across, and see it close agam.
the occasion of a conversation of his with
Lord Pelham.) written to him, (",r.,) TIle Rnv. BROW:s'LOWFonn (Ordinarp of
giving him an account of a VIsit I bad lYeu:qate) TO BEKTHA:I1.
undergone, a year or two before, from "Stll Jan., 1803.
the Duke of Portland, with HIlly Bald- , _ . . .
win to take care of him. It would cover I "1' ourown investigation ofthe subject
his Grace,-and for life,-Wlth ridicule I will furnish you with many docu~ents,
ineffaceable. "'- ould it so? quoth 1,- as wel~ as arguments on the subject of
tant mieu» : he shall nut catch cold for erecuttons ; better calculated tha? any-
want of it: though a cuverirur, compos- thir.lg I have said to do away t~e dlspra('e
ed of the four walls in some room in the which they are to our cOUI~try, and from
Tower, would be a further covering not you they Will have wClght.. ~ursue
ill suited to his deserts. them, I beseech you, to ~heabolishing of

}.""ev ,eo: "'T';;''', ,,,,,,,;;, ;>£X" ,,.IT '00'"'' executions, aud you WIll deserve ten
" You have read Homer since I did, thousand times more from that country,

and can conclude or correct the metre than eyer Howard did. lrI.l! situation
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in Me is too insignificant to have any I those to whom yon are about to show
attention paid to my opinions. Besides, that the Constitution has been since vio-
as one of the Aldermen said, when I ex- lated in more important points without
pressed some such thoughts as I have any attention bemg paid to it, yet that
now given to you,-' Pray, be quiet, , forty days' tyranny is not to be com-
Doctor, and keep your mind to yourself! I pared in any point of view with the
If there were no executions; there would I American war: and in the next place,
be no occasion for an Ordinary: Ver-, I don't like it, because the word conquest
bum sflpll'nti.-If the enclosed remarks I is applied in its literal sense to America,
be w?rth p~eserYing, please to indulge i but is a me~aphor whe~ used, either of
me either WIth them, or a copy of them, I the transactions of 176, or the proceed-
as soon as you can make It couve- I ings at Botany Bay. The truth is, that
ment." ; notwithstanding what has been done at

i Butany Bay, the British Constitution j,;

The title whicl. Bentham had proposed: not conquered, but still remains as it
to give the volume afterwards called, dIU. It has been disregarded-violated,
" Plea for the Consntunon,' was" Con- I if you please,-but because ministers
stitution Conquered." Dr Parr liked. have done what is alleged, and nobody
the title and the preface, and wrote to ; but yourself yet knows anything of the
Beutham urgmg hun not to cast It aside; 'i matter, I think you would hardly main-
but Romilly, more cautious, thought: tain seriously, with the Parliament &it-
differently, and wrote thus :- ' tmg with its accustomed forms, and your

I faeourite juries deciding causes every
RO:IIILLY TUBEXTHAlf. i day, that the Constitution IS conquered."

"15tll Feb., 1803. Again,
c , DE.\R BEXTlIA)I,-If my criticism i

has no other merit, It will have that of . " Mardi fl, Hl03,
frankness. I don't hke yuur preface. i "DEAR BENTIIA~I,-I hall a short
If I were to decide between that and: conversation to-day with the Attorney-
none, should vote for onuttmg it alto- general. K othing in the preface has
gether. There is too much levity m it, given him offence; and on the contrary,
especially as it forms a striking contrast I he seems to think tha..tyou have spoken
with the propo&ecltitle. A man who is : very crvilly of him. But he has been
about to read of the Constitution, not, shocked very much bv the title-the title
violated only, but conqucrcdv--of enor- I and the preface are ~II he has read. I
mities committed, and all our most sacred: wish I could recollect his words-they
laws Lroken,-would not expect to be so : were, as nearly as I can remember them,
much amused at the outset as he will I to tlns effect: 'If I were disposed to
find himself when he has read only a : interest myself to have the Panoptieon
few paragraphs of the preface. In truth, I established, and to have him placed at
it appears to me that the title is too I the head of it-and I should really be
vague, an.l the preface much too COUlIC. glad to do it, if I saw a proper oppor-
I don't hke your passing from the at- tunity-how could I recommend to a
tempted conquest of America to the at- secretary of state, to place in such a
tempted conquest of the Constitution in situation, a pcrson who had written such
176;, which, by the by, was long an- thingsofhimorhispredecessors?'-Ever
tori or in time to the conquest of America, and most sincerely yours," &c.
though not to Lord Chatham's speech
which you allude to, and which related JOSEPHJEKYLLTO BE~THAM.
to a different kind of conquest,-a con-
quest from the French. I don't like it, in " Spring Gardens, March 1, 1803.
the first place, because, though the forty "DEAR BENTnAlI1.- You know I am
days' tyranny was a transaction yery such an old jail-bird, that I am really
properly brought to the recollection of! vexed we have not met, especially as
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Sir C. Bunbury says you wished to meet I submitted, ana with the best graee ima-
me. ginable: ask him, eh ! Prudence is his

" Your letters to Lord Pelham I have province. Fortitude and patience mine.
read with care and total approbation. But, not to trespass any further upon

" But as to any step in parliament- yours, I conclude with assuring you,
what can we do ?-Jupiter Hostis!- that as faithfully as you are mine, I am
at least as far as finance goes, and their! yours gratefully, &c.
own habitual support of a most abomin-I "I am always in the same dog-hole,
able system,-abomillablechiefiybecause : where I have been kennelmg for"above
most foolish." these twelve years. 1 am never out of

it: so that if it should ever happen to
you to prefer walking to ' vexation,' you
may be sure to find me."

BEXTHAM TO JEKYLL.

BEXTHAM TO SIR CHARLES BUXBl':RY.

" Q. S. P., 6th April, 1803.
"DEAR JEKYLL,-Many thanks for

your kind letter of the first of last month.
The best return it has been in my power " Q. 8. P., 2d May, 1803.
to make fo~ it, I have made;. which is to I "DEAR Sm,- The storming party?
forbear takmg advantage of It to plague' What news of it? Any signs of hfe ?
you to no purpose. The devil tempted me Orders-stop the Plea for the Constitu-
to shoot you flying, during circuit time, tion, for fear of giving offence; which,
with a third pamphlet, * which I shall as against the storming party, will serve
now deposit quietly at your house, in the Dr for defence. Orders from on
company with these presents. The devil high: passive obedience below: alle-
tempted me; but your good genius, or I giance,-but what is to become of the
genuises, in the shape of two evil ge- protection that was to pay for it? Visit
niuses of mine-Irresolution and Indo- ! from Jekyll, who talked of making up
lence-cried out, 'Avaunt, Satan!' and, a jail-gang at hIS house. Sir H. Mild-
so you escaped, i may, whom I have never seen, is noto-

" ·What is it that has turned my brain, I rious as an enemy to the hulks: but his
and thrown me among the Supernatur- I still more notorious fnendship for PItt
als? Your' Jupiter Hostis,' I believe. II may perhaps have indisposed him against
Oh, yes; hostile enough, Iwarrant him. the' Comparative View,' and the cause
But have you not heard-when you: m general. Letters and Plea-it is high
come to town I suppose you will hear- I time they were published, .if no good IS
of a conspiracy among certain Titans, to I to be got by forbearance.- Your most
force him in his [Celestial ?] Chamber? obsequious, &c."
First Titan, Sir Charles Bunbury. If he
has not forgot it, or given it up, it waits, I
suppose, for you. Botany Bay, which he
has an invincible penchant for, and does
not like 1 should say anything agamst
it, was to be connived at; the attack
was to be pointed at the Hulks. ·Where-
fore he issued an injunction against the
letting off the aforesaid and herewith
enclosed squib. He said, 'Be it so;'
and so it was : whereby you escaped, as
above, and your circuit likewise: for
my project was, that you should have
tied it to the tails of your two Judges, (I
don't know who they are,) and bounced
it off at one of your circuit dinners. I

BEXTHAU TO \V ILLIA~ \V ILBERFORCE.

.. Plea for the Constttution.

"Q. S. P., 31st ltfay, 1803.
" DEAR SIR,-On the 8th instant, I

received from Sir Charles Bunbury a
letter, the conclusion of which is in these
words:-

",Ispoke to Mr ·Wilberforce, to know
whether he would apply WIth me and
other friends to Mr Addmgton; but he
declined; saying he thought you had
been used very ill, and could not keep
his temper when he talked on the busi-
ness:

" The practical determination thus
represented as announced, presented it-
self to me as being ill such diametrical
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opposition to the observation on which I "Sir Charles was then on the point
it is represented as grounding itseH, that of setting out for the country: whether
I should have stood convicted of rash- he has returned or no, I know not: for
ness in my own mind, had I suffered I have not seen or heard from him since.
myself to regard the intelligence as cor- By the date of his letter you will see
rect, without applying to yourself for how far I have been from being forward
the confirmation or correction of it. to trouble you on the subject. But the

" It is my misfortune to be a principal case is, every now and then, somebody
in the business : so much so as to have is dropping in upon me, and asking-
everything at stake upon it. It never Well, and Mr Wilberforce, what says
yet occurred to me to have the smallest lie to tbe business ?-a question to which
apprehension of not being able to keep I know not what answer to make,
my temper in talking about it, much less pressed as I am between the apprehen-
if I were to go prepared. Silence, at the sion of doing you an injustice, and the
very worst, would be a sure resource. difficulty I find in conceiving any incor-

"That a comparative stranger, in the rectness in the evidence, in a case upon
ocean of whose public concerns this the face of it so simple. Labouring
business is but a drop-a man remarka- under this perplexity, you will, I flatter
ble (as I have eyer understood) for the myself, forgive the trouble I am putting
mildness of his temper too, as well as you to, in thus applying to the only
for so many other virtues-should be so person in whose power it is to r-ilieve
much more affected than the party him- me from it.
self, who has had nothing else to think " Two former letters had in some mea-
of for these ten years, seems to me so sure prepared me-as it seemed they were
irreconcileable to the known principles designed to do--for abandonment: but
of human nature, that I feel myself quite that recollection, far from removing,
unable to admit it. At this rate, were scarcely so much as lessens, the difli-
a minister on any other occasion to find culty I experience in conceiving such a.
his convenience in sacrificing the inter- reason to be assigned for it.
ests of public security and morality- " I once considered myself, nor shall
in trampling upon acts of Parliament- anything short of absolnte necessity
in breaking the public faith, to the op- make me cease to consider myself, dear
pression of an unoffending individual- Sir, your much obliged, humble ser-
he would need to but screw up the enor- vant."
mity of his guilt to a pitch sufficiently
provoking, and on those terms he might
make sure of the acquiescence of Mr
"Tilberforce. What a lesson! what an
encouragement-for the advocates of the
Slave trade, for example, were they to
hear of this-which, perhaps, they have
done by this time-though certainly not
from me ! Had the proposition been to
move for the impeachment of these
friends of yours-to move for an inquiry
-to move for papers-so much as to
stand up and say anything upon the
subject in the House, it would be a dif-
ferent case. But, if I understand the
matter right, your refusal went not
merely to the speaking on the occasion,
but the so much as going up to the
Minister in his closet, and entering a
silent appearance among the approvers
cf the measure.

WILLIA.M WILBERFORCE TO BENTHA.M.

" H(YUSe of Com11WllS, June 1, 1803.
"My DEAR SIR,-I am very sorry

that our friend Sir Charles Bunbury,
by reporting to you, (I am sure through
mistake,) not very correctly, a fewwords
which I uttered to him very hastily,
when my mind was full of other busi-
ness, on our accidentally meeting in a
shop, has occasioned in you any uneasi-
ness, or any misconception of my senti-
ments and feelings towards you. These
are the same which they have long been:
such as proceed. from a perfect conviction
of the great advantages which would
result from the carrying into execution
of your valuable plan; from a persua-
sion that you have been most hardly
used, from various circumstances, which
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I need not particularize; and lastly, nature might prevent your opening your
from an earnest desire that you may at mind to me, yon must number me among
length overcome all obstructions, and those who had used you ill, and, conse-
see your ingenious theory realized, and quently, not much relish my society. I
your long labours crowned with success. therefore satisfied myself with speaking
I shall ever be ready to lend my best of you, of your merits and cruel suffer-
efforts, so far as they can properly ings, in the way which justice appeared
be exerted, for the accomplishment of to me to require, as often as opportuni-
this end: you may reckon upon me as ties occurred. At length an occasion
steadily possessing these dispositions, arose the other day in the House of
and as being always desirous of acting Commons for publicly noticing your
upon them. plan; and some private conversation

" I will also, at any time, see you and (though but a few words) with one of
confer with you on the business, and the Treasury people, confirmed the
with any friends of yours. My being opinion which various circumstances had
occupied beyond my constitution, and led me to form,-that the present was
my having been ill, has alone prevented a favourable moment for carrying into
my anticipating your application, and execution your great project, and ob-
attending to yoUt' affairs in the early taining for the public all the benefits
part of the present Session. it is calculated to produce. I have been

" I scribble at a crowded Committee, therefore, ever since, intending to write
amid interruption and bustle: you must to you, that I might learn whether you
allow, therefore, for this hasty scrawl; had still the heart to go forward after
and believe me, always with esteem and all your former disappointments. In-
regard, dear Sir, your faithful, &c." deed, I hoped that what I said in the

House would have attracted the public
attention. Bnt according to the usual
treatment which, on principle, I expe-
rience from the reporters of our debates,
(and whicb 1 expect will at length have
the effect intended-of ruining me with
those of the public to whom I am not
personally known,) not one word of
what I said on this subject was mentioned
in any newspaper I saw; and in one,
The Times, 1 was not even mentioned
as having spoken at all, though my
speech was (I will not say anything of
its qualitp) more in quantity than that
of any other speaker. I should be glad
to confer with you on the business at
any time, and would either call on you,
or be happy to see you at the hotel or
Kensington Gore. At the former I
often am from about three to four 0'clock;
and at the latter till twelve o'elock in
the day from half-past ten, unless the
House has sat beyond twelve o'clock
the night before, in which case I sleep
in Westminster. Excuse the effects of
extreme haste; and believe me, with
esteem and regard, my dear Sir, yours
most truly."

There is an hiatus in the documentary
history of the Panopticon controversy,
from the date of the above till the year
1809, when I find Wilberforce writing
as follows :-

WILLIAM WILBERFORCE TO BENTHAM.

"1lensington liore,or
" New Pal. Yard.

" June 1, 1809.
" My DEAR Sm,-Though the inces-

sant bustle in which I live during my
residence in the neighbourhood of
London is such as to render it impossible
for me to bestow much thought on any
but urgently-pressing business, yet I
can truly declare that yon, and the
treatment you experienced, have been
often in my mind; and that the sense of
it, which I have formerly so often ex-
pressed to vou, remains utterly unalter-
ed. But, fn truth, I always felt that it
was more than could be expected (I
might almost say out of nature) for you
to think that I had not neglected oppor-
tunities of pushing forward your busi-
ness; and therefore I was impressed with
the persuasion, that however yonr good The Report of the Select Committee
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on Penitentiary Houses, in 1811, is I brought into p3;rliament with a view to ~n
mentioned above (p. 103) as having arr:1ngeme~t which had been for some time III

b desi d" fi 11 hi th contemplation, founded on an offer made byeen ~slgne ~or na y. crus mg e Jeremy Bentham, Esq., a gentlemau of great
PanoptJco~ project, It IS thus alluded respectability, to contract with the Lords Com-
to by Romilly i=- nnssroners of the Treasury for the erection of

a pemtentiary house, and the care and custody
of the persons to be confined therein, upon a
plan described m a paper entitled, "A Pro-
posal for a new and less expensive mode of
employing and reformmg Convicts," a copy of
which is con tamed in the Appendix to this
Report; and about a month before the act
received the royal assent, a sum of £2000 was
ar-tunlly advanced to Mr Bentham, from the
treasury, by way of imprest, to enable him to
make such preparation as might be necessary
for the custody and care of the convicts pro-
posed to be confined in the penitentiary houses
intended to be erected. It appears that Arti-
cles of Agreement were accordingly drawn up
between the Lords Comrmssioners of the Trea-
sury and Mr Bentham; and the various sums

bears of money to be received or paid by the con-
tractor, in the several cases that might occur
under the contract, were settled and inserted
in the draft, a blank being only left for the
description of the ground ; in the selection or
purchase of which, the difficulties which have
prevented the completion of the arrangement
appear to have arisen.

" It does not appear for what reason the
site of the Intended erection was changed from
Battersea RIse, but the ground which had been
chosen there, and valued under the former
act, was abandoned, before any contract for
the conveyance of It had been completed, for
a spot in Tothill Fields, where 53 acre, of
land were purchased for £12,00U, and a con-
veyance of them taken on the 12th day of
October, 1799, from the vender to Mr Bent-
ham, as feoffee under the previsions of the
34th Geo. III.

Mr Bentham, who IS still in possession of tins
land, considers himself as entitled to have
attached to the Penitentiary House under Ius
contract, such additional quantity of ground
as shall make the whole of what IS allotted to
him, amount to 79 acres, that being the num-
ber which he fouud appropriated to the in-
tended establishment, by the recital m the act
of parliament; and he states upon that head,
that the portion of such ground, which may
exceed the quantity absolutely necessary for
the erection of a Penitentiary House, formed
a part of the consideration for which he con-
sented to the terms of the original agreement,
and that he intended to use the whole for the
purposes of the establishment, by employing
such of the convicts as were fit for it in agri-
culture and gardening.

"Mr Bentham havmg appeared to your
Committee to be still desirous that the con-
tract, to which, though not actually signed,
he conceives the public faith to be fully pledg-
ed, should be carried Into effect, with such
variatron in the sum of money to be paid by

ROM ILLY TO BENTHAM.

"DEAR BE.NTHAM,-The Committee
made their Report yesterday. I have
not been able to see it. It is very long,
and, I understand, yery unfavourable
to your contract. I attended the last
day but one, of their meeting, but found
it quite impossible to do anything.
Except Abercromby, and myself, and
Wilberforce, no person friendly to you
was present.c=-Evermost sincerely yours,
&c.

"June 1, 1811."
The part of the Report which

on the subject is as follows;-
"The 34th Geo. III. cap. 84, reciting that

certain lands at Ba ttersea RIse (which are
described In the recital, and stated to contain
79 acres and one rood) had been fixed upon by
the supervisors appointed in pursuance of the
former act, and after bemg duly approved of
under the provisions of that act, had been
valued by the verdict of a Jury at £6,600, but
that penitentiary houses had not been erected,
directs the lords commissioners of the treasury
to fix upon that spot of ground, or any other
equally convenient, and to contract for the
erection of a penitentrary house or pemten-
nary houses thereupon. They were to appoint
a feoffee or feoffees to treat for the grouud,
and accept a conveyance of it; and the usual
powers were given to compel a sale by the
owners of the spot selected.

" The provisions of the former act, respect-
ing the appointment of a Committee for the
superintendence of the establishment, as well
as those enactments which related to the treat-
ment of the offenders to be confined therein,
were Virtually superseded, by the thrrd clause
of this statute enabling his Majesty to nomi-
nate a gO\ ernor or governors of such pemten-
tiary house or houses when erected, and gIV-
lllg to such governor or governors the care,
management, supermtendence, and control of
the same, under such powers, directions, hmi-
tatious, and restrictions, as are contamed In
the 2,1th Geo. III. cap. 56, or as should be
appointed by his Majesty under the powers of
that act; which is an act empowering his Ma-
jesty to commit to the care of persons to be
named overseers, offenders either under sen-
tence of death and reprieved, or under sen-
tence of transportation, to be fed, clothed, and
kept to hard labour, III such places and under
such directions as Ins Maje-ty shall appoint.

" The 34th Gco. III appears to have been
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government for the mamtenance of each con- grant under the 24th Geo. III., the Act to
vrct as should be deemed equitable, In consi- which the 34th of the king refers upon that
deration of the advance of price which has head, as has been already stated; and In the
taken place in all arncles of cousumptron SInce event of Mr Bentham dying In the hfetime of
the agreement was framed, and with the ex- hIS brother, General Samuel Bentham, 'the
ception of such part of the agreement as relates same office and powers are to be exercised,
to the erection of the buildmgs for the Peru- and the benefit thereof enjoyed by the said
tentiary House, which he does not now find Samuel Bentham, or some per-en or persons
himself' able to undertake; your Comrmttee to be named by him, during Ins natural hfe.'
found It necessary to enter Into the consider- ,. The contractor IS to receive a certain
ation of the pnnciples of the contract alluded allowance for the care and mamtenance of
to, In order to form a Judgment on the cxpe- each prisoner. and 1< to be annually paid for
diency of Its adoption for the management of 10UO at least, though the persons committed
the Penitentiary establishment recomrueuded to his charge should not amount to that num-
in tlus Report. ber. He is also to retain for himself three-

" Mr Bentham's offer, the terms of wluch fourths of the profit upon their labour; the
appear, in a pecuniary pomt of 'new, to be I[ remainder bemg appropriated to their own
advantageous to the public, was founded, ac- , use. payable In part to them Immediately, and
cordmg to the statement contained in Ins on- impart convertible, on the expiration of their
gmal proposal, upon his having' contrived a ' respective terms of nnpnsonment, into annui-
buildmg in wInch any number of persons might I tics for their future benefit.
be kept within the reach of being inspected, I " The contractor undertakes, on his side, to
during every moment of their lives.' I feed and clothe the prisoner«, supplying them

"The Plan upon which It was Ius intention I daily With wholesome sustenance, composed of
to erect this building, may be been In a paper I bread and meat, and other article' commonly
anuexed to the proposal, and entitled' Out- , used for human food, and With one SUIt of
hne of the plan of construction alluded to III I clothes yearly, as well as With a clean blurt
the above proposal;' and models of a Peruten- : twice a-week.
tiary House, as therein described, were exlu- I s , He IS also to furnish each a separate hed
bited to many persons III Mr Bentham's own , and bedding, of sufficient warmth, With clean
house, before his proposals were accepted; but: sheets or blankets once a-month; and he en-
no plan or form of building is referred to 111 , gages, that • all possible attention shall be
the articles of agreement, and Mr Bentham : paid to the cleanliness of the prisoner- III every
states himself to be at liberty under It, to ' respect, as far as circumstances Will permit;
place what number of convicts or prisoners he I that the Penitentiary House and buildings be-
may think fit, III the same cell, and to make: longmg thereto shall be sufficiently warmed
them sleep and work III the same apartmcuts ; I and hghted ; and that every proper precau-
which statement appears to your Committee non shall be taken to prevent the same from
to be correct, there bemg no restrictron or di- becommg infectious or unwholesome, to pre-
rection relative to those points to be fonnd in serve the prisoners in gooodhealth.'
the articles. " He further engages to provide, at his own

" By the agreement, Mr Bentham is to build, expen-e, a clergyman of the Church of Eng-
within one year after he shall get posbes<lOll I land to live on the spot; a surgeon; and a
of the ground mentioned therein. fit accommo- I sufficient number of competent schoolmasters,
dation for 1000 male convicts or prisoners, cer- i by whom iustrucnon shall be admnnstered on
tam sums of money being to be paid to him for. ever)' Sunday at least, in reading, writmg, and
that purpose by instalments; and he is after- I arithmetic, to such of the prisoners as shall
wards to make prOVISIOnfor the reception of stand in need of It.
supernumeraries, If required, upon certain " Subject to thebe stipulations, every arrange-
terms. ment, III regard to the treatment of the pn-

" The contract being to continue during the soners, as well as the deterrmnatron of the
lives of Mr Bentham and his brother, General manner III which they should be employed, of
Samuel Bentham, the building, and the stock the hours of the day or mght In winch they
and effects nsed therewith, are to be valued should labour, and of the clos-es or numbe~s
on the decease of the survivor of them, and a winch should either work together, or associ-
deduction being made of the sum of money ate at their meals or times of exercise or re-
originally advanced by government, the re- creation, is entirely left at the discretion or
mainder of the estimated value IS to be paid will of the contractor; while every officer and
to the representatives of such survivor servant, connected with t.he establishment, IS

" The management of the prisoners IS to be to be placed there by Ius appointment, and
vested in Mr Bentham, (or III any fit person or removable at his pleasure. .
persons to be named by him from time to time, " The system of management here described,
during his life, to exercise the authority and appears to your Committee to have been fram-
receive the benefits derivable under the con- ed with reference rather to the personal char-
tract) with the appointment of governor, and acter of the party, III whose custody the pri-
wIth'such powers as his Majesty IS enabled to soners w ere on the first instance to be placed,
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and to the favourable opinion entertained of
the construction of the building proposed by
him, than to the principles upon which prisons
have hitherto been conducted in this country.
Your Committee are satisfied, that Mr Bent-
ham would enter upon the undertaking, to
which his contract relates, witll the best in-
tentions ; but the prosecution of that measure,
together with the benefits derivable under the
contract" might, by the terms of the agreement,
pass at any time into other hands; and even
if that were not the case, the arrangement
above stated is too exceptionable on gen-
eral grounds, in the judgment of your Com-
mittee, to be adopted from confidence in an
individual.

"Under the 22d Geo.III. c. 64, sect. 8, which
prohibits the governor or keeper of a house of
correction from having any advantage from
the sale of any article used in the house, there
is a security for the goodness of the provisions
and necessaries sent In on account of the pub-
lic for the use of the prisoners, arising from
the circumstance of their passing under the
eye of the governor and his servants, who have
no interest in concealing their defects; while
the governor is not exposed to any temptation
to sanction the introduction of any improper
degree of luxury into the prison, with a view
to his own profit, or of demanding an undue
price for such articles as may properly be ad-
mitted there.

" Mr Bentham's contract contains no provi-
sion upon these points. If,however, this ob-
jection could be removed by additional articles
in the agreement, by the establishment of a
fixed table of diet, and by the appointment of
resident inspectors, the public could have no
reasonable assurance that sufficient attention
would be paid to the religious instruction and
moral improvement of the prisoners, under a
system of management, every part of which is
to be formed and directed by a person, whose
interest it must be that the prisoners commit-
ted to his charge should do as much work as
they were competent to execute, and that their
labour should be exercised in the manner by
which most profit would he produced. lfthe
chaplain should suggest, that individuals, very
profitably employed in the same workshop,
were unfit, from their characters or other cir-
cumstances, to associate with each other, or
that any practice in the prison, which might
be convenient in a manufactory, operated to
retard rather than to accelerate the progress
of moral improvement, it cannot be supposed
that such intimations would be heard with as
ready an acquiescence, and would meet WIth
the same encouragement, when addressed to a
governor, whose profits they were calculated
to diminish, as if they were communicated to
persons having no interest in the produce of
the prisoner's labour.

" Your Committee see much reason to appre-
hend, that under a system, in WhIChpecuniary
advantage is thus made the most prominent

object of attention, the experiment ofreforma-
non would not be fairly tried.

" An answer has been supposed to be fur-
nished to this o:"jection, by an article in the
agreement, binding the contractor to make
compensation for losses occasioned by the
future felonies of every person who may have
heen confined in the Penitentiary House, to an
amount varying from £5 to £25, (for the felo-
nies of the same individual,) according to the
length of the period during which the offender
shall have been under his care; which provi-
sion is argued upon as giving a sufficient in-
terest to the governor in the reformation of
every prisoner. Your Committee, however,
attach very little importance to this article;
and it is the more nugatory, as, although its
operation must continue during the lives of all
those who shall come under the care of the
contractor, no funds whatever are provided in
the contract, or are now proposed, to answer
the contingent payments to become due after
the contractor's death.

" Reliance has also been placed on a provi-
sion of the same kind, operating in the nature
of a pecuniary penalty, for the preservation of
the health of the prisoners; it being agreed in
the 17th article of the contract, that the con-
tractor should insure the lives of the persons
confined, on such terms, that if more than a
certain number shall die within the year, he
would be a loser instead of a gainer by the in-
surance: your Committee observe, that in
their opinion the health of the prisoners will be
more effectually guarded by the exercise of
the judgment of a professional man, not de-
pendent upon the governor, and acting under
the direction of other disinterested persons,
than by the payment of any sum of money to
fall on the governor in the case of the prison-
er's actually dying within the walls of the pri-
son during his confinement.

" It appears to the Committee, that the pro-
posed system affords no sufficient protection to
the prisoner, upon any point.

" In a place of confinement, in which the
prisoners are compelled to work, and expected
to be reformed, something of a more strict dis-
cipline may be looked fOl than in ordinary
prisons. It is therefore more particularly re-
quisite, that in a Penitentiary House opportu-
nities of complaint should be frequent, and re-
dress near at hand.

" The most obvious channel of complaint, if
the governor be concerned in the supposed in-
jury, is the chaplain, within whose province it
lies, as on the one hand to endeavour to recon-
cile the mind of the offender to the lot which
he has brought upon himself by his miscon-
duct: so on the other, to prevent its severity
from being aggravated by any hardships or
privations which the law did not intend to im-
pose.

"The surgeon is another person, through
whom the prisoner may properly complain
But to make these officers of real use in this
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particular, they must occasionally confer with Mr Bentham in the belief that curiosity would
the prisoner without the presence of the go- brmg many persons to view a Penitentiary
vernor or his servants; they must neither be House of so novel a construction, do not COIl-
under strong obligations to the governor, or cur in the supposition, that any intercourse of
subject to his power; and they must be in ha- the description alluded to between such visr-
bits of eommunicating with persons armed with ters and the prisoners, can supersede the ne-
sufficient authority to punish or redress the cessity of having persons nominated expressly
grievances laid before them. for the inspection and superintendence ofevery

" The Committee to be appointed under the part of an establishment of that nature, in
19th Geo. HI., had full powers at all times whom thl; powers of obtaining information, in
for this purpose, and they or any two of them regard to any mismanagement, shall be accom-
were to examine into the state of the Peniten- panied by sufficientauthority for Its correction.
tiary House, at least once in every fortnight, " While your Committee state their opinion,
and to 'Bee every offender confined there and of the inexpediency of carrying into execution
not disabled by sickness.' a contract of the description above stated, they

" In the contract, no provision whatever is feel themselves called upon to brmg under the
made for personal inspection: but the gover- notice of the House, the strong equitable claims
nor is to present a comprehensive report ill which Mr Bentham possessesto compensation,
writing, of the whole state of the establish- in consequenceof the contract not having taken
ment, to the court of King's Bench on the first effect. Your Committee have not gone into a
day of every term. And he is to answer, upon detailed examination of the various circum-
oath if required, all questions put to him by stances connected With that subject, as an 1lI-
the judges of that court, or by anyone judge quiry of that nature might have occasioned an
thereof IIIvacation time, or by any officerof the Inconvenient delay III their reportmg upon the
crown, or by any other person with the leave more Important matters referred to them; but
of the said court, or of anyone judge thereof Mr. Bentham has stated, that he was encou-
And he is further to surrender Ins officeof raged by his Maje,ty's government to take
governor, if ordered by the said court, 'on I measures preparatory to the erecnon of the
proof duly obtained as above, or otherwise, of intended establishment; that he has employed
misbehaviour in the execution of the said office.' much time, and has expended a large sum of

" The insufflciency of this article (the only money in addition to the £2000 advanced to
one in the agreement that concerns the super- him in 1794, as mentioned above, in prepara-
iutendence of the establishment) to provide tions for the execution of his part of the agree-
for the redress of grievances, or the eorrecnon ment; and that its non-performance was not
of any improper practice which may prevail owing to any default or backwardness on his
there, is so evident, that it cannot be necessary side. He has, therefore, under these circum-
for your Committee to enlarge upon this point. stances, a just right to expect, not only that

" It is obvious that circumstances must fre- the money so laid out should be repaid, but
quently occur in a prison, which call for the that a liberal remuneration should be made to
interposition of higher authormes to censure him for his trouble and ultimate disappoint-
or control the keeper, without constituting IIlOInt(he on his part accounting for any ad-
sueh instances of misbehaviour, as would jus- vantage that shall have accrued to him from
tify the avoidance of a beneficial contract. To the lands, of which he has been stated to be
occasions III which an erroneous or indiscreet in possessionas feoffee.) And your Committee
mode of treating the prisoners should be pur- recommend, that measures should be taken
sued, from want of judgment in the contractor, forthe settlement of these claunswithout delay.
or from any cause not falling under the de-
scription of 'misbehaviour,' the proposed re-
medy by the authority of the King's Bench
appears to be totally inapplicable; and in the
cases in which it does apply, It could only be
attained in term time, while the court, which
is to make the order, is sitting.
"Mr Bentham supposes, as may be seen in

his evidence, that sufficient inspection, and
opportunities enough of making complaints on
the part of the prisoners, might be afforded, by
the admission of the public at all reasonable
times into the inspection room 1lI the middle of
the building, from whence all the cells would
be visible, and which would be accessible to
the voice of every prisoner by means of tubes,
to be constructed for that purpose; and he
seems to lay some stress on the vigilance which
the newspapers are to exert in watching his
conduct. But your Committee, agreeing With

The Second Report of the Committee,
as it chiefly consists of a communication
from Bentham, follows at full length :-
SECONDREPORT FROM TUE COlllMITTEE

ON THE LAWS RELATING TO I>E!,(I-
TENTIARY HOUsEs.-Ordered, by the
House of Commons, to be printed,
lOth June, 1811.

The Committee appointed to consider of
the expediency of erecting a PENI-
TENTIARY HOUSE, or PENITENTIARY
HOUSES, under the acts of the 34th
and 19th of his present Majesty; and,
in case the adoption of the measure
now referred to their consideration
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should appear to them to be for the 1 Committee, a few suggestions on the
advantage of the public, to report subject of the country convicts.
whether any additional legislative For such of the convicts, whose con-
provisions will be wanted for that viction shall have taken place in Lon-
purpose; and what number of per- don or Middlesex, with or without the
sons such Penitentiary House, or addition of a few other counties nearly
Penitentiary Houses, should, in their contiguous to the metropolis, such as
judgment, be calculated to receive, those for instance which are comprised
together with any observations, which in the home-circuit, the provision made
they may deem material upon the by the existing contract may, it seems
subject of their inquiry;-aud who to be supposed, suffice.
were instructed to inquire into the On this supposition, what, in some
effects, which have been produced by mode or other of the Penitentiary plan,
the punishment of transportation to remains to be provided for, is-that as
New South 'Wales, and of imprison- yet indefinite part of the convict popn-
ment on board the Hulks; and were lation, which lllay be expected to be
empowered to report their observa- furnished by the more or less distant
tions and opinion thereupon from time connties :-say, for example, the five
to time to the House ;-Have further remaining circuits.
considered the matters to them re- For this large remnant of that popu-
ferred and agreed upon the following lation the question then is-What is
REPORT :- the best mode?
Your Committee having received the: To thi~ question the answer presents

following letter from Jeremy Bentham, ! three optlOn~- . .
Esq., since their former Report was, 1. Panopticons m the metropolis, over
made to the House, have thought it 'I and ~boye the one. supposed to be de-
their duty to submit the same to the termmed upon: VIZ. III n?mber, one at
consideration of the House; although I least, and as ma,ny more, if any.' as tne
the observations therein contained have i number of convicts to be provided for
not made any difference in their o~inion shall be deen;ed to require.
upon the matters referred to them. 2. Panopticous, .upon an equal scal~,

10th June, 1811. and consequently III equal number, ill

the country. These two plans belong
[Corrected Copy, received lOth June, alike to what, for distinction's sake, I

1811.J Dated would beg leave to call the open mode
, T. upon a large scale.

Queen s Square Place, n estminster, 3. Penitentiary houses, in tbe exist-
6th .May, 1811. ing mode, one in and for each county;

SIR, - Understanding at different or, in such cases in which the convict
times, from different gentlemen, mem- II population afforded by a single county
bers of the Committee, that in calling would be manifestly too small, one in
me before them, the object of the each aggregate of contiguous counties,
Committee has been-not merely to to be associated together for the pur-
scrutinize into the contract to which pose.
I am a party, but also, for the pllr- This last mode I would beg leave to
pose of forming their judgment con- distinguish by the appellation of the
cerning the most eligible mode of dis- close mode upon a small scale.
posing of snch part of the convict popu- As to the question between the open
lation of the country as it may not be mode uIlon a large scale-viz. the Pan-
thought fit to confine in Hulks, or em- opticon mode upon the Panopticon scale,
ploy in colonizing, to collect any such and the close mode upon a small scale
information as, in any shape, I mig-ht -my opinion has been already submit-
be found capable of affording-I take ted, and not my opinion only, but the
the liberty of submitting in this mode, considerations, or the ground on which
to your consideration and that of the it was formed.
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.Management, in every imaginable and forcible eruption. Answer. In my
point, better; expense less : in these own particular opinion it will readily
few words all t~ose considerations will enough be conceived, considering the
be found comprised. peculiar guards which the peculiarities

On the question between panopticons I of the Panopticon plan provide, this
all in the metropolis, and panopticons , danger cannot appear very considerable
one in the metropolis and others in the' in either case,
country, (in each case in the open mode But. if it be considerable, the metro-
upon the large scale,) neither are the polis is the spot in which it should na-
points of distinction ,,0 manifest, nor the turally appear much less considerable
Importance of them so great. than in any other place: in any other

On the whole, however, the result of town or towns at least, to whick other-
my inquiry i~-that panopticons all in wise, this part of the convict population
the metropolis present a decided title to would be to be consigned.
preference. Millbank and 'I'otlnll Fields being. by

'What presents itself to me as the the supposition. the spot fixed upon al-
principal reason is, that the metropolis I ready for one panopticon, I see not what
affords beyond comparison the best pub- I should hinder its being made to receive
lie. Here whatsoever matter proper for as many others as can be required.
consideration comes into existence, ill, I Within a few hundred vards of Tot-
with the minimum of trouble, bronght ; hill Fields is constantly ~ta·ti()ncda body
instantaneously to the ear, laid O}ICnI of regular troops, to tl;e amount of some
even to the inspection of the eye, of the , thousands: the distance, ,,0 small. that,
whole body of constituted authorities: : in case of commotion, commumcation
of the members of the administration, of: might be made by signah of both sorts':
the immediately superintending judicial I signals not only to the ear. but even to
authority: of every member of the le- the eye, if an apparatus to that effect
gislature. were' thought fit to be pronded.

Not that objections are altogether In Totlnll FIelds, at oue end of Ro-
wanting; but neither from report nor chester Row, stands, and has stood for
from imagination, have I been able to (I think it is) about eight or ten years,
collect any, the united force of which, a military mfirmary, in whiclr is con-
seems sufficient to constitute a prepon- : stantly stationed a military guard, con-
derant one. I sisting, as I have just been informed on

1. Danger to the metropolis, from: the spot, of nme soldiers. On one side,
forcible and general eruption, Increased. ; the waste called Tothill Fields has for

2. Inordinate accumulation of con- I its boundary this Rochester Row, on
victs for whom provision may be to be the opposite side the parcel of ground
made after discharge. already purchased for the Panopticon

3. Remoteness of the convicts from Penitentiary House. On no part of
their respective desired abodes, at the this ground IS there any building but
time of their discharge. what may at present be actually been

4. Inordinate expense of conveying from the infirmary just mentioned, and
the convicts from the place of convic- by the guard there stationed.
tion to the place of punishment. " On a subject so plain I should never

5. Supposed unsuitableness of the have thought of troubling the Commit-
fund, upon which, on this plan, the ex- tee with so many words, but for. the
pense of maintenance, with or without recollection, that some elghteen or nine-
the expense of conveyance, would be to teen years ago, at the commencement
be charged. of my negotiations, to an observation of

These are all the objections which I mine pointing to tl;e military force in
have been able to discover: and to these the Park as all obvIOUSsource of secu-
I proceed to submit such answers as the rity, the answer returned, by a gentle-
nature of the case has suggested. man then in office, was an inexorable

J. Ohjection 1. Danger of general negative. What the objections were, I
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inquired in vain: with the gentleman any, would (I believe) be found em-
himself they did not originate. Be they ployed on any existing plan, in the case
what they may, they would now be of foreign prisoners.
found, 1 should hope, no longer in ex- "1. Uniform conspicuously distinc-
istence. If the Panopticon contained tive.
within its lodge an acting magistrate, " 2. Close dress, in which the con-
this military guard, being actually in cealment of any weapon suited to the
his view, would, on any such occasion purpose of offence or defence, would be
as that in question, be actually under impracticable.
his command. 1 mean by common-law, "3. Mark, by which, on the mere
to which no order from any war-office, baring the habitually covered arm, (the
would, 1 presume, be opposed. other being habitually uncovered,) the

" By the constant sight of a similar condition of the person in question, viz.
guard, stationed, if thought necessary, the fact of his being a person belonging,
close to the spot; for example, three or in the character of a prisoner, to the
four at the entrance into the Panopti- prison in question, would, for weeks at
con ground through the walled avenue least after escape, be manifested.
that leads to the housec-=two or three " 4. Constant division of the prisoners
at each of the two elevated watch- into small, and those assorted companies.
houses, which command, each of them, "5. The prisoners rendered distin-
by night as well as by day, the inside guishable at a distance, each of them by
as well as the outside of two of the four a number marked upon his clothing at
surrounding walls, - by the constant the back and at the breast.
sight of this small guard, coupled with " 6. No outlet for the prisoners into
the knowledge of the arrangements that the enclosed area, but through a passage
might so easily be made for instan- commanded by a guard; and so narrow
taneons communication with the great that no more than one can make his
body stationed in the neighbouring park, exit at a time, nor then but under a
it would be extraordinary indeed, if, in horizontal bar, so stationed, as, by ob-
the imagination of the most refractory liging each person to stoop, to render
prisoner, all chance of success in any I impossible any acquisition of conjunct
such attempt, would not be rendered force by running.
hopeless,-manifestly as well as con- " 7. Light kept constantly thrown,
stantly hopeless. Further observations by night as well as by day, not only
on this head, may be seen in Panopticon upon every spot to which the prisoners
Postscript, part 2, sect. 15, pp. from 201 have access within the prison, but upon
to 208. [Works, vol. iv., p. 164-5.J the whole surface of the four surround-

" Against every danger of this sort, ing walls.
such are the means of security afforded "8. For the purpose of inspection,
by the metropolis in general, but ill a eyes in considerable numbers constantly
more particular degree by the particu- availing themselves of that light: viz.,
lar spot in question, In any of the some in the centre as well as other parts
provincial situations, what secnrity com- of the circularly polygonal building
parable to this could be afforded? and within the walls, others stationed in the
that, too, as in this case, without any commanding watch-houses above men-
special allotment of military force for tioned, 011 the outside of, and in part
this particular purpose? above. those walls.

"True it is, that spite of military "9. On the top of the walls all round,
guards, French and other prisoners of a range of spikes, iron or wooden, of
war have, from time to time, and but such slightness, that, in the attempt to
too often, and in too great numbers, set a ladder against them, or throw a
contrived to make their escape. rope over them to get up by, they would

" But against the escape of convict give way and break, and in either case
prisoners, the Panopticon plan presents strike against a range of wires, by which
securities in abundance, few of which, if a number of bells would be set a-ringing.
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"10. A conversation-tube from the
central lodge to each of the exterior
guard-houses.

"11. On the outside of each of the
surrounding walls, a ditch, the water of
which would, on any attempt to under-
mine the contiguous wall, inundate the
miners, and while it betrayed their
operations, render an exit, if not abso-
lutely impracticable, at least impracti-
cable without such noise as would give
abundant warning to the guard-house.

"12. To each such guard-house a dog
or dogs, of the sort of those which in
the night are set a-barking by any the
least noise.

" In the eyes of the Committee,
the enumeration of these several re-
sources may be perhaps the more par-
donable, if they should appear, any of
them, capable of being applied with ad-
vantage to the giving additional secu-
rity to those modes of confinement of
which in the present state of things the
inefficiency has so frequently been seen
to betray itself.

" To such of the convicts as it might
be thought fit to give employment to in
the Panopticon ground at large, and
thence without the limits of the enclosed
area, true it is, that no more than a part
of the above secunties, nor that the most
considerable part, would be found ap-
plicable.

"But considering, that the time of
day-light would be the only time at
which the demand or use for any such
employment would present itself; con-
sidering that in fact, on the many pub-
lic works on which convicts have now
for so many years been employed, they
have been employed in large numbers,
and (as supposed) without any particu-
lar means of selection or anxiety on that
head, and that too under slight guard,
and yet, at those times at least, without
any instances, I believe, of escape; con-
sidering, that the passion by which a
prisoner is prompted to seek, by violent
means and at the hazard of his life, a
relief from durance, is not likely to be
found in equal strength in the breast of
every individual member, of a society
80 numerous and so miscellaneous, the
members oi which may, with less dan-
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ger of injustice than anywhere else, be
rendered responsible for each other;
considering, that in the mode of treat-
ment which is essential to a system of
commercial operation conducted upon
the plan in question, there ill nothing
that seems to present a probability of its
being productive of any exertion more
violent and desperate than in the case
of a prison upon any of the ordinary
plans: all these things considered, the
conclusion may, it is hoped, be, that in
a case where by any failure of human
prudence the party failing would, as in
the present case, be in so many shapes
and in so high a degree a sufferer, that
same human prudence, on which, in
spite of all possible securities of every
other kind, reliance must in every case
be placed, is not, in the present case, to
be considered as destitute of all claim to
that sort and degree of confidence, whieh
is so unavoidably bestowed upou It in
all other cases.

" To make use of everyone of these
securities, at all events, '~nd under all
circumstances, without any exception
in any ease, is more than I see any ne-
cessity of pledging myself for; nor yet
do they constitute a complete list of all
the securities, to which it might eventu-
ally happen to me to have recourse.
Many of them will be attended with au
expense which, if incurred without ne-
cessity, would be so milch waste; but
for which the justification, as well on
the score of necessity as ofgood economy,
will be the more complete, the larger
the scale is on which the establishment
is conducted.

" The faculty by which these securi-
ties were devised, will not, I presume,
be considered as putting an exclusion
upon the kindred faculty, by which the
decision on the question, how many and
which of them to employ, will from time
to time be to be pronounced.

" I proceed with the objections.
<, II. Objection 2d. Inordinate accu-

mulation of convicts for whom provision
may be to be made after discharge.

"Answer. Upon the Panopticon plan,
there will be the subsidiary establish-
ment, open to as many as may choose
to take the benefit of it. Some will,
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some will not; but, whatever may be 1 2. The subsidiary establishment,
the proportion of the one number to the which, under the Panopticon plan, the
other, and whatever may be the sum of governor would stand bound to provide
the two numbers, the exclusive choice of for the purpose of making provision for
the metropolis does not, to my appre- all such as chose to accept of it, has for
hension. present itself in the shape of its basis the supposed non-existence of
an inconvenience. any such place of former abode, or the

" In the character of a reservoir for unwillmgness to fix in it: and the least
the influx in question, the option lies that this provision does is, to remove
between the metropolis and some coun- from the ground of necessity to that of
trv town: some other town within the mere inclination, the demand for means
('i~uit~ of Routh Britain. The metro- of conveyance to any other spot.
polis will, it is true, already have to 3. iVlmt"uever be, in prefercnce to
provide for the influx from its own employment in the above-mentioned
Panopticon. But, taking into the ac- subsidiary establishment, the object of
count the maznitude of the influx in each man's desire, that portion of the
both cases, compare the magnitude of earnings of his whole term, which by
the mass of population into which the the contract is secured to him, must be
influx will have to discharge itself in small indeed, if it does not afford him
this case, (say in round numbers a mil- ample means of gratifying such desire.
hon j ) with the magnitude of the largest 4. If after all, it were deemed neces-
mass into which it can be set to discharge sary. that to each such discharged convict
itself III the case of any other such tow n; means of conveyance to the place of hi"
~ay RO,OOO: by this comparison, all choice, whatever it be, should be afforded
apprehension on this score will, it should at the public charge, a mode beyond
seem, be dissipated. comparison less expensive, than provid-

III. Objection 3d. Remoteness of ing, though it were no more than a
the convicts from their respective de- single prison, in this sole view, would be
sired abodes, at the time of their dis- the putting into his pocket a sum of
charge. money, under the expectation of its

" Answer 1. Merely for the purpose being applied to this purpose. But, as
of facihtating, on the part ofthe prisoners i the ascertaining, upon any satisfactory
after their discharge, the return to their evidence, the spot really desired, would
places of birth or subsequent settlement, be plainly impossible, the spot as-urned
in the open mode on the large scale, it could be no other than the spot most
would hardly, I presume, be deemed distant from the Penitentiary Honse in
worth while so much as to build one question ; for, as that most distant spot
additional Panopticon as above, much is the spot that would command most
less, as in the close mode upon the small money, that would of course be the de-
scale, to establish, in each county, or clared spot of each man's choice.
set of associated counties, a Pemtentiary But even this maximum-meaning
House or improved prison, on any other the annual sum of all these maximums
plan or plans. On this occasion, the -would be a trifle, in compansou of
object ultimately and intrinsically aimed I the expense of au additional pmon, to
at, would be, I suppose, not the birth- be built and kept up on purpose. As
place of each person, nor yet his place to conveyance, the mean" of loco-motion
of last settlement as such, but the place, derived by each man from the bounty
wherever it were, of his choice. But, of nature, would for this purpose be, I
take either of those places of presumed presume, regarded as sufficient: of the
preference, the stain upon his character maximum in question, the exp!-lnscwould
considered, it might not less probably therefore be neither more nor less, than
be the spot, that, of all others, he would the supposed necessary expense of sub-
be the most averse, than that which he I sistence, during a journey begun, con-
would be most desirous, to fix upon for tinued, and ended, in the pedestrian
his residence. mode.
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IV. Objection 4th. Inordinate ex- 'I first-mentioned county, viz. in the propor-
pense of conveying the convicts from tion of the distance.
the place of conviction to the place of "Now as to the mode of equalization.
punishment. On the contract plan, whosoever carries

Answer. Supposing the convicts .to on the ~ana~em~nt of that Panopticon
be conveyed from the several Assize receptacle winch IS the common reservoir
and Quarter Session towns to the me- for the convicts of all the several coun-
tropolis, the expense (it must be ac- ties in question, in his contract it might
knowledged) could not but be greater be made a condition, that, for a sum cer-
than it would be, upon the supposition of tain, he should take upon him the con-
a plurality of Panopticons, of which, the vevance of the convicts from all the se-
number being determined by the large- veral Assize towns and Quarter-Session
ness of the scale, the situations should be towns in the district :-for which pur-
exclusively adapted to this one purpose: pose, an average would of course be
say one allotted to each of the three points taken, viz. by taking the sum of the dis-
of the compass-east, north, and west. tances, and dividing it by the number of
But- the towns :-charge of conveyance, so

1. Suppose, that in addition to the much per mile.
one London Panopticon, only two such " V. Objection 5th. Supposed unsuit-
country receptacles were required,- ableness of the fund, upon which, on this
place these two in any two of the three plan, the expense of maintenance, with
above-mentioned points of the compass, or without the expense of conveyance,
to the exclusion of the third,-in the I would be to be charged.
east and north ouly-or in the east and I "To this objection two answers pre-
west only-or in the west and north sent themselves:
only,-it seems questionable whether any" I. That, for the expense in question,
such saving as supposed, even to any the fund ill question is not an unsuitable
the minutest amount, would really take one: but, on the contrary, a more suit-
place. , able one, than the fund upon which it

2. Even supposing each of those three I would, in the other case, be charged.
points of the compass to have its Panop- "II. That, supposing the riyal fund a
ticon, and thence, ill respect of length more suitable one, there would be no
of journeys and magnitude of travelling difficulty in transferring the expense to
expellses, a corresponding saving pro- that rival fund.
duced, the advantage produced on this "I. First then, the proposed fund is
score, would, on calculation, be fouud not an unsuitable one.
(I am inclined to think) so small, as to "1. The proposed is the common na-
go but a very little way towards coun- tional fund. It is the same fund, on
teractmg the disadvantage already indi- which the expense is charged, in the in-
cated as having place, on the more im- stance of all that portion of the convict
portant score, above mentioned. population which is sent to colonize. It

" Being, as to a more or less consider- is the same fund, on which the expense
able portion of it, unavoidable, we have is charged, in the instance of all that
here an expense which as to so much portion of the same population which is
cannot be flayed. But that which may consigned to the hulks. .
be done, and in point ofjustice (it should "If, as yet, of that portion which has
seem) ought to be done, is, to equalize hitherto been consigned to prisons,-to
it :-to equalize it, I mean, in such sort, improved or not improved prisons,-the
that upon a county. the Assize or Quar- expense bas hitherto been charged on
tar-Session town of which is more dis- the counties, that is on the contributors
tant than that of another county from to the poor rates, the disposition thus
the place of permanent confinement, man made, had, I should suppose, for its
for man the burthen of conveyance may cause,-not any such opinion, as that
not, on that account, be rendered, or left the poor rates constituted a fund more
to be, the heavier, in its pressure on the I suitable than the national fund, but
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merely this circumstance, viz. that the years ago, viz., on the 25th of March,
poor rates of each county constituted the 1800, as stated in a former letter of
only fund, out of which it was possible mine now lying before the Committee,
to obtain money for defraying the ex- I was ordered to prepare.
pense of the sort of prison in question;- " This is the case of poor-houses: and,
viz. a prison situate within the county, both being on the Panopticon plan, so
and appropriated to the use of that far as concerns the influence of magni-
county, to the exclusion of every other tude of scale upon expense, no differ-
part of the kingdom. ence will be found between the case of

"To save the trouble and responsibi- poor-houses and the case of prisons.
lity of making provision, at the charge "II. But, secondly, supposing the
of the national fund, for an expenditure determination should be taken, to charge
to a certain amount, a public man would on the poor-rate fund this third part of
hardly, I should suppose, be desirous of that general head of expense, the con-
imposing upon this or that class of his viet expense, of which the two other
fellow-subjects, such as the contributors thirds are charged on the national fund,
to the poor rates, an expense, for ex- on this supposition the transference
ample, of double that amount. might without difficulty be made. The

" But my calculation, as well as my average numbers of the convicts, which,
expectations, will have greatly indeed for a certain number of years back, the
deceived me, should the difference in several counties have respectively been
point of expense between the open mode in the habit of furnishing, being taken,
upon a large scale, and the close mode those numbers would serve for express-
upon a small scale, turn out to be as ing the relative sums with which each
little as to the amount of two to such county might annually be charged,
one to the disadvantage of the small towards the expense of the common
scale. Panopticon or Panopticons, the station

"In the case of poor-houses, in the of which is supposed to be in the metro-
tract entitled' Pauper Management im- polis: I mean the Panopticons serving
proved, &c.,' published in Young's An- in common for the maintenance of the
nals of Agriculture, in p. 43, [Works, aggregate body of the convicts re-
vol. viii., P: 378,J may be seen a caleu- ceivable from those several counties.
lation, made by a professional and offi- "But, any such number as 2,000,
cial hand, in which, under the head of would it not (I hear it asked) be an
construction, for a system of poor-houses unwieldy number? too unwieldy for
on that small scale which then was and good management? Oh yes: on every
actually is in practice in the Suffolk ordinary plan, too unwieldy by a great
poor-houses, the expense for all Eng- deal. Nine hundred was the number
land being £10,275,250 money of that of the prisoners, that, on the original
time, the expense of the central-in spec- and supposed highly-finished Peniten-
tion plan, on the scale of 2,000 inhabi- tiary plan, as per 19 G. 3, c. 74, were
tants to a house, is stated at no more to have been confined in the town that
than £2,357,000; considerably less than was to have been built for that purpose
a fourth part ;-amount of saving, at Battersea Rise: and, as to houses,
7,918,250 :-and upon the official estab- nine hundred, (being the number of
lishment, (an annually recurring ex- separate houses, which, over and above
pense,) the amount of the annual saving such as were to be occupied in common,
is therein stated at £408,131 58.-ditto were to have been included in that
multiplied by 20, (to bring it, like the town,) was assuredly too great a num-
other expense, to principal money,) ber for good management: two thousand,
8,162,625.-Number of persons main- consequently, in a much greater degree
tained in each such supposed Panopti- too great.
con poor-house, 2,000: being the exact "On every as yet exemplified plan
number of the persons for whom, in the of construction and management, the
character of prisoners, above eleven natural and naturally prevalent appre-
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hension of unwieldiness has, therefore, feeding of whom there is anything to be
very just grounds to stand upon. gained;)-youwilloverfeed them,(those

"But upon the Panopticon principle, by the overfeeding of whom there is any-
whether it be for paupers or for con- thing to be gained;)-you will pamper
victs, for free and innocent men or for them with luxuries;-you will work
prisoners, though the number of the in- them, so that you will not leave time
habitants be 2,000, the house is but for their receiving any sufficient reli-
one: and that one house is capable of gious and moral instruction.
being pervaded in all directions, per- "Answer I.-No tolerably intelli-
vaded by a single glance, and without gent man, howsoever selfishly disposed,
so much as a change of posture. would do so in my place. This is what

"Of the difficulties which, upon any I had pleased myself with the thoughts
ordinary plan of construction, for want of having made tolerably clear, and
of that source of simplification, attends used to be considered as having done
the business of management, even in the so-viz., in and by the Panopticon
case of a poor-house, and of a moderate Book, herewith submitted to your Lord-
size, an exemplification may be seen in ship, Part II., sect. 2, entituled, 'Man-
Pauper Management improved, p.43, agement, why by Contract:' from which
[Works, vol. viii., p. 378;] in Panop- place honourable gentlemen have taken
ticon, Letter VI., and in various parts all their objections, forgetting to say
of the postscript; and, in the case of a anything about the answers.
prison, in the instance of several Ameri- "Answer 2.-As to underfeeding
can prisons, in the tract intituled Pan- them, by terms of the contract I stand
opticon eersus New South Wales. Letter bound to give to each man as much as
II. pages from 54 to 61 [Works, vol. he can eat.
iv., p. 238-240.J-I have the honour "As to luxuries, I really do not
to be, &c., understand what it is that can, so it

" JEREMY BENTHAM. be paid for, be stated as a pernicious
" GeorgeHolford, Esq., luxury, unless it be fermented liquors,

" Chair'lltan of the which by the contract, at my own soli-
" Committee on Penitentiary Houses." citation, I stand precluded from giving

admittance to, and with such securities
against contravention as had never
before been 80 much as imagined.

" Offer.-But if any honourable gen-
tleman in whose view of the matter an
Index expurgatoriu8 of meats and
drinks would, in the situation in ques-
tion, be an article seriously subservient
either to religion or morality, will be
pleased to frame one, and obtain the
requisite orders, I am ready to pledge
myself for its being inviolably observed.

"Answer 3.-As to the neglecting
their religious and moral instruction, I
should forfeit all my pledges, I should
incur reproach, by such neglect, and I
could never get anything by it: for I
could not work them on a Sunday with-
out a positive breach of the law of the
land, such as to persons in abundance
besides the prisoners themselves could
not but be of the utmost notoriety.

"A nswer 4.-1 would humbly entreat
your Lordship'S perusal for at least that

In a communication addressed to a
noble Lord-probably Lord Sidmouth
-Bentham combated the arguments of
the Committee. From an impression
of the letter made by a copying machine,
I extract the following passages, omit-
ting a portion ofthe argument addressed
to the private ear and understanding of
the recipient of the letter, and bearing
OIl a view of the arrangements which is
supposed to have influenced the Com-
mittee in their decision, but is not
referred to in the substance of their
report:-

" OBJECTION I.-You will overwork
them, (it has been said ;)-you will
underfeed them, (those by the under-
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section, together with the antecedent of abuse, is lessened by it. Except his
'(me, entituled, Lelldin.q Positions: the own particular relatives or other friends,
rather as being applicable to Poor-house when he is fortunate enongh to have
as well as Prisoner management. any, an apprentice has no person en-

"Anszrer 5.-My brother and I had gaged by any special tie or interest to
a favourite Sunday plan for the com- look to him with a protecting eye. My
bining religious edification with public prisoners would, by the common and
inspection, and the most perfect and most obvious tie of interest, as well as
universal facility of complaint: and the bond of sympathy, stand engaged to
architectural design was in a most I afford to one another this as well as
striking manner adapted to it, as shown whatsoever other assistance could be
in the models, which were seen by afforded against oppression in every
members of the Upper House by dozens, shape, at the hands of the common mas-
and by those of the Lower House by ter; and as to per.sons without doors,
scores. each would accordingly have so many

"Ere I could have suffered that fea- friends in the friends of every other.
ture of the management to fall into "Armver 2.-In so far as concerns
neglect, my character must have been sinister profit, this objection would, to-
completely forfeited. gether with the preceding ones, be cut

"Offer 2.-Ansu:er B.-Taking an up by the roots by the giving up of the
unknown-taking an average man, were contracts as above.
I to give it as my opinion that he " A nstcer 3.-Independently of all
would conduct the business as much for consideration of sinister profit, and
the advantage either of the public or danger of abuse on that score, can it be
the prisoner, for a salary, or without that the magnitude of the power, merely
any pecuniary remuneration, as upon iu respect of the number of persons sub-
the terms of the contract proposed by jcctcd to it, is considered as being so
me, I should utter a gross untruth. But great as to constitute of itself an objec-
after the perusal of these two sections, tion, and that a peremptory one? A
should this matter present itself to your colonel of a regiment has as much or
Lordship's mind in a different light, to more.
cut up all such objections by the roots, "Ansu'er 4.-If, numbers being the
there shall be an end of the contract; same, this objection, taken from a sup-
I would conduct the management on posed excess of power, were conclusive
account of the public purse without a against the Panopticon plan, how much
farthing's-worth of pecuniary profit in more ought it to be against the new
any shape, direct or indirect ;-keeping proposed Non-Panopticon plan!
and regularly delivering in accounts "Under the Panopticon plan, behold
upon the plan indicated in my work, the management in the hand of an un-
intituled, Pauper Management, (here- seated, unofficed, unconnected, insulated
with snbmitted.) with any additions or individual, whose blameless life, known
other amendments that may be l)re- to have been for little less than half-a-
scribed to me. century devoted to a course of unpaid,

"OBJECTION n.-Under your con- I yet unremitted, howsoever fruitless, toil,
tract you were to have had no fewer II in the service of mankind, has not been
than 1000 prisoners: all worked under able to preserve his rights from being an
your direction and for yOUl'advantage. object of neglect, and himself an object
This is too great a power to be trusted of silent oppression to every Adminis-
in any individual hand. tration for these last eighteen years.

"Ansu;er I.-It is no greater nor " Under the non-Panopticon plan,
other power than what by the law of the management in the hands of a de-
the land every roaster has over his ap- tachment of the Ministry, rendering no
prentice. account but to their assured protectors

" As to the number, so far from being -the body from which they have been
increased, the power, as to all purposes detached. Who is there who does not
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know, or will think it worth while to • universalising of Protestantism in the
affect not to know, that in all these Christian world. My brother and I
cases the who~e po.wer is.in the hands have, for these twe~ty years and more,
of some one individual, m whom the professed to have invented an engine
confidence is reposed, and those of for the universalising of inspection in a
an assortment of colleagues, who to each Penitentiary house.
other are a tower of defence: the use "Answer 2: Offer 3.-True it is,
in this respect is, by dividing, and by that if, in numbers sufficient for the pur-
dividing, and dissipating the responsi- pose, after all that were done to invite
bility, to increase that power which in them, people would not come,-let this
demonstration they are employed to be supposed, all my sincerity and all the
reduce? exertions of which it can be productive,

" What is very true, is, that if the would be to no purpose. Well, then,
prison were a den of devils, so that my lord, if myschemes for making people
no mischief that were done in it for come should all fail, insomuch that, after
the benefit of the tyrant, could be all, people do not come,-in short, if, in
known, the security afforded by his be- the opinion of the appropriate judges
ing liable to be dismissed for it if known, (say the king in council) although no
could not be very effective. abuse actually appears, yet, for anything

"But that this should be urged that appears to the contrary, there may
as an objection against the only plan have been abuse,-then under this case
which ever had for its declared object let the experiment, howsoever free from
the maximum of publicity, and in proof blame on any part, be pronounced to
of the euperiorwisdom of a plan in which have failed; and on that ground let me
neither in that nor indeed in any degree be dismissed, and if such be the pleasure
publicity is so much as professed, seems of the said judges, let my said supposed
not very consistent. inspection plan be put aside; and for

" In the one case, one tyrant devil remedy, let the plan in which general
working in impenetrable darkness; in inspection is not aimed at or so much as
theotheracompanyofguardianangels,- professed, be set up in its stead.
such is the supposition on which, though " OBJECTIONIY.-Well, Sir, if you
not declared, everything in the non- please, you yourself shall be a well-
Panopticon plan is all along grounded. meaning man; and not only for a mo-

" OBJECTIONIII.- You may profess ment, but as long as you live: and for
to desire inspection, and to court gratui- the purpose of the argument, even under
tous inspectors; but in these professions so corruptive a plan as yours is, an hon-
of yours, either you are not sincere, or est manager: all this will not make your
if YOll are, you will not long be so; and plan a good one. You live to com-
though you should be ever so much 80, mence, and, for a time, carry on the man-
you might as well be otherwise, for no- agement: be it so. Sooner or-later how-
body will come. ever, there is an end of ;you: and then,

" A nswer I.-On this head at least, whatsoever be the security afforded by
as to my sincerity, nresent, and future your personal character, there is an end
probable, after what I have said in my of it.
Panopticon book, (to compare minute " Answer I.-If, before the building
with great, obscure with illustrious,) is finished, I die, there is my brother,
with submission, it would be less unrea- on whose plan, if for me and in my life-
sonable to impute to your Lordship a time, it will be built: if before tha.t time
desire to see Protestantism extirpated he dies also, there are others in this
and Catholicism towering in its place, town under whose direction a building
than to impute to me the possibility of on this same plan was lately completed,
harbouring any such idea as that of viz. at Petersburg, and the. management
sbrinking from inspection. Your Lord- of a correspondent estabhshment con-
ship has not professed any such in- ducted, a.ndto whom the advantages of
vention as that of an engine for the I it are accordingly well known by expo-
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rience: nor for the management would have so far accomplished its purpose, as
there be any want of persons, to whom to be in your lordship's account a con-
the principles of management detailed elusive one.
in the Panopticon book, and in the book " Offer 4. -On the non-Panopticon
entitled Pauper Management, (here- plan, what the space is that is deemed
with submitted,) are already familiar, requisite for the 600 prisoners, I do not
and who are perfectly competent to the know. On the Panopticon plan, in case
purpose of applying them to practice. of necessity, Icould make less than half

Answer 2.-If for a moment any what there is serve for the experiment.
such supposition be endurable, as that On that supposition, should there be also
in my management there can be any- a sufficiency for the non-Panopticon
thing worth copying and preserving, the system, the two could be carried on to-
nature of the case affords as good a se- gether.
curity as can be reasonably desired, for " Here, then, if the honour of honour-
its being accordingly copied and pre- able gentlemen could be reconciled to the
served. idea, the benefit of competition and emu-

"Yes, my lord, if I am what I ought lation, a benefit to which, in some cases,
to be, such as I am, such will my sue- (for example, that of the highest courts
eessors be. My rules, my practice ac- of ordinary justice,) no small value has
cording to these rules, will be public: been ascribed, might be given to the
public as I, and the press and open doors service.
can make them. Being public, what " For my own part, in so far as all
there is good in them will be as 80 many consideration of the public and the
laws to my successors: or, if they are not prisoners being put out of the question,
so, the fault will lie not in me and my I myself am alone concerned, were I to
successors, but in your lordship and your choose my competitors, I know not of
successors; whenever to any successor of any whom I would more gladly choose
mine, it happens to swerve from these than the honourable gentlemen with
(by the supposition) good laws, out with whose company in that quality Ishould
him. in that case be likely to be honoured.

" True it is, that, by wearing out so Their desire to be rid of me can scarce
many years as have been worn out of a be stronger than mine would be to pos-
life of which four and sixty are already sese in that shape the benefit of their
past, honourable gentlemen have given assistance; and though my general char-
to this argument of theirs a degree of acter were as noted for insincerity as it
force, as well as to some other of their may perhaps be for the opposite failing
arguments and expedients, beyond what in the present instance, my sincerity
I could have wished; and seconded by would be put sufficiently out of dispute
such treatment as it has been my lot to by the observations which, in case of
experience at their hands, and to which, necessity, Ishould have to make on their
unless stayed by the intrepidity of your Report, and the plan of management
lordship'S justice, this last measure will which it has served to introduce."
have given the crowning stroke, the
chances of life and death were certainly
in favour of the plan so perseveringly
pursued for ridding the powers of high-
seated darkness of the incumbrance, for
already (as may be seen by the calcula-
tion printed in Report 28th of the Fin-
ance Committee of 1797-8) it has been
my lot to live several years more than
according to the Tables I ought to have
lived. Yet still, considering the counter-
consideration above submitted, this ar-
gument will not, I hope, be found to

By the Act founded on the Report of
the Committee, (see above, p. 106,) the
compensation to Bentham was to be fixed
by two arbiters, the one chosen by the
Treasury, the other by Bentham. On
this subject, I find the following from

BENTHAM TO ROMILLY.

" Q. S. P., 27th N()IJember, 1812.

" DEAR ROMILLy,-Nobody can be
more fully or feelingly sensible to any-
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thing, than I am to the regard for
justice manifested by Mr Vansittart
throughout the whole course of this
business. Justice I call it-favour I will
not call it; for that would not be to
do justice either to his probity or his
discernment. What he I perceive is as
fully sensible of as myself is,-that if
by a Chancellor of the Exchequer, without
concert with the individual, the arbitra-
tor to act in a case such as that in ques-
tion for the public, were to be chosen,
arbitration and compensation might in
that case be converted into a mere form,
since by an arbitrator of his choice, no-
thing could be easier than for a minister
in his situation, so to order matters, that
of the enacted compensation not a half-
penny would ever find its way into
the individual's pocket.

" As to any person to whom the na-
ture and history of the Panopticon plan,
from the time when it first found ac-
ceptance, and so on through the revolu-
tions it was destined to experience, were
not more or less known,-you seemed as
fully sensible as myself how illqualified
in comparison of one to whom those
things were thus known, a person so
circumstanced would be to form any
tolerably well-grounded award.

"As to Mr Rose, in addition to a
great part of the knowledge I had had
of the business, he could not have but
had knowledge of a great deal of secret
history (of some part of it I received
from him some obscure intimations at the
time) which it was not permitted to me
to know. It was this, added to the
confidence which, from his political
situation, I could not but presume would
be reposed in him by the Treasury, and
the hope, that, in his dealings by me, he
would be so far mindful of former actings
and declarations, as well as of the opinion
entertained of the plan and its authors
by Mr Pitt and Lord Melville, to whose
department the business belonged, as to
procure for me some small aliquot part,
(which was the utmost I could expect
or indeed accept of, and which by the
breach of the engagement I have been
deprived of,)-itwas this that gave birth
to the idea of casting myself upon his
mercy. From what it has happened to

me now and then to hear from A and
B, I had reason to presume, that, in
respect of general character, his opin-
ion was not unfavourable to me. As
to partiality, whether I had anything of
that sort to expect from a man, who,
when I have met him in the street, as
I have every now and then done, has
never appeared to know me, may be left
to be imagined.

"After disappointment about Mr Rose,
the same principle, viz., the wish of
having for my Judge a person who, to a
presumable absence of hostility or ill
opinion, as towards myself, and some
acquaintance with the history of the
transaction, might, from his situation,
be to any such purpose as that in ques-
tion expected to add the qualification
of being regarded as a proper person by
the Treasury,-led me to Lord Glen-
bereie. But once in my life was I ever
in any residence of his, and that was at
Lincoln's Inn some thirty or thirty-five
years ago, when he had chambers there.
Not within these twenty years has he
been in any residence of mine, except
one morning about eighteen years ago,
when he brought some company to see
the Panoptic on raree-show. Since that
time, I have never met him in the
street but it has been matter of doubt
with me, whether I wastoknowhim orno.

" Upon your informing me of the
disappointment in regard to him, I for-
get whether I had sufficiently thought
of the matter to mention to you any
person in particular to mention to Mr
Vansittart. What I do remember (if
I did not misconceive you) is,-an inti-
mation from you, that you felt a diffi-
cnlty about suggesting any person til
Mr Vansittart without a previous as-
surance that a proposal from him would
find such person already prepared for
signifying his willingness to accept it.

"Casting my eyes around, with this
instruction before them, I have thought
of two persons, viz., Sir Charles Bun-
bury, and Mr Moreton Pitt. Both of
them were in its day well acquainted
with Panopticon; and it was that cir-
cumstance that pointed them out to me.
The names of both of them were (by,
or with the approbation of, Mr Holford,
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&c., I presume,) put upon the late Peni- I tion! Forced, after twenty years of
tentiary Committee. From that time to oppression,-forced to join myself to the
the present, I have not had, with either Baal-peor of blood-suckers, and con-
of them directly or indirectly, any the tribute to the impoverishment of that
smallest intercourse. Neither of them on public, to which, in the way of economy,
that occasion gave me any signs of life. as well as so many other ways, I had
If there could be any need of it, this cir- such well-grounded assurance of being
cumstance would, I suppose, be regarded permitted to render some signal service.
as sufficient evidence of the absence of Half-a-year's payment of my perma-
any connexion from which partiality nent compensation-annuity was due last
might be to be apprehended, even if in Michaelmas; and reduced as I am, I
other respects their characters had been have not yet been able to bring myself
such as to admit of any such surmise. to apply for it. Last Sunday fortnight

"Should Mr Vansittart approve of it was that you called on me, and till
either of them, '/Chich, it may be, is to now I have not been able to drag my-
me a matter of entire indifference. self, or to attempt to drag you to this
Should he indulge me with the option, abominable task. If you mention to
I would have two strings to my bow; Mr Vansittart this about the arbitrator,
and my first application would be made will you have the goodsesa to ask him
to the first of them I could get the about the annuity, whether a payment
speech of. ·With his consent, and with on it will now be made; and if not, at
the assurance it would enable me to once, at what other time, and how I
convey that application I could make should apply for it? Whether by me-
without difficulty. But, without the morial, or how.
power of affording any such assurance, "After all, besides the breach of
the errand (I make no doubt of your public faith-than which surely there
agreeing with me) would be rather never was a grosser one-can such a.
an unpromising one; for in that case man as Lord Sidmouth, can such a man
neither of them could yield to my re- as Mr Vansittart, bring himself to put
quest without exposing himself to the the public to an extra expense of
hazard of knowing himself to be rejected. £200,000 plus my miserable compen-

" Mr Moreton Pitt (I think you in- sation, only to make a job for Mr H. ?
formed me) is returned. again for Dor- To any such supposition my conception
setshire, That being the case, though finds itself utterly unable to square it-
I suppose he has no house in town, (for self. Yet, if Lord Castlereagh & Co.
I happen to know of his having some insist, how can they refuse. What is
time ago parted with the house he had,) it that will be done 1 Nothing. This is
some time or other I suppose he will be what presents itself to my view as the
in town to take his seat. Whether he most natural and least improbable re-
will or no, is, I suppose, perfectly known sult. Panopticon not gone on with, nor
to Mr Vansittart. For my part I have the job neither.
not set eyes on him, for I know not ~,Howsoever canine, is it impossible to
how many years,-about ten years ago, the appetite of the enemy to be satisfied
I think it is,-that for the last time, I by any less expensive means? A com-
saw him in the street by accident for pensation, would it not be more suit-
two or three minutes. able to his case than to mine ?-Dear

" As to Sir Charle8 Bunbury, on Romilly, yours ever," &c.
sending, about ten days ago, to his house Th bite fi II h M
in town, I learned that he was expected J h eHarIII k,rs nathy c °tsenftWhereT r
. t b t th t t th t ti da 0 n u oc on e par 0 e rea-
In own, u a a a nne no y d M J hn WI . h h
had been fixed. It is I think about sury; an r uonn w ms aw, on t e

half '. I' . part of Bentham. They pronounced
two and a years since saw him thei d th 9th J 1 1813for a. few minutes. eir awar on e u y, .

" Ob, how grating-how odious to me In further illustration of this subject,
is tbis wretched businesa of compen8a- I conclude with two extracts from the
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Twenty-eighth Report of the Finance the royal assent on the 7th July 1i94,
Committee, (1798.) The one is the 34 Geo. IlL, c. 84, not only authoriz-
Report of the Committee in favour of ing but requiring the Lords Commis-
proceeding with the Panopticon con- sioners of the Treasury, as soon after
tract: the other is Bentham's evidence passing the act as conveniently might
before the Committee. be, to fix upon ground therein described,

or upon any other convenient and pro-
per spot, within certain limits, for the
erection of one or more Penitentiary
Houses, and giving the usual compulsive
powers for purchasing the ground that
should be so chosen.

" That articles uf agreement were
thereupon drawn up by the Solicitor
to the Treasury, and approved by the
Attorney and Solicitor General, for the
purpose of carrying the proposal into
effect, reciprocally binding upon the pro-
poser, and upon the Lords Commission-
ers of his Majesty's Treasury.

"That, encouraged by these proofs of
confidence and approbation, and by these
assurances of support, Mr Bentham tad
proceeded to the performance of his part
of the contract, and had incurred an ex-
pense of many thousand pounds of his
own money, in addition to that advanced
by the Treasury, in consequence of the
preparations which he had made; but
that his further progress has been im-
peded, and the contract has remained
without execution, from difficulties in
regard to obtaining a spot of ground
proper for the purpose.

., Your Committee, however, are in-
formed by the Lords Commissioners of
his Majesty's Treasury, that they have
always felt a disposition to carry into
effect the contract intended to be exe-
cuted, whenever a proper spot of ground
could be obtained; and that the contract
intended to have been entered into has
been delayed, because an essential part
of such contract was to be the giving pos-
session of the laud upon which the Peni-
tentiary House was to be erected; but
that they are ready to enter into the con-
tract whenever the preliminary difficul-
ties relative to the ground are removed.

" Upon further inquiry, your Com-
mittee find that a spot has been pointed
out, which appears well adapted to the
object, and against the appropriation of
which to a purpose so interesting to the
public no solid objeetion occurs; and

" PROPOSAL FOR A NEW AND LESS EXPEN-
SIVE MODE FOR EMPLOYING AND RE-
FORMING CONVICTS.

" It did not escape your Committee,
that Mr Colquhoun, in pointing out the
errors of the present mode, speaks of an
improved system for the employment of
convicts, as one of the chief means by
which the expenses of the police are to
be diminished.

" Your Committee were therefore in-
duced to inquire whether that gentle-
man had any particular system in view
in making that observation; and they
learnt, with considerable satisfaction,
that Mr Colquhoun (who appears him-
self to have submitted a plan to the Se-
cretary of State for this purpose) did
allude to a particular system, from which,
according to his decided opinion, if
adopted and carried into execution, in-
finite advantages would arise to the
public, not only in the diminution uf the
expense at present incurred, but in the
improvement of the morals of the con-
victs who may be placed under such an
establishment; your Committee have
therefore annexed to this report a sketch
of that plan, contained in a printed pa-
per, intituled, 'A Proposal for a new
and less expensive Mode for employing
and reforming Convicts:

" Impressed with the advantages, of
which the perusal of the heads of the
plan appears to justify the expectation,
your Committee were gratified in find-
ing that it had already attracted the
attention, and obtained the encourage-
ment of his Majesty's Government.

" That so long ago as the 11th of
June 1794, the sum of £2000 had been
actually granted to the proposer, Jeremy
Bentham, Esquire, under warrant from
the Treasury, 'to enable him to make
the necessary preparations for the cus-
todyof the convicts to be confined in the
oroposed Penitentiary Houses:

"That an act of Parliament received
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that the preliminary difficulties above I confined in those seminaries of vice;
alluded to have arisen from the rules recollecting, too, not only that New
and orders of the House relative to bills South Wales is at the present moment
of enclosure, which are supposed to be fully supplied, but that it affords no
applicable to the ground in question. security for the future good behaviour
The difficulty is, therefore, one which of those who, having outlived the pe-
llIay be easily removed before the next riods of their sentences, may return
Session of Parliament; and your Com- again to afflict the society from which
mittee were glad to receive from Mr they have been separated.
Bentham himself the assurance of his " It appears, that of 1534 convicts on
perfect readiness to proceed with his part board the hulks, on the 5th of June
of the business. 1798, 93 will be enlarged in this year,

"It is, in the judgment ofyonrCom- 346 in the next, and 1411 within the
mittee. no small recommendation of the period of seven years."
plan alluded to, that the contractor pro- " If a similar progress be made in the
poses to employ the prisoners on his enlargement of those who are still con-
own account, receiving a proportionably fined in the different gaols, the whole
smaller sum from the public for their number of felons that will be turned
maintenance. loose on the public, will amount to

" But it must be noticed and remem- 1791, a discharge at the rate of 254 per
bered, that the great and important ad- annum, continuing for a period of seven
vantages which distinguish that plan years.
from any other which has been hitherto " Of the 2934 unemancipated and un-
suggested, consist in the certain employ- settled convicts existing in New South
ment and industrious livelihood which 'Vales and Norfolk Island, on the 22d
it ensures to those whose terms of con- of October 1796, it is probable from a
finement are expired; in the responsi- consideration of the years in which they
bility which the contractor proposes to have been severally sent thither, that
take upon himself for the future good the periods of discharge of a still greater
behaviour of the crimmals intrusted to number will have expired in the same
his care, even when they shall no longer seven years; and if it could be supposed
be under his control; in the publicity that the whole or the greater part would
which is meant to be given to the whole endeavour to avail themselves of that
conduct and effect of the establishment, circumstance to return to the scene of
moral, medical, and economical, as well their former delinquency, the prospect
by an Annual Report of its state and would indeed be dreadful, when viewed
proceedings, as by that constant facility through the medium of the experience
of inspection which will in an unusual which the magistracy of this metropolis
manner be afforded hy the very form has already had of the effect of such
and construction of the building, upon returus.
which the prompt aud easy exercise of " .i\fr Colquhoun's testimony on this
the superintending powers of the go- point is, That all of the delinquents that
verner himself principally depends. have returned from these settlements,

" Your Committee are led to dwell who have come within his knowledge,
the more on the importance of these are either at this moment thieves on the
advantages, when they contemplate the town, or have been executed for new
accounts which have been furnished to offences.
them of the periods of enlargement of " Your Committee therefore trust,
the several convicts now confined in the that no further delay will interfere with
hulks, to which they desire to direct the execution of the contract above men-
the most serious attention of the House, tioned, not only becanse any such delay
hearing in mind, as they do, the e,·i- would add to the loss already sustained
dence given by an experienccd magis-
trate of the pernicious effects produced * There is here an evident misprint or miscal-
upon the unfortnnate persons who are culation In the Report.-Ed.
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by the contractor, and thereby enlarge concert with my brother, I took my
his claim to compensation, but because arrangements without delay. The sya-
it would deprive the public for a longer tern was in such forwardness that we
time of the benefits of a plan which they were upon the look-out for a steam-en-
cannot but look to as likely to be pro- gine. Human labour, to be extracted
ductive of the most essential advantage, from a class of persons, on whose pari
both in point of Economy and police. neither dexterity nor good-will were to
A mode of compensation has indeed be reckoned upon, was now substituted
been proposed by the contractor, which, to the steam-engine, and the system of
so far as it goes, has the advantage of contrivance underwent a correspondent
not being attended with any expense to change. Being in daily expectation of
the public, and to which it does not ap- receiving the sums stipulated for in the
pear to your Committee that any sub- intended contract, (the heads of which
stantial objection can be made." were settled in what was then the pro-

per officeearly in August 1793,) and the
demand I had made of the spot I had
found appropriated to the Penitentiary
Establishment, (an appropriation since
confirmed by the Statute of the 7th July,
17!l4,) having been acceded to by a me-
morandum in my possession in the hand
of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and
being under the necessity of keeping the
works going on, under pain of suffering
the dispersion of a collection of work-
men, who in that event would not for a
length of time, if ever, be to be replaced,
I made shift to keep up my advances
under circumstances of great difficulty
and inconvenience; and it was in conse-
quence of representations to the above
effect that the imprest in question was
made to me. In the meantime, cast-
iron work had been ordered by me for
the frame of the intended building to the
amount of several thousand pounds, of
which order as much was executed as
came to within a hundred pounds of the
neat produce of the nominal £20uO
advanced to me as above. My expen-
diture, over and above the £2000 re-
ceived, does not now, if I include inter-
est, amount to so little as £9000. Of
the fruit of this expenditure, some part
would now be lost, although the Peni-
tentiary establishment were at length
to be set on foot; and if it were not, al-
most the whole. It is too late now to
revert back to the steam-engine; the
capital which was to have set it a-going
is gone; my brother's whole time is en-
grossed by his official situation; and at
my time of life, and after my experi-
ences, it is now too late for me to return
to a manufacturing speculation, into

" June 23, 1798.

" ExAMIXATlON OF JEREMY BENTHAM,
Esquire.

"Question.-The draught of an intend-
ed contract between the Commissioners
of the Treasury and yourself, for the con-
fining, maintaining, and employing con-
victs in Penitentiary Houses to be erected
by you, being before the Committee; and
it appearing from documents that have
been laid before the Committee, that in
the year 1794, a snm of £2000 was
advanced to you to enable you to make
preparations relative to this business,
you are desired to state whether you
have made any such preparations, and
whether you are now in readiness to
sign and carry into execution such in-
tended contract,

"Answer.-I am in perfect readiness
to do my part in the business, and have
been so little less than five years. In
consequence of a proposal submitted by
me in March 1792, and approved of,
matters were 80 far advanced, that in
July 1793 I was twice called upon, and
both times in the same terms, to 'take
my arrangements: I had at that time,
in conjunction with my brother, Briga-
dier-general Bentham, expended some
thousand pounds in bringing to maturity
a system of inventions of his for exe-
cuting by machinery. and consequently
as to the greater part of the business
without the aid either of dexterity or
good-will, the most considerable branches
of wood-work, besides many branches
of stone-work and metal-work. Upon
the repetition of the above orders, in
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which no prospect of ordinary advantage might be, 'Then it cannot be done at
would even then have tempted me. all.'

" Question 2d.-Do the advances you "Turning aside from what some in
epeak of make any and what difference my situation might call' Justice;' eon-
in the terms you expect 1-ln the erent sidering what, ifanything, in the way of
of the contract's being carried into exe- compensation, retained a chance of being
cation, or in the opposite eveut, do you found practicable, an idea that occurred
expect anything, and what, by way of to me not long ago was, that, in the
indemnification on that score? event of the Penitentiary system's being

"Answer.-In circumstances such as proceeded with, there might perhaps be
mine, it is natural enough, I believe, for no great objection to the turning over
the idea of indemnification to present the convicts to me a little earlier than
itself: but as often as I have set myself would otherwise be done, to be provided
to consider in what shape, by what per- for under the present plan, until the
sons, and in what manner it was to be Penitentiary House should be in readi-
brought about, the appearance of feasi- ness for their reception. As, since the
bility has seemed to desert it altogether. passing of the act of 7th July, 1794, it
There was a time, if my memory does not was impossible that the persons now oc-
deceive me, when the idea of eventual cupying the situation in question should
indemnification used now and then to be not have long ago made up their minds
alluded to on the other side as a matter to the parting with it-as they have 0.1-
of course: but this waa long ago; and ready retained it so much longer than
the damage, which might at that time they could have expected, while 1have
present itself as lying within c.mpass, been kept out of my expected situation
has since received such an increase, that so much longer than 1 had reason to
its very magnitude may, by this time, apprehend-as under such circumstances
be considered as having formed a bar to the reputation of the persons in question
indemnification. An issue which I have could not Buffer the smallest prejudice,
for some time been training myself to from a transfer made and declared to he
the expectation of is, that dispositions made for no other than such a cause-
will remain; that difficulties will aceu- the idea seemed to me to be free from
mulate; that this will go on till all re- objection on that score. A step would
collectiens are at an end; and that thus thus be taken, and might be taken
execution and indemnification for non- immediately, (for no more than three
execution will glide away together. months' warning is' requisite,) which
After the difficulties I have found in would evidently and declaredly be a
obtaining attention for measures which step, and that a decisive one, towards
I could speak of boldly as beneficial to the establishment of the Penitentiary
the public, it may be imagined whether system: the ppportnnity I should have
I can have confidence enough left for of becoming acquainted with the char-
coming forward with claims of a tend- acters I should have to deal with would
ency such as I could not myself repre- be accelerated, and the transition would
sent as otherwise than pnrely burthen- thus be smoother in many respects, than
some: And after having, for such a if persons as well as local situation were
length of time, been permitted to enter- at the same time to be comprehended
tain prospects such as those delineated in the change. This idea I have accord-
in the plan which the Committee have ingly ventured to suggest, and though
before them, it is easier to conceive than it has not yet been complied with, the
express the reluctance with which, were reception given to it was not altogether
it even in my power, I should see my- a discouraging one.
self fastened as a dead-weight upon the "As to the annual allowance per
public I had hoped to serve. As to head, since the approbation given to my
terms, mine is not a situation to make demand of £12, (which was in July
terms. 'Vere I to say. 'I cannot do so 1793,) the allowance to the present con-
and so upon such terms,' the answer tractors on the Hulk plan hill! through-
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out bee~ raised a penny a-day per head, I proposed should be purchased for tha
amounting by the year to £1, lOs. 5d.; purpose of the establishment?
the rise in t~e price of provisio~s having " A nswer.-A part of Tothill Fields,
been the evident ground of this allow- together with such addition from the
anoe, the same indemnification would grounds adjacent (and which may be
~ot, I suppose, be thought unreasonable purchased under the existing Act) as
m ~y case: . s~all be necessary to make up the quan-

Questwn 3.-Do you think you tity allotted to the establishment by that
should now be able to exhibit vouchers act.
for, or distinct statements of, the expen- " Question 5.-The Committee have
diture of the £9000 you speak of? understood that certain difficulties have

"Answer.-I have taken care to pre- attended the choice of the spot ;--should
serve vouchers for the money expended these difficulties prove unsurmountable
in materials for the building itself, to in the instance of Tothill Fields, is there
an amount more than equal to what I any other spot in contemplation that
have received as above; and fer the you think would answer the purpose?
rest, I should think that satisfactory " Answer.-I know of no other spot
vouchers might be collected, although, whatever that would answer the pur-
the money being my own, and no con- pose in any tolerable degree, and at
ception entertained of any occasion for the same time afford anything near an
accounting to or with any body on the equal prospect of seeing the choice finally
subject, I had no reason for keeping approved. This is the last of fonr places,
vouchers as snch. In March 1793, on each of which at the outset afforded me
my applying for the £2000, whicii 1did prospects, which in the three preceding
through Mr Nepean, (then Under Secre- instances proved delusive.
tary in the Home Department,) my " Nothing could be more decided than
brother delivered or produced to that the approbation bestowed upon this spot
gentleman a hasty sketch of an account, upon the very first mention of it. Legal
drawn up in obedience to a suggestion obstacles, with the existence of which
made at the moment for that pnrpose. nobody is ehargeable, have been un-
At tbat early stage of the concern it avoidably productive of a part of the
contained (I remember) articles to the delays. As far as 1may be permitted
amount of above £4600, after which it to judge, the great aversion entertained
was needless to look out for more. Up-to the employing in the present case, or
wards of £500 of it was for patents, applying for, the compulsive powers
which are become of so old a date, that regularly granted, as ofteu as land is to
before I could now make any advantage be purchased for a public purpose, is,
of the inventions in the proposed Peni- and has been throughout, the only source
tentiary house, more thau half the of difficulty, at ~east ~t the fount~in-
terms would be expired. head. 1am satisfied m my own mind,

" After a variety of unsuccessful at- that the business would ha:e been des-
tempts, in which no inconsiderable part patched near five years ago, If land could
of the money was expend~d, we had have been found. that bel~nged to no-
already succeeded in executing by rna- body, and wa:s in no neighbourhood.
chinery, planing-work; sawing-work, ~y ~wn aversion to such pow.ers IS not
from large timber down to veneers of inferior, and would be productive of the
an unexampled fineness; wheel-work, same effects, i~ 1saw by what possible
in the small and in the great; window- means the business could be done upon
sashes (the greater part of the work- less unpleasant terms.
rnanship, and the remainder nearly " My great comfort as well as m,y
finished;) sawinz aud polishing of stone; great eucouragement at the outset of this
besides a variety of branches of inferior ~usines~ was, the obser:'ation ~f a spot,
aocount : and the number was increas- m the instance of which, as It seemed
ing every day. to me, these difficulties had already been

" Quution 4.- 'What ground is it now overcome. It was upon the ground of
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an Act of Parliament, and of a decision already in existence, will surely be suffi-
that had been given upon it by a tribu- cient to shut the door against objections
nal, of which the twelve judges formed on the score of neighbourhood. 1 can
a. part--it was upon this ground, coupled say from measurement, that no house of
with other assurances, that I proceeded an account superior to a tradesman's or
at the outset of the business; it was up- a public-house stands within a quarter
on the faith of another Act of Parlia- of a mile of the intended building.
ment, which the Committee have before " The persons principally interested
them, (I mean that ofthe 7th July, 1794,) in the character of proprietors have been
that I persevered in it. Had it been applied to with that respect and rever-
said to me in those days, these powers ence which is their due: a formal or
are employed in other cases, but they decided consent is more than I have to
will not be in yours, my property would boast of; but symptoms of acquiescence
baveremained undissipated, and the Com- were manifested, and none of opposition:
mittee would not have had this trouble. the opinion of professional advisers was

" Tothill Fields possesses two proper- declaredly in favour of the measure.
ties essentially necessary to the execu- "To speak with confidence of the
tion of my plan; vicinity to the metro- disposition of several thousand inhabi-
polis, and vicinity to water-carriage: tants, possessing rather a nominal than
In my manufactory, raw materials and a real interest in the character of com-
finished work are both of the bulkiest moners, will not be expected of an indi-
kind; and a prompt communication with vidual by whom they have not been
the market is indispensable. Vicinity canvassed; but, as far as assurances can
to the metropolis is a condition much be depended upon, from a quarter tha
insisted upon by the original planners best qualified of any for affording such
of the penitentiary system, (and most assurances, assistance much more likely
of all by Howard,) for the purposes of than opposition would be to be expected
example and inspection. If a place from that source. They had authentic
could exist, of which it could be said notice long ago, (though from another
that it was in no neighbourhood, it would quarter.) and not the smallest symptom
be Tothill Fields. Two prisons, and of opposition was then manifested, nor
four or five poor-houses of different sorts has been since.
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FOR the accuracy and completeness of the following Index, the writer of the Iutro-
duction to the Study of the Works is responsible. It has been prepared on the analytical
principle: that is to say, under each departmeut an attempt has been made to give, so far
as it was practicable within the assigned space, an outline of what the author has said on
the subject. In some instances it would have been impossible to convey a notion of the
train of reasoning followed by the author without using his own words; and in these no
attempt has been made to do more than indicate the place where the subject is dis-
cussed. In other cases, where it has appeared to the compiler that an intelligible
analyais has been made, he may have failed, in his necessarily abbreviated sentences,
in embodying the meaning of the original; but defects of this description are indigenous
to Indexes in general. It will not always happen that the head under which mention
may be found made of a subject is that under which it is analyzed; for it has been
thought expedient to enter the same subject under all the heads which occurred to
the compiler as words under which the reader might search for it, while the analysis i8
generally given under one only. Thus, the Provisions for the Courts of Law, in the
Constitutional Code, which have the title" Judiciary collectively," are analyzed under
that head; while a reference is likewise made to them under the words « Courts,"
"Judges," "Tribunals," &c.; and references to subdivisions of the analysis are made
under other heads. In a purely technical work-such as a law-book, the Index may
reject Whatever is not purely analytical, because the professional reader will at once
look for what he wants under its appropriate head: on the other hand, it seems needless
to state the reasons why an Index to a collection of works, embracing, like the preseut, a
variety of subjects, should contain as many facilities as possible for discovering what sub-
jects are discussed, and where. It often happens that there is a long train of entries
under the same head, scattered over a variety of portions of the works. In arranging
these consecutively, the system which seemed most appropriate to each case is adopted:
sometimes they are ranged in the order of succession of volume and page; at ethers in
what appeared to be their order of eonnexion with each other.
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- considered in the Constitutional Code as Accessory offences-Prohibition of, to pre-
an object of the Cml Law, IX. 13-14. vent their principals, i. 559-561. Instances
Sources,-increase of production-de- -game, excise, &c., 560. As against
crease of consumption, 13. Means of m- homicide, &c., 560-561. Presume mistrust
crease, natural in the course of trade, &c., m the procedure and in the discretion of
factitious by operation oflaw, lb. Latter the judge, 561.
deprecated, 13-14; same as to consump- Accessory words, as distinguished from
tion, 14. pnncipal, VIii. 324.

- The amount of felicity shown not to in- ACCIdent-Proposal of reward for services
crease WIth the anthmetical ratio of, ix. in case of, h. 231.
15-17. - Application of equity judicature to, vii .

.ABusE-dispeuses with regulation, while re- 30 I.
form does not, v, 208. - Absence of provisions at common law

- Defirution of an, ii, 483. having in view, shows the want of codifi-
- Those who have an interest in, consulted cation, v. 487.

as to its removal, ii, 13. Acclamation-e-Defect of, as a form of carry-
- of authority - general precautions ing legislative measures, ii. 370.

against, i. 570-578. Accomplice-DIfficulty in getting, to give
- is as much the effect of any arrangement I evidence, vi. 156.

as use IS, x, 72-73. - How far statements by, are evidence
- Arguing against use from-futility of against another, VIi. 43 n",

the common adage as to, i. 566; h. 469; v. I - Testimony of, not excluded, though unit-
206. i ing iuterest and improbity, vii. 414-415.

- Fallacy of saying an institution is not i-Rewards to. The principles that ought to
to be judged of by Its, x. 72-73. I regulate, considered, ii. 223-225.

- how supported by the fallacy of eoreen- I Accommodation. Nature of,as an operation
ing 1)01ItICa,1offenders, ii. 422-423. in procedure, ii. 25.

Abuses-The age of the creation of, is past Accounts in which the public are interested.
-can now only be protected so far as Publication of, i. 554-555.
they exist, ii. 476. - of contractors for prisons-Publication

- The defence of, by representing them not of, iv. 48.
as obstacles to good government, but as - Necessity of the publication of, by all m
causes of It, h. 466-469. public situations, with illustrations.iv. 130.

- Interest of members of Governments in ACCOUNT-KEEPING--PublIc. Essay on,v. 383-
the support of, 11. 476. 386. Defects in the present system, 383.

- Wisdom of our ancestors made to sup- The Italian or double-entry method ob-
port, ii. 40 I. jected to as a aubsntute, ib.; unintelhgi-

- What advantage there may be in attack- bility to those whose interests are con-
ing anyone at a time, ii. 434. cerned, 383-384 ; consequence, the removal

- Submission to, because there are worse of the control of public opinion, 384.
ones elsewhere-a fallacy, ii. 431-432. Speaker Abbot and Sir Henry Parnell

- Fallacies on which delay to remove is controverted, ib, Illustrations of defect,
founded, ii.432. in the difficulty of knowing official sala-

- The discoverers of, subject to the libel ries, 384-385. Incongruities in the rela-
law, v. 106-107. tive position of debtor and creditor, 385.

Academy-Royal. Principle of the Institu- Waste-book-an absurd term,ib. Infiu-
tion of The, iii. 41 n. ence of blind custom, 385-386. Reference

Aecent-Opilllons on, 1• .569. to Constitutional Code, 386.
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Account suits ; their nature, ii. 87. Acts of a Political Assembly-necessity for
Account-taking judicatories. Proposal for, their being passed m the exact tenus in

ii, 181-182. which they are proposed, ii. 336.
Accountableness of subordinates to super- Acts of Parliament. See Statutes.

ordmates by Constitutional Code, IX. 228. - - - Forms of convictions before -Ius-
Accountants in proposed Despatch Court- tices in, vi. 414.

Regulations as to, iii. 395-406. - - - drawing of-AlteratIOns m, by
Accountmg-cases of, Jury trial unfit for, Sir Robert Peel, x. 569-570.

11. 122, vi. 35 n", 481 n. - - - Letter to Dundas on the draw-
- - - impossible to limit the number of ing of, x. 292-293.

witnesses in, vii. 534. Acts of the Legislature-Duty of the Le-
- - - Inability of common-law courts to gislation Munster in the Constitutional

grapple with, vn 294. Code, as to passing, amending, &c., ix.
- - - Absence of provision for,at common- 430-437.

law, shows the want of codification, v. 487. - - - Essay on the Drawing of, iii 2:l3-
Accuracy of transcripts-arrangements for 283. See Nomography.

securing, Vii. 149-150. - - - should be recorded and made
Accusation, m ecclesrastical-court practice, public, vi. 7i -zs.

vi. 493. - - - FIxation and exposinon of, ill.
- False, as improbable as the commission 592-594.

of the offence charged, Vll. 117. - - - Application of abbreviation to,
- Secret-e-Admission of, considered, I. 5i3- hi. 594-595.

574. - - - Forms of instruments m, iii. 595-
- of criminals-Prejudices and difficulties I 596.

in the way of, ii. 222-223. - - -- Uses of appendices to, ill. 596-597.
- Disproof not passion the right method - - - Printing preferable to the French

of meeting, x. 530. system of registermg, IY. 311.
Aoeusatron-scarer's device-Imputation of Acts-Local and pnvate-s- Waste of the

infamy against those who hnng charges attendance of the Legislature on, IX. 118.
that are not proved, 11. 429-430. Actron-c-a physical fictitious entity, VlU.

Accused person-e-Lnnits of' the principle of 200-201.
presuming him innocent, ii, 513. - Nature of, as a simple flctitious entity,

- - in theory treated as innocent, in vni. 204. Essentially involves motion, lb.
practice as guilty, ii. 169. - none without motive, VI. 242.

- - Falsehood, silence, or evasion in the - Human,eJtherexternalormternal,vi.2Ii.
case of, as evidence of guilt, vii. 24·29. - and negation to act, occasioned by mo-

- - JudICial exammation of, vii. 39-44. tives, VI. 257.
See Inculpatrve, and Self-tnculpative EVI- - Civil.manner in which evidence collected

dence. for, VI. 467.
- - how far his statements believed, vii. - in a court. See SUIt.

389. Action and passrou=-counter-entines, vui.
- - Oath should be tendered to, if em- 204-205.

ployed at all in judicature, vi. 3:!5. Actions-Human, in general, i. 35-40. See
- - Critioism on the rules for treatment Human Actions.

of, in the French Declaration of RIghts, - Reasons for considering certain, as
ii. 513. crimes, i. 81-83.

Accuser in criminal cases. Function of, - Intentionality With regard to, I. 40-43.
i. 559. 1- must always have correspondent induce-

- Best means of procurmg, iv. 398-404. ments, iv. 398.
See Informers. ' Active or laborious punishment, i. 437-441.

Acoustics-defined and located m the Chres- Adam-Robert, the architect. The prin-
tomathic system of mstrucnon, vm, 31. ciple of the Panopncon Penitentiary sug-

Acquirmg-Persons capable of, iii. 193. gested to, x. 252, 257,294.
Acquisition of property-Methods of, i. - - Family of, x. 55.

326-334. Adam- WIlham, (Lord Chief Commissioner
Act-A mischievous-The consequences of, of the Jury Court in Scotland)-Commu-

i. 69-76. nication from, of the death of Wilsou, x.
Acts, as proper subjects of the attributives 487.

good and bad, &c., I. 216-217. - - HIS duel alluded to, xi. 14.
- or regulatione=Provieional-c-Plan for Adams-President John-Countenance of

Judges passing, subject to disallowance hbel law ill .the United States by, x.
by Crown or either House, iii. 367-371. 512.

- of aPolincal Assembly-Principal points Adams-President John Q,uincey-Inti-
to be attended toin the formation of,ii.334. macy with, xi. 39·40.
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Adam8- PresidentJohn Quincey- Letter to,

on his election as President, x. 554-555.
- - - Notices of, iv. 470,479,531,532;

x. 512; xi. 56.
Adams against Limbrey-The case of, cited,

v.357.
Addmgton-Henry (Speaker of the House

of Commons-afterwards Viscount Sid-
mouth)-Letter to, with proposed archi-
tectural improvements in the Houses of
Parliament, x, 344.

- - Proposal to, to prepare gratuitously
a Penal Code for England, x. 468-471.

- - His opposition to the Panopticon,
iv, 172.

- - Occasional mention of, ii. 441, 463 n,
582; in, 570 n; v. 109, 116, 117, 329,
331,372; ix. 141,607; x. 250, 362, 363,
391-394,415,531; xi. 120,125,127,137,
138,139 .

.Addington-John Hiley-Mention of, xi.
135.

Addlson--Joseph-His attacks on "bad
taste" censured, ii, 254.

- - HIS interview with Milton's daugh-
ter, x. 53.

- - noticed, i. 56 n*, iv. 64.
Addresses-Electoral-Specimens of,x. 245.
Adequate-recapitnlation principle - The,

in the management of the Chrestomathic
school, viii. 50-51.

Adjectives-How to avoid ambiguity in the
use of, viii. 313-316.

- How far a notion of, capable of being
given by exposition, between parties hav-
ing no common language, VIIi. 244.

- Characteristrcs of, in reference to uni-
versal grammar, viii. 347-348.

- express entities in the capacity of acces-
sory words, viii. 326.

- Whether they have preceded or followed
the abstractions into substantives, viii.
348.

Adjective Law distinguished from Substan-
tive, ii, 15-22; vi. 7, 205 n.

- - Evidence belongs properly to, vi. 205.
Adjeetive International law-War viewed

as, ii. 539.
Adjective branch of the law-The province

of, IX. 25. See Procedure.
Adjournment. Motions of, in legislative

bodies, ii. 366-367.
Adjournments- Long, of courts, evils of, vii.

241-245.
Administration of oath-Solemnities for, vi.

319-321.
Administration of effects of a deceased Per-

Bon- Provision for, in Constitutional Code,
ix, 632-633.

- - - Costliness and defects of the Eng-
lish system of, ix. 633.

Administrational Government considered as
.. branch of Ethics, in the Encyclopedical
Sketch of Art aud Science, viii. 94.

IV ADV
Admiralty-Droits of,-Sinister interes~

created by, in favour of war, ix, 21.
Admiralty Court-Affidavit evidence in, vi.

40.
- - abolished in United States, vi. 41_
- - Jobbing in, vi. 41.
- - Mode of extraction of evidence in,

vi. 492-499. See Extraction.
Admission of a fact as party evidence, vi.

277.
- - Errors of judicature in not taking

more advantage of, vi. 278.
Admissions-c-Interrogation should be essen-

tial to their being acted on as confessions,
VIi. 31.

Adolphus-Mr-Testimony of, in favour of
the Irish volunteers, viii. 473.

Adscintious evidence defined, Vii. 120.
- - examined,vh.127-129. Divided into

two kinds; the same parties In a different
forum-the same forum but different par-
ties, ib.

- - Aberrations of English law regard-
ing, vii. 170-173.

Adulteration. Methods for guarding the
public against, i. 555-556.

Adultery= Connexion of, with the Civil and
Penal Codes, I. 356.

Adverb-not a simple, as supposed, but a
composite part of speech, vin, 356-357.

Adverbs. How to avoid ambiguity in the
use of, viii. 313-316.

- Import of entire propositions in, Viii. 336.
- The relation of, to prepositions and con-

junctions, and the difficulty of forming a
proper separate conception of the nature
of, viii. 356.

Advertisements-Project for faeilitating re-
ference to, x, 322-323.

- of convictions of offences as a means of
punishing with infamy, i. 460.

- for assistance to defray expense of evi-
dence, recommended, vii. 376-377.

- Forgery of, should be punished, vii. 140-
141.

Advertiser-Public. Letters to, under the
siguature Anti-Machiavel, criticising the
declaration urging the court of Denmark
to break the treaty with Russia, x.201-
211.

Advice-The folly of forcing on others, more
flagrant than that of not taking, iii. 8.

- from the judge-Attendance of party to
receive, ii. 34-35.

Advisedness and unadvisedness with respect
to acts, i. 43-44.

Advocate. See Counsel; Lawyers.
Advocate--Lord, of Scotland-The power

of, compared with that of Attorney-Ge-
neral, v. 607.

Advocates-parties should be subject to in-
terrogation by their own, vi. 336-338 .

- Provisions regarding, in the Constitu-
tional Code, ix. 589-597.
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ADVOCA.TES- Eleemosynary - Functions of,
by the Constitutional Code, ix, 465.

- - Provision for attendance of, In Con-
stitutional Code, ix, 516.

- - to hold office during life, by Consti-
tutional Code, is, 521-522.

- - not eligible to the bench, by the Con-
stitutional Code, IX. 527-528.

- - QualificatIOn necessary for, by Con-
stitutional Code, ix, 528-529.

- - how appointed in terms of Constitu-
tional Code, ix. 529-532.

- - how displaceable by Constitutional
Code, ix, 532.

- - Securities for aptitude of, by Con-
strtutional Code, ix, 53i.

- - Special Provisions regardiug, in Con-
stitunonal Code, IX. 5i7 -579. Functions
correlative to those of Judge, 5i7-578.
Duty to assist whoever cannot procure
professional assistance, 578. Deputes,
where necessary to have assistance on
both sides, ib. Rights and Obligations,
ib. Relation to Judge, lb. Directive
function, ib. Money-requisitive function,
for paying cost of evidence, &c., ib. Su-
per-tutelary function-e-Inspection of con-
duct of Guardians in respect to the in-
terest of their "Tards, and correspondent
proceedings for protection, 578-579.

- - Reasons for appointment of, in De-
spatch-Court Bill, Iii. 310-311.

- - Provision for appomtment of, in De-
spatch Court, iii. 342.

Advocates-Government. Functions of, by
the Constitutional Code, ix, 465.

- - Provision for attendance of, in Con-
stitutional Code, ix. 516.

- - to hold office during life, by Con-
stitutional Code, ix. 521-522.

- - not eligible to the Bench, hy Con-
stitutional Code, ix, 527.

- - Qualification of, by Constitutional
Code, ix. 528-529.

- - how appointed, in terms of Consti-
tutional Code, ix. 529-532.

- - how displaceable, by Constitutional
Code, ix. 532.

Advocates- Government-Immediate-Spe-
cial Provisions as to, in Constitutional
Code, ix.570-575;-

- - - Fields of Service, ix, 570. Act
in eases where the Government a party,
viz. NonPenal,Public Penal.and Pubhco-
Private Penal, ib. Examples of these
classes, lb. 'fo act at reqursition of a
Minister, countersigned by Prime Minis-
ter, lb.

- - - Relation of, to Judge, ix, 5i1.
Subject,like other persons present in court,
to authority of the Judge, ib, But are spe-
ciallyexpected to take note of,and give in-
formation of, judicial misconduct, ib.

- - - Functions of, in Non-Penal cnses,

v ADV
ix. 571. Litigations as to property of the
district Government, &c., ib.

Advocates-Government-Immediate-Func_
tions of, in purely public-penal cases, ix.
571-572. In the ordinary case, the 801e
pursner, 571. Excepnons, ib. May act
along with any private party, 572. Cases
where private parties or individuals at
large may prosecute, ib.

- - - Functions in publico-private
penal cases, IX. 572. Concurrent autho-
rity with the person injured, ib.

- - - Functions as to offences against
Justice, ix. 572. Specially tc watch over
such cases, and demand pecumary mulct,
ib. Nature of such offences, ib.

- - - Money-Requisrtive Function, ix.
572-575. For rewards 'to persons for
givmg effect to the law-particularly for
procuring evidence, 5i2-573. When the
service uuperformed-s-Instrument of Re-
quisition to Judge, 5i3. Allowed to be
remarked on by opposite party, lb. Pro-
posal of mandate where service performed,
ib. Precautions against abuse, 573·574.
Benefits and evils of information from so-
cii, 574. Private parties injured-Re-
moval of the delay, vexation, and expense
of proceedings, is of itself an induce-
ment to come forward, ib. Inadequacy
of a fixed rate of reward, ib. Evil conse-
quences of reward for pursuit and convic-
tion, 544-545. Adjustment of the system
so that no malefactor can calculate on
reward, and lead others into crime to ob-
tain it, 5i 5.

- - - Attendance, ix. 575. In all the
cases to which his functions apply, ib.

- - - Who locable as,ix. 575. Attend-
ance for certain period in Inspection Gal-
lery as Probationary Lawyer, ib.

Advocate-General-Government. Provision
for, in Constitutional Code, ix. 575-577.
Residence in metropolis, 575. Acts over
the whole territory, ib. Functions in re-
gard to other officers, ib. To issue direc-
tions to immediate government advocates
to prosecute, 575·576. Cases III which
he is to do so-Treason, Rebellion, Con-
trabaudism, Forgery as to public money,
576. Inspection VISits, ib. Service for
life, ib. How dislocable, ib. Journal of
Proceedings, ib. Reasons for such an
officer-comprehensive view of the local
besrmgs, lb. Reasons for his being ap-
pointed by the Prime Minister, 576-57i.
Registrar attached to his office, 577.

Advocates-Official; general reasons for
their being attached to tribunals, ii. 22.

Advocates-Pubhc, for conducnng civil and
criminal cases-e-consrderanons as to, iv.
384-406.

Advocate for the Devil in the canonization
of Saints, ii, 220.
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Advocates of a system as distinguished from

Supporters, IV. 20l.
Aerostatics-Relation of, to Pneumatics, viii.

31.
Aerostation, illustrative of the rise of new

branches of art and science, viii. 27.
Affection-Relation of, to pleasure and pain,

x, 509.
- Value In, defined, I. 310, 322.
- Value in. Prmciples of restitution in

the case of, i. 374-375.
Affections of Interrogators and respondents

towards each other-how far they may
be calculated on, vi. 346-347.

Affiances before marriage-merits of the
arrangement of, i. 357-358.

Affidavrt-evidence-e-Substitute for, in pro-
posed Despatch Court, Ill. 422.

- - a device of Technical procedure,
v.9.

- - Expense and complexity that may at-
tend a system of, ill. 337 n.

- - an Instance of unpreappointed writ-
ten evidence, vi. 219.

- - Person convicted of perjury not ex-
cluded from making, vii. 410.

- - DIfferent kmds of, vi. 462.
- - in what cases it may be advantage-

ously employed, vi. 4.59-460. Checks ne-
cessary for security of, ib.

- - Inaptitude ot, as practised, ii. 181 ;
VI. 13 nt, 37-40, 389 n, 463, 497; vii.
240 n, 245, 25:J, 365, 471,494-497,508,
509.

- - contrasted with interrogative evi-
dence, VI. 38.

- - Carelessness in receiving, though un-
trustworthy, vi. 39, 40.

-- - before arrest for debt, vi. 179.
- - though objectionable evidence, re-

ceived to the exclusion of the best, vi. 335.
~ - the only evidence on which judges

will decide, VI. 463.
- - Sinister interest gives occasion to,

464.
Affidavits for grounding delay on, in absence

of a witness, VII. 359.
- for procedure on attachment, vi. 468,

476-477.
- for procedure on information, VI.

468,477-479.
- compared WIth depositions, vi. 38.
- in bankruptcy, vi. 432-433.
AflidaVIt-W1tnesses-Cross-examination of,

refused though they be in court, vi. 436.
Affinity-an unhappily chosen term in Na-

tural Philosophy, VIIi. 141-142 n.
Affirmation of facts disconformable to the

course of nature-c-motives tending to, vii.
106-111.

AfIlictive-Simple, punishments, i. 4 UI-41 G
Whipping, 413. Strappado, ib. PICket-
ing, ib. Wooden horse, ib. Ducking, ib,
Torture, 414. Examination with refer-

vi AGG
ence to the properties of punishment,
415-416.

AfIlictive capital punishment as distinguish-
ed from Simple, i. 442-444.

AfIlictive-Complex, punishments, i.416-4 20.
DeforIllation,416-417. Disablement, 417-
418. Mutilation,418. Examination and
comparison of the different kinds, 418-420.

Affluence-Degrees in scale of-how to be
measured for purpose of compensation, ii.
110-IlI.

Agasse-The case of, in France cited, iv.
400 n.

Age-Factitious dignities an usurpation of
the respect due to, ix. 86-87.

- of pursuer-to be stated lD demand-pa-
per, h. 66-jO.

- suitable for marriage, i. 356.
- as an aggravation of simple corporal in-

jury, i, 164, 167.
- The opinion that aptitude for legislation

increases WIth, combated, ix. 116.
- of witness-effect of, on testImony, vi. 254.
- not a ground for exclusion of testimony,

vii. 427-432.
- Influence of, on sensibility, i, 28-29.
Aged, The-extent to which subsrstence

provided for, by relations, i. 314.
Agent-Respondent to bill in equity com-

pelled to speak through, VI, 440.
- Responsibility of employer for the crimes

of, I. 384.
- See Attorney. Lawyers.
Agents-e-the representative system compar-

ed to the choosing of, IX. 98-99.
AggravatIon. Reference to the grounds of,

in the Penal Code, iii. Ii 5.
- Sources of, lD the character exhibited in

certain crimes, i. 77-79.
Aggravations of simple corporal injury, i.

164-165.
Aggregates-Process of the mental deriva-

tion of, from indivrdual objects, viii. 100.
- An all-comprehensive drvision of-how

created and tested, vni. 102-110.
- DIvision of, In the scales of logical sub-

alternation, vm, 26i -268. See Sub alter-
nation.

Aggregation-The process of, from indi-
467, VIdual facts, described, vni, 122-124.I - Account of the operation of, viii. 251l-

258. Precedes division or analysis, 256.
Early steps in, ib. Individual and aggre-
gate-Former, of things actually seen-
latter, including others supposed to he, ib.
Progress through classical aggregates to
the genus generalusimum existence, 257.
The five steps of drvision of this aggre-
gate by the Porphyrian tree, ib, Opera-
tion of aggregation and division very dif-
ferent from the physical operations from
which they are described, :157-258.

- Process of the mind in, shown to precede
analysis, viii. 265.
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Aggregation-as a means of enriching a

language, viii. 319.
- Logical- Fictitious entities resulting

from, viii. 206.
Agnosto-symbolicmathematics-a term used

for Algebra in the Encyclopedieal Sketch
of Art and Science, vni. 86.

Agreement. See Contract.
Agreement-regarding service- Principles of,

i. 340-341.
Agriculture-Board of, suggested, viii. 426.
- Board of, established, ii. 257 n.
- Board of. Principle of its establishment,

iii. 41 n.
- Institutions for the diffusion of, ii. 257.
- Advantageofconducting,ona1a.rge scale,

x.3i4.
- Source of experimental information re-

garding, in a system of Pauper Manage-
ment, viii. 426.

- Relation of, to manufactures, ii. 549.
- The colonial system discourages, ii. 547.
- Advantageous employment of capital in,

when not interfered with, iii. 68.
- Inquiry into the means of estimating the

gross profits of, x. 373-374.
- Effect that an equal division of property

would have upon, i. 359.
Agriculture- Young'sAnnalsof-Communi-

cations to, on Poor Laws and Pauper
Management, viii. 361-439.

Agricultural labourers-Inability of, to
provide for their families from their earn-
mgs, viii. 442.

Agricultural interest-Prevalence of shown
in the corn laws, in. 99.

Agriculturists-would suffer less than others
by a general division of property, iii. 607.

Aid-compellmg function, of Judges, by the
Constitutional Code, ix. 487-489.

Aid-compellmg mandate, to give assistance
to officers of the law, iii. 379-380.

AinslIe-Sir Robert-Bentham introduced
to, in Turkey, x, 152-153.

- - mention made of, x. 210.
Air-heated-IntroductIOn and diffusion of,

as umting warmth with ventilation, iv.
110-118.

Air balloons-Theory of probability illus-
trated from, vii. 93-94, 100.

Airing and exercise for Prisoners on the
Panopticon system-Arrangements for,
iv. 98-105,157·160.

Alacrity-Excitement to-Useful effects of,
ii. 235.

Alarm as one of the secondary consequences
of a mischievous act, i. 69-70. The kind
of mischief productive of it, 73.

- Circumstances influencing the degree of,
in case of an offence, i. 76-80. Situation
of offender, 76. Ease or difficulty of pre-
venting the crime, 76-77. Ease or diffi-
culty of concealing offender, 77. Charac-
ter of offender, 77·80. Cases in which

vii ALG
there is no alarm, 80. Cases in which
the danger greater than the alarm, ib,

Alarm to societyfromoffences-Meansneces-
sary for the prevention of, i. 371.

- Fallacies invented for the purpose of
creating, ii. 413-430.

Alarms-Spreading of-satisfaction to per-
sons injured by, i. 375.

Alchemy-An instance of a term dropped
outof the Nomenclature of art and science,
viii. 27.

- referred to, vii. 106.
Alegomorphic Posology, or the Arithmetical

and Algebraic branch of Mathematics-
Positron of, in an Encyclopedlcal Sketch of
Art and Science, vin, 85.

Alembert, D'-hls encyclopedical map of
Human Knowledge-Its imperfections as
a general division of the arts and sciences,
viii. 73-82. See Encyclopedical.

- - Reasons why he professed to found
his encyclopedical map of Human Know-
ledge on Bacon, viii. 73.

- - General estimate of the merit of his
encyclopedical map, viii. 99.

- - Dugald Stewart's opinion of his en-
cyclopedical map of Human Knowledge,
viii. 6-7.

- - HIS false notions of the operation of
analysis, viii. 127 n.

- - Estimate of, as a philosopher, and
regrets at the want of an English transla-
tion of his works, viii. 12i n.

- - the first to notice the existence of
fictitious entities, Iii. 286.

- - Correspondence With, on the state of
France, x. 87.

- - noticed, i. 10 n; iii. lSi; iv.532;
vni. 72, 119, 149.

Alexander the Great. His rewards to Aris-
totle, ii. 203.

Alexander emperor of Russia. Refusal
of a present from, and the reasons, IV. 508;
x.478.

- - - Correspondence with, on codifica-
tion, iv, 514-528.

- - - Casual notices of, ix, 133; x. 61.
Alexander=-Ielaunant of earldom of Stir-

ling) Trial of referred to, VIi. 178 n, 193 n.
Alexander the impostor, ii. 448; VIi. 95.
Alfred-King-and the mutual-responsibl-

hty system, IV. 164.
- - Retaliation In the laws of, i, 409.
- - Mention of, viii. 405 n.
Algebra.- What, as distinct from arithmetic,

x.53!.
- defined and described; and placed in the

Chrestomathic system of instruction, viii.
37-38.

- expressed by Agnosto-symbohc mathe-
matics, in the Encyclopedlcal Sketch of
Art and Science, vin. 86.

-. The province of, and the divisiens of.
Viii. 10511.
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Algebra-SIgns of. The use of, iR merely Allegory-Employment of, to admonitory

abridgement, viii. 167, 170. purposes, iv. 32.
- Inferiority of, to Geometry, as a mental Alleu, Mr-Lord Holland's secretary-no-

tonic, viii. 173. tieed, x. 442, 443, 447, 484.
- only uuderstood by the person who em- AlIiance-offensIve or defensive-Not the

ploys it, in as far as he can convert the interest of Britain to have any treaty of,
arbitrary signs into language, viii. 175. ii. 549.

- Need of a general revision of the field of, Alliance-The Holy, characterized, x. 539.
viii. 177-184. See Mathematics. Almsgiving-Evil effects of, and removal of,

- a science involvmg the predicaments of a collateral advantage of a proper Poor
number, figure, and quantity, viii. 287. Law, viii. 401-403.

- The facility learners of, would find in Alms-houses-Limits to the encouragement
the abbreviations being explained, viii. of, i. 566 n,
171-172. Althorp=-Yisit to, by Bentham in his youth,

- The operations of, divided into two: the x. 46.
abbreviative and effective, viii. 172. Alva-Duke of-Allusion to the cruelties of,

Algebra and Geometry-Interconversion of, i. 448.
viii. 184-185. Ambassador-Grades in the rank of,ix. 228.

- - Proposed adaptation to, of the exer- Ambiguity of expression-The evils of, iii.
cises of the Chrestomathic Instructionsys- 244-245. Offensive to taste,244. Par-
tem, viii. 155-185. ticular practical evils in the case of laws,

Algebraic signs-Analysis of the use of, viii. 245. Modifications, ib.
85-86. - in language, as distinct from obscurity,

Alias-were it not for its adaptation in cri- viii. 242, 304-305, 308-309.
minal law, would be a useful preventive - in language-Rules for avoidance of, in
of the ambiguities occasioned by the con- respect to words taken singly, viii. 313-316.
junction 01', viii. 85 n. - in the composmon of laws-Remedies

Alibi evidence. Suits involving, ranked as for, iii. 253-255.
complex, ii, 81. Ambigurties inherent in language-Sinister

- - Publicity tends to preclude, vi. 378. uses of, illustrated in the use of the word
- - Difficulty of fabricating, mcreased "Church," viii. 249-251.

with the number of WItnesses, vii. 74. Ambition-Nature of, i. 51-52.
- - generally false, vii. 112. - as designative of a motive, i. 199.
- - Remed.es for the evils of-witnesses - Character generally given to the motive

to have evidence to character; nonce of of, i. 213.
plea; power to delay cause; acquittance - Virtuous. Burke's opinions on rewards
provisional, ii. 60; vi. 379; VIi. 113. to incite, controverted, v. 290-291

- - as effected by probabilities as to tra- Ambuscade as an aggravation of corporal
vellmg vii. 99. injury, i. 165, 168.

- - considered with reference to sources Amelioration as a source of right, hi. 186.
of belief, vii. 111-113. TIme and distance Ameliorations-In what circumstances pro-
with regard to, 112. perty should be creatable by, i. 328-329.

Aliens=Esclusiou of, from the franchise, I Amendment-in what cases an object of
iii. 541. punishment. i. 392.

- Grounds on which Ineapacrtles of, - of defective measures-Rejection in-
founded, i. 332 n. stead of, a fallacy, ii. 471-474.

Aliens and Denizens-Principles of Interna- - of laws. Meaning of the term, viii. 494.
tional Law as to the distinction between, - of laws. Arrangements in the Constr-
ii. 540-544. tutional Code for the inspection of, by a.

Alienation-Limitations and modifications of Legislation Minister, for the preservation
the right of, hi. 183. of uniformity, ix. 430-431.

- of Land-Obstacles to, considered, i. - of laws--Method of proposing and em-
SeS-334. bodying, by the Judges, in the Constitu-

.All-comprehensive division-c-how it may be tional Code, ix. 504-508. See JudiCiary
made, and its sufficiency tested, viii. collecnvely.
102-110 Amendments to motions. Regulating Prin-

All-comprehensiveness-a necessary quality ciples of, ii. 365-366.
of a body of laws, iv. 537-538. - Procedure as to the proposal of, in legis-

Allegation-Testimony of a party called, vii. lative assemblies, ii. 353-354.
263. - Facilities for, in the proceedings of legis-

AllegationR and depositions-False distine- lative assemblies, ii. 319.
tion between, vi. 299. - Insidious and sareastic, bad effects of, ii.

Allegorical Idols, or the application of some 366.
fictitious eutity to men in office, as church - to bill in equity-Nature of, vi. 445,484.
to churchmen, &c., ii, 448·449.
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Amendments to bill in equity-Delayocca-

sioned by, vii. 216-217.
- - - Granting and refusal of, considered,

vi. 455-458.
America--Proposal for a junction of the Pa-

cific and Atlantic through, by a joint-stock
company, ii, 561-571.

- Evils of the system of transportation to,
i.490-491.

- Abuses under system of transportation
to, compared with those under the N. S.
Wales system, iv. 184·185 n.

- The benefits of civilisation Illustrated in,
i. 311.

- Former power of the British Crown as
illustrated in the charters founding the
States of, iv. 258·259. Legality of the
practice questioned, 259·261.

- Account of the coinage of the various re-
publics of, in a letter from Del Valle, xi.
17.

America, South. Testimonials from, of Bent-
ham's qualifications as a legislative drafts-
man, iv. 592-594.

Amenca, United States of-a country pos-
sessed of a constitution, ix. 9.

- - - Method proposed of submitting a
code of laws for the adoption of, iv. 458.

- - - Administration of the command of
the army in, by the President, ix. 363-364.

- - - Public frugality in, ii. 201.
-. - - Smallness of salaries of Judges

10, v. 344.
- - - Government departments in, cited

as an illustration of the single-seated
system, ix. 216.

- - - Economical army and navy of,
ix.230.

- - - Argument that the militia of, a
useless expense, ix. 346-347.

- - - a memorable illustration of effi-
cacy with economy in adnumstratron, ix.
31.

- - - Economy in the diplomatic agency
of, ix, 228.

- - - Commercial navy of, ii. 5il.
- - - Constitutions of States 01; not im-

mutable, ii. 404.
- - - The moderate use of victory in,

at the Revolution, contrasted with the
treason laws of England, viii. 472-473.

- - - Defence of Radicalism from the
state of, iii. 612-613.

- - - ApplIcability of the Quasi-Jury
system to, ii. 151.

- - - Folly of any attempt to invade,
ix. 347-348.

- - - Results of the partition of, from
Britain, condemnatory of the colonial sys-
tem, iii. 56.

- - - Secret procedure according to the
Roman system abolished in, vi. 41,501.

- - - Extent to which decisions of the
English courts adopted in. IV. 461·462.

ix AME
America, United States of-charged with

adopting bad elements of government aud
law from the practice of Britain, iv. 448,
459, 461·462, 502·504.

- - - Blind imitatron by, of the vaca-
tions, &c., of the British Parliament, and
its mischief, ix. 165.

- - - how they are differently situated
from Britain in regard to the use of falla-
cies in pohtieal discussion, ii, 481-482.

- - - Illustranons from the history of,
of the barriers to the pursuit of sinister
interest in a democracy, ix. 100.

- - - Illustrarion of Democracy and
order united in, in. 437, Hi, 472, 492,
494, 560, 562.

- - - How far the tyranny of the rich
over the poor may exist in, x. 548.

- - - Ingenious method of disbanding
the army of, at the termination of the war
of 1816, ix. 401-402 n.

- - - The protection given by, to infant
States, ii. 569.

- - - Government of, does not require
the protection of libel law, v, 2,:6.

- - - Illustration from the position of
the President of, of the absence of temp-
tation to treasonable violence in a demo-
cracy, ix. 39.

- - - President and other officials of,
not the less protected, though they have
no securities but such as extend to all
classes of citizens, viii. 522-523.

- - - Extent of legal protection to offi-
cials in, it. 121.

- - - Freedom of the press and of opin-
ion in, ii, 277.

- - - Correspondence as to the exist-
ence of libel law in, x, 512·513.

- - -- State of the law as to libel and
sedition in, ii. 2i7-279 n; v.246.

- - - Conspiracy and seditious libel
practically unknown in, ix, 37·38.

- - - Information as to the sittings of
the legislature of, ix, 648.

- - - Practice in, as to military com-
pensation for casualties, &c., ix. 379.

- - - Example of, has tended to create
prejudices III favour of second legislative
chambers, iv. 447-448.

- - - Proportion of representati-ves to
electors Ill, iii. 583-584.

- - - Dumont on the proposal of pre-
paring a CIvil code for, x. 462·463.

- - - Letter to the President of, on
codification, and proposal to draw up a
Pannomion for, iv. 453-46i.

- - - Address to the Citizens of, on the
proposal to prepare a (lode of laws for the
use of the States, iv, 478·507.

- - - Circular to the Governors of States
of, on the codification proposal, iv. 476-
477.

- - - Testimonials from, in favour of
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Bentham's qualifications as a legislative of knowledge on another; and use of en-
draftsman, iv. 5i7 -580. cyclopedical tables for this purpose, viii.

America, United States of-Applications 100.
from, to Bentham, to prepare a code, x. Analogy-Utilityof,in punishments,i. 92-93.
498-499. - between crimes and punishments-Na-

- - - Information as to the method of ture of, i. 407-409.
admitting lawyers to practice in, ix, 656- - in punishmente-c-Application of, to im-
658. prisoument, i. 430-431.

- - - Arrogation of purity of motives - Examples of the employment of, in pun-
not necessary to the public men of, ix. 63- ishing offences against honour, i. 381.
64. ANALYSIS-80Sone of the human faculties,

- - - Proposal for the instruction and viii, 75 n.
improvement of Irish labourers in, x, 500- - per genus et differentiam, i. 96-97 n.
503. - Ficntious ennties created by the opera-

- - - The Penitentiary system as adopt- tion of, viii. 127 n.
ed in, contrasted WIth the Enghsh penal - Specimen of, m an abridgement of the
colony system, iv. 212-248. See Trans- Book of Fallacies, x. 519-521.
portation. - must come after aggregation or synthe-

- - - Interest of, in relation to a plan SISin the chronology of mental operations,
for a communication between the Atlannc viii. 265-266.
and Pacific, and necessity of protection - of aggregates in the scale oflogical sub-
from, for the project, ii. 567-571. alternation, viii. 267-268.

- - - The propensity to duelhng in, xi. - Relation of, to synthesis, viii. 256-258.
13. - and synthesis-false notions as to their

- - - Decl.sration of Independence of; being the converse of each other, viii. 75.
argument that it proceeded on false prin- Analysis predicates a homogenous whole
ciples, x. 63. -not so synthesis, ib.; generalization the

- - - Declaration of Independence of, proper converse, ib.
animadverted on, i. 154. - Logical, the history of, in a series of

American Confederanon=-The. An illus- examples-Physical analysis first per-
tration of an International judicature, ii. formed, then aggregation, logical wholes
552. formed by synthesis, and then logical

American Revolunon=-Bentham's early division, viii. 121-126.
opinions of, x, 57. Anapirical Anthropurgics, or Experimental

American war-Anecdotes about the,x, b2i.' Philosophy-Position of, in the Encyclo-
Amhurst, Mr-on University oaths, v. 196n, pedical Sketch of Art and Science, viii. 88.

228. Anarchical Fallacies; Examination of the
Amicable interrogation, accompanied by hos- French Declaration of rights, ii. 489-529.

tile in the extraction of evidence-effects - - Dumont's translation of, compared
of, vi. 347-351. with the original, x, 497-498.

- causes-greater number of, in equity Anarchy. Defined, as the absence coupled
than at common law, vii. 517 n. WIth the need, of any of the ~owers of

Amity-The pleasures of, i. 18. government, iv. 270.
- Motive corresponding to the pleasures of, - a word used along with democracy to

i. 50,56,57,66. A standing tutelary mo- bring it into discredit, iv, 448-449.
tive, 66. - Spread of principles tending to, noticed,

- Pleasures and pains connected with, with iii. 146.
the corresponding interest and motives, i. Anatomy-Etymology of, and place in the
200. Chrestomathic system of instruction, viii.

Amotion-Power of, in the case of JUdges. 36.
How it should be regulated and practised, Ancestors-Fallacies from the wisdom of
iv. 358-363. our, i. 423; ii. 398-401 ; vii. 90. See

Ampliation as a mode of exposition, viii. 248. Wisdom of our Ancestors.
Amsterdam-U Be of analogical punishment Ancestry-Pride of; Inquiry into the causes

in, i. 409. of, and exposure of the fallacies of, ix, 82.
Amusement and curiosity-A division of Ancient deeds=-Authenticanon With regard

arts and sciences classified under, h. 253. to, vii. 179, 192-193.
Amusements-Public. Effects of, on so- - facts-Admission of transmitted evidence

ciety, i. 541. to prove, vii. 157, 167-168.
Amusements-Rational. Effects of, on so- Ancient history-Dangerous principles from,

ciety, i. 540. inculcated in yonth, i. 318.
Analogy-how of service in invention, viii. Anderson, Dr James. Letter by Bentham

276. to, on his projects as to the Western
- Use of, in tLrowing light from one branch Fisheries, x. 127-129.
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Anderson, Dr James. Letter from, as to

Sir John Sinclair, x. 254.
- - - Letter from, as to a Panopticon

in Scotland, Lord Gardenstone, &c., x,
254-255.

- - - Letter to, on the economy of the
Panoptlcon system, x. 256-258.

- - - Letter to, on a law-suit, x. 288.
- - - His opinions against the utility

of the colonies, ii. 546 n.
Andre, Major-The case of, alluded to, ix.3n.
Anemistic, or Aeropnutic source of motion

-from winds, viii. 133.
Aneristic admimstration, or the ordinary ex-

ercise of administrative government-
Position of, as a branch of Ethics in the
Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and Science,
viii. 94-95.

Aneunomothetic, or Administrational Go-
vernment, considered as a branch of Ethics
in the Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and
Science, viii. 94.

- - divided into Eristicoscopic and Ane-
risticoscopic, or judicature, and admmis-
tration in its ordinary sense, viii. 94-95.

Anger-Nature of, i. 53.
- Rules for repressing, x. 517-518.
Anglo-Saxon laws-Tbe pecuniary retribu-

tions of, i. 87 n §.
Anglo-Saxons. How far felony connected

with the institutions of the, i. 504-505.
- - Popular judicatories among, ii. 151.
Animal chemistry-defined and located in

the Chrestomathic system of instruction,
viii. 31-32.

Animal magnetism characterized, i. .568.
Ammals-c-Ongin of property in, 1. 328.
- Humanity to, urged, i. 562.
- Bentham's humanity to, characterized,

x. 17.
- Cruelty to-Letter against, x. 549-.550.
- Cruelty to, ammadverted on, i. 142-143 n,
- Bentham's fondness for, xi, 80-8!.
Animosity-Nature of, i. 53.
Animosines-c-Rehgious and National-Ad-

vantages from the suppression of, i. 562-563.
Anne-Queen. Allusion to her creation of

Peers, i. 279 n.
- - Casual notice of, ix. 108.
ANNUALPARLIAMENTS---Reasons for prefer-

ring, to triennial, iii. 600.
- - Answer to the objection that they

would turn out permanently reelective,
iii. 512-513.

- - Ancient practice as to, historically
examined, iii. 514-515.

- - compared, m point of adequacy, with
triennial, iii. 521-525.

- - Objection to, on the ground of insuf-
ficiency of time to acquire experience, an-
swered, iii. 522-523.

- - Conduciveness of, to aptitude ofmem-
bers, iii. 542-543.

xi ANS

Annual Parliaments-Conduciveness of, to
improvement of the higher classes, by
enlarging their chances of becoming mem-
bers, Iii. 551.

- - as an element of Radical Reform, iii.
558.

- - The main uses of, recapitulated, and
objections answered, iii. 561-563.

- - The old act for, an instance of defec-
tive collocation, v. 412.

- - Notice of supporters of, iii. 458.
- - Provisions for, in Radical-Reform

Bill, iii. 588-59!.
- - An early debate on, quoted, iii. 455-

456 n.
Annuality of suffrage-nature of, briefly ex-

plamed in Consututional Code, ix. 106-
110.

Annuitants. The paying off, creates capi-
tal, Hi. 44.

Annuity-Note Plan-Correspondence with
Sir George Rose on, x. 359-361.

- - Correspondence and controversy with
Mr Vansittart and Dr Beeke as to the
practicability and utility of th= project
for, x. 364-3i3.

- - Plan for the transfer of stock into,
iii. 105-153. Specimens, and series, Table
I, Introduction, 107-108. Creation, is-
sue, and payment, 108-113. Extension,
113-116. Form-Table 2. Featurescom-
mon to other securities, 116-11i. New
features, 117. Grounds of expectauon
of success, 118-123. Financial advanta-
ges m reduction of debt, &c. 123-132. Ad-
dition to national capital,132-133. Ad-
dition to commercial security, 133-136.
Method of dcahng with the particular
interests affected, 136-139. How to ob-
viate rise of prices from increase of cur-
rency, 139-141. Comparison with Pel-
ham's reduction ofmterest on stocks, 141-
144. Moral advantages,144-145. Con-
stitutional advantages, 145-146. Resu-
me of the advantages, 146-158.

Annuities-Deferred. Uses to which they
may be converted in the case of the work-
ing classes, viii. 409.

- Transactions in, as a subject of taxation,
x.304.

- Government. The security for, is not the
mere fund on which they are ranked, but
the stabllity of the revenue, x. 325.

Annular well in the Panopncon edifice,
substituted for stories of intermediate
areas, iv. 66, 69-7!.

Anonymous authorship-Opinion on exact-
ing declarations as to, x, 82.

Answers-Promptitude of, a secnrity for
truth, vi. 383.

- in written evidence should be numbered
with the questions, vi. 441-443.

- False or evasive--how far evidence of
delinquency, vii. 24-29.
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Answers-Questions to witnesses should mative department of intellectual Philo-

arise out of the, vi. 384-385. sophy-e-ita position in an Encyclopedical
- to bill m equity-s-Pracnce as to, vi. 401, Sketch of Art and Science, viii, 91.

444, 455, 484 ; vii. 292. Aplopathematic Pneumatology, or the Phi-
- - - amendment of-Granting and re- losophy of pleasures and pams-e-Posrtion

fusal of, vi. 455-458. of, m an Eneyclopedical Sketch of Art
Antactive source of motion-The, or motion and Science, viii, 89.

from springs, considered among the sources Aplosyncrotic source of motion-byexplo-
of motion, vni. 139-141. sion, examined, viii. 136-137.

Anthropo-plastic Somatics proposed as a Apolioscopic, or Private Ethics-Position of,
nomenclature instead of Natural Philoso- In an Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and
phy, viii. 284-285. Science, VIiI. 94.

Anthropurgic Somatology, or Natural Philo- Apology for exposure of the technical sys-
sophy. Place of, in the Encyclopedical tem, vii. 329-334.
Sketch of Art and Science, viii. 86. ApPEAL-definitIOn of, vi. 421.

- - divided Into ceenoscopic and crypto- - as a stage of suits, ii. 93.
dynamic,87. - Uses of, ii. 165-166. Check to sinister

Annbea-c-visrted by Bentham on his way interest, 165. Attraction of public opin-
to Russia, x, 150. ion to estimate merits of both judges, ib,

Anticipative survey of evidence-Purposes Protects against arbitrary judicature, ib.
to be served by, vii. 230. Power to send question of fact to be tried

- - - as a succedaneum to exclusion, over again In another immediate judica-
vii. 369-3i1. Plan recommended, 370. tory,165-166. One stage of appeal, 166.
Results, ib, Contrast with special plead- No alteration of decision of Judge appel-
ing, ib. late without punishiug him, ib. No other

Anti-Machiavel-Letters of-A criticism on ground for appellate judicatory to pro-
Mr Elhott's Declaration to the Court of ceed upon, but those which were before
Denmark, charging It as an attempt to the immediate, ib.
create war through the dissolution of the - Proceedings before appellate Judge in,
alliance between Russia and Denmark, n, 166-167.
x.201-211. -Checks that operate upon the Judge of

- George 'I'hrrd's umbrage at the Letters appellate judicatory, and wherein they
of, noticed, iv. 172. differ from those in nnmediate, ii. 167-

AntipathetIc sensibihty and bias-Influence 168.
of, i. 24. - Judge in, to mark his opinion of pro-

Antipathy-Nature of, i. 53. ceedmgs of immediate judge, according
- Pleasures and pains of, with the corre- to certain options, ii. 168.

spondmg interest and monves, i. 203. - Whether evidence discovered after ulti-
- Punishment suggested by, i. 391. mate decrees should be producible in, ii.
- Use made of the term as a motive,i. 219. 168-169.
- Pleasure of exercising, not equal to pam I - Secunty during, against irreparable pun-

produced-an axiom, ni. 226. I ishment or change of bodily condition, ii.
- and sympathy as principles adverse to 169.

utility, 1.6-11. See Sympathy. I - Tribunals of, considered, iv. 338-353.
- the real cause of the exclusion of wit- Errors on the part of a judge, which ap-

nesses on religious grounds, vir. 426-427. peals necessary for correctmg or obviating
- productive of the evils attnbuted to -misdecision, delay, suppression of evi-

vengeance, i. 383. dence, precipitation, 338-339. Publicity
Antiquananism-a resource of aristocracy, not perfectly efficacious without appeal,

x. 583. 340. Nor pubhcity WIth legal responsi-
Antiquated constitutions-Letter to the Por- bility,340-341. Productive of mconveni-

tuguese nation on, viii. 482-485. ence-especially expense and delay, 342.
AntIqUIty-Source of the Prejudices in fa- First remedy in the appellate court havmg

vour of-a. false analogy between old no other grounds for judgment than the
times and old men, x, 69. immediate court had before It, 342-343.

Anti-rational fallacies, ii, 457-462. Reasons why this is essential to the nil-
Antithesis as a mode of exposrtion, viii. ture of an appeal which IS for correction

248. of error, ib. Transmission of record with-
Antony--Mark-his increa.se of the pa.yof out cost, 343. Power to party to take

the centunons, ix, 378 n. judgment of appellate court m first in-
Anxiety of mind as a collateral inconveni- stance without argument, ib, Like power

ence of judicature, ii, 17. on a mere written argument subjoined to
Aphorisms-Fa.vourite, of Bentham, x. 147. record, ib. Interdiction of appeals from
Aplodidactic Ccsnenesiology, or the infor- interlocutory orders, 343-344. Bemediea
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for cases which do not admit of the complete Appeal-Gradual promotion of Judges gives
record being produced=-viz., suppression confidence in courts of, iv. 3iO.
of evidence, delay, &c., 344. Means of - Vexations that may be occasioned by
curtailing the cost of appeals,-abolition cheapness of-how obviated, ii. 114-115.
of law taxes, reduction of fees, clearing - Proposal to hmit jury trial to cases of,
the causes, &c., 344-345. Remedies for ii. 118, 122.
the prevention of mala fide appeals in - Restriction of, in criminal cases, ii, 155-
civil cases, 345-346. The same in penal 156.
cases, 346-347. Appeals should, when - in criminal cases-Circumstances in the
these impediments are established, be mischief of predatory offences, and the
allowed in all causes, 347-348. Import- smallness of the chance of erroneous con-
ance, difficulty, &c., no reasons for givmg I viction, Justifying restrictions on, ix, 562.
one sort a privilege over another, ib. - Reasons why there should not be more
Appeals should be taken to a common than one-greater number productive of
centre-for the best public, and for UUl- cost and delay, with uncertainty, ix. 469.
fornnty, 348-349. Reasons for having - Difference between, and arbitrary remo-
only one appeal-c-simplicity and prompti- val of causes from court to court, v. 526.
tude, nniformity, economy, certainty, &c., Appeals-Great number of, ID Scotland, IX.
350-351. Judges of appeal to be chosen 469 n,
from the inferior courts by popular elec- - from the Scotch courts-how the pres-
uon, 351. Should be a court entirely sure of, may be mitigated, x. 424.
distinct from the immediate court, 352. - Statistics of, show the state of adminis-
Considerations as to proper number of tration of justice, vi. 564.
appellate courts-no greater than abso- Appeals and writs of error-Their instru-
lutely necessary, 352-353. History of the mentality in producing judicial delay ex-
appeal system in England,353. Number amined, v. 51i, 518·520. Circumstances
of grades-con fusion-feudal origin of the out of which appeals arise, 518-519.
diversity, ib. Grades in the common law courts, as de-

Appeal-Delay occasioned by the system of, scribed by Blackstone, 519. Question If
vii. 214-216. ever all practised.Ib. Gradations in equity,

- Recommendation to give effect to judg- ib, Appeal from inferiors to Chancellor
ment during dependence of, vn. 215. or Lords, according to the extent to which

- how far a succedaneum to publicity in the party can be pillaged, 519-520.
keeping the inferior court right, consider- Appeal and Quasi appeal-Definitions of,
ed, vi. 358, 359. and distinction between, ri, 161-162. See

- Liberty of, in case of weak evidence be- Quasi Appeal.
iug founded on, vii. 163. Appeal-providing principle-in the manage-

- Use of judicial registration for the pur- ment of the Chrestomathic School, 'VIii.
poses of, vi. 330, 409. 48-49.

- Use of a scale of probative force for the Appearance-Meaning of, as a technicality,
purposes of, vi. 17, 228. VIi. 284 n.

- Erroneous secrecy of inferior judicature - Support of an, in the case of official
may be remedied on, vi. 367. persons-fallacies as to, v. 316-318.

- none admitted, properly speaking, in cri- Appellate Jndge-Nature and functions of
mmal cases, vi. 382 n 14. an, ix. 466-46i.

- in case of discovery of new evidence, ii. Appellate Judicatories-The elementary
65. functions of, ix. 482.

- The use of, as a substitute in some mea- - - Outline of system of, ii. 22.
sure to the necessity of publicity in courts, - - Provision for, in the Constitutional
iv. 329. Code, ix. 585-588 ;-

- Reasons for, in the securing aptitude in - - Who the Judges of, and their fields of
Judges, by checking incapacity, indolence, service, ix. 585. No immediate jurisdic-
or dishonesty, ix. 468-469. tion, except as to complaints of miseon-

- ab eadem ad eundem-nature of, ii. 153. duct, or of non-transmission of the Record
- Personal attendance of parties not ueces- in its viCIOUSstate, ib.

sary in, iv, 329-330. - - Subject-matters of appeal to, ix. 586.
- to concurrent judicature in summary Ordinary, as to the decision, or incidental

suits, ii. 153. as to conduct of Judge, ib. Misdecision,
- Transmission of Record or Transcript, for and Quasi misdecrsron-c-as in the not ren-

purposes of, ii. 103. dering the proper judicial services, ib.
- Inquiry into the constitution of the Privy - - Grounds of decision in, IX. 586-588,

Council as a court of, x. 430-431. With special exceptions, the Record trans-
- A plan for giving jurisdiction in, to a mitted from the Inferior Court, and argu-

court of Lords delegates, v. 55-60. ments on it, ib.
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AppellateJudicatories-The attendance ofa

Quasi Jury necessary to, as in the the case
of a recapitulatory examination in an
immediate Judicatory, ix. 587.

- - Optional functions of, ix. 587. The
confirmative, reversive, modificative, and
aubstitutive, lb. In incidental questions,
the mandative, inhibitive, and sistitive,
ib.

- - Vexation by appeals to, obviated, ix.
587. Appellant compelled to attend, and
be interrogated, ib. Pecuniary aid to
Respondent, ib.

- - Where to be situated, ix. 587-588.
Reasons for distribution and against
agglomeration in the metropolis-Acces-
sibihty, Instruments for distributing in-
formation, Benefit of migranon, Removal
from seat of corruption, lb. Reasons in
favour of agglomeranon-c-The most in-
telligent Pubho opinion, Instruction not
extensively given by Appeal Judicatories,
Economy in expense, 588. In case of
distribution, considerations as to its me-
thod, in conjunction with the distnbution
of Sublegislatures, ib.

- - Reasons why they are best situated
in a metropolis, the exigency for vicnnty
in the case of immediate judicatures not
applying to them, ix. 474.

AppellatIves, implymg praise or blame-Use
of, in political discussion, ii. 436-438.

- Eulogistic and dislogistio=causes of their
application to the sprmgs of acnon, I.
212-214.

Appendix-Use that may be made of, when
attached to a code of Iegislative acts, in.
596.

Appetative faculty-Results of the exercise
of the, viii. 279-281. Through It, plea-
sures and pains, by causing desires, are
the source of all mental operations, ib.

Appetite for food-Equality as between
poor and rich in the gratification of, iv.
124 n.

Application-Nature of, as an operation in
procedure, ii. 24.

Apphcatlon-e-Judicial, in the principles of
Procedure, ii. 33-49. Definition-Vari-
ous kinds of, as applicable to judicial ser-
vices, 33. Judicatory to apply to-Domi-
cile, 33-34. Order of making application
- Visiters' Gallery, 34. Personal attend-
ance of party, for evidence, security,
forthcominguess, commumcanon, &c., 34-
35. Who may be applicants-principals,
proxies, cointeressees, 35-36. Interessees
-viz., on account of themselves, or of
others, 36-37. Method of commencing
applIcation-investigation by the judge,
37 -38. Ordinary application in litiga-
tions, 38-39. Extraordinary for consul-
tation, prevention of damage, securing
prospective evidence, &c., 39-40. Mode,

xiv APP
oral, and in open court, 40. No oath-
inefficacy of the ceremony shown, 40-42.
Securmg applicant's responsibility, 42-43.
Extraction of self-notificative information,
name and address, 43. Accessibility se-
cured, 43-44. Causes for dismissal of
applicatron, 44. Secret proceedings, ib.
Modes of deceptive fallaciousness, 44-46.
Treatment of applications tendmg to ob-
struct justice, 46. Reconciliation of par-
ties as a function of the judge, 46-47.
Forthcommguess of parties, 47-48. Evils
of English practice, 48-49.

ApplIcation-Initiatory, for bringing parties
into court, ii. 63-64.

Appointing-Power of, proposed to be in
different hands from that of displacing, i,
572.

- - See Location.
Appointments-Sarcastic notice of the in-

difference pretended by the claimants of,
v. 286 n.

- Fallacy that it IS Improper to give, to a
party influenced by self-interest, ri. 473.

Apposite-classification principle - III the
management of the Chrestomathic School,
viii. 52.

Appositeness in language-Elements of,
viii, 290.

Apprehension-Nature of, i. 69.
- as a mental operation of Logic, viii. 224.
- The evil of, to be estimated III punish-

ment, i. 85.
- as to innovation-Causes of, ii. 418-419.
Apprentice and master-Effect of connexion

between, on evidence, vi. 160-161.
- - Formalities of contract between, vi.

525,528.
Apprennces-c-Labour of, as a source of pau-

per revenue, viii. 369.
- Pauper. Advantages and encourage-

ments to, under the proposed plan of
Pauper Management, vni. 435·439. See
Pauper Management.

Apprenticeship-Contract of, as a subject of
registration, vi. 567.

- necessary for judges, but not for parti-
san lawyers, iv. 371.

- parish-System of, with fees-Pitt's pro
posal of, cnticised, vin, 452-455. Influ-
ence in disturbing the natural order of
supply and demand, and advantageous to
one set of the working-classes only by the
injury of the other, ib.

- as a branch of Pauper Management, viii.
385. See Pauper Management.

Apprenticeship act-Evils of the, iv. 49.
Approbation and disapprobation-call that

is inferred when a word used in a good
and in a iJad sense, i. 48-49.

Appropriate evidence as distinguished from
indicative, ii. 57-58.

Appropriate official aptitude-Rules for
maximizing, ii. 273-274.
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.APTITUDEfor the purposes of good govern-

ment, sinks instead of rising, with the
quantity of opulence and power, ix. 110-
113.

- is inversely as the amount of factitious
advantages possessed, iv. 439-440.

.Aptitude-appropriate, of members of a
Iegislature=Securiues for, as embodied
in the Constitutional Code, Ix, 191-198.

- - on the part of the Prime Minister-
Securities for, by the Constitutional Code,
ix.212-213. See Prime Minister.

- - of Ministers-Securities for, by the
Constitutional Code, ix. 316-324. See
Ministers collectively.

- - of Judges, and other Judiciary Offi-
cers=-Becunnes for, by Constitutional
Code, ix, 535-537.

Aptitude-c-official, Rules for maximizing, ii.
273-274.

- - Maximized-Expense minimized, v.
263-386.

Arabs-Robberies among the, i. 70.
Arabian Nights' Entertainments CIted, vii.

94.
Arbiters-Consignment of cases to, at assizes,

iii. 329.
- Nature of procedure before, vi. 480; vii.

321.
Arbitrary infringements of Law-Terms of

the French Declaration against, criticised,
ii.510-511.

Arbitrary power-Death punishment an Ill-

strument in the hands of, i. 448.
- - how created in judges by fiction of

law, v. 512.
-- - Exclusion of, as a protection, i. 5i6.
- - Exclusion of evidence an instrument

of, vii. 339.
.ARBITRATION-Provisionsfor, III the Consti-

tutional Code, ix. 552-553.
- Historical notice of the act for sanction-

ing, v. 203.
- Defects of the system of, vi. 481 n.
- as necessltated by defects in judicial

procedure-a grievance in Petition for
justice, v. 469, 521.

- Inconveniences attending the system of,
iii.329-330.

- Causes sent from juries to, ii. 122.
- Recourse to, necessitated by the state of

the law of procedure, v. M-36 .
.Archaic, as a division of the sources of mo-

tion, distinguished from Antactic, viii.
144.

.Archaiology-Connexion of, with Geognosy,
viii. 34.

.Archer-the name of a fellow-student of
Bentham'S, x, 40.

.Archer, Mr and Mrs-connexions of the
Bentham family, x. 14-15.

.Archetypal-the word explained, vi. 122 n.
Archetypal draught, or draught for prehmi-

nary authentication defined, vii. 186, 194n.

xv ARI
Archetypation explained, as a means of ex-

position of fictitious entities by paraphrasis
from real, viii. 246.

- Operation of, for explaining the nature
of a fictitious entity, VIii. 126-127.

Archetype and Type, or thing signified and
sign-Relation between, viii. 331-333.

Archimedes-Mention of, viii. 459.
Architect-How far imagination necessary

to the, viii. 76.
Architectural arrangements for the public

offices, tending to facilitate the proceed-
ings, and to secure rectitude, &c., ix. 325-
333. See Ministers collectively-Architec-
tural Arrangements.

Architecture-Dependence of good govern-
ment on the arrangements of, ix. 165.

- Influence of, as exhibited in the Panop-
tieon, iv. 39.

- Stage it should occupy as a branch of
education, viii. 15.

Arcot-Nabob of, Q,uestion as to the debts
of, v. 322.

Arden, Lord-Mention of, v. 159.
Areopagus-Court of, noticed, vii. 432.
Arguelles- Antonio. Efforts of, for the pro-

mulgation of Bentham's Works, viti. 491-
492.

Argr.elles-Don Augustin. Letter from, re-
questing opmion on Jury Trial, iv. 570.

- - - Casual mention of, x. 546.
Arguelles-Don Jos~ Canga, Letter from,

on the proposal to draw a code of Laws
for Spain, iv. 570-571.

Argument-Description of the use of, in de-
bate, and of the motives that prompt each
party to contend for victory, viii. 236-238.

- Feebleness of, to operate against inter-
est, x. 511.

- The fallacy of diverting attention from,
to the motives of the user, iv. 417.

Arguments-Truth of, not affected by the
character of the person using them, ii.
415-417.

Arguments-Fallacious. See Fallacies.
Argumentanon=-Character of treatises on

the art of, ir, 379.
ARISTOCRAcy-Creationof an ; its influence

on sooiety, and the interests that occasion
it, and operate through it, examined, ix.
78-92.

- Divisions and Party rivalry in-how far
beneficial to the Public, VIiI.570-571.

- their jealousy of the extension of edu-
cation to the working classes, viii. 20-21.

- get all the benefit of the system of laud-
anon in biographies, &c., ix. 61-62.

- more the enemies of the many, than the
many are of them, iz, 143-144.

- Decayed. Plea that they should be sup-
ported by the nation, combated, v. 305-
307.

- Opposition of the interests of an, to that
of the People, i. 245.
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Aristocracy-Feelings with which it re-

gards the People, iii. 620.
- Government by. Blackstone's views of

the qualifications of, criticised, i. 275-277,
279-280.

- as coadjutors of arbitrary power, ii. 283.
- Ascendancy of the interest of, in the con-

stitution, iii. 436-445.
- Power of the, increased by the Revolu-

tion, iv. 446-447.
- The mendacity license favours, to the

prejudice of the poor, ii, 58.
- not co-equal with a monarch, but his de-

pendants and instruments, ix. 140-141.
- Nature and effect of an, considered, in

the address to France on second chambers,
iv.419-450. See Peers.

- The interest that operates with the mem-
bers of, ill the Public-opinion 'I'nbunal,
ix.43-46.

- despise honours that are open to com-
petition by merit, ii. 194-195.

- Partiality of popular electors for the,
illustrated, iri, 467-470.

- Hereditary-Influence of, on the fund for
rewarding services, ii, 20 l.

- The various kinds of, that naturally ex-
ist, and the additions made bya mo narchy,
iv. 558.

Aristocracies-never known to abdicate, as
monarchs have done, iii. 527.

- Exemptions of,from punishments,ii. 196.
- Punishment of death encouraged by, i.

531.
- have an interest in classes being privi-

leged to commit offences; because being
powerful they will secure the privilege to
themselves, ix, 44.

- their influence on the minds of men,
through the operation of taste and fashion,
ix.46.

ArIstocratIC Privileges-France happy in
the abohnon of, iv, 321.

ARISTOTLE-Estimate of, as the Father of
Logic, viii. 217-218.

- hIS dictum of the barrenness of money,
iii. 16.

- what he meant by metaphysics, consi-
dered, vin. 220-221. Offshoot of Logic, ib,

- Extent of his inquiries into fallacies, ii,
379.

- How far the author's work on Logic
based on, viii. 218.

- described as an observer and inventor-
inventor of Logic, viii. 76.

- Casual notices of, i. 237 n ; ii, 203, 356
n, 442; ni, 234 n; vi. 239; VIii. 83 n,
266, :l6i, 282, ~91 ; x. 582, 585.

Arlstotehan Logrc=-clouded by the want of
a knowledge of the difference between
real and fictitious entities, viii. 120.

- - Division of causes in, viii. 210.
- - The influence of, on modem Europe,

viii. 217-218.

xvi ARM
ArIstotelian Logic-The dialectic branch

pursued in, to the neglect of the tactic,
viii. 218.

- - Narrowness of the field of, viii. 220.
- - Character and na.ture of the Prsecog-

nita of, viii. 221.
- - The defimtion of, by Sanderson, cri-

ticised, viii. 232.
- - The utilitates, or uses of, criticised,

viii. 221,232-233.
- - The jiniB, or end of, as separated from

the uses, criticised, Viii. 233-234.
- - Functions of, criticised, viii. 234.
- - Object, matter, and subjects of-the

terms criticised, viii. 234.
- - The predicaments of, examined, viii.

234-236.
- - Mode of discussion in, compared with

the Socratic, VIIi. 236-238.
- - How the disputative branch of, has

failed to make discoveries, viii. 238-239.
- - Notrons in, as to exposition,criticised,

viii. 242-243 n.
- - An imperfect account of the process

of definition in, vin, 251-253.
- - Mode of logical division by, criticised,

viii. 255-256.
- - does not contain instruments by

which the three kingdoms of nature could
have been methodised, viii. 269.

- - The laws of method of, viii. 273-275.
Redundance and tautology-e-rmperfeet, as
not determmate m meaning, 273. Lex
harmonise, ib. Lex unitans, 273-274.
Lex generalItatis, 274. Lex connexioms,
274. Crincrsms on Sanderson, and a new
reading suggested, 274-275.

- - Imperfect VIews in, of the nature of
a proposition, viii. 337-338.

Aristotelian Logicians-Wrong definition
of contradictormess by, viii. 103-104 n.

- - Propensity of, to attribute to the
power of formulas what can only be ac-
complished by observation and percep-
tion, viii. 110 n.

ARITHMETIc-Analysis of the simple opera-
non of, viii. 85.

- as distmgurshed from Geometry and
Algebra, vni, 37.

- a science involving the predicaments of
number, figure, and quantity, vhi. 287.

- expressed in the Encyelopedical Sketch
of Arts and Sciences by Gnosto-symbolic
Alegomorphic Posology, viii. 85.

- Commentary on the remark thltt there
is no eloquence in, iv. 204.

- Application of, to measure the extent of
utIlity as Indicated by the rationale of &
code of laws, IV. 540-543.

Arms, privilege of bearmg should be univer-
sal In a free country, ix, 40, 58.

- arrangement for training the people &II
volunteers, in the use of, ix. 343-348.
See Defensive Foree-Radical branoh.
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Arms-Maximization of the number of per-

sons bearing, as a protection a.gamst, and
a means of recruiting the stipendiary force,
ix, 339-340.

- Regulations for the use of, adapted to a
Mahommedan state, viii. 585-586.

Army-How far a. code of good manners
can be enforced in the, ix, 308-309.

- How far it is useful that pay should rise
with power in; exaggerated views on the
subject, ix, 299-300.

- Clause as to the, in the French Declara-
tion of Rights, ii. 516-517.

- Utility of identification marks in the,
x. 414-415.

- A stipendiary, created by the ad vance of
civihsation, ix. 334.

- officers of. Attendance of, in House of
Commons without votes, iii. 490 n.

- British-Composition and grades of, ix,
419.

- British-Anomalous system of promo-
tion in, ix. 363. See Defensive force.

- British-Quantity of supernumerary offi-
cers in, ix. 860-361.

- British--The number of high paid grades
in, and the costly system of, ix. 230.

- Employment of, for useful purposes, such
as guarding exterior of prisons, IV.164-165.

- Provisions applicable to, by the Consti-
tutional Code. See Defensive force.

- Method of registering the stock of stores
for the use of, by plans and models, ix.
238-241.

- Profuse expenditure in, incident to a
monarchy, ix. 32.

Army Mimster-Provision for, in Constitu-
tional Code, IX. 437-438. To give execu-
tion to tbe Army Code, and the orders of
the Prime Minister, 437. Functions, and
the things that are their subjects, 437 -438.

Army-Standing. Increase of the, animad-
verted on, iii. 443-444.

Arrangement as one of the human faculties,
viii. 75 n,

- or methodisation, as a department of
Logic, viii. 259-275. See Methodisation.

- or methodisation, considered as a mental
operation in connexion WIth Logic, Viii.
226-227.

- Methodical, of the laws, advantages of,
i. 324.

- of a science-Advantages of a natural, i.
138.

- Technical and natural, distinguished, i.
237-238.

- Considerations regarding, in a code of
laws, iii. 161-16R.

- Meamng of the word, as politically em-
ployed, ix. 223.

Arrangements-Logical, or instruments of
invention and discovery, iii. 285-295.

- Unapt, as a defect in the composition of
lawP, Iii. 2.5~-253.

xvii ART

Arrest-Sanctuaries from,considered, i. 432.
- Reduction of evils of, vii. 250-251.
- for debt, v. 491-497; vi. 179. See Im-

prisonment.
- of defendant without warning-Occa-

sional necessity for, vii. 231-232.
- in mesne process-Observa.tions on, ii.

63, 104, 169, 178; iii. 351-352.
-- - - Introduction of oath before, vii.

264 n.
Arrests-arbitrary. Terms of the French

Declaration against, criticised, ii. 510-
511.

- See Imprisonment.
Arrestation of the person-Purposes for

which, and conditions on wluch It should
take place, ii. 116-117.

Arrestment in Scotland ranked among com-
plex actions, ii. 81.

Arrogance-Official. How covered by a
veil of modesty, ii. 411.

Arsenals-Method of registering, and giving
the means of immediate cogmtion of na-
tional stock in, by plans and models, ix,
238-241.

Arson-dangerous nature of the crime, iv.
222.

- Application of analogical punishment to
the offence of, i. 407.

Art-Facts belonging to, becoming the sub-
ject of evidence, vi. 5 n,

- as contradistinguished from science, pre-
dicates practice, viii. 27.

ART AND SCIENCE-Abortive efforts to draw
a lme of distinction between, viii. 26-27.

- - - The impracticability of a perma-
nent arbitrary division of the field occu-
pied by, viii. 27, 240-241.

- - - Provisions for the cultivation of
the various kinds of, 1. 317-318.

- - - Relation to utility as a bond of
connexion for the branches of, viii. 241.

- - - Reward applied to, 11.252-260 ;-
- - - DIVISIOnsof, 11. 252-256. Errone-

ous Idea of power to draw a distinct lme,
252-253. Division into the amusing and
curious, and the useful, 253. Fine Arts
in the former, ib. Utihty of Fine Arts-
dependence on enjoyment from the, 253-
254. Innocent recreations, 254-255. Sa-
tmsts censured, 255. Difficulty of hue
between those of immediate and of re-
mote utility, 255-256.

- - - advancement of-Method of en-
couraging, ii. 256.

- - - DiffUSIOn of, ii. 21;6-260. Pro-
fessorslups and other establishments in
central towns of districts, 257 -~ii8 En-
couragement to reading, 258. Classical
learning compared With SCientific, 258-
260.

- - - How to apply the system of bi-
furcate exhaustive division to any given
part of, vui. 118-121.



ART
hT J.NDSciENCE-Analysis of the field occu-

pied by, viii. 283-266. Terminations and
method of derivation of the technicalities,
263. Somatics and Psychics, 284. Physic-
plastic and Anthropoplastic Somatics, or
natural history and natural philosophy, ib.
Defects of these latter terms, 284-285.
Ageledoscopic and Choristoscopic Soma-
tics,285-286. Branches of Choristoseopic
Somatics furnished by the predicaments,
place, motion, time, number, figure, quan-
tity, 286-288.

- - - Use of an analysis of, with a no-
menclature adjusted to the nature of the
diviaions, viii. 289-291. Enabhng an all-
comprehensive survey to be taken, with
no omissions, 289-290. Showing mutual
relation and connexion, 290. Enabling
an estimate to be made of comparative
utility, ib. The author's system of division
and the use of a new nomenclature vindi-
cated, 290. Examination of the DICho-
tomous or bifurcate division, showing that
others may happen to be exhaustive, but
this the only one that IS so of necessity,
290-293.

- - - Specimen of a new encyclopedi-
cal sketch of, With a table, vin, 82-95.
See Encyclopedical.

- - - Essay on Nomenclature and Clas-
sification of, viii. 63-128. See Nomenclature.

- - - vulgarly considered fields of ex-
ertion distinct, not only in degree, but ID
kind, from the ordinary business of life,
viii. 239- 241.

- - - Application of Logic to the ad-
vancement of, viii. 241-242. Augmenta-
tion of happiness the proper end to be
kept in view, 241. Reason to be followed
instead of habit, 241-242.

- - - Invention in, with mementos for
avoiding and overcoming impediments,
viii. 275-279. See Invention.

Arts-Advantage ofhaving a system of tech-
nology in relation to the manual opera-
tions of, with a rationale or explanation,
VIii. 148-150.

- Letter to Adam Smith on projects in,
and on the argument that the usury laws
discourage projectors, &c., iii. 20-29.

- New. Distress frequently occasioned by,
to workmen, viii. 576.

- Cultivation of-Effectof,on society,i. 541.
- The society for encouragement of, char-

acterized, iii. 28.
Arts-Fine, waste in national expenditure

on, ix. 201,251.
Arts and Manufactures-Technology of, as

a branch of Chrestomathic instruction,
viii. 38-39.

Articles-the Thirty-nine-ofthe Church of
England-Bentham's subscription of, at
Oxford, and the influence of the circum-
ltance on his ndnd, x. 37.

XVlll ASS

Articles, the Thirty-nine- Immorality ineul-
cated by Bubscription of, at Universities,
ii. 210, 264-265.

- - - - Subscription of, the a.doption
of a code fr&nled in a time of ignorance
and violence, ii. 397.

- - - - arrogate infallibility, v. 209-
210,229.

- - - - Effect of, on the legisla.tive
duties of the bishops, ii. 468.

- - - - should be called articles of
war, not of peace, ii. 265.

- - - - de not enjoin, only permit
oaths, v. 220.

Articles of Faith-how subscription to any,
enfeebles the mind, x. 144.

- - - Effects of subscription to, despo-
tism and profligacy, iv. 382 n.

- - - Aclaimofinfallibilitybyachurch,
v.209-210.

Articles of Peace in religious questions-
Immorahty in, i 564-565.

Articles of accusation.in Ecclesiastical court,
vi. 493.

Articles of War-The brevity and distinct-
ness of, contrasted with the state of the
Laws, xi. II.

- - - Illustration from, of attempt to
enforce code of good manners, ix. 308-309.

Artillery-Nature of the, as a branch of the
defensive force, ix. 349-350.

- Promotion in the, by seniorit ..·, when
it ought to be by special skill, ix. 363.

Artillerymen-The various kinds of, in
use, and their respective efficiency, ix.
398-399.

Artols-Duc D', (afterwards Charles X. of
France,) Rumours as to intrigues by, x. 216.

Ascendants-Succession with regard to, I.

335.
Ascendency-DemocratIc, as a remedy for

abuses, iii. 445-451.
- - Illustration of the Advantages of, in

the History of the Irish Volunteers, iii.
613-620.

Asceticism-Nature of the principle of, as
adverse to that of utility, i. 4-6. Reh-
gious and Philosophical growth, 4-5. Not
carried to considerable length in the
bus mess of government, 5-6.

Ashburton-Lord. See DUDDIng.
- Lady, proposed to the author, by Lord

Shelburne, i. 253.
Ashhurst-Truth "er,u8-Pamphlet called,

v.231-237.
Ashhurst-Sir William-his opinions on the

law in his charge to the Middlesex
Grand Jury, controverted, v. 233-237.

- - on Exclusion of Evidence, vii. 340.
Ass&8Bination-Duelling as a succedaneum

to, i. 542-54 3.
- in barbareas times occasioned by oaths,

vi. 318.
Assault-Multiplicity of actions, and vari-
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OUB methods of prosecuting for, ii. 175-
176; v. 485; vi. 467.

Assault-Places taken by, an exception to
the rule that capture should take place
only on the property in the hands of the
government of the enemy. ix. 382.

Assembly-Constituent, of France. Exami-
nation of the Declaration of Rights of,
ii. 491-524. See Declaration.

- National, of France. Draught of a
code for organization of judicial estab-
lishment, by the Committee of, comment-
ed on, with a succedaneum, iv. 285-406.
See Judicial Establishment.

- - - - Remarks on the method of
procedure in, ii. 330-331 n.

Assembly-Legislative. Essay on the Poli-
tical Ta.ctics of an, ii. 301-373. See Legis-
lative Assembly: Tactics.

- - Publication of debates of, vi. 78-79.
Assemblies of the People-Tactics of, mo-

delled on those of the legislature, when
it is open to the public, ii. 311.

- - - Reasons for liberty to, h. 281.
Assemblies-Provincial, of France. Cen-

sure on the method of voting, and pro-
posing and passing motions in, ii. 337 -341.

Assemblies-RIotous. Proper methods of
dispersing, i. 37O-~il.

Assertion-False, wherein it consists, vi.
227.

- and evidence-False distinction between,
vii. 266.

- Paradoxical. The fallacies of, ii. 462-
466.

Assessment-Amount of, and how adapted
to amount of means, ii. II O.

Assessors to JUdges. Employment of Quasi
Juries in the capacity of, ii. 141-158.

- the earliest species of jurymen, v. 69.
Assets of deceased person-how far they

should be liable in compensation for of-
fences, i. 524.

Assignees. Account of provision for, in
Despatch Court Bill, iii. 3ll-312.

- in Bankruptcy. Circulating annuity
notes as an investment for funds in the
hands of, iii. 144.

Assistance-Every one bound to give, in
case of danger, i. 164.

Assizes--Bandying of causes at, vii. 237-
238.

- Length of interval between, vii. 243,372.
Associates - Imputations regarding the

character of-a fallacy employed 1D de-
bate, ii. 416.

AssociatiOn-The pleasures and pains of, i.
19-20.

- Effect of, in giving vivacity to an impres-
sion, vi. 252.

- or Assembling-Right of, as a means of
preserving tranquillity, i, 576-578.

Association-C&t.holio-Subscription to, and
opinion of, x, 544.

xix ATT

Association-The Irish velunteer-c-Advan-
tages of democratic ascendency illustrated
in the history of the, iii. 613-620.

Assumpsit-Action of, described, vi. 314.
Assumption, arrogance, insolence, &0., as

designative of motives, i. 201.
Assurance of hves of convicts by manager

of Penitentiary, i. 498.
Astrology-an instance of a term which haa

dropped out of the Nomenclature of Art
and Science, viii. 27.

- Illustrations of judicial absurdities from,
vii. 210-211.

Astronomy-a science involving the pre-
dicament of place, viii. 286.

- Uranoseopie Physiurgics substituted for
the term, in the Encyclopedical Sketch of
Art and Science, viii. 86.

- Extent to which a knowledge of, may be
useful to the working classes, viii. 24-25.

- The doubt whether it belongs to natural
history or natural philosophy, an illus-
tration of defective nomenclature, viii. 70.

- one of the studies to which both geome-
try and algebra of use, viii. 161.

Asundeton, as a rhetorical figure, defined,
viii. 81 n.

Ataxiologica--Tabula, of the several ends
of a code of political taxes, and the cor-
responding inconvemences, ii. 304-305.

Atheism-Charge of,when made by lawyers,
vi. 149.

- no good ground for excluding a witness,
VI. 106; vii. 420-423. Cannot be proved
by extraneous evidence, 421. If admit-
ted, shows the witness's regard for truth
422.

Atheists-Mischievous effects of rejecting
the evidence of, v 457, 459, 513; x. 582.
Invests them with the power of pardon. ib.

- Application of tests to, iv. 383-384.
If he swallow the test it fails of its end ;
if he do not, he shows his superior since-
rity, lb.

Athenians--The injustice of. no argument
against popular power ID more enlighten-
ed times, iv. 363.

- The-Cultivation of athletic exercises
among, ii. 227.

Atheman Republic-popular fallacy of its
being a Democracy, i. 2i7 n f.

Athens-Respect paid to the literary char-
acter of, i. 317.

- Love of public amusements in, i. 318.
Atlantic and Pacific-Proposal of a junction

of, by the operations of a joint-stock cow-
pany, ii. 561-571.

Atmosphere-The, defined, viii. 32 n.
Atrocity of an offence-how far a ground

for incredulity, VIi. ll5-ll7.
Attachment-Personal, Domestic, &c., a8

designative of So motive, i. 202.
- Procedure by, vi. 468, 476-477 ; vii. 49i,

512.
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Attachment-Motion for-Plaintifrs evi-
dence taken in, vii. 490.

- Attempt by Lord Mansfield to extend
the operation of, xi. 62-63.

- of property for debt, &c. Principles
that should regulate, iii. 354-355.

Attachment-Foreign, noticed, iii. 355.
Attacks upon property-Evils resulting from,

i. 309-311.
- upon security--Examples of, i, 318-321.
Attaint of a juryman. The punishment

characterized, v. 70.
- Process of, is historical evidence of the

intimidation apphed to jurymen, v. 480.
Attempts as affording evidence of delm-

quency, and infirmative circumstances ap-
plicable, 20-22.

Attendance. Adjustment of salaries to the
procurement of, ii. 238.

- Constancy of, in the case of police ma-
gistrates, v. 336-338.

- and remuneration-Plan for connecting,
in the case of members of a Iegislature,
ix. 163-166.

- in ParlIament-Securities for constancy
of, as an element of reform, iii. 495-51l.
See Parliament.

- in Parliament, Plan for securing, iii.
544-546.

- Constancy of, urged on members of Par-
liament, iii. 457-458.

- of members of Parliament-Evils of the
want of, and means ofremedy, ii. 323-325.

- Personal, of parties in courts ofjustlce-
Uses of detailed, ii. 34-35.

- Personal, of defendant-Uses of, ii. 78.
Attention-Nature of, as one of the human

faculties, viii. 75 n.
- employed in enabling the imaginative

faculties to invent, viii. 76.
- as a mental operation of Logic, viii. 224.
- as one of the mental faculties, viii. 281.
- applied alternately-is comparison, viii.

2B1.
- held to be at the command of the will,

vii. 571.
- Want of, in as far as it may be necessary

to truth, should be punished, vi. 296.
Attestation-Formulary of, enables original

to be distinguished from transcript, vii.
147.

- of deeds, vi. 516, 525-526.
- - only certifies recognition, vi. 517 n.
- - Object and proper practice of, i. 551.
- of wills, vi. 538-541.
- - Aberration of English law as to, vi.

542-551.
Attestative satisfaction, as applicable to

certain offences, i. 375-376.
Attesting witnesses-Authentication by, vii.

176-1i7.
- - to deeds-Use of, vi. 525-526.
- - should be more than one as an im-

pediment to forgery, vi. 538.

xx AUD

Attesting witnesses-Conliiderations all to
the evidence of, regarding autilenticity of
the script, vii. 191-192.

Attorney-Origin of the functions of,ii. 51.
- Client's communication to, should not be

exempted from evidence, vi. 99, 100; vii.
473-479. See Client.

- Situation of the interests of, in taking
opinion of counsel, vii. 316-317.

- has to bear all the odium incurred by
the legal profession, vi. III; vii. 233,
267.

- Wa.rr&nt of, its nature, vi. 480-481.
Attorneys-Procedure by attachment indis-

putes between, vi. 476.
- would be the chief sufferers by law

reform, v. 505.
- Employment of mendacity license by, ii.

5B.
- Provisions as to, in Constitutional Code,

ix. 589-595. See Lawyers.
- Evil of keeping the profession of, distinct

from that of counsel, iv. 318-319.
- considered as Judiciary assistants, ix.

461.
- The absurdity involved in their taking

an oath to act correctly, iv. 382 n II.
- See Lawyers.
- Ecclesiastical, uses excommunication as

a means of getting his bill paid, i, 515 ;
vii. 425.

Attorney-General-nature of his office, iv.
404-406. Powerless for good purposes-
chief use, instrument of the passions of
the ruling party, 404-405. Exertions
chiefly directed against liberty of the
press, 405. Subject to directions qf Trea-
sury Board, ib. His power to stop pri-
vate prosecutions; a clumsy recourse
instead of repealing bad laws, 405-406.

- - Power of, to r~ore competency of
witnesses by confessing to errors in the
record, vii. 436-438.

- - Tyranny exercised by, through u
ojfioio informations, iii. 416-417 n.

- - His official opposmon to claims for
dormant Peerages, ii. 220.

Attributlves--good and bad, virtuous and
Vicious,&c.-Proper application of, i.216-
217.

Auckland-Lord. See Eden, Wilham.
Auction-Application of the principle of, to

all disposals of Crown property, v. 325-
328.

- Forms in which sale by, is liable to fraud,
ix.247.

- The Patriotic, by which judicial
offices offered to the bidding of qualified

persons, for the public behoof, iv. 372-378.
- - See Pecuniary Competition.
A.udi alteram partem-the adage carried

out, vi. 341-342 n; vii. 542.
Audience at Public OfIices--Architectural

.arrangements for facilitating, ix. 326.
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Audit Courts-Nature of suits in, ii. 88.
- - The various kiuds of, and the prin-

ciples on which they should be made
exceptional to the ordinary tribunals
examined, Is. 457-458.

Audition-Judication without, in England,
ii.74.

Auditor considered as a judge, ii. 83.
Auditors of public accounts-Abuses as to

fees of, vii. 200 n t.
Auditory-Admission of an, to legislative

assemblies, ii, 326-327.
Aunt and nephew-Reasons for prohibiting

marriage between, i. 350.
Australian Colonies-Self-emancipation of,

predicted, iv. 418.
Austria.-Loans to, an illustration of mon-

archical profusion, ix. 33.
- Despotism and secrecy of procedure in,

vi. 504.
- Law of, noticed, vii. 18.
- State of feeling in the army of, ix. 422.
- Circumstances of the abolition of tor-

ture in, i. 414.
- Security to Protestants in, ii. 417.
Authentication considered at large, in the

Rationale of Evidence, vii. 174-195 ;-
- Definition of, and connexion with pre-

appointed evidence, vii. 174.
- Subject matters of, vii. 114, 175. Ap-

plication of, to real, oral, and written evi-
dence, ib.

- Modes of, in the case of written evi-
dence, vii. 175-181. Topics of inquiry
with regard to, 175, 176.

- Modes of, in the case of private contrac-
tual evidence, vii. 176-180. Direct, 176.
Circumstantia), 177-180.

- Modesof,in the case ofwritten officialand
casually-written evidence, vii. 180-181.

- Provisional distinguished from definitive,
vii. 183-184.

- Rules for,vii. 185-188. Preliminary meet-
ing of parties, 185. Archetypal draught
for provisional decision, &c_,186-188.

- Aberrations of English law regarding,
vii. 188-195. No provrsionalv l Sf). Ex-
clusion on testimony of parties, 189-190.
Witnesses non-attesting excluded, 190-
192. AdmiSSionof instruments without
authentication, 192-193. Plans adopted
when document in power of adversary,
193-195. Official evidence, 195.

- ofthe minutes of courts, vi. 415-419.
- of preappointed evidence, ab intra, and

ob extra, vi. 513 n, 515-516. The various
kinds of, ib.

- of wills-Aberrations of English law as
to, vi. 542-551.

Authenticity-Modes of disproving, vii. 181-
183. See De-authentication.

AUTHoR-(for the events of the author's
Life, as recorded in the Memoirs, see
Bentham.)

:xxi AUT
Author-Hi.torical Preface of,to the second

Edition of the Fragment on Government,
i. 240-256. Confirmation of his view tha.t
Governments only act for the happiness of
those who exercise them, 240. Recep-
tion of the Fragment-reputed authors,
240-241. Principles on which it was
founded, 242-244. Principle of Utility
from Hume, ib. Adverseness to it, of
legal fictions, 243-244. Reason for in-
troducing anecdotes illustrating the
effect produced on sinister interest by the
appearance of the work, 244. Prepara-
tion of a universal code--fundamental
principles of the constitutional branch, 244.
Notice of Wedderburn, 245-246. Mans-
field,246-248. Acquaintance with Martin,
and drawing up agreement about Lord
Mansfield's portrait,246-247. John Lind,
247. His remarks on acts of the 13th
Parliament, and the author's contribu-
tions to, 247. Ignorance of the effect of
influence and party, 248. Visit to Do-
wood, 248. Lord Shelburne, 248-249.
Dumont, Romilly, 249. Lord Camden,
249-250. Dunnmg, 250. Colonel Barre,
250-251. Attack on deodands, lb. Miss
Pratt and Lady Ashburton, 253. Gene-
ral deductions from the conduct exhibited
towards him, 254. His work attributed
by Blackstone to a Scotsman-probabili-
ties for the presumption, ::!54-255.Black-
stone and Eden's communications on the
hard labour bill, 255.

- Obligations to the writings of Hume,
and effect of High Church and Tory edu-
cation on, i. 268 n.

- Dumont's account of his Principles of
the CiVlICode, i. 299-300.

- Dumont's account of the MSS. of The
Theory of Rewards and Theory ofPunish-
ments, i. 388-390.

- His explanations regarding the prepa-
ration and subject matter of hrs Princi-
ples of Morals and Legislation, i. I-V.

- List of the works intended to be pre-
pared by him, as preparatory to the body
of the law in terminis, i. III.

- shocked, when a youth, at the levity
with which false affidaVlt treated, vi. 465.

- Incident observed by, in a Turkish yes-
sel, vii. 94.

- how led to comment on Blackstone, i.
227-229. Digression of Blackstone, and
division of the author's work, 228-229.
Reason for making war on the Commen-
taries, 229.

- His experience of Chancery practice in
the fictitious attendances, v. 349.

- Allusion to his draught of an act for the
Panopticon, and the reception it met with,
iii. 251-252 n.

- Anticipation of multitudinous corre-
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IIpOndenee regarding Petitions (or justice,
v.440.

Author-Suggestion by,o( an invention call-
ed The flash pump, viii. 135-136.

- Reasons (or his classification of offences,
i. 137-139.

- His attention to the subject of punish-
ments, ii. 512.

- Details that he would have worked out
for the project of extending escheat, had
his plan been adopted, ii. 588-589.

-- Communication of, with Sir George Rose,
on protest against law taxes, h. 582.

- Note by, on the Empress Catherine's
scale of Ranks, Dumont's views on Pen-
sions of Retreat, and his own latter opin-
ions on these subjects, h. 191.

- Date of his address to fellow oitizens of
France on Death Punishment, i. 525 n §.

- His instruments of Invention and Dis-
covery, or Logical Arrangements, iii. 285-
295.

- His reasons for making new words, i.
133-134 n>, 138.

- His obligations to Adam Smith, ill. 20.
- Adam Smith's acknowledgement to, of

erroneous opinion on the Usury Law, iii.
51 n,

- Advertisement of, to Letters to the
Spanish people on Liberty of the Press, h.
276.

- His change of opinion regarding the
sinister designs of rulers, i. 5 n.

- Account of his Panopticon system, i.
498-503.

- Panopticon of, referred to, under the
head of competition as to rewards, ii. 229.

- Brief statement of his disappointments
m reference to the Panopticon scheme, iv.
171-172. See Panopticon.

- HIS offer to prepare gratuitously a Gene-
ral Code of Laws for the use of the United
States, iv. 453-467.

- Regret by, that the populanty which has
attended his exposures has not produced
the removal of the evils, ii. 58.

- His classification of fallacies, ii. 3B1.
- His projected works on the Poor Laws,

viii. 361-362.
- State of preparation of the various de-

partments of Ius proposed Pannomion, iv.
465.

- Allusion to a Penal Code in preparation
by, iii. 363-364 n.

- Account of the circumstances under
which he prepared "The Mode of Pro-
ceeding in a Political Assembly," &c., ii.
330-331 n.

- Circumstances under which he wrote the
Tract on Parliamentary Reform, 111. 435.

- account of the MSS. of his Principles of
JUdicial Procedure, and of the circum-
stances under which the Initial Sketch
Wlloll written, ii. 2.

xxii AUT
Author-Account of the MSS. of hid Ra-

tionale of Reward and of Punishment, 11.
191.

- Account of the MSS. from which his Book
of Fallacies edited, h. 376.

- Account of the MSS. from which his
Principles of International Law collected,
ii.536.

- Account of the MSS. of his J unctiana
Proposal, ii. 561 n.

- Account of the MSS. of his plan of cir-
culating Annuities, iii. 106.

- Account of the MSS. of his general view
of a complete Code of Laws, Iii. 156.

- Account of the MSS. of his Pannomial
Fragments, iii. 211 n.

- Account of the MSS. of his Despatch
Court Bill, iii. 320.

- Acconnt of the MSS. of his Book of Fal-
lacies, iii. 544 n.

Authority-Fallacies of, Ii, 387 -39B ;-
- Analysis of, ii. 388-391. Ingredients

which give weight to opinion, 388. Causes
of deficiency, lb. Motives-influencing not
only expression but opinion, ib, Scien-
tific or professional highest, 388-389.
Power, 389. Opulence, ib. Reputation,
ib. Increase of power without respon-
sibility weakens, 389·390. Closeness of
relation between subject and object, 390.
Fidelity of medium, ib. Ignorance of
those appealing to the &uthority increases
its influence, 390-391.

- Appeals t~in what cases fallacious, ii.
391-393. Introduction of, where reason-
ing could be had, 391. Especially where
there is an interest to mislead, 391-393.
Persons who thus give up the right of
judging for themselves, instead of being
humble are overbearing, 392-393.

- Causes of the employment and prevalence
of the fallacies of, ii. 393-394. Idleness,
393. Want of talent, ib. Irresponar-
bllity, 293-294.

- Remedies against the influence of fal-
lacies of, h. 394-395.

- Illustrations of fallacies of,in the opinions
of lawyers and churchmen, ii. 395-39B.

- General precautions against the abuse
of, i. 570-578. Division and distribution,
570-571. Appointing and displacing to
be in different hands, 572. Shifting go-
vernors at short intervals, 572. Rotation
of governing bodies, 572-573. Secret in-
formations,573-574. Sovereign who can-
not read all applications to him, to select
by lot, 574. Publicity to the reasons, &c.,
on which acts of government founded,
575-576. Exclusion of arbitrary power,
576. Use of fixed forms, ib. RIght of
assocration, 576-578.

- Conflicts of, between administrational
departments-Means of terminating, ix,
452.
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Autbority-CheekB to, 8. leading end of the

Constitutionll Code, ii. 270-271.
- Submission to, as an extenuation of

crime, i, 79.
- Influence of, on matters oflaw, iii. 16.
- EH'edof, in producing belief, vii. 109-110.
- influence, &c.-P1easures and pains of,

with the corresponding interest and mo-
tives, i, 199.

Authorities (Political) The, created in terms
of the Constitutional Code, lx, 153-154.

- - in a state-Nature and grades of, il:.
96.

Authorities (Literary)-Necessity of quot-
ing in historical works, ii, 364 n +,

Authority-begotten prejudice. A source of
fallacies, ii. 478-479.

Autobiography, or self-biography-Egotism
necessary in, ix. 5.

Authorship-Anonymoua-Opinion, on, x.
82.

Autograph writings-Superior advantages
of, especially for wills, vi. 535-537. Re-
commendations as to the mode of mil-king
alterations in, 536-537.

Autography as a means of authentication ab
intra, vi. 515.

Autothetic judicature, (viz., constituted by
common or consuetudinary law)-Posi-
tion of, as a branch of ethics in the Ency-
clopedical Sketch of Art and Science, viii.
95.

Auxiliary judges, in proposed Despatch
Court, to perform the functions of the
master, adjust divisions, &c., iii. 395-406.

Auxiliary verbs-Employment of, With sub-
stantives, for purpose of drstmctness, iii.
268 ; x, 569; xi, 72.

Avarice as a motive, i. 50.
- cupidity, &c., as designative of motives,

I. 198.
Aversion-Nature of, i. 53.
- Synonyms to the word, i. 208.
- Source of the existence of, i. 211.
Avis-The family of. Notice of, as con-

nected with the Bentham family, x. 1.
Avoidance of justiciability as evidence of

guilt, vii. 50-53.
Awards-Motions on, vi. 480-481.
Awkwardness-The pains of, i. 19-20.
Axiom-s-The nature of an, ix. 5.
- Nature and properties of an, iii. 215.
Axioma of mental pathology, iii. 224-230.

See Pathology.
Azooscopic Embioseopics, or Botany-Po-

sition of, in the Encyclopedical Sketch of
Al1 and Science, viii. 87.

B

Bacon,(Francis Lord)-his tabular arrange-
ment of human knowledge - Dugald
Stewart', Remarks on, viii. 6-7.

xxiii BAL
Bacon, the inventor of the art of learning

Natural History and Natural Philosophy,
viii. 76.

- D' Alembert's Eneyclopredical map pro-
fessed to be taken from, and the reasons,
viii. 73. Comparative merit therein of
the two philosophers, ib,

- HIS opinion that laws should not be ac-
companied wiih reasons controverted, i.
159.

- Vestiges of the superstition of his age In,
viii. 77-78.

- Defects of his Sketch of a Code of Laws,
iv.506.

- His apology for himself animadverted
on, iv. 340-341 n.

- His taking bribes referred to, vii. 216.
- Casual notices of, i. 157, 282; ii. 498 ;

iii. 273, 285, 439; iv. 512, 532; v. 26,
27, 71, 113, 341, 375,590, 606 ; vii. 88,
556 ; viii. 99, 1l0, 127 n, 241, 277,427,
428; x, 10,470,587.

Bad-Impropriety of the application or the-
term to speeies of motives, i. 214-216.

- Proper application of the term,i. 216-217.
Badness in design, character, and motive->-

as fallacies employed in debate, Ii. 414-
416.

Ball-as an operation in procedure, ii. 25.
- finding of-Preventive effect of, i. 368.
- The finding of, made an instrument of

corruption and oppression, v. 496.
- Examination of, an instance of a. party

interrogated, vii. 503-504.
- Common, characterised, vii. 283, 284-

285.
- Holding to for debt, vi. 333 n.
- Equivalents for, in friendly bondsman-

ship, in Principles of Procedure, n, 103,
105.

Bailing system-The, animadverted on, Iii.
386.

Bailly, J. S., President of the French N&-
tional Assembly-Mention of, x. 216.

Balance-c-Criticism on application of the
term to the Constitution, iii. 450-451.

Balance of Power. Use of the term as a
vague generality, ii,445-447. Inapplicable
to the operations of a government, 445-
446. Infers rest, and in this capacrty
applicable to the intercourse of nations,
447.

- - - makes room for more evil than
good, ix. 123.

Balance of Trade-The real, consists of the
quantity of the produce of labour received
over what given, iii. ill.

Baldwin, Mr-mention of, xi. 134
Balistics-defined, and located III the Chres-

tomathic system of instruction, viii. 33.
Balloons- Theory of credibility illustrated

from, vii. 93, 94, 100.
Ballot-- The, as a means of securing free-

dom of suffrage, iii. 453·454.
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Ballot-The. Arguments for, iii. 487-490.
Bribery would only have the feeble sup-
port of gratitude, 487. Poorest, if at the
trouble to vote, would do it in direction
of general interest, 488. Effect of uni-
versal suffrage without the ballot, ib.
People unprotected ought to vote for
general interest, but won't, 488-489. Dif-
ference between its operation in elections
and in legislatures-inapphcability to the
latter, 489-490.

- The reduction of expense of elections by;
no concourse of people, treating, or liti-
gation, iii. 547, 558·559.

- Objection to the, that electors would
vote according to their selfish interests,
answered, in. 547-548.

- Importance of, as an element in reform,
hi. 558-559.

- Objection to, that voter will tell how he
votes, answered, iii. 559.

- Importance of, though unaccompanied
by other reforms, Iii. 562.

- The, with reference to publicity and se-
crecy of voting, ii. 368-369. Would not
destroy influence of mind over mind, 369.

- The propriety of urging, before the rest
of the reform projects, inquired into, x,
601-602.

- Why the Whigs inimical to the, x. 599.
- Letter to Sir Francis Burdett on the, x,

494-495.
- Practice of the, as laid down in Reform

Catechism, iii, 540.
- The. Apparatus for accomplishing vot-

ing by, in Radical Reform Bill, iii. 571-
574.

- Form for conducting election by means
of the, iii. 5ii-579.

- Objection to, as a vague word, x, 587.
- Secrecy of suffrage a preferable expres-

sion to, ix. 107.
- Vote of juries by the, considered, 11. 132.
- Provisions for judges in proposed Des-

patch Court being elected by, iii. 333.
- Casual notices of the, i. 573 ; ii. 453.
Bandying causes from court to court, V11.

236·239.
-- - - - a grievance charged in Peti-

tion for justrce, v. 473-476.
Banishment as a punishment, i. 431·435.

Nature, 431-433. Extent to whioh it
abridges liberty, 433. Effect of on diffe-
rent professions, lb. Other circumstances
influencing meonvemence, 433-434. Com-
pared with relegation, 434. Frugality
and exemplarity, 434. Subserviency to
reformation, 435.

- Transportation as distinguished from,
iv. 276 n.

- Partial-Preventive effect of, i. 368.
- liable to be an inequable punishment, i.

91.
- Cireumstances justificative of, ii. 51~.

xxiv BAN
Banishment - Variability and equability

with regard to, as a punishment, i. 403.
- from the presence,as a punishment, i,436.
- from presence of injured party-Reasons

for assigning, for corporal injuries, i, 167.
- Wrongful, as an offence, i. 114.
- Wrongful-Considerations as to, in the

transplantation of laws, i. 173-174.
- Illegal-Securities against, adapted to a.

Mahommedan State, viii. 587·588.
Bank of England-Interest of the, with

reference to the project of Annuity Notes,
iii.137-13B.

- - - Crisis of, in 1797, noticed, iii. 135.
- - - Opinion on the Restriction of, x.

361.
- - - Project for the transfer of stock

"I1Iithout attendance at the, by circulating
annuities, iii. 105-153.

- .- - Directors of the-Their unwill-
mgness to take the proper steps for the
prevention of forgery, x. 356·358.

- - - Effect of operations of, on the
currency, iii. 134-135.

- - - Reports on, noticed or quoted,
iii. 111,133-134 n, 138.

Banks-Reason why the paper of, circulates
more advantageously than that of the
Government, iii. 149-153.

- Private-Policy of sanctioning, x. 339-
340.

- Private-Inquiry into the amount of
circulation of, in 1799, x, 340.

- The country-Interest of, with relation
to the project of Annuity Notes, iii. 138-
139.

- Savings, or frugality-Plans for, viii.
408-417. See Frugality Banks.

- - Objection to the creation of, being
conceded to the Globe Insurance Com-
pany, x. 334.

Bank notes-Essentiality of a convenient
form and material for, iii. 150-153.

- - Forgery of-Correspondence on the
best means of preventing, x. 356-358.

- - The practice of cutting in two, for
transmission by post, noticed, i. 536.

- - See Paper Money.
Bankes=-Heury-c-nonces of, v. 385; x. lll,

112, 118.119,123.
Bankers-A proposal to raise revenue by

taxing the profits of, ii. 599.
- Limited extent of the loss to, by the

diversion of business from them, iii. 138.
- The London. Interest of, With respect

to the project of Annuity Notes, iii. 139.
Banking shonld be in the hands of govern-

ment, x. 300-340.
Bankrupts-Application of imprisonment to,

1. 429-431.
- Secretary of, by the the Bankruptcy

Court Bill-nature of the office, v. 506.
Bankruptcy-Procedure in, VI. ·188. Alter-

ation of la.w, ib. n.
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Bankruptcy causes-Affidavit evidence in, Baring-Sir Francis-Correspondence with,

vi. 42. on private bank paper issues, and on
- and Insolvency-factitious distinction annuity notes, z. 340-341.

between, vi. 180; vii. 383 n. - - casually noticed, x. 161.
- Petition in-debts proved by bad evi- Barker-Mr and Lord Eldon-anecdotes of,

dence in, vi. 432. v. 358 n.
- Method of a.ccommodating the proposed Barker-E. H.-Editor of the Parriana-«

Despatch Court to procedure in, iii. 428- Information regarding Parr and Lmd sup-
430. plied to, by Bentham, x. 55.

- National-The evils of a, iii. 610·611. Barker '1'. Braham and Norwood--case of,
- National-Frequent occurrence of, in vii. 231·232 n.

France, i. 319. Barking, a residence of Bentham's father,
Bankruptcy Court Bill-Lord Brougham's, x. 6.

criticised, v. 565-610. - Bentham's residence and pursuits at,
- - - Patronage created by, v. 566, while a child, x.17-18 .

.596-599. Barnard-Bishop-Notice of, x, 285.
- - - The number of appeals created Barometrical source of motion, from varia-

by, v. 568. tions in the weight of the atmosphere, vin,
- - - Uncertainty of the procedure 133.

created by, v. 568-570. Baronets=-Establishment of the rank of,
- - - Commissioners and Snbdivison Cited as an illustration of factitious dignity,

Courts created by, v. 569·570, 575·576. ix.79.
- - - The extent of the fees appointed Barre-Colonel-Character of, as a member

by, v. 571·572, 583-596. of Parliament, x. 236.
- - - The Court of Review appointed - - Account of, as a guest at Bowood,

by, and its duties, v. 573. x. 104,10':;,107,112.
- - - Secrecy of Judicature in, with its - - succeeded by Bentham as the confi-

evils, v. 576·577. dential friend of Lord Shelburne, x. 88.
- - - Proposed amendments to, v. 578. - - Notices of, x. 89, 97, 231, 232, 234,

580. 557, 565.
- - - The patronage gained by, com- Barrington, (WillIam Wildham, second Vis-

pared with the patronage given up, v. 604. I count.) Illustrations of political profli-
l3ankruptcy Court-Proper arrangements! gacy in the life of, ill. 477-478 n.

for 3., in opposition to those of Lord - The Hon Dames-Estimate of, x, 121.
Brougham'S Bill, v. 578-580. Commis- - - His work on the Statutes noticed, i.
sioners to sit smgly, 578. To have de- 239 n!!1l.
putes, ib. Each to have a registrar, ib. - - Casual notices of, iii. 514, ;j15 : x, 54.
Appointment of principals by the crown, Barrington-Canon of Christ Church, no-
at recommendation of the Chancellor, ib. tired, x. 120.
No fees, 578-579. Order of business to be Barristers, considered as redundant judi-
determined by lot, 579. Official assignees ciary assistants, ix. 462-463.
with salaries and power to appoint de- - The limitation of the choice of police
pntes, ib. Appeal from commissioner to magistrates from among-Absence of all
judge, ib. Power to judge to establish reason for supposmg them preemmently
rules and orders, 579-580. Power to qualified, v. 331-334.
Chancellor to disallow them, 580. Rules - Extent to which they would suffer by
and disallowances to be certified to both law-reform estimated, v. 505.
Houses, ib. Salaries not to commence - The profession of, as distinct from that
till business commences, lb. of attorneys attacked, IV. 319.

- - none m Scotland, v. 607. -Provisions regarding, in the Constitutional
Banks-Sir Joseph-notICes of, viii. 148 n; Code, ix. 589-597.

x. 183; xi. 122. - See Bar, The: Counsel: Lawyers.
Baptism-Registration of, substituted for Barrow Green-Bentham's account of his

that of birth, VI. 573. Law altered, ib, n. residence at, and of the families con-
Bar-The, prejudiced in favour of abuses, nected with it, x. 425-427.

v. 588. Baatards-c-Registranon of, for decision of
- - See Counsel: Lawyers. the incidence of maintenance, VI. 572.
Barbarians-reason of the credulity of, vii. - Power in respect to the parents of, that

92. should be possessed by the administrators
Barbarism-The crimes of, more hurtful of the Poor Law, viii. 370.

than those of refinement, i. 536·537. Bastardy-Maxim of Law on, i. 473.
Bargains=-Pecuniery-c-Impolicy of legal Bath-Earl of. See Pulteney.

restraints on the terms of. shown in de- Bathing=-Utrlity of, especially to the work-
fence of usury, iii. 1-29. mg classes, vin, !:~Gn.
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Bathing-houlles for prisoners under the Pan- Beeke-Dr Henry-Estimate of the Nation.
opticon system, iv. 100. al Income by, in. 1M n+, 141.

Bathing-places--Indecent exposures prohi- - - Controversy with, on the Annuity.
bited at, vi. 368, 382 n 16. note project, x, 369-373.

Bathurst, Lord Chancellor, noticea, VI.492. - - noticed, x, 364, 365.
Bathurst, Bishop, noticed, x. 40. Beevor-Sir T.-his letter in Annual Re-
Battalion in the Bnush army-Composition gister, iv. 73 n, 96 n.

of a, ix. 419. Beger the Jurisconsult-Arrangement pur-
Battersea Rise, the place pitched upon for sued by, iii. 162.

the Panopticon project-Remarks on, m Beggars-Precautions against the impos-
the Panopticon correspondence and docu- tures of, i. 553-554.
ments, xi. 101,148. Begging-Abolition of, a collateral result

Battle-Trial by, vii. 115, 202. Instance, of a system of poor laws, viii. 401-403.
115 n. Repeal, lb. See Pauper Management.

Bavaria--Expense entailed on, by convert- Beggmg the question, through the employ-
ing it into a kingdom, ix. 89. ment of epithets conveying praise or dis-

- Kmg of-Correspondence with, on pro- praise, ii, 436-438.
posals to assist m the frammg of hIS new - - - Efficacy of, in supporting falla-
Code, x. 578-581. cies, vii. 451-452.

- The Penal Code issued by the King of, Being-The SCIence of. See Ontology.
iv. 456, 514, 544. Belgic Code-Note on the, by editor of origi-

Bayley-MrJustlCe,noticed,v.331,354,356. nal edition of Rationale of Evidence, VIi.
Bayntun=-Sir Edward-a visiter at Bo- 600.

wood, x, 92,97, 112, 139. Belgium-Hardships caused by its forced
Bayntun-Mr and Mrs-as visiters at Bo- union with Holland, IV. 427-429.

wood, x. 89, 96. Belgrave-Lord-Mention of, xi. 135,
Beardmore-John-The history of, an illus- 140.

tranon of the advantages of intellectual Behef-Meanings given to the term, vi. 229-
instruction to men of business, viii. 9. 230.

Beattie-Dr James, noticed, 1. 8-9 n, :!68 n. - considered with refereuce to improbable
Beauchamp-Lord-Anecdote of, x. 108. or impossible things. See Improbability
Beauclerk-Lady Diana-c Notice of,x. 91, 122. and Impossibility,
Beaugerard-M.-Mention of, x. 122. - DIfficulty of obtaining, for false state.
Beaumetz-M. De-introduced to Bentham, merits, vii. 387, 388.

x. 286. - Extent to which the progress of, may be
- - Letter from, to Bentham; his re- affected by physical coercion, vii. 108.

turn to Paris, x. 286-287. - Amount of, conceded to what an secus-
- - noticed, x. 313. ed person says, vii. 389.
Beaumont-George- The case of, cited, v. - in testImony-Foundation or cause of,

105 n, 112. vi. 235-244. Propensity to believe, 235.
Beausobre-Curious views of, on population, Interest to believe, 236. Experience the

iii. 75 n. foundation, ib. Conformity of experience,
Beauty-Estimate of the influence of, ix. 236. Cause and effect, 237. Impossibi-

81-82 n. lity of tracing sources of belief farther
Beccana-s-the Marquis-Derivation from, than experience, 237-238. Objections to

of the method of valuing pleasures and the principle of experience answered-
pains, iii. 286·287. principles of common sense, the moral

- - Whether he or Priestley first sug- sense,&c.,238-243. NoteonPrice'stheory
gested to the author the greatest-happi- ofprobabihties,243. Farther note by the
ness prmciple, x. 142. editor, 243, 244.

- - Opinions of, on informers, ii. 224. - Dec1arationsof, may be bought to any ab-
- - noticed, i. 87,150 n+, 232, 309, 399, surdity, because cannot be proved false,

445; ii. 224; x. 54. vi. 557.
Beckford-Alderman-his speech to Geo. - The merit of the greater, the greater

Ill. alluded to, 1. 466 n. I the absurdity, it. 466.
Beckford, the younger-Anecdote of, x. 285. - in phenomena-Influence which the ex-
- - - Notices of, x. 91, 97,107,122. tent of knowledge in the individual must
Bedding for the prisoners on the Panoptieon have on, vii. 91-98.

system, iv. 157. - in facts disconformable to the course of
Beddoes-Dr Thomas. His opinion that nature-Motives tending to produce, vii.

Mathematics is true only so far as useful, 106-111.
vindicated, viii. 162-164. But Bee 162 n. - and trustworthiness -Connexion be·

Bedford-Gertrude duchess of-Notice of, tween, vi. 17-18.
x. 115. 1 - Effects of coercion upon, i. 564-565.
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Belief-Effect of subscription to matter of, Bentham-Jeremiah, (Jeremy's grandfa-

ii. 260-262,265-266. ther)-Notice of, x. 1,6.
Bell-Dr-his ElementsofTuition-Princi- - - His Jacobinsm, and hoarding of mo-

ples of school management illustrated ney, x. 1-2.
from, viii. 46-54. Bentham-Jeremiah-father of Jeremy-

- - Elements of Tuition-Estimate of, his birth, x. 1.
x.484. - - His son's opiuion of him, x. 4.

- - Absence of corporal punishment a - - His phraseology, x. 4.
feature of his system of education, viii. - - HIs motto, x. 4-5.
15-16. - - His estimate of his son's character,

- - noticed, viii. 25, 41. x. 5.
Bell's System of Deeds quoted, vii. 222. - - His first marriage, x. 5.
Belsham-William-Character of, as a - - HISJournal of expenses, x. 5, 7, 36.

historian, x, 569. - - HIS ambitious views as to his son,
- - his observations on the Bishop of x. 21, 31-32.

London's charge referred to, IIi. 466. - - His account of his entering his son
Bench-Provisions as to, in the Constitu- at Qt.een's College,Oxford, x. 35-36.

tional Code. See JUdiciary collectively. - - HISmisapprehensionofhis son'schar-
- See Judges. acter, x, 44-45.
- Kmg's. See Kmg's Bench. - - takes a tour in the north of England
Beneficence-The varIOUSfields of the ex- with his son, x, 46.

ercise of, x. 511. - - visits France with his son, x. 47.
- Imperfection of legislation for enforcing - - marries Mrs. Abbot, x. 48.

the rules of, i, 147-148. - - HISpossessionof Milton's houseand
Beneficent disposition distinguished from i portrait, x. 51-53.

mischievous,i, 61. ; - - HIS connexion With John Lind, x.
Beneflcent=-medianonFunction, of the Lo- I 55-56.

cal Headsmen in the Constitutional Code, i - - Letter from his son to, while prepar-
IX.620-621. ing the Introduction to Morals and

Benefit of Clergy-History of, i. 505-509. Legislation, x. 77.
- - - abolished, vii. 165 n. - - HIS disappointment at his son's
Benefits-Prmciple of the distribution of, method of treatmg the profession of the

by the Civilcode, ix. 19-21. Proper ob- bar, x. 78
ject that the sum be as great as possible, - - His conduct on his son's communi-
19. Capable of producing mischievous eating to himthe authorship of the Frag-
effects, ib. Insurances, wagers, &c., ib. ment on Government, x. 78.
Foundatrons=-rrse of the mfluenee of f - - Characteristic extracts from his
priestcraft through, from the priests pro- I diary, x. 86-87.
fessing to be able to dispose of eternal - - informedagainst for wearing unlaw-
felicity, 19-20. Illustrations of interest in ful buttons, x. 87.
maleficence,20. The tutelary sanctions, - - Letters to, from his son at Bowood,
and their influence in counteraction, 20- x. 96-98, 110-112.
21. Droits of the admiralty, and their - - HISfeelmg on Lord Shelburne no-
effect in producing war, 21. Benefits tieing his son, x. 11T,
the counter-parts of burthens, ib. - - HIShabits as tohis son'sletters,x.172.

Benevolence-Nature of, i. 53, 56-57. - - Letter of, to Lord Lansdowne, with
- Enlarged, distmguished from confined, a portrait of Bentham, and Lord Lans-

i. 62. downe's reply, x. 224-225.
- The pleasures of, i. 18. - - His death, x. 279.
- or sympathy-The pains of, i. 20. BENTHAM,JEREMY-Analysisof the Memoirs
- Cultivation of, as a precaution against and Correspondence 01';-

crime, i. 561-563. - - Chap. 1. 1748·1759.Infancy and boy-
- manner in which it is attribrted to the hood. x. 1-26. Birth.L HISgreat-grand-

Deity, i. 58. father Bnan, ib. HIS grandfather Jere-
Bengal-Transfer of English laws to, taken miah, ib. The Avises, ib. HIS father

as a standard from which to argue regard- Jeremiah, ib. Propensity to -Iacobitism
ingthe transplantntionof laws,I. 172et seq. in the family,and the effect on his mind

Bentham-e-Bnan-e-Jeremy'a great-grand- of early assocrationa with royalty, 2.
father-Notice of, x, 1. Patronymics=-lus father's cousins, 2-3.

Bentham-e-George-e-lns outline of a new Maternal ancestors, 3. Mrs Tabor, lb.
system of logic, viii. 214, 219 n. Mr Ray, lb. ilia mother-her birth and

Bentbam-Ja.mes, of Dorsetshire, noticed, family, 3. The Groves, and their resi-
x. 3 n, dence at Browning Hill, 3-4. His own

Bentham-James Fitch=ueticed, x. 3 n. opinionsof his father and relanous-i-ob-
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jection to the principle of de mortuu nil nui
bonum,4. Hismother,5-6. Circumstances
of his family, 6. Illustration of sensibility
of temperament, 6-7. Precocity-anec-
dote - Perusal of Rapin's History, 7.
Latin and Greek, 7-8. Recollection of
early incidents-examples, 8. Attach·
ment to Browning Hill, ib. Writing, ib,
MUSIC, 8-9. Visit to a. king's valet, 9.
Habits at table, ib, French lessons from
M. La Combe-anecdote, 9·}0. Fairy
tales, 10. Influence on his mind of the
perusal of Telemachus, 10-11. Voltaire's
Works, 11. ExclUSIOn of amusing books,
11·12. Burnet's Theory of the Earth,
Cave's Lives of the Apostles, Lockman's
History of England, Churchill's Voyages,
Phredrus' Fables, SWIft, 12. English
History-Edward III. and France, 12-
13. Religious books-Dr Johnson, 13.
Early companions and visiters, 13-15
Observation of nature, 15. Sensitrveness
to censure and punishment, ib. Sir Tho-
mas Sewel and hIS family, 15·16. Coun-
try excursion and adventures, 16·17. Ac-
curacy of recollection of early events, 17.
Humanity to animals-c-illustratrons, ib,
VISIts to Barking, li·18. Tricks played
on him to create superstitious terrors, and
their effect on hIS nerves, 18-19. Exhibi-
tion of Punch=-excrted dreams, 19-20.
Imitations and recitations, 20. Illustra-
tions of sensitiveness, 20-::n. His father's
ambitious views, 2l. Readings in fiction,
21-22. Studies and pursuits at Brown-
ing Hill, 22-23. His cousin Mulford,22- I
24. State of society, 24. Flowers and
garderung, 24-25. Character and habrts
of hIS great-aunt, 25. The Rays, lb.
General character of his early life, 25-
26. Death of his mother, 26.

Bentham (Memoirs] Chap. II. 1754-1763.
School and Culleae,x. 26 -45. Dr Markham
--discussion on genius, 26-27. Specimen
of Latinity when eight years old, 27. HIS
boarding-house companions-Cotton and
Mitford,27-28. Dr Markham, Mr Cox,
28-29. Pocket money-a school anecdote,
29. Westminster school-Reminiscences
of companions, 30. Ode to Dr Markham,
ib. Duke and Duchess of Leeds, 31.
Instruction in dancing-feebleness of
frame, ib. Instruction m drawing, 31-
32. MUSIC, 32. Latin and Greek verses
-specimens,32-33. Opinions on pastimes
- fishing, cricket, 33. Acquirements
in French, 33-34. The fagging system,
34. General opinion of the system at
We stminster school, ib. The masters, ib.
The Scrivener's Company and the Rainbow
Coffee-house, ib, Progress of Greek and
Latin-Preference of Greek, 35. The
life of Constantia Philips-The picture it
gives of the administration of the law!',
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and the influence of the exhibition OR
Bentham's mind, lb. Entered as a Com-
moner of Queen's College, 31J-36. The
oaths-Regard for truth, 36-37. Sub-
scription to the Thirty-nine Articles, 37.
Jacob Jefferson his tutor, 37. Dr Fother-
gill, 37-38. Paternal allowance-Per-
sonal appearance and habits, 38. Latin
verses, lb. Companions, 39. The Hell-
fire Club, ib, Incidents, ib. His amuse-
ments, 39-40. His companions, 40-41.
Ode on death of George II. and accession
of George IlL, 41. Johnson's commen-
dation, ib. Circumstances in whrch the
ode was written-The coronation, mflu-
ence of royalty, 42. Letter to his father
-A college declamatiou, 42-43. Oxford
anecdotes: specimens of Latinity, jeux
d'esprit, 43-44. Bachelor's degree, 44.
HIS father's want of appreciation of hIS
character, 44-45.

Bentham (Memoirs) Chap. III. 1763-17i0,
JEt. 15-25. x. 45-67. Takes his seat as a
student of King's Bench,45. Lmcolu's Inn,
lb. Blackstone'sLectures,ib. WIlkes' trial,
45. Early admiration of Lord Mansfield,
45-46. Excursion III the north-v Mat-
lock, Buxton, Liverpool, Chester, Ros-,
Monmouth, Bristol, Bath, &r, 46-47.
VIsit to France-Chantilly, Pans, 47.
Anecdotes and reminiscences, 47-48. HIS
father marries Mrs Abbot, 48. Master's
degree, ib. Intercourse WIth the Mackreth
family, and their history, 48-50. Pro-
pensity to involuntary laughter, 49-MJ.
Leaves Oxford-c General imprcssion from
it, ib. Remmiscences and conversation,
ib. Hogarth, ib. Local recollectrons,
50-51. SIr John Hawkins and Dr
Hawkesworth, 50-la. Moreton PItt,
Lowndes, SIr Wilham Jones, 51. Sketch
of Chamberlain Clark, ib. Milton's house,
ib. Authentication of a portrait of MIl-
ton, 51-53. Pierre Vrillon, and Peter
Noailles,53. Equestrian tour-Stratford-
on-Avon- Leicester, 53-54. Electioneer-
ing visit from the Archbishop of York,
54. Pedestrian excursion to Oxford,
Farringdon, &c., ib. GIves an account of
John Lind and Nathaniel Foster for
Barker's Parriana, 55. Origin of con-
nexion with Lind, 55-56. ASSIstance to
Lind's publication on the acts of the
thirteenth Parliament, 56-57. Mansfield,
57-58. SOCIal intercourse WIth Lind, &c.
57 -59. Recollections of Wedderburn, 59-
60. Sees Franklin, on the occasion of the
attack on him, in the Privy-council, ib.
Present at Lind's marriage, ib. As-
sistance to Mrs Lind III gettmg payment
of her pension, 60-61. Account of his
residence at Oxford, and his first meetmg
with Mr Forster and Mrs Abbot, after-
wards hIS step-mother, 61-62. Meetij
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with Dr Parr, 62. Assistance given to Letters to George Wilson-Camden,
Lind in his work on the colonies, 62-64. Barre, Blanket, Hamilton of Bath, Mr
Notice of a visit to his chambers in Bayntun-account of his journey to Bo-
Oxford, 64. Wish to go to America as wood, 89-90. The Bowood Ladies, 90.
Secretary to Governor Johnstone, ib. Irn- The miscellaneous guests, 91-92. Allusion
pressions from the dispute between to the tendency of his own pursuits, 92.
Wilkes and George III., 65-66. Opinions Manners of Lord and Lady Shelburne, ib.
on duelling, ib. Visit to Paris, 66. Mr Court scandal, ib, Lord Bristol, 93. Sir
John Forster 67. James Long, ib, Conversation-Bishop-

Bentham (Memorrs) Chap. IV. 1770-17BO. rick of Derry, lb. Necker, Turgot, Maure-
£t. 22-32. x. 67-88. HIs first composmon pas, and French politics, ib. Anecdotes
that appeared in prmt-a defence of Lord and Illustrations of the politics of the
Mansfield,67-68. His style,and Iris early tlmes,94. Characters of guests, 95. The
endeavours to Improve It, 68. HIS rules anti-Catholic riots, 95. American and
of composmon, ib. Memoranda-On the French pohtics, 95-96. Letter to his
prejudice In favour of antiqurty from a father about the guests, and way of livmg
false analogy between old times, and men at Bowood, 96-98. Letters to Wilson-
of age and experience, 69; Errors which new guests, 98. The ladles of the family,
the uneducated are liable to in pohncs, 98-99. Conversations,99. Lord Chatham,
ib. ; Origm of the vmdictrve principle in and his brother Wilham Pitt, 100. Music,
punishment, 69-70. Stray thoughts,- ib, Pohtical small-talk,100-101. Lord
DIgest of the Laws, Prmciples of Educa- Shelburne's politics 101. Foreign poh-
tion, &c., 70-71. Verses on the erection I tics, 101-102. Relation of an overture
of barracks III Milton's Garden, 71. Hor- from Lord North to the Rockmghams,
ror of flogging in the army, 71-i2. Ex- 102-103. The Tracton fannly, the Pratts,
tracts from Commonplace Book, i2-77. &c., 103-104. Departures and arrivals,
Letter to his father on the preparation 104-105. An incident-i-chcss, 105-106.
of the Introduction to Morals and Le- The ladles of the family, 106. East India
gislation, 77. Publication of Fragment affairs, &c., 107. American politics, 107-
on Government, ib. Train by which he 108. Nonces of pohtical negotiations
was led to the opinions there expressed and jobs, 108. Politics of the war, 109-
-Preparation for the bar, and experience 110. Miss Pratt, 110. Letter to his
at it, i7-'8. Acknowledgment to his father, 110-112. Letters to Wilson re-
father of writing the Fragment on Go- sumed, 112-114. Letter to Lord Shel-
vemment=-Sensttiveness as to the author- burne, 114-115.
ship becoming known, i8-'9. Diminution Bentham (Memoirs} Chap, VI. li81-l785.
of interest in the book on its being known I £t. 33-3;. x.1I5-14 7 Attachment to Lord
tobefromanobscureperson,ib. Priestley's and Lady Shelburne, 1l5-116. RemInIS-
mention of" the greatest happiness of the cencesofthem,andofthegllestsatBowood,
greatest number," ,9. How the doctrine I 1I6-lli. Consulted by Lord Lansdowne on
found its way into Bentham's mind, 79-80. Hastings' trial, 11i-118. Bentham's af-
Expectations that the doctrme would be fections engaged at Bowood, 118. VIqlt
generally accepted disappointed, 80. The to Streatham, 118. A practical joke
discovery and pursuit of the doctrine of played on hrm by Pitt and others-sus-
self-preference, and the callousness to ceptibility, 118-119. Intercourse with
improvement of those In power accounted Lord Camden, 119-120. Farther recol-
for from it, 80-81. Sinister interests thus lections of remarkable people, 120-123.
leagued against reform,81-82. Persons Writes the Introduction to the Prmciples
to whom the Fragment on Government of Morals and Legislation, 123-124. Me-
was ascribed, 82. Opmions on anonymous moranda, 124. Journey to the north of
authorship, ib. The White Bull, 82-83. England, ib. Instrucnons for the harpsi-
State of mind and habits while in Lin- chord, 124-125. Study of composmon,
coln's Inn, 83-84. Commonplace Book, 125. Rayneval and the Viscount to Ver-
84-85. Translates Marmontel, 85. Pub- gennes, 125-126. Letter to Lord Shel-
lication of the Remarks on the Hard La- burne on the Corsican Code, &c., 126.
bour Bill, 86. Characteristic extracts Letter to Dr Anderson, on hIS schemes
from his father's diary,86-87. An in- as to the Western Fishery, 127-129. Let-
stance of common informers-Opinion on ter to l\1r Stewart, on the number of COIl-
them,87. Correspondence wrth D'Alem- victrons for offences in Scotland, 129-131.
bert, Morellet,Castellux,&c.,ib. Frank- Letter to, from George Wilson, 131. 111-
lin and Swediaur, 88. tercourse with Francis Vilhon, l3J-I:{2.

- - Chap. V. li8I.-£t. 33. x. B8-115. Account of George Wilson and James
Call from Lord Shelburne, 88. Letter Trail, and Bentham's friendship for them,
from him, 88-89. VIsit to Bowood, B9. 133-135. Letter from Trail, 135. Letter
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from Wilson, 135-136. Dr Swediaur, 136.
Letters from Trail-Voltaire's Memoirs,
Lunardi's balloon, 136-138. Letter from
Dr Symonds, 138-139. Letter to Joseph
Townsend-Preparations for projected
tour to RUSSIa, &c., 139-140. Townsend's
reply,140-141. Extracts from Common-
pla.ce Book, x. 141-147.

Bentham (Memoirs) Chap. VII. 1785-1787,
JEt. 37-39.x. 147-179. Preparaticnfor tour
in Russia, 147 -148. Nature of his brother's
position there, ib. Letters and advice from
Lord Lansdowne, 148-149. Journey
through France, Italy, and the Mediterra-
nean, to Smyrna, 150. Adventures and
characteristic incidents in a Turkish vessel,
150-151. Landing at Mrtyleue-c-Botanical
Tesearches, love of flowers, 151-152. Far-
ther adventures-arrival at Constantin-
ople,152. Persons met with, 152-153.
A Turkish entertainment, 153-154. Sketch
of Bentham's habrts and appearance dur-
ing his residence at Constantinople, and
of incidents that occurred, 154-156. Let-
ter to Lord Lansdowne about sending
Angora goats, sultanna raisins, &c., 156-
157. Journey through Bulgaria, 157-158.
Bucharest, 158. Passage through Poland,
158-159. Arrival at Ovidropol, 159.
Sketches of manners-gambling, the army,
dinner parties, 159-160. His brother, 160-
161. The establishment at CrichofF, 161-
162. Letter from Chamberlain Clark with
the home news, 162-163. Letter from
George Wilson-c-Paley's Moral Philoso-
phy, &c., 163-164. Letters to Wilson-the
preparatron of the work on the Panopticon,
165-166. His brother's inventions in naval
architecture, 166-167. Hints of prepara-
tion of Defence of Usury, 167. The Code,
ib. Description of one of his brother's Inven-
tions, for the procurement of a patent, 168-
17O. Preparation of Panoptieon, Rationale
of Reward, and Defence of Usury, 170.
Habits of hfe, and query whether he
would have so much leisure if he returned '
to England, ib. A Progress by the Em-
press, 170-171. Letters from Wilson and
Trail urging return,171-172. Letterfrom
Wilson-the impracticability of publish-
ing his Panoptieon In England-further
inducements to return, &c., 172-174. Let-
ter to WIlson-sends Defence of Usury,
174. Proposed dedication, 174-175. Let-
ter to Wilson farther urging the publica-
tion of the Defence of Usury, 175-176.
Reception of the Defence of Usury, 176-
177. Letter to Farr Abbot on hie mar-
riage, 177 -178. List of plant seeds brought
over from Cnchoff, 178-179.

- - Chap. VllI. 1788-1789.-JEt.39-41.
.1:_ 179-212. Leaves CrichofF-Difficul-
ties and adventures on the way, 179-180.
Warsaw, Berlin, The Hague, Hanover,
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180. Chemistry-Translation or Berg-
man, 180. Letter to his brother, descnb-
ing his journey home, and his reception,
181-183. HIS father, 181. Lord Lans-
downe's proffers of patronage, and atten-
tions, 181-182. His brother's projects,
182. Success of Defence of Usury, ib.
Takes a farm-house at Hendon for retire-
ment, ib. A harpsichord, ib. His occu-
pations, 182-183. Letter from Lord
Lansdowne, 183. Notices of acquaint-
ance-- Baron Maseres, the members of a
club, the Fordyces, 183-184. Lord St
Helens, Stone, and Fitzherbert, 184. In-
troduction to, and Reminiscences of Du-
mont and Romilly, 184-186. Later opm-
ion of Lord Lansdowne, 186-187. Letters
to a lady, 187-189. Satire on LIbel Law,
189-190. Letter from France on the state
of affairs before the Revolution, 190. Re-
miniscences and opinion of Brissot and
hIS wife, 190-191. Letters from Brissot,
191-192. Brissot's opinion of Bentham,
as expressed In his Memoirs, 192-194.
Letter from Wilson on the Introduction
to the Penal Code, with recommendations
to Bentham as to Ius subjects, 194-195.
Letter from Romilly, 195. Letters from
Lord Lansdowne on Bentham's Intended
support of the Liberals ill France, hIS
leaning to Republicanism, &c., 195-196.
Letter to Lord Wycombe, with request
to introduce the work on Political TactICS
in France, 196-197. Letter from Lord
Lansdowne on the proceedings of the
King of Sweden, 197-198. Letter to the
Abbe Morellet with suggestions and pro-
posals for getting the work on Pohtical
TactICS published in France, 198-199.
Morellet's answer, 199. Letter from
Wilson, with his, Romilly's, and Trail's
opinion on the work on Political TactICS,
199-200. Bentham's answer, 200-201.
The letters of Anti-Maehiavel on the at-
tempt to detach Denmark from the alli-
ance WIth Russia, and the answer of Par-
tIzan,201-211. Lord Lansdowne's con-
versation on them, and belief that the an-
swer was written by George 1II.,211-212.

Bentham (Memoirs) Chap. IX. 1789-1791.
JEt. 41-43. x, 212-250. Events in France-
Letter from Wilson on them, 212. Letterto
Wilson, in regard to complaints about Bent-
hamhavmg admitted that Trail and Wilson
assisted in preparing Romilly's account
of the method of proceeding in Parlia-
ment,212-214. Memorandum of a con-
versation with Lord Lansdowne about
his past political schemes and alliances,
214. Letter from Lord Lansdowne, 215.
Letter from Wilson about a copy of Gre-
gory on Liberty and Necessity, 215-216.
Answer-General remarks on the unpro-
fita.bleness of such inquiries, and the sen-
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sitiveness of people about their favourite
subjects,216·217. French politics, 216-
217. Letter introducing Lord Wycombe,
to his brother, 217. Paper on the state
of France prepared by Benjamin Vaughan,
submitted for inspection,217-219. Let-
ter from Dumont,219. Letter from Lord
Wycombe, ib, Ftctitious portrait of hnn-
self, 219-221. Visit to Oxford, 221.
Letter from his brother at Tobolsk, 221-
223. A portrait of Bentham in Dr Bow-
ring's possession, with a character at-
tached to it, 223-224. A letter from his
father to Lord Lansdowne, with a por-
trait, and Lord Lansdowne's reply, 224-
225. Style compared with Romilly's,
225-226. Letter to Brissot on the Pan-
opticon, 226. Estimate of Bentham by
Lord Lansdowne in a letter to the Duke
de Rochefoucauld, 226-227. Letter to a
lady, 227-229. Letter to Lord Lans-
downe, charging his lordship with having
virtually promised to bring him into Par-
liament, and not performing the promise
-Lord Lansdowne's general proffers of I
patronage, and Bentham's feelings in re-
gard to them-His objection to any sort
of office-The promise of mdependence of I

position in Parliament, &c., 229-242.
Answer from Lord Lansdowne-explana-
tory, and maintaining that he did not de-
fininvely promise Parliament, 242-243.
Reply, admitting the justice of Lord
Lansdowne's statement, 243-245. Lord
Lansdowne's rejoinder, expressive of
confidence in Bentham's integrity, 245.
Sketches of addresses to electors, 245.
Letter to his brother-The Defence of
Usury, Judicial Establishment, contro-
versy with Lord Lansdowne, 246. Letter
from Dr Price-Annuity Tables, &c., ib.
Letter to Wilson on advice to wnte read-
able books, 246-247_ Letter from Ben-
jamin Vaughan, 247. Letter from Lord
Lansdowne, with queries for the king of
Poland, 247-248. Letter to the Bowood
ladies, 248. Letter from Vaughan, ib.
Letter to his brother-His wa;,' of life,
and how his brother will find him on his
arrival, 248·249. Another letter to his
brother-Notes from Vaughan on the
state of France, 249.

Bentham (Memoirs) Chap. X. 1791-1792.
JEt. 43-44. x.250-279. Hopes and disap-
pointments about the Panopticon Peniten-
tiary Plan, 250-251. Mr Revely the archi-
tect, and Mrs Revely,251-252. Lettersto
his brother, making arrangements for the
latter's arrival, 253-254. Letters from Dr
Anderson-SirJ ohnSinclair-Panopticon,
254-255. Letters from Vaughan, 255-256.
Letter to George III. about his brother's
invention in naval a.rchltecture, and the
PaaoptiCOII,260-261. Letter from Lord
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Lansdowne, 261. Conjoint letter with
his brother to Lord St Helens, 261-262.
Letter from Lord La.nsdowne-State of
Europe, 262. Invitation from Pole Ca-
rew, ib. Letter to his brother-Sir
Samuel's mechanical inventions-the Pan-
opticon, 263-264. Letter from Romilly,
264. Letter from Vaughan, 264-265.
Playful letters to ladies, 265-267. Opin-
ion of Burke, 267. Letter with copy of
Panopticon, 267-268. Draft of letter
from the French in Dumont's hand, offer-
mg services of Law Reform to France,
268-269. Correspondence with Garran on
the Panopticon, 269·270. Proees Verbal
as to the Panopncon, 270. Letters to
ladies,270-277. A characteristic letter,
277-278. Letter to Bnssot on the Pan-
opticon,278-279. Father's death, 279.

Bentham (Memoirs) Chap. XI. 1792-1795.
.iEt. 44-47. x. 279-308. Letterfrom Lord
Lansdowne-i-allumon to an entertainment
in Queen's Square Place, 279. Letter to
Lord Lansdowne-the Panoptieon, hospi-
tality to French refugees, 279-280. Made
a citizen of France, 280-281. Official COID-
municanons ontheevent,281-282. Answer
to the communications, With censure of
the treatment of the Royalists, 282-283.
Letter from Dellessert on the politics of
Holland, France, Russia, and Prussia,
283-284. Anecdote of Abbot, 284-285.
Notices of contemporaries, 285. Letters
from Liancourt and Dumont-death of
the Duke de Rochefoucauld-Dumont's
opinion on the Penal Code MSS. 285-286.
Letter from Gallois, introducing French
refugees,286. Letter from Sir G. Staun-
ton-state of Madeira, ib. Notes from
Beaumetz, Romilly, Vaughan, and Du-
mont. 286-287. Invitanon to Thomas
Law and answer, 287-288. Letter from
Romilly on the publication of Truth
t'erBUS Ashhurst, 288. Letter to Dr An-
derson, 288. Letters to and from Mr
Law,288-289. Intervention in favour of
the husband of a servant, a French refu-
gee, 289-290. Letters to and from Mr
Law,290-291. Letter to his brother, on
the Panopticon-Proposal ofPitt and Dun-
das to inspect the model, 291. Letter to
Dundas on the drawing of Acts of Parlia-
ment, 292·293. Note from Vaughan,
293-294. Hopes about Panopticon, 294.
Letter from Romilly, With an account of
the Edinburgh Bridewell, 294-295. Letter
to Philip Metcalf-state of Panopticon-
JacoblDIsm in France, 295-296. Letter
to a person requesting the employment of
his influence at the Admiralty, 296-297.
Letter addressed from Dresden, on the
war and the state of Europe, 297-300.
Letter from Trail in Ireland, 300. Du-
mont, ib. Sir John Sinclair, 300-301.
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Letter to Philip Metcalf-disappoint-
ments about the Panopticon, 301-302.
Correspondence with Arthur Young-
inquiry into the real and personal pro-
perty, and the population, of Britain, 302-
303. Letter to Mr Long, with resume
of financial projects-escheat: monopoly
of, or taxation on, the right to traffic in
money: and tax on commercial facilities
and privileges, 303-304. Letter from
Trail-opinion on the escheat project,
305. Letter from D'I veruois, ib. Letter to
Lord St Helen's, with D'lveruois' history,
and remarks on the French Revolution,
305-306. Letter to Lord Lansdowne,
and answer, 306. Letter to Lord Lans-
downe on official procrastination as to the
Panopticon, and the success of his brother's
inventions in baggage wagons and naval
architecture, 306-308.

Bentham (Memoirs) Chap. XII. 1795-1799.
.<Et. 47-51. x. 308-341. Correspondence
with Dumont, and interchanges of opinion
and criticism, 308-309. Letter from Lord

Wycombe at Naples-Neapolitan politics-
The court-The Danish and Russian Am-
bassadors,309-312. Letter to the Duke de
Liancourt at Boston-Anxiety for the pro-
gress of the Panopticon Contract-Prison
discipline-State of France-Sir Samuel's
inventions-Probability of their being
adopted in the Navy-Inquiries as to the
market for machinery in America, 312-
313. Letter to Lord Lansdowne request-
ing a temporary refuge for a cook Bent-
ham cannot afford to keep, 313-315. Let-
ter to Wilberforce proposing to give as-
sistance to a pacific embassy to France of
persons whose opinions would be popular
there, 315-318. Wilberforce's a.nswer,
318-319. Letter from Lord St Helens on
the same subject, 319-320. Observations
on the Treason Bill, addressed to the
Morning Herald, 320-322. Metaphori-
cal and humorous letters, 322. Project
for facilitating reference to newspaper
advertisements, 322-323. Letter to Mr
Lindegrave-Account of residence at Hen-
don-Panopticon, 323. Letter to Sir R.
P. Carew on financial projects-Differ-
ence of opinion on the facilities for obtain-
ing loans and selling annuities, and on
the effect of taxation, in decreasing expen-
diture-Anxiety to publish the con-
flicting views together, 323-327. Answer
declining, 328-329. Letter from Patrick
Colquhoun, and notice of him, 329. Let-
ter to Abbot-Colquhoun and the pro-
posed union of the Thames and Shadwell
Police, 329-330. Heads of Thames Po-
lice Bill, 330-333. Abbot-The Thames
Police Bill and the Globe Insurance, 333-
234. Letters to Abbot, Rose, and Wilber-
force, on the Globe Insuraace, 334-385.
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Letter to Charles Abbot-The Tha.mes
Police Bill-The Treason Bill, 335-336.
Hints for a plan for new modelling the
Westminster Ma.gistracy, 336-338. Let-
ter to Colquhoun-The Banking Ques-
tion, 338-340. Letter to Sir Francis
Baring on the same, and answer, 340-341.
Correspondence with Sir Francis Baring
-Amount of the paper of the country
banks-Inquiry as to a proposed plan for
stock-notes, 340-341.

Bentham (Memoirs) Chap.XIJI. 1800-1801.
.<Et.51-53. x. 342-377. Letter from Dr.
Roget on the preparation of NItrous Oxide
Gas, 342·343. Letter to Mr Nepean, 343.
Letter to Dumont, 343-344. Letter to
Speaker Addington, with suggestions for
improved architectural arrangements of
the houses of Parliament and tables of
motions and rules, 344. Letter from
Abbot on the Motion Table, 344-345.
Answer: the same subject, and the Re-
cords, 345. Letter to Moreton Pitt-
The Finance Reports, 345-346. Corre-
spondence with Roget on the project of a.
Frigidarium for the preservation of fruit,
vegetables, butcher meat, &c., 346-350.
Correspondence with Abbot on the ad-
vantages of a Register of Real Property,
350-351. Hints on the Population Bill,
and the best means of taking the Census,
351-356. Correspondence with Dumont
and Colquhoun on the best means of
Obviating Forgery of Bank Notes, 356-
358. Exertions to get Mrs Lind pay-
ment of her pension from King Stanislaus
-a Latin letter, 358-359. Correspon-
dence with Sir George Rose on the An-
nuity -note scheme, 359-361. Letter to
H. J. Pye on Bank Restriction, 361.
Applications through Mrs Romilly by a.
French lady for a Draft ora Code, 361-362.
Letter to Lord St Helens on his marriage
and the prospect of an embassy to France,
362. Letters to Vansittart on the An-
nuity-note scheme, 363-366. Letter from
Vansittart with objections, 366. The
objections with answers, 366-369. Objec-
tions communicated to Vansittart by Dr
Beeke, and answers to them, 369-373.
Inquiries ofArthur Young as to the profits
of agricultural capital, and answers, 373-
374. Letters to Vansittart on the Globe
Insurance, 374-376. Letter to Dumont-
The Annuity-note currency, 376-377.

- - Chap. XIV. 1801-1802. .<Et.53-04.
x. 377-403. Letter to Dr Robert Watts,
on the informa.tionon prices furnished by
the sermons preached before the Society
for the Propagation of the Gospel, 377-
378. Letters from Dumont-Progress of
Bentham's Opinions in France-the pre-
paration of the Codes, 378-381. Leiter
to Dumont-Sir Samuel's In't'entioDB,&c..
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381-382. Letter toDumont-Complaints of
unanswered letters-books wanted, &c.,
382-383. Letter from Dumont, with ac-
count of the progress he is making with the
French edition of the works, 383-384. Let-
ter to Dumont-wish for the prmted part of
the French edition, &c.,384. Letter to Sir
Wilham Pulteney, asking If he WIllbrmg
a charge for unconstitutional mnnsterral
conduct in regard to the Panopticon, 384-
386. Pulteney's answer, 386. Letter
from Dumont as to the publication of the
Traites de Legislatiou, 386-387. Letter I
to Wilson, on coloniesand Sir W. Grant's
speech on them,387. Wilson's answer'l
ib, Letter to Dumont on miscellaneous
Bubjecto-Lawyers; the copy of the
'I'raites ; Dumont's dispute with Morellet
and Garnier; Gallois; Vote for Napoleon
being first consul for hfe; Thornton on
Paper credit; Sir Samuel Bentham; the
proposition to make Bentham a member
of the Institute ; Cuvier; the word "Bent-
hamite"; Dumont's return; the Tract on
the influence of place and time in matters
of legislation ; Codes for foreign states;
a German cntique on the Traites, &c.,
387-390. Letter from Wilberforce on
the disappomtments in the Panopn-
con scheme, and the proposal of an ex-
posure of the ministerial conduct regard-
ing it, 391-395. Letter from SIr F. M.
Eden onDumont's Traducnons, 395. Let-
ter to Sir F. M. Eden-an account of
Dumont-the state of the Panoptieon
question, &c., 395-397. Letter from
Eden-The same subjects-The GlobeIn-
surauce Company, 397-398. Letter from
Garnier, 398-399. VIi,it to Paris, 399.
Letter to Dumont, ib. Letter from Ro-
milly on the proposed attack on the Duke
of Portland's administration as to the
Panopticon,399-400. Answer,400. Let-
ter to SIr Thomas Trowbridge on the
absurdity of the rule agamst accused
persons being allowed to criminate them-
selves,400-401. Letter to David Collms
-MIscellaneous remarks on N. S. Wales
-Panopticon, &c., 401-403.

Bentham (Memoirs) Chap. XV. 1803-1807.
lEt.54-59. :1..403-427. Habits as to So-
ciety,403. Letter to Dumont-Proposal
to have Dr Parr to meet Mackintosh and
others,403. Letter fromRomilly,403-404.
Letter from Dr Parr, 404. Estimate of
Home Tooke, ib. Letter to J. Mulford
about farm-house bread, ib. Letter from
Parr,404-405. Dumont m Ruasia-c-his no-
tices of the Progressof Bentham's opinions
there-anecdotes, &c., 405-410. Letter
from Dr Parr, 410-411. Letter to Dr
Parr-proposed visit to Hatton, 411-412.
Letter from General Sabloukoff to Sir
Samuel Bentham about a Codefor Russia,
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412-413. Letter to Dumont-Russian
Translation of the Works-Progress m
Political Economy, 413-414. Letter to
Sir R. P. Carew on personal-identifica-
tion murks-v-Therr use in the army and
navy-part of the arrangement for the
Pauopucon=-Bentbam's mtentiou to show
an example himself, 414-415. Let-
ter to Mulford=-fall of the Adding-
ton Mimstry, 415. Letters from Du-
mont-article on Bentham in the Edin-
burqh. Renew, &c., 415-416. Letter
from Dr Parr, 416. Speranski and the
Russian edition of the works, ib. Letter
from the Rev. John North about flower"
lb. Letters from Dr Parr, 417-418.
Letter from a friend on the Panopticon,
418. Letter from Dr Parr, lb. George
III.,418-419. Lord Lansdowne's death,
419. Mordvmoff's opnnon of Bentham,
ib. Answer to Bentham's offer of mar-
riage,419-420. Note from Romilly, 420.
Letter from General Sabloukoff, 420-421.
Letter from Romilly, on the reform of the
Courts in Scotland, 421-422. Reasons
for dechmng consultation with Lord
Grenville on the subject, 422. Letter
from Dumont, ib. Letter from Hutton
of Birmingham, 422-423. Letter to SIr
Samuel Romilly on the proposed reforms
in the Scotch Courts-the uselessness of
attemptmg to reconcile large measures of
reform WIth those projected, 423-425.
Letter to Mr Mulford-account of resi-
dence at Barrow Green, and of the fami-
lies connected with it, 425-427.

Bentham (Memoirs) Chap. XVI. 1807-1810.
lEt. 59-62. x. 427-455. Letters from Du-
mont: The Penal Code: EVidence: Pro-
cedure, 427-428. Letter to Sir James
Mackmtosh-Parr, Fox, Mackintosh's
Lectures,428-429. Letter to Lord St He-
lens : The proposal of a Court of Lords
delegates: Inq uiry as to the method of
summoning members of the Privy-council,
429-430. Answer, with information as to
the JudIcial Committees, 430-431. Letter
from Mr Whishaw on reversals in the
House of Lords, 431. Letter from Romilly
-opinion on the plan of Lords delegates,
431-432. Letter from Romilly on the
proposal to prepare a Code for Scotland,
432. Acquaintanceship with Col. Burr,
ib, Dumont's account of Burr, and of
his appreciation of Bentham's Works,
433. Burr invited to Barrow Green, ib.
Efforts, along with Dumont, Lord Hol-
land, and Lord H. Petty, to arrange a
system of debating for the Spamsh Cortes,
ib. Letter from Dumont on the subject,
433-434. Letters from ColonelBurr with
his adventures, 434-437. Application
from tbe Dean and Chapter of Lichfleld to
blazon the arms of Bishop Bentham, 438,
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Letter from Colonel Burr, on the Spanish
Cortes, ib. Letter from Dumont on the
best means of instructing the Cortes, 438-
439. Letter to Lord Holland, request-
ing his influence to facilitate a project
for living in the Table Land of Mexico--
Privacy and opportumty of workmg, and
benefit to health, the motrves-e-Influeuce
wall J ovellanos requested- Assurance
of not interfering in politIcs- Introduc-
nons and other facilities ranged under
the classes indispensable and desirable-c-
Books requisite to be taken, &c., 439-444.
Letter to Mulford-State of health and
habits-weakness of eyes-prospect of
going to Mexico, 444-446. Letter from
Francis Homer on Mexico, 446-447. Lord I

Holland's answer to the application, 447.
Letter from Jovellanos introduced by
Lord Holland, 448. Anonymous offer to
Cobbett of Remarks on Libel Law, 448·
449. Letter from Dumont, 449. Letter
to Mulford, ib. Intimacy WIth James
Mill, and account of him, 449-450. Letter
from Mill on Libel Law, 450. Fears of
the booksellers to publish the Art of
Packing Juries, ib. Romilly's advice
against publishing, and Mill's in favour,
450-451. Letter from Dumont on the
drfflcultias of translatron, 451. Letter from
Colonel Burr,451-452. Letter from Mill
-Deferred visit: Review on Bexon's
application of the Theory of Legislation,
452. Letter to Millon the Review, ib.
Letter from Mill on the same subject,
453-454. Letter from Brougham on the
same subject: Bentham's Noology, 454.
Letter from Mill, with the strictures of a
friend on Bentham, 454. Letter to Mul-
ford, 454-455. Letter from Dumont, 455 .

Bentham (Memoirs) Ckap. XVII. 1810·
1813.-.Ai:t. 62-65. x. 456-476. Corre-
spondence with Blanco White- Affairs of
Spain-Liberty of the press, 456-457.
Letter from Dumout-Forthcomingness
of evidence, 457. Letter to Mulford-
Design of going to Mexico given up
-Proposal to go to Venezuela-Influ-
ence of Miranda, &c., 457-458. Let-
ter to Cobbett on the Reform Catechism,
458-459. Letter from Dumont, on the
proposal of impartial newspapers, 459.
Brougham and Mill on prize-money, and
the droits of the Admiralty, 459-460.
Letter from Dumont, 460. Letter from
R. B. Nickolls, ib. Letter to Sir Francis
Burdett on Chancery delays, 460-461.
Brougham to Mill on the Papers on Co-
dificliotion and Public Instruction, 461-
462. Naval reform, 462. Dumont on a
Civil Code for America, 462-463. Letter
from Major Cartwright-Three free set-
tlers from ~ew South Wales with com-
plaints of grievances, 463. Answer, denot-
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ing subjects for inquiry from the settlers,
463-465. Letter from Major Cartwright
-farther informa-tion on Coloma! griev-
ances, 465-466. Letter from Colonel
Burr, 466-467. Letter from Dumont, 467.
Letter from Lord Holland-Proposal to
call the United Kingdom Brithibernia, 467.
Madame de Stael and Benjamin Constant,
ib. Avoidance of unsansfactory disputes,
467 -468. Letter from Mill-expected
change of Mlmstry, 468. Suggestions for
extending the Jury system to India, lb.
Letter from Miranda, ib. Proposal to
Lord Sidmouth to prepare gratuitously a
Penal Code, 468-471. Letter detailing
to Mulford his social habits and friend-
ships-Opinion of Burdett, Brougham,
Cobbett, &c.-State of the court-The
Prince Regent and Princess Charlotte,
4il-472. Letter from MIll about hIS son,
472-473. Letter from Sngden, 473.
D'I vernois to Dumont on the progress of
Bentham's opinions in Russia. ib. Ar-
ticles of Faith ofthe Scottish Clergy, ib,
Letter to Mr Mulford-Family hIstory-
Case of the Prmcess of Wales, 474. Ac-
count of Lieut. Blaquiere, 474-475. Let-
ter from him, 475-4 76. Letter from Mack-
intosh on Swear not at all, 476.

Bentham (Memoirs) Chap. XVIII. 1813-
1817 . .Ai:t.65-69.x.476-489. JOllS Owen's
establishment at New Lanark, 476-477.
Letter from Lord Holland, WIth a bust of
J ovellanos, 477. Answer, ib, Letter to Ad-
miral Tchitchagoff, with suggestions for hIS
History of the Russian campaign, 477 -478.
Death of Mulford, 478. Progress of
Bentham's opinions in Russia-Refusal
of the Emperor's present, lb. Residence
at Ford Abbey-Description of the place
-Occupations there, 479-481. Letter
from Mill proposing a temporary separa-
tion, for the purpose of preserving their
friendship, which is represented as likely
to suffer from oollisions of temper, 481-
482. Account of MIll and his family,
482-483. Letter, with an account of
manners and morals at Cambridge, 483.
Letter from Rome, attributed to Lord
Holland,483-484. Letter to J. H. Koe-
Clarkson and the Abolition of the Slave
Trade,484. Code of Judicature of the
Hudson's Bay Company, ib, Leaves Ford
Abbey-Search for another country -house,
484-485. Letter to Mr Koe-Duke of
Clarence's marriage-Prospects of France,
485. Letter from Admiral Tohitchagoff,
ib. Letter from Say-The Chrestomathic
Tables-French politics, &c., 485-486.
Letter from Jekyll, 486. Letter from
Madam Gautier on the state of Franoe,
486. Letter from Admiral Tchitchagoff,
ib. Recommendation to Tchitchagoff to
write his own memoirs, 486-487. Letter
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from Dumont-The Book of Fallaeies-c-
State of Geneva, 487. Death of George
WIlson, ib. Death of Miranda, 487-488.
Answer to an application from the Mu-
tual Improvement Society to becometheir
President, 48B-489.

Bentham (Memoirs)Chap. XIX. 1817-1819.
...£t. 69-71. x.489-512. Application to be
allowed to pnbhsh a popular versionof the
Reform Catechism,4B9-490. Mr Wooler's
version,490. Letter fromDumont--Law
Reform in Geneva, 490-49\. Letter to
Burdett in answer to an application to
draw up a Parliamentary Reform BIll,
491-492. Mr Bickersteth's paper in fa-
vour of a union between Bentham and
Burdett, 492-493. Letter from Burdett
-Gratitude for the promises of assrs-
tance, 493-494. Letter to Burdett urg-
ing the Ballot, 494-495. Resolutions
prepared by Bentham, and movedby Bur-
dett, on Parliamentary Reform, 495-497.
The anarchical fallacies, 497-498. Opin-
ion of Ricardo, 49B. Letter to him, lb.
Applications from the United States for
a Code-Letter from T. W. Gilmer, 498-
499. Vote of thanks of the householders
of Westminster, 499. Letter from Du-
mont-the Quarterly Review, ib, Letter
from J. B. Say-the state of France, 499-
500. Proposal for instructmg and im-
proving Irish labourers in New York,
500-503. Letter from Governor Plumer,
504. Letter from Say, ib. Death of Ro-
milly, ib. Letter deelimng a request by
the Mutua.l Improvement Society to pre-
side at their dinner, 505-506. Letter to
Mr W. Thompson of Cork on the Chres-
tomathic education system, 506-507. Do-
mestic arrangements, 507. Letter from
Major Cartwright on the restoration of
the Saxon Constitution, &c., 507-50B.
Letter to Burdett, 508-509. Extracts
from the Memorandum-Book,509-512.

- - Chap. XX. 1820-1823.-'£t. 72-75,
x.512-539. Correspondencewith Richard
Rush on the extent to which LIbel Law
exists in the United States, x. 512-513.
Reeommendationsto theJury on the trials
of Wolsley and Harrison, 513. Letter
to Rivada.via on the separation of the
American colonies from Spam, 513-514.
Blaquiere,and the progress of Bentham's
opinions in Spain, 514. Letter to Bla-
quiere on the Spanish Revolutionary Con-
stitution, 515-516. Intimacy with Dr
Bowring commences--its character, 516.
Letter to Dr Bowring, ib. Character of
Townsend the traveller, 517. Italian
translation of Political Tactics, ib. Gon-
tier's Synoptic Table of Bentham's works,
ib. Notes in Memorandum-Book, 51i-
519. Analysis of the Book of Fallacies,
519-521. Fallacies added, 521·522.

xxxv DEK
Named one of the Guardians of Consti-
tutronal Reform-urged by Cartwright to
accept-answer, 522-523. Letter to
Hobhouseon the Catholic claims and the
veto, 523·525. Letter from Dumont, 525.
Reception of Bentham's works m Portu-
gal, ib. Letter to Cartwright, ib. Letter
from Say, 525-526. Letter and anec-
dotes fromMISSFrances Wright, 526-527.
Letter and subscription to Carlyle III
prison, 527-528. DIscussion with Dr
Bowring on reehgibrhty of representa-
tives, 528-530. Extracts from Memo-
randum-Book, ,130-532. Distribution of
the seedsofplants, 532·533. Invitation of
a dinner party, 533. Letter to Rush, 533-
534. ExertionsonDr Bowringbeingarrest-
ed in France, 534. Letter to Sir Samuel
Bentham--Mirza MohammedandHassuna
De Ghles, 534. Letter to Dr. Parr on a
Code for Greece, in English and Greek,
and hIS own (Bentham's) portrait, 535-
536. Dr Parr's answer, 536-537. Letter
from Cartwright, 537. Letter from Dr
Parr-Hume's church-property motion,
537-538. Letter to the Greeks recom-
mending them not to appoint a king, 538-
539. ReqUISItIOnfrom the Portuguese
Cortes, 539-540.

Bentham (Memoirs)Chap.XXI. 1823-1827.
-.£t. i5-79, x. 540-568. Establishment
of The TVesttninster .Re'l'iew,5-!0-541. Let-
ter to W. E. Lawrence-- Purchase of an or-
gan-the Re ~ww,&c.,541. Observations
on the statementm The Quarterly Re1)iew,
that he was a disappointed man, 541-542.
Letter to Mordvmofl'- Preparation of
Constitutional Code, 542-543. Letter
fromBurdett, and answer-Constitntional
Code, 543-544. Subscription to Catholic
Association,544. Correspondence about
a Greek boy, whose educanon he had
undertaken, bemg taken on a VISItto a
noblemau=-opimon of the bad influence
of aristocratic company, 544-547. Ex-
tracts from Memorandum-Book, 547-
548. Enumeration of works translated
from the French edition, 548. Letter
to Joseph Parkes, ib. Letter on the fal-
lacy of George III. having made a per-
sonal sacnfice for justice, and having
made the judges independent, 548-549.
Letter agamst cruelty to animals, 549-
550. Correspondence With Burdett on
Law Reform, 550-551. Visit to ParIS,
551. Recommendations of Dumont to
devote himselfto wide quesnons, 551-552.
Letter to Dumont-Change of nomen-
clature between the proposal for judicial
establishment in France and the Consti-
tutional Code-State ofhealth, 552. Sup-
pression of Bentham's Works by Bolivar,
552-553. Reintroduction in New Gra-
nada, by Santander, 553·554. Letter to
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John Qumcy Adams, elected President
of the United States, 554-555. Visit
from John Neal, and account of him, 555-
556. Letter from Governor Plumer, 556-
557. Account of Bentham's early at-
tachment, 5.';6-557. Letter to the object I
of it, 557. Letter from Jose del Valle, 558-
559. Observations on Kent's Commen-
taries,559-560. Letter from Sidney Smith,
560. Analysis of logical arrangements,
560-.561. Visit to Mr Hill's School I

at Bruce Castle, and to the Grotes at
Hendon, b61-56~. Specimens of familiar
conversation, 562-564. Experience of
Lord North, Fox, Wedderburu, Mansfield,
Bolivar, Lord Lansdowne, &c.-Farther
specimens of familiar couversatron and il-
lustrations of habit and manner, 566-568.

Bentham (Memon-s) Chap. XXII. 1827-
1828. .£t. 79-80. x. 568-606. Opinions
and practice III regard to style.collocation,
and accent, 568-570. His Noology, 570.
Opinions on contemporaries, 570-57::!. HIS
Secretaries, 572-573 Letter from Neal,
573-574. Correspondence With Brougham ,
as to Law Reform and a Commission of
Inquiry, 574-576. Letter to Colonel
Young-Lord Wilham Bentinck and the
Panopticon, .'>76-578. Letter to the Kmg
of Bavana With the printed part of the
Constitutional Code, and other works on
Codification, specimens of manifold writ-
ing, &c., 578-581. The Kmg of Bavaria's
answer, 581. Notes of conversation and
memoranda on vanous subjects, including
hi'!' habits of thought and composition,
.581-588. Opinion of Brougham's Law
Reforms,588-589. Letter to Rammohun
Roy-State of Indra-s-Mill's exertions-
Consntutioual Code- Panopncon, 589-
592. Letter to Burdett, 592. Lines by
Dr Bowring, ib. Plan for uniting Catho- i
hcs and Dissenters for the furtherance of '
religious liberty, 592-594. Letter to
O'Connell on Law Reform, and his
(O'C.'s) deelarmg himself a Benthamite,
594-59t> Letter, requesting a visit from
O'Connell, 596-597. Letter from O'Con-
nell,597. Letter to him on Parhamen-
tarv Reform. Radical and Constitutional
-The Ballot, and Law Reform, 598-600.
Dishke of Partings, 600. Friendship with
Bodin, lb. Letters to O'Connell, Hunt, I
and Cobbett---O'Connell's political creed,
600-601. Letter to the same on the
questron, Whether the Ballot should take
precedence of other reforms! 601. Letter
on Ins attacks on Hunt, 602. Letters
from O'Connell, 602-603. Letters to
O'Connell on miscellaneous subjects, the
spread of the Utilitarian opinions abroad,
&c., 603-605. Letter from O'Connell,
and answer,605. Letter to Chamberlam
Clark-Habits of life, 605-606.

BE~
Bentham (Memoirs) Chap. XXIII. 1823-

1829. .£t. 80-81. XI. 1-30. Letter to
Lafayette - Progress of Utilitarianism
abroad-French pohtros, 1-2. Letter to
Say, introducing Colonel Young and
Colonel Stanhope, 2-3. Anonymous let-
ter to Henry Hunt, on the disputes
between him and O'Connell, 5-7. Let-
ter from Colonel Young-State of India.
-Rammohun Roy-Lord William Ben-
tmck, 7-9. Letter to the Duke of Wel-
hngton on Law Reform, 9-12. Let-
ters to O'Connell, 12. Letters to the Duke
of Well mgt on on his dnel with Lord Win-
chelsea,12-15. Letter from O'Connell on
the Despatch Court Bill, 15-16. Letter
from General Miller, With an account of
the position of the South American States,
16-17. Letter from Del Valle, with an
account of the com age of the various
American Republics, and complaints of
inaptness, 17-18. Answer to Del Valle-
Coinage- Liberty of the press-French
pohtica. l Bvl S, List of editions of Bent-
ham's works that had been published in
the Penmsula, 19-20. Letter from O'Con-
nell, 20. Letter to O'Connell-reut for
buying seats III Parhament=-Preachers of
Law Reform-Despatch Court Bill, 20-
21. Letter from O'Connell, 21-23. Let-
ter from Livingston-Preparation of his
Code-Anxiety to have the use of the
Rationale of Evidence, 23. Announce-
ment of Dumont's death, 23-24. A letter
written by Dumont Immediately before
his death, with an estimate of Bentham's
writings and character, 24. Letter from
O'Connell, on the proposal of a Code, and
in answer to remarks on the public-house
licensing system, 24-25. Distress on ac-
count of O'Connell's habit of personal at-
tack-anonymous letter to him on the
subject, 25-26. Letters bearing on the
same subject, 28-29. O'Connell's Reply,
29. Rejoinder, 30.

- - (''hap.XXIV.1829-1830-.£t.81-82,
xi. 30-48. Attempt to organise a Law Re-
form Associanon, 30. Apprehension of
blindness,30-31. Disturbed sleep,3l. Let-
ter on the disposal of offices by pecuniary
competition, 31-32. Letter to O'Connell,
32-33. Letter to Mordvmoff, with account
of General Santander and his disputes
with Bolivar, 33. Letter to Brougham-
Law Reform, 33-34. Letter to Jabez
Henry on International Law,34. O'Con-
nell's expression of his opinion to C. S.
Cullen, 34-35. Answer to Livingston's
letter, 35-36. Letter to Brougham, 36-
37. Letter to O'Connell, and Proposal to
move the printing of Livingston's Code
for Louisiana in the House of Commons,
37 -38. Letter to John Smith, M.P.-
Estimate of Denman-Difference with
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him, relative to the exclusion of evidence on I acquaintance, in a letter to Ins bankers
the gronnd of interest, 38-39. Letter to ib. Letter from Burdett, 74. MeetlIl~
President Jackson--congratulations on with Talleyrand-Letter and VISIt from
his election, CrItICIsm on hIS opening Mes- him, 74-75. Anticipation of death, i5-
sage, and on the state of the judicial sys- 76. Letter written to Dr Bowring in
tem in the United States, as exhibited by expectation of It, 76. Death, lb.
it-French pohtics, 39-42. Letter to M. Bentham (Memoirs] Character, mind, and
Humann-New edition of Dumont's Re- personal habits, x. 76-95. Foundation of
dacnons, 42-43. Correspondence WIth his Philosophy, 76-ii. Opimou of human
tJ!.~ Rev. Humphry Pnce, on hIS bemg nature, 77. Critical and analytic powers,
Imprisoned III consequence of a convic- ib. How far influenced by the wntmgs of
non for a libel written III the cause of the others, lb. SOCIalfeehngs, li-iB. Value
carpet weavers of Kidderminster, 43-48. of time, 7ft. Personal 1'IIl1liarity to

Bentham(Memoirs) Chap. XXV. 1830-1831. Franklm-c-Comparrson of characters. lb.
lEt.82-83.xi.48-71. Letter from Jose Del Industry, ib Manners, 7:1-79. HIS Table,
Valle-Earthquake in Guatemala=-Estab- ib. Ills pecuniary circumst.mce-, if!. HIS
hshment of a socretv of the friends of the tollower-, lb. Ha shfulue-s, rh. AVOId-
State-Prevalence ~f Bentham's Plnloso- ance of visiters, lb. Mu-te. lb. Circula-
phy,48-49. Jenx d'e-prit, 4fJ-bO. Letter tion of hIS wntmg-, 7'l-RIl Dress, 80.
to Burdett, wishmg him to bring the I Fondness for annnals, RII-HI Reception
Codification Petrtion before the House, I of visiters, 81-8'2 Personal habit. at
50-51. Letter from SIr J~mes Graham," home, 82-lJ;{. Dr. Southwood Smith's ae-
on the tracts, "Ollklal Aptitude Maxi- count of Ins Philosophy. and estimate of
mized, &c.,".31. Letter from LIYlllgstOll,' his character and mental power." BiI-f!.i.
51-53. Invitation to Santander, descnb- - - HIstory of negotiations regarding the
ing the way to the house III Queen Square Panopticon Penitentiary, and the di-ap-
Place, 53. Letter from Santander, lb. pomtments incurred, WIth the correspon-
Receives a copy of Montrol's Memoirs of, deuce, XI fJr.-1iO. See Panopncon
Brissot, 53-54. An incident of internal , Bentham-Jeremy-For the personal allu-
evidence of their authenticitv nonced, 54. 'I sions to 111m,III the course of the works, see
Note on one of the letters, 5-4. Letter to I Author.
the Duke de Broglie, asking if he WIll Bentham-SIr Samuel, (brother to Jeremy,)
cooperate in Law Reform in France-, -Ins geometrical pursuits, x, i i .
Imprisonment for debt-Courts of con- : - - - Xature of his employment= under
ciliation, &c., 54-56. Letter to the Pnnce Potemkm, x. 14;-148, IGO·lt:j
French people on the Revolution of 1830, - - - An invent.ron III slnp-buildnur by,
56-58. Rammohun Roy introduced= The called the Vermicular, x. ics, lull-I ro
letter of introduction, 58-60. Letter to - - - Letter from his brother to. with all
La Fayette, 60. O'Connell'; conversion accountofhI5returnfromRusol.l,X 18!-18;),
to the opinion against second Cham- 1 - - - Letter from his brother to, mtrc-
bers, 60-61. Letter to Brougham, 61. I ducmg Lord Wycombe, x :Clio
Brougham's answer, 62. Memoranda, I - - - Letter to hIS brother, descrij.nve
ib. Letter to O'Connell 011 LIbel Law, I of his way of hfe and projects at Tobolsk,
62-63. O'Connell's answer,63-64. Re-: x.221-2::!3
joinder, 64. Paper on the Repeal of the i - - - Letter from hIS brother to- Pro-
Union called, "Padficus against the con- i gres' of his works, controversy With Loi d
quest of Ireland," 64-66. The Parha- i Lansdowne, x. 246.
mentary candidate society, 66. Rcfuta= ' - - - Letter, from hi« brother to, on Ill,
tion of false reports against Bentham- I (SIr S.'s) returumg home, x. ::!4lJ-249,::!j3-
Parry's slanders, fear of death, fear of i ~54.
ghosts, 66-67. Letter to Tait, 6i-68. I - - - HIS suggestion of the Pauopticou
Letter agamst prosecuting Cobbett, 68. I plan, X. :c50, 26:?
Memoranda of topics of conversation for - -- - Letter on his naval architecture
visiters, 68-6g. Correspondence WIth invention, tu George II 1. from Ius brother,
Archibald Prentice on his trial for libel, x. 260-20 I.
69-70. Letter from Del Valle, 71. - - - Letter from, to Lord St Helen"

- - Chap. XXVI. 1831. LEt. 83. xi. x, 261-2G2.
71-76. Breaking up of his eonsntunon, - - - Letter from his brother to, about
71. Hudibrastic attack on Brougham, his inventrun-, &r., X. 262-264.
ib. Extracts from Memorandum-book- - - - Letter from hrs brother to, on the
Notes as to the state of his mmd and Panopticon, x 291.
health, &c-His ambition+-His projects - - - Charactcrtvtics of, x. ;\00.
for benefiting mankind, 71-74. Last - -. - Disappotutmcnt- t.i.from the de-
memorandum,74. Remnnscences of early Jay of tl.« 1'.ld"l'tllVlt. x :101·302
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Bentham-Sir Samuel, (brother to Jeremy,) Bible-Halley on the authenticity of the,
- His baggage wagons-their inspection considered,vi. 243.
by the Duke ofYork, and prospectsof em- BickerstalI- Isaac, noticed, x. 124.
ployment held out in the Admiralty, &c., Biekersteth-c-Henry,(afterwards Lord Lang-
x.307. dale.) Paper by, recommending union of

- - - Letter from his brother to the Bentham and Burdett, x. 492-493.
Duke de Liancourt about-Inventions in - - Mention of, xi. 21, 39.
the making of wheels-Employment by Biennial Parliameuts=-Opmion expressed
the Admiralty-Enlargement of Ports- on, to the Portuguese people, viii. 485.
mouth Dock, x. 313. Bifurcate Division=-Use of, in an Encyclo-

- - - Letter from his brother to Du- pedical Sketch of Art and Science, viii.
mont on his inventions of fire-irons, 95-96. The thmg divided bemg a Bub-
wheel-turning, &c.,x. 381-382. stantrve, each of the condividendshaving

- - - Letter to, with account of a I that substantive with an adjective, are
young Persian and Tripolitan, x. 534. opposed to each other as counter de-

- - - Account of his services to the fimtions, and their differencemamfested,
Panopticon Penitentiary Plan, and Ins in- ib.
ventions for the furtherance ofit,xl.97-9B. - - the only sort of division that is at

- - - Hi8VIsitto the military school at I once all-comprehensive, distinct, and in-
Paris, supposed to have suggested the in- structive, viii. 107-110.
spection principle, iv. 63. I - - How the author's notionsof, suggest-

- - - Casual notreesof,x. 114,25B-259, ed,viii.llO-112.
267,334,389,407,412-413,425, <144,446, - - Sanderson's views regarding, criti-
457,462; XI.119, 128,132. cised, vin, 114.

Bentham-Thomas, Bishop of Liehfleld-e- - - Watts' vague ideas on, viii. 114-
Notices of, x. 3 n, 438. 115.

Bentham=-Wrlliam, the antiquary, no- '1- - Reid and Kaimes' misapprehension
ticed, x. 3 n. of the power of, viii. 115-116.

Bentham-Dr-Subdean of Christ Church, I - - Considerations as to the length to
noticed, x. 35. which It may and should be earned, viii.

Bentham-Mrs, (Jeremy's mother.) charac- 116-117.
ter and traits of, x, 5-6. - - considered as a subdepartment of

- - Death of, x. 26. LOgIC,vih. 253-255.
Bentheim=-Castle and Earldom of, iu Ger- - - The system adopted by D'Alembert

many, x. 3 n. a contrast to the certainty and precision
Bentmck=-Lord William-Views of, on hIS of, viii. 78-79.

departure as Governor-general of India, - - Its effect in throwing specialhght on
x.576-577. , one-ofthe condividends, vm, 268 n.

- - Letter from Bentham to Rammohun i - - The course to be adopted In framing
Roy, about, x. 589-592. I a system of encyclopredicalnomenclature,

Bequest-Origin of the right of, InEngland, I in connexionWIth,VIii.71-72.
ii. 596-597. - - The system of, applied to the sources

- Latitude that should be given to the of motion,viii. 144-146.
power of, ii, 586. Bigamy-First Wife'sevidence not taken in

Bergman on the usefulness of chemistry-> a prosecution for, vii. 483 n.
translated by Bentham, x. 180. Bigotry, superstition, &0.,as designative of

Berkeley-Bishop, noticed, viii. 119n:::,321. motives,I. 201.
Berlin-Visit to, by Bentham, on his return Bill-s-Ftndmg of by grand jury, once ser-

from Russia, x. 180-181. viceable, now an evil, vi. 472-473.
Berne-Convict system at, i. 441 Bill in Equity-Method of procedure on,VI.
-AbsenceoftaxesintheCantonof,iii.204n". 444-445; vii. 274, 292, 499, 530.
Berry-e-Forms of the provincial assembly - - Amendment on-when granted, VI.

of, noticed, ii. 333, 334 n ", 347, 34B. 455-458.
BertheIemi-Case of, cited, vii. 126. - - considered as furnishing evidence, VI.
Best-W. D., Lord Wynford-Letter from, 70,431 n.

xi. 62. - - acts as examination of defendant, vi.
Bexley-Lord. See Vansittart. 436.
Bexon-The Bavarian code of, iv. 514. - - compels self-disserving evidence, vii.
- His application of the Theory of Legis- 471-472.

Iation=-Correspondance on a Review of, - - The mendacity of, vi. 30B, 482-48:1;
by Mill, x- 452,453-454. vii. 229 n, 267,364,365,493.

Bezenval-Memoires de, quoted, vi. 448 n. - - Degree of conviction to be expressed
BIas-Meaning ofthe expression,vi.249-250. in answer to, vi. 232; vii. 266.
Bible-EVidence for the, an illustration of - - Delays 111 procedure on, vii, 21G-~li,

transmitted evidence, vii. 158 n. 515-516
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Bill in Equity-Substitution or Instrument
of demand for, vii. 270-27l.

- - - Testimony of co-defendants as regards
one another, in procedure on, vii. 512-
517.

- - for the production of evidence-List
of kinds of, vii. 299 n.

- - The mendacity caused in the proce-
dure on, charged ?Jl a grievance in the
abridged Petition for justice, v. 510-513.

- - Fraudulent detention of property by
means of, iii. 410.

Bill-Cross in equity, vi. 485.
Bill of exceptions-Nature of, vi. 418-419.

Curious procedure on, with regard to the
judge whose charge is excepted against,
lb.

Bills-Exchequer: Criticism on the form
and materials of, iii. 152-153.

- - Relation between the Annuity·note
project and, iii. 109 et seq.

- - as a means for temporarily employing
money, compared with the Annuity-note
project, Iii. 120.

- - Reasons why they do not circulate on
such advantageous terms as bank paper,
iii. 149-1.';3.

- - Method of improving the arrange-
ments as to, iii. 147.

- - clumsmesa of,as convertible securities,
x.368.

Bills of Exchange-Questions as to, ranked
as complex SUits, ii. 81.

Bills-Drawmg and redrawing, and sale of
accepted-Virtual usury in, Iii. 13.

Bills, Parhamentary-c-Pracnce of. Propo-
sal of dispensmg with leave till bill pre·
sented, n. 353.

- - Proposal for the publication and sale
of, ii. 353.

- - Advantage of the three readings of,
ii, 353.

- - Members proposing should not be
entitled to abandon, ii. 354.

- - Rules for the drawing of, ii. 354·358.
- - Reasons why they should contain the

law in terminu, and practice of allowing
blanks m, ii. 357-358.

- -- Practice as to blanks in, iii. 564 n.
- - The practice of leaving sums blank

in, to be filled In by Committee, v; 568.
- - Practice of reading before King's

Speeches. considered, ii, 335.
- - Formula of Royal Assent to, ii. 373.
- - Complaint of the sections in.not bemg

numbered, VIii. 441 n.
- - Specimen of the heads of, as iIl11'-

trated in the Thames Pollee bill, x. 3:H-
3:13.

- - Method of giving abbreviated com·cr·
sational names to, recommended for lUU-

tauon, viii. 46.
- -- Consideration of, III Committee of the

w hole House. ii, 373.

xxxix DIS
Bills-vLocal c-Coneideratlons as to the

means of adjusting the value of private
property m the case of, IV. 11.

Bill-Money-Instance of a, commenced in
the Lords, v. 567.

Bill of Righta-e-Vrolation of, charged on the
method of governing New South Wales,
iv, 280-282; xi. 129.

- - precludes the King having either a
separate army or a separate purse, iv.
267-268.

- - The regulations of, as to Juries, in-
fringed in the Special Jury system, v.
176-177.

- - Mischievous vagueness in the fram-
ing of, attributed to treachery, v. 176.

- - has done good though infringed, viii.
593; ix. 122.

Bill-Pitt's Poor-law, criticised, viii. 440-
461.

Bill-The Hard Labour. View of, iv. l-85.
Bill-Despatch Court. Account of, iii. 305-

315.
- - - in terminis,iii. 319·430.
Bill-Radical Reform. iii. 558-597. See

Reform.
Bill- Parliamentary Reform - Correspon-

dence With Sir Francis Burdett about
drawing, x, 491-495.

Bill-Lord Brougham's Bankruptcy Court,
criticised, v. 565-610.

Billeting of soldiers-- The principle of, ix.
386.

Bingley-The case of, cited, xi. 62-63.
Biographical Cbronology--defined and lo-

cated in the Chrestomathic system of in-
struction, viii. 29, 33.

Biography-Evil influence of the spirit of
laudation in, IX. 61.

Bipartmon-e-in Logic-The system of, ex-
plamed and supported, i. 96-9i n. See
Bifurcate; DiVISIOn.

Biren-Allusion to the cruelties of, i. 44B.
Birnnngham-c-Adam Smith's notice of, as a.

projecting town, Iii. 27.
Biron-s-Marechal de-Mention of, x. 93.
Birth-Number of children at. Inquiry reo

garding, WIth relation to evidence, vn. 88.
- Extent to which it is a criterion of the reo

Iatron of sovereign and subject.ii. 542-543.
- Distmctions of. Article in the second

French Declaration as to, criticised, ii.
5~S·.'i26.

Birth, as a subject of registration, iii. 83 ;
\1.63 n, 567, 570-574. See Genealogical
fact"

- Registration of baptisms subsntuted for,
\1 5i3. Amendment of the law, ib, n.

- Plan for a register of, In the Constitu-
tional Code, IX. 630. See Registrars.

- Table of. to be exhibited by local Headman
111 terms of Constitutional Code, ix, 624.

] lI,hops -- The, as Lords Spiritual, charac-
terized, IY. 4:Hl; vI.2i3.
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Dishops-Use of, questioned, ii, 449.
- their acquisition of eonsistorial jurisdic-

tion, vh, 294.
- The qualifications of the, i. 279 n.
- represented as a cause of, instead of as

opponents to, good government, ii. 467-
468.

- the reasons of their so seldom speaking
in Parliament, ii. 468.

- The Irish-Oath of, to erect schools,
broken, v. 456.

Blackburne-Mr-his system of mural for-
tification, iv. 107-108:

- - his plans for the National Peniten-
tiary, iv. 119 n, 162 n; x. 257; xi. 112.

Blackstone-Sir William-Remarks on what
said by, on Government, in the Introduc-
tion to his Commentaries-viz. Fragment
on Government, i. 227·295. Black-
stone an enemy to reformation, 227.
Reason for directing the comment against
the Introduction, 227 -228. DIgreSSIOn in
the defimtion of municipal law, 223. Au-
thor's reasons for wagmg war, 2:!9. Not
the expository, but the censonal part,
that has called for criticism, 229-232.
Cnticisms on various isolated passages,
232-236. HIS ments, 236-239. Impeded
by technical nomenclature, ib. Breach
with Lord Shelburne, &c., 249. Attri-
butes the Fragment to a Scotsman, 254-
255. Connexion with the Hard Labour
BIll, 255. His view" on the formation of
Government, the origmal contract, &c.,
261-272. On forms of Goverqment:
Monarchy, Aristocracy, and Democracy,
272-'277. HIS proof of the perfectron of
the British constrtution, 2ii -283. His
remarks on the right of the supreme au-
thority to make laws. Views of its hmi-
tations, 283·292. On the duty of the suo
preme power to make laws, 292 295.

- - Bentham's reminiscences of his lec-
tures, x. 45.

- - HIs reception at Oxford by Vice-
Chancellor Browne, IX. 612 n.

- - Estimate of the writings of, in Bent-
ham's Commonplace Book, x. 141.

- - - Opinion of,on the Usury Laws, criti-
cised, ill. 14-15.

- - his views on succession, Wills, and
disinheriting, noticed, ii. 597-598.

~ - Compurgation denounced b)', vi. 315-
316 n.

- - his definition of retaliation consider-
ed, i. 40!J.

- - his Ylews on forfeitures critrci-ed,
1.485.

- - his commentary on the Union cnti-
cised, ii. 405-406.

- - casually noticed or quoted, i. 504,
506,509,510-511 n; u no, 393,401,443,
586 n ; iri, 14, 158,273, 292, 372 n, 440,
441,490,491,509,590 n, 592 n; iv. 199,

xl nn.\.
423, Hi, 448, 483; v, 25. 92, 128 n, 153,
143,145,160,186,234,236,285,366,389,
392 449, 451, 467, 479, 489, 539; vi.
62 n,99 n, 100,148,323,469,470,481 n,
492 n; vii. 90, 198,241, 242, 243, 270 n,
273 n, 283, 285, 295, 319 n, 330, 440,
504, 517, 518, 550; viii. 467, 481; ix,
24, 64; :.t. 35, 86, 98, 100, 116, 127,
li4.

Blagden- Dr-Secretary to the Royal So-
ciety, noticed, x. 2i4.

Blandy-Mary-case of, cited, vii. 55.
Blank verse-Application of Melodious-

ness as a property of language to, viii.
306.

Blankett, Captain-a friend of Lord Shel-
burne's, notrees of, x. 88, 89, 90, 91, 95,
98, 116, 232.

Blaquiere-Lieutenant-Account of, x. 474-
475,514-515.

- - Letter from, x. 475-476.
- - Letter to, x. 514-515.
Blasphemy-s-Purushment of, vii. 423.
- Classification of, m the Penal Code, iii.

171.
- should only be treated as an offence when

it is so far public as to do injury to feel-
ings, viii. 546-547.

Bligh-Governor of N. S. Wales, notice of,
x.465.

Blmd-Appropriate additional comforts to
the, under Pauper management, vin, 433.

- Appropriate estabhshments for the, as
a branch of Pauper management, viii.
394-39;;.

Blindarrangementsofprocedure-Exclusion
of evidence occasioned by, vii. 537-542.

Blind fixation of times for judicral opera-
nons, vu, '239-240.

Blondeau-M.-J urisprudential lecturer-
mentum of, x. 604.

Blondel, Madame-notice of, x. 93.
Blood-e Corruptron of, as a punishment, con-

srdered, I 4S0-4R:?; vii. 4:16-4:3;.
Boa Constrictor, or Lord Brougham dis-

played, v. 549-612
- - the proposed absorption of the

Vice-Chancellor's and Roll's Court in the
Chancery, illustrated by, v. !j.'~-56:1

Board for the children of the labourmg
classes-Plan for a beneficial connexion
of, With the Poor-law, viii. 421-424.

Boards-Their incapacity to carry through
great systems of legislative improvement,
consrdered especially with reference to a
Code of Laws for Russia, iv. 516·528.

-- Election of members of, generally so
managed as to give a choice of only the
same person over and over, IX. 173.

- Comparison of the system of, with the
proposed single-seated system in the
Constitutional Code, and the practice of
the United States, ix. 216-217.

- The branches of service most essential
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to the comfort and luxury of the monarch
not put into the hands of, because they
would be mismanaged, lX, 29.

Boarda+drreeponeibrlity of members of, with
its causes, iii. 5it n; vi. 557-558.

Board ma.na.gement--inimlCal to responsi-
bility, economy, and efficiency-superi-
ority of smgle-banded, especially contract,
iv. 125-134; v. 17-18.

Boasting of iniquity, considered as evidence
of guilt, vii. 33.

Body-Existence of, in two distinct places, an
instance of what is considered incredible,
yet is believed in, vii. 81, 82.

Body-A dead, rules for disposal of, vi. 5il
and n.

- - rule, that it must be found, to con-
viet of murder, eonsrdered, VH. 68-69.

Body Pohnc=-Use to which the term IS
applied, u. 306.

Bodies- Pubhc- Want of responsibility in,
iii, 571 n; vi. 557-558. See Boards.

Bodies-e-Political, in general-Analysis of,
ii. 306.

- - Permanent--Analysis of, ii. 306-307.
Bodiee=-Leglalanve. See Legislative As-

semblies.
Bodin=Felix--Notrce of, x. 600.
Bolingbroke-(Henry St John, Viscount)

hIS method of philosophically vrewmg
Law and Legislation, Hi. 285. '

- HIS patriot kmg criticised, x. i2.
- Incident to, noticed, VH. 45 n.
- Casual mennon of, x. 532.
Bolrvar=-Character of, ii. 568.
- Opnuon of, x. 565; xi. 33.
- His proscription of Bentham's works, x.

552.
Bolton & Watt-Copying mach me of, vi,

576 n.
Bondage-added to transportation by the

contract system, i. 490-491.
Bondsmanship=-Friendly. Provisions for,

in Principles of procedure, II. 103-105.
Bonnets-The, a French refugee family ;

their acquaintance WIth theBenthams,x.15.
Bonorum-Cessio, in Scottish law, vi. 181-

182. Reform in, 181 n.
Books-Extracts from, refused as evidence,

vi. 389-391.
BOOKS for recordation of the operations of

the several official departments, according
to the Constitutional Code, ix. 232-253.

Books-All, the general uses of, IX. 232-236.
General object, 232-233. Enumeration
of topics for consideration, 233. Ends
in view-maximizing appropriate good-
minimizing evil, ib, Subject matters of
registration, ib. TImes to which it IS ap-
pllcable=-antranee.eontiuuanee, exit,233-
234. Entries, or form of registration, 234.
The Books themselves divided into Service
Books (including Outset and Journal
Books) and Loss Books.ib. Uses of Service

xli BOO
Books, 233-234. Uses of Loss Books,
and list of the causes ofloss, 235-236.

Books-Original outset, ix, 236-242. First,
Specific Book-Personal Stock Book,
236. Heads of entry, ib. Uses of en-
tries,236-237. Subdepartments in which
its applicauon to the personal stock pro-
minent-army, navy, &c., 237. Second.
Immoveable Stock Book-heads of entry,
and uses, ib. Tlurd, Moveable Stock
Book-heads of entry, 237-238. Mim-
mographic mode of registration, by means
of models and plans, 238-241, (See Mim-
mographic.) General heads for the ag-
gregate of the moveable stock of all the
departments,241. Fourth, Money-Stock
Book-heaes of entry, 241-242.

Books-Journal, ix. 242-246. Relative por-
tions of time to be kept III VIew m relation
to the matters entered=-nme of entrance,
time of continuance, and time of exit, 242.
Specific books-Personal, Immoveable,
Moveable, and Money stock, ib, Sub-
specific books of Personal stock, or Indi-
vidual aervice-book-c-Eutranoe, Applica-
tion, and EXIt books, 242-243. Uses m
the way of check on functionaries, 243.
Subspecific books of the Immoveable
stock-book-Entrance, Application, and
Exit books, 243. Heads of entry an occa-
SIOn of addition to the Immoveable stock,
243-244. Subspeciflc books of the move-
able stock-book- Receipt, Apphcanon,
and Issue books, 244·245. Subspecific
books of the money stock-book=-Receipt,
Apphcation, and Issue books, 245-246_
Exterior occurrence-book, 246.

Books-i-Loss, ix. 246-251. Subject matters
of loss-Personal service, Immoveables,
Moveables, and Money, 246. Efficient
causes-Human, Natural, and Mixed. lb.
Modes of loss of personal service=-non-
attendance, &c., 246-247. Examples of
loss to immoveables-Iands, houses, &c.,
247. Modes to moveables, lb. Consider-
ations as to fraudulent depreciation, lb.
Departments where fraud liable to be
committed in sales, even if by auction,
247 -248. Modes of spontaneous deterio-
ration and destruction, 248. Thmgs con-
sidered according to their scale of dura-
bility, lb. Effect of age on value, and
how far entries should be made in rela-
non to it, ib. Things eonsidered WIth
reference to the length of use they are
capable of, 248-249. Modes of loss WIth
regard to money, 248. How loss guarded
against by arrangements as to the custody
in which articles are to be placed on re-
ceipt, &c.-the Individual-responsibrhty
principle, 250. Notanda to accompany
entries of loss, ib. Security for regular
entries, ib. Causes of loss by human
agency-incidental and permanent ex-
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penditure, 251. Incidental-wars, colo-
nies, fine arts, &c., ib. Permanent ex-
penditure-sinecures, ib, Stock-in-hand
books-for showing balance of stock in
hand, applicable to the services of each
day, ib.

Books-Subsidiary, ix. 251. Retro-aecep-
tion, and retro-transmission books, ib.

- Abbreviations in, considered, ix. 251-
253. Saving of time and labour in favour
of the practice, 251-252. Disadvantage
in Impediments to public consultation,
252. Compromise in making the signs
contractions of the words, and having a
key, ib, Rules, ib. Correctness, clear-
ness, and comprehensiveness as the pro-
perties that should be possessed by en-
tries, 253.

- AllUSIOn to the Greek adage concerning,
VI. 5.

- Merchant's, as makeshift evidence, vi.
liB; vu. 151, 167,525.

-Rare-Protest against taxing the poor
for indulging the rich with collections of,
ix.451.

Book of Fallacles.. The, ii, 37 5-4B7.
- - analysis of,x. 519-521.
Book-Entrance and departure, for testing

attendance of representatives, ix. 163.
Book-s-Non-attendance, as a cheek on repre-

sentatives, ix, 163.
Book-keeper-Evidence of, to charge a cus-

tomer, vii. 123,525.
Book-keeping, as a branch of the Chresto-

mathic instruction system, viii. 39-40.
- - as a branch of Pauper management,

VIii. 391-394. See Pauper Management.
- -- Source of information on, III a system

of Pauper management, VIii. 427.
- - by the Italian method-The author's

system of national book-keeping compared
with, ix. 253 n,

- - by the italian method-Objections
to, v. 3B3-3B6.

- - Judicial-System of, vii, 63, 64,595-
596.

- - Nanonal= Plan of, proposed, v. 383-
386.

Boosey-Mr-an Overseer of the Poor-
anecdotes of, x. 55.

Boroughs-Rotten-Dllemma of the pro-
prietors of, x. 141.

Borrowed, or udsciutious evidence, VIi. 127-
129.

Borrowers-Popular prejudices m favour of,
as compared WIth lenders, in. 1i.

Borrowing and repaying-Effect of, on na-
tional wealth, iii. 76, 80.

- Method of, adopted by prodigals, iii. 6.
Bossuet. His opinion on hereditary profes-

sions, ii, 229 n.
- notrced, viii, Mil.
Boswell, -Iames, Hi, discovery of a breach

of the Union in judicial reform, 11. 1(11;·407

xlii BOW

Botany-Bentham's liking to the study of,
x. 152, 118-179.

- defined, and located as a branch of in-
struction in the Chrestomathic school, viii.
2B.

- Azooscopic Embioecopies substituted for
the term in the Encyclopedical Sketch of
Art and Science, viii. 87.

- Advantage of nomenclature to, vi. 442.
- Illustrations of logical aggregation, and

analysis from, viii. 121-126.
- Connexion of the science of, with the

pursuits of the labouring classes, viii. 24.
- The exhaustive mode of division illus-

trated in, viii. 254-255.
- Professorship of, 111 central towns, re-

commended, ii. 257.
Botany Bay-s-Transportatlon to, i. 491·497.

See Transportation.
- - The system of transportation to, com-

pared with the Panopticon Penitentiary
System, IV. 173 et 8eq. See Panopticon.

Bottomry and Reepondeutia=-Vrrtual usury
sanctioned in, iii. 14.

Boughton-Sir Theodosius-Trial of Cap-
tain Donnellan for the murder of, noticed.
See Donnellan.

Boundanes=-Qnestions as to, rsnked as
complex suits, ii. 81.

- Provision for marking those of the state
to which the Constitutional Code applies,
ix. 147-150.

of states-Q,uestions regarding, as
sources of war, ii. 539, 544.

Bounties-Commercial-Mischievousness of,
ii. 549.

- on Production considered, iii. 59-61.
The necessity for giving them, proves the
failure of the project, 59-60. Absurdity
chiefly in the case of new branches, when
the difficulty must be overcome before the
encouragement comes, 60 ; cost increases
WIth success, ib. Make tax-payer pay
for consumer, 60-61. Do not increase
produce-s-only shift payment for what
produced,61.

- on Exportation more disadvantageous
than on production, iii. 62-63. A direct
tribute to the foreign purchaser, ib,

- on projects, have the effect of converting
income into capital, iii. 57 -5B.

- on fisheries-Deductions from the mat-
ter of national wealth for the purpose of
defence, iii. 42.

Bouverie-Mr-a visiter at Bowood, x. 98.
Bowdler- Mr-mention of, xr, 110.
Bower. The name of a fellow-student of

Bentham, x. 40.
Bowles-Oldfield-a college companion of

Bentham, x. 3B-39.
Bowood-Visit to, by Bentham in 17BI-

Remmiscences of, and Letters from, x.
8<)-125

I Bownng-> Dr-- Tntroduotion to Bentham,
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and origin and continuance of the friend- Bribery-as an offence-Nature of, i. 115.
ship, x. 516. - in the form of official salary-Operation

Bowring-Dr-Letter to, on Law Reform in of, ih, 492.
Spam, x. 516. - at elections-Motive leading to, i, 51.

- - Letter from, on reeligibility ofrepre- - at eleetions-Nature of the operation of,
senta.tives, x. 528-530. ill. 478-482.

- - imprisoned in France, x, 534. - at elections compared with terrorism,
- - Editor of the politieal department of iii. 482-485.

the Westminster Review, x. 540-541. - at elections. Analysis of the operation
- - Verses by, addressed to Bentham on of, and means of defeating, Iii. 453-454.

his reaching his 80th year, x. 592. - Affectation of those who are most cor-
- - HIS minuting the parnculars of rupt,professingto legislate against,iv.435.

Bentham's life, alluded to in a letter of - Protected by bemg made not proveable
Bentham's, xi. 42. by one witness, VIi. 526.

- - Letter from Bentham to, in antieipa- Bridges-under the superintendance of the
tion of death, xi. 76_ Interior Communicanon Minister, by the

- - Note to, by Bentham ill reference to Consntutional Code, ix. 441.
the Panopticon Scheme, iv, 171-172_ Brisaot=-Charactar of. x. 190-191.

- - Preface by,to "Restrictive and prohi- - Letters from, to Bentham, x, 191-192.
bitory commercial system," iii. 86-88. - HIS opinion of Bentham, ab expressed

- - Letter from Bentham to, on John in his Memoirs, x. 192-194.
Lind, and Nathaniel Forster, x. 55-65. - Letter to, from Bentham. against Decla-

-- casual notices of,viii. 489, 544-547, rationsofRights,x.214-215.
551,576,591; x. 56,67,68,75,604,605. - Letters to, on the Panopticon, x, 226,

Bowstring-The, as a punishment, i. 442. 278-279.
Boyd, Mr-HIs Essay on the Bank Restnc- - his wish to get Bentham returned to the

tion, x, 361, 364, 366. French Convention, x. 316_
Bradford, Judge-quoted as to the Phila- - Memoirs of-Copy of, received by Bent-

delphia Penitentiary, iv, 213,243_ ham, and his remarks, xi. 53-54_
Bradford-Jonathan-Case of, cited, vii. 22 - conjunctly With George III., has the re-

n +, sponsibility of the French revolutionary
Brady-Dr Robert-quoted on Parliamen- war. iv, 432.

tary History, Iii. 515 n. Bnstol-(Frederick Hervey, Earl of,) no-
Bramin=-Curioua rules of evidence regard- ticed a' a visiter at Bowood, x, 93, 95,

ing, vi. 272. 97,108.
Brancas-Duke de-Notice of, x. 399. Britain-Peace and war generally in the
Brand, Hon. T.-His projects of Parliamen- power of. ii, 556.

tary Reform noticed, hi. 517, 518 n, 519, - Prosperity of, produced hy the enter-
522, 523, 532, !l35_ prise of projectors, &c., in. 23.

Branding as a pumshment, i. 416. - and France-The interest of, in prdposi-
- of convicte=-Consideratione as to, iv. 20- tions which would lead to a perpetual

21. peace, ii. 546-.160. S"t Peace.
Bravery-The rewards for, of barbarous -and France-Agreement of, would remove

nations, ii. 197. the principal diffl-ulties to a general paci-
Brazier-Case of, cited, vii, 428. flcation, h. 550_
Breach of the peace-Vague use of the term - and France-Disarming treaty between,

III law, for sinister purposes, v. 258-259. as preparatory to a plan of perpetual peace,
Breach of trust-Nature of the offence, i. h. 550-552.

105-113_ Brithiberma-c-Proposal that the United
Bread-Nature ora tax on, ii. 573. Kmgdom should be called, x, 46;.
- Advertisements of convictions of short Brrnsh Constitution. SeeCombtutlon-Bn-

weight in sellmg, i, 460 n ", tish.
Brevity-Utility of, in the language of the British India. See India-British.

laws, iii.203. British Liberty-Seeds of, in the forms of
- in legislation-Means of acqumng rela- Parliament, ii, 332.

tive, by giving in terlninu to indmduals Brrtton=-Chief-justice, quoted, vii. 460.
those parts only in which they are inte- Broglie-Duke de, Letter to, with proposals
rested, iii. 256-258_ of Law Reform for France, xi. 54-56.

Bribes-none directly taken by judges, Til. Brooke-Mr-a visiter at Bowood, x. 106_
204. Brooksbank & Beltz, Commissioners 011

Brrbery-e-Impracticability of, with regard the public accounts-The opinion of,
to English Judges, h. 75. on the Italian system of book-keeping,

- Publicity the great safeguard against, Y. 384.
III English judicature, v 34],355. I Brougham- Henry (Lflr<l)-regrets at com-
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ing to the opinion tha.t he is opposed to
Law Reform, v. 553.

Brougham-Henry (Lord)-His proposal of
moderate reform criticised, ii. 458.

- - Letter from, to Mill, on Bentham's
noology, &0., x. 454.

- - Information from, on Prize-money,
and Droits of the Admiralty, x, 459-460.

- - Letter from, to Mill, on the Papers
on Codification and Public Instrucnon, x.
461-462.

- - Bentham's opinion of, and notices of,
x.471-472.

- - Jeux d'Esprit on, xi. 50.
- - DISplayed, including Boa Constric-

tor, alias Helluo Curiarum, and Observa-
tions on the Bankruptcy Court Bill, v.
549-612.

- - His Bankruptcy Court Act noticed,
vi. 468.

- - His remarks in Parliament, on Bent-
ham's Plan of Parliamentary Reform, IV.
566-568. HIS misstatement of Bentham's
views on the Suffrage, 567. Correction,
568.

- - Correspondence With, as to a Com-
mission of Inquiry into the state of the
Common Law, x. 574-576.

- - Opinion of his projects of Law Re-
form, x. 588-589.

- - Letters to, xi. 33-34, 36-37,61.
- - Letter from, XI. 62.
- - His opinion on paying judges by fees

criticised, v. 583-589.
- - His tribute to the Author, In his re-

marks on the evils of vacations, v. 563-565.
- - Speech of, in the Court of Chancery,

on the absorption of the Rolls and VICe-
Chancellor's Court, v. 550·552.

- - Bentham's opinion of, x. 571.
- - Hudibrastic verses on, xi. 71.
- - noticed, iii. 469, 489, 562; iv. 370,

467, 530, 5i7; x, 462, 473, 533, 567,
604; XI. 37.

Browbeating witnesses, VI. 33, 338, 406-408,
426. Extent of hcense that should be
allowed to deportment, 406. Timidity of
witness may make him appear dishonest,
407. Throws unwarranted Imputation
on witness, ib. Declme of browbeating
in practice, 407 n. Judge should inter-
fere, 407. Motives which prompt the
advocate, ib. Judge should express his
opinion of witness's probity, if apparent,
407-408. Witnesses retaliating, 408 n
Appeal to the public, 408.

Brown-Robert, the bota.nist-Notice of, x.
465.

Browne-Dr-Vice-Chancellol' of Oxford.
HIS conduct to Blackstone, ix. 612 n.

Browne-Dr-his Admiralty practice quot-
ed, vi. 491,496-497.

Browne-Sir Thomas. His Vulgar Errors
characterized, ii, 380 n.

xliv BUR

Browning Hill-The residence of Bentham's
maternal relations, x. 3-4.

- - Bentham's attachment, to, x, 8-9".
- - Bentham's studies and pursuits at,

x.22-23.
Brunel-Mr-Copying machine of, vi.576 n,
Bryant--Jacob-Notice of, x. 285.
Bucharest-Bentham's visit to, on his way

to Russia, x. 158.
- Incidents noticed by Bentham on his

visit there, x. 56.
Buckingham-( George Villiers, 18t Duke of)

Illustration from the murder of, I. 38-39.
- (George Vilhers, 2d Duke of.) His

"Rehearsal," and its effects, noticed, ii.
254.

Buckingham-John Silk, noticed, x .. ~89.
Buenos Ayres-TactIc Code of. Correspon-

dence with Provisional Government of
Greece, as to, IV. 583-.585.

- - Letter to Rivadavia, on the emanci-
patron of, x, 513-514.

- - Account of the Constitution of, by
General Miller, xi. 16.

Buildings for facihtatmg the proper per-
formance of duties at the public offices-
arrangements as to, IX. :l:J.5-333. See
MInisters collectively-Architectural Ar-
rangements.

Buildmg-The kind of, SUItable for a nnmer-
OU8 assembly, ii. 317.

Bulgacow- The Russian minister in Turkey,
x. 152-153.

Bull-Mr-a Visiter at Bowood, x. 106,
10i,123.

Bull-baiting-Cruelty of, i. 562.
Buller-e-Mr Justice, noticed or quoted, v.

2-2,126n; VI. 140,175,184,391,418-
419; vii. 423, 425, 473, 484 n.

- - on exclusion of evidence, vii. 340.
Bum-boat act-The, referred to, VII. 506 n.
Bunbury=-Sir Charles-Letters to, on the

Panopticon, XI. 120·121, 123-127, 145.
- - - Letters from, on the Panopticon,

x, 127.
- - - Notices of, ix. 346 n; X 112,131,

139,250, 385, 396.
Bunce-Mr-Architect to the naval works

-refprence to, x, 347.
Bunre-Mr-Attorney. Account of, x.

426.
Buonaparte. See Napoleon.
Burden-Supply Without, through the ex-

tension of the prmciple of Escheat, ii.
585-598

- of proof-On whom should it lie! vi.
136-139,213-214. How arranged accord-
mg to natural procedure, 136-137. In
English equity courts, 137-138. In com-
mon-law courts, 138-139.

Burdens-National-Argument, that the
great extent of, I~ a reason for not re-
moving small portions, combated, v. 303-
sus,



BUR
Burdens on property-Use of registration

for exhibition of, vi. 575.
Burdett--Sir Francis- Letterto,aboutChan-

eery delays, x. 460-46 J.
- - - Bentham's opinion of, x. 47l.
- - - his application to Bentham to

draw up a Reform Bill, and correspon-
dence on the subject, x. 491-495.

- - - Union of, with Bentham, recom-
mended by Bickersteth, x. 492-493.

- - - Letter to, on the Ballot, x. 494-
495.

- - - moves Resolutions on Parliamen-
tary Reform, drawn up by Bentham, x.
495-497.

- - - Correspondence with, on Law
Reform, x. 550-551, 592.

- - - Letter to,on the Codifieation Peti-
tion, xi. 50-51.

- - - His opinion on Bentham's Plan of
Parliamentary Reform, &8 delivered in
Parliament, iv. 566-568.

- - - HIs view" on Parliamentary Re-
form, iii. 458, 461.

- - - noticed, ii. :l99 n; iii. 469, 472-
4i3 n, 538; viii. 470; x. 404, 464, 498,
507,522.

Burgoyne-General-Notice and anecdotes
of, x. 260, 527.

Bunals-Method for preventing, before the
extinction of life, VI. 571 n.

Burral-grounds-s-Authorrty of the Health
Minister regarding, by the Cousntutional
Code, ix, 445.

Burial service-Exclusion from the benefit
of, by excommumcation, i 514.

Burkarti-The nominal resident Minister of
the King of Poland, noticed, x. 58.

Burke-Edmund-Defence of Economy
against, v. 278-301.

- - His objects in his Bill, and speech on
Financial Reform investigated, v. 282-284.
To get the praise of frugality and probity
for the little he removed--of candour for
the much he left, ib.

- - HIs opinions controverted on the appli-
cation of public money to rewards, v. 283-
287.

- - - - on the proper title to public
rewards, v. 287-290.

- - - - on the means of inciting a vir-
tuous ambition, v. 290-291.

- - - - on the duty of public men to
their party, v. 291-292.

- - - - on ministers founding ~ortunes
from their self-awarded salaries, v. 292-
294.

- - - - on the profli \(&cy of gratuitous
public service, 294-297. QuotatIOns,
294-295. Members of Parliament cited
as illustration against, 295. Greatest
benefactors of their race have acted gra-
tuitously, 296-29i.

- - - - ontbenecessitythatpower will
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draw the wealth of the country to itself,
v.297-298.

Burke- Edmund-His character as a states-
man and as a writer-s-his East India Bill
and Economy Bill, v. 298-300.

- - His opinion on the application of the
principle of competition to offlcial services,
v. 300-301.

- - Reasons for writing the Defence of
Economyagamst-his praise of Pecula-
tion, v. 30l.

- - Commended for not declaring whether
he was or was not the author ofJ Unlus,x.82.

- - His reform in the payment of public
officers, ii. 198-199.

- - Hisremark,that giving up emolument
shows profhgacy, criticised, ii,464-465.

- - Account of an interview with, x. 564.
- - Bentham's opinion of, x. 267.
- - Casually noticed or quoted, i. 250 ; ii.

219,453 n; iii. 435, 443n, 591 n" ; IV. 267,
372, 3i9 n+, 383 n"; v, 268, 339; viii. 313,
469; ix. 291 ; x. 25.5, 259, 510; xi. 50.

Burlamaqui noticed, 1.150 n+ 341; Ill. 158.
Burleigh-The name of a fellow-student of

Bentham, x. 40.
Burn-Dr-(author of the Justice,) noticed

or quoted, i. 515; iv. 264 n; vi. 494 n.
Burn's J ustice- Illustration of Abbreviation

from, Ill. 595.
Burnet-Bishop, noticed, i. 279 n; v. 120.
- - History of his own Times-Impres-

sion on Bentham from the perusal of, in
boyhood, x. 22.

Burnet's Theory of the Earth-Perusal of,
by Bentham in childhood, x. 12.

Burning of the hand in felonies-Exposition
of the origm and application of, 1.510-511.

- - - a restorative of the competency
of a witness, vii. 434-435.

Burr-Col. Aaron-Bentham's account of,
x.432.

- - - HIS duel with Hamilton charac-
terised, x, 432.

- - - Account of, by Dumont, x. 433.
- - - Letters from, with his Impres-

sions of the persons and society met by
him in England, and his adventures in
travelling, x. 434-437,451-452,466-467.

- - - Letter from, on the state of the
Spanish Cortes, x. 438.

- - - Attempts of, on American inde-
pendence, an Illustration of the Impossi-
bility of serving simster interest in a.
democracy, IX. 100-10 l.

- - - noticed, IV. 469; vin. 51,5; ix.
361 II.

Burndge=-The case of, cited, v. 141 n.
Burrow-Sir James-noticed, v. 20.
Burthenofcost-Mmimizationof,ii.l12-114.
- of expendrture-e-should be borne where

benefit reaped, ii. 243-244.
Burthens and benefits-General division of

the law founded on, ix. 8.



BUR xlvi C.-DI
Burthene-s- PI inciple ofthe distribution of, by Cacctheism-c-extent of its counexrou with

the civil code, IX. '21-'22. Counterparts of the Penal Code, iii. 171.
benefits, 21. According to greatest-hap- - an improper gronnd for exclusion of a
piness principle only imposed for prepon- witness, vi. 106; vii. 423-427. Catho-
derant benefit, ib. The benefit often lies, 424. Qnakers, 425. Persons ex-
overlooked, ib. Imposing a burthen on communicated, ib. Antipathy the real
one for the benefit of another, creates a cause of such exclusion, 426-427.
service,22. Divided into pecuniary and Cadiz massacre-The, of 1820-Observa-
non-pecuniary, ib. Contract and Coer- tions on Hermosa's Vindication of Delay
cion, ib. of Justice in the case of, Viii. 474-482.

- to be deducted in estimating one's means, - - characterized, viii. 470-471.
ii, Ll O. Caducity. See Superannuation,

Burton-Dr-noticed, x. 565. C::esar-ralsed the pay of officers to gain
Burton-Mr-a solicitor, noticed, x. 16. partisans, IX. 378 n.
Burton-J. H.-Notes and Elucidanons by, Calamity-c-Insritunon of a Minister for

ii. 110, 196,316,351,579,589; ill. 2,13, protecting the pubhe against, by the
48,72,83,86,232, 2i3,352,603; IV. 171, Constitutional Code, IX. 439-441.
452; v. 18,24,29,49,51,105, 16;{. 175, - -Iudicial measures for prevent lOll of, ii.
188, 202, 265, 266, 388, 454,53:1, 5i8; 39-40.
vi. 122, 134, li3, 181,226,297,304,313, Calamities-The losses by, which should be
314, 316, 334, 362,404, 515, !i17, 5:10, refunded by the State,·i. 387.
531, 567, 5il, 573. 579, 581,584, 5B5; - Semi-public offences operating through,
vii. 22, 35,61, 70,74,93,101-102, lill,IB:!, i.IOO, 1I5 n.
187, 193, 196. 214, 221,224, 234,2:l7, - Physical-e-List of, iii. 168.
253,257-258,321,333,396,419, .uO, 580; - Services of statistical information as to,
ix, 8, 82, 98,112,151,192,199,214, 21H, ix.627.
232, 235, 236, 252, 2,;9, 262,27 4. 2~jO, Cala~-The case of, noticed, i. 448; vii. Ii.
294, 298, 301, 302, 309, 313, 323,3:18, I Calatrava-e-His eulogium of Bentnam III the
348, 358, 400. 408, 410, 417,441,465, i Spanish Cortes, viu. 554.
543,555,560, .Sil, 583; IX. 97, 142,407, I' Calculanon-c-Howfar employed by offenders
409, 433, 469, .S24, 625-626, 630, 649. in balancing crimes and punishments, i.

Busmesa-c-Arrangement of hours for, III ~ 402.
Legislative Assemblies, ii. 322-323 i Caledonian Canal-The, as an illustration

- Intellectual instruction affords the best of an effort by Government to increase
means of relaxation from, vni 8-9. national wealth, iii, 41 n".

- The mind would be strengthened for, by Calendars for preservmg a record of the
the adoption of the Chrestomathic system services of judges-Plan for, in Constitu-
of education, viu. 11-12. tional Code, ix, 5'26-527.

- Factitious creation of, by lawyers, vii. Calendar=-Penodrcal Amendment, for giv-
201-204. See Interest, sinister. ing a View of the legislative operations of

- Motion---considered, vu. 24.';-246. the Legislature, III the Constitutional
Busts as honorary rewards, u. 219. Code, ix. 436.
Butchers-Fallacy of their exclusion from Call of the House. Nature and effect of, ii

juries, vii. 61 n,416. 325.
Butcher-meat-Plan for preserving, in ice, - - - - a partial and inefficacious fl'-

x. 346-350. medyfor non-attendance, IiI. 50B, 509, 51 O.
Bute-(John Stuart,) Earl of,making peace Calumny=-Consideratrons as to whether a

the great crime Imputed to, ii, 555. preventive to, may be established COIl-
Butler-c-Charles-c-ncnced, x, 250-251, 524. sistently With the liberty of the press, it,
Buxton-Visit to, by Bentham in his youth, 516.

x.46. - Satisfaction for injury by, i. 375-376.
- Without pubhcity, judges would be a

prey to, vi. 355.
C - Character-evidence gives an opemng for,

vii. 57.
I - Oath of, vi. 322, 323.

Cabell T. Vaughan-Case of,cited, vb.l!lO nl'. I Cambridge-Letter on the state of, x. 483.
Cabmet+-The British-Increase ofthe num- - Oaths at, corruption of nanonal morals

ber of members of, smce the eighteenth and understandmg from, v. 213-219.
century, ix. 217-21B n. - and Oxford-Difference in the respective

- - Influence of, favoured by non-atten- Constitutions of, and the lnstoncal cause,
dance of Members of Parliament, ill. v.215.
500-502. Cambridge-Owen-Notice of, x. 182,23,',.

See Ministry. J Cnmbronero=-Notace of, x. 500.



C.\;\l xlv ii CAP
Camden=f Charle, Pratt, Earl) Estimate of, Cannon compared with rockets a" an mstru-

and comparison with Mansfield, x. II [1- ment of destruction, ix. ;)-19-:~SOn.
120. Canon Law, as a classrflcatiou of Law, con-

- Account of, as a visiter at Bowood, x. sidered, ill. 153.
10-1, lui. III, !l2, 113, na, lUI. Canomphantic exercise-The, III schools,

- The author', mtcrcourse with, at Bowood, oxplained, viii. 45.
1.2·HJ·:!r.u. Canoruzation of Samt-e=-Pructice connected

- HIS opnuon on the Prmciples of Morals with, ii. 220.
and Leau-Iatron, I 252 Cupacity-c-Indications of, for public em-

- Hrs pcr-onal conduct to the author,i 253. ployment, how ehcitod, it. Iii.;
- His obsorvauon about a forty-days" tyr- Capias= Abscoudmg after a writ of. vii.

anny, IX. :jql n, .'iO n d.

- Fragment on Government attnbuted to, ' Capital-Definition of, Ill. 3G 11
i. 24U; x ILl ' - Employment of, III the rn.muer most con-

- Hostility of, to Law Reform, I. 241-2-12 ducive to wealth, Ill. 68·ti9. Land the
- Confessing to a bill of exceptrons, VI. most advantageous, but only 80 when

418. nothing done for ItS encouragement, lb.
- His conflict with Lord Mansfield, VI. Manufactures sold in the country, next,

145-148,534. i 69. Those sold abroad, next, lb. Carry-
- notrced, I. 248; n, 209-210 n; v. 89, I mg trade, last, lb. The scale, Adam

116,143 n, 21 a, :lI.1, :H:!, 358; VI 492;: Smith's, lb.
x. i,·I, 97, 53i; XI t>:l - How dimmished by taxes, in. 76.

Camden', Brrtarnua -- Bentham's remims- - Effect of national loans, and their reo
cences of reading, III Ius boyhood, x. 21. payment, on, ill. 76.

Campbell-c-Dr. HIS Imperfect deflmtion of - Advantages of large, ni. 79.
Rhetorrcy vui. 93 n. - National-Effect of employing taxes III

- - Instance of scantiness in his Philo- hquidatmg debt on the, Ill. 80-8:2-
sophy of Rhetoric, VIiI. 271-272 n. - Bounties a compulsory increase of, Iii.

Campbell-SIr Ilay. Circumstances of the 5i -58.
resignation of, noticed, ill. 37 J n, - Diversion of from one subject to another

Campbell-Mr, contractor for the custody =.nnstaken notions as to evils from, ii.
of prisoners in the Hulks, XI. 117. 519·550.

Campbell T. Hall, the Grenada case, cited, - Prohibitron to dispose of property by
IV. 266-269. will Impedes the accumulatiou of, i. 338

Campe-J. C., made citizen of France, x. - Accumulation of, nourished by the un-
281. limited right of testatmg, VI. 531 n.

Can, and cannot-Evil effects of the use of, - How it may find Its way to a barbarous
in declarauons as to laws; proposal to country when life and property are made
substitute ouoht and ouoht not, II. 495, secure, VIIi. 59i -598.
499,500,510,512,524,530. - The usury laws prevent accumulation

Canada. How far It I" supposed to be a of, by suppressing projects, ill. 20-29, -1i-
good field for transplantmg English laws 50.
to, 1.171-172. - The usury laws tend to reduce, iii. 47.

Canals=-Unlrty of, iii. (ii. - Effect of machinery on the employment
- under the supermtendance of the In- of, on labour, ill. 39.

terror Commurucatron Minister by the - The quantity of productive labour that
Constitutional Code, IX. 441. can be employed, or trade earned on 111

Candidates for offlce= Method of ascertain- any direction, dependent on the amount
lUg the quahfieanons of, by Coustitutioual of, Iii. 43, 54, 79.
Code. IX. 2i 1-283. - Income resolved into, through the 111-

Candour- Want of, Libel inferred from, III strumentahty of taxation, m, 44.
English practice, V. 110. - Advantage of exportation of, to persons

Canmng-c-Elizabeth=-Case of, quoted, Y. ;)1, of fixed mcome, in. 52 n.
521; vi. 304-305; vii. 87, 570 n. - Relative amount of, to that of labour,

Cauning-George-Notice of, as a student fixes wages, iii. 61.
at Oxford, x. 221. - should be employable in trade, without

- - talkmg of the conduct of the war producing the respousibihty of partner-
department as a matter to be accouuno- ship, ni. 48.
dated to Lord Castlereagh's feelings, V. -- Increases of the mass of, with relation to
143 n. the amount of money and commodities,

- - His dictum "lI1famy must rest some- iii. 6!1-70.
where," criticised, 11. 429. I' - Inquiry II1to the profits of, when em-

-- - noticed, v. 301, 316; x. Hill, 13:3, ployed in agriculture, x, 3i3-374.
531, ;)34, 570, 5Sll. - Trade the child of, 11'.4,11.



CAP CAS
Capital-Profitable industry limited by the Caroline-Q,ueen. The case of, commented

amount of, ii. 547. on, x. 474.
- Limitation of production by-Impor- Carr against Hood and Sharpe-The case

tance of the aphorism,in. 295. of, CIted,T. 162n.
- National. Advantage to, of the project Carr-Lady. Notice rf, as a visiter at Bo-

of conversionof stock into Annuity notes, wood, x. 117.
iii. 132-133. Carriage-Diminution of expense of, as a

- Effect of a general equalization of pro- meansofaugmentingthe efficacyoflabour,
perty upon, i. 360. iii. 67.

- How a joint stock for a junction of the Carrmgton-Lord-Mention of, x. 106.
Atlantic and Pacificwould becomea safe Carrying Trade-The least advantageous
investment for, it, 568-570. employmentof capital, iii. 69.

Capital Punishment-Inefficiency of, even Carter-SIr John=-Mennon of, xi. 120.
in the way of example, in comparison Cartwright-Major-- Correspondencewith,
with the Penitentiary system, IV.244. as to the complaints by settlers in New

- - Reasons for the former frequencyof, South Wales of abuses by the Govern-
in England, v. 534. ment, x. 463-466.

- - discussed,i. 441-450. Division into - - urges Bentham to allow himself to
simple and affhcnve, 441-444. Merits be made one of the Committeeof Guard-
exammed, 444-450. See Death-punish- ians of ConstitutionalReform,x, 522-523.
ment. - - Letters from, x. 507-508,537.

- - laid on because criminals eocape - - Letter to, x. 525.
through quibbles.VII.4.53. - - Notices of, in. 469, 481 n; IV.567;

- - casually noticed, VIi.44, .58,67. Viii.470; x. 490, .522,.563.
- - See Death-punishment. Carysfort-s-Lord,noticed, x. 170.
Capitalists-would sufferless than labourers! Cases=-Utility of, as a groundwork for sta-

by a general parntion ofproperty, m. 608.1 tutes, VIi.310n.
- frequently profitbynewmveutions,when I Cases of nouns-Nature of, viii. 345-346.

artisans suffer,vni, .576. ' For expressing relation, 34.5. External
Caprrce-«- Legalmaximsdictated by,i.6-7n*. modebya separate word-mternal, by an
Caprices-Popular, agamst punishments, I. alteration, ib. Latter more convement

411-413. as It may be uniform-vevil of varieties of
Capture. Reasons why it should be in the declension,346.

general case confined to articles in the Cass=-Sir John-a connexion of the Bent-
hands of the Government of the enemy, ham family, x. 1.
ix. 381-382. Exception In places taken Cassmi-Trigonometrical Chart of, noticed,
by assault, and the reasons, 382. v. 429.

Caraccas-The; Bentham's proposal to Castella-Don. A visiter of Bentham's, x,
emigrate to, x. 457-458. 446.

Card-playmg-Innocent and perniciousre- Castellux- Chevalier de-Correspondence
sort to, ii. 2.55. of, with Bentham, x. 87.

Carew=-Srr Reginald Pole-A letter from, Castesin India-Effects of,in narrowing the
to Bentham, onMr Adam and the Panop- field of competition,ii. 227.
ticon, x. 2.52-253. Castle-That a man's house i8 his-The

- - - Correspondencewith, on his fin- saying criticised, ii, 511 n.
ancial opinions,and proposal to publish Castlereagh-(Robert Stewart, Lord, Mar-
them along Witha commentby Bentham, quis of Londonderry}-AlluslOn to the
x. 323-:{29. death of, ii. 41.

- - - Letters from, x. 259. - noticed, ii. 441, 443; iii. 443; v. 108,
- - - Letter to, x, 414-41.5. 143n, 315, 372; x. 531.
- - - noticed, x. 263. Casual evidence-Value of, considered,vi.
Carew-Thomas. HIS motion for Annual 173.

Parliaments, in. 45~-4.56n. Casually-written evidence-Analysis of, vi.
Carhlde-s-SwedishEnvoyto France, noticed, 164-165;vii. 121-126. Appliesto letters

x.317. and memoranda, 121. Characteristic
Carhsle-Richard-Letter to, on his im- fraud of, ib, When, and under what pre-

prisonment, x. 527-528. cautions to be admitted, 122. Not to be
Carmarthen-Marquisof. Aschool-fellowof admitted in place of interrogation of

Bentham's, x. 31. witness when that can be got, ib. Case
Carmer- Von-Attempt of, at codification, of a party demanding the script of ano-

ii. 229. ther,123-124. ora party offeringhis own,
Carnot-noticed, x. 48.5. 124. Precautionary regulations, 125.
Caroline-Qneen. Allusion to the trial of, - - - Testimonial in somerespects in-

ii. 136. ferior to, vii. 126.



CAS xlix CAU

CasuaJly-wntten evidence-Authentication Catholics of Ireland-Finessing of Govern-
III the case of, vii. 180-181. ment as to relief of, iii. 619·620.

- - - its chance of superiority to oral, Catholic Association-c-Bentham subscribes
from nearness to the event, vii. 138. to, and expresses his opmion about, x.

- - - Real evidence transmitted through, 544.
vii. L~2-154. Catholic Church-Doctrines of, as to 81-

Casuist-Definition of a, ii. 261. mony, ii, 248.
Cats-Bentha.m's fondness for, xi. 80-81. I Catholic Claims-Letter to Sir J. C. Hob-
Catanomothetic Judicature, (VIZ. Legisla- house on the, x. 523-525.

tive,)-Position of, as a branch of Ethics, Catholic couutnes-s-Samts' days in, produc-
in the Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and tive of Idleness, iii. 68.
Science, viii. 95. Catholic rehgton-e-Exercise of would be

Catastatico-chrestic Physiurgics, or Tech- prevented, by Judicial disclosures of con-
nology-e-Posrtion of, III the Encyclopedi- fession, vi. 98, 99; vii. 367.
cal Sketch of Art and Science. Viii. 8B. Catholic relief-George Ill.'s resistance to,

Catechism of Parliamentary Reform--or on the ground of his oath, v. 193,208.
outline III the form of quesnon and answer, Caulfield-James. See Charlemont-Earl
iri. 539-552. of.

- - - Introduction to, iiu 435-538. Causation-Idea of, involved in those of
Categoncal=-the proper form of enactive action and passion, viii. 200.

propositions, Ill. 277 n. Cause-as generally used, the name of a
Categories-The, of the Aristotelians- fictitious entity, viii. 130.

Commentary on, Viii. 234-236. Cause and Effect-Relation between, vi.
Catherine II. of Russia=-Civihzmg efforts 237.

of, i. 568, 569, 571. - - - Evidence from, in the deducing of
- - Skilfulness displayed in her rna- prior events from posterior, and '!licerersa,

nagement of nanonal prejudices, I. 182. vii. 62-64.
- - Her publication of rewards, ii. 204. - - - Fictitious entities appertaining
- - Her exemption of the nobles from to relation as between, vm, 206-210. Mo-

corporal punishment, ii, 196. tion involved III the Idea of causation,
- - Moral effect of her submitting to 206-208. Motions analysed, lb. General

inoculation, i. 564. division into productive and unproductive,
- - Her reform as to prizes, ii. 537. 208. Ambiguity of the word canse-an
- - Her scale of ranks animadverted on, operation, and the author of it, lb. Con-

ii. 191, 194. fusion in the term, " The cause is always
- - Her scale of ranks, and its mih- proportioned to its effect," lb. Use of the

tary principle: a few good effects, and preposition the before cause, work, effect,
many bad from, ix. 300. &c., tends to confusion-used when there

- - The strength of the Government IS an unknown multitude of causes, 208-
of discussed, in the letters of Ann-Ma- 209. No causes III operation without
chiavel against the severance of Denmark circumstances promotive or obstructive,
from Russia, x. 201-211. 209. Hence false or imperfect conclu-

- - Notice of a progress by, through her sions in science, lb. Consideratrons as to
dominions, x. 170-171. the degree of security for accuracy in the

- - Casual notrees of, iv, 317; ix. 133; different sciences, ib. Peculiar difficulty
x. 214,524; xi. 97. in Politics, and other branches of Ethics,

- - Notices of, by Dumont, x. 409-410. from the sources of illusion, 209-210. The
Catholics-Roman; Sensibility of, with re- Aristotelian arrangement of material, for-

gard to religion, i. 174. mal, efficient, and final causes explained,
- - Restncnons on, i. 437. 210.
- - Treatment of testimony of, by Eng- - - - Sciences involving the relation of,

lish law, vii. 424. belong to the more abstruse branches of
- - Providing for the religious obser- education, viii. 26.

vances of, in prisons, iv, 24, 176 n. Cause and obstacle confounded, in the sup-
- - Absence of religious instruction for, port of abuses-a form of fallacy, ii. 466-

in the penal colonies, i, 494. 469.
- - Fallacy of the Identity of denomina- Cause-a term improperly applied to a SUIt,

tion on which they are persecuted, ii. 417. ii. 33.
- - Cruelty of-The term exammed as an Causes in Courts of Justice-Considerations

instance of the fallacy of sweeping classi- as to an undeviating order of precedence
fication, ii. 440-441. for, iv, 322.

- - and Dissenters-Project for the - - - What constitutes importance in,
union of, for the promotion of religious iv. 347.
liberty, x. 592-594. - - - Appropriation of different sorts
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(If, to different courts, considered, vii. 289- Census-Suggestions as to the best means
2YO. of taking the, x. 351 -356.

Causes in Courts of Justice-Bandying of, Central Criminal Court-Money paid for
from court to court, vii. 236-2:W. admission to, vi. 382 n 17.

- - - Sa suits, - - - Shorthand writer in, vi. 414 n.
Callses celebres quoted, vii. i5 n. Ceremony of an oath, vi. 309. See Oath,
- - Average duration of, V1l. 51 n. Cernichef-Count, noticed, x. Ill.
- - Mmute siftmg of transactions in, vii. Certamty-Nature of the quality of, as a

467. fictitious entity, viii. 211.
- - Want of interest Ill, from everything - ofpunishment-Eifect of, i. 401-402.

bemg reduced to form, vi. 441. - or uncertainty, in the measurement of
- - Frequency of contradictory testimony pleasure or pam, I. 16.

in, vi. 49Y. - and uncertamty, as applied to evidence,
Cautionary instructions for the use of the defined, vii 78, 79.

judge III weighing evidence, vi. 151 -175; CertIficate- Vote-making. PrOVISIOnsas to,
vn. 563-598. Propriety of such mstruc- and form of, in Radical Reform Bill, iii.
trons instead of unbending rules, VI. 151- 564-565.
152; V1I. 563·567. Consrderations III - official-Authentication by, vii. 178.
weighing evidence, VI. 153-155. Impro- Ceruoran=-Nature of writ of, ii. 103.
babihty as a cause of suspicion. 153-154. - Ongir, and operation of, 111. 331 n.
Interest, 154-156; vii. 567-573. Peen- - Proceedmgs by justices quashed on, vii.
mary interest in particular, VI. 156-160; 314 n.
vii. 573-575. Eifect of situations in life - The mischrevoua uses of, v, [;29.
on evidence, vi. 160-164; V1l. 575-577. Cessio Bonorum in Scotland, VI. 181-182.
Interest from the sexual COnneXIOIlR,VII. Cestuy que trust-Criticism on the expres-
5n -581. Interest from situation with sion, i. 106 n*.
respect to the sUlt,581-584. From im- - - - Unintelligibility of the term, ii.
problty,585-591. Cautions as to casually 35 n.
Written evidence, VI. 164-165. Hearsay, I Cette-visited by Bentham on his way to
165. EVidence collected, not in the best Russia, x. 150.
mode, 165-166. Scale of trustworthiness, I Ceylon-Letter from Sir Alexander John-
167-168. What IS the best evidence, 168- ston on the introduction and practice of
169. Scrutimzmg-eifect of it, 169. Writ- Jury Trial in, ii. 185-188.
ten and oral evidence compared, liO-l iI. Chaillet-M., a wine-merchant-Notice of,
Origmal and transcrrptitrous, 171-174. x.131-132.
Primary compared with hearsay, 172. Chain of evrdenee-s-The ordinary meamng
Preappointed compared WIth casual, 173. of, distinguished from the author's, vii.
Officiul compared with unofficial, lb. 65 n.
Scale of trustworthiness according to - of presumptions in evidence, weakened
English law, 175. See Instructions. by length, vii. 65.

Cautiousness, prudence, &c., as designative Chams of principal and evidentiary facts,
of motrve A, 1. 204. vii. 2.

Cavalry as a branch of the defensive force-> Challenge--mala fide of authentic writings,
The various species of, IX. 349. VII. 1B4.

- See Dragoons, Challengmg of Jurors--Principle of, and
Cave's Lives of the Apostles=-Pemsal of, by reason why not to be extended to QuasI

Bentham, m childhood, x. 12. Jury, ii. 144-145.
Celibacy-no evil in the case of Idle con- - m schools-System of, recommended,iv.

snmers, iii. 74. 63.
- of the Catholic clergy noticed, i. 549. - in achools=-Emulation encouraged by, ii.
- forced=-Circumatanoes producing, i. 544. 198.
Cells--Use of, in prisons, considered, iv. 10- Chambers-Legislative. Upper. Letter to

11. citizens of France against, iv. 419-4.50.
- Plan and use of, for Panopticon Inspec- See Peers.

tion-house, iv. 41·47. Farther particulars - Two- Division of legislative bodies into,
and alterations, 67-76. considered, ii, 3{l7-310.

- Double, in Panopncon, to mitigate ab- Chambers-Ephraim, noticed, viii. 74, 99.
stract solitude, IV. 71-76. Champerty-Hardship and mjustice of the

Censor of law distinguished from expositor, law as to, iii. 19-20.
i, 2-29. - casually noticed, vn. 376.

Censorial function of the Public-opinion Chance-Application of, to the choice of
Tribunal, ix, 158. subjects of examination of candidates, as

Censorship of the press - Evils of, i. .538, a means of testing average quahficatrons
.575. over a Wide field, ix 279-2B2.
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Chance-Application of, to the allotment of Chancery-Wards of-Practice as to, criti-
benefits too minute for distribution, and cised, hi. 386-387 n.
of burdens, ix. 282-283. Chancery-Masters in-Origin and duties

- Instances of Jury referring verdict to, of, VI. 423.
vi. 226 n", Change-The dread of, as expressed in the

Chancellor-The term, an illustration of bar- argument against innovation; Its canoes,
barons nomenclature, viii. il n. il.418-419.

- The Lord= Ongm and progress of the - cannot take place without being accom-
various jurisdictrons of, v. 482; VI. 422- pamed by motion, Viii. 142.
423 ; VIi. 294-295. - always produces inconvenience, and

- Sketch of a, VI. 137. must be justified by the removal of
-- Issue directed by the, vi. 40,71,463 n+, greater, v. liO.

488. - How far the horror of, interferes with
- The duties of, too much for one man pre- improvements in the army and navy, IX.

serving his health, and therefore neglect- 407.
ed and abused, IX. 519-520. Chapel of Panopticon-Plan and construe-

- The emoluments of, compared with the non of, iv. 43.
attendance and duties, v. 378-382. Lord - Proper nature of, for a Panoptic on Peni-
Eldon's defence on the subject examined, tentiary House, iv. 76,78-79.
ib. : Chapelier-M., on the Parliament of Bret-

- The emoluments of, from bankruptcy I any, IV. 375 n.
business, v, 595-596 n; vi. 42 n. 1-- Notice of, x. 287.

- Animadversions on the practice of his Chaplains-of lords mayor and of judges
bemg a political partisan, Ill. 493. I who are Peers-Proposal that oaths be

- Evil effect of his having a beat in the' administered by, vi. 320 n.
House of Lords, IV. 380·381. I Chapman- Sophia, Case of cited, ix. 649-

- a bad depositary of'patronage, v. 345,426.1 650.
Chancery-Court of-Delays in, vn, 216- I Chappe=-The Abbe. Anecdote of, i. 439.

221 ;-Bill in Equity, 216-217. Three, Character of offender as infiuencmg extent
warrants for attendance on masters, Ill-' of alarm III case of Crime, i. i7 -80. De-
stead of one, 217. Secrecy of master's rived from the symptoms of the offence,
office, 218;-Countenanced by the supe- 'i7. Rilla exhibited where weakness 01'-
rior judges ill Chancery, 217-218. pressed, ib. Where distress aggravated.ib,

- - Exammanon of witnesses in cases Where respect to superiors disregarded,
before, vi. 487. Ii-7B. Gratuitous cruelty, 78. Pre me-

- - Gilbert's reason why the proceedings ditanon, ib. Conspiracy, ib. VIOlatIOn
of, are not of record, VI. 185. of confidence, ib. Falsehood, 78. Ground,

- - Profligacy of practice in, ii. 48-49. of extenuation, 79-80.
- - The manifest superiority of, when' - of official persons-Propriety of sane-

not in comrmssion, but under a single I tionmg mqumes into, ii. 423-427.
judge, v. 18. - The tmcture It receives frOIDoccupation,

- - On the proposed absorption of the iv. 387.
Vice-Chancellor's and Roll's Court III the, - Nanonal-e-Revolunons that have taken
v.55&-563. place m, alluded to, 1. 177.

- - Abuses in, as to fees of masters, &c.; - Good or bad. Practice of inferring ex-
their existence at Lord Eldon's accession, elusively from individual actions, i. 48,-
and increase under him, v. 349-370. 489.
History of Lord Erskine's order, and Lord - Bad, as an nnputatiou employed in de-
Eldon's conduct regarding it, 351-357. bate, n, 415.
Mr Lowe's exposure, 357·359. Salisbury's - Offences against-Satisfaction as apph-
case, 359-362. The abuse legalized by cable to, i. 375.
act of Parliament, 362-364. The term - Punishment by loss of, i. 455. See Mo-
Swindling applied to fees for fictitious at- ral Sanction.
tendances, 364·367. The abuse compared - Effect of regard for, in favour of truth
to ship-money, 367. Its danger tested by of testimony, VI. 159.
its application to other departments, 367- - of an accused person, how far evidence,
368. A partnership for plunder, 368- vii. 56-60. Difficulties attending the con-
369. Dispensing power, 369·370. sideration, 57. Tediousness of inquiry,

- - Letter to Sir Francis Burdett on de- ib. Opens a door for calumny, ib. Rules
lays in, and the proposed appointment of -no such evidence without power to
an additional Judge, x. 460-461. judge to allow time for counter-inquiry;

- - Arrears iu=-Propesal for disposing limitation on the evidence of bad charac-
of, by a Despatch Court. See Equity ter, &c., 58-59. Should be registered, 59.
Despatch Court, List of facts for registration, 59-60.
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Character of a witness-Rules for admis-

sion of evidence for or against, vii. 60.
- of a witness-Offences which affect the,

60-61.
- of a witness should not be ground of ex-

clusion, vi. 106. See Improbity.
Character-evidence-defects it is liable to

in criminal cases, vi. 378 n.
- - Recourse to, to be avoided, ii. 59-60.
- - In what cases to be received, ii. 61-

62.
- - Suits involving, reckoned complex,

ii. 81.
Characteristicalness as a property of pun-

ishment, i. 403-404.
Charge necessary to support interrogatory

in bill m Equity, ii. 49; vi. 483-484.
Charge d' Affaars-s-Rank of, as a diplomatic

mmister, IX. 228.
Charity-Voluntary. How the aberrations

of, maybe rectified by a good system of
Pauper management, viii. 428-430.

- Voluntary-Effect of, exammed, i. 315-
316.

- Procuring justice to the indigent an im-
portant exercise of, vii. 376.

- Evils of misdirected, ii. 211.
- Extent of, in England, i. 562.
- Proper direction of, 1. 563.
Charity-Inquiry Oommission=-Operatione of

the, exammed, v. 608.
Charity schools-Information on fluctua-

tions in the expense of clothing, derived
from, x. 377-378.

Charlemont,(James Caulfield earl of.) The
Liberal interest in Ireland betrayed by,
i. 251.

- His treachery in the breaking up of
the Irish Volunteer Association, Iii. 618-
620.

- casually noticed, x. 122.
Charles I.-Reign of, characterized, ii. 444.
- - Author's early feelings regarding, i.

268-269 n.
- - Condemnation of, considered as an

act of the Public-opinion Tribunal, viii.
562.

- - Notices of, iv. 283 n, 361, 368; VIii.
557; x.495.

Charles II.-Reign of, characterized, ii. 444.
- - His attacks on the corporations, i.

483.
- - The shutting of the Exchequer by,

commented on, v. 286 n.
- - His intrigues with France noticed,

ii. 245.
- - Bribery of, by France, noticed, i. 549.
- - His sale of Dunkirk, ii. 537.
- - called by the Church a most religious

king, ix. 133.
- - Casual notices of, v. 453; ix. 291,

293.
Charlotte-The Princess-Notice of, x. 472.
Charter by a monarch to his people-Con-

ill CHE
siderations as to the efficacy of, as a. secu-
rity against misrule, viii. 575.

Charters-Restnctive-how beneficial in
bad governments, ix. 122-123.

- to colonies. The nature of, examined,
iv. 258-263. Shown that a charter con-
taining legislative powers is illegal, 258-
261. Charter presumes giver and re-
ceiver, and not applicable to ordmances
for a colony after ItIS constituted,261-263.

Charteris-Colonel, noticed, IV. 373.
Chase-Right of. Considerations regard-

mg, i. 329-330.
Chatelet-s-Duc de, noticed, x, 216.
Chatham-WIlliam first Earl of. See Pitt.
Chatham-The second Earl of. Account of,

as a visiter at Bowood, x. 100,104, 105.
- - - noticed, v. 315 n; x. 296.
Chauvelm=-M; noticed, x. 282, 316.
Chauvet--M., noticed, x. 305.
Cheats-c-Publicity to the machinations of,

recommended, i. 554.
Cheating at play-Guarding the public

against, i. 553.
Checks on judge of appellate judicatory, and

their difference from those in the immedi-
ate, ii. 167-168.

- on judges-manner in which they are
professed to be constituted, vii. 324.

- - See Public-opinion Tribunal.
Chelsea Hospital-CostlIness and waste in,

ix.316.
- - The propriety of the institution con-

sidered, ii. 219.
Chennco-mechauical source of motion, from

the descent of water, examined, viii. 132-
133.

CHE~BSTRY. Substitution of the term Idio-
scopic Anthropurgics for, in the Encyclo-
pedical Sketch of Art and Science, vm,
87.

- Clumsiness of the old system of signs
adopted In, viii. 167.

- The doubt whether it belongs to Natural
Philosophy or Natural History, an illus-
tration of defective nomenclature, viii. 70.

- Mineral, Vegetable and Animal-defined
and located In the Chrestomathic system
of mstruction, viii. 31-32.

- Habits of intellectual order a necessary
foundation for the study of, viii. 12.

- The bearing of, on the ordinary concerns
of life, viii. 24.

- Bentham's early fondness for, x. 47, 84,
92.

- Proficiency of the French in the science
of, compared with their deficiency in
legislation, ii. 521-522.

- Professorship of, in central towns, ii. 257.
Chester division of the Welsh cirouite+-De-

lays in, vii, 220-221.
- Visit to, by Bentham in his youth, x. 46.
Chesterfield-(Philip Stanhope, fifth Earl

of)-Anecdote of, x. 94.
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Chesterfield - (Philip Dormer Stanhope,

fourth Earl of)-His opmion of the
House of Lords, v. 186.

Chicane-Mala fide challenge of authentic
documents prompted by, VB. 184.

Chicaneries about notice in English prac-
tice, vii. 249-255. See Notice.

Child-Administering an oath to,vii.4 28-429.
- Interest of, as affecting evidence regard-

ing parent, vi. 161; vii. 576.
- Condition of a--Forfeiture of, as a pun-

ishment, i. 4il-472. How far it can be
accomplished,472-473.

Child-nursing as abranch of Pauper manage-
ment, viii. 39l.

Children-e-Guardianship of. Principles of
the Civil Code regarding, i. 347-348.

- Their minds enfeebled by the conversa-
tion of servants and other uneducated
persons, viii, 12.

- How far the cost of supporting, is to be
deducted iu estimating income for judicial
purposes, ii. IIo.

- Extent of their reliance On testimony,
vi. 241. I

- Labour and difficulty of invention prompts
to tell truth, vi. 263. ,

- Position of, an answer to the fallacy
that all men are born equal, h. 499.

- Appornonment of succession among,i.335.
- of the labouring classes-Suggestions for

arrangements in cormexion with the Poor-
law, for advantageously boarding and
rearing them, vin. 421-424.

- Personal superintendence of, by parents,
saved by the Chrestomathic system of
instruction, viii. 13-14.

- Interest of, in the perpetuity of marriage,
i.354-355.

- Limitation of the power of parents over,
in respect to marriage, i. 356.

- Difficulty of adjusting a system of parochial I
relief to the number of in a family, illus-
trated in Pitt's Poor Bill, viii. 444-446. I

- Guardianship of, and religion of parents
with reference to it, iii. 386.

- Responsibility of parents for, in regard I
to reparation for offences, i. 385-;;86.

- Means of laying up provision for, among
the working classes, viii, 409-417. See
Frugality Banks.

- Principles of the Civil Code regarding
Parents and, i. 348-349.

Chiltern hundreds-Vacation of seat by
stewardship of, criticised, iii. 590-591.

China-Corporal punishment In, i. 414-415.
- Dumont's account of the influence of the

Jesuits in, x. 406, 409-410.
- East India Company's mark held evi-

dence of contents of packages ill, ill.
146 n t.

- Systematic politeness in. i. 562.
- How oath administered to native

vii. 424 n", 427.

liii eHR
China--J ugglers of, alluded to, vii. 94.
- Manufacture and sale of arms in, IU the

hands of the Tartars, i, 55.
Chinese argument-Fallacy of "The wis-

dom of our ancestors" characterised as,
ii. 398.

Chmese-Inconvenience of the signs of
discourse of the, vin, 227.

- Peouharity as to oaths among the, vi. 309.
Chivalry-c-Connexion of dueUmg with the

system of, i. 3i8 n t.
Choice of Punishments, i. 516-,';17.
Choieeul=-Duke de, noticed, x. 152_
Choiseul-Count de, noticed, x. 125-126,

152.
Chonstoscopic Somatology-a term applied

to sciences inrolvmg the predicaments of
place, motion, time, number, figure, and
quantity, viii. 285-288.

Chorography-a science involving the pre-
dicament of place, viii. 281).

CHRESTOMATHIA, I>einga collection of papers
explanatory of the design of an Institutiol'
proposed to be set on foot under the 1101,,"
of the Chrestomathic Day School, for the
extension of the new system of instrucnon
to the higher branches of learning for the
use of the middhng and higher ranks of
life, Viii. 1-191.

- Notice concerning the composition and
purport of, iv, 530, 532.
Editor's Introduction to, viii. II-liT.

- First Preface to First Edition of, Viii. 5.
- Second Preface to First Edition of, VIi!.

5-7.
- Notice concerning, by the Lancastrian

Instruction Society of Paris, iv, 533.
Chrestomathic-Etymology and application

of the word, vm, 8.
Chrestomathic proposal for erecting by sub-

scription, and carrying on, a day school
for the extension of the new system of
instruction to the higher branches of edu-
cation and ranks !D life, viu. ,';4-59. Oc-
easton of the address, 54. Who to be
conductors, 54-55. Subscription school-
house, 55. Field and plan of mstruction
-The papers on Chrestomathia, ib. Site,
ib. Females to be received, 55-56. Con-
siderauons as to number and expense, 56-
57. To prevent time bemg wasted. hours
of attendance continuous, ib. Ages of
entrance and departure-seven and four-
teen in the general case, but no exclusion
on account of youth, 57 -58. Expectation
that when the course completed, those
instructed will take the conceru off the
hands of the projectors, 58. Terms of
contribution, amount of shares, &c., 58-
59.

Chrestomathic system of Instruction-The
advantages of, viii. 11-16. See Learning.

of, I - - - - Objections to, answered, \'111.

I 16-21.
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Chrestomathic system of Instruction-Rela-

tion of, to the existing Schools, Universi-
ties, &c., viii. 21-22.

- - - - Obs-tacles and encouragements
to, viii. 22-25. Allegations of'rmpracticabi-
lity, uselessness, &c., 22. The funds never-
theless provided, 23. Desire of parents
for the elevation of their ohildren.ib. Pre-
judice against novelty will give way when
innate utility discovered, 24. Reconcile-
ment to hard names when found designa-
tive of agreeable and useful studies,24-25.

- - - - Notes on the order of pnonty
of subjects in, as arranged in Table 1. and
the reasons, vin. 25-28. Pleasantness of
the subject---natural or artificial, 25-26.
Corporeal ideas more readily acquired
than incorporeal, 26; and concrete more
easily than abstract, ib. The less compli-
cated ideas easier acquired, 26; and those
where there IS least of the relation of
cause and effect, ib. The familiarity or
abstruseness of the name of the Art or
Science is not a clue to the facility or
difficulty of the study, 26-27. Nor is its
antiquity, 28. The number of persons
interested in It, i. e. the popularity of It,
no clue, ib,

- - - - Introductory stage of, viii. 28.
- - - - First stage of, Vll1. 28-30. Mi-

neralogy.28 Botany, lb. Zoology, 28-29.
Geography, 29. Geometry, ib. Histori-
cal Chronology, ib. BIOgraphical Chrono-
logy, lb. Appropriate drawmg-suited
to the capacity, and adapted to mstruc-
tion, 29-30.

- - - - Second stage of, viii. 30-34.
Ist, In Mechanical Philosophy-Mecha-
nics in the limited sense of the word, 30;
Hydrostatics, 30-31; Hydraulics, 31;
Mechanical Pneumatics, lb.; ACOUStiCS,
ib.; Optics, lb. 2d. In Chemistry-Min-
erai. Vegetable, and Animal Chemistry,
31-32; Meteorology, 32. 3d. In subjects
belonging to Chemistry and Mechanics
jointly-c-Magnetrsm, 32; Electricity, ib.;
Galvanism, 32-33; Balistics,33.-Geogra-
phy in its more advanced stage, 33.
Geometry do., lb. Historical Chronology
do., lb. Appropriate drawing do., ib.
Grammatical exercises, 33-34.

- - - - Third stage of, viii. ~4-35.
Mming, 34. Geognosy, ib. Land Sur-
veying, ib. Architecture, ib. Husbandry,
(includmg theory of vegetation, and gar-
dening,) 34-35. PhYSICal Economies, or
Mechanics and Chemistry applied to the
common purposes of life, 35. (Geography,
Geometry, History, BIOgraphy ,and Appro-
pnate Drawing contmued-c-rsae Table.)

- - - - Fourth stage of, viii. 35-36.
Matters pertainmg to Hygiastics, viz.
Physiology, Anatomy, Pathology, Noso-
logy, Dietetics, Materia Medica, Prophy-

liv CUR
lactics, Therapeutics, Surgery, Zoophy-
giantics,35-36. Phthisozorce= Phe art of
destroying noxious animals, 26. (Geo-
graphy, Geometry, History, BIOgraphy,
Drawing, and Grammar continued-nde
Table.)

Chrestomathic system of Instruction-Fifth
stage of, viii. 36-40. Geometry, with de-
monstrations.Bf]. The higher branches of
arithmetrc, ib. Algebra, 36-38. Urano-
logical geography, 38. Uranological
chronology, ib. (History, Biography,
Drawing and Grammar contmued-ride
Table.) Technology of arts and manufac-
tures, 38-39. Book-keeping at large, 39.
Commercial book-keeping, 39-40. Note-
taking applied to recapitulatory lectures,
&c.,40.

- - - - Branches of instruction ex-
eluded from. and the reasons, viii. 40-4:1.
Where the school-room insufficient, 40.
Where the admission would be productive
of exclusrou=-Thrs particularly illustrat-
ed in controversial divimty, which would
drive sectaries away, 40-42. Branches
where the utility not sufficiently general,
43. Gymnastic and military exercises, ib.
Art ofwar,ib. Private ethics or morals, lb.

- - - - Notes to the -Tabular View of
the intellectual exercises of, viii. 44-46.
Mathetic exercises, or those conducive to
learning, 44. Probative or docnnasnc-c-
affording proof of proficiency, ib. Sub-
classifications, 44-46.

- - - - Notes to the Principles of man-
agement of, viii. 46-53. 1st, As to the
official establishment-scholars employed
as teachers, 46-4i; Contrguous-proflci-
ency principle, or employment of teaching
scholars as nearly as possible of the same
grade as the taught, 4i; Employment of
scholars as private tutors, ib.; Scholar-
monitor principle, ib.; Master's time-
saving principle, ib.; The regular visita-
tion, or superintendence-providing prmci-
pie, ib, 2d, Principles specially referring
to drsciphne+ Pumshment-minmuzing.au;
Reward-economizmg,ib.; Inspection prm-
ciple, lb.; Place-capturing prmciple-
scholar correcting the one above him to
take his place, 48; Appeal from scholars
acting as masters, 48-49; Scholars acting
as juries on the charges against each other,
49. 3d, Principles for the preservation of
facts indicative of the discipline and state
of scholarship- Register of aggregate pro-
gress, 49; Register of comparative pro-
ficiency, ib.; Register of delinquency, ib.;
Exaction of delation, or suppression of
connivance, ib. 4th, Prmciples for se-
curmg the performance of each exercise
by each scholar c-T'roficrency-prormsing
pnnciple, or engagement to exact strict
performance of tasks, 41)-50; Non-eon-
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ception-presuming principle, 50; Per- Chronology-Historical and BiographicaI-
feet-performance-exacting principle, ib. defined, and located as branches of In-
Gradual progression principle, or insen- struction in the Chrestomathic system of
sible progress from simple to more com- instruetion, viii. 29, 33.
phcated exercises, ib.; Recapitulation - Uranological-defined,and located inthe
pnnciple, for preserving remembrance of Chrestomatlnc system of instrnction, viii.
lessons, 50-51; Use of a verbal standard 38.
to which hteral compliance is required, Cmmcu+-Different meanings of the word,
for the proper application of the place- and assistance to fallacies from the con-
capturing prmciple, 51; Organic mtel- fusron, 11. 449; v. 217 n.
lection test, lb.; Note-takmg-both for - The different meanings that have been
showing mtellection of the subject, and given to the word explained, with the
acquiring despatch in writmg, ib.: Self- purposes tv which the ambiguity has been
service pnnciple, or compelling the Echo- apphed, viii 249-251.
lars to perform the rumor services of the - Use of the abstract term, to signify
school for themselves, ib.; Task descnp- Churchmen-a fallacy, ii.44B-449; IX.76.
tion-or a description of the lesson last Purposes to which It is apphed, lb.
said, and that about to be got, ib; Tabu- - Attendance at, III connexionWithprison
Jar-exhibition principle, or use of tables disciplme, iv. lB.
for exhibitmg diagrams, &c.,51-52; Pre- - Estabhshed=-Rapacity of the, in regard
ventIOnof distraction of the attention by to moveable succession, ii. 596.

·exterior objects, 52; Apposite classifica- - - Reasons against, in a free State, IX.
tion, or choosing of the proper class for I 92-95.
each scholar, lb. 5th, Principles having: - - Support of, ISwasteful expenditure,
in view despatch and uniformity, and i as mdividuals are always ready to support
thereby increasmg the proportional effi- i their own, IX.3:2.
cacy of the school-short lessons, 5:2-53; , - - Peace of the-Right and wrong con-
Simultaneous action, 53; Uninterrupted i founded for the preservation of, v. 2li.
action, lb.; Word-of-command principle, ' Church and State. Uses made of the ex-
ib.; Visible-signal principle, lb.; Need- pression, II. 449.
less repetition prohibiting, ib.; Memoriter Church of England-The abuses of the, II.
metre, or assisting the memoryby the use 39i -398.
of metre, ib.; Employment varymg, ib.j - - - Infallibility claimed by, in Eliza-
Distinct mtonation, ib.; Syllabic lection, beth's reign, v, 228-229.
ib.; Unreiterated spellmg, ib.; Prohibi- - - - Influence of,on education, ii. 468.
tion of stammering repetitions, ib.; Psam- - - - The humility of, characterized, x.
mographic principle, or wntmg on sand, 586.
53. - - - Excuse made at the TImon for

Chrestomathic system of Instrnction-Ap- giving peculiar securities to, II. 405-406.
plication of prmciples of. to Geometry Uses made of the device, lb.
and Algebra, suggested, vui. 155-185. - - - Clergy of, worshippers of pomp

- - - - Hints towards an Elementary and wealth, ix, 80.
Treatise on Universal Grammar for the - - - Criticism on the clause m the
purposes of, viii. 185-191. Coronation Oath as to-Refers to king In

Christ Chnrch College-Lord Camden giv- his executive, not legislative capacity, 11.
mg judgment as visiter m the case of, x. 408-409.
120-121. - - - Oxford the nnrsery of, shown to

Christ's Hospital-Defectiveness of the sys- encourage perjury, v, 195-196.
tern of mstrnction in, viii. 19. - - - Thedispenslngpowerrelinquished

Christians-all who bear the name should by, '.223-224.
join in efforts for universal peace, ii. M6. - - - Perjuries committed on the slue

Christian Society-the, of New Shoreham. of, vii. 424 n +,
Case of, i. 4B4. - - - Articles or,-Oaths not enjoined

Christianity-Usefulness of instruction in by, vi. 29.
the principles of Universal Grammar to - - - Articles IIf the-Immorality m-
the propagation of, viii. 185-186. culcated by subscription of, 11. :210,264-

Christianity is part of the Law of the Land 265.
-Uses made of the expression, ii. 126. - - - Articles of the. See Articles.

Chronic offencesenumerated, I. 368-369. Churches of England and of Scotland-In-
- - Suppressive remedies for, I. 369-370. come of officialsin, compared With those
Chronical and summary-Suits divided into, in universities, ii, 216.

ii.87-8B. Churches of Rome and of England-The
Chronology-a science involving the pre- shadowy disnnction between, in relation

dicament of time, viii. 287. to the claim to mfalhbity, v, :211-212.



CHU lvi CIT
Church Establishment-The bad parts of a, fact,47. (See Improbability.) Prior and

ii, 442 n, posterior facts considered as principal and
- - Reasons for there being none, by the probative, 47 -4B. (See Cause and Effect.)

Constitutional Code, ix. 452-453. Spuriousness of writings falsely presumed
Churches-as places for the promulgation from non-observance of formalities, 48-

of laws, i. 158. 49. (See Formahnes.) Want of merits
- ExclUSIOn from, as a punishment, i, 515- falsely presumed from discontinuance of

516. lItigatlOn,49-50. Probative force of err-
Churchill the apothecary-his standing for cumstantial evidence not a fit subject for

Westminster noticed, iii, 468 n. general rules, 50-53. Inferences of judge-
Churchmen--The sinister interest of, an made law, (VIZ. legitimacy from husband's

illustration of fallacies of authority, ii non-expatriation, malice from homicide,
396-398. murder from malice,) 53-57.

Churchyards-Authority of the Health Mi- Circumstantial evidence considered as al-
nister regarding, by the Constitutional ways involved III crimmal inquiries, VIi.
Code, ix, 445. 2-3. Cases where evidentiary fact is

Cicero- The critical labours of, character- not in the evidence, but in the delivery
ised, ii. 380. of it, 3. False evidence may be circum-

- Attempt of, to prove pain no evil, viii. stantial, 3.
83 n. - - as distinguished from direct, vi. 16,

- casually noticed, 1. 189; ii, 325,369, 174; vii. 1-4.
476 ; iv, 460 ; vi. 351 ; vn, 137 n ; viii. I - - and direct evidence compared 111 PI'O-
93 n, 98 n, 120 ; x, 60. batrve force, vii. 73-75.

Circle-metaphorICally applied to any sub- - - Rules for weighmg, vii. 67.
ject of discourse: inferior in expressive- - - Improbability and Impossibility with
ness to Field, viii. 223. relation to, vii. 76-115.

CIrcuits-Inefficacy of the system of, iv. - - Preparations, attempts, declarations
336-338. No economy except what gained of intention, and threats, as furnishing,
at the loss of justice, 336-337. Delay VIi. 18-24.
followed by haste, 337. Origin in the - - Class of facts which can scarcely be
kmg's suppression of the power of his proved WIthout resort to, vii. 75.
nobles, and continued without reason, - - Features in which It IS particularly
337 -338. calculated to render service to justice, vir,

- Numbers and times of, vii. 51 n, 74.
- Compression of evidence on, vii. 539. - - Neglect of formalities considered a',
- The small number of days in which jus- vi. 523-524.

tice done on, considered, vii. 243-245. - - Non-responsion, and false or evasive
- Insufficiency of, to supply the place of responsion, considered as, vii. 24-29.

local judicatures, ii. 180; vii. 243, 371, - - Probative force of. See Probative
372, 378, 379, 539. force.

Circulating medium-The regulation of, - - of authenticity of writs ,vii. lii-IBO.
should be in the hands of Government, x. - - of spunousness of writs, vii. 181-18:3.
339-340. - - Pamphlet on, in consequence of Cap-

Circulating Annuities. Project for the con-' tam Donellan's trial, quoted, vn. 75.
version of stock mto, ui, 105-153. I - - Singular illustrations of false conclu-

Circumstances-Nature of, and etymology sions from, vn, 75-76 n.
of the term, i. 38; vi. 215 nil, 245. '- - See Atrocity-c-how far a ground of

- with reference to offences, I. 39-40. incredibility; AVOidance of justiciability;
- with relation to mtentionahty, i. 40-41. Clandestnnty ; Confusion of mind; Facts;
- Influencing-Errors in Philosophy from EVidence-suppression of; Fear; Rea.l

want of knowledge of, viti. 209. evidence ; Self-mculpative evidence.
- influencing sensibility, i. 21-33. See' Circumstantiahty distinguished from special-

Sensibility. Ity, vi. 286-287.
Circumstantial evidence, vi. 44-57; VIi. 1- Circus-Social effects of the, among the Ro-

117. Extent and use of the mqUiry a~ to, mans, i, 541.
vi. 44. Facts considered as prmcipal and CItizen-Good. Definition of a, by the se-
evidentiary, vi. 44; vii. 1-2. As proba- cond French Declaration, critIcIsed,iI. 527.
tive, disafflrmative, and affirmative, vi. Citizen-French Declaration of the rights of
44. Inculpative and exculpative facts man and the, examined, ii. 491-524.
With regard to delmquency, 44-45. In- - Declaration of the Rights and duties of
eulpative facts as separate offences, 45 the, of Fra.nce, in 1795, cnticised, ii. 524-
Improbabihty considered as counter-evi- 529.
dence of a physical fact, 45-47. Impos- - Employment of the expression, in the
Eibility as disprobative of a psychological French Declaration of Rights, ii. 492.



CIT lvii CLA
Cinzen-c-Clause as to the duties of to his out the art of writing being acquired, vi.

country, in the second French Declara- 329.
tion, criticised, ii. 529. Crvrhsation-c-The crimes of,not so hurtful as

Citizens at large; their general eligibihty those of barbarism, i. 536-537.
to offices and dignities, as expressed in Civilized nations-How tar the laws of,
the French Declaration of Rights, ii. 509. adapted to uncivilized, i. 189-192.

Civil-e-Reasons against using the term, to Claims-several, against one party-Ad-
qualify non-penal suits, it. 80. vantage of combmmg, in Judicature, ii.

Civil actIon-Remarks on Party's inability 86-87.
to give evidence in, VI.475. - Courts of, regarded as judicatories of ex-

CiVIlCode-The general titles of the, iii. ception, in practice, IX. 457.
176-193. Clandestimtyas an aggravation of corporeal

- - Particular titles of the, iii. 193-195. injury, i. 165.
- - Principles of the, I. 299-364. - as evidence of guilt, vii. 47-48.
- - Unpopularity of an inquiry mto.i. ~99. Clarendon=-History of-ImpreSSIOn on
- - Impossible to understand the Penal Bentham from the perusal of, in boyhood,

Code Without a knowledge of, i. 299. x, 22.
- - Source of the reasons that should ac- - Services he did his party as a chairman

company the, i. 162. of committee, ii. 337.
- - and Penal Code-Relation between; - Casual notice of, x. 77.

the latter a counterpart to the obhganons Clark-Chamberlain-Sketch of the char-
of the former, iii. 160-161. acter of, x. .51.

- -- its connexion WIth the Penal, in de- - - Bentham takes a pedestrian tour
fining the rights it has to protect, ix, 12. with, x, 54-55.

- - See Code: Laws-General body of. - - Letter from, to Bentham in Russia,
Civil conditions in life, (VIZ.rank, profession, with public news, establishment of penal

&c.}-Nature of, and of the offences that colony at New South Wales, &c., x. 162-
may be committed against them, i. 133- 163.
la7. - - Letter to, x, 605-606.

Civil Law-Various meanings of the term as - - Casual notices of, x.15, 16,41,133,
commonly used, iii, 24i-249; vi. 9 n +. 166,167,170.

- - See Roman law. Clarke--Dr. Samuel, noticed, i. !l-9 n.
Civil or Distributive Law-General objects Clarkson-Thomas, his negotiations at Paris

of, i. 301-3:.!6; ix. 11-18. See Subsis- for the-abohnon of the Slave Trade,x. 484.
tence; Abundance; Equality; Security. - -- noticed, x, 281, 484.

- - - Prescription or bearing of, to the Class prejudices-Arrangements for obviat-
Constitutional Code, ix. 34-36. Protec- ing the effect of, on juries, v. 165-167.
tion to individual wealth as a security to Classes - Separation of prisoners mto-
the public against famine, 34. Principle Conduciveness of, to reformatiou, i. 499-
of equality to check detrimental accumu- 500. See Panopticon.
lanons, ib. Foundations-c-their evils, as - Means of definition in the case of, viii.
legislation by private and irresponsible 245-246.
individuals creating a fund of reward for Classical education-Evil principles often
the enforcement of particular opinions, inculcated in, i. 318.
35-36. ClaSSICallearning-How far' necessary or

- - - Distinct objects of, i. 302. useful in the middle ranks, viu, 17.
- - - Relation between the distmct ob- Classical witness according to the Austrian

jects of, i. 302-303. code, vi. 504.
Civil and Penal Law-How far capable of Classification-Power of, how its exercise

demarcation, i. 152-153. on laws may involve legislation, ill. 215-
CiVIland Penal SUIts-Analogy between, in 216.

relation to instruments of procedure, ii, - of scholars-Principle of, III the manage-
16-17. ment of the Chrestomathic school, viii.

Civil List-Reasons for the amount of the, 52.
ii, 245. - Fallacious objections to, ii. 463-464.

- - Burke's reform of the, ii. 198, 199. - The adoption of a clear, characteristic of
Civil war-among th1 most mischievous of those who have not their own sinister in-

offences, vii. 116. terest to serve, ii, 455-457.
Civilians and common lawyers-AuthentIca- - and nomenclature-Connexion b'etween,

tion of WIlls a field for their disputes, vi. ii, 382.
544, 545. - Nomenclature and-Essay on, viii. 63-

Civiliaanon-c-Beneflts of, illustrated in North I 128.
America, i. 311. - of offences, in the Penal Code-e-Principles

Civilisation- Extent it may reach to, with- that should regulate the, IIi. 171-174.



CLA lviii COB
Classification of punishments, i, 395-396. Clergy-Benefit of-History of, i. 505-509.
- of convicte-c-Division into companies pre- Aggrandizing operations of the clergy,

ferred to, as being numerically more con- 505. Writing used as a. criterion, 5U6.
venient in giving equal means of prevent- Admission of all persons to the benefit,
ing contannnation, iv. 137-141. 50i -508.

- of Fallacies, n, 381-382. - - - Felony without, i. 509·511. Pun-
Clasaiflcanons-e-Sweeping. Fallacres of, ii. ishments that fallon the person convicted,

450-451. 509-510. Penalties that fall on heirs,
Claudms-c-The Emperor, characterized as creditors, tenants, &c., 510. Felony

the first of conchologists, IV. 211. witnm clergy, burning, &c., 510-511.
Clayton=-Lady Betty-Notice of, as a visi- Case where it IS slander to call one con-

ter at Bowood, x, 11i. vieted of theft a thief, 511.
Cleanlmess=-Phyeieal. Analogy of, to mo- I Clergyman-might be employed as local

ral purity, IV. 158. judge, IV. 330.
- Arrangements for, as a part of prison - HIS remedy for injury, by suit in eccle-

discipline, iv. 15i -158. siasncal court, vi. 469.
Clearness as a property desirable in Ian- - Oath should be administered by, instead

guage, vni, 191,304-305,310. cf by layman, VI. 319-320.
- as a property desirable in style, viii. 311. - acting as notary, vi. 530.
- as opposed to obscurity and ambiguity - might be used as temporary recorder, vi.

in language, vni. 308-309. 81.
- of discourse-Method of producing, as - not so liable to commit great offences as

a branch of logic, vin. 242-253. See Ex- a layman, i. 506.
posrtion. - See Clergy.

- Rules for, in composition, in so far as Clerkenwell Bridewell-Illustration of pri-
depends on collocation, vin. 316-318. son discipline from, i. 42i.

Clergy-Emoluments of the, ii. 242, 244. Clermont 'I'onerre=-Casual allusion to, x.
- Provision for support of the, I. 316·31 'i. 286.
- Cromwell's mtennon to reform the, IV. I Client and Lawyer-Communications be-

501. tween, should not be privileged from beiug
- Interestofthe,toopposeeducation,ii.420. I produced III evidence, vi. 99-100; vii.
- The greater their real services, the less I 473-479. Rule to the contrary protects

they are disposed to controversy, i. 317. delinquency, vii. 4i3-474. Exceptions to
- Proposal With reference particularly to it, shewing consciousness of its impro-

Spain, for abndgmg their power of nus- priety,474-4i5. Makes lawyer accessary
chief, WIthout coercion, Viii. 547-550. III criminal cases, 475. Improprietyahke

- Established, unsuited for a legislative in Civil cases, 475-476. Opinions of the
assembly, because they must not speak as Edinburgh Review on the subject com-
they think, ii. 468. bated by Editor of original Edition of Ra-

- Sinister interest of, in supporting falla- tionale of Evidence, 476-479.
cies of authority, ii. 391. - - See SUitor.

- Plan of the Ecclesiastical Code, with re- Climate and nature of a country-Influence
ference to the position of the, in. 202-203. of, on sensibility, I. 29-30.

- contrary to the dicta of their religion, Clmton= De Witt, Governor of New York.
have inculcated the worship of pomp and Transmission to, of Proposals for the In-
wealth, ix, 80. struction and Improvement of Irish La-

- The greatest number of forgeries occur- bourers III New York, x. 500-503.
red when they alone were able to read, i, Chnton-General, x. 94, 108.
537. Clocks-The moving force of, considered

- the non-residence of-Ineffective punish- among the sources of motion, vni, 140.
ment for, it, 238-239. Cobbett-Wilham-The prosecution of, cri-

- The influence of the payment of, in re- noised, as affording illustrations of the
ducing crime-Hmts for statistical data doctrmes of Libel Law, v. 106-114.
on, x, 130. - - Anonymous communication to, offer-

- Opulence of the-an obstacle to National ing remarks on Libel Law, x. 448-449.
virtue, ii. 468-469. - - Letter to, on the Reform Catechism,

- might be employed in giving instruction, x. 458-4.59.
ii. 258. - - Letter against a proposed Govern-

- The', in England, and on the Continent, ment prosecution of, III 1831, XI. 63.
mutually characterised, x. 74. - - Bentham's opimon and estimate of,

- See Church: Clergyman. x, 471, 570, 601.
Clergy-Benefit of-Its origin, ii. If/fl. - - Casually noticed, lit. 46.~. 466 n, 46f/,
--- WIth reference to the employ- 471,474,47.J;v.6ti,80n:::,97,l1in;x.

ment of makeshift-evidence. vn. 165. 351.



COC lix COD

Cocceius (the Jurisconsult.) His opinion as I Code of Laws. Remuneratory laws, with
to abolishing the power of bequest, n. relation to a, iii. 203.
586 n :t. - - Political Economy, with reference to

- noticed, iii. 206 ; x. 268. a, iii. 203-204.
Cochrane-Lord, nonced, x. 472. - - Financial branch. Plan of the, iii.
Co-claimants. Class and nature of suits in 204.

which they appear, ii, 83. - - Procedure branch, Plan of the, iii.
Cock-lighting-Cruelty of, i. 562. 204-205.
CODE OF LAws-General view of a complete, - - Integrality of, iii. 205-206. Code

in. 155-210 ;- should be complete-nothing left to
- - - General Division of a, iii. 157. be called custom, 205. Law of nations,
- - - Customary Divisions of a, iii. 157- &c., ib. Answer to the objection, that

158. all cases cannot be foreseen, 205-206.
- - - New Divisions of a, iii. 158. Incompleteness of existing Codes-the
- - - Relation to each other of offences, Danish, the Swedish, the Frederician, and

rights, obligations, and services, with re- the Sardinian, 206. An imperfect Code
lanon to, ill. 158-160. serviceable, ib. EVils of unwritten law,

- - Penal and Civil-Relation between, ib.
iii. 160-161. - - Purity in the composition of a, iii.

- - Method with reference to a, iii. 161- 206-207.
163. - - Style of a, iii. 207-209.

- - Penal branch. Plan, Division, and - - The mterpretation, conservation, and
Subdivisions of, 163-171. See Offences. improvement of a, rii. 2U9-210.

- - Penal branch. Advantages of the - - should be accompanied by a Ration-
Author's classificatiou of, hi. 170-174. ale, in the form of a Commentary, iv. 454.

- - Penal branch. Titles of the, with - - Cognoscibility as a feature of, IV. 454.
specimens of sections, ni. 174-176. The - - Divieion of, into general Code, and
General and particular titles distinguish- system of particular Codes, i v. 454, 481.
ed, 174. Former enumerated, ib. Par- The former applicable to society at large
ticular Title of simple corporal injuries, -the latter to persons in peculiar situa-
174-175. Injurious waste, li5-l76. nons with respect to their conduct there-

- - Cim! branch. General Titles of the, I in, ib.
iii. 176-193. - - Distinction in, between matter of

- - Cillil branch. First General Title of i constant and matter of occasional con-
-Thlllg~, ill. 176-178. I' cernment, IV. 455,481.

- - GiN! braneTt. Second General Title - - Distincnon between main text and
of-Places, ui. li8. I expository matter, Ill, IV. 455, 481-482.

- - CI1:il branch. Third General Title of - - Promulgation Paper, With forms of
-Times, ii. li8-179. Deeds, &c., should be a feature of, IV.45.'>.

- - Ctnl branch: Fourth General Title - - State of preparation of the Author's
of-Services, iii. li9-180. Plans for, in 1811, IV. 465.

- - Cidl branch. Fifth General Title of - - Proposal of a, for the State of Penn-
=-Obligations, iii. 180-181. I sylvania, iv. 468-475.

- - CtTU branch. Sixth General Title of '

1

- - Address to the Citizens of the United
-Rights, iii. 181-186. See RIghts. States on the subject of, iv. 478-507.

- - CiTil branch. Seventh General Title - - Properties desirable in a, iv. 480.
of=-Collative and Ablative events, 111. - - Notoriety as a qualification of a, iv.
186-190. See Rights. 481-483.

- - Ciml branch. Eighth General Title - - Completeness as a quality of a, iv.
of-Contracts, iii. 192-193. 483-491.

- - Ciril branch. Nmth General Title of - - Political and Logical schemes of di-
-The domestic and civil states, ni. 192-193. vision of a, and the relation between them,

- - CiT'i1 branch. Tenth General Title iv. 491-492 n.
of-Persons capable of acquiring and con- - - Justlfiedness as a quality of a, iv, 491-
tracting, iu. 193. 494.

- - Political branch, Plan of the, iii. 199- - - Proposal to draw up for the Emperor
200. I of RUSSia, and correspondence regarding,

- - International branch. Plan of the, iv.514-528.
iri. 200-201. - - The vanous requisites of a complete,

- - Marttime branch. Planofthe,ili.201. for a State professing Liberal opinions, IV.
- -- Muitary branch. Plan of the, 111. 537-564. See Laws-Body of.

201-202. - - Promulgation of the, I. 157-163.
- - Ecclesiastical branch. Plan of the, - - Number of Law Reports m England,

iii. 202-203. constitutive of materials for a, IX. 26.



COD Ix COD

Code of Laws. A complete, or Pannomion Code Napoleon-Measures of, for prevent-
-Proposal to draw up, for the useof the iug confusionfrom presenee of parties, ii.
United States, iv. 453-467. 30.

- - Draught of a, for the Judicial Estab- -- - Methodof subdivisionof,iii. 206-267.
hshment in France, with Commentary - - casually noticed, ii. 31, 52, iO, 457;
on the National Assembly Committee's iii. 331 n, 419 n t; iv. 456, 514,543;
Draught, IV. 285-406. See Judicial Es- vi. 302; ix. 483, 620; x.136.
tablishment. Code-Penal-Notice of a, under prepara-

Code-Civil. The Principles of the, i, 299- bon, iii. 363-364n.
364. - - Introduction to. Letter fromGeorge

- - Particular Titles of the, iii. 193-195. Wilson on, x. 194-195.
Arrangement with reference to conditions - - portion ofa, published byGovernment
in life, 193. Differencebetween text and -The lengthiness of, Iii. 364 n,
index, ib. Titles drawn from things, 194. - - Specimenof a, i. 164-168.
Titles from contracts, ib. Illustration of - - Proposal to Lord Sidmouth to pre-
subordinate Titles, ib. Comparison with pare, gratuitously, x. 468-471.
arrangement of Penal Code, 195. Difli- - - as delivered in, by the legislative
culties m partition, where different sorts committeeof the Spanish Cortes. Letters
of parties interested, ib. to Count Toreno on, viii. 487-554.

CoDE-CONSTITUTIONAL,for the use of all - - See Code ofLaws-General view of.
nations professingfree opinions,vol. ix. Code-Procedure. Ontline of a, ii. 5-181.

- - Preface to, ix. 1-3. Objection that - - Initial sketch of the, ii. 178-181.
it cannot be adopted without superseding - - See Codeof Laws-General view of:
existing systems, answered,!. First in- Procedure.
stance of a Ranonale-c-Reasons why such Code of Real Property-Commentary on
an accompanimentnot found in other sys- Mr Humphrey's Outline of 11., v. 387-
tems, ib. The code chiefly adapted to a 416.
Republic, but may have uses in England, Code-Seaman's plan for givinga copy of a,
1-2. Oppositenessto English law-hav- to each registered mariner, ix. 412.
ing the greatest-happmess principle, while - A soldier's-Proposal for delivering, at
that has sinister interest, in view, ib, each enlistment, ix. 355-356.
Weakness, and not the strength of the Code of instructions for weighing evidence
law in favour of the people, ib. Impor- recommended,vi. 118-119. See Caution-
tance of a Constitutional Code, 3. In- ary Instructions: Instructions.
structional and exemplificational parts Co-defendant--Evidence of. See Co-parties.
not to be among those authontatively Codicil-Fresh attestation unnecessary to,
adopted, and why, ib. Lists and explan- vi. 538 n.
ations of functions and other character- Codzjication and Public Instruction. Papers
Isties of the code, accounted for, 3. relative to, addressed to authorities m the

- - First principles of, described in ge· United States, &c.iv. 451-533.
neral terms, ix. 3-5. The greatest-hap- Codification Proposal, addressed to all na-
piness principle=-sense in which a declar- tious professing Liberal opinions,with an
ation that such should be the ruling prm- accompaniment of reasons, applying all
eiple must be taken, viz., as a simple along to the several proposed arrange-
statement that such is the author's ments, iv. 535 et seq.
opinion, ib. Codificationfor America-Objections to, an-

- - First principles of, enumerated, ix. swered, iv. 459-464. That it would dis-
5-8. See Government. turb existing rights by ex 1'ost.facto law-

- - Notices of the preparation of, x. 542, Answered, that these rights may be spe-
543. orally protected, which they cannot be

- - Specimen of, sent to the King of under existing uncertainty of the law,
Bavaria, x. 578-580. .459-461. Would be subjective to a fo-

- - Leadmg principles of the, ii. 269-2i4. reign yoke-Answer, more subjective al-
Code Frederique, noticed, i. 153. ready by the English law adopted m
Code---TheJustiman-Defects of composi- America, 461-462. A foreigner's igno-

tion in, iii. 207. ranee oflocalpeculiarities-Answer, laws
Code of Morals-Promulgation of, by legis- made by foreigners, Without reference to

lature, for instruction, i. 568. America, have been received; points
Code Napoleon-Seventy of, towards offen- which demand local knowledge, small,

ces against monarchy, viii. 521. 462-463. Prejudices against foreigners
- - The state of, in regard to imprison- being employed in such works, answered,

ment for debt, xi. 54-55. 463-464.
- - Constructton and continuance of, a - Want of, shown in the absence of Bub-

practical argument forcodificatlOn,iv.SOO.I stantive provision for the remedies inci-
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dentally administered by equity, v.
489.

Codification-Effect it would have in faci-
litating the acquisition of knowledge of
the law, v. 409.

- Attempts at, under Frederick the Great,
ii.229.

- Principle of, inculcated, vi. 529 n.
- The only means of efficient law reform,

v.439.
- Consolidation opposed to, by lawyers,

iii. 335 n.
- The difficulties of, and how far they are

likely to be successfully overcome, iv.
503-505, 509-514.

- Petition for, v. 546-548. Petitioners dis-
posed to obey the law, If they could dis-
cover it, 546. Unsearchable extent of
statute law, ib. Impossibility of finding
authorized embodiment of common law,
546-54 7. Legislature to invite persons
to prepare a code, with a Rationale to it,
Mi-548.

Codlmg-Case of, cited, vi. 244, 381 n I.

Coenoscopic Anthropurgics, or Mechanical
Philosophy-c-Positiou of, m the Encyelope-
dical Sketch of Art and Science, viii. 87.

Coenonesioscopie Noology, or the communi-
cation-regarding branch of Intellectual
Philosophy-Position of, in the Encyclo-
pedical Sketch of Art and SCience, viii.
90-91.

- - Divided into Didactic and Pathoci-
netic, viii. 91.

Coenoscopic Ontology, or Metaphysics--Po-
sition of, in the Encyclopedical Sketch of
Art and Science, with etymology and defi-
nition, viii. 83-84.

Coercion-What provisions sufficient to ob-
viate with regard to contracts, vi. 527.

- Effect of, on opinion, i, 564-565.
- Undue, as a cause of invalidity in con-

tracts, i. 331.
- Project of, an aggravation of corporal

injury, i. 165-168.
- necessary for the production of respon-

sibility, ix. 151-152.
- Anti-legal and anti-constitutional, dis-

tinguished, iii. 359 n".
- in regard to elections compared with

bribery, iii. 482-485.
Coffee-Beneficial effect of the use of, i. 540.
Cognoscibility as an essential feature in a

code of laws, iv. 454.
Coin-Base. Guarding against the use of,

i.553.
Coining-Application of analogical pun-

ishment to the offence of, i. 409.
- Bad money-Difficulty of protecting the

public against, iii. 148-149.
- Reasons for Government having the

monopoly of, iii. 148-149_
Coining words vindicated, ii. 383.
Coke-David, an early acquaintance

Bentham, x, 54.

lxi COL

486- I Coke-Sir Edward-his arrangement of the
occupations of the day, iv. 163.

- - on the clause against unlawful exile
in Magna Charta, iv. 278.

- - how far a friend of liberty, i. 51l.
- - the extent of his classieal learning,

i. 504.
- - Observations of, on the murder of cer-

tam Jews, vii. 276.
- - His division of presumptions, vii. 69.
- - noticed or quoted, i, 6 n, 186,233 nm;

ii, 403 n, 580 n; iii. 15; iv, 259, 260,267,
268, 501, 512; v. 18, 143, 159,236,246,
591 n; vi. 231, 419; VII. 69,72,295,462,
482 n, 550 ; x. 404.

Coke-John, Chief-Justice of Ireland. Tes-
timony to, as a law reformer, iv. 501-502.

Coke-Samuel Parker, a fellow student of
Bentham, x. 45.

Coldbath Fields Prison-Case of the in-
quiry into the management of, iv. 283.

Collapsion--one of the calamities to be at-
tended to by the Preventive Service Min-
ister in the Constitutional Code, ix.
439.

Collateral ends of judicature defined,vi. 12nt.
- - of justice, distmguished from the

main, v. 445.
- - of justice-not the objects sought in

the defective modes adopted III the Eng-
lish system of evidence, vi. 505.

Collateral evils of judicature, viz. delay,
vexation, and expense, vi. 10-11.

- - - - Sham pecumary checks to, vii.
307.

- - - - Cautions regardmg, for guid-
ance of judges, it. 29-30.

- - - - are the price paid for it, VIi.
335.

- - - - Use of statistical information
as to extent of, vi. 563.

- - - - Their nature in penal proce-
dure, ii. 17-18.

- - - - Preponderant inconvenience
from, VI. 15.

- - - - when preponderant, justify
exclusion of evidence, vi. 8i -8B.

- - - - produced by Irrelevancy and
superfluity of evidence, vi. 89.

- - - - in case of procedure by infor-
mation, VI. 478.

- - - - Effect of the abuse of writing
on, vi. 331-332.

- - - - The legislator should guard
against a system which makes them pre-
ponderant, vi. 212.

- - - - Best judicial evidence must
sometimes be sacrificed to avoid, VI. I it-
172.

Collation of rights-Meaning of the term,
vi. 210 u+.

Collative events-Meaning of the term, vii,
270.

of - - Uses of registers of, i. 553.
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Collative and ablative events distinguished,

i. 152.
- - - - as a general title of the civil

code, iii. 186-190.
- - - - Use of the distinction, iii, 294.
Collative laws and facts--Entryof, in pur-

suer's demand paper, ii. 66-70.
Collection of evidence, by English practice,

vi. 34-43. Natural procedure, (Parhamen-
tary, Justices of peace, &c.,) 34-36. Unfit
modes employed, to exclusion of fit, 36.
Deposition according to the Roman mode,
36-37. Inaptitude of affidavit evidence,
37 -40. English judges conscious of unfit-
ness of their practice, 40-42. Source of
the unfit modes-c-suuster interest, 42-43.

- - should be by the person who decides,
vi. 419-423.

Collective punishments, i. 483-484.
Collins-s-Davrd, Judge-Advocate of New

South Wales=-Letter to, x. 401-403.
- - HIS work on New South Wales

quoted as illustrative of the mischief and
inadequacy of the Penal Colony system,
i. 493-497; IV. 175-2,18, 255, 265, 271-
2iS, 279, 281; XI. 123,129,133-134.

- - HIS work on New South Wales char-
acterized, i. 493; iv.177.

Collision of jurtsdicnon=-Difflculty of obvi-
atmg, VIi. 290.

Collocation-Rules of, for the purpose of
producing clearness and impressiveness,
viit. 316-318.

- Essentiahty of, in legislative acts, with
an illustration of defect III the old act for
Annual Parliaments, v. 412.

- Rules for, in legislative composition, iii.
268-269.

- Proper, of limitative propositions in the
composition of laws, in. 253-254.

- Disorderly, as a defect in the composi-
tion of laws, iii. 252-253.

- Fal&e-Ambiguity as produced by ,iil.253.
- Opinions on, expressed in conversation,

x.569-570.
Collusion-s-Danger of, in producing evidence

as given in one cause, to serve in another,
vi. 166.

COLONIES-Effect of, iii. 52-57. Expense
from distance-wars, &c., 52. Capital
transferred to, supposed to be created,
ib. May be useful for excess of popula-
tion, ib. Decrease the wealth of mother
country, but mcrease that of the world at
large by new labour, ib. No taxes from
colonies, ib, Capital lost to mother coun-
try, ib. Novelty and variety, 52-53.
Welfare of mankind in general increased
by,53. Advantage to barbarous coun-
tries to be possessed by Britain, but not
to Britain to possess them, ib. Possession
of colonies not necessary to oarrying on
trade with them, 53-54. Trade in pro-
portion to capital, not extent of market.

lxii COL
54. Colonists will not sell cheaper to the
mother country: though excluded from
other markets, because they WIll not pro-
duce at less than they can alford, 54-55.
Cannot sell dearer to them on account of
home competition, 55. The monopoly
tends to employment of capital unprofit-
ably, ib. Duties on Imports from colo-
mes would be the same were they from
other quarters, ib. What may be gamed
by compelling them to pay duties on ex-
ports, more than counterbalanced by ex-
pense, lb. Moral evils-Effects of dis-
tance of government in jobbmg and op-
pression, 55-56. No colonies should be
founded for gam,and those existing should
be dealt with as unprofitable, 56-57.

Coloniea-> Evils of, in connexion with mterna-
tlona1law,ii.M7-548. Causes of war, 547.
No profit to the mother country, lb. Of-
fences in, distant from seat of authority,
547-548 Final measures that should be
taken-to give up the colonies, and found
no new ones, 548. Reasons, in advantages
to colonies and mother country, ib.

- Essay on emancipation of, addressed to
National Assembly of France, IV. 408-
418. Injustice-power over them found-
ed on mere force, 408. Adnuttmg deputies
from them no palhation, 408-409. Im-
possible for them to be advantageously
governed for their wants and wishes by a
distant country, 409. EVidence that the
conn ex ion IS not their choice, ib. No
harm If thev should fall into the hands of
others,409:410. Protection may be af-
forded to the minority, though the sove-
reignty has ceased, 410. No advantage
in the way of surplus revenue, ib. ; nor III
produce, ib. Fallacy that a trade WIth a
governed people more profitable than With
parties at large, 410-411. Trade the
child of capital, 411. Quantity of capital,
not extent of market, that regulates its
amount, ib. The presumed advantage
from monopoly examined, 411-412. A
loss to the public at large, who taxed for
it, 412. No gain to consumers of colonial
produce. who WIll not get it cheaper than
it can be raised, ib. Fallacy III the sup-
position of profit from monopoly of the
selling market-rivalry a.t home will re-
duce prices to their level as readily as
general rivalry, 412. General effect-to
reduce the quality ofma.nufactures, not to
increase profits, 412-413. Illustration in
United States, 413. The nominal mono-
poly dearly paid for in a counter mono-
poly in favour of the colomsts, 413. Sugar
cheaper in countries which have no colo-
nies, ib. Though monopoly may force
down the prices of goods in existence,
will not keep down prices, ib. As to
keeping up prices--bafRed by internal
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competition, ib. Taxes on imports paid Colquhoun- Patrick - Letter to, on the
by mother country, 414. Only method Banking Question, x, 338-340.
therefore ofgettmg a.revenue isbyforcibly - - Letter from, on Prevention of For-
compelling the colonists to buy taxed ex- gery, and Thames Police Bill, x, 357-358.
ports, ib. Not a source of strength, but - - Notice of, and tribute to his services
of weakness-a means of being scourged as a magistrate, v. 335.
by a maritime power, 414-415. Expense - - Instance of a successful recovery of
of a navy necessitated, 415. Inconsis- money by, through the investigatorial
tency of professing to emancipate the co- process, v. 37-38.
lonies of other nations, 416. Necessitate - - casually noticed, or quoted, iii. 402;
complicated government operations, and v. 590; x. 182, 335, 349,414-415.
cover peculation, 416-417. Arguments Columbia-Bolivar's proscription of Bent-
still stronger applicable to East India ham's Works in, x. 552.
possessions,417. Better sell or give them - State of politics m, m 1822, ii, 568.
to Britain tha.n keep them, 417. Argu- - Interest of, considered, in relation to a
mentomitted-corruption through patron- proposal for joining the Atlantic and the
age,418. Pacific, ii. 563-568.

Colonies-Incidental statement of the argu- Combe-Count. Question as to who he was,
ment that they cannot be productive of x. 61.
profit-usual fallacy to set down all the Combination- Oppressiveness of laws
imports as profit, and all the exports by agamst, x. 509.
which they are paid for as profit too, IV. Combinanons of workmen-Plan for pre-
206-207_ venting. by a system for bringing together

- trade with-Mistaken notions of the employers and employed, vni. 399.
profitableness of, ii, 547. - of persons representing particular inter-

- supported for the sake of the expendi- ests=-Therr effect in producingrestncnons
ture they create, v. 268. on trade, ni. 97.

- Patronage in, a means of corruption, ii, , Commaud-c Exposition of the term, with
548, 558. I reference to a universal Code, iii. 223.

- Cost of supporting, incident to a mon- I Commaud-c-Quasi=-Exposrnon of, as ap-
archy, IX. 31-32. plied to unwritten law, m. 223-224.

- Necessity of providing systems of Le- 'I Commeusurabihty a, a property of pumsh-
gislation for, in founding, iv. 254. I ment, I 403.

- Former extent of the power of the Crown Commentary on .'fIr IIumphrey's Real Pro-
in relation to, iv. 258. l'crtyCud<"Y, :lBi-416, See Real Property.

- Breach of the constitution, and of law, Commentary of reasons, or Rationale-e-Ar-
charged on the administration of the, IV. guments for a Code of Laws, being ac-
249-284. See New South Wales. companiedby a, i. I.S9-1 63; I\'. 454.

- The unprofitable nature of, peculiarly' Comment3.rieh-Legal-l\1ultltude of, and
exhibited in Penal Settlements, as illus- I uncertainty of the law III connexionwith,
trated by N. S. Wales, iv. 245-247. IV. 4811.

- The evil of constructing them entirely Commerce-Extent of, depends on amount
of convicts, iv. 182_ of capital, IV. 411.

- Penal-Transportation to, considered as - Attempts to monopolize, as a cause of
a complex punishment, i. 490-497. W3.r,ii. SH.
See Transportation. - Security of-Addition to, in the project

- Penal-The system of, considered in of Annuity notes, Ill. 133-136.
Panopticon '1'. N. S. 'Wales, IV. 173-248. - Tendency of, to create equality, i. 313.
See Transportation. Commercial book-keeping-a.s a branch of

- The old system of erecting, by charter, the Chrestomathic system of instruction,
illegal, iv. 259-261. viu, 39-40.

- Charttlrs cannot be made the vehicle of - Treaties-how supported, after they be-
regal legislation for, iv. 261-263. come prejudicial, ii. 404.

- Qualificatlons necessary for founders of, Comnnssion-c-Examination by, vi. 421, oj, 2i ,
i. 497. 487, 495; VII. 375.

Colonization-Considerations as to educat- - The secrecy of examinations by, with
ing children for, in the case of a pressure the reasons assigned, vii. 540-542.
of population, ix. 443. - Special, for examining a witness, vi. 9.~_

Colquhouu=-Patrrck, the Police Magistrate - to examine wimesses-c-Expense of a,
-Account of, and friendship of Bentham iii. 413 n *.
for, x, 329. - Charity Inquiry - Its operations con-

- -- Letter from, on the value of land in sidered, v. 608.
America.,x. 329. Commissionofrehellion-Origin and nature

- - Letter to Charles Abbot about, x. of, iii. 350 n.
329·330.
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Commission of Burvey-Appointment of a, to
divide the country into election districts,
iii. 579-582.

Commissions ofinqulry,&S &means ofbafBing
Reform, iv. 424-425.

- - - Those appointed as to courts of
justice, noticed, vii. 218 n.

- - - The hoplessness of great legisla-
tive projects being accomplished through,
particularly with reference to the case of
Russia, iv. 516·528.

- - - Considerations regarding the pro·
per system of, and a criticism on the ex-
istmg system, In Plan of Inquiry Judica·
tories in Constitutional Code, ix. IBl·188.
See Legislature.

Commissions in the Army-Sale of, eon-
sidered, iii. 248.

- - - Method of disposal of, by Consti-
tutional Code, and comparison with the
practice in Britain, ix. 351·352. See De·
fensive Force.

Commissioners j when Government have
committed an abuse, they pay them to
inquire into it, and approve of it, ix.
73·74.

- of Real Property Inquiry-e-Communica-
tion to, forming the outline of a Plan of a
General Register, v. 417·435.

- in ba.nkruptcy under the old system, vi.
433.

- under the Bankruptcy Court Act-The
powers and duties of, v. 569-570.

Committee of justice-Parliamentary-The
uselessness of, v. 183-184.

Committee of Parliament-s-Mode of collect-
ing evidence by, vi. 35.

- of House of Commons-Method of in-
quiry before, favourably contrasted with
judicial procedure, ix. 185-187.

- Proper form of procedure in a, ii. 340.
- The practice of leaving Bums in bills to

be filled in by, noticed, v. 56B.
- Peculiarity of form of debate when

House is In, ii. 359-360.
- of inquiry into the cases in which judges

set aside Acts of Parliament, proposed, v.
181.

Committee-Continuation, of the Legisla-
ture, according to the Constitutional
Code, ix.170·172.

Committees=-Special-c-in legislative assem-
blies, ii. 372·373.

- of the whole House in legislative &S-
semblies, ii. 373.

Commodities-Relation of the propertion
of money to, iii. 45-46.

Common-Rights in-Nature of, iii. 183.
- Questions as to right of, ranked &Scom-

plex suits, ii. 81.
Commons-Improvements from division of,

i.342.
CoIlIlO_HouSE-Origin and progress of

the power of, ii, 444.

lxiv COM

CoIlIlO_HousE-The corruption of t.e
representative system in, ii. 293-294.

- - The privileges of, obt&ined by « inno-
vation," ii. 418.

- - Bill for more adequate representa-
tion in the, iii. 558-597.

- - Petitioning for reform &tt&cked &8
tending to lower, ii. 427.

- - Reform in-Resolutionsfor,prep&red
by Bentham, and moved by Sir F. Bur-
dett, x. 495-497.

- - How far it ean be called &n inde-
pendent branch of the Legislature 1 i. 279.

- - The interests represented in, xi. 60.
- - Purchase of seats in, considered, iii.

485-487.
- - Whotransact the business oft i. 28, n 11:.

- - Proposal that plaeemen should have
seats, but not votes in, iii. 490-495.

- - Publicity with regard to votes, bills,
and debates in, ii. 315·317.

- - Subjects of debate in the-Proposals
for exhibiting in visible type, x. 344.

- - Extraction of evidence before, vi. 29,
43.

- - Method of securing truth of evidence
in, vi. 305,306,312,313.

- - Procedure by, in examination of wit-
nesses, adduced as an argument for the
needlessness of oaths, v. 455,514.

- - Mendacity before, punished as con-
tempt, v. 220 n.

- - Criticism on the arrangement of
printing the papers of, and their tendency
to suppress the publicity of petitions, iii.
536-538.

- - Practice of allowing bla.nks in bills
in, ii. 357-358 ..

- - Seconding of motions in, ii. 358.
- - Restriction of speeches in, to ad-

mitted motions or their mtroduction, ii.
358.

- - Practice of addressing the Chair in,
iL 362.

- - Practice of not calling members in,
by name, ii, 363.

- - Practice of not imputing bad motives
in, ii. 363.

- - Illustrations of insidious amend-
ments, from the proceedings of, ii. 366.

- - Method of taking the vote in, ii, 371.
- - Arrangement &Sto the places of mem-

bers in, ii. 321.
- - Members who have received the

thanks of-Courtesy to, ii, 321.
- - Attendance of members of, consider-

ed, ii. 325.
- - Non-admission offemales to, ii, 327.
- - How strangers admitted to, ii. 326-32i.
- - Speaker of the. Ambiguous mean-

ing of the term, ii. 327 n.
- - Practice of, as to motions, ii. 335.
- - Practice of reading a bill before

King's speech, considered, ii, n5.
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C'OMMONS-HoUliC-Pr:Lctlce in, of motions Common Law-c-Iucognoscibility of it, v,

being tabled m the words in which 2:15-236; vi. 552.
they are to stand as acts. ii. 335-338. - - Impossible to obey it, because im-
Illustrations of contrary practice, 337- possible to discover, v. 546.
338 n. - - characterised as a Q,uasi-command,

- - Principle of the practice of ministers ill. 223.
leading the proceedings in, ii, 351-352. - - The dubiety and incorrigibility of,

- - Requisrtion of a quahfication for iv.483-487. Not the work of authorised
members of, considered, ii, 249. legislatures, but the joint manufacture of

- - Security to, agamst disturbance by judges, reporters, and booksellers, 483-
members, iii. 591-592, 596-597. 486. Attempts to remedy defects by

- - Index to Journals of, and method of forced constructions, and takmg distinc-
preparation noticed, ii, 228-229 n t. tiona, 487.

- - Bentham's correspondence with Lord ' - - The absence of provisions in, for
Lansdowne on an understood promise to I trust, fraud, accident, inquisrtion, account,
obtain a seat m, for him, x. 229-245. and the other provinces of Equity, shows

- - Committee of-Propriety of the sub- the want of codification, v. 486-488.
ject of procedure being referred to a, ii. 5. - - Origin of, vii. 19i.

- - Actual state of attendance in the, ill. - - Mendacrty encouraged by, VI. 307.
496-497. - - Lord Mansfield's exaltation of, VIi.

- - Members of-Their frequent absence 311.
from important questions, IX. 126. - - of service to the legislator-as a.

- - Members of-s-Universal constancy of guide to him in making statute law, iv.490.
attendance of, urged, Iii. 45 i-458. - - Correspondence with Brougham. as

- - Members of-Importance of con- to a Commission of Inquiry into, x. 574-
staney of attendance of, ni. 495-511. See 5i6.
Parliament. - - casually animadverted on, i. 153,

- - Blackstone's theory, that they have less llii, 185, 228, 333; ii, 395 n, 465; iii
wisdom than the aristocracy, 1. 27!!-280. 2.t0, 312, 389; iv, 257, 310, 396; v. 93,

- - Members of the-Dependence of, as 235,24; -249.256,260,286 n, 565. 3.4 n,
regards electors-Independence as re- 595 n; vi. 399; vn, 193, 25:], 495, 50.,
gards other quarters urged, hi. 4.';5-457. 534; vin. 539; ix. 25,158,465,4.2,513.

- - Members of= Illustrarione of gratui- - - See Judge-made Law.
tous service cited IIIopposition to Burke's Common Law and Equity-Distinction be-
opinion, v, 295. I tween, vi. 482; VIi. 290-291, 511.

- - Call of-a partial and inefficacious - - - - Distmction between-its ab-
remedy for non-attendance, ill. 508, 509- surdity, vii, 300-302.
510. - - - - Q,uarrel and compromise be-

- - Proposal for an inquiry by, into the tween, with the results, VII. 303-305.
cases in which judges refuse obedience to Common Law Courts-Extent to which ap-
Acts of Parliament, v. 181. peals from one to another capable of pro-

- - The papers of-theIr value, xi. 42. ceedmg Ill, examined, v. 519..
- - The preparation of Reports by com- - - - Raw materials out of which the

rmttees of, considered in rllustratiou of law of, constructed-conspiracy, blas-
the plan proposed in the Constitutional phemy, hbel, malice, breach of peace and
Code, ix. 185-187. Admitted to have the acts contra bonos mores, v, 484-485.
qualities of appositeness, clearness, cor- - - - Bandying of causes in, vii. 236-
rectness, &c., 185-186. Contrasted WIth 237.
the judicial extraction of evidence which - - - Their incapacity to afford reme-
tamted by sinister interest, 186-187. De- dies, giving rise to Equity, vu. 292-294.
fects m not having sanctions for truth, or • - - - Practice of, in relation to the
means of enforcing answers, 186-187. burthen of proof, VI. 138-139.

- - Reform of. See Parliamentary Re- - - - Conflicts of, with the Equity
form. Courts, vi. 172-1n.

Common bail characterized, vii. 283, 284- - - - Effect of Commission of Inquiry
285. , into, iii. 322.

Common council-an illustration of annual '1- - - Comnussloners' Report on, refer-
election, iii. 512-513. red to, on the method of choosing special

- - of London-Proposal to apply the I juries, v, 163 n.
principle of pecuniary competition to the Common Law Procedure-Exclusion of ex-
office of secondary by, xi. 31-32. amination of party by, vi. 436.

Common Iands=-Parnuon of-as a reform - - - Incongruities of mode of extrac-
in the law of real property, T. 391. tion of evidence by, vi. 471-482. Set

Common law-The nature of, viii. 573. Extraction.
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Common Law Courts-Profligacy of the sys-
tem, ii. 48.

- - - Technical evils of the system, ii.
170.

Common names a.s aggregations of indivi-
dual names posterior in creation, in the
history of language, viii. 189.

Common-place-Book - Bentham's - Ex-
tracts from, x. 69-77,84-85,125,141-147,
509-512, 517-519, 530-532,547-548; xi.
71-74.

Common Pleas--Jurisdiction of the, vii. 297.
- - Business stolen by, through fictions,

v. 493; vii. 285.
- - Form of obtaining delay in, on the

ground of absence of Witness, vii. 360.
- - Delay by writs of error from, VIi. 214.
- - Chief-justice of, confessing to a bill

of exceptions, vi. 418.
- - Chief-justice of-Profit to, from sham

writs of error, v. 93 n.
- - Prothonotary in-Secrecy of proce-

dure before, vi. 375-3i6.
Common Recoveries-a fiction of law, vii.

283-284.
Common sense-as a rule of action, i. 8 n.
- - Partisan of, and of moral sense, re-

presented in dispute, vi. 239.
Communication (Psychological) as one of

the mental faculties, V\1l. 281.
- - of impressions-as one of the human

faculties, Viii.76 n.
- (PhysiCal)-Means of, essential to pro-

cedure, it, 11.
- Judicial-s-in procedure, ii. 52-57. Sub-

ject matters, li2-53. Modes=-oral, writ-
ing, messengers, post, &c., 53. Means-
sccersinve, missive, 53-54. Securmg
accessibility, 54-55. Indication of habi-
tation to be made by party, 55-56. Diffi-
culties regarding accessibility of en-
minals, and of parties Without fixed
settlement, 56-57. Future-communica-
tion-securing memento, 57.

- Judicial-KlDds of, necessary on the
elicitation of defence, and persons com-
municated with, ii. 78-80.

- Judiclal-Demal of means of-Remedy
for, ii. 163-164.

Communrty-e-Intereat of. Meaning of ex-
pression, i. 2.

Community of goods-Inconveniences of, i.
341-342.

- -- - Incompatibility of with progres-
sion, i. 312.

Compact-The original, a fable-how cre-
ated, and for what purpose, iv. 447.

- See Contract.
Compactness, and its opposite desultorineas,

considered in relation to language, viii.
309.

Company-Source of danger to the unedu-
cated-Qf advantage to the educated, viii.
is,

Ixvi COM

Company= Good. Intellectual instruction
an introduction to, viii. 10.

Company in the British anny-Composition
of a, ix. 419.

Companies-Commercial. Reasons why
there may safely be community of goods
among, i, 342.

Comparatio literarum-Evidence by, vii.
177-180,181.

Comparative-proficiency principle, in the
management of the Chrestomathic school,
viii. 49.

Compansou- Nature of, as one of the human
faculties, viii. 75 n.

- analysed, as one of the mental faculties,
vni, 281-282. Is attention applied alter-
nately, 281. Cannot be satisfactorily
conducted between more than two things,
281-282.

- Difficulty of carrying on, between more
than two things, illustrated, viii. 108-
109 n.

- as an operation of Logic, viii. 225.
Compensation-e-Qualiflcations necessary to

the constitution of, ii. 28.
- Inapplicability of unbending rules to,

h. 31.
- Relation of, to punishment, i. 394.
- to the injured party-Subserviency to,

as a property of punishment, i. 94, 405;
iv. 199-201.

- What class of offences admits of, i. 140-
141.

- for offences-Principles of, i. 3il-3B8,
5i8-S80.

- for offences-how far it should fall on
the representatives of the offender, i.
523-524.

- Insufficiency of, an impediment to re-
forms, ii, 419.

- Principle of giving, ~ the holders of
places and pensions abolished, i. 320-321.

- Principle of giving, to public officers
affected by reforms, iii. 325-326.

- Prmciples of, with reference to reduc-
tion of offices, ii, 251-252.

- Application of, to officials affected by
law reform, v. 505.

- for the loss of proprietory seats by par-
liamentary reform, iii, 533.

- in case of emancipation of slaves, i. 346.
- for wrongful punishment, i. 527-528.

Impossible in case of death, ib.
Competency of witnesses-Restoratives to,

vii. 433-440.
Competency and incompetency-technical

application of the terms to evidence, vii.
384-385.

- - - Considered as attributives of wit-
nesses, vii. 77-78 n,

Competition-Free. Beneficial effects of,
i. 534.

- its effect in increasing skill and strength,
ii. 227.
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Competition-Prmciple of, as to rewards, ii. I Compulsion as an offence, i. 114.
225-229. I - Relation of, to punishment, i 393.

- Peeuniary-c-Application of the Principle I Compurganon by wager of law, vii. 70.
of, to all bargains by the Crown, v.324-328. - denounced by Blackstone, vi. 315-316 n,

- Pecuniary-Prmciple of appointment to Comyns-Cllief-Baron-noticed or quoted,
office by, defended, ix, 286-293. See Pe- vi. 228 n ; vii. 7, 195,273 n.
cuniary competition. Comyns' Abridgment referred to on unlaw-

- as a means of filling public offices-Ex- ful banishment, iv, 279 n.
planations as to, m reference to the pro- Concealment of an offender-Ease or diffi-
visions regarding in the Constitutional culty of, as mfiuencmg alarm, I. 77.
Code, v. 273-274. - Undue, as a cause of invalidity m con-

- as a means of filling offices-Application tracts, 1. 331.
of, to a general register, v. 423-424. - How far consistent with registration of

- Open-The adoption of, in drawing contracts, VI. 580-581.
codes of law, recommended, IV. 520-521, - as circumstantial evidence of guilt, vn.
545-551. 47-48.

- Burke's objection to the principle of, as ~- on examination, as evidence of delin-
applymg to official services, controverted, 'I quency, vii. 2,1-25.
v. 300-301. - of child-birth as an offence, VII. 20 n.

Complaint of wrong, &c., to judge. See 11 Concepnon as a mental operation of LogIC,
Application. VIii. 224.

- Absence of, when redress hopeless, fal- , Conceptive faculties of the mmd-e Apph-
laciously adduced to show tha+ reform! cation of methodtsation to the assistance
not desired, ii, 4:30-431. I of the, viii. 272.

Complamt-book-c-Incidental, iu the JUdi-I Conciliation courts-Inadequacy of, where
crary Establishment of the Consutuuonul not compulsory, XI. 55.
Code, IX. 500-502. I - - 8~, Reconcihation courts.

Completeness-a quality desirable in a lan- I' Concihatrve functions of Judge defined, ii, 47.
guage, vni, 1!!1. Conciseness as a quality of language-Its

- III language-Rules for, vui. 318. ,use" and purposes, 'Ill. 305.
- a primary quality III evidence, VI. 211. I - a term preferable to brevity, x. ,0.
- III testimony=-Attention nece""ary to 1- as opposed to verbosity III language, viii.

the production of, vi, 263 n t. 308-309.
- in testimony-c-Interroganon tends to, Conclusions from endence-Publicity a

produce, VI. :,32. I means of judging of the justice of" I 356.
Complex punishments, i. 490-516. See' Conclusive evidence-> An Imperfect hody of

Punishments. circumstantial held as, HI 09,72,73.
Complex affhctrve punishments, 1. 416·420. - glYlng the quahtyofbcmg. tu any portion
Complex and simple-SUIts ranked as,II. of evidence=-Exclusron occasioned by,

80-82 VI. 114,115; vii. 542·55B.
Complexity in the laws-Evils of. i. 324-326. - evidence-c Impropnety of the system of,
- as productive of entanglement III Legis- vii, 54~-547 I'resumes all witues-es on the

lation, iii. 249-250. other bide hars, 543. Puts power 111 the
- EVils of, in any science, ii. 464. hand, of mdividuals to rum others, 543-
Composinon of words as a means of enrich- 5,14. Conclusive absolutely, lb. Conclu-

ing a language, viii. 319. srve /list. 544. Cases in which It appears
Composltion-Llterary-Methodisation as rational, but in reahty IS not exercised,

applicable to, and the imperfections it is 5H-545.
used to overcome, VHi. 271-::!i2. - evidence, may with propriety exist to

- - Improvement as applicable to, Vlll.' the extent of incidental decision, vu. 54 'i-
312-320. See Language. 54!!.

Compounu interest-'fhe justice of admit- 1 - evidence-c Aberratrons of Roman and
tmg, Iii. 18-19. I English law in regard to, vu, "4fl-5Ml.

Comprehensiveness as a quality in language, I Wager of law. 54H-':;,;1. Action of debt,
viti. 309. ! lb. Detenue. lb. Tro,er,5.iO. Further

Compressedness as a property desirable in I' remarks by Editor-s-judgmeut by default,
style, Viii. 311. voiding contract" estopels, demand of

Compression of evidence within short time i best evidence, 551-.';1;8.
-Effect of, vii. 538·539. I' Concord as a department of universal gram-

Compromise of a case-a denial of justice mar, VHi. 355-3,';6.
caused by the state of the procedure law, ' Concrete-s-Etymology and definition of, VIii.
v.35. I 26.

Compromises-Proposed, in case of parha- - rdeas-c-distlnguished from abstract, viii.
mentary reform, Ih. 533. 26.
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Concretions. Ha.ve precedence of a.bstrac- Conditionality-Modes of, in the moods of

tions in the progress of the mind, viii. verbs, enumerated, viii. 353.
282-283. Condorcet noticed, ii. 462.

Concubinage--InB.uence which the rela.tions Conduct-Good. Security for, i, 519-520.
arising from, may have on testimony, vii. Oonfeesron=-Ne admission should be consl-
579-581. dered a.s amounting to, without interroga-

Concurrence of parties to sanction wha.t tion, vii. 3t.
should be done by judica.ture--Exa.mples - distinguished from confessorial evidence,
of, ii. 177. vii. 30-31.

Condilla.c- The Abbe-Work of, on Systems, - to Catholic priest-Disclosure of, should
characterised, iii. 51. not be demanded in evidence, vi. 98-99;

- Operations of synthesis and analysis con- vii. 366-368.
founded together by, viii. 121, 124-125 n. -- Retail in the Church of Rome-whole-

-- HIS complicated method of showmg the sale in that of England, v, 210-211.
successive discovery of the predicaments - to error 1U record-Effect of, vii. 436-438.
criticised, viii. 282-283, 285-286. Confessorial testimony, vi. 400-406 ; vii. 29-

- noticed, iii. 73; viii. 75 n, 322. 44,449-462. See Discredrtive Interroga-
Condition in life as an object of security by non ; Self-criminating; Self-disserving.

the Ia.w, hi. 213. - - taken if delivered out of court, not
-- -- -- as a special object of security in otherwise, vi. 472-474.

the Constitunonal Code, ii. 270. Confidence in official persons-a.buse of the
-- -- - Objects of, distinguished from term, v. 324.

those of property, i. 108-110, 135-136. -- violation of=-Character inferred from, i.
- - - Offences against, as a subdivision 78.

of the Penal Code, in. 166-169. Divided -- in governors-should be at the lowest
into Relationship, Fiduciary charge, Rank, point consistent With leaving them suffl-
and Profession, ib. cient operative power, ix. 62.

- -- - Offences against, a division of Confidence-mimmization Principle-Appli-
private offences, i. 99-100. cation of, to the members of a legislature,

-- -- - Offences against-Kinds of, i, ix.191-192.
119-137. Relancushrps divided into those Confinement-Close, how far it may be right,
which are legally superadded to the purely for the purpose of keeping an accused per-
natural, and those which are purely legal, son or a witness from mendacity- serving
119-120. Priority of consideration given suggestions, vi. 450-451. Succedaneum
to the most simple, 120. Legal Obliga-\ in taking an immediate exammation, ib.
tions, and wa.ys of enforcing them, 121. - Solitary, for debt, animadverted on, vi.
Master and servant,121-124. Guardian Iii.
and ward, 124-127. Parent and child, - Solitary, how far conducive to reforma-
127-129. Husband and wife, 129-131. tion, iv. 47.
Uncontiguous relationship, 131-132. CiVIl - Solitary, fallacy of its beiug a means of
conditions, (viz. rank, profession, &c.,) mental improvement, x. 530.
133-137. - Wrongful, as an offence, i. 114.

- - -- Offences against-Influence of' - See Imprisonment.
time and place on, i. 176-ln. Conflscanone-eattempted by judges, for

- - - Offences against, must be ex- their own use, ii. 12.
pressed through fictinous entities, viu, - General. Characteristics of, i. 320.
524-525. Conflagration-cone of the calamities to be

- -- - Forfeiture of, as a punishment, 1. watched by the Preventive Service Minis-
470-474. See Forfeiture. I ter in the Consntutioual Code, ix. 439.

- - - Right to, WIth relation to fOrfeit-j Conflicts of authority in admimstrational
ore as a punishment, i. 452. departments-Means of terminating, ix.

- -- -- of witness-Effect of, on probative I 452.
force, vi. 221. Conformity of experience, the origin of be-

- - -- Facts as to, the subject of regis- lief, vi. 236.
tration, vi. 567. Confrontation in court! of justice-Evil

- - - Whether breach of trnst is an from the want of,vi. 138-139.
offence against! i. 107. - The practice of, under Roman law,consi-

-- -- -- Arrangement of laws according dered, vi. 34,339, 501-404. Defined,501.
to the various species of, for facility of Proving identity, ib. Confined to criminal
reference, Iii. 193. cases, ib. Persons prosecuted ciVilly have

- - - Promulgation of the distinct laws apphed to be 80 criminally for the advan-
applicabl= to the various species of, i. 158. tage of, 502. Who may be interrogators

Conditions-Private. Rights and obliga- and respondents 1 ib. Only allowed "if
tions attached to, i, 343-358. need be" a.t discretion of judge, 503.
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Confrontation-Evils from the want of, and Conscience-Courts of. Casual notices of,

remedies where parties distant from each ii. 412 ; Iii. 402, 404.
other, ii. 100-101. Consciousness and unconsciousness, with re-

Confusion-Fallacies used for the purpose lation to intention, i. 35-36, 61.
of creating, n. 436-474. - as an ingredient of the mischievousness

ConfUSIOn of mind, as evidence of guilt, vii. of an act, 1. 74.
44-45. - with relation to human actions, i. 43-46.

Congress-Appointment of a, to decide dis- Advised and unadvised acts, 43. Refer-
putes between nations, recommended, ii. ence to existence or materiality, ib. Re-
552-554. ference to time, ib. Unadvised act may

- of United States-Protection to the mem- be heedless or not, ib. Nature and kinds
bers of, against libel, recommended as a of missupposal, ib, Illustration of the
model, ii. 281. positions laid down, 43-44. Connexion be-

Conjugates, as a department of Logic, viii. tween intentionality and consciousness.a-t.
323-327. Applied to the modifications of Rashness, lb. Good and bad intentrons-c-
the cluster of words called a verb, 323. Confusion of intention wrth motrve, lD

Should have been applied to the noun, the term, 44-45. Roman Law, 45-40.
323-324. Pnmitive and derivative con- Conscription-Military. The policy of a,
jugates, 324. Principal and accessory considered, IX. 397.
words (or those which have a meaning Consent as a mode of acquisition, 1. 330-334.
alone, and those which require to be a880- Consequences of actions- Deductions as to
ciated with others) distinguished, ib. disposinons from, i. 60-68. See D1SPOS1-
Accessories, attached or unattached, ib, nons,
The greater the number of conjugates the - The, of a mischievous act, analysed, i.
more manageable the language, ib. Means 69-76.
of enriching a language by analogy from - as indicative of the tendency of an act,
others-filhng up the deficient conjugates, i. 35.
324-325. Nouns, and their dmsion into - the proper subjects of the attributives,
real and fictitious entitles, 325-326. Ad- good and bad, i. 216-217.
jectives, as accessory expressers of entity, Consignees of persons and thmgs, in proposed
326. Order of discovery in conjugates, I DespatehCourt-QnailficatlOnsof,1ll.378.
327 -327. - or In-trust-holders-c Provisions as to,

- The filling up of, a means of enriching a in Despatch Court Bill, ni. 382-388.
language, VIi!. 319. Consistorial jurisdiction-e-Rase of, vii. 294.

Conjunctions-c-Analysls of-not a simple, as Consolation-False-or the submission to
supposed, but a composite part of speech, abuses, because there are worse else-
Viii. 357. where-a fallacy, ii. 431-432.

Conjunctions, Prepositions and Adverbs- I Consolidation of statutes -Attempts at,
The connexion between, and the drffieulty abortive, from want of means for quick
of forming distmct notions of, viii. 356. I reference from part to part, IX. 432 -433 n.

Connellan-Thadeus-Account of, and of Conspiracy-Character inferred of those who
his exertions in educating the working engage in, i. 78.
classes, With proposal for employing him - POSitIOn of, as an offence, in the Penal
in the instruction of Irish labourers in Code, iii. 170.
New York, x. 500-503. - An offence created by the peculiarities

Connexions-Imputations from the char- of the monarchical system-has no place
acter of, a fallacy in debate, ii. 416. in a democracy, IX. 37-36.

- of a delinquent-how far Ins punishment - Histoncal investigation of the employ-
should be regulated so as to protect them I ment of the term in charges of sedmon,
from suffermg by it, 1. 4ii -478. v, 247-249.

- in the way of support, burden, sympathy, - Pumshment of, by King's Bench, ii. 12G.
and antipathy, defined, ~. 25-26. ' - more Justly attributable to the pursuer.

Conquests-Uselessness of, to a free people, than to the defendants, in Government
ii, 557. prosecutions, v, 249.

- Crown's right to the subject of, con- Conspiratorial evidence examined, vii. 32.
sidered, IV.266-269. Cannot be resumed Constables-Propriety of advertising the
when parted with, ib. names and designations of, x, 338.

Conscience-How It may be made an ex- Constant-e-Benjamm. Bentham's opinion
cuse for despotism, ii. 409. of, x. 467.

- Effect of coercion on, i. 564-.565. Coustantme the Great adduced as illustrat-
Conscrence-c-Courts of, VI. 31i; vii. &33. mg the operation of prejudices m punish-
- - Natural procedure before, vn, 321. ments, i. 412.
- - illustrate the value Met on Judicial Constantmople-c-visited by Bentham on hi ...

power and distinction, ix. 485. way to Russia, x. 152-157.
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Constituents-Advantages to, of the plans

of Reform in the Reform Catechism, iii. 549.
- Dependence of Representatives on, urg-

ed, Iii. 454-456.
- Publtcity necessary to let the wishes of,

be known to their Representatives, ii,
311-312.

Constituent Assembly of France-Exami-
nation of the Declaration of RIghts by, ii.
491-524.

CONSTITUTION-Essentials of a, according to
the French Declaration of Rights, 11. 520-
521.

- Absurdity of anyone remaining un-
changed, unless a representative demo-
cracy, x, 517.

- Plea for the, being an exposure of the
rllegalmes and uncousntunonal legisla-
tion in the Government of N. S. Wales,
iv. 249-284. See New South Wales.

- Proposal for restormg the, as to Juries,
v, 163-175.

- British-Has its good and its bad points,
in.562.

- - Estimate of the merits and demerits
of, i. 185; it. 120; vn, 451; XI. 62.

- - Ascendancy of the monarchical and
anstocrancal power Ill, lit. 438.

- - Operation of, dependent less than
others on conduct of officials, ii. 427.

- - Bad parts of, held up to admiration
and example, because the country has
prospered in spite of them, iv. 445-447.

- - Blackstone's praise of, criticised, i,
277 -283. Imperfect consideration given
to the Executive authority, 2ii -279.
The three branches said to be independent
of each other, 279. Wisdom of the aristo-
cratic branch, 280-281. Proof of perfec-
tton-vmathematical demonstranon, 282-
283.

- - Paine's assertion of the non- existence
of, ii . .';~l.

- - The more corrupt It becomes, the
more dangerous IR criticism of it under
the hbellaw, v. 244.

- - Support that would be given to the,
by a currency of circulatmg Annmtynotes,
ill. 145-146.

- - Subversion of, a charge against the
Radicals in hng's speeches, Ill. 602-603.

- - Subversion of, while charged against
Radicals, perpetrated through the SIX
Acts, ill. 621·622.

- - Peculiar demand for fallacies in the
political discussions under, u. 481-482.

- - Apphcation of the words balance and
mixed to the, iii. 450-451.

Constitution-Matchless. Use of the term
as a vague generaltty, and its fallacy ex-
amined, ii. 442-445.
- Crimes that have been perpetrated

under the term, vin, 472.
Consntutions=-Clauses of rmmutabihty in- I
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a declaration of infallibility, and prohibi-
tion of improvement, viti. 483.

Constitunons=-Antiquated. Letter to the
Portuguese nation on, viii. 482-485.

COlIJ!titutional Code for the use of all nationt
professing liberal opinions, vol. IX. See
Code.

- - Notice regarding the preparation of
the, v. 265.

- - Preface to original edition of Book
II. of-descriptive of the state and pro-
spects of the work, ix. 146-147.

- - Leadmg principles of the, n, 269-274.
- - Ends aimed at in the, ii, 269-272.

Subsistence, abundance, security, and
equality, 269-270. Objects of security
-against calamity and hostility, 270.
Hosnlity from external enemies or inter-
nal,270·271. Equality, distribution, &c.,
271-272.

- - Means employed for attaining the
ends of, ii. 2i~-2i 4. Securing appropriate
official aptitude. 272. Rules for moral
aptitude, 2i 3. For intellectual and ac-
tive, 273-2i4.

- - Prescnptions or bearings of the other
branches of law to, IX. 34-41. See CIVil
Law; Penal Law; Procedure Law; FIll-
ancial Law; Military Law.

- - Name, situation, boundaries, and di-
visions of territory of, IX. 147-150. Name
and boundaries, 147. Election districts,
ib. Subdistricts and BIB-subdistricts, lb.
Alterations at discretion of Legislature,
ib. Considerations as to dIVISIOnand sub-
diVISIOn by common dividend, 147-148.
Local Headmen, 14B. Adaptation of dr-
Vision to judicature, 148-149. The French
divisions, 149. The Enghsh=-ecclesiastl-
cal and temporal, 149-150.

- - Ends and means of, ix. 1.50-153.
Greatest happmess of greatest number the
chief end, 150. Means-c-maxnmzmg ap-
titude=-nummizlng expense, lb. Apph-
cation of economy to rewards and pun-
ishments-to pleasures and pam, 150-15 I.
Maximizing moral, intellectual, and ac-
tive aptitude, 15 I. The sovereign rulers
to be those who have interest m the great-
est happiness, lb. Su bordinates to be re-
sponsible, 151-152. Three principles as
to offices-Pubhc examination, pecuniary
competition, and responsibihty for de-
putes, 152. Responsibrluy divided into
pumtional, satisfacnonal, and dislocatron-
al, and into legal and moral, 152-15:1.
Legal divided mto Judicial and adminis-
trational, 153.

- - Sovereignty in the people by, ix,
1.53.

- - Authorities of, ix.153·IM. Consti-
tutive, 1.';3-154. Legislative, 1.54. Ad-
mimstrative, lb. Judiciary, ib. Grouped
as the Government, the Execntive, and
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the Operative, lb. Meaning of the word nexion with, ix. 15i-160. See Pubhc-opm-
Supreme, ib. Distribution over divisions, ion tribunal.
ib. Offices all single-seated except the Constitutlve-Supreme-Proper principles
legislative, ib. Unlimited auxiliaries for of, for a free State, IX. 95-113.
whom their employers responsible, ix, 154. - - Means of Government, in connexion

Constitutional Code-CoustitutIve authority with the principles of, IX. 95-96. Power
according to, ix, 155-160. See Constitu- cannot be exercised by all at once, 95.
tive. Not necessary, however, that there should

- - Legislature of, ix.160-198. See Le- be an absolute and unvarymg division
gislature. into governors and governed, lb. Should

- - Examination of the simple and the always be displaeeable, ib. The greatest
Federative systems of' Government, In re- number are those who will have the hap-
lation to, ix, 643·647. pmess of the greatest number most at

-- - See Advocates-Eleemosynary, and heart, 95·96.
Government: Inaugural Declaration : - - Authorlries in a State in connexion
Judges: Judiciary collectively: JudICiary with, IX. 96. Collective term for any sort
Messengers : Judicrary Prehensors: Jus- of ruler, ib. Grades=-Constrtutive the
nee Mimster : Lawvers= Professronal: highest, lb.
Legislature: Local Headmen: Mims- -- - the sovereiguty lies In, ix. 96-98.
ters : Prime Munster : Registrars: Sub- Only function of Government the people
legislatures. can use, and one they are quite fit for, 96-

Constitutional branch of a body of L:tw- Hi. Only when there is popular electiou
nature of, i. I :;3 is there a supreme constitutive, 9i. People

Constitutional distribution of the powers of -a brief expression for electors under It
a State. in connexion With the principle popular system, lb. QualificatIOn of the
of Irrevocable laws, 11. 404. people, in moral, cognoscitrve, judicative,

Constituttonal Law-Nature and Province and active aptitude, lb. Sovereign power
of, IX. 9-11. Implies a distinct constitu- means that of locating legislators, 97-98.
non, or designation of the person to whose Considered as choosing agent", 98.
power the others are subjected, 9. Eng- - - Reasons for Its bemg m the people, ix.
hsh constitution, so termed, not withm I 98-101. The analogy from the ability of
the definition, lb. The operative and all persons not miners or imbecile, to em-
eonstitutrve-c-drstmet branches, ib, Ob- ploy agents for the management of their
ject=-secunty against misrule.rb, Involves private affairs, presumptrve of ability to
the pumtronal responsrbrhty of Rulers, 9- do so, by the public, 98-99. Shown that
10. The impracncabrhty of obtammg this no mdrvidual or small number of the State
in the various classes of monarchies, lU.[ in question, or in a foreign State, can have
Best obtained where the largest practica- the same interest 1Il right management,
ble number share in the Government" f19-](10. The power of granficanon to
10-11. I that sinister mterest which mfiuences all,

Constitutional offences-Jury trial specially, taken away when the people have the
necessary for, 11. 119. I constitutive, 100. Hlustratrons from Ame-

Constitutional Reform, wherein it differs In i rica-- Washington, Colonel Burr, 100-101.
intention from radical, x. M18. I - - Why not III One, IX. 101-103. Snnster

Constitutrve Authority by the Constitu- interest and exemption from tutelary con-
tional Code, IX. 155-160:- trol, 101. If the system be adopted, chance

- - What, and in whom, IX. 15,';. Source the best crrterion, lb. Monarchy only
of all power, ib. In the Whole body, de- defensible on the ground that the happi-
ductmg females, minors, and non-readers ness of the people not worth pursuing, or
and passengers, ib. that a monarch pursues it best-both con-

- - Powers of, ix. 1j5-156. The func- fnted,101-102. Answer to objection that
tions,155. Locative-Exercised to their in many countries the experience for self-
deputies and the members of sub-Iegisla- government IS insufficient, 102-103. Power
tures,155-156. The dislocative=-To the of dislocating, 103.
Legislators, Prime Minister, Admimstra- i - - Dislocative function of, or power of
tive Mmisters, Justice Minister, JUdICI- I removing from office-why universal, ix.
ary Functronaries, Local Headmen, Sub- 103-106. Necessary to prevent the ('0\1-
legislatures, 156. Use of.m the districts.fb. stitution from lapsing into a less popular,

- - Powers of, how exercised, ix, 156- 103. Danger of legislators and officials
15i. Locative fuuction-e Elecnon code, playing into each others hands, ib. Abuse
156. Dislocative function by the entire ofpatronage-jobbing,&c., 103-104. Silent
constitutive, 156- !.S7. By the constitutive operation of the corruptive influence, 104.
of'a district, I f,j. Punifacnve function, ib. Even the pubhc-opmion tribunal, by com-

- - The Public-opinion tribunal in con- mendanon of gratitude, &c, aid" the
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corruption, 104·105. Prohibition and Contempt of conrt--Punishment for, char-
punishment ineffectual to put it down, 105. acterized, vi. 23 n,
By rendering offlcrals eligible only by the - - - Procedure on, by attachment, vi.
legislator, danger of demagogues having 476·477.
influence to locate and dislocate obviated, - - - Mendacity on examination before
105· 106. the House of Commons punished as,VI. 305.

Constitutive-Supreme-Meansofexecution Contested.lnterpretation.Reporting Func-
of the functions of, ix. 106·110. As to tion of judges by Constitutional Code, ix.
dislocation, better it should be by non-elec- 502·504.
tion at the fixed period, than by positive Contestor General. An officer to oppose
removal,106.107. Suffrage-Universality, unmerited rewards, ii. 221.
secrecy, equality, and annuality of, recom- Contiguous-proflciency principle in the ma-
mended instead of the usual expressions, nagement of the Chrestomathic School,
107. Umversality, 107·109. Secrecy, viii. 47.
109. Equality, ib. Annuahty, 109·110. Contmgency and certainty-practically dif-
See Suffrage. fer only m degree, vii. 402.

- - Moral aptitude for the purposes of, - Property depending on, by what charac-
shown to be inversely, as altitude in the terisncs the value of, affected, vii. 574.
scale of political influence through wealth, Contingent interest, an exception to the ex-
power, or rank, ix, 110·113. clusionary rules of evidence, vii. 401·402.

- - Reasons why the legislative power Continuation committee of the Legislature,
should not be in, ix, 117. according to the Constitutional Code, ix.

Consul-Nature and functions of a, ix. 229. liO·H2.
Consultation of Judges by persons in doubt Contmuous quantity as distinguished from

as a safeguard from breach of law, ii. 39· discrete, vm. 201·202.
40. Continuous and expednable-c Suits ranked

- of counsel considered, vii. 315·318. as, ii. 84·85.
Consumers-Idle-increase of an evil, iii. 'I Contraband offences-Difficulty of gettmg

73·/4. public feeling to sanction the suppression
Consummative Decree-when granted,ii. 91. of, from the mischief not being obVIOUS,
Consumption-c-Avoidance of, considered as ix, 440·441.

one of the sources of abundance, IX. 13·14. CONTRACT-Definition of a, i. 269 n.
Propriety of leaving the question of con- - nature of, as an event conferring a right,
suming or hoarding to each individual's iii. 187.
choice, ib. - transactions comprehended under the

- The forms of, divided into use and depe- word, VI. 62 n,
nuon, in. 39. - Marrlage=-Draught for a, v. 400·402.

- 'I'axes on-always fall where there is 1- between governor and governed-How
some fund to pay them, ii. 5i3. far such a document may be a security

- Taxes on, the best kind of Impost, ii. 580. against misrule, vm. 575.
Contagious diseases-To be attended to by - Original-The supposal of, as a founda-

the Preventive Service Minister, in the tion for existing governments controvert-
Constrtutional Code, IX. 439. ed, I. 242; h. 501·502.

Contammation-e-An evil which the rich of- - Original. Blackstone's remarks on the,
ten look on With indifference or satisfac- criticised, i. 261 ·262,267 ·272. The idea
tion, as one which the poor alone are ex- fallen on, because it is considered right
posed to, v, 533. to keep contracts, 267·270.

- in prisons fostered by judicial delays, v. - Management of the Revenue, &c., by,
468. as compared With trust, it. 249·251.

- III prisons-not to be avoided by classifi- - Management of a Panopticon Peniten-
cation when there are many in one class, tlary to be by, i. 498.
IV. 137·138. - Application of the system to the Panop-

Contempt-Injury that may be done to an ticon, IV. 47·49, 52·54. Powers and liabi-
mdivrdual by excinng, I. 3ii. lities of contractor, and his profits, ib,

- The faculty of turning abuses into, essen- Objections to contractors answered, 49.
tial to their reformanon, ii. 422·423. Checks on contractors, 52·54.

- employed against Reformers, and for the - System of, for Panoptieon vindicated and
protection of abuses, v. 96. illustrated, iv. 125·134. Favourably

- A feelmg not experienced towards compared with board and trust manage-
power, v. 243. ment, as more efficacious, affording less

- Uses of, iu punishment, i. 418. opportunity for peculation, being more
- Pumshment by, I. 455. See Moral Sane- economical, giving more responsibility to

tion. the public, lb.
Contempt ofcouzi.-Uses made of the charge - regarding aerviees-c Principles of, i.340·

(If, in. 359 n, 341.
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Contracts as a general title of the Civil I Contradictoriness-can only take place be-

Code, iii. 190-192. Should all be enforce- tween two assertions, viii. 103-104 n.
able, unless special reason to the contrary, Contradictory formula-Use of, in fixing the
190. Original and Adjective-expressed principles of division, in subalternanon,
and understood, 190-191. Division of viti. 103-105.
contracts-Promises, Disposition or trans- Contrast-Rule. for the clear expression of,
fer,and Mixed, 191-192. in language, viii. 31i.

- Laws called, as an excuse for holding Contributions- -voluntary, for relief of the
them to be irrevocable, ii, 403-404. poor-Effects of, i. 315-316.

- Authentication of, vu. 176-180. Control-maxmnzation pnnciple+-Apphca-
- as subjects of preappointed evidence, vi. tion of, to members of a Legislature, IX.

508-509. 191-192.
- Use of preappointed evidence as applied Convenient-Use made of the word, to serve

to, vi. 513-515. Prevention of non-noto- siruster purposes, v. 597 n.
riety and obhvion, of spuriousness, and of Convents- In what manner their dissolution
unfairness, 513. Revenue, 514. Cases an attack on the security of property, 1.320.
where the unfairness results from the Convention-vWhether a Government was
nature of the efficient cause, 514-515. ever founded on ! in. 219 ."

- Application of formalities to, VI. 515- - Necessity of a, to the constitntion of po-
530. See Formalities. htical society, according to 81e)'e8, con-

- Legislation should point to the encour- sidered, 11. 530.
agement of fair, prevention of SpUriOUS, Couvennon-i-National, of France-Address
vi. 532·533. to.on the emancipation of colonies, IV.407·

- The exclusion of evidence of, unless by 418.
script in a prescribed form, considered, Conversation-s-Principles of politeness in reo
V!. 48, 64, 128·134. ference to topics of, x. 518·519.

- Reason why written the best evidence Conversation-tubes-c-Plan for employing,
of, vi. 71. in the public offices, ix, 327.

- those the fulfilment of which is mischiev- - - The extent to which they may be made
ous to society, should not be protected, vii. use of in prisons, manufactories, &c., con-
474. sidered, iv. 84.

- should be the subjects of registration, Conversion of Stock into Note Annuitics-e-
vi. 63 n. Plan for the, iii. 105-153.

- Registration of, iii. 83·84; vi. 567, 575· Conveyancing. Mr Humphrey's proposed
582. See Registration. Reforms in, commented on, Y. ilB9-416.

- Distincnon between recordation of the con- See Real Property.
tents of, and of the mere fact of their being Convicts-c-Apphcauon of laborious puuish-
entered Into, vi. 567 n. See Registration. ments to, 1. ~3i ·441.

- Use of distinct paper for each kind of, - Best means of extracting labour from-
With the legal regulations printed on the Punishment and reward, IV. 12-13.
margin, vi. 522. - Method of applying indelible marks to,

- Nomenclature of Roman Law as to, considered, IV. 20·21.
cnticised, ill. 189·190, 191. - The means ofdealmg with, on expiry of

- Promulgation of the laws applicable to, imprisonment, considered, IV. 21-22.
i. 159. - How far punishment can be applied to,

- Causes of invalidity in, i. 331·333. Un- for their conduct when in confinement, iv.
due concealment, 331. Fraud, lb. Co- 26·27.
eroion, ib. Subornation, ib. Erroneous - Employment of,in useful works, iv. 27 -28.
supposition of obligation, 331·332. Error - Employment of, under the Panopticon
as to value,332. Public inexpediency, Plan, iv 41·53. See Panopticon.
332·333. - Escape of, how obviated by Panopticon

- Government. Introduction of the prin- Plan, iv. 46. See Escape.
ciple of competition m, n. 228. - Proper limitations of powers of keepers

- National-should be left to the sanction over, IV. 52·54.
of the people, otherwise may create a - Separation of male from female-how
despotism, IX. 161-162. provided for in the Panoptieon Plan, iv.

Contracting-Persons capable of, iii. 193. 134·137.
Contraction by fUSIOn,as a source of motion, - Effect of allowiug them to associate in

Viii. 142. bodies-a pubhc opnuon of their own, and
Contractors-Interest of, to oppose innova- emulation m crime, iv. 137·138.

tion, ii. 420. - Unjust punishment of. by the transpor-
- Exclusion of, from Parliament, i. 536. tation system, which precludes their re-
Contradictions-verbal. Impossible facts turn on expiry of the assigned period, IV.

distinguished from, \11. 79. 192.195,272-276
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Convicts-Their lives wantonly sacrificed by Copnla-as part ofa proposition, not synony-

the transportatron system, iv. 196-199. mous with verb, viii. 189.
- Difficulty of finding evidence of crimes Copy-Ambiguity of the word, vii. 130.

among, iv. 224-226. - and original-How to dtstinguish be-
- Liberated. Auxiliary establishment for, tween, vii. 150-152.

i. 501. Copies-c-Arrangements for securing the fide-
- Liberated. Method of providing for, in lity of, vii. 149·150.

connexion WIth the Panopneon Peniten- - Aberrations of English law as to ad-
tiary, iv. 165-171. mission of, vii. 169·170.

- Treatment of, in Penal Settlements, i. - Extent to wluch they can be trusted in
491·497. comparison WIth originals, vi. 171-174.

- Examples of the profligacy and abandon- - Conditions and arrangements for receiv-
ment of, in Penal Settlements, iv. 212·248. ing, in evidence, vii. 143·149.

- See Bamshment ; Impnsonment; Panop- - of writings-The manifold system of
ticon ; Transportation. writing recommended as the only means

Convtction-e- Forms of, prescribed by statute, of obtaining, with certainty of accuracy,
vi. 414. v, 432·435.

- Summary, in certain cases of theft, vii. - See Transcripts.
504-506. Copying-a means of pubhcity in courts of

- of an innocent person-Rarity of, vii. justice, vi. 354 .
.:;23. Copying machines-Plan for, vi. 576-577 n.

- of an innocent person-Inquiry a~ to the Copyholds-Reductionof,totbe state of free-
reasons for presuming that cases of, have holds, as a reform m conveyancmg, v. 391.
occurred, J. 447-448. - Inconvemences of the system of, i. 342.

- of an innocent person. Actual extent of Copyholders-e-Inquiry whether they ever
the evils occasioned by, ii. 133. held the franchise, iii. 460 n.

Convictions of offences-Advertisement of, Copyright--Nature of the privilege, i. 136.
as a means of punishing with infamy,i.460. Coraa-c-Dr-i-Account of, x. 535.

- Rewards for. Absurdity of not allow- Corn. Table of imports and exports of, from
ing the prosecutor to be a witness in case 1792 to 1812, iii. 102·103.
of, iv. 3'1.'>-396. - Free trade in, the best security for sub-

- Inquiry into the comparative number of, sistence, iii, 71.
III Scotland, x. 12fl·131. Corn Laws-The. Interests served by, and

Convulsions-CIvil, destructive to industry, effects of, iii. 99-100.
i. 310-311. Cornwallis-Lord, noticed, x. 94, 108, 260.

Conyers,thewatchmaker,noticed,viii.148n. Coronataon-c-Idleness of presuming a com-
Cooke-Captain, noticed, i. 496; x, 95. pact in the ceremony of, I. 271.
Cooperatrve-hearmg-proposing missive, in Coronanou-Oath-c-Efficacy of, as an instru-

procedure, ii. 115. mentforopposingimprovement, v. 207 -209.
Co-Parties. Method of communication with, - - Injunctions in, regarding the Church

on elicitation of defence, m JudICial pro- refer to the executive-not the legislatrve,
cedure, ii. 79. ii. 408-409.

- - Exclusion of the testimony of, for or - - An excuse to George III. for his
against each other, considered, VIi. [j06- conduct to America, ii, 117-118 n.
517. Absurdity of the rule, 506·!;07. Coroner-Method of perfonnmg the func-
Case of plaintiffs more than one, 507·509. tions of, in the Constitutional Code, ix,
Defendants more than one-how far they 628·629.
may grve evidence in favour of one another, Coroners-Inefficiency of oaths exhibited
509-512. How far against, .512-517. III proceedings before, ii. 41.

Copiousness-a property desrrable in a Ian- Coroner's-Inquests-Proceedings of, in Sui-
guage, viii. 191. cide, 1.479-480.

- a property desirable in style, viii. 311. Corporal injuries-Legislation as to, in
- as opposed to poverty or scantmess in Penal Code, I. 164·168.

language, vin. 309. - - Their place in the subdivision of the
- Its relation to Simplicity as a property Penal Code, iii. 164.

in language, viii. 309-310. - - Analogical punishment in cases of,
- Its rank as a property in a language, i, 408.

viii. 310, 312. - - Irreparable: how satisfaction for, to
- Rules for the improvement of language be measured, i. 372.

in respect of, viii. 318. - - Prohibition of acts preparatory to,
Co-plaintiffs-c-Exclusion of the evidence of, considered, i. 560-561.

for or against each other, vii. 507-509. - - Simple-Nature of, i. 113·114.
CoplE'y-J. S. (Lord Lyndhurst) noticed, '1'_1- - Simple. Example of a sectron of the

362. Penal Code concerning, iii. 174-175.
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Corporal insults-Satisfaction with refer-

ence to, i. 377-381.
Corporal punishments-The principles of,

considered, i. 413-450. Simple afflictive,
413-416. Complex affhctive, 416-420.
Restrictive pumshments, 420. Imprison-
ment and imprisonment fees, 420-431.
Other territorial confinements, 431-435.
Simply restrictive, 435-437. Active or
laborious,437-441. Death,441-450.

- - carry the greatest amount of mfamy
with them, i. 460-461.

- - Absence of, a feature in the Chresto-
mathic system of education, viii. ]'~-16.

- - while abolished in Lancastnan and
other schools for poor children, preserved
in those of the aristocracy, vin. 15-16.

Corporate bodies-Absence of individual
responsibility 111, vi. 557 -558.

Corporate interests-inimical to those of the
public at large, iv. 387.

Corporate rights-Questions as to, ranked
as complex suits, ii. 81.

Corporanons=-Illustranons of punishment
of, i. 483-484.

- Principle of creating, for popular im-
provement and instruction, iii. 41.

- Close-constitute infringements on pre-
perty, i. 319.

- Limited sublegislation of, how far com-
patible with a supreme legislature, iv.
315-316.

- Membership of, as constituting rights
in reJation to forfeiture as a punishment,
i.452.

- Delays in actions against, vii. 221.
- The Immutable rules of, au instance in

which the legislation of private indivi-
duals is allowed to outlive that of the
legislature, i. 334.

Corporation and Test Acts-Principles and
Prejudices on which they were founded,
i. 437.

- - - Effects of, in narrowmg the field
of competition, ii, 227.

- - - Moral effects of the, ii. 265-266.
- - - Practical operation of, vii. 424.
Corpusdelicti-Rule asto,considered, vii. 69.
Correction-House of. See Hard Labour j

Prison Discipline.
Corrections and alterations-c-How to make,

on autograph writings, vi. 536-567.
Correctness-a property desirable in a

language, viii. 191.
- as opposed to mcorrectness in language,

viii. 309.
- in language-Rules for, viii. 31B.
- not susceptible of degrees, vi. 250.
- Approach to, the result of increase of

attention, vi. 226.
Correctness and Completeness-as qualities

in evidence. See Trustworthiness.
- - - as primary quahties in evidence,

vi. 21, 211.
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Correctness anti Completeness-Instruments

for secunng, as primary qualities in Evi-
dence, vi. 22-28.

Correspondence-Means of, essential to a
free government, ri. 287.

- Interrogation by. See Epistolary In-
terrogation.

- Settling a channel of, between litigants,
vii. 229-230.

Corrupt-the term as applied to qualify
perjury, vi. 305.

CORRI:PTION-Historical sketch of the man-
ner in which it may arise in a consntu-
tional state, IX. 104-105.

- Examination of the nature of, in con-
nexion with the Constitutional Code,
ix, 64-76. Etymology, 64. Might be ap-
plied to the effect produced by intimida-
tron, but most generally associated with
the distribution of the matter of desire,
64-65. Designed and undesigned-for-
mer where direct effect produced by the
cause: latter where obsequiousness crea-
ted, 65. May be in mdividuals as in the
system of government, 65-66. Influene«
of fear-power of removal from office, 66.
Ordinary corruption more influential than
coercion, as exercised Without effort, 66.
Incompatibility of coercion With a limited
monarchy-compatibility of corruption,
ib. Falsity of the professions of those
who take the bribe, that it does not influ-
ence them, 67. List of points for consi-
deration, where a functionary corruptly
Violates his trust, 67-68. Nature of the
smister effect produced, 68. Shapes that
the benefit may take-positive and nega-
tive j the latter consisting in the avoid-
ance of punishment, ib. Who may be the
corruptes, ib. Hand receiving the benefit
may be the corruptee, or any person hav-
ing connexion or sympathy WIth him, 68-
69. The corruptors themselves=-difflculry
sometimes of completely distinguishing
from the corruptees, ib. The Immediately
corruptmg hand, ib. Two kinds of cor-
ruption-before or after the service is
done, ib. In the former case no necessity
for any special act of corrupnon= the
practice of paying for the services produces
them, 69-70. Where the service is per-
formed after the corruptive matter is re-
ceived, gratitude is the pnnciple founded
upon, and it is praised as a VIrtue, 70.
Hold through fear of the reproach of per-
fidy, ib. VIrtue should be in the break-
ing rather than the observance of such
engagements,71. The matter of corrup-
tion may be the immediate or the unim-
mediate applying, ib. Of the latter sort
are wars and distant dependencies erea-
tmg sinister interests, ib. Vast extent of
the corruptive matter in the hands of the
Crown and its dependants m Britam,
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71-72. Perpetual laudation and gratitude
to a king when he is the channel of wealth,
as if he were its fountain, 72·73. Cor-
ruption more necessary to the monarch in
a mixed than in a pure monarchy, 73. Pe-
culiar feature of It iu this country-when
an abuse is admitted by Government,
Government commissioners appointed,
with salaries, to inquire into it, 73-74. In-
fluence ou Parhament=-both the Outs and
the Ins, 74. The influence applied by our
laws and institutions themselves, without
any positive acts, called self-corruption,
74-75. Cannot be avoided where Legrs-
lative and Executive united, 75. Judi-
cial self-acting corruption, by setting the
common law above the Legislature, i5.
Enumeration of classes liable to corrup-
tion, lb. Cannot be completely excluded
anywhere, but arrangements possible for
~e_d~cmg It to the smallest possible extent,
11)-16.

Corruption-e-Pla ce of, m the Penal Code as an
offence, m, 167.

- How disguised under the term influence,
iv. 440.

- Uses made of the expression, ii. 438-439.
- venality, &c., as desrguanve of motives,

i. 198.
- Special junes a special engine of, v,

76·84.
- Tendency of the Usury Laws to, iii. 11.
- Emoluments of office should be on a

scale likely to exclude, ii, 244-245.
- Extent of, occasioned by promiscuous

intercourse of criminals, i. 4:!7 -429.
- Progress of, at beginning of nineteenth

century, iii. 442-445.
- Extent of the influence of, in limited

monarchies, ix. 28-29.
- Extent of, as exercised under the British

constitution, ii. 442-445.
- as produced by diatribution of honours,

ix. 85-86.
- of legislative bodies-Publicity as a

protection from, ii. 370.
- Extent of, by means of pla.cemen in

Parliament, iii. 490-495.
- of members of a Legislature by the mon-

arch-its nature and effect, iv.432-437.
Distinguished from delusion, 432-433.
Sources-the matter of good and evil : lat-
ter(mvolving fear of deprivanon) the more
powerful, 433-434. Modiflcanons, 434.
Patronage peculiarly dangerous, as its ope-
ration unlimited, ib. Not necessary that the
corruption should be intentional, 435; and
not necessary that the matter should be
determinately present to the corruptee's
mind, 435. Affectation of struggling
against bribery, 535. Possession of a lu-
crative office for life no safeguard, 436.
Cause and effect of corrupuon III wars
and distant dependencies, ib. Only re-
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medy for corruption popular power of re-
moval,437.

Corrupnon=-Non-astendance of members of
Parliament favourable to, ill. 500-501.

- Preservatives against, in the case of Par-
liamentary representanves, iii. 454-457.

- Means of impeding, in the case of a Le-

I
gislature by certain restramta on reeligi-
bility, ix. 174-175.

- at elections-Motive leading to, i. 51.
- at elections-The course of, traced, iii. 558.
- at elections-Forms and instrnments of,

iii. 476-482.
- at elections-Analysis of the operation

of, and means of defeating, iii. 453-454.
- at elections-Application of disfranchise-

ment as a punishment for, I. 484.
- Patronage in the colonies a means of, ii.

548,558.
- How far it is attributable to English

judges, v. 539-541. Sources-subser-
viency to government, incomes by fees,
and class prejudices, ib.

- JudiCial-Effects of, ii, 124.
- Judicial-e-Nature and extent of, vii. 331-

332.
- Legal and judicial. See Fee-Gathering

System. Interest-smister. Judges. Law-
yers.

- Popular. Employment of the expression,
by the opponents of reform, II. 453-455.

- probably an origmatmg cause of exclu-
sion of evidence, vii. 391.

Corruption of blood characterized, vii. 436-
437.

- - - as a punishment, considered, i.
473, 480-482.

- - - Punishment of, a point of the
monarchical system, ix. 38.

- - - Illuatranon of, III the division into
Jacobites and Hanoverians, iii. 273.

Cortes-Spanish. Letters on the Penal
Code, delivered in by the Legislation
committee of, viii. 487-554.

- - Eight months' recess of, animadvert-
ed on, ii. 283-284; iii. 88.

- - Decree of, of 1820, prohibiting im-
portation of manufactures, iii. 88-100.

- - Efforts to give instruction to, III the
forms oflegislative debating, x. 433.

Corvee-Statute days labour corresponded

I
to, in England, ix. 346 n.

Costs (in htiganonj-c-dudiclal interference
With legislation on the subject of, iv.

I 401 n.
- Judicial interpretation of provisions as

to, in statutes, vii. 311-312, 529.
- Mmimization of the burthen of, ii. 112-

114. How far to be borne by the public,
112. To be proportioned to opulence of
parties,112-113. Increased, by employ-
ment of lawyers, lJ3-114.

- an evil only curable by local judicatories.
x.584-585.
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Costs-How a party, conscious of having Counsel-become aecessaries after the fact,

the right, may accumulate, to annoy his in their defences of criminals, vi. 100.
adversary, iii. 367. - Remark on their not being allowed to

- Enumeration of abuses as to, vii. 307. address, in cases of felony, vi. 372.
- Adjustment of, in relation to the ex- - Law altered as to their being prohibited

pense of evidence, vii. 354-355. to address, in cases of felony, vii. 382 n '.
- create a pecuniary interest in litigant, - Respondent not allowed to give his an-

independently of the point at issue, vi.476. swers 1U equity unless through, vi. 440.
- no check on litigation under the techm- - How far speeches of, should be private,

cal system, vii. 189. if dangerous to the public peace, VI.372.
- Pecuniary means of parties should be - Irresponsibility of, animadverted on, vi.

considered in fixing, vi. 363. 30I, 381 n 7.
- Privilege of the crown not to give or - Reasons for giving litigant the assistance

take, vii. 355. of, VI.337-338; VU. 227 n.
- Unjust ineidence of, vii. 447. - will not allow an act of sincerity on the
- Oppressiveness of the system of, in Eng- part of a malefactor, vi. 416 n.

land, ii. 111-112. - Their practice of browbeating witnesses,
- Method of checking vexatious htigation and the motives, vi. 33B, 406-408.

by arrangements in awarding, ii, 579. - Their presence in Court supplies the
- Means of preservation against the evil I place of Inspecting Judges, vi. 358.

of, iii. 360 n. - Consultanon of, an effect of the uncer-
- in Equity-Inquiry into, for purposes of tainty of the law, VIi. 315-318.

proposed Despatch Court, iii. 413. - Employment of the mendacity license
- m Equity and in proposed Despatch by, n. 58. See Mendacity license.

Court, compared, iii. 307-30B. - Inconvenience of their being members of
- in Equity Suits-c-Provisions for adjust- Parliament, m, 407.

ing, in proposed Despatch Court, iii. 4:!3- - Emoluments of. How to adjust income
424. of Judges to, ii. 215-216.

- in proposed Despatch Court-Provision - Employment of, and considerations as to
for adjusting, lit. 424-425. professional education and exclusive pri-

Costume for Members of the Legislature, vrleges, ii, 50-51.
considered, ii, 320-321. - Limitation of employment of, in pro-

Cotton-Name of a companion of Bent- posed Despatch Court, iii. 416.
ham in his boyhood, x. 28. Counts-Multiplication of, in declarations

Councils of Advrce-vFunction of, i. 571. and indictments, vii, 279, 286.
- Legislative-Renewal of, by Rotation, Counter-demand-Statement of expectation

i. 572-573. of, in pursuer's demand paper, it. 68,71.
Counsel-Compulsory employment of, in Counter-evidence as a security for correct-

England, ii, 73. ness and trustworthiness of evidence, vi.
- Compelling the employment of, charae- 25, 284.

terized as a heavy law tax, or condemna- - - Danger in restraming, vi. 166.
tion of the unheard, iv. 318-319. - - ExclUSIOnof,by making certain kinds

- Provisions regarding, in the Constitu- of evidence conclusive, vii, 542-547.
tiona.1Code, IX. 589-597. - - Exclusion of, may With propriety be

- Stipendiary, to act for the public, the sanctioned for mcidental decision, 547-549.
monarch, and the indigent, as proposed - - Improbabihty a particular case of,
in the Plan of Judicial Estabhshment for vii. 98-105.
France, iv. 384-406. - - Statement of expectation of, in pur-

- Interrogatories and answers in equity suer's demand paper, ii. 67-68,71.
signed by, to prevent irrelevancy, vii. 363- Counter-interrogation as a security for evi-
364. dence, vi. 24-25.

- Case where peculiar necessity for, vi. 431 - - See Cross-examination.
n t. Counter-fallacies. Self-defence against, a

- not likely to supply a witness with men- cause of fallacy, ii. 479-480.
dacity-serving information, vi. 395. Counter-security, in Procedure, for protee-

- Parties should be subject to interroga- tion of defendant, ii. 105-110. Definition,
tion by their own, vi. 336-338. 105. Species, ib. Rules for choice, 105-

- Their function to take all legal measures 106. Examples of the kind <If mischief
for assistance of client, vi. 350. that may accme to defendant by the pro-

- Commumcation between client and, cess, 106. Cases in which the pursuer
should not be exempted as evidence, vi. may designedly mjure him, ib. Elements
99-100; vii. 473-479. See Client. from wluch the amount of counter-secu-

- and Agent-c-Divrsion of labour between, rity to be estimated, 107. No means of
characterized, vii. 202. counter-security in case of Government
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Advocate, ib, Method of estimating
the counter-security so as to be an effec-
tual protection, 107-108. Means of ae-
complishing by pledge, 108-110. Impri-
sonment, 110.

Country-Clause as to the duty of a citizen
to his, in the second French Declaration,
criticised, ii. 529.

Country Gentlemen-Interests of, as oppos-
ed to reform, iii. 532-533.

- - in what sense the term applied to
members of the Commons, iii. 498 n.

County Courts-Virtual extinction of the,
vii. 234.

- - Advantages of establishing, would
justify the increase of patronage in the
Secretary of State's hands, v. 345.

County Elections-Operation of seductive
influences Ill, iii. 479-482.

Courage-Effect of its being a popular vir-
tue, i. 380.

- Barbarousness of valuing, independently
of the use to which it is put, x, 530.

Course of trade-a plea for admittmg evi·
dence otherwise excluded, vii. 167, 403.

Court- Ambiguous meaning of the term,
and Its consequent unfitness for use as
expressing a Judicatory, Iii. 330 n ; IX.
458-459.

- of Judicature-Proposed, for deciding in
differences between nations, ii. 552-554.

- of Lords' Delegates-Plan of a Judica-
tory to be called, The, v. 55-60.

Courts of Justice-Outline of arrangements
for establishment of, n, 22-23.

- - Functions of Executive officers of, as
exhibited m those of the prehensors and
messengers of the proposed Despatch
Court, Iii. 376-381.

- - Plan for the framing regulations by,
subject to disallowance by review in either
House of Parliament, 111. 367-37 I.

- - Unmterrupted srttmgs of, urged, iii.
406.

- - The proceedings and authority of,
compared with those of the unofficial ju-
dicatories of the Public-Opinion Tribunal,
viii. 565-572.

- - Tables of judicial services to be hung
up in, ii. 37·38.

- - in Eugland-The early confhcts of,
for jurisdiction, described, v. 493-495; vi.
172-173,303-304.

- - in England-The variety and confu-
sion of, iv. 353.

- - The various species of, in England,
enumerated to the amount of forty-eight,
v. 531.

- - The splittings among, With a descrip-
tive account of the method m which they
occurred, v. 482-483.

- - The bandying of suits from one to
another, a grievance presented in the Pe-
tition for justice, v. 473-476, 525-531.
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Courts of Justice - Distinction between, as

courts of law, and courts of eqnity, ii.
63; vii. 290-291, 300-302.

- - Enumeration of those, in which the
natural system of procedure is adopted-
viz. Martial, Inquiry, Justices of Peace,
Request, Arbiters, Small debt, vii. 321.

- - The minor, swallowed up hy supe-
rior, vii. 234-236.

- - considered as schools of instruction,
vi. 355-356, 865.

- - Publicity with relation to, vi. 351-
380. See Publicity.

- - How far procedure of, should be
evidence, vii. 128-129.

- - Uninterrupted sittings of, recom·
mended, vii. 371-373.

- - within reach, recommended, vii. 371.
- - List of sinecures attached to, from the

Finance Committee's Report, v. 288 n.
- - Provision for, in Constitutional Code,

iX.454·612. See Judiciary.
Courts-Admiralty. See Admiralty.
Courts-Appeal-Essay on, iv. 338-353. See

Appea\.
Courts-Common Law. Effect of the Com-

mission of Inquiry into, iii. 322.
- - See Common Law.
Courts-County. See County Courts.
Courts-Ecclesiastical-necessary tribunals

of exception, iv. 334.
- - See Ecclesiastical.
Courts-Equity-Origin and extent of the

jurisdiction of, x. 291, 300.
- - See Equity.
Courts- Martlal-a necessary species of dis-

tinct t -ibunals, IV. 334.
- - illustrate the practicability of carry·

ing the judicial system into the organiza-
tion of official responsibility, ix. 323-
324.

- - in Britain-Elements of, and method
of procedure before, ix. 419-422.

- - reason why they are an exception to
the rules applicable to other JU~lCatones
in the Constitutional Code, ix, 456-459.

Courts-Prize. See Prize.
Courtezans-Social condition of, i. 545-546.
Covenanter-Form of oath to, vii. 423 n '\I.
Covetousness, cupidity, &c., as designative

of motives, i. 50, 198.
Cows-Project for giving, to poor industri-

ous people, in place of pauper relief,
criticised, VIii. 446-449. See Poor Law.

Cowardice-Effects of popular contempt of,
i. 380.

Cox-Mr-a friend of Bentham's family, x.
26-27, 211-29.

- S. C.-Letter to, on the abuses of the
Court of Session, quoted, v. 349-350.

Coyer-The Abbe, noticed, vi. 275.
Cranmer-Edward-a college companion of

Bentham's, x. 40.
Credence. See Belief.
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Credence-Declaration of, from exhibitant
of evidence-a safeguard, vi. I I 7 ; vii. 162.

Credibility-Forfeiture of, as a punishment,
i.461-462.

- of a witness-The expression criticised,
vi. 147.

- Technical application of, to evidence, vii.
384.

-- and incredibility-Sources of. See In-
credibility.

- and incredibility-considered as attri-
butes of evidence, VIi. 77 n.

Credit given by tradesmen to prodigals--
Extent of, and inducements to, iii. 6-7.

- National. Extent of, III England, in
comparison with France, 1.319.

- of a witness-Interrogation tending to
undermine, vi. 400-406. See Discreditrve
Interrogation.

Creditor and debtor-Proper course of ad-
judicating between, vi. 135.

Creditors-Remedy to, in cases of bank-
ruptcy and insolvency by proposed De-
spatch Court, iii. 428-430.

- of a delinquent-How far their interest
should be considered in the punishment,
i.478.

- Their loss where their debtor convicted
of felony, i. 510.

- How registration may protect, from
fraud, vi. 83-8G, 575.

- How far examination into pecuniary cir-
cumstances of litigants should take place,
for the benefit of, VI. 363·364.

Credulity-Motives whrchfoster.vii.Iufi-Ll I.
- Ignorance of the operations of nature

the cause of, x. 146.
Creed-c-Rehgious. How far physical inter-

ference WIth, may be successful, vii. 108-
109.

- - of a witness-no right ground for ex-
elusion of hIStestimony, vI.I06 ;vii. 420-427.

Crichoff in Russia-Bentham's visit to, with
account of Prmce Potemkm's establish-
ment under Sir Samuel Bentham, x. \59-
180.

Cnme-e-Poverty as a cause of,iii. 227.
- Public opnnon in favour of, among com-

munines of'orimmals, IV. 137-13B.
- nourished by the exclusionary rules of

evidence, vn, 449-451.
- Real evidence as applicable to, vii. 8-18.

See Real EVidence.
- Evidence as to, involves questions as to

the state of the mmd, vu, 2.
Crimes--Reasons for considering certain ac-

tions as, i. 81-83. Balance of pleasures
and pams.Bl, Enmity,81-82. Rape, 82.
Crimes dictated by cupidity and self-pre-
servation, 82-83.

- Classification and division of. Sec Of-
fences.

- Indirect means of preventmg, i. 533-
530. Division of penal legislation into
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direct and indirect, 533. The former in-
volving punishment the more simple, ib.
Latter a higher walk in the science, ib.
Punishment always an evil.and predicates
existence of crime-e-preventaon best when
it can be accomplished, 533-534. Takmg
away physical power of Injuring, 1>34-
536. Prevention of acquisition of know-
ledge that may be rendered injnnous,
536-538. Means of influencing the will
against offences, 538·561, (see Will.) Cul-
tivation of benevolence, 561-563. Em-
ployment of the motive of honour, 563-564.
Employment of the relIgIOUS sanction,
564·567. Uses from the power of mstruc-
tion, 567 -569. Use to be made of power
of education, 569·57 O. General precau-
nons against abuse of authority, 570·578.
Measures against effects of offence com-
mItted,578-580.

Crrmes-c-Incapacitation for the commission
of, not accomplished by the transportation
system, iv. 183-199.

- Circumstances influencing the degree of
alarm in case of, 1. 76-80.

- Drunkenness as a cause of, iv. 230-235.
- Atrocity of, how far a ground for mere-

dulity, vu. 115-11 7.
- Motives to. Sport a peculiarly formid-

able one, as showing the antagonist ruo-
tives easily overcome, IV. 222.

- Difficulty of findmg evidence of, among
convicts, iv. 224-226.

- Prescription as to, i. 521-523.
- The great advantage reaped by society,

when it IS able to keep down those that cre-
ate the greatest amount of alarm, IV. 244.

- Utility of notiflcancn and publication of:
impediments thereto, in fear, indolence,
and poverty, viii. 577 -579.

- Services of statistical information as to
the state and causes of, IX. 627.

- Statistical information on, in England
and Scotland, as a means of estnnatmg the
efficacy of the clergy in the two countries,
x. 129-130.

- and punishments-Proportion between,
i. 86-91.

- and punishments-Analogy between, i.
407-409.

- profits of, should be outweighed by
punishment, i. 399-400.

- Compensation to sufferers by, suggested,
i. 3; 1-388. See Satisfaction.

- Prmciples on which compensation or in-
demnity for, founded, i. 578-580.

- How far compensation for, should fall on
representatives, 1. 523-524.

- How to avoid encouragement to, i. 546-
548. See Encouragement.

- Tendency of death-punishment to pro-
duce, i. 528.

- JudICIal search for articles connected
WIth, iI. I l S,
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Crimes-Provision for pursuit of, by public
prosecutor in Constitutional Code, ix, 570-
577. bee Advocate=-Government.

- Decrease of, exemplified as the fruit of the
Penitentiary system in America, IV. 242-
244.

- of kmgs=- Allusions to an instance of the
fallacy of sweeping classification, ii. 450.

- VIOlent-Reason for their former fre-
quency in England, v. 532.

- on the part of witnesses-Propriety of
allowing mvestigation as to, VI. 403. See
Self-crimmative evidence. Self-disserving
evidence.

- See Offences.
Cnmmals-c-Infiuence of present and imme-

diate granfication upon, i. 446, 450.
- EVils of promiscuous intercourse of, in

prison, I. 427-429.
- Facilities given to, by false principles of

protection to the mnocent, i. 558.
- How far the incidence of punishment

can be limited to, i. 476. See PUnish-
ment-Proper seat of.

- The prmciple of rewards to, for evidence
against each other, II. 223-225.

- In what respects they should be kept dis-
tinct from debtors in imprisonment, i. 429-
431.

- Impounding property found in the pos-
session of, i. 430.

- Escape of, owing to the operation of
oaths-a grievance complained of in the
Petition for Justice, v. 457.

- Pardoning, considered, i. 520-521.
- Difficulty with regard to accessibility of,

for civil-judicial purposes, ii. 56.
- Effects of giving power to citizens at

large to apprehend, i. 367-368.
- compared to children, in respect of the

necessity of trammg and close inspection,
iv, li4-17.5.

- Effect of solitude, darkness, and hard
diet upon, i. 425-426.

- Exclusion of self-incnlpative evidence by
examination of, animadverted on, vi. 106-
109.

- Interest of, pursned in the exclusion of
self-criminative evidence, vii. 449-450.

- Principle that none are to be twice tried,
considered, vi. 378 ; vii. 361-362.

- Lawyers defending, assist, vi. 100.
- Whether the suffrage should extend to,

iii. 559-560.
- Punishment of. See Punishment.
- See Offenders.
Criminal cases-Plaintiff giving evidence

in, vii. 489-491.
- - Extent of their importance, in com-

panson with non-criminal, vi. 4.54.
- - Poverty of parties in, makes them

not worth plundering, vii. 259.
- - Lawyers have an interest that there

should be no delay or mismanagement in,
ii. 73; vii. 207-209.
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Criminal cases-Jury tl'13.1necessary for, ii.
119.

- - Demand paper in, ii. 68·70.
- - Restriction of power of appeal in, ii.

155-156.
Criminal Justice. See Penal Laws; Punish-

ment.
Criminal Law-How it stands with respect

to Penal, in classification, Iii. 157-158.
- - The bandying from court to court in

the admnnstration of, in England, v. 528-
529.

- - Means of gettmg individuals to aid
III the execution of, by rewards, distinc-
trons, &c., iv. 398-404.

Crunmal prosecutions=-should, in the gener-
al case, be public, vi. 369.

Criminal trial-Form of, ammadverted on,
VI. 473, 474.

Cnmmality-Preparations, attempts, de-
claratrons of intention, and threats, as
evidence of, vii. 18-24.

- Avoidance of justiciability as affording
evidence of, vii. 50-53.

- ClandestImty as evidence of, vii. 4i-48.
- Indications of fear as evidence of, vii.

45-47.
- Non-responsion, or false and evasive re-

sponsion, as evidence of, vii. 24-29.
- Suppression or fabrication of evidence,

as evidence of, vii. 48-50.
- Situation of accused, lD respect of mo-

tives, means, disposrtion, character, and
station, as evidence of, VIi. 53-62.

- Self-ineulpative testimony as evidence
of, vii. 29-45. See Self-crmnnative.

Criminating evidence should not be exclud-
ed, VI. 96, 106-109 ; vii. 445-468.

- - See Self-crimmatIve. Self-disserving.
Croker-John Wilson, noticed, v. 368.
Crompton-Sellon's, quoted, vii. 360.
Cromwell-Oliver-Notice of IL portrait of,

by Cooper, x. 52.
- - HIS intention to reform the Law and

the Church, and the obstacles he antici-
pated, iv. 501.

- - and Napoleon compared, iv. 501-502.
- - Characteristic of, i. ,5.1,1.
- - His abolition of Law Latin, i. 235.
- - Casually noticed, i, 27 j iii. 531; xi.

28.
Crop-The name of a college companion

of Bentham, x. 41.
Cross and pile-Instance of jury deciding by,

VI. 226 n*.
Cross bill in equity, vi. 485.
CrOBScause in equity-Nature of a, ii. 102.
Cross-examination-c-Advantagaa of, vi. 499.
- - the only protection against false al-

legation of Ignorance, vi. 244.
- - Efficacy of, in baffling suggestive

questions, vi. 395.
- - Efficacy of, with reference to hear-

say, and casually-written evidence, vii.
186.
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Cross-exammation-Evils of the want of,

caused by the exclusionary system in
evidence, &c., VI. 437.

- - Prospect of, independently of fulfil-
ment, tends to veracity, vii. 125.

- - in the English mode described, vi.
25,33-34.

- - Deficiencies of, in the English mode,
vi. 343 ; vii. 551.

- - according to Equity and Ecclesiasti-
cal Court practice, VI. 491-492.

- - unknown in Roman law, vi. 499.
- - no equivalent to the word many

foreign system, vi. 499.
- - of affidavit witnesses refused, though

they be in court, vi. 436.
Crossfield-Case of, cited, vi. 244, 400.
Crown-The-How far It can be called an

independent branch of the legislature, I.
279.

- - How far it should have a preference
in the initiative of measures, ir, 351-352.

- - Influence of. Uses made of the ex-
pression, ii, 433-440.

- - Influence of, represented as a cause,
instead of an obstacle, of good govern-
ment, ii, 467.

- - The vote as to' increase of the iuflu-
ence of, noticed, ri. 366.

- - Influence of. False views formed
under the fear of, ii, 472.

- - Reasons why it should have the pre-
rogative of fabricating all money, metal-
lic and paper, iii. 148-149; x. 339.

- - Observations Qn its PQwer to- grant
commissions of inquiry, Iii. 349-350 n.

- - Supporting the lustre and dignity of
-EVils sanctioned by the principle of, Iii.
438-445; IV. 437.

- - Independence of representatives on
-PrOVIsions for, iii, 454-457.

- - In:fluence of, through placemen in
Parliament-remedy for, ill, 490-495.

- - Influence of and connected with, as
a source of corruption, ix. 72.

- - What termed the influence of, IS cor-
ruption, iv, 440-441.

- - Vacation of seat Qn acceptance of
office under-Practice as to, iii. 589-590 n.

- - Its right to conquered territory ex-
amined, iv. 264-269,

- - Power Qf, shared by Aristocracy since
the Revolution, iv. 446-447.

- - The principle, that it is not to be CQn-
sidered as bound by an act of Parliament
unless expressly mentioned in it, exs-
mined, vi. 36.

- - Extent of pardon-power in, vii. 437,
- - Use of the word, instead of the sim-

ple word Kmg-an instrument of' delu-
sion, ix. 76.

- - See King; Monarcb.
Crown causes+-Applicanon of the packing

of' special juries to', v. 82. See Juries.
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Crown demesnes-Statement O'fSomers and
Burke as to' the act prohibiting the alien-
ation of, controverted, v. 284-285.

- - Application of public competition to
the leasing of, v, 325-323.

Crown-c-Law-officers of the-System of con-
sidenng them infallible, iv, 265-266.

Croxall-Randolph, vicar of Salisbury-a.
connexion of the Bentham family, x, 3.

Cruelty-The nature of, i. 55.
- nourished by sanguinary laws, cruel

games, &c., 1. 561-562,
- as an aggravation of an offence, i. 77-78.
- of making a man cnmmate lumself=- The

principle controverted, VIi. 45~-454.
- Barbarity, &c., as designative of moti ves,

i. 203.
- a presumption of the exercise of the par-

don-power, 1. 520.
- to animals, Letter against, x. 549-550.
Crnnden-Case of, cited, vi. 382, n IS.
Cryptodynamic Anthropurgrcs-i-or Chemis-

try. Position of, III the Encyclopedical
Sketch of Art and SCience, vin. 87.

Cube roct=-Difflculty of mathematical stu-
dents acquiring a clear concepnon of the
nature of, nil. 1i9-180.

Cullen-C. S. Conversation of, with O'Con-
nell, on Bentham's objection to second
Legislative Chambers, XI. 60-61.

Culpa-Roman law of, examined, i. 45; vi.
249 n +.

Cultivation of benevolence as a precaution
against crime, i. 561-563.

Culture-Intellectual. The advantages Qf,
Viii. 8-16, See Learnmg.

Cunningham=-Govemcr, and his brctber=-
Anecdotes of. x, 100.

Cupidity-Nature of the crimes occasioned
by, I. 75, 8~.

Curiosrty-c-Pleasures and Pains of, with the
corresponding interest and motives, i. 199.

- and amusement-A division of arts
and sciences classrfied under, II. 253.

Curiosities - Protest against taxing the
PQQr to' indulge the rich in a love of, IX.
451.

Currency-Increase of, HQW to' obviate
the rise of prices from, iii. 139-141.

- Reasons why Government should have
the monopoly of both paper and metallic,
iii. 148-149; x. 339.

- Adaptation of the, to commercial wants
and security, through the project of An-
nutty notes, hi. 133-136.

- Effect of fluctuatrons in, and remedy,
iii. 134-135.

- Reference of increase of, to' that of CQm-
modities, iii. 141.

- Paper-Project for a, by the conversion
of stock into Note Annuities, iii. 105-153.

Curtis-Sir Roger, noticed, x. 205.
Curwen-Mr. His punty-of-Parhament Bill,

v.150.
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Custody in relation to punishment and forth-

connngness, i. 393.
- Inferences regarding authenticity of

deed from, vii. 177, 179, 180, 181.
- Safe, with regard to evidence, vii. 174-

175.
- Safe. Provision for, in proposed De-

spatch Court, Iii. 382-388.
Custom substituted to utility by the support-

ers of abuse, ii. 477.
- Domimon of, In matters of legislation, ii.

459-460.
- Crimes that are perpetrated and vindi-

cated on the ground of, v. 216-217.
Customs-Estabhshed. Fear of despots to

outrage, i. 448.
- National. Method of dealing with, in

reforms, i, 180-184.
Customs' Prosecutions-a species of collu-

sion practised in compounding, x. 84-85.
Custom-house fees=-Objectiouable Incidence

of, ii. 244.
Custom-house oaths-Disrespect for, and

their demoralising effects in consequence,
i, 567 ; VI.29,312. (Abolished, VI.312 n.)

- - An opimon as to, quoted, vii. 424 n.
- - Notorious falsity of, an illustration of

the mischiefs of oaths, v. 195.
Customary law, as distinguished from writ-

ten, IiI. 157.
Customer and dealer-Effect of the relation

between, on testimony, vi. 160.
Cuvier, noticed, x. 399.
Caartonskr=-Prince Adam. His personal

intercourse WIth the Author on the sub-
ject of codification for Poland, iv. 515-
.516 n.

- - Letters from and to, on the subject of
codification, and the improvement of edu-
cation, iv. 528-530.

- - His intercourse with Lind, x. 56, 60,
61.

- - Casual notices of, iv. 527; x. 407.

D

Dalrymple-Sir John-Mention of, x. 207.
Dalton-John, the Chemist-Mention of,

viii. 217.
Damage - Inability of the common-law

courts to protect from, VIi. 294.
- Irreparable-How to arrange regarding

appeals in cases of, vii. 215.
- by delay, will justify want of interroga-

tion in procuring evidence, vi. 333.
- Rules for estimating, in the case of its

being caused by military exigency, ix. 388.
- Judicial measures for prevention of, ir,

39-40.
- Interference of uncommissioned proxies

to prevent, ii. 51-52.
Damage-preventive function of Local Head-

man in the ConstitutIOnal Code,ix.615-616.
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Dama.ges for injury-Considera.tions as to,
vi. 469·470.

- Nominal---Costs attending the finding
of, ii. 111.

- Propriety of awarding to those who suf-
fer from offences, i. 371-388. See Com-
pensation: Satisfaction.

- Exaction of, as a punishment, i. 468.
See Forfeitures.

- Q,uestlon whether juries the best tribunal
for flxing t v. 558.

- Power in proposed Despatch Court to
award, without jury, and reasons, iii. 362·
363.

Damiens-Case of, cited, i. 473.
Danger-Fallacies of, ii, 413-430. Vitupe-

rative personalities, 413-418. No inno-
vation,418-420. Dlstrust,421. Screen-
ing official malefactors, 421-429. Scar-
ing accusers, 429-430.

- as one of the secondary consequences of
a mischievous act, i. 69-71.

- All men bound to give assistance in case
of, i. 164.

- Crimes in which it is greater than the
alarm, i. 80.

Dangers=-Division of, into those of physical,
and those of moral agency, i. 66-67.

Dangerous desires-Good effects of altering
the course of, i. 539-541.

Dangerousness of utility, a fallacy, ii, 463.
Damels-s-Case of, cited, vii. 305 n.
Danish Code-The. Arrangement of the,

iii. 163.
- - Incompleteness of the, iii. 206.
Danen=-Proposal of a Joint Stock Com-

pany for a communication between the
seas at, ir. 561·571.

Darling=-Mr, Curate of Andover-an early
friend of Bentham, x. 39.

Dartrey-Lord and Lady-Notices of, as
visiters to Bowood, x. 99,104, 107, 108,
109,116,123.

Dates-Inquiries concerning, generally re-
quire aid from notes, vi. 386.

Davenant-Charles. His estimate of the
annual expenditure of the individual in-
habrtants of England, ii, 575 n.

Davies-R., M.D., referred to on university
oaths, v. 228.

lJavy-Mr Sergeant-Anecdote of, iii. 385n.
Davy-Sir Humphrey-noticed, ii. 401; vi.

46; viii. 32, 217; x,'347,536.
Day-DIfferent meanings grven to the word,

iii. 592-593.
Dead-The. Prejudices in favour of, and

their cause, ii. 399.
- - Danger of the principle of saying

nothing but what is good about, x.
586.

Dead Weight-The incidence of the, v. 269.
Deaf-The. Steps by which the mea.ns of

communieatiug their thoughts ha.ve been
given to viu, 228.
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Deaf and Dumb-Appropriate establish- Death-Punishment-Bentham to his fellow-

ments for the, as a branch of Pauper citlzensofFranceon,i.525-532.Introduc-
management, viii, 394-335. toryenumeratlOnofevils,525-526. Ineffi-

- - Appropriate additional comforts to, ciency shown m reluctance of informers,
under Pauper management, vm. 433. prosecutors,witnesses,andJudges,526-527.

Death-Frequency ot, m penal colonies, Irremissability in case of discovery of in-
under the transportation system-c-raises nocence, or of service wished from offender,
punishment from its nominal amount to 527 -528. Tendency to increase crime,
capital-s-obviated by Panoptic on system, 528. Pardon-power enhanced by It-
iv. 195-199. dangerous use of the power, and restric-

- Arrangements for inquirmg into the nons it should be subject to, 528-530.
causes of, applicable to a Mahommedan Causes of the prejudice in Its favour, 530-
state, viii. 588-589. 531. Inefficiency and needlessness proved

- Whether there are circumstances that by experience, 531-532.
justify the infliction of, separate from pun- - - Inapplicable to preventing escapes
ishment, ii, 512. from prison-may be preferred to nnpn-

- of Parties to penal surta= Defeazance sonment, IV. 29-30.
of punishment by, i. 523-525. - - Objectrons to, absurdly based on re-

Deaths-Table of, to be exhibited by Local ligion, i. 412.
Headman by Constitutional Code, ix. 624. - - Its influence in making pardon po-

- as the subject of registration, in. 83 ; vi. pular, i. 521.
63 n, 567, 570-574. See Genealogical - - Effect of, upon Juries, in frightenmg
facts. them from convictions, ii, 133.

- Procedure on occasion of, for purposes - - General view of the impolicy of, i.
of registration, VI. 571, and n. Illustra- 579.
tion from the registration act, ib. n. - - To what extent efficacious, i. 94.

- Registration of interment substituted - - Abolished in certain cases, VI. 382,
for, by English practice, vi. 573. Law n 13.
altered, ib. n. - - Casual mention of, ii. 156; vii. 44,

- Plan for keeping a Register of, by the Con- 58, 67.
stitutional Code, IX. 6~8. See Registrar. De-autheuucaticn=-Modes of, III the case of

Deathbed WIlls-Reasons against annul- wntten evidence, vn, 181-183. DIrect,
lmg, vi. 531-532. 1'61. CIrcumstantial, 181-183. Internal

- - Law of Scotland as to, vi. 531 n. evidence, 183.
Death-Punishment-c-as divided into simple Debate-Analysis of, explanatory, of the

and afflictive, i. 441-444. Imperfection motives which bring out dISCUSSIOn,and
of hanging, 442. General disuse of affhe- the nature and effects of victory, viu, 236-
tive modes, 442. Their barbarism and 238.
dangerous effects, 443-444. Debates in Legislative Assemblies. Prin-

- - Examined, i. 444-450. ciples of, ii. 334.
- - Advantageous properties of, i. 444- - - - - Unity of the subject of, to be

445. Disablement, 444. Analogy, ib. preserved, ii. 341-342.
Popularity, ib. Exemplarity, 444-445. - - - - Reasonswhyit shouldprecede
Greatness of apparent suffering, 445. the voting, ii. 342-346.

- - Desirable qualities wantmg Ill, i. 445- - - - - Adjustment of, to the position
449. Profitableness,445. FrugalIty, ib. of motions and bills, ii. 352.
Equability-less effect on the criminally - - - - General rules as to, ii, 358-
thoughtless, than on others, 446-447. 364 j-
Comes to be considered a sort of accident - - - - Opening of, ii. 358-359. Prac-
attending the profession, 447 n. Destroys tree of requiring motions to be seconded,
evidence, ib. Remissibihty wanting in considered, 358. Reading the monon,
case of discovery of innocence, 44i-448. 358-359. Speaker to stand, 359.
Instrument in the hands of tyranny, 448- - - - - Free and smct, with consi-
449. Popular in cases of murder, 449. derations as to the liberty of reply, ii. 359-

- - Comparison of, with the punishments 360.
that may be substituted for it,449-550. - - - - The having three on every
Analogy and popularity considered, 449. I proposed law, (Dumont,) n, 360-361.
Necessity denied, except III the case of I - - - - Impropriety of written dis-
cutting off the head of a rebellious fac-' courses being employed in, ii, 361-362.
tion, but in that case caution to be used, - - - - Miscellaneous rules as to, ii.
449450. Exemplarity, and considera- 362-364. Address the President, 362-363.
tions on perpetual impnsonment, 450. Opponents not to be named, 363. Bad

- - Collateral evils of the frequent use motives not to be imputed, 363. Wishes
of, i. 450. of Sovereign not to be consulted, 363-364.
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No papers to be quoted which are not
before the House, 364. Motions not to
be reiterated, ib.

Debates in Legislative Assemblies-The elec-
tion of debaters for, considered, ii. 364.

- - - - Publication of, considered, ri,
314-315; YI. i8·79.

- - - - Authentic publication of, a
secunty for aptitude of members, iii, 543-
544,549, 551.

- - - - Whether the hours of, should
be fixed or free, ii, 322-323.

- - - - Facihty to, from establish-
ment of a table of motions, ii. 3li -319.

Debates (Parliamentary) -PubhcatlOn of:
those of one house serviceable m the other,
in. 551.

- - Subjects of-proposal for exhibiting,
in visible type, x. 344.

- Rule--against reference to anterior, iii.
543.

Debilitation-National, as a result of mis-
rule, viii. 559.

- - Securities against, adapted to a 1I1a-
hommedan state, Viii. 585·586.

Debility in language-Rules for avoidance
{If, in respect to words taken singly, viii.
313-316.

Debt-Process by which prodigals incur,
iii. 6.

- Remedies against the practice of incur-
ring, i. 546-547.

- The morality of contracting, considered
with reference to the case of'Prtt.v. 318-322.

- Encouraged by laws against compound
interest, iii. 18.

- Action of-Wager of law with reference
to, vii. 549.

- Holding to bail for, vi. 333 n.
- Imprisonment for. See Imprisonment.
Debt-Funded. Effect of reduction of m-

terest on, as compared with operation of
Annuity-note project, iii. 141-144.

Debt-National-Forced frugahtyoccasion-
ed by paying up, iii. 40.

- - Effect that would be produced on
capital by the paying up of, ni. 76.

- - Effect that would be created by a
sponge on, iii. 81.

- - Accusation against Radicals of pro-
posing a sponge on.considered, iri. 608-611.

- - Impolicyofaspongeon,demonstrated,
iii. 610-611.

- - Plan for reducing the interest of, by
a conversion of stock mto Annnity notes,
iii. 105-153.

- - Taxes to pay, a mere consequence of
previous decrease of national wealth, not
themselves a decrease, iii. 40.

- - El'ect of the incurring of, on capital,
iii. 133.

- - Meet that would be produced by the
liquidation of, in comiexien with the pro-
ject of Annuity notes, iii. 136-137.
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Debts-Defendant should be bound to state

those due to him, vii. 229.
- of honour-The morality of fashion-

able opinions rega.rdmg, i, 63.
Debtors-e-Vicious partiahty of historians of

Rome to, i. 318.
- Remedy against, in case of bankruptcy

or insolvency, by proposed Despatch
Court, m. 428-430.

- Complexity in the means of getting ac-
cess to the property of, in England, vii.
306 n.

- No description of torture too severe to
compel them to give up property, vi. 177.

- and Creditors----Proper course for adju-
dicating between, vi. 135.

- Evils of the system of imprisonment of,
vi. 176-183.

Decency-Prejudices regarding, in punish-
ments, i. 411.

- Regard for, how far it justifies judicial
privacy, ii. 44; vi. 367-368.

Deception-a relative term, vi. 220.
- an attribute of the judgment, vi. 251.
- All evidence more or less liable to pro-

duce, vi. 167.
- Danger of, the ostensible reason for ex-

clusion of evidence, vii. 519.
- Enumeration of cases in which exclusion

of evidence is founded on danger of, vii.
384-386.

- Danger of, not a good ground for exclu-
sion of evidence, vi. 105-106; VIi. 386-
393. In case of necessary evidence, sure
to create misdecision, vii. 386. In case
of other evidence, risk of it, 38i. Diffi-
culty of obtaining credence for falsehood,
387 -388. Instruction sometimes contain-
ed in falsehood, 389. Probable sources of
the exclusions - corruption, indolence,
390-391. Grounds of suspicion in evi-
dence enumerated, 391. See Improbity;
Interest-sinister.

- Danger of, and vexation united. View
of the cases in which evidence has been
improperly excluded on these grounds,
vii. 487 et seq. (viz. Book IX. Part V. of
the Rationale of Evidence.)

Deceptions-Promulgation and publication
of the means by which they are generally
perpetrated, recommended as a protection
to the public, i. 553-556.

Deceptive fallaciousness. Modes of, ii. 44-
46.

Decigrade scale of persuasion of evidence,
vi. 225.

Decision as an operation of logic, viIi. 225.
Decision-(JudiciaJ.) Grounds of, for judge

of proposed Equity Despatch Court, iii.
388-390.

- Right. Definition of a, ix. 25.
- Erroneous. A feeling of insecurity the

chief mischief occasioned by, iv. 340-341
n.
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Decision-ArgumentatIOn and consideration Declaration of Rights-The English. Uses
necessary for coming to, ii. 163. made of appeal a to, iii. 426-427.

Decision (Judicial) Delay of, for want of an - - - See Bill of RIghts.
article of evidence, considered, vi. 90, Declaration of Rights of the French Constitn-
91. ent Assembly. Exammation of, ii, 491-

- should not be severed from collection 524;-
of evidence, vi. 31-32,419-423. - - - Preamble of, examined, 491-

- Incidental; evidence may with pro- 495. Supposes a body of laws already
prietybe made conclusive for, vii. 547-549. extant, 491. Professes to define the

- Provisional, in absence of the best privileges of men m all parts of the world,
evidence, vii. 136, 379·380. 492. Of no use m setting bounds to the

Decisions of the Despatch Court-Proper power of the crown, ib. Of none in bound-
grounds of, Iii. 312-313. mg the power of the Legislatures, 492-

- of courts=Yanous elements of uncer- 493. Of none IIIguiding the Legislatures,
tainty that may characterize the law de- 493-494. Laws of detail must be framed
duced from, IV. 486 n. before fundamental laws, 493-494. Ge-

- None should be cited as law till embo- neral propositions in law only useful when
died in a Code, iii. 210. confronted With the details, 494. When

- A means by which judges and reporters issued before the details, they are only a.
manufacture law, IV. 484-486; vii. 315- declaration of strong opmion, ib. Ought
316. and ought not to be substituted for can

- Extent to which they should be evidence, and cannot, 495.
vii. 128, 129, 545. - - - Preliminary observations to the

- Extent to which they areheldasevidence examination of, ii. 496-497. Error in
in England, vii. 170-173. attempting such a work with the sanction

- How far they should be accompanied of a multitudinous government, 496. By
with reasons on the part of the Judge, h. justifying, invites insurrection, ib. Tend-
29; vi. 357. encytolet loose the bad passions, 497. Va-

- without thought, animadverted on vii. gueness and ambiguity of phraseology, ib.
246-249. - - - Cnticism on the respective Clauses

- Old and unpublished, used as precedents, of, ii, 497-521. Clause that all men are
vi. 389-391. born free, 497 -500. As to natural aud im-

- Use of, as information for the making of prescriptible rights, 500-504. As to all
statutes, vii. 310 n. sovereignty being III the nation, 504-505.

- on grounds foreign to the merits-s-a Defimng and bounding liberty, 505-506.
grievance charged in the Petition for jus- As to actions prohibited, 506-507. As
tice, v. 476-480. to concurrence of the people m making

- of Political Assemblies-Methods in the laws, 507-509. As to arbitrary im-
which they may be come to, ii. 306-307. pnsonment, 5IU-511. As to no offence

- of political assembhes=-Forms of defect being punished, except In terms of a pro-
in, ii, 303. muJgated law; and as to accused persons

- of political assemblies-Proper mode of bemg presumed innocent. till found guilty,
their proceeding in the formation of, ii, 511-513; as to rehgious tolerance, 5 13-515.
330-350. As to the freedom of the press, 515-516.

Declaration of belief In opinion-may be As to the support of a public force, 516-
bought to any absurdity, vi. 557. 5li. Ao to taxation, 517-518. Ao to ex-

- of intention, as Circumstantial evidence pendlture,518-519. As to obtaining ac-
of delinquency, vii. 21. counts of their admmistration from public

- of credence by a party founding on a officers,519-520. As to the essentials of a
document, vi. 117-118; Vii. 162. political constitution, 520-521. As to the

- in pleading-Nature of, vi. 467; vii. 273, inviolability of property, 521.
286. - - - Duties only mentioned in, slight-

- in pleading-Evidence contamed in, vii. ly and incidentally, ii. jl1.
267. - - - on the subject of Equality, criti-

- in pleading-Falsehoods of, vi. 307. cised, i. 358.
- in pleading-SubstitutIOn of Instrument - - - The French, of 1795, criticised, ii.

of demand, or Demand paper for, ii. 66- 524-529.
72; Vii. 270-272. - - - The, as proposed hy Sieyes-Ob-

- in a common-law suit characterized, ii, servations on, n. 5aO-5a4.
170. Declaration-Inaugural, by members ofa Le-

Declaration of Rights-How far such a do- grslature, IX. 124-125. See Legislature.
cument ma,y be a security agamst mis- - - - Legislator's,m Constitutional Code,
rule, viii. 575. I ix, 193-204. -See Inaugural.

- - - Instances of, in America, criti- Declarations of opmion-The evils produced
cised, i. 154. I by exactmg, n. 265-266.
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Decla.rations--Solemn, on controverted ques-

nons, vi. 273.
Declaratory law-Nature of a, i. 151.
Declaratory Acts-employed to shieldjudges

from the consequence of having wilfully
disobeyed statutes, v. 182-183.

Declension-objected to as not suitable for
expressing the modifications of nouns,
VIiI. 323-324.

Declensions of nouns substantive-Consider-
ations as to, viu, 345-347.

Decorts, a sect of Hmdoos-Principles of
the, i. 182-183.

Decompositron of evidence when complicat-
ed, vii. 534-535.

Decorability as a property desirable in lan-
guage, Viii. 306-307.

Decorum-Sense of, as designative of 3

motive, i. 20 I.
Decree of a court, what it consists in, vi. 7.

See Decision.
- of a Legislative Assembly-e-The various

acts that enter into, h. 352.
Decrees-Various kinds of, in different sorts

of suits, ii. 90-92.
- The French system of registering, com-

mented on, iv. 311.
Dee, the Astrologer-an illustration of the

superstition of his age, viii. 78.
Deeds-Proper solemnities of, I. 55!.
- Supporting authenticity of, in equity, vi.

490.
- Refusal to construe, according to the

maker's intent, vii. 556-557 n +.
- Authentication of, vii. 176-180. See

AuthentICation.
- Formulary for-Utility ofpromulgatmg,

iv.455.
- Essay on the drawing of, in a Commen-

tary on Humphrey's Outline of a Real
Property Code, v. 389-416.

- Impediment to forgery of, by requirmg
them to bear time and place, v. 396.

- Registration of, a preventive from crime,
i.552.

Deed of Sale-Draft for a, v. 395.
Defamation-Nature of, i. 115-116.
- should be distingurshed from simple

vituperation, m Libel law, VIii. 510-
511.

- Enumeration of the cases in which its
effect is maleficent, IX. 53.

- Freedom of the Press unfavourable to,
as enabling the defamed to defend them-
selves, ix. 55-56.

- encouraged by the suppression of truth,
x.518.

- Principles of satisfaction to sufferers by,
i. 375-381.

- No punishment for, unless the imputa-
tion false, ii, 279.

- Ridicule in Courts of Justice of persons
wronged, to be considered as, ir, 114.

- Extent to which the Constitutional Code
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sanctions judiciary interference, in cue
of, ix. 159-160.

Defamation. See Reputation - Offences
against.

Default-Judgment by, vii. 246-249.
- - - to make room for affidavit evi-

dence, vi. 463.
- - - makes pleadings conclusive evi-

dence, vi. 23; VIi. 545-547, 551, 552.
- - - Plaintiff should not have, with-

out producing evidence, vii. 547.
- Notice essential to the justice of pro-

cedure on, vii. 251.
Defeazance of punishment, considered, i.

520-525.
Defects-Irremediable-Allusion to should

be avoided in conversation, x. 518-519.
Defence-Oversteppmg the bounds of, as an

offence, i. 79.
Defence (in Procedure)-Mode of elicitmg

-oral, epistolary, &c. ii. 77-78.
- Modes or shapes of, in procedure, with

the evils of the English system, 11. 74-77.
- Denial of means of-Remedy for,ii.163-

164.
- Compelling disclosure of, vii. 536.
- by an accused person-has VIrtually the

effect of evidence, vii. 496.
- in case of felony-Nature of, vi. 474.
Defence of Economy against Burke, v. 278-

301.
- - Crrcumstances under which, and time

when written, v. 278·279.
Defence of Economy against tlis Right Hon.

Georqe Rose, v. 302-328.
Defence of Usury, 11i. 1-29.
Defence-National. The wealth spent on

enjoyments, the fnnd of, iii. 37-38 and n.
- - Navigation act and bounties on

fishmg, instances of sacrifices to, Iii. 42.
- - How far infringements of free trade

may be necessary for, Iii. 71.
- - Attack sometimes necessary to, x.

581.
Defendant (in asuit)-Definition ofa,iii.41 O.
- Less likely to be in the right than pur-

suer, ii. 32-33.
- Mandate or writ for bringing into court,

ii. 63-64.
- Proposed-Mention of, in pursuer's de-

mand paper, 11. 72.
- Mode ofreceivmg his defence, ii. 77-78.
- Uses of his personal attendance, ii. 78.
- Advantage of combining demands against,

ii.86-87.
- Confusion occasioned by the use made of

the term, ii. 88.
- Security to, against oppression by pur-

suer, ii, 105-110. See Counter-security.
- Transfer of cause to judicatory of, to

collect statement of, ii, 115-116.
- Effect of law taxes on, ii, 5i7.
- Absent-Epistolary examination of, vi.

431.
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Def'endant-CaBes in which he can compel

plaintiff's testimony, vii. 494-496.
- Deficiency of evidence for, and motion

for new trial, vi. 104.
- when examined in cases of felony, not

put on oath, vi. 472.
- ElFect of depriving of evidence by exclu-

sion, vi. 87.
- Functions for performance of which his

presence in court requisite, vii. 229-230.
- has more service from the mendacity

license than plaintiff has, vii. 269.
- Mischiefs of misdecision against, as com-

pared with plaintiff, vii. 591-593.
- False evidence for, in pecuniary case,

not so dangerous as for plaintiff, VI. 156.
- Nature of hrs claim on the judge for legal

service, vi. 9, 210.
- Criminal-falsehood, silence,orevasion, on

the part of, as evidence of guilt, VI . 24-29.
- in equity-makes his statements on oath,

vi. 484.
- Propriety of his being entitled to examine

witnesses and parties, and of his hability
to examination, considered, vi. 334-345.
See Interrogation.

- and plaintiff compared, in regard to
facilities for unjust demands, vi. 433.

Defendant's testimony-Course pursued in
regard to, by English law, vii. 496-606.

- - In what cases receivable in his own
behalf, VIi.496-49D. Defence by an indicted
person has effect of evidence, 496. Infor-
mation,496-497. Attachment, 497. Affi-
davits, ib. Examination before Justice of
peace, 497-498. Grand Jury, 498. Com-
mon-law-pleading and mandamus, ib.
Bill in equity, 499.

- - In what cases compellable at the in-
stance of the plaintiff, vu. 499-506. Cri-
mmal cases-jury trial, affidavit, Justice
of the peace, 499-500. CIvil cases at com-
mon law, 501. In equity, ib. Common
law and equity together-Bill of dis-
covery, 501-502. Examination of ball,
502-504. Summary procedure in certain
cases of theft, 504-506.

Defendants-How far their testimony in fa-
vour of one another excluded by English
law, vii. 509-512.

- How far their testimony against one an-
other excluded, vn, 512-517.

Defender-General - Arrangements as to,
m Plan of Judicial Estabhshments drawn
up for France, iv. 354-358. Appoint-
ment, 354. Continuance in office, lb.
Power and rank, ib. Pay,354-355. At-
tendance, 356. Oath of office, 356-357.
Deputes,357·358. Responsibility, 358.

- - HIS functions, IV. 384-385. To act
for the pubhc, the monarch, and the indi-
gent, ib. Oath of office, 38.?

- - His line of promotion, duty, &c., I
to be kept distract from that of the judge, I
IV. 487-489.
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Defender-General-The necessity of the of-

fice urged, iv. 406.
- - ~ Advocate-EleemosynlLry.
DEFENSIVEFoacs-vProvimon for, in Consti-

tutional Code, ix. 333-428:-
- - Branches of, ix. 333-336. Definitions-

and divisions, 333. Radical, and exore-
tltious or Stipendiary, lb. Land and Sea,
ib, Radical branch of land-service-all
persons capable of contributing to nation-
al defence, 334. Stipendiary an offshoot
of, by the progress of civilisation, ib. Sea-
service posterior m order of existence and
necessity, ib. Not necessary to all coun-
tries, ib. Involves more skill and SCience,
ib. Necessity of adequate skill and readi-
ness renders it necessary to have the Sti-
pendiary supported by the community,
334-335. Power from concentrauon, With
Its advantages and dangers,335. No dan-
ger to the pubhc in the sea-force, ib, The
Merchant n:<vy the radical branch from
which the Stipendiary springs, ib. Uses
external and internal of a force, under II.
free government, lb. How far a democra-
tic constitution liable to danger, 335-336.
Difficulties In confederated states, and
necessity of a central force, 336.

- - Leadmg princrples of, IX. 336·342.
Chief cud, conduciveness to national secu-
nty=-collateral end, subserviency to any
branch of public serVlce,336. Negative
enda=-mmiunzation of the necessary dan-
ger and expense, lb. Establishment con-
sisting of persons and things, 336-337.
Separation of what belongs to the consti-
tunonal, from what belongs to the mih-
tary code, 337. Rules and correspon-
dent prmciples applicable to aptitude-
to be found pracncally Illustrated only in
the stipendiary branch, 337-338. List of
the properties and prmciples in both
branches, 338. Secunty-maximizing
princrple-s-external and internal, ib. The
aptitude-maximizing prmciple-aptitude
bemgthecause of security, 338-339. Keep-
ing the number of the stipendiary branch
as small as possible, both for economy and
internal safety, 339. The number of the
radical branch to be as great as possible,
both for defence against the stipendiary
and as a source for recruiting It, 339-
340. The contentment-maximizmg prill-
ciple, 340. Counterpart to expense-ml-
numzing, lb. Consequences of neglectillg
-Disorganization and mutiny, lb. Im-
possible as in other departments to gIve
freedom of retirmg to the discontented,
ib. The inequahty-nnnnmzing principle
-conSIderable mequahty necessary for
power-difficulty of drawing the lme,
340-341. Employment-diversifymg prlll-
ciple, 341. Time-occupying principle,
With rules for its application, 341-34:!_
Expeuse-mmumzmg principle, 34':!. Pre-
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pondersnt detriment-excluding principle,
ib. Use of the enumeration and exposi-
tion of principles, ib.

Defensive Force-Radical Branch of, ix. 343-
348. System of training, 343. Unserviee-
able arms-ceconomy.Ib. Forconsideration
whether cavalry and other costly branches
should be introduced, ib. The volunteer
principle-subscription for expense, ib.
Cannon against giving any class danger-
ously superior instruction, lb. Economy in
district arrangements, 343-344. Reasons
against compulsion-Greater aptness of
volunteers, greater content, less mequa-
lity, less expense, 344-345. Necessary to
willingness is smallness of distance gone,
and time spent-hence cities neeessanly
the chief seats, 345. Inappositeness of
the British militia to these principles,
345-346. Useless expense in American
militia, 347-348. Commanders and In-
struetors-c-choice in the privates, 348.
Removal in the same hands, lb. Remu-
neration to instructors, ib.

- - Stipendiary Branch of, ix. 348-352.
Definitions-Enlistment, Discharge, Re-
cruitment, Disbandment, 348-349. Ne-
cessity of ha.ving the moveable force sti-
pendiary, 349. Infantry, ib. Ca.valry-
the various kinds, ib. Att&ek and defence
of fortified places, 349-350. Ra.nks and
Grades,350. Pnvates-necessity of obedi-
ence, ib. Officers-ordinary and erudite,
ib. Exempliflcations of the existing
grades, ib. Mode of location of privates
-voluntary, or, incases of necessity, com-
pulsory, 350-351. Protections and pre-
cautions applicable to the latter, 351.
Location of officers-with exceptions, ac-
cording to the plan adopted by the Code
for other official persons, ib. Considera-
tions as to the propriety of the ha vmg
served for a definite period III the ranks,
as a qualification, 351-352.

- - Term and conditions of service, ix,
252-358. Differs from other departments
in the incompatibility of conceding the
right of exit, 352. Enlistment, 353. Re-
cruitment, ib. Discharge, ib. Disband-
ment, ib. List of subjeeta of considera-
tion in regard to age, term of service,
compnlsoriness, remuneration, &c., 353-
354. As to pay-fluctuations of value in
different places, &c., render it incompati-
ble for the soldier to spend the money
bimself, 354. Long and short terms of
service compared, ib. Pensions of retreat,
ib. In the case of limited enlistment,
hardship that would accrue if there were
no provision for sending tbe expiree home,
354-355. Importance of ha.ving the mu-
tual rights and obligations determinate,
355. A soldier's code to be delivered into
the hands of the enlistee, 355-356. Efforts
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to prevent tbe necessary latitude of com-
ma.nd from merging into arbitrary deal-
ings and breach of faith, 356-357. Com-
pulsory enlistment only justifiable when it
is impossible to flnd money for voluntary,
357. Arrangement of the system of se-
lection in case of eompulaion, 357-358.
Differences in amount of arbitrary power
necessary in times of peace and war, and
again where the enemy is dista.nt and
near, 357 -358.

Defensive Force-Promotion,ix. 358-366. In
the erudite gra.des--by rotation, 358-359.
Insta.nces where, on particular occa.sions,
the Army Minister to employ officers out
of their rotation, 359. Judicial raismg of
grade for service, or lowering for miscon-
duct, ib. Arrangements for cases in which
the necessity of the service may demand
a particular person to be employed, ib.
Evils of too grea.t a latitude in promotion:
discontent, and power to officials to make
distinctions of grades, 359-360. Prmci-
ples of appointment to the command-in-
chief of a corps for any special service,
360. Illustration from tQe navy, ib. The
bad practice of a general promotion for
the purpose of raising an individual, 360-
361. Difficulty of arranging any fault-
less plan of promotion-sinister interests
tha.t interfere in a monarcby,361. Ex-
position as to bow far subsidiary exa-
mmation of quah:6.ca.tions should take
pla.ce on promotion, 362. Reasons against
the pecuniary competition on promotion,
ib. Extending promotion to privates,
362-363. Anomalies in the British sys-
tem, 363. Money paid, instead of going
to tbe public, gained by individuals, ib,
Promotion by semority in the scientific
departments, where it ought to be by spe-
cial qualification, ib. System in America
contrasted,363-364. Considerations as to
whether promotion out of turn should ex-
tend to peace, 364. Wbetber in time of
peace it may not be expedient to make
authority change hands, 364. For tbe
eonsidersticn of the Legislature, bow far,
in case of promotion for meritorious ser-
vice, votes may be taken in the secret
manner from the privates, &c., 364-365.
Only to the extent of recommendation,
365. Reason for so collecting the votes,
ib, Reasons for not making them decisive;
probability of favour to bad disciplinar-
ians-Deficiency of means of coming to
correct judgment, ib. Provision necessary
to be made for the divisions or groupes
in which the votes may be taken, 36.5-
366.

- - Discipline estabhsbed,ix.366-367. Ends
of discipline, 366. Necessary adjuncts, ib.
Means of obvia.ting oppression, 367. MI-
litary commander a mere private citizen
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in his intercourse with persons at large,
ib. Authority of the courts of law with
relation to courts-martial, ib.

Defensive Force-Oppression obviated, ix.
367 -370. Publicity, 367. Military Regis-
ter, ib. To contain divers books, ib. The
Punishment-Book-Heads of Entry, 367-
368. Both land and sea, 368. The Com-
plaint-Book, 368-369. Arrangements for
receiving information as to oppreBsion,369.
Reasons against a secret-information box,
ib, Cases where publicity may be a suf-
ficient remedy, 369-370. Superior de-
mand in favour of pri vates to attention,
370. Inadequacy of the British system
of complaint on parade, ib.

- - Minor delinquency checked, ix. 3iO-
371. Minor Delinquency Book-Heads
of Entry, ib. Principle referring to pre-
servation of order between class and class,
371.

- - Remuneration, ix. 3il-381. Sub-
jects of consideration-Quantity, shape,
invalidship, extra service, smart-money,
branches, extraversational remuneration,
pecuniary competition, 371. Effect of
desirableness of soldiers' ccndition on
questions as to pay, ib. Causes of unde-
sirableness, ib. Causes of comparative
desirableness enumerated, 371-372. Fur-
lough, 372. Consideration whether pre-
vention of desertion may not be a reason
for augmenting pay With service, lb. En-
listment and bounty, 372-373. Payment
in kind and in money, 373. Prospect of '[
rising, as an item 111 compensation, 373. ,
Reasons in fa vour of prOVISIOnfor super-
annuation and invalidship-s-not the same
means of hoarding, or preserving family
connexions, as civilians have, 373-374.
Qualities required In the soldier, 374.
Illustrations of a method of estimating
injuries by considering them in relation
to the faculties they affect, 374. Colla-
teral employments for the invalided, ib.
Invalidship provision not applicable to
the erudite grades, 375. Methods in
which invalidship provided for, ib. The
British plans of pensions and hospitals
censured, ib. Sinister interests engaged 111
keeping up costly establishments-Chel-
sea and Greenwich, 375-376. Difficulty
of adjusting remuneration to extraordi-
nary service, 376. Remuneration 111 aug-
mentation of natural honour, 376-317.
Impossibility of degrading that whioh is I
felt to be honourable, and mee 'ursa, 3i7. I
Smart money, ib. Examples of casualties, I
and the appropriate compensation, ib.
Considerations and doubts whether there
should be a. rise of remuneration with
grade, ib. Reasons against, ib. Reasons
in favour, 3ri -3i8. Modern extravagance [
in the distinction between officers' and
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privates' pa.y-di1ferent example of Greece
and Rome, 378. Economy in contract
provision for officers' clothing, ib, Mess-
ing, and how it may be reconciled to
general economy, with the least outrage
on individual predilections and abilities,
378-379. Practice as to sma.rt-money,~c.,
in America, 379. Sale of commissions as
a. reduction, 380. The pecuUla.ry compe-
tition principle, and its concomitant-e-vre.
examination, ib. Application to the differ-
ent branches of the service, 380-381.
Practice in Britain, 381.

Defensive Force-Prize-money, ix. 381-383.
Matters for consideration, 3RI. Subjects of
capture-Reasons for confining it to things
belonging to the government of the enemy,
381-382. Exception in places taken by
assault, and the reason, 382. In the pro-
portion between the government and the
ca.ptors-greatest possible share to the
former, ib. Proportion as between rank
and rank, ib. Proportion as between
different services, ib. Proportion as be-
tween the co-captors-endeavour to re-
ward each according to his services, 382-
383.

- - Power of military as to non-military,
ix. 383·392. Military necessity defined,
383·384. EXigencies of National defence,
384. Law, instead of leaving itself to be
violated, should foresee the necessity, and
provide for the exercise, ib. Purposes of
regulanon=-minimtzanon of evil, compen-
sation, punishment of maleficence, ib.
Means-publicity by regulated notifica-
tion, 384-385. Effects of prohibition to
do what is necessary-concealment, and
unlimited maleficence, 385. Thmgs ne-
cessary for war, and the subsistence of
soldiers, ib. Exaction of servrces=-mes-
sages, mformation, lb. ASSistance in for-
tifications, conveyance, &c., 386. Power
exercise able without order from a su-
perior to be confined to what necessary
for self-preservanon, ib. For power ex-
erciseable by command, distinct legisla-
tive arrangements to be made, 386-387.
Difference between state of pea ce and
war, 387. General precautions, lb. Ex-
peditious transmission of orders-preser-
vation of exemplars, lb. Precaunons,
where necessity occurs for exercising a
power unprovided for, ib. Compensation
on the part of the public, with recourse
on the military authority, m case of mal-
versation, 387-388. Principles for esti-
mating damage, 388. Abuses to be pro-
vided against-unnecessary damage, un-
dervaluation, and cvervaluation.ib. Func-
tionaries who may act on the occasion as
percipient witnesses or registering func-
tionaries, 388-389. Punishment and com-
pensanou for abuse of the prehensive
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power, 889. Method of procedure, where
the abuse of power is exercised against
an individual, and where it ill exercised
against the public, ib. Distinction of the
Military Code-peace and war, 389-390.
Revival of the War Code in the hands of
the Legislature, which constantly sitting
--exceptions for distance which may be
provided for, 390. Differences requisite
in the extent of the powers of the two
Codes illustrated in the punishment for
desertion, ib. Bills of Indemnity in Bri-
tain-cover acts which should either not
be sanctioned, or should have been pro-
vided for by law, 390-391. A govern-
ment on the greatest-happiness principle
looks out and prepares for difficulties,
391. Analogy between the establishment
of the War Code, and proclamation of
martial-law, 382.

Defensive Force-Military judicature, ix,
392-395. Elements of difference between
the military judicatones and the civil, in
regard to the matters of disobedience, mis-
chief from delay, partialities and dissen-
sions, and promptitude of communication,
392. Inconvemences from different grades
in courts-martial, 393. Diversifications of
disagreement that may take place between
class and class, ib. Analysis for showing
those to which the civil and those to
which the military judicatory should ap-
ply, 393-394. Necessity for obedience in
time of peace as well as war, but not for
the same means of producing it, 394.
Desertion, ib. Disobedience to orders,
394-395. In actual service, jurisdiction,
with the commander on the spot, 395.
Checks- registration, and subsequent ap-
peal for compensation, ib, Reasons
against plurality ofjudges-cstronger than
in the instance of the civil courts, ib.

- - Recruitment, ix. 396-397. Principle
-the willing to be preferred, where apt,
to the unwilling, 396. Bounty-money only
when necessary, ib. Provision for an
equal lottery where compulsion necessary,
ib. Arrangements as to admission of
substitutes, ib, Exigencies Justifying
compulsion, ib. Consrderation as to ex-
emptions, 397. Policy of a conscription
examined, lb.

- - Disbandment of, ix. 397-402. In
time of peace, those portions of the army
most easily brought in fighting condition
to be first disbanded, 397-398. Scale ap-
phcable to the principle, 398. Riflemen,
and the reason why not more employed,
ib. Cavalry and Dragoons, ib. Foot
Artillery and Engineers, with their coad-
jutors, 396-399. Horse Artillery, Marine
Infantry, and Manne Artillery, 399.
Rules applicable to keeping embodied the
higher instructed classes, ib, Reconcile-
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ment of this principle as nearly &/I possi-
ble with contentment, and the disbuding
of those who wish it, 399-400. The ne-
cessity that may often exist for keeping
secret the numbers wishing to be disband-
ed, 400. Necessity may apply either at
home or abroad, ib. Plan for vo~ing for
discharge, with the object of maximizing
the number who are either retained or
discharged according to their desire, 400-
401. In Engineers and Artillery, on ac-
count of the scientific knowledge, ques-
tion if the order of capacity not to be ne-
cessarily followed, 402.

Defensive Force-Sea department, or Navy,
ix. 402-409. All the regulations of the
land force to apply, except where there
are differential circumstances,402. Diver-
sity in the apprcpriate military exercises,
402-403. No necessity for the same
number of grades as in the land service,
403. Confusion created by the applica-
tion of the same denomination in the two
services to virtually different grades-
suggestion of vocabulary of official deno-
minations, ib. Connexion of amount of
remuneration, with grade, ib. Ordinary
or non-commissioned, and erudite or com-
missioned, ib. Length of time necessary
to qualify for the sea-service, 403-404.
How far there should be service before
the mast to qualify for rank, 404. Com-
pulsory service-only in case of necessity,
as in land service, ib. What will justify
compulsory use of vessels for the pubho
service, and reasons which make compul-
sion in such cases more advantageous than
in land service, ib, Plan for modifying
the evils of compulsion-mariners enter-
ing on employment to come under obliga-
tion to serve in the navy if necessary,
404-405. Impolicy ofthe bounty system,
405. Estimate of the hardship of that
proposed, ib. Importance of securing
popularity and contentment, 404-405.
Accessibility of the merchant seamen pro-
posed to be secured-registration, 406.
Advantages to the public-financial, com-
mercial, defensive, lb. Advantage to the
seamen in obviating oppression, ib. Sng-
gesnons as to employing a larger number
of the class whose discipline, &c., is not
materially different from the land service
-marines,406-407. Prejudices and sin-
ister interests opposed to improvement,
407-406. Abuse of patronage, waste and
corruptiou-number of officers employed
compared With those in France, 408-409.

- - Ship-board oppression obviated, ix,
409-415. Extent of abusive exercise of
authority 1D the merchant navy, 409.
Call for a remedy which may preserve the
necessary discipline, ib. Local judges
=-promptitude in hearing complaints, and
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facilities for visiting vessels, 409-410. scriptions of land service, and on military
Seama.n'sGeneral Register, 410. Branch economy,422-428.
of it-the Port Seaman's Register, with Deferred Annuities-nses to which they
heads of entry, in the case of entrances, may be converted for the service of the
ib. Distribution of exemplars, ib. Heads working classes,viii. 409.
of entry as applicable to exits, 410-411. Defilement-Deportation of female,for pur-
Entries from these in the General Regis- pose of, justifies summary procedure, vi.
ter, 411. Inspection of every vessel on 333,382, n 9.
departure, ib. Distinct list of crew and Definition-Nature of, iii. 594.
passengers, ib. Delivery of lists, &c.,on - Explanation of the Processof,as a means
entering a port, ib. Principle that no of Exposition, viii. 245-246.
person is to be bound to any obligation - Application' of, to the scales of logical
with the purport of which he is not made subaltemation, Viii.268.
acquainted, ib. Each person on being - - per genu. et differentiam-Nature of,
registered to receive a copy of the Sea- iii. 593-594n.
man's Code,412. Copy to be hung up In - Modesof Exposition subsidiary to, viii.
each vessel, ib. Arrangements for hear- 248.
mg complaints With the least practicable - of Phraseology-Difficulty of, when it is
impediment to the employment of the in popular use, and the subject of debate,
vessel, 413. Right to transmit letter of viii. 107.
complaint to Registrar, and method of - of terms-a desideratum in mental
dealing with it, 413-414. Seaman's Code science,viii. 245-246n,
to contain instructions, ib. Contrast of - Imperfect notions of, among the Aristo-
the plan with the existing system, in telian Logicians, viii. 251-253.
which redress only to be had by the usual - The demand for, in codesof law, iv. 513.
course of the law, with its expense and Deformation as a punishment, considered, i.
delay, 414-415. 416-417,419.

Defensive Force-Collateral Employments, Deformity as a circumstance influencing
ix.415-418. Main and collateral emPloY-I sensibility, i. 23.
mentadistmguished, 415. Distinctionbe- Degradation from rank, as a punishment,
tween the having time at the command of I i. 462-463.
government, and the having it actually. De-Gray=-Ohief-Jusnce, noticed, Vii. 231-
so employed,ib. Furlough-allowing, and I 232 n.
employment-allotting systems, ib, Illus- Degrees-Evidence transmitted through an
trations of the former system-when acted indefinite number of, vir. 154-159.
on in Britain no cessation of pay, and no - of probative force, how measured, vi.
economy,415-416. Instances of employ- 223-235. See Probative Force.
ments conduciveto the mcrease of mtre- - Forbidden-Proposal to limit intestate
pidity and activity, 416. Preventive suceession to, and where there are no
Service, ib. Service as officersof the law, such relations to appropriate the estate
ib. Operations contributory to the ser- to the revenue, ii. 585-598. See Supply
vice of the Defensive Force, ib. Opera- without burden.
tions applicable to other public works, Deity-Attributes of the-False applies-
416-417. How far the sea and land forces tion of, to illustrate human character, i.
mightbe madeinterconvernble.a l Z.State 273.
of society in which the discipline of the - An oath is an assumption by man of
army may be made a means of introduc- commandover the, vi. 309-310,318.
ing habits of industry and steadiness, and - Views as to offences agaaust the, exa-
of making good members of society, 417- mined, i. 104 n t.
418. Specimenof amelioration of condi- - Selfishness and vanity Virtually attri-
non by military service-s-the Sepoys in buted to, in some methods of appealing
Indla,418. Countries iu which an exten- to the, x, 146.
sion of the military force mi~htproduce Delasteyrie--Count. Letter from,on second
good-South America, Haiti, 'reece, ib. Chrestomathic Table, iv. 532-533.

- - Concluding Remarks, on the extent Delation-exacting principle, in the man-
to which experience from other places agement of the Chrestomathic School, to
and other times can be advantageously prevent connivance among the scholars,
acted upon, ix. 418-419. viii. 49.

- - Supplement to, ix. 419-428. Com- Delay-Fallacies of, it, 430-435. The quiet-
positionand grades ofthe infantry service ist, 430-431. False consolatron, 431-
in Britain,419. ConstitutIonand proce- 432. Procrastinator's argument, "walt
dure of courts-martial, 420-422. Subsidi- a little," 432. Snail's-pace argument, or
ary observationsby the editor of the on- "one thing at a time," &c., 433-435.
gina.ledltion-ES8ay on the ('jfferent de- Artful diversion, 435.
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Delay--Judicial, an effectual instrument in Delay, vexation, and expense produced by

the hands of sinister interest for ba.flling irrelevancy and superfluity, vi. 89.
reforms, iv. 423-425. - - - considered a.s collateral evils.

- - in answering-Presumption against Sa CollateraJ.Evils.
respondent from, vi. 383-384. - - - Evils of, adduced in answer to

- - Avoidance of, a.san object of judiea- the fallacy that the judicial forms are the
ture, ii. 17. shields of liberty, viii. 478-479.

- - a grievance complained of in the Delay a.sa form of Inconveniencein legisla-
Petition for justice, v. 467-468. tive a.ssemblies,ii. 302.

- - a result of fixed terms for procedure, Delegates- Lords'. Plan of a Judicatory,
ii. 31. to be called the Court of, v. 55-60.

- - Analysis of the elements of, v. 516- DelegatUB lion potetlt delegare-The maxim
521. Vacations,516. Circuits, ib. Ar- ridiculed, 16 n*.
bitrarily fixed days for operations, ib. Delessert-M., the translator oithe Defence
Written pleadings, 517. Transference of Usury, x. 249 n.
and bandying of SUits,ib. Equity courts - - Letter of, to Bentham, on the Politics
and procedure on bills; Elicitation of of France, Holland, Russia, and Prussia,
evidence in three modes-Epistolary, in 1792; x. 283-284.
oral in examiner's office, and oral in Delft-Practice of the House of Correction
master's; vacations, 517-518. Appeals at, iv. 13.
and writs of error, 517, 518-520. Profit Deliberative Assemblies. Essay on the tac-
to judges from the delay, 520-521. tICSof, ii. 301-373.

- - ID the Court ofChancery,vii. 216-221. Delicacy-Physical and Moral. Connexion
- - in the Court of SeSSIOn,vii. 221-225. between, iv. 158.
- - The mischiefs of, with their modifi- I - Female; how preserved from injury in

cations, iv. 339 n *. I judicial procedure, ii. 114.
- - Evil effects of, and remedy for, ii. I - Variableness of national notions of, i.

162-164;vii. 3i8-383. : 176.
- - how it may be purchased of any size Delinquency-its alertness in taking advan-

by the swindler, v. 88. tage of defects in the law, iv. 391.
- - Maxims in favour of, by Hermosa, - Official. Frighteuing peoplefrom charge

the Spamsh Judge-Advocate, controvert- of, by imputing infamy where they fail,
ed, viii. 474-482. ii. 429-430.

- - Cautions regarding, for guidance of - Avoidance of justiciability as affording
judges, ii. 29-30. evidence of, vii. 50-58.

- - producedby sinister interest ofjudges - Clandestimty as affording evidence of,
regarding fees, &c.,Vii.199, 201. vii. 47-48.

- - Cases where It will produce irrepar- - ConfUSIOnof mind as affordingevidence
able damage justify want ofjudicial inter- of, vii. f4-45.
rogation, VI.333. - Fear, indicated by deportment, as afford-

- - Sham pecuniary checks to, vii. 307. ing evidence of, vii. 45-t'l.
- - in actions against corporations, vii. - Non-responsion,and false or evasive re-

221. sponsiou,as affording evidence of,vii. 24-
- - produced where vexation accom- 29.

panies production of evidence, vi. 92. - Self-inculpative testimony as evidence
- - Reason why it ISnot to be found in of, VIi.29-44. See Self-inculpative.

criminal as well as Civil procedure, con- - Situation of an accused person in respect
sidered, vn, 207-209. of motives, means, disposition, character,

- - Amount of, occasioned by writs of and stanon in life, as affording evidence
error, vn. 214. of, vii. 53-62.

- - Avoidance of, how far a goodground - Suppression or fabrication of evidence,
forexclusionofevidence,vi.90-91;vii.356- as affordingevidenceof,vii. 48-50.
362. Q,uestionof preponderant mischief, - inferred from falsehood, vii. 3.
between nnsdecision and postponement, - III the character ef a principal fact, vii. 5.
vii. 357. Precedent inquiry, ib. Caseof an Delinquents compared to children in respect
accused in prison, 358. English practice of the necessity for close inspection, iv.
in applicatrons for delay,359. Form III 174-175.
K. B., ib. In C. P.,360. Effect of fixed - Punishment of. See Punishment.
days and long intervals, 361-362. Delivery of Deed-Erroneonsness of the ex-

Delay, vexation, and expense-Considera- pression, vi. 549-550.
tion given to preponderant inconvenience - of property to its owner-Absence of
from, vi. 15. previsions for enforcing, at common law,

- Jliotify exclusion of evidence, vi. shows want of Codification,v. 487.
87-88. , Dele-symbolic Mathematics-A term used
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for Arithmetic in the Encyclopedical
Sketch of Art and Science, viii. 86.

Delusion as a source of political evil, dis-
tinguished from corruption, iv. 433.

- Political-Examination of the nature
of, in relation to the Constitutional Code,
ix. 76-77. Principal object-to get the
people to acquiesce in the corruption of
their representatives, 76. Instruments-
Royalty and its glittering concomitants,
76. Use of abstract terms, such as The
Church, Property, &c., 76-77.

- Mischievous-Knowledge a preservative
against, viii. 13.

Demagogues. No plan for general distribu-
tion of property can be seriously nourish-
ed by, iii. 605-60B.

Demand-Inquiry as to whether plaintiff
has made, as preparatory to commence-
ment of an Action, vii. 229.

- Instrument of, as a substitute for Decla-
ration or Bill in equity, vii. 270-271.

- Pnrsuer's-How amendable, n. 72-73.
Demand Paper-Different kinds of, for

different suits, ii. 66-72. Simply requi-
sitive, 66-67, 70. Ineulpative but not
criminative, 67-68, 70-72. Penal and
Publico-Private - Demand criminative,
68. Penal and Public-Demand crimi-
native or incnlpative, 68-69, 72. Penal
and Publico-Private-Demand either cri-
minative or inculpative, 69-70.

Demands-Several, against one party-ad-
vantage of combining, ii. 86-87.

Demandant in a suit-Definition of a, iii.
410.

Demesnes of the Crown-Views of Somers
and Burke as to the act restraining the
alienation of, combated, v. 284-285.

Demidov-The family of, in Russia, x. 160.
Democracy-Government by-Blackstone's

views of the qualifications of, criticised,
i. 275-277,279-280.

- The non-existence of a pure, i. 276·217.
- Superior frugality of, as a form of govern-

ment, ix. 28, 31.
- Absence of a sinister interest in favour

of war in a, iii. 611.
- made a bug-bear of, by being coupled

with anarchy as cause and effect, iv. 448-
449.

Democracy- Representative-Reasons why
it contains the best securities against mis-
rule, ix. 10,47.

- - Conspiracy, seditious libel, and trea-
son, have no place in a, ix. 37-38.

- - The only government in which The
Greatest happiness of the greatest num-
ber is the rule, ix. 47.

- - Illustrations of the barriers to the
pursuit of sinister interest in, ix. 100.

Democrats-Charge against, of a project to
attack property and the fnnds, considered,
iii. 605-611.
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Democratic ascendency as a remedy for

abuses, iii. 445-451.
- - Illustration of the advantage of, in

history of the Irish volunteers, iii. 613-
620.

Demonstration-The Author's use of the
word, I. 236 n ".

Demonstrations-Proposal for conducting,
in the purely verbal mode without the
aid of Diagrams, viii. 156-160. See Geo-
metry.

Denial of justice-Remedies for, by Quasi-
appeal, h. 163-164.

Denman-Lord-Mention and Estimate of,
x. 533; xi. 38-39.

Denmark-The attempt to separate, from its
alliance with RUSSia, and to create a war,
through Mr Elliot's Declaration to the
Court of Copenhagen, animadverted OIl In
the Letters of Anti-Maolua vel, x. 201-211.

- Opinion of a sect 10, that the commission
of a crime leads through repentance to
salvation, i. 64.

- Law of divorce in, i, 355.
- Reconciliation courts of, ii. 47 ; iii. 83 n ;

vi. 24. n t, 326, 366 n.
- Method of swearing a witness in, vi. 323-

324.
- George, Prince of, allusion to his having

been High Admiral, VI. 556 n.
Denominanon-i-How claesiflcation may be

employed in, i. 206.
- Pnnciples of, in arts and sciences, for or-

dinary and systematic purposes, viii. 64-
66.

- Methodisation by,in the case of fictitious
entities, viii, 262-264.

- Identity of. Imputations on the ground
of, ii. 416-417.

- The mental operation of, considered in
connexion with Logic, viii. 226.

Denunciation of offenders-Prejudices and
difficulties in the way of, ii. 222-223.

- in ecclesiastical court practice, vi. 493.
Deodands-Origin and incidence of, i. 485-

486.
- An attack on, written by Bentham, i.

250-25l.
- considered as an illustration of the inef-

ficacy of oaths, ii. 41.
Deontology-Origin and root of the term,

v.389.
- or censorial Ethics. Position of, ill an

Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and SCience,
viii. 93 n.

- The field of, in connexion with that of
Ethios, viii. 289.

- Use of the rules of, x. 510·511.
- Private-RelatIOn of Nomography, or

the art of inditing laws, to, iii. 235.
Department Court, as provided for 10 Draft

of Judicial Establishment for France, Iv.
299-300.

Dependance, with regard to representatives,
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should be on electors--not on any other
quarter, iii. 454-455, 522.

Dependa.ncies-Dista.nt-Evils of, u 547-
548.

- Distant. Cost of supporting, incident to
a monarchy, ix. 32-33.

Deponent--Mea.ns of giving him a security
for the accuracy of minutes of his depo-
sition, vi. 416-417.

Deponents-a term that should include par-
ties as well as witnesses, vi. 281.

- Making them speak in the tlurd person
instead of the first, a device to reconcile
them to falsehoods uttered In their names,
vi, 439.

Deportment-Officia.!- Elements of the rules
of, and considerations as to whether the
Penal Law may be brought to aid the
enforcement of, ix. 307-309.

- of counsel to witnesses, considered, vi.
406-408.

- viewed as a. source of evidence, vi. 218.
- Fear indicated in, as evidence of guilt,

vii. 45-47.
Deposits-Species of, enumerated, iii. 192.
- by litigants, vii. 307.
Deposition accordmg to the Roman mode or

Romano-Anglice-c-Evils of, as a. method
of extracting evidence, vi. 36-37.

- - - Secrecy in taking, with the rea-
SOll8 assigned, vii. 540-542.

- before committing magistrates, may be
seen by counsel, VI. 382 n 10.

- in equity-Amendment of, vi. 457·458.
- in equity-e-At what party's instance it

may be rea.d, vi. 489.
Depositions and allegations-False distinc-

tion between, vi. ,299.
- compared with affidavits, vi. 38.
Depravity-Rules for findiug the extent of,

indicated by an act, i. 68.
Depreciation-Obviation of, in the case of

government paper, by adoption ofAnnuity-
note scheme, iii. 121.

Depredation-defined as Oppression benefit-
ing the oppressor, viii. 558, 560.

- The fear of suffering under, gives lawyers
an interest in the furtherance of criminal
justice, vii. 207-209.

- occasioned where money is demanded
for the support of dignity, ix. 86.

- OIIiClal-Nature of, as a species of op-
pression, viiI. 560.

- OIIicia.!-Securities against,applicable to
a Mahommedan state, viii. 591-592.

Depredations-Petty; laws for punishing
them on imperfect evidence, vii. 504-506.

Depredators-Habitual. Practicability of
putting down, through the instrumentality
of the Poor Law, viii. 403-406. See
Pauper Management.

- Exculpative perjury among, vi. 155.
Deputation-Power of, by Jndges as part

of the arraagement of the plan of Ju-
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dieial Establlshment for France, iv. 368-
370.

Deputes-Reasons against their succeeding
as a matter of routine to the situations of
their principals, ix. 297-298.

- to Judges and other officials-Unpaid.
Utility of the system of, iii. 343-345.

- to Judges-Outline of a.rra.ngements re-
garding, u 22-23.

- to Judges-Method of appointing, by the
Constitutional Code-their powers and
the reasons for the system, ix. 483-486.

Deputes Permanent of Judges lmmediate-
Provisione for, in Constitutional Code, ix.
544-MO;-

- - Fields of service, ix. 544-545. Ju-
risdiction coincident with Principals',
with the exception of the power of pre-
senting a law as unconstitutional, and the
appointment and removal of subordinates,
544. Subsidiary functions, ib, Form of
location, 544-545.

- - Relation of, to Principal Judge, ix.
545-547. Obliged to attend. at the hours
of service, on requisition from Principal,
545. Registrar to note default, ib. Judge
not to be held as having had personal
cognizance of proceedings of Depute, in
confirming them, ib. Oppression of De-
pute by Judge-Palliatives, 545-546.
Judge Principal to frame regulations for
the conduct of the Deputes, 546. Depute
supplies place of Principal when acciden-
tally vacant, ib. Depute may consult
Principal, but no appeal, ib. Recapitu-
latory inquiry, 546-547. Contested in-
terpretation-reporting function, 547.
Eventually-emendative function, ib. Sis-
tltive function, ib. Preinterpretative
function, ib. Legislature to make arrange-
ments for preventmg inconvenience from
the number of persons authorized to use
these functions, ib. Power of displace-
ment in the Principal, with appeal to
Judge Appellate and Justice Minister,ib.

- - Term of service of, ix. 548. For life,
unless removed in terms of provisions to
that effect, ib.

- - Attendance of, ix. 548. Generally
same as Judge Principal's, ib,

- - Remuneration of, ix, 548-550. Con-
sists of the distinction, power and reputa-
tion,with prospect ofsucceeding to the office
of the Principal, 548. Sltuation compar-
ed with that of law student, ib, Reasons
for believing that a sufficient number
would present themselves without pay,
ib, Indeterminateness of pay were it once
admitted-economy in not allowing, if
service got without, ib. The plan sanc-
tioning the appointment of any number of
deputes the principal may choose to name
-jobbing and corruption if they were to
have salaries, 549. Divided into two
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cla.sses-those who are competing for
stipendiary Judgeships, and those who
are serving honoranly, 549-550. Advan-
tage of emulation between them, ib.

Deputes-Permanent, &c., who locable as,
ix. 550. Professional lawyers the only
class excepted, ib.

- - How dislocable, ix. 550. Want of
attendance, ib. The general causes ap-
plicable to other judges, ib.

- - Partiality obviated among, ix. 550.
Substitunon of another judge when It is
supposed to exist, ib.

Deputes Occasional of Judge Immediate-
Provrsion for, in Constitutional Code, ix.
550-554 '-

- - Fields of service of, ix. 550-551. The
special cause for which appointed, ib.
Reasons for such special appointment-
Comparative inaptitude of regular judge
-Peculiar aptitude of the Depute, &c.,
ib.

- - Term of service of, ix. 551. May be
for the SUIt or the day, lb. Generally
appointed only in case of extraordinary
mflux, ib, Sorts of suits generally allot-
ted to, ib.

- - Who locable as, ix. 551. Preference
of a person recommended by all the par-
ties, lb. If not approved by all, partial
approbation a disqualiflcation, lb.

- - Powers of, IX. 551-552. For execu-
tion or probation to the extent the Judge
deputing may think fit, lb. Coercive
means of probation, 552. Coercive means
of execution, ib. In case of choice of
parties, Judge appomtmg released from
responsibihty, ib. A permaneut Depute
to be furnished with powers for location
of occasronals, ib.

- - Referees deputable as, IX. 552-553.
When two arbitrators with an umpire
chosen b)' the parties, 552. Not to apply
to penal cases where the public interest-
ed, ib. Judicial aid for remedy of the
necessary imperfections of this system,
ib. Registration provided for, 352-353.
Power may be given for execution, not
probation, 553.

- - Remuneration of, ix. 553-554. May
receive reward agreed to by the parties,
ib. Precautions to prevent abuse, ib.

- - Partiality in, obviated, ix. 554. Sub-
ject to interrogation as to circumstances
which may occasion, ib,

Deputes to Judges, and to Pursuers and
Defenders general. according to plan of
Jumcial Establishment proposed for
France, iv. 357-358.

Deputes to Judge, Registrar. and Eleemosy-
nary Advocate-Reasons for, in Despatch
Court Bill, iii. 310-311.

- to Judge, Registrar, &c.-Arrangements
for, in Despatch Court Bill, iii. 343-344.

xcv DES

Deputy-The term preferable to represen-
tative, or any other, for expressing an
elected legislator, ix. 155-156 n.

- Employment of, as a substitute to a
public officer, an indication of the salary
being too high, ii. 242.

Derangement-Mental, no good ground for
excluding a witness, vi. 105. See Im-
becility.

Derham, Dr William-Notice of, viii. 427.
Derivative pleasures distmguished from

original, i. 207.
Derivative Punishment-Rules regarding,

i. 477-478.
Derivative recordation, considered, vi. 83-86.
Desaguliers, noticed, iv. J46 n.
Des Cartes-Allusion to his cogito ergo BUIn,

VI. 374.
Des Cartes, casually noticed, ii. 498; x. 143.
Descent-Abolition of anomalous courses

of, necessary to a reform iu conveyancing,
v. 391.

Description as a mode of Exposition, viii.
248.

Desert-properly coupled with reward-
not with punishment, v. 595 n.

Desertion-Military-Marked difference be-
tween the criminality of, in time of peace
and in time of war, IX. 390.

Design-s-Bad. Imputation of, as a fallacy
in debate, ii. 414-415.

- - How far the vices of established ju-
dicature are the effect of, vii. 210-211.

Designation-The mental operation of, con-
sidered in connexion with logic, viii. 226.

- Nature of the process of, With respect to
corporeal objects, viii. 336-33i.

Desire-unsatisfied-The pains of, i. 19.
- Source of the existence of a, i. 211.
Desrres-vSynonyme to the word, i. 207 -:lOB
- Dangerous-Altering the course of, I.

539-541.
- Dangerous-Provisions for satisfying.

with the least possible prejudice,i. 541-546.
- Application of appellatives to, i. 217.
- produced by pleasures and pains, are the

source of all mental operations, viii. 279-
281.

Desmond-Legend of the Countess of, vii.
88.

Despots-their fear to violate established
customs, i. 184.

- Utility of conquests confined to, ii. 557.
Despotic Governments. The characteristics

of, ii, 286-287.
- and free Governments-Distinction be-

tween, i. 288.
Despotism, Tyranny, &c., as indicative of

motives, i. 199.
- developed in the administration of the

Jaw in England, vi. 150.
- created by making a judge, or any per-

son in power, independent of the people,
iv.362.
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Despotism-Progress towards,in England by
attacks on the liberty of the press, ii. 121.

- How a system, having the essence of
jury trial, might be adapted to a, ii. 150.

- See Tyranny.
Despotisms. How the principle of, is fa-

vourable to war, iii. 611 n.
- encouraged by certain loose methods of

arguing, 1 9 n.
- The remedy against, iii. 219.
Destruction-Employment of the spring as

a primum mobile in instruments of, viii.
140.

- or endamagement as an offence, i. 117-
118.

- General-Concurrence of the people in
any desigu of, shown to be impossible,
iii. 606-607.

Desultoriness as a defect in language con-
sidered, viii. 309.

Detection-c-Nature of the danger of, in case
of an offence, i. 66-67.

Detennon=-Unjust, of property. Remedies
for, i. 546-547.

Determent-In what circumstances held in
view in punishment, 1. 392.

Determinateuess-c-Considerarions as to se-
eurmg, in nomenclature, vui. 106.

Determination as an operation of Logic, viii.
225.

Detinue, or detainer, as an offence, i.
117 n,

Detmue=-Actioa of, vi, 314.
- - Wager of law with reference to, vii.

549-550.
Deviations from the esta blished course of

nature-e-Improbabihty and impossibility
resolved into, vii. 83-84. See Disconfor-
mity.

Devices of Technical procedure contrasted
with correspondent arrangements of the
natural, v. 8-14. ExclUSIOn of parties, 8.
Superabundance of written papers, ib.
Wr1tten and epistolary evidence by affi-
davits, &c., 8-9. Tribunals out of reach,
9. Blind fixation of times for operation,
ib, Sittlngs at long intervals-terms and
circuits, 9-10. Decision without thought,
10. Decision on grounds apart from the
merits, 11. The mendacity licence, ib.
Special pleadmgs, 11-12. Diversifications
in means of making persons or things
forthcoming, 12. Chicaneries about no-
tice, ib. Times and places as to which
justice in abeyance, ib. Motion business,
12-13. Jargon,13. Fictions, ib. Mag-
nification of jurisprudential law, ib. Con-
tempt of real law, 13-14. Double-foun-
tain pnnciple-rigour or liberality ac-
cording to judge's caprice, 14.

- - - analysed in the Rationale of Evi-
dence. vit. 196 et .eg. (viz. Book VIII.)

- - - how far applicable to substantive
law. vii. 318-319.

XCVl DIE

Devices of Teclmical procedure-Apology
for the exposure of, Vii. 329-334.

- - - List of, as complained of in Peti-
tion for justice, v. 446.

- - - for promoting ends of judicature
at expense of ends of justice-List of, vii.
225-226.

- - - by which the corruption of Spe-
cial Juries is supported, v. 136-141.

Diretetics-Etymology of, and place in the
Chrestomathic system of Instruction, viti.
36.

Diagram-A, defined, vi. 144.
Diagram or Synoptic Table of Arts and

Sciences explained, viii. 82-95. See En-
cyclopedical Sketch.

- - - (connected with the Encyclopedi-
cal Sketch of Art and Science) Explana-
tions regarding the, viti. 95-98.

- - - Uses of the, viii. 98-100.
- - - Reasons why the mode of divi-

sion in, should be exhaustive, viii. 101-
102.

Diagrams-Purely arbitrary use of, in the
way of abbreviation for representing de-
monstrated propositions in Geometry, viii.
166-169.

- Proposal for the occasional discarding
of, in Geometry, and demonstrating in the
purely verbal mode, mi. 155-160. See
Geometry.

- Gilbert's comparison of Records to, vi.
144, 184, 565.

Dialectics-Inutility of, x. 586.
- Pursued by the Anstotelians to the pre-

judice of the tactical branch of logic, viii.
218.

Dialogue-between Lord Chancellor and
injured suitor, on weighmg evidence, Vl1.
530-531.

- between Monitor and Legislator, on the
propriety of amending bad laws instead
of weakening them, VIi. 442.

Dialogues between Lawyer and Non-lawyer
in the Rationale of Evidence. flee Law-
yer.

Dicastic or Censorial Ethics-Explanation
of, and position in the Encyclopedical
Sketch of Art and Science, viii. 93-94.

Dichotomous division. See Bifurcate.
Dictionaries, described as instruments of

exposition, viii. 244.
- Estimate of, as a means of improvement

of a language, viii. 313.
Didactic Coenonesiology, or the informa-

tion-affording branch of intellectual phi-
losophy-Position of,in the Encyclopedi-
cal Sketch of Art and Science, viii. 91.

Diderot-Opinions of, on rewards to accom-
plices, ii. 225 n.

- The intellectual qualities and services
of, iii. 50.

Diu Jasti, et fie/ani, of the Romans, noticed,
vii. 242 n.
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Diet-Appointment of It, for tbe settle- Direct evidence distinguished from Clrcum-

ment of disputes between nations, ii, stantial, vii. 1-4.
552-554. - - and Circumstantial, compared in pro-

Diet-Hard, in prisons. Advantages of, i. bative force, VIi. 73-75.
425-429. - - of authenticity of deeds, vii. 176-

Dietary for convicts according to the Pan- 177.
opticon system-coarsest III species, and - - of tbe spuriousness of deeds, vii. 181.
unvaried, but unlimited in amount, iV'1 Directors of Public Bollies-The same indr-
153-156. viduals generally chosen over and over

Differential calculus-involves a mathema- as, and why, IX. 173.
tical fiction, the nature of which should I - - - Insurance of attendance of, ii.
be explained to learners, viu, 174. 238.

Diffusion of arts and sciences-Method and Disabilities-The, involved in Excommuni-
extent of, ii. 256-260. cation.!. 514.

Digby-Sir Kenelm. Sympathetic Powder Disablement as a punishment, i. 417-418,
of, alluded to, i, 479; iv. 126. 419.

Digest-A complete, of the laws urged, iii. - as a property in punishment, i. 404-405.
205. - in what circumstances it can be held in

- See Code: Laws-Body of. view in punishment, I. 392.
Dignity-a property desirable in a lan- Disaffection-c-Libel prosecutions on the

guage, viii. 191. charge of exciting, considered, v. 243-
- as a property desirable in a language, 245.

and the defects in the absence of which Disambiguation as a means of exposition,
it consists, viii. 307-308. viii. 249-251. Mischiefs of ambiguity III

- Employment of the word in political language illustrated in the uses made of'
discussions, ii. 437. the word Church, ib.

- How far the support of, useful to the Disappointment-The pains of, i. 19.
public service, ii. 234-235. Disappointment-preventing princrple=-Na-

- Factitious-Evils occasioned by the sup- ture of the, i. 341.
port of, in a monarcho-anstocratic consti- - - - Foundation and application of,
tution, iu. 438-445. iii. 226-227.

- Factitious. Causes of creation of, and - - - as the foundation of judicial de-
national influence of,examined, IX. 78-92. cisions, iii. 312-313,388.
See Honour-Factitious. - -- - Application of, to the Civil Code,

- Official. Fallacy of large salaries being hi. 212.
necessary to support, v, 316-318. - - - Application of, to retrenchment,

- an excuse for getting public money to· v. 266-267.
support it, IV. 439. , - - - Applicatiou of, to the Rationale

Dignities-General eligibility of the citizens I of a Code, v, 413-414.
at large to, as expressed in the French - - - Application of, to compensation,
Declaration of Rights, ii. 508-509. in the case of Law Reform, iii. 325-326.

- Method of conferring, in the Constitu- Disarmament--National. Securities against,
tional Code, compared with methods in I adapted to a Mahommedan State, vin,
use, ix. 267-269. 585-586.

Digression IIIdebate. Nature of, and means Disarming Treaties-Propositi of, M pre-
of obviating, ii. 318. paratory to a perpetual peace, II. 550-552.

Dilatory motions, or motions of adjournment Disbandment as a nnhtary term-e-Meanmg
in legislative bodies, ii. 366-367. of, IX. 349, 353.

Diligences in Scottish Procedure-Natnre - of troops-Arrangements regarding, by
of, v. 38-39. the Constitutional Code, IX. 397-402.

Dillon-Count. noticed, x. 95-96. Discernment-Impossible to substitute rules
DIoceses-Oaths of Irish bishops to erect for, ii. 195.

schools in their, broken, v. 456. Discharge of soldiers-Plan for accomplish-
Dionysius of Halicamassus-character of ing, Without creating jealousy, IX. 399-

his critical works, ii. 380. 402.
Diplomatists-should keep the general uti!- Discibility-a property desirable in a Ian-

ity of mankind in view, that it may give guage, viii. 191.
a direction to their proceedings, ii. 53i. DUoiplinlB in Latin, a useful term, imply-

Direct methods of preventing offences, i. mg both science and art, viii. 27.
367-368. Disciplines, or Arts and Sciences-vulgarly

Direct evidence compared with Hearsay, vi. considered as distinct from the ordinary
172. business of life, not only in degree, but in

- - compared with Circumstantial, vi. nature, viii. 239-240.
174,219. Discipline-Milita.ry. Circumstances in
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which it ma.ybe a means of education- Discourse-The subjects of, as divided into
of training to industry and docility, ix. immediate and exterior, viii. 329-331.
417-418. DiscoveredTerritory-Limits of, &8 a. source

Discipline-Military. Arrangements for, in of wars, il, 539-540n, 545.
the Constitutional Code, ix. 366-367. Discoverer-Nature of the title of a, i. 327.

Discipline-Prison, evils indispensable to, - is in relation to science,what the inven-
and incidental to, i. 421-422. tor is to art, viii. 76.

- - See Prison Discipline. Discovery. The author's instruments of,or
Disclosure-how farvexation by,justifiesex- logical arrangements, iii. 285-295.

elusion of evidence, vi. 95-100; vii. 445- - consideredas a step in invention,viii. 278.
479. Subjection to punishment does not - as a foundation of right, iii. 186.
justify, 96 ; vii. 445-463; nor subjection to - Makeshift evidenee as an instrument of,
a civil obligation, vi. 96; vii. 463-468. vir, 164-165.
(See Self-disserving; Self-inculpatIve.) - The progress of, in the 18th century, i.
Prevention of preponderant evil Justifies, 227.
vi. 98. DIsclosure of Catholic confession Discovery-Bill of-Nature of, vii. 502.
should not be demanded, 98-99 ; vii. 366- Discoveries-c-Fallacioushopesofprofit from,
368 ; Client's commnmcationto law-agent obviated by the possessionof knowledge,
should, 99-100; vii. 473-479. viii. 13.

Discoercive Law-What? i. 151. - Rewards for; when unnecessary.Il. 212.
Disconformity to the course of nature- - DIscouragement of, by the usury law,

Modes of, vn. 84-90. Drsconformable in iii. 20-29.
toto-laws of nature, as affectmg matter Discreditive interrogation analyzed, vi. 400-
-primum mobiles,84-85. Disconformity 406. Examination of the argument that
in degree, 86-89. Illustrations, 87-88. a party must not discredit hISown wit-
No absolute line of separation of ineredi- ness, 400-402. Counter-evidence as a
ble from credible, 88. Disconformity in means of discovering the character and
specie, 89-90. disposition of a Witness, 403-404. If the

Discontent-Libelprosecutionsonthecharge Witnessbe hostile to the party who calls
of exciting, considered, v. 243-245. him, what he says in that party's favour

Discourse considered as a mental operation the more to be depended on, 404. Fal-
in connexion WIth Logic, vm, 227-229. lacy of the argument that the counter-
Sigus employed divided into audible, visi- evidence is known only to the party who
ble, and tangible, 227. Audible sounds uses it, 404-406.
the first embodimentof thought, lb. For- Discrete quantity, as distinguished from
mation of Visible characters-Japanese, continuous, viii. 201-202.
Chinese, lb. Terms applied to signs of Discretion. Proper use of the term in re-
thought imply the first embodiment to be gard to punishments, i. 164.
in sound, 227-228. Arnflcial communi- - Meaning of reference to, in Penal Code,
canon to the deaf and blind, 228. 'Iran- iii. Ii5.
sitive and intransitive use of language- - Employment of the term, as to exclusion
latter necessary for formation of ideas, of evidence, vii. 345-347.
228-229. Mental operations to the per- - how far it may be safely conceded to the
formanceofwhich language instrumental, judge for the avoidance of needless hard-
229. ships by disclosure in evidence, VI.97 D.

- Acts of, a mixture of external and inter- - Judicial-Evlls and dangers of, i. 325-
nal, i. 36. 326.

- must always embody propositions, viii. - Judicial-Lord Camden's remark on, vi.
321-322. 146.

- Subjects of,viii. 299-300. Must be state - Judicial-Mansfield and Camden's dis-
of communicator's mmd=-active or pass- cussionon, v. 558.
ive, ib. Perceptive, retentive, and judi- - JudiCIal-Proper extent of,with regard
eial faculties, 300. to regulations of procedure, ii. 3l.

- Operations which, in the character of an - JudICial-Extent to which admissible in
art are performable in relation to, viii. punishments, i. 516-517.
302-303. Discrimination=-Nothing to be condemned

- Properties desirable in language for the without, on account of an offensivename,
purposes of,viii. 303-312. See Language. iv.21l.

- The method of producing clearness m, Discussion-Modes of,considered,especially
&8 a branch of logic, Viii.242-253. See the Aristotelian and Socratic,viii. 236-23£.
Exposition. - Fallacies invented to suppress, by ereat-

- as eonstituting direct evidence,vi. 218n. ing alarm, ii, 413-430.
- Signs employed in, viii. 298-299. See - What sorts of, held to be libel, v. 112.

Lang\lage. I - Liberty of-The pnncrples of,i. 514-575.
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Discussion-Free. Securities for, adapted
to a Mahommedan state, viii. 584-585.

- Public. Letters on, to the Spanish people,
ii. 275-297.

Diseases-belief in cure of-Sources of cre-
dulity illustrated from, vii. 107.

- Opportunities for collecting experimental
information on, in a system of Pauper
management, viii. 425.

Disesteem-Expression of, subjects to the
libel law, v. 106-107.

Disfigurement as a punishment, i. 416-417.
Disfranchisement as a punishment, i. 484.
Disgrace-Punishment by,i. 456. See Moral

Sanction.
- as a consequence of testimony-not of

itself a sufficient ground for excluding it,
vii. 463-465.

Disguise as an aggravation of corporal in-
jury, i. 165, 168.

- Analogous punishments for crimes com-
mitted with the use of, i. 408.

Disguised exclusions of evidence analysed,
vi. 113-116. Limitation of number of
witnesses, 114. Limitation of time, ib.
Evidence concealed, lb. Particular species
of evidence pronounced conclusive, 114-
115. Cases where a particular kind of
evidence made indispensable, 115. More
than one witness required, ib. Religious
formula required, ib. The" best evidence"
required, 115-116.

Disguised exclusions of evidence considered
in detail, vii. 520 a seq. (viz. Rationale of
Evidence, Book IX. Part VI.)

Dismterested-a term not in its strict sense
applicable to any human actions, i. 211-
212.

Dismterestedness-when, and under what !
circumstances, there are instances of It,
ix. 61.

- While existence of not denied, still not
to be counted on as a sufficient motive for
good government, IV. 431.

- a mark of profligacy-Fallacy of the
sentiment, ii. 464-465.

Dislike and Displeasure-Nature of, i, 53,56.
Dislocation-Power of, or power to remove

from office-why universal In the electors
according to the Constitutional Code, IX.
103-106. See Constitutive.

Dislocatlve Function-to whom applied in
the Constitutional Code, ix. 156.

- - How exercised by the Constitutional
Code, ix. 156-157.

Dismissal of judicial apphcatlons=Causes
for, ii. 44.

Disobedience distinguished as conscious and
unconscious, i. 265.

- to the laws-Various grades of, and
evils of overlooking the distinctions be-
tween different kinds, ii. 528.

- as a military offence-how to be punished,
ix.394.

XCIX DIS

Disorderliness as a defect in the drawing or
laws, iii. 241.

Dispatch Court- Equity-Proposal, iii. 297-
317. See Equity.

- - Equity suitor's petition for, iii. 303-
305.

- - Equity-Bill-Account of, iii. 305-
315.

- - Equity-Bill,in terminis, iii. 319-430.
See Equity.

- - EqUlty-Bill-Letter from O'Con-
nell on the, xi. 15.

Dispensation-The power of,defined, i,27 8 n.
- in the case of the history of oaths-vita

services to Pnestcraft, v. 2:;3-224.
- Origin and nature of, ix. 322. First used

to good purposes, and then defended on
precedent, ib.

- Power of-would be possessed by Public
Prosecutors, if private excluded, iv. 392.

Displacmg=-Advantage ofputtmg the power
of, ill different hands from that of Appoint-
ing, i. 572.

Disposition-Effect of, on the mischievous-
ness of an act, i. i6.

- of accused person.how farevidence, vii. 56.
- Jury charged by indictment to find as to,

as if it were an offence, v. 255-256.
Dispositions-Proper subjects of the attri-

butives good and bad, VirtUOUSand vicious,
i. 216-217.

Dispositions-Human, in general, i. 60-68.
To be judged from effects, 60. A man's
disposition considered With reference to
effect on his own happiness and on that of
others, ib. Mischievous and beneficent
disposition, 61. Tendency In connexion
With motive, lb. Self-regardmg motive,
ib. Motive of good will, 62. Motive of
love of reputation, 62-63. Religion, 63-
64. Ill-Will and malevolence, 64. Disposi-
tion the sum of intentions, 65. Seducing
and tutelary motives, ib. Latter divided
into standing and occasional, ib. Good-
will, Love of Reputation.Desrre of Amity,
and Religion, as stand.ng tutelary mo-
tives, 65-b6. Love of ease and self-pre-
servation, as occasronal tutelary motives,
66. DIVISIOn of dangers into those of
physical and those of moral agency, 66-67.
Detection, ib. Strength of temptation, 6i.
Measure of depravity, 68.

Dispunitive or Pardonmg Function of the
Justice Minister, by the Constitutional
Code, ix, 600-607. See Justice MInister.

Disputative Logic of the Anstotehans-e-
how it has failed to make discoveries, viii.
238-239.

Disputation-The art of: a narrow definition
of the field of Logic, viii. 220.

Disputes--Judicial adjustment of, recom-
mended, ii. 46-47.

DIsrepute-Punishment by, i. 458-467. &~
Forfeiture of Reputation.
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Dleseetioa=-Delivery of unclaimed bodies Dletributire-seeking iuits, considered, ii.

for the purpose of, ix, 628-629. 85-86_
Dissenters and Catholics-Plan for uniting, District Courts, as provided for in Draught

for the furtherance of Religious liberty, of Judicial Establishment for France,
x. 592-594. iv. 298-299.

Dissimilitude of hands-Evidence from, vii. Districts-Election and Polling-Plan in
181. Radical Reform Bill for partition of

Dissipation-Meaning of the term, ix. 103. country into, iii. 579-582.
Dissocial-A class of motives termed, i. - Election. Division of the State, to

56, 58-59_ which the Constitutional Code applies,
Dissolution of contracts, the subject of into, ix. 147-J50.

registration, vi. 567. - - See Electoral Districts,
Distance with relation to alibi evidence, Distringasses-Delays occasioned by, vii.

Vii. 111-113. 221,252 n.
- Probabilities as to how much may be I Distrust, or fear of what is at the bottom

travelled in a certain time, Vii. 99. of measures-Fallacy of, ii. 421.
- justifies epistolary interrogation of wit- 1- Sound political institutions founded on,

nesses, vi. 429. ii. 314.
- of tribunals-Evils of, vii. 234-236,238, Disturbance of the peace-vague use of

240, 352-353. the expression in Indictments for sedi-
- of punishment from offence-EJrect of, non, v, 258-259.

i. 401-402. Disturbances-Provisions for the quelling
Distinct-intonation principle, in the manage- of, in the Constitutional Code, ix. 617.

ment of the Chrestomathic school, viii. 53_ Diversion to other measures, as a device for
Distmction-can only be clearly made be- evading reforms, ii. 435.

tween two things at a time, vui. 108-109. Diversity-a fictitious entity connected
Distmctions-Honorary, as rewards for' with relation, viii. 203.

public services, ii. 218. - Systematic nomenclature should pro-
- Sham. Fallacies of, ii. 451-453. In- Vide for indicatmg, viii. 65-66.

stances-Liberty and Licentiousness of Divestitive facts-Meaning of the term,
the Press-Reform, temperate and in- vi. 218 n t.
temperate, ib. - - Nature of, vii. 270_

- Social. Fallacy of the proposition that Divrdends on Stock. Plan for receiving,
they cannot be founded but upon common without attendance at the Bank of Eng-
utility, ii, 499-.500. land, by Note annuities, iii. 105-153.

Distinctive Property-The, in All-c.ompre- , Divine nght-Notions of, encouraged by
hensive Division or Subaltemation, vm, the pardon-power, i, 529.
103. - - of Kings-c-Simster interest and super-

Distmctness as a security for evidence, vi. stitions that created the theory of, ix. 24.
283,289. Divmity-c-Rewards in the science of, not

- in evidence-Writing an .adjunct in I for discovermg the truth, but for sup-
producing, VI. 328. porting an opinion, ii. 263_

- Oral and written examinations, with - not to be taught in Chrestomathic school,
relation to, vi. 425-426. as it might be the means of excluding

Distraction-preventmg principle, in the some persuasions, Viii. 41-42.
management of the Chrestomatluc school, - Study of- How far an acquaintance
vui. 52. with the dead languages essential to, vm.

Distress- Causes of extent of in Britain, 17.
and of absence of in America, in. 612. DIVISION-The Bifurcate, exemplified, and

- Character exhibited by an offence which shown to be the only one that IS neces-
aggravates, I. ii_ sarily exhaustive, although others may

Distribution as one of the human faculties, happen to be 80, viii. 290-293.
viii. i5-76 n. - The Bifurcate, viii. 253-255. Depen-

- as an end of the Constitutional Code, h. dence of correctness on completeness, 253.
2il-272. Only means of separating an individual

- of power, advantages and disadvantages from aggregates, 254. Srmphcrty of the
of, I, 571. method, lb. Illustration by letters, ib.

Distributive branch of the law. Proper Application to botany, 254-255.
cnds of the, iii. 293-294_ - 'I'he Bifurcate, Dichotomous, or Exhana-

- - - General objects of the, ix. 11-17. tive system of. See Bifurcate.
See Secunty ; Subsrstence s Abundance: - Exhaustive and All-comprehensive-
Equality. How It may be made, and Its sufficiency

- - - Author's design to prepare works tested, Viii. 102-110. The contradictory
on the, I. III. formula, or sign of neganon in one of the
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eoudivideate, 102. All-comprehensive-
ness, diatinetnesa, and instructiveness
-their nature with reference to the
subJect,103. The Distinctive property,-
VIZ. the property contained m the aggre-
gate, and mone of the condividents, but not
in the other, ib. Illustration in mathe-
matics-form or figure a character of the
aggregate, and of the condivident Geo-
metry, but not of Algebra, 104. This
shown to be all-comprehensive, distinct,
and instructive, ib. The words Geome-
try and Algebra would not however be
instructive, i. e. would not indicate the
characteristics : therefore the appellatives
used in the table chosen, 104-105. This
contradictory formula not always actually
employed in words, but must always be
applicable as a test to the sense, 105-106.
Difference between conferring a deter-
mmate meaning on existing phraseology,
and imparting It to new, 106. Advantage
if in Ethics (mcludmg politics and reli-
gion) the nomenclature were fixed and
expressive, 106-107. Difficulty of follow-
ing the advice to define the words used,
when they are employed in popular lan-
guage and are the subjects of dispute,
107. Only the bifurcate division that
would admit the use of the contradictory
formula, ib. Examples from Watts, &c.,
108. People can compare together strict-
ly but two things at a time-a greater
number tends to confusion, 108-109. The
language only made for comparing two
.hmgs, ib, The system conveys a notion
of the relation of the parts to each other
-a powerful instrument of instruction,
viii. 109-110.

Division-Exhaustive-'Whence the idea of
taken by the author, and inquiry whether
Porphyry or Peter Ramus invented It,
viii. 110-112.

- - Considerations as to the length to
WhICh it may and should be carried, viii.
116-117. Impracticability-a bar arismg
out of incognoacibility created by com-
plexity, and the extent of surface covered
by the diagram, 117. Uneconomicalness
from the extent of the labour, &c., 117.

- - How to establish, in any given part
of the field of Art and Science, VIIi. 118-
121. A trunk found, by collectmg the
common words, and finding the one that
applies nearest, or by making one, 118.
The two most extensive branches con-
tained in the trunk to be next taken, ib.
If no two such to be found, take a POSI-
tive quality With its negation, ib. Pro-
eeed to subdivide on the system, lb. Con-
venient to find one-worded synonyms
for the two-worded names, ib. Where
one-worded names have been first fallen
upon, necessary for enoyclopedical pur-

CI DIY

POles to frame two-worded synonyme,
lb. Sometimes larger sources of division
left behind when the smaller proceeded
with-e-creates necessity to go back and
pick them up, 119. List of sources of
division, lb. Names of real and names of
fictitious entitles distinguished as an ex-
haustive diVISIOn of nouns substantive,
119-121.

Division-Exhaustive-Reasons for, in an
encyclopedical table, viii. 10 I-I 02.

- Exhaustive, applied to the sources of
motion, viii. 144-146.

Division-e-Logrcal, or AnalYSis-Its mode
explained and Illustrated, vin. 121-126.
A train of exemphficatrons-c-shows how
physical analysis must be employed be-
fore logical, 121-122. Logical analysis is
the creation of fictitious entities from an
aggregation of the real entities produced
by physical analysis, 122-123. Logical
wholes created by synthesis from the phy-
sical facts, 125, AnalYSIS of these logical
wholes illustrated III the Lmnrean botany.
125-126

- - The sorts of, viii. 253. Complete or
incomplete, strrct or loose, physical or
psychical, ib.

- - The Aristotelian rules of, according-
to Sanderson's exposition, criticised, vui,
255-256.

- - According to the scales of subalter-
nation, viu. 267-268.

- - Fictinous aggregations resulting from,
viii. 206.

- - Use in having the nomenclature of
such, that the name of each aggregate ex-
plains Its position ill the sC3.1e,viii. 269.

- - Sanderson's system of, exammed, VIll.
113-114.

- - Watts' vague notions OD, VIIi. 114-
115.

- - False notions by Reid and Kaimes
on, viii. 115-116.

- - as applicable to the three physical
kingdoms, vm, 268-269.

Division of matter-Connexion between ac-
taal, and the conceptions that may be
formed of it, viii. 202.

DIVision of labour-Efficacy of, iii. 67.
- - among lawyers, Increases instead of

diminishing the expense, vii. 202.
DIVISIOnof junsdiction-c-How far useful, vii.

288-290.
DIVision-General, of property-The effect

of a, discussed, I. 303, 358-364.
- General, of property - Impracticable,

and not seriously entertained, ill. 60S-
608.

Division of Committees of the whole House
-Form of, II. 373.

DIVisions of Legislative Assemblies in vot-
lllg-Arrangements for, II_ 371.

- III Legislative Assembhes-Rea~on why
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they should not ta.ke pla.ce till the deba.tes ,
a.re over, ii. 342-346.

Divisions in Parliament-Use of statistics as
to, and method of procurmg, iii. 496-497.

- of the Sta.te to which the Constitutional
Code may apply-Provision for, ix. 147-
150.

Divorce as a punishment, i. 472.
- Pnnciples of the Crvil Code with regard

to, 1. 352-354.
- Facilitation of, considered, i. 544.
Divorces-s-A Register of, to be kept in terms

of the Constitutional Code, ix, 629.
Doane-c-Richard=-Editorial note by, to

Constitutional Code, ix, Ill-IV.

- - Note by, on the Prmoiples of Pro-
cedure, ii. 2.

- - Notes and Elucidations by, ii. 2,136,
140,169-170,177,181; vi. 381-382,384,
385,386,387, 388, 404, 407, 410, 415,
417,451,462,464, 471,473, 474, 489,
494, 533, .542, .548, 582; vii, 7, 20,22,
27,34,43,48,51, 59,61, 69,70, 71,72,
115, 123, 124, 134, 143, 156-157, 159,
165, 168, 177, 190, 199,202,208,241,
245, 246, 248, 254, 255, 257, 260, 269,
276, 283, 286, 303, 306, 308, 310, 321,
32.1j, 327, 333, 346, 349, 361,368, 375,
378, 382, 397, 398, 400, 401, 402, 403,
404, 405, 409, 411, 412, 414, 421, 422,
423, 424, 434, 435, 446, 460-461, 464,
490, 497, 503, 504, 507, 510, 520, 526,
536, 538,539, .549,559,571; ix, 71,73,
109,118,126,141,472,517,541.

- - noticed, x. 604; xr. 61.
Dobell's China, referred to, iv. 440.
Docibihty-c-a property desirable in a. lan-

guage, viii. 191.
Docimastic-The term applied to those

school exercises which are not for teach-
mg but for proving proficiency, viii. 44.

DOCImastic process-Written evidence sub-
jected to the, vi. 172.

Docking an entail-Fraud involved in, v.
453-454.

Doctrines-- Evil to truth by rewarding par-
ticular, ii. 211.

Document=-Lmgant producing should de-
clare his credence in, vii. 117 -11 8.

-- Party WIlfully withholding-Conclusions
and Penalties to which he should be liable,
vii. 148.

- m the hands of an adversary-Proce-
dure regarding, in English law, vii. 193-
195.

Document&--Ancient-Authentication with
regard to, vii. 179, 192-193.

Documentary evidence distinguished from
testimonial, vi. 219.

Doddington-Bubb-(Lord Melford}-The
political profligacy exhibited in his Me-
moirs, i. 240; ii. 385.

Dog-stealing act-The, animadverted on, i.
415.

cii DOW

Dogmas-Religious-Their connexion with
the Penal Code, iii. 171.

Dogmatism-a. charge made a.gainst opin-
ions one differs from, ix. 5.

Dol_Use of the term in Roma.n 1a.w, i,
45; iii. 278; vi. 248.

Domains of the Crown-Application of pub-
lic competition to the Ieasing of, v. 325-
328.

Domain-Minister-Functions of, in regard
to the property of the state, by the Con-
stitutional Code, ix. 443.

Domestic economy-Source of experimental
information on, in a system of Pauper
management, viii. 425-426.

- - Application of the Arts and Sciences
to, viii. 35.

Domestic morality-Influence on, of a. good
system of Pauper management, viii. 419-
420.

Domestic relations-Offences against the, i.
121-132.

- - Effect of, on testimony, vi. 160-164;
vii. 575-581.

Domestic and civil government compared, i.
569.

Domestic or natural system of judicature
contrasted with the technical, vii. 197-
199.

Domestic Tribunal-The. Adoption of the
principles of, recummended for Judicial
procedure, i. 558.

- - - Reception of testimony of party
by, ii. 26.

- - - Reconciliation a feature of, ii.
47.

Domicile-Violation of, as an aggravation
of personal injury, I. 165, 168.

- of Iiugant=-Crlterion of, vn, 253.
- with relation to jurisdiction,ii. 27 -28,33-

34.
Dominion-Definition of, ii. 540.
- Extensions of-Evil influence of, on li-

berties at home, iii, 439.
Domitian noticed, ix, 605.
Donnellan-Captain-Ca.se of, cited, vi. 45

u+, 154; vii. II n *,16,21 n r, 55, 68.
- - Case of, an illustration of preparation

as evidence of crime, vii. 19-20.
- - Extracts from pamphlets on tria.l of,

vii. 75-76 n, 182 n.
Door Pla.te&--compulsory general use of, to

designate voters, iii. 586-587.
Dormant Peerages-Practice connected with

claims on, ii. 220.
Dorset-Duke of-noticed, x. 301; xi. 24.
Double-entry-System of Book-keeping by,

objected to, v. 383-386.
Double-fountain principle-viz. the adoption

of a rigorous or litera.l interpretation of
law according to caprice, v. 14,512; vii.
308-309, 339.

Douglas cause noticed, vi. 329 n; vii. 351.
Dower-The proper province of any such
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la.w of fixed provision, in connexion with
the stipulations of parties, v. 404.

Downes-Dr, a fellow student of Bent-
ham's, x. 45.

Dragoons-Origin and employment of, ix.
399 n.

- as a branch of defensive force, ix. 349.
Drains-Authority of the Health Minister

regarding, by the Constitutional Code, ix,
445.

Draper-Sir William, noticed, x. 112.
Draught of a Code for the organization of

the Judicial Establishment in France,
with a commentary on the draught by the
National Committee, iv. 285·406. See
Judicial Establishment.

Draughtsmen-Equity, considered asredun-
dant -Iudiciary assistants, ix, 462-463.

- Legislative, should provide for the inci-
dence of burden of proof, VI. 139.

Drawbacks on exportation-i-a gift to the
foreign consumer, in. 65. More expen-
sive than bounties ib.

Drawing-How it may be adapted to the
faculties of early learners, and be subser-
vient to instruction in other branches of
education, vni. 29-30, 33.

Drawing of Laws-Essay on the, in 231-
283. See Nomography.

Drawing and redrawing of BiJ1s- Virtual
usury in, iii. 13.

Dread-Superstitious; Knowledge a pre-
servative against, viii. 13.

Dreams, as Instances of false facts under
the guise of real ones, VI. 255.

Dresden-Letter addressed to Bentham
from, on the state of European politics
in 1794, x. 297-300.

Dress-Distinctive, for members of legisla-
tive assemblies, considered, 11. 320·32l.

Dresses- characteristic and professional.
Application of, I. 557.

Drinking-The mischievous effects of, iv,
153-154 n.

Droits of the Admiraltv-A sinister interest
in favour of war cre;'ted by, IX. 21.

- - - Brougham's Inquiry as to, x.
459-460.

Drop-the new. Instance of a reform which
Lawyers and Officials had no interest in
obstructing, v. 119.

Drowning as a punishment, i. 407-408.
Drum-head Courts-martial-c-Despouc na-

ture of, ix. 421.
Drunkenness, sotnshness, &c., as motives, i.

197.
- Effects of, on society, i. 539-540.
- promoted by having Benefit Societies in

Public Houses, viii. 413-414.
- Extent and evils of, in Penal Colonies,

i. 494.
- described as a main cause of crime and

non-reformation in Penal Colonies, iv.
230-235.

cUi DUM
Drunkenness-Illegal orders by govemors

of penal colonies for the suppression ofy
necessitated by want of constitutional au-
thority, iv. 271-272.

- Motivesforabstainingfrom,asan illustra-
tion of the action of the Sancnons, m. 292.

Dryden noticed, ii. 383; x. 20.
Dublin-University of. Use of Geometry

without diagrams in, viii. 159 n,
Ducking as a punishment, i. 413.
Duelling-Origin and operation of, i. 378-

381. Does not afford protection to all, 379.
Defects as a punishment, ib. Aggravates
offences, ib. Involves third parties, 380.

- Indulgence to, as a preventive of aS8&8-
sination, i. 542-543.

- Earlier and later opinions on the subject
of, x. 65-66.

- Motives leading to, i. 51.
- not distmguished m law from aasassi-

nation, vn, 22 n ", 413.
- Letters to the Duke of Wellington on,

xi. 12-15.
Dumb. See Deaf and dumb.
Dumeril- The merit of his work on Zoology.

ix. 149 n.
Dumont-c-Etienne-e-Nctice of, and of hIS

connexion With Bentham, x, 184-186.
Gets Bentham's MSS. from Romilly, 184.
Introduced to Bentham, 185. Intercourse
With Mirabeau and Talleyrand, lb. Cause
of alienation from Bentham, lb. lie nt-
ham's account of, ib. HIS habits as a.
guest of Romilly, 18R.

- - Letter from, on the MSS. of the Penal
Code, and the French refugees, x. 286.

- - Letter from, on the state of the
French Assembly, x, 219.

- - Miscellaneous letters from, x. 300,
315,422,427-428,433-434,455,459,463,
467, 487, 490-491, 499, 525.

- - Miscellaneous letters to, x. 343-344,
356, 376-377, 381-383, 387-390, 399,403.
413-414,449,552.

- - HIS method of communication, and
interchange of crincrsms, With Bentham,
x.308-309.

- - Letters from, on the progress of
Bentham's works in France- Talleyrand's
opinion of them, &c., x. 378-381.

- - Letter from, with account of the pro-
gress he is making in editing the French
translation of Bentham's works,x. 383-384.

- - Letter from, on the publication of
the Traltes de Legislation, x. 386-387.

- - The character of, sketched in a let-
ter to Sir F. M. Eden, x. 395.

- - Notes taken by, during a residence at.
St Petersburg, x. 405-406.

- - Letters by to Romilly from Russia.-
Progress of Bentham's works-Czartori-
ski-i-Speraoski and his wish to apply to
Bentham on Codificatron=-Anecdotes of
Puget-Professor Parrot, 406-409.
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Dnn.ont-Etiel1lle--Farther notes by, on

Russian aft'a.irs, 409-410.
- - Letter from, on Bentham's works in

Spain, and the best means of instructing
the Cortes in the rules of debating, x,
438-439.

- - Letter from, on the difficulties of
Translation, x, 451.

- - Specimen of his English composition,
x.460.

- - Character of his redaction of the An-
archical Fallacies, x, 498.

- - Announcement of the death of, xi.
23-24.

- - Letter written by, immediately be·
fore his death, with an estimate of Bent-
ham's character and philosophy, xi. 24.

- - Letters to, on illegal detention III New
South Wales, and the official conduct as
to the Panopticon, xi. 127-132, 141-143.

- - Objections to the principle of utility
answered by, 1. 11-13.

- - His explanation of the uses of the
Examination of the circumstances influ-
encing sensibility, i. 33-35.

- - Commencement of the author's inti-
macy with, alluded to, i. 249.

- - Introduction by, to the Principles of
the Civil Code, i. 299-300.

- - 'Account by, of his editing Theorie
des Peines et des Recompenses, i. 388-
390.

- - MSS. from whICh he edited Theorie
des Peines et des Recompenses, ii. 191.

- - Difference of opinion with the author
and, as to opinions concerning reward, ii,
191.

- - Notes by, to Rationale of Reward,
ii, 195-196.

- - HIS comparison of the author's Pro-
perties of punishment with those of Mon-
tesquieu and Beccaria, i, 406-407.

- - Note by, on application of analogy to
punishments, i. 409.

- - His sketch of the advantages of the
author's Panopticon, i. 498-503.

- - Note by, on hereditary Professions,
ii. 229-230.

- - Note by, on adjustment of salaries to
offices, ii. 240-241.

- - on pensions of retreat, ii. 245-246.
- - Note by, on classical learning, ii. 260.
- - Enumeration by, of the advantages of

dividing Legislative assemblies, ii. 308-
sio.

- - Note by, on Table of motions, in Le-
gislative Assembhes, ii. 319.

- - on the three readings of a law, ii,
360-361.

- - HIS classification of Fallacies, ii. 381.
- - Note by, on coincidence between

Bentham and Malthus, iii. 73 n,
- - Note by, on encouragements to mar-

riage, iii. 74 n.

elY DUR

Dumont-e-Erienne-c-Note by, on General
view of a complete code of Laws, iii. 156.

- - His letter to Bentham on the draw-
ing of the Penal Code for Geneva, iv. 569-
570.

- - His commission to prepare a body of
Laws for Geneva, iv. 479,507.

- - His communication of the opinion
entertained of Bentham by the Italian
Liberals, iv. 576-577.

- - His objection to Bentham's scale or
persuasion combated by the editor of the
original edition of the Rationale of Evi-
dence, vi. 234-235.

- - His Traite des Preuves Judiciaires
noticed, vi. 20 I.

- - Letter in the handwriting of, offering
services III Law Reform for France, 011

the part of Bentham, x. 268-269.
- - casually noticed, ii. 381 ; iv. 453, 456

n, 469 ; viii. 465, 533; x. 63, 200, 249,
263, 280, 286, 313, 396,412, 416, 419,
424,440, 445, 449, 452, 453, 484, 542.

Dundas-Sir David, noticed, v. 316.
Dundas-Henry (Lord Mehille}--His ap-

proval of the Panopticon Penitentiary, iv.
171; xi. 106·107.

- - His conduct in regard to the Panop-
ticon, xi. 106-107, U3, 127.

- - Letter to, 011 the Panopticon, xi.
112-113.

- - Letter from Bentham to, on the
drawing of Acts of Parliament, x. 292-
293.

- - Trial of, noticed, vii. 243 n.
- - The impeachment of, a memorial of

the uselessness of the process, v. 504.
- - casually noticed, v, 175, 183, 368;

x, 280,291,295,301,306-307,335, 358;
xi. 103,139.

Dungeons as places of punishment-Efficacy
of, considered, iv. J O.

Dunmore-John Murray, fourth Earl of-
Notice of, x. 124.

Dunning-John (Lord Ashburton)-The
Fragment on Government attributed to,
i. 240-241; x. 82.

- - The author's admiration of his style,
i. 241.

- - Notice of, and interview of author
with, i, 250.

- - Casnally noticed, vi. 389; x, 89,92,
97, in, 112,113,123,124,131,236,565;
xi. 63.

Duplicates of writings-The manifold sys-
tem shown to be the only means of ob-
taining, with perfect accuracy, v. 432-435.

Duport-M., on appeals, referred to, iv. 351.
Duquesneau-a French refugee--Interven-

tion in favour of, L 289-290.
Dura.bility-A scale of, applicable to ola.sses

of things, ix. 248.
Duration in the measurement of pleuure or

pain,i.16.
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Dutch constitution-Tardiness and publicity East India. Company-Specimen of an aril-

of war procedure under, ii. 550. tocratic government opposed to any secu-
- The, Stratagem of, against the Hotten- rity against misrule, ix. 195.

tots, Illustrative of economy in punish- East India Directory-Constitution of the
ment, i. 398-399 n. board censured, v. 122 n.

Duty-Advantage of uniting it with interest, - - - Votes m-Secrecy defeated in, ix.
iv. 126. 275 n",

- Advantage of uniting with interest, in I - - - Au illustration of female suffrage,
Pauper management, VIii. 380-381. I ix. 109.

- Advantage of uniting with interest, in East Indres- The statement that New South
official emolument, ii. 237-238. Wales 18 a good nursery of soldiers and

- Advantage of uniting with interest, in sailors for, discussed, iv. 208-209.
self-actmg laws, ii. 199-200. - - Authentieatron of writmgs in, vii.

-- Impracncability of getting attendance 187 n.
to, without self-regarding motive, iii. - - See India.-British.
507. Ecelesiasncal assembhes-Arrangement of

- Moral, How far it can be the object of order in, With reference to speaking and
reward, ii. 231. voting, ii, 348 n.

- to one's self, and to others, distinguished, Ecclesiastical Code-Plan of the, and eon-
i. 143. nexion of, With the other codes, iii. 202-

- as the converse of right, i. 292·293 n. 203.
- as the converse of power, i. 106 n. Ecclesiastical courts-The superaddition of
- of the Supreme power to make laws, I. the junsdrction of, to the other courts, a.

292-295. grievance presented in Pennon for justice,
- The finding of the foundation of, in do- v. 485-486.

ing as you would be done by, considered, - - Necessary tribunals of exception, iv.
ii. 526-527. I 334-335.

Duties-RIghts and. French Declaration I - - Method of punishing in, by disabili-
of, of 1795, ii, 524-529. ties, i. .'iI4-516.

- - See Declaration. - - Affidavit evidence in, vi. 40-41.
- of the citizen-e-Impossibility of perform- - - Bandying of causes m, vii. 237.

ing m England, from the mcognoscibihty - - Distinctness of statements in, as com-
of the laws, v. 546-547. pared WIth equity, vii. 365.

-- of the legislator m regard to evidence, - - Mode of extraction of evidence in, vi.
vi. 12-13. 492-499. See Extraction.

Duties-Revenue. Trnst and contract man- - - Cross-examination in, vi. 491-492.
agement of, compared, ii, 249-251. - - Examination of parties in, restricted

Dyer-George-Opinion of, x. 571. by the common law, vii. 458-459.
Dynanncs-ca science mvolvmg the predica- - - Oaths administered by, vii. 265.

ment of monon, viii. 2tl6-287. Ecclesiu.stlcallaw-ReexammatlOn accord-
- Psychological, Application of the term, ing to, vi. 452.

i. 205. Ecclesiastical and Equity practice compared,
Dyslogistic. The term explained, i. 209; vi. 497-498.

vi. 246 n. Ecclesiasncal offices-Sale of, noticed, ii.
- appellatives=-Causes of the abundance 248.

or deficiency of the application of, to the Ecclesiastical patronage-Should one of an
springs of action, i. 212-214. adverse creed exercise! ii. 509.

Dyslogistic and Eulogistic epithets-Em- Ecclesiastics-Proposa.ls for depriving them
ployment of, in political discussion, h. of the power of mischief without severe
436-438. coercion: in reference to the proposed

Spanish constitution, viii. 547-550.
EclectIco-spastic source of motion, or Elec-

tive attraction, viii. 141-142.
Economical, as a common division of law-

the term criticised, iii. 157.
Economics-Physical. Place of, in the Chres-

tomathic system of Iustrucnon, viii. 35.
Economy as a motive-Character generally

attributed to, i, 214.
- Frugality, &c., as designative of motives,

i, 198.
- False application of a demand for, il,

472-473.
- in the administration of penal colonies-

E

Ease-Motive correspondent to the love of,
i, 55-56,204. An occasional tutelary mo-
tive, ib.

- Love of, one of the sinister influences to
which judges are liable, v. 90.

- Love of, a. motive tending to produce
truth in evidence, vi. 262.

East India Bill-Burke's. Characteristics
of the author deduced from, v. 299-300.
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Impracticability of, as illustrated in New Economy-Technica1-as to manufactures,
South Wales, iv. 245-247. &c.-Source of experimental information

Economy-Contract, where practicable, the as to, in a system of Pauper management,
best means of ensuring-Incompatibility viii. 426.
of board or trust management with, and Eddy-Thomas-referred to on the New
impossibility of making legislative ar- York Penitentiary, iv. 213, 217, 235,237.
rangements for, iv. 125-134. Eden-SIr Frederick Morton-Correspon-

- Instrumentality of Panopticon system in dence with, about Dumont and his Tra-
effectuating, iv. 39. ductions, the Panopticon project, and the

- The rule of, how applied in the opera- Globe Insurance Company, x. 395-398.
tion of prison discipline, iv, 123-125. - - - noticed, viii. 366; x, 399.

- in rewards-Principles of, ii. 216. Eden-William (Lord Auckland}-corre-
- in punishment-c-Prmeiples of, i. 398-399. sponds WIth Bentham on the Hard La-
- in the expense of punishing criminals- bour Bill, i,255; x. 86.

Deficiency of the Transportation system - - His Hard Labour Bill examined, iv.
in, iv. 201-211. 1-35.

- in the public service-to what extent - - Attempts of, in Law Reform, i. 241-
dangerous, i. 548-549. 242.

- Defence of, against Burke, v. 278-301. -- -- casually noticed, ix, 606; x.165; xi.
- Defence of, agamst Sir George Rose, v. 98, 100.

302-328. Edgeworth, Mr Lovel-Bentham's refusal
- of the sources or motion-Application of, to see, xi. 79.

to Mechanics, viii, 143-144. - - noticed, viii. 148; x.183.
Economy-Domestic-how far it should be Edgeworth-Maria, noticed. vii. 188.

enforced by the absence of charitable pro- Edgeworth-Maria and Lovel-" Practical
nsions, i. 314-315. Education" of, noticed, ii, 206.

- - Source of experimental information Edinburgh-Bridewell at. The Panopticon
as to, in a system of Pauper management, principle suggested to Mr Adam for, x.
viii, 42.~-426. 252.

- - Application of the Arts and Sciences - - Account of, by SI:' S. Romilly, x.
to, viii. 35. 294-295.

Economy-Political. The ends of, iii. 295. Edinburgh High School-Success of the
- - Manual of, Iii. 31-84. Monitorial System in, viii. 59-63.
- - Introduction to the Manual of, iii. 33- Edinburgh Review-Praise of, v. 257.

35. A science and an art, 33. Sponte acta - - Opinions of, combated by Editor of
wha~ done by individuals, ib. .Agenda, original edition of Rationale of Evidence,
what to be done by Government, ib, Ge- vii. 476-479, 486, 487-488.
neral rule that nothing to be done by Go- - - Defence against, x. 510.
vernment,and the reasons, 33-34. Power,' Editors of Newspapers-The leaders of the
intelligence, and Inclination, the three re- Public-opinion Tribunal, viii. 565.
quisites for a proper course, 34. Last - - - Comparison between the opera-
chiefly possessed by individuals, ib. In tiona of, and those of the Courts of Law,
the form of rewards the others cheaply viii. 567-568.
administered, 35. Settlement of the pre- - - - Comparison of the power of, with
cedence of subsistence and defence over that of the official judicatories-Blements
enjoyment, ib. The measures that are of superiority and inferiority, viii. 568-
not special exceptions to be considered 572. See Public Opinion.
non agenda, ib, Interference reduced I - - - The qualities which they should
within the compass of security and free- give their productions, considered in rela-
dom, 35. tion to the position held by them, viii.

- - Analytical survey of the field of, iii. 579-58l.
35-40. Division into sponte (Uta, agenda Edmonds and others-Brief remark! on the
and non agenda, ib. Whateveris done, is by untenability of the indictment in the case
creating inclination, or bestowing power, of, v. 239-251.
ib. Operation on inclination analyzed, 35- Edmund's Solicitor's Guide=quoted on the
36. Operation by power,36. Encourage- Art of packing Juries, v. 78 n, 82, 84.
ments analyzed, ib. Causes of, or ingre- EDUCATION-Definitionand analysis of, x.
dients in, the matter of wealth, ib. Sub- 71.
jeots comprehended under the term wealth, - Use to be made of the power of, I, 569-
37-38. Sourcesofwea.1th,38. Increase and 570. Direction of,569. Clasa that should
decrease of wealth, 38-39. See Wealth. be the peculiar care of government is the

- - Services of Registered Statistics to, indigent, 570.
ix.627. - Influence of, on sensibility, i. 2~.

- - with reference to a Code of Laws, - Advantages derivable from, viii. 8-10.
iii. 203·204. See Learning.
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Education-as a mea.ns of improving the va- suggestive functions, ib. To report &8 to

lue of the human race, and thence a any esta.blishments kept up to give re-
branch of Pauper management, viii. 395- wards to the propagators of particular
397. opinions, ib. Limits of his interference

- of children in Industry-Houses, viii. 385. with rehgion-s-to report doctrines appear-
See Pauper Management. ing to be conducive to crime, ib. To re-

- Pauper. Separation for the purposes of, port whether children should be educated
viii. 373. for colonizatron, on account of the pres-

- as the art of governing the non-adult, i. sure of population, 443.
143. Divided into pubhc and private, ib. Edward I noticed, v. 159,248.

- as a duty of guardians, i. 347. Edward III. noticed, x. 12-13.
- Necessity of counter-operation of reward Edwards-Bryan. Opinion of, on profits of

and punishment for, iv. 63. colonies, iii. 54.
- Jealousy by the higher classes of exten- - - quoted as to the sacrifice of life in

sion of, to the lower, viii. 19·21. the slave trade, iv. 196-197.
- opposed by those who complain of the Effect-Cause and= Flctmous entities con-

want of it, iii. 471-473. I nected With, viii. 206-210. See Cause and
- Interests which tend to the propagation Effect.

of false ideas of particular branches of, f Effects=-Divislon of, into those of the first
viii. 28. and those of the second order, and the uses

- Effect of, in reducing the mischievous- made of it, ill. 288-290.
ness of offences, i. 536-538. Egeretic Coenonesiology, or Rhetoric. Its

- How far the Panopncon system can be positron III the Encyelopedical Sketch of
advantageously adapted to, IV. 62-66. Art and Science, vin, 91.

- as a qualification for the franchise, hi, Egotism=-Occasions when it should, and
464, 560. when it should not appear, ix. 5.

- A system of, to qualify for office, ix. 2ii - Egremont-Lady. Notice of, x. 91.
279. , Egypt-Priesthood of, characterized, i. 537.

- as a means of supplying certain kinds of : - Incestuous alliances m, alluded to, i. 351.
service, ii. 234. I Egyptians-Hereditary professions among

- Legal. Gradual promotion of judges as I the, n. 229 n +,
an inducement to, iv, 370-372. I Either-Ambiguous employment of the

- The branches of, that are the most gene- word instead of each, vin. 314.
rally useful, should be first taught, Viii. Ejectment-Action of, animadverted on, iii.
14-15. 410; vi. 579 nil.

- Attention of the author directed to the Elastrcity as a source of motion in the form
improvement of, iv .. ';30. of gasification and degasificanon, vlli.134-

- Useful national. The Universities ob- 136.
stacles to, h. 468. Eldon-Lord. Indications respecting, v.

Education-The Chrestomathic system of- 348-382. AnalYSIS of charges agamst, III

The special advantages of, viii. 11-16. See the Indications, &c., v. 348-349. The
Learning. abuses he found in the Court of Chan-

- - - Objections to, answered, viii. 16- ceryas to fees to masters, &c., and their
21. increase under him, v, 349-351. Sane-

- - - Obstacles and encouragements to, tion given to creation of fees by Lord
viii. 22-25. Erskine, 351-356. Mr Lowe's exposure,

- - - Priority of snbjects in, viii. 25-28. 357 -359. The case of Salisbury as to pn-
- - - Stages of instruction in, viii. 28- son fees, 359-362. Procures an act to

40. legalize the laying on of fees, 362-364.
- - - Branches of instruction excluded AcceSSIOn to swindlIng in countenancing

from, viii. 40-43. the system of fees for flctinous attend-
- - - Intellectual exercises of, viii. 44- ance, 364-367. Comparison with ship-

46. money,367. Danger of the abuse tested
- - - Principles of management of, viii. by applying the principle to other depart-

46-53. ments, 367-368. Head of a partnership
- - - See Chrestomathic. in plunder, 368-369. Use of dispensing
Education-Moral and scientific. Notes power, 369-370. Evidence of Romilly

on, from the Memorandum-book, x. 76-77. and others III favour of, disputed,370-
Education-minister-Provision for, in the 372. Resume of his defects in regard to

Constitutional Code, ix. 441-443. Func- doubts, &c., 372-375. Equity has become
t\ons, 441-442. To preside at examina- a system of fraud and extortion under,
tions of candidates for office, 442. To ex- 375-377. The amount of his salary com-
ercise &8 to educational establishments, pared with his work, and his own defence
the Inspeetrve, Statistic, and Melioration- I to charges on the subject, 377-382.
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Eldon - Lord - Indications respecting-
Bentham entreated to suppress, x. 542.

- - Delays in the Court of Chancery
under, x. 460-461.

- - HIs bill for reforming the Court of
Session in Scotland, exammed, v, 47-53.
153-155.

- - His doubts,ii. 175.
- - Specimen of inaptitude of expression

by, iii. 373 n.
- - Casual notices of, iii. 375, 387 n, 389,

427 n; iv, 425 n, 434 n t; v.2, 159,247,
285, 316, 340, 391, 403, 414, 473, 542,
545,559,586 n, 591, 596; ix. 196 n, 219,
414,520,606; x. 51, 186,531,534,571,
572, 5iS, 596; xi. 10, 105.

Elecnon=-The doctrine of, III religion, i. 9 n,
Election (of representatives)-Reasons why

it should be immediate, and not by the
election of electors, ii. 301; ix, 117-
118.

Elections (of representativcs)-Frequency
of, as a means of securing aptitude m
members, iii. 542-543.

- Illustrations of tyranny at, iv. 435-
436 n.

- Elements of the expense and inconve-
nience attending, iii. 546.

- Influence of wealth on, ii. 312.
- Examination of the eorruptmg influences

that affect the freedom of, ill. 476-482.
- Bribery and intimidation at, compared

with each other, iii. 482-485.
- Corruption at, would be neutralized by

secret voting, ii, 453-454.
- Proper influences on, iii. 448-449.
- The several collateral evils attendant

on, iii. 558-559.
- Means for reducing the expense and in-

convenience of, iii. 547-548, 558·559.
- DIscussions and addresses at, not re-

strained by secret voting, ii. 369.
- Contested. Better if the purchase-

money in, went to the Nation, instead of
indrviduals, iv. 373 n.

- Secret voting at, ii. 368-369; iii. 487-490.
See Secrecy.

- Resolutions as to, prepared by Bentham,
and moved by Sir F. Burdett, x. 495-497.

- Apparatus for, in Radical Reform Bill
-avoidance of miselection, tumult, ex-
pense, &c., iii. 571-574.

- Promulgation and recommendation of
candidates at, in terms of Radical Reform
Bill, iii. 574-575.

- Method of certifying and registering
persons qualified as voters at, for purposes
of Radical Reform Bill, iii. 575-577.

- Form of conducting, by Radical Reform
Bill, iii. 577-579.

Election Distncts-Plan of division of the
country into, iii. 579-582.

Election clluses-Necessary multiplicity of
evidence in, vii. 534.

eviii ELE

Election causes particularly unmeet for ju-
dicial privacy, vi. 372.

Election committees-Expense and incon-
venience inseparable from, iii. 546-547.

Election-master general, and assistant offl-
eials-c-Provision for appointment of, in
Radical Reform Bill, iii. 567-570.

Elecnon-minister=-Functione of, by the
Constitutional Code, in putting III execu-
tion the Election Code, ix, 428.

Election offices-national and district-Pro-
visions for appointment of, in Radical
Reform Bill, iii. 567-570.

Electioneermg-proscribed to judges, iv,
379.

Elective franchise compared with qualifica-
tion of jurors, ii, 127-128.

- - The, a trust, i. 484; iii. 560.
Electors-Elements of reform WIth regard

to the position of, iii. 452-454. Virtual
universality of suffrage, 452-453. Free-
dom of snffrage.Including secrecy ,453-454.

- Definition and constitution of, in Radical
Reform Bill, iii. 564-566.

- Publicity of legislative proceedings ne-
cessary to enable them to act from know-
ledge, ii. 312.

- Table of the numbers of, in seats open
to competition, iii. 530.

- Dependence of representatives on, urged,
iii. 404-456.

- Use to, of a Rationale attached to the
body of the law, iv, 493.

- Advantages to, of the arrangements laid
down in the Reform Catechism, iii. 549-
550.

Electoral addressea=-Specimens of, x. 245.
Electoral drstrieta-c-Proviaiun of Radical

Refonn Bill as to, iii. 563-564.
- - Provision in Reform Catechism for

division into, iii. 540-54l.
- - Equality with respect to, iii. 518-

519, 532-533, 540-541, 561, 563.
Electric source of motion-The limited ex-

tent of, viii. 137-138.
Electricity-Utility of, ii, 256.
- defined and located in the Chrestomathic

system of Instruction, viii. 32.
- Illustrative of the rise of new branches

of Art and Science, viii. 27.
- Illustrative of the formation of scientific

nomenclature from incidental circum-
stances, vin. 70-71.

- How far connected both with chemistry
and mechanics, viii. 32.

Eleemosynary Advocate-Reasons for ap-
pointment of, by Despatch Court Bilk and
corresponding provision, iii. 310, 342.

- - Provisions for appointment of, in terms
of Constitutional Code, ix. 577-579.

- - See Advocate.
Eleemosynary function of Local Hea.Jman

by Constitutional Code, ix, 616-617.
ElementB- The clllBsification of, as fire~air.
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earth, and water, a. relique of barbarous Emoluments of public offices-Rules as to,
science, viii. 79-80. ii.238-240.

Element. of tM Art of Packing as applied - - - Smallness of,conducive to aptitude,
to special juries, particularly in cases of v. 271-272.
Libel Law, v. til-186. - - - should be the least that the duties

- - - Advertisement to first edition of, I will be rightly done for, it. 241-242.
v.64. - - - Nominal should not exceed real,

Elephants-Speculations on the possibility it. 242-243.
of employmg them as a moving force, iv. - - - Expense of, should be borne by
145 n. those benefited, ii. 243-244.

Elillabeth-Queen-Hermonopolies, iv. 262. - - - should be large enough to ex-
- - Infallibility claimed for the Church elude corruption, ii. 244-245.

during the reign of, v. 228-229. - - - Principles applicable to reduction
- - Reign of, characterized, iii. 516 n, of-indemnity, &c., ii. 251-252.
Ellenborough- Lord-HIs defimnon of the - - - Influence of,on the zeal of officials,

Liberty of the Press, v. 97, 243. h. 235-237.
- - His dicta on Cobbett's trial, taken as Emotron-i-Ralatlon of, to pleasure and pain,

illustrations of the state of Libel Law, v. x. 509.
1()6-1I4. Emotions-Bodily, how far they indicate

- - His enlargement of the Law of Con- mental feeling, i. 27-28
spiracy animadverted on, v. 249. Emperor-costlmess of a nation having so

- - His Act-A characteristic memorial, high a title in ItS chief magistrate, ix. 89.
v. 363. Empiric-popular adaptation of the term

- - Casual notices of, v. 93 n, 113, 117, renders It unfit for use in Encyclopedical
151 n, 159, 162 n, 480. nomenclature, viii. 88 n.

Ellice-Lady Hannah-allusion to, xi. 71. Employers and Employed-Plan for &
Elliot-Mr, avisiter at Bowood, x. 94, 95, 96. generalsystem of commumcation between,
Elliot-Mr, Minister at Copenhagen-Ob- and its anticipated results, vm, 398-

servations on the Declaration presented 399.
by, to the court of Copenhagen, urging a - - - Effect of the relationship between,
rupture with Russia-under the title on evidence, vii. 575-576.
"Anti-Machiavel," x. 201-211. Employment-Choice of species of, in pri-

Ellis-Mr-The last scrivener of the city sons, urged, iv. 59-61.
of London, noticed, x. 124. - of convicts under the Panopticon plan,

Eloignment of evidence-Presumption of iv. 141-153. See Panopticon.
guilt from, vii. 47-49 n. - Uses of statistical information as to the

Elucidations-bad practice of printing them state of, ix. 627.
at a distance from the matter elucidated, - Suitable. Increased chance of prepara-
viti. li8. tion for, by the Chrestomathic system

Emancipate your Colonies. A pamphlet of education, viti. II.
addressed to the National Convention of Employment-varymg principle, in the man-
France, in 1793, iv. 407-418. agementoftheChrestomathicschool,viii_53.

Emancipation of slaves-Compensation in Empson and Dudley-Allusion to the ex-
the case of, considered, i. 312-313. tortions of, iii. 427 n.

- - - Proper principles of, i. 346. Emulation-Encouragement of, in schools,
Embargo-Circumstances justificative of, ii. ii. 198_

512. - Cultivation of, by competition for re-
Embezzlement- Nature of the offence,i.117- wards, ii, 225-229.

118. - as a security for judicial aptitude,m.396.
- Place of, in the subdivisions of the Penal - among judges-Extent of the operation

Code, iii, 166. of, vii. 288-289.
Embioscopic Epigeoscopics, or the natural Enactment-Functions exercised in giving

history of animals and vegetables-Posi- existence to an, iii. 216.
tion of, in the Encyclopedical Sketch of - Forms of-Considerations regarding, iii.
Art and Science, viii. 86-87. 277-283.

- - Division of, into Azooscopic and Zoo- Enclosure Bills-System of, noticed, i. 342.
scopic, viii. 87. - - favourable both to the rich and the

Emblematicpunishments for offencesagainst poor, viii. 449.
honour, i. 381. Encouragement-Effect of, on trade, Iii. 57.

- - inferring infamy, i. 461. Encouragement to crimes-How to avoid
Emigration-Whether Government should furnishing, i, 546-548_ Unjust detention

interfere in, iii. 74-75. of property-by debt, &c., 546-547. Un-
Emolument derived from supporting opinions lawful destruction of insured property,

-Effect of, u. 264. &0., 547. Treasonable insurances, ib,
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Peculation by superintendants,ib. States-
man profiting by war, ib. Wagers,547-
548. Monastic vows, 548.

Encyclopedia-Defects in the term, for the
purposes to which it is applied, viii. 73 n.

Encyclopedical-Use of the term, to express
matters connected with the whole field of
human knowledge, viii. 67.

Encyclopedical. Map- D' Alembert's, its
imperfections as a general division of Arts
and Sciences, viii. 73-82. Ist. Subject
inadequately designated-Figured sys-
tem of human knowledge, 73. Poetry
included in knowledge, lb. Art inciden-
tally mentioned, whereas it should have
been conjoined with Science, 73-74. 2d.
Primary source of division ill chosen-not
chosen from the nature of the subject, but
of the human faculties employed on it, 74.
Memory, reason, and imagination, his list
of the faculties-an imperfect one, ib.
Perception winch employed in all omitted,
74. Attempt to make a more complete
list of the faculties, 74-76 n, The in-
ventor, the learner, and the teacher-the
subjects of distinct faculties, 75-76.
These described, ib. The distinction
lost sight of by D'Alembert, 76. Fa-
culties ranged according to what they
produce-e. g. Poetry, music, &c., ib.
Reason an improper term, as it is gener-
ally used to express approbation of the
method in which the ratiocinative and
judiCIal faculties are exercised, 77. False
allocation of subjects- under memory,
natural and civil history-under reason,
natural philosophy, ib. Superstitions
admitted which should have been exploded
in D'Alembert's day, 77-78. 3d. Scheme
of division loose and irregular-a contrast
with the certainty and regularity of the
Bifurcate mode, 78-79. 4th. Appellations
inapposite, 79. 5th. Distinctions unwar-
ranted by corresponding differences, ib.
6th. Repetinons, or the same objects
presented to view under different names
-The materials of the earth's surface
brought four times over under the subject
of memory, 79. The same repetition re-
peated for the supernatural, ib. Brought
forward again as the subjects of reason,
ib. Meteors and elements made separate
classes, 79-80. Seems to adopt the old
division ofall things into earth and heaven,
80. The nature of the discourse incom-
plete - no complete propositions with
verbs, thereby indetermmate and veiled
from controversy, 80-81. Apology for the
defects, 81-82.

Encyclopedical Nomenclature-Course to
be taken for framing the most perfect
practiCl!ble system of, viii. 71-73.

Eaoyclopedical Sketch of Art and Science-
Specimen of a new, with a correspondent

ex ENe
synoptic table, viii. 82-95. Eudsemonlcs
(or wellbeing) the object of every art, and
subject of every science, 82. Correspon-
dent to wellbeing as an art, is Ontology,
(the science of bemg.) 83. Ontology di-
vided into Coenoscopic (regarding-pro-
perties common to all) and Idioscopic,
(regarding properties peculiar to classes,)
or, the former metaphysics, the latter all
other branches, 83-84. DIvision of Idio-
scopic Ontology into Somatology (sciences
of body) and Pneumatology, (science of
mind,) 84. Division of Somatology into
Pososcopic (quantity-regarding) and Poi-
oscopic, (quality-regarding,) 85. Division
of Pososcopic, or Mathematics, into Mor-
phoscopic (form-regarding) and Alego-
morphic, (form-not-regardmg.) or, Geo-
metry and Arithmetic, 85-86. Division
of Arithmetic into Gnostosymbohc (signs-
of-known-quantity-regarding) and Agnos-
tosymbolic, (signs-of-unknowu-quaurlty-
regarding,) or simple Arithmetic, and
Algebra, 86. Poioscopic Somatology di-
vided into Physiurgoscopic (nature's-
work-regarding) and Anthropurgoscopic,
(man's-work-regarding,) or Natural HIS-
tory and Natural Philosophy, ib. Divi-
sion of Physiurgics into Uranoscopic
(beavens-regardmg) and Epigeoscopic,
(on-earth-regarding,) ib. Division of Epi-
geoscopic Physiurgica into Abioseopic (or
life-not-possessing, &c.) and Embioscopic,
(or life-possessing, &c.,) 86-87. Division
of Embioscopic into Azooscopie (Botany)
and Zooscopic, (Zoology,) 87. Division
of Anthropurgics into Coenoscopic or
Phanerodynannc, (or Mechanical Philo-
sophy,) and Idioscopic, or Crypto-dyna-
nne, (Chemistry,) 87. Second division or
Anthropurgics into Anapiric (or Experi-
mental Philosophy] and Catastatico-chres-
tic, (or Technology,) 88. Division of
Pneumatology into Nooscopic (intellec-
tual-faculty-regarding) and Pathoscopic,
(sensitive-faculty-regarding,) ib. Divi-
sion of Pathoscopic into Aplopathoseopic
{mere-sensation-regardmg) and Thelema-
toscopic, (vohtion-regarding : Ethics,) 89.
Division of Nooscopic Pneumatology into
Plasioscopic (or formation-regarding: Lo-
gic) and Coenonesioscopic, (or communi-
cation-regardmg.) 90-91. Division of
Coeuonesioscopic into Didactic (mforma-
tion-affording) and Pathocinetic (passion-
exciting,) 91. Division of Ethics into
Drcastic (or censorial) and Exegetio (or
expository, 92-94. Second division of
Ethics into Genicoscopic(general-matters-
regarding) and Idioscopie, (particular-
matters-regarding,) viz. Theoretical and
Practical, 94. Third division of Ethics
into Polioscopic (or state-regarding) and
Apolioscopic, (or not-state-regardi)lB,) 9••
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Division of Polioscopic into Esoscopic English language can express continuance
(interior-concems-regarding) and Exo- of action m verbs, which the French can-
ScoplC,(e:xterlOr-concems-regarding)-In- not, viii. 350.
ternal and International Pohtics, ib, - - Characteristics of simphcity in, in
DIVision of Esoteric into Nomothetic (or the expresstou of case, gender, and num-
legislative) and Aneunomcthetio, (or ber, viu. 345-347.
without legislanon.) lb. Division of Ane- - - Simphcity and force of, from the ab-
unomothene into Aneristic (unconten- sence of mfiections, vin, 310 n.
nous) and Eristic (judicialj=-ordinary ad- - - The best adapted for a treatise on
mmistration and judicature, 94-95. Di- Universal Grammar, viii. 342.
vision of Eristic into Autothetic (self-es- Enghsh Law-e-Srmphcrty of the early prac-
tabhshed) and Catanomothetic (according tree of, it, 151-152.
to legislation.j-c-Common and Statute - - Proposed as a standard from which
law,95. to Judge In transplanting laws, lil-l i2.

Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and Science- - - General view of the imperfecnons of,
Explanations relative to, vui. 95-98. See particularly as a rule of action for the
Table. natives of India, i. 18j-188.

Encyclopedical Table or Diagram-Uses of - - Large features of excellence, and
the, vni, 98-100. gross defects in, IV. 314.

-- - Reasons why the mode of division - - Aberrations of, m respect to the re-
m, should be exhaustive, vm, 101-102. qursition of more than one witness, vu.

- - Directions for plantmg, ill any given 525·5:n.
part of Art and Science, viu. 118·121. - - Aberrations of, in regard to making

End in vIew-How far a term interconver- i some kinds of evidence conclusive, 'II.
tible WIth subject, Viii. 205. I 549·558.

End justrfymg the means-Fallacy of the - - Aberrations of, in regard to autl.en-
pnnciple of, u. 469-470. ncatiou of writs in general, V1I 18U-

Ends of Judicature-General VIew of, n, 1!15.
8-ll. - - Aberrations of, 1Il rozard to the au-

Ends of punishment-The, i. 396·39i. thentication of wills, 'I. j42-551.
Ends and means of the Constitutronal Code, - - Aberrutrons of', m reuard to make-

IX. 150-153. shift evidence, Vll 1G5-1i:>. See Make-
Enforcement of formalities of deeds, VI 51 I - slnft,

525. See Formalities. - - Arrangement, of. :18 to exclusion of
Engagements-The fulfilment of, not pro- 1'\ idence un the ground of vexation, '11.

vided for by Common Law, v. 48B. 352·;15~
England-e-Deflciency of provisrons in, for - - Collcetron of evidence under, VI. 34-

protection f'-om injuries against honour, I 43. ,"e,' Collection.
1. 542. I - - Compression of evidence in, occasions

- Adjudication of cases in, Without hear- exclusion, VII. ,j;l!l·540.
mg the merits, n. i4. Cross-exammation under, Vi 33-34.

- Umon between, and Scotland. Com- - -. Errors of, Wit], regard to pubhcity
mentary on, n. 40j ..W7. and privacy in judicature, \l. 37:!-380.

- Prosperity and happiness of-EstImatei:'ec Publicity.
of the, and explanauon of the cause- of, I - - Error" of, III regard to Probative
n. 119-120. I force of circumstautial evidence, vu, 68-

- has the credit of producing the system i:l.
of oral examinanon lJ1 Judlc.!ture, VI. 5UG - - Exarmnn non of the course pursued

- No constitution 1Il,accordmg to the cor- by, III reg,lTd to the testnnony of a plain-
reet meamng of the term, IX. 9. tiff', VII. 4110·4%.

- The nature of the ecclesiasncal and tern- - - Course pursued hy, in regard to the
poral diVISIOns of, explained, IX. 149- te-timony of 3., defendant, \'11. 4'IG·50G.
150. - -- Form of s\warmg a witness by , VI.

- Bank of. Sec Bank of England. :l::~:L
- Church of=-perjunes committed on the - - Inconsistency of, m questions as to

side of, vn. 424 n t. ExclUSIOn of evidence, VI. 11 :{.
- - See Church of England. - - Inconsistencies of, With regard to
EnglIsh-The. Their diffidence towards, Self-disserving evidence, '11. 4G8-47:l.

and jealousy of Foreigners, ii. 553. - - Instances of Extempore Recordation
English language-Possessing the greatest in, vi 8:l-83.

number of words, IS most capable of ex-,- --JudiCIal recordation under, vi. 414-
pressing modifications of Ideas, VIii. IBi. 415 See Notation.

- - The eonjuncnon or a source of am- - - Practice of, as to Hearsay evidence,
biguitj' in, VIii. 84-05 n. I vn, 134 n.
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English Law-Practice of, in case of make- I Entities-Real and fictitious-Neeessity of a

shift evidence, vi. 60. clear system of division of, in conuexion
- - Practice of, in regard to evils arising with language and grammar, to clear the

from vexation in producing evidence, VI. subject of Logic from Its clouds, viii. 119-
103-104,110. 121.

- - Probable origin of the exclusionary - Division of Perceptible and Inferentia.l
rules as to evidence in, vii. 517-519. -Real and FictItIOUS, viii. 195.

- - Rejection of the evidence of co-parties , - Perceptible-e-Analysis of, as diatinguish-
for or against each other, by, VH.5U6-51 I, ed from Inferential, vin. 195.
See Co-parties. - Real as contradistmguished from Ficti-

- - Scale oftrustworthmess in, vi. li5. tIOUS, analyzed, VHi. 196-197. Whether
- - Surplusage of wnting m contracts perceptions belong to, 196. Ideas, 196-

&c., by, vi. 581-582. 197.
- - General defects of, in regard to evi- - Inferential, analyzed, viii. 195-196. Hu-

dence, vi. 206-207, 213. man or Superhuman, ib. Examples and
- - incidentally animadverted on, I. 157; Illustrations, 196. Superhuman either

ii 32, 35,38, 40, 47, !i5,57. 83,84, 87, super or sub ordinate, ib.
104, 109, l l l , 112, 140, 1:,.). 169-178, ' .- :E'ICtltIOUS,analyzed, 197. Spoken of as
196,222; VI. 400, 440. 465.477. ,)48 n; real, ib, A FICtitIOUS always bears rela-
vii. 17,38, 49,53 n, 160, l!l~, J6!1, 409, non to a Real entity, lb. Gradesofremoves
438,464,475,489,555. from the reahty, ib. Motion and rest are

English practrce-c-Commencement of SUIts of the first remove, ib.
by, animadverted on, n. i3. - Use of the distinction between names of

- - Resume of the aberrations of, ii. 178- Real and of FICtitious, vin.198-199. Clear-
181. ness of Ideas and obviation of disputes,

- - Mendacity-license of, and other evils, 198. A seemmg contradiction in the
ii. 48-49. term Fictiuous Entity, owmg to the es-

- - Sa Procedure. sential nature of language, lb. How dis-
Enjoyment-The wealth spared for, I~ what trnct from non-entity, lb. Can only pre-

can be made available for defence, m. 3i - dicate of names of Fictitious entrtres, 199.
38 n. Can only speak of what I" III our mmds,

Enlistment as a military term=-Meamng of, through FICtitious entrties, ib.
IX 348,353. - Names of PhYSICal Fictitious, viii. 199-

- Mode of, by the Constitutional Code, IX. 201. Q,uantIty, 199. Q,uahty, lb. Place,
396-397. 199-200. Tlme,200. Monon, Rest, Ac-

Enmity-Cnmes arismg from, do not admit tion and Passion, 200-201. Relation,
of compensauon, 1. 5iB. 201.

- Extent of the cnrnmahty of actions oc- - Real and Fictitious-the great division
casioned by, 1. Bl-B2. of the matter of language, viii. 187.

- The pain, of, i. 20 - Real and Frcntious=-Nouna expressive
- or partiahty of wuuess=-Effect of. See of, considered as conjugates, vui. 325-

Cautionary Instructions. 326.
Ennur=-The nature of, and useful mstruc- - Division into Real and Fictitious-how

non shown to be a security against, YIlI. sn~gested, in. 286.
8. - Real and Fictitioue-e-Aristotle'a ten pre-

Ensor-George-Menhon of, x. 603. drcaments are, VIii. 234-236.
Entarls=-Dockmg-e-Fraud involved in, v, - Real and FICtitious-subjects of Metho-

453-454. drsation by denominanon, VIii. 262-264.
- Observations on the fictions for docking, , - DI vision of, into Physical and Psychical

vir. 283-284. ' -It, uses, iii, 286.
- Evils of, and propensities which have - Real--The only ones that can be repre-

given rise to, I. 333-3:14. sented by signs, viii, 243.
Entanglement-e-Complexrry productive of, - Fictrtious-e-Drfficulty of defining, iii.

in the drawing of laws, iu, 249-250. 594 n.
- of jurisdictions, a device of the technical - Fictrtrous-c- Illustrated in the subject or

system of Procedure, VIi. 288-:105. Motion, where imaginary receptacles are
Enterprise-Tendency of the usury laws to made, 1Il which the operations take place,

suppress, considered in Letters to Adam viii. 129-130.
Smith, on projects In arts, &c., in, 2U-29. - Frctinous=-Commenced list of, as illus-

Enthymeme-Nature of an, I. 283. trative of Methodisation by Denomination,
ENTITIES-The method of dividing into real viii. 263-264.

and fictiticus, and their explanation in - Fictitious-c-created by logical Analysis
regard to each other by Paraphrasia and followmg on physical Analysis, viii. 121-
Archetypation, Viii. 126-127 n. ]22
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Entities-FIctitious-How far an exposition

of, can be given where parties have no
common language, viii. 243-244.

- Fictiuous=-Reasons for the necessity of
expressing Immaterial Ideas by the names
of, VIii. 327-329

- Ficntious-c-Exposrtion of those high In
the scale of Subalternation can only take
place by Archetypation or Paraphrasia
with real entities, vni, 246.

- FIctitIOus-RIghts of property require
to be expressed by, vin 524.

- Absolute FICtitious, of the first order, vni.
201-202_ Matter-whether synonymons
with substance! viii, 201. Form, lb. Both
spoken of asrcceptacles of the substance, ib,
Quantity-Contmuous and DIscrete, 201-
202. Space-the negation of motion, 202.

- Absolute FICtItIOUS, of the second order,
VI:I. 202-203. QualIty, aud Its relation
to quantity, 202. Modification-e-nearly
synonymous WIth Qnahty, lb. Synonyms
to QualIty, lb.

- Fictitious - Connected with relation,
enumerated, viii. 203. EXIsts wherever
the mind thmkmg on one object proceeds
to another, lb. Most extensive IS Place
-next TIme, ib.

- Ftcntious=-Srmple, connected WIth Re-
lation, vin. 203-205 Place, TIme, Motion,
Action, and Passion and Reaction, ib.

- Fictittous-e-eonsrdered anti denominated
in respect of their concomitancy, viu, 205-
206. Subject=-Object-c-End m view-
Field; how far mterconvertible, and pro-
per uses of, rb.

- Ficnnous-c-Concomitant, resulting from
the process of logical Aggregation and
DIvISIOn, and Subalternation, VIiI. 206.

- Frctltious-e Political and Quasi-polItIcal,
VIii. 206. Effects and causes enumerated,
ib. Pleasure and pam the source, lb.

- Fictrnons=-ronnected WIth cause and
effect, VIii. 2(1)-210 See Cause.

- Fictrtious=-The class of, connected with
Existence, viii. ~1O-211. Necessity, Irn-
possibility, Certainty, &c., ib.

Enumeration as amode of exposition, VIii. 248.
Envoy-Rank of,asaforeign mimster,ix. 228.
Envy-Operation of, In encouraging falla-

cies in pohncal discussion, ii. 473.
- Jealousy, &c_ as designatrve of motives,

i.203.
Ecn-c-Chevalier d'-Case of the inquiry as

to the sex of, IiI. 192 n; vii. 348 n.
Epicurean-made a term of reproach, i. 5.
Epigeoscopic Physrurgics, or the natural

historv of the earth-PosItion of, III the
Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and Science,
viii. 86.

- - Division into Abioscopic and Embio-
scopic, viii. 86-87.

Epistolary defence-when to be resorted to
in procedure, ii. 77-78.

CXIIl EQU
Epistolary examination not used in Eng-

land for extraneous witnesses, VI. 388.
Epistolary examination of parties where

they are distant from each other, ii, 100-
10J.

Epistolary Interrogation-s-In what cases ap-
plicable in Evidence, and how to be ap-
phed, vi. 32-33,429-446 ;-

- - Reasons for employing, in certain
cases,429-430. Ph)-SICal impracticabihty
of oral interrogation, 4~9. Prudential
impracticability, lb. Residence abroad
or at a distance, 4~9-430.

- - Cases for, particularized, vi. 431-433.
Defendant absent, plaintiff applies, 431.
Respondent the plamtIff-docs not pre-
sent the same call, 43~. Respondent a
witness-s-dangerous evidence, but not to
be entirely excluded, 432-433_

- - Should the evidence obtained by, be
of itself sufficient ground for decision 1
vi, 433-434_ Not in criminal and other
Important cases, 434.

- - should not shut the door on subse-
quent rl'ra roce, vi, 434-43fi. Mere pro-
bability of recourse to rira rooe WIll tend
to secure truth, 434-435. The written
evidence may require explanation, &c.,
435.

- - Incongruities of English law in re-
gard to, VI. 436-437_ A party only by
epistolary-an extraneous witness by oral,
436. Extraneous witness only in episto-
lary when he ISnot to be cross-questioned,
436.

- - How to apply to the best advantage,
vi. 437-446_ Rules; Deponent always
to speak m first person, 437 -439 ; Pre-
vents incorrectness, incompleteness, indis-
tmctness, circumlocution, 438 i-use of
third persou instead of first reconciles
deponents to mendacity, 439; disregard
of this rule in English equity, 440-441;
Paragraphs should be short and num-
bered, 441-443 ; disregard of this rule in
English practice-e-equrty procedure, &c.,
443-446.

- - adverse to a salutary promptitude of
response, vi. 383, 448.

- - recommended when there are impe-
diments to oral, vn. 374-375.

Epistolary and oral evidence compared, vi.
424-426. See Oral.

Epithets-c-Eulogistic, Dyslogistic, and Neu-
ter-Employment of, in political dISCUS-
SIOn, ii. 436-438_

Equal-Fallacy of proposition that all men
are born and remain, ii, 498-499. Illus-
trations of the contrary, ib,

Equal-justice fund for protection of helpless
lItigants-Pian for, In the Constitutional
Code, ix, 490-493.

Equality an end of the law, iii. 211-213,
224-225.
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Equality as a leading end of the Constitu- Equity-in what distinguished from common

tional Code, ii, 271-272. law, vi. 482; vii. 290-291.
- as an object of the Civil Law, i. 302. - System of, animadverted on, vi. 395,399,
- Connexion of, With other objects of the 440 ; vii. 374, 380, 495.

law; evils of separating from security and - as a separate department of law-un-
the other objects, i. 303. known in Scotland, v. 41.

- Principles of Pathology on which the ad- - an instrument of fraud and extortion
vantage of, founded, i, 304-307. Compari- under Lord Eldon, v. 349-351.
son between extent of wealth and of hap- - The remedies provided by, show the in-
piness, 304-305. Happiness of gam and efficacy of common law and the want of
pain of loss compared, 305-307. Codification, v. 486-488.

- considered in connexion With the Consti- - Examination de bene el!Be in-its imperfect
tutional Code asan object of the Civil Law. effect, v. 39-40.
ix. 14-18. Not absolute-practical only - various forms in which evidence adduced
to be sought, 14. A means of felicity, ib. in, and mischiefs from the variety, v. 517-
Felicity does not keep pace With the anth- 518.
metical amount of abundance, 14-15. The - Extent of Judge-made law in, iii. 369-
chief elements of enjoyment common to 370 n.
all, 15. In regard to property, the non- Equity c::':lses-Difficulty of deciding what
possession not so painful as prrvation, and are, vi. 374.
no disappointment where no expectations, - - Method of interrogation in, vi. 444-
16. Application to succession=-disrnbu- 445.
non where there has been co-enjoyment, Equity courts-Bandying of causes in, vii.
and consequently expectation, 16·1 T, 237.
EVils of primogeniture, and Its feudal and - - Delay of remedies in, vii. 380·381.
barbarous Origin, li·18. Summary of the - - counteract trial by Jury, vii. 471.
benefits of equality, 18. - - Burden of proof in, vi. 137,138.

- in respect of wealth-Axioms applicable, - - Cross-examination in, vi. 491.
to, estimatmg the reference which the i - - Defendant's testimony enforced in,
proportion of happiness bears to that of vii. 501.
wealth, iii. 228·230. - - EVidence in, committed to writing,

- as an end of the distributive branch of vi. 415.
the law, iii. 293-294. - - Irrelevant evidence in, vii. 363, 364,

- Deceptious effect of the term, i. 564. 365.
- of mankmd-e-Irranouahty of declara- - - Mendacity encouraged by, vi. 307,

nons of, i. 154. 308.
- as one of the rights of man-Clause as - - Procedure in, as to evidence of de-

to, in the French Declaration, cnucised, fendants against each other, vii. 512·517.
ii. 524·526. - - Gilbert's reason why the proceedings

- How far, and in what cases obtainment of, are not of record, vi. 185.
of, practicable, ix. 81. Unattainable as to - - Scramble of, With the common law
power, Virtue, talent, &c.; but it may be courts, vii. 172-173.
prevented from being infringed by facti- - - The raw materials from which law
ticus honour, ib. is manufactured in, found to be WrIt,

- of suffrage an Ingredient in reform, iii. Fraud, Accident, Injunction, and Account,
561. v.484.

- of suffrage-Brief view of what IS neces- - - Commission of 1825, to inquire into
sary to constitute, ix. 109. the state of, v. 518.

- and secunty-c-Opposiuon of, i. 311'312'1- - Delay and precipitation in, ii. 32.
- and securrty-e-Means of reconciliatron of, - - Expense and delay of the, Ill. 335 n,

i. 312-313. 337·338.
- of Taxatron-c Clause in the French De- - - Nature of usual proposals for clear-

claration of Rights regarding, u. 517·518. ing off arrears In, in. 322.
- as a property of punishments, I. 403. - - Extent to which appeals capable of
- as a characteristic of rewards, ir. 216. proceeding in, examined, v. 519·520.
Equalization of property - Advantage of - - and common law courts-Absurdity of

Laws gently favounng, iii. 203. the distinction between, vii. 300·302.
Equipment of persons rendermg services, - - and commonlawcourts-Q,uarreland

considered, n. 234. compromise between, with the results,
Equity-Examination of the word, vii. 295n. vii. 303·305.
- a word employed because popular, vii. Equity jurisdiction-Origin and extent of,

297-298 vii. 291·300. See JUrISdictIOn-Equity.
- nsed, to prevent common law from being Equity draughtsmen considered as red un-

intolerable, vi, 134·135. dant Judiciary assistants, ix, 462·463.
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Equity practice-Amendments in. Granting ib, Location of judge, ib. Remuneration,

and refusing of, considered, vi. 455-458. 308-309. Registrar,309-310. Eleemosy-
- - Effect of multiplicity of parties in, nary Advocate,310. Deputes ofjudge,&c.,

vii. 373. 310-311. Powers, exemptions, and checks
- - how far it follows the Roman prin- of judge, 311. Prehensor and Deputes,

ciple of requiring two witnesses, vii. 529- ib. Consignees, 311-312. Grounds of
531. decision, 312-313. The respective suit-

- - Comparison of, with ecclesiastical ableness of suits, in respect of length,
and admiralty, vi. 497-498. complexity, &c., to the plan, 313-315.

- - Plamtiff's testimony admitted in, to Auxiliary judges for complex suits, 315.
the purpose of vexation to defendant, vii. Equity Despatch Court Bill-Information
492-493. requisite from suitors petitioning for, and

- - DIvision of causes into two by, VI heads under wluch it is to be provided, iii,
498. 315-317.

- - Defendant examined in epistolary - - - - Preface to, iii. 321-327.
mode in, VI.436. - - - - divided into enact!ve, instruc-

- - Incongruities of the mode of extrac- tional, exemplificative, ranocmative, and
tion of evidence in, vi. 482-492. See Ex- commentative, iii. 323.
traction. - - - - Nature of preamble to, iii. 323.

- - in cases of accounting, vii. 534. - - - - General VIewof the extent of
- - Secrecy of, with GIlbert's reasons the powers conferred on the judge by, ill.

considered, vi. 374. 324-325.
- - Profligacy of, ii. 48-49. - - - - Preamble of, iii. 328-330.
- - casually animadverted on, i. 228; ii. - - - - PrOVISIOnin, for the choice of

40,100,102,177,179-180; in. 20, 312, judge by ballot of suitors, and ratification
319, 337, 386, 389; v. 9, 37, 234, 305, of the crown, iii. 330-335.
432, 508, 564, 595 n; ix, 472, 553. - - - - Provision in, for remuneration

Equity smt-Instance of costs ill an, iii. 316- of judge, and other officials, 335-341. To
317 n. be by salary, not by fees, lb.

Equity suitors-Petition of, for Despatch - - - - Registrar, Eleemosynary Ad-
Court, iii. 303-305. vocate,and Judges' Depute by.in. 341-345.

Equity Despatch Court Proposal-Plan for - - - - Powers, exemptions, and
speedy and unexpensive termination of checks to judge by, in. 345-376. See
suits in Equity courts, with form of pen- Judge.
tion and account of Proposed Bill, iii. - - - - Functions of Prehensors and
297-317. Messengers of, Iii. 376-381.

- - - - Purpose of, explained, iii. 299- - - - - Provisions as to Consignees or
303. Honest and afflicted surtors ad- In-trust holders in, iii. 382-388.
dressed, 299. Technical and summary - - - - Grounds of decision for judge
judicatories contrasted, 299-300. Autho- in, iii, 388-390.
rities of which the cooperation necessary - - - - Reason why suitors did nQt
-Parliament, King, or Commons, 300. I petition for, iii. 390-391 n.
Duration three years, ib. Judges to be - - - - Order of cognizance of suits
choseu by suitors, ib. Ballot, lb. Quali- in, iii. 390-395.
flcation and title to vote, ib. Inquiry - - - - Auxiliary judges and Account-
into state of suits, 300-301. Petition for ants in, iii. 395-406.
relief to be kept secret, 301. Interest of - - - - Time for sittmgs of, with rea-
lawyers, ib. Machinery for circulating sons against adjournments, &c., ni, 406-
and receiving petitions, 301-303. 409.

Equity Despatch Court BtU for institution - - - - Arrangements of procedure
of an experimental judicatory, exemplify- in, iii. 409-427;-
ing the substitution of summary for regn- - - - - Definitions as to procedure
lar procedure, and clearing away arrears in, iii. 409-410.
in Equity courts, iii, 319-430. - - - - Examination of solicitors in,

- - - - Account of, iii. 305·315. The iii. 410-413.
heads, 305. Examination of Solicitors, ib. - - - - Initiatory examination of par-
Pre-audience of SUItOrsby lot, 305-306. ties and others in, with securities for
Initiatory examination of parties, 306. veracity, &c., iii. 413-418.
Means of intercourse, ib. Security for - - - - Means of securing communi-
forthcomingness of persons and things, cation between all the parties in, iii. 418-
306-307. Elicitation of evidence, 307. 419.
COitSin Equity and Despatch Court, 307- - - - - Mutual security for forthcom-
308. Execution,308. Retransmission of ingness of persons and things in, iii. 419-
unfinished Ruits,ib. Provision for expense, 420.
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Eqllit!l Deepatd» Court Bill-How money,
for procuring evidence m, supplied, hi,
42l.

- - - - Elicitation of subsequential
evidence in, Ill. 421-423.

- - - - Provision for execution in, ill.
423.

- - - - How Equity Court costs ad-
justed in, IiI. 423-424.

- - - - How Despatch Court costs ad-
justed in, iii. 424-425.

- - - - Provision for eventual retro-
transference of suit from, to Equity Court,
iii. 425.

- - - - Provision for meeting expense
of, iri. 425-427.

- - - - Application of, to msolvency
and bankruptcy, iii. 428-430.

- - - - Provision for permanent Des-
patch Court in, iii. 430.

- - - - LIst of intended schedules to,
iii.43l.

Ensnc administrationj-s-or Judicature-Po-
sition of, as a branch of Ethics 111 the En-
cyclopedical Sketch of Art and SCience,
VIii. 95.

- - Division of, into Autothetic and Cata-
nomothetic-by unwritten and written
law, VIIi. 95.

Ernest-Mr, a visiter at Bowood, x. 99, 100.
Erotisis-Application of, m argument, vin.

238.
Error-double use of the term, i. 217.
- Sham writs of, as a source of delay, &c.,

vii. 214-216.
Errors-Vulgar. Relation of fallacies to,

ii. 380.
Erskine-Lord. His condemnation of the

Court of Chancery, v. 371.
- - charged WIth creatmg fees of court,

contrary to law, v. 353-356.
- - Opinions of, on Parliamentary Re-

form, III. 443 n, 450 n, 532, 562.
- - casually noticed, v. 27, 159, 162 n,

352,354,355, 357, 369,605; x. 131,432,
564-565.

Erskine-John, the institutionalist, quoted,
vii. 396.

Escape-Means of increasing the difficulty
of, on the part of delinquents, i. 558.

- of convicts-c-Adaptatlon of clothing to
the prevention of, IV. 156.

- of convicts-Pumshment, bearing a mea-
sure to the punishment they are under-
going, the most effectual preventive of,
iv. 29-30.

- of convicts-Proper punishment for con-
nivance at, iv. 30.

- of convicts-how obviated by the Pan-
opticon Plan, IV. 4, 102.

- of convicts-Necessity of the inspection
system to the prevention of, illustrated
from the state of the American Pemten-
tiaries, iv. 238-242.

cxvi ETH
Escheat compared WIth corruption of blood,

1.480n.
Escheat vice Taxation, or a proposal to in-

crease the revenue by an extension of tho
Law of Escheat, ii. 585-598.

- - - Table of, along WIth other finan-
cial schemes, x, 304.

Esoscopic, or Internal Poluies=-Posuion of,
m the Eneyclopedical Sketch of Art and
SCIence, viu, 94.

Essex-Earl of. Opinion of the letters of,
x.583.

Essoign=-Abuses practised under, iii. 420 ;
v. 525; vii. 269.

Established Religion-Reasons against, ill
a free state, IX. 92-95.

Estabhshment-Meaning of the word, ail
politically employed, IX. 223.

- Use made of the term, as a vague gener-
ality, it, 442.

- Religious-Reason why there is no pro-
vision for, in the Constitutional Code, IX.
452-4.53.

Estabhshment-The JUdiciary. Sketch of,
h.22-23.

Estabhshments-> Political- Disposition to
question the utility of, rare, and should
be encouraged, i. 230-232.

Estates-Legal and equitable, vii. 292.
- large-EvIls to agriculture ID the exis-

tence of, ni, 68-69.
Esteem-Public-The most efficacious re-

ward for VIrtue, ii, 233.
Estoppel-Nature of, vn, 503.
Ethical Science-DIlficulty of coming to

true conclusions in, considered With re-
ference to causation, YIII. 209-:11 O.

Ethics-c-expressed by 'I'helematoscoprc
Pneumatology, in the Eneyclopedical
Sketch of Art and SCience, viii. 119-90.

- divided into Dicastic.or Censorial, and
Exegetic or Expository, nil. 92-94.

- divided into Polioscopic or Politics,
and Apohoscopic or Private EthICS, nil.
94.

- Use of extending the employment of the
word matter to, IIi. 287-288.

- Common source of confusion in relation
to, between what is, and what should be
done, viii. 128 n.

- a department of the field of Deontology,
viii. 289.

- confounded with Deontology, viii. 128.
- Apphcanon of Table of Springs of Ac-

tion as a foundation for the science of, i.
205-219.

- How separated from Logic, which has a
common object with it-VIZ. wellbeing,
VIii. 2:22.

- Private, as distinguished from Legisla-
tion, i. 142-148. Nature and end of
EthICS, 142. DIstinguished from Govern-
ment,143. Exhibits the rules of Prudence,
Probity, and Beneficence, 143,158. Ope-
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rates in cases where the legal sanction, or Eventually-emendative function of Jndge~
punishment does not, 144. Does not ope- in the Constitutional Code, IX. 504-508.
rate where punishment groundless, ib. EVIDENcE-The Rationale of, VI. and VI!.
How far when punishment inefficacious, - Extent of the field of, vi. 5.
144-145. Cases where punishment un- - Relation of, to judicature, vi. 7-8.
profitable the great field for Ethics, 145- - a standing object of research in every
146. Legislation incapable of coercmg lIme of human conduct, vi .. S09.
into prudence, 146. VICes it is incapable - in general, considered, VI.208-209. What
of suppressing, 146-14i. The propensity understood by the term, 208. Facts di-
has been to carry legislation too far in vided into principal and evidentiary, lb.
such cases, 14i. Rules of probity stand What quesnons come under evidence,
most in need of legislative assistance, 147. 208-209.
Beneficence chiefly dependent on private I - with reference to a legal purpose, vi.
ethics, 147-148. 210-214. MaID object to give effect to

Ethice=-Pnvate, or morals-why neces- substantrve law,210; and so be the means
sarily excluded from the Chrestomathic of rendering a service to pI am tiff or de-
system of education, viii, 43. fendant, 210. Duties of the Legislature

Etymologists-A characteristic of, i.504. III relation to, 211-213. Summary view
Etymologization as a means of Exposition, of topics that may be expected to be han-

viii. 245; not the usual etymological re-: dIed in a work on evidence, vi. 213-214.
searches, but the tracing of inflections: - Duties of the legislator III relation to, VI.
and conjugates to their roots, ib, I 12·14. Neglected, lb.

Euchd-Considerations as to why he did - The several species or modifications of,
not adapt the verbal mode to demonstra- vi. 218-220. Derived from perception by
tions, viii. 15B-159. individual himself or by another; thence

-- Elements of-Instance of the study of, divided into aIJ intl'a and al. extra, 218.
without diagrams, viii. 156. Latter founded either on discourse or de-

- casually noticed, viu. lOB, 162, 169, Iii; portment, ib, Division into Personal and
IX. 5; XI. 73. Real, lb. Personal divided mto Voluntary

Eudremonics=-The science of wellbeing, viii. aud Involuntary, 218-219. Division into
289. Depositional or Testimonial evidence and

- or wellbeing-the source of division Documentary,219. Into Orally delivered
in an encyclopedical classification ; the and Scriptitiously delivered Depositional,
object of every branch of art, and the sub- ib. Into Direct and CIrcumstantial, lb.
ject of every branch of science, vni, 82-83. Makeshift evidence, ib, Non-preappomt-

Euler-Praxes of the Algebra of-absence ed and Pre appointed, ib. Original and
of utility in, vin. 173. Unoriginal,219-220.

- Opinion quoted from, that mathematical - A standard lot of, taken, VI. 14.
operations not useful to the mind, un- - ll\ relation to facts III parncular-e-Cou-
less comprehension follows them, VIii. 175- sideration of, excluded from Introduction
176. to Rationale, VI. 139-141.

- The difficulties in comprehending opera- - The best, what 1 VI. 168-1 i 5. Objects,
tions with negative quantities not ex- 168-169. Scrutnuzed compared With
plained by, but cleared in an English unscrutinized, 169. Written vnth Oral,
edition, viii. 178. or Permanent with Unpermanent, 170-

- Casual notices of, viii. 37, Iii. 171. Original With Transcnptmous, lil-
Eulogistic-Application of the term, i. 20<). 1i ,le. Wntten-Extrajudicial, 174-1 i5.
- appellatives-Causes of the ab.mdance - State of English law on the subject of,

or deficiency of, With relation to the generally characterized, VI. 204-207.
springs of action, i. 212-214, - In what cases and ou what condrtions

- and dislogistic epithets-Employment of, should a transcript be received in, vn,
in political diSCUSSIOn,ii. 436-43B. 143-14~.

Evans-l't1r-Remarks on a pamphlet on - on which facts disccnformable to the
Reform published by, ill. 53;;-536. course of nature have been mamtamed-e-

Evasion in giving evidence-Nature of, vii. Untrustworthmess of, VII. 10.';-106.
~8. - Government, in providing a fund of,

Evasive responsion, as evidence of delin- should be limited only by nupracticabihty
quency, vn. 24-29. and expense, VI • .';09.

Events-s-Collative and ablative, with regard - Irranonahty of the technical rules of,
to rights, iii. I 86-I!)O. generally characterized, VI.. '>-6.

- Collatrve and ablative. Use of the dis- - General aurmadversion on the English
tinction, in. 294. , rules of, i, .SjS.

- distinguished from states of things, \I. - Personal attendance of parties for the
217. pnrpo,c cf funu-lnng, ii. i\l.



EVI exviii EVI
Evidence discovered after decision-Mode Evidenee-e-Inspectron by judges for the

of dealing with, ii. 65. purpose of strengthening, by converting
_ Services to, by defendant's personal pre- oral into real, ix. 542-543.

sence in court, ii. 78. - Preservation of, from deperition by judge
_ discovered after ultimate declsron=- acting on the spot, ix. 543.

Manner in which it is producible, ii. 168- - The various forms in which it is elicited
\69. in equity procedure, and the evils from

- Account of provisions for elicitation of, the variety, v. 517-518.
in Despatch Court Bill, iri, 307. - discovered in course of appeal-Dis-

-- Method of adjusting expense of, in pro- posal of, ii. 166.
posed Despatch Court, iii. 421. - Collection of, in schools, as to all mat-

- The difficulties in the way of adapting ters affecting the state of discipline and
a perfect extraction of, to the jury sys- of scholarship, Viii. 49.
tern, v. 32-34. - Power to a judge tv proffer expense of

- Difficulty of obtaining, among convicts, I producmg, iii. 366.
iv. 224-226. - from parties-Absence of means of eli-

- Difficulties attending procurement of, citing, at common law, shows the want of
from party not being personally present codification, v. 488-489.
in court, ii, 113-114. - Prospective-Measuresforsecuring,ii.40.

- Statement of sources of, in demand .- Loss of, by the transference of suits, v.
paper in ordinary SUits, ii. 66, iO. 4i 3-4; 4.

- Statement of sources of, In demand paper, - and pleading-False distinction between,
in case of public offences, it. 69,72. v.451.

- as a foundation for legislation-Method - Adscititious, defined and examined, vii.
of collecting and reporting proposed, in 120,12i-129.
Plan for Legrslation-Inquiry judicatories - Affidavit. See Affidavit.
in Constitutional Code, ix. 181-188. - Alibi. See Alibi.

- and the parties connected with its pre- - Anticipative survey of, as a succedaneum
servation and dellvery-e-Defimnons as to, to exclusion, vii, 369-3il. See Anncipa-
for purposes of procedure In Despatch tive Survey.
Court, in. 409. - Article of, difficulty of limiting time

- Method of elicitation of, in proposed when It may be produced, vi. 90-91. Re-
Despatch Court, iii. 421-4:)3. Oral, per- medies, ib.
petuated by immediate minutation, With Authentication of. See Authentication.
exceptions,421-422. No exclusion, 422. - Behef in. See Belief.
Priority of elicitation according to err- - Burden of the expense of. See Burden
cumstances,422-423. of Proof.

- Provision for custody of articles of, in - Casually written, vii. 121-126.
Despatch Court Bill, Iii. 387. - Cause of belief In. See Behef.

- Extraction of, from parties, &:c., by pro- - Causes of trustworthiness and un trust-
posed Despatch Court, Iii. 416. worthiness in. See Trustworthiness;

- considered with relation to the principles Untrustworthiness.
of procedure, ii. 5i -62. DIVided into in- - Circumstantial -posteriora priorum-
dicative and appropriate, 57-58. III ef- priora l'0sterwrum-events principal and
fects of excluding testimony of parties, evidentiary III series, vii. 62-64.
58-59. Kinds receivable, 59. Modes of - Circumstantial, of delinquency-the si-
interrogation to be avoided, ib. ChOICe tuation of the accused, in respect of
of species, 59-60. Causes of mendaoity-> motives, means, disposition, character,
example set by judges, 60. Process of and station in hfe, as affording, vii.
probation analyzed, bO-61. In what cases I 53-62. See these several heads.
evidence as to character should be re- - - See Circumstantial.
ceived,61-62. - Collection of, should be by the person

- as a branch of procedure, considered inre- who decides, vi. 419-423,427. Dangers
ference to the Constrtunonal Code,IX.26-2i. and inconveniences of a severance, 420.

- Arrangements for Ehcitatron, Recorda- Objection that collector of evidence may
tion of, &c., as prayed for by the Petition not be capable of decision, answered, ib.
for justice, v. 502-503. Cases III which the evil cannot be avoid-

- Facilities in obtainment of, one of the ed, 421. Interests which have given
objects which justify the transference of birth to the system, 422-423. See Col-
suits from court to court, v. 52i. lection.

- in the case of appropriations of property - Compression of, into a short period->
for public works, IV. II. effects of, VII. 538-539.

- Recapizulation of, at instance of jndge - Dangers to be guarded against with
or a party, for Qua~j-Jury, 11.158-161. regard to, vi. 279-282.
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Evidence of defendant. See Defendant. Evidence-Suppression or fabrication of, al
- Epistolary. See Epistolary Interroga- affordmg evidence of delinquency, vii, 48-

tion. 50.
- Excess of, an evil, vii. 531-532. - Suspicious-Safeguards against, vi. 116-
- Exclusion of. See Exclusion. 119. Cautionary Instructions to Judge
- Ex-parte pre appointed, vii. 126-127. for weighing. See Inatructrons,
- External-considerations whether a de- - Testimonial. See Testimony.

cision can be come to without. and on the - TranscrlptltlOUS. See Transcript.
judge's own knowledge 1 VI. 276.278. - tending to the prejudice of the person
Different cases in which this may take who delivers It. See Self-disservmg ;
place, 276. If the judge decide on his Self-crunmative ; Self-mculpatrve,
own evidence solely, he should be a wit- - transmitted through an mdeflmte num-
ness on appeal, 27i. Facts believed for ber of media, VIi. 1];..-1.:;9.
their notoriety are only nommally with- - Unoriginal, vii. 129-132.
out evidence, 27i -2i8. - of witnesses, See Testimony: Witness.

- Extraction of. See Extraction. - Wntten. See Contract: Scnpt : Wntmg.
- Extrajudicially written, V1I. 121-129. - Casual consrderations regardmg, i. 461-
- False. See Falsehood; Mendacity; 462;iJ. 77,81, 147-148,165,167,173, 176,

Perjury. ISO, lSI, 429; 111.31:>,362 n, 374; v, 4,
- Gilbert's theory of, vi. 183-187. See 8,9,527; ix, 462; x. 568·582; XI. 39.

Gilbert. Evidence-holder-> Elicitation of description
- Hearsay, vii. 132-134. See Hearsay. of, from applicant m procedure, ii. 89.
- Indicative, vi. 214. - - Defimtion of an, Ill. 409.
- Interrogated. See Interrogation. Evidentiary facts distinguished from princi-
- Judicial neglect of the subject, VI 209. pal, ii, 61; VI. 44, 2011,215.
- Makeshift. See Makeshift Evidence. Evil-The component elements of, i. 206.
-- Memoriter, vii. 137-138. - as denotmg pain or loss of pleasure-
- Minuted, Vii. 138-139. See Pre appoint- Considerations regarding, Ill. 214.

ed EVidence. - Preponderant, justrficatrve of exclusion
- Official. See Official EVidence. of evidence, vi. 89-99.
- Preappointed. See Preappomted Evi- - Sec Good and EVIL

dence. EVIls of the first and second order, distin-
- Probative force of. See Probative Force. guished, i. 69-73; vi. 9-10.
- Properties desirable Ill, VI. 21 I. 1- Irreparable-rules for protection against,
- ProspectIve view of the Rationale of,' in judicial procedure, u, 28-29.

vi. 203-208. Evil-ccnsciousness=-a preferable expression
- Publicity and privacy With regard to, to the dolus of the Civilians, Ill. 358 n.

vi. 351-3BO. See Publicity. - - in an offence-The material of, the
- Q,nahtles of good-s-Particularity, Recol- evil of the second order, 111. 358.

lectedness, Unpremeditatedness, Snggest- Evocation of causes-vConsiderauons as to
edness to the assistance of recollection, the best mode of, IV. 322.
Unsnggestedness to the purpose of men- Exaggeranon-c-Causes productive of. vii.
dacity, Interrogatedness, Drsnnctness 573.
Permanence, vi. 283. Exannnation as an operation of Logic,

- Q,uahties desirable Ill, vi. 21-22. viii. 225.
- Instruments for securing qualities desir- - in perl'etuam rei memoriam, and de bene

able in, vi. 22-28. See Trustworthiness. esse, vi. 568·569 n ; VII. 378-379.
- Real and ready written-Arrangements - of a witness-Form of, before a jury.

as to, when parties distant from each VI. 323.
other, h. 102-103. - before justices of peace. See Justices.

- Reported real, or snpposed real, trans- I - Refusal to answer on, or false or evasive
mitted through other media, VII. 152-lM. responsion on, as evidence of delinquence,

- Recordation of, for eventual use-The VII. 24-29.
absence of provisions for, at common law, - Jndlcial, of person accused, VIi. 39-44.
shows want of codification, v. 489. See Self-ineulpanve Testimony.

- Rules of, abstract, and withont consider- - in chief, and Cross-exammation, distill-
ation for the sufferings of suitors, vi. guished, VI. 347-348.
392. - Recaprtulatory, at instance of judge or

- Scientific, described, vi. 214. a party, ii, 158-161.
- Secnrity for, against misrepresentation - - to lie, ill retentis, according to the

and oblivion, by Registration, VI. 79-80. practice of Scotland, v, 41.
See Recordation; Preappointed. - - de bene (1'$(, madequacy of, to meet

- sine lite, described, vi. 214. its proper objects, v, :l9-40.
-- Suppression of-its evils in judicature. - an instrument for exercising authority

iv. 339 n t. in ecclesiastical courts, v, 4S';.



EXA

Examination-c-Initiatory ,of Parties, &c., for
purposes of proposed Despatch Court, iii,
413-418.

- of Sohcrtors-s-Provisions for, in proposed
Despatch Court, iri. 410-413.

- of party-Advantages of, for negative
execution, such as outlawry, ir. 94-95.

- Public, of eompetrtors for office, defend-
ed, ix. 288-289.

- Considerations as to the application of,
to promotion in the army, ix. 362.

- See Extraction ; Evidence; Interrogation.
Examiuanon-Judrcatory for puttmg those

who are fit for office on the qualified list
in the Constrtuuonal Code, ix 274-277.

Exammer=-oolleots evidence, but does not
decide, vi. 376.

Examiner newspaper, noticed, x. 471.
- - Letters m, on the evidenoe against

Queen Carohne, x. 474.
Exammer's office-e-Utility of, VI. 496.
Example-The operation of, III preventing

offences, I. 396.
- Kmd of punishment that operates as,

i. 71 n -,
- Great conduciveness to, of Penitentiary

punishment, IV. 244.
- as an end of pumshment-e-better met by

a penitentiary than by transportation,
h'.I74.

- Conduciveness to.ln particular of'the Pan-
opticon penitentiary system, 1. 498-499.

- Method III which It operates in creating
crime, I. 70.

Excepnon=-Necessary Tribunals of: Courts-
rnartial ; Ships ; Eeclesiasucal Courts; Le-
gislative bodies, IV. 3:14-335.

Exchange of one matter of wealth for
another-nature and services of, iii, 37.

- Every voluntary, IS advantageous, iii. 70.
Exchange-BIll of. See BIll of Exchange.
Exchanges-Forced. Evils of, i. 321-322.
- Causes of mvalidity m, i. 331-334.
Excbequer=-Meamug of the term, vii, 296

n+,
Exchequer Bills. See BIlls-Exchequer.
Exchequer Chamber-Delay by writs of

error to, vii. 214.
Exchequer- Court of-Origm of jurisdiction

of the, v. 482.
- - JunsdICtlOn stolen by, through legal

fictions, YII. 286.
- - Oath of defendant in, vi. 232.
- - DIvision of, into law and equity, vi.

40; VII. 420.
- - Deputy remembrancer of-secrecy of

procedure before, VI. 375-376.
- - Arrears 111 Equity side of-Proposal

for disposing of, by a Despatch Court, iii.
330. See Equity Despatch Court.

- - Extent to which the packing of Juries
carried in, v. 101-105.

in Scotland abohshed, v. 18.
- - Letter on the packing of Juries in,

cxx EXC

by Sir Richard Philips, to Chief Baron
M'Donald, with the answer, and a com-
mentary, v. 121-136.

Excise Prosecunons-s-A species of collusion
practised in compounding, 1. 84-85.

- See Revenue.
Exciseman-Constant attendance required

of, compared WIth laxity as to legislators,
iii, 505-506.

Exclusion of Evidence-How it first sug-
gested itself to the author as bemg con-
trary to justice, v. 4.

- - - of Party-Bad effects of, ii, 58-
59.

- - - on the ground of improbity vii,
406-420. See Improbity.

- - - on the ground of vexation and
danger of deception united, vii. 487 et seq.

- --- - as to the authentication of writs,
vii. 189-192; on the testimony of parties,
189-190; on the testrmony of non-attesting
WItnesses, 190-192.

- - - when self-disserving - Irnpro-
prietyof, VIi. 445-472. See Self-disserving,

- - - in the way of exemptmg certain
persons from gIving evidence against
other", vii. 472-486. See Exemption.

- - - of a party to the cause for or
nzainst Inmself-c-Improprrety of, ii. 26;
'II. 487-41)9.

- - - by rendering a particular species
of evidence conclusive, vu, 542-558. See
Conclusive.

- - - by limitation put upon the number
of witnesses, VIi. 531-537.

- - - for want of a particular number
of witnesses, vu. 520-531. See Mulnph-
city.

- - - oral or written, in the absence of
scripts WIth prescnbed formaluies, vi. 128-
134.

- - - takes place when informal scripts
are rejected on the ground of formal ones
being III existence, vi. 134-135.

- - - by imprisonment for debt, vi. 135,
176-183.

- - - Authority can always be found,
erther for or agamst, vii. 160.

- - - the principles on which it should
he regulated generally stated, with rules,
YI.88.

- - - Cautionary instructions to judges
instead of, vi. 151-175; vii, 563-598.

- - - Remedies succedaneous to, vii.
368-383. Analysis,368-369. Anticipative
survey,369·371. 'I'nbunals WIthin reach,
371. Sittings uninterrupted, 371-373.
Preliminary meetingof parties m presence
of the Judge, 373-374. Exammation in
the epistolary mode, 374-375. Power to
party to produce expensive evidence at
his own cost, 375-376. Advertisements
to defray expense of evidence, 376-377.
Abolition of taxes upon justice, 3i7 -378.



EXC cxxi EXC
Collection of forthcoming evidence, with- (See Interest.) Through improbity, vi.
out waiting for unforthcoming, 378-379. 106; VIi. 406·415. (See Irnprobity.)
Provisional decision, without waiting for From religious creed, vi. 106; VII. 420.
the best evidence, 379-380. Provisional 427. (See Atheism: Cacotheism.) Avoid-
sequestrataon, 380-383. ance of vexation from self-inculpation or

Exclusion of Evidence-e-Restoratires to the execution of the laws, vi. 106-109 ;
competency, a partial preservative from, VH. 441, 444. (See Self-disservmg.)
vii. 433-440. ExclUSIOn of evidence-s-Causes for which it

- - - Safeguards substituted for, vi. is improper considered in detail, VIi. 384
116-119,151-175; vii. 563-598. See Safe- et seq.
guards. - - - Where writmg omitted in con-

- - - The author's conclusions regard- tracts, vi. 128-134. Relation to preap-
ing, vi. 247-248. pointed evidence, authentication, &c., vi.

- - - a false security agumst deception, 128·129. Impropriety of the exclusion
vi, 29-30. where there is no wntmg at all, 129-13"2.

- - - Connexion of the subject with the Impropriety where there is writmg, but
ends of justice, vii. 335-336. It is alleged to be unfit, 132-134. See

- - - Disregard shown to the ends of Contracts; Formalities.
justice by, vii. 336-338. Prevention of - - - mEnglishandotherlaws-Sketch
nnsdecision and vexauon pretended to be of the various kinds of, vi, 110-116. Tu-
consulted, 337. disguised, 110-113. Disguised, 113-115.

- - - General view of the mischiefs ExclUSIOn of evidence created by the
arising from the system of, VI. 86· 88; \ H. prmciple that certam kmds of evidence
338-340. are conclusive, vi. 114-116; VH. 542-558.

- - - DICta of judges concerning, vii. Table of grounds of exclusion in various
340-341. codes, vi, 116.

- - - Species of, vi. 86-116; vii. 3.0- - - - Impropriety of any against make
342. POSitive and negative, VI. 86; Vii. shift evidence, vn. 159-165.
341. Absolute and conditional, VII. il4::!. - - - negative, vii. 562-563.
ExclUSIOn si non alia, and si alia, ib. - - - occasioned by blind arrangements

- - -- Causes for which it rs always pro- of procedure, vii, 537-542. See Procedure.
per-superfluity and irrelevancy, vi, 89; - - - on the ground of danger of de-
vii, 362-366. cepuon, •...ee Deception,

- - - General view of C:Lsesin which it - - -- on the ground of interest, vii.
is proper, vii. 343-345. Cases in which 393·406. See Interest.
no misclnef at all can result, 343-344. - - - Note on the usual means of, iii.
Cases in which the advantage predorm- 365·366 n.
nates over the mischief. il44. Nature of - - - from interest-s-Lord Denman's
the discretion to be employed, 345. I VIews on, xi. 39.

- - - Causes for wlnch ItS propriety - - - None iu proposed Despatch Court,
depends on Circumstances, vi. 9U-IO:l., ill. 422.
AVOIdance of delay, 90-91 ; vii. 3.56-3G:.? - - - Probable origin of the rules as to,
(See Delay.) AVOIdance of vexation, YI. I in English law, vn. 517-519.
92-100 ; vii, 345-353. Modiflcauons of - - - Ulterior safeguards to the inoonve-
vexation, 92-94; vii. 345-347. In what niences which may arise from dispensing
cases a proper cause of exclusion, vi. 94-95. with the rules as to, vii. 593-59 •.
Vexation by disclosure, 95-99; vn, 347- - - - Rules as to, not practised by the
350. Disclosure of Catholic confession law commissions, iii. 366 n.
should not be demanded, VI. 98·99 ; vii, Exclusion of testimony of a criminal witness
366-368. Client's communication to law- considered as misseated pumshment, i.
yer should, vi. 99-100; vii. 473-479. (,see 486-489.
Vexation.) AVOidance of expense, vi. Exclusion of parties from presence of judge
101-103; VIi. 353-356. (See Expense.') -a device petitioned against in Petrtrou

- - - How to mimmize the erJls which for -Iusttce, v. 446-448, 50B-509, 524.
occasion-c-consideration of CIrcumstances Excommunication-grounds on which it
of each case, and timely explananon, vi. proceeds, vii, 425.
102-103. - as a punishment, i. 514-516. Greater

- - - English practice as to the judicial and lesser, 514. Various disabilities in-
evils sought to be reheved by, YI.I03-105. volved in the lesser, 514. Exclusion from

- - - Geueral view of causes for winch the communion of the faithful, and dis-
it is improper, VI. 105-109. Avoidance abihtyto make a will added by the greater,
of deception through Imbecility, 105; VIi. 515. Penance, ib. Defendant made a.
427 -432. (f're Imbecihty.) Through heathen and publican, ib. ExclUSIOn from
simster interest, vi. 105 J 06; vi). 393-396. churches, 515-516.
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Excommunicated persons-Refusal of testi- Executive a.uthority-Principle that the

mony of, i. 486. monarch is the, a fiction, iv. 306.
Excrementitiousmatter-Mea.nsofremoving - - Subordina.tion of, to the legislative,

from prisons, iv. 41-42 n. in a free country, ix, 119-124.
Excretinous and ongmal-Suits divided in- Executive function of the Public-opinion

to, h. 82. 'I'nbunal, ix, 158.
Excuses for non-appearance of parties in Executor-Meanmg of the term, ii, 27.

courts of justices-c-Considerations regard- Executry-Suits as to, ranked as contm-
ing, Iii. 420-421 n. uous, ii, 85.

Execranons-c-Proface=-Deflucd as interjec- Exegetic or Expository Ethics-Nature of,
nons of anger, iv. 140. and Positicn man Encyclopedica.1 Sketch

Execution-Judlcial-Application of suit- of Art and Science, viii. 93-94.
able nomenclature to instrument of, ii. Exemplars-The mamfold-wnnng system
2i. recommended as the only means of pro-

- - Purpose and occasion of, ii, 10. curing, WIth perfect accuracy, v. 432-435.
- - Means of, ii. 94-105. Definition, 94. - of Deeds made by the mamfold-writmg

Positive or negative agency, lb. Persons system-Uses of, in preventing forgery
or things, lb. Outlawry negative agency, and fraud, &;c.,v. 407.
ib. Exammation of parties gives facili- Exemplarity-as a property of punishment,
ties, 94-95. Operatmg by a chain of 1. 404,450.
communication, 95. Forthcommgness, - Inefficacy of the punishment of transpor-
96-9D. (See Forthcomingness.) Proee- I tation in regard to, IV. 6.
dure, inter distantes 99-103. Friendly - as a characteristic of rewards, ii, 216.
Bondsmanship, 103-105. Exemplification as a mode of eXpOSItIOn.

- - Denial of means of-Remedy for, ii, viii. 248.
163-164. Exemphflcational matter of'a code-Nature,

Execunon of the law-Advantages of a sources, and purposes of, v. 412.
feeliug of certainty as to, i. 324-325. Exemphficational part of the Constitutioual

- - Nature of provision to be made for, Code-Nature or, IX. 3.
in Despatch Court BIll, iir, 308. Exemption conceded to one person from

- - ProVIsIOn for, in Despatch Court giving testimony against another in cer-
Bill, iii. 423. tain circumstances, considered, vii. 4i2-

- - Reciprocal and direct, ii. 29. 486. Impropriety of the exemption, 472-
- - Methods of, uselessly diversified, vii. 473. Lawyer and client, vi. 99, 100; VIi.

305-306. 473-479. Trustee and cestuy que trust,
Execunon of deed-a word used instead VIi. 480. Husband and wife, 480-486.

of recogninon, vi. 550. - from services, &;c.,as a.reward.ii, 196,200.
Execution by attachment of goods-Prin- Exercise-Amount of, necessary or condu-

ciples that should regulate, iii. 354-355. cive to health, iv. 163.
Order of preference, ib. - Utility of, as a national practice, and

Executions of cnminals-e-Solemnities that connexion of with Pauper managemeut,
should attend, i. 549-550. viu, 396.

- - The invention of the new drop for, - of convicts-Arrangements for, iu con-
an illustration of a reform not opposed by nexion With the Panopticon Plan, IV. 98-
smister interest, v. 119. 105, l5i -160. 'I'read-nnll recommended,

- - Effects of witnessing, i. 44i n, 449. as uniform, applicable to use, capable of
- - See Death-Punishment, adoption in all weathers, &c., lb.
Executiun-staying Function of Judges, by Exercises-c-The several sorts of, adapted to

the Constitutional Code, ix. 508-511. the Chrestomathic system of education,
Executive authonty-The. How far it viii. 44-46.

should have a preference in the initiation - applicable to the Chrestomathic system
of measures, ii, 351-352. of mstruction=-Proposed adaptation of,

- - Confusions regarding.In Blackstone's to Geometry and Algebra, VIii. 155-185.
account of the Constitution, i. 278-279. Exhaustive DIvision-Use of, in an Ency-

- - Criticism on the ordinary application clopedical Sketch of Art and SCience,
of the term, ni, 198-199. Various opera- Viii. 101-102. At each partition the parts
tions comprehended under, ib. Subordi- of any head when put together make the
nate legislation, lb. Corporations, Ex- whole, and thus render the view complete,
elusive Privileges, Pardon, 199. Ap- 101. No other way of being sure that
pointment to offices, ib. Coining, ib, nothing is omitted, ib. Though capable
Mihtary power, ib. Fiscal power, ib, of expressing relations of logical identity
Milrtary stores, &c., lb. Police, lb. and diversity, not suited to express those
Making war and peace, ib. Treaties, of practical utility as between branch and
ib. branch, 101-102.
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Exhaustive Division-Bifurcate the only Expenditure-Public. Clause in the French

sort that is necessarily so, though others Declaration of Rights regarding, iI.518-
may happen to be 80, viii. 290·293. 519.

- - Uses of, applying to an Encyclopedi- Expense-Definition of, m connexion with
cal Sketch of Art and SCIence, vin. 95. official aptitude, v. 265.

- - The utility and difficulty of the 8YS- - ExclUSIOn of evidence on the ground of,
tem, i. 101 n *. vi. 101-103; vh. 353-356. Falling on in-

- - See Bifurcate. nocent party, vll.353. On the party in the
Exhibition of document-Call for, by liti- wrong, but with too great weight, R53-

gam, vii, 194. 354. Inconsistencies of Enghsh law, 355-
Exhibitions-Public. Effect of the encour- 356.

agement of,i. 317-318. - a collateral evil of judicature. See Col-
Exile-Unlawful, as prohibited by Magna lateral Evils.

Charta-Commentary on, iv. 278. - of evtdence-e-Proposal that suitor wish-
- as an ingredient in the punishment of ing evidence procured WIth difficulty

transportation, iv, 276 n. should pay, vii. 375-376.
Existence-The genus generahssimum- - of evidence-e-Adverusemeut for pecu-

how formed by abstraction, and divided mary assistance to defray, vn. 3i6-377.
into aggregates in the Porphyrian Tree, - Sham pecuniary checks to, in judicature,
viii. 257. vII.30i.

- Place and time the accompaniments of, ' - Preponderant, justifies interrogation be-
viii. 18i. I ing dispensed With, in judicature, vi. 334.

- The fictitious entities connected With, Expense of punishment, I. 398-399.
considered, VIIi. 210-211. Experience-the origm of belief, vi. 235-

- The science of. See Ontology. 244. See Belief,
Exodus-The book of, cited on the subject - The utilitarian principle dependent on,

of Oaths, v. 219. vi. 238.
Exorcism-c-part of the wisdom of our ances- - The value of, in relation to forms of

tors, II. 400. government, ,II. 599.
EXOSCOPIC,or External, Politics-Position - Authority superseded by, ii, 393.

of, m the Encyclopedical Sketch of Art I - though an instructive, a costly guide, I'\'.
and Science, viii. 94. 1ii.

Expansion from sohdification of liquid, ve- - Inexperience substituted for, in the ar-
getable growth, &c., as a source of mo- gument from "wisdom of our ancestors,"
tron, VIIi. 142-143. ii. 399.

Ex-parte preappomted written evidence, - in legislative business=-Cluef necessity
VII. 126-137. for, in new Republics, especially when

Expectation - Meaning of the term, vii. the people~~a,e been demorahzed by nus-
567 n +, rule, IX. III.

- The pleasures of, i. 19. Experiences as a division of the phenomena
- The pains of, i. 20. of the human mmd-PathematJc and Apa-
- Power of the laws over, I. 322-326. thematic, vm. 2i9.

They should be anterior to expectation, 323. Experimental Plulosophy-s-The term Ana-
Should be known, lb. Should be consis- pmc Anthropurgics substituted for, in the
tent,323-324. U tility, 324. Method, lb. Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and SCience,
Certamty of execution, 324-326. Literal vin. SR.
understandmg, 325-326. - - The difficulty of saying whether It is

- Hardship found to consist m the disap- equivalent to natural philosophy, illustra-
pointment of, n, 589-590. tive of defective nomenclature, vni iO.

- Actings on, founded on the security af- Explanatious=-Prelnnmary. adapted to pre-
forded by the laws, i. 308. vennon of SUIts, YI. 102-103. See Meet-

Expedient-term used as justificative of ing-Prelimmary.
measures when no reason can be found I Explosion as a source of motion-c Consider-
for them, v. 329. ed With respect to Its apphcabihties, viii,

Expeditable and continuous-SUIts ranked 136-137.
as, h. 84-85. ' Exports-Tax on home, by foreign con-

Expenditure-Popularity gamed by a pro- ~umer, IS taxatton of foreigners, ill. ii ;
fuse, Iii. 17. IV.414.

_ Average, of every human being in Bri- Export trade-c-Reasons of popularity of, iii.
tain, ii. 575 n. 79-80.

_ Retrenchment of, without disappoint- Export:rtio~-Relation of, to increase of
ment-Arrangements regarding, v. 266- wealth, Ill. 39.
267. - Bounties on, a boon to the foreign con-

- National, as the counterpart of taxe«, i Burner, iii. 62·63.
ill. is.
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Exportation- Drawbacks on, a. boon to the Expositor of law distinguished from censer,

foreign consumer, Iii. 65. i. 229.
Exposition--Nature of, viii. 242. Sources Exposure-How far evil produced by, justi-

of uncleamess, ambiguity, and obscurity, fies judicial seclusion, VI. 364.
ib. Seat of, either in words or syntax, ib. - on the part of witnesses, &c., as a ground
Exposition the instrument of removing of their exclusion. See Self-criminatrve.
unclearness, ib. - of the technical system of judicature-s-

- The subjects of, words as the signs of Apology for the, vii, 329-334.
thought, VIii. 242-243. Expression-c-Unsteadmess m respect of, as

- Application of, to iudividual, as distin- a defect in the drawing of laws, iii. 247.
guished from its application to generic - Inaptness of-Effect of, on testimony,
subjects, viii, 243. vi. 253. Singular illustration of, from

- Mode of, where teacher and learner have French practice, lb. n. Considerations
no common language, viii. 243-244. SIgns applicable to,-viz. whether in written or
confined to real entities, viii. 243. Pro- verbal evidence, the age or sex of the
gress of exposition from real entities to witness, &c., 254.
collective fictitious adjectrves, and verbs, Extenuation-s-Reference to the grounds of,
243-244. in the Penal Code, iii, 1i5.

- Mode of, by comparison with words in- - Grounds of, in the character of an offence,
telligible to both teacher and learner, VIii. i. 79-80.
244-245. Translation, ib. Etymologiza- Extenuations of simple corporal injuries, i.
non=-viz. in tracing inflections and con- 165.
jugates to their root, 245. External evidence-Inquiry whether a deci-

- Modes of, where the subject is a class, sionshould be come to without 1VI.276-2711.
viii. 245-246. Definition and processes Extortion produced by the system of fees of
incidental to it, ib, court, ui 336-337.

- Modes of, by Paraphrasia, Phra=eoplero- - Place of the offence of, in the subdivi-
sis, and Archetypation, VIii. 246-:?48. Ap- sions of the Penal Code, ill. 166.
plicable to fietitious entities high in the - The offence of, subject to the influence of
scale of subalternation, 246. Paraphra- time and place, i. 176.
SIS, &c., from real entities, ib. Arche- - Pubhcity as a remedy for, i. 554.
typation, 246-247. Where the word has - Official. Means of obviatmg, as provid-
been disused in its physical meaning, be- ed III the Constitutional Code, IX. 313.
comes more useful in Its psychological, ib. Extraction and reception of evidence, with
The use made of the term obligation a the help of securities, vi. 30-34. Oral
prominent example, 24i-:?4fl. iuterrogationy Stl. Consultation of notes,

- Modes of, subsidiary to Definition and &c.,31. Extraction should not be sever-
Paraphrasia, viii. 248. Synonymation, An- ed from decision, 31-3:? Epistolary in-
tithesis, Illustration, Exemplification, De- terrogation, 32-33. Modes of interroga-
scription, Parallelism, Enumeration, Am- tion principally III use, 33. When oral,
pliation, Restriction, viii. 248. or epistolary, should be employed, 33.

- By DIstinction and DIsambiguation, viii. Cross-exammation, 33-34. Confrontatiou
249-251. Necessity for, in the simster on the Roman system, 34.
uses made of ambiguities, ib. - of evidence-i-General VIew of mcongrui-

- Imperfect account of, by the Aristotelian ties of Enghsh law in respect to, VI. 465-
logicians, vin. 251-253. 471. Twelve heads of mcongruities enu-

Expositions of terms, with reference to a merated,465-466. Illustrated by procedure
Pannomion or Universal Code, in. 217- on acnon.rndictment, information, attach-
224. ment, &c., 467-470. Enumeration of sour-

Expositive matter in a code of law-Pro- ces from which the distinctions have been
vince of, ni. 217. made, 470-471.

- - in a code of law-Nature of, iv. 455, - of evidence in common law procedure-
48:? Examples of, 482. Incongrumes of, VI. 411-482. Indiotment

- - in a code of law-Use and application for fclony-c-Inqurry before jnstice-grand
of, v. 412-413. Manner in which it serves jury-petIt JUry, 471-474. Indictment
to make the legislator's intention eompre- for misdemeanour, 474-476. Procedure
hpn"ible,412. Terms of universal juris- on contempt, by attachment, 476-477.
prudence requiring expositron, 41 3. Terms Procedure by information, 477 -479. CIvil
III English law, ib. Common terms, WIth jury trial, 47[J-4BH. Motion causes upon
their meanings distorted by lawyers, 413. awards, &c., 4BO-4!l2.
Common, but ambiguous terms, lb. Words - - in Equity procedure-its incongrui-
which do not require exposition, ib. I tICS, vi. 482-492. Encouragement to

Expositive part of the Constitutional Co-le mendacity m the bill, 482-48:\ False
-- Nature of, ix, 3. statement to support charge, 483. Charg-
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iug and interrogative part, 484. Defend- Fact and circumstance-Distinction between,
ant's statement on oath, lb. Evils of apt to be obscure, VI. 245.
want of paragraphing and numeration, Fact and law- Q,ue,tlOn& of, distinguished,
485. Cross bill, ib. EVidence of witnesses u, 155.
by comnussion, &c., 486-488. At what Fac.ts;:-Relation of judicial procedure to,
party's instance depositions may be read, VI. ,-8.
489. Evidence admitted by special order, - divided into principal and evidentiary,
490. Proof of authenticity of deeds, lb. ii. 61.
Cross-exammation,491-499. - collative, ablative, &c. Entry of, in

Extraction of evidence in Ecclesiastical and pursuer's demand paper, n, 66-70.
Admiralty Courts -c-rts incongruities, VI. - on which acts of government founded-
492-499. Accnser's artICles,493. Examin- Pubhcation of, I. 575-576.
ation of defendant m answer, lb. Effect - as the subject-matter of evidence, vi.
-to punish for being subject to a rnmour, 214-2Hl. Facts in general, 214-215.
494. Exannnanons by COmmIS'lOn, 495- Prmcipal and evidentiary facts defin-
496. Admiralty Court, 496. Practice of ed, 215. Dm510n of the principal
Ecclesiastical and Admiraltv Courts com- facts III penal cases, 215. In non-penal
pared with that of Equity, 497-499. orcml,215-216. Difficulty of' connectmg

- - Incongruities of Roman law in re- classes of prmcipal with those of eviden-
gard to, VI. 499-501. Defects 0' the sys- tiary related to them,216. Division into
tem of examination by a judge without physical and psychological, 216-217;-
cross-examlllatlOn,499-500. Secrecy,50U- into events and states of thmgs, 217 .-'
501. into positive and negative facts, 217-218.

- - Recapitulation of the results of in- -- Species of, III regard to circumstantial
qumes as to, vi. 504-507. evidence, VI. 4-1; VIi. 1-9. Prmcipal and

- - See Browbeatmg ; Confrontation ; evidentiary, vi. 44; vii. 1-2. Probative,
Evidence-s-collection of; Helps to recol- disaffirmanve, and affirmative, VI. 44.
lection; Interrogation ; Notation and Re- Probabihzmg and disprobabihzmg, VIi. 4.
cordation ; Reexarmnation ; Spontaneous Infirmative, 5. Illustrations of prmcrpal
Testimony. fact« considered as probabilized, with the

Extrajudrcially-written evidence, vu, 121- correspondent evidentiary facts, 6-'[; Prm-
129,174-li5. Casually wrrtten, 121-126. cipal facts disprobabihzed, WIth the eVI-
(See Casually.) Ex-parte preappointed, dentiary, 7-8. Extent of the field offacts
126-127. (See Preappomted.) Adscitr- which may be the subjects of legal Ill-
tlOns,127-129. (See Adscrtitious.) quiry, 8-9.

- - - Instructions concerning the pro- , - Difference between those impossible 1Je!'
bative force of, vii. 134-136. \ se, and impossible SI alta, as III ahbi evi-

Extrajudicially-written makeshift evidence, deuce, VIi. 111-11:1.
VI. 57-59. I - None universally recognised to be incre-

Extra-regarding pleasures and pnins.i. 20.21.1 dible, vn, 80-8:!.
Extravagance-e Pecumnry, How tar the I - Ancrent=-Admission of transmitted en-

absence of charitable contr.butious will I dence to prove, "11. 157, 167-168.
repressv i. 314-315. - legally operative as the subject of en-

Ewart-Dr, author of "The Comparative dence, vi. 509. Division of, lb.
Estimate," x. 258. - Physical. Some classes of, always urn-

Eye-How the sense of seeing derrved from form, vi, 242.
the Impressions on the retrna of, vi. 250, - Principal and evidentiary, distinguished,
251 n. VI. 15-16,4-1,215.

Eye-witness-Evidence of, the best, vi. 167. - Psychologlcal-Improbabllityasregard5,
Eyre-Sir James, Chief Baron of the Ex- vu, 113-115.

cheqner, noticed, v. 162. Factrtious honour-Examination of the na-
Eyre-Sir Robert, Chief J ustice of the tnre and influence of, III connexion WIth

Common Pleas, noticed, vi, 381, note 1. the Constitutional Code, IX.• 11-92. ;:,cr
Honour.

Factors-Circulating Annuity notes, as an
investment for money III the hands of,
iii. 144.

Faculty-Import of the word, iii. 222 n.
as indicative of - as the name of a fictitious entity, viu. 224.

Faculties-Human. A general hst of, V1I1.
74-76.

- - D' Alembert's hst of imperfect, viii, i4.
Faculties of the mind-Enumeration of the,

viii. 281-282.

F

Fabrication of evidence
guilt, vii. 48-50.

Faoienda by legislator in case of makeshift
evidence, vi. 59-60.

Facility of utterance as a property desirable
in language, viii. 305.
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Faeulties of the mind--eonsidered as passive

and active, with their respective subdi-
visions, vin, 229-230.

- - - Application of methodisation to
the assistance of the, vin, 272·273.

Faggmg system-The, at the public schools,
animadverted on, x. 34.

Fairness alleged as a reason for excluding
self-criminative testimony, VII. 454.

Faith-Rewards for, hke paymg for par-
tiality in a judge, x. 146.

- Articles of. Despotism and profligacy
in requirmg subscription to, IV. 382 n.

- Articles of-a claim of infallibihty by a
church, v. 209-210.

- Subscrrptron to Articles of-How it
enfeebles the mind, x. IH.

- Public-Superiority of England over
France in regard to, i. 319.

- Infamy attached to breach of, ii. 224.
Fakenham-the name of a school-fellow of

Bentham's, x. 30.
Falch-M .• ambassador from the Nether-

lands-s-Mentron of, x. 604.
FALLACIEs-The Book of, n. 375·48i.
- Book of-Account of the stute of the

1<ISS. of, I\;c., by editor of ongmal edition,
ii. 376.

- The Book of-State of the MSS. of, al-
luded to, iii. 544 n.

- Definition of, ii. 379.
- by whom treated of before the author.

it. 379·380.
- Relation of, to vulgar errors, n, 380.
- Polincal. the subject of the Book of Fal-

lacies, ii. 380-381.
- Division and classification of, ii. 381·382.

The Author's, Dumont's, and the Editor's,
lb.

- of Authority, ii. 387-398. See Authority.
- of The wisdom of our ancestors, li.398·41 O.
- of Irrevocable laws, ii. 401·408.
- of the" no-precedent." argument, ii. 410-

411.
- of Self-assumed authority and self-Iauda-

non, 41I ·412.
- of Laudatory personalities, ii. 412-413.
- of Danger, II. 413-430.
- of Vituperative personalities, ii. 413·418.
- of "no innovation," it, 418-420.
- of Distrust, it. 421.
- in the system of screening official male-

factors, ii, 421·429.
- of Accusation-scarer's device-imputing

infamy to those who make charges which
are not proved, h. 429·430.

- for the support of Delay, ii, 430·435.
- of ConfUSIOn, ii. 436-474.
- Question.beggmg: through the use of

Eulogistic or Dyslogistic epithets, ii. 436-
438.

- of Impoator terms-or the use of appel-
latives which convey a false qualification,
ii. 438·440.

cxxvi FAL
Fallacies by the use of Vague generalities,

11. 440·448.
- of Allegorical idols, ii. 448·449.
- of Sweeping classrflcations, ii. 450·451.
- of Sham distmctions, ii. 451·453.
- of Popular corrupnon, ii, 453·455.
- Anti-Rational, ii. 457·462.
- of Paradoxical assertion, ii. 462·466.
- of confounding Cause and obstacle, ii,

466·469.
- of the principle-" Argue not from the

abuse against the use," ir 469.
- of the End jusnfymg the means, ii. 469-

4iO.
- of the saying" not measures but men,"

and 'Nee !'ersa, ii, 470·471.
- of Rejection instead of amendment, ii.

4il·474.
- Characters common to all, ii, 474. Irre-

levant, lb. Show defect of relevant argu-
ments, ib. Unnecessary, lb. Used for
badpurposes,ib. Consume time.rb. Breed
rll-will, lb. Indicate Improbity or folly, ib,

- Mischief produced by, ir, 475.
- Causes of the utteranceof,ii. 475·480. Sm-

ister interest known to the user, 475·477.
Interest-begotten preJudlce,4i7-478. Au-
thorny-begotten prejudice,478-4 79. Self-
defence against counter-fallacies, 479·480.

- Uses of, to the utterers and accepters of
them, II. 480·481. Assummg the shape
of reasons they look like mdependent
thoughts, 480. Secure character for su-
perror wisdom, 480·481. Involving no
trouble-their employment shows superi-
ority of rank, 481.

- Particular demand for, under the Britieh
Constitution, II. 481·482.

- The demand for-how created by the
state of party interests, ii. 482·484.

- Different parts that may be borne by in-
dividuals m relation to, ii. 484-485. Fa-
bricator, utterer, and accepter, 484. DIS-
tribution of evil consciousness, temerity,
and blameless agency, among these par-
ties, 484·485.

- Uses of the exposure of-Giving a means
of detectmg msmcerity, and suppressing
it by the operation of public opinion, ii,
486-487.

- The Book of-Analysis of the substance
of, x. ,519-521.

- Addition to the Book of-The Prudential
pra-terrnon, or Non-contradicnon fallacy,
x. 521·522.

Fallacies-c-Anarchieal ; Examination of the
French Declaration of Rights, ii. 489·529.

- - of all men being born free and
equal, ii. 498-499.

- - that SOCIal distinctions cannot be
founded but upon utility, ii. 499·500.

- - of '.atural and Imprescriptible rights
-viz. liberty, property, security, and re-
sistance to oppreSSIOn, ii. 500·504.



FAL
Fa.lla.cies-Ana.rchica.l-in the Declaration,

that no one can exercise authority which
does not expressly issue from the nation,
ii. 504-505.

- - as to the legal bounds of liberty, ii.
505-506.

- - as to the limitation of the right of
the law to forbid, ii. 506.

- - as to the Impossibility of commanding
or prohibiting, except in terms of the law,
ii. 506-507.

- - as to the law being the expression of
the general will, and every citizen having
a right to concur in it, ii. 507-508.

- - of a Declaration to the effect that no
one can be accused, arrested. &c., except
in terms of the law, II. 509-511.

- - of a Declaration, that punishment
can only be mflicted in virtue of laws
promulgated before the offence, &c. 512

- - of professing to give perfect liberty,
yet punishing for the abuse of It, II. 515.

- - as to taxation, and the application of
taxes, ii. 517-.119.

- - as to what is essential to the exis-
tence of a constitution, h. 520-521.

- - of Declarations of the Rights of man
in general, ii, 521-524.

- - as exhibited in the "Declaration of
the Rights and Duties of the Man and the
Citizen" of France, m 1795, ii. 524-529.

Fallaciousness-Deceptive. Modes of, 11.
44-46.

False assertion-wherein it consists, vi. 227.
False responsion, as evidence of delinquency,

vii. 24-29.
False evidence-Truth capable of being ex-

tracted from, vii. 3, 388-389.
False consolation, or supporting abuses. be-

cause there are worse elsewhere-Fallacy
of, h. 431-

False pretences-Obtaining money under,
charged against masters in Chancery, in
their fees for fictitious attendances, v.
364-367_

False reports-Principles of satisfaction to
the persons injured by, i. 375-376.

Falsehood-Logical and ethical.distinguish-
ed-latter infers knowledge of the un-
truth, v. 125 n.

- Distinction between logical and ethical
in English schools, vi. 249 n",

- Motives tending to, i, 486-487.
- Offences involving, i. 104-105. Involves

an instrument for committing the whole
range of other offences, ib. Some pecu-
Iiar to itself-simple falsehood, forgery,
personation, perjury. ib.

- Characterisncs of offences involving, i.
141-142.

- Offences indicative of a disposition to-
wards, vii. 60-61.

- Character displayed in offences involving,
i.78.

cxxvii FAM
Falsehood--OffenceslDvolvmg,distingUlshed

from others, i. 98.
- How It derives its crimmality from the

purposes to which It is used, v. 220-22l.
- should only be punished in contempla-

tion of Its purpose, vi. 293 n +.
- encouraged by religious intolerance, i,

565.
- cultivated by fictions of law, i. 243.
Falsehood inculcated by the English Uni-

versities, n, 210.
- propagated by demanding subscriptions

to articles of belief, ii. 265-266.
- divided into lOCIdental, temerarious, and

mendacious, VI. 291-293.
- in toto, and falsehood in CIrcumstances,

distinguished, VI. 245-246.
- as distinct from mendacity, vi. 249.
- and incompleteness distinguished, vi.

2~9 n.
- in what cases justifiable, vi. 19-20 n f,

267.
- an instrument in the hands of delm-

quency, H. 22.
- No mischief which may not be produced

by, VI. 297.
- Inference of delinquency from, vii. 3.
- on the part of htrgants-e-Personal pre-

sence m court would be a check on, ii.
172; vii. 230.

- Modifications of, VI. 244-247. See In-
correctness.

- Modifications of, in reference to suits,
vi. 293-294 n.

- Utihty of interrogation in exposing, vi.
332-333.

- Difficulty in obtaming credence for, in a
court of justice, VIi. 387-388.

- Infamy attaching to, VI. 264, 267.
- Instruction derivable from, V11. 388-

389.
- In what circumstances pecuniary interest

acts as a cause of, VI. 157; vii. 578-585.
- Necessity of remembermg that it does

not always deceive, 'I'll. 386-387.
- Legislature instigates to, by exacting

declarations without sancnons for their
tru th, vi. IIi n.

- JudICIal, vii. 262-270. See Mendacity-
license.

- Negative, and in degree, the kinds most
liable to occur, ni 573.

- Fraudulent. should be punished in all
cases, whether accompanied by oath or
not, v. 460.

- Juridical. Punishment of, in Constitu-
tional Code, ix, 491.

- Testimonial in the course of a suit-
Measure to be taken with, ii. 82.

- Securities against, in proposed Despatch
Court, iii. 416-417.

Falsification-Evidence of, vii. 181-183.
Familiar-Terms that are, falsely presumed

to be understood, x, 75.



FA~l CXXI'UI FI:E

Family-Father of. The procedure of, re., Father-Effect of partiality oC,towa.rds child,
commeuded for judicial tribunals, i. 558. on testimony, vi. 161; vii. 576-577.

- Private-Wherem the admmistratron of - Responsibility of, for children, in regard
law in, differs from that in a state, iii. I to reparation for offences, i. 385.
233-234. Father and child-Offences that may be

- Men of-Respect for, in connexion with I committed with relation to the respective
Libel Law, v 117 n conditions of, i. 127-129.

Family reluncna=-Offences against the, i. - - - Principles of the civil code reo
121-132. garding, i. 348-349.

Family tranquillity-c-how far danger of vio- Fawkener-Captain-Account of, x. 425-
lation of, Justifies restriction of judicial 426.
publicity, vi. 364-367. Fear, as designative of a motive, i. 204.

- - Preservation of, no sufficient reason - as an impediment to the exposure of
for excluding evidence of husband and offences, viu, 5i8.
wife in regard to each other, vii. 483-484. - Art of appealmg to, in political parti-

Family pride characterized, IV. 441. sanship, iv, 448.
- - Operation of, I. 333. - Superstitious-c-Knowledga a preserva-
- - Examination of, and fallacies leading trve against, viii. 13.

to, ix. 82. -- indicated by passive deportment, as eVI·
Families compared to states, i. 569. dence of delmquency, vii. 45-47. Cham
- The foundation of fortunes to, as the reo of inferences to the conclusron, 45-46.

ward of official services- Burke's opinions Infirmitive possibJlities to the various
on, controverted, v. 292-294. lmks, 46-47.

- Decayed aristocratic-c-Opinion that they - Physical symptoms of, vii. 45 n.
should be supported by the state com- Fecundity-Human-Extent of, as a ques-
bated, v. 305-307. tion of evidence, vii. 38.

- Adjustment of parochial relief according - in the measurement of pleasure and pain,
to the size of-Difficulties of, illustrated, i. 16.
viii. 444-446. I Federative Government-The disadvantages

Famme-c-Peculiarities that may affect the of: adjustment of representation, army
laws of countries subject to, I. 174-175. quotas, taxes, Central Government, terri-

- a grand intestine foe of infant settle- tonal bounds, use of waters, &c., ix. 644-
ments, iv. 270. 647.

- Treasures of the rich an insurance office I Fee-Definition of a, vii. 197 n *.
against, ix. 34. Fees, give lawyers an interest in the misery

- Governor of New South Wales obliged ofmankmd, vi. 311.
to pass illegal ordinances for preservation - Origm, progress, and effect of, ii. 12,
from, IV. 269·271. 46; Iii. 328-340.

Fanaticism-Nature of, i. 52. - Non-adoption of, recommended in a.
- Extent of the mischief of crimes oeca- Registry of Real Property, v. 430-432.

sioned by, i. 75. The advantage national, as a general col-
Farms-Effect that would be produced on, Iection of evidence, 430. Fees have &

by a general division of property, i. 359. general tendency to corruption, 431-432.
- Experimental. Establishment of, near Fees(m courts of jus tic e)-The variousforras

central towns, h. 257. in which they operate corruptly, v. 6.
- Advantage of cultivating, on a large scale, - Evils of remuneration of judges by, at

x. 374. the root of those complained of in Pen-
Farmer-Hugh, noticed, vii. 90. tion for justice, v. 444-445.
Farmers of the Revenue-Conduct of, in - Different operations by which the pro-

France, i. 319. duct of, may receive increase, v. 609.
Farming-Connexion of the size of landed - for fictitious attendances of Masters in

Estates with the profitableness of, hi. 68- Chancery charged as swindling, v. 364-
69. 367.

Farming out. Considerations as to the appli- - Various forms in which they produce
cabihty of, to the revenue, ii. 249-251. mischief, vii. 199-201.

- - Adoption of the principle of, for the - Proposal for abolition of, vii. 327-328.
Panopticon, iv. 47-49,125.134. - Alteration of practice as to, vii. 199 n,

Farrer - Nicholas, founder of a praying 327 -328.
club, iv. 379. - Advantage there would have been in

Farriery-Peculiar source of information on, their being imposed directly, instead of
in a system of Pauper management, viii. indirectly, vii. 200 n *, 216.
427-428. - The miseries mflicted by, kept out of

Father of .. family-Authority of, compared sight of those who profit by them, vir,
with that of the monarch, i. 569. 233.



FEE cxxix FER
Fees (judlclalj-e-sdduced as instances of re-l Felony-unmeaningness of the term, ii.456.

wards having a direction contrary to that - Difference between, and misdemeanour
of duty, ii. 208-209. as to collection of evidence, vi. 4il. '

- Illegal taxation uuder the name of, v. 287 n. - Examination by justices of the peace of
- Lord Eldon's act for legahzmg the crea- persons accused of, vi. 109,471-472.

tion of, by judges, v. 362-364. - Removal of the proceedings in, from
- Early confucts of the courts for, de- court to court, and the mischievous effect

scribed, v. 493-495. so produced, v. 528-529.
- Delays and other evils produced by ,ii. 241. - Punishments coming under the term,
- Acts of Parliament against the laying on crincrsed, i. 503-511. Origin of the term,

of, by authority of the courts, v. 353. and division into clergyable and unclergy-
- Origin of, and the ancient method of able, 503-505. Statutary and other ad-

employing them, v. 446. ditions,505. With benefit of clergy, 505-
- Exaction of, by judges, compared to the i 509. Without benefit of clergy, 509-

ship-money impost, v. 367. 511. Felony Within clergy, 510-511.
- to subordinate officers of courts-Evil - The varied characteristics of the different

influence of, iii. 339-340. kmds of, i. 486.
- Argument against, in the Constitutional - Corruption of blood in, i. 480-481.

Code, ix. 524-525. Female convicte=-Separanon of, from inter-
..:... Brougham's opinions on, criticised, v. course with the male, provided for in the

583-589. i Panopticon plan, iv. 134-137.
- in cases of imprisonment for debt- I Female dehcacy-How preserved from in-

Abuses as to, brought out in the case of jury in judicial procedure, ii, 114.
Salisbury, v. 359-362. Females-Rights and obligations of, an un-

- appointed by the Bankruptcy Court explored subject, ix. 3.
Bill-Extent of, v, 5il-57~. - Extension of the Suffrage to, considered,

Fees-Custom-house-ObJectlOnable inci- i iii. 463, 541, 559, 567 n; iv, 567-568.
deuce of,11. 244. ' - Necessity of Yielding to the prejudice

Fees-Official. The evils of, ii, 241. against their exercising the suffrage, ix,
Fees-Prison, considered, I. 423-424. 108.
Fee-gathering system-The, characterized, - Admittance of, to legislative assemblies,

vii. 197-199. See Interest-smister. considered, ii. 327.
- - - Vices mtroduced by, mto techni- - might advantageously exercise the con-

cal judicature, V11. 214-225. Appeals and stitutive or elective, but not the other
writs of error, 214-216. Sham motions powers of government, ix. 108-109.
in Chancery, 216. Abuses in the Mas- - Extension of the Chrestomathic system
ters' office, 21;-220. (See Chancery.) of instruction to, viii. 55-56.
Tllustranons from Scottish judicature, and I - Suggestions for admission of, to Juries,
comparison with English, 221-225. (Sa ix. 566-567.
Session, Court of.) - Considerations as to the proper employ-

- - - List of devices of, for promoting ments for, i. 543.
ends of judicature at expense of ends of - Their fecundity in the external indices
justice, vii. 225-226. of grief, i. 27 -28.

Feelings- Hurting the, is libel, by the dicta - Sentiment of pity stronger among, than
of judges, v. 107-108. among males, i. 563.

Felguelras-Baptista-Communication by, - Difference between the affections and
of Portuguese Cortes' resolution to trans- dispcsinons of, and those of males, i, 28.
late Bentham's works, iv. 574. - Not protected in the English courts from

Felicity-The principal elements of, equally pubhcity in giving evidence on indecent
dispensed, so that It does not rise with assaults, &c., vi. 368 n.
the arithmeticalratioofproperty,ix.15-16. Fenelon-His reading his own condemna-

- Ratio of, to amount of wealth, consider- tion, remarked on, Viii. 543.
ed, ii, 271-272. Fenwrck=-Sir John-Case of, cited, vii. 528.

- National-Offences against, i. 101-103. Ferdina.nd-Don, (of Spain,) noticed, iv.
- Genera of offences against, i, 133 n. 431 ; v. 534.
- and infelicity-as the respective produce Ferguson-Dr Adam, noticed, x. 64.

and effect of government, ii, 271-272. Fern-Case of, cited, vii. 55.
Felon-Outlawry of, vii. 254 n. Ferocrty-c-nourisbed by cruel laws and
- The sanction to apprehend, by English games, i. 561-562.

law-its practical dubiety, ix. 618. Ferry-boat - Dr Campbell's argument
Felons-Escape of, obviated by Panopticon against Hume regarding, considered, vi.

plan, iv, 46. 241.
- See Conviet: Crime: Prison Discipline: Ferryman-Mr-The locks constructed for

Panopticou: Transportation. Gloucester gaol by, iv. 91.



FET
Fetters-i-Punishment through means of, i,

417.
Feudal origin of the punishment of felony,

i.503-505.
Feudal succession-Forfeitures under, ii.

596.
Feudal system-Military spirit of the, iii.

201.
- - EVils of the, i. 342.
- - Operation of, In creating the multi-

plicity of jurisdictions in England, iv, 353.
- - Origin of, and evils of the disposition

and state of society produced by,ix.li·18.
- - The usages of-their applicability to

a barbarous people, and inapphcabrlity
when preserved through periods of CIVI-
Iisatron, IV. 306.

- - Absurd continuance of the practices
founded on, vii. 383 n.

Few-The. The enemies of the many-not
the many of the few, IX. 143-144.

Fiat justitia ruat ccelum, The maxim ridi-
culed, i. 6-i n *.

Fictions of Jaw defined, i. 243.
- - - Things that warn people not to

believe their own eyes, x. ;4.
- - - Entry in note-book as to the char-

acteristics of, x. ;4-;5.
- - - adduced as one of the devices of

technical procedure, v. Ii!.
- - - Illustrations of, 1Il Truth rersus

Ashhurst, v. 234.
- - - The employment of, one of the

items of complaint in the Petition for jus-
tree, v. 452-454, 511-513.

- - - Exammation of the nature and
effects of, in connexion with the Consti-
tutional Code, ix. 77-78. Object in View,
and effects produced, always bad, and in-
dicative of the badness of the rule, ib.
General demorahzation, ib.

- - - a time when they may have done
good, i. 268-269.

- - - Instruments invented for break-
ing through the limits set to the power of
functionaries, IX. 59.

- - - examined in the Rationale of
Evidence, VI. 100; vii. 283-287; 415-420.
Common recoveries, 283-284. Sham-ball,
284-285. Courts stealing jurisdiction
from each other,285-286. Uses tojudges
and lawyers, 286-287.

- - - Interests giving rise to, vii. 203.
- - - Their influence in corrupting the

Bench, v. 92.
- - - The absence of, in Scotland, i.

254-255.
- - - Casual animadversions on, i. 235;

ii. 12, 136,466 n, 539; ill. 191,241,589-
590 n; IV. 306.

Fictitious entIties- Difficulty of defining,
iii. 594.

- - Logical use of distinguishing, from
real, iii. 286.

exxx FIN
Fictitious entities. Se« Entities.
Fidei committee-Criticism ou the expres-

sion, i. 106 n it.

Fidelity of transcripts-Arrangements for
secunug, vii. 149-150.

- in the ordinary intercourse of life a vir
tue-among malefactors a VICe, IV. 225.

Fiduciary arrangements-List of, iii. 410.
- rights-Nature of, iii. 182.
Field-ApplIcation of the term to what the

word "subject" is generally applied to,
viii. 205,222-223. Superiority to Subject,
Subject-matter, Sphere, Circle, &c., ib.

- a preferable term for expressmg what IS
usually expressed by a derivative from
Eneyciopedia, viii. i3 n.

Fieldmg=-Sir John. The opinion of, on in-
formers, quoted, i. 559 n.

Frgure-e-Sciences involving the predicament
of, Viii. 287 -288.

Frgures-e-Convertibihty of, and danger ill
employing, for deeds, i. 551.

- Use of, In facilitating reference to docu-
ments, v. 442-443.

- EVidence involving, generally requires
aid from notes, vi. 386.

Figurative language - Definition of, Viii.
331.

Fihal condition-Offences that may be com-
mitted In relation to, I. 128-129.

Filth-Means of removal of, m prisons, iv.
41-42 n.

Finance as a branch of political economy,
iii. 75-80. See Taxes.

- Connexion of, With political economy, iii.
40.

- Code of, and its reference to other codes.
iii. 204.

- Code of. Source of the reasons that
should accompany, i. 162.

- Advantage to, of project for converting
stock into Annuity notes, iii. 123-132.

- Correspondence With Sir R. P. Carew,
as to opinions on-The securities on which
loans are most readily advanced-influ-
ence of taxation on expenditure, x. 323-
327.

- Programme of the three schemes of, sub-
mitted to the Treasury-Extension of the
law of escheat, Tax on the traffic in mo-
ney, Licences in place of the impedimeuts
to industry, x, 304.

- The system of written depositions in ju-
dicature, supposed to favour, vi. 37.

- Uses of registration to, vi. 83.
Finance committee-Reports of, quoted on

law sinecures, v. 288.
- - Reports of, noticed and quoted, ui,

83 n *; v. 58; vii. 214-218.
- - Twenty-eighth report of, quoted in

relation to the expenditure on the penal
colonies, iv. 201-204.

Finance minister-Provisions as to, in Con-
stitutional Code, ix. 448·452. Functions,



FIX cxxxi FLI

448. Authority as to the metallic mo- as a fund in aid of helpless litigants' fund,
ney and paper money mints, ib. Annual v. 503.
report of receipt and expenditure, lb. Fines--Adjustment of, to pecuniary means
Prospective report or budget, 448-449. of party, iii. 360,426-427.
Functions as to the fabrication, reception, Fmes and recoveries--called Pickpocket
custody, requisition, postulation, and ap- i mstruments, v. 390.
plication of money, 449. Protection of ' Fine Arts--The, classed among those of
public moneyfrom loss,ib. Uses ofpaper i amusement and curiosity, n. 253.
money, and best means of adaptation, ib. I - - Utility of The, it. 254.
Proceedmgs as to demands in case of de- - - Apphcation of pubho revenue to the
ficiency-classes to be privileged, 449- encouragement of, i. 317-318.
450. Advantages of disbursementsbeing - - Protest against taxing the poor for
made by special paymasters-Frugality indulging the rich in a love of, ix. 451.
in division of labour, and protection 'I Finite and infinite-No medium between,
against peculation, 450-451. Advantages VI. 224.
of having the same person for receiver Fire as an instrument of punishment, 1.407.
and payer, 451. Taxes which should be - Proposal of honorary rewards for exer-
interdicted,451-452. tion in the case of accidents from, n, 231.

Financial law-Prmciples of, in connexion Firmness of mmd as a circumstanceinfiuen-
With the Constitutional Code, IX. 27-34. cmg sensibility, i. 24.
Proper end-appropriate frugality, 27. FIrst-Ambiguous use of the ordinal, in
Test--companson of the advantage of an language, viii. 315.
expenditure with the burthensomeness of FISCalpower-Meaning of the term, i. 278
a tax, ib. Besides money, power and n &.

factitious honour among the stock pos- Fish-Plan for preserving, in ice, x. 346-
sessed by a state, 28. Rules for secunty 350.
of pubhc money, ib. Use of a national - Illustration of fluetuariona in the price
bank, ib. Frugality-negative branch of of, x. 349-350.
economy,ib. The chief end in a Repnb- Fisheries-Bounties on-A sum paid for in-
lie, ib. In it pure monarchy also-but not creasing the means of national defence,
in a mixed, ib. Objects of waste in mix- iii. 42.
ed governmente-c-gratiflcation,corruption, - in the West of Scotland-Letter to Dr
delusion, 28-29. Production of corrupt Anderson on his Schemes regarding, x.
obsequiousuess-The higher the rank of 127-129.
the servant of the monarch, and the Fishmg--<lenouncedas a cruel sport, x. 33.
greater his wealth, the higher the gratifl- - Liberty of, in great waters, considered,
catron of the sovereign in being master, i. 329.
29-30. Profuseness brought to the test I FItness of things, as a rule of action, i.
of utility, 30-31. United States tesnfies 3-9n.
against, 31. Corruption and delusion- Fitzherbert-Sir Anthony-His Natura
purposes solely applicable to a hunted Brerium referred to, vu, 459.
monarchy, ib. Pensions of retreat unne- Fiteherbert=-Srr William-Notices of, x.
cessary to officials, 31-32. Expense of 184, 238; xi. 74.
the lustre and dignity of the throne, 32. Fttzmaurice-e-Lord-e-Noticesof, x. 91, 118.
Expense of the Established Church, ib. FIxation of meanmg of terms used in legis-
Unjust wars, ib. DIstant dependencies, latrve acts, iii. .593-594.
32-33. Loans to foreign powers another Fixatron=-Bhnd, of tunes for judicial ope-
source of monarchical profusion-never rations, ii, 31-32; V11. 239-240,369.
repaid, and in their very principle known - - - - - a device of technical pro-
never to be so, 32-33. Proper principles cedure, v, 9.
of taxation contrasted with those in prac- - - - - - a grievancecharged in the
tice, 33-34. See Taxation. Petition for justice, v, 470-472,522-524

- - Principles of, in relation to what FIxed expectancy-a substitute for what-
taxes ought not to be imposed, ix. 40. ever is rational in the term "vested

Fine-The nature of, as a punishment, exa- rights," v, 277.
mined, i. 468-469. See Forfeiture. Flag-recommended to be used in procla-

- Reasons for employing,as a punishment, mations to disperse mobs, i. 3iO.
i. 167. Flash-pump--suggestion of, as a substitute

- as a punishment, sometimes so small for the steam-engine, viii. 135-136.
as to leave a premium on the offence,x. Flaws--Power of judge to give effect to or
66. not, at his option, considered, Vii. 308-

Fines in proposedDespatch Court-Expense 309.
of establishment defrayed from, iii. 426. Flippancy-Held by Mr Spencer Percival

- Imposition of,ou suitors in the wrong, as libel, v. 110.



FLO ('X~("\ ii FOR
Flo~ging in the Army-Bentham's horror of, Forcible offences against person and pro-

x. il-72. perty-Nature of, i. 119.
_ in the Army-Demoralising and degrad- Ford-Dr Brownlow, Ordinary of Newgate

ing effect of, and illustrations from ser- -Information from, on Forgery, x. 357.
vices where it is not practised.Ix. 421-422. - - Letter from, to Bentham, on capital

Flogging-Absence of, a feature of the pumshments and the Panopticon, xi. 143-
ChrestomathIc system of Education, viii. 144.
15-16. Ford-Account of a labourer named, and of

Flood-Henry-Casual notice of, x. 122. his exertions in educating his class, x.
Flood-Toulon. A VISIter of Bentham in 502-503.

his boyhood, x, 14. Ford Abbey-Allusion by Bentham to his
Florence-The Author's opinions on evidence I residence at,and theworks written at,x. 25.

quoted in, iv, 576-577. 1- - Bentham's residence at, with descrip-
Flowers-Bentham's liking for, x. 152,178- tion of the place, x. 479-480.

179,532,543. I Fordyce-Dr George-Suggestions by, as
Fluxions-Mathematical fictions, the nature to ventilation, iv. III n, 114 n.

of which should be explained to learners, - - Casual notices of, viii. 148 n, 425 n;
viii. 174. x. 122,133,183,564,571.

FlUXIOnal Algebra-The characteristics of, - Notice of the family connexions of, x.18·l,
VIii. 105 n. Foreign attachment-Nature of the wnt of,

Folkestone-Lord. His Bill for preventing iii. 355.
the Sale of Seats in Parliament, iii. 487 n. - -~ ranked among complex actions, ii. 81

Fonblanque-Albany-MentIon of, x. 563. Foreign Department-Abolition of secrecy
Fontana-Interview between Bentham and, in, urged, n, 554-560.

x. 1.50. Foreign languages-Use of the importatron
Food-Effect of cheapness of, ii. 549. of words from, viii. 319-320.
- Need, want, and desire of, as motives, i. Foreign workmen-Encouragement to, may

197. be advantageous to mdivrduals-e-not to
- Free Trade in, the best security for sub- Government, iii. 65-66.

sistence, iu. 71. Foreign-Relation Mmtster-c-Provisions re-
- The rano of supply of, III connexion with gardmg, in the Constitutional Code, IX.

prison disciplme : should be abundant but 445-447. To give execution to whatever
coarse, IV. 123-124. Government arrangements have a con-

Force or impressiveness as a property desir- nexionwrth foreign states,445-446. Func-
able m language, VIII. 307. tlOns,446. Negotiative, lb. Missive, lb.

Force-Probative III evidence.considered, vi. Epistolary aeceptive, lb. Hospitial-e-re-
220-223. See Probative .Force. ception of foreign agents, ib. The differ-

- Physical. An element necessary to the ent classes of foreign agents, ib. Thmgs
existence of government, ix. 4i. belonging to his department, ib. JunctlOll

Force and arms-Vague lise of the expres- with Navy minister, lb. To keep watch
610n in indictments for sedition, v, 25i -25B. on the observance of treaties, 446-447.

- - - The employment of the term, III Principles of foreign POlICY,447.
King's Bench writs as a means ofsecurmg Foreigners-In what circumstances and to
junsdicnon, v. 494. what extent Jurisdiction may be exercised

Force-Defensive-How and in what man- over, ii. 543-544.
ner at the command of the Prime MIIIIS- - Reasons why the offer of draughts of
ter, according to the Constitutional Code, Codes of Laws by, should be encouraged,
ix. 205-206. iv. 560-563. Absence of local prejudices

- - Provisions for, in Constitutional Code, and smister interests, 560-561. How far
IX. 333-42B. See Defensive .Force. advantages counterbalanced by absence

Force-NatIOnal. How to make the Poor- of local knowledge,561-562. EVIl from
Laws subservient to, by training, &c. ignorance obviated by the power of the
viii. 420-421. legislature to reject their work, 562-563.

Force-Public. Offences against, i.lOI-103. - Argument addressed to the Spanish
- - Offences against, as a subdivision of people against the exclusion of, from pre-

Public Offences, hi. 169-170. paring a code of laws for the acceptance
- - Clause as to a, in the French DecIar- of a state, viii. 497-500_

a.tion of Rights, ii. 516-517. - Prejudices against their being allowed
Forces-New, how far the discovery of, to make laws for a country, answered, iv.

probable, vii. 85-86. 463-464.
- Balance of. Inapplicabilityofthetenn,to - Effect of the contraction of loans with,

the operations of government, h. 446-447. and of their repayment, iii. 76.
Forced exchanges and sales-Evils of, i. Forensic disability as an ingredient in out-

a21-a22. lawry, i. 512.



FOR cxxxiii FOR
Forestallers-Popular prejudices concern- Forgery of real evidence, vii. 15-18. SUI

ing, ii. 251. Real Evidence.
Forfeiture-Derivation of the term, i. 451 n. - Use of two attesting witnesses, a. safe-
- of moveables-Inequabihty of punish- guard against, vi. 538.

ment by, i. 92 n *. - Analogical punishment of, i, 408.
- in case of eonvrctiou offelony-Incidence - as a mode of deceptions fallaciousness,

of, i. 509-510. h. 45.
-- of real and personal estate=-Drstincuon - Regulations for the prevention of, i. 551-

between, i. 508. 5'>3.
- Effect of punishment by, i. 403. - Impediments to, by requiring deeds to
- is a punishment that affects third parties, bear time and place, v. 396.

i. 485. - Allusion to the lengthiness of the treata-e
- or Privative punishment, considered, i. on, iu the Government crimmal code, in,

451-4i 5. 364 n.
- Punishment by, analyzed, i. 4.'51-453. - of Bank notes-Correspondence With

Property and reputation, lb. Conditions Dumont and Colquhoun on, and com-
in SOCIety,&c., 452. plaints of the unwillmgness of the Bank

- Punishments belonging to the moral I directors to take the proper steps for pre-
sanction with reference to, i. 453-458. ventiou, x. 356-358.

- of reputation, 1. 458-467. How It may Forging a release against a forged bond-
be accomplished merely legislatively, 459. allusions to the circumstance of, h. 419 ;
Advertisement,460. Connecting it with v. 495; vi. 179; vn. 4'1,1;0,285.
form of punishment, ib. Grades of, accord- Form- a Physical fictitious entity, Viii. 264.
ing to nature of punishment, 460·461. Ge- - considered as an absolute flctrtious entity
nerally greater the smaller the affliction in of the first order, vin. 20 l.
other respects, ib. 'What kmd of punish- Form of oath-Importance attached to, vi.
mente chiefly convey, ib. Temporary and 319 n "_
continuous,461. Forfeiture of credibihty, _. - - as practised in England, VI. 323.
461-462. Degradation from rank, 462- Forms for contracts-c-Provision of, by the
463. Simple ignominious pnnishments legislature, considered, vi. 522.
examined, 463-467. - of Enactment-e-Ccnsiderauous as to. iii.

- Pecuniary, i. 46i -470. Four kinds, 467 - 277 -233.
468. Exemplifications, 468. Convert 1- - Fixed. The employment of a protection
bihty to profit, lb. Equality, 468-469. m exercises of power, i. 576.
VarIabillty,469. Frugality, ib. Exem- - of government-The different kinds of,
plarity, ib. Remissibihty, lb. Popular- i. 272-277.
ity, ib. Quantity, ib. Q,uasi-peculllary- - Fixed, in legislative bodies=-essennal to
Confiscatrons, &c., 469-470. 'I liberty, ii, 332.

- of conditron, I. 470-474. Elements of - Judicial. Fallacy that they are the
value of condition, 470. Matrimonial shields of liberty. exposed, YIIl 478-482.
condition,470-4il. Paternal, 471. Child, Formalities (of Deed.)-ho" far necessary,
471-472. Trustee, 472. How far law and the means of enforcing them. VI. 64-65.
can operate in these cases, 472-4i4. Con- - Kmds of, In use, VI. 515-517. Five
dition of hberty, 474. methods of authentication ab intra-Au-

- of the protection of the law, i. 474-475. tography, Onomastic SIgnature, Symbolic
Forged Deeds-Method of preventing, by srgnature, Sigillation, Recogmtion, 515-

paper-marks, I. 552-553. 516. Authentication au e.rtra, by attest-
Forgers pay more attention to the use of ing Witnesses, 516-517.

formalities than the honest, vi. 549. - Enforcement of, VI. 517 ·525. Not want
Forgery-an offence of falsehood, i. 104- of will, but of power and knowledge that

105. occasions mformalines, 5Ii. The system
- a mere modification of fraud, iii. 364 n. of nullity, 517-5IB. Penalty produces
- a species of mendacity, VI. 292 n. the evil it is intended to prevent, 518.
- Different modifications of, vi. 247. Should be under oonditions-e-viz., know-
- Rarity of the suspicion of, against a ledge of the formalines and their essen-

deed, vi. 490. tiahty, power to observe them, and
_ Modes of proving, vii. IBI-183. See observance not too burthensome, 518_

De-authentication. Treachery in the law professing Its readi-
- how far proveable by evidence of person ness to give effect to people's intentions

forged upon, VII.490. regarding contracts, 519-520. Proper
- of maker's mark on manufactures-Plan means to be adopted-separate paper for

for prevention of, vi. !iU.I-5!l5. each contract, having the laws and regu-
- of printed documents should be punished, lations printed on the border,522. For-

vii. 140-141. malmes should be easy ofobseHance,.~23.
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Non-observance should be only circum-I for, in proposed Despatch Court, iii. 4Jl1-
stantial evidence, 523-524. Note of SUo- 420.
prcion should be substituted to nullity, 523- Forthcomingne~s-Quasi-appeal for want of
524. Impugner should declare persuasiou exaction of, II. 162-163.
or suspicion of spuriousness, 524-525. - as a branch of procedure, considered in

Formalities (of Deeds)-what proper,and in reference to the Constuuuonal Code, ix,
what cases, vi. 525-530_ In what contracts 27.
ought wnnng to be required ~ 525. Use - Means of securing, uselessly diversrfled
of attesting witnesses; 525-526. One of in practice, VII. 305-300.
the witnesses should be a person easily - Duty of securmg, in regard to evidence,
discoverable, e g. a notary, lb. Use of vi. 12.
notary for securmg propriety, 526-52!l. - Proper extent of the measures for secur-
Honorary notaries suggested, 5:19-530. ing, Jl 8.
See Notaries. Fortified places-Engmes used in attack or

- Apphcation of, to preappointed evidence, defence of, IX. 349-350.
vi. 51 :1-513. Fortitude-IS only a virtue according to

- should not depend on the shape of the circumstances, x. 582.
property to which the deed applies, VI. Fortune-telling=-Monves to creduhty illus-
543 n +, trated from, Vii. 107.

- Casual remarks on presumption of spuri- Forty shilling freeholders in Ireland-The
ousness from failure in, vi. 24, 48-49, 134. differences of opinion as to preserving, XI.6_

- of Wills, vi. 530-551. See WIlls. Fothergill-Dr-Bentham's tutor at Oxford,
Formulas-Judicial-reason of their pro- x. 37.

lixity, ii. 373. Foundations-charitable aud educational-
- of legislanve bodies-Considerations as Merits of, i. 333-334.

to, ii. 373. - The erection of, an absolute act of legis-
- Undue services attributed to, by the latron, by which bribery is employed to

Aristotelians, viii. lIOn. the perversion of truth, by bmding peoplo
Formulary for agreements and deeds- to particular opinions, ix. 35.

Unhty of issuing, IV. 455. - The evil of, in a free country, as official
Forster-Mr John, and his claim to the department, over which there IS no con-

authorship of" Wortley's RI,e and Fall trol, ix. 303.
of Ancient Republics," x. 67. Founders of states-Cnticism on Black-

Forster-Nathamel-Account of, x. 61-62. I stone's use of the expression, 1. 274.
Fortescue-Sir John, nonced, v. 532. Foundlings=-Registration of, vi. 572.
- - on the difference between absolute I Foundling hospitals commended, i. 578.

and limited monarchies-recommended to Fountain of justice-should be the nation,
Bentham's perusal, x. 48. through the channel of the Legislature-

Forthcommgness of parties-e-Provisions for not the Kmg, iv. 305-306.
securing, ii. 47-48. Fourcher par essoign, in English practice,

- for the purpose of execution in Judicial criticised, vii. 269.
procedure, II. 96-99. Considerations re- Fourcroy-A. F. De'-noticed, x. 401.
gardmg the vexation and damage that Fowler's Exchequer quoted, vi. 491.
may be occasioned, and the means of Fox-Charles James-Connexion of, with a
minimizing them Without risk to efficacy, negotiation between Lord North and the
96-97. Means employed, prehensive Rockmghams, x. 102-103.
operatmg on the body, and aecersitive - - - HIS use of the expression, mea-
on the mmd, 97. Security for forthcom- sures not men, and ~ice 'rersa, ii. 470-471.
ingness, 97-98. How the fictitious enti- - - - Opinions of, on Parliamentary Re-
ties, called rights, can be obtained, 98. form, iii. 443 n, 449 n, 461 n, 463, 481 n.
Circumstances which may bar forthcom- - - - Oratory of, noticed, ii. 363 n.
ingness, ib. Cases where forthcomingness - - - Dismissal of, an illustration of the
of persons may be necessary,and the want kingly influence in Britain, ix. 141.
productive of irreparable damage, ib. - - - Opinion of, in a letter to SIr James
On the part of things-s-its purposes, ib. Mackintosh, x. 428-429.
Either as the ultimate or instrumental - - - Noticed, ri. 383 n, 399,449; iii.
object of what is done, 98-99. Causes 469,484, 489 n, 506; v. 321; x. 255,258,
which may produce want of forthcoming- 289,366,384,403,412,415,416,467,472,
ness, 99. Non-forthcomingness of rights 564; xi. 131.
impossible, ib, Fox-hunter's reason for excluding self-cri-

- Imprisonment with relation to, i. 393. minative testimony, vii. 454.
- Account of provision for, in Despatch Foy-General-met by Bentham in Paris,

Court Bill, iii. 306-307. x. 551.
- of persons and thmgs=-Mutual security Fragment 011 Gorrrunient, i. 260 et leq.
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Fragment on Gournment-Prefa.ce to the

first edition of, i, 227-239.
- - - Historical prefa.ce to the second

edition of, i. 240-259.
- - - History, of the author's first con-

ception of, and progress towards the opm-
ions expressed in, and of the publication
of the work, x. 78-82.

- - - Persons to whom it was attribut-
ed, x. 82.

- - - Two letters from the ~lrforning
Chronicle criticising the, with defence by
LInd, i. 256-259.

Fragments-Pannomial, iii. 211-230.
Fraqment« on, Universal Grammar, viii. 339-

357.
France-Frequency of religious persecution

in, i. 64.
- Revolution of, characterized, i. 78 n *.
- Breaches of national faith In, i. 319.
- Law of legitime in, i. 337.
- Declaration of Rights of, on the subject

of Equality, crmcised, i. 35B.
- Allusion to an action regarding a canary

bird in, i. 375.
- Attcstrve satisfaction for calumnious in-

juries by the law of, I. 3i6.
- Cnticism on the phraseology of the Iaw

of, regarding punishments, i. 390 n.
- Instances of the punishment of relega-

tion in, I. 432.
- Compulsory change of name as a punish-

ment in, i. 473.
- Bentham to his fellow-citizens of, on

death-pumshment, i. 525-532.
- Respect for honour among the inferior

classes of, stronger than in England, 1.542.
- Law of, as to duellmg, i. 543.
- Reproach brought against, by the sys-

tem of lettres de cachet, i. 576; ~I. 364.
- Academy of. Salaries of members of, ii.

238.
- State of the bench in, before the Revo-

lunon, h. 242.
- Sale of duties and offices in, 11. 247.
- Effect of admitting a numerous auditory

to the National Assembly of, ii. 326.
- Method of transactmg business in the

National Assembly of, ri, 330-331 n.
. -- Service that might have been done to,

by the adoption of the British practice of
Parliament in, ii, 331 n.

- The evils of the forms adopted in the
legislative assambhes of, ii. 332-333.

-- Procedure of legislative assemblies of,
regarding proposal and adoption of mo-
tions, it, 339·341. VICIOUS,from their not
being proposed In the very terms in which
they arc to be adopted, ib.

- Procedure of legislative assemblies of. as
to unity of subject of debate, 11. 341-342.

- Procedure of legislative assemblies of,
as to mixing the operation of debating
and voting, u. 343-346.

CXXXT FRA
France-Method of giving opinions and vot-

ing in the courts of, ii. 345-346.
- Procedure of legislative assemblies in,

as to pre-audience of members, ii. 346-
349.

- Procedure of legisla.tive assemblies of,
to the method of collecting the votes, ii.
350.

- Procedure of legislative assemblies of,
as to referring to facts on hearsay, ir,
364.

- Procednre of legislative assemblies of,
as to taking the votes, ii. 3il-3i2.

- Absence of exactness in writers of, 11.
364 n.

- Security to Protestants in, ii. 417.
- Proficiency of, in chemistry, compared

with deficiency in legislation, ii. 521-523.
- and Britam. The interest of, in the

adoption of propositions tending to the
estabhshment of a perpetual peace, h.
546-560. See Peace.

- and Britain-Agreement of, would re-
move the principal difficulties to a general
pacification, ii . .';50.

- and Britain. Disarmmg treaty between,
preparatory to a plan of perpetual peace,
11.550-552.

- and Britain. War between, peculiarly
mischievous, ri. 551-552.

- Mischievous effect that the conquest of,
by Bntam would have, 11.551.

- has no use of a navy except for colonies,
h. 551.

- Bankruptcy the price paid by, for a war,
ii. 558.

- Comparative wealth of, iii. ii.
- Multiplicity of judicatories m, Ill. 417-

418 n.
- Judicial procedure of- Mendacity-li-

cense m, ui. 417 -418 n; v, 200.
- Attacks on liberty of the press in, hi.

436.
- Garrisoning. Effects of, on the liberties

of Europe, hi. 436-438.
- Draught of a code for the judicial cstab-

hshment in, With commentary on the
National-Assembly Committee's draught,
iv, 2!l,';-40G. See JudiCIal Estabhshment,

- Prejudices in, in favour of registering
laws, iv. 311.

- happy in the abolition of aristocratic
pnvrleges, iv. 321.

- System of public prosecutions in, com-
pared With the English, IV. 405.

- Address to the National Conveution of,
011 the Emancipation of Colonies, IV. 407-
418.

- Bentham to his fellow-citizens of, on
Houses of Peers and Senates, IV. 419-
4.')0. See Peers.

- Scottish judicial system Imitated from,
v. 19.

- Absence of judicial fees in, v. 233 n.
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France-s-Smallness of salary of the judges

in, v.344.
- Notaries in--their integrity as a class,

with illustrations, v. 408.
- Frequency of contradictory testimony in,

accounted for, vi. 499.
- Holograph deeds in, vi. 515 n.
- Registration of births in, VI. 574.
- Tediousness of criminal procedure in,

with its causes, vii. 208 n.
- Minuteness of the sifting of criminal

transactions in, in comparison with the
English system, vii. 467.

- Limitation of testimony in, vii. 536-.':37.
- Court of Marble table in, vii. 291 II,

310.
- Law of-Confrontation according to, vi.

339.
- Law of-Illustration of temporary re-

cordation in the proces verbal of, vi. 82.
- Law of-Precedents frow, as to extern-

pore recordation, vi. 82.
- Law of-Female witness excluded by,

vi. 116.
- Law of-Expression of degrees of per-

suasion In, vi. 231.
- Law of, as to perjury, vi. 303.
-- Law of-lIfemoires of, a succedaneum to

publicity, VI. 379.
- Law of-e-Systern of recolement or reexa-

mination under, VI. 451-454. See Re-
examination.

- Law of, mcidentally animadverted on,
vi. 417, 421, 499; vn, 17-18,253.

- Charter of, useful, though infringed, viii.
593.

- The division of, Into departments, &c.,
ix.149.

- more alive to Improvements in the army
and navy than Britain, IX. 4U7.

- Number of naval and military officers
employed in, compared WIth the number
in Britain, ix. 408.

- HIgh military feeling among the com-
mon soldiers of, IX. 421-422.

- The number of judges III the supreme
judicatory of, ix. 471-472.

- Extent of attendance of the different
classes of judges In, ix. 51i-518.

- Large judicial fees formerly payable in,
ix.523-52-1.

- Bentham's first visit to, x. 47.
- ViSit by Bentham to, 011 Ius way to

Russia, x. 149-150.
- Bentham's endeavours to give a right

direction to the Revolutionary movements
in, x. 197.

- Letter from Bentham on the state of
affairs in, before the Revolution, x, 190.

- Correspondence as to the introduction of
the Panopticon m, x. 264, 269-270.

- Proposals III Dumont's haudwntmg for
Law Reforms to he undertaken for, by
Bentham, x. 268-269.

C::'::XXVl FRA
Franee- Bentham made a cinzen of, and his

answer to the official announcement, iv.
420,457; x. 281-283.

- Proposal to Wilberforce and Lord 8t
Helens of a. pacific mission to, consisting
of persons supposed not inimical to the
dominant parties, x. 315-320.

- The progress of Bentham's Works in,
at the beginning of the 19th century, x.
378-380.

- Reflections on the prospect of, at the
Restoration, x. 485.

- Nonces of the progress of the first Re-
volution in, x. 216-217, 248, 249, 250,
255-256, 283-284, 286,296,297-300,305,
313.

- Notices of the state of, at the restora-
tion of the Bourbons, x. 486, 499-500, 504.

- Notices of the state of, between the Re-
storation and the second Revolution, x.
525-526, 527, 539; XI. 2, 4.

- Events tending to the second Revolution
in, noticed, xi. 19.

- Proposals to the Duke de Broglie for
Law Reform in, xi. 54-56.

- Notices of the Revolunon of 1830 III, xi.
56.

- Letter to the people of, on the Revolu-
tion of 1830, XI. 56-58.

- Examination of the Declaration of Rights
of. See Declaration of RIghts: Fallacies
-anarchICal.

Franchise-e-The elecnvc=-a trust, i. 484;
iii, 560.

- - Advantage of simplicity in regard to
the, iii. 464-465.

- - Inqriry into the early history of the,
iri, 460 n.

- - Mis-statements by Brougham as to
the author's opinions on, and correctiou,
IV. 567-568.

- - Moderate extension of-the made-
quacy of, ill. 518-519.

- - Reform in the. See Reform: Uni-
versality of Suffrage.

- - compared with qualification of jurors,
ii, 127-128.

- See Suffrage: Universality.
Francis-c-Sir Plulip-e-Opiruons of, on Parha-

iuentary Reform, IIi. 443 n.
Franklm-Benjamin-Descrlption of, when

present at the Meeting of Council, where
he was attacked by Wedderburn, x. 59.

- - Anecdotes and notices of, x. 41, 88,
93,527.

- - HIS personal similarity to Bentham,
XI. 78.

Franklin-Rex, 'r.-The case of, cited, v.
126 n.

Fraud-The absence of provisions at com-
mon law in relation to, shows the need of
codification, v. 486.

- Regulanons for protection from, i. 550-
556.
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Fraud-What punishment tends to reforma- Fredericean Code-Incompleteness of the, iii.
tion in case of crimes of, I. 94. 206.

- a species of mendacity, vi. 292 n. Free-That all men are born, and remain-
- generated by the exclusion of informal Fallacy of, ii, 498. The truth that too

evidence, vi. 134. many are not so, ib.
- What provisions necessary to obviate, in Free governments-Circumstances which

contracts, vi. 527. distmguish from despotic, i. 288.
- Conflicts between law and equity for Free labour-Advantages of, in prisons,

suppression of, vii. 30l. urged, iv. 49-5l.
- Danger of, not increased by number of - - More productive than that of slaves,

media through which evidence is said to i. 345.
pass, vii. 156. Free Trade. See Bounties: Monopolies:

- Characteristic-The, to which makeshift Restrictrons : Trade.
evidence liable, vi. M). Freedom of discusaion-c-Securrtiesfor, adapt-

- Characteristic-The, of unoriginal evi- ed to a Mahommedan state, VIii. 584-5B,;.
dence III general, vn. 132. Freedom-Line of demarcation between

- Characteristic-The, of hearsay evidence, slavery and, i. 344.
vii. 133. Freedom of the Press. See Liberty of the

- Characteristic-The, hearsay evidence Press.
less liable to, than extrajudicially-written, Freedom of suffrage-an element of Parha-
vii. 134. mentary Reform, iii. 453,

- Characteristic-The, of real evidence, - - - Examination of the seductive Ill·
passing through other medta, vii. 152. fluences that Impede, Iii. 47G-4132.

- Characteristic-The, of casually-written Freeholds-vFcrfeitures of, affecting thn d
evidence, vr. 164; vn, 12l. parties, i. 485.

- Characteristic=-The, of transcriptitious - Reduction of copyholds to the state of, a
evidence, viiv l d l . reform in conveyancing, v. 391.

- Statements for the purpose of, ~enerally Freeholders-The only class who were be-
given III the form apparently most trust- lieved to have an interest In the laws, v. 69.
worthy, vii. 156. - History of the reduction of the franchise

- in contracts-Exclusion of oral testimony to, Ill. 460 n.
a false security against, vi. 139. I - Committee of, as the origin of Judicial

- Protection of creditors from, by regis·: pubhcity III England, vi. 3i3.
tration, YI. 1l3-U6. French language - Does not express con-

Frauds of litigants - Personal presence tmuons action in verbs, VIIi. 350.
would suppress, vii. 230-232. - - Partly exempt from the ambiguity

Frauds-Statute of-Examination of, with produced In the English by the conjunc-
regard to wills, vi. 542-5,51. tiou or, viii. 35 n.

Fraudulent=-Appbcanou of the term in the - - Pedantic use of, viii. 314.
nomenclature of offences, i. 116. Freuch=-Norman. Use of, m law, a device

Fraudulent obtainment. Nature of the of- of the Technical system, v, 448-449.
fence, i. 118. French Revolution c-Examination of the

Frederick the Great and the Neufchatelans Declarations of Rights issued durmg, n,
-Anecdote of, i, l Hl , 489-529. See Declaration of Rights.

- - - His limitation of actions to a year - - The auarclncal opinions bronght into
animadverted on, ii. 3l. existence by, generally characterized, n.

- - - His reform III custom-house sala- 521-524.
ries, ii, 244-245. - - Employment of the term" Crimes of

- - - Attempts of, at codification, 11. Kmgs" Ill, n. 450.
229. - - Animadversions on the doctrines

- - - His efforts to increaae the 0IlU' which occasioned the violence of, iii. 218-
lence of PrUSSIa, iii. 44 n, 58. 220.

- - - HIS direction not to accompany - - See France.
laws with reasons, eritrcised, iv. 5'26. Friendsofthe People- Jnadcqnaey ofthe Ro-

- - - HIS influence with Lord Chatham, forms proposed by The, in. 516-51 i, 525-
x.94. 526.

- - - Casual uotiees of, iv.31;; ix, 218; , Friendly Bondsrnanship, or Dall-Proyi·
x. 585. sions for, in Principles of PlOCl'UUl'e, n,

Frodericean Code-Law of divorce by, i, 103-105.
355. Friendly Societies. Advantage of the pro-

- - Law of marriages b~', i. 3.3,-3.;13. ject of Circulating Annuities to, iii. 1OJ.
- - Left-handed marriages prohibited by, Friendly Societies' Bunks=-Defects m, and

i. 545. suggestions of amendment, viu. 410-414.
- -- Arrangement of the, criticised, iii. 163. Actual legislative amendments, 410.
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FrIendship-Effect of, on testimony, VI.154-
155.

Fngidarium-vPlan of a, for the preserva-
tion of fruit, vegetables, animal food, &c.,
x.346-350.

Frost-Expansion by, considered as a source
of motion, viii. 142.

Fructifying-Quality of, in rewards, ii. 216.
Frugality in public rewards, ii. 201-203.
- Character attributed to the motive of, i.

214.
- Extent of, as a virtue, iii. 145 n.
- as a property of punishment, i. 398·399,

404.
- How f~r it should be virtually enforced

by the absence of provisions for the sup-
port of the destitute, i. 314·315.

- Project of circulating AnnUity notes
conducive to, iii. 145.

- Forced-How far incidentally aceom-
phshed by government, ni. 44.

Frugality Banks-System of, in connexion
WIth central pauper management, viii,
408·417. Properties desirable in the
system-Secunty,all-comprehensive scale
of dealing equal to the capacities of the
poor, advantageous terms, suitable places,
promptitude of operation, &c., 408-409.
Small deposits converted into annuity,
409. Variety of uses to whieh the an-
nuity or Its equivalent as a stock may be
put, lb. Provision for widow, ib, For
children, ib. Pledge or security, ib.
Marriage fund, 409-410. Defects in the
Friendly Society Banks-want of soltdity,
risk of embezzlement-e-disputes of mem-
bers, 410-411. Their defects in respect of
all-comprehensivcness-uses in the pro-
posed plan not accomplished by them, 411-
412. Incompatibility of the objects of the
TarlOUS members with each other In narrow
and local establishments, 412. Their
inadequacy from want of skill to support
a varied scale of dealmgs, 412-413. No
facilities for giving sufficientlyadvanta-
geous terms in the ordinary banks, 413.
Their inadequacy in respect of prompti-
tude and convenience, 413-414. Immoral
tendency of holding them in public houses,
ib, Collateral inconveniences to which
the proposed plan IS not liable, 414. EVIls
to which the general system chiefly liable,
and from which the local ones likely to be
less 80, are chiefly frauds in relation to
state of health, &c., 414-415. Sugges-
tions for counteracting: agencies With
profit, or the central system united with
the local, 416-417.

Fruit-s-Plan for preserving,in ice,x. 346-350.
Fumbling as a defect in the use of language,

explained and illustrated, VIiI. 30B.
FunctlOn- UAe of the word, viii. 231.
Functrons=-Use of the term, III the Consti-

tutional Code, explained, ix. 3.

cxxxviii GAl

Functions of the Ministers collectively, ac-
cording to the ConstitutiDnal Code, ix.
219-226.

- Elementary of Judges, in the Constitu-
tional Code, ix. 481-483.

Functionaries - Proposals for rendering
them amenable to the Pubhc-opmion Tri-
bunal, by public admonitory rules of con-
duct and deportment, ix. 42-43.

- Provisions for, at length, in the Constitu-
tional Code, ix. 213-333. See Ministers
Collectively.

- Public-cases in which they are inter-
ested, particularly unfit for Judicial pri-
vacy, VI. 369-3i2.

- Public. Emoluments of. See Offices.
Fund-An equal JustICe, for the assistance

of helpless htigants=-Plan for, in the
Constitutional Code, ix. 490-493.

- Helpless litigants'-Establishment of,
prayed for in Petition for justice, v.
503.

Fund-Sinking-Action of the project of
CIrculating Annuines, in conjunction
With the, iii. 107-153.

- - Operation of a, on the production of
wealth, 111. 80-82.

Funds-The. An outlaw punishable by for-
feiture of dividends from, i. 513.

- - Charge against the radicals, of wish-
mg to mterfere with.diseussed, in, 608-611.

Funded Debt - Project for reduction of,
through conversion of Stock into Annuity
notes, ui. IOi-153.

- - Plans for reducing interest of, com-
pared With operation of Annuity-note
scheme, iii. 141-144.

Furneaux- Dr PhilIp-noticed, i.230, 233 n,
Fury-in what crrcumstances attributed as

a motive, i. 53.
Fusion= Contractron or expansion by, as a

source of motion, Viii. 142.
Future-Ambiguous employment of the

word, mstead of subsequent, viii. 314.
Future Tense-Division of, mto the SImply

predictive, and the dominative, and Ill-
qUiry into the reciprocal use of shall and
will, viii. 350-353. See Verbs.

Futurity-Legislation as to, in connexion
With fallaeies, ii. 402.

G

Gabbett-Mr, a visiter at Bowood, x. 187.
Gagarm. The revolt of, noticed, i. 572.
Gagging as a punishment, i. 417.
- National-Securities against, for a Ma-

hommedan and partially civilized state,
viii. 584-585.

Gain and loss-Relative proportions of plea-
sure and pain occasioned by, considered,
i. 305-307.
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Gam-Appetite for, a less dangerous mo-
tive to crime than sport, iv. 222.

- Hope of-Its effect on testimony, vi. 158.
Gallantry. Double meaning of the word,

and its effects, ii, 438 n.
Gallatin-Albert-(Secretary to Treasury

of-afterwards Plenipotentiary In London
from, the United States) Letter of, to
Governor Snyder, introducing Bentham's
proposal to prepare a code for Pennsyl-
vania, iv. 468.

- - noticed, iv. 453; x, 433,462-463.
Gallery- VISIter's, in courts of justice, n. 34.
Galleries-c-Inspectron, as part of the Panop-

ticon system of prison discipline, iv. 80-
86.

Galleys-- Punishment.ofthe,examined, i.43U.
Gallois-M.-Letter from, to Bentham, Ill-

troducing French refngees, x. 286.
- - casually noticed, x. 3i9, 389, 395.
Galvanism-<iefined, and located In the

Chrestomathic system of Instrucnon, viii.
32.

- how far connected both with chemistry
and mechanics, viii. 32-33.

- an illustration of defective nomenclature,
vui. ;1.

- considered as a source of motion, vin.
138.

Gambling characterized, ii. 255.
- Cause of the pernicious influence of, Iii.

230.
Games. The good effects to which they

may be rendered conducive, i. 540.
Game laws. Pnnciples on which the)' are

founded, i. 329-330.
- - Oppressive incidence of the, illustra-

ted, v. 234.
Gamesters-Question, if mortgages should

not be simply negotiable between, With-
out dividmg the funds transferred with
lawyers! v, 400.

Gardens-Apphcation of, in prison disci-
pline, iv. 10.

Gardening-Source of experimental infor-
mation regarding, in a system of Pauper
management, VIIi. 426.

- Place of, in the Chrestomathie system of
Instruction, viii. 34- 3.'5.

Garnier-(J. J.)--Letter from, to Bentham
on Law Taxes, x. 3!18-3!J9.

- Casually noticed, x. 388, 395, 3:/9.
Garran-(J. P.)-Correspondpnce with, on

proposal to introduce the Panopucon III

France, x, 269-2;0.
Garnsomng France. Effects of.on the liberty

of Europe, in. 43ti-43B, 44:!,
Garrow-Mr Serjeant-noticed, vi. 162 n ;

vii. 430.
Gascoigne - Chief-justice - Committal of

Henry V. by-a subject for a historical
picture, x. 73.

Gasrflcution and digasiflcatiou illustrated as
a source of motion, mi. 134-136.

cxxxix GE~
Gates-General-Anecdote of, x, 527.
Gautier-M.-Suppositlon that he translat-

ed the Defence of Usury, x. 249.
Gautier-Madame-Letter from, on the

state of France at the Restoration, x. 486.
Geddes-Mrs-a visiter in Bentham's family,

x. 14
Gender-a proposition involved in the form

III wluch It IS expressed in grammar, vni.
190.

- Indications of, in common names an en-
cumbrance III language, viii. 346

Genealogical facts-Registers of, VI. 63,570-
574. Deaths-civil and penal uses, 571.
Births, 5il-572. Marriages, 572-573.
Statistrc uses to the legislature, 573.
Aberrations of Enghsh law on this sub-
ject, 573-5; 4.

- Facts-Uses ofthe recordation of,ix. 62;.
- - See Register.
Genealogical Table-Application of, to ma-

thematics, in arranging series of proposi-
tions connected With each other, viu. 164-
166.

General issue-s-Nature of the plea of, 'h.
273.

- - Permission of plea of, by statutes, a
censure on special pleading, VII. 325.

- - The various kinds of, and their ser-
vice as a means of abbreviation, v, 42.

General r>ell) of a complete code of laU's, Iii.
155-::10.

General Warrants-The decision as to,
shows that precedent cannot make law,
iv.261.

Generahties=- U se of mountmg into, by a
reasoner who finds particulars too pal-
pably against him, v. 131.

- Vague, as fallacies employed in discus-
sion, ii. 440-448. Exposlnon-s-Use of a
vague instead of definite expression, 440.
Conveyance of an Insinuation, 441. "Or-
der," 441-442. "Eotabhshment," 442.
,. Matchless constitution," 442-445. "Ba-
lance of power," 445·447. "GlorIOUS Re-
volution," 447-448. Allegorical idols, 448-
449. Sweeping classifications, 450-451.
Sham dlstinctlOns,451-453. "Popular cor-
ruption," 453-455. Observations on these
fallacies in general, 455-457. The use of
these terms, as contrasted With close rea-
sonmg, indicative of sinister design, ib.

Generalization-Nature of. as one of the
human faculties, vm. 'i.'5n.

- How to experiment 1lJ the direction of,
vui.2i8.

Generic, as distinguished from individual
exposition, vin, :]43.

Generic Ideas-How far exposition of, cap-
able of being given where parties have no
common language, viu, 244.

Generosity-c-Mischievousness of the sort of,
that gratifies itself at the expense of JUs-
tice, v. 305.
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Geneva-e-Legrslation committee of-Desire

of, to fonnd their Penal Code on Bent-
ham's Views, iv. 569-5iO.

- Dumont's commission to prepare a body
of laws for, iv. 479, 507.

- Dnmont's description of the state of, in
1816, x. 487.

- Sumptuary laws in, i. 535.
- Law of divorce in, i. 355.
- System of honorary rewards in, ii. 231.
Genicoscopic or Theoretical Ethtcs-> Posmon

of, in the Encyclopedical Sketch of Art
and SCience, viii. 9,1-

GemtIve-The only internally inflected case
in Enghsh language, viii. 346.

Gemus-Inventlve-Dlfliculties it has to
combat with in bnngmg its efforts before
the world, iii. 49-50.

Genoa-visited by Bentham on his way to
Russia, x. 150.

Gentlemen-should be mixed with the yeo-
man class in common juries, v. 164-165.

- and yeomen-e-Drstmction between, ii,
140-141.

Gentoo laws-Smgular rules as to perjury
Ill, vi. 2il-272, 324.

Gentoos-Position of, in the scale of sensi-
bihty, i. 174.

Genuineness, as distinguished from verity,
not noticed by Gilbert III his work on
EVidence, vi. 183.

- of a document-Proper conrse where
unsuspected, VI. 120-121.

- of a document-proper course where it
is suspected, vi. 121-122.

- of wrinngs-c-Secunties, &c., for. See
Authentication.

Genus-a word which cannot be employed
otherwise than in relation to species, vin,
122 n.

- Relation of, to species, viii. 264-266.
Genera must be formed by aggregation
before species are formed by analysis, ib,

Genus Generalissimum-How created by
abstraction, and divided, vin. 257.

Geognosy-Defined and located III the Chres-
tomathic system of Instruction, viu, 34.

- Illustrative of the rise of new branches
in the arts and sciences, viii. 27.

Geography-Defined and located as a branch
of instruction III the Chrestomathrc School,
~i.~3~ I

- Extent to which a knowledge of, may
be useful to the working-classes, YIlI. i
25.

- The field of, separated from that of
Topography, viii. 243.

- a science involving the predicament of
place, viu, 286.

- Uranologrcal=-defined and located m the
Chrestomathie system of Instruction, VIii.
38.

Geographical criterion for jurisdictions, vii.
:!88.

ex) CEO
Geographical criterion for jurisdietions-

the original kind in England, vii. 296.
Geometry-Defined and located as a branch

of instruction in the Chrestomathic School,
viii, 29, 33, 36.

- expressed by the term Morphoscopio
Posology, in the Encyclopedical Sketch
of Art and Science, viii. 85,287.

- distinguished from Algebra, viii. 37.
- a science involvmg the predicaments of

number, figure, and quantity, viri. 287.
Geometry and Algebra-New principles of

instrnction applicable to, for the purpose
of applying to them the exercise of the
Chrestomathic system, viii. 155-185.

- - - Verbally-expressing, or Diagram-
discarding Principle, vm. 155-160. To
state the propositions and demonstrate
them in descriptive language, without the
aid of a diagram, 155-156. Instances III
which It was practised, 166. Mode of
descriptive designation adopted, lb. Di-
VISIOninto enunciative and demonstrative
parts, lb. Directive part, ib, Use in
collecting and fixmg, in the aggregate,
the knowledge acquired, 156-157. Saving
of the time of constructmg the figure, 15i.
Why should the enunciative part be al-
ways in general terms, and the demon-
strative not! 157-158. Aggregate Ideas
attached to general terms become thus
the more easily con+eyable from one per-
son to another, 158-159. Considerations
as to why Euclid did not adapt the ver-
bal mode to demonstrations, 159. Plan
for trymg whether the learner can ae-
complish the method, 159-160. Exempli-
fication in 5th Proposinon, 160. Cou-
siderations as to how far the system ought
to be carried for the cqllection and ar-
rangement of principles, 160. Necessity
for a new nomenclature, lb.

- - - Practical use-indication-maximiz-
mg Principle, viii. 161-164. The great
service of separating the parts useful from
those which not, 161. Probabilities and
astronomy-cases where there IS ab-
solute unhty, ib. Department where the
use is only occasroual-c-mechamcs, ib,
Economy of time from having the distinc-
tion fixed, ib. Cases where there is only
a preparatory use, as a channel to others
absolutely useful, 161-162. Necessity
for a separation for the Chrestomathic
School, and manner of accomplishing it,
162. Unpopulanty of these novel nonons
-Beddoes' book, ib. Mathematics not
true unless in S() far as useful, i. e. in so
far as the general propositions have mdi-
vidual ones to which they apply, 162-163.
All mathematical Ideas have root III phy-
sical, 163. Propositions mvented III the
order of practical application, 163-164.

- - - The Genealogical-Table-employ-
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ing, or synoptic-filiation indicating princi- of, for the purpose of Chrestomathie in-
ple, viii. 164-166. The pnnciple=-the strucnon, viIi.ljj-184. 8n Mathematics.
relations cf which the propositions are Geometry and Algebra-Interconversion of,
susceptible in respect of use, 164. Con- viii. 184-185.
struction of the table-DemonstratIons - - - Improper application of the terms
like kites, and the propositions on which Synthesis and Analysis to, VIii. 258-259.
they are fonnded the tails, 164-165. Adap- George IlL-Ode on the accession of, x.41.
tation as school exercise, 165-166. - - an illustration of the fallacy of mak-

Geometry and Algebra-Special visible sign- ing a kmg's personal character an argu-
employment-maximizingPrinclple,viiI.166- ment for monarchy, ix, 141-142.
169. The signs to be special and arbitrary, - - Charges against, IV. 431-432. Perse-
166. Geometrical diagrams not arbitrary cution of Wilkes, 431. Rapacity, ib,
but imitative, lb. The chief use abbrevia- Bankruptcies, lb. Drove Sweden to war
bon, by con<iensmg the multitudes of arbi- With Russia, lb. Caused the revolution-
traryslgnsofwhichsentencesarecomposed ary war with France, 431-432. Pirau-
into one, 166-167. New signs being the cal war with Spain, 432.
learning of a new language, a certain im- - - Charges against, of thwarting the
pediment created, 16i. Use of Algebraic Panopticon Penitentiary project, XI. 96-
signs in abridgement, ib. Where signs 107.
are not arbitrary but analogous, they are - - Allusions to his opposition to the
liable to be cumbrous-ride Lavoisier's Panopticon plan, and his motives, iv, 171-
Chemistry, lb. An experiment tried in 172; v. 468.
the use of signs, and Its operation, 168. - - his opposition to the author's Poor-
Use in the genealogical table, ib. Whe- law plan, v. 422; xi. 97,102.
ther should signify other propositions be- - - undeserving of the reputation of hav-
Sides those of Euchd, 168-169. Exercise ing made the judges independent, x. 5*8-
by translation from the purely diagram- 549.
matte mode into the purely verbal, 169. - - his resistance to Catholic rehef on the

- - - key-presenting, or special COli- ground of his oath, v. 193.
trivance-mdicatmg pnnciple, 'IIi. 169- - - Coronation oath an excuse to, for
17i. Apphcable both to Geometry and proceedings against America, ii. II7-
Algebra,169_ Economy by havmg keys 118 n.
that may serve whole classes of propos i- - - Papers he wrote in the Annals of
tions, lb. Specimen in Montucla's HIS- Agriculture, x. 285.
tory of Mathematics, 169-170. No ex- - - charged with wntmg letters in tlu-
planation ever offered of the nbbrevianons Gazette de Leyde, urglllg Denmark to a
in Algebra, liO-lil. Facility that would rupture With Russia, x. 201.
accrue to learners If there were a definite - - Letter, signed" Partizan," in the Pub-
explanation, 1i1. Difference III the nature lie Advertiser attributed to, III answer to
of Geometry, ib, Advantage of removing I Bentham's Anti-Muchiavel Letters,x. 20G-
hard words from the path of the learner, 207.
172-173. Pracncal-use-mdicatron system - - Authority for holding him the author
would of Itself convey explanation, 173. of the letter of Partizan, x. 211-212.
Purely verbal mode should be employed - - Letter to, on the mventions III n:1\111
ill giving the explanations, ib. The tonic architecture of Sir Samuel Bentham, and
or mvigoratmg use of Mathematics, to I Oil the Panopticou, x. 260-261.
be found III Geometry, in contradistmc- - - Notices of his dispute With Wilkes,
tion to Algebra, 173. Necessity of ex- x, 65-66.
plainmg the fictions, viz. FlUXIOns or Dif- - - his proposal to take refuge with
ferential calculus, 173-174. Conversions Bishop Hurd III case of an invasion, x.
from the Algebraic form into the Geome- 418-419.
trical are fictions, but not doe UTSa, 174. - - Casually noticed, v.130, 280; ix. 133,
The necessity of the use of the fictions- 291,607; x. 250,591; XI. !i3.
e.g., Fluxicns=-should be made known, ib. George IV.-Despotlc principles of, iii. 562.
Illustrations of apparent self-contradic- - - his approval of the Manchester mas-
tions in Algebraic language from this de- sacre, ii. 470 n.
fect; e. g., negative quantities, li5. Euler - - Inroads by, on liberty of the press,
quoted in support, 175-176. Keys com- ii. 125.
posed of the contrivances for accomplish- - - as Prince Regent. Character of, x. 472.
ing the object, 176. Great differences Georgia-Power of the Crown in the Colo-
between understanding what so explain- mes, as illustrated in the foundation of
ed, and understanding according to the the Colony of, iv, 258.
ordmary acceptation, 177. German Diet-The. An illnstrat on of an

- - - Need of revision of the whole field international judicature, ii, 552.
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Germans-Opinion of the, x. 384, 562. frugality banks with a. precarious speeu-
- The Ancient, Effects of Idleness on, lation, x. 334-335, 375-376.

ii. 254 n, Globe Insurance Company-Sir F. M.
Germany-illustrates the advantages of Eden'saccount of his negotiations about,

popular education, vm, 20. x, 397-391!.
- Secrecy and desponsm of judicial pro- Glorious Revolution-Use of the term as a

cedure in, vi. 504. vague generality, ii. 447-448.
- Inquisitorial procedure in, ii, 88. Glory-Destruction and misery caused for
- Letter to Bentham with remarks on the the sake of, iv. 438.

political position of, in 1794, x, 297-300. - Employment of the word in discussions
- Ranks of nobility in, ix. 87. as to war-a fallacy, ii. 437.
Gestanon=-Duration of, in relation to evi- - .Loveof, as a motive, i. 51.

dence, vii. 88. Gloucester Penitentiary-Practice as to so-
Ghent-Practice of the House of Correction litary confinementin, iv. 73.

at, iv. 13. Gluttony, Gulosity,Greediness, &c., as mo.
Ghies-c-Hassunad', of Tripoli-Notices of, tives, i. 197.

viii. 555; x. 534. I Glynn-Mr Commissioner-Anecdotes as
Ghosts-ChIldren frightened into a behef to non-attendance of, v. 364-365.

in, ii. 418. Gnostosymbohc Mathematics-a term ap-
- Dread of, created in Bentham in lus in- plied to Arithmetic in the Encyclopedicul

fancy, and Its effects on his nerves, x. IS- Sketch of Art and Science,VIii.86.
19. I God. See Deity,

- Experimental argument against, x. 587. i Godhead-Unity of the, a characteristic of
- among the delusions created by intel- later creeds, i. 66.

lectual ignorance, viii. 13. Godefroy-Mr, an early acquaintance of
- Instances of evidence professed to come Bentham, x. 66.

through, VIi.101-102 n. Godolphin-Earl of, noticed, vii. 528; x.
Gibbon-Edward, noticed, x. 55, !i6. 31.
Gibraltar. Reasons for giving up, ii. 548 n. Godwin-William, noticed, ii. 462; x. 13,
Gibson and Johnson-Case of,Cited,VI.483. 59.
Gifford-Sir Robert, noticed, v. 357. Gold currency-Extent of the, iii. III n.
GiftS by the Government, to conduct com- - Transmutation of baser metals mto, an

mercial undertakmgs, &c., considered, illustration of the motives which superin-
Iii. 59. duce credulity, vii. 106.

Gilbert-(ChiefBaron,) his analogybetween Goldsmith-OlIver-A meetingwith, x.124.
records and diagrams, VI.184,565; vn. - - noticed, viii. 313.
71-72. Golowkii.c-Count=-Notices of, in a letter

- his division of all evidence into written from Lord Wycombe, x. 311-312.
and unwritten, VI.71. Good. The adjectrve, vaguely used to mean

- his reasons for secrecy in equity causes, what the speaker approves of, ii. 441.
exammed, vi. 374 and n. - as denotmg pleasure or exemption from

- hrs false theory of evidence, vi. 143-145, pain-Considerations regarding, Iii. 214.
183-187. Confounds verity and authen- - The component elements of, i. 206.
ticity, lb. - Impropriety of applying the expression

- his reasoning on matters of record, vi. to species of motives, 1. 214-216.
185-186. - The proper application of the term, i.

- his arguments for the necessity of se· 216-217.
crecy in examining witnesses by commis- Good in theory, bad in practice. The ex-
81On,vii. 540-542. pression considered as a fallacy, ii. 45!)-

- noticed or quoted, vi. 55, 73, 140, Ii 5, 460.
205, 565; VIi.200, 273. Good conduct-Security for, considered, i.

Gilmer-F. W. Letter from, x. 493-499. 519-520.
Gladiatorial exhilntrons-c-Ferocity nourish- Good man and citrzen=-Defluitionof, by the

ed by, i. 562. second French Declaration, criticised, n,
Glanvill-Joseph, on witchcraft, noticed, 527-.128.

VIi.362. Good order-Uses made of the term, by
Glanville-Ranulph, noticed or quoted, ii, Philosophers, i. 9 n.

152; iii. 420; VII. 243, 26!!, 379 n, Good rule and bad rule, in relation to the
Glenbervie=-Silvester Douglas, Lord, no- Constitutional Code,IX.46-64. See Rule:

ticed, x. 133,174,175, IS6; xi. 99. Good and Bad.
Globe Insurance Company-Author's plan Goodwill-Nature of, i. 53, 56, 453.

of a frugality bank adopted by, Ill. 145 n. - - DIfference in the disposition shown
- - - Objection to privileges proposed by, according to the tendency of an act,

to be conceded to, as mvolving public i. 62.
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Good will-A standing Tutelary motive, i. may affect the relative posrtions of go-
65. verner and governed, 265. How the

Good and bad-Arbitrary division of man- throwing off government IS indicated,
kind into, by the vulgar, i, 487. 265-266. Reasons why recourse had to

Good and evil-Prefixture of the word the fiction of an onginal contract, 267-
" matter" to, as a means of mensuration, 270. Utility the foundation of all con-
iii. 287. ceptions of government, 271-272.

- - - of the first and second orders- Government-Fragment on. See Fragment
Uses made of the drvision, iii. 288·290. on Government.

Goods-Community of, inconveniences of, i, - The kind of, that a man lives under, as a.
341-342. CIrcumstance influencing sensibility, I. 30.

- - - Incompatibility of, with progreso - The art of, defined, i. 142·143.
sion, I. 312. I - None can have in view the happiness of

Goodness and badness of intention-terms any other people than those by whom It
erroneously used, 1. 42-43, 44-45. is exercised, i. 240.

- - - among the earhest qualities that - Forms of-Blackstone on, criticised, i.
would be expressed by language, VIII. 203. 272-'2i7. HIs view of the power of a.

Goram-e-Joseph, made citizen of France, x. monarchy explained, 272-273. HIs re-
281. ference to the founders of governments,

Gordon-Lord George-Allusion to the riots 274-275. His account of the ancient
of, x. 95. drvision into three forms, 275-277.

Gorch-The projects of, for the gO\'erument - Blackstone's views as to limitations
of Spain examined, ii. 284-2!l!1. of the powers of, criticised, i. 283·292.

Gorge,--M.-Account of, x, 425-426. See Supreme Power.
Goss T. Tracy-Case of, Cited, vii. 190 n t. - Right and duty of, to make laws, I. 29~-
Goutier-J. B.-AnalytICal table of Bent- 295. See Supreme Power.

ham's Works by, x. 517. - FreeanddespotJc-Clrcum~tanceswlllch
Gouy-De=-Case of, Cited, vii. 126. distmgursh, 1. 288; ii, 286-287.
Governmg bodies-Renewal of, by rotation, - Acts of, always creating coercion, should

1. 572-.';73. not be exercised without a reason, i. 301.
GOVERNMeNT-First principles of, ix 5-8. - Characterized as a tissue of sacrifices, I.

Proper end the greatest-happiness prmci- 313.
pIe, 5. Actual end the happiness of the - Moral mfluence of the different kinds of,
governors, ib. These laid as axioms, ib. 1.467.
The principle of self-preference, 5-6. Its - Publicity to acts of, and promulgation
umversahty proved by the consideration of reasons, i. 575-576.
that the race would be extinct if each - Simster Interest of, how reconciled With
human being had charge, not of himself, that of lawyers in England, II. II.
but of some other, 6. The legislator, when - How far cost of hngation should be de-
impartial, viewing all interests alike, must frayed by, II. 112.
take the greatest happiness as the rule, ib. - Operations of, weakened by unanimity
Any principle predominating over this in Jury Trial, ii. 119-122, 125-126, 135.
WIll be sinister Interest, ib. Junction-of- - Inabihty of, to reward mere passive vir-
interests princrple-s-destroying the smis- tue, ii. 230·233.
ter Interest, and giving the ruler only the - Incidenoe of the expense of, ii. 269·272.
common interest, 6·7. Impossible to pro- - Extent of protection that should be af-
duce this in a monarchy, 7. Conviction forded to members of, against attacks on
that it can best be produced by the au- reputation, 11. 279·281.
thor's code, lb. Reason for the sincerrty - Safety of, depending on screening offi-
of hIS opinion-the trouble taken in fram- cial malefactors-The fallacy of, 11.421-
ing it, 7·8. 429. See Official malefactors.

Government-Formation of, i.2GI-272. Pas- - No collection of men having a wish en-
sage from Blackstone on the State of na- tirely to dissolve, ii, 424.
ture, society, and the origmal contract, - Fallacy of inferring attacks on, when its
261-262. DIstinction of society as natu- vices only are attacked, ii, 440-441.
ral and politlcal,263. Difficulty of flxmg - Nature of the operations of a, and map-
the line in practice, lb. Government in- phcability of the word "balance" to them,
dicated by habit of obedience, ib. A ii. 446.
state of perfect government as extrava- - Application of the term to those who ad-
gant a supposition as one of perfect na- minister it-a fallacy, ii, 448.
tnre, 264. Whether one may be in the - Good. Influence of the Crown and au-
state of government, o:r of nature, not thority of the Bishops defended as con-
wholly dependent on the subject-partly tnbutory to, instead of bemg considered
on the ruler, 264. Circumstances that obstacles, n, 467·463.
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Government-All rights based on the exis-
tence of, 11. 50 I.

- never origmated in a. contract, ir. 501-
502.

- Tha.t no act of, can be exercised except
by authority of the natlon=-Cntacism on
the doctrine In the French Declaration of
Ri,::hts, n, 504-505.

- The folly of its mterfering to restrict the
commercial projects of iudividuals, ni. 25-
26,43-44.

- Lnmtanons of the extent to which It
should mtenere in Pohtecal economy, III

33-35. St'e Economy.
- Wherein It rs Justified iu interfering to

arrange or increase the amount of national
wealth, ill. 41-42.

- Support that would be gi\ I'll to, by a
currency of circulatmg Annuity notes,
iii. 145-146.

- Monopoly of paper as well ag metallic
money should be in, IiI. 148-14~.

- Reason why the paper money of, does
not circulate so advantageously as that of
the Banks, lit. 149-153.

- Foundation of, and principle of obedi-
ence to, in. 219.

- considered as the choice of the least
among evils, iv. 543.

- How far It should lay in a stock of evi-
dence for all purposes, vi. 509. To be
impeded only by impracncabihty and ex-
pense, ib.

- Offences against, particularly unmeet
for judicial privacy, vi. 369-370. Judge,
prosecutor, and defender, should not be
entrusted With power to WIthdraw them
from publicity, 370-372.

- Secrets of, should not be extortable in
evidence, V11. 348.

- The art of, a, a branch of Ethics-Posi-
non of, in the Eucyclopedical Sketch of
Art and SCience, vin. 94.

- as a department of universal grammar,
viii. 355-356.

- Bad, is vexation when It injures indivi-
duals, oppression when multitudes, vui,
5.'>8.

- Elements of the distinction between good
and bad, ix. 46-64. Sa Rule.

- Meaus of, in connexion WIth the supreme
consntutive power, IX. 95-96.

- Federative and simple forms of, com-
pa.red-the disadvantages of the former,
and advantages of the latter, IX. 643-
647.

Government Advocate. See Advocate,
Government Offices-Use of Annuity notes

in makmg payments at, iii. Ill.
Governor. of I'rovmces=-Frequent changes

of, as a precaunon against revolts, &c., 1.
572.

Graduable and Non-graduable=-Suits di-
vided mto, ii. 84.

cxliv GRA

Gradual. esc made of the word in delay-
mg reforms, 11. 433-434.

Gradual-Progression Pnnciple in the ma-
nagement of the Chrestomatluc School,
vin. 50.

Graham-Sir James-Letter from, xi. 51.
Gram- Free trade in, the best security for

subsistence, iii, 71.
- Tables of Imports and Exports of, from

1792 to 1812, iii. 102-103.
- Foreign-How much of, used in Britain,

iii. 99.
GRAMMAR- Itq etymology: original and mo-

dern acceptation, compared with those of
rhetoric, vm. 91-93 n.

- must have been preceded by the dis-
covery of letters and the art of wntmg,
which necessary to Its formation, viii. 92 n.

- formed by analysis of language after it
has been created, viii. :l22.

Grammar-Universal. Fragments on, viu.
339-35i r:

- - Introduction to, 'iii. 341-343. How
the subject may be undertaken by one not
acquainted With many languages, 341-342.
Absolute and relative quahnes of lan-
guages, lb. Analogy sufficient for the pur-
pose, ib. Copiously and sparmgly inflected
languages, ib, English of the latter, and
thence well adapted to a treatise on uni-
versal grammar, 342. TopICS to be con-
sidered, ib. Purposes of language, ib.
Properties, lb. Advantage of the spar-
ingly mHected in these, lb. Means of
nnprovmg language derived from the ill-
q uiry, ib. Distincnon to be kept in view
between parts of speech essentially diver-
sified, and parts not so, 342-343. Diver-
srfieatious of the noun and verb, ib.

- - Its reference to the words used in
discourse in respect to the relations of the
different classes of words to each other,
yin. 343.

- - Uses of, viii. 344. Facility to study
of languages, ib. Facrhtatiug choice of a
language to study, ib. Faerlitatrng the
study of thought through an acquaintance
with its signs, ib.

- Universal-Hints towards the composi-
tion of an elementary treatise on, for the
Chrestomathic system of Instruction, vm,
185-191. Introduction, 185-186. Ba.sis
on logical considerations, 185. Horne
Tooke's discoveries left unfinished, ib,
The proposed instruction would show the
superiority of the English language as a.
vehicle of discourse, 185-186. Utility to
missionaries, 186. Language, 186-188.
AnalYSIS of the matter of, 186. Uses of,
ib. Psychical history of language with
relation to the uses, 186-187. Great di-
vision into material and immaterial, or
real and Hctitious entitles, 187. SyBtf-
tnatical8ketch of the parts of Bpeech, 187-
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1:10. Must exist in some form in all Greece-Testimonials from, In favour of
languages, 187. Universal grammar a Bentham, as a legislative draftsman, and
standard of'compartson.Lar-Lax. Wordsas correspondence with the Provisional Go-
the integers of propositions, 188. Single vernment or, IY. 5IlU-59:!.
words by ehpsis containing propos i- - Correspondence with Dr Parr, on prepar-
trons.ib. Enumeration and characteristics I ing a code for, x, 534-.'i37.
of the parts of speech, lb. General drvi- I Greek Language-the best language to
sion into simple and compound, 188. I frame a general encyclopredical nomen-
Simple either significant by itself or not clature from, viii. ,3, 83 n t, 97-98.
significant by itself, lb. Substantives di- - - a useful language for adapting words
vided mto real and fictitious entities, 189. from to the English, nil 32U.
Into proper and common names, lb. Ele- - - How far the acquisrtiou of. necessary
ments of the propositron, ib, Accessory or useful in the middle ranks of life, Ylll.17.
ideas consisting of entire propositions, of - - free from the ambiguity produced
which the parts of speech must be divested in the English by the conjunction or, viii,
-Gender, number, case, mood, tense, &c., 84-85 n.
190. Properties desirable in a language, - - unsuited for a treatise on universal
190-191. Different for different purposes, grammar, vm, 342.
ib. Enumerated,191. - - Bentham's preference of, to the Latin,

Grammarians-labourers in a particular de- on account of the expletrves, x. 35.
partment of Logic, vin, 323. - - Value of a knowledge of, estimated,

Grammatical exercises-c-Uses of, and place ii.258-260.
m the Chrestomathic system of Instrucnon, Greeks (ancient)-The absence of duelling
vin. 33-34. among the, promoted assassmanon, i. 543.

Grammatical instruction-Dryness of, to the - Robberies among the. I ,no
nunds of the young, viii. 19. - Unnatural crimes among the. I. 1,5.

Granby-The MarqUIS of, noticed, X. 230. - Prostitunon among the, I. 546.
Grand Jury. See Jury-Grand. - Moderateness of pay of officers among
Grandier-Urban--Anecdote of, vii. fl.. the, ix. 378.
Grant-SIr Wilham, noticed, V. 355, 3iO, : - (modern)-Letter to, recommending

563. I them not to appoint a king, X. 5eW-53!!.
Grasse=-Admlral de-Operations of, x.95, ' Greek youths-Correspondence as to Bent-

101. ham and others undertaking the educa-
Gratrtude-s-Mode of operation of, as an tion Of,IY. 588.

instrument of political corruption, Ill. Green wax-Surveyor of. An illustration
476-477 n. of barbarous nomenclature, viu. 71 11.

- a means of corruption, and a subject of i Greenwich Hospital-Nature of the conrt
praise when so used, ix. 70. I held by the auditors of, IX. 4.38.

Grattan-AmmadyerslOns on the conduct of, - - Costliness and waste m, ix. 376.
m the breakmg up of the Volunteer Asso- - - Propriety of -the establishment con-
ciatu ',IU. 6I!1-6~O. sidered, ii. 219.

Gratuitous servrces-vPropriety of the public Gregoire-M.-Notice of, X. 399.
receiving, from eleemosynary advocates, : Gregor r. Lord Arunder=-Cnsc of, vii. 21 in.
judges depute, &c., Iii. 342-345. Gregory-Dr-Remarks on his having Writ-

- public service - Burke's arguments ten a book on Liberty and Necessity, X.

against, controverted, V. 294-297. 216.
Gravitation on the earth-The moon the Gregory VII. noticed, i. 549.

only invariable source of, Vlll. 132. Greills and Gansel-Case of, cited, vi. 457.
- the general or universal law of bodies, Grenadacase-The,adduced to show that the

vii. 35. CroWD has no power to legislate for colo-
Gray-James-master of the High School of rues but through Parliament, IV.266-269.

Edmburgh-his opinions on the new Grenadrers-s-Origm and use of, IX. 398-
instruction system, vin, 17. 399 n.

- - Report by, on favourable result of the Grenville-George, noticed, iv. 267-268.
Lancastnan system In his class, Viii. 61-63. Grenville Act- The-ExtensIOn of the prin-

Great Seal-Pardon under, restores compe- ciple of, to a court of Lords' Delegates for
tency of witness, vii. 435. appeals, v. 184.

Greece (ancient)-Effect of the games of, ii. - - Badness of the system previous to,
227. VI. 329; vii. 534.

- Nature of the Legislation of, i. 467. - - casually noticed, h. 218-219; vi. 329;
- EVil principles inculcated m the history vii. 451, 534.

of, I. 318. Grenville--Lord-Letters to, on the pro-
- (modern) a country to which an increas- posed reform of the admnnstration of JUs-

ed army might be advantageous, ix. 418. tice in Scotland, Y. 3-53.
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GrenYille-Lord-noticed, v. 321; ix. 141; I Guienne. Practice of the Provincial As-
x. 422,423·425,432,433,468. I sembly of, ii. 341,343-345,348.

Gretna Green-Marriages at, noticed, i. 357. Guillotine-The. Invented with a merci-
Grey-Earl-Opinions of, on Parliamentary I ful object, ix. 487 n.

Reform, considered, hi. 443 n,4.'>0 n, 461 Guilt=-Avordance of justiciability as afford-
n, 480 n, 517, 518 n, 519, 532. ing evidence of, vii, 50-53.

- - Vague expressions of, against Radi- - Altering things evidentiary of, vii. 15-
cal Reform, examined, iii. 600-602. 18. See Real Evidence-Forgery of.

- - Opmion of, on Universal Suffrage, iii. - Clandestinity as evidence of, vii. 47-48.
470. - Confusion of mind as evidence of, vii.

- - Notices of, v. 371, 586; x.468. 44·45.
Grief-How far the degree of manifested, - Exposure of-no good ground for exclud-

is capable of measurement, i. 27-28 nil. ing testimony, vi. 106-109; vii. 441-486.
- Practices that give increase to, x. 530. - Facts having a tendency to establish, vi.
Griffenhoof-e-Parson-c-Notioe of, x. 124. 45. See Circumstanual.
Griffin-Admiral. Visit to, by Bentham, in - Fear indicated in deportment, as evi-

his youth, x. 46. dence of, vii. 45-47.
Grose-Mr Justice-referred to on Libel .- Non-responsion, and false or evasive re-

Law, v. 105 n, 112. sponsion, as evidence of, vii, 24-29.
- - referred to on exclusion of evidence, - Plea of-Judge persuading crrminal to

vii. 340. withdraw, vi. 473.
Grosvenor-Lord, (afterwards Marquis of - Preparations, '\ttempts, declarations of

Westminster,)-noticed, v. 377; xi. 120. intention, and threats, as evidence of, vii.
Grote-George- Visit by Bentham to,x. 561. 18-24.
- - noticed, x. 562,577. - SItuation of the accused in respect of
Grotius-Hugo-noticed, i, 150 ri+, 340; ii. motives, means, disposition, character, and

524; iii. 158, 220; viii. 128 n. station in life, as evidence of, vii. 53-62.
Grove-The family of. Inquiry regarding, - Self-inculpative testlmony as evidence

x.474. of, vii. 29·45. See Self-inculpative.
Grove-Mr, Bentham's nncle. Notices of, - Suppression or fabrication of evidence as

x. 24. mdicative of, V11. 48-50.
Grove-Alicia. Bentham's mother, x. 3. Guilty-Verdict of, must involve a decision

See Bentham-Mrs. on the law, v. 462.
Grove-Mrs,Bentham'sgrandmother. Char- - or Not Guilty-a question of law and

acter of, x. 6, 23. fact combined, ii, 155.
Guadalupe-Declaration of separation from - or Not Gurlty=-No medium between,

France by, IV. 409. expressive of want of opinion on the sub-
Guardran=-Formahties of appointment of, ject, in English law, ii. 157.

VI. 525·528. - person-Escape of, an inferior evil to
- Responsibility of, for ward, in regard to convrction of an innocent, h. 133.

reparation for offences, i. 385. - The. How far the effect of pnnishment
Guardians-The Eleemosynary Advocate to can be limited to, i. 476. See Punishment

have a superintendence over the conduct -Proper seat of.
of, in regard to their wards' hngations, Guinea corps-The name applied to Special
by the Constitutional Code, ix, 578-579. Jurors, v. 79.

- Circulating Annuity notes as an invest- Guineas-Extent of the use of, as a currency,
ment for funds in hands of, iii. 144. iii. III n.

Guardian and Ward-e-Questrons regarding, Gulliver's Travels noticed, vii. 89.
ranked among complex suits, ii. 81. - - Bentham's reminiscences of reading,

- - - Principles of the Civil Code re- in his boyhood, x. 21.
garding, i. 347-348. Gunning-The Misses-noticed, x. 117.

Guardrauship of Mmors and Imbeciles- Gunpowder as a source of motion-its ap-
Nature and origm of,i.124-125. In for- plicabilities, viii. 136-137.
mer, necessity of drawing an abstract - Regulations against keeping, in large
lilie-m latter, of leaving the necessity quantities, i. 535.
to arbitrary decision of some one, 125. Gurney-Mr-noticed, v. 359.
Duty of guardian to do exactly as ward Gymnastic Exercises-why necessarily ex-
would have done if competent, ib. eluded from the Chrestomatluc system of

- of minors, imbeciles, &c. Provision for, Education, viii. 43.
III Despatch Court Bill, hi. 386.

- Effect of the relation created by, on tes- H
timony, VI. 162; vii. 576.

- Offences to which the condition of, is ex- Habeas Corpus Act-Characteristic of the,
posed, i. 126. I iii. 204 n t.
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Habeas Corpus Act-Suspensions of, i. 576 Hamilton-Lady-Notices of, in a. letter

n; iii, 435. from Lord Wycombe on Neapohtan Poli-
- - - Violation of, charged against the tics, x. 310-311.

method of governing New South Wales, Hamilton-Wilham-Colonel Burr's duel
iv. 277-278; xi. 128-134. with, characterized, x. 432; XI.14.

- - - The system of granting crown Hamilton's Parliamentary Logic criticised,
charters to coloniesa violationof, iv. 259- ii. 383-387,414 n.
260. Hammond-the name of a school-fellowof

Habit or Practice-Nature of, i. 37. Bentham, x. 30.
- a fictitious entity, i. 57n:t. Hampden, (senior,) noticed, iii. 427 n.
- The universal dominanceof, over reason, Hampden, (Junior,)-The penalty Imposed

vlll.241-242. on, Ill. 427 n.
- Application of punishment to the .; Hand-Burning on-a restorative to compe-

patron of, i. 89. teney ofwitness, vii. 434-435.
- Suppressionof, to be kept in view III the - - - Origin and employment of the

measurement of punishments, i. 402. I practice of, I. 510-511.
Habit of obedience-The foundation of Handwriting-Impedimentstoproving,from

government on, explamed ; and the com- non-exammationof party, Iii. 416 n.
ponent parts of, analyzed, i, 263-264n. - Procuring extraneous evidence to, when

Habits-National. Method ofdealing with, the party might be questioned-e-theprac-
in introduction of reforms, i. 180-184. tice examined, vii. 447.

- proper subjects of the attributives, good - Indications of spuriousness from, vii.
and bad, virtuous and vicious, i. 216- 181.
217. - Evidence of, vii. 177-183.

- Flexibility of, i. 436. - Similitude of-Evidence from, vii. Ii7-
Habitation-Indication to be given of, by 180.

litigant, ii. 55·56. Hangmg-Defectiveness of, as a means of
Habitations-Method of indicating and re- puttmg to death, I. 442.

cording, for election purposes, ni, 583- Hannay-Trial of, noticed, vii. 257 n 1\.
588. Hanover-Despotism in, ni, 562.

Hague-The. Visit to, by Bentham, on his 1- Expense entailed on, by conversion into
return from Russia, x. 180. a kingdom, IX.89.

Haiti-a country to which an increased 1 - Evils of Its connexionWith this country,
army might be advantageous, ix. 418. iii. 439.

Hale '1:. Cove-Case of, cited, vi. 226 n ", - VISitto, by Bentham,on his return from
Hale-Sir Mathew-Estimate of IDSmerits, Russia, x. 180-181.

ii. 210 n; v, 389. Hanway-e-donas-c-noticed,1.426.
- ----:- ~is condemning Jor ~tchcraft II HAPp~NEss-':':'h~t the term is employed to

noticed, 11. 400; v. 493; vn. 97; IX.108. designate, in. ~14.
- - - Instances of false convicnon of - The author's first mention of, as the

murder cited from, vii. 69. source of good, i. 237.
- - - Passage from, against quibbles, - Distincnon between pleasure and, x.

vii. 308. 585.
Hales-Mr Little-Anecdote about, x. 50. - The commonend of education, x. i1.
Half and half-Applicabihty of the expres- - made the source of a division of the

sion to a jury composedhalf of one class Arts and Sciences,as the subject of every
half of another, v. 165-166. art, and the object of every science,viu,

Halhed's Gentoo Laws quoted, vi. 272, 82·83.
324. I - The proper end of the acquisition of

Hahfax-> Lord-Verdict agamst, at Wilkes' knowledge and of logic as a means to-
instance, commented on, I. 394n. wards it, viii. 241.

Halifax-Bishop, quoted, vi. 302. - Axioms of mental pathology, with re-
Hall-Colonel-Allusion to, x. 565; xi. 33. ference to, iii. 224·230.
Halley-hIS reasonings on the testimonyfor 1- AbsurdIty of applying the term to a con-

the Scripture, vi. 243. dition which is avoided, i, 344.
Halley's Breslaw Tables-A fundamental - Proneness of the mmdto discover means

error in, viii. 366. of, i. 436.
Hamburg-Practice of the Houseof Correc- - Every man pursues what leads to his

tion at, as to giving the prisoners an in- own, ix, 5-6.
terest in the profit of their work, iv, 13. - Dependence of, on knowledge, vi.

Hamilton-Mr, of Payne's Hill-s-Nonceaof, 264.
as a Visiterat Bowood,x. Ill, 113. - Relation of law to, vi. 7-8.

Hamilton--John-made Citizenof France, - Ratio of, to amount of wealth, ii. 2il-
x. 281. 272.
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Happiness-shown not to rise with the
anthmetical ratio of property-Principal
elements in possession of poor as well as
rich, IX. 15-17.

- and morality-The connexion between,
an Illustration of design, ii. 230 n t.

- of the community-the object which the
legislator should have in VIew, and the
elements in which It consists, i. 301-303.

- The principle of Unhty limited to the
furtherance of, i. 1.

- Perfect-An imaginary desideratum, i.
194.

Happiness-Greatest of all-Not capable
of accomplishment, ii. 269 n".

Happmess-Greatest-The term preferred
to and substituted for Utility, i.l n*, 271 n.

HAPPINESS-THE GREATEST, OF THE GREATEST
NUMBER-An account of the manner in
which the principle of, was first embraced
by Bentham, and brought out in the Frag-
ment on Government, x. 79-80.

- - - - - Suggested either by Pnest-
ley or Beccaria, x. 142.

- - - - - The statement of the prIn-
ciple, is the statement of the fact that the
author believes it to be the leadmg pnn-
ciple of a sound system, IX. 3-5.

- - - -- - A code founded on, the ob-
ject and interest of the people, but not of
lawyers, ii. 13.

- - - - - The Fragment on Govern-
ment based on, i. 242.

- - - - - CIrcumstances in which
imbecility of the laws conducive to, ii,
138-139.

- - - - - ought to be the first prin-
ciple of government, ix, 5-6.

- - - - - should be kept in view in
all newspaper articles, viii. 582.

- - - - - Best security for the pur-
suit of, in the people having the choice of
their own legislators, ix. 99-100. See
Constitntive-Supreme.

- - - - - Principles that have been
substituted for, in most systems of law,
ix. l.

- - - - - The principle of taste al-
lowed to preponderate over, ix, 46.

- - - - - The quahfications that it
requires in a code of Laws for any state
of Liberal Principles, iv. 537-563. All-
comprehensiveness,537·538. An accom-
panying Rationale, 538-539. That the
Rationale shows the conduciveness of the
laws to happiness, 539-543. That the
various parts of the Rationale be in con-
tact with the laws to which they apply,
543-545. That the drawing the code be
open to competition, 545-551; but no
reward for drawing, 551-554. That the
draught be by one hand, 554-559 ; and
that it be known to be so, 559. That the
author's name be known, 559-560. That

exlviii BAR
foreigner. be admitted, and favour shown
to foreign draughts, 560-563.

Happiness-The greatest, of the greatest
number-Requires that all governors be
displaceable, IX. 95.

- - - - - The end in view of the
Constitutional Code, ix. 150.

- - - - - The proper object of ju-
dicial procedure, ri. 6.

- - - - - Disregard of, in the pro-
posed Spanish Code, animadverted on,
viii. 516-517.

- - - - - Casual notices of, and re-
ferences to the principle, ii. 403, 442,
443, 446, 482, 5B7; iii. 34, 210, 220, 224,
2il, 272, 274, 325, 388; IV. 447, 575; v.
329, 374, 413, 419, 608; viu, 4il, 472,
491,497, 499, 509,510,511, 515,517,
544, 514; ix, 1, 31, 36, 38, 41, 43, 77,
97,114,119,127,128,131,137,144,217,
303,391,407,454; x. 46, 79, 81, 561,581.

Harborough-Lord, noticed as a VISiter at
Bowood, x. 123.

Hard-Use of the adjective as an argument
against compound interest, iii. 18.

Hard labour-fallacy in theterm as used in
prison disciplme ; the labour itself, not
its economy or beneficial effects on the
prisoner, looked to, iv. 144.

Hard Labour Bill-VIew of the, iv, 1-35.
- - - Preface to View of the, iv. 3-5.
- - - Circumstances in which it came

under the author's notice, i. 255; xi. 98.
- - - View of-Circumstances connect-

ed with the publication of, x. 86.
- - - Incidental remarks on the system

oflabour proposed in, iv. !i1.
Hardiness as a circumstance influencing

sensibility, i. 23.
Hardwicke-Earl of-Cobbett's prosecution

for hbel against, adduced as illustrative
of the state of Libel Law, v. 106-114.

- - - noticed, v. 159, 353; vii. 482,
530n.

Hardy's Life of Charlemont quoted on the
Irish Volunteer Association, iii. 618.

- - - Dumont's opinion of, x. 462.
Harmony-in what respects distinct from

melody, viii. 305-306 n.
Harpsichord-Instructions for performing

on the, x, 124-125.
Harrington-Earl of-Account of, xi. 3.
Harris-James, (Author of Hermes,) blind-

ed by the Formulas of the Aristotelian
Logic, viii. lIOn.

- - casually noticed, viii. 27 n, 84 n, 146;
x.41.

Harris-Sir James, met by Bentham at The
Hague, x. 180.

Harri:son-Joseph-Case of the king against
-Untenability of the indictment in, v.
253-261.

Harrison's Chancery quoted, vi. 230-232.
Harrowby=-Lord, noticed, xi. 47.
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Harrowgate-Description of, by Dumont,
x.415-416.

Hart-Rex 1). Case of, cited, v. 141-
142 n.

Hartley-David, noticed, I. 57 n:::; iv. 64;
v. 370; x. 561.

Hartley-Mr. His plan for obviating fires
by iron plates, iv. 97 n.

Hartop-Jonathan. His recollections of
Milton, Killigrew, and Charles II., x.
52.

Harvey-Daniel Whittle. Mention of, v.
270.

Hastings-Marquis of. Question as to the
prize-money earned in India under, IX.
383 n.

- - Mention of, xi. 2.
Hastings-Warren, censured, i. 6 n a.

- - Impeachment of, a memorial of the
inefficacy of the process, v. 504.

- - Bentham consulted on the trial of,
by Lord Lansdowne, x. 117-118,231.

- - Trial of, casually noticed, ii. 548;
vi. 244, 329, 400 ; vii, 357.

Hatred, malice, &c., as designative of mo-
tives, i. 203.

- as a motive in the infliction of punish-
ments, x. 69-70.

- to the Constitution-Libel prosecutions
on the charge of exciting, considered, v,
243-245.

Hatsell-His censure of the Commons for
non-attendance, iii. 509-511.

- noticed or quoted, ii. 3:]1,335,337,347;
iii. 495, 509-510.

Hauterive-M., one of Talleyrand's clerks,
noticed, x, 379.

Hawkesworth-John, noticed, x. 50.
- - His Adventurer referred to, vii. 434.
Hawkins-SIr John-RemIniscences of, x.

50.
- - - Opinion of the character of, x. 87.
- - - Mention of, x. 41.
Hawkins-Sergeant, on the effect of interest

on testimony, vii, 404-405 n.
- - noticed or quoted, v. 354, 355; vii.

181,353,409-410,414,481,482.
Hawkins and Snnpson=-Trral of, vii. 182 n.
Hayes-Father-Reference to, x .• ~23.
Headman-Local, in Constitutional Code-

General view of the office of, IX. 148.
- - General definition of, in the Consti-

tutional Code, ix. 467.
- - Specific provrsions for, in the Consti-

tutional Code, ix. 61:]-625 :-
- - Functionary who has to attend on

the spot, to every description of pohtrcal
action, ix. 612-613. Number limited only
by expense, ib. Analogy with the French
Mair!', 613. Inequality of the Enghsh
Magistracy system, ib.

- - Field, of service of, ix. 613-GI4. The
head of all the autbonties whose power
confined to the lowest subdivision, 1113.
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Acts as the Deputyor Minister of the Le-
gislature, ib.

Headman-Local-Self-suppletive function
of-arrangements for appointment of a.
Depute permanent, ix, 614.

- - General-Assistance Function of, ix.
614. Execution and effect to mandates,
&c., of Mnusters and Judieatones, ib.

- - Legislature-Aiding Functions of, ix.
614-615. Presidential function-c-occnpies
the chair at public meetings, lb. Convo-
cative Function-convemngof inhabitants
on requisition, 615.

- - Administration-Aidmg Functions, ix,
615-617. Stipendiary army-controlhng
--control over the military force III his
bounds, in respect of all acts of military
necessity, 615. Stipendiary navy-con-
trolling Function, ib. Damage-Preventive
Function-damage by calamity or casual-
ty, such as conflagration, inundation, &c.,
615-616. Damage occasioned by absence
of the proprietory custodier, either from
calamity or delmquency, 616. Eleemosy-
nary Function: under the direction of the
Indigence Relief Minister, 616·617. Hos-
pitality-exercising Fuucuon=-to agents of
foreign powers, 617.

- - Sedative Function, ix. 617. Power
to quell disturbance-e-havmg at his com-
mand the Radical or Popular Military
force, ib.

- - Justice-Aiding Function-assistance
to Judge when demanded or needed, ix,
617.

- - Uncommissioned-Prehension-Approv-
ing Function, IX. 617 -618. When a person
apprehended for a crime may be brought
before the Headman, if no Judicature at
hand, 617. He may give approval of the
proceedings, 6li -618. Connexion of this
WIth Sedative and Justice-AIding Func-
tions,618. Compared with English system,
and its professed allowance of the appre-
hension of a felon, 618.

- - JudIciary Power-controllmg Func-
tion, ix. 618-619. US!'d III case of abuse
of authority committed under pretence of
executing warrants, &c., of courts of JlIS-
tice, ib.

- - Subjudiciary Topographical Function,
ix.619. Cognizance of judiciary proceed-
ings as to the partinon or umon of lands,
transfer, eventual transfer, settlement of
boundaries, fixmg of water-courses, lb.

- - Subjudiciary Venditive Function, Ix.
619. When, 10 consequence of warrant
of court, property to be sold-e-supermten-
deuce to prevent collusion, &c. IX. 619.

- - Communication-Aiding Function-to
be used when a public functionary may
chance not to have the means of communi-
cation from place to place, ix, 61!l-6::l0.

- -- Bcneficeut-mediation Function, ix.
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620-621. Use of good offices to heal fa-
mily dlfferences,620. Not a function he
can be responsible for, ib. Where women
in the matter, benefit of having the assis-
tance of a female, lb. May give mstruc-
tion to the parties as to probable legal re-
sults, ib. Compared with the Danish
Reconciliation Courts, 620-621.

Headman -Local- Beneficent-Information
Function, ix, 621. Instances-informa-
tion as to the labour market; means of
applying for sums due, &c., ib.

- - Travelling-dlsputes-settlingFunctlOn,
ix. 621-623. Instances-coachmen, inn-
keepers, &c., as to charges, luggage, &c.,
62 J. Call for promptitude in such cases,
621-622. In other remedies-dilemma
between giving too much power to the Inn-
keeper, &c., or subjectmg him to perpe-
tual fraud, 622. Inefficacy of existing
remedies, ib. Consideratrons as to the
amount of power which the Legislature
should put into the Headman's hands, 622-
623.

- - Hospitable Post-obituary Function,
ix. 623. Exerciseable where a stranger
dies m the locahty, lb.

- - Term of servrce-c-same as that of
member of Legislature, ix. 623.

- - Attendance-same rules aE>m case of
Judge, ix. 623.

- - Remuneratiou-e-Pecuniary competi-
tion system, ix. 623.

- - Who locable-Application of the
Consummation period, ix 623.

- - How located-By the electors, ix,
623.

- - How dislocable-By the MInisters
entitled to his services, the Judge, the
Prime Mimster, the Legislature, and the
Electors, ix. 623-624.

- - Reports-Publicity. Hanging up
Tables of Births, Marriages, and Deaths,
ix.624.

- - Relation of, to Local Registrar, ix.
624-625. Registrar records acts of Head-
man, 624. May attach opinion, lb. Bound
to give official information of breach of
duty on the part of one another, lb. MI-
nutation of portions of discourse by Head-
man, 624-625, Presence of Headman,
625.

- - Securities for appropriate aptitude
enumerated, ix. 625.

- - Inaugural declaration of, ix. 625.
- - for purposes of judicial communica-

non, ii. 55.
Health-The branches of Art and Science

appertaining to-their place in the Chres-
tomathrc system of Instruction, Viii. 35-36.

- as a circumstance influencing sensibility,
i. 22, 23.

- Its dependence on industry and active
habits, iv. 163.
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Health-Regulations for preservation or-
Use of Registered Statistics for, ix. 627.

- Preservation of, as a feature III prison
discipline, iv. 123.

- Preservation of, to convicts through in-
strumentality of Panopticon, iv. 39, 122.

Health Mmister-c-Provrsions regarding, in
the Constitutional Code, ix. 443-445.
Functions, 443. Special functions in the
army and navy, 443-444. Functions as to
the medical men under the Indigence-Re-
lief Minister, 444. Functions as to hos-
pitals, lazarettos, and laboratories, ib.
Prisons, madhouses, and poor-houses, lb.
Establishments for sale &c. of drugs,
surgical instruments, &c., ib. Procure-
ment of supply of water, ih. Functions
where public health may be affected by
sewers, burial-places, theatres, &c., 444-
445. Registers of health-regarding evi-
dence-bills of mortality, registers of
weather, &c., 445. Custody of medical
museum-s-contents, ib. Supervisance of
quahfication-examinations for medical
offices, ib. To prevent combinations pre-
judicial to the public among medical men,
ib. Publication of proceedings, ib.

Hearing-Nature of defects m sense of, vi.
250.

- Facihty of, as a desideratum in political
assemblies, ii, 317.

Hearing-Initiator)', in Procedure, ii. 62-i2.
Commencement of suit by personal apph-
cation, 62-63. Initiatory application for
mandates to bring parties into court, 63-
64. Avoidance of reiteration of SUits, 64-
65. Various kmds of demand paper for
various SUitS, 66-70. Notes on them, 70-
72.

Hearsay evidence, vii. 132-134. Defined as
supposed oral testimony transmitted
through oral, ib. Nme variations to the
character of the testimony, 133. Charac-
teristic fraud of it, lb. Practice of Eng-
lish law as to, 134 n.

- - Simplest example of makeshift evi-
dence, vi. 57.

liable to be superfluous, vi. 89.
Purposes for which useful, vi. 89-

90.
and extrajudicially-written compar-

ed, vito 134-137. Former less liable to
charactenstic fraud, 134; but more hkely
to be materially incorrect and incomplete,
135-136. Efficiency of cross-examination,
136-1 ~7.

- - compared With direct evidence, vi.
172.

- - compared with transcriptitious (>VI-
dence in regard to probative force, VII.
142.

- - self-criminative-admitted in cases
where direct evidence is refused, vii. 468-
469.
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Hearsay evidence-with reference to safe-
guards against deception, vi. 165.

- - Instruction concermng the probative
force of, vii. 134-137.

Heat-Method of umtmg, with ventilation,
considered, IV. 110-118.

Heathen-A man converted into a, by ex-
commumcanon, i. 515.

Heber-Bishop, noticed, v. 269.
Hebrew Language-e-Esnmate of, x. 583.
Heedlessness with reference to an act-i-Na-

tnre of, I. 43.
Heinecerus nonced or quoted, I 13<); Iii. 162;

VI. 23U-231, 3U2-303; VIi. 7U. 525.
Heirs-System of apportionment among, i.

334-336.
- How far they should be liable in, or be

entitled to, compensanon for offences, I.
523-525.

- of an offender should fulfil his iability
for satisfaction, i. 372.

Hell-fire Club at Oxford-Account of, x, 39.
Helluo cunaruui=-or Lord Brougham dis-

played, v, 549-612.
Helmont-Van, noticed, ii. 401; vui. 217_
Helps to recollection-How far compatible

With obstructions to invention by witness-
es, VI. 446-451. Difficulty of solvmg the
question, 447. Supenority of orvl mter-
rogatlOn,448. Time to answer should be
brief, 449. Preservative both from inven-
non and from extraneous assistance, 449-
450. POSition of exammer as to interest,
450-451.

Helpless-Justice for the-Arrangements
for, m the Constitutional Code,lx.489-493.

Helpless litigants' fund-Establishment of,
prayed for III Petitron for justice, v. 503.

HelvetlUs-Opimon that he has prepared
the way for a digest of the law, x. 70-71.

- HIS opimon on the power of education,
IV. 65.

- noticed or quoted, i. 49 n t, 196; ii, 197,
233;iv. 447 n; v, 372; x, 27, 54, 58,270,
587.

Henderson-A man taken by Bentham to
Russia in the service of Prince Potemkin,
x. 149, 152-156.

Hendon-The farm-house of-taken by
Bentham as a residence, x. 182.

- Bentham's account of his abode at, x.
248,323.

Henley-Orator-His expeditious method
of making shoes by cuttmg down boots-
an illustration, viii. lOB.

Henry n.-Simplicity of procedure in the
reign of, il. 151-152.

Henry III. noticed, hi. 514; viu, 5ii n.
Henry V.-His committal by Chief-Justice

Gascoigne-a subject for a historical pic-
ture, x.73.

Henry VII.-Eft'ects of his reign on Parlia-
ment, iii. 514.
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Henry VlI. noticed, vii. 409.
Henry VIII.-Use made by, of the wealth

acquired by suppression of monasteries,
Iii. 514.

- - Pohey of the reign of, characterized,
ii.444.

Hereditary honours as rewards, ii. 194.
- nobility-Effect of, on the fund of re-

ward for merit, n, 201.
- Professions. Bossuet's opinions on, ii,

229 n t.
- succession of powers-Article in the se-

cond French Declaration as to, criticised,
11 5'25-.'>26.

Heritable jurisdictions in Scotland. The
abohtion of, 1Il connexiou With the Union,
considered, 11. 406.

Hermosa-Judge-advocate of Spain. Ob-
servations on his Panegyric 011 judici ..l
delays, vm 4i 4-482

Herodotus-Bentham's reading Ill, x, 562-
563.

Herrera-Don Prospero, Mimster from Gua-
temala to France, XI. 71.

Hertford-Lord-Anecdote of, x. lOB.
Hertford-Earl of, noticed, x. 134.
Hesitation, as evidence of gUllt, vii. 44.
Hesse Cassel-Land grave of, Stipulation

as to troops lent by, for American war,
ii, 240.

Hibbert's Philosophy of Apparitions referred
to, VIl. 105.

High Comrmssion=-Proceedmgs before, a.
popular argument for excluding self-en-
minative testimony, vu 455-458.

High School of Edinburgh-Successful em-
ployment of the mom tonal system ex-
emplified in, vin. 59-63. •

Highlanders-Law against the dress of, con-
sidered, i. I B4.

Highwaymau-s Charactenst!e reward for ap-
prehension of, ii. 21 i -218

Hill-Mr. HIS school at Hazlewood, iv,
592 n.

- - HIS establishment visited bv Bent-
ham, x, 561. •

HIll-John-Trml of, noticed, vi. 45 n *.
Hmdman-s-the name of a school-fellow of

Bentham, x. 30.
Hmdoos-c-Hlustrations from, as to the mau-

agement of prejudices, i. 182.
- Considerations regarding the infhctiou

of imprisonment on, i. 4'22 n.
- Inapplrcabil ity of British Institutions to,

i. 185-188.
- in British India-Application of Jury

trral to, ii. 137 -138.
- Method of administering oath to, Til.

423,431 n.
- Code of-Peculiarities as to false testi-

mony in, VI. 271,272, 324.
- Effect of the system of castes among. ii,

227.
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Hindustan-Conduct of Britain to, i. 6-7
nO.

HIngham noticed, vii. 269.
Hrre-i-Perpetratiou of injury for-an aggra-

vation, i. 165, 168.
Hirehng-e-That a reasoner is, IS no argu-

ment against his reasoning, if in itself
sound, iv, 41 i.

HIring of Servrce=Obligations conaected
with, i. :~43.

HIstory-Every branch of Art and Science
has its, vin. 77.

- Authorities should be quoted in works
on, 11.364 n.

- Ancient, Evil pnnciples inculcated in,
i. :l18.

- Natural. Stage it should occupy in
Education, VIii. 15.

- Natural. Inapplicability of the term to
express what It is employed for, by the
use of the words III totally different mean-
ings on other occasions, viii. 68-69.

- Falsely awarded to the sole province of
th~ fa~culty of 'Ilemory by D' Alembert,
VIII. 7 I.

Historical Chronology-defined and located
as a branch of education in the Chresto-
mathic School, viti. 29, 33.

Hoarding-Difficulties III the way of,on the
part of the workmg classes, VIIi. 408.

Hobart-Henry, quoted, vi. 315-316n.
Hobbes-noticed, III. 158; x. 73.
Hobby horses-Tenderness of the hoofs

People's, x. 216.
Hobgobhn Argument-The; or Fallacy

1'10 inuovation, ii, 418-420.
Hobhouse=-Su J. C.-Wish of, to edit the

Book of Fallacies, x. 519.
- - - Letter to, on the Catholic claims,

x.523-525.
- - - noticed, 'IIi. 4iO.
Hodgson-Mr-Account of, as a visiter at

Bowood, x. 109-110,115.
Hcgan=-Major-c- His pamphlet, and the pro-

secutions for hbel occasioned by it, v. 65.
Hogarth-His Beer Street and GIn Lane,

I. 540 n t.
- Reminiscences and notice of, x. 50; XI.

105.
Hohdaye-e Judicial-> Extent and evils of,

VII. 241-245.
Holinshed- Raphael-quoted, vii. 461.
Holland-Comparative wealth of, in. Tl :
- Arrangements as to Assembly of Estates

of, ii. 321.
- Reasons for a Second Legislative Cham-

ber In, exammed, IV. 427-429.
- visited by Bentham on his return from

RUSSia, x. 180-18I.
- Domestic economy in, i. 544.
- Letter to Bentham, with remarks on the

political position of, in 1794, x. 297-300.
Holland-(the first) Lord-His pohtical

connexion with Lord Shelburne, x, 101.
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Holland-(the second) Lord-Letter to, re-

questing his intervention to facilitate a.
project of Bentham's to emigrate to Mexi-
co, x. 439-444.

- - Letters from, in answer to Bentham '8

applications regarding Mexico, x. 447-
448.

- - Letter from Rome, supposed to be
by, x. 483-484.

- - Letters from, x. 467, 477.
- - Letter to, x. 477.
- - Historical objections of, to Annual

Parhaments answered, iii, 562.
- - Casual notices of, x. 433, 445, 455;

xi, 128.
Holograph deeds in France and Scotland,

vi. 515 n.
Holography, as a method of authentication

ab intra, vi. 515.
Ho!t--ChiefJustice-Opimon of, on rewards

for national services, v. 285.
- - - noticed, v. 81.
Holy Alliance-The-characterized, x, 539_
Homicide as distmguished from other per-

sonal offences, I. 114.
- Secret-Nature of, as a species of op-

pression, vui. 560.
- How satisfaction for, to be measured, i.372.
- The quantity of removals from court to

court that may take place in the trial of
a case of, v. 528.

- Deodandsfor,ammadverted on, i.485-486.
of 1- Prohibition of acts preparatory to, I.

560-561.
of I - Malice inferred from, vi. 55-57, 304.

- Unlawtul=-Securines agamst,apphcable
to a Mahommedan state, viii, 588-.589.

Honorary rewards considered, ii. 217-218.
Honorary satisfaction to persons injured by

insults, &c., I. 3ii -381.
Honour-The nature of, i. 51.
- an excuse for obtainmg public money

for its support, iv. 439.
- Destructive and mischievous things done

in the name of, iv, 4;{8.
- the monve with many for respecting an

oath, vi. 312.
- among thieves-e-Mrschievous nature of

the propensity termed, I. 428; IV. 225; vi.
265-266.

- Protection for injuries against, i. .542.
- Remedies for offence. agamst, i. 381-382.
- Offences against, as a bub division of the

Penal Code, ui. 164-165.
- Professions of, by Indrviduala=-Danger

of giving credit to, III. 526.
- Motive of. Employment of, as a pre-

ventive of crime, I. 563-564.
- Loss of, as a pumshment, i. 463. See

Moral Sanction.
- Employment of the term, in discussions

relative to war-a fallacy, ii, 437.
Honour-Factitious. Nature and influence

of, III counexion with the Constitutional
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Code, ix. 78-92. Difference between such
honour and dignity-The latter a quality
real or presumed, 78. Signs of honour-
visible and audible, lb. Persoual and sue-
cessronal, ib, Analysis of different kinds
ofensignaof'honour.m connexion with pro-
perty, pnvilege, power, &c., i8-i9. Il-
lustrations In the history of the Peerage,
the establishment of Baronetage, &c., 79.
The clergy, contrary to the dicta of their
rehgion, have caused factinous honour
and wealth to be worshipped, 79-80.
Vicarious honour conferred on one per-
son for the services of another-com-
pared with VICarIOUSpunishment, 80-81.
Produce inequality-inequahty In power,
virtue, talent, &c., insuperable, but In this
gratuitous.Bl , The most illogical instance
is family pride, 81·82. Honours viewed,
not as certificates of respectability but
orders for respect, 82-83. Privileges In
the usual Intercourse of society, conceded
to the holders of the honours, 83. Claims
on the good opinion of the world, ib.; give
the individual not only the reputation of
wealth and power which he does possess,
but of ability which he does not, lb. The
influence compared to superstition, 83-84.
The effect of adulation, 84. False infer-
ence that they are necessary IIICivilized so-
ciety, because they may have conduced to
order and government In a barbarous, ib.
The evils of the distribution of undeserved
honours, as an injustice to the public and
to those who really deserve them, 85.
Productive of corruption, 85-B6. An ex-
cuse for depredation for money to support
the dignity, 86. EVil, in the creation and
propagation of delusion, and the conse-
quent mental debihtation, ib. Aggrava-
tion of me quality, lb. Usurpation of re-
spect due to age,86-87. Evil In recon-
cilmg people to the spectacle of injustice,
87. Spectacle of waste, lb. A rivalry of
the inhabitants of different nations-at-
tempts to impose on each other's ignorance
in magnifying their own relatrve rank, ib.
A fraud upon the pubhc-c-demandmg and
obtaining respect where it IS not due, BB.
Great extent of depredation produced for
the support of the lustre, &c. of thrones,
88-B9. Evil to a country of Its chief ma-
gistrate havmg a high trtle-s-king or em-
peror, ib. Factitlous distinctions, unapt
as rewards for public services, as not gra-
duated to their amount, 90. Considera-
tions as to how far services may be duly
rewarded by honours, 90-91. Ample no-
trflcauon of services rendered, ib. Regis-
ter of meritorious service, 91. Principles
of economy in the drstribution of praise,
ib. Means in the possession of the public
for preventing itself from being defrauded
of re-pect, positrve and negative, 91-92.
Sarcu-m, caricature, and lampoons, 92
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Honours given as rewards-Elements of, ii.
194-195.

- Method of conferring, by the Consti-
tutronal Code, compared With those In use,
ix. 267-269.

- Enl of a profuse distribution of, and
reasons for husbanding, 11.200-201.

Honourable-Application of the term to
legislatures criticised, iv. 438.

Hood-Admiral, noticed, x. 101.
Hooker-Richard, noticed, iv, 483.
Hoole-John, noticed, x. 1B4.
Hope of gain-Effect of, on testimony, vi.

158.
Horded money-Plan for interest accruing

from, through Anuuity notes, iii. 145.
Hnrner-e-Francis-c-Letter from, with Infor-

mation about Mexico, x. 446-447.
- - noticed, x. 42B, 443, 582.
Homsey-Case of the queen against the

inhabitants of, cited, vii. 492 n.
Horse-Simily of sale of, adopted in expo-

sure of usury laws, ill. 14-15.
Horse-Master of the-allusions to the cost-

liness of the establishment, IX. 29.
Horse-Artillery-Duties and relative effi-

ciency of, IX. 399.
Horseley-a fellow-student of Bentham's,

x.41.
Hoskins-Mr, account of, x. 425-426.
Hospitals=--Numerous, an evil, 11. 211.
- LImits to the encouragement of, I. 566 n.
- Apphcation of the Panoptieon plan to,

iv. 37, GI-G2.
- Estabhshment of, in central towns, ii.

" -"~CJI.
- under the inspection of the Health Min-

ister, by the Constitutronal Code, IX. 444.
- naval and military-The costliness of

the establishments of, ix. 375-376.
- naval and military--Propriety of, con-

sidered, ii. 219.
Hospitahty-c-most practiced where most

necessary, i. 542.
Hospitahty-exercising Function of the Local

Headman, by the Constitutional Code, IX.
617.

Hostility-Security from, as an end of the
Constrtutional Code, h. 270-271.

Hotel des Invalides=-Appropriate decora-
tions of, ii. 219.

House-That a man's, is his castle, a foolish
and mischievous saying, h. 511 n,

House of Correction. See Hard Labour;
Prison Drsciplme,

House of Lords for Spain- Tract on the
proposed, VIii. 468-470.

Houses of Peers and Senates= Address to
Citizens of France against, IV. 419-450.
See Peers.

House (of Commons)--Number necessary
to constitute a- Remark, on, it, 325.

- Call of the-Nature and effect of, ii 325.
- Whole-Committees of the- Rationale

of, \I. ;Ii:;,
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House (of Commons.) See Commons: Legis-

lature : Lords.
Houses (Legislative)-Division of legisla-

tive bodies into two, considered, ii. 307-
310.

Houses-Method of indicating and record-
ing designanons of, for purposes of deter-
mining voters, iii. 583-588.

Houses-Penitentiary and of Industry-
Application of the Panoptic on system to,
iv.37-248. See Panopticon.

Householder suffrage compared with virtu-
ally universal, 1II. 464, 467 n, 470.

- - a compromise which the author would
make, iii. 533, 599.

- - See Frauchise: Suffrage.
Householders-Definition of, for the pur-

poses of suffrage, iii. 581 n.
Howard-Defects in his plan of a Peniten-

tiary-town considered, iv. 85.
- Connexion between physical and moral

purity noticed by, IV. 158.
- His prison dietary crincised, iv. 154.
- His plans defective in not affording suf-

ficient protection from mobs, iv. 106-107.
- His plan of havmg cell windows high up

and unglazed, combated, IV. 96.
- quoted agamst death-punishment, i.

531.
- Tribute to the services, labours, and

disinterestedness of, IV. 121.
- casually noticed, i. 426, 432 n ; iv. 3, 9,

10 n, 13 n, 19, 22, 25, 32, 52, 61, iI, 76,
84,98,119,136,137,143, 15i, 164; vni.
419; x. 130; xi. 98, 108.

Howard's Act for the liberation of prisoners
agamst whom no bill is found-nullifica-
non of, by the judges, v. 179-180.

Howe-Sir Wrlham-e-Anecdote about, x.
527.

- - - Mention of, x. 260.
Howlett-Mr, on the Poor-Reference to,

on vital statistics, viii, 410 n.
Hudibras-Estimate of the poem of, x, 583.
Hulks=-The. Contract management illus-

trated in, IV. 133-134.
- Dissemmation of crime from, xi. 120.
- Punishment of the, i. 439.
Human actions in general, analyzed, i. 35-

40. Tendency causes demand for punish-
ment, 35. Determmed by consequences,
ib. Intention, and what it depends on,
3.5-36. Consciousness and unconscious-
ness, lb. Motive and disposition indica-
ted by an act, 36. Positive and negative
acts, lb. Absolutely and relatively ne-
gative, ib. External and internal acts,
ib. Transitive and intransitive, 36-37.
Transient and continued, 37. Continued
act distinguished from repetition of acts,
and repetition from habit or practice, ib.
Indivisible and divisible acts, ib. Simple
and complex, ib. Unity ofan act, 37-38.
Circumstances, 38-40.

cliv HUN
Human dispositions in general, s.na.lyzed, i,

60-68. See Dispositrons.
Humanity-Nature of the quality of, i, 53.
- Prejudices regarding pumshments, found-

ed on, i. 412.
- How It is pleaded as a reason for ex-

eluding self-criruinatrve testimony, vn.
452-454.

- overpowers the sanction of an oath, vi.
311.

- used as a plea for the escape of male-
factors on technicalities, vii. 361.

- Falsehoods of, vi. 267.
- Judicial-Popularity gained by displays

of, vii. 258-259.
- The requisition of more than one witness,

in particular cases, founded on false no-
tions of, vii. 523-525.

- to animals-a feature in Bentham's
character, x. Ii.

- to animals-Letter to the j[orning
Chronicle in favour of, x. 549-550.

Humann-M., of Brussels-Letter to, xi.
42-43.

Humboldt-noticed, ii. 561,562; x. 440.
Hume-David. His character as a thinker

-dispassionate, acute, and comprehen-
SIVe, iv, 283-284 n.

- - The first to point out the difference
between ideas and impressions, viu, 108.

- - Principle of Utility derived from, by
the author, i. 242.

- - Exposure by, of the common confu-
sion in the field of ethics between what IS
done and what should be done, v. 389;
vm. 128 n.

- - Criticism on his Treatise on Human
Nature, i. 268-269 n. Demohtion of the
original contract, ib. Author's obhgations
to his reasoning, lb.

- - OIl cause and effect, vi. 237.
- - HIS appreciation of great minds, ii.

553.
- - A mistake in his history pointed out,

ii. 596 n t.
- - on reforming taste, ii. 254.
- - noticed or quoted, i. 8 n, 542; hi 2B.';;

iv. 22, 447 n; vi. 240 n ; vn. 91; x. 562.
Hume-Joseph, noticed, x. 533, 538 ; xi.

40,50.
Humour-Relation of, to pleasure and pain,

x.509.
Humphreys- Mr-His Real property eode-

Commentary on, v. 387-416.
- - His Real property code alluded to, vi.

203.
Humphries- Mr. Bentham's residence

with, at Constantinople, x. 154-155.
Hundred Court-Early existence of the, vii.

234,371.
- Evidence against a, for compensation ill

case ofrobbery, vii. 492.
Hungary. Attempt of Maria Theresa to

extirpate prostitution in, i. 546.
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Hunger and fear of hunger as designative

of motives, i. 197.
Hunt-Henry- Anonymous letter to, reo

commending him to give up his acrimo-
nious disputes with O'Connell, xi. 5-7.

- - Estimate of, X. 600-601,602.
- - noticed, m. 471 ; V. 247,260.
Hunt-John. The prosecution of, cited, V.

342.
- - noticed, X. 471-472, 531.
Hunter-Captain, Governor of N. S. Wales,

quoted on the state of the colony, iv. 180.
Hunter-Dr John, noticed, VIiI. 148 n; x

183.
Hunter-Dr Wrlham-s-Estimate of, x. 285.
Huntmg-i-Cruelty of, I. 562.
- LIberty of, considered, I. 329-330.
Husband-Extent of, and reasons for, the

guardianship of, i. 3.55·356.
- Origin of authonty of, over wife, i. 121

n+, 129.
- Offences that may be committed against

the condi tion of, I. 129-131.
- Impediments to WIfe obtammg relief Ice-House-Plan of a, for the preservation

from cruelty of, II. 178. of fruit, vegetables, &c., x. 346-350.
- Responsibihty of, for wife, in regard to Idea of an object confounded WIth Its exis-

reparation for offences, considered, i. tence, vi. 25 ...
386. - how drstmguished from impression, viii.

- false inference of legitimacy from non- 108 n:::.
expatriation of, YI. 53-54. Ideas-Consideration whether they are real

Husband aud wife-Exclusion of testimony entities, viu, 196.
of, In regard to each other, considered, - could not be fashioned, fixed, or commu-
vii. 480-486. Vexation from sympathy mcated, WIthout word" I. 205.
an insufficient ground, 481. So of anti- - only presented to the miud by indivrdual
pathy, dissension, and danger of perjury. I objects, VIIi. 99 n.
482-483. Tends to convert the house of - Rules for the classification of, in the
every man into a nursery of unpunishable mind, 'IiI. 277.
crImes,484-485. - Immatenal-c-Process by which they are

- - - Influence which the connexion be- described by the names of material things,
tween, may have on testimony, VII. 5,;- viii. 327-329.
581. - Like, should be expressed in the same

- - - Principles of the CiVIl Code re- words, ill. 209.
garding, I. 349-353. See Marriage. - Concrete and abstract: difference be-

- - - Succession with regard to, i, 335. tween the respective cognoscrbrhnes of,
- - - Law of, should be embodied in a viii, 26.

particular code for the use of those who - Innate, exploded by Locke, vi. 240-
may have occasion to refer to it, viu. 533- 241.
534. Identification marks on the body-Utility

- - - Questions as to, ranked among of, for varIOUSpurposes: prtsons, the army
complex actions, ii. 81. and navy, &c., x. 414-415.

Husbandry-Place of m the Chrestomathio I - of a party disnnguished from that of a
system of Instrucnon, vin. 34-35. witness, Vii. 175 n t.

- Stage it should occupy as a branch of I Identity-a fictitious entity connected with
educanon, vin. 15. relation, viu, 203.

- Source of experimental information re- - of Denommanon. Imputations founded
garding, III a system of Pauper manage- on, III pohtics, u, 416-417.
ment, vm. 426. - and DiverSity-Importance of conveying,

- Labourers Ill. Their inability to provide in nomenclature, vin, 65.
for their families, vin. 442. - Systemane nomenclature should provide

Huekrsaon=-Wilham, noticed, ix, 293. for indicatmg, VIii. 65-66.
Hutchmson-Juhus, an early companion of - proved under Roman practice by con-

Bentham, x. 14. frontation, VI. 501·502.
Hutchinson's Justice of Peace quoted in fa- Idiocy-a branch of insanity, vi. 251.

vour of Small Debt Courts, v, 24. I Idioscopie Anthropurglcs, or Chennstry-e-

Hutton=-William, of Birmingham. Letter
of, to Bentham, x, 422-423.

- - HIS account of the Court of Con-
science at Birmmgham, v. 23.

Hydraulics, defined, and located in the
Chrestomathic system of Instruction, vm,
3!.

Hydropiptic source of motion from the de-
scent of water, viii. 132-133.

Hydrostatics, defined, and located in the
Chrestomathic system of Instruction, viu,
30·31.

Hygiastics, or the branches of Art and Sci-
ence appertaming to health-their place
in the Chrestoma tluc system of Instruc-
tion. vni, 35-36.

Hypothetical propositions-Proper colloca-
non of, m, 269.

- The form of en active propositions in the
statutes, Iii. 277 n.

I
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Position of, in the Encyclopedical Sketch III will-Inference of disposition from an
of Art and SCIence,vni, 87. act caused by, i. 64.

Idioscopic.or Practical Ethics-Position of, - - What punishment tends to reforma-
in the Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and tion in crimes of, i. 93-94.
Science, viri, 94. Imaginary wrong-Persuasion of, furnishes

Idioscopic Ontology,or the general field of extenuation, i. 165.
Art and Science,with the exception of Imagination-Nature of, as one of the hu-
Metaphysrcs-e-Positiouof,in the Encyclo- man faculties, vin. 74 n.
pedical Sketch of Art and SCIence,viii. - makes the first step In invention and
83-84. discovery,viii. 76.

- - Division of, into Somatology or 80- - a faculty necessary to the inventor-not
matics, and Pneumatology or Pneumatics, to the learner or teacher, viii, 76.
viii. 84. - as a mental operation In connexionwith

Idiosynoracy-e-Deflnitionof, i. 27 n *. Logic, viii. 225-226.
Ldiots-c-Provisron for guardianship of, iu - The pleasures of the, i. 18.

Despatch Court BIll, iii. 386. - The pains of the, i. 20.
Idle-Increase of the, an evil, iii. 73-74. - Connexionof, with pleasures and pains,
- and Dissolute-Suppression of the, by a i. 207.

right system of poor-laws, viii. 401-405. - llow to strengthen the impression of
Idleness-c-Classiflcanouof, as an offence,iii. punishments upon, i. 549-550.

170. - Effect of, on evidence, VI.18.
- Means of discouraging, iii. 68. - an intellectual cause of incorrectness in
- Intellectual instruction a security against testimony, vi. 254-256.

the mischievouseffects of, viu, 10. - Ordinary and extraordinary work of the,
- aids fallacies of authority, h. 393. distinguished, vi. 256 n.
- Effect of, on the ancient Germans, ii. - Value created by, to be considered in

254. indemnificanon, i. 374-375.
- Love of, as a cause of crime, i. .'i39-540. - Methodisation applies to useful purposes,
- not to be legally attacked for Its own viii. 261.

sake, but as the souree of crime, Hi. 40. Imaginative faculty-Application of metho-
Idols-c-Allegcrical. Fallacies of, ii. 448- disation to the assistance of the, viii. 272-

449. "Government" applied to Gover- 273.
nors, "Law" to Lawyers, and "Church" I Imbecility-How far the evils of judicature
to Churchmen, lb. attributable to, vii. 210-211.

Ignominy-Pumshment by, i. 4.'i6-458. See - as affecting evidence-Definition of, vii.
Moral Sanction. 385.

Ignomimous Punishments-Simple, exa- - Mental-Impropriety of holding it as a
mined, i. 463-467. Their vanability, 463- ground for the exclusion of evidence, vi.
464. Exemplarity, 464. Frugality, lb. 10.'i; vii. 427-432. Difficulty of drawing
Remissibility, ib. Cases in which the a line, 427. Method of examining chil-
public opinion does not correspond WIth dren, 428-432.
the legislator's duty, 464-465. Remedy - ground for suspicion in testimony, vi.
proposed, 465. Some offences to which Ill.
the legislator tries to attach infamyIn vain Immaterial ideas. Description of the pro-
--libel, 466-467. cessby which they are expressed through

Ignorance-Increases the influenceof falla- the language applied to material ideas,
CIOUE authority, ii. 3flO-391. viii. 327-329. See Entities-Fictitious.

-- renders popular associauons dangerous, Immorality-Engaging a man in, blunts him
i. .'i77. to the nature of, vii. 20.'i.

- Difficultyof punishing false allegation - on the part of a witness-its effect on
of, VI.244. testimony. See Improbity.

- Delusions and superstitions attendant Immoveable property-Importance of con-
on,vin, 12·13. tracts as to, peculiarly demands registra-

Ignorance of law-kept up by those who tion, vi. 577-578.
punish it, vi. .'i19. Immoveable Stock-book-in the system of

Illegal-Absurdity of the term, for censur- official registration in the Conatitunonal
mg bad laws, i. 231 n -, 288, 412; ii. 403, Code, IX.237, 242, 243-244.
493-495; vi. 180; vii. 382·383,462. ImmutabilIty-Clauses of, in Constitutions

Illegiumacy-e Conaiderations regarding le- -declaratIOn of Infallibility, and prohibi-
gal declarations of, i. 473. tion of improvement, viii. 483.

III humour-Nature of, i. .'i3. - oflaws and of articles offa.ith, compared,
III will, ill humour, &c.-as designative of v.210.

motives, 1. 203. Impartiahty as a quality in evidence, vi.
- --- Nature of, i. 53. 211-212.
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Impassroned as a characteristic of appella- Imposture-Instructions to guard the public
tives, L 209-210. against, recommended, I. 5.:;3-5ii4.

Impeachments-Proposal to give the judiea- - Knowledge a preservative against, and
ture m, to a Court of Lords' Delegates, v. facilities for detectmg given by enlighten-
184. ment, i. 568; VIii. 13.

- no remedy for official wrong, as shown Impoundmg of witnesses' notes by judge-
in the instances of Hastmgs and Melville, Reference to practice of, VI. 387.
v. 504. Impracticabrhty-c-Physrcal and prudential,

Imperanon-c Power of, essential to sove- distmgurshed, vi 328 n +,
reignty, ii. 540. - Allegation of, always thrown m the way

Imperative law-what! i, 151. of one who has anythmg good to propose,
Imperative mood-Explanation of the Psy- viii. 22.

chical state of which it is the sign, YI11. Imprescriptable rights-Fallacy and nns-
330. chief ot the expression, II. 500-504.

- - Use of, involves a sentence or pro- Impression-c-Hew distmguished from idea,
position, IX. 337. YIlI. 108 n:t.

Imperfection-Bodily, as a circumstance in- Impressiveness-Rules for obtaining, 1lI ('01-
f\uencing sensibility, i, 23. location, viu, 3Ui-3l8.

Impertmence-a designanon of irrelevant - or force, as a property desirable in lan-
evidence in equity, VII. 3G3-36b. guage, vin. 191, :lU7, :no.

Impey-Sir Elijah, censured, I. 6 n ". Impressment of seamen-Reference to the
Impey's Common Pleas quoted, VI. 1115. necessities which may Justify resort to,
Impignoration as a means of givmg counter- ix. 404.

security to a defendant, ii. 105. Imprisonment as a punishment, i.420-429.
Import-s-Unsteadmess in, as a defect in May be for forthcouungness or compul-

laws, iii. 247. sion,420. Proper quahties of, m latter
- of words-Questions concernmg, con- case, 421. Negative evils inseparable

founded with questions as to facts, m from Imprisonment, lb. Accessory evils
theories as to impossibility, vii. 76-82. commonly attendant, with their remedies,

Impcrts=-Prohibmons and restnctions on, 421-423. Fees, 423-424. Efficacy with
discussed, iii. 88-100. respect to disablement, 424. Frugality,

- Taxes on-Incidence of, ill. 40. lb. Incapable of equality, ib, Divisibi-
- Taxes on rival-Their incidence, iii. 65. hty, lb. Exemplarity, lb. Simplicity, 424-
- from Spam-Tables of, iii 101. 425. Drsciphne as applicable to, 424-429.
Importance of a fact-Vivacity of the im- Sec Prison disciphne,

pression of It depends on, vi. 252. . - viewed as a disabling punishment, i. 404.
- What constitutes, in a law-suit, iv, 347. - viewed as a subsidiary punishment, I.
Importation-Relation of, to national wealth, 518.

iri, 39. I - Its variability as a punishment, i. 403.
- Relation of, to increase of wealth, iii. 39. : - Reason for employing, as a punishment
- Agreements against=-Operanon the same for corporal injury, I. 167.

as that of prohibition, iii. 65. - General scheme of, With reference to
Impossible facts distmguished from verbal debtors and different grades of criminals,

contradictions, vii. 79, 80-81. i. 429-431.
- - pel" se, distinguished from impossible - Provisions for, in Despatch Court Bill, iii.

si alia, as in ahbi evidence, vii. 111-113. 382-388.
Impossibility-Nature of the expression, as - Unthinking employment of, in Technical

the name of a fictitious entity, viii. 211. procedure, ii, 169.
- Impropriety of the term for judicial, - in relation to punishment and forthcom-

though necessary for colloquial purposes, mgness, i. 393.
vii. 80. - Ordinary evils of, obviated by arrange-

- resolvable into diseonformity with the ments in Pauper management, VIIi. 418-
established course of nature, vii. 83-84. 419.

- Illustration of the theory of, vii. 85. - as a means of glvmg counter-security to
- Psychological, considered as disprobative a defendant agamst oppressive proceed-

of a fact, vi. 47. ings, ii. 108, 110.
- Character of, improperly attached to - Illegal-Remedies against, 1. 370.

psychological facts, vii. 113-114. I - Arbrtrary-c-Seourities agamst, adapted
- See Improbability. I to a Mahommedan state, viii. 586-blli.
Impostors-Utility ofa Treatise on Projects, - for want of comphance With orders of

exposmg the operations of, iii. .Ij 1. court-should not be mdefinite, but for
Impostor terms-Use of, as fallacies of con- renewable periods, iii. 359.

fusion, ii. 438-439. - Perpetual-s-Advantages of, over death-
Imposture-Instances of, vii. 210. punishment, i, 450.
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Imprisonment-Quasi, as a punishment, I.
431-435.

- Secrecy of, how far safe, iv. 23.
- Solitary, how far justifiable, to keep an

accused person or witness from inter-
course and tampering, vi. 450-451. See
Confinement.

- Wrongful-Considerations as to, in the
transplantation of laws, i. 173-174.

Imprisonment for debt-how created by the
dIVISIOnof junsdictions, for self-interested
purposes, v. 491-497 ; vii 382 n.

- - - considered, vi. 176-183; vii. 381.
Inaptitude of, as an instrument of com-
pulsion, vi. 176-177; or as an instrument
of punishment, 177. Its needlessness,
177-178. True end o~ 178. Produced
by judicial mendacity and usurpation,
li8-179. Unfitness of the affldavit, 179.
Puts exclusion on evidence, 179-180.
Errors committed by advocates for its
abolition, 180-18\. The Scottish system
of cessio, 181-182. Proper course to be
adopted on occasion of msolvency, 182-
183.

- - - Alteration of the law of, vi. 334 n.
- - - Exclusion of evidence involved

in, vi. 135-136, 179-180. Course pre-
scribed by natural procedure as to, con-
trasted with that adopted by technical,
135-136.

- - - Evils of the English system of,
casually noticed, it, 63.

- - - Subsntutron of attachment of
goods for, and prmciples that should re-
gulate the attachment, ill. 354-356.

- - - Exceptions necessary m abohtion
of, iii. 352 n.

Improbabrlity-e-Dependence of, on the ex-
tent of the knowledge of nature possessed
by the individual experiencing It, vii. 91-
98.

- resolved into disconformity with the es-
tabhshed course of nature, vii. 83-84.

- as a cause of suspicion in evidence, vi.
153-154.

- Decision on the Bole ground of, is not
without evidence, VI. 278.

- of a fact considered as counter-evidence,
vi. 45-46, 240.

- considered simply as a particular case of
counter-evidence, vii. 98-105.

- Mathematical distinguished from ordi-
nary, VI. 243-244.

- as regards psychological facts, consider-
ed, vii. 113-115.

Improbability and impossibility-Nature of,
and relation to one another, vii. 76-79,
81. Not qualities of external phenomena,
but of the degree of persuasion iII the
mmdy ib,

- - - the belief that they are intrinsic
to things, considered, vii. 103.

Improbable facts-The necessity of disbe-
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lieving, though they should turn out to
be true, vii. 98, 104.

Improbity as a means of corrupting evi-
dence=-defimnon of, VIi. 385.

- no good ground for excluding the testi-
mony of a WItness, VI. 106; vu, 406-420.

- in the shape of perjury, no good ground
for excluding the testimony of a witness,
VIi. 406-412. The most plausible ground,
406. Good ground of suspicion only, 407.
Almost always attended by subornation,
408. Exclusion intended as punishment
to the WItness, falls on parties, 409. In-
consistencies of English law, 409-412.
Record amissing, 409-410. Restorative,
410. Affidavit evidence, lb. Diversity
of opinion among judges, 411-412.

- in other shapes than perjury, no good
ground for exclusion of the testimony of
a witness, VIi. 412-415. Impossibility of
estimating the character of the criminal
from the crime, 412-413. Accomplices
admitted, though the most dangerous of
all,414. AdmiSSIOn where the mischief
of misdecision is the greatest, 415.

- as a cause of untrustworthiness in testi-
mony, vn, 585-591. How far probity of
party a protection, 585. Habit to be
looked to rather than individual offences,
586. In the case of Crime, influence of
collateral circumstances to be looked to,
ib. Judge should be prepared for ano-
malies, 587. Peculiar strength of suspi-
cion where mendacity IS the kind of Im-
probity. 587-589. CIrcumstances which
aid the mendacity-restraining sanctions,
589-591.

Improvement - Arguments employed for
stopping the progress of, 11. 6-7.

- Plans of. How met by expressions of
Theoretic, Utopian, &c., ii, 457-462.

- of n. code of laws-Rules regarding the,
iii. 209-210.

Improvements in science-c-Impediments to,
III reverence for great names, vm, 177.

- In what cases property in the thing im-
proved should be created by, i. 328-329.

Impunity-EHect of, in nounshmg crimes,
i. 396.

- The hope of, nourished by the absence of
compensation to sufferers by offences.i. 372.

- where punishment threatened-e-Evrls of,
i.324.

- a consequence of death-punishment when
unpopular, i. 450, 526-527.

Imputation-Atrocity of an,howfara ground
for incredibility, vii. 115-117.

- on the character of a witness-how far
to be sanctioned, vii. 60.

- Punishment for, when false, ii. 279.
Imputations, as fallacies used in political

drscussion, ii. 414-417. Bad design, 414-
415. Ba.d character, 415. Bad motive,
415-416. Inconsistency, 416. Suspicious
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connexions, 416. Denomination corre-
spondmg with that of men supposed to
have done evil, 416-417.

Imputations on men in office-License for,
salutary, though a portion should be un-
just, ii. 425-426, 451-452. The unjust
generally defeated in the end, 426.

Inaccuracy In transcripts-forms it gener-
ally assumes, vii. 142-143.

Inaction-as an inconvenience in legislative
assemblies, ii. 302.

Inalienable-e-necessity for precision in the
employment of the word, in settlements,
&c., v. 403-404.

Inaptness of expression, vi. 253-254. See
Expression-Inaptness of.

Inaugural declaration by members of a
legislature, IX. 124-125. See Legislature.

- - Legislator's, in Constitutional Code,
ix. 198-204. Purpose-not for subjecting
the legislator to punitional responsibility,
but to enable the Public-opinion Tribunal
to act, 198. Provisron for the manner In
which he IS publicly to read it, 198-199.
ProVIsIOn for hIS dissentmg from any part
of It, 199. Ends aimed at by-The great-
est-happiness principle as the main end of
government, and the subsidiary ends
tending to it, 199·200. Guarding against
the appetites of factitious respect, &c.,
200. To keep In view economy, counting
all pay additional to what WIll procure
the service, waste, lb. Abjuration of
punishment for differences of OpInIOn, 20l.
Notoriety of the law to all, ib. To keep
111 view the removal of all impediments to
cheap and speedy justice, 201-202. Im-
partiality In u'lllg the patronage of the
leglslature,202. -Iustrce and beneficence
III national dealmgs=- no war, except for
self-defence or pecuniary damage, ib, No
distant dependancies, lb. The prospec-
tive evil of all efforts to support honour,
g-lory, dignity, &c., at the expense of jus-
tree, benevolence, &c., 202-203. Impar-
tiahty III the exercrse of power, 203.
ASSIdUIty, ib Subordmatron to the con-
stitutrve authortty-c-The people, lb. No
unneces=arv encroachments on suoordinate
authorrties. lb. Deception and delusion,
aud aJI forms of msmcerity abjured, ib.
Arrogance abjured, 204.

- - of J udges and other officials of the
judicial establishment in the Constitutional
Code, IX. 532-535.

Iucapucrtation for offences--not accomplished
by the transportation system, IV. 11I3-I!HI.

Incapacrtres-e-Pumshment by, in ecclesias-
tical courts, I. 514-516.

Incendiarism-> frequency of the crime in
penal colorues, iv. 220-222.

- Dangerous nature of the crime of, iv, 222.
- Application of analogical punishment to

the crimes of, i. 407.

clix INC
Incest-Principles of the Civil Code regard-

ing, i. 350-352.
Incidence of punishment, i. 475-490. See

Pumshment-s-Proper seat of.
Incidental Complaint-Book, in the Judi-

ciary Establishment of the Constitutional
Code, IX. 500-502.

Incidental decision-Evidence may with
propriety be made conclusive for, viI.
547-549.

Inclination-Bent of, as a circumstance in-
fluencing sensibility, i. 24.

Inclmatrone-c-proper subjects of the attri-
butives good and bad, &c., I. 216-217.

Income-Defimtion of, iii. 36 n +.
- converted into capital through taxation,

iii. 44.
- Effect that taxes on, may have on capi-

tal, iii, 76.
- Calculation of the average, of the whole

inhabitants of the empire, v, 233.
- Money increased beyond the rano of

commodities IS a tax on, iii. 45-70.
- Calculation of, for subsidiaries to pecu-

niary punishment, i. 518
- National, of Britam-s-Estimate of, Iii.

134, 141.
Incomes-Official-opinion that they are

insufficient, and should be eked out by
pensions, controverted, v. 307 -30B.

Income-Tax-Nature of an, ii. 5fl2.
- - Exammation for-Oath only adminis-

tered in, if found necessary, VI. 434 n.
Incompetent wrtness-e-the expression criti-

cised, vi. 147.
Incongruities in the method of extracting

evidence In English law, VI. 46.3-499.
- in the method of extracting evidence In

Roman law, VI. 499-.';01. See Extraction.
Inconsistency the chief Instrument for de-

tecting falsehood, VII. 590.
- Imputation of, a fallacy used in debate,

ii, 416.
Ineonsrstenoies-i-Psychological improbabili-

ties called, VII. 114.
Incorporative umons between States-The

principles of, II. 405-408.
Incorporation. See Corporation.
Incorporeal rrghts-i-origm and use of the

expression, I. 109.
Incorrectness-Modes of, in testimony, vi.

244-247. Depend either on the WIll or on
the facts, 244. Three sorts of falsehood
-pOSItIve, negative, and alleged igno-
rance, ib. Difference between fact and
CIrcumstance, 24.S. Falsehood in CIrcum-
stance and falsehood m toto, 245-246.
Circumstantial falsehood, 246-247.

- in testimony checked by publicity, vi.355.
- and incompleteness of evidence-the

source of misdecision, vir 385.
Inoredible=-No facts universally recognised

to be, vii. 110-82.
Incredibihty-vHow far the atrocity of
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an offence a ground for, vii. 115-
117.

Incredibility-Modes of disconformity in
nature creating, vii. 84·91.

Inenlpative acts as separate offences, vi. 45.
- evidence. See Self-disserving; Self-in-

culpative.
- but not criminative suits-Demand paper

for, ii. 67-68,70-71.
Incumbrance-Committee of the House of

Commons takes three months to compre-
hend the meaning of the word, in refer-
ence to real property, iv. 501.

IrnkbitatlU auump$it-Nature of the action
of, vii. 549-550.

Indemmty to persons rendering services, ii.
234.

Indemnity to sufferers by offences. Prin-
ciple of, i. 387-388, 578-580. See Satis-
faction.

- The principle of, for essential services,
thongh volunta.rily rendered, i. 340.

- to officers whose sources of emolument
are interfered with, ii, 251-252.

- to the holders of places and pensions
abolished, i. 320-321.

Indemnity-Acts of, are to cover proceed-
ings which ought to be punished, or ought
to have been sanetaoned by previous le-
gislation, ix. 390-391.

Independence- Universal-impossible, i.
362.

- Misplaced-Politica.l evils of, iii.452, 522.
- Kind of, that is dangerous to the com-

munity, ii. 394.
- Kind of, tha.t should characterize repre-

sentatives, iii. 454-457.
- Character for, obtained by the utterance

of fallacies, ii. 480.
- in the case of Judges, considered, iv.

362·363. Independence, as against indi-
viduals, good-as against the public, bad,
ib, Latter, despotism, ib.

Independent Whig-Case of, for libel, cited,
v.112.

Index-Nature and composition of an, for a
code of laws, iii. 193.

Indices to the Journals of the House of
Commons-Circumstances connected with
formation of, ii. 228-229 n,

India-Conduct of Britain to the natives of,
i. 6-7na;vii. 196-197.

- Inapplicability of British institutions to,
1. 185-188.

India- British. How fa.r the relief of, from
British control would be advantageous,
v.268-269.

- - Protection gained by the inhabitants
of, iii. 58.

- - Whether Jury trial suitable for 1 i,
178·179.

- - Letter to the author on introduction
of Jury trial in, n. 182·185.

clx IND

India-British. Hints as to how Jury tna1
might be made use of in, ii. 137-138 ; x.
468.

- - High feeling among the Sepoys of,
ix. 421·422.

- - Military discipline a means of ame-
lioration of, ix. 418.

- - Effect that would be produced by
the native money of, being invested in
British Government paper, Iii. 146.

- - Company's marks of, held evidence
of contents in China, iii. 146 n :::.

- - Remarks on the Governorship and
Council of, i. 5il-572 n, 572·573.

- - Letter from Colonel Young on the
state of, under Lord William Bentinck,
xi. 7·9.

- - Letter to Rammohun Roy on the
state and improvement of, x. 589-592.

Indications r~ectin.q Lord Eldon, includ-
ing Hittory of the pending Judges' salary-
raising measure, v. 348-386.

Indicative Evidence, defined, vi. 214.
- - Importance of receiving, ii. 59.
- - as distinguished from appropriate, ii.

57-58.
- - Importance of admitting makeshift

as, vii. 164-165.
Indictment--Procedure on, vi. 467.
- Narrative told several times in, vi. 455.
- Procedure by, in misdemeanour, vi. 474-

476.
- Particularity as to time and place in, vii.

38.
- Strictness of construction of, productive

of pardon to criminals, ii. 14.
- Proceedings by, in the technical system,

characterized, ii, 1i1.
- in the Kmg against Edmonds-Untena-

bility of the, v. 239·251.
- in the King agamst Sir Charles W olse-

ley and Joseph Harrison-Untenability
of the, v. 253-261.

Indigence as a cause of crime, iii. 227.
- Means of preventing the crimes arising

from, i. 543-544.
- Protection of, as an alleged reason for

the Usury La.ws, discussed, ii. 7-8.
- Support of. Principles on which it

should be founded, i, 314·316.
Indigence Relief Minister- Functions and

powers of, in the Constitutional Code, ix,
441.

- Support of. Sieye's doctrine as to, con-
sidered, ii. 534.

Indigent Suitors--Appointment of Eleemo-
synary Advoca.te for, iii. 342; ix. 577·579.

Indirect means of preventing crimes, i. 533-
580.

Indirect Taxation. The only kind that is
voluntary on the part of the taxed, ii,
518.

Indispensable Evidence-Doctrine of, ope-
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rates as 1111 exclusion or evidence, vi. 115. Industry Houses=-Estabbshment of, as "
See Exclusion; Formalities. part of Pauper management, Viii. 369.

Indrsnnctness as au imperfection in testi- - - The system of, vni. 3i2-439. See
mony, VI. 2!l0. Pauper Management.

- Causes and adjuncts of, in testimony, vi. - - The collateral purposes to which they
425-426. may be apphed enumerated, VIii. sn.

Indrvrduals-c-The good of, considered as the - - Application of the Panopticon to, IT.
real objects of the laws, 1. 321. 37-24!l.

- Offences against, distinguished from Inebriety as a main cause of crnne and non-
others, I. 97. reformation m penal colonies. IV. 230-23.5.

- Injury to, IS injury to the public, n. 252 Inefiicacrousness-c-renders a punishment un-
- The positive evils of judicature not per- meet. 1. 3fJi.

petrated by, but by the system, HI. 212- Inequahty-e a natural condiuon of mankind,
213. I :Jr.J.

Individual management-Superiority of, to Infallib!lity-human-Remarks on, vii. 38fl.
corporate,ni.5il; iv.125-134; v. Ii-IS; - 'I'he assumpnon of. an incident of adopt-
vi. 557·558. mg article, of faith, Y. 209-210.

Individual-responsibility principle-The, in - claimed by the Church of England, T.
public offices, explamed, ix. 250. 221J-:!29.

Individuation, or exposinon with relation Infarny-c-Pumshment by, i. 458 n. See
to individual subjects-its nature, vni. Moral Sanction.
243. - When pumshments ought not to embrace,

- Importance of, with regard to the sub- 1. 404.
jects of contracts, ill. Iii-178. - Extent to which it may do good in pnn-

Indolence-Nature of, i. 55. ishmeuts, i. 420.
- Idleness, &c., as designative of motives, I - Where it should apply to the offence,

i. 204. I uot the individual, i. 431.
- a source of prejudice, ii. 478. - as a punishment-Motives which have
- one of the causes of the profession of dictated, Vii. 409.

dread of innovation, it. 418. - How far It has relation to the nature of
- an impediment to the exposure of of- the offence, VIi. 412 n +,

fences, viii. 5i8. - How It may be made a security for the
- a cause of exclusion of evidence, vii. 391. trustworthiness of testimony, VI. 284.
- Remedy against, in workhouses, by the - of attesting wituess makes his hand

earn-first pnnciple, vin. 383. proveable, vn, 190.
Indolent-Judge may be, in absence of pub- - Imputation of, against those who fail to

hetty, vi. 355. prove their charges against official deliu-
Iudorsanon-c-Official, authentication by, vii. quents, criticised, ii. 429.

178. Infancy as an extenuation of an offence, i. 79.
Industrious-c'I'he. Their interest in pre- Infant=-Admimstermg an oath to, vu. 428-

serving the existence of government, ii, 429.
424. - Testimony of, should not be excluded,

- classes-would be the greatest sufferers vii. 427-432.
by a general partition, Iii. 608. Infants-Guardianship of. Principles of

Industry-Character generally given to the the Civil Code regarding, i. 347-348.
motives producmg, i. 214. I Infant mortahty-c-Reduction of an antici-

- Security and freedom all It requires of pated collateral advantage of a good BYB-

the Government, iii. 35. tem of Pauper management, vni, 421-424.
- How far It should be enconraged by re- Iufantrcrde-c-False views of the cnrmnahty

fnsing relief to poverty, i. 314-315. of, 1.80.
- Impediments to the creation and conti- Infantry as a branch of the defensive force,

nnance of large masses of property should ix. 349.
not be so stringent as to mterfere with, Infecnon=-Risk of, in prisons, obviated by
ix. 34. Panopticon plan, iv. 45-46, 119.

- Effect of a general equalization of pro- Inference-False. Effect of a, vi. 293.
perty upon, 1. 360. - The necessity of, a characteristic of ciT-

- The destruction of, involved in attacks cumstantial evidence, vii. 2.
on property, i. 310-312. Inferences of judge-made law, vi. 53-57.

- Free,more productive than that of slaves, Inferential entities. See Entities.
i. 345. Inferior courts- Extinction of, b)' the higher

- with reference to punishment and refor- in England, vii. 234-236.
matron, i. 439-441. Infinite and finite-No medium between,

- Invigoration of, through instrumentality vi. 224.
of Panopticon, iv, 39. lnlirm-The. Appropriate additional com-
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fom to, under Pauper management, Informa.tioll-Mendacity-serving See Men-
viii. 433. dacity-serving Information.

Infirmary in a. Panopticon Penitentiary- Information-elieitative function of minis-
Accommodation for,considered, iv. 78, 119. ters, by the Constitutional Code, ix:. 263-

Infirmaries-Proper adaptation of, to pri- 264.
sons, iv. 24-25. Informative-Officially, function of minis-

Infirmative circumstances-Nature of, in ters, by the Constitutional Code, ix. 260-
connexion with evidence, vii. 5. 263. See Ministers.

- - Applicanon of, to preparations, at- Informers - Evils suffered through, have
tempts, declarations of intention, and proceeded not from their immorality, but
threats-as evidence of delinquency, vii. the badness of the laws, vii. 592.
21-24. - Law does not sufficiently encourage, i.

Infirmity-Points of, common to makeshift 559, 564; vii. 406, 490.
evidence, vi. 59. - Evil effects of the prejudice against, and

Infiections-Exposition, by the tracing of proposed remedy, i. 465; ii, 197.
to their roots, viii. 245. - Danger from the prejudice against, iv.

- Paucity of, gives simplicity and force to 226.
language, viii. 310 n. - are the best prosecutors, especially if

- Effect of the multiplicity or paucity of, eye-witnesses, and should not be sup-
on a language, especially with relation to pressed by Bole power of prosecution
its adaptation to a treatise on Universal being in a public officer, iv. 394-395.
Grammar, viii. 341-342. - The best means of procuring, as prose-

Influence-The author's early ignorance of cutors, iv. 398-404. Two obstacles-
the meaning of the term, i. 248. individual enmity and odium, 398-399.

- described as corruption under another Remedy in secrecy, so long as no charge
name, iv. 440-441. of calumny to expose, 399. Prejudices

- Effect of secrecy of voting in destroying against secrecy have arisen where it is
bad, but leaving effect to good, ii. 369-370. used to hide, not good but bad laws, ib.

- Uses of the expression, in political dis- Whether a case of calumny so made out,
cussion, ii, 438-440. Of the crown, ib. that pursuer should be unveiled, is for
Of will on will, as distinguished from mind judicial decision, ib. Origin of the odium
on mind, ib, in vulgar errors created by bad laws,

- of the crown-represented as It cause of, 400. Trouble and expense where func-
instead of an obstacle to good govern- tion of prosecutor severed from that of
ment, ii. 467. informer, ib, Indemnification and costs,

- of the crown. False views formed under 401. Not sufficient inducement, ib. Ad-
the notion of, ii. 472. vantage of the plan of simply paying for

- Corruptive. Means and instruments of, information, 402. When the informer
in elections, examined, iii. 476-482. bound to prosecute, his stake in the result

- Official. Reduction in the amount of, and consequent inducements to false accu-
no reason for tolerating any portion, v. sation are increased,402-403. Hardship of
323-324. heaping additional injury on one already

- Secret. Its efficacy in promoting the injured, ib, Adoption of means of mak-
interests of individuals to the sacnfice of ing the service of the law honourable,
those of the public, iii. 97-98. 403-404. But then the laws must be such

- Undue-vMeans of guarding against, in as it is not dishonourable to make, 404.
Parliament, iii. 454-457. - Public. Provisions for obtaining infor-

- oftime and place in matters of Legisla- mation from, in the Plan' of Judicial
tion, i. 170·194. Establiahment proposed for France, iv.

Influences-the proper distinguished from 387.
the improper, iii. 448-449. - Proper principles of rewarding, so that

Information-Political. Benefit of propa- they may not have temptation to excite
gating, in. 474. to crime for the sake of the reward, ix.

- Self-notificative. Extraction of, from 573-575.
litigant, ii. 43. - Considerations as to, with respect to

- Secret-admission of recommended, i. public and private prosecutors, iv. 387-
S73-574. 406. See Prosecutors.

Information-ex.officio--Tyrannyexercised - restrained by the punishment of death,
under, iii, 417 n, i. 526.

- - Prosecutions for libel by,noticed,i.466. - Rewards to, considered, with the preju-
- - Procedure by, animadverted on, vi. dices against them, and the causes, ii.

4G7-468; vii. 470,496-497,512. 222-223.
- - tolerated, because grand juries ob- Infortunium, according to Roman law, i. 45.

airuct justice, vi. 375,473. I Ingenhousz=-Dr, noticed, x, 265.
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Ingram '1'. Mitchell-Case of, vi. 458.
Inheritance-Proper principles of, i. 334-

336.
Initial Sketch of the Procedure Code, ii.

178-18l.
Initial meeting. See Meeting-Preliminary.
Initiative of a law as dlsnnguished from the

consummative-open to the public at
large, iii. 321-324.

- The. Arrangements as to, in Legislative
Assemblies, h. 350-352.

Initiatory application on constitunon of a
pursuer, iI. 63-64.

Initiatory exammation of parties for pur-
poses of proposed Despatch Court, iii.
413-418.

- - of parties in proposed Despatch
Court-Reasons for, Hi. 306.

Initiatory hearing, in Procedure, ii. 62-74.
Injunction in Equrty=-Nature of, vii. 299.
- Delay in proceedmgs on, vii. 380.
- Absence of substitutes for the process of,

at common law, shows the want of codi-
ficanon, v. 486-487.

Injuring-Methods of taking away the
physical power of, i. 534-536.

Injurious waste-Specimen of a section of
the Penal Code regarding, iii. 175-176.

Injnries-Simple corporal. Legislation as
to, m specimen of Penal Code, i. 164-
168. Definition,164. Explanations, ib.
Punishment, ib. Aggravations, 164-165.
Extenuations, 165-166. Explanations,
ib. Commentary of reasons for the differ-
ent prOVISIOns,in the form of qnestion and
answer, 166-168.

- SImple corporal-Specimen of a section
of the Penal Code regarding, ui, 174-175.

- Corporeal and mental-e-Consideranons
regarding, in respect to the time and
place of infliction, i. li3-174.

- How far preventible by hindering the ac-
quisition of the requisite knowledge, i.
536-538.

- See Crimes.
Injustice-Real and apparent, distmguish-

ed, and evils of the latter shown, ii. 20-
2l.

- uuder technical procednre, matter of ne-
cessity; nuder natural, matter of chance,
VIi. 324.

Ink-EVidence of spuriousness from, vn,
182.

Innkeepers---Imperfectness of existing re-
medies in disputes With-Proposed ar-
rangements in Constitutional Code, IX.
621-623.

Inns-uuder the superintendence of the I n-
terior-communication Minister, by the
Constitutional Code, IX. 441.

- Frugality-Use of, for the poor iu tra-
velling, viii. 417.

Inns of Court-The system of qualifying by
commons at, critlcised, v. 331-332.

clxiii INQ

Innate ideas-Law of nature and other fal-
lacies found to correspond WIth, i. 300.

Innate propensities the successor to the ex-
ploded system of innate ideas, vi. 241.

Innocence-Presumption of, as regards per-
son accused-Limita of, ii, 513.

Innocent--Treatment of an accused person
as if he were, an absurd doctrine, and the
reverse practised, ii. 169.

Innocent - The. How far they can be
saved from the risk of punishment, i. 4i6.
See Punishment-Proper seat of.

- - Rarity of convictions of, vii. 523.
- - Chance of conviction of, an argument

against death-pumshrnent, 1. 448.
- - Pnnishment of-Actual effects of, ii.

133.
- - Evils occasioned by precautions in

favour of, on false principles, 1. 558.
- - Protection of; dangerous rules of

evidence founded on, VIi. 522-523, 525.
- - may be accidentally surrounded by

evidences of guilt, ViI. 16-17.
Innovauon-e-Use made of the term, vir, 298.
- Prejudices regarding, ii. 7.
- Fallacy of the cry agamst, ii. 418-420.

Absurdrty on its tace, 418. Existmg
insntuuona founded on innovation, lb.
Sources- Labour and difficulty of re-
forms, and sinister interest against thew,
418·,119. Counter-fallacy, of time being
an Innovator, by changing the apphca-
bihty of mstitutions to their purpose,
419-420. Snnster interests protecting the
fallacy-lawyers, smecunsts, contractors,
country gentlemen, priests, 420.

- held m greater abhorrence than perjury
by the Universities, v. 227.

- Blackston" on, i. 234.
Innovations - Prmciples on which they

should be formed, 1. 323-324.
Inquests - Coroners' - Proceedings .of, m

cases of suicide, i. 479-430.
- - Findings on suicides by, an instance

of the inefficacy of oaths, ii, 41. See
Coroner.

Inquiry-c-Stages of, in suits, ii. 92-94.
- Courts of-Natural procedure in, vn.

32l.
- Free. The suppressors of, characterized,

x.510.
- Commissrons of-Means of keeping off

reforms, iv. 424-42.'; n.
Inqutry-Judicatory-e-Legislatiou, for col-

Iectmg evidence as to Iegislative projects,
in the Constituuonal Code, ix. 181-188.
See Legislature.

Inquisrtiou-s-Pracnce of, a popular argu-
ment against judicial mterrogatiou of
parties, and self-Criminative e\ idence, vi.
345; vn, 455-458.

Inqursition caused victims to be burnt to
avoid the nominal offence of shedding
blood, i. 412.
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Inquisition-Hints for emblematic punish-
ment from the practice of, i, 549.

Inquisitiveness, pryingness, &c., 1LS designa-
tive of motives, i. 199.

Inquisitorial procedure-Nature of, ii, 83,
88.

Insane-Regulations for the custody of the,
isvo.

- Appropriate establishment for the, as a
branch of Pauper management, viii. 394-
395.

- Custody of. Advantage of Panopticon
system for, iv. 40.

- Whether the SuJl'ra.ge should extend to
the, ill. 559.

Insane Paupers-How to obtain facts as to
cost of custody of, viii. 362.

Insanity as a circumstance influencing sen-
srbility, i. 25.

-- Guardianship in case of, considered, i.
124-125.

- Etl'ect of, in rendering a case unmeet for
punishment, i. 84.

- Plan for a registration of commencement
and termination of, ix, 631-632.

- Declaration of, a subject for registration,
vi. 567.

- Finding of, by Coroner's inquests, an in-
stance of inefficacy of oaths, ii, 41.

- Distnbunve-seekmg suits arising out of,
h.86.

- Intellectual etl'ect of, on evidence, vi.
251.

Insecurity-The evils of, i. 310. See Se-
curity.

- Real evil of, in its being felt, iv. 359.
- A feehng of, the great source of mischief

in bad Judicature, iv. 340-341 n.
- The discouragement of, the object of the

book of fallacies, ii. 486.
Insincerity=-Posrucn of the Church of Eng-

land tends to nourish, ii, 397.
Insolence-Official-Means of restraining,

by public admonitory rules, ix, 43.
Insolvency. Suits as to trusts in contem-

plation of, reckoned as continuous, ii.
85.

- Adjustment of proposed Despatch Court
to procedure in, ill 428-430.

- Distribunve-seekiug suits arising out of,
ii.86.

- Consequence of public compensation for
the losses by, I. 388.

- as an offence, i. 116.
- Jmpnsoument grves no remedy against,

vii. 381.
- Proper proced ure in cases of, vi. 135-

136, 111:1-183.
- A National. The evils of, enumerated,

iii, 610-611.
Insolvency and bankruptcy-Factitious dis-

tinction between, vi. 180 j vii. 383 n.
Insolvents-c-Applleatlou of imprisonment to,

I.. 429-431.

elxiv INS
Insolvent debtors' Act, vi. liB n.
- - court-Defectiveness of, x. 584.
Inspection-Want of, in penal colonies, ren-

ders them inadequate to reformation, iv.
175.

- Improvement on the means of securing,
in the Panopticon, iv. 69-71.

Inspection galleries and lodge in Panopticon
-Necessity for, iv, 80-86.

Inspection-house-The, or Panoptieon, iv.
3i-248.

Inspection principle in Penitentiaries-The
importance of, illustrated from its absence
in the American Penitentiaries, iv. 238-
240.

- - Application of, to the public offices,
ix. 327 -333.

- - in the management of the Chrestoma-
thic school, viii. 48.

Inspective function-The, of ministers col-
lectively, in the Constitutional Code, ix.
257 -260. See Ministers.

Inspectors-c-Judicial, as judiciary officers, in
the Constitutional Code, ix. 467.

- - Special provisions for,in Constitutional
Code, ix, 569-570. The public who hap-
pen to be present, 569. Classes it is likely
to consist of, ib. Functions-may exercise
the inspective, interrogative, and com-
mentative, at discretion of judge, 569-
5iO.

Inspector's lodge-Plan of, in Panopticon,
iv. 41, 69-71.

Institutlons-Meaning of the term, as politi-
cally employed, IX. 223.

- how far the fact of their being established
a reason for their continuance, i. 179-
180.

- Subsisting. Regard to be paid to, in
transplanting laws, i. 177-180.

- How far those of civilized nations adapt-
ed to the uncivilized, i. 189-192.

- Propriety of cntieising, and slightness of
the risk they run from censure, L 230.

- Distinction to be made between the good
and the bad in, i, 5i3.

- for the diffusion of useful instruction,
considered in relation to the principle of
rewards, ii. 256-260.

INSTRUCTION-Uses to be drawn from the
power of, i. 56i -569.

- Conduciveness of to reformation, in con-
nexion WIth penal law, i, 500.

- secular and religious, as an object in
prison discipline, iv. 122.

- Diffusion of, through instrumentality of
the Panopticon Penitentiary system, iv,
39.

- How far the Panopticon system C:J.n be
advantageously adapted to, considered,
iv. 62-66.

- Popular institutions for diffusion of, dis-
cussed, ii. 256-260.

- for expectants of public officel-Conlii-
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derations &8 to, with reference to the Instruments-Authentication of, vii, 176-
previsions regarding it in the Constitu- I !l0.
tional Code, v. 273-275. - Forms of, embodied in legislative acts,

Instruction-c-The system of, to qualify for Ill. 595-596.
office, by the Constitutronal Code, ix. 277- - of procedure corresponding to the ope-
279. See Mmlbters Collectively. rations performed, ii. 25-27.

- Chrestomathic system of. See Chresto- - Wntten-e-Multiphcrty of, in suits com-
mathic. plained of in Petition for justice, v. 449-

- Public-to come under the anthoritv of 451.
an Education Minister by the Const;tu- Insubordination among functronaries-c-Pro-
tronal Code, IX. 441-443_ vISIOns for obvianng, m the Constitutronal

- Necessity of, as a means of supplying Code, IX. 302-304.
certain kinds of service, h. 234. Insult defined, I. 115-116.

- derived from attending courts of justice, Insults-Satisfaction with reference to, i.
vi. 355-356. 3ii-381.

- of Irish labourers in New York-Pro- , - Place of, m the subdrvisions of the Penal
posals for the, x, 500-503. I Code, iii. 165.

- Intellectual-General view of the ad- I Insurance-Its foundation in the equal dis-
vantages derivable from, vni, 8-16_ Sec' tribution of losses, 1. 306.
Learning. - How far the prmciple of, can be ex-

- Pubhc, Circular on, to Governors of tended to !oSSCb occasioned by offences,
United States, IV. 531-532. i. 386-3!l8.

Instructions-i-Subsutunon of, for regula- - Application of the principle of, to prose-
nons, in statutes, vi. 524 n. I cutions, I. b79-580.

- concernmg the probative force of extra- I - Frauds With regard to, how prevented,
judicially-written and hearsay evidence, i 1.54;.
vii. 134-137. i_of lives-Advantages of extending the

Instructions from the legislator to the judge: prmciple of, VI11.416.
for estimatmg the probative force of HI- , - Crimes connected With, ii. 212.
dence, vi. 118-119, 151-175; vii. 563- I - of enemies' property, considered, i. 54i.
598 ;- l Insurance offlees=- Insufficiency of data for

- - - Use of, vito 563-567. Where there I rendering speculations 1Il secure, x. 334.
is no good ground for exclusion there may i Insurrecnou, Character of the offence of,
still be for SuspICIOn, b63. 11\0 iustruc- I I. ;lo~}.
nons given under exisnug systems, and - Popular aSSOCIatIOns not a cause of, i.
why, 564-56.3. Object and character of 577.
those of the author,566-567. See Cau- - Vague and prejudicial employment of
tionary Instructions. the word, in indictments for sedition, v.

- - - as to interest 1Il general considered '257.
as a ground of untrustworthmess, vi. Insurrection acts- The Irish, characterized,
154; V11 567-573. See Interest. IX. 5~1 n.

- - - as to pecuniary interest, vi. 156- Integrity, probity, uprightness, &c., as de-
160;v11.5i3-.3i5 .• "cc Pecuniary Interest. sli!n3tne of motives, I. 201.

- - - as to interest derived from social I Intellect-EtTeot of mterest on the opera-
connexions 1Il general, 'I'll. 575-57i. nons of the, 11. 4i7-4713.

- - - as to interest derived from sexual I Intellection - Test of. Estabhshment of,
connexions, V11.bii-581. I as a branch of school disciphne, vui, 44-

- - - as to interest derived from situa- 4.';.
tion With respect to the SUIt, vn 581-584. 1- Helps to, as a requisite III dtawmg laws,

- - - as to improbity as a cause of IIn- in. 2H}·241.
trustworthmess, V1l. bllb-591. Intellectual aptitude of members of Parhc-

- - - asto the comparative mischief from ment-e-Effect of non-attendance on, 111.

misdecision as agamst plaintiff; and as 497 -MlO.
agamst defendant, vu. 5!11-593. - - Rules for securing, on the part of

- - - as to ulterior safeguards against governors, H, ~i;\-2;·1-
mconvenience from abohnon of exclu- Intellectual cau-es of' trustworthiness 1D
sionary rules, vu. 59:1-.397. evidence, VI. 250-256. See Trustworthi-

Instructronal matter-Reasons for mtroduc- ness.
ing, in a, code of laws, v. 2i 5. Intellectual communication-c-Obstruction of,

Instructional part of the Constitutional considered as a species of oppression, v m.
Code-Nature of, IX. 3. 560-561.

Instrument of demand as a substitute' for I Intellectual facts. See P'ychologJ(·ll.l.
Declaration or Bill m equity, vii. 270-1 Intellectual facultres-e-The, concerned In
271. testimony, clas-ifled, '1'1. 248.
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Intellectual faculties-Philosophy of the, Intercourse-Means of securing, in proposed
represented by Nooscopie Pneumatology, Despatch Court, iii. 418-419.
in the Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and Interdiction-N&ture of the right of, iii.
Science, viii. 88. 181, 183.

- - A general list of, with definitions and - of prodigals, &c., i. 332.
descriptions, viii. 74-76. Intereesees-i-Linganon by, ii, 36-37.

Intellectual inatructlon=-Adveutagee deriv- lNTEREST--Indefin&bilityof the term, i, 2
able from, viii, 8-16. See Learning. n:t.

Intellectual weakness-Effect of, in cans- - of individuals-Nature of the, i. 2.
ing misjudgment and misconduct, i. 217- - of the community-Meaning of, i. 2.
218. - Meamng of the expression, that a per-

Intelligence-Forgery of articles of, should son is said to have an, i. 207,211.
be punished, vii. 140-141. - Men, in the a.zerage.gaided bytheir own,

- Effect of, in regulating belief, vii. 102. iv.495.
- vulgarly allied with improbity, vii. 393. - The high merit of those who act against
Intemperance-Use of statistical informa- their own, for the public good, iv. 499.

tion on the prevalence of, ix. 627. I - as the foundation of political conduct,
Intensity, as an ingredient in pleasure or and the clue to its motives, iii. 526-527.

pain, i. 16. Rules,526. Certain application to bodies
Intention-Inference of dispositien from, i, of men-difficulty in case of individuals,

60-68. See Dispositions. from difference of Idiosyncracy, 526-527.
- with regard to the consequences of an - Fallacy of expectation that legislators

act, i. 35-36. will do their duty against their, iii. 507.
- Reference of disputes regarding posses- - Advantage of uniting, with duty, 11.

sion to, iii. 189. 475-476; iv. 126.
- Declarations of, as evidence of crime, - and duty. Advant&ge of connecting, in

vii. 21. official emoluments, ii. 237-239.
- Infirmative circumstances applicable to - and duty-Importance of uniting, in

declarations of, as evidence, vii. 22-23. Pauper management, Viii.380-381.
- good and bad-Erroneous uses of the - and duty-Union of, in self-acting laws,

term, i. 42-43, 44-45. ii. 199-200.
Intentions-as proper subjects of the attri- - No human action performed indepen-

butives good and bad, i. 216-217. dently of, i. 211-212.
Intentionality-Connexion between, and - The universal-advantage of shaping

consciousness, i. 44. particular interests in the direction ot,
- with regard to actions, i. 40-43. May iii. 453-454.

regard either the act itself or its conse- - among the earliest feelings to which the
quences, 40. Consequences cannot be faculty of speech would give utterance,
intentional without act being so in its viii. 203.
first stage, ib, Consequence may be di- - Those who have, in an abuse, consulted
rectly or obliquely intentional, 41. Ulti- about its removal, ii. 13.
mate and mediate intentionality, ib. E.c- - Effect of, in causing misjudgment, i. 217-
dusiu and inezclusiu, ib, Inexclusive may 218.
be conjunctively, disjunctively, or mdis- - '!'hat a. man consults his own, cannot be
criminately, ib. Disjunctive may be with a reason against employing him for the
or without preference, ib. Illustration, public good, ii. 473-474.
42. Stages of intentionality, ib. The - connected with and distinguished from
expression good and bad intentions dis- motive, vi. 257-258.
cussed, \2-43. - Power of, to elicit declaration of belief

- How it may inHuence the mischief of an or disbelief, vii. 82.
act, i.73-76. Cases-an involuntary act, Interest in a witness-as a ground for ex-
heedlessness, missupposal with and with- eluding his evidence, discussed, VI. 105-
out rashness, and complete intentionality, 106; Vii. 393-406 ;-
73-74. Influence of motive, 74-75. Se- - - - in general-not a proper ground,
condary mischiefs may be aggravated by vii. 393-396. Motives and interests, 393.
the nature of the motive, 75-76. By the Mistake that all interests are sinister,
goodness or badness of intention, 76. 393-394. The four sanctions, 394. False-

Interception of evidence=Deduenons from, hood produced by a preponderance of
vii. 49. motives, 395. Rejection of tendered tes-

Intercourse (Judicial)-Means of, with a timony in Scotland, 395-396.
pursuer. How to be entered in IDS de- - - - considered as a. ground of un-
mand paper, ii, 66-70. trustworthiness in testimony, vi. 154-156;

- Means ofseeurmg, for judicial procedure, vii. 567-573. Foundation in motives,which
ii, 52·57. dependent on hopes and fears, 567. List
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of pleasures and pains correspondent, ib.
Only two that can be measured-pecu-
mary interest, and aversion to labour,
.5G8. Sanctions which biud a witness to
the observance of truth, 569. Effect of
sympathy, boil-570. Effect of love of jus-
tlce,570. Regard for repubtlOn,570·571.
Time at which Interest in operation to
be kept in new, .'571. All interests
should be Viewed, 572. The falsehoods
most liable to be incurred, 5i3.

Interest In a witness-Pecnmary-Exclu-
sion on the ground of, accordmg to Eng-
lish law, vii. 397 -400. Dependence of, on
the extent of the sum and the opulence of
the party, generally overlooked, 397 -39B.
The only sort of interest of which people
can bee the extent, 398-399. According
to lawyers, the onlp interest, 399. Wit-
ness beheving himself'mterested, 399-400.
Alteration of the law, 400 n.

-- - - Peeumary=- Exceptions to the
rule excludmg evidence on the ground of,
vii. 400-404. Interest against interest,
40 I. Interest contmgent, 401-402. 11-
lustrations, 402. Course of trade, 402-
403. Wager on the cause, 403-404. In-
terest new, 404; TOlre dire, ib.

- - - Pecuniary-Effect of, on testi-
mony, vu, 573-.'>75.

- - - from SOCialconnexions-e-Effect of,
on testimony, VII. 57.'>-577.

- - - from the sexual connexrons-s-Ef-
feet of, on testimony, vu, 577-581.

- - - from situation With respect to the
smt-Effect of, on testimony, VII. 581-584.

- - - Legatees excluded from bearing
testimony to wills by, vi. 548-549.

- - - Resignation of the subject of-
How it restores competency of witness,
vii. 43!l-440.

- - - Effect given to, in ease of Wit-
nesses authenticating deeds, vn. 190.

Intereet=-Self-regardmg-c-the great ruling
prmciple of human action, ix. 5.

Interest-Simster. The term defined, and
Its apphcatiou described, Vll. 311S.

- - Operation of, in producing fallacies,
ii.4i5-47i. Interest divided into public
and private, 475. All that the best
men can do is to try to reconcile them,
ib. The only hold on the performance of
duties to the pubhe is this personal In-
terest, 475-476. Abuses a bond of con-
nexion between governors, 476. Crea-
tron given up-i-preservanou all that can
L!' attempted, lb. Creation of some false
principle as an instrument of protection,
ib, Adoption of custom instead of utility
:tR a standard, 477. I

- - One of the caus-es of dread of inno-
vation, ii. 419.

-- - V:lrIOU8 kind» of, \~IIlCh create drea-l
of' IIlIlVVHttOll, II t:!H. !
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Interest-e-Snnster-c-Plans opposed to, said
to be too good to be practicable, h. 461.

- - Its influence in fallacies of authority,
ii. :J89-390.

- - Action of, distmguished as perceived,
aud unperceived, ii. 484

- - of pubhe opmion, I. 530-531.
- - and not upright prejudice, the cause

of monarchical misrule, IX. 138-139.
- - Action of, In tmging the opinions of

lawyers and churchmen on matters of le-
gislation, ii. 395-398.

- - Uselessness of attempts to counteract,
by reason, iu. 600-601,621-622.

- - of judges and lawyers-Alliance be-
tween, vii. 201-214. Pecuniary, 202.
DIVISIOnof spoil, ib, Lies a means of in-
creasing business, 203. Admissions as
to personal purity of the existmg judges,
204. Depravation of the mtellectual and
moral faculties of the people, 204-205.
Interest m irrationality of the laws, 2U6-
207. LImits to the operation ;-The fear
of bemg sufferers grl'es lawyers an mter-
est in the furtherance of crmnnal justice,
20i-209. How far the vices are the ef-
fect of design, 210-211. Recapitulauon,
211-214.

- - not capable of being counteracted
by any measure for giVIng better expres-
sron to truth, vi. 227.

- - of varroua classes of persons in the
false ends of judicature, VI. 10-12.

- - the false but pursued end of Judica-
ture, vi. 10-12.

- - Source of affidavit and other unfit
modes of evidence, VI. 42-43.

- - Laws generally made III furtherance
of, in barbarous times, VI 373.

- - of judges-s-Fee-gathermg system
founded on, vii. 199-201.

- - the term Dexter interest proposed as
a converse of, vi. 25'l.

Interests-s-Applicataon of appellatives to, i,
217.

- corresponding to pleasures and pains,
in the Table of the Springs of Action, i,
197-205.

- Characters given to the motives arising
from the various kinds of, i. 212-214.

- Particular. Their superrority III tacucs
and adventinous aids over the interest
of the people at large, iii. 98.

- as giving rise to pohtical fallacies, ii.
482·484. Preponderance of self-regard-
ing over SOCIal interest, 482. Interests
of the many sacrificed to those of the few
by people III power, 482-483. Community
of interest between those who have and
those who expect power, 48;l. Points on
which their interests are opposite, ib. Op-
position by Outs to the goorlmeasures of the
Ins, 4B:l-484. Opposinou to had mea-
<ure-, when hkl'l) tu hI' un-ur-cc-xfu), 48~
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Interests-Combination tor the furtherance International Law-Position of, as a branch
of-their effectsin producing restrictions of Ethics in the EncyclopedicalSketch of
on trade, iii. 97. Art and Science,viii. 94.

- that affect attendance in Parliament, iii. - - Place of, with reference to a general
503-505. code, iii. 162.

- See Motives. - - Principles of, ii. 535-560.
Interest-begotten prejudice-a cause of the - - Objects of, ii. 537-540. Common

existence of fallacies, ii. 47i-478. I utility of all nations, 537. Statesmen to
Interest (of money)-Impolicy of legal re- keep it in view that It may at least give

straints on, urged in Defenceof Usury, iii. a direction to their proceedings,ib. Five
1-29. rules regarding the doing goodand avoid-

- Impolicy of legal restraints on, consider- iug evils to other countnes, so far as may
ed in Manual of Political Economy, in, be consistent with our own not Buffering,
47·52. 538. The doing what makes another

- Variations that have taken place in the nation suffer disproportionately to the
rate of, and application to the usury laws, . gain, an offence,538-539. Like principle
iii. 4. as to obligationto do good, ib. Pnuciples

- Method of fixing rate of,by custom,iii. 4. and application of war, 538-539. The Ad-
- Forced reductions of, an infringement on jective international law, 539. Offences

the security of property, i. 319-320. of sovereigns divided into those of good
- Peculiar utilIty of a high rate of, for I and those of bad faith, ib, Causes of

projectors and others stnkmg out new I the former,and of wars, 539-540. Means
sources of profit, iii. 22. of prevention, 540.

- Reduction of, through the project of cir- - - A court ofjudicature for the adminis-
culating annuities, iii. 107. tration of proposed, ii. 552·554. Would

- Reason why paper not bearing, is not be advantageous though not armed WIth
circulated by Government, iii. 149-153. coercive powers, ib. Illustrations from

- on funded debt-s-Reduction of, as com- history,552. Would reduce the burdens
pared with operation of Annuity-note of nations, 553. Its power in reporting
scheme, iii, 141·144. and circulating its opinion, and putting

- Componnd. The refusal of, is punish- the refractory under ban, 554.
ment to a creditor for lenity, and reward - - Principles that should rnle a member
to debtor for unpunctuahty, Iii. 18-19. of a legislature in regard to, ix. 202.

- Compound. The project of circula- - - The term Balance capable of apphca-
ting annuities as a means of realizing, iii. tion to, ii. 447.
107. - - A Code of, a desideratum, x. 584 j

Interesting-The word has no meaning save xi. 34.
as it refers to conducivenessto wellbeing, International morality-Deficiency of, ii,
viii. 290. 552.

Interior-commnnication Minister - Provi- Interpretation of a code of laws-Rules
sions regarding, in Constitutional Code, regarding the, iii. 209-210.
ix. 441. To take order for facilitating Interpretmg a law-the application of the
communication between place and place, term presumes dubiety, IV.313.
ib. His functions, and the subjects on Interrogated contrasted WIth affidavit evi-
which they are exercised, ib, dence, vi. 38.

Interjections-do not form a part of or- Interrogatedness=-asa securityfor evidence,
ganized language, viii. 188. vi. 283.

- are fragments of original language in- Interrogation-Modes of, to be abstained
volving propositions in single words, viii. from in procedure, h. 59.
323,357. - Modesof, inuse inEnghsh practice,vi. 33.

Interlocutors in the Court of Session-De- - as a security for correctness and com-
lays attending, vii. 222·223. pleteness in, and thence for the trust-

Interlocutory orders of courts-should not worthiness of testimony, vi. 284, 289,
be subject to appeal, iv. 343-344. 332·351 ;-

Intermediate evidence defined, ii, 60. - Uses of, as applied to extraction of evi·
Interment-Plan for preventing occurrence dence,332-333. Chiefuse in caseofmala

of, where death has not taken place, vi. fides, 332. Produces completeness, ib.
571 n. Particularity, ib. Discovers falsehood,

Internal evidence of spuriousness of writ- 332-333.
ings, VIi.183. - Exceptions to the application of, vi. 333-

Interllat!lJnal- Reasons for coining the 334. Where delay may produce irre-
word, i. 149 n ". parable damage, 333. Where security

International Code-Plan ofthe, Iii.200-201. outweighedby expense, 334. Rules to be
- - The 8Ca as a. subject of the, iu. 201. followed where dispensed with, ib.
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Interrogation-on whom should It be per- Interrogation-Method of, iu equity causes,
formable! VI. 334-335. vi. 444-445.

- by whom should it be performable! vi. - Oral, analyzed, vi. 383·386. See Oral
25, 335-345. No mterrogator to be ex- Interrogatron.
eluded but on ground of mendacity-serv- - of partres m SUits, urged, VII. 48i-489.
ing suggestion, or preponderant incon- - of parties by each other-difficulty of
venience, 335. Judge, Plaintiff, Defen- reconcihng with their being exammed
dant, Advocates, and in some cases ex- apart, VI. 362 n.
traneous Witness, should have the power, - 1iI the Roman mode-partakes of scrip-
ib. List of possible interrogators and tural and 'MTa 'woe, VI. 444.
interrogatees, 336 and n, Cases in which - Suggestive, VI. 392-399. See Suggestive
there can be but one interrogator, 335- Interrogation.
336 u. Diversities in common law and - Written-Difficulties III the way of, Vii.
equity on the subject, 336-337. Parties 42. See Epistolary Interrogation,
should be interrogators and deponents, - Right of, difference between Its depend-
and should be interrogated by then' own ing on the sanction of the Judge, and his
advocates, 337-338. Witnesses should be merely having the power to restrict It,
allowed to interrogate each other and the VI. 504.
parties, 339-341. (See Witness.) Defective- Interrogative mode of instruction-> Speer-
ness of English cross-examination, d42- men of, VIII. 107 n.
343. Circumstances rendermg it unfit to Interrogatory in a Bill having a charge to
commit the duty of interrogation entirely support It, ii. 49; VI. 483.
to the Judge, 343-345. Interrogatories for exammation by commis-

-- Affections of the parties concerned Ill, sion, \"I. 487.
towards each other-how far presumable, - on the s: stem of confrontation, vi. 501.
vi. 346-347. Examination of different Intervals-i-Long, between sittings of courts,
cases, and deduction that no general rules V1I. 211-24:;.
can be made, ib. - - Proposal to remedy, vii. 3il-3iS.

- Distrncnon between amicable and ex Intestine troubles as a source of interna-
adeerso, Vi. 347-351. Beneficial effects of nonal wars, ii. 539, 545.
hostile exammation, 348. Judge examm- , Innrmdation=-Counterpart of remuneration
ing-the principle, that he should be I as an instrument of government, IX. 4 i -48.
counsel for the accused, attacked,349-351. - in the form of vituperative and con temp-

- Five modes of, compared, (viz. 1. Oral, tuous expressions against those who at-
by the parties publicly before the judge; te.npt law reform, v. 96.
2. By the judge privately in absence of - at elecnons-c-Analysis of the operation
parties; 3. By the judge publicly in their of, iii. 4i9-482.
absence; 4. By judges chosen by the par- - at elections compared with bribery, III.

ties; 5. Eprstolary.) VI. 423-428. Oral 482-485.
and written compared, 424-426. The I Intolet ance-e-productive of the evils attrr-
four oral modes compared, 426-428. buted to vengeance, i. 383.

- should be essential to the acting npon -- a characteristic of those who, by adopt-
admission as confession, ViI. 31. I ing the authority of others, admit their

- DIfference between Extrajudicial and i own nnbecihty, II. 392.
JudiCial, In point of efficacy, vii, 41-44. I - How far It may be successful in coercing

- confounded with torture, vii. 454-455. I opinion, VII. lOS.
- Assertion performing the part of, VII.40 n. ~- traced to its source, vii. 109 n.
- Confessonal and other salf-disservmg i-OperatIOn of, created prejudice, against

evidence extracted by, vii. 39-44. I informers as to crnnes, ii, 222-22;).
- Faculty of, to notary who certifies con- : - Dernorahzmg and debihtatmg effects of,

tract, vi. 52i. I i. 56.'>.
- when the Oral, and when the Eprstolary : - Religious. Suppression of benevolency

form of, should be nsed, vi. 33. by, I. 562.
- as an instrument for supplying the defi- IntoxlCatlOn-Exteutoftlwllllschlefof,i. i2.

ciencies of real evidence, vn, 14-15. -- Effects on society of mdulgence ill, I.
- Discreditrve, vi, 400-406. See Discredi- .'>39-5!0.

tive Interroganon. - In what cases admisstble as an extenua-
- Epistolaryj-c-compared with Oral, vi. 524- tion of an offence, i. ;9,84.

526. - Pleasures and paws of, as sprmgs of ac-
- Eprstolary-s-In what cases applicable, vi. non, 1.197.

429-436. Intransinve acts distinguished from trausi-
- Epistolary, recommended, in ease of im- tive, i. 36-3i.

pediments to Oral, vir. 374-375. See I Introductiun to the Principle« 0.( 11/oml. and
Epistolary. I Lfg/piatlOn, I. 1 it .-q
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In-trust holders or consignees-Provision as

to, in Dispatch Court Bill, iii. 382-388.
Inundation-Application of analogical pun-

ishment to the offence of, i. 407.
- One of the dangers to be kept in view

by the Preventive Service Mmister in the
Constitutional Code, ix, 439.

Invalidity-Causes of, in contracts, i. 331-
333.

Invasions-Incongruity of the principles of,
in modem warfare, ii. 551.

Invention-Nature of, as one of the human
faculties, viii. 74-75 n.

- as a mental operation in connexion with
logic, viii. 226.

- A faculty not necessary to the teacher or
learner, viii. 76.

- as a department of logic, viii. 275-279.
Precedes teaching and learning, 275.
Presupposes art--either a new art or a
new mode of an art, 275-276. Inventions
applicable to all arts are so to all sciences,
2i6. Mementos applicable: - Respice
finem, ib. Avoidance of servile imitation,
ib. Guard against intellectual weakness,
sinister interest, interest-begotten preju-
dice, adoptive prejudice, lb. Classifica-
tion of ideas, ib. Use of analogy, ib.
Logical subalternation, lb. Knowledge
of existing discoveries, ib. Latest inven-
tions to be searched for, ib. Quodlibet
cum quolibet, ib. Trial of relation to
end, lb. Elucidations and examples,
277 -279. Application of the subalterna-
tion scales-what is shown of the species
try if it is in the genus, and -rice 'lJersii, ib.

- described as imagination taken under
command by attention, viii. 76.

- Nomenclature should keep progress with,
ii. 383.

- The trouble of, a motive for truth, vi.
262.

- Mendacious, oral interrogation gives
fewer opportunities for, than written, vi.
424-425.

-- on the part of witness-how far helps to
recollection compatible with avoidance
of, vi. 446-451. See Helps to Recollection.

Invention and discovery-The author's in-
struments of, or logical arrangements, iii.
285-295.

Inventions-In what instances rewards for,
unnecessary, ii. 212.

- Principle of granting patents for, iii. 71-
72.

- Kinds of, that are ranked among extra-
ordinary services, ii. 193.

- propagate each other, iii. 27.
- Authorship of, a subject of evidence, vi.

5n.
Inventive faculty-Application of methodi-

sat ion to the assistance of the, viii. 272.
Inventor-is in relation to art what the dis-

coverer is to science, Viii. 76.
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Inventor-Difficulties he has to combat with
in introducing his productions to the
world, iii. 49-50.

- The faculties exercised by, distinguished
from those by the teacher and learner, viii.
74-76.

- Discouragement to, by the usury laws,
discussed, iii. 20-29, 47-50.

Investigation-as a security for trustworthi-
ness in evidence, vi. 284-285.

- by judge in case of application for ser-
vices, ii. 37-38.

Investigatorial authority, as part of the
power of a judicature, to enable it to
search out evidence, v. 32-33.

Investitive facts-Nature of, vii. 270.
Investments-Profitable. Individuals can

choosebetter for themselves than Govern-
ment for them, iii. 43.

Involuntary distinguished from voluntary
evidence, vi. 218.

Ireland-Conduct of England to, i. 7 n.
- Letter against the coercion of, xi. 64-66.
- Usage of the Catholics of, ii. 451.
- Prevalence of the Roman Catholic faith

in, an evidence that religion is not sup-
ported or put down by coercion, viii. 546.

- Catholics of-Plan for uniting with the
Dissenters for the furtherance of religious
liberty, x, 592-594.

- Nature of the associations in, i. 577.
- Allusion to the support of a Protestant

clergy in, i. 317.
- Use of the Protestant bishops in, ques-

tioned, ii. 449.
- Bishops of-their oath to erect schools

broken, v. 456.
- Political phraseology applicable to the

monarchy does not comprehend, iii. 571
n a, 604 n *.

- Injustice to, in respect of amount of re-
presentation, iii. 584 n.

- Registration of titles in, i. 552.
- Creation of the order of St Patrick in,

ii. 221.
Ireland's forged papers of Shakspeare no-

ticed, vii. 193.
Irish insurrection acts characterized, ix,

521 n.
Irish labourers in New York-Plan for the

instruction, and the improvement of the
moral character of, x. 500-503.

Irish-The United. Fear of disturbances
frow, in New South Wales, as illustrative
of the state of that colony, iv. 205.

Irish Volunteers' Association an illustra-
tion of the advantages of Democratic as-
cendancy, iii. 613-622.

- - - Origin and characteristics of, iii.
614-615.

- - - The breaking up of, by the treach-
ery of the leaders, descnbed and account-
ed for, iii. 618-620.

- - -- Conduct of, adduced to the Spa-
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nish people as a testimony to the modera-
tion of democrats, viii. 473-474.

Iron-The employment of, in buildings, and
especially prisons, urged-great strength,
and little room occupied, iv. 9i-98.

Irons-e-Necessity of putting prisoners in,
obviated by Panopticon plan, iv. 47.

Irrationahtyof the law--Interest of law-
yers in, vii. 206-207.

Irregular nouns and verbs-Fragments of
language anterior to the use of systematic
inflection, viii. 327.

Irrelevancy in evidenee-e-Antieipative sur-
vey would be a means of exposing, vii.
369.

- as a ground for the exclusion of evidence,
VI. 89; vu, 362-366. Necessity for giv-
ing Judge discretion in, 362. Exemplifi-
cations of Irrelevancy, 363. Inquiries in
which Irrelevancy IS suppressed in Eng-
hsh practice, lb. Irrelevancy a peculiar
growth of equity, lb. Irrelevancy en-
forced by rejection of confessorial evi-
dence, by the system of pleading, by equi-
ty practice, and its divergence from com-
mon law, 364-366.

Irrevocable Laws. The fallacy of, ri, 401-
408. How connected with the fallacy of
vows,401-402. Absence of sufficient data
and experience, 402. Worse than laws of
livmg tyrants, because no chance of revo-
cation, 403. Laws should be tried by
their own merits, ib. Laws called void,
ib. Classing laws as contracts, 403-404.
Treaties, 404. Grant of privilege by the
Sovereign, lb. Constitutional distribution
of powers, ib. Incorporative umons, 404-
407. England and Scotland, ib. Alllaws
made for the future, but should bind it
by their rationality, 407-408.

Irritabrlity= Bodfly-c-Nature of, i. 23.
Isagoge-The, of Porphyry-The formula

for Dichotomous division in, examined,
vni, III n.

Issue-Directing an, v. 43; vi. 40, 71, 488.
- Rule that evidence is to be confined to

the points at. Chapter on, by Editor of
original edition of Rationale of Evidence,
Vii. .5.58-562.

Issue Books in the system of Official Regis-
tration in the Constitutional Code, IX.
24.5.

Issnes-General. A means of abbreviation,
but defective, v. 42.

- Judge leaves the framing of, to an infe-
nor, v. 43.

Italian system of Book-keeping. Objec-
tions to, v. 383-386.

- - - - The author's system of Na-
tional Book-keeping compared with, ix.
253n.

hernOis-D'-Letter from. and Bentham's
opinion 011 hrs work on the French Revo-
lutron, x :l0.;
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Jacks -Mr Deputy-His fears fur the de-
struction of property under Radicalism,
in. 560.

J ackson- President-s- Letter to, on his open-
mg message, &c., xi. 40-42.

Jacobmism-Opimons on the state of, in
France, x, 296.

Jacobltes-Illustration of the corruption of
blood with reference to the, ni. 273.

Jacobitism-Prevalence of, in the early part
of the eighteenth century, x. :l.

Jactitantial evidence, or boastmg of ini-
quity, vii. 33.

Jail discipline. See Prison discipline.
James I.-Reign of, characterized, 11. 444.
- - Persecution of Anans by, ii, 417,

450-451.
- - Credulity and cruelty of, VIIi. 78.
- - HIS monopolies, IV. 262.
- - casually noticed, I. 10 n; IV. :l67;

ix. 79; x, 495.
James H.-Designs of, characterized, 11.

443.
- - Criticism on application of the word

" abdicate" to, iii. 508-509.
- - Falsehood of the alleged "abdica-

non" of, ii. 409.
- - Characteristics of, iv, 28:l-283.
- - casually noticed, 11'.280; v, 280, 369;

viii. 557, .575; x. 47.
Januarms-St. The miracle of, proposed to

be made a toy of, i. 568.
-Iapan-c Cunous pohce regulations in, i. 557.
Japanese-their remarks on a balloon, cit-

ed, vii. 94.
Jargon-Legal. Principle of, vii. 230-283.

Makes business, 280-281. Intercepts le-
gislative interference, 281. Bond of union
to lawyers, 282. Different kinds, With
illustrations, 282-283.

- - stated as a device of Technical pro-
cedure, v. 13.

Jassy-Bentham's visit to, on his way to
Russia, x. 158.

Jay-Chief Jusnce, (United States,) noticed,
x.302.

Jealousv-Nature of, i. 53.
Jebb-Dr. HIS opinion against employing

military to gnard prisons, iv. 164.
Jefferson-Jacob. Bentham's tutor at Ox-

ford, x, 3i.
Jeffrey-Francis, noticed, x. 422,473.
Jeffries-Judge, noticed, v. 3i5.
Jekyll-Sir Joseph. Letter from, to Bent-

ham, x. 486.
- - POSitIOn of, as a nominee of Lord

Lansdowne, x, 239-240.
- - noticed, x. 123,14.5, 23i, 280.
Jenner-Dr. HIS reward for invention of

vaccination, ii. 212 n.
-- - notice d, 'Ill :!.1.
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Jephson-Mr. Tbe pensionprocured for, by Johnstone-Lieutenant-Colonel-Tria.l of,
Gerard Hamilton, discussed, ii. 384-385. noticed, x, 465.

Jephthah's vow-Illustration from, vi. 271, Joint-stock company-Proposed vesting of
318. the managementof the poor in a, viii. 369.

- - The enforced performance of, an il- Jones-Gale. Allusion to the case of, v.
lustration of the influence of priestcraft, 291.
v.222-223. Jones-Sir William-Estimate of, x, 51,

Jervis-SlrJohn,(Lord St Ymcent.)noticed, 571.
x. 29-6. - - - Quoted in favour of virtua.l uni-

Jest-Evidence apparently criminative pre- versality of suffrage, iii. 459 n,
pared III pursuance of, vii, 34. - - - noticed, X. 168.

JesUlts-Dumont'. account of the influence Jones-Colonel-:M'ention of, xi. 20.
of, in China, X. 406. Jones-a. music teacher: gives iuetructions

- Characteristics of the, i. 537, 575. to Bentham, X. 8-9.
Jesus-Oaths prohibited by religion of, V. Joseph n.-Mlscalculation of his reforms, i.

219-220; vi. 28-29. 181.
Jew-The apphcation of an oath in the Joseph-The cup of, in Benjamin's sack, an

case of a, considered,V. 202; Vii.423. illustration of forgery of real evidence,
- Form of swearmg a, vi. 323. Vii.16.
- presenting to a Christian benefice in Journal of motions in legislative assemblies

England, h. 509. proposed, ii. 352-353.
J ews=-Ongmof'Chnstian prejudicesagainst, Journal Booksfor the registration of official

iii. 16. operations in the Constitutronal Codede-
- Whether provision can be made for the scribed, ix. 234.

religious observances of, in prisons, IV. - - Different sub-specific books of, and
24. method of keeping them, ix, 242-246.

- Allusion to the persecutionsof, in Eng- See Books.
land, vii. 196. JouBse-M., noticed, vi. 231,503 n.

- Incident of the murder of, with Coke's Jovellanos, (Don Gasper de}-Letter, seek-
remarks, VIi.276. ing Lord Holland's interventron with, to

- The-c-Ccnflscataons levelled against, i. facilitate a project by Bentham to emi-
320. grate to Mexico, X. 439-444.

Job-Tbe reproach of a, used as a weapon - Letter from, x. 448.
in political discussionwhen useful plans - Bust of, sent to Bentham by Lord Hol-
proposed, V. 186. land, X. 477.

Jobbing-Vague and fallacious employment - noticed, x. 445.
of the term in pohtical discussion,ii.473. JUDGE-EVIlsof discretionary powers in, t.

- The irrational passions of the people 325-326.
chargeable with the temptation to, h. 202. - Latitude of, in case of reparation for of-

Jockeyship-Use of the expression, iii. 14- fences,1.384·385.
15. - and person jUdgeable-Communication

John-King, noticed,v, 288-289n; viii. 577 between, ii, 27-28.
n. - Rules for the guidance of, in the exer-

John the painter-Trial of, cited, vito31 n, cise of his ulterior powers, ii. 29-31. Ba-
33 n. lance between direct and collateral ends

Johns-Mrs. Account of, as a visiter at of justice, 29. Givereasonsfor decision,
Bowood, X. 106-107. ib, Cautions regarding vexation, delay,

Johnson-Mr Cochrane= Allusiona to, X. number of persons affected, &c., 29-30.
449, 455. Middle-agency-sparingprinciple, 30-31.

Johnson-Samuel. His attributing the - Responsibility the effectual protection
Fragment on Government to Dunmng, i, from abuse ofpower of, ii. 31.
240-241. - No application should be to, except in

- - His commendation of Bentham's open court, it. 40.
Latin verses, x. 41. - Method by wluch useless consumption

- - His admiratiou of Hamilton's Par- of the time of, obviated, it. 46.
liamentary logic, ii. 386. I - Conciliativedrstmguishedfrom punitive

- - casually noticed, vii. 210; viii. 313; functions of, ii. 47.
X. 13,22,51,124,142. - How he shouldpreserveparties wronged

Johnson--General, a visiter at Bowood,X. from ridicule, ii. 114.
114. - Responsibihty of, lessened by jury, it.

-Iohnson-c-MrJustil'e-Trtal of, for libel, 118.
- Cited,v. 66, 106, 114 n, 243. - Influence of, over jury, ii. 123.
Johnstone-Governor. Bentham's desire to - Propensity of, to convictIIIlibel cases, it.

be secretary to, x, 64. 12~.
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JI'OOE-Corruption and nusdecision by, I Judge-as an examinant, should be neither
more alarming than by jury, ii, 124. I adverse nor amicable to either part)', vi.

- Tendency of presence of jury to increase 349·350.
his aptitude, ii. 1"24. - Proposition that he should be counsel for

- Manner in which a quasi-jury might act prisoner combated, vi. 349·351. Should
with, as assessors, ii. 141-1 :;8. be counsel for all parties, and dISCO'er at-

- Inspection of, by Jury, to be effectual, tempts by lawyers to take the question
should attend every step of procedure, II. off the merits, lb.
145·146. - should have the power of limitmg pub-

- Method by whrch he WIll defeat a law hcity m hIS court, VI. 9i n ", 354.
reform, ii, 411-412. - Pubhcrty tends to protect his reputation,

- No deCISIOnof, should fix a doubtful law VI. 355.
nll legrslatrvely sanctioned, ih, 210. - Giving reasons for his decisions occa-

- The necessity of education and experi- sioned by publicity, VI. 35~. How far a
ence for the office of a, IV. 363-364. good practice, lb.

- Importance of hIS having a rationale to - Secunty of, from VIOlence, &c., a reason
the law he administers: guidance, re- for restricting publicity in courts of JU'-
stramt, and support, IV. 492 tree, vi. 3Gl.

- without jury-preferable to a covertly - how he IR to act in cases where the feel-
pensioned Jury III cases of libel, v. 116- mgs of mdividuals seem to de maud pri-
117. The responsibility of one who judges 1 vary, vi, 365-366.
openly, ib. , - should not be permitted to WIthdraw

- ExclUSIOn of parties from presence of, a I procedure III public offences from publi-
device petitioned against III Petrnon for CIty, on his own sole instance, or on that
justice, v. 446-448. I of the prosecutor, or of the defendant,

- oharacterized as the physical enforcer of ! or of both, alone, VI. 370-371.
the sovereign's will, VI. 7. i - Prmciple of humanity prompts to neu-

- Use of records to, vi, 31. : trahze penal laws, vi. 3i8.
- Erroneous decisiou by, has permanent; - What would be the effect of personally

effects, vi. 5'2. sohcinng l vi. 3i9.
- Effect of vexation to, in the production - Condnct he should pursue when witness

of evidence, VI, 9'2-94. browbeat, VI. 407.
- Vexation to, how far a ground for exclu- - Uses of judrcial registratron to, \'I. 409.

sion of evidence, vii. 350-:l52. - should be himself recorder of procedure
- the vexation attending the performance for Ius own use, vi. 413.

of his functrons=-how It should be view- I' - Ease and interest of, consulted III the
ed, vi. 94. , plan of severing the collection of evidence

- should have discretionary power of re- I from deCISIOn, \I. 422.
jectmg or refnsmg evidence where nns- - Ordmary motives prompt him to decide
chief apprehended from disclosure, n.! well, if there be no preponderant COUIl-
98. I teracting interest, VI 446.

- Initial meeting of parties before, vi. 1:>6- - should have power to limit the tune for
137. WItness answering questions, VI 449.

- Nature of the services he renders to - Examination of witnesses by, In the Ro-
plamtrff and defendant, vi 210. I man mode-Defects of the system, YJ

- Power With which the legislator should : 499-500.
arm him in relation to evidence, vi. 211- 1- Extent to which he should be entrtled to
213. . Iimit interrogation, vi. 504.

- not necessary for him to push evideuce : - Laws secretly abrogated h)', VI. 55'2-
to the utmost strength of probative force; 5.'i~.
it is capable of, vi. 233. ' - Exclusion of the parties from the pi c-

- Should he decide without external evi- sence of, vii. 226-'23:t Sa Parties.
dence ! vi. 2i6-2i8. - Necessitv of drscretion to, as to exclusion

- not to be overlooked 111 precautionary of evideu"ce on ground of incom cnience ,
arrangements as to evidence, VI. 281. &1'.,vii. 344-345, 34i.

- Extent of his sphere of transgression, vi. - Proceedmgs of, must be taken as lcg"d,
282. vii, 462.

- Power and authority give credit to the - How far his personal convenience to he
assertions of, vi. 290. consulted m respect to the amount of C\ 1-

- Reasons why the interrogation of wit- dence produced, vii. 531-532.
nesses, &c., should not be entirely left to, - Instructrons from the legislator to, f rr
vi. 343-345. estimating the probative force of'eviden-:o

- Cases In which interrogation is left to, vi. 151-li 5; Vii. 563-598. See Instruc-
vi. 345. nons,
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Judge-Notes by-Authority of, vi. 413;
vii. 409.

- Position and functions of, described, ix.
465.

Judges-Powerof, made arbitrary by death-
punishment, i. 448.

- Latitude to, in regard to punishments,
i. 516-517.

- Sinister interest of, against the proper
ends of procedure, characterized, ii. 13-14.

- Principal and depute-Outlme of ar-
rangements regarding, ii. 22.

- Method in which they should examine
applicants as to the service they wish, ii,
37-38.

- Extent and nature of the sinister inte-
rest of, as exhibited in rules of procedure
in England, ii. 75-76.

- Extent of discretion of, in curtailing th»
pursuer's demand, ii. 84.

- Impossibility of punishing, when they of-
fend, ii. 119.

- Application of the system of unanimity
as among juries to, ii. 136.

- Influence of system of appeals on con-
duct of, ii. 165-166.

- Recapitulatoryexamination as a protec-
tion from, ii. 158-161.

- of immediate and appellate judicatories
-Difference between the checks applica-
ble to, ii. 167-168.

- Evils of remuuerating by fees, iii. 336.
- Fees of, are rewards for contravention of

duty, ii. 209.
- Remuneration of-how to adjust to the

profits of the bar, h. 215-216.
- Considerations as to salaries of, iii. 335-

336.
- Unpaid-Propriety of receiving the ser-

vices of, iii. 343.
- Duty of, to propose amendments to the

Code, Iii. 370 n,
- The uninterrupted attendance of-Rea-

sons for, iii. 406-409; iv. 378-3i9.
- Corruption and bribery of, compared to

the system of place men in Parliament, iii.
491.

- Popular election of, advocated in pre-
ference to the mode of the National As-
sembly of France, of presenting a leet to
the King, iv. 307-309.

- The plans of the French National As-
sembly for keeping them subordinate to
the Legislature, examined, iv. 310.

- Necessity of a suspensive power to, with
reference to the legislature, in cases where
the strict interpretation of a law would I
produce hardship, iv. 312-315.

- Utility of publicity as a check on, and
its exemplification III England, iv. 317.

- Malversation of. Feeling of insecurity
the chief mischief from, iv. 340-341 u.

- Necessity of the appeal system as a
check on, iv, 338-353. See Appeal.

Judges-Appointment, continuance, power,
and rank of, in the Judicial Establishment
proposed for France, iv. 354.

- Arrangements for the pay of, in the Plan
of Judicial Establishment proposed for
France, iv. 354-355.

- Attendance of, according to the Plan
of Judicial Establishment proposed for
France, iv. 356.

- Official oath of, according to the Plan
of Judicial Establishment for France, iv.
356-357.

- Deputes of, a.ccordingto the Plan of Ju-
dicial Establishment proposed for France,
iv. 35i -358.

- Responsibility of, according to the Plan
of Judicial Establishment proposed for
France, iv. 358.

- Power of amotion of, considered in refer-
ence to the Judicial Establishment of
France, iv. 358-368. Necessary to the
efficacy of election, 358-359. Popularity
-Utility of a magistrate being thought
good whether he be so or not, 359. A
door left open to correct mistaken choice,
ib. No pride or self-love-to prevent the
retracing their steps as in the case of in-
dividuals, 359-360. Better to deprive
people of choice of a good judge than of
privilege of getting rid of a bad one, 360.
No personal interests in the way of pa-
tronage that the people can pursue, 359-
360. A remedy for defects against which
no specific recourse could be otherwise
had, 360. Improbity one of these, ib.
Want of intelligence, ib. Harshness and
ill-humour, 361. Hastiness, 361·362.
Considerations as to independence-good
under a despotism-bad in a democracy,
362. Independence against iudividuals
faDour~ble, against the public unfavour-
able, to probity, ib. Independence on the
public is despotism, 362. Injustice and
caprice of the people exaggerated, 363.
Periodical election not a succedaneum,
363-366. If there be forced intervals of
exclusion it deprives the public of the be-
nefit of the judge's experience, 363-364.
Attention to the periodical elecnons would
induce a too active courtship of popula-
rity, 364. Contagion of partiality, ib.
Would throw the office solely into the
hands of those who could live mdepen-
deutly of it, 365. Disquiet and profligacy
produced by the frequent repetition of
popular elections, 365-367. Reservation
of salary notwithstanding amotron-e-ren-
ders it less invidious, supports mdepend-
ence, enables the public to make a good
bargain, 367-368.

- Power of Deputation by, in proposed
Plan of Judicial Establishment for France,
iv. 368-370. Affords materials for choice
in elections, 368-369. Promptitude, 369.
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Ecouomy-unpaid depute practising for I J udge,- Rules eoncerIllng authentication
the sake of experience and name, 369-37 o. for the use of, vn. I B4-188.

Judges-Gra,dualpromotlOnof,aspartofthe - of last resort-s-the only Judge" on the
Plan of Judicial Establishment proposed aggregate quantity of whose time there IS
for France, iv. 370-372. GIVes a choice a certain limit, vn. 3.'>0-351.
among the inferior Judges, of persons for - Opnuon agamst retrrmg allowances to,
the higher offices, 370. Support from ix.31.
public opinion to Appeal Courts, lb. An - of Courts of Appeal-s-Provrsions regard-
inducement to quahfication by education, mg, in Constituuonal Code, IX. 585-58B.
370-372. See Appellate Judicatones,

- Emoluments and remuneration of-pro- - Reasons why they should pot be chosen
per prmciples of, IV. 372-378. The pa- from among professional Iawyers, ix. 592-
trio tic auction, 372. Means of accomplish- 5U:1.
ing the most perfect economy, lb. Ser- -- Functions of, by the Consntuuonal Code.
vice the rever-e of prejudiced, 372-373. ;:;ee JudiCiary Collectively.
If person chosen have offered nothmg->- - casually animadverted on, i. 187,240,
transcendent merit indicated, :173. Pay- 448; ii. 11,73, 109, Ill, 122,151,152,
ing shows a love not for the salary but JIll, 20B, 23B, 396, 422·423, 425, 456,
the office, 373-374. Not to be confounded 466 n, 575; IiI. 280·283,351,352,406-407,
with venality, 374-375. Difference where 505,566 n, 568 n; IV. 4H4; v. 5, 6,202,233-
saleable offices in hands of individuals, I 2:17, 462, 467, 472, 489, 503, 515, 522-
375. Burden to the state dummshed by 523, 529, 533, 5ir>, 5U3; vi. 14, 22, 23,
increase of Its wealth, 376. The dignity 26,32,36,40-41, .50-51, 53·57,97 n, 100,
and other accessories of wealth capable 102, 10;1, 104, II:!, II;), 138, 150, 175-
of bemg given to the Judge WIthout It, 176,17S·179, 181, IS2, 184.266·267,
376·378. 26'1, 27:{, 314, 3:!f;, 3;{8, 364, 3B9, 400,

- The rank of, iv. 3i8. Should be coordi- 445, 4ti:{, 464, 4!l1, 4!i4 n, 516 n, .'>17n,
nate with their power, and therefore above 547 n, 557, 581; VII. 44, 106, 155, 159-
that of the persons bound to obey them, l bO, Ui2. 193, 194·1'15, 285,290,291,
lb. 329,381,387,390, 430, 473,484 n, 519,

- should be prohibited from electioneering, 546 n, 565; viu. 472. 474; IX. 2, IHG,
iv.379. 193,196,391,414, 462, 463, 470 n, 502,

- should be prohibited from holding other, 5ll, 514, 578, 604.
offices, iv. 380·381. Want of time, 380 ,Judges-The Enghsh-c-their conduct as to
Danger to probity, ib. Unjust monopo- I findings under forty shillings, marks their
lies, lb. Especial danger when the addi- disapprobation of death-punishment, i.
tional office in patronage of the crown, lb. 526-527.
Examples m England where Judges mem- - - Connexion of sinister interest of,
bel'S of the Legislature, ib. with that of the crown, ii, 11-12.

- Rules and principles as to their taking - - Example of mendacity shown by, ii.
an oath of office, WIth opmlOns as to offi- 60.
cialoaths as laid down m Plan of JudICIal - - Indifference of, to effects of their pr~
Estabhshment for France, iv. 381·384. ceedmgs on offenders, ii. 119.

- Their function and profession should be - - A plan for their making rules for ar-
kept distmct from those of the other offi- rangement of business, &c., subject to
cial Iawyers connected WIth their judica- disallowance by Crown or either House,
tories, IV. 387-389. iii. 367-371.

- Advantage of competition among, v. 17. - - Inapplicability of the designations of
- The proper use of Jnrles is to act as a the, ill. 397 n.

check upon, v. 67-69. - - Therr method of respecting the De-
- Interests to the action of which they are claration of Rights, iii. 427 n.

particularly liable to be exposed, Y. B9-91. - - though having seats in the Legisla-
not directly to bribery, but to love of ease ture, how indolent as law reformers, iv.
and of vengeance, ib. 314.

- instead of making law by decisions, - - Removal of, on address from Parha-
should be allowed to propose it in ter- ment-e-Merits of the system, iv. 361 u.
minis, v. 500. - - only denied seats in the Commons,

- Extent of their interest III the delay of when they have to attend OIl the Lords,
justice, v. 520. iv. 380.

- Application of a scale of persuasion with , - - Evil of their having seats in the
regard to probative force of evidence to, House of Lords, iv. 381.
vi. 225·226. - - Means of corrupt misinterpretation

- Species of, who administer the moral which the uncertainty of the common law
sanction, vi. 353. gives them, IV. 489.
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Judgee-The English-Check on, of jurres of, the foundation of the complaints in
-how done away by influeuce, v. 69- the Petrtion for justice, v. 444-445.
76. Judges-The English-Origin of granting

__ Purposes to which their influence on wrrts to, to try causes, v. 446.
juries may be made subservient, v. 88-97. - - Their license of mendacity to litigants

__ Interests to the action of which they -an article in the Petition for jusnce, v.
stand exposed, v. 91-97. Position and 451-452.
profession from which they are taken give - - In connexion with the Mendacity-
sympathy with the higher classes and license, vi. 22-23; vii. 268·270. See
with delinquents, 91. Fees in their va- Mendacity-license.
rious shapes, ib, Worse than other coun- - - The offences of lying and theft per-
tries where they are liable to palpable petrated m their system of fictions, v. 453.
bribery only, which can be obviated, 92. - - Their sinister interest in the system
Falsehood learned in the manner of ac- of administering oaths exposed in Petition
quiring jurisdiction, ib. Fictions and for justice, v. 456-460.
their influence, 92-93. Legalization of - - Notes of, substituted for official re-
pillage by its antiquity-common law, cord of evidence, v. 475.
93. Baneful influence m making of sta- - - Their deciding on grounds foreign to
tnte law, 93-94. Illustratrons, ib. 11. the menta-s-a grievance charged in the
Evil done by laudation of the Impurities Petition for justrce, v. 476-460.
in the system, 95. Intimidation, vitupe- - - The manner in which they split ju-
rative and contemptnous expressions risdictions described, v. 482·463.
levelled against those who attempt re- - - Early-The conflicts of for jurisdic-
form, 96-97. tion and fees, described in Petition for

- - Their exertions in crushing the Li- jusnce, v. 491-494.
berty of the Press, v. 97-101. - - charged, in the abridged Petition for

- - Having so many abuses of their own I justice, with licensing, rewarding, com-
to protect.assist inguardmgotherpeople's, pellmg, and practising mendacity, v. 510-
v. 99-100. 513.

- - Doctrines and rules by which, in libel - - The imputability of corruption to,
actions.they crush the LIberty of the Press, v.539-541. Although no bribery and in-
v.l05-114. dividual corruption, yet corruption by

- - Illustrations of their lax views of tbe wholesale, ib. Manifested in grasping for
obligatoriness of acts of Parliament, v. power-support of class-interests-c-ard to
126 n, 140. the government against the people, lb.

- - Their propensity to found on and - - Paying by fees-Brougham's opin-
support the abuses of their predecessors, ions on, criticised, v. 588-589.
v. 142-143. - - Constitutional evils that may be com-

- - Instances of their nullifymg statutes mitted by, vi. 10 n,
in the case of Howard's Act and others, - - Sinister interest of, In judicature sue-
with proposed remedy, v. 176·186. ceeded that of monarch, VI. 11.

- - Creation of the Mendacity-license by, - - Their creation of, and alteration of
through encouragement to oaths, which laws ammadverted on, vi. 13, 529 n,552-
being the only pumshable form of false- 553.
hood, WIESheld to license it in all others, - - Conscious of the unfitness of their
v.197-200. mode of extracting evidence by affidavit,

- - Their Influence over the minds of vi. 40-42.
jnrymen in relation to the obligations of - - The system of deposition evidence kept
oaths compared with pnestcraft, v. 204- up by their sinister interest, vi. 42-43.
205. - - Province of juries in respect to eir-

- - Make laws by inflictmg them as dogs cumstantial evidence, invaded by, vi. 50-
are taught obedience, v. 235. 51.

- - The extent to which they are under - - Their interest in the evils of exelu-
the influence of the crown, as possessmg sion of evidence, vi. 103-105.
the power of promotion, &c., v. 339-342. - - Sinister interest of, occasioning im-

- - Conduct of, WIth respect to fees, &c., prisonment for debt, vi. 178.
animadverted on in " Indications respect- - - will set aside evidence as suspicious
ing Lord Eldon," v. 348-366. which a pa.rty would not have the efl'ron-

- - Creation of fees by, rendered illegal tery to call so, vi. 434.
by various acts of Parliament, v. 853-354. - - Legislation for the sole interest of,

- - Lord Eldon's Act for legalizing the vi. 445.
creation of fees by the, criticised, v. 362- - - will not decide on any kind of evi-
364. . dence but affidavit, in which they have a

- - EVils created by the sinister interest sinister interest, vi. 463-464.
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Judges-The English-treating perjnryas
a joke, vi. 465.

- - persuading criminal to withdraw plea
of guilt, vi. 473.

- - dally certify falsehoods, vi. 557.
- - instead of providing means of evi-

dence, lie by to take advantage of those
who make mistakes, vi. 565.

- - Alliance between their sinister in-
terest and that of lawyers, VII. 201-209.
See Interest-simster.

- - Admissions as to personal purity of
the existmg, vii. 204, 212.

- - Use to, of the exclusion of litigants
from their presence, VU. 232-233.

- - Arbitrary powers conferred on, by
the principle of nullification, vii. 258-25H.

- -- Influence of party feeling on, vii.
259.

- - their interest in the evils of the sys-I
tern of written pleading, vii. 274-275.

- - have given themselves arbitrary
power through fictions of law, vii. 287.

- - Emulation among-extent to which
it may operate, vn. 288-289.

- - Their privilege of resortiug to the
literal, or the equitable enforcement of the
law at discretion, vu, 308-309.

- - Contempt shown by, to the authority
of the legislature, Vii. 311-315.

- - The theory that formalities are a
check on, considered, vn. 324.

- - General remarks on the manner in
which, notwithstandmg individual inte-
grity, they are in the mass subject to sin-
ister mfluences, vii. 32~-334.

- - Dicta of, on exclusion of evidence, vii.
340-341.

- - Diversity of opinion among, as to ex-
clusion of witnesses for improbity, VIi.
411.

- - Testimony of, would be excluded,
were mendacity a. just grouud for exclu-
sion, vii. 415-420.

- -- Want of a regulated and constant
system of attendance for-mdolence in
some departments, and in others health
bartered for the power and emolument,
ix. 519-521.

- - Independence of-The accomplish-
ment of, falsely attributed to George III.,
x.548-549.

- - Plot by, in Henry VIth's time, to
seize land by outlawing, x. 5G8.

Judge of proposed Dispatch Court-Ac-
count of powers, exemptions, and checks
proposed for, iii. 311.

- - - - Account of provisions in Bill,
for locatmg and remuneratmg, ill. 30B-
309.

- - - - Provisions for the location of,
by the ballot of the suitors, iii. 330-335.

- - - - Remuneration of, Iii. 335-341.
To be by salary, not fees, ib,
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Judge of proposed Dispatch Court-Depu-
tes of-Account of provisions for, iii. 310-
311.

- - - - Deputes of-Appointment of
-to be nominated by Judge, and unpaid,
iii. 343-344.

- - - - Powers, exemptions, and
checks of, iii. 345-376. Introductory
note with analysis, 345-349. Considera-
tions With respect to end and means, 346.
Subject-matters-c-things, and persons, ib.
Powers in the abstract - Prehensive,
Dispositive, and Imperative, 346-34;.
Applied powers=-Srstitive, Evocative, Pu-
mnve, Remuneratrve, Sansfactive, Self-
extensive, Self-regulative, 347-348. Ope-
rators, time, purposes, occasions, 348.
Provision for stoppmg proceedings in
original court, 348-349. Provision for
requisite authority over persons, things,
and instruments, 349. Prehensive and
dispositive power, lb. Provision for
transference of documents from Equity
court, :l50-:\62. When transmission not
made, prehensors authorized to take, With
power to overcome obstacles, obstruc-
nous, &c., :l5::!-353. Prehension of things
intrinsically valuable by w:ty of execu-
tion, With the order of preference in which
they should be taken, 354-355 Counter-
secllrIty,35(;. Consignment of property
in dispute, 356-357. Discretionary power
to judge, 357. Protection to him from
interference, lb. Punishment for obstruc-
nons and deception, With exemphfica-
tions, 357-358. Consrderations as to eVII-
consciousness, and heedlessness, in mea-
surmg punishment, 358. Prehension and
incarceration of offenders, 358-359. Limits
of coercion, 359. Modes of pumshment,
360. Persons at whose instance It may
proceed, ib. Considerations as to the
efficacy of punishment With relation to
the gam by the offence, the affluence of the
party, &c., ib, English practice, 361-362 n.
Power to award damaged Without jury,
36::!-363. Evidence to be ehcited from any
quarter and m any form, 364-365. Power
to proffer expense of evidence which he
thinks good and not otherwise obtain-
able, 366-367. Power m relation to
questions divided between Equity and
Ecclesiastical courts, 367. The same
authority over any common law courts as
the Equity court would have had, ib.
Plan for judge making rules for carrying
out the system, subject to disallowance
by Crown or either House of Parliament,
367 -368. Reasons for the measure to be
slated by judge, and in disallowance,
reason, or statement that none assigned,
369. The power inclusive of that of
making rules and orders, ib. No ob-
jection to such regulation, that It is con-
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trary to statute, 370-371. Obstructions
by other courts null, 371. Habeas corpus
may be sued out, but not to give power
to disincarcerate, 371-374. PUnishment
for corruption, oppression, or extortion
by the judge, 374. General remarks on
the temper In which the established judi-
catories would be hkely to treat the pro-
posed powers of the judge, 375-376.

Judge of proposed Dispatch Court-Grounds
of decision for, iii. 388-390.

- - - - Method of dealing with ques-
tions and observanons of, iii. 418.

- - - - Power of, in regulating the
amount of penalties, hi. 426-427, 427-
428 n.

Judges-Auxiliary, in proposed Dispatch
Court, to perform the functions of the
master, adjust divisions, &c., Iii. 395-406.

Judge-Advocate-The duties of, in Courts-
martial, ix. 419-422.

Judge-Appellate. Nature and functions of
a, ix, 466-467.

- - To give opinion as to integrity, &c.,
of judge-immediate, in reversing his de-
crees, ii, 168.

- - Proceedings before, ii, 166-167.
Judge and Co. The use of the expression

explained and vindicated, v. 369.
Judges-Immediate-ProvIsIOns specially re-

garding, in the Constitutional Code, as
diatinct from those applicable to the Ju-
diciary collectively, ix. 541-544;-

- - Night attendance of, ix. 541-542.
Cases of crime or calamity, 541. Per-
forms duty of Registrar, in minuting, &c.,
ib. Night registers, and night-attendance
registers, lb. Arrangements of the night-
chamber, rules for admission, &c., 541-542.

-- - Out-door attendance, ix. 542-544.
Purposes enumerated, 542. Maxrmizing
the instructiveness of evrdence-c-eonvert,
ing oral into real by inspection, 542-543.
Preservation of evidence from deperinon,
.543. Prevention of damage in operation
through calamity, or dehnquency, lb. In-
-cidental out-door registry, with heads of
entry, .543-.544.

- - Deputes of-permanent and occa-
sional-Provision for, in Constitutional
Code, ix. 544-554. See Deputes.

Judges-Police, of the metropolis-Sir Ro-
bert Peel's plan for raising the salanes
of, criticised, v. 328-348.

J udges-Single-seated - Reasons for em-
ployment of, in preference to many,
iv. 325-328. Responsibihty, reputation,
promptitude, certainty and clearness, ab-
senee of dispute, &c., 325. Economy, ib.
Confusion from multitude of judges (un-
less Where one chosen for duty, and the
multiplicity abandoned) illustrated in the
examination of WItnesses, &c., 326. Rea-
IOns for the paztiality to numbers dis-
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played in the French National Assembly.
326-327. Prejudices ansing out of an
epigram by Montesquieu, 327-328.

Judges-Single-seated-The superior adap-
tation of, to judicial duties farther con-
sidered, v. 555-556. Dependence on
public opinion, 555. No person to shift
responsibility on, ib. No person to
share odium with him, ib. No person
in his own position to support him in
class prejudices, ib. Cannot give effec-
tuation to a bad opinion without cotll-
mitting himself, ib. No one to share hi.
merit in doing right, 555-556. His reputa-
tion rests on his acts,556. Less arbitrary
power, lb. What renders plurality neces-
sary to a legislature does not apply, ib.
More intelligence and exertion,ib. Promp-
titude, ,!'. Any advantages that are real
in a numerous judicatory may be secured
by a numerous auditory, ib, Where plu-
rality of heads wanted for investigation,
&c., may be had by appeals, ib. Saving
of delay and expense, lb.

- - - Reasons for, as expounded in
Constitutional Code, ix. 4iO·473.

- - -- The principle of, urged III"Scotch
Reform," v. 18-22.

Judge-made-law-characterized as a quasi-
command, iii. 223.

- - - Origin and progress of, vii. 197,
261.

- - - Effect of, in counteracting the Le-
gislature, Iii. 280-283.

- - - View of the encroachments of, iii.
370n.

- - - Specimen of, in the enlargement
of the law of conspiracy by Mansfield and
Ellenborough, v. 248-249.

- - - when on the merits has some ana-
logy WIth justice, but when not on the
merits is the strongest case of ex-post-
facto law, v, 477-478.

- - - Examples of the false inferences
of, vi. 53-57.

- - - Indeterminateness and other de-
fects of, in regard to evidence, character-
ized, vi. 142.

- -- - Justice purchased under, vi. 101.
- - - casually animadverted on, v. 5,

235, 339, 354, 374 n, 500; VI. 107, 109,
112,113, 150,391,552; vii. 195 n, 44i n;
ix, 8-9,322,480; x. 575.

Judgment-A faculty of the mind neces-
sary to the teacher and the learner, viii.
76.

- The liability of, to be operated upon by
interest, i. 217 -218.

- as an operation of Logic, viii. 225.
- Private. Those who feel unfit to exer-

cise, instead of being humble, are intole-
rant, ii. 392-393.

- Private. Blackstone against the rigM
of, i. 230.
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Judgment-Acts olr,overlooked,audreferred I Judicature-Establishment ofa.Court of, for

to mere opera.tionsof the senses, viii. 320-' deciding In differences between nations,
321- h. 552-554.

- The. How influenced in political mat- - Reasons why there should only be a.
ters, iii. 448-449. single judge to each, IV.325-32B; v. 555-

- The. How far under the dominion of 556. See Judges-Smgle-seated.
the will, VIi.107-IOB. - Uniformity In, obtainable by a Central

Judgment (judicial)-Various grounds of, Court of Appeal, iv. 348-349.
vi. 7 n. - Mechamcal-substituted to Mental-a

- in one case, howfar evidence in another, grievance charged in Petition for justice,
vii. 170·173. v.472-473.

- by default renders pleading conclusive - Relation of evidence to, vi. 7-8.
evidence, VI. 23; vii. 246-249, 545-547, - Rela.tionof, to law, vi. 7.
551-552. - Collateral ends of, defined,vi. 12n +,

- Plaintiff should not have, withont pro- - How far the vicesof, are the effectof de-
ducing evidence, vii. 547. sign, VIi.210-211-

- by consent, VI.4BO-4B1- - Natural system of. See Natural Sys-
- See Decree. tem.
Judication with relation to procedure, ii. 27- - should always be preceded by regula-

2B. non, vi. 529n.
JUdicatory-The attributes of a, in respect - Proper ends of, vi. 8-9. Divided into

to ruling interest, functions, and opera- positrve and negative, ib.
tions, vm, 563-564. - False but practised ends of, vi. 10-11.

- Plan of a, to be called the Court of I - Ends of,opposite to the ends of justice,
Lords' Delegates, v. 55-60. vii. 199·201-

- Inquiry, for collecting evidence in rela- - Evils resulting from the power of ;-di·
tion to legislative projects, as a depart- rect and collateral, vi. 9-10.
ment of the Constitutional Code, ix. IBI- - List of devices for promoting the ends
18B. See Legislature. of, at the expense of ends of justice, vii.

Judicatories-Intercourse between, in pro- 225-226.
cedure betweeu partres distant from each - Mechanical, as a deviceof the Technical
other, ii. 99-103. System of Procedure, vii. 246-249.

- Account-taking. Proposal for, ii. 181- - as a branch of Ethrce=-Posinon of, in
182. the Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and

- Appellate. Provisions regarding, in Con- Science,viii. 95.
stitutional Code, IX.585-588. See Appel- - EVIlinfluence of Monarchy on, from the
late Judicatones. patronage of the Bench, ix. 142-143.

- Official-The Public-opinion Tribunal - Technical system of. See Technical
compared with the, viii. 561-572. See System.
Public Opinion. Judlcatures-Military-Provision for, in

Judicature-Origin of, vir, 197-198. Constitutional Code, ix. 392-395. See
- General VIew of the ends of, ii. 8-11- DefensiveForce.

Extent of measures for security of forth- -Judicial application-in the Principles of
comingness,8. Publicity a security, ib. procedure, ii. 33-49. See Apphcation.
Sinister interest, and its influence,9. Maxi- Judicial authority-SubordinatIOn of to the
mization of redress, and mimmization of Iegislanve in a free country, ix. 119-
hardship, lb. Means to these ends, ib. 124.
Punishment for evil consciousnessorteme- Judicial bcok-keeplng=-System of, vii. 63-
rity by SUitor, ib. Eleemosynary assis- 64, 595-596.
tance to litigants, 9. Presence of parties Judicia.l offices-Use of record of the trans-
at the court, 10. Means of execution, de- actions at, VI. 76-7i.
finitive, and provisional, ib, Means of - - OffiCIalevidence as furnished by, VI.
probation, 10-11. Means of communica- 561-566. See Officia.lEvidence.
tion with parties, &c., 11. Judicial procedure. See Judicature; Pro-

- Ends of, apt and unapt, ii. 11-15. For- cedure.
mer, the ends of justice, 11. Actual ends Judicial registration-System of, proposed,
of judicature in England, and their cause, vi. 330.
11-12. Proper end with regard to num- Judicia.l servicee-Nature of, vi. 210.
ber of suits-MaximizatIOn of good-Mi- - - Those that are independent of the
nimization of bad, 12. How lawyer's in- conferring a. new right, vi. 9 n ".
terest opposed to this, 13. Absurd prac- Judicial committee of the Privy Council-
tice of consulting those interested against Formation of, x. 431.
reforms about them, ib. Consultation of Judicial eommunicajion, with relation to
Lawyers andJudges an illustration, 13·15. procedure, ii, 52-57. See Communication.
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Judicial Establishment in France-The au-
thor's draught of a code for, proposed as
a succedaneum to that of the committee
of the National Assembly, iv. 287-304 ;-

- - - Courts of justice in general
with relation to, iv. 287-289. Fountain
of justice, 287. Election of judges, ib.
Justice to be gratis, ib, No taxes on
justice, ib. Judges not to be legisla-
tors, ib. Rules derivable from their de-
crees to be law till legislatively super-
seded, ib. Judges to have no regulatmg
power, ib. ; but power of provisional set-
tlement of novel points, ib.; and may sus-
pend laws, reporting to the Legislature
and superior courts, 287-288. Judges to
report where literal execution of the law
produces inconvenience, 288. Judges to
enforce acts of subordinate legislatures if
Within their sphere, lb. J udrcial office to
be for life, lb. Procedure public, ib.
Litigants to appear by themselves or
counsel, ib. Monopolies of law practice
abolished, ib. Parties to appear person-
ally, lb. Privileges as to jurisdiction abo-
lished, ib. Power of evocation to be pro-
vided for, ib. System of procedure and
of penal law to be framed, 288-289.

- - - Distribution and graduation of
courts in, IV. 289. Parish and district
courts, lb. Appeal, ib. Single-seated
eourts, ib. -Iunsdrction uuiversal in their
territory, save as to courts-martial, mari-
time and ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and
power of representative assemblies to
preserve order where they are sitting, ib.
Pursuer and defender general, ib, De-
putes to these and to the judges, ib.

- - - Judges of the ordinary courts of,
iv. 289-294. .Appo~ntment, continuance,
power, and rank,289-290. Election, 289.
Fixed age and amount of experience, 289-
290. Vacancies of upper grades to be
filled from lower, and lowest grade from
deputes, 290. Office to be for life except
as excepted, ib. Power over all persons
for enforcement of decrees, lb. Rank in
his own and other jurisdictions, ib. Judge
to have no collateral occupation, ib. No
vote or ;nf!uence at elections, ib. Pay,
290-291. Expense to lie on the dismct,
290. Patriotic auction, ib. Inventory of
qualifications to be distributed among
electors, 290-291. Inventory of private
fortune, which liable to a rateable deduc-
tion, 291. Full salary to continue in
case of amotion WIthout forfeiture, 291.
Attendanu, 291-292. Judgment seat
never to be vacant in ordinary courts
dunng the judicial day, or In appeal
courts when there are cases for hearing,
ib. Pa.y to be daily and for daily at-
tendance, 292. Oath of offioe, 292-293.
Deputu, ~93-294. Duty and power, 293.
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No pay, ib. Principal responsible, ib.
Oath and attendance, 294. Occasional
deputes for particular duties, ib. Shift-
ing of causes to be avoided, ib. Re,p01l-
.ibility, ib. Grades of punishment for
malversation, ib.

Judicial Establishment in France-Jnris-
diction in, iv. 294-296. Natural and
occasional court, 294. Causes as to
immoveable property to the court of
the subject matter, 294-295. Other
causes to be begun in jurisdiction of de-
fendant, 295. Arrangements for prepon-
derant convenience, including considera-
tion of the wealth of partres, lb. Liabili-
ties of plaintiffs purposely occasioning in-
convenience, ib. Convenience of all par-
ties to be considered, ib. Facilities for a.
mutual choice of a court, ib. Causes of
citizeus arising beyond the territory belong
to defendant's jurisdiction, ib. Provision
for orders of foreigu courts, lb. Arrange-
ment where judge admits cause of par-
tiality, or It is suspected, 295-296. Pro-
visions against pushing extraneous bUSI-
ness on a court to the prejudice of the
regular, ib,

- - - Parish Court according to, iv. 296-
298. Clergyman to be natural judge,
where not superseded by regular, 296.
297. DIstrict assembly may appoint re-
gular judge, 297. Office for life, under
reservations, ib. Evocation power, ib.
Pursuer-general to look to the interests
of criminal justice in District Courts, ib.
Cases in which Parish judge should remit
to District, 297-298. Place of Judicature,
298.

- - - Immediate District Court accord-
ing to, iv. 298-299. Immediate judicial
power, conjunctly with Parish judge, 298.
Cases in which no appeal from it, except
on requisition from specified classes of
persons, 298-299. Provisional execution
during appeal, with precautions, 299.
Punishment for irreparable damage, ib,

- - - District Court of Appeal accord-
ing to, iv, 299.

- - - Department Court according to,
iv. 299-300.

- - - Metropolitan Court according to,
iv. 300. Constitution, ib. No appeal from,
except with complaint of misbehaviour, ib.

- - - National Assembly Court accord-
ing to, iv. 300.

- - - Pursuer-generals according to,
iv. 300-301. Duty in civil matters to the
nation, the crown, and poor htigants, 300.
Duty in Penal causes,300-301. Oath of
office, 301. Farther regulanons corre-
spoudent WIth those applicable to judges,
lb.

- - - Defender-generals according to,
iv. 301.
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Judicial Establishment in France- Arrange-
ments as to secret causes according to, iv.
301-303. Classification of cases, where
peace aud honour of families concerned,
301-302.

- - - Provision for bearing the expense
of Pauper litigations according to, iv. 303.

- - - Trial by Jury according to, iv.
303-304; only by way of rehearing, and
that under restrictions, ib. Arrangements
for trial, 304.

- - - The code for, by the National
Assembly committee, compared With the
author's, and commented on, iv. 305-406.

- - - How the draught of a code for,
was acknowledged in France, x. :?:?3-224.

Judicial faculty-e-Application of Methodiza-
tion to the assistance of, vin. 273.

- - as one of the faculties givmg sub-
stance to discourse, viii. 300.

-Iudicial Forms-Fallacy that they are the
shields of liberty, exposed, viii. 478-482.

Judicial independence. The true principles
of, iv. 362-363.

Judicial miquity-Extent of the alarm cre-
ated by, i. 76.

JudICial Inspector, as an officer, in the Con-
stitutional Code, IX. 467.

- - Provision for, in Constitutional Code,
ix. 569-570.

Judicial Oaths-Practice of receiving, re-
pugnant to the precepts of Jesus, v. 219-
220.

- - How far different in their nature and
power of obligation from the merely pro-
missary, v. 218. I

- - See Oath.
Judicial oppression on the part of a pursuer

-Counter-security against, ii. 105-110.
JudiCIal powers-Application usually made

of the term, erincised, ill. 198. Various
operations embraced, lb.

JudICial Procedure. Principles of, ii. 5-
181. See Proced ure.

J u dicial Services. Nature of, ii. 71.
Judicial transfer to defendant's judicatory

to receive his statement, h. 115-116.
JudICial trust--Breach of, as an offence, i.

l32-l33n.
Judiciary Collectrvely-e-Provrsrons regard-

ing, in Constitutional Code, ix. 454-
541 ;-

- - Preliminary observations, ix. 454-
456. Indignation created in those who
have a sinister interest in existing sys-
tems, 454. Connexion of judicial estab-
lishment with procedure, 454-455. Op-
pressiveness obviated in that department
by throwing all burdens on the party in
the wrong, 455. Elements of injustice in
existing systems-Taxes on justice, fees,
unapproachableness of Judicatures, &c.,
455-456.

- - Excepted Judicatories, ix. 456 ..159.
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What included in the term Judicatory.
456. The excepted are Legislanonal and
Military Judicatories, 457. How far
proceedings in military, necessarily dis-
tmct from those in other -Iudrcatories, ib.
Courts in practice, but without reason,
excepted-Audit Courts and Courts of
Claims, 457-458. Reasons for employing
the word JUdicatory instead of Court,
which is ambignous, and has corrupt uses,
451l-459.

Judiciary Colledively- Actors in the Judicial
theatre, ix, 459-464. Judiciary applicant
-prinCIpal or asslstant,459. Party prof-
fermg service-either aid-tenderer or in-
formant,459-460. -Iudge'sfunctions-c-Pre-
interpretative, and Non-contestational-
evrdenoe-elicitation.asu. Pursuer and De-
fendant, ib. Incompletely and completely
constituted suits, ib, Former where the
place of one of the parties IS occupied by
the judge, ib. Sources of drvision, With
correspondent species and denominations
of assistance m litiscontestation, 460-461.
DIfferent chams of JudiCIal assistants,
461-462. Redundant Judiciary assistants
in practice- Special pleaders, at, and
under the bar, 462. Equity Draughtsmen,
462-463. Quantity of redundant and
mendacious matter prepared by, lb. Ne-
cessity of the parties' own presence-
opposite practice created under sinister
interest, 463-464.

- - Judiciary Functionaries, ix, 464-467.
Enumeration of, as divided mto Magis-
terial and Mmisterial, 464-465. Maqis-
fel"lal-Funchons of the Judge, 465; Re-
gistrar, ib.; Government Advocate, lb.;
Eleemosynary Advocate, ib; Quasi-Jury,
465-466. lIlinisterial-J udiciary Mes-
senger, 466; Prehensor, ib.; Door-keeper,
ib.; Guard, ib.; Jailor, ib.; Quasl-hctor,
ib.; Vendue Master, ib.; Justice Minister,
467; Judicial Inspector, lb.; Local
Headman, ib. ; Local Headman's Regis-
trar, ib. Cases in which an obligation or
a duty on persons at large to assist J udi-
catures, ib.

- - Grades of Judicatories, ix.468-4iO.
Immediate judicatory in each sub-dis-
trict, 468. Appellate in each district, lb.
Reasons for appeal-security of aptitude
by supervisance of abihty, checks on cor-
ruption, &c., incitement to diligence, &c.,
468-469. Reasons for not more than two
grades-Expense and delay, coupled WIth
absence of satisfactory certainty, 469.
Reasons for giving the right illall sorts of
suits, 469-470.

- - Numbers in a judicatory, ix. 470-
473. Only one, 470. Reason the same
as in the ministerial department, with
additional control from the open discus-
sion, ib. Exceptions-the Legislature,
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Quasi-jury, and Military courts, ib. Fal- Modiflcatrve, Suspensive, Accelerative,
lacy that number gives responsibility, Sistitive, and Retrotransmissive, 482-483.
471. Encourages indolence and torpor, JUdICia.ryCollectively-Self-suppletive fune-
ib, Occasions expense and delay, by con- tion, ix. 483-486. Obligation to appoint Bo
centrating the judges who should be dis- depute, 483-484. Depute has not the power
tributed over the country, ib. Number of presenting an act of the Legislature as
of judges in the French supreme court- unconstitutional,northe locative and dislo-
in that case, however, perhaps a succeda- cative powers, 484. Responsibility for de-
neum for a worse method of spending the pute, ib. Method of appointment, ib. De-
money, 471-472. Number of judges in putes occasional, in case of emergency, lb.
English practice-eontradictions-some- How depute displaceable, 485. All magis-
times one, sometimes several employed- terial functionaries exercise the function,
one or the other system must be wrong, ib. Proved that this the only system giv-
472-473. House of Lords and Justices of ing sufficiency without superfiuity, ib.
Peace-both subject to the objection of Illustration of the value set upon judicial
being unlimited in number, ib. distinction and power-Courts of Con-

Judiciary Collectively-Fields of service, ix. science, Danish Reconciliation Courts,J us-
473-475. Districts and subdistricts, 473. tices of Peace, ib. Other inducements to
Subdistricts such that a person may walk the depute-Prospect of succeeding to the
to the justice-chamber and return within principal, official education, &c., 485-486.
twenty-four hours, 473-474. Economy in - - Sedative function of judges, ix. 486-
the numerousness and dispersal of the tn- 487. For putting down disturbance in
bunals, 474. Appellate judicatories-ap- court, 486. Elimination, Imprisonment,
proachability less necessary, as no new security for good behaviour, &c., 486-487.
evidence or pleadings to be elicited, ib. Physical means of preventing disturbance
In a country like England, should be in where It is necessary to keep the disturber
the metropolis, ib. Except in the spe- as an accused party or otherwise in court,
cially excepted judicatories-no distribu- 487.
tion of SUIts among different classes of -- - Aid-compelling function of judges,
courts: all judicatories immediate and ix.487-489. Purposes for which it may
appellate competent to all cases, 475. be necessary to demand extrinsic aid, 48i -

- - Intercommunity of judicial service, 488. Note of the exceptions to the ge-
ix.476-479. Power of invasion -or power neral responsibility of all persons to obey
on the part of a judge in whose territory the call, 488. Method of demanding the
operation has commenced to follow it up services of the military power, 488. To
against persons and things beyond It,4i6. belong not only to Judges but to other
Precautions, 476-477. Instances of in- magisterial officers, 488-489.
compatibility between the operations of - - Justice for the helpless, ix. 489-493.
the different judicatories, 477. Jurisdtc- Impossibility of preparmg a system which
tron-adjustive function, ib. Intercommu- shall totally exclude the risk of expense,
nity of jurrsdiction-c-Reooncilianon ofthis 489. Necessity, therefore, of protection
with the partition into local jurisdictions, to the indigent aud powerless from op-
477-478. Distinction as between an ori- pressive operations of the rich, 489-490.
ginating or home, and a casual or extra- The expense natural and factinoue=-lat-
neous judicatory, 478-479. ter should be extirpated, 490. Least op-

- - Functions common to judges, ix. 479- pressive incidence of the necessary ex-
481. Non-distinctive functions, or those pense, ib. Establishment of an equal-
which judges have in common with other Justice fuud,490-491. The regular branch
officials, 479. Distinctive or judicative composed of penalties on malversation-
functions, ib. Purely self-exercised, or juridical vexation and juridical falsehood,
exercised through others, ib. 'l'he Trans- 490-491. Such funds shonld not go to
missive function analyzed, 479-480. The the support of the establishment, the ser-
several mandates that may be issued, 480. vices of which are to the Public at large,
The Judicative or Appropriately-exacu- 491-492. Supplemental branch-defict-
tive function, 480-481. encies supplied from other public sources,

- - Elementary functions of judges, &c., 492. Voluntary contnbunons, and the
ix.481-483. Auditive, Lective,Interro- circumstances that may induce to the
gative, Commentative, Ratiocinative, Opi- making them, ib. Precautions against
native,Imperative,Recordative,Directlve, subscriptions and combinanons under thrs
lncidentally-requisitive, Incidentally-re- sanction, ib. Deficiency of existmg SYB-

eeptive, and Incidentally-informative, 48 1- tems in providing justice for the helpless,
482. Functions appertaining exclusively 493.
to appellate judge-the simply Confirma- - - Publicity, recordation, and publica-
iive,Nulli!icative,Reversive, Substitutive,: non, provided for, ix. 493-494.
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obviated, ix. 494. Provision for public
mention of any commumcatioaa to a judge,
tending to influence him, ib,

- - Partiality obviated, ix. 494-496.
Where judge has an Interest-Ius duty to
transfer to another Judge, or to a depute,
494-495. Method of trying the question
whether there is partiality, 495. Trans-
ference where necessary by Appellate
Judge, ib. Absence of any check in
existmg systems-the highest and most
powerful Judicatories completely exempt
!D England, 496.

- - Migration, ix. 496-500. Applies to
judges, and Government and Eleemosy-
nary advocates-to prevent their forming
prejudicial local connexions, 496. No
more than three years and a fraction in
one place, lb. Migration, periodical and
Incidental,496-49i. Causes of incidental
migranon, 49;. Direction of Justice
MInister, ib. Considerations for the ad-
justment of distance of migranon, ib,
Arrangements for separanon between
judges and Government advocates, &c.,
to prevent their having an understanding
with the Judge, 49i -498. Annual judi-
cial-service calendar-method of keeping
heads of entry, &c ,498. Incidental Lo-
cation and Migration Report, 498-499.
Migration not to apply a' a matter of
course, to the Regi-trar, 499. Inconve-
mence that may arise from shifting causes
from judge to judge-s-deputation and
other arrangements 1lI the code obviate,
499-500.

- - Incidental Complaint-book, ix, 500-
50:l. Occasions of eomplamt=-vrtuper-
anve language, menaces, mterruption.ecc.,
by the Judge, 500. Registrar to keep
the book, and make entries at party's re-
quisition, lb. Exemplars to be distribut-
ed, 500-501. Also complaint if judge
fall to correct misconduct of a party, 501.
Provision for reading and inspection, and
notifymg corrections, lb. Responsrbihty
of the complainant, ib. Neglect of like
prOVISIOns,whether against or In favour
of the Judge, III existing systems, 501-
50:!.

- - Jud/!:ps' Contested-Iriterpretation-re-
porting Function, IX. 502-504. Promo-
non of umformity of decision, and im-
provement,502. In case of an appeal, on
ground of difference of opuuon as to the
interpretation of a law, the judge by ap-
propriate form to give his interpretation
as opposed to the appellant's, and his
opunon whether or not alteration requir-
ed, 50:l-503. Contested-Iuterpretauon
Report to be prepared by Regr-trar, and
exemplars distributed, 503. Judge-ap-
pellate's Contested-Interpretation Report, '
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503-.504 J ustice :rhllister to prepare
hke report for the Legislature,504. Com-
mittee of the Legislature to act, lb. An-
nual Interpretation Drversity Report and
Table, ib. Provision for confhctmg amend-
ments, lb.

JudiCiary Collectively-Judges' Eventually-
emendative Function, ix. 504-508. A pro-
posed amendment of the law, prepared by
tbe judge, coasulting the Government and
Eleemosynaryadvocates,504-505. Trans-
mission to Judge-appellate and Justice
Mllllster,505. Distribution of exemplars,
ib. Mode for an mdividual to suggest
amendment to a judge, ib. Notice to
Legislation Mlnister, ib. AdoptIon, if no
disapproval by Judge-appellate or Justice
Minister, and no motion for consideratrou
in the House, ib. Pnnciples on winch the
judge to act to parties proposlllg amend.
ments,505·5()5. Matters for consideration
as to the merits of amendments, 5U6. Ob-
jectron answered, that the plan would gn e
facilities for factious attempts=-easrly
quashed in the Legislature, 50&-507.
TopICS which are least adapted, com-
pared With those which ale most ;0, to
this operation, 50i. rio retroacnve pun-
ishment In case of a new offcn. e, lb.
Profit of the offence, hO'H' ei , m.ry be
abstracted, and compensatiou gn en to
sufferer, 507-508.

- - Sistrtrve or Execution-stavmg FlllJC-
tion of Judges, IX. SOil-511. '1'0 be u-e d
where the judge thinks that glvmg ex«-
cunon to the letter of the law I~ contrary
to its spirit, and that the emeudative
function should be used, 508_ Method of
issumg decrees on the occasion, ib. Con-
ditions warrantmg the exercise, ib Pro-
ceedmgs for adjustment of the state of
the case as to evidence, &c., 501)-509
Considerations as to the feehng of the !D-
stabihty of the law that might be raised
if the practice improperly used, 509. To
be employed only in those cases where
the execution of the law would shake
confidence by its palpable injusnce-c-il-
Iustranons, Merchant of Venice, &c., lb.
Strained construction a greater evil than
any producible by the system, 509-510.
Objections answered as to the danger of
judicial mterference With the province of
Legislation, 510. No necessity to extend
the power to JUdges-appellate and the
Justice Minister, 510-511.

- - Pre interpretative function of judges,
IX. 511-512. Used where a person wishes
to have an opinion from the judge of the
practical operation of a pornon of the
law,51!. {Joe of the emendanve functiou
if necessary, ib. Precaunons against Ill-

jury to other interests, and frn olous m-
quirics,51l-51:? Uses of the plan, !II:!
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Judiciary Collectively-Applieation of the
several funcnons, viz., the Contested-In-
terpretation-Reporting, the Eventually-
Emendative, the Sistitive, and the Pre-
interpretative, to the several codes of
the Pannonnon and to Unwritten Law, ix.
512·514. Advantages-Symmetry of the
Laws, Melioration, Prevention of arbi-
trary authority of Judges, Uniform In-
terpretation, Relief from the cost of the
Opimon system, 512·513. Substance
given to unwntten law, 513. Contrasted
with the lax system of deciding accord-
ing to the merits or not at discretion, 514.

- - Non·Contestational·Evidence·Ehci·
tation Function of Judges, ix. 514·515.
Reception and Registration of evidence
to whatsoever legal purposes It may
eventually be made applicable, lb.

- - Attendance of the Judges and other
functionarres, IX. 515·521. Alway; a
judge aitting in the immedrate judicatory,
.'>15. Day duty and mght duty, lb. Home
duty and out-door duty, lb. DI vision mto
three terms of eight hours, ib. Days of
relaxation to the Judge. Immedlate=-Sun-
days, and a limited number of others, lb.
Weekly, monthly, and annual Attendance-
register, 51.)·516. Indrvidual- service
calender, 516. Payment dally on at-
tendance, lb. Attendance of Government
and Eleemosynary Advocates-with spe-
cial exceptions the same as judges', lb.
Attendance of deputes,517. Police judges
in England-Attendance system only
partially met by, lb. Iuterruptions III
the ordinary courts III England, lb. At-
tendance in France, 517 ·5IB. Modinca-
trons of the general rule to climate and
season, 51B. Dtstmction between ap-
pointed service and cases of urgency-s-ge-
nerally police, lb. Attendance requisite
for the latter sometimes when no direct
business doing, 5Ul-5UI. Adaptatiou of
the attendance exacted to that winch the
climate and habits of the people prescribe
to the labour of working people, 519.
System 1Il England=-mstead of well-re-
gulated attendance, mdolcuce in the lower
departments, and labour detrrmental to
health bartered fur the power and emo-
lument of the higher, .'l!1-520. Opprcs-
sion trom periods of mactron and delay of
justice, .520·521.

- - Term of .crvlce of Judges and other
officer" IX 521·522. Judges, Govern-
ment and Eleemosynary Advocate', and
Registrars, to huld for hfe, lb. Heason
why not during good bchavrour=-such a
system establishes dependence, and ill
behaviour, [,22.

- - Remuneranon of Judges and other
officer>, IX. 522·.5:l5. Form for fiBmg up I
amount of s.rlancs, 522 523. No other;
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money to be received in any form, either
by the judge himself or others through
him, 523. Means of mquiry into 8US·
pected corruption, ib. Prospect of pro·
motion an item of remuneration, ib. 11·
Iustrations of extortion-France and
Scotland, 523·524. Considerations as to
the effect of the pecuniary competition in
making the judiciary to a certain extent
unpaid, ib, Unpopularity of the unpaid
magistracy in England-just, but not oc-
casioned by their being unpaid, 524. So
long as there are fees to justices' clerks,
the worst sort of remuneration paid, lb.
General reasons against fees --expense
of justice should rather be borne by those
who are saved the trouble of going to law
than by litrgant« 524·525.

Judlci.1ry Collectively - Who loeable as
judges and other officials, ix. 525·529.
For appointment as Judge immcdiate-c-
service as judge depute, 525. An on-
glllal preparation period for the corn-
mencement of the system, 525·.)26. Ser-
vice must be actual-not nominal, lb.
Iudrvidual-service calendars, and annual
aggrogate-service calendar, for preserving
proof of e xperrence, .126-527. Metho(\
of proclaiming proposed appointment of
judge, and allowmg any party to carry
on an lII\e,tlgatlOn mto hIS previous offi-
CI.11ch.1Talter,5'27. Propriety of exclud-
ing from the bench certain classes, on ac-
count of the risk of bias, or other ground
of inaptitude, lb. Those who have served
as Government or Eleemosynary Advo-
cates, 527·528. Professional lawyers,
52H. How the system of official instruc-
tion designed by the code to be brought
into operanon, ib, Applicatron to Govern-
ment and Eleemosynary Advocates, and
Registrars, Immediate and Appellate, and
to the Government Advocate-general and
hIS Registrar, 528·529.

- - Method of location or appointment
of judges and other officers of, IX. 529·
532. Judges, Government and Eleemo-
synary Advocates, and Registrars, ap·
pointed loy-Iustice Ministpr,[''29. Reasons
for not placmg the function, like the elec-
tion of Iegislutors, m the hands of the
people-want of time and aptitude, risk
ot' makmg Judges tools of party leaders,
529-530. Sufficient beneflcial control
created by gIVIng the people the power of
displacement, 5:10. Similar reasons for
not givmg the power to the Legislature,
ib. Reasons for not giving it to the exc-
cutive chief=-keeprng the judges inde-
pendent of one possessing so much power,
5:10·531. Plan for procurmg a supply of
Judges on the occasion of emergency from
unusual influx of busmess, S3t. Contrast
with existing practice, [,31-532.
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Judiciary Collectively-How the Judges, at once be recognised-not instruments of
Government and Eleemosynary Advo- factitious dignity, 540. No necessity for
cates, and Registrars of, are removeable any description of robes to command re-
from office, ix, 532. By the -Iustrce Mi- spect-the most highly-respected judica-
nister, ib, Also in the same manner as tones without them, 540-541.
a member of the Legislature is remove- Judiciary EstablIshment--Outline of the,
able-viz., by the Supreme ConstItutive, attached to Principles of Procedure, ii,
&c., ib. 22-23.

- - Inaugural declaration of judges and Judiciary Establishment-Prayer of Peti-
other officers of, ix. 532-535. Use-to tiou for justice in relation to, v. 498-500.
direct public attention to points of con- In all cases two stages of jurisdiction,
duct, 532-533. Execution and effect to 498. Military and Ecclesiastical the only
the law promised, 533. Impartiality in exceptionary Jurisdictions, ib. Vicimty
the exercise of power, ib. Bribery, cor- of courts, ib. Single judges, ib. Deputes,
rupuon, and secret intercourse with ap- ib Daily sittmgs, ib. Sufficient supply
phcants eschewed, ib. Publicity in the of ministerial officers, ib. Salaries instead
general case, and secrecy where incum- offees,498-499. Paid by the public, 499.
bent, ib. To abstain from revenge for Judge to remain in one place only three
obloquy, and self-service, ib. No inter- years, ib. Influence of public opinion
ference with elections, 534. Constancy provided for, ib. Jury for recapitulatory
of attendance, lb. Despatch without hearing, lb. Juries to exercise all judi-
precipitanon.ib. Mmimizatronof expense, cial functions but the effectuative, and to
ib. Restraint of impatience, ib, Avoid- exercise the effectuative as a restraint on
anee of partiality in appointment of de- the judge in political cases, ib. Num-
putes, lb. No false statements to mislead ber to be lessened and grand jury abo-
witnesses, lb. Urbanity to parties and hshed, ib. Appellate judicatorres, 49~-
witnesses, ib. Repression of rudeness by 500. Government and Eleemosynary Ad-
lawyers or others, ib. Assistance to vocates, ib. A justice minister, who to
other judges in the execution of the laws, hear accusations against judges and to be
534-.5::15. Explanations, so far as time hunself judged m the House of Lords, ib.
allows, of the reasons of proceedings for Restriction of crimmal jurisdiction of the
the instructron of the public, 535. Per- Lords, ib. DeCISIOnsnot to be acted on as
formance of the functions sanctioned by precedents, ib.
the code for judicial amendment of the Judiciary Guard-an officer in the Constitu-
laws, &c., lb. Publication of the declara- tional Code, ix. 466.
tion, ib. I Judiciary Messengers-Provisions for, in

- - Secuntics for appropriate aptitude I Constitutional Code, ix. 466, 636-637. See
of judges and other officers, IX. 535-537. I Messengers.
Pubhcrty-c-accommodatron for spectators JudiCIary Prehensors-Pro ...isions for, in
in the court-rooms, 535-536. Persons Constitutional Code, ix, 466, 637-640.
necessarily present enumerated, and ex- JudiCIary Registrars, Immediate and Appel-
tent of the pubhcity obtained through them late-s-Provrsions for, in Constitunonal
estimated, 536. Persons for whom ac- Code, ix, 579-.585. SfC Registrars.
commodation to be made for the separate Jugglers-Theory of credibility Illustrated
purpose of publicity, lb. List of benefits from, vii. 94.
l1J the shape of'impartrality.dlligence, con- Junctiana proposal for urntmg the Atlantic
stancy of attendance, &c., to be reaped, and and Pacific, by means of a joint-stock
of evilsto be excluded,536-537. Secunties company, ii, 561-571. Practicability of the
applymgto deputes only, 537. Judges ap- plan-Track of Lake NIcaragua, .561-
pellate, ib. Eleemosynary Advocates, ib. 562. Arrangements and plan of agree-

- - JudICIary apparatus, ix. 537-538. ment=-Terntory to be occupied, benefits,
'I'h.nga necessary to enable the judicatory and obligations, 562-563. Relation of the
to discharge its functions, ib LIst of company to MeXICO and Columbia, and
them, 538. the sacrifices and advantages of the plan

- - Justice chambers for, ix. 538-539. in regard to these States, 563-567. The
Prov.ded at expense of Subdistrict, 538. water commuuicanon an advantage to
Arrangementsforpromotingthenecessary, Mexico and Columbia, in conjunction ':Ith
and p-eventmg sinister intercourse,538- theUnited States, 567-568. Proteetion of
539. Disposal of witnesses, 539. Ad- the United States required, to give satis-
monitory legends to be hung up, lb. Ge- faction to capitalist" .,GIl-5iO. Induce-
neral rtles for construetion of a justice- ments the Umted State' would have to
chamber, ib. Stations of the officials, ib. grant protection, 5iO-5; I. Other nations

- - Judiciary habiliments, IX. 540-541. no inducement to withhold acquiescence,
Means of discrnnmatlon that a Judge may 571.
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Junction-or-interests principle - The, by
which the sinister iuterests of rulers be-
ing destroyed, they have no interest but
what is common to all alike, ix. 6-7.

Junius' letters-How far their popularity
indebted to secrecy, x. 79.

- - Remarks on the authorship of, x. 564.
- - noticed, I. 250; x. 82.
Jurametltum-expurgatorium, and suppleto-

rium, vi. 322; vii. 70.
Juridical vexanon=-the proper name for the

offence to which conspiracy was first ap-
plied, v. 248.

- - and falsehood-Punishment of,in the
Constitutional Code, ix. 491.

JURISDICTION-PartItIOn of, with relation to
procedure, ii. 27-28.

- Principles of limitation and distribution
of, in connezion with International Law,
ii. 540-544.

- divided into Potential.Actual, and Right-
ful, ii. 541,543.

- Extension of, over the natives of foreign
states - CIrcumstances that may create,
ii. 543-544. Circumstances tending to
control, lb.

- On the mode of parcelling out, iv. 328-
338. Time occupied by judge, and local
distance of suitor, the causes for a parti-
non, 328. DIstribution necessary, ib,
The purely local may be a cause without
the temporal, ib, DIVIsion wherever the
value of the time spent in going to court
greater than the cost of so saving it, 329.
Demand for pubhcity may limit the dIVI-
SIOn, lb. Appeal a method of reconcilmg
the two, ib. All courts should be W situ-
ated, that the most remote parties can ap-
pear at them and return m a day, ib, Ne-
cessity of personal attendance does not ex-
tend to appeals, 329-330. Expense should
be borne by whole country, 330. Whether
mmisters nught not be local judges, lb.
Where the extent of population requires
more than one court, they should be as
distant as may be, lb. Evils of the meta-
physical system=-vtz., partition of juris-
dictrons according to the nature of the
cause, 331. Complexity and confusion,
ib, Great multitude of courts to gIve a
sufficient supply of all kinds in all places,
331-332. Increased bulk of the law, 332.
DIfficulty of suitors knowing the court to
resort to, ib. Increases the trade of law-
yers and expense of justice, lb. Pecu-,
niary cntenon, by which causes of certam
value to certain courts, still worse, 33:3.
GIves a false measure of value-small
pecuniary causes may be more Important
than large to the commumty and mdrvi-
duals, ib, Hence the legal distinction be-
tween regular and summary justice, 333-
334. Courts stealing or seasmg jurisdic-
nons from each other, 334. Certain pur-
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poses Cor which peculiar tribunals neces-
sitated- Courts-martial, Jurisdiction at
sea, Ecclesiastical courts, Representative
bodies for preservation of order, 334-335.
Demarcation not mconsistent with inter-
community, 335-336. Benefits-conve-
nience as to distance, choice among [udi-
catures (and thence emulation) prevent-
ing conflicts among judicatures, protection
from partiality, ib. English circurts not
a succedaneum, 336-338.

JurisdIction-Arrangements as to, in Draf$
of Judicial Esta.blishment for France, iv,
294-296.

- The early ccnfhcts of the English court.
for, described, v. 493-496.

- Thefts of, by the courts from each other,
vii. 285-287.

- Demarcation of, should be geographical
solely, iv. 324.

- Appellate-Essay on, iv. 338-353. Sed
Appeal.

- Equity-s-Origin and extent of, vii. 291-
300. DIfficulty of definition, 291-292.
Substantive law-distinction between le-
gal and equitable estates, 292. Power to
do what Law courts could not, 293. 01·1-
gm of the Chancellor, 294-295. DIfficulty
of definmg logrcal bounds of his jurisdic-
tion, 295-296. Hi. importanon of equity
from Rome, 297. Equity a popular term,
297 -298. Controlling power, 298-299. In-
junctions, 299. Abuses, 299-300.

-Iunsdictious-c- The transference of SUIts
from one to another, and the IlllScIlICVOUS
effects so produced, v. 473-47G, 52:;-531.

- Sphttmg of, presented as a grlCvanl'e III

Pennon for Justice, v. 481-491, 531-533
Physical and logical bound. of [urisdic-
tron=-Former should be the sole diVISIOn,
481--182. Ecclesmsncal courts, 48:? E~-
chequer, ib. Chancellor's common law
power, ib. Common Pleas, ib. Chancel-
lor's equity power, lb. Equity bide of
Exchequer, ib. Bankrupt and Insolvency
courts, lb. JustIces of Peace, single and
collective, 483-484. General SeS"IOII>,
484. Justices on preliminary exannna-
trons, ib. Small Debt courts, ib. Be-
sides these, the Military and Ecclesiastical
courts, &c., 483. Specimens of farther
subdIVISIOn as illustratrve of the evil, lb.
Materials out of which law manufactured
In these courts, 484. In Equity court",
trust, fraud, accident, injunction, ib. In
Common Law courts, conspiracy, blas-
phemy, &c., 434-485. Procedure in Eccle-
siastical courts founded on calhng any-
thmg a sin, and adding a punishmeut
called penance, 485-486. Illustration of
want of codification III the non-existence
of Provisions by common law for these
purposes, vito Trust, 486 ; Frasd, ib.; Ac-
cident, ib.; I njunction of bot}! kmds, 486-
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487 ; Account, 487; Delivery of things
in kind, ib.; Fulfilment of obligatory ob-
ligations, 488; Elicitation of evidence
from parties, ib. ; Time allotted for ehci-
tation, 488-489; Elicitation and recorda-
tation for eventual use, 489. Illustrations
of the complexity and confusion created-
varieties of courts multiplied by the va-
riety of procedure in each, 490-49l.

Jurisdictions-The aplittmg of, how produc-
tiveof groundless arrest for debt, v. 491-497.

- The various kinds of which may have cog-
nizance of Judicial questions In England,
enumerated to the number of forty-eight,
v.531.

- Evilsarising from the variety of, vi. 134-
135.

- Entanglement of, II. device of the techni-
cal system, vii. 288-305.

- How far division of, useful, vii. 288-290.
Geographical lmnts, 288. Extent to which
emulation may operate, 289. Division
according to nature of the causes, objected
to, 289-290.

- Law and Equity-Distinctions between,
vii. 290-291, 511, 514-515.

- The absurdity of the distmctions be-
tween law and equity, and illustratron in
the quarrel and compromise between, with
the results, VIi. 303-305.

Jurisprudence-The Branches of, examined,
i. 148-154. Expository and Censorial, 148.
Authorrtatrve and unauthoritative, ib.
Local and Universal, 149. Internal and
International, ib. National and Provincial,
150. Ancient and Living, ib. Statute and
Customary,ib. CIVIland Criminal, 150-15!.
Difficulty of the distmction, 151. Differ-
ence betweena lawand a statute,ib. Laws
declaratory and coercive, imperative and
punitory,151-152. Use of complex terms,
152. Expository matter, ib. Obscurity
of the hmits of law in various codes, 153.
Necessity for a constitunonal branch-
Absurdity of laws binding down the Le-
gislature, 154.

- DIvision of writers on, into two classes,
iii. 158.

- Techmcal language of, compared with
that of other SCIences, iii. 269-270.

- Barbarous state of the Science of, vii. 597.
Jurisprudential law-e-Laudanon of, a device

of the technical system, VII. 309-311.
- - Contrasted with statute law, VII. 309-

310.
- - See Judge-made Law.
JurIst-The, a Law Perrodrcal-c-Account of,

XI. 3,';-36.
JurIsts-PolitICal speculations of the, am-

madverted on, iii. 220.
JUlty-Distrust of, in the exclusionary rules

of evidence, I. 489.
- Effect that should be given to judgment of

unanimous, a~ compared with majority's,
ir. 128. I

clxxxvii JeR
Jury-Power to award damages withoul

intervention of, in proposed Dispatch
Court, ill. 362-363.

- Star Chamber preferable to a covertly
pensioned, as a judicature for libel, v.
1l,';·1l6.

- A juryless judge preferable to a covertly
pensioned, as a judicature for hbel, v. 116-
117.

- de medietatu status-The equity aud
humanity of the arrangement, v. 166.

- Instance of the bribing of a, v. 175 n.
- Application of the principle of, to school

discipline, viii. 49.
- Vrcinage of. The proper kind of, x. 71.
- The division of the members of, mto

three-those having positive belief, those
having drsbelief, and those neutral; and
a table of the possible proportions, in
which each opinion may be held among
twelve men, x, 143-144.

Juries - Effect of death-punishment III
prompting to acquit, i. 450.

- Perjuries of, to prevent injustice in cases
of suicide, i, 479-480.

- Fmdmgs of, under forty shillings. an
argument agamst death-pumshmeut, I.

526-527.
- Advantages of, more indirect than direct,

ii. 14l.
- Their inspection of the Judge, to be effec-

tual, should attend every step, ir, 145-146.
- The advantages of, found to rest in publi-

city, the inducement to the Judge to grvo
reasons, and the extraction of evidence III
the best form, ii, J 47-148.

- as furnishmg schools of j ustice, ii.149·150.
- Valuations of property by, for public

works, considered, I,. 11.
- The uses and disadvantages of, stated ill

general terms, IV.324. •
- Utility of, III the belief that ill such a

fluctuatmg body no fixed prmciple of
error can perpetuate Itself, IV. 341 n.

- Their use when in a proper state, as a
check on Judges, v. 67-69. The ordinary
VIew, that the Judge IS a check on the
Jury, reversed, 67. Necessrty of inde-
pendence to this end, 6i -68. Species of
Influences to which they are exposed--
understanding over understanding, and
will over WIll, 68. Precautions III their
original consntunon to protect them-
impunibihty and secrecy 68-69.

- 'I'heir use as a check on the Judge; how
done away by influence, v, 69-76. The
perpetual propensity which power has to
remove checks, 69. Even If subnnssive,
jurors would still interfere with judicial
ease,69-70. Constant wish, therefore, to
shake them off, 70. Three modes ofmfluen-
cing-e-intmndation, corru ption, and decep-
tion, ib. The first incompatible, ib. Two
methods of corrupuon-e-findmg people of
the disposiuon rcqmsite, or creating It in
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those found, 71. The former simple pack- titude, minimizing the hardship to the
ing, ib. Best method-placing persons jurors, 164. Mix a few gentlemen with
over whose interest and welfare the the yeomen on common junes, 164-165.
Judge has an influence, ib. The power Makiug special juries half yeomen, half
of dismissing the juror an effectual hold, gentlemen, for obviating the influence of
72. This permanent packmg, lb. Neces- partialities of class, &c., 165-167. Com-
sity of disguising the operation, 72-73. pensation-moneytothejurors, for journeys
No occasion for carrying it farther than and demurrage, 167-168. Fund from
to the cases in which the crowu and judge which the compensation to be paid-main
have an interest, ib. JUries in the old sum county rates, with partial appliea-
mode of packing caught wild and sub- tion of costs in particular cases, 168-170.
dued-by the new mode kept tame, lb. Inquiry as to means of extendmg quali-
Deception, 73-76. Two means-causing fied list, 170-171. Means of preventing
them to have a Will the same as the party from foreknowing his jurymen, 172·
Judges, or no Will at all-latter the easier, 173. Case where party chooses his Jurors,
74. Two means of uccomphshing=-ren- and case where knowmg who they are to be
dering law incomprehensible, or elevat- he has access to corrupt them, compared,
ing the estimate of the Judge's know- ib. How unanimity increases the facih-
ledge, 75. Corporeal added to these in- ties for corruption, 174-175. One firm
corporeal instruments in the official habi- man gained IS sufficient, ib. Obviated
liments, &c., of the Judge, ib. Influence by givmg verdict to majority, ib. Geueral
of judicial condescension, 76. repeal of all existing acts on the snbject,

Juries-Mystery in the early history of, v. 69. and consolidatron of the Jury Code in one
- Unanimity of-increases the corruptive act, 175.

power in the case of special juries, v. 84- Juries-Historical inquiry as to the remu-
8B. If the system had been the invention neration of, v. 167-168 n.
of an enlightened age, a majority would - Obligation to serve on, should be imposed
have been adopted-unammity the work on all, except for some cause of exclu-
of barbarism, 84-fl5. Compelling twelve sion or exemption, v. 171.
men to be of one opirnon by torture, in- - Verdict should be in majority of, v. 174-
volves mendacity, 85. Means it gives to 175.
anyone who has an interest to hold out, - State of the system of, in Scotland, when
to rule the verdict, 85-86 Regular cor- "The Art of Packmg" was written, and
ruption exercised in prosecutions for libel, subsequent alterations, v. 175.
86. Casual corruption illustrated III the - Proposal for restoring the authority of
case of a question of smuggling tried III Parliament in relation to, v. 176-184.
the Exchequer, and a juryman bribed, - Indictments for sedition drawn in a
86-88. manner to influence the passions of, v.

- Chief purpose to wlnch influence on, 241-261.
may be made subservient, v. 88-97. If - Question if they form the best tribunal
judges were 1I0t exposed to the action of for fixing damages 1 v. 558.
simster interest, JUries should be abolu-h- - That they are subdued and subjugated
ed, !l8-afl. Influences to which judges by the judges, a grievance presented 111
are hable to be exposed, 8f/-91. Class I Petition for Justice, v. 480-4a1.
partiality, a9. !\Ioney-not directly, ib. - Functions of, as prayed for in Petition
Love of case and vengeance the principal, for justice, v. 499.
(IU-91. Influences to which English - Real extent of their province as judges,
judge" particularly exposed, 91·97. vi. 50-52.

- Influence on, chiefly employed to crush - Their functions infringed on by the ere-
the liberty of the press, v. 97-101. ation of rules of law m circumstantial

- Extent to which the packing of, carried evidence, vi. 53-.,,7.
in the Court of Exche~uer, v. 101·105. - The powers of.Invaded byfictions.vil. 287.

- The rules by which they are made Ill- - Probative force of circumstantial evi-
struments in the hands of judge, for dence should be left to the deternnnation
crushing the liberty of the press, v. 105- of, Y!. 51.
114. - should have every kind of evidence sub-

- Remedies proposed for the corrupt state mitted to them, VII. 72, 160, 387 -38B.
of the system of, v. 163-186. - Effect of vexation to, in the production

- Proposal for restoring the constitution of evidence, vi. 92-!l4.
as to, v. 163-175. EXisting special jury - Forced unanimity of, and findings under
system in London and Middlesex should the value of 408., as illustrations of the
be abolished, 163. Objects to be held III feebleness of the religious sanction, in the
View III reform-preservation from cor- disregard of oaths, ii. 41 ; VI. 273·274,
ruption, obtaining greatest amount of ap- :Ill, 31 i.
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Juries-Fallacy of exclusion of butchers So completely hirelmgs, that the name of
from, vii. 61 n. the" guinea corps" applied to them, 79.

- Instances of their deciding by lot, vi. Besides those whose wishes are ostensible
226 n *. to him, many persons in power unknown

- perform the task of weighing evidence, to the juryman whose wishes he feels he
which Judge professes to be unfit for, vii. must not counteract, 80. Limitation of
530-531. the faculty of discarding, 81. Exteut of

- Inability of the Common-law courts to the field covered by the corruption, 82.
act without, vii. 293. Crown causes-libels especially, ib. In-

- regulated by judge's charge in pro- justice of paying this higher class of jurors
nouncing verdict, vi. 41B. when lower unpaid, ib. Destructive in-

- Form of swearing a witness before, vi. fluence on the constitution, of such a pen-
323. sioned corps, 83. Treachery of the law-

- Petit-Trial of criminal before, vi. 473- yers who drew the acts, 83-B4.
474. Juries-Special-State of the packing sys-

- Prosecution of, by attaint, vi. 415. I tem of, in 1808, v, 118-15i.
- Verdicts of, on insufficient eVldence-l- -StateofthesysteminI809,v.15i-162.

New trial against, vii. 164. - - in the Exchequer Court. Letter by
- considered as committees of the Public- t Sir Richard Philips to Chief Baron Mac-

opinion Tribunal, ix, 41. donald on the packing of, with the an-
- Method of selection of, according to swer and a commentary, v. 121-136.

Peel's Act, criticised, ix. 281-282 II. - - Devices by which the corruption
- The work 011 the Art of Packing-Fears of, is supported, v. 136-139. Excluding

of the Booksellers to undertake-s-Romil- from the reformmg act any term binding
Iy's advice to suppress, and MIll's to 011 the master, by whom the special jurors
publish, x. 450-451. chosen, 136-138. The hands of the She-

Jury- Grand-Defects of, ii. 105. riffs tied up, 138-139. Concealmg the
- - with reference to the Rationale of power of nommation, 139.

Procedure, ir. 139-141. Purpose-s-secur- - - Inquiry as to whether they were
ing impunity to the ruling classes, 139. struck Without cousent of parties before
Good of the origmal constitutron gone- the 3 Geo. II., v. 140-141.
bad remams, 140. Consistmg of gentle- - - Letters to Sir Richard Philips from
men, to exclusion of yeomen, 140-141. the Temple and Lincoln's Inn, on the

- - Resume of the evils of, ii. 171. packing of, with comments, v. 143-153.
- - Flat of, required by earlier law, be- - - Expense of, to the couutry, and cor-

fore a crnmnal could be apprehended, v. ruption of, by double fees m crown causes,
532. v. 160-162.

- - Procedure before.advantageous wheu - - Alterations iu the manner of choos-
first started, now au evil, ii. 140; vi. 375, mg, made or proposed from authority
472-473. since the" Art of Packmg" was publish-

- - Plamtlff gfves evidence without cross- ed, v. IG3 n.
exammation before, while defeudant is Jury-trial discussed in the Principles of Ju-
not questioned, VI. 467. dicial procedure, ii, lli-138;-

- - Obstrucnons of, to justice, make - - Jury in general considered, ii.ll i-I HI.
Informations tolerated, vi. 375. Defined, 11i. DIvided mto those for ge-

- - Secrecy continued in the inquiries of, neral, and those for particular purposes,
though it has ceased to be useful, vi. 375. 118. Former, petit and grand, lb. In-

Jury-Quasi, in "Rationale of Procedure," conveniences and evils, ib. Not to be
il.141-158. See QuasI-Jury. employed except prepouderant necessity,

- - Provisions as to, iu Constitutional ib. Saving by employiug only in appeal,
Code,lx.46b-466,554-568. SeeQuasl·Jury. ib. In CIVIl cases, and penal questions

Juries-Special-Elements of the Art of between private parties,may be dispensed
Packing as applied to, particularly in with, ib. Not so in crimes especially pub-
cases of libel, v. 61-186. lie or constitutional, 119.

- - with reference to the Rationale of: - - Effects of unanimity, ii, 119-122.
Procedure, ii. 138-139. I Weakeus Government, mterfermg with Its

- - a special engine of corruption, v. 76- vengeance ou political offenders, lb.
84. Obscurity of origm, 76. Nomina- I - - In what causes jury should be em-
non in right-hand men of the judge - ployed, ii. 122-123. In CIVIl causes by
masters, prothonotaries, &c., 76-7i. The appeal, and in certain penal causes, 122.
guiuea fee, 77. Influeuce of the crown Cases m which misapplied in England,
in crown cases, of the Judge in private, ib. 122-123.
The method of selection from the quah- - - Effects of-Advantageous and disad-
fied list detailed and examined, 78-79. vantageous, ii. 123-127. Where judge
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with his superior qualifications has suffl- the technical system enhance the advsn-
cient moral aptitude, jury useless, 123. tage of being rid of a jury, 35-36. Em-
Evils of the second degree-alarm, &c., ployment of jurors as mere puppets, 37.
not so great from misdecision of Jury as of The good that might be accomplished by
judge, 123-124. Effect on official apti- the investigatorial power, with illustra-
tude of judge, 124. Effect on juries, 125. nons, 37-38. Inadequacy of exammations
Benefits would be greater were the law de bene esse to fill a gap, 38-39. Lord
rational, ib. Protection against tyranny Somers' defective plan for amendment,
of judge, 126. 40-41.

Jury-trial-Unimpowered Jury proposed in, Jury-trIal-Effect of strict limitation of the
ii. 127. Use for countries to which or- times for, u. 75-76.
dinary system could not be introduced, ib, - - Whether it would be a suitable in-
Procedure before, ib, stitution In British India, i. 1i8-179.

- - What persons should be capable of - - Hints for the apphcatron of, to Bri-
serving on, ii. 127-129. Comparison with tish India, x. 468.
elective franchise, and reasons for excep- - - Letter to the author urging introduc-
tions which do not occur there, 127-128. tion of, in British India.u, 182·185.
Forms In which they may stray, 128. - - Letter from Sir A. Johnston on the
Methods of removing the danger, 128-129. practice of, III Ceylon, ii. 185-188.

- - Appomtment of jury, 11. 129-131. - -- The proposal to add, to the proce-
Chance, 129. Packing defined, 130. dure of the Court of Session in Scotland,
Should be selected out of the voters, (on considered, v. 29-4 i. See Session,
the Virtually universal system.) or out of - Multiphcity of matters crowded into, v,
a large select bodv, lb. Actron of lot in 469.
producing impartiahty, 130-131. - - Characteristics of extraction of evi-

- - Securities for appropriate aptitude dence m, vi, 35.
of jurymen, ii, 131-132. In Repubhcs-i- - - Ongin of, in the proceedings of Free-
against party feeling, power of disloca- holders, vi. 373.
tion, or challenge, 131. Impossible in - - III England-Perjury a necessary in-
monarchy to avoid mrsdecision from party gradient in, vi. 314.
spirit, ib. Effect. of corruption or inti- - - Compression of evidence by, Into the
midation, ib. Unanimity system, 132. time of a single sittmg, VI. 104; VII. 538-
How far votes may be concealed by bal- 539.
lot where majority decide, ib. - - in civil cases-Nature of procedure

- - Number of jurymen, and proportion in, vi. 4i9·480.
necessary to command the verdict, ii. 132- - - The advantages of, proceed from th ...
138. The smallest number that can ful- system of oral exammaticn, vi. 506-50i.
fil the purpose, 132. Evils of punishing The praise that should be confined to this
innocent greater than of acquitting guilty, feature bestowed on the system, ib,
133 Evils correspondent of fore ed una- - - Excellence of the method of collect-
nimity-torture, perJury, &c., 133-135. ing evidence in, vi. 35.
Unanimity bad when the laws are good- Jurors-Their consciences weakened and en-
serviceable when they are bad, 135 Ap- slaved by their taking an oath and sub-
phcation of unanimity to the Judges, &'c., mrttmg to the judge's interpretation of Its
136. Method of applying the jury to obligations, v. 204-205.
such a community as British India, 13i - - Exhortation to, in the case of the King
138. against Edmonds, v. 239-251.

- - The opinion that It should be in no - The oaths of, a grievance complained of
case in the first resort-in all cases in the I in the Petition for Justice, v. 462-46i.
second, v. 29-41. A security for good Puttmg an oath to men, to declare accord-
decision, but troublesome, and so should ing to their conscience, and then torturing
only be resorted to when there is com- them till they all decide one way, 462-
plaint of misdecision, 29-30. Cases in 463. A means by which a resolute man
which jury-trial physically impossible- can force any verdict he pleases, 463-464.
others In which it IS prudentially impos- Weakens the force of the religious sane-
sible, 31. Particular inconveniences in bon, 464. Even those who resolve to
adjusting the receipt of evidence to the stand out are accessory to making the
jury system, 32-34. An advantage m the others, whom they expect to Yield, com-
Judge having examined and arranged the mit perjury, 464-465. Object in the un-
evidence before it goes to the jury, 34. animity-to drown the voice of a mmor-
Case can be decomposed and sent to seve- ity, 465. The system bemg a prostration
ral juries if expedient, 34-35. Such the of law, is useful in the case of tyrannical
advantages where the procedure in the political laws, 466-467.
first instance natural-the delays, &c., of - Oaths of. Argument for the inefficacy
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of, abridged, In the Abridged Petition for
justice, v. 515.

Jurors-Disabilities to be, a. consequence of
excommumcation, i. 514.

- Special and Common-Difference of their
posinon, VI. 94 n :to

- Special and Common-Inequality of the
treatment of, commented on, v. 144 n.

JUSTlcE-Unmeanmg use of the word, i, 58
nt.

- Absurdity of appeals to first principles
of, iii. 3118n *.

- Love of. Component elements of, i.
210.

- Ends of, in connexion with those of ju-
drcature, ii, 11.

- Rendermg-a phrase comprehensive of
all measures for effectuating the substan-
tive law, ii. 20.

- Real and apparent-Distinction between,
and necessity of supporting the latter in
judicial procedure, ii. 20·21.

- Main and collateral ends of, distinguish.
ed, V. 445.

- Direct and collateral ends of, to be ba-
lanced by judge, ii, 29.

- Direct and collateral ends of, distin-
guished in Scotch Reform, v. 5.

- Obstruction of-How to be dealt With,
ii. 46.

- Schools of. How the jury system may
furnish, ii. 149·150.

- Taxes on-Rewards to injustice, ir, 211.
- Litigants support, for the public benefit,

ii. 243.
- The expense of, prevents application for

it,ll. 431, st 4.
- Protest against taxes that add to the

cost of, ii, 5i3-583; VH. 199·201, 37i·378.
- Administrators of-Principle of giving

them high damages for groundless prose-
cutions, ii. 508.

- Ministers of. Punishment of abuse of
power by, ii.513.

- Offences against, as a subdivision of pub-
lic offences, i. 101·103; iii. 169. DIVided
into those of the officers of justice, and
those of prrvate parties, lb.

- Genera of offences against, enumerated,
i. 132-133 n.

- Sale and denial of, by the system of ju-
dicial fees, iii. 337.

- Penal-Objects of, Example, Reforma-
tion, Incapacitation, Satisfacnon, and
Economy, iv. 174. See Pumshment.

- Fiction that the King is the fountain of,
discussed, iv. 305·306.

- Gratis administration of, a commended
feature In the Code of the French Na.tional
Assembly, iv. 309·310.

- Publicity the soul of, illustrated in the
English system, iv. 316-317.

- Summary, as distinguished by lawyers
from regular, iv. 333·334.

exei JUS
Justice may Bleep when Injustrce sleeps, iv.

356.
- The costliness of, in answer to Mr

Justice Ashhurst's dictum, that it is at·
tamable by all, V. 233-234.

- Cheap and dear=-Opmion of lawyers
that the former bad, the latter good, vii.
323.

- Ends of, on the occasion of judicature,
VI. 8·12.

- Ends of, sacrificed to the ends of judica-
ture, vi. 422, 430; vii. 199·201.

- Neither the collateral nor the real ends
of, followed In the English system of evi-
dence, VI. 505·506.

- Connexion of exclusion of evidence with
the ends of, vii. 335-336.

- Disregard shown to the ends of, by ex-
elusion of evidence, vii. 336·338.

- bought and sold under judge-made law,
vi. 101, 134.

- Courts of-Publicity with reference to,
vi. 351·380.

- Idea. of a system of pleading adapted to
the ends of, vii. 270·272.

- Love of-Extent of Its effect on testi-
mony, vi. 22i; VIi. 570.

- Evasions of, through quirks, vii. 257.
- The kind of, on which the public depend,

not abstract, but apparent, VH. 154 n.
- Fewness of the days on which It IS ad-

ministered In England, vn, 51 D t.
- Delay of. Maxims adduced in favour of,

controverted, Viii. 475·482. "That it IS
the price of securlty"-proceeds on the
mistake that time Without action in it
brings about justice, 475-4i6. "Dangerof
precrprtation'v=mvolves a confusion be-
tween promptitude and precrprtation->
the latter often occasioned rather than
averted by delay, 476·478. That "the ju-
dicial forms are the shields of hberty"-
adduced in answer, the delay, vexation,
and expense occasioned by them, 478·
482.

- Course of, should not be interrupted by
vacations, &c., ill. 406.

- Parliamentary committee of-its useless-
ness, vi. 183·184.

J1Utice and Oodification Petitions,beingjorms
proposed for signature by aU persons whose
desire it lS to see }ustic<! no longer Bold, de-
layed, or denied, &c., v. 437·548.

Justice-PetitIOn for-Prayer of, in rela-
tion to the JUdiciary Establishment, v.
498-500.

- Pennon for-Prayer of, in relation to
procedure, v. 500-503.

- Abridged Petition for, v. 50i .534. Ex-
pense, 507. Delay, 507·508. Fees, 503.
Devices by which the state of things oc-
casioned-lst. Exclusion of parties from
presence of judge, 508-509. 2d. Unintelli-
gible language, 509. 3d. Superabundance
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of written pleadings, 50V-51O. Menda-
city hcensed, rewarded, compelled, and
by judge practised-BIll in Equity and
Fictions, 510-513. Oaths-their needless-
ness, mischievousness, and unchristianity,
in the cases of witnesses and jurymen,
513-517. Delay in groundless and bound-
less lengths established, 516-521. Pre-
cipitation necessitated by the delay, 521-
522. Bhnd flxation of times for judicial
operations, and chicaneries about nonce->
Proposal of plan for securing accesaibility
to persons concerned in Iingations, 522-
524. Mechanical substituted to mental
judicature, 524-:;25. Mischievous trans-
ference of suits-WIth an estimate of the
extent to which transference may be ne-
cessary,525-:;31. DeCISIOn apart from
the merrts, 531. Juries subdued, lb. ,Tu-
risdiction split and spliced-enumeration
of forty-eight tribunals to which refer-
ence may be made, 531-533. Result-
gronndless arrest for debt, 53Z. Supple-
ment on oaths, 533-534.

JUhtlce-More abridged Petition for;-Sale
and denial of Justice, abuses m equity, in-
action from vacations, &c., falsehood ne-
eessitated-c-Frctrons-s-Fees for fictrtious
duties, v. 534-53B.

J ustice-aiding functions of Local Headman
by Constitutional Code, ix. 617.

Justice Mmistcr-c-Provisions regarding, in
the Constitutional Code, IX. 597-612;-

- - FIClds of service and functions, ix.
S97 -598. Over all the territory of the
state, 597. The Iocatrve, suspensive, dIS-
locative, and translative functions as to
judges, ib. Self-suppletrve function as to
his own office, ib. Procurative, custoda-
tive, &c., functions as to things belonging
to hI~ department, lb. Visitative, 598.
Inspective, statistic, and recordative, ib.
Control over judges III relation to their
legislative suggestions. ib. Conservative
function-as to the wording of the law,
ib.

- - VisitatIve function of, ix. 598-599.
Inspection VIsits to the judicatories, 598.
Beneficial objects and busmess of the
visits, ib Penodical and occasional visits
considered, and their respective merits,
598-599. Umon of the two, 599. VISI-
tation of Local Headmen and their Re-
gistrars, ib.

- - Judicative function, ix. 599-600.
Complamts of demal of justice in appel-
late judicatories, 599. Methods of dis-
missal of jlld~e~-:t gentle form m case of
deficiency III ability, 599-600.

- - Dispumtrve function, ix. GOO-60i.
RemiSSIOn of punishment, 60U. Different I
grades of rermssron, ib. Relative tnnes
of, in relation to the times of prosecution
and convicnon, ib, Grounds of, ib. DIs-
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covery of disculpative evidence as a
ground, 601. Expected service by pre-
cautionary information on delmquencies,
ib, Expected service against a foreign
power, ib. Expected service III obviating
calamity, ib. Expected service by com-
munication of nseful invention, ib. Ser-
vice actually rendered in these shapes, ib.
Cases of a diplomatic and political char-
acter, III which It will not be in the pro-
vince of the JustIce Minister to decide
whether the grounds are sufficient for re-
mission, 601-602. Service by information
as to co-delmquents- Points to be at-
tended to in the bargain, 602-603. Indi-
rect methods of giving impunity exa-
mined-s-Cases ofpecumary penalty which
less than what may be made through the
offence, 603. Cases where the Legisla-
ture IS compelled by pubhc opimon to
make bad laws, such as prohibitrons from
circulating peculiar opimons - the laws
kept dormant by limiting the right of
prosecution to the Public Prosecutor,
603-604. The irrational system of nulh-
fication-vcriminal let loose because a
copying clerk has made a mistake, 604.
Sole justification of remISSIOn the same as
that of punishment-The public good, ib.
Inquiry to be made by the JustICe Minis-
ter m the exercise of his office, 604-60.';.
Should always be after conviction, 605.
Not to be confounded with the pardon-
power, which predicates previous tyranny,
605-606. Pardon-power instrument of
gaming monarchical popularity, ib, EVil
effects of the English system, where so
many are condemned to death and par-
doned-production of arbitrary power,
606-607.

Justice Minister - Jurisdiction-a.djustive
function of, ix. 607. Settlement of ques-
tions as to the judicial functionary who
is to exercise a disputed power, ib. Ex-
amples, lb.

- - Term of service, ix, 607-608. For
life-With the causes of removal specially
proved for, ib.

- - Remuneration of-including official
residence, and indemnity for outlay, IX.
608.

- - Attendance of-the same as that of
judge-immediate, ix. 608.

- - Who locable as, ix. 608. Service as
judge-immediate and as judge-appellate,
lb. Temporary arrangements in the m-
terval, till persons can be qualified, ib.

- - How located, IX. 60B-610. By the
Legislature, 608-609. Reasons for ap-
pomtment not being in the hands of the
constitutive authonty= though they may
make up their mmd as to the qualifica-
tions of'a representative, have not the means
of doing so as to the functions of a Justice



Minister, BOD Reasons fur not putting i J ustices of Peace-a mistake to say they
ill the hands of the executive chief-too serve for nothing, iv. 3i6.
much concentration of power, facility uf - - Trading, compared with fee'd judges,
oppression, &c., 609-610. v.340.

Justice Mmister-How dislocable, ix. 610. - - Detrimental transference of suits
By the Prune mmister, and otherwise as from-a grievance charged in Petition
It member ofthe Legislature is, ib. for justice, v. 4i3-474.

- - Securities for appropriate aptitude, - - Casual remarks on, iv, 353 n, 379 ;
ix.610-612. His probation as a judge, v.37.
610. Dislocability -c Punibihty by the Jnstlces-Police, of the Thames-Heads of
Legislature, ib, Chief difficulty is in It Bill for regulating the authority of, x.
neutralizmg or preventing corruptive in- 331-333.
tercourse with the Prime minister,610- -Iustrciability-c-Avoidance of, as affording
611. Method of preventing communica- I evidence of delmquency, VII. 50-53.
tron, in the adjustment of their edifices, - Principles of security for, ui. 205.
611. Procurmg notoriety to their con- Justification of the means by the end-Fal-
duct and proceedings-a trumpeter-s-dig- lacy of the prmciple of, ii. 469-470.
nity a compensation, 611-612. Justiniau-Arrangement of the works pub-

Justices of Peace. Various sorts of juris- lished under, in. 162-163.
diction of, and their origin, v. 482-483 ;
vii. 235 n.

- - Authority of, to examme felons, an
exception from the exclusionary rules as
to evidence, vi. 109, 417 n, 471-4;2; vii.
459-460, 497, 500, 508.

- - In case of felony, must record the
evidence, ii, lSI n; VI. 410 n.

- - prohibited from taking certain affi-
davits on oath, vi. 304 n.

- - Deoisions of, quashed on pretences,
vi. 464; vii. 314.

- - might be employed as temporary re-
corders, vi. 81.

- - Precedent for employing, as tempo-
rary recorders, vi. 82.

- - Courts of, vi. 35-36.
- - Nature of the initial examinations

by, ii, 181; vi. 428.
- - of the metropolis-Alteration in the

constitution of, vii. 327-328.
- - might act as honorary notaries, vi.

530.
- - Registration of regularly recurring

facts by, proposed, vi. 568.
- - Recording of convictions by,enforced,

vi. 414.
- - Natural procedure before, iii. 329;

VIi. 321, 323.
- - Summary procedure before, in certain

cases of theft, VIi. 504-506.
- - in Scotland-Arrest by, of debtor il'

meditatwne jugre, vi. 334 n.
- - Circumstances under which the power

of apprehending criminals Without autho-
rity of Grand Jury was given them by
statute, v. 532-533.

- - popularly censured as the unpaid
magistracy, but defect arises from other
causes than their being unpaid, IX. 5~4

- - Clerks of, receiviug fees, makes the
system instead of unpaid, a tax on jus-
tice, ix. 524.

- - Illustrate the value set on judicial
power and distinction, ix, 485.

JUS cxciu KI.'l

K

Kames-Lord, quoted on Custom-house
oaths, i, 567.

- - His Historical Law Tracts noticed,
i. 264 n.

- - His misconception of the use of Bifur-
cate or exhaustive drvision, in LogIC, vm,
115·116.

Kampfer's History of Japan-Impressions
on Bentham from the perusal of, in boy-
hood, x, 22.

Kempel, a Hungarian-Proposal by, to im-
prove the steam-engine, viii. 135 n.

Kenrick=-Dr-c-Hrs support of the probabi-
lity of mvennng the perpetual motion,
viii. 147.

Kent's Commentaries on the Laws of the
United States-Remarks on, x. 559-560.

Kenyon-Lord-Hid dicta on LIbel Law, v,
243.

- - on exclusion of evidence, vii. 340.
- - noticed, v. 93 n, 159; vi. 389-391; vii.

482 n; x. 16,45,60.
Keppel-Admiral Lord-e-Hrs connexion With

a negotiation between Lord North and the
Rockinghams, x. 102-103.

- - Reference to the trial of, vii. 5~1.
Kersaint - Deputy - Imprisonment of, x.

~86.
Key to the operations in Geometry and Al-

gebra=-Unhty of, for the purposes of use-
ful intellectual instruction, vnr. 169-177.

Kind-Restitution in, as satisfacnon to suf-
ferers by offences, 1. 374·375.

Kindness, Amicableness, &c., as desiguative
of motives, i. 202.

- Application of the principle of, to con-
versation, x. 518-519.

King-Blackstone on the attributes of the,
i. 235-236 n.

- and People-Foundation on which the
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connexion between, has been laid by
Blackstone and others, considered, i. 269-
270.

Kmg- Blackstone's confusions regarding
the division of the Legislative and Execu-
tive power of, I. 278-279.

- How far the legislative power of, can be
called independent, i. 279.

- Fictions of law regardmg the, i. 508.
- Pardon-power a dangerous instrument in

the hands of a, I. 529.
- Uses to which he can employ the coro-

nation oath, H. II i-1l8 n, 408-409; v,
193.

- "call do no wrong." Effect of the prlll-
ciple, ii, 42:l.

- "can do no wrong"-Probable original
meaning of the maxim, VH. 519.

- Use of the word, instead of Monarch, in-
convenient, Iii. .563 n.

- The alleged prerogative of, to grant
charters to colonies contaming legislative
powers, or to legislate for them without
consent of Parliament, examined, IV. 258-
269.

- FICtIOn of his bemg the fountain of jus-
tice, discussed, iv, 305·306.

- Fiction of lus bemg the executive power,
iv.306.

- How his feudal powers came into the
hands of the judges, iv. 306.

- Yeto Of, on Icgislative measures-its ef-
fect, iv. 308·309.

- Form for his approbation of official ap-
pomtments, as exemplified in that of the
Dispatch Court Judge, Hi. 334.

- Circuits invented by, to increase his
power, iv. 337-338.

- Power of, shared by the aristocracy
since the Revolution, iv. 446·447 .

.- The origin of his practice of issu mg wri ts
to try cases, and appease clamorous com-
plamants, v. 446.

- Design against the life of, not proveable
bv the evidence that will convict of an
ordinary crime, vii. 527.

- not above the influence of shame in this
country, vi. 326.

- How the Public-opinion Tribunal can
operate against, viu. 563.

- The impossrbility of creating responsibi-
lity in the person of a, ix, 10.

- The power lodged m the hands of, an in-
citement to treason, ix. 39.

- Costliness to a nation of the Chief Magis-
trate having so high a title, ix. 88-89.

- The government of a-Nature and mflu-
enee of, exammed in connexion With the
Constitutional Code, IX. 127-141. See
Monarchy: Operative-Supreme.

- e. Whitaker-Case of, cited, v. 82.
King (The) against Edmonds and others-

Brief remarks tending to show the untena·
bility ojthiBindktmellt, r. 239·251.
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King (The) agam,t Sir Charles Wollel~!I.
Bart., and Joseph. Harrison, schoolmaster
-Brief remarks tending to show the un-
tenabllity oj thu indictment, v. 253-261.

Kmgs-Necessary expense of, ii. 245.
- Crimes of-Allusions to, an instance of the

fallacy of sweeping classiflcatrons, ii, 450.
- Vulgar errors as to the injustice of, ii. 539.
- Disclamation -of a Wish to abolish, Iii.

441,4.51.
- The mischief they may do by patronage

and power-especially when they have
the makmg of a second legislative cham-
ber, IY. 429-432.

- The number of, that have been insane,
an illustration of the falsity of the quah-
ties attributed to them, ix, 131-132.

- adopted prorogations, &c, of Parliament,
to get rid of opposmon and trouble, ix,
164-165.

- See Monarch.
King's Bench-c-Sinister interest of chief-

Justice and marshal of, ir. 14.
- - Power of, to convert expressions into

offences, ii. 126.
- - Double remedies ill, iii. 361 n.
- - Its power of issuing a mandamus to

a corporation, iv. 3 16.
- - Arrangement of causes in, iv. 322.
- - Chief-justice of-Profit to, by sham

writs of error, v. 93 n.
- - The raw materials out of which the

law promulgated by, enumerated, v. 484-
485.

- - Depredation affected by the privi-
leges of the Rules of, v. 544.

- - Admission of the public to, vi. 37i.
- - taking on itself the powers of legis-

latron, vi. 414.
- - enumoration and examination of

sham wnts of error to, vii. 214-216.
- - Business stolen by, through mstru-

mentality of fictions, v. 493; vii. 285.
- - Mandamus in, vn, 293.
- - Affidavit evidence in, vi. 463, 478.
- - Jurisdiction of, vn. 29i.
- - History of imprisonment for debt in,

VI. 179; Vii. 382 n.
- - History of the form of obtaming de-

lay in, on ground of absence of witness,
'·li.359.

- - has perverted statntes awarding
treble costs, vii. 529.

- - Bentham takes his seat as a. student
in, x. 45.

King's death-Imagining-Absurdityof, as
a deflninon of treason, x, 321.

King's evil-Cure of, nonced, vii. 93.
King's speeches-e-Practice of the Commons

reading a. bill before they are considered,
ii.335.

- - Radical Reform attacked in, iii. 602-
603.

- - Characteristics of, viii. 577.
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King-Governor. Attempt of, to ameliorate

New South Wales, IV. 18l.
King-Mr. Mention of, xi. 134.
Kmg-Mr R. Mention of, x. 170.
Kingdoms-the three physical-c-Subalterna-

tion and drvision as applicable to, vin.
268-269.

Kingston (Duchess of)-Case of, cited, vi.
491.

Kinnaird-Douglas-A dinner party with,
x.576.

Kippis-Dr Andrew, noticed, xi. 74.
Klaproth the chemist-VIsit to, by Bentham,

x.180.
Klieger-M.-a lawyer of Warsaw-e-Latin

letter to, regarding the pension granted
by Stanislaus to Mrs Lind, x. 358-359.

Klopstock-made Citizen of France, x. 281.
Kneller-s-Srr Godfrey-noticed, v. 301.
Knighthood-Orders of, as rewards, ir. 194-

195.
Knowledge-Meaning of the word, VI. 230.
- as a Circumstance infiuencing sensibility,

i.23.
- Spread of, has brought men nearer an

equality, i 269.
- that may be renderedinjurious-Hmder-

ance of the acquisition of, as an indirect
means of preventmg offences, i. 536-:;38.
DiffUSIOn of knowledge not hurtful, .536.
The worst offences require little know-
ledge, and those of barbarism more dan-
gerous than those of refinement, 536-537.
It is where knowledge confined to a few
that it has vitiated and weakened natrons,
537. Liberty of the Press, 538.

- as to the means by which deceptions are
pracnsed=-Promulganon of, recommend-
ed, 1. 553-554.

- Apphcation of, to the Arts and Sciences,
iI.253.

- Popular institutions for diffusion of, ii.
256-2GO.

- Propagation of, one of the forms in which
trade may be benefited by Government
interference, ni. 35, 71.

- Dependence of happiness on, vi. 204.
- of the course of nature-Influence It has

on belief, vii. 91-98.
- of law. Kept from those in whom ig-

norance of it punished, VI. 519.
- of the necessity of formalities, necessary

to the presumption of spuriousness in
their omission, VI. 518.

- Intellectual-The advantages of, viii.
8-16. See Learning.

- Jealousy of the higher classes, of exten-
sion of to the lower, vin, 19-21.

- The impracticability of an arbitrary
fixed division of the field of, VIIl. 27.

- Useful-Nnmber of branches of, taught
-an advantage of the Chrestomathic edu-
cation plan, vni, I I.

- Useful. Services to the collection and
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propagation of, by a good system of Pau-
per management through the field of ob-
servation so supplied, viii. 424-428. Sf.
Pauper Management.

Knowledge-See Instrucnon : Learning.
Knowledge qualificataon-c-The, for the fran-

chise, hi. 464-465,470, 560, 565.
- - Application of, to jurymen, ii. 127,

144.
Knox-Vicesimus-Opimon of, against uni-

versrty oaths, v. 196 n, 227-228.
- - noticed, h. 468.
Koe-John Herbert-Letters to, x.484, 485.
- - - casually noticed, x. 62, 382, 411.

444, 452, 453.
Koran-The, characterized, i. 551.
- - and Its commentanes, as a collection

of' laws, compared With the English Books
of Reports, viii. 573-574.

KOSCIUsko- Thaddeus, made citizen of
France, x. 281.

Kotchubey - Count - his furtherance or
Bentham's opinions III RUSSia, x, 440,
445.

Kremenschuk in Russia-e-Bentham's Visii
to, x. 159.

L

Laborious or active punishment, i. 437-441.
Can ouly be accomphshed by influence of
another punishment over the WIll, 437-
438. Instances, 438. Specific and m-
discrimlllate,439. Convertibihty to profit,
ib. FrugalIty,439-440. Equability, 440.
Variability, lb. Exemplarity, ib. Sub-
sernency to reformation, lb. Analogy,
440-441. Popularity, 441. Different
kinds of labour which should be preferred,
ib.

Laborious restraint-Hatred of criminals
for, i. 450.

Labour=-m what cases it is a reforming
punishment, i. 94.

- Fa tigue, &c., the pains of, wi th the cor-
responding interest and motives, I. 204.

- Love of-Character generally attributed
to, as a motive, i. 214.

- The protection of the law the induce-
ment to, i. 307-308.

- Casualties to which subsistence from,
liable, i. 314.

- The sources of uncertainty in, as a means
of subsistence, ix. 1.1.

- Free - More productive than that of
slave's, i. 345, 441.

- Restrictrons on, illustrated, ii. 225.
- Bad effects of meddllug With the wages

of, whether by fixmg them, or by bring-
ing them to a level by parochial rehef.
viii. 441-444.

- m Penitennarlos-i-Conducivencss of, to
reformation, i. 499.
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Labour-Interest of, in good govcrnment,

ii. 424.
- mental and physical-both eschewed by

rank, II. 481.
- Relation of, to capital, hi, 36 n +.
- Effect of machinery on the employment

of capital on, Iii. 39.
- the source of wealth, iii. 45.
- Wages of, regulated by relation of capital

to number of labourers, 111. 61.
- Inefficacy of attempts to fix the wages

of, iii. 66.
- Means of increasing the efficacy of, iii.

f)7-68. Increase of skill and saving of
nme-s-division of labour, 67. Cheap prime
movers, ib. Srmplrficatron of processes,
ib. Saving materials, lb. Improvement
of product" lb. Diminution of expense
of carriage, lb. Machines, 67-68.

- The real balance of trade is in an excess
of the produce of, lit. 70.

- Reference of enlargement of the cur-
rency to increase of employment for, 111.
141.

- The mass of capacity for, an element in
the hmitation of production, iii. 295.

- Means of extracting, from felons-appli-
cation of punishment and reward.iv.Jz-LS,

- Hard-A fallacy to suppose It can be
forced in prison-s-only to be obtained by
reward, iv. 144.

- Duranou of, with reference to Prison
discrplme, IV. 18.

- of conncts-Arrangements as to, under
the Panoptrcon plan, iv, 41-53. See Pan-
optioon.

- Choice of species of in prisons, urged,
iv, 49-51.

- not less reforming by being profitable, iv.
50.

- Division of, in Prison discipline, IV. 51.
- Means of extractmg, from convicts, by

the Panoptic on system, iv. 54-55.
- of convicts=-Use of so adjusting, that it

teaches them a trade to exercise when
hberated, IV. 55.

- Useless=-m prison discipline, reprobated
as uneconomical and unreforming, IV. 143-
145.

- Time that may be daily spent in, consis-
tently WIth health, considered, iv. 163.

- The, of Liberated Prisoners-Plan for
encouraging,iv.165-171.

- DIvision of, exhibited 111 the administra-
tion of justice, IV. 388.

- Aversion to-How far the interest in,
admits of measurement, VIi. 56B-569.

- Apphcation of estimates of the value of,
in connexaon with that of rearing and
supporting the labourer, to Poor-law ar-
rangements, viii, 367.

- Adaptation of, to Pauper management,
VIii. 381-385. See Pauper Management.

- Rules for the alternation of, with rest, and
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with other occupations, in relation to Pau-
per management, viu, 396.

Labour-the original fund of subsistence,
ix. 13.

- Cessation from, as an element of felicity,
IX. 15.

Labourers. Increasing the number of, Iii.
68. Banish prejudices against labour, ib.
Fmd employment for the unproductive-
prisoners, beggars, &c., ib. Inducements
subsntu ted for coercion, ib,

- Increase of, an advantage, while that of
consumers an evil, iii. 73-74.

- the persons who would suffer most by a
general division of property, iii. GOB.

- Agricultural. Their inability to prOY1Ue
for therr families, viii. 442.

- Irish-in New York. Plan for the in-
struction and the improvement of the
moral character of, x. bOO-50I.

Labouring classes- LIst of exigencies ope-
ratmg on, and corresponding forms of sup-
ply, VIiI. 407.

- - Considerations as to the sources of
frugality at the disposal of, and unhty of
Savmgs Banks to, vin, 407-417.

- - Plan for advantageously boarding the
children of, in connexion WIth the Poor-
law, VIii. 421-424.

- - enjoy, in common with the rich, the
pnncipal elements of felicity, IX. 15-17.

- - looked on WIth chief disgust by thORP
members of the anstocracv who do them
most lIIJury, IX. 62. -

Labouring and embracing Jurymen-The of-
fence of, vn. 49 n.

La Combe-M. Bentham's French lessons
from, x. 9.

Lafayette-vaddressed on the subject of a
Chamber of Peers 111 France, IV. 419.

- Letters to, xi. 1-2, bOo
- Letter from, on the state of France-

Standing armies, &c., xi. 3-5.
- Proclamation of, in 1830, noticed, xi. 56.
- Anecdotes of the American Revolution

by, X. 526-527.
- casually noticed, X. 93, 262,286,551; xi. 3.
La Grange, noticed, VIiI. 37.
Lally=-Altuaron to the case of, i. 417.
Lampoons-as an instrument by which the

public may protect itself when honours
are unworthily conferred, ix. 92.

Lancastrian system of Education-The eco-
nomy of, vni. 14.

- - - Corporal punishment unknown in,
VIiI. 15-16.

- - - Power of the arrangements of, for
tuitiou, vni, 16.

- - - Success of, exemphfled in one of
the classes of the High School of Edm-
burgh, vni. 61-63.

- - - casually noticed, ii. 206 n, 461l.
Land laid bare by the retreat of water-

how to be appropriated, i. 3:28.
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Land-Nature of title to, and subjects em-' transitive use of language-latter neces-

braced in it, i, 327-328. sary for embodying thoughts, :!:!8-2:l9.
- Obstacles to the alienation of, considered, Language-Essay on, viii. 294-338.

i. 333-334. - - Note on, by editor, explaining state of
- Colonial system discourages the cultiva- MSS., &c., viu. 294.

non of, at home, n, 547. - - Uses to which in the character of ends
- Effect of American war on the value of, it is directed, viii. 297-298. Practical and

iii. 9-10. speculative, 297. Modes of discourse,
- Increase of, by colonization, considered, uses of language, operations, occasions

ill. 52-57. of use, properties, degrees of the pro-
- Advantageousness of, as an employment perties, means of possessing the proper-

for capital, when not interfered With, iii. ties, the parts of speech, 297 -298.
68-69. - - Defininons preparatory to, viii. 298.

- Continuance of feudal usages with re- Considered as a simple instrument of ill-
gard to, vii. 383 n. terchange of Ideas, ib. Considered in re-

- Distinction between, and moveables, in spect to particular occasions, ib. Consr-
regard to wills, VI. 533, 542-551. Alter- dered as expressing the different methods
at IOn of the law, 533 II'. in which different classes of men speak,

- Mode of designation of, for the purpose ib. Most extensive sense-aggregate of
of registration of contracts, VI. 579. the matter of discourse, lb.

- Rights m-e-Necessity of permanent evi- - Signs employed m, viu, 298-299. Those
dence as to, vi. 60-61 of the ear first in use, 298. Common to

- Functions of Loc:11Headman as to set- man and the mferior animals, 2911-290,
tJement of boundaries, &c., of, by Consti- Signs-Evanescent and permanent, 2!19.
tutional Code, IX. 619. DIvided also into principal and subsidiary,

- Inquiry as to the means of estimating ib. Subordinate or collateral tUI'ICS-
the gross profits from the culture of, x, I short-hand, srgnals, cyphers, signs, lb.
373-3U. - Subjects of, III discourse, vm. 299-300.

- Sale of. Evil of taxing, i. 319. See Discourse.
Lands-Crown. Application of pnblic com- -- Uses of, viii. 301-302. Social and soli-

petition to the leasing of, v. 325-328. tary use, or transitive and mtransmve,
Land-marko-Removal of --Forgery of real 301. In the former It may contain pure

evidence, Vii. 17-18. information, or information to produce ex-
Land-surveying-defined and located in the citement, 301-302.

Chrestomathic system of Instruction, vin. - Operanons which, in the character of an
34. art,are performable m relation to, vm. 302-

Landed estates-large-Disadvantages of, 303. Learning, usmg, teachmg, and ame-
to agriculture, in. 68-69. liorating, e02. Often done conjointly,

Landed interest--Prevalence of the, as ex- and mischief in the notion that when one
hibited in the Corn-laws, in. 99-100. is performed in particular, it exclude.

Landed property - Exammation of Mr performance of the others, 302-303.
Humphrey's Outline of a Code as to, v. - DIVISion and enumeration of properties
3Ill1-JI6. Sec Real Property. desirable in :1, vm, 303-304. V se of the

- - Outline of a Plan of a general Re- enumeration, 303. Chance of improve-
gister of, v. 41i -435. ! ment, ib. Enumeration, 3l». The mfor-

-- - Exemption of, from liability for cer- I mation-regardmg, the nauon-regardiug,
taiu debts, commented on, VI. 85 n and the purpose-regarding, lb.

Landed proprietors-Interest of, to oppose - Clearness as a property of, viii. 304-
iunovation, ii. 420. 305. Exemption from ambigurty and ob-

- - Interests of, as opposed to reform, iii. seurity, lb.
532-533. - Conciseness as a property of, viii. 30j_

Landlord and teuant=-Formalltiee of con- Saving of time, clearness, impressiveness
tract between, vi. 528-529. apprehenslbllity,retainableness,lb. Uses

Landlords-Exammation of the method in to Law and Posology, ib.
which the iufluence of, may be employed - Facility of utterance, or pronunciability,
at elections, Hi. 479·482. as a property desirable 111, viii. 305.

- Their power of despotism over tenants, - Melodiousness or harmoniousness as a
IV. 435. property desirable in, vni. 3u5-306. Po-

- as aids to monarchical despotism, ii. 283. sitrve and negative in amount, ib. Ap-
LANGUAGE-Th(' signs of, ill connexion With plication to poetry and eloquence, 306

the origm, viti. 2:l7 -:l2!l. First embodi- - Ornability or decorability as a property
ment of ideus verhal-wntmg and other of, VHi. ;\00-;)07 Presumes the givmg
signs followed, I" Importance of con- ornament to the uecessnry substance oi
sidering both the trausinve and the Ill- i the drscoursc, without mcreasmg It, ib
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Lenguage-c-Impressiveness or force as a 323. Use of thus analyzing-to show by
property desirable in, viii. 307. the compounds already made how the pro-

- Dignity as a property desirable in, viii. cess may be carried farther, ib.
307-308. External sign of strength of Langnage-AnalytIcal view of the matter
mind, lb. Consists in the absence of the of, as the elements of thought, viu. 320-
defects of laxity and fumbling, lb. 333. See Thought: Conjugates.

- Mutual relation of the properties desir- - Relation in, between archetype and type,
able and undesirable in, Viii. 308-310. or between the thing signified and the
Clearness, conciseness, and correctness, sign, V1I1.331-333.
as the counter-parts of obscurity, mdis- - Effect of the imperfections of, in bring-
tmctness, ambiguity, incorrectness, &c., mg reproach on moralists, i. 49 n t
308-309. Relation of copiousness, con- - Dependance of its effect on association,
ciseness, and tractability, with their op- ii. 437.
posites, poverty, &~., 309. Relation of - Disorder in-Effect~ of, iii. IiI.
copiousness and Simplicity, 309-310. - Purity of, prejudice m favour of, an ob-

- Comparative estimate of the relative im- stacle to improvement, ui. 273-274.
portance of the YarlOUS properties desir- - Additions to, necessary to amplify cur-
able in, viii. 310-311. rent stock of Ideas, vii. 130.

- in the sense of style-Properties desir- - unites words with real entities, vi 23i.
able m, vm, 311-312. - Defectiveness of, for expressing degrees

- Questions applicable to Improvements in, of persuasion, vi. 224, 22U-230.
vni. 312. - Difficulty of improving, except where

- The alterations in, that may be deemed purely scientific, VI. 2~G-227 n t.
Improvements, enumerated, Viii. 312. - A theory of, should be comprehended in

- The improvements that take place In, a system of Lome, viii. 120.
Without design, or without a general sur- - 'I'echmcal. Wherein that of law differs
vey, vin. 312-313. Copiousness and snn- from that of other SCiences, 111 269-270.
phcrty, lb. -- Technical legal- Inaptitude and mrs-

- Improvement in-How and by what i chievousness of, vn. 2!!0-2!l3.
hands It can be accomplished, V1l1.313. : - Legal- Importance to society of im-
Practice, instruction, associution, Govern-I provemcnt in, and prejudices opposed to,
ment authority, lb. 111. 270·274.

- Externally applied instruments of im- - Tnmtelhgihrlity of. charged as a device
provement Ill, viii. 313. For abbrevia- of the technical system, v. 4-I!l-449, 509.
tion, for diffusion, for durability, ib. - Abridged VICWof the component parts

- Rules for obtaining clearness in, so far of, the purposes of, and the Psychological
as depends upon the choice of word" taken history With relation to the purpo~es, 'Iii.
singly, viii. 313-316. 18G-I!!i.

- Rules for clearness, and thence impres- - Abridged view of the properties desirable
sivenes-, III so far as depends on colloca- III a, V1I1.un.
tion, V1l1.316-318. : - Mental operations to which it is sub-

- Rules for obtaining correctness and com- i servient, viii. 229.
pleteness in, viii, 31B. ! - as the main instrument of all logical

- Rules for Improving in respect of COPIOU'- i operations, Yin. 2:10-231.
ness, vni, 318. : - How far exposition of may proceed with-

- Modes of enrichment of, vni. 318-319.: out the use of, V1I1.24-1.
Generic names, ib, Analogy,319. Spirit- I - The nnpossibrhty of freeing from ambi-
uahzation, lb. Aggregation, ib, Im- I guity Illustrated, and the dishonest uses
portation, ib. Fillmg np of conjugates, made of the defect, V1l1.:149-251.
lb. - How far appositeness obtainable in, viii.

- Importation of words from foreign-c-Ad- 290.
vantages of, ill mcreasing the stock, viu, - Opmions on, expressed in conversation,
319-320. ' x.I;('9-570.

-- Thought as the baSIS of, viii. 320·323. - A universal-c-One of the existmg Ian-
Conveys state of the speaker's 111l1ld,320. guages better suited to. than any new
Conveys judgment a" distinct from per- language that could be framed, viii. 150.
cepnon=-judgment frequently erroneous Languages-A repulsive branch of educa-
- perception not, :121. Opinions or non which should be postponed to the
thoughts embodied III proposinons must more easy, Viii. 17.
form the matter of all dlscour,e,331-322. - Instruction in the nature of--Grammar
Among barbarians proposmons involved i as mtroductory to the acquisiuon of, vui.
in smgle words-e-Interjecticns a relic of 33-34.
tln, origmal language, 322-323. To form - Their deficiency in a proper nomenclature
sentences mto word", and words into syl- for the elements of knowledge, and the
lab lei and letters, the work of analysis, reasons, VIii. 63·64.
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Languages-Dead-Value of, and extent of Law-Statute and common. The di~tinctioll
attention that should be paid to, ii. 258- between, analyzed, I. 263-264 n.
260. - How the happmess of a. people may

Lansdowne-William, first marquis of. See be affected in the administration of, I.
Shelburne. 270.

Lansdowne- Henry, marquis of-Notices of, - Security the principa.lobject of,i. 307 -308_
in his youth, x. 90, 122. - Protection of-Forfeiture of, as a pun-

La Place noticed, Viii. 37. ishment, i. 474-475, 513-514.
Larceny-c-Dietmcnon between grand and - Impossible to have, withont mrs-seated

petty, abolished, vi. 381 n 2. punishment, i. 476.
Latency and latitancy, as evidence of delin- - Relation of procedure to the rest of the,

quency, VII. 50, 52-53. it. 15-22.
Latin Language-Value of a knowledge of, - Clause directmg obedience to the, in the

u, 258-260. I French Declaration of Rights, crincised;
- - How far the acquisrtion of, useful ii.511.

in the middle ranks, vui. 17. - Clearness and rationalitv of. Depend-
- - unsuited for a treatise on Universal ence of jury trial on, ii. I ~5.

Grammar, VIII. 342. - QuestIOns of, distmguished from ques-
Latin-Law. Blackstone on the use of,i. 235. tions of fact, 11. 155.
LatJmty-Specimens of Bentham's early, x. - Students of. Admission of, to hear le-

38-44. gislative debates, 11. 326.
Latitude to judges regarding punishment, I. - Influence of fallacies of authority on, 11.

516-517. 393.
Laud-(Archbl~hop)-hisexplanationofthe - Application of the abstract term to de-

Oxford oaths criticised, v, 211·21'2. signate lawyers, a fallacy, II. 448.
-- Statutes of, for Oxford, and their effect - Extent of the hberty it ought to protect,

considered, h. 260-262. ii. 505-506.
- noticed, Y. 224. - Fallacy of the principle that it has no
Laudation of corruptions in the judicial I rioh: to forbid anything but what is hurt-

systcm= Evils of, v. 95. ful, ii. 506.
- of Jurisprudential law, a device of the - Fallacy of the principle that no one can

technical system, V1l. 309-311. command or hinder, except 10 terms of.
Laudatory Personalrnes=-The fallacy of, ii. ii. 506-507. Children, apprentices, &'c.,

412-413. adduced in illustration, ib.
Lauderdale-Earl of, noticed, x. 323. - Fallacy of the prmciple that it is the
Launey-M. De-hiS dISCUSSIOnwith Fre- expression of the general will, 11. 507.

derrc the Great on custom-house salaries, - Fallacy of the prmciple that every Citizen-
ii. 244-245. has the right of concurring 10 the forma-

Lavoisier noticed, iii. 273; vi 205, 442. tion of It, II. 507 -50B.
Lavoisier's Chemistry - Illustration of a - Fallacyofafundamenta1 declaration tha~

clumsy system of signs, viii. 167. it ought to be the same to all, ii. 508.
LAw-Penal and Civil. Difficulty of draw- - Fallacy ofa declaration to the effect that

ing the line between, i. IV. no one can be accused, arrested, &c" ex-
- Incapacity to obey, renders case unmeet cept 10 terms of, ii. 510-511.

for punishment, i. 85. - Fallacy of a declaration that It must bo
-- Limits between the operation of, and promulgated before punishment can take

that of Private EthICS, i. 142-148. place 10 virtue of It,ll. 512-513.
- Languages which have distmct words - A-Meaning of the term, ill. 215.

for the abstract and concrete senses of, i. - The reference to, as a fictitious person,
148 n 1\. characterized, IiI. 223.

- The branches of, i. 148-154. See Juris- - The different ways 111 which the interests
prudence-Branches of. of different persons may be affected by &

- Study of. Reason of repulsiveness, and portion of, iii. 256-258. Persons benefited
means of makmg more interestmg, i. 160. and persons charged, 256-257. Person

- Study of. How far an acquaintance benefited has sometimes to act-some-
with the dead languages necessary to, viii. times not, 257-258. Reason of inquiry-
17. to find what branches of law should be

- Expositor of, distinguished from censor, brought prominently in view to particular
i. 229. Indrviduals, for the sake of general brevity r

- Free censure of the defects of, should be 258.
encouraged rather than checked, I. 230- - Cases where different parties are con-
231. cerned in a portion of, With reference to

- Ignorance of, among the people-Black- each having the means of recernng hI.
stone's exultation in, I. 23';. I share, iii. 2:;8-2,S9.
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J .aw ---Proper ends ofthe distributi ve branch
of the, in. :!!J:l-~94.

- Study of. Gradual promotion of judges
as an inducement to, iv, 3iO-3i~.

- The sen' ICC of the. How to make it
honourable instead of OdIOUS,iv. :l~1&-40i.

- The-The proper means of inducing m-
dividuals to gl ve aid in executing, con-
sidered, IV. 398-404.

- Whatever is useless in, is pernicious, IV.

4~6.
- Logical scheme of division of, and its con-

nexion with the Political, iv. 491-492 n.
- dictum that every man has the means of

knowing that by which he is bound, con-
troverted, v. 235-237.

- URe of umntelhgtble language in, a device
of the technical system, v. 448-449, 509.

- Declaration of, by judge .to Jury-a de-
claration of the judge's will, v. 481.

- Relation of, to happiness, vi. 7-8.
- Relation of judicial procedure to, vi 7.
- taken to be the perfection of reason by

non-lawyers, because lawyers say so, vi. 206.
- Ignorance of, kept up by those who

punish for it, vi. 519.
- Irrationality of-Interest of lawyers in,

vii. 206-207.
- Source of the disposition to P&Y obedi-

ence to, vii. 330.
- Evils necessarily attending the enforce-

ment of, VIi. 335.
-- and Equity-Distmctions between, ii. 63,

i4, 87; vii. 290-291, 51 I.
- and Equity-c Irranonuhty of the dis-

tmctions between, VII. 300-305.
- and Equity-Quarrel and compromise

between, with the results, ii, 87 ; vii. 303-
305.

- unpromulgated-Tyra.nny of, vi. 519.
- not what It does, but conception of what

it ought to do, that keeps society together,
vii. 528.

- The uses of, vi. ,';09.
- Point of-postponement of evidence till

It be settled, vii, 231.
- Definition of, and position in the Ency-

clopedical Sketch of Art and Science, viii.
94-95.

- Amendment of a-Meaning of the term,
viii. 494.

- Criticism on, with the view of amend-
ment, predicates censure of, viii. 494-495.

- General division of the aggregate body
of the, ix. 8-9. Substantive, and adjec-
tive or procedure, 8. Private and public,
lb. Benefits and burdens, ib. Distrrbu-
trve and penal, ib. Real or statute, and
judge-made law, 8-9.

Law-s-civil or drstributive. General objects
of, ix. 11-18. See Secunty; Subsistence;
Abundance; Equality.

- - DIstinct objects of, and relation be-
tween them, i, 302-303.

cc LAW

Law and Lawyers-e-Couversational remarks
on, x. 581-582.

Law-AdjectIve. See Adjective Law.
Law-ConstItutional. The provmce of, IX

9-11. See Constitutional Law.
Law-s-Common, See Common Law.
Law of Denmark. See Denmark.
Law-EcclesiastIcal. See Ecclesiasucal

Law.
Law=-Enghsh. See English Law.
Law of Equity-See Equity.
Law of France. See France.
Law of Rome. See Roman Law.
Law of Scotland. See Scotland.
Law-Fmancial. See Fmancial Law.
Law-Judge-made. See Judge-made Law.
Law-MartIal, WIth reference to the best

method of dispersing mobs, i. 3iO-3il.
Law-Procedure. See Procedure Law.
Law of nature-Use made of the term, VIi.

B3 n, 96.
Law-J unsprudential and statute, contrast-

ed, vii. 309-310.
Law- Unwntten-s-a fictitious entity, vi.

529 n.
Law-Penal-Evils of, illustrated m the ex-

clUSIOn of criminating evidence, vii. 348-
349.

- - See Penal Law.
Law-Wager of, VII. iO, 549-5.51.
Law Books=-Character of those on eVI-

dence, vi. 204.
Law-Fictions of. See Fictions.
Laws-Ex post facto and unpromulgated-

Injustice of, i. 84.
- Promulgation of, and of the reasons-

Essay 01., i. 157-163.
- Impossibility of the composition and the

sanction of, bemg from the same hands, i.
160.

- Transplanting, i. 172-166. See Trans-
planting.

- whether those of the present time would
have been the best for times past, or
would be the best in futnre! I. 183-194.

- Mischievous uses made of the argument
that they are good enough for the people
or the times, i. 191.

- Bad-e-Mischievous practice of disputing
the validity of, i. 231 n",

- Blackstone on the reasons for, i. 234.
- Right and duty of the supreme power to

make, i. 283-295. See Supreme Power.
- should be consistent in themselves, i. 3~3-

324.
- The power of over expectation, i. 324-

326.
- should follow the principle of utility, I.

324
- Advantage of making known, 1. 323.
- Advantages of method in, i. 324.
- Advantage of certaiuty in execution of,

i 324-325.
- Advantage of intelligibility in, I. 325-:l:!fi.
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Laws divided mto substantive and adjective,
ri, 5-6.

- Imbecility of, advantageous when they
are guided by sinister Interest, ii. 138-139.

- Self-acting, considered in connexion with
the union of self-interest and duty, ii.
199-200 ; iv. 12.

- Impossibility of teaching, in their pre-
sent state, ii. 258.

- Proposal and Initiative of, in Legislative
Assemblies, ii. 350-352.

- The drawing up of, ii. 354-358. How far
regulation can go, 354-355. Brevity in the
articles and paragraphs, 355. Simplicity
of propositions, 355-356. Illustranona of
complex propositions, ib. Pure declara-
tion of'will, 356-357. Bills should contain
the whole terms of the law to be passed,
357-358.

- Conflicting interests of lawyers and the
public in the state of the, ii, 395-396.

- Irrevocable-The fallacy of, ir, 401-408.
See Irrevocable Laws.

- made for perpecurty, but should continue
only on the ground of their rationality, ii.
407.

- Duration of. Variety of opinions and
practice entertained as to, ii. 410 n.

- Obedience to, not dependent on the char-
acter of the administrators, h. 423-424.

.- Declarations, that those of a certain de-
scription cannot be passed by the legisla-
ture-Fallacy and mischief of, ii. 493-
495.

- Method of inculcating observance of, In
the French Deelaranons of Rights, orin-
cised, ii. 527-528.

- Principles of obedience and OPPosition to,
ii.528.

- Eluding. Clause regarding, in the se-
cond French Declaration, criticised, ii.
528-529.

- Personal extent of the dominion of the,
for the purposes of International Law, ii.
540-544. Definition of Dominion or Ju-
risdiction, 540. Subjects divided into
ordinary and occasional, and correspond-
ing divis.on of sovereignty, 541-542. Cri-
terron of standing sovereignty-Territo-
rial right, ib, Criterion of subjection-
birth within the jurisdiction, ib. Limita-
tions of this principle-alien parentage,
&c., 542-543. Circumstances influencing
extent of jurisdiction in special cases,
543-544.

- Bad. Definition of, iii. 180.
- Fallacy as to the effects of, on liberty,

iii. 185.
- The utility of making them easy of reo

ference and comprehension, Iii. 193.
- A complete written digest of the, urged,

iii. 205-206.
- written and unwritten compared=-evils I

of the latter, iii. 206.

eel LAW

Laws-Purity in the composition of, urged.
iii. 206-207. '

- Style of the, considered, iii. 207-209.
Object-to have the idea in the mind at
the right time, 207. Intelligibility, une-
quivocality, lb. Brevity, 207-208. Me-
thods of Prolixity, With illustrations in
the statutes, &c., 208. Secondary quah-
ties-force, harmony, and nobleness, 20B-
209. Ordinary language to be as much
as possible used, and teehmcal defined,
209. Like words to like Ideas, ib.

- The art of inditing, in, 231-233. See
Nomography.

- wherein their administration iu a private
family differs from that in a state, ni. 233-
234.

- Notoriety to, the general end of their
formahnes, iii. 236-237.

- Ambiguity and obscurity as defects in,
iii. 234-235.

- Uncognoscibility as a defect in, iii. 243-
244. Ab extra from want of promulga-
tion-aZ, mtra from defective composrtiou,
lb.

- Overbulkmess as a defect in, in. 246·
247.

- Unsteadiness in respect of expression as
a defect In, iii. :l4i.

- Unsteadiness 1Il respect of import as a
defect in, m, 247 .

- Redundancy as a defect m, iii. 24 i-248.
- Longwmdedness as a defect 1Il, ill. 248-

249.
- Complexity productive of eutanglement

in, iii. 249-250.
- Importance of helps to intellection in,

by means of abbreviated references, &c.,
in. 250-251. Neglect shown In British
statutes, ib.

- Unapt arrangement and disorderly col-
location as defects in the composinon of,
iii. 252-253.

- Remedies for ambiguity in the composi-
tion of, in. 253-255. Kinds Incapable of
remedy, 253. Remedies for miscolloca-
tion of limitative propositions, 253-255.
If one clause only limited, the limitanon
to be within it-if a greater number, be-
fore all, ib.

- Remedies for relative overbulkiness ill
the composition of, iii. 255-256.

- Modes of notification of, to the parties
interested, Iii. 259.

- Necessity of keeping in view party fa-
voured and party burdened m, hi. 259.
Former, the justification of laW-Its com-
munication to the latter its sanction for
obedience, ib.

- Method of avoiding redundancy and ob-
taining steadmess and certainty m the
composition of, ni. 260-264. Plea that
redundancy necessary to certainty com-
bated, 260. Appellatives to be adopted
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for classes of persons, :!bl. Appellative Laws-c Promulganou of, considered in th.
words to be prmted in peculiar type, de- Rationale of Evidence, with the evils from
fined, and indexed, ib. Comprehension the want of it, vi. 521-523.
of objects under generic names, ib. Use - Instances of, too imqurtous to be taken
of vulgar abbreviated appellatives where I advantage of, vi. 549.
objects repeated, 261-:!62. Fmdmg a - Preappointed evidence as applied to, vi.
term of continuous application for an 551·553.
establishment liable to change, :!6:!. Am- - Bad, should be altered, instead of being
pliation and restriction of appellatives, ib. interrupted in their operation, vii.442-443,
Rules as to the directive clause, 262·264. 452·453, 45i, 525.
Command includes permission, 262. No - Execution of the-vexation from, no
permissive matter where an act already good ground for exclusion of evidence, VIi.
lawful, 263. Specimens of redundancy 441·444.
in a statute, ib. Causes, 263-264. - Printed, should be on a par with written,

Laws-e-Makmg divisions and subdivisions in, as evidence, VIi. 14U.
iii. 265·266. - Method of promulgation of, adapted to

- Method of constructing designations for a partially civilized or Mahommedan
divisions and subdivisions in, iri, 266·26i. state, viii. 573·5i7.

- should never have recommendation. in - Impohcy of attempting to adjust pro-
them, iv. 144. duction or consumption by, IX. 13-14.

- French system of registering examined, - Extent of the interest which a monarch
iv. 311. can have in the just adrmmstration of, ex-

- Cases in which judges should have a arnined, ix, 13i-138.
suspensive power in regard to, until the - Duty of the Legislation Minister in re-
sense of the Legislature IS taken, iv. 312- gard to the operation of passing, amend-
315. 1II~, &c, IX. 430·437.

- Alertness of delinquency in taking ad- - Method of givmg the sanction of the
vantage of defects in the, iv. 391. Legislature tu amendments of, proposed

- Sleeping. Mischievous effects of, iv. by judges, in the Constitutional Code, ix.
39i ·398. Slavery, despotism, and an- 504·508.
archy, 397. Put every man at the - Anomalous-Provision for suspension of
mercy of his neighbour, ib. Generally the operation of, by judges, m the Con-
consist of such laws as the tyrants con- stitutional Code, ix, 508·511. See Judi·
real out of fear, 398. crary Collectively.

- How seldom they have appealed to rea- - CIrcumstances In wlnoh individual dis-
son, iv, 400. cretion must supply the place of, I. 336·

- Absurdity of negativing, by discouragmg 337.
Informers, iv. 400. - Causes of prolixity in the composition of,

- Unwritten and uncertain, have the ef- x. i4.
fect of ex pos: facto, iv, 459·46U. - Illustration of the manner in which the

- Incomprehensibilny of, places juries In principles of, are popularly cnticised, x.
the hands of Judges, Y. j4·i5. 75-76.

- DICtum that no one too low to be with- - Promulgation of reasons for, and facts
out the protecnon of the, controverted, v, on which they are founded, I. 1;75-576.
233-234. 1- of the University of Oxford-their

- Dictum that they only Impose restraints moral influence, ii. 260·262.
necessary for the common safety, centro- - See Statutes.
verted, v. 234-235. Laws-Body or Code of-Genenl view of a.

- Dictum that we are bound to obey none complete, Iii. 155-210;-
but what have received the VIrtual consent - - - General division of 3, iii. 157.
of the whole realm, controverted, v. 235. - - - Customary dlviSIOneof a, iii. 15i-

- Division of, into Enactrve, Expositive, 158. Internal law and law of nations,
Instructional, Ratiocinative, and Exem- 157. Penal and civil, lb. Penal, CIVIl,
plificational-in relation to the depart- and political, ib. CIvil and ecclesiastr-
ment of Real Property, v. 412. cal, ib. Civil and mihtsry, ib. Wrrtten

- of England-Impossible to obey them and unwritten or customary, ib. Natural,
because Impossible to discover, v. 546- economical, and political, ib. Difficulty
547. of classifying maritime, police, political

- Necessity for their being recorded and economy, procedure, and criminal law,
published-neglect in this country, VI. i7- 157-158.
78. - - - New divisions of a, iii. 158. Sub-

- Their origin generally to be traced to stantive and adjective, ib. Coercive or
period. of barbarism, when they were, punishing, and attractIve or remuneratory.
made to suit particular interests, vi. 373. I ib. Direct and indirect, ib. General and
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particular, lb. Permanent and traneitory, Laws-A Body or Code of-Advantageous
ib. Laws and formularies, ib. that it should be the work of one hand,

Laws-A Body or Code of-Relation to iv.554-559. The greater the number, the
each other of offences, rights, ooligations, less the responsibility, the more the sin-
and services, with relation to, iii. 158- ister interests to be served, and the more
160. the defenders of deficiencies, 554-5;;6.

- - - Reasons for drvidmg into Enac- Consistency of parts with each other, par-
tive, Expositive, Ranocinatrve, and In- ticularly the Adjective and Subjective
structional, v. :275. branches, 558-559.

- - - Requisites of, according to the - - - Advantageous that it should be
Codification Proposal addressed to all known to be the production of only one
nations professing liberal opinions, IV.537 - hand, and that the author's name should
564. be known, iv. 559-560.

- - - Necessity of all-comprehensive- - - - Preferable that the draught of,
ness to, IV. 537-538. Hated by party- should be by a foreigner than by a na-
leaders as to the constitutional branch- tive, iv. 560-563. Absence of local preju-
by lawyers as to the whole, 537. Vaguely dices and Sinister interests, 560-561. Ea-
looked on by their dupes as impossible, timate of how far absence of local know-
537 -538. ledge may be an obstacle, and superior ge-

- - - Necessity of its being accompanied neral knowledge a facihtanon, 561-56:2.
by a Rationale, or indication of the rea- Check on inapplicable draughts, in the
sons for each law, iv, 538-539. The power of the Legislature at home to re-
several purposes served by the Rationale, jed them, .'i6:1-.';63.
ib. See Rationale. : - - - The Willingness to interweave a

- - - Essential that the Rationale of, II Rationale With, IS the testof the draughts-
should indicate the conduciveness of the man's aptitude, IV. 563-564.
several laws to the universal happiness, - - - The willingness to see establish-
iv, 539-543. Elements of happiness-plea- ed, With Ranouale, &c., a test of a legis-
sures, and exemption from pains, 540- lator's aptitude, IV. 5G4.
541. ApplicatIOnofarithmetlCtothelres- - - - Properties desirable in, iY.480.
tim ate, 542. Vague generalities employed Notoriety, conciseness, clearness of Ian-
instead of greatest happiness,542-543. guage, compactness completeness, useful-

- - - Essential that the varIOUS por- neSb, justifledness, lb.
tions of the Rationale should be in juxta- - - - Notoriety a. applied to, IY. 481-
position With the articles of law to which 483. Separation of General Code from
they apply. iv, 543-545. Vagueness of parts concerning peculiar individuals, 481.
the preliminary separate discourses at- Separation of laws of occasional from those
tached to codes, ib. of constant coi.cernment, ib.; and of law.

- - - Essential that competitors for of major from those of minor concern-
drawing, should be as numerous as may ment, lb. Text and expository matter,
be without expense, and plan for ob- I 481-48:!. Nearest approach to making
taining them, iv. 545-551. Invitation to every man his own lawyer, 482-483.
all competitors to send outlines and sam- ! - - - Completeness as applied to, IY.
ples, with inducement to them that, m l 483-4g0. Common law a gap m the body,
proportion to the merits of their work, 483-484. Created by the judges, With
they will be held qualified for office, 546. assistance of reporters and publishers,
A sample chosen as the best model, Its 484-486. Illustrations of the element> of
author and others invited to send draughts, dubiety to be found 1Il it, 486 n. N ot
547. Reasons-s-exteut of chances of ex- amendable-attempts by forced construe-
cellence, materials for amendmeut of tions and taking distinctions, 487-488.
draught adopted-School of Legislanon, Multiplicity of exceptions, ib. Inaccessi-
547-548. Objections answered, 548 bihty arismg from dubiety and consequent
Reasons for not giving the members of multitude of commentaries, 488. G1\ es
the Legislature exclusively the duty-no I Judges the means of interpreting the law
time, and public competition will act as I as they like, and corruptly applying it,
a bridle on them, 548-551. : 488-489. The DeCISIOns, with their rea-

- - - Advantageous that no reward sons, serviceable in some respects-vguide
should be offered for the drawing of, iv. to the Legislature in makmg real Iaw, 490.
551-554. Evils-Expense; number of apt - - - Justifiedness as. applied to, 1\.
competitors lessened, as reward creates 491-494. Not sufficient that the laws Le
patronage and interest; precipitate exe- reasonable-must be shown to be so, 491-
cution for a chance of the reward; pub- 492. For the citizen at large, reasons fix
he deprived of partial effects; school of details 1Il the memory, and point to their
legislation narrowed, lb. true sense, 492. To the legislator, would
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serve as guidance, restraint, and support, none can be said to be so to those who
ib. The same to the judge, ib. Source are wilImg to undergo the evils of pursu-
of general security and tranquillity, 492- ing them, 5i7-578. The poor who most
493. A school-book of morals, 493. Use likely to be oppressed, most subject to be
to all public funotionarres, ib, Use to checked, 5i8-579. Tax on pardons-
electors III guiding their choice, ib. UltJ- repeal, 5i9 and n. Check to vexatious
mate reasons applied to the whole body litigation m the method of awarding costs,
of law constitute prmciples, 494. 579. Breach of Magna Charta, 580. How

Laws-A Body or Code of-Correspondence submitted to, 580-581. Confounded with
as to offer to draw up, for Russia, IV. 514- other less objectionable taxes, ib. Come
528. by stealth on isolated parties, whrle other

- - - Two ways of preparing, distin- taxes press constantly on masses, 581.
gurshed=-The close, where a party spe- The wealthy have an interest in support-
cially employed-The open, where compe- mg, ib. Taking off the taxes, If It did
trtion encouraged, iv. 5l!J-5:!U. not render justice accessible to all, would

- - - In the adoption of, open compe- at least reduce its prlce,581-582. Re-
tit IOn between draughts urged, iv. 520- peal, 582n. Notes as to increase, &c., of
521. these taxes, 582-583. Limitation to con-

- - - The advantage of hearing public veyanciug would be a rehef, 583.
criticism on, before adoption, iv. 525. Law Taxes-c-objecnouable, on the ground

- - - List of Positions m reference to that the pubhc bemg benefited should
the greatest-happiness principle, on which pay, ir. 243.
it should be founded, VIiI. 491. - - a hcense for injustice, to those who

- - - Argument for free inquiry into C:1n P:1Y, agamst those who cannot, iii.
any proposed, and for receivmg the assis- 239-280.
tance of foreigners to, VIII. 4~13-,r;05. - - considered, in remarks on the Bank-

- - - Illuatranons with reference to the ruptcy Court BIll, v. 583-596.
proposed Spanish Code, of the propriety Law Reform-c-Prejudrces that impede, i,
of havmg a general code applicable to all 230, 255.
citizens, and having the laws which apply - - Lord Auckland's attempts at, i. 241-
to individuals in peculiar positions (such 242.
as functionaries, &c.) separated into dis- , - - Fallacy of self-constituted autllority
tinct codes, viii. 529-532. : -how opposed to, ii. 411-412.

- - - The requisites of, explained in re- . - - Delays of, accomplished by calls for
marks on the proposed code for Spain, vin, i consideration and reflection, ii. 434-435.
516-535. See Spain, i - - Persons interested III, iii. 299.

- - - Project of a, contemplated by the i - - Slowness of the pace of, IiI. 325.
author, i. Ill. - - Principles of compensation to those

- - - Proposal to draw up, for the use affected by, iir. 325-326.
of the United States, IV. 453-467. - - Inimicalness of judges, though with

Law-agent=-Vexation and inconvenience to, seats in the Legislature, to, iv. 314.
in the production of evidence, considered, - - DIfficulty of getting either legislators
VI. 93, 94, 95. or constituents to see the Importance of',

Law Officers-may profess ignorance of iv. 498.
matters offact, but never use untechmcal - - Cromwell's attempt to accomplish,
expressions, v. 159. and the OPPOSItionhe met WIth, IV.50 I-50:?

- - of the Crown-Double fees to, is - - Obstacles to, in thQ laudation of de-
charging the public WIth double the fac- fects, and the use of vituperatrve and con-
titiously-mcreased professional remunera- temptuous language to reformers, v. 95-96.
tron, v. 160. - - Lawyers uawilhng-c-others unable

Law Taxes-EvIls of, i. 319. for, v. 183.
- - Protest against, ii. 573-583. Falls - - Petrtions for, under the name of Jus-

on people at the moment of distress, 5i3. tice and Codification Petitions, v. 43!l-548.
A burden that no provision can be made - - Consideration of the interests that
against,574. To those who cannot pay would be affected by, v. 505-5U6. As to
it is a denial of justice, ib. Equivalent Barristers, the number would cease to in-
to outlawry, ib. Situation of those who crease as the operation went on, 505.
can pay them at commencement of suit, Attorneys would chiefly suffer, ib. Offl-
but are beggared by it, 5i 5. Answer to cials would be indemmfied, 5U5-506.
the argument that they are borne by - - The sources of opposinon to, v. 541-
those benefited, 576. Answer to the ar- 54;1. Interests of legislators as members
gument that they discourage htrgation, of the public m favour of reform. but pre-
5i6-.r;n. Tend chiefly to the discourage- ponderant class-interests in favour of
ment of the honest, 5ii. Trivral snits- abn'e,541. The stili stronger interest of
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the lawyers, who, instead of being the fendant's evidence by bill in equity, 472.
furtherers, are thus prompted to give the On the exclusion of husband and wife
strongest opposition to reform, 542-543. from giVing testimony regarding each

Law Reform-Paucity of the statutes en- other, 482 n. On safeguards as substi-
forcing, ii, 434-435; VIi. 319. tutes for the exclusionary system, vii.

- - Statutes as to, an indication of the 593-594.
preexisting evils of the jurisprudential I Lawyer-French and English, and Non-
system, vii. 319-320 n. lawyer-Dispute among, on law and

- - Suggestious of, to remedy the evils equity, vu. 304-305.
of the Technical system as exposed by the LAWYERS sit contentedly under the abuses
Author, vii, 320-329. of their own system, but not under those

- - Technical language an impediment of other systems, I. 184.
to, VIi. 2BI. - Author's early feelmgs regarding, i. 2G8-

- - Recapitulation of the impediments 269 n.
to, vii. 211-214. - Business of, would be increased by an

- - Suggestion of heads under which equal division of property, i. 360.
imperfections requmng, may be ranked, in - Sinister interest of, m the state of Eng-
amendments, ix. 158-159. hsh procedure, ir. 13.

- - Method for the accomplishment of, - The system of consulting the interests
by judges, with the tacit sancnon of the of, about law reform", characterized, ii.
Legislature, in the Constitunonal Code, 13.
ix. 504-508. - Employment of, and principles applica-

- - in Scotland-Resistance to, by Com- ble to their exclusive prrvileges, ii..50-51.
missioners of Inquiry, v. 154. - Compulsory recourse to, in England, ii.

- - in Scotland -Correspondence with i 3.
Sir Samuel Romilly, &c., about, x, 421- - Expense and inconvenience occasioned
425. by parties appearing through,il. !l3·114.

- - Correspondence with Brougham on - Necessity for employment of, a means of
a Commission of Inquiry as to, x, SU· oppression by the rich, ii. IiI.
5i6. - Their srmster interest an illustration of

- - Brougham's projects oC-Opinion on, operanon of fallacies of authority, 11.395-
x, 588-589. 396.

- - Correspondence with O'Connell on, - Interest of, to oppose innovation, ii. 420.
x.594·59'. - Their employment of fallacies in procur-

- - Letter to the Duke of Wellington on, ing delay of reforms, II. 434-435.
xi. 9·12. - Interest of, III the incognoscibihty of the

- - Suggestion of Itinerant Lecturers on, law, ii, 457.
xi. 20-21. - have an interest in the overbulkiness of

- - Attempt to organize an Association the law, iii. 246.
for, xi. 30. - Whether the principle of compensation

Law-Bishop, noticed, x, 290. can extend to, in case of law reforms, ill.
Law-Edward, Lord Ellenborough. Sec 325-326, 3i3 n,

Ellenborough. - Interest of, in protracting suits, iii. 408.
Law - Thomas-Correspondence of, with - Propensity of, to follow old beaten tracks,

Bentham, x. 28i -288,288·289,290-291. illustrated in the French National As-
Lawrence-Dr-Notice of, x, 285. sembly, iv. 311.
Lawrence- W. E.-Charge d'affaires of the - Monopoly of business to, and division

United States-Letter to, x. 541. mto classes, attacked, iv. 318-319.
- - - noticed, x. 513; xi. 36. - Trade of, created by the complexity oc-
Lawrie's Form of Process quoted, vii. 222· casioned by having different tribunals for

223, 307. different classes of cases, iv. 332.
Lawsuits. See Suits. - rate the importance of causes by the
Lawyer and Non-lawyer-Dialognes be- amount of fees derivable, iv. 333.

tween, in the Rationale of EVidence- - Reasons why judges should not be cho-
viz., on Masters in Chancery, vii. 218. sen from among, iv. 371.
On the mendacity-hcense, 266·267. On - Apprenticeship unnecessary to the qua-
the Author's system of pleading, 271. On hflcanons of, iv. 371.
the English system, 279. On equity - Interests of, adverse to those of the pub-
practice, 302 n. On the contempt shown he, iv. 495-49!l.
by judges to the legislature, 312-315. On - Their obstruction to Cromwell's Plan of
bringing officials mto contempt, 334. On Law Reform, iv. 501·502.
exclusion of self-criminative mterrogation, - Injustice the great source of the profits
455·469. On motion for crimmal mfor- of-the sinister interests it gives them,
mation,470. On the extraction of a de- T.6.
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Lawyers--Their mistakes visited on their general rule, that the law will enforce thl!
clients, v. 10. mtentiou of parties to a contract, vi. 519-

- Their approval of proposed law reforms 521.
a ground of suspicion, v. 15. Lawyers-Their holding a different code of

- Their protection of bad systems by la- morality from that of the public, vii. 188.
visaing praise on them, v. 95. - Alliance between their simster interest

- Illustration of their adjusting the phrase- and that of judges, vii. 201-204. See In-
ology of drafts of acts to suit their views, terest-Smister.
v. 136-138. - Their interest in the efficiency of crunmal

- 'I'herr propensity to found on and sup- justice, vii. 207-209.
port abuses sanctioned by precedent, v. - become the dupes of their own system,
142-143. vii. 210.

- Interest of, to keep up the confusion of - The absurdity of confiding in their opm-
the statute law in drawing new acts, v. ion of their own system, VII. 213-214.
150 n. - Scottish, do not conceal the VICes of

- being the most able to reform the law their system, vii. 224.
and most unwillmg-i-difflculty of gettmg - V se of the principle of nullification to,
It accomphshed, v, 183. vii. 258.

- The Interest of, in the arrangements of - The dividing of their consciences in the
courts of justice, distinct from that of the splitting of jurisdictions, vii. 303.
suitor", v. 560. - General remarks on the manner in which

- make no distinction between written they are subject to the influence of SIIlIS-
evidence provided for a particular SUIt, ter mterest, vii. 329-334.
and that provided Without a view to It, - Opinion of, that cheap justice bad, and
VI. i'O-iI. (S(e Preappointed.) dear good, VII. 323.

- might be employed as temporary record- - Knowledge of, confined to the corrupt
ers, vi. 81. part of human nature, 'II. 393.

- should be solely responsible for technical - VIew all Interests as simster, vii. 393.
errors, VI. 84. - have neglected the efficacy of motives on

- Clients' communication to, should be human conduct, VII 395.
evidence, VI. 99-100; Vii. 4i3-4i9. - Pecuniary interest the only one they ad-

- Their intere-t III regard to exclusion of nut, YII. 399,415, 4a9.
ev idence, VI. 103-105. - Testnnony of, should be excluded were

- Their interest that a man should hti- mendacity a good ground of exclusion,
gate, however bad his cause, vi, 13[!. VII 415-420.

- Form IIIwhich they dIbCUbS the subject - Therr method" of restoring the cornpc-
of evidence, VI. 143. Their division of it te ncy of witnesses Vii. 433-440. See
into written and unwritten, lb. Restoratives.

- acknowledge no interest but what is pe- - Their interest III the escape of criminals,
cumary, vi. 2.')8; vii. 399,415,439. YII.451.

- Mendacrty-heense of, VI. 298-300; vii, - ~cce.:~orIes to the crimes they defend,
262-2iO. VII. 4,:J.

- the only persons in whom ignorance of - ThCIr Interest in the abundance of law-
law not punished, vi. 301. suits, and consequently of vice, vi. 266.

- Least exposed of all men to the opera- - Their Interest III the exclusion of parties
tion of humanity, vi. 311. from the preseuce of the judge, VIi. 232-

- Reasons why litigant should be allowed 233.
assistance of, vi. 33i -338. I - Their interest in the distance of tribu-

- Impossibility of getting them to be law I nals, vii. 235-236.
reformers, VI. 545. - Their interest In the bandying of causes

- The making deponents speak in the third I from court to court, vii. 239.
person instead of the first, a device of, vi. - Their interest lJl the blmd fixation of
439. times for judicial procedure, vii. 240.

- Respondent not allowed to answer bill - Their mterest in sittings at long inter-
in equity except through, vi. 440. vals, vii. 244-245.

- The distinetions they have made in re- - Their interest in motion business, vii.
gard to evidence= A list of the presnmed 246.
sources of, VI. 4iO-4il. - Their interest in mechanical judicature,

- wII! admit compromise when fees ex- vii. 248-249.
hausted, vi. 480. - Their interest in keeping htigants from

- knowing the best method of extracting commg III contact WIth each other, vii.
evidence, employ the worst, vi .. ~O.'i_ 21;3.

- guilty of breach of faith in the law of I - Their interest in the system of English
nullity-an unknown exception to the pleadings generally, vii. !li4-2i5.
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La.wyers-Their interest in technical jar- ib. Impediments to mendacity in the

gon, vii. 280-283. simplicity of the code, 590-591.
- 'I'heir interest in fictions of law, vii. 286- Lawyers-Professional. Fields of service

287. of, ix. 591. No allocation to particular
- Their interest in the diversifications as courts, lb.

to execution, vii. 306. - - Who locable as, ix, 591-592. Ser-
- Their interest in needless and useless vice as probationary, a preliminary to be-

offices, VIi. 307. mg put on the locable hst, 591. Part
- Their interest in sham pecuniary checks spent in inspector's gallery-rest may be

to delay, vexation, and expense, vii. 307. as gratuitous eleemosynary lawyer, 592.
- Their interest in the double-fountain Ages-not Iocable to serve till 23 years

principle, VIi. 309. old, ib.
- described as one of the instruments of - - Capacity as to appointment to offices,

monarchy, ix.135-136. ix, 592-595. While merely in training
- considered as JudiCIary assistants=-what as Inspector, not disqualified for office,

classes of, may be necessary-what are 592. But after he has commenced, dis-
redundant, ix. 461-464. quahfled as Judge or Registrar, lb. Not

- not eligible to the Bench by the Consti- disqualifled to be Government or Elee-
tunonal Code, ix. 528, 592-59:;. mosynary Advocate, ib. Reasons-the

- Charity of, m being always anxious to practice of taking a SIde, and of further-
find good reasons for laws, x. 73-74. ing injustice, !;92-593 h accustomed to

- mcidentally animadverted on, I. 163, be the higher reputed and employed the
187, 238, 243-24.';, 466; ii.ll-12, 60, 7:l, more he perverts, 59:l. Efforts to protect
75-76,102, 111-112, 122, 151,1.';2,209, malefactors, ib. Impossible to bring the
373, 390, 391, 393, 394, 410, 430, 431, practitioner's feeling of mterest to corre-
448,456,465,559; ill. 191,241,264,301, spond WIth the universal interest, 594.
311, 319, 327, 332, 335, 370, 3il, 373, Interest to create disputes, whrch Judge's
386, 391, 406, 407, 502; IV. 37.5-31l7, duty to allay, lb. Illustranons-c-I'rocnr-
459, 483, 537; Y. b, 74, 8:3, 84, 86, 93, ess and bravo, 594-!jfJ5. Effects on the
9.5,98,181,182, 233-237,275,292, 391, Bench III England, .S~5.
392, 400,408, 409, 427,476; VI. 23, 24, - - Remuneration of, IX :)'15·.;96. The
84, 100, 144, 14.5, 149, 161, IRU, 206, less >-0 spent the better, 595 Frxmg the
223, 230, 273, 364, 40;{, 435, 438, 443, amount insufficient to keep It down, 59.5-
4(;4, 470, 4ib, 483, MJ2, sus, 506, 519, 5%. Provi-nons III the code which will
529n, 543, 544,.548 n, 551, 582; VII. 25, have a tendency to the reducuon-s-Per-
61n, 77 n, 18!l, 140, 191, 194, 195, 253, sonal appearance of partie" printed forms
267, 268, 269n, 318, 31!), 339, 340 n, of papers, exclusion of grades among
352,364, 387, 40lJ n, 436,440,443, 498, lawyersj ib.
503n, 504, 523, 538, 557 n, !inS; VIiI. - - Securities for appropriate aptitude
468, 469, 470, 479, ,';Ul, 535, 539, 542; on the part of, IX. 596-597. Responsible
ix. I, j!l4, 454, 472, 6116; x. 74,237,374, by pum-hment and compensation for
388, 56R; XI. 10,55,56. statement, mendaeiously and temerari-

Lawyers=-Professronal. Provisions regard- ously false, ,',flo. Subjection to power of
ing, III Constitutional Code, IX 5f1!l-.';97 j- Judge, by whoru may he deprived, lb.

- - Who constitute, IX 589. Person who Obhgations to good conduct towards the
assists another III huscontc-tutron, or adver-ary, as well a" to chent, 596-597.
frames written evidentiary mstrumentv, Prevention of accumulation of expenses
ib. Parties should have one nornencla- for the purpo'e of recovermg them from
ture-Demandant and Defendantv ib. LI- opponent, .';97.
tiscontestation preferable to the term h- Laxity as a defect III language, viii. 308.
tigation, lb. The several classes-Attor- Lazarettos=-Applicabrhty of the Panopticon
neys, Advocates, Connsellors or Advisers, system to, IV. 37-248.
and Notaries, lb. - Special apphcation of the Panopticon

- - Linscontestational class of-one only, I plan to, iv. 119 n.
ix.590-591. May actin partnership, but no Lazmess-c-Remedy against, in workhouses,
separate charge, one for one sort of work, by the earn-first prmciple, viii. 383.
and another for another, 590. Evils of dr- Leach-SIr John, noticed, v. 562.
Vision-Removal of responsibility, encou- Lead-Summary convictions for the theft
ragement to mendacity, increase of ex- of, YII. 504-505.
pense, immicalness to improvement-all Leader of mankmd=-Energy both of head
with increase of remuneration, ib. Man- and heart that must be in a, I. 191.
ncr in which, from the different media Leading Principles of the Constitutional
through whIch the pleadings pass to Code, ii. 269-274.
court" the mendacity-license sanctioned, Leading a witness, vi, 393. Se« Suggestive

Interrogation.
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Learner-The facultrcs necessary for the, , Leeds-Duke of, notreed.x :!14, 246; xi. 100.

distmguished from those necessary for the I Leedv= Duke and Duchess of-Bentham'.
inventor and the teacher, vm 75-76. interviews with, when a school-boy, x 31.

Learning or Intellectual Instruction-Ad-, Left-hand Marriages-Practice ot~ III Ger-
vantages derivable from, in whatever many, i. 545.
shape obtained, viu. 3-10. Securing ge- Legacy Duties-Incidence of, ii. 592.
neral respect, 3. Security against ennui, Legal Language-Technical. Wherein it
8-9. Securrty agaiust sensuahty, 9-10. differs from other technical, iii. 269-270.
Security against idleness and mischievous- - - Importance to society of improvement
ness, I O. Adnnssion mto good company,ib. in, in. 270-272.

- - - - Particular advantages of' the - - Prejudices adverse to improvement
system of, proposed in Chrestomathia, vin, Ill, obviated, iii. 272-274. Created in a
11-16. N umber and extent of branches barbarous age-wisdom of our ancestors,
of useful skill and knowledge, 11. In- 2n-274. Purity of language, lb. Love
creased chance of lightmg on the most of ease; prejudice agamst mventor ; sims-
appropriate pursuits, lb. General strength ter interest, 274.
of mind derivable from the-e resources, Legal maxims-Instances of, dictated by
ib. Apphcanon of this mental strength capnce instead of utihty, I. 6-7 n ".
to the pupil's professional pursuits, II-i:.'. Legal obhgation-Nature of, Viii. 206.
Habits of order, 12. Posses-ion of sources Legal redress-Benefits of,as a succedaneum
of comfort and security, lb. Means of to revenge, i. 542.
protecting health, lb. Security against Legal or Pohtical sanction-Source and
the terrors, impositrons, and salt-delu srom., direction of the, I. 11 ; Ill. 290-291
to which Ignorance IS subject, 12-13. be- - - - Its effect on testimony, VI. 2GO-
curmg the choice of good companions, ib. 261, 268-270. See Sanction.
Reheving parents from the burden of per- Legal statrstics, Extent to which they may
sonal supenntendance, 13-14. Cheapness, be obtained, and uses they may be pnt to,
14. Preference to th« more useful branches vi. 561-564.
of Instruction, 14-1.5. Corporal punish- Legatees - Expedients for making them
ment superseded, 15-16. Superior POSI- good witnesses for the Will, vi. 158.
non of the pupils in the general rank of - Effects of their exclusion as Witnesses,
education, 16. Enlargement to each pu- vi. .548-549.
pi!', field of occupatron, ib. Legerdemain defined, vii. 10.5-106.

-- System of, proposed III Chrestomathia->- Leghorn-visited by Bentham on Ins way
Object lOllS to, answered, vlll.16-·21. That to Russia, x. 150.
It IS impracticable, ](;-17. That it disre- LEGISLATIOI'o-Illtroduction to thc Pnnciples
gards classical learning, and other accom- of Morals and, i. I et seq.
phshmentsv I z-Itl. That the concepnons ] - The art of,as distinguished from private
entertained will be superficial and con-' Ethics, i. 142-148.
fused, 18-19. That conceit likely to be - Declaratory restrictrons on, attacked, i.
engendered, 19-21. 1.54

Learumg-c-Classrcal-c- Value of and extent - Anticrpatrve, animadverted on, i. 154.
of attention that should be paid to, II. 253- I' - Influence of tune and place In matters
260. of,i.I71-194.

- Legal-e-Interests which tend to increase - Penal. DIVIded into direct and indirect,
the necessity for, vi. ~07. i, !i3:!.

- U seful- The uruversines obstacles to, II. - Difficulty of the science, and paucity of
4G8. persons capable of exercising It, it. 24!1.

Leases=-Use of registratIOn With regard to, - Influence of fallacres of authority on
vi. 5, .5-576. questions of, illustrated in Lawyers and

- of crown lands=-Appheatron of public Churchmen, ii. 39.5-398.
competition to, v. 3:l5-328. - Suppression of ingenuity in, by fallacies

Le Blauc=-Mr Justice-Case of the Inde- as to precedent, it 410.
pendent lVlllg for a libel agamst, cited, I - DIVISlOllS of, with respect to forms of
v, 112. I enactment, IIi. 2i7 -283. Principal and

Le Ilrun-Case of, vi ~14; VIi. 18. I modlficatlve,277-273. Principal and ef-
Le Cler. noticed, VI. 21:l; \'II. I, I fectuatlve,278. Direct and indirect, ib.
Lecturers-c-Itmerant.cn Law Rcform-Sug- Indirect mandate With remuneratory

gestron of, XI :!O-:ll. inducement, 27B-279. Prohibrtion With
Le Despenser- Lord-vNotice of, x . .'i3. mdirect punitive inducement to compli-
Le Dreu=-Opemnon- of, as an agent of LOUIS ance, 2711-283.

Phihppe, XI. 41-42. - J udieral c-« Plan for accomplishing, by
Lee-Arthur, noticed, x, 94. regulanons of Judges subject to disallow-
Lee-The orientahst, noticed, x. 150, 154. ance of crown or either House.iii. 367-371.
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Legislation incapable of providmg minute Pubhcation of Periodical-amendment Cal-

rules for enforcing economy, IV. 132. en dar-heads of Its contents, ib. Grounds
- Creating a school of, by inviting free for believmg 'that these arrangements Will

criticism on legislative alterations, IV. 5~1- suffice to keep the body of laws free of
523. irregulanues, &c., 436-437. Legislature

- Creating a school of, by receiving drafts to be kept clear of the judicial rua tt er
of codes by open competrnon. IV. 547-548 brought before it in England m the way

- Authority of, usurped by Kmg's Bench, of private bills, 437. The proposed sys-
VI. 414. tem has in It all the good held out a<;an

- often looked upon as a right, not a duty, excuse for giving the monarch the miti-
vi. 207. ative, without the e' il, lb.

- Proper ends of. vi. 6. Legialauonal J udicatoncs=-held excepted
- Positive-c-Ca-es JlI which exclusion of from the rules applicable to the other;" by

evidence justifiable, not a subject for, vu, the Constrtutional Code. IX. 4!;f;-4:;[1.
344-345. Legislatrve Assemblres c- Eo~ay on the Tac-

- Rhetoric too often substituted for Logic I tics of. 11.301-373.
III, Vi11.508-5U~. , - - Conditions requisite to glYIIIg the

Legrslatron MIIIIRter- Functions of, by the! people confidence III, II 301.
Constitutional Code, IX 4~8-4:{i. List of : - - Unanimity, majority, and quorum Ill,

functlOns,4211-429. Care of archives and i con-uderedv u ;'U6-:\o7.
edifices, 429. Per-on- to "hose accom- I - Permanence Ill, 11 3116-:!0;.
modation he ha-, tu attend-s-members, - - Absence of members of, 11. :107.
ministers, clerks, reporter" visrters., &0 , i - - Policy of dividing mto two, ri. 307-
ib. To report as to e;.,.pmng laws, lb. 310. Gives mmorrty effect of majority ,
Prmtmg and distributron of laws, lb. In- 3Ui_ Rivalry and corruption, lb. DI'-
trmation to sub-legrslature s.ib. To attend tinct ground, III the different Houses, 307-
to the tactics of the assembly, lb. To at- 308. Delays,308. The mitral kept by
tend to alterations, whether by SImple one-Simple negative by the other, lb. The
abrogation, Simple addition, substitutron, advantages of a division enumerated by
or modification, 4~9-43U. Reeditrons of Dumont, ilU!l-310.
the general code, and of the special codes - - Publicity With regard to, ri. 310-31 L,
apphcable to people in pel uhar posruons - -PublICity With regard to=-Reusons.tor,
-latter the more frequent, 4:)0. To take 11.310-312. To keep members to their
coguizance of'amendments.for the purpose duty, 310. Securmg the confidence and
of rendering them umform With the whule assent of the people by open candour, 310-
body of the law,4:{0-431. Provision as 311. Tolet the wishes of the con-utuency
to cases declared urgent III which he be known, 311-312. Enabhug electors to
cannot be consulted beforehand Without act from knowledge,:n~. Deriving 111-

preponderant mischief, 431. Nature of formation from the public. ib .\ ra-
the mmister's report as to symmetrical- tional amusement to the pubhc, ib,
ness, 431-4:l2. What constitutes syrn- - - (Pubhcity.) Objections to, stated and
metrical form, 432. Course to be taken answered. ii. 312-314. Incompetency of
towards procuring alteration where not the public to judge, 31~-313. Exposing le-
symmetrical, lb. Reasons why amend- gislators to popular hatred, 313. Legis-
ments should not be received nnless they lators acting for popular applause, lb.
be symmetrical, 432-433. Admits assis- Displeasure of the sovereign. 314.
tance of mnnsters and of the public in - - (Pubhcity.) Objects to which It ought
Iegrslation, and teaches habits of precision to extend, 11. 314-316.
in thought and expression, 433. Reasons - -- (Pubhcity.) Exceptions to the rule of,
why these regulations do not interfere With II. 315.
the liberty of'proposmg any law, lb. Rea- -- - (Publicity.) Means of. ii. 315
sons for exception in the case of urgency, - - (Pubhcity.) State of, III England, ii,
433-434. Answer to the objections that 3Ib-317.
the plan would cause delay, that one man's - - Place of meeting for. and arrange-
time insufficient, and that it creates mo- ments connected With it, ii. 31;--320.
nopoly,434. A previous security in the - - Matters Immediately concernmg the
circumstance, that whatever law may be members of, II. 3~O-327. Sa Members.
proposed IS prepared by an official, or by - - Arrangement of hours of busmess
the Continuatron commlttee,434-435. The for. II. 322-:\~;{,
Legislation mmister's office a school for - - Attendance of members of, ii. 3~3-
teaching hi;' art, 41\5. Method of'receivmg :l::!:;.
and dealmg With amendments proposed - - Requisition of a quorum in. ii. 326.
by Judges, 435-436. Daily list of amend- - - Admission of, isiters to, how to be
ments in the Government newspaper, 436. regulated, u. 3::!6-3~i.
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l,pgislathe A,'emulies - Presidents and Legislator-should provide that probative

vree-presidents of, 11 ;l:!i-330. Rules for force of evrdeuce may be as great as pos-
therr office, 32i-321:. Should be one sible, VI. 2::!1-::!24.
prmcipal, who should be permanent, lb. - HIs mabihty to draw a lme distinguish-
Rule' as to Ills functrons and competency mg true and false witnesses, VI_280.
and incompetency, 328-329. Should be - All fixed rules regarding evidence should
judge and agent, :l2B Should be subject sprIng from, vi. 184.
to control, ib. Should not be a member, - Duties of, III regard to evidence, vi. 12-
1128-329. Choice, :l2H. Object of all re- 14, 210-212. Should give the judge
gulanons the obtainment of the genuine power to give effect to, 210. Shonld
WIll of the assembly, 329-330. gn e Judge mstructrons for his guid-

- - :\lode of proceedme in, III the form- ance, and take secunues that evidence
ation of decisions, 11. ;lilO-350. be trustworthy, 211. Shonld provide

- - ~- Points to be attended to in the form- against evidence being produced at pre-
ation of acts of, and correspondent rules, ponderant inconvenience, 212. Shonld
11. 3:1.1. arm Judge and parties With power for

- - - L'nity of the subject of debate m, to mve-tiganng, lb. Should provide re-
be kept inviolate, ii. ;\41 -342. cords, lb.

- - Process of debating In, to be kept - Instructions to be delivered from, to the
distinct from and pnor to that of voting, judge, for cstunatmg the probative force
iI 342-346. of evidence, \I 151-li5; vn, 563-598.

- - Impropriety of a fixed order of preau- See Instructrons.
dience In debatmg In, 11. 346-:149 - 'Vhat IlP <hon ld <10 In the case of make-

- -- Reason for taking votes simultane- shift evidence, VI. 59-60.
ouslv In, 11. 349-85U - Power of, to acquire knowledge as a

-- - DIfferent act, entering" into the form- foundation for his laws, VI. 152.
anon of a decree In, 11. :io2. - Use' to, of inqurry into causes of trust-

-- - :\Totions, bills, and amendments in, worthiness of evidence, &c., VI 24 i.
II. :i.'i2-;~54. --- Use of judicial regrstration to, vi. 330-

-- - The drawmg np of laws in, ii. 354- 331.
3:;[) - Use of records to, as furnishing statistic

-- - Rules for debates Ill, 11. :l;;8-:~r.4. fact>, vi, 72, 7G, 7i, 511, 512, 555,562,
- -- Should not act on hearsay evidence I 5G4,5i3.

of errcum-tnuce-, 11. ;)G4 Legislntors - Representative- Advantages
- -- Amendment-, Ill, 11. 3G5-:lGr.. of Impermanence of the srtuation of,
- - Mouous of a <l,l 011rnment Ill, 11. 366-368. urged, IiI. 511-:; 16. Short Parliaments
- - Voting Ill, II. ;~I;i-:li2. supported both by utihty and usage, lb.
- - SpccI,d committees Ill, ii ~i::?-3;-3. I - Proper endowments of, and means tend-
- - Comnuttecs of the whole House 1Il, ii, I mg to their attainment, Ill • .5;)9-541.

37.\., . "~? I - C~n~tancy of attendance of, urged, iii.
- - I oi mula s for, 11•• " d. I 49.O-Dll.
- - Meau<; of preservmjr, from disturb- -- Propensity of, to gIve commands rather

ance of members, Ill. 5~1-5fJ2, 596-.597. than reasons, VI. 1.'i1.
- - Should be court, of judicature to the - The question of their exclusron from re-

end of keeping order, iv, 3;)5. ehgibihty considered in the Tract on pro-
- - Evils of cessations III the sittings of, posed Portuguese Constitunon, nil. 483-

II. 2B3-284. 485.
-- - Recordation WIth reference to the de- I - Inaugnral Declaration of,in the Constitu-

bates In, vi. IG if)_ I tional Code, ix. 198-204. Sfe Inaugural.
Legislative Power - Apphcation usnally 1-Reeligibihty of - DI<;CU%lOllWIth Dr

made of the term, crrtu.ised, lli. 198. Bowring on, x. 528-530.
Legrslator=-Defimtion of a, Ill. :?23. Legislatorral Attorney-Charges of sedrtion
~ How far he can lead pubhc opinion, i. for the election of, crrticised, v, 241.

464. Legislature, The - Its superordmation to
- Qualtties requisite for a, ii, 301. the judicature-e-Plans by the French
-- Must work by the interests, affections, Nanonal Assembly for enforcing, cnn-

and passions, n. 4i 4. cised, iv. 310.
- Folly of the interference of, to limit the Legislature-Q,uahfications for members of a,

projects which individuals think safe, ui. considered, n. 248-249.
25-26. - British-Blackstone on the powers, dn-

- Importance to, of a Rationale to the ties, and utility of the branches of, criti-
Code of Laws, iv. 492. cised, i. 2i7-282.

- should promulgate reasons for his laws. - - Blackstone's opinions on limitations of
VL 67. the powers of, criticised, i. 283-292.
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Legislature-Fallacy m the opinion that the

powers of, are hmited, i. 288.
- Fallacy and miscluef of attempts to bind,

by declarations as to what It can and can-
not do, h. 493-495,515.

- Acts of the-Essay on the drawing of,
ill. 233·283.

- Designs of-how frustrated by operations
of Judges, iii. 281-283.

- Propriety of reference to, by judges, on
laws of which the strict enforcement
would produce injustice, IV. 312-315.

- Judges should not have seats in a, iv.
380-381.

- An upper chamber of-Address to the
citizens of France against, IV. 419-450
See Peers.

- Members of. Reasons why they should
not have the sole duty of preparing a new
code of laws, and why It ought to be left
to general competrtion, IV. 548-551.

- Contempt shown by English judges to
the authority of, Vii. 311-315.

- Members of-Difficulty in keeping the
elements of corruption from, Illustrated
in the proposed Spanish Code, viil.49G-497.

- Connexion which the Prime Mirnster
has with, by the Constitutiounl Code, IX.
206-207.

- Proper limits that should be preserved
in the operations of, x. 510.

Legtslature-Supreme-Exposition of the
prmciples of, as introductory to the Con-
stitutional Code, IX. 114-127;-

- - Single or divided, IX. 114-117. No
second chamber-would only counteract
the first, 114. A hereditarily anstocra-
tIC, would do so specially, 114-115. Al-
ways profitable to a monarch and them-
selves=-detnrnental to the bod)' of the
people, lb. Though elected, the defects
of loss of time, and expense, lb. Illus-
tration of how It might be the means of a
mmority outvoting a majority, 115. The
one house being the active legislator's, the
other not to be qurte useless would seek
employment in counteraction, ib. Com-
plexuy, and therein facility for corrup-
tion, 115-116. Lines of demarcation as
to privileges, intercepting public business,
116. Various reasons why such a chamber
inferior maptitude to a first, ll6-117.

- - Reasons why It is not in the supreme
constitutive, or the people, ix.II7. Im-
practrcabrlity, lb.

- - Reasons why the election of, should
be immediate, and not by the election of
electors, IX. II i-118. Want of responsi-
bility-exposure of elected electors to
corrupnon, ib.

- - Duties peculiar and not peculiar to,
ix. llB. Should not undertake the mat-
ters which are the subject of local and
private acts in Britain, ib.

CCXI LEG
Legislature-Supreme - Dislocadihty anb

punibility of the members of, iz. ll8-119.
Former msufficient of Itself to counteract
the temptation to corrupuon-s-latter must
be added, ib.

- - The omnipotence of the, ix. 119-124.
Limitations are founded on the presump-
tron that at the time the constitutive and
legislative have more aptitude than they
can afterwards have, 119. Absurdity of
the supposuion, 119-120. No danger of
tyrannous use-checks, 120. Uselessness
and rmschrevousness of requmng a lapse of
time before an alteration can take place,
lb. Mischief of judicial mvahdation,
121. Remedy for overstretch of autho-
nty in the refusal of obedience, lb. De-
clarations of lrmits self-absurd, as hable
to be revoked by successors, 121-122
Use of restrictions on bad governments III

weakemng thern-c-Bill of rights, &c., 1~2-
123. The arguments about the division
and balance of power overlook the great-
est-happiness prmciple, which IS found in
glVlng power to the majorrty, 123. !'Ie-
cessityof having the judicial and execu-
tive open to remedy from the legislanve,
but no interference by them WIth legisla-
tive, 124.

- - Reasons for Inaugural declaration by
members of, IX. 124-125. Means of letting'
their aptitude be known, 124. Check on
conduct,124-125. Saves the member from
unreasonable sohcitauon, lb.

-- - Reasons for sittings of, bemg unlll-
termitted, Ix.125-127. Performauce of the
public business, and avoidance of oppor-
tunitres for corruption, 125. Objecticn
answered, that men of worth will not sub-
mit to the restncnon, 12:;-126. Objec-
non answered, that the strictness Without
a precedent, 126. The objections brought
by those who have a sinister interest III

non-attendance, 126-127.
Leglslature- Supreme-a-Provisions for the,

III the Constitutional Code, IX. 160-198;-
- - Powers and duties of, ix, 160-1 GI.

For the time being, unlnmted III power,
160. Authority over the executive, lb.
Besides ItS own duties may, therefore,
when it thinks right, assume those of the
other functionaries, lb. The legislator to
listen to individual constituents, but not
to obey them, to the detriment of the gene-
ral body, lb. Not to violate his duty by
adopting the interest of the constituents
at large, though it should seem contrary
to the nauonal interest: if a majorrty of
constituencies are thus for It, it will be-
come the national,ib. May give his opinion
against, and his vote for hIS constituents,
ib. Full powers to amend the code, ib.

- - Responsrbihty of, ix.161-162. Judges
not to refuse obedience to their acts, but
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if they be unconstitutional, the constitu-
tive may exercise their pumtrve and dIS-
locative authority, 161. The constitu-
tive to have the enforcement of observ-
ance of all contracts entered on by the
legislatn-e,161-162.

Legn-lature-c-Su preme- Powers of, as to;>su b-
legislatures, IX. 162. Direcnv e, correc-
tive, arbitrative, lb.

- - Elecnon co.le of-Ll't of the varlOU~
heads of, and reference to Radical Re-
form BIll for substance of, IX. I ti:2-16:1.

-- - Attendance of, IX. 163. Constant,
except Sunday, when only in case of ur-
gency, ib.

- - Remuneration of, IX. IG3.
- - Attendance and remuneration of, con-

nected, IX. 163-166. Plan for member re-
ceiving Ius dally pay at the door, while a
register kept of present and absent, 163.
Reason why attendance should be exacted
from these high fuunonaries as well from
tho be whose attendance 1& of infenor con-
sequence, Ihi. Reasons of'vacanons, &c ,
lU British Parliament-The monarch's
wish to get rid of his checks, 164-165.
America has bhndly imita ted these to
much detriment, 165. A provision for
necessary absence, sickness, and death,
165-166.

- - Sittings of, public and Ferret, ix. 166.
The general srttmgs to be pubhc, With as
much room for attendance of'visiters as pos-
SIble, lb. Arrangements for a Registry
of secret sitnugs=-movcrs, cause, &c., lb.

- - Term of service of members of, and
contmuauon, IX. J66-167. Briefest that
convement, 166. A regular recurrmg
electron WIthout any official direction,
166-167. A year recommended, 167.

- - Self-suppletrve function of members
of, IX. 167-1iO. Power to appoint as
substitute any eligible person who is not
a member, 167. Responsible for substi-
tute, ib. Provision for each naming a
permanent sul.strtute to be called on to
attend when the principal out of the way,
167-168. Reasons for making such a
provrsion-i-constant transacnon of busi-
ness, prevennon of fluctuatron, &c.,
ib, Reasons why the substitute not
chosen hy the electors - constancy of
attendance, responsibility, avoidance of
delay and expense, &c., 168-169_ Corre-
lative uses-educating a set of men as le-
grslators, and bringing them into notice,
169. Considerations as to official dress, lb.
Arrangements for lettmg constituencies
know and Judge of defalcations, ib,
- Coutmuation committee ot, IX_ 170-

17'2. '1'0 carry the measure of a preced-
ing Into a succeeding legrslan-rc, and so
prevent good measures from fallmg, and
supply deflctenciea III aptitnde, 1iO-171.

ccxii LEG
Savmg time, and preservation of the
knowledge that has been acquired, 171.
No right of voting, and the reasons, 171-
172. Reasons why they should be ap-
pointed by their colleagues, 172.

Legislature-c-Supreme-e- Who may be reloca-
ble as members of, ix. 172-1 BO. Arrange-
ments for making It so that no person can
be reelected until there are three tunes as
many who h a re been as 1IChoare members
of the le!(I.lature, 172-173. Object-s-
providmg it set of qnalified competitors,
so that the electors may not look always
to the same men, Ii 3. No dIS:1PP01l1t-
ment bv tl,p at raugement , lb. If It were
not a fixed rnle, deprivatron would be
1I1VlllIOU~, 17:1-17-1. Will mcrease moral
aptitude by removing the efficacy of, and
the incitements to corruption, ib. Objec-
non a, tv expenence=-ud vantages of, ob-
tamable through the Contmuatron com-
mittee, liS-Ii-G. The non-relocabihty
not to be perpetual, because It IS good to
gIve :1 choice a:nong tned men, 176. The
exclusion should not contmue above two
or three years ; if too long the aptitude
acquired I~ lost, &c., ib. Difficnlty less-
ened by the other situations of' public
service open in the meantime, 176-177_
Experience admitted to be of great value
111 the case of new-formed repubhcs, es-
pecially when the people demoralized by
the misrule from which they have broken,
Iii. Temporary non-relocabihty a me-
drum course for such a case, 177-178.
The Rump Parliament an illustration of
the danger of relocability in such circum-
stances, 17B. Irnpossibihty of gettmg
the same securities which are applicable
to the executive officials directed against
legislators, ib. The moral aptitude must
depend on the Pubhc-opnnon Tribunal
and the hbcrty of the press, ib. Answers
to objecuons ;-that the plan Impedes
freedom of choice, li9; that it I. un-
merited ill-treatment of the representa-
tive, ib.; that capable people would not
accept of the temporary trust, lb. 'I'abu-
lar comparatrve view of this system with
that of undrscontinued relocability, 179-
180. The system adds the sanction of
punishment for neglect of duty, to the
more feeble arrangement of withholdmg
the pay on non-attendauce, 180.

- - Wrongful exclusion of members of,
obviated, IX. 180-181. MaJorIty of those
present to decide, but a declaration to be
entered If persons excluded would have
turned the scale, ib.

- - Inquiry Judicature of, for collecting
evidence as to proposed new laws or other
proceedings, IX. 18I-IS8. Cases when the
Legislature must commit this duty to
other-, Its own time being fully occupied,
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181. Preappointed evidence, in Records, rooted in the former, 192. If there be
Statistics, &c., 181-182. Evidence that exceptions, uot to be counted on, lb.
has to be elicited, 182. Personal and Rulers act as if the subject many had
Real, lb. The powers to be given, those more than they have of the selfish dis-
of the Courts of Law, and the additional position of aggrandrzement-c-themselves
ones which the Legislature has at com- none, 192-193. Goodness of a. Govern-
mand through its Agents, Envoys, &c., ment tested by willmgness to submit to
182-183. Defect,m the evidence afforded the secunties, 194. In representative
by silence not bemg useful, as it is in ju- Democracies, all classes but the lawyers
dicature, 183. ExclUSIOn on account of willmg to do "0, ib, An absolute IIIon-
delay, vexation, and expense, not neces- arch has no objection, if it do not inter-
sary as 111 judicature, ib. QualitieS that fere With hnnself, 194-195. A pure Arts-
evidence should pos.ess, ib. Securities tocracy opposes, 195. The ',IrlOU" de-
for the possession of these, ib. (See EVI- partments III a mixed Monarchy opposed
denee.) Choice of Legislation Evidence- to, save so far as compelled to give way
elicitor, 183-184. May be a deputy or to the Public-opnnon Tribunal, 195-196.
not, 184. If a deputy, the ell citation not Securities for general aptitude-e-wrde
to go on during the sittings, ib. Arrange- suffrage, general responsibility, shortness
ments as to place, the persons present, of service, non-relocabihty, publicity, &r.,
&c., ib, Arrangements for secrecy where 197. Reference to precautions applicable
necessary, without danger of corruption, to moral aptitude, lb. Reference to those
135. The Report, lb. Its quahues-> applicable to intellectual and active apti-
methodizatron, condensation, apphca- tude, 197-198.
tion, lb. The procedure 1Il Committees of Legrslatures=-Local. Advantages of. ana
the Commons may be advantageously uses they can be turned to, IV. 429-430
studied, 135-186. Favourably contrasted n,
with the Enghsh judicial procedure, which - - Provisions for, in the Constrtutional
sinister interest has perverted, 186-111i. Code, ix. 640-643. See Sublegislatures,
Defect 1Il not possessing sanctions for Legitrmacy-c-Questrons as to, ranked among
truth, or means of enforcing answers to complex suits, u. 81.
questions, 187. House of Lord,-In- - Uses of registranon for the purpose of
qurries capricious and useless, 187-188. provmg or disproving, VI 5,:2.
Royal Comrmssione=-suusterly granted - False inference of, from husband's 110n-
and for sinister purposes, 188. Suppression expatriation, VI. 53-54.
of interrogatories a bad feature in all, lb. - Crimes that have been perpetrated in the

Legislature-Supreme-Legislation Penal name of, viii, 47:2.
JudIcatory for, IX. J 88-190. For trial LegitImate influence of property-s-Nature
of members of existmg or anterior Le- of the, Iii. 483.
gislature, the Prime Mmister, or the Leibnitz noticed, viii. 37, 174, liB.
Justice Minister. 188. Either all or Lei~e...ster-ex parte. The case of, cited, v.
none members of the Legislature. 189. 3.:>/.
Chosen by secret suffrage, ib, If the Lemster-Duke of-HIS situation of Master
whole Legislatnre have time, may act, of the Rolls alluded to, Ill. 441 n.
ib. Recommendations for Impartiality, - - - An officer 111 the Irish Volunteers,
ib. Legislature not to act as an Ap- iii. 614
pellate Judicatory, but to give redress Lemma-Instance of a, applied to exhaus-
where wrong purposely committed by trve division, vin. 10:2.
Judges, 189-190. Lenders of Mouoy=-Causes of uupopulanty

- - Members' motions, ix. 190-11l1. Dis- uf, iii. Ii.
tmction between new laws and amend- Leonard's Reports noticed. vito 4.;8.
ments of old-in latter case a system for I Lese majcsty-- 'I'he offence of, an incident
indicanng precisely what IS amended, of the Mouarclucal system, IX. 3D
190. The reeditive mode, 190-191. Every! Lebsart-)1.--Thc case of, noticed, 11. :l(,-t.
member entitled to move-seconding ne- , Letter-a; casually wrrtten evidence, v.i,

cessary, to prevent captious motions, 1!l1. !11l.
Recommendation to consult WIth the - by defendaut-c-used against him Without
Mmister of the department before a mo- nn.erroganou, \11. 16G.
non made, lb. - Exclusion of, as evidence on writer',

- - Securities for appropriate aptitude decease, vu, I!li -1Gfl-
m members of, IX. 191-198. Principles - considered as makesluft evidence, \I.

acted on=-miumnzmg confidence, and I .'ill.
maximrzmg control, 191. Rule, foundr d - Interrogation by. Sec Epistolary Inter-
on them, 19:2. Self-regard and sympathy rd;:;atlOll
CJ:.I,tll1g m all humuu unnds hut l.uter : L",:'.'I-PO-I- Apphcaluhty of, to JUUICI,,1
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intercourse-c-Use for conveying judicial Libel-considered the more criminal the
writs, &c., II. 55; iii. 378-379; ix. 637. worse the conduct it attacks, v. 234.

Letter-post-s-Adaptation of the machinery Libel Law-an instance in which the Legis-
of, to indicating habitations for election lature attempts to attach infamy to an
purposes, Iii. 587 n. act, in vain, i. 466.

- - The advantages of establishing, in - - Effect of unanimity of juries on, ii,
every country, VIII. 583. EVils of making 121.
It a source of revenue, ib. Contributes to - - considered in Letters to the Spanish
the efficiency of the Judicial power, to people on the Liberty of the Press, ii.
education, and to the increase of com- 275-297.
rnerce, lb. - - A strict interpretation of, would in-

- - Under the administration of the In- volve nearly all literary works, iv. 392 n.
terior-commurncation Minister, by the' - - Tendency of, to destroy liberty, v.
Constitutional Code, ix. 441. I 65-66. A Libel, any paper in which any

Letters-c-Inviolability of. Sieyes'doctrines lone able to pnnish finds what he dislikes,
regardl11g. considered, II. 532. 65. Means of reducmg the government

Letters to Count Toreno, on the proposed to a despotism, 66. Can only be radically
Penal Code. delirered trI by the Legislation cnred by Parliament, ib. But may re-
C(lmmittre of the Spanish Cortes, viu. 48; - ceive palliation from firmness of jurymen,
~4. i~

Lettres de cachet amrnadverted on, i. 576; - - Work on, commenced, and postponed
VI. 364 n. to Art of Packing Junes, v. 65-66,105.

Levelhug "ystem-- Incompatibility of the, - - Influence of judges-s-how employed
1.311-31:? in strengthening and enforcing, v. 97-101.

- - Essay on the, i, 358-364. Property - - Instruments of, for crushing the li-
and sources of livelihood that would berty of the press, and their method of
be dc-troyed, 3513-361. Impossibility of use, Illustrated from the dicta and pro-
countcractmg the circumstances which ceedmgs in Cobbett's Trial, v. 105-114.
can-e inequality. 3GI-36:3. A case to - -~ The Star-chamber, or a judge with-
wlnch tbo common argument, of the diffi- out jury, a preferable judicature for, to a
culty of stoppmg', really apphcs 36:3. covertly-pensioned jury, v. 115-117.
Perpetual divi-ious with the a.ltcranon m - - Its state in 1820, with reference to
pr.pulutron, ilG:I-3(i4. Iucrea-,e of idleness the case of the Kmg against Edmonds, v.
and dt-s ipatton , :104. 240-251.

-- - Dernocratrc representatives have no - - Forced unanimity of jurors service-
uit cre-t in the, 111. 471,475. able in defeating, v, 466.

- - A general project of, Impossible. and - - Account of, 111 Petition for justice,
not senously entertained, Ill. GOS-G08. v.4r.1.

Lcvrticuv=-The Book of, Cited on the subject - - Protectron it gives to judicial de lm-
of oaths. Y. 219. quency, v. 540.

I.e\\ enhoek noticed, i. 3:?9. - - Truth an aggravation by, vi. 269-
Liabihty-c-a word requmng special exposi- 2iO.

trou "hen used ill law, v, 413. - - carried to it, fnll extent would de-
Linucourt=-Duke de-referred to on the populate a country, vin, 538.

Philadelphia Penitentiary, IV. 21:3, 216, - - a creation of monarch)', does not
23';,2:37. exrst m a representatrve democracy, ix.

- - - Letter from. on the Pnson DISCipline 3B.
of America, x. 308. -- - Communication to Cobbett offering

-- - Answer to letter from, x 312-313. remarks ou, x. 448-449.
-- ncticed, x 24 i, 390, 402. - - Correspondence as to the existence

Lmucourt=-M. de-Letter from. With an ac- of, in the United States, x. 512-513.
count of the death of the Duke de Roche-I- - Safety of the people dependent on
toucauld, x. 285-286. the weakness of, x. SIR.

Liar-Infamy attaching to the character of ' - - Attempt of Lord Mansfield to extend
a. \1. 264. the operation of. XI. 62-63

-- Oaths give a certificate of veracity to, - - casually animadverted on, ii, 418;
n.322. iii. .1!l1n :::; VII. 2Hi. 2iO.

LIbel-Character of theolfenceof.1.369. 53B. Liberal oprmons= Codificanon Proposal au-
- Elements of the art of packing juries in dressed to all nations professmg, 1\. 535

ca=e- of, v. 61-186. et 8Pg.

-- Best proof of, accordmg to the doctnnes Liberalists and rigorists - their disputes
of judges, IS the act of prosecution, as It concernmg evidence, VI. 14.';-14B.
chows the prosecutor's teehugs to be hurt, I Liberality at the expense of the public- ~
\.IOi-IOB. I name tor waste, IX. 267.



LIll

Liberated pneoners=-Plan of providing for,
in the army or navy, or by a subsidiary
establishment to the Panopticon Peniten-
tiary, iv. 165-171.

Liberty-Love of-Component elements of,
1.210.

- Caprices regarding the infringement of,
by punishment, i. 41 I.

- Forfeiture of, as a punishment, I. 4H.
- and Government-Difficulty of the task

of adjusting the claims between, I. 28G.
- cannot be supported but at the expense

of a certain portion of Itself, i 30 I.
- never should be Infringed without a rea-

"on based on utility, i. ;l01.
- Fa lse popular definrtion of, I :l01.
- not to be considered as a principal object

of the law, but as a branch of security, I.
30~.

-- Distinction between slaven and i. 344.
- Deception that has 11ttend'ed the u.e of

the term,». 564.
- ami hcennousness of the press-a sham

distinction used to deceive, II. 451-452.
- Fallacy of Declarations of nnprescriptr-

ble right of, ii. 502-503.
-- - The definition In the first French Decla-

ration, that It consists 111 domg what IS
not hurtful to another, crrticised, ii.
505.

-- as one of the Rights of man-Clause as
to, in the second French Dee.aratron, ell-
trcised, 11 5~4-,j2G.

--- of travelhng=-Sicyes' doctrme of, COllSI-
dered, ir. 5;~2

-- Fullacre- as to laws spoken of as hurt-
ful to, III I flS.

ConfUSIOn of individual and political,
With the evils occasioned b) It, 111. 1ll5.

Attacks on. at commencement of 19th
century, 111. 4.lS.

- False use of the term, vu. 522
- Fallacy thut judu ial torms are the shields

of, exposed, V1I1. 4ifl-4B2
-- a loose expre'olUll, .. secunty ' prefer-

able, YlII • .1OU.110.
- of dI5CU"101l-.\ common mterpretatron

of, IS pernns-ion to bay what the granter
of the hberty approves of, viu. 49:;.

-- Relimous=-Plan for umtmg the Catholics
and Dissenters for the furtherance of, x.
MJZ-.194.

- British. The seed- of, to be found 111
the forms of Parhamentary procedure, 11.
;132.

Liberty and necessity-c-Opmion of the un-
profitableness of mqumes mto, x, 2 l ti.

Liberty of the Press-Preponderant advan-
tage" of, m comparison with censorship,
I. .138.
- - Efficacy of, in directing pubhc

opmiou, I. ,'Hi3.
- - - Principles on which It -hould he

founded, I. bi 4-5; S.

ccxv LIll
Liberty of the Press-Effect of unaumnty

of Juries on laws against, 11. 121.
- - - Special Juries invented against, H,

138.
- - - and Public drscussron, con-idercd

m Letter> to the Sparush people,u. 2i 5-2!!~.
- - - Advertisement tu Letter" Oil, &oc,

h. ~7f;.
- - - The foundation of all other hber-

ties, 11. ·14:,.
- -- -- Cntrcrsm on the clause regardmg,

1Il the French Declaranou of Ulghh, 11.
515-5lf).

- -- - Sieyes' docrnues rccurdmc,u j;~"!
- - - Chief use ul the otlu e ot A ttor-

ney-genera.l, to struggle with, iv, 41),;
- - - Extent of the danger of, Irom

II Libel Law, v, 6,;.
- - - Influence of judges ou Junes, em-

ployed in crushing. Y. !I; -In I. The ex-
istence of the hherty beenlln;.:ly derued m
judicial dicta, 97-98. Judges hav wg so
many of their own to protect, must a"l"t
others 1Il protecting their abuses !lfJ-I uu,
Flee Press an object of hatred to moapa-
ble Judges, 100-10 I.

-- - - Instruments for cru-lunz, and
their employment, v. 105-114. CO~lfn"lOn
of what demand, drsappruhatron with" hat
demands puru-hmeut, 10.1-106. Rule- of
the practice of Libel Law drawn from the
ca-e of Cobbett, 10(;. Rule of dr=c-te em ,
wlnch mv olve- all who detect abuse-
IOG-I07. Rule as to hurting the feel-
ings-hence no better e videuce of 110el
than a man Leing so tar hurt th.rt he IS
prompted to pro-ecute, IU~-IOg Db-
covermg the uufir nev- of the occupant' of
IlIgh place-. I UH-IlI!l. Rule (,OIlC(,1'I11111;
dl,llke-ccrtulU quahnes 111 a di-cour-e
ereatmg di-Iike held hbel, I O!I-Il:!;- \ 11..,
Want oftarrue--, and hberaluy.Tl u ; I'lip-
pdllt·y and devi.mon frum decent'), lb. ;
L'ubecounugne-, and flippancy. iL. ; Irn-
propriety, slanderou-ness, ill-nature. 1],. ;
Want of candour, lh.; Tendency to ridi-
cule, 110-111 ; Contradrctoriuesv= a qua-
hty exhibited by the supporter, of le;,:a!
ficnous, Ill; Discussiuu, unlp",;;: It lit'
With what a Judge ('afl.. dec~1ll y ~lId
candour, II:! Tenor occasioned by the
rnvsterious darkness in which the> doc-
trine, are hid, 112-114,

i - - - restricted to the liberty of prat-e,
v.243.

- - - Laws making expre's prOYI<lOll,
for, are always to be su.;pected- Illus-
tration in the proposed ;'palll.h Code,
Ylll.510-.';12.

- -- - Remarks on. III rel.i tton to South
America, III a letter to Jo,e Vel Valle,
XI. 13-19.

-- Casual remark. on, 11. 418; HI.
470, 4i 4, :;6~,
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Liberum reto in Poland noticed, 11. 306.
Libraries-Ali large, would be destroyed by

a general drvision of property, I. :l!i8-35!!.
- Encouragement for the forruation of, 11.

258.
LI~pn,p-,],hp Mendacity, a.nrmn dverted on,

vi. 29B, 302, 316. ,<"',>e Mendaeity-hceuse,
Licenses-> The subsntutron of, for commer-

cial restnctions=-u means of ralsmg re-
venue, x. 304.

- for pohtical societies considered, ii. 294-
2!i5.

Licentiousness of the press- Distmgnr-hed
from its hberty, for fallacious purposes,
II. 452.

Lie. The term m its full meaning, applica-
ble to fictions of law, v. 452.

Lies (Judlcml)-BuRmess made through,
VII. 202-203. See FICtIOns.

- Mulnphcity of, m ordinary life, vii. 40;.
Life-e-Duration of, as a question of proba-

bility, VIl. 87-88.
- Sacrifice of, III Penal colonies, and the

transportation system, iv, 195-199.
- not to be twice put In Jeopardy-re-

marks on the principle III crnnmal law,
VII. 361.

Life Insurance-e-Applicatron of the principle
of, to surgeons for convicts, and others,
having charge of their fellow-beings, IV.
196-197 n.

Lilly the Astrologer-an illustration of the
superstition of hi, age, vui. 7B.

Lnnbrey agarnst Gurr-Case of, cited, v.
357.

Lurutataon=-Trtle by, examined, i. 327.
- In English law=-Analysrs of the opera-

tion of, and Criticism on the term, x .•109.
- put upon the number of witnesses-s-Ex-

elusion of evidence occasioned by, vii,
5:H-537. Mulnphcity an evil, in respect
of complexity, &c., 531-532. Cases, how-
ever, III which number of witnesses essen-
tial, .5:12-.5:13. Remedres-e-prehnnnary
meeting, 53:1; In complicated cases, ana-
lyzation, 5:\4. Election case-, lb. Case;
where an offence consists in the reference
of drstmct acts to each other, 534-5:\.5.
Apphcation of the hints to cuurts of na-
tural procedure, .5:\fi DIVI,lOn of causes
for the purpose of decomposition, lb.
Aher;.ltlOlb 01::"ta.b;:.shd systems, French
and Spanish, .,,,G-.10>, .

LlmltatlOll'- Statute of, noticed, vii. 1:13n:::.
Limitative I'ropc-nuons= I'roj.er collovanon

of, III compo-ition of law', Ill. :!5:\-2."4.
Llllcoin-Lord- Ca=e of, Cited, '1.14.;
Lmcoln'< Inn-c-Advrce from, to Sir Richard

Plnlhps, in relation to hi, mqmrics a, to
the packing of Special J uries wuh com-
ment, v. 147-15:1

Lmd-v John- Bentham's acquaintance with,
x.55.

- - Bentham's account of, for Barker's

ccxvi LIS
Parriana, x. 5j-65. Birth and parentage,
55. Intercourse with Bentham's family,
55-56. Services in Poland-appomted
Privy-councillor to the king, 56. Reads
to Prmce Czartoriski, lb. Reception by
Lord North and Lord Mansfield, ib.
Work on Poland, lb. Review of the
Acts of the thirteenth Parliament, 56-57.
Connexion with Lord Mansfield, 57-58.
Success,58-59. HIS vrsrters-s-Barou Ma-
seres, Wedderburn, &'c., 59-60. Defends
Lord Pigot, 60. HIS marrmge, ib. HIS
Wife's history, 60-61. HIS intercourse
with Nathaniel Forster, 61-62. HI'>work
on the colonies, and the assistance he ro-
cerved in It from Bentham, 62-64. Ills
acquaintance with Governor Johnstone,
64-65. HIS style, 6.'\.

Lind-c-John-c-Notice of, in preface to Frag-
ment on Government, I. 247.

- - Defence of Fragment on Govern-
ment by, i. :!5B-25!J.

- - casually noticed, iv. 259 n, 262 n,
268; x. 46,48, 130.

Lmd-c-Mrs-c-Pension to, by King Starns-
laus, and Bentham's exertions to get It
paid, x. 35B-259

Lmdegreu=-Xlr-c-Letrer from Bentham to,
x.323.

Lmdsay-c-Rev. Dr, noticed, x. 528.
Lineage, as a circumstance influencing

sensrb.hty, i. 30.
Lmen= Ranty of leprosy attributed to the

lise of, iv, 22.
Lmguet-c-Estunate of, x. 123.
- HIS Theory of CIVIl Law animadverted

on by Dumont, i. 299.
- His Plaidoyers quoted, v, 200 n.; VI.

BOa; YiI. 120.
Lmnreus-c-Charactenzed as an observer and

Inventive methodizer, nil. 76.
- His logical division, of the aggregate

facts as to botany supplied by the opera-
tron of synthesis, considered, vm. 12.'>-
126.

I' - His method a model for a system of
Technology, vm. 149.

! - The nomenclature and subdivisions of,
I exammed, VIII. 269-270.

- casually noticed, vi, 442 ; Viii. lOB n.
Llquor-Illtoxlcatlllg-AddlctlOlI to, a~ a

I
) main cau-,e of crime and non-reformauon

III Penal colomes, IV. 230-235.
I - - Use of, excluded in the Panopticou

system, IY. L5;1.
- - Effects of, on society, I. 539-540.
- - III prlsono- Lmntauon or negation

of supply of, IV. 21.
- - Taxes oil-Nature and objects of, i.

.:;:1,5.
- - - 1I10rai mfluences of a tax on, iri.

78 n
Listlessuess-c- Intellectual instruction the

surest resource against, viu. 8-9.
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Literary Cornpositrou-c-Methodization as! Litigational Proxies-Principles of the em-

applied to, and the defects it IS used to pluyrnent of, 11. 50·51.
overcome, viu, 271·272. LlugatlOnal-dlsbursement-authoriz.ltIOIl

Literature-Good effects of the cultivation mandate, ii. H2.
of, i. 541. Litrscontestational applications and man-

- Rewards for-Effects of, ii, 212-213. dates, it. 63-64.
Lrthographrc Pnnung-e-rts utihty as a, Little Hunchback-Tale of. from the Ara-

means of cheaply multiplying documents, I bran Nights, cited. V11. l l n.
and its special adaptation to partially CI- I Littleton (Edward Lord) Chancellor, no-
vihzed countries, vni. 575-5i6. ,tlced, v, 37S.

Litigants-Eleemosynary assistance to, 11. I' Lrvehhood=-The possession of knowledge
9. a means of securing, vm. 8.

- Penalties on-Aggregation of, as a fund I Liverpool-i-Lord-c-noneed, I!. 119; Y.315,
for poor litigants, IX. 491-492. I 344-345, 377, 410; x. 362.

- Poor and helpless-Plan for the assrs- ~ LIvlllgston-Edward-Proposalforprinting
tance Of,lll the Constrtutional Code,lx.489- i his Penal Code fur LOUISiana b)' the House
493. I of Commons. XI. 37.

- Securing responsibility of, on making ju- : - - Letters from, on the preparation of
drcial application, ii. 42-43. ! his Code fOTLOUISiana, xi. 23, 51-53.

- Ehcitation of name and address of, 11.43. I - - Letter to, xi. 35-36.
- Means of intercourse with, how to be 'I - - noticed, x . .556 ; XI. 42.

established, 11. 43-44. Lloyd-i-Charles-c-spoken of as the author
- Recoucihanon of, as a function of the i of' JUlllUS, x . .564.

judge, ii, 46-47. i Loans. Impohcy of legal restrictions of
- CIrcumstances in which they may ap- I interest on, Ill. 1-29.

pear by proxies, II. 49-52. j - The least objectionable encouragement
- Means of securmg communication with,: which government can give to trade, Ill.

for purposes of procedure, 11. 52-57. : .5S-59.
- distant from each other-Procedure be- ' - Pitt's admission of free competition for,

tween, ii. 99-103. II. 228 n +,
- not bemg the only persons benefited by - National. Disadvantageous terms on

litigation, should Hut bear the whole cost, • which they must be negotiated, Ill. 136.
h.576. : - to foreign powers, one of the elements of

- Dishonest=-eucouraged by law taxes, ii, monarchical profusion-c-never repaid, and
577. given III crrcumstances III which It IS

- must always feel that to be Important, known that they cannot be so, IX. 33.
which can induce them to commence a - Government; The security on which
SUIt, Ii.577-5i8. : they are actually advanced, ISnot merely

- producing documents, should declare: the indrvrdual fund appropriated to them,
credence III them, VI. lli-l b, I but the whole revenue, x. 325.

- Frauds and talsehoods ot, would be I - Effect on the national wealth of contract-
checked by personal presence in court,' ll.: mg and of paylllg, Ill. i6, 80.
230-232. ' - War-s-Advantage of the project of An-

- All statements by, should be subject to' nuity notes, III reg.lrd to, ill. 131-132.
punishment In case of mendacity, \1.297-1- Pnvate-c Inconvemeuces attending, as
303. I compared With the project of Annuity-

- Interests of, overlooked in framing rules: note>, Ill. 120.
of evidence, VI. 392. Local courts or judicatories-Advantages

- Preliminary meeting of,be£orethe Judge, of, Ill. 32£1; vn. 3i1. 398.
vi. 136-137 ; vu. 373-374. Sec Preluni- - - Evils of the want of, ii. 76.
nary Meeting. I - - Considerations as to salaries of judges

- Sec SUItors: Plamtrff : Defendant. I of, in. 335-336
Linganon=-How far coots of, should be de- - - Considered injustice to the superror

frayed by the public, ii, 112. : merit of Metropoluan lawyers, Y. 4.5.
- Vexatious-might be checked by a pro- , - - Hi-tory of the extmcnon of, III Eng-

per system III the awarding of COSb, II. land, vn. 2:>4-236 .
.5i9. , - -- Deficiency of, III England-e abun-

- Appropriation of distant successions to, dauce under the Homan system, YI. 430n.
the public would check, 11. 59!. Local Headmen-c-Provn-ion- for, III the Con-

- Danger of collusion the only reason why I stitunonal Code, IX. bI2-6:!.5. Ser Head-
the cost of, should not be paid by the pub-: man.
he, IV. 391 n II. Local LegIslatures-Advantages and uses

- Saved by preappomted evidence, vi. 61. of, IV. 429-430 n.
- Want of merits falsely presumed from - - Waste of the attendance of Parlia-

discontinuance of, vr, 49-50. Sec SUIt. menton the duties appropriate to, IX. 118.
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Local Legislaturee=-Provreion for, in the Logic--Field of exercise appertaining to,

Constitutional Code, ix. 640-643. See vlll.222-223. Use of the term" field" as
Sub-legislatures. preferable to others applied to the pur-

Local Rsgistrars-e-Provision for, in the Con- pose, ib.
strtutional Code, ix, 625-636. See Re- - Relation of the operations of, to the field
gistrars. of exercise, and the end m view, vin.

Locative function-to whom applied in the 223-224.
Constrtunonal Code, ix. 155-156. - Class 1. of Mental operations of, viii.

- - How exercised in the Constitutronal 224. Where the subject regarded en-
Code, IX. I 56-15i. tirely and smgly without reference to past

Lccke=-charactenzed as an observer and time or to other subjects, lb. Perception,
discoverer, vin. 76. ib. Attention, ib.

- His influence in bringing about the Re- - Class 2. of Mental operations of, viii. 22-l-
volution, IV. 447. 225. Remembrance, Retention, Revoca-

- AXIOIll of-that where there is no pro- tion, Reminiscence, ib.
perty there IS no injustice, cnticised, vii. - Class 3. of Mental operations of, viii. 225.
80-81. Operauons which suppose subjects more

- Impression on Bentham from the perusal than one in the mmd-Judgment, Deci-
of his work on the Understanding, In boy- 8IOn, Determination, Comparison, Exami-
hood, x. 22. nation, ib.

- - Opmion that he has prepared the way - Class 4. of Mental operations of, viii,
for a digest of the law, x. iO·71. 225-226. Operations nnplymg choice or

- noticed or quoted, i. 293 n, 3.. 1, 538; ii. separation, 225. Abstraction, Imagina-
312,379,381; iv. 142 n; v. 280; VIi. iO, tron, Invention, 225-226.
93, 514; viii. 10i n, 1I0, 150, 282; x. - Class 5. of Mental operations of, viii.
143,531,561,588. 226·22i. Operations presentmg a num-

Locomotron-c-Sreyes' doctrine of the hberty ber of entire objects, 226. Designation,
of, considered, ir. 532. Denonnnation, Methodizatron, 226-22i.

Locutions employed by Bentham in the field - Class 6. of Mental operations of, VIIi.
of thought and acnon-c-List and analysis 227·229. Operations involving eornmu-
of, x. 560-561. mcatron of Ideas, 227. Discourse and

LOGIC. Essay on, viii. 213-2i9. Expression, ib. The nature of language
- Note on the Essay on, by Editor, explan- a-s a means of communication, and con-

atory of the author'. method of treating siderations as to the methods of commu-
the subject, and the state of the M::;::;., mcation, 227-229.
vin. 214. - Facultres to which it gives direction and

-- Introduction to, vin. 21 i-219. Obhga- assistance, vin, 229-230. PaSSIve and
tions to Aristotle as interpreted by San- active, 229. Physically and Psychically
derson, 217-218. Appreciation of the passive, lb. Pathematically and Apathe-
Anstotehans, lb. Tacucal sacrificed for mancally passive, 229-230. Onginally
the Dialectie department by them, lb. and Derivatively active, 230.
Necessary to call logic both an art and a I - The main instrument of-language, vin,
SCIence, 218-219. 230-231.

- Definitlon Of-Its amplitude justified, - Functions of, viii. 231. Learmng, using,
YIll.219-220. Art havmg for its object teachmg, improving, ib.
gn mg direction to the mind 1Il its pursuit - Uses Of-VIZ., all thmgs that promote
of any object, 219. Covers the whole wellbemg, vin. 231-232.
field of art and science, lb. Wherein a I - Prsecogmta of, according to the Aristo-
treatise OIl, differs from all encyclopedia, tehans, vm, 232-234.
ib. Covers the whole field of thought and: - The Aristotelian definition of, as em-
action, 21 !)·220. I bodied in Sanderson, criticised, Vlll. 232.

- Narrower and more common accepta- - The utihtates, or uses of, according to
tions of, considered, vui, 22(J. Art of Dis- the Aristotehans, criticised, vm. 232-233.
putation, Art of Arrangement, ib. - FInIS, or end of, according to the Arb-

- Relation of, to metaphysics, vin. 220- totehans, vni. 233-234. Improperly se-
221. Metaphysics an ofi- shoot, lb. parated from uses, lb.

-- General 'lew of the charactensnes of, - Oflicia, or Functions of, according to the
'1Il. 221. Compared WIth the Prtecog- Aristotelians, vm, 234.
uita of the Arrstotelians, ib. - Object, matter, and subjects of, accor-

End in view or ultimate object of-well- dill/: to the Anstotelians, vin. 234.
l.emg, 'Ill. 221-222. Separation from - (The Anstotehan j-c-The predrcaments
the proviuce of EthICS, which has the same of, exammed, viu. 234-236.
object, lb. LogIC only worthy of regard - (The Anstotelianj=-Modee of discussion
III a. far as It IS of use, ib. in connexion With, Viii. 236·239.
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Logic-(The Aristotelian)-Reasonswhy it Logic-Defence of, against the prejudices

has failed in discovermg and in teaching against, x. 586.
useful truths, viii. 238-239. Words but - ParlIamentary-Hamilton's, criticised,
arbitrary signs of thmgs, ib. ir, 383-38i.

- Relation of, to the business of human Logical Analysis-History of, with illustra-
hfe, and to Arts and Sciences, viii. 239- nons, viir. 121-126. Physical analysis
242. Confusion in distinguishing Arts first step, 121-122. Thence mdividual
and Sciences from the other business of logrcal analysis, 123-124. Aggregation
hfe, 239-241. Relation to wellbeing the by Synthesis, 124-125. Division of the
great bond of union,241. Logic applied logical wholes thns formed, 125-126.
to the advancement of the other Arts and Logical AggregatIOn and Divlsion=-Ficti-
SClences,241-242. ! tlOUSentities resultmg from, VIii. 206.

- The production of clearness of discourse, Logical Arrangements, or Instruments of
or Exposrtion, lt9 a department of, viri, Invention and Discovery, ill. 285-293.
242-253. See Exposition. - - LISt and analysis of those employed by

- Division as a department of, viii. 253- Bentham in the varrous fields of hIS la-
259. See Division. bours, x. 560-561.

- Arrangement or methodization as a de- - DIVIsIOn. See DIVISIOn.
partment of, vin. 259-2i 5. Sa }Ietho- Logical scheme of division of laws, and its
dization, connexion with the Pohncal.iv, 491-492 n.

- Invention as a department of, viii. 275- Logographical Prmciple=-The, defined, n,
2ig. See Invention. 320.

- New ideas derived by the Author from, LogyandLogical-L'seof,asterminatlOnsill
iri 286-292. DIvision of Entities Into Real, Encyclopedical nomenclature, vm, 83 n.
and Fictitious, 286. Division Into PhySI- i Lolme-De, noticed, i. 282; vin. 46,.
cal and Psychical, lb. Relation between I London-Common Council of, an illustra-
happiness and pleasure and paw, ib, DI-: non of annual election, in. 512-513.
mension of value of pleasures and pains, ' Long-Charles (Secretary to the Treasury)
286-287. Extension of the word matter' -E,tImate of, x. 3U8.
to Psychology, 287-288. Good and eVil' - - Letters to, with Programme of Fm-
of the first and second orders, 28i -290.' ancial schemes, x. 303-304.
Springs of action, 290. The sanctions, ! - - Notices or.rv. 202; x. 28,307,385,391-
290-293. Appropriate will and appro- ~ 394; xi.1I2, 114, 119,131,134, 13i, 139.
priate power, as conditions requisite for Long-Sir James-a visiter at Bowood, x.
the accomplishment of oDJee15, 293. Ob- i 92,93, 97, 123.
hgation and right as counterpart of each' Longitude-Effect of the reward for the dis-
other, lb. Proper ends of the Distributive' rovery of the, ii, 227,229.
branch of the law, 293-294. Collative Longman & Co -their conduct in relation
and Ablative events, 294. Divisions of to the establishment of The 'Westminster
offences, 294-29,;. Ends of Political eco- Rain" x. 540-541.
nomy,295. LImitation of production by Longwmdcdness as a defect in the drawing
amount of capital and labour, 295. of laws, Ill. 240, 248-24n. Illustrations III

- Application of, to the means of glVlllg ex- English statutes, lb.
pression to the dictates of the will, v. 270 n. Lonsdale-Lord (Sir James Lowther)- His

- Relation of, to Nomography, or the art requisition of imphcit observance from
of mdiung laws, iii. 234. his nominees m Parliament, x. 230.

- Analytical and Synthetic method in, - - notrced, Ill. 483, 562.
falsely called the converse of each other, Lords-House of-Argument for the estab-
viii. 75 n. hshrnent of a, resolves itself into the

- The Schoolmistress of all the other Arts question whether an rrremovable and irre-
and Sciences, viu. iG. sponsible body is to be added to a remov-

- - Plasioscopic Noology substituted for the able and responsible, VIII. 4(jf).
term, 111 the Encyclopedical S'cetch of Art - - - Opposition of the interest of, to
and SCIence, viu. 91. that of the subject many, viu. 468.

- Necessity for a new system of, compre- - - - Reasonings against, Hl the expo-
hendiug a theory of language, vm. 120. sition of the legislative system of the Con-

- Its connexron with grammar, viu 185. strtutional Code, IX. 1I4-11 i. See Legis-
--- Source of iuformatron on the tradinve lature.

or informative branch of, III a system of - - - The qualificatrons of the memoers
Pauper management, viii. 427. of the, 1. 2i 9.

- The essential importance of to legisla- - - - Blackstone's theory, attributing
tion, neglected, vui, 508-/;09. peculiar Wisdom to the, controverted, I.

identrfied with MetaphYSICS, and defined, I '279-230.
in the Common-place Book, x 510. : - - - Extent to which the members of,
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have the advantage of experreuce, i ~80- of time would be obvia ed, 59. Present
281. system not designedly hut fortuitously

Lords-House of-Lord Auckland's Law created,59-60.
Reforms thrown out in, i. :!.1I-:!4:!. Luss=-Pam and fear of-nature of, 1.310.

- - - Application of the -Iury-uuam- - from non-fulfilment of obligations. &c.-
mity system to, n. 136. Incidence and distribution Of,l. 341, 3-1:!-

- - -Arrangementofmembersin,Il.3:l1. 343.
- - - Proceedings Improperly recorded Losscs=-Consrderntrons as to the unhappi-

Ill, it. 335. ness produced by, and the means of re-
- - - Method of voting Ill, as a Court ducing the pressure, I. 306.

of justice, II. 346. I - What kmd of, should be refunded by
- - - Motions not requrrmg to be se- I the state, 1.387.

conded in, II. 35S. : Loss-boob, as part of a system of Registra-
- - - J udicial quorum of, an illustra- tron for official operations 1Il the Consti-

non of the feeble operation of duty 111 tutional Code, described, IX. :l34.
procuring attendance, III. 50.1-505. : - - Uses of, and list of' effecnve causes

- - - TIme of, occupied by private af-: of loss, IX. 235-2:~G, 2.16-251. See Books.
fairs of Peers, IV. 3:!1. ' Lost deed-c-Produetion of copy of, gives op-

- -- - Evil of Judges having seats Ill, iv. port unity for fraud, vn. 147.
SUO-31l1. Let-s-Resort to deCISIOnby, III. 390.

- - - Arruments agam-t the exi-teuce : - as a means of setthng the subjects of
of a, addres-ed to the citizens of France, exammanon of quahficanous, IX. ~i~)-
IV. .1lil-4.";U. :?82. Enables the exarmnators, WIth eco-

- - - Questions never asked j n, except nomy of time and trouble, to test the
fur party purposes, \1. lUI. average acquirements over a large range

- - - Inadequacy of Parhamentary of subjects, lb. Method of puttmg It III
Reform, while It remaru-, IX 1.14-145. , force, lb.

- - - Committees of Inquiry appointed ! - Application of, to decide the title to
by, capriciously, and not fur usetul pur-' benefits too small for dIYlI>IOnamong all
pObel>,IX. I !l8. , claimants, IX. 282.

- - - Reasons for considering It a very I - Application of, to the location of bur-
unfit [udicatory for recnfymg errors, ix. I dens, ix. 282·283.
473. ~- Instances of Jury commg to verdict by,

- - - The proposed, for Spam=-Tract I YI. 226 n ",
on. VIIi. 46U-4iO. : Lotterres-c-Dr Pnce on, vi ~-!:;.

Lord, Spiritual and Temporal contrasted and I Loughburough-Lord. ,,,-er"\\' edderbum.
characterized, IV. 4:Hl. LOUII>XIV. His extravuga-t building ope-

Lords Spiritual See BIshops. , rations, ix, 13:!.
Lords of the Articles III Scotland-c Practice , - - noticed, iv. 416; IX. 399 n; xi. 5S.

of, II. a51 n. ' Louis XVI. The victim of the fallacy of
Lords' Delegates-The proposal of a JUdI-' the term" crimes of kmgs," n. 45U.

cature of, as a remedy for the evil- ex- - - Anarchical fallacies that led to the
posed in the Art of Packing Junes, Y. death of, ri, 525.
184-18G. - - Characteristics, and notice of, x. va,

- - Plan of a Judicatory under the name 259.
of the Court of, to act as Judges of Ap- LOUlb XYIII. noticed, v, 3(;9,484,48:;.
peal, v. 55·60. Number and choIce-one, Louis Phihppe - Dismteresteduess of,
fur each kmgdom, and a general president, I praised, IV. 431.
b5. Annual ser-ret electron, 5:;·5G. Each' - - HIS VIews on the throne of France
to act in turn, 56. Members of the House before the Revolution of 18;)0, xi. 19, .j I-
to act as Lords VISItant WIthout \ ote, .56- 4:!.
5i. Peers, not members of the House, - - noticed, xi. r,j.
also to have the prrvilege, lb. DeCISIOn Lov e-1\1otI\"e8 included in, i. .10 n.
the same as that of the House, 5i. Place - of reputation. See Rcputatiou,
of srttmg=-habihmcnts-c-ntlc, lb. Con- Low-e-Mr-s-His exposure of abuses as to
tmuance and arrangement, for unfinished fees in the Court of Chancery, Y. 357 -;l59.
caubes,5i-5G. Oath of office, 58. TIme Lower orders-Spread of anarclncal prm-
not to be taken up by actmg a= a mem- crples among the, noticed, in. 146.
ber of the lIouse, or otherwise. lb. Rca- Lowndes-vMr, of the Treasury-EstImate
sons for adnuttmg Peer, of Scotland and of, x. "I.
Ireland not member, of the House, iill. Lowues=- Caleb, projector of the Pluladel-
The delegation though to commoners no plua I'cmtentrary, quoted as to the nature
innovation of privileges, 59. The tribunal of the invtrtutron, IV. 21:l, 213, :?24, 23.>,
being entrrely judicml, the defect of want 242-~43.
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Lowther-Sir James. See Lonsdale-Lord. Macdowal, (Andrew, Lord Bancton.) the
Loyalty-Bentham's early Impression of, x. iusntunonahst, quoted, VIi. 396.

42. Machiavslh and Machiavehsm noticed, it.
Lucas-M.-Expenence against death-pun- 383; v. :l9i, :l9~; v n. 598.

ishment quoted from, I. 531. Machlllery-Efl"ects of, on the employment
LUCIan referred to, VII. 95; x. 80. I of capital m labour, Iii. 39, 6i -68.
Lucretia-Story of, cited, vii. 55. Machmes=- K ew- Suggesnons for the pre-
Luddrtes=-An illustration of oaths giving servation of, from popular violence, iv.

facrhties for combming for crimmal pur- 10[1-110 n.
poses, v, 218. Mackintosh-Sir -lames=-Letrer from, to

Ludlow-Ills narrative of Cromwell's at- Granville Sharp, x. 428 n.
tempt to reform the law, and of JURtice - - - Letter from Bentham to, x. 428-
Coke's improved pi actrce, IV. 501-502. 429.

Lunucy=-Nnture of, 'I. 251. See Insamty. - -- - Letter from, on .119 Pamphlc t
Lunardi=-Account of the ascent of'hisballoon, called "Swear not at all," x 4i6.

In a letter to J ames 'I'rail, x. 136-138. - - - Nouced, 11. 45B ; iv. 530; x 21;J,
Lunanca=-Pauper. Advantage of statistical 411il,40[;, .';;13.

information as to the cost of custody of; Malkreth-The farrnlv of-Bentham'R a«-
vm, 362. quamtanceship W.til, and lustory of, x.

- See Insane. 48-50.
Lunatic Asylums=-Apphcation of the Pan- ~IpLane-)Ir, noticed, xi :JG.

opticon system to, IV. 60-61. Marrmllnn s Forms of Process quoted, vi.

Lust, as a motive, 1. ,:;0, 55. I 334 n.
Lust, Lechery, Lewdness, Librdmousuess, Macpherson's papers noticed, V11.528.

&c., a, motives, i. 19i. Mad-housca= The Pauopneon plan adapted
Luther-s-Mention of, i. 48.';. to the supermtendauce ot, IV 6U-&1.
Luxury-Humanizing effects of, i. 541. - Apphcation of the Pauopucou system
- The public advantages of, ii. 211. to, IY 37-248.
- The wealth used in, as that which may ; -~- I~" Ins.u.e : I;"spIbl~.

be available III defence, IIi. 3i -38 and n. MadlOoll-Jamcs-l'resldent of the United
Lycurgus noticed, I. 318. 46i. I States= Letter to. on Codification, and
LYIng-tile b.1SI, of JUdI0):11 procedure 1Il: answer, IV. 453-~Ji.

England, VII. 41i. - - f-econd letter to, on Codiflcatron, ob-
- Extent to which it IS productive of fal- viating objections to the author preparmg

sity in evidence, VII. 74. a code tor the use of the Cnited State;"
- How far addiction to, renders testimony IV 50i -514.

untrustworthy, Vii. 390. . : - - made citizen of France, x. 2fll.
Lying-m Hospitals commended, I :;i8. 1- - noticed, IX. 133; x. 4~f), XI. 40.
Lyson-c-Tbcmas=-a con., ~ll1on of Bentham Madmen-why mterdicte d from contract-

in his boyhood, x, 14. ina, 1 a:l2 Sec Insane.
Lyssen's Italy-e-Opnnon on, x ;'~:!. Madrid-c-Threatcned prosecution of a new--

paper editor Ill, II. :lii.
~Iagdalen asylum,- SOCial effects of, I. 546.
Magdalen College-c-Hlustranon of Unrvcr-
sitv oaths at. v, :ll ~ n .

.:I1a~I"traCY- I'he Westminster - Plan for
remodelhng, x. 336-338. Difficulty of
umtmg the two quahties of activity and
houesty 111 a Judge-tees producing the
one, salary the other, 33G-3;{i. Proposal
to have collegiate magistrates-c-one sala-
ried, the other feed, 33i -338. Ad, cruse-
ments-c-rendermg the magistrates and
constables accessible and diSCO,erable,
33H.

Magl&trates-Preventive duties of, i. 368.
- Advantage of popularity to, and of their

bemg thought good whether they are so
or not, IV. 35!l.

- Polrce, of the Metropolis= Oh-erx ations
on Peers BIll for raismg the sulanes of,
v.32B-348 The vague ter.n " expedient"
emj.loved, 3:)8-329. Inconsistency 111 re-
ferrnig to their exi-nug aptitude, and

Macadam's roads referred to, iI. :lJ 8 n.
Macarthur-Mr, a settler III New South

Wales=-Notrce of, x. 41,5.
Macclesfield (Thomas Parker- Larl of,

Lord Chancellorj=-his sale of Mabter,hlp'
in Chancery, iv, 3i5; Y. l l S.

~lacCulloch-Dr, noticed, x. 56i; XI H2.
l'>FCulloch-Jolm, (the PohtH'al Ef'OllO-

mist.) noticed, IX. 293.
Macdamel and Egan-Trial of, for conspi-

racy, YlI. 387-3138 n, 51l9-5ROn.
Macdonald-c Srr Archibald, Chief Bnron->

Letter from Sir Richard Philips t(" on
the Packmg of Junes m the Exchequer
Court, With the Chief Baron's answer, uu.l

_ a~o~~;~et~;~, s~;o~~ bl/~'~rthe authority i
of Parliament, v, lil;-lii. I

~ - Notice of, x. 13:;. I
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pleading the necessity of increase to se- Mahomet-His prohibition of wine noticed,
cure aptitude, 329-331. Absurdity of i. 535.
limitation to barristers, 331-334. Com- - His barbarous reward for victory, ii.
petence of ordinary men of busmess=- Pat- 197 n.
rick Colquhoun instanced, 334·336. At- Mahon-O'Gorman. Observanons on his
tendauce,336. The plan of rising from motron on t he ooercion of Ireland, xi. 64-66.
gratuitous deputeships to permanent sti- Malls-Mr Palmer's Improvement on the
pen diary judgeships, as conducive both to system of conveying, and Ius reward, no-
zealand ability, a:li-3:19. Ineorruptrbi- treed, 1.556.
hty not the creature of salary, and not Maintenance and Champerty. Oppressive
secured III higher seats, though there be natnre of the laws against, Iii. 19-20. Il-
no direct bribery, 3:19 344. Cheap and lustration, ib. Arose m a barbarous age,
pnre jndges 111 France, 344. United when pleas purchased to be pursued by
States, 345. Substitute in the way of force and mfiuence, 19. In the present
patronage in the appointment of county age leave a man to the oppression of
courts, lb. Extracts from the speech on wealth, 19-20.
the BIll, 346·:;4B. Mamwarmg-i-Mr-c-Menuon of, XI. 137.

Magistrates-c-Pohce. of London-Illustra- Marre=-Tbe, in France, as a species of Lo-
tions of cheap judicral service, v. 606. cal Headman, ix. 613.

- Police, of the Thames-Heads of a BIll Majonty-s-Frxunon of time for commence-
for rejrulatrng the, x. 331-333. ment of, I. 125.

- See J ustices of Peace. Maker of an artIcle-Plan for preventing
Magna Charta-The protection of judicial forgery of Ins mark, vi. 584·5B5.

formalities enforced by, I 5i6. Makeshift evidence analyzed, vi. 57-60.
- - Law Taxes a breach of, 11. 580. Unorigmal including hearsay, j7' Ex-
- _. Coke's opunou that an act contrary trajudicially written, 5i -59. Modifica-

to, VOid, 11 5HO. tions of unorigmal evidence, 59. Points
-- - Fees 111 Courts of Justice opposed to, I of infirmity common to makeshift evi-

111.:12B. ' dence, lb. Facienda by legislature 111
- - nd.luce d against early efforts of the; case of make-Iuft evidence, 5!i-60. Eng-

Crown to make arants of Iegislatorral pn- I hsh practice In regard to It, 60.
VIleges, IV. ~j9·;!60. : .. - III general, vn, 118-121. Nature of

- - VIOlatIOn of. 111the Government of I deficiency in the secunties, 118. Divided
New South 'Vales, by unlawful detention I 111tOextrajudicially written, and unorigr-
of exprrees, I'·. 2i8·279. I nal, 1I8-119. Properties common to all

- - VIOlatIOn of, 111the costlmess of jus-, kInds,120-121. TopICS to be touched on
tice, v. 23:1, 287 n. 111relation to each, lb.

- - Insufficiency of the means adopted Precauuons regarding, vii. 159-
for giving effect to, shown by the numer- 165;-
ous renewal" viii. 577 n. - - Impropriety of cxcludmg any k111d

- - though VIOlated, useful, as the viola- of, vn. 15~-1 (,1. Though bad, held so
tion a palpable wrong, V111.593. likely to be believed by Judges and Jury

Magnet-Reasonings upon the, vir. 85 n. that It must not be seen, 11l Eu),(lI,h prac-
Magnetic source of motion-c-The hmited tree, 159. Other mconsrstencies 11l Eng-

extent of, viu, 137. hsh practice, 159·161.
Magnetism as an illustration of the theory - - Arrangement, for indicatmg the

of credibihty, vii, 97. amount of danger 111receiving, vii. 161-
- defined and located in the Chrestomathie 162.

system of Instruction, viu, 32. - - Arrangements for dimmishing the
- How far connected both with Chemistry amount of danger from the adrmssion of,

and Mechanics, Viii. 30, 32. Vii. 162·164. Oath of credence or sin-
- an illustranou of the incidental orrgrn of cerrty, 162. Eventual reinstatement m

scientific nomenclature, VHi.70-71. case of rmsdecision, 163. Liberty of ap-
Mahomedan=-Apphcauon of an oath 111 the peal, and liberty of reference, 163-164.

case of a, considered, v, 202. - - Importance of admutmg, 111 the char-
-- Oath administered to a, vu, 423. acter of mdicative evidence, VII. 164-165.
Mahomedans 111 British India-Application - - Aberrations of Enghsh law in regard

of Jury 'I'rral to, ri. 13i -13B. to, Vii. 165-1 i 3. Introductory observa-
- - -- Extent of the sensibility of, with tlOns,165.166. Ist.Using memorandumby

regard to religion, I. 174. defendant against him Without mterroga-
Mahomedan State-Securities against mis- tion, 166; 2d, ExclUSIOn of such document

rule adapted to a, VIii. 555-600. after writer's decease, 167-168 ; 3d, Re-
Mahomet-The achievements of, noticed, i. ceiving memorandum on ground of un-

177, 191. fcrthcommgness, without inquiry as to
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cause, 168-169. 'l'ranscrrpts, 169-170. Mandate-Proruration,m the Constitutional
Adscititious evidence, 17U-173. Code, IX. 253-254.

Makeslnft evidence considered with refer- - Issued in continuance of a suit, ii. 89-90.
ence to safeguards from deception, vi. Mandates-Judicial, for bringing parties
1&4-166. into court. it. 63-64.

- - unnoticed by Gilbert in his Law of I Mandanve decree-when granted, u 91.
Evidence, VI. 183. Ii Mandeville-c-Bamard, noticed, I. 49 n t;

- - See Extrajudicially written; Hear- vii. 89; x. 73; XI. 97.
say; Media; Memoriter; Mmuted ; Heal- I Manifold system of writing described, v.
reported; Transcnpunous. 406 n .

.Mala.lides-atermfromRom.lnLaw,vi.248. - - - Specimen of, sent to the King of
Malarra=-Authorrty for protection from the Bavaria, X 578-581.

effects of, III the Health Minister, by the - - - proposed to the Real Property
Constituunnal Code. IX. 4.H-445. Comrrns-roners, and rllustratrons of Its

Male-Trial of, quoted, vn. 75 n. utility in the funlity of other plans of
Malefactcrs-c-How oaths give facility to the multrplymg accurate copies, v, 432-435.

enterprises of, v. 20.1-2U6. - - - roe of, by the Prime Mimster,
- A class of, encouraged by Judge-made laid down III the Constitutional Code, IX.

law. vi 109. I 209.
- Official-s-Screening, to prevent attacks: - - - Remarks on the utility of, vi.

on the Government. Fallacy of, ir, 421- I 8511*.
429. See Official Malefactors. 1- -- - Maclnnes for, descnl.od.vi. 576n;

-- S",· Criminal. i vu, 140.
Malevolence-The pleasures of, i. 18. i Manner--Good. How far a code of, capa-
- The pams of, 1. ~O. i ble of bemg enforced III official depart-
- Motive corresponding to the pleasures I ments, IX. 307 -30[}

of, I. 5il-54. ; Mansfield-Lord-The Fragment on Go-
- Inference of di-posinon from an act in vernment attnbuted to, I ::40; x. 8~

pursuance of, I (,4. - - Bentham's eai ly adunratrou of. x.
Mu lgulhae--c Sonhor-e-a Portuguese De- 4.1·46.

puty, noticed. x. 5"25 - - A Defence of-Bentham's first pub-
Ma hce-e l nfereuce of, from homicide, and of i hshed work, x. 6;.

murder fr0111malice, vi. 54-bi. 1- - Estimate of, and comparison with
- Meaning of, III Enghsh law, vi. 304. I Camden, X 119-1"21.
Mahcrousness, Malignity, &c., as designa- I - - HIS enlargement of the law of con-

nve of motives, I. 203. ; spiracy animadverted on, v, 24B-249
Malone=-Edmund-c-Hrs controversy with, - - Attempt of, to take Libel cases out

George Chalmers, as to Ireland's forge- I of the hand, of Juries. XI. 6"2-63.
ries, criticised, vu, 193. I - - His defimnon of the Liberty of the

Ma lta-i-Hrstorrcal notice of duelling m, i, i Press, v, 9;.
543. i - - HIS law in the Grenada case addu-

Malthus=-Coincidence of his Prmciple of ced to show that the crown cannot legis-
Populanon with that of Bentham, noticed late for colome" IV. 266-~69.
by Dumont, Ill. 73 n. - - Indications from his expression a' to

Malversation-c-Official ; use of official evi- moulding statutes, v , 542.
dence for checking, vt. 555 - - Notices of, in connexion "nth John

Man-French Declaratrons of the Rights of, Lind, x. 5;-58.
examined, ii. 491-529. See Declaranon, - - HIS conflict with Lord Camden on

Management-Board unfavourably com- the rigorous or equitable mterpretation
pared With SIngle, especially contract, in of the law, vi. 145-148,534.
regard to efficacy, responsibility, and eco- - - on the legislative power of judges,
nomy, iv. 125-134 ; v, 17-18. See Board. vii. 311.

Trust and contract, compared, it. 249- i - - Charge against, of altering the record
251. I m Wilkes' case, vii. 260 and n .

Manchester Massacre-The, noticed, and - - on rules of evidence, VII. 341.
characterized, ii. 276; ix. 140; x.532. - - Notices of. 1.246-248; ri. 209-210 n;

- - George 1Vth'8 approval of, it. 470 n. IV. 259 n; v. 20. 89n, 90 n, 113, 141-142 n,
- - The Cadiz massacre of 1820acoun- 352,558. 586n; VI. 184,492; vii. 331,

terpart of, viii. 474-482. 353n, 439 n; IX. 391, 473, 607; x. 56,
Mandamus-Procedure on, vii. 498 n. 62,65,95, 133.
- in Kmg's Bench, vii. 293. Mansfield-Sir John, Chief Justice of the
- Return to a, vi. 462. Common Pleas, noticed, v. 357, 3.'i9 n.
Mandatory-Conducting litigation by a, ii. Man-splitting-The system of, among po-

35-36. litical writers, x. 143.
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Manual of Political Economy, iii. 31-84.
Manufactory-Plan for a, in connexion with

the Panopticon Penitentiary, for the em-
ployment of liberated convicts, iv .165-1 i1.

Manufactories-Application of the Panop-
ticon system to, IV. 37-:l48.

- Special means of making Panopticon sys-
tem suitable to superintendence of, iv. 6U.

- solve the problem of procuring the longest
possible period of attendance at work, v.
:136.

- Sanatory authority as to, III the Health
Mmister, by the Constitunonal Code, ix.
445.

Manufactures- Tendency of, to create equa-
hty, 1.313.

- Amount of, limited by that of capital,
II 549.

- Relation of, to agriculture, ii. 549.
- Laws against usury prejudicial to pro-

jects Ill, Ill. 20-29.
- Prohibrnons and restrictions on rival

branches of, iii. 63-64. Bee Prohibinons.
- Taxes on rival branches of, ui, 65.
- The carrying on of for the home trade,

more advantageous than for exportation,
iii. 69.

- Decree of Spanish Cortes of 1820, prohi-
biting Importation of, criticised, iii. 88-100.

- Free choice among, for occupation of
convicts, IV. 49-51.

- Forgery of maker's mark on-Plan for
prevention of, YI. 584-585.

- Source of experimental information as
to. in a system of Pauper management,
Yin. 426.

- and arts-Technology of, as a branch of
the Chrestomathic system of Instruction,
'in. 38-39.

Manuscripts-c-Authnrity of. Bte 'Wrltmg ;
Written EVidence.

Many-The, are not the enemies of the few,
but the few are of the many, ix. 143-14-[,

Map-Eucyclopedical, by D'Alembert-its
imperfecnons, Viii. i3-82.

Maps exhibiting division of the country into
Election districts-Provision for, iii. 5i9-
.38:l.

- Arrangements for constructmg, for the
use of a Registry of Real property, so as
to obviate the incongruities arising from
mequahties in the Earth's surface, v.
428-429.

Margarot=-Maunee, notice of, x. 466.
~1arIa Theresa. Results of her pubhcation

of the methods of mflicting punishment, i.
414.

Marine Defensive Force-Provision for, in
the Constitutional Code, IX. 402-415. See
Defensive Force.

Mannes as a military department-The use
and efficiency of, IX. 399.

- Suggecuons for mcreasing the propor-
troual number of. ix. 4U& 41),.

C~XXIV :\IAR

Mariners-Plan for protecting, from op-
pression, by a system of Regrstranon and
Summary adjudication, ix. 409-415. See
Defensive Force-Shipboard oppression
obviated.

Marital condition-e-Offences that may be
committed against the, i.1 :l9-131.

- - See Husband and '~lJf'e.
Maritime Code-Plan of the, iii. 201.
Marks to attest quantity or quahty-e-Uses

of, i. 556.
- Identification-on the body-Utility of,

for various purposes, x. 414-415.
- Corporeal pumshment by. i. 418-419.
Market- The. Effect of free competition

on, ir, 22B.
- Trade not dependent on extent of, bnt

on amount of capital, iii. 54; iv. 411.
Markham-c-Dr, Master of 'Westminster

School, and afterwards Archbishop of
York-s-Nctices of, x. 26,27.

- - Latin ode addressed to, by Bentham
when a schoolboy, x.30.

- - Mention of, xi. 112.
Marlborough-Duke of, noticed, vii, 528.
Marmontel's Novels-Part of, translated by

Bentham, x. 85.
Marriage-Nature of, I. 129-130.
- Principles of the CIYII Code regarding,

i. 349-358. Seven questions, 349. Be-
tween what persons to be permitted,
349-352. Necessity of barriers, 35U. Re-
lations, ib. Table of Prohibitions, ib.
Considerations as to Wife's Sister and
Brother's Widow, 350-351. Historical
Instances,351-352. Duration=-Drvorce,
352-355. Marnage for hfe the most suit-
able, 352. EVIl of indissolubihty, 353.
Principles that should regulate, 354-355.
Conditions of the contract of marriage,
355-356. Proper age, 356. How far
Parents, &c., may interefere in choice,
356-35i. How many parties-Poly-
gamy,357. Formalities, 357-358.

- Offences which maybe committed against
the conditions created by, i. 129-131.

- Considerations regarding SUItable regu-
lations for, i. 544 .

- No mducements for, necessary in Legis-
lation, iii. 73·i4. Labourers not averse,
and celibacy of consumers an advantage,
ib.

- Law of, should be embodied in a distinct
code for those who may have occasion to
use it, viii. 533-534.

- Fund for-Service of Frugality Banks
iu makmg Provision for, viii. 409-410.

- Condition of a pursuer as to, to be en-
tered in Demand Paper, ii. 66-70.

- Gretna Green, not allowed to be proved
in evidence of bigamy iu England, vii.
4:H.

- Incapacities to the contract of, vi. 527
n.
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Marriage-Contract of-Use of the pro- against, with relanon to his servant, 1.
mulgation paper to, vi. 65 n t. 122-123.

- Formalities of Contract of, VI. 528. Master-Responsibility of, for servant, in
- Draught for a Deed of Settlement for, relation to satisfaction for offences, i. 383-

v. 400-402. 385.
Marriages and their dissolutions, as subjects Master and Servant-Rights and obligations

of registranon, Iii. 83; vi. 63 n, 567, 5iO- attached to the conditions of, I. 343.
574. See Genealogical facts. - - - Effect of the relationship of, III

- Advantages of'a state of society in which influencing evidence, VI. 160; vii. 575-
they may be early Without being impru- 5i6.
dent, and plan for creatmg such a state Master's time-saving principle-in the rna-
among the working population, viii. 437- nagement of the Chrestomatluc school,
438. vlll.4i.

- Table of, to be exhibited by Local Head- Masters and Workmen-System for facili-
man III Constitunonal Code, ix, ti24. tatmg the commumcation between, and

- Plan for a Register of, III the Consntu- anticipated effects in favour of both par-
uonal Code, ix. 629-630. ties and the public, vin, 398-400.

Marryat-Mr, cited on the method of strik- Masters in Chancery-Secrecy of procedure
mg Special Jurors, v. 158 n. before, iii. 398 n; vi. 376, 4G8.

Marsden- Mr, Under-secretary - Action - - - AUXIliary Judges to perform the
agamst Cobbett for libellmg, adduced, v. fuuctions of, in proposed Dispatch Court,
106-114. Ill. 397.

Marshal-The. Office of, in the Polish diet, - - - The term "swindling" applied to
and in Sweden and RUSSIa, ii, 327-328 n. their fees for fictitious attendances, v. 364-

Martial-Courts, necessary tribunals of 367.
exception, IV. 334. - - - Origin and functions of, vi. 423.

- - Natural procedure in, vii. 321-3:l3. - - - Abuses III the office of,regardlJlg
- - Structure of; and procedure before, fees, ii, 209; v. 349-350; vii, 217-220. See

ix. 419-4 22. Chancery.
- - Provision for, in Constitunonal Code, - - - Neglect and non-attendance of,

ix. 392-395. See Defensive ·Force. Ill. 401-402.
Martial Law-a plant reared III the Penal - - - Brief outlme of a reform in the

colonies, iv. 211. practice of, v. 365.
- - llIegal proclamation of, in Penal co- - - - Sale of the offices of, public pil-

loures, IV. 279. lage, iv. 375.
- - Proclamation of succedaneum for, III I Masters in King's Bench-Their influence

Constrtutional Code, IX. 390-392. in creating the Special Jury system, v.
- - with reference to the dispersal of 76-ii n, l3i-138.

mobs, &c., i. 370-371. - - - Exammation before, vi. 493.
Martm-" Target"-Reason of the sobri- Master of the Rolls-Origm and jurisdic-

quet of, xi. 14. tron of, vi. 423.
Martin-Richard, of Galway, noticed, v. Master of the Rolls' Court-On the proposed

339, 343. absorption of, III tile Chancery, Y. 553-563.
Martm-the engraver, and Ius Portrait of Matchless Coustrtunou=-Use of the term, a~

Lord Mansfield-Notices of, x. 46, 65, a vague generality, ii. 44:l-445. Its fal-
66. lacy examined, ib. Consutution not de-

Martmico--Declaration by, of separation signed, but the produce of accidents in
from France, IV. 409. barbarous times, ib.

Martyrs - Dangerous effect of making, Materia MedICa-Etymology of, and place
through the use of disproportioned pun- I in the Chrestomathic system of Instruc-
ishments, viii. 549. tion, vni, 36.

Martyrdom-Religious-Kature of the spi- Material thmgs-e-How the language appli-
rit of, i. 52. cable to, is used to express nnmaterial

Marvellous-Tile-Tendency of remoteness ideas, Viii. 327-329.
in time and place to make It believed, Yii'

l
Materialists-Account of the opinions of the,

89-90. viii. 84.
Mary I. of England-Reign of, character- I Mathematics-Etymology of, and place in

ized, ii. 444. the Chrestomathic system of Education,
- - Reign of-Principles of Roman Law Viii. 36.

appearing in, v. 532. - Position of, under the term Posology, in
Massachusets-AdoptlOn of the Penitenti- an Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and

ary system in, IV. 213. SCience, viii. 85.
Massares-Baron-commended, x. 59, 11l3. - QuestIOns in, are questions of evidence,
Master-Offences which ma~' be committed vi. 'lOI3,
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Mathematics-being useful to only a limited
number of persons, should be a deferred
branch of education, viii. 14.

- an illustration of unapt nomenclature,
vm, 69-70. Intended to designate quan-
tity, with or without relation to form or
figure, 69. Means really, what is learnt
or is capable of bemg learnt, lb. From the
obscurity of Its source, not so mischievous
as other maptitudes, 69-iO.

- Manner in which the new system of in-
struction might be applied to, in render-
ing the principles and purposes of it more
fully comprehensible, viii. 155-185.

- The principle mamtamed, that It is not
true where not useful, or where It has not
some physical representative, vni. 162-
164.

- Need of a revision of the whole field of,
for the purposes of Chrestomathic In-
strucnon, viii. 177-184. Impediments III
the reverence for great names, 177. In
Algebra the apparent mysticism as to
negative quannties, li8. Explanation
iu an edmon of Euler, ib. Fluxions, 178-
179. Incomprehensibility to beginners of
square root and cube root-proposal, by
explanation and diagram, for rendermg
more disnnct, 179-180. Power still
more likely to be misunderstood, from the
manner in which it is employed in other
departments of knowledge, 180-181. The
impediments in the way of adopting new
and more analagous nomenclature mto
SCIence would not impede ItS use for ex-
planation, 181. Inadequacy of the exist-
mg terms for extended operations, ib,
Arises from the interconversion of the
Algebraic and Geometrical forms, 181-
182. The unapt phraseology kept up by
the experienced because it IS familiar to
them, while It 18 an impediment to learn-
ers, 1B2. The Pride of SCIence, and the
desire of the reputation of knowing the
arcana of science impede elucidation, 183-
184.

- The mental use of, x. 51B.
- Memoranda on, xi. 73.
Mathematical improbability distinguished

from ordinary, vi. 243-244.
- reasonmg on evidence, adduced as an il-

lustratrou of the inapplicability of fixed
rules, VIi. 158.

Mathematicians-Language of, with refer-
ence to the expression of degrees of per-
suasion, VI. 224.

Matheson, Mr-Educational system of-its
nature, x. 506.

Mathetic Exercises, or those tendmg to in-
structton,-etymology of the term, and
application in the Chrestomathie system
of Instruction, vin. 44.

Matlock-Visit to, by Bentham in his
youth, x. 46.
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Matrimonial condition-Variations In the
notion of, in different nations, i. 177.

- - Forfeiture of, as a punishment, i.
470-471.

Matter considered as an absolute fictitious
entity of the first order, and disungursh-
ed from substance, viii. 20 I.

- Use made of the extension of the word
to Psychology, m. 287-288.

- Laws affectmg, vii. B4-85.
Matthew-Gospel of, Cited on the subject

of oaths, v. 219.
Matunty-e-Plan for a Record of arrivals at,

in the Constitutional Code, ix. 630.
Maupertuis noticed, x. 122,531.
Maurepas noticed, x. 93.
Ma vracordato-PrinceAlexander, of Greece

-Correspondence with, as to the form of
Government for liberated Greece, iv. 580-
582.

Maxims. The multitude of, adopted and fol-
lowed WIthout foundation m reason, Ill. 3.

Meadley, Mr-Sketch by, of various propo-
sals for a constitutional Reform, m. 553-
557.

Means-c-Indiraet, of preventing crimes, i.
533-580.

- justifying the end. Fallacy of the prIn-
ciple of, 11.469-470.

- of commission, as evidence of delmquen-
cy, V11.55-56.

- (of hvehhood.) how those of an indivi-
dual to be estimated, ii. II O.

Meanness, Sycophantism, &c., as designa-
tive of motives, 1. 200.

Measure. Utility of establishing standards
of, i 555.

- of punishment, i. 399-402. See Punish-
ment.

Measures-False. Guarding the people
against, i. 553.

- Endeavour to draw attention from, to
men-a fallacy in debate, ii. 414.

- Fear of what is at the bottom of, a fal-
lacy, ii. 421.

- only" oue at a time," a fallacy by which
reforms are delayed, ii. 433-434.

- How to postpone, from seSSIOnto session,
iI.435.

- Artful diversion from, by reference to
others-A device for delay, ii. 435.

- Defective-Rejection Instead of amend-
ment of, a fallacy, ii. 471-474.

Measures (of quantity, &c.)-Provisions as
to, a branch of the Civil Code, Ill. 177.

Measures, not men. The expression a fal-
lacy, ii. 470-471.

Measurement of Pleasure and Pain, i, 15-
17.

Mechanical employments-Advantage of in-
troducmg a system of Technology in re-
gard to, with a Rationale of explanations,
vni. 148-150.

Mecha nical judicature, or decision on tech
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nical grounds and without thought, con- Medicine-Appointment of a professor of,
sidered, vii. 246-249. In central towns, considered, n, 257.

Mechanical Judicature substituted for men- - National field for the experimental study
tal-a grievance charged in the Pennon of, In a system of Pauper management,
for justice, v. 472-473, 524-525. viii. 425.

Mechanical Powers-Qnestion considered - A tax on, characterized, 11 575-576 n.
whether any common denomination can - Tax on, compared with tax on justice,
be found applicable to the qualities of all I'll. 37i -378.
the various sorts of, vui, 146-:47. Sug- - Sid mouth's 'I'axation of, characterized,
gestion that It IS not to be found in ii. 582.
the nature of the powers, but in the uses, Medltatw fuga: warrants In Scotland, vi.
ib. 334 n.

Mechanical Philosophy-Branches of, to be Meetmg-Preliminary, of parties to a hti-
taught In the Chrestomathic School, viii. gation, to diSCUSSauthenticity of doeu-
30-31. ments, &c., vii. 184-185, 187, 189, 193,

- - Substitution of the term Coenoscopic 2i4, 279, 533.
Physiurgics for, in the Encyclopedical - - - Recommended as a succedaneum
Sketch of Art and Science, viu. 87. to exclusion ofevidenre, vii. 373-374.

- - Professorships of, in central towns, - - - to decide on a method of inter-
considered, ii. 257. course, notices, &c., I'll. 250.

Mechanical Pneumatics-defined and loca- Meetings-Multitudinousness of-False in-
ted in the Chrestomathic system of Ed u- ferences of sedinon from, v, 242.
cation, viii. 31. - Public. Tactics of, regulated by those

Mechanical source of motion-The simply, of the legislature when It is open, ii. 311.
referred to the gravitating infiuence of - Public. Tactrc as to motions in, ii.
the moon, viii. 132. 354 n.

Mechanics (In the limited sense of the word) - Public. Reasons for liberty to, ii, 289.
-DefinitIOn and diVISIOns of, and place - SeditIOUS. Act against, criticised, ii.
in the Chrestomathic plan of Instruction, 295.
viii. 30. Melamorphic Posology-proposed to be sub-

- Bearing of the science of, on the ordi- strtuted to Geometry as a nomenclature,
nary concerns of life, viu, 24. viii. 28i.

- Application to, of economy in the em- Meliorability-a property desirable in a
ployment of sources of monon, vin, 143- language, yin. 191.
144. Melioration-suggestive function of the Pub.

Media-Trustworthiness of evidence re- Iic-opinion Tribunal, ix. 158.
duced by its passing through, vii. 131. - - - of Mimsters, by the Constitutional

- Evidence transmitted through an indefi- Code, ix. 264-265.
nite number of, vii. 154-159. Calculation Melodiousness or harmoniousness as a pro-
of number of media, 154. Decrease of I perty desirable In language, V1l1. 191,
probative force with each medium, 155. 305-306,311.
Such evidence should only be admitted Melody-e-m what respects distinct from
under conditions, 156. Does not increase harmony, VIii. 305-306 n.
danger of fraud, lb. Ancient facts, an l Melville=-Lord. See Dundas-Henry.
illustration in practice, 157. I Members of Legislative Assemblies-Utility

Medical Profession - Authority of the of a distinctive dress fOI, ii. 320-321.
Health Minister In regard to, by the Con- - - - Mischiefs from their non-atten-
stitunonal Code, ix. 445. dance, h. 323-324. Prevarication, negh-

Medical science-Necessity of keeping the gence, admission of incapables, inactron,
end in view in inquiries as to, illustrated surpnses.dnnmution of moral mfluence.ib,
in the old preparations, contannug many - - - Means of ensurmg attendance of,
useless elements, viii. 277. ii. 324-325.

- - Position it should hold as a branch - - - Debates of, should be finished be-
of education, viii. 14-15. fore voting, ii, 342-346.

Medicine-Study of. How far an aoquain- - - - There should be no fixed order of
tance with the dead languages essential preaudience among, in debatmg, ii. 346-
to, vhi. 17. 349.

- The liability to false conclusions 1U, at- - - - Votes of, should be taken simul-
tribnted to the impediments to the dis- taneously, ii. 349-350.
covery of all the operative causes, vui. 209. - - - Promulgation and registration of

- The word does not convey a meanmg motions, bills, amendments, &c., of, h.
adequate to refer to all branches of know- 352-354.
ledge relative to the preservation of I - - - should not be entitled to with-
health, viii. 35. dr&W motions, bills, &c., u, 354.
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Members of Legislative Asscmblies-i-Pro- :\1embers of Parliament - Nommee e the
ceedmgs of, III the preparation of laws, II. posrtion of, x, ~35·:!37.
354~358. - - - Ser Legislature ; Parliament;

- - - Rules as to debating for.ri. 358-3G l. Repre-entatives,
-- - - should not uame each other, or ::Ilcmcnto-Future-commumcation-secnring,

Impute motives III debate, 11. il6il. in procedure, 11. 57.
- - - How amendment, to be proposed Memorundum=- a' makeshift evidence, vi. 58.

I", h. 365-3()t,. - Question whether a witness should be
- ~ - Dilatory or adjournment motions allowed to consult, \1. 38!J-3il~. See

hv, 11. 36(~-36i. Notes,
-- ~ - Yotlllg of, ii. :~6i-:l7~ - excluded as evidence after the writer's
-- - - Pubhcity serviceable to, ii 313. dccea-e, VII. IGi-lf;S.
Members of'Parhament-c-Inunhty of having - by defendant-e-used against him WIthout

two tor one electoral dIVISIOn,Ill. 5HI n. exannuatron, vii. 16G
-- - - Constancy ofa!tendance of, nrged, - ,"'N Casuallv-wrrtten Evidence

n. 3~5; ui. ..95-511. !.eneral effectv-s-de- Memorandum-makmg as a branch of the
terioration of moral and intellectual apt i- Chrestomathic system of Iustruct iou, viu.
tude-attendance on the corrupt side, IiI 40.
495-496. State of attendance III practice ~Iemoriter -vidence, or supposed written
-Plan for glvlllg a complete view of the evidence transmitted through oral, \11.
state of the House, 491>-49j. Mrschief to 137-1ilB.
moral aptitude by non-attendance, 4'17. Memonter-metre principle in the manaue-
Mischief to intellectual aptrtuue-cum«- ment of the Chrcstomatlnc School, III ';;:l.
ranee of forms and buslIless,497 -,,}Otl. .\lh- Memory-c-a faculty of the mmd ncre"ary to
e1uefby gn lIlg superior efficacy to corrup- the teacher and the learner, vm, ;G.
non-e-strong interest of ::'.IlImteriahsts to The plea sure- of, I 18.
attend,500-.';0~. Exammatmn of the inter- - The pam- of, I. 20
ests that affect attendance . .'iO:l-.'i05. The - Uuproduetive u=e that may be made of
non-attendance contrasted WIth the dih- in education. when the mtellcct not exer-
gence required of other pubhc officers,' ci-ed, vru 44-45 .
.',05-.506 Individuals not blameable, 506- - F J.I,e allocation of subjects nnder she
50;. Incurability of the disorder- -fal- head of, 1Il the Encyclopedical Table of
lacy of expecting duty to be followed D'Alcmbert. vui. 7j.
agamst interest. .';OJ -.i08. House more - Apphcatron of methorlization to the as-
trnly abdicated than James II did, .'iOfl- sistance of the, vur ~j2.
50n. Precedents and censures from Hat- -- Helps to, how far compatible WIth pre-
>-ell,50il-511. vcntion of invention on the part of wit-

- - - Constancv of attendance of-a ne%e" Y1. 446-4.11.
reform opposed "by Whigs as well as - Services of, to evidence, "I. 1B.
Tones, Ill. 531-5:l::!. - Suggestive questions for as-isting, vi.

-- - - Endowment- or element, of apti- :l!14.
tude on the part of, as element- of reform, • - Failure of, an intellectual canse of incor-
and the means of attaining them, m. 5:19- i rectness, YI. ~51.
541. I - Failure of, assuming the aspect of error,

- - - Means conducive to aptitude in,! vi ~.';~.
ill 541-54fi. Placemen not to be eligible, ; - how refreshed, vi. ~.'>3.
.>4I-'i4~. KlDg', Mmisters, &c, to have, - Written evidence transmitted through,
seat and motion mcluded, WIthout vote, ~ VIi I :li-I:lR .
•;42. Annual cler tions, 342-';4P>. Authen- ' Mcn-e The t all, are free. Absurdity of the
tic pubhcation of speeches, 543-544. I proposrnon, ii. 4gB.
Punctual attendance, .'>44-54ti. - That they are born and remain equal ill

- - - Who ehgrble a', by author's Ra- right,-Absurdity of the proposition, ii.
drcal Reform BIll, m, 566-567, 5fl7-50B n. 498-499.

- - - - Method of recommending, by Ra- - Endeavour to draw attention from meas-
(heal Reform Blll, m, 574-575. ures to-a fallacy in debate, ii. 414.

- - - Their continuance m their seats-c. - and Measures. Alternative elevation of
Provision for, in Radical Reform Bill, IiI. one above the other-a fallacy in pohti-
51l8-51l9. cal discussion, ii. 470-471.

- - - Vacancies in the case of-How Menacement, as circumstantial evidence of
created and supplied, iii, 589-591. dehnqueney, vii. 21.

- - - Practice as to vacation of seats - Infirmative CIrcumstances apphcable to,
by, criticised, Ill. 5811-MIOn. as Circumstantial evidence, Y11 :!3-~4.

- -- - flow to secure the House azamst Mendaciou-, 1m ention 011 the part of wit-
disturbanee by, ill. 591-592, 596-5iI7. nesses=-How far helps to recollection
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eonsistent with prevention of, vi. 446- I Mendacity-License-created by oaths, v.
4.';1. I 197-~oO. Punishing falsehood only when

Mendacity-Definition of, VI. 222, 249. on oath gave hcense to It in other shapes,
- How Its crmnnahty arises from the pur-, lb.

pose for which It IS employed, v. 220-221. - - Extent to which It is carried III

- Fraudulent, Should be punished in all France, v. ~oon,
cases, whether aeeompamed by oath or - - Complained of rn Petition for justice
not, v, 460. as a device of the 'I'echrucal s~-teru, v.

- in Courts of Jusnce=-Licenscd, reward- 4.Q-452.
ed, compelled, and practised by Judge-a - - considered III the Rationale of Ld-
grievance charged III the abridged Pet!-, dence, VI. :2~Hl-:J02; VII. 21):;·:27U, 415-
tron for justrce, v. 5Iil-51:i. BIll III Equity, i 42U;-
510-511. FlctlOne,511-513. i - - Xature of. exammed, vii. 2G2-2h.f.

- Oaths necessitated for the establishment Exemption fi om pumshmeut, :!iJc-.!I,:;
of, an Item of complaint III the Pennon i Statement not called evidence but alleg:1-
for justice, v, 454-4G7. I tion, 26:l Give- efficacy to alleguncns

- Nature of the interest that Will occasion, ~ even when they are known to be false
VI 159. I 26:1-264.

- Any motive may serve as a. cause of, vi. I - - In what cases granted, VII. 204-268,
259-260. I Sometimes the rule, -ometrme- the excep-

- Effect of punishment for, III producmg ] tiou, 2(14-21;:;. Ongm of punishment fur
truth, vi. 2oS. ; false testimony, With oath III ecclesrastical

- Knowledge uf crrcumjacent fact, neces- i court-, ~f;5. BIll in Equity, 266. Plead-
sary to the support of, vi. 2fHL 1Il,!\. 2(,~. Statements of partie-, ,.0 allow-

- The varrous crimes which consi-t Ill, VI. i ed, shown to act as evidence, 2hi -2GH,
292n. i - - Lse< of, to Judge & Co" without the

- Murder accomplished by. VI. 304, 382 n s. I help of wntmg, vn, :268-270,
- encouraged by Judge recommendmg plea \ -- - Origm and history of, YII. 4:;8.

of not guilty to cnrmuals, YI. 306. ' - - How provided agam't III the Con-ti-
- checked by pubhcity, vi. 355, tutional Code. IX. MIO-591.
- Disposition towards, on the part of a Mendacity-serYlllgll1formatlOll-PrevenllOTl

Witness, a subject of mvestrgatron, vi, 40:i. of, a reason for resrnctrng pubhcity III
- Exercise of, allowed by law to cnrnmals, courts of ju-tice, VI. :iGl-:1fJ2.

on principle of self-defence, VI. 4i2. Mendham= Thomas, an instructor of Bent-
- Confessorial. QuestIOn If ,t IS a circum- ham III Ins childhood, X. B.

stance to be anticipated, VIi 34-3!;. Mendrcity-c Abohnon of.one of the collateral
- involved in the preCISIOn required III ends of a svstern of Poor-laws, nil. 401-

English pleading. vu 2iG-::7i. 40~. See Pauper Management.
- as displayed III Equity practice, \'II. 29~- Mental Faculties=Enumeration of the. riu,

300. 281-282. Perceptrou.Rd l Judglllent,ib.
- Existence of, depends on the proportion Memory, lb. Deduction, lb. Abstrac-

between the meudacny-promonng, and non, lb. Imagrnanon, lb. Invention. ib,
the mendacity-restrainmg motives, vn. Methodisation, ib, Attention, ib. Ob-
395. servation, lb. Commumcauon, lb. Com-

- The evil of perjury consists Ill, vii. 406- parr-on. or alternately apphed attention,
4U7 n. ~ln-~82. S"llthesh,282 Geuerahzauon,

- Convicnon of, not a good ground for re- ib. Inducnon, lb. Al1al~ SIS, lb. DI,-
jecting a Witness, \ II. 40()-4U9. tribution, ib.

- ExclUSIOn of evidence Oil the ground of, Mental facts. See Psyehological.
would exclude lawyer, and judges, Vii. Mental imbecility-Impropriety of holdmz,
415-420. as a ground for exclusion of testmiouy ,

- Character for-Weight that should be YI 105; vii. 427-432. See Imbecilrty
gwen to, as affecting testimony, VIi. 5Ui - Mental mjuries as dr-nnguished from other
589. per-onal offences, I. 114-11.1.

- When evidence a" to character for. ou - -- Effect of the time or place of mfi:v
the part of a Witness, should be received, non OIl, I. 174.
il.61-62. - - Their place in the subdivrsrons of the

- License for, in the practice of giving Penal Code, IIi. 164.
judgment by default, VI. 23. Mental operanous-e Classiflcatiou of, \ 1\1.

Mendacity-License-e-The, described aud de- 223-229. 8e< Logic,
fined, ii, 4!l-49. - - Desire", as caused by pleasures and

- - Persona by whom It I" employed. u, :ilL pain". the source of. vrii 279-281.
- - con-nlered as a device of tccluucal ::\Ipnlal J'athn1fl;!Y-Axwm, of, a" a I!:roun<i

I'I'clce<illle, v. 11. for k;';I-1ltl\': arrangements, Ill. :?2-1-:!~.'i.
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Mercantile extortion=-Pubhcity asaremedy Mesne process-Arrest in, vi. 136.

for. I. 554. - - No arrest in, m Scotland, vi. 181 n.
Merchandise- Defimtion of, iii. 36-37 n. -- - Arrest m; how created by the struggles
Merchant ofVemce-The main incident of, of the courts to monopolize business, v.

an illustration of the anomalous laws 491-494. A process not to be blmdly
which Judges should be allowed to sus- followed as matter of form, but requiring
pend the operation of, IX. 509. mce distmction, 491-493. Invests any

Merchant seamen-Plan for protecting from man who Will take a false oath with the
oppression by a system of Registration, power of a judge, 493. How the courts
and of summary adjudication on com- outbid each other in doing service of this
plaints, IX. 409-415. See Defensive sort, 493-494.
Force-Shipboard oppression obviated, - - Law as to arrest in, altered in Eng-

Merchants-Settlement of accounts between land, VI. 178 n.
-Judlcatorie, for, it. 181-182. Messenger as a judiciary officer in the Con-

Mercier. L'an 2440, by, noticed, ii. 204 n. stitutional Code, ix. 466.
Mercury-Denial of the freezing of, by a Messengers and Prehensors in Proposed

physician, vii. 95. Equitv Despatch Court -FunctIOns of,
Mercy-c-Exercise of, by a sovereign, in par- hi. 376-3B1.

d?n~ng cnmm~~",. presuprose~ tyranny, 1'1- Judlcl:ry-_ Substitution of Letter-post
5Z0, Ill. 619-6_0, IX. 60a-60.. to, Ill. 3.8,3.9.

- Power of, in a sovereign, supports no- , - JudiCiary-Provisions for, in Constitu-
tions of Divine right, I. 5:lfJ. tional Code, IX. 636-63i. Purpose-to

- False applications of the power of, vii. I cause knowledge to be had of a written
258-259. I mandate from a judge, lb. Arrangements

- a word in the vocabulary of tyrants; hy JU'ltlce Minister am! Interior Commu-
predicates mjustice, and is used for the, mcanon Mmister- Letter-post, ib.
gratification of Its exercisers, IX. 36-3i, Messmg-s-Mihtary. How to accommodate
605. general economy With the privileges of

Merger-Doctrine of, vii. 440. individual wealth in, ix. 378-379.
Ment-i-Prodigahty in reward operates Metals-Precious. Effect of increase of,

against, ii. 200-201. With relation to that of commodities, Iii.
Ments=-Deorsion of suits on grounds fo- 46, 69-70.

reign to the, a device of Techmcal pro- - - Prejudices as to limiting exportation
cedure, v. 11. of, iii. 70. Fortunate inefficacy of the

- Deoision of suits on grounds foreign to, I attempts, ib.
a grievance charged in Petition for jus- Metaphor-Nature of, and difficulty of
tree, v. 476-480. Flagrant abuse in the keeping entire, viii. 247.
very language employed, 476. DeCISIOn Metaphysical division of jurisdictions-e-viz.
according to merits bemg the only right drfferent courtsfor different sorts of causes,
one, the other must be wrong, 4ii. Nul- iv. 331.
hficanon the great instrument, ib. Judge- Metaphysics-Nature of, and connexion
made law has some analogy With justice I With logic, vm, 220-221.
when it is on the ments, but when foreign I - identified With logic, and defined, in the
to the merits is the strongest case of ex I Common Place-book, x .. SIO.
post facto, 47i -478. Disappointment-pre- I - Reason of unpopularity of-wish to avoid
vention principle infringed, 478. Per- I exposure of favourite errors, vni, 221.
fection of arbitrariness, lb. Mrs-seated I Metcalf-Philip-Letters from Bentham to,
pumshment, 478-479. Peremptory and x.295-296.
dilatory effects of nullification, 479. For- - - noticed, x. 285, 312, 412.
mer the most complete mjusnce, lb. But Metelin-visited by Bentham on his way to
the other creates delay which IS to an ex- RUSSia, x. 151-152.
tent denial of justice, 478·480. Meteorology-Defined and located ID the

- Decisions according to, and not accord- Chrestomathic system of Instruction, vui.
ing to-e-the alternative ammadverted on, 32.
iv. 353 ; VIi. 257. - Source of experimental knowledge of, in

- The system of deciding according to, or a system of Pauper management, viii.
not, at discretion, compared with the pre- 426.
cautrons for obviating the practice, m the Method-what it consists in, vii. 29.
Co~stitutional. Code, ix, 514. - in the laws-Advantages of, i. 324.

Merhn-Mr-l:!ls contrl~ance for enabling - Considerations regarding, in a Code of
maste.rs to give directions to their work- Laws, iii. 161-163,236.
men, IV. 84. . - Fallacious objections to, ii. 463-464.

Merrivale-v-Mr-c-Hls letter on the Chancery - an object ofmvention and discovery, and
commission, noticed, x. 563. when achieved an instrument ID their ser-

Mesmer-The detection of, noticed, i. 561l. Vice, viii. 76.
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Methodisation as one of the human facul-
ties, viii. 75 n.

- a faculty not necessary to the teacher or
learner, viii. 76.

- or collective denomination-The mental
operanon of, considered in connexion with
logic, viii. 226-227.

MethodisatlOn-Logical-Subjects to which
it applies, vih, 259-260. Dlannction to be
kept between the mental operation and
physical arrangement, ib.

- - as applied to objects, viii. 260-261.
Physical and Psychical-real matter and
ideas,260. Mode by succession, or priority
and posteriority, through place and time,
260-261. Psychical mode by connected
arrangement, 261.

- - Purposes to which it is applicable,
viii. 261-262. The other operations of
Logic mstruments in Its hands, 261. Dis-
tmguished from, and an assistant of ima-
giuation, ib. Apphes to teachmg, learn-
ing, improving, and practising, 261-262.

- - The subjects of-Real and fictitious
entities, viii. 262-264. Names only can
be the subjects of Psychical arrangement,
262. Fictitious entities distinguished
from fabulous, ib. Instances of fictitious
entines-e- Monon - Quantlty-Quality-
Form-e-Relation, 263-264.

- - Relation between genus and species
in, vui. 265-266.

-- - The Porphyrian tree of the Aristo-
telians described as an instrument of, vui.
266-267.

-- - according to scales in subalternation,
Viii. 267-268.

- - as applied to the three physical king-
doms, viii. 268-269.

- - The Linnrean system of, examined,
viii. 269-270.

- - Rules for, in the case of objects pre-
sented by successive exhibinon, V1l1.270-
271.

- - Application of, to literary composi-
tion, and the defects it has to obviate, vui.
271-272.

- - Its application to the assistance of
the faculties of the mind, viii. 272-273.
Perceptive and conceptive faculties, 272.
Memory, or retentive and recollecnve, ib.
Jnvennve.rb. ImagmatIve,272-273. Ju-
dieial, 273.

- - The Aristotelian laws of-criticised,
viii. 273-275.

Methuen-Mr, a VISiter at Bowood, x. 98.
Methuen-Sir Paul-c--Mention of, x. 112.
Metre-restoring, or restormg the disarrang-

ed words of verse, as a school exercise,
viii. 45-46.

Metropolis-The best public for watching I
the proceedings of Courts in, 1'1'. 349.

Metropolitan Court as provided for In Draft of I

Judicial Establishment for France, 1\'.300.
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Metropolitan Police Magistra.ey- Creation
of the, vii. 327-328.

MeXico-Project by Bentham to emigrate
to, explained in a Letter to Lord Hol-
land requesting his Intervention to facih-
tate the project, x. 439-444.

- Letter to Mr Mulford on proposed emi-
gration to, x. 444-446.

- Letters from Lord Holland and Jovel-
Ianos on proposed emigration to, x, 447-
448.

- Decrease of Religious Persecution in, ii,
451 n.

- Human sacrifices in, noticed, vii. 233-
234.

- The extent civilisation may reach with-
out the art of writing, illustrated from,
vi. 329.

- Interests of, in relation to a proposal for
the Junction of the AtlantIC and the Pa-
ciflc, ii. 563-568.

Meyer-J. D., Author of the History of the
Progress of Judiciary Establlshments-
Notice of, x, 604.

Middle-agency-sparing principle, in Proce-
dure, u, 30-31.

Middlesex Sessions-c-Chairmanship of, an
instance of popular electron of a Judge, iv.
366 n +.

- System of Registration in, noticed, i.552.
- System of Registration in, an example of

transcriptrtious preappointed evidence, VI.
508-575 n,

Midwifery-c-Professorships of, III central
towns, considered, ii. 257.

Midwrves-c-Employment of women and men
as, considered, i. 543.

- Registers to be kept by, vi. 5i2.
Migration of JudICatories-ProvISIon for, in

the Constitutional Code, IX. 496-500.
Miguel-Don-noticed, IV. 431; v.534.
Mrldrone=-Caae of, cited, vii. 423 n '\1.
Military-Use of the, in enforcmg the man-

dates of a civil judge, iii. 380.
- Employment of, to guard the exterior of

a Penitentiary, iv. 164-165.
MIlItary AuthontIes-Proper demarcation

of the power of, with relation to the CIYII
Inhabitants of the state, ix. 383-392. See
Defensive Force-Power of non-military,
&c.

MIlItary Code-Plan of the, iu. 201-202.
Limits of power as narrow as possible,
but clearly defined, ib. Evils of leaving
power vague, 202.

Military Department-How far It IS neces-
sary that pay should nse With power in
-False views on the subject conveyed
from thrs department into others by ana-
logy, IX. 29!)-300.

Military Disciphne-c-states of civilisation in
which it may be conducive to orderly and
mdustrious habits, ix. 417·418.

Mlhtal'Y Erunomy-ObservatlOns on, by the
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Editor of the Chapter on Defensive Force
in Constitutional Code, ix. 427-428.

Military Exercises-why necessarily ex-
cluded from the Chrestomatiuc system of
Education, viii. 43.

Mllita.ry Force-Profuse expenditure on, an
incident of the expense of a monarchy, ix.
32.

- - Provision for, in Constitutional Code,
ix. 333-428. See Defensive Force.

- - How far it can be employed inter-
nally With safety to a. tree state, ix. 335.

- - Method in which the Judiciary to
apply for the assistance of, by the Consti-
tutional Code, ix, 487-489.

- - Treatise on the different descriptions
of, by the Editor of the Chapter on De-
fensive Force III the Constitutional Code,
ix. 422-427.

Military Honours-Adaptation of, to the
other portions of society, ii. 194.

Military Law-Bearing of, on the Consti-
tional Code, ix. 40-41. VBeof arms to be
free to all, 40. Principle of a stipendiary
force, 40-41.

Military Tribunals-iIlustration in the Span-
ish code of the danger of not ha vmg their
province strictly defsred, viii. 526-529.

- -- Held as exceptions to the rules ap-
plicable to the ordinary Tribunals by the
Constitutional Code, ix. 456-459.

- - Provision for, in Constitutional Code,
IX. 392-395. See Defensive Force.

Militia-Inconveniences of the establish-
ment, viii. 420-421.

- according to the British Plan-Inade-
quacy of, to meet the proper ends of a
voluntary armed force, ix. 345-346. An
inefficient nursery for the army, 345.
Oppressive and unequal, 345-346. No
protecnon against danger from a standing
army, 346.

- of the United States-maintained to be
a useless expense, ix. 346-347.

Mill-Jamel!-His intimacy with Bentham,
x.449-450.

-- - Bentham's opinion of, x. 450.
- - Letters from, on Libel Law, x. 450,

451.
- - Letters from, on his Review of Bex-

on's application of the Theory of Legisla-
tion, &c., x. 452, 453-454.

- - Letter from, with the strictures of a
friend on Bentham's opinions, x. 454.

- - Letter from, about his son,x. 472-473.
- - Letter from, to Bentham, taking a

view of incidental irritations arising be-
tween them, and proposing a temporary
separation for the better preservation of
their friendship, x, 481-482.

- - Account of, and of Bentham's con-
nexion with him, x. 482-483.

- - His connexion with the Westminster
Review, x, 540.
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Mill-Jamel!-Letter to Rammohun Roy
on the services of, x. 589-592.

- - Casual notices of, x. 459, 468, 485,
533,552,576-577,603.

MiIl-John S.-Notice of, x. 472-473.
Millbank-Transactions relating to the pur-

chase of, for the National Penitentiary,
xi. 101-102.

Miller-John-Inquiry by, into the state of
the Civil Law in England, cited, v. 378.

Miller-General-Letter from, with an Ac-
count of the state of the South-American
States, xi. 16·17.

Milton-His house in Bentham's garden,
xi. 81.

- Authentication of a portrait of, x. 51-
53.

- Lines on the erection of a barrack in his
garden, attributed to Bentham, x. 71.

- Casual mention of, x. 583.
Mimographica1 or Receptacular Mode of

Registration, for showing the amount of
the National stock in the Public arsenals,
&c., ix. 238-241. Description,238. Ap-
plication to army, navy, and health de-
partments, ib, Practical example in
draughts of areas, &c., 239. Use to the
official persons in presenting a vivid and
immediate representation, ib, Applica-
tion to articles stored in open yards,
239-240. Method where the articles are
kept in receptacles, 240. Articles III
warehouses, 240-241.

Mina-Hls Projects in Spain, x. 594.
Mind-Human. Analytical view of the

Phenomena of the, viii. 279. General di-
vision into perceptive and appetitive, ib.

- Faculties of the, which give substance to
discourse, viii. 300.

- Faculties of the-A general list of, with
defimtions and descriptions, viii. 74-76.

- Faculties of-Application of methodiza-
tion to the assistance of, viii. 272-273.

- The, weakened in infancy by intercourse
with the uneducated, viii. 12.

- Strength of, would be one of the fruits
of the Chrestomathic system of Educa-
tion, viii. 11.

- Confusion of, as evidence of guilt, Vii.
44-45.

Mmes-Principles ofappropriation of, i.329.
- Punishment of bondage in the, con-

sidered, i. 438-439, 441.
Mines of Mexico and Potosi-Effect of, on

the state of money, iii. 53.
Mineral Chemistry-defined and located in

the Chrestomathic system of Instruction,
Viii. 31-32.

Mineralogy-defined and located as a branch
of instruction in the Chrestomathic school,
viii. 28.

- The term Abioscopic Epigeoscopics sub-
stituted for, in the Encyclopedical Sketch
of Art and Science, viii. 86·87.
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Mineralogy-Connexion of the Science of,
with the concerns of the working classes,
viii. 24.

Mingay-Counsellor-Mention of, v. 162 n.
Minmg-Description of the art of, and its

place in the Chrestomathie System of
Education, viii. 34.

Minister-Prime. Provision for, in Con-
stitutional Code, ix, 204-213. See Prime
Minister.

- Prime, in Britain-how far necessarily
the tool of the Monarch, ix. 14I.

- War the greatest crime of a, ii. 556.
Ministers-Proposal for placing, in the

House of Commons, without being elect-
ed, and without vote, Iii. 541-542.

- The non-attendance of members of Par-
liament favourable to the corrupt pro-
ceedings of, hi. 500-502.

- Cases where they have been less anxious
for war than the people, ii. 559.

- of the Crown-The extent to which they
should have a preference in the initiative
of measures in a legislative assembly, ii.
351-352.

Ministers Collectively-Provision for, in the
Constitutional Code, ix. 213-333;-

-. - Ends in view regarding, ix, 213.
Maximization of appropriate good=-M»
nimizanon of correspondent evil, lb.

- - and their subdepartments enumerat-
ed, ix. 213-214.

- - Number in an office, ix. 214-:)19.
Only one in an office, 214-215. 'I'ends to
the furtherance of appropriate moral ap-
titude-responsibility, which no one to
share with him or misdirect, 215. Appro-
priate intellectual and active aptitude
better secured, ib. ExclUSIOn of delay,
vexation, and expense-prompt action,
no debating, &c., ib. Corruption and ir-
responsibility nourished bynumbers-wit-
ness Boards, ib. Self-suppletive function
removes the objection about temporary
incapacity, 215-216. Control In super·
ordinates and subordinates, 216. United
States an illustration, lb. Comparison
With the English Board system, 216-
217. General rule-When the business
of an office is too much for one, have
subordinates, 217. Boards, though ex-
empt from control of Public-opinion Tri-
bunal, not so from the sinister control of
the monarch and his assistants, ib, Rea-
sons which may require more than one
office to be vested in one man-smallness
of district, &0., 218. Adjustment to po-
pulation, and the progress of knowledge,
218-219. Instances of mal-adjustment m
England-Redundance and deficiency,
219. Warning agamst junction of mcom-
patible offices, ib,

- - Functions in all of, ix, 219-226. Cor-
respondent to operations, 219-220. Names
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of the subject-matter of functions divided
into real and fictitious entities-things in-
corporeal an instance of the latter, 220.
Moveables-divided into money,and other
moveables, ib. Occurrences. lb. States
of persons or things, or motions of them,
220-221. Intenor and exterior occur-
rences, 221. Important and unimportant
-relevant and irrelevant occurrences, lb.
Written instruments-considered in rela-
tion to the persons by whom, and those to
whom they are sent, ib. Mandates:
transitory and naturally permanent-
spontaneous and elicrted, 2:)1-222. Ordi-
nances, ib, Rules, Regulations, Orders,
222-223. Utility of a comprehensive
formulary for the transaction of business,
223. Meaning of the term arrangement!',
as comprehending institutions and estab-
lishments, ib. Analysis of functions
regardmg persons-The Locative, Self-
suppietive, Directive, Dislocative, Procu-
ratrve, Custodative, Applicative, Repa-
rative, Transformative, Elimmative, and
Inspective, with their sub-modes, 221-
2::!5. Functions regarding persons, thing",
money, and occurrences-Statistic, Re-
gistrative, Pubhcative, and Officially in-
formative, 225. Functions as to the
supply, custody, &c., of the instruments
through which, in the several offices,
these functions are performed, 225-226.

Mimsters Collectively - Subordinanon
grades of, ix. :)::!6-::!31. Meaning of su-
bordination, 226. Powers necessary to,
227. Grades-Subordinate, Bis-subordi-
nate, Tris-subordinate, ib, Distmcnon
explained between superordinateness and
subordinateness, and superiority and in-
feriority, 227-228. Illustration in diplo-
matte relations, 22B. Accountableness
concomitant With subordinateness, ib, No
difference IIIsalary on account of superor-
dmanon, ib. Cases where there may be
accounting, as between functionary and
functionary, without actual subordination
-PublIC works, &c., where skill requir-
ed, 229. Distance between subordinate
and superordinate may produce the same,
ib. The Finance Minister's functionaries
merely accountable, lb. Settlement of
number of grades, ib. Departments m
which they will be few=-Elecnon, Legis-
lation, ib. Department III which there
Will be most-the Arm)', 229·230. Illus-
trations of extravagance from multitude
of grades, 230. Legislation Mmister the
fewest grades, 230-231. A Registrar in
every considerable directive office, ib.
Clerk the lowest in each, 231. A. few
intermediate grades as possible between
the minister and acting functionary, ib.

- - Self-suppletive function of, ix. 231·
232. To prevent interruption of busi-
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ness-a person named on immediate entry
to office, 231. Cauees justifying occa-
sional deputes, 231-232. Certain subde-
partments where the system unsuitable-
army, navy, &c.,232. Reasons for ex-
pectmg a supply of candidates, ib,

Ministers Collectively-Statistic function
of, ix. 232·253. Se« Books.

- - Requisitive function of, ix. 253-257.
Used where Procuration mandates, or
written instruments to supply articles
for the use of the public as restricted
by legislative authority, do not suffice,
253·254. Consists of application for
the article to the legislature, or a
functionary authorized to give it, 2.5.5.
Heads of the instrument, ib. Method of
dealing with,ib. Checks, ib. Responsibi-
lity for making application when neces-
sary, ib. An outset supply at commence-
ment, ib. Regulation of future supplies,
2.5.5-256. Departments where power of
self supply necessary-military and naval,
256. Considerations of economy between
fabricating and purchasing, ib. Form of
the Instrument of Requisition-clearness,
conciseness, absence of superfluous com-
phmenta.ry expressions, uniformity, legi-
bility, cheapness, stamp, &c., 256·257.

- - Inspective function of, IX. 257-260.
Involves visitation, 257. Once at least
each munster to viSit the several offices
of his department, ib. Uses-seeing to
the regularity of the registration, &c., the
supply of all official deficiencies, making
observation of the qualifications, hearing
complaints, &c., 257·258. Places, offices,
and functionaries to be visited, With re-
lation to the several subdepart:nents, 258.
Special Inspection visits, Progresses, and
Circuits for particular purposes, 258-259.
Arrangements where vanous ministers in-
spect the same establishment-not to do
so jomtly, 259. Cases in which the visits
of more than one minister may be so re-
quired, ib, Consrderations as to expense,
and time occupied, 259-260.

- - Offlcrally-informative function, ix.
260·263. Comparison with evidence,
260. Information analyzed-spontaneous
and unspontaneous-communicated and
received, 260·261. With special excep-
tions, all occurrences to be communicated
to the Legislature and the Prime Minister,
261. Considerations as to presumptive
evidence of receipt of information, and
responsibility to act on it, 261-262. Ab-
sence of any such system in this country,
and consequently no means of checking
official delinquency, unless in the cases
where a party triumph is gained in favour
of mquiry, 262·263.

-. -- Information-elicitative function, ix,
263-264. The simply receptive mode and
the extractive,263. When both partres are
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officialslittIecllil'erence,butin the instance
of non-ofllcials, extractive gives power
and jurisdiction, ib. Precautions against
abuse of power, 263-264. Right to ex-
tract information for the defence of the
country, considered, 264. Precautions
against inquisitorial exercise, and espe-
cially of inquiries as to religion, ib, Ob-
ligation of making communication in
cases of threatened calamity, &c., ib.

Ministers Collectively-Melioration-sugges-
tive function of, ix. 264-265. Used where
practice of an office seems to need eorree-
t;on,264, Involves the Judicative, Ra-
tiocinative, and Eventually-emendative,
264-265.

- - Term of service of, ix. 265. For life,
and the reas&ns,-increase of appropriate
knowledge,judgment,a.nd active talent,ib.

- - Attendance of, ix.265-266. In-door
service and out-door service to be consi-
dered in the arrangement, ib.

- - Remuneration of, ix. 266-271. The
expense-mimmizing more urgent than
even the aptitude-maximizing principle,
266. Bad effectsof extravagant salaries,
ib. Competition, 266-267. Liberality at
the public expense characterized as waste,
26i. Services ordinary and extraordi-
nary, ib. Rewards-pecuniary and ho-
norary, ib. Proper mode of conferring
honour, only by increase of what is natu-
ral, ib. To be done judlcially-c-Recerda-
tion and publication of opinative and im-
perative decree, 267-268. Given as the
result of a suit before a judicatory-the
suit described, 268. Examples of titles
of honour and ensigns of dignity in use,
ib. In comparison with these which are
factitious and independent of merit, the
present plan adjusts itself to the merit,
and is liable to injustice only from defec-
tive evidence, 269. Power of conversion
into an arbitrary government, if the au-
thority were in the hands of one, ib. No
ultra-concomitant remuneration, by su-
perannuation allowances, pensions of re-
treat, &c., ib. Condemnation of mislo-
cated remuneration-given to another
than the person who has done the service,
270. Extravasated-where in addition
to the earner some other person (as his
son) rewarded, ib. Examples, ib. Illus-
trations of the former-rewarding super-
ordinates for service of subordinates, ib.
Of the la-tter-pensions, &c.,ib. Extreme
case-hereditary legislators, 269. Offi-
cial service by an unofficial person is as
if he were pro tempore official, 269-270.
Illustrations--nationa.l defence, eeizure of
depredators, &c., 271. Cautions against
fraud in such claims,ib. Salariesoftheva-
rious mimsters paid quarterly in advance,
ib.

- -- Who locable as, ix. 2il-283. Choice
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to be in Prime Minister, whose election
subject to the responsibilities provided,
is absolute, 271. For minimization of
expense, he has, among those shown to
be capable, the means of ascertaining
who will do the duty cheapest, 272.
Power of dislocation a check, ib. Two
periods in the qualifloation of candidates
-the preparation and the consummation,
ib, Publication of office calendar, with
list of situations, ib. Situations of talent,
272-273. Situations of simple trust, ib.
Situations of talent and trust, ib. Ana-
lysis of various official situations, with
specification of the talents and acquire-
ments specially requisite for them, ib.
Locable list for names of cuahfied candi-
dates, 274. A judicatory for deciding
who are to go on the list-ealled qualifi-
cation or examination-judicatory, ib. A
Quasi-jury of the instructors, ib. The
mode of procedure, as compared with
that of the legal judicatories, ib. Voting
both secret and open, ib. A plan for the I
secret voting, 274-275. Mode of scrutiny,
275. Method of taking the open vote,
275-276. From the Quasi-jurors being
liable to influence, secret votes only taken,
276. Probability of the Legislature ad-
justing the mode of voting to the results
of experience, ib. How topics of exami-
nation to be provided, ib. Moral charac-
ter, ib. Preparation of Locable Jist, 276-
277. Method of advertisement for in-
structors, 277. Arrangement of emolu-
ment of instructors, with a view to gradu-
ating it to value of service, 277-278. How
the locable list to be provided for in the
Intenm before the termination of the con-
summation period,279. Lot as a means
of fixing the subjects of examination, and
method of putting it in practice, 279-283.

Ministers Collectively-c-How located.rx. 283-
294. Advertisement inviting competition,
those on the Locable list bidding who will
do the duties cheapest, 283. Security
where trust involved, ib. Instrument of
location and its heads, 283-284. Disposal
of exemplars of the instrument,284. Other
securities, if deemed necessary, to be pro-
vided by the Legislature, 285. Like
proceeding as to subordinates, ib. None
but those on qualification list locable, ex-
cept in situation of simple trust, where
good security given, ib. Locatee must
be of age-s-exoepnons for consideration,
the army and navy, ib. Considerations
as to rising by gradation, 284-285. Where
a minister locates subordinates, Prime
Minister to confirm, 285. Army, navy,
and foreign diplomacy-eases in which,
from distance, it may be necessary to
have the imtiative in other hands than the
minister, ib. Mode of exercise of the lo-
cative function, 285-286. Deputes to be
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taken from the Locable list, 286. Re-
sponsibility for mis-locanon, but acts done
by the persons not to be null, ib. The
pecuniary-competition principle defended,
286-293. (See Pecuniary Competition.)
Concluding instructions to the Public-
opinion Tribunal-on it depends the sup-
port of the system against the sinister
interest and arguments brought against
It, 293-294.

Ministers Collectively-Dislocable how, ix.
294. By the Prime Mimster and the Le-
gislature, ib. By the Constitutive, as in
the case of legislators, ib. Not by judges.

- - Subordinates of, ix. 294-302. The Di-
rective, Statistic, Self-suppletive, Requi-
sitive, and Melioration-suggestive func-
tions, 294-295. Term of service to be,
with stated exceptions, for life-reasons,
295. Attendance to be fixed according
to circumstances, ib, Remuneration-no
increase for length of service, 295-296.
Reasons against increase of remuneration
on account of Iongevrty-s-ia all these
cases departure from the rule of valu-,
and that of arbitrary preference intro-
duced, 296-297. Location-nomination
by Minister of Department=-confirmatlon
by Prime Minister, 29i. Provisions for
expedinously filling up vacancies, ib.
Question considered, whether on a va-
cancy the Situation shall devolve as of
course on the Depute-permanent, and
reasons against, 297-298. Reasons for
permitting the use of the qualification-
examinatron in the case of location to
higher office, 298. Tha pecuniary com-
petition may be employed where a depute
succeeds his principal, 298-299. With
these principles the system cannot pro-
perly be termed one of promouon, lb.
The view that the scale of power and
the scale of wealth must correspond
taken by a false analogy from military
gradations, ib. False notions of the
extent of the necessity even in that de-
partment, 299-300. Case of funcnonanes
employed in more particular work-
considerations as to a preference between
contract and employment in such cases,
300. Where sinister interest acti ve,
succession by simple semority may have
its advantages, 300-301. Where the sys-
tem is to give ment its due weight, re-
munerstmg mere seniority IS unjust to
merit, 301. Subject to restrictions, and
exceptions in case of the army and navy,
the subordinates are displaceable by the
respective ministers, ib. Cases for mer-
dental power ofsuspension by others, 301-
302.

- - Insubordination obviated, ix. 302-
304. Act done by a subordinate against
a super-ordinate or co-ordinate, such as to
injure the public service, 302. Quasi-In-
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8ubordination commisaible by members of
the public in character of Suitors, In-
spectees, or Evidence-holders, ib. How
disturbance producible in the exercise of
a function, 302-303. Advantages of bav-
ing the conduct of officials in all depart-
ments under public cognizance, 303. Evil
effect in a free state of priva.tely founded
institutions for public purposes yet not
under public control,ib. Instances-hospi-
tals, schools, &c., ib. Rules for good
behaviour applicable to the Public in ge-
neral in their transactions at the offices,
and means of enforcing, 303-304.

Ministers Collectively-Oppression obviated
in relation to, ix. 304·313. Persons to
whom applicable-oppressors, administra-
tive functionaries; oppressees-individua.ls
at large, 304-305. Shapes of oppression of
Individuals at large, 305. Examples as
against an individual in the capacity of
suitor,ib. In the capacity of Inspectee, ib.
In the ca.pacity of Evidence-holder, 305·
306. Shapes ofoppression of functionaries,
306. Remedies-analysis of their kinds,
ib. Directly applying remedies-where
the oppressor of a grade inferior to that
of minister, 306-307; where the oppres-
sor a minister, 307; where he is Prime
Minister, ib. Indirectly applying reme-
dies-Rules of Deportment, Publicity,
Evidence, Registration, Complaint-book,
&"., ib. Rules of Deportment-self-re-
garding prudence, extra-regarding pru-
dence, negative effective benevolence,
and positive effective benevolence, 307.
Considerations as to how far the Pe-
nal Code may be brought in aid of
their enforcement-Illustration from the
Articles of War, 30i -309. Case where
the oppressee is a subordinate Function-
ary, 309. For protection against unjust
displacement, a means of trying the me-
rits of the case before a judicatory, 309-
310. Provisions as to suspension, 310.
Set of formalities for removal from office
applicable to all the fnnctions except the
army and navy, 310-311. Formahties
for suspension, 311. DIfferent kinds of
transference-Permanent to a grade not
Inferior, Temporary to do.,-Permanent
to an inferior, Temporary to do., 311-
312. Degradation, 312. Stoppage of
Promotion definitive and temporary, ib.
Publicity of all proceedings except in ex-
cepted cases, ib. Disposal of Exemplars
of the Instrument, 312-313.

- - Extortion obviated, IX. 313. DIffer-
ent species of it, ib. Reference to Penal
Code and Provisions against oppression,
for the remedy, ib. Lllustratron in pro-
ceedings before Masters in Chancery,
where three attendances charged for
when one made, lb.
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Ministers Collectively - Peculation obviat-
ed, ix. 314-316. When amounts to an
ordinary offence-Remedy in the Penal
law,314. Case where friends or rela.tions
favoured as in public contracts, ib. No
objeetion to, when the public eye on all
the proceeding, ib. No other remedy
but publicity, 314-315. Rules applicable
to officesof mere trust, 315. Illustrations
offorms of peculation, 315-316.

- - Legislation-regarding functions, ix.
316. Have as to measures the Argumen-
tative, Initiative, and Responsive func-
tions-no vote, ib. Bound to attend, ib.
Other functions in commonwith Judges-
contested- interpretation-reporting ; Even-
tuaIIy-emendative, &c., ib.

- - Securities for appropriate aptitude
in the case of, ix. 316-324. Subject-mat-
ters for consideration-Elements of apti-
tude, Motives to, Sanctions for, Persons
to whose conduct applicable, Persons by
whom applied, Purposes-or Evils to be
prevented, Relative time of application,
316-317. Enumeration of the securities
common to the system, Registration, Pub-
lication, Dislocability, Responsibility, &e.,
317-318. Character-Index and Official
merit Register, 318. Demerit Register
or Delinquent List, and its heads, ib.
Tables of Functionary's and visiters' De-
portment Rules hung up, ib. No pre-
miums allowable for extra despatch, 318-
319. Formalities through which, on spe-
cial occasion, exertion may be remunera.-
ted,319. Responsibility for subordinates
where any evil has occurred which vigil-
ance could have obviated, 320. Subjec-
tion to the power of the Public-opinion
'I'ribunal, ib. Complete subjection to the
legal Tribunals, 320-021. Legislature to
be careful in assigning to a.I1 the necessary
authority, so as to prevent assumption of
arbitrary powers, 321. The legislature
always sitting, and the ministers requir-
ing to attend, arbitrary authority only
necessary for distant officials, ib, Pre-
cautions, ib. Instances and illustrations
of abuse-s-manner in which it creeps in :
the arbitrary power first employed for
good purposes, and gets a good character,
321-322. Defended on ground of prece-
dent, 322-323. Illustration of the appli-
cation of judicial arrangements to offi-
cial responsibility in courts martial, 323-
324.

- - Architectural arrangements for, ix.
325-333. Secrecy or publicity should
be obtainable as either may be desired,
325. Chief need of secrecy in the
elections, ib. Chief need of publicity,
the judicatures, 325-326. Next the ad-
mmistrative, 326. Prellminary explana-
tions to the arrangements, ib. Mea.ns of
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ranging the offices of all the ministers
except the Election and Legislation, so as
to make them accessible to the Prime
MInister, 326-327_ Conversation-tubes
from the Prime Minister to each of she
others, and from each minister to every
other, 327. Panopticon or Inspection
principle, ib. Other arrangements for
transmitting documents, &c., ib. Walting-
boxes for suitors having application to
make at the several offices, and routine of
audience, &c., 328-329. Public and Pri-
vate waiting-boxes, and their respective
uses, ib. Means of securing secrecy where
it is desirable, 329-330. Cases where
this likely to occur-illustrations .. 330.
Caees=-Informanon of contraband; In-
formation for reward, ib. Rewarding in-
formers vindicated, ib. Those who im-
pede the detection of the offence acces-
sory, ib. Considerations whether the min-
isters are to have habitations under the
official roof-couvemencies from accessibi-
lity, security, &c., opposed by occupation
of room, 330-331. Comparison of the fa-
cility and cheapness of such a means of
accommodating the heads of a govern-
ment, with the monarchical system and
its expense, 331. Preservation of the
buildings and property from destruction,
ib, Psychological causes of destruction-
foreign and internal adversaries, ib.
Causes of furtive abstraction, 332. Cor-
respondent safeguards-agamst destruc-
tion a military guard, lb. Evils ansing
in a monarchy, from the officials being too
great to be subjected to the trammels
necessary for accessibility, &c., 332· 333.
An argument against the monarchical
system, 333.

Ministers severally- Provision as to, in Con-
stitutional Code, ix. 428-453. See Elec-
tion Mimster; Legislation; Army; Navy;
Preventive Service ; Interior Communica-
tion; Indigence rehef; Education ; Do-
mam; Health; Forergn Relation; Trade;
Finance,

- - Provision in Constitutional Code for
terminating conflicts of authority among,
ix.452.

Ministers-Sublegislation-Provision for,
in the Constitutional Code, ix. 643.

Ministers-Parochial-Proposal to give the
duty of making the census returns to, x.
354-355.

Ministerial service-Claim for establishing
family fortunes as the remuneration of,
controverted, v. 292-294.

Ministry-Confidence of a Sovereign in, de-
creases his independent power, i. 574.

- Cases in which it may be interested par-
ticularly unmeet for judicial privacy, VI.
369-372.

Minors-Why interdicted from contracting,
i.332.
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Minors-Reasons for excluding, from the
franchise, iii. 462-463.

- Provisione m Dispatch Court Bill for
guardianship of, iii. 386.

- How to be kept from witnessing inde-
cent exposures in Courts of Justice, vi. 367.

Mmorca-Notice of the operanons against,
by the Spanish, x, 112.

Minority-Proper principles of fixing the
age at which it should terminate.j. 125,
348.

Mmutes of previously collected evidence-c-
Whether they should be admitted as
evidence III a new htiganon ! vn,
128.

Minuted evidence, or supposed oral through
written, examined, vn. 138-139.

Minuting testimony, vi. 408-419. See No-
tanon.

Mirabeau noticed or quoted, i. 153 ; x, Si,
185, 199, 20i, 212, 216, 217, 219, 223,
262.

Miracles-e-Frauduleut, considered in con-
nexion With evidence, VIi. 572 n.

- Those at the tomb of the Abbe Paris
cited as an illustration, vi. 271.

Miranda-Don FranCIS de-An account of,
x. 45i-458; xi. 19.

- - Letter from, x. 468.
- - Death of, x. 487-488.
- - contemplated a plan of communi-

canon across the Isthmus of Darien, ii.
561.

Mirth at expense of a party wronged-s-Ob-
viation of, ii. 114.

Mischief of an act-Elements that consti-
tute the, i. 215-216.

- of an act-Consequences of, i. 69-76;-
- of an act-Shapes in which it may show

itself, i. 69-73. Tendency mischievous,
when consequences so, 69. Mischiefs
primary and secondary, ib. Former, ori-
ginal and derivative, lb. Secondary mis-
chiefs-pain, anddanger,ib. Illustration,
69-71. Division of mischief, according to
its own nature, according to its cause, and
according to its object, 71. Simple and
complex, positive and negative, lb. Self-
regarding and Extra-regarding, ib. Il-
lustrations- Intoxicanon, non-payment of
tax, 72-73. Extra-regarding only, that
produces alarm, 73.

- of an act-How intentionality may in-
fluence, i. 73-76. See Intennonahty.

- of the first and second order distin-
guished, vi. 535.

- of the first and second order -Diff'er-
ence between with reference to the ob-
jects of procedure, ii. 20-21.

- of the first and second order, considered
with reference to danger of Mrsdecisron
by Juries, ii. 123-124.

- caused by an offence, justificative of ex-
pense m punishment, i. 400.
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Miechief esused by ofi'eneell-Compens&tion
for, i. 371-388. 8« Satisfaetion.

- outweighed by benefit renders punish-
ment unmeet, i. 84.

~ The dread of, from cha.nge-Canses of, ii.
418-419.

Mischievous disposition distinguished from
beneficent, i. 61.

Mischievousness the criterion of the extent
of an offet:ce, i. 237.

Miscollocation in legislative composition-
Remedies for, iii. 268-269.

Misconduct-Causes of, analyzed, i. 217-218.
- of Judge-Publicity a security a.ga.inst,

vi. 355.
Misdecision-Deflnition of, vi. 10; ix.25.
- an expression not mentioned in law-

t.ooks, vii. 388.
- Comparative mischiefs of, according as

it is on the side of the plaintifi' or defen-
dant, considered, vii. 591-593.

- Publicity a security against, vi. 355.
- Exclusion of evidence no security against,

vii. 386-390.
- Arrangements for indicating the amount

of danger of, from the admission of make-
shift evidence, vii. 161-162.

- Arrangements for diminishing the a-
mount of danger of, trom makeshift evi-
dence, vii. 162-164.

Misdemeanour-unintelligibility of the term,
vii. 412.

- Procedure by indictment in, considered
with reference to modes of Extraction of
Evidence, vi. 474-476.

- tried in absence of the accused, vii. 226 n *.
- Difference between, and felony, as to

collection of evidence in English practice,
vi. 471.

Miserliness, Stinginess, &0. as designative of
motives, i. 198.

Misfortunes-Kinds of, that should be com-
pensated by the public, i. 387.

Misgovernment -- Examination of the ele-
ments of, in oonnexion with the Constitu-
tional Code, ix.46-64. Se« Good Rule and
Bad Rule.

Misinterpretation of confessorial evidence-
Effect of, vii. 33-34.

Misjudgment-Causesof,analyzed,i.217 -218.
Misrepresentation-two means of; making

what IS clear obscure, and what is obscure
clear, v. 53.

- Recommended in Hamilton's Parlia-
mentary Logic, ii. 386.

- The securing facts against, by recorda-
tion, considered, vi. 79-80.

Mlsrnle-Securities against-adapted to a
Mahommedan state, viii. 555-600.

- - - a distinct expression, and prefer-
able to Declarations of Rights and the
like, used for Constitutional purposes, viii.
557-559.

- Defined and explained, viii. 558-559.
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Bad Government, 558. On a small seale,
vexation-on a large, oppression, ib. How
far concessions by the Government a pro-
tection against, 559.

Misrule-Shapes of, viii. 559-560. Sufferers
all determinate-private offences, 559.
Sufferers mdeterminate-profuse expen-
diture, &c., ib. Immediate sufferers deter-
minate-prospective indeterminate: poli-
tical persecution, 559-560. Analysis of
modes of, 560.

- Monarchical. Sinister interest, not np-
right prejudice, the cause of, ix, 138-139.

Misseated punishment analyzed, i. 475-490.
Missionaries-Usefulness of a knowledge of

the principles of Universal Grammar to,
vii!. 185-186.

Mississippi Scheme-The, characterized, iii.n
Missive Mandate in judicial procedure.Ii. 54.
Mitford-the name of a companion of Bent-

ham in his boyhood, x. 28.
Mitford-William, the Historian-Notices

of, ii. 442; x. 33,40.
Mitford on Equity quoted, vii. 296, 303.
Mixture-Criticism on the application of, as

a quality, to the Constitution, iii. 450-451.
Mobs-Proper methods of dispersing, i.370.
- Tendency of to be orderly, in a tree

state, ii. 311.
- Plans for the sure dispersal of, prevent

the existence of, iv. 108.
- How to protect prisons from, by locality

and construction, iv. 105-109.
Models-Method of registering national

stock in arsenals by, &c., ix. 238-241.
Moderate-Use of the word III procuring

delay of reforms, h. 433-434.
Moderate Reform in Parliament-Inade-

quacy of the proposed systems of, iii. 516-
521.

Modesty- How far regard for, justifies ju-
dicial privacy, ii. 44.

- Official arrogance under a veil of, ii. 411.
- Appearance of, in men of genius, often

the produce of skill and knowledge of the
world, iii. 49.

Modification a8 an absolute fictitious entity
of the second order, viii. 202-203.

Modifications- Rules for the clear expres-
sion of, in diecourse, viii. 317.

- The language which has the greatest
number of words most capable of express-
ing, viii. 187.

Mohammed-Mirza, Khan-Acconnt of, x.
534.

Moira-Lord. The attempt of, to form an
admiUlstration referred to, x. 468.

Moliere-Bentham's impressions from the
perusal of, in his boyhood, x. 21.

- quoted, vii. 71.
M&narch-EfI'ect of giving to him greater le-

gal securities than to individua.ls at large,
ii. 121.
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Monarch-Corruptive influence of the, n. Monarchy-The causes of division which

440, 445. necessarily weaken a, and grve power to
- Independence of representatives on the, public opinion, VIII.570-57!.

provided for, 111.454-457. - Impossibihty ofseparatmg the Ruler in a,
- Pracnoe of, in grantmg charters to from sinister mterest, and makmg his inte-

cclomes=-and considerations as to the rest common WIth that of the people, IX. 7.
hmitanons on the legality of such char- - The various species of, incapable of con-
ters, IV.258-263. tammg proper secunnes against misrule,

- The-Use of a Peerage to, as a means IX. 10.
of corruption, IV. 432-437. - The incidents of profuse expenditure of

- Sinister interest of-how It formerly a, IX. 30-34.
perverted judicature, VI. IU-11 -- The offence of conspiracy, and the law

- Opulence of, dependent on that of his i of libel, incidents of a, IX.'37-38.
subjects, VIii. 597. - Reasons against, as a form inferior in

- Attributes claimed by, and conceded to, utihty to a Repubhc, IX. lUl-103
x, 70. - Its instruments, corporeal and incorpo-

- Instances m which abdication has taken real, described, IX. 134-136. Enumera-
place by a, iri. 527. tion,134-135. The soldier, 135. Lawyer,

- Vanous kinds of, in Britain, IiI. 563 n. ib. Priest, lb. Connexion between them,
- will only part WIth power from terror or 135-136. Incorporeal Instruments-

Impotence, VIII. 542. Force, Fear, Corruption, and DelUSIOn,lb.
- How far a written concession from, IU - How far the interest of the monarch Ill,

the form of a Charter, Declaration of conformable to the universal interest, IX.
RIghts, &c., may be a security against 136-138. Interest m the people merely
misrule, VIIi. 575. as subservient to hIS own, 136-137. Ex-

- Consideranous as to what inducements pense and corresponding aptitude com-
there may be to, in a partially civilized pared,137_ Smallness of hIS mterest m
state, to grant security to person and pro- respect to the objects of distnbuuve law
perty, vin. 592-600. =-subsietence, abundance, security, and

- Laudation he will receive when he parts equality, ib. Peculiar antipathy to the
WIth an)' of the wealth oppressrvely raised last, ib. His interest in the penal law, to
by him, ix. 72-73. turn it entirely to his own objects, 137-138.

- The prerogative of mercy capriciously - Causes of misrule III a, ix. 138-139. At-
usedby,infurtheranceoftyranny,IX.36-37. tnbuted to the necessary simster interest

- An absolute-Interest he has m the se- engendered by the office-not upright
cunty and wealth of hIS people, v. 274; prejudice, ib.
viii. 597. - Inaptitude of a limited, WIth a represen-

- An absolute, not opposed to securities tatrve body as a check, IX. 14U. Necessity
which do not interfere WIth hrmself, IX. for corruption, which more expensive and
194-195. I demorahzmg than simple self-granfica-

Monarchy-The nature of, as the supreme non, ib.
operative authority m a state, IX. 128- : - A mixed, having an anstocracy-these
135. See Operative. i the dependants and instruments of the

- The inequality of, as a system of Govern- : monarch, and not co-equal, IX. 140-141.
ment, ri, 271. ! - Fallacy of brmgmg personal character

- Government by. Blackstone's VIews of I of monarchs as an argument in favour of,
the qualifications of, criticised, I. 275-2ii. ix.141-142. George III. a good family

- Supporting the dignity of-EVIls com- man-mischiefs he did to the nauon, ib.
nutted under the plea of, iii. 438-445. - Influence of, on the state of judicature,

- The-a trust, iii. 506, 507. ix.142-143. Alleged incorruption of Eng-
- Laudation of the principle of, purchased hsh Judges-the having to look to the so-

by corruption, iv. 435. vereign for promotion a means of corrup-
- Ascendency of the interest of, in the Con- tion, ib.

stitunon, iii. 438-445. - Memorandum on the state of those who
- Disclamatron by the author of a wish to hve under a, x. 588.

extinguish, Iii. 441,451. - A mixed-Can never continue station-
- The factitious additions that are made ary, ir, 445.

by, to the natural aristocracy of CIvilized - A mixed-Interest which the various
nations, iv. 558. departments of, have III opposing secun-

- the simplest form of government, and ties against misrule, ix. 195-196.
that adopted by barbarians, vin 471 - Unlimited compared WIth hunted-s-lat-

- The system of, creates severe law, for ter more economic than the former, IX.
the protection of the monarch, to the pre- 28-:!9.
judice of the security of individuals, VIII. Monasteries-Dissolution of, accomplished,
.'>20-521. "0 as to attack security of property, I. 3~0.
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Monasteries-Dissolntion of. Effect on li-

bernes of Parliament of the money ob-
tained by, ill. 514.

Monasnc system-Effects of, on society, i.
549.

Money-Love of. Dangerous nature of of-
fences occasior-ed by, i. 75.

- Attempt to force up the value of, an
attack on the security of property, i. 319.

- considered the measure of all things III
English law, I. 542.

- Aristotle's dictum as to the barrenness
of, iii. 16.

- Method in which it fructifies sketched,
iii. 16.

- Acnons for payment of, ranked as gra-
duable, ii. 84.

- as a source of rewards, ii, 217-218.
- Collation and ablation of=-their com-

parative effects, ii. 272.
- The value of, III exchange, iii. 45 n ".
- Increase of, iii. 45-46,69-70. Ifincreased

in an undue ratio to commodities becomes
an Income-tax, 45, 70. Illustration, ib. n.
Productive employment of the money
tends to reduce the tax, lb. When used
III consumption, presses again, 46. Illu-
sory nature of the addition as exhibited
in rise of prices, ib. Best state of money
-a fixed proportion to commodities, ib,
Decrease, a tax on those who have con-
tracted to pay, ib, Additions by paper
have the farther evil of uncertainty, ib.

- Relation of increase of, to that of capi-
tal, hi. 69-70.

- Increase of, in a nation, not increase of
wealth, iii. 69.

- Investment and employment of, through
the project for the conversion of stock
into Annuity notes, iii. 118-119.

- Vulgar error that it is the only object of
acquisition, iv. 375.

- Opinion combated, that it is the only
acquisition official persons value, v. 313-
314.

- False views of the extent to which it
acts as a stimulus, v. 314-316.

- Public. Burke's plan for the employ-
ment of, controverted, v. 284-286.

- Influence of, as a source of interest, vii.
397 -400. See Pecuniary Interest.

- Influence of, on testimony, vii. 573-575.
See Pecuniary Interest.

- The sole means of procuring justice
under judge-made law, vi. 101.

- Sources of loss with regard to, analyzed
for the purposes of National book-keeping,
ix.249.

- Traffic in, as a subject of taxation, x. 304.
- Loans of. Impolicy of legal restnctions

of interest of, iii. 1-29.
- Public. Principles on which the FI-

na.nce Minister is to act as to, according
to the Constitutional Code, ix. 448-452.

cexl MON
Money-Paper. See Paper Money.
Money Bill-Instance of a, commenced in

the Lords, v. 567.
Money-lenders. Causes of unpopularity of,

iii. 17.
Money-requisitive Function of the Govern-

ment Advocate, in the Constitutional
Code-Nature of, ix. 572-575.

Money Stock-book, in the system of official
registration suggested in the Constitu-
tional Code-Heads of entry of, ix. 241-
242.

- - - in the system of official book-
keeping in the Constitutional Code, ix.
245-246.

Momtors- Employmentofscholars as-part
of the management of the Chrestomathic
School, VIii. 47.

Monitorial system-Employment of, in High
School of Edinburgh, viii. 59-61.

Monopoly-Professional. Nature of, iii. 167.
- Professional, with relation to lawyers,

i1.51.
- Tax WIth, a proposal to tax and license

stock-brokers and bankers, ri, 599-600.
- Incidence of reward in the form of, ii.

200.
- of knowledge-jargon gives to the law-

yer, vii. 281.
Monopolies-considered as infringements on

property, i. 319.
- The abolition of, and the substitution of

taxed licenses, a means of raising reve-
nue, x. 304.

- Sieyes' denunciation of, criticised, ii. 533.
- in connexion with colonies-Fallacies in

the supposed profit of, iv. 411-414. As
to keeping up prices they are baffled by
internal competition, ib. Mayforce down
price of produce in existence-cannot
prospectively keep down prices, 413. As
to revenue -taxes on imports paid at
home, and the only way to gain IS to
make the colonists take taxed exports, 414.

- Effect of, as regards the colony trade,
considered, iii. 52-57.

- in trade-Deleterious effects of, both to
the public and the holders, VIIi. 453. In-
crease of cost of commodities, ib, In-
justice to those excluded, ib. Artificial
increase of income to persons not trained
to the proper use of money, ib.

Monroe-President, noticed, ix, 133.
Monstadt-Dr, of Heidelberg-Mention of,

x.604.
Montague- Basil-Design of, to translate

Dumont's Bentham into English, x. 428.
Montague-Edward Wortley. The author-

ship of the work on ancient republics at-
tributed to, claimed by Mr John Forster,
x.67.

Montague-Mr. His connexion with a ne-
gotiation between Lord North and the
Rockinghams, x. 102.
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Montaigne noticed or quoted, i. 321, 443; Moral (or popular) sanction--Pleasures and

ii. 208, 363 n. pams of the, with the corresponding in-
Montbazon-Madame-Case of, i. 437. terest and motives, i. 20l.
Montesqureu-e-hls principle of adjusting - - Punishments belonging to the, i. 453-

laws to the exigencies of the particular 467. Characteristic evils, 453. Casual
people, i. 173 n r, evils-marked by intensity and extent,

- his praise of the feudal system, i. 342. 453-454. May create punishments of the
- his view of the mcompatibility of justice pohncal sanction, 454-455. When com-

with liberty, controverted, v. 25. pared to these, indeterminateness is their
- A Panegyrist of'judicral delays, viii. 481. characteristic, 455. Drversified nomen-
- his system of dividing men into parts, of clature for expressing the punishments

which one ijlay be evil, the other good, of this sanction, 4,55-456. These punish-
x, 143. ments do not admit of accurate classifl-

- Estimate of, x, 143. catron, 456. Divisibility-great, but de-
- noticed or quoted, 1.88, 92, 150 u+, 162, pending on chance, ib. Equability af-

179, 180, 183, 270 n, 341, 399,576; ii. fected by sex, age, wealth, and rank,
197,348 n; Iii. 73, 158; iv. 327; vi. 208; 457. Deficiency in exemplarity, ib.
vii, 521-522; IX. 123; x, 54, 67, 145, Subserviency to reformation, 457-458.
270, 433. Certainty and expedition of the trial and

Montfort-Simon De-Germ of representa- punishment, 458. Forfeiture of reputa-
non planted by, ii. 444. tIOn,458-467. See Forfeiture,

- - - the founder of the Honse of Com- - - Infiuence of the political magistrate
mons, Iii. 451, 515; iv.448. over, evinced m the punishment of forfei-

:Montmorency-M. De, introduced to Bent- tnre of credibihty, &c., i.461-462,465-467.
ham, x. 286. - - Source and direction of the, iii. 290.

Montrol-sends a copy of his Memoirs of - - Increase of the power, with the in-
Brissot to Bentham, xi. 53-54. crease of publicity and mtercommunica-

Montucla-History of mathematics by.quot- non, x. 145.
ed, vni, 169-170. - - Effects of, on testimony, vi. 260-261,

Moods of verbs=-Analysis of, viu. 355. See 264-26B. See Sanction,
Verbs. - - Adaptation of the ceremony of an

- - - Explanation of the Psychological oath to the pointing of, vi. 3:2U-3:!1.
operations of which they are the SIgnS, Moral sense-A partisan of, and partisan
vni, 33U. of common sense represented in dispute,

Moon. The only regular and perpetual vi. 239.
gravitatmg source, of motion on the earth, - - Uses made of the term, i. 8 n.
Viii. 13;). I Moral sensibilrty and bias-Influence of, I. 24.

Moore-Mr, of Fleet Street. HIS effort to Morals=-Ipnvate.} 'I'heir field of action
Invent a carriage to be propelled by ex - distmguished from that of legislation, i.
plosion, viii. 136-137. , 142-14B.

Moore-Thomas, noticed, x. 5Sj. - Application of the TaLle of Springs of
Mora. HIS deswn.~d .;;-anslatIOn of "Liberty II ~C~IG~;;8 a foundation for the SCIence of,

of the Press, B. ~16. 1. _0,,-_19.
- His lectures on Bentham's opinions, 1Il I - The finding of the foundation of, in do-

Spain, VIiI. 466. mg as you would be done by, considered,
Moral aptitude-Rules for securing appro- ir, ,'i26-527.

priate, on the part of rulers, ii. 273. - Reformation of, through mstrumentality
Moral code-Promulgation of by the Legis- I of Panopticon, iv. 39.

iature, by way of instrucnon, i. 568. - How they may be taught by a rational
Moral causes of correctness and complete- system of laws, IY. 493.

ness m testimony examined, vi. 18-21, - Why not forming a distinct branch of
256-276. See Motives; Sanction. the Chrestomathic system of Education,

Moral character of a person accused-how viii. 43.
far it IS evidence, VB. 56-61. See Char- Morals and Legislation-Introduction to
acter. the Pnnciples of, i. 1, et seq.

Moral faculties concerned in testimony- - - - Introduction to Explanations re-
The, vi. 248-244. garding the circumstances in which the

Moral lesson-Pnnishment made to serve work was composed, i. I-IV.
the purpose of a, i. 89_ - - - Introduction to Reception of, by

Moral right-confnsion produced by the ex- the author's friends and others, i. 252.
pression, Iii. 218. Notice as to the editing of, ib.

Moral (or popular) sanction-Motive cor- - - - Introduction to-Notices of pre-
responding to the pleasures of the, i, 51- paration of, under the title Cntical Ele-
52. ments of Jurisprudence, x. n.
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Morals and Legislation-See Deontology. Mortality-Convict. Causes and amount or,
Morality and happmess-c-The connexion be- and effect in raising a limited pumshment

tween, as a proof of design, ii. 230 n +. to capital, iv. 193·199.
- Two codes of; that of Westminster- - Infant. Diminution of, a collateral ad-

Hall, and that of the public, vii. 188. vantage of a good poor law, viii, 421·424.
- What Involved in the exaltation of re- Mortgage-Draft for a, v. 398-399.

ligron over, x. 146. - Proposed substitution of the word Land-
- The Common-place=-Memorandum on, pledge for, v. 399.

x 147. Mortgages-whether they should be latent l
- Domestic. How far it may be favour- VI. 581.

ably Influenced by Pauper management, - Considerations a~ to whether they should
viii. 419-420. be negotiable, v. 400.

- International-Deficiency of, ii. 55:!, .555- - Use of registration with regard to, i.
556. 55:!; vi. 575.

Morande=-De, noticed, x. 93. Mortgagee-Inaptitude of the expression,
Morangrea=-Comte de-Case of, cited, vn. ni, 382 n.

62. Mosaic Law--Justice administered at the
Moravians-The exemption of, from oaths, CIty gates under the, v. 544.

VI. 381, note 6. Moser and Jackson-theIr inventions of
Mordvmoff=-Admlral-c-Letter to, with an stoves, iv. Ill, 114 n, 117.

account of General Santander, xi. 33. Moses-gave an example of promulgation
- - Letter to, 011 the Constrtutional Code, of laws, i. lSi.

&0., x, 542-543. Mother-e-Respousibihty of, for her children,
- - Casual notices of, x. 223,419,440, in regard to reparation for offences, i.

445. 385.
More-Sir Thomas. Handle which hIS Mother and child-Effect of the relation

Utopia has grven as a term of reproach b~~ween, on testimony, VI. 161; VIi. 5i6-
against reformers, ii. 459. 5, t .

- - - when Lord Chancellor, paying Motion-Explanation of the nature of, as a
obeisance to his father as a PUIsne Judge, flcntlous entity, vui, 204. Includes the
viii. 23. idea of place and time, ib.

- - - noticed, x. 2i6. - as involved in the Idea of cause and ef-
Morel!- Mrs- Bentham boarded with, when fect, vui. :!07 -208. Endless and termmat-

a child, x. 20, 2i. mg, 20i. Thelematic and Athelematic,
Morcllet=-The Abbe-Letter from Bentham or vohtional and unvohnonal, lb. Ergas-

to, WIth proposal for the publication of tic and unergastic, or fruitful and unfruit-
the Political Tactics m France, with ful, ib. "Where it is both thelematic and
answer, x. 198-199. ergastic, the terms end, operation, means,

- - - Correspondence with, in lii8,x. design, may be used, 208.
87. - a fictitrous entity of the first remove

- - - Casual notices of, x. 201, 3~9, I from real entities, VIii. 19i.
388, 395·399. - considered as a Physical fictitious entity,

Moren noticed, viii. 11:!. VIii. 200-201, 263.
Morgan-s-Mr. Principles of his Mortality - Sciences mvolvmg the predicament of,

Tables criticised, Yin. 410-411 n. vlll.236-287.
Morier-the orientalist, noticed, x. lW. - as one of the Anstotehan Post Predica-
Mormng Chronicle-Letter to, against ments, viri. 236.

cruelty to annnals, x. 549-550. Motion-Sources of-Analytical sketch of
Morocco-Comparison between Emperor of, the several, vui. 128-143.

and Members of Parliament, ii. 394. - - Generation and extinction of motion,
Morphoscopic Posology, or Geometry-Po- VIiI. 128-132. Resistance implled=-whrch

81tIOn of, III an Encyclopedical Sketch of divided into counter-monon and 1!isiner-
Art and SCIence, viu. 85. tim, 128-129. Necessity of the use of

Morns-> Valentme. Visit t9, by Bentham, flctitious entities, whereby imaginary re-
x. 54. ceptacles are created III which the opera-

Morrrs-s-Mr, M.P., one of Lord Lansdowne's nons take place, 129-131. The Greek
nomineee=-Nonoe of, x. 238-239. story of denying the existence of motion

MortalIty-Uses of Registers of, as expound- an rllustration of the want of a division
ed in the Constitutional Code, LX. 621-628. of entmes into real and fictrtious, ib. Rest
See Registrars. the absence of the imaginary receptacle

- Plan for keeping a Register of, in the which a body is in, when in motion, 130-
Constrtunonal Code, IX. 628-629. See 131. DIVided into absolute and relative,
Regrstrsrs. 131. Expression v sources of motion"

preferred to Pnmum mobiles, 131-132.
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Motion-Sources of-Selenic or simply me- evils of, VIi. 245-246. Divided into mo-
chanical source, vui, 132. So called tions of course, and motions not ofcourse,ib.
from the moon being the only universally Monon for rule to show cause-Affidavit
and steadily acting source, lb. evidence considered in connexion with, vi.

- - Hydropiptic or chemico-mechanical 4i6-4ii.
source, vlli.132-133. Falling water con- Motrons (m Courts ofLaw)chararterized as
sidered as converted into its state chemi- SUits within suits created by the blind fix-
cally, ib. anon of judicial operations, v. 471.

- - Stereopiptic source-or the falling - Sham, in Chancery-Delay by, vii. 216-
of solid bodies, viii. 133. 217.

- - Anennstio or aeropnutic source- Motions in legislative assemblies-Promul-
The air in motion, viii. 133. gation and Registration of, ii. 353-354.

- - Barometncal source-from the weight - - - should not be Withdrawable by
of the atmosphere, vin. 133. the proposer, ii. 354.

- - 'I'helematic or myrobrachiatic=-The - - - Rules as to, it. 334, 335-341. Ne-
will actmg on the muscles, Vlll. 134. cessity for their bemg put in terminis-

- - Parallactioo-suncrotio, or alternate defeats falsification! 335-336. In writing,
gassifieation and degaesrflcation, vin, 134- 336. Put in writmg by the mover, lb.
136. The steam-engine, ib. In the exact words m which it IS to pass,

- - Aplosyncrotic, or simple-explosion lb. British Practice, 33G-33;. French
source-Gunpowder, &c., vlll.136-137. Practice, 337-341.

- - Magnetic source-Limited extent of - - - Publicity as to, ii 314.
its operatrou, vin. 13i. 1- - - Table of, II. 31;-320. Apphcation

- - Electric source-also limited, viii. of,317-319. Descnptlon.Bl s. Contents,
137-138. 319-320.

- - Tile galvanic source, viii. 138. - - - Rule as to seconding of, ii. 358.
- - Antactive or reactive source-or - - - Reading of, before debate on, ii.

elastic springs as reservoirs of motion, 358-359.
viti. 138-141. Application to time-pieces, - - - Dilatory, or of adjournment, ir,
instruments of destruction, and musical 366-367.
instruments, ib, - - - introducing legislative proposl-

- - Eclecnco-spasnc source-c-or elective trons-i-Forrn of, 11. 334 n:t.
attraction, viii. 141-142. - - - voting upon, ii. 367-372.

- - Texigenous contraction by fUSIOnas - - - Provision for, in Constitutronal
a cause, viii. 142. Code, IX. 190-191. See Legislature.

- - Stereosigenous source from the ex- Motions in Parllament=-Operauou of the
pansion created by liquids becommg solid, system of giving notices of, ni, 502.
viii. 142-143. ! - - - Suggestion for havmg the Sub-

- - Economic source, or the utmost pos- stance of, displayed in visible types, x, 344.
sible adaptation and employment of the - - - Practice as to amendments to, 11.
sources at command, VIii. 143-144. 3G5-366.

- - Method of exhibiting them in sys- Motions at public meetmgs-TactIc as to, ii.
tematic order, analyzed according to the 3,:;4n,
Bifurcate or exhaustive system of dIViSIOn, Morrvs-c-criticism on the etymology of the
viii. 144-148. word, i. 46 n~.

- - The mechanical powers in connexion - Synonyms to the word, i. 208.
with, and considerations whether a com- Motives considered at large, i. 46-60 ;-
mon denomination can be found for their - Different senses of the word, i, 46-48.
qualities, viii. 146-147. Speculative and practical-latter the Bub-

- - Perpetual motion in connexion with, jectofdiscussion,46. The former divided in-
and the mechanical obstacles to it, Viti. to internal perceptions and external events,
147-148. 4i. Motives IIIprospect and III esse, lb.

- - Considerations as to the probability - None either constantly good or constant-
of any new cause of, being discovered m ly bad, i. 48-49.
nature, vii. 85-86. - Catalogue of, corresponding to pleasures

- - Enumerated, vii. 84-85. and pains, i. 49-56. Physical desire cor-
Motion for an information-considered as a respondent to pleasures of sense, 49. Plea-

snit to find whether a suit shall be cal- sures and motives of the Palate, 49-50.
ried on, vii. 470. Sexual, 50. Curiosity, ib. Wealth, and

Motion Causes-Procedure on, vi. 4110-482; pecuniary interest, lb. Amity, ib. Mo-
vii. 236 n *. ral sanction, 51-52. Love of power, 52.

- - Founded on affidavit evidence, vi. Sympatlly, 52-53. Malevolence, 53. Self-
463, 469. preservation, 54-55. Love of ease, 55.

Motion Business-Considerations as to the No motive in itself good or bad, ib. Near-
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est approximation that can be made to terest m a state of action, ib. Sinister as
such a division, ib. Can only be judged applied to interest, 258. All motives re-
with reference to effects, 56. Division ferrable to the self-regarding, the social,
into soeial.dissooial, and self-regarding,ib. and the dissocial, ib. Any motive may

Motives-Order of preeminence among, i. produce either veracity or mendacity, ac-
56-59. Goodwill and benevolence, 56-57. cording to what will be the result of the
Love of reputation, 57. Desireofamity,ib. testimony, 259; (vii. 394,569-570.) No
Difficulty of assigning a place for the in- motive but what is capable of acting with
fluence of religion, 58. The self-regarding any degree of force, vi. 259-260.
and dissocial, 58-59. Motives-Seductive-Influence of, on testi-

- Popular confusion with regard to, in the mony of witness, vi. 154-155.
expressions good and bad intentions, i, 42- - tutelary and seductive, distinguished, vi.
43, 44-45. 260 n.

- Conflict among, i, 59-60. Impelling and - Purity of-A form of boasting had re-
restraining, 59. Illustration, 59-60. course to when misgovernment attacked,

- Disposition as founded on, in connexion I ix. 60-61.
with consequences of acts, i. 60-68. See - Purity of-Sources of the pretensions on
Dispositions. the ground of, x. 510.

- Division of, into Tutelary and Seductive, - False estimate of, by the uneducated, x.
i. 65. 69.

- Corresponding to pleasures and pains, as .- There should be no punishment for im-
enumerated in the Table of the Springs of putmg, x. 548.
Action, i. 197-205. Mottoes-Admonitory, in houses of correc-

- to the will, and to the vsuierstandisuj-« non, iv. 32.
Difference between, i. 208. - Family-Remark on, x, 5.

- Operation of Pleasures and Pains in Moura--Senhor, a Portuguese deputy, no-
creating, i. 209,211. ticed, x. 525.

- All human actions founded on, i. 2Il-212. Moveable-stock Book, in the system of offi-
- necessary to all human actions, vi. 242. cial Registration in the Constitutional
- Impropriety of applying the attributes Code-Method of keeping, ix. 237-238,

good and bad to species of, i. 214-216. 242,244-245.
- Simultaneously operating, i. 218. Moveable and real property-Factitious dis-
- Reasons why people attribute good to tinction between, vi. 543.

their own acts, and ",ice re'l'sa, I. 218-219. Moveables-Right to, shown by possession,
- Substitution of, or erroneous attribution, vi. 60.

i. 218-219. Moysey-the name of a school-fellow of
- Effect of, on exertions, ir. 235. Bentham, x. 30.
- Should not be attributed by Members of Mulcts-Adjustment of, to pecuniary means

a Legislature in debates, ir. 363. of party, iii. 360.
- Bad-Imputation of, a fallacy used for - Pecuniary. Calculation of income for

political purposes, ii. 415-416. the purposes of, ii. Ill.
- How a more accurate knowledge may Mulford-Mr, Bentham's cousin-Notices

be had of another's than of one's own, ii, of, x. 22-23.
477-478. - - Lette-rs to, x. 359,415,425-427,444-

- Attributing, gives opportunities for bias 446, 449, 454-455, 471-472,473-474.
in evidence, vi. 246. - - HIS death, x. 478.

- Influence of, considered in instructions Mulford-Widow. A relation of the Bent-
regarding the effect of interest on testi- ham family, x. 4.
mony, Vii. 567-573. Mnlgrave-Lord, (the second)-Anecdote

- The kinds of, that tend to produce belief of, x. 94.
in facts disconformable to the course of - - (the third) noticed, v. 315.
nature, vii. 106-Ill. Multiplepoinding in Scotland ranked among

- as evidence for or against delinquency, complex actions, ii, 81.
vii. 53-55. Connexion with means, dispo- Multiplicate scription, for the purpose of
sinon, character, &c., 53-54. Motives preappointed evidence, considered, VI.
exterior and intenor, 54. Former call 512.
latter into action, ib. Rather neutralizes Multiplication of writinge=Macbines for,
disprobabihzing, than creates probabiliz- vi. 576-577.
ing, 55. Multiplicity of witnesses-Exclusion of evi-

- as the moral causes of completeness and dence for want of, vii. 520-531. Predi-
correctness in testimony, vi. 256-260. cates falsehood of all men whose testi-
The cause of action and of negation to mony is not supported by a certain num-
act,256-257. Meanmg and imperfectness ber of others, 520. Testimony should be
of the term motive, 257. Defined an in- weighed, not counted, 521. Demand for
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two witnesses examined,522-523. Seem-
ing exceptions to the mischiefj-c-cases
where several witnesses necessarily pre-
sent, 524; Cases where the extent of the
offence depends on the numbers present,
ib. Aberrations of Roman and English
law in this respect, 525-531. One wit-
ness split into two, 525. Generally in-
fiicted by statute, not by jurisprudential
law, 526. High treason, 526-528. In-
vented in this instance to protect the
traitors of William Third's reign, 528.
Remedies suggested on the plan of fie-
nons, 529. Application of the pnnciple
to equity, 529-53l.

Multitude-Favour shown to the despotism
of the, i. 318.

Mumcipalities-Sublegislation of-how far Nakos-Stamos, one of the Greek youths
compatible with supreme legislative whom Bentham undertook to educate, H.

power, iv, 315-316. 588.
Murder-c-Apphcation of the theory as to Name-Good-The pleasures of, i. 18.

laws of nature to the cnnunahty of, i.

l

- Good-Motives corresponding to the
287 n ". pleasures of, i. 51.

- Popularity of punishment of death for, - Ill-The pains of, I. 20.
I. 449. - Compulsory change of, as a punishment,

- Duelling confounded with, in English i. 473.
practice, i. 543. Names-The efficacy of, in engendering

- accomplished through perjury-nature odium, iv, 76.
and character of the offence, VI. 304, 382 - Means of adaptation of, to purposes of
n 8. police regulation, I. 557.

- Law as to, when committed by persons - Honorary, for public services, ii. 218.
who have met on a different design, VII. - Indrvidual and common-former must
22, and n :t. come before the latter in the history of

-- The inference of, from malice, according language, vm, 189, 265.
to English practice, considered, VI. 55. - New, m Art and Science-Limits and

- Uses of registration to supply evidence utility of adoption of, viii. 126-128.
of, vi. 571. - Proper, of opponents, should not be

-- Rule that body must be found, to con- mentioned in debates in Legislative A&-
viet of, considered, vii 68-r9. sembhes, ii. 363.

- Instances of circumstantial evidence as Name-plates on doors-Plan of, for electron
to, VIi. 75-76 n. purposes, iii. 585-586.

- Securities against, applicable to a Me- Naples-Letter from Lord Wycombe to
hommedan state, viii. 588-589. Bentham, as to the politics of, m 1795, x.

- meets approbation when on a large scale, 309-312.
x. 509. Napoleon-HIS serviees in codiflcauon, IV.

Murray-Goveruor, of Mmorca, noticed, 500.
x. 112, 114. - Despotism of, noticed, ii. 441, 45i; iii.

Museums-Kmds that are, distinguished 430, 562.
from those that are not, beneficial to the - Bentham votes for the Consulate for life
public at large, ix. 451-452. to, x. 389.

Music-Value of the art of, ir, 253-2.54. - and Cromwell compared, iv, 501-502.
- Use of, in prison discipline, iv, 18. - Opinion of, x. 571.
- Bentham's early partiality for, x. 32. - characterized as the greatest despot the
Musical instruments-Application of the world ever saw, vi. 501.

spring as a source of motion to, viii. 141. - Secret system of mterrogation abolished
MUSICian-How far imagination necessary by, vi. 501.

to the, viii. 76. - casually noticed, iv, 527, .544; viii. 521,
Mutilation as a punishment, i. 418, 461. 527 n; IX. 87, 360; x. 343, 440, 565, 581.
- How far susceptible of reparation, ii. Narbonne-M. de-Escape of, x. 286.

156. Nash-Beau-an illustration of moral in-
Mutiny in an army-The application of the fiuence, i. 467 n.

contentment-maxinnzrng prmciple as a Nations-Absence of morality in the deal-
means of obviating, IX. 340. mgs between, ii, 552, 555-556.

Mutiny act-Benefit of the annuality of,
viii. 537.

Mutual Improvement Society=-Answere to
their applications to Bentham to become
their President, and chairman of their
anniversary dinner, x. 488-489, 505-506.

Myiobrachiatic source of motIOn-the term
applied to the Will as a source of muscular
motion, viii. 134.

Mylne-Robert, the architect, noticed, viii.
148 n.

N
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Nations-Proposal of a Court of Judicature
for deciding disputes between, ii. 552-
554.

- Inapplicability of the principles of the
penal law to questions between, ii. 539.

- Law of. Blackstone's theory, that no
human laws should be allowed to contra-
dict, criticised, i. 286-287.

- Law of. Reference to, by the Romans,
iii. 184. See International Law.

National accounts. Pubhcation of, recom-
mended, i. 554-555.

National animosities-Advantages from the
suppression of, i. 562.

National Assembly of France. Effect of
admission of a numerous auditory to, ii.
326.

- - - Criticism on mode of procedure
in, ii. 330-331 n.

-- - - Commentary on the Draft for
organization of J udicial EstablIshment
by committee of, with Draft proposed as
a succedaneum, iv. 285-406. See Judi-
cial Establishment.

- - - Examination of the Declaration
of Rights of, ii. 491-524.

National Assembly Court-as provided for
in Draft of Judicial Establishment for
France, iv. 300.

National bankruptcy-The evils of a, laid
down, iii. 610-611.

National character-Revolutions that have
taken place in, i. 177.

National debilitation-as a. result of mis-
rule, viii. 561.

National debt-The, a preventive of war,
iii. 611.

- - - Forced frugality created by paying
up, hi, 44.

- - - Effect that would hp created by a
spunge on, Iii. 81.

- - - Charge against the Radicals of de-
signing a spunge on, considered, iii. 608-
611.

- - - Taxes to pay, neither increase nor
decrease national wealth-are merely the
result of a former decrease, iii, 40.

National defence-making the Poor-laws
subservient to, by trainmg to army and
navy, viii. 420-421.

- - Provision for, in Constitutional Code,
ix. 333-428. See Defensive Force.

National interest-Offences against the, i.
HH·!()3, 134 n,

National morals-Corruption of, through the
instrumentality of university oaths, v. 209-
219.

National society schools--The introduction
of relIgion as a branch of education m,
considered, viii. 41.

- - - The visitation system as adopted
in, viii. 47.

National virtue. Opulence or the clergy an
obstacle to, ii. 468-469.

NAT

National wealth-wherein it conaists, iii.
40-41.

- - Offences against, as a subdivision of
public offences, iii. 170.

Nationality, national partiality, &c., as de-
signative of motives, I. 202.

Natural history-Physiurgio Somatology
substituted for the term, in the Encyclo-
pedical Sketch of Art and Science, viii.
86.

- - affords the chief exercise 'for obser-
vation and method, viii. 76.

- - Stage it should occupy in education,
viii. 15.

- - a specimen of inapt nomenclature,
viii. 68-69, 128, 284-285. Would seem
to designate history told naturally, ib,

- - Terminology of, taken from the
Greek, iii. 272.

- - Subalternation and division a,s appli-
cable to, viii. 268-269.

- - The Lirmeean nomenclature of, ex-
amined, viii. 269-270.

- - Professorship of, 'in central towns,
recommended, ii. 257.

Natural justice and natural equity-Uses
to which the terms applied, i. 9 n.

Natural laws-The classliication criticised,
iii. 157.

Natural Philosophy-a speoimen of inapt
nomenclature, viii. 69, 128, 284-285. Ex-
presses a natural love of Wisdom, ib.

- - Anthropurgic Somatology substituted
for, in the Encyclopedical Sketch of Art
and Science, viii. 86.

- - Stage it should occupy in education,
viii. 15.

Natural (or domestic) procedure. Funda-
mental prmeiples of, ii. 178.

- - Arrangements of, exhibited III con-
tradistinction to the correspondent devices
of technical procedure, v. 8-14. Parties
heard face to face, 8. No writings but
minutes of ",illa zoce evidence, ib. No
evidence but Tllla "'Dee, ib. Tribunals
WIthin reach, 9. Times for operanons
settled according to convenience, ib. Un-
interrupted sittings, ib. No divisron of
jurisdictions but the simply geographical,
10. Decision only on appropriate grounds
of both law and fact, ib.; and only on the
merits, 11. No statements received un-
accompanied with sanction for veracity,
ib. Demand and defence on printed sche-
dules, 11-12. Uniform system of forth-
comingness, 12. Plan of intercommuni-
cation-judges and parties, ib. No ex-
emption from the law, ib. No incidental
applications to be acceded to, unless on
examination of party, 12-13. Truth un-
remittingly followed, 13-14.

- - The system characterized, vi. 475,
505.

- - compared and contrasted With Tech-
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nical procedure, ii, 169-178; VII. 19i-199, 1\a,vy-A good system of Pauper manage-
300. meut adapted to trauung for the, vin. 421.

Natural (or domestic) Procedure-Proposal - as compared with the army-posten or
to have recourse to, vii. 320-321. in order of existence and necessity, but

- - Account of the existing tribunals requires more skill and science, ix. 334.
where It IS practised, vii. 321. - Courts-marual of-how far different

- - Course prescribed by, in relation to from those of the army, IX. 420-422.
recovery of debts, vi. 135. - Provisions in Consntunonal Code spe-

- - BurJen of proof according to, vi. 136- cially applicable to, IX. 402-415. See
137. Defensive Force-Sea.

- - Substitution of, to technical, urged - Provisions applicable to, by the Consti-
in Petition for justice, v, 445. tutional Code, III common With the army,

Natural religron=-Repuguance of oaths to, idee Defensive Force.
v. 457-458. - Method of registering the stores of, by

Natural rrght-c-Confusion produced by the plans and models, IX. 238-241.
expression, IiI. 218-219. - Bnnsh=-Number of high officrals Ill, and

Natural and Imprescriptible rights-Fallacy eosthness of, IX. 230.
and misehief of the expression, n. 500- - Bntish= The quantity ofsupernurnerary
504. officers in, ix. 36U-30 J.

Nature-Personification of the term, and its - Britrsh-e-Abu-avc s\ stem of reward for
misapphed use, vui, 125 n. services Ill, II. 215. •

- Blackstone's use of the term, criticised, Navy Board-s-Books, of, an example of offi-
ii. 598. cial evidence, VI. 555.

- Improbability and impossibihty defined Navy-The Merchant-Plan for protecting
as disconformity to the established course seamen Ill, from oppression, by a system of
of, VIi. 83-84. Registration, and summary adjudrcation

- Three modes of drsconformity to the on complaints, ix. 409-415. See Defensiv e
course of, VIZ., III toto, III degree, and III Force=-Stnp-board oppression obviated.
specie, vii. 84-91. Navy-Mmister-i-Provisions regarding, in the

- Statements of facts disconformable to Constitutional Code, IX. 438-439. To
the course of- Untrustworthiness of the give execution and effect to the Navy
evidence on which they have been sup- Code, and the orders of the Prime Minis-
ported, VII. 105-10G. ter, 438. Funcnons, and the subjects 011

- Monves tending to produce affirmation I which he exercises them, 438-439.
of and belief Ill, statements of facts dIS-I: Navy-Offlce-s-Obscurity and complexity of
conformable to the course of, VIi. 106-111. the transactions in the, Iii. 550.

- Knowledge of the course of-Influence Ne exeat, &c.-Wrlt of, an example of a surt
it has on belief, VIi. 91-98. forthe forthcomingness ofthe person.n.Ti',

Nature-s-Law of=-Meamng of the term, VIi. Neal-John-Account of, x. 555-556.
83 n, 96. - - Letter from, x. 573-5i4.

- - - A phenomenon at variance WIth - - Information from, as to the sittmgs
a wider may be III confornnty with a of the American Congress, IX. 648.
narrower, vii. 9i. - - Information from, as to the method

- - - Reference to, by the Romanists, of admittmg Lawyers to practise m Arne-
iii. 184. rica, IX. 656-658.

- - - Uses made of appeals to, i 269, - - His suggestions on Bentham's re-
341,412. marks on Simple and Federative Govern-

- - - Use made of the term for found- ments, ix, 661-662.
ing a rule of action, i. 9 n. Nebuchadnezzar's Dream - Illustration

Nature-The state of. Blackstone's re- from, VI. 519.
marks on, cnncised, i. 261-2i2. See Go- Necessaries of hfe-Taxes on, are infringe-
vernment. ments of security, i. 319.

Naval force-Reduction of, as preparatory - - Character of a Tax on, ii. 573.
to a plan of perpetual peace, II. 550. Necessity-Nature of the term as the name

Naval timber-e-Suggesnons for securing a of a fictinous entity, VIii. 211.
supply of, viii. 421. - Public. Employment of the term in the

Naval warfare-c-Characteristics of, as cum- French Declaration of Rights, II. 521.
pared with land, iv. 415. - Wills of, as distmgurshsd from regular

Navigation laws-Warlike principle of the, testaments, vi. 541-542.
ii. 550. - Use of, as all argument for the admis-

- - An evil suffered for the purpose of sibihty of evidence, VIi. 167.
national defence, iii. 42. - The expression does not Imply It quality

Navy-Expense of a, necessitated by colo-, of matter, but a degree of persuasion, vu.,
mea, iv, 415. I 80 n.
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Necker-The disinterestedness and honesty
of, iv. 374; ix. 291; x.87.

- An instance against Burke's opinion that
gratuitous public service is profligate, v.
300.

- Charges against, by Lord Bristol, x, 93.
- Incidental notices of, i.163; iii. 82-83 n ;

iv. 203 n; x.199.
Necker-Madame-Letter from Bentham

to, x. 197.
Necromancy-Instance of a term which has

been dropped out of the Nomenclature of
Art and Science, viii. 27.

Needless-repetition -prohibiting principle in
the management of the Chrestomathic
school, viii. 53.

Negative acts as distinguished from positive,
i. 36.

- facts distinguished from positive, vi. 217-
218.

- quantities-Obscurities in the subject of
the multiplication of, cleared up, viii. 178.

- exclusions of evidence, vli._562-563. See
Exclusion.

Negotiability-Want of, in the case of Go-
vernment securities as compared with
Bank Paper, iii. 149-153.

Negotiations with foreigu nations-PublIcity
as to, urged, ii. 554-560.

Negns=-Theodore, of Greece-Correspon-
dence with, as to a CIVil Code for Greece,
iv. 585-587.

Negro Slaves-Barbarous punishment of, i.
443-444.

Neighbourhood-Offences against, how re-
solvable into offences against individuals,
iii. 164 n.

- Offences against, considered as semi-
public offence, i. 97, 100.

Nemo tenetur seipsum aocusare-Criticism
on the maxim, vii. 445.

- - - Origin of the maxim, vii. 458.
Nepean-Sir Evan. Bentham's negotiations

with, as to the Panopticon, iv. 217; x,
250, 294,301, 307,385; xi. 99, 112, 118,
120, 139,141, 142.

- - - Casual notices of, x. 359, 360.
Nepean-Mrs Evan=-Lette- to, x. 343.
Nephelognosy. Illustrative of the rise of

new branches in the arts and sciences, viii.
27.

Nero-Allusion to, ix. 605.
Netherlands-Report to the King of the, on

Houses of Peers, examined, iv. 427-429.
Neutrality-The armed, an illustration of

an International Judicature, ii. 552.
Neuville-M. Hyde de. Statement of, on the

comparative numbers of naval and military
officers In France and England, ix. 408.

New Grenada=-The document by which the
study of Bentham's works was reintro-
duced Ill, x. 553.

New Instruction System-Who the origi-
nators of, viii. 5. I
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New Jersey-The Penitentiary system as
adopted In, iv. 213.

New Lanark-The Establishment at, x. 476-
477.

New opinions-The vanity of a wish to pro-
mulgate, will not create, x, 145-146.

New Shoreham-Case of, for corruption, i,
484.

New South Wales. Breach of the consti-
tution, and Illegalities, in the Government
of, as exposed in " A Plea for the Constitu-
non," iv. 251-284. Preface-an Act pass-
ed, but not retrospective, 251-252. Scan-
tiness of legislative provision, 252-253.
Consequences-arbitrary acts, some good
in themselves, others evil, 253-254. The
power of legislation so necessary to be
lodged somewhere on the foundation of a
new colony here omitted-judicial power
only given, 254-255. Division of the
population into classes, for an examina-
tion of the incidence of the governor's
power on each, 255-257. Over persons
not of the convict class or in the service
of the crown, could-have no legal autho-
rity without farther power by Act of
Parliament, 2.~7-258. Power of the crown
to legislate by Charter, if it existed in the
case of America, given up, 258-259. This
power, when exercised, shown to have
been illegal, 259-261. Charter cannot be
applicable to a colony in existence, as it
presumes gift and receipt, 261-263. If
the laws of England be transported to
the colony, the courts for putting them in
force cannot also put in force the ordi-
nances of the governor, which would
therefore fall from non-execution, 263-
265. Law officers of the crown not in-
fallible-their rmstakes in this depart-
ment, 265-266. The decision in the Gre-
nada case shows the governor's ordinances
to be null-criticism on that case, 266-
269. Governor's illegal ordinances for
prevention of famine, 269-271. Attempts
at the suppression of drunkenness, 271-
272. Convicts whose sentences had ex-
pired, detained-avowedly from acciden-
tal circumstances, but design suspected,
272-275. These expirees kept in a state
of bondage during the illegal detention,
275-276. Breaches of the Habeas Corpus
Act, by illegal confinement beyond seas,
277-278. Coke's authority to show that
it is an invasion of Magna Charta, 278-
279. Transgression of Petition of Rights
in proclamation of martial law, &c., 279-
280. Breaches of Bill of Rights-<iis-
pensing power - arbitrary punishment
-instituting courts Without Parliamen-
tary authority-levying taxes-legisla-
tion without election-illegal and cruel
punishments, 280-282. Transgression of
recent statutes, 2112-284. How far it is
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safe m legislating for the future to let such of Britain, France, and America, viii.
transgressions pass unnoticed, lb. 582.

New South Wales-Illegal transportatron Newspapers-Advertisements in-Project
to, and detention Ill-Letters to Dumont for facilitating reference to, x. 322-323.
and to Charles Abbot on, xi. 127-134. - The Ieading Instruments of the Public-

- - - Correspondence with Major Cart- opinion Tribunal, viii. 565.
wright as to the unheard complaints of - The operations of, in respect to public
certain free settlers against the abuses opinion, compared with those of the ordi-
in, x. 463-466. I nary judrcatorres, viu, 566-568.

- - - Estimate of its physical proper- - The power of, compared with that of the
ties as a colony, x. 586. official judicatories, VIIi. 568-572.

- - - Character of the natives of, and - Proper quahficanons of, VIIi. 580-581.
its influence on the imported population, Constancy,580. Frequency, ib. Variety
IV. 182. -admixture of politics with other mat-

- - - The Panopticon system shown to ters, ib, Impartiality-consideration as
be preferable to transportation to, iv. to whether it would be practicable for a
1i3-248. See Transportanon. newspaper to have two editors, one on

- - - General remarks on transports- each side of the leading questions in poli-
tion to, i. 491-497. See 'I'ransportanon. tICS, 580-581.

- - - Collins on, quoted. See Collms. - Enlightening effects of, i. 568.
New trral-s-Consideranon as to the exten- - Effect of suppression of-Removal of the

sion of the remedy of, Oil the ground of Ill- protection which the Public-opinion 'I'n-
sufficient evidence, vii. 164. bunal holds out to the poor-currency

- - Motions for, animadverted on, vi. for private defamation, ix. 53-58.
104,413,415; VlI. 166. - History of their acquiring the privilege

- - Involves a preliminary motion-suit, of publishing Parliamentary debates, II.
v. 521. 316.

New York. The Perntentiary system, as - Accounts of important trials in, as ef-
adopted ill, i. !,03; IV. 213,217,236. fectmg publicity and control, vi. 377.

- - The ballot, as practised in, ill. 559. - The influence of, proportioned to the fre-
- - Nature of the suffrage Ill, adduced quency of their recurrence, xi. 18.

in illustration, iii. G12. N ewton-Tribute to Ius merit as a philo-
- - Plan for the instruction and moral sopher, vm, 1:!9.

improvement of the Irish labourers in, x. - noticed, ii, 312; vi. 205; viu. 3i, 105 n,
500-503. Ii 4, 1n, 1i8; x, 588.

Newark Herald-Pamphlet,called a Vindi- Newton-Rev. R.-Opimon of, on Univer-
canon of, quoted on the Packing of Special sity oaths, v. 195-196 n,228.
Juries, v. 102-104 n. Nicaragua-Lake of. Plan for uniting the

Newcastle-Duke of, (the first) forced into Atlantic and Pacific through, 11. 561-
war, ii. 559. 562.

- - - (the first) noticed, x. 31. Nice-Visited by Bentham on his way to
- - - (thefourth)-Tyrannyof,atelec- Russia, x. 150.

tions, IV. 435 n. NICholas-The Emperor, noticed, IX. 133.
Newgate-c-Illustration of prison disciphne Nrckolls-c-Rev.Ri Bi=-Leuer from, to Bent-

from, i. 426. ham, x. 460.
- Defects in its position and ooustrucnon, Nicolai of Berlin-The case of, vii. 105.

rendering it liable to attacks from mobs, Night attendance by judges-Provisions for
iv. 106. in the Constitutional Code, IX. 541-542.

Newspaper-Hints respecting the condue- Nisi prius-Number of witnesses Cited to,
ting of a, in a partially CIvilized state, compared with number examined, vu.
viii. 581-58B. Advertisements of sales, 535 n.
exhibitions, &c., 581. Accidents, ib, Nismes-evisited by Bentham on his way to
Offences-service due to public security, RUSSia, x. 150.
ib, Proceedings of courts, ib. Deaths- Nitrous oxide gas-Letter from Dr Roget
with penodical enumerations, if obtain- on the preparation of, x, 342-343.
able, ib. Blrths,581-582. Comparative Nobility-Evil effects of a, iv, 432-441. A
statisucs, with a view to other States, means of corruption In the hands of the
582. Reference of all public proceedings monarch,432-437. Honour and dignity,
to the greatest-happiness principle, ib. which form an excuse for obtaining pub-
Stock of foreign newspapers, ib. Educa- he money, 437-441.
non of youth as editors, ib. Stock of - Exemptions of,from punishment, ii. 196.
matter pre-arranged for trying which is - Hereditary. Effect of, on the fund for
the most interesting, 582-583. rewarding services, ii. 20 I.

Newepapers=-oomparatrve estimate of those - Decayed. Principle that they should
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be supported by the state, combated, v. systematic for a denomination to connect
305-307. it with a system, 64-65. Qnalifications

Nobility-See Aristocracy: Lords: Peers. applicable to both Purposes-clearness,
Nocturnal irruption as an aggravation of &c., 65. Qualifications for systematic

corporal injury, i. 165,168. purposes to show relation with the others
Nolumus leges .Anglim mutari - Uses to of the system, whether of identity or di-

which the expression is applied, vi. 148; versity, 65-66.
vii. 298. Nomenclature and classification - Imper-

NOMENCLATuRE-New,necessary for new fections incident to the denominations
ideas, i, 49. adopted in, viu, 66-68. Unexpressiveness,

- Legal. Deficiencies of, i. Illl n * or failure to convey so much as might
- Legal. The importance of Improving, be conveyed of the nature of the thmg

and the prejudices arrayed agamst im- expressed, 66. Misexpression when It
provement, iii. 270·2;4. conveys a notion of something different,

- Legal. The inaptness of, shown in ib. Consrderations as to how far usage
Blackstone's commentary, i. 237-238. may obviate such essential defects, lb.

- Difficulty of assigning a, for instruments Always mvolve self-contradiction m dis-
of procedure, II. 25-27. course, and leave doubts as to the extent

- of political fallacies, ii. 382-383. of the field covered, 66-67. Natural His-
- Creation and adaptation of, for the pur- tory and Natural Philosophy instances,

poses of reference, ii. 382-383. in the difficulty which the young have in
- An apt, will be chosen by those having clearly comprehending their extent, 67.

the general interest-a vague by those The obscurity created in the whole field
having their own sinister interest at heart, of art and science by the defects, 67-68.
ii. 455-456. - - - Inaptitude of the appellatives

- Fallacious objections to, ii. 463-464. Natural History, Natural Philosophy, and
- Considerations as to, in relation to titles, Mathematics, adduced in illustranon of,

Iii, 189-190. viti. 68-70. (See these heads.)
- Official-Diversities of, iii. 196. - - - Causes of the inaptitude of the
- The received. Difficulties which the au- expressions" Natural History," &c., VIIi.

thor had to overcome with regard to, in 70-71. Narrowness of the field when
the View of a Complete Code, iii. 209. discoveries first made, and its later ex-

- characterized as classification, iii. 252. pansion, 70. Electricity and Magnetism
- Fixation of, in legislative acts, Ill. 592- instances. 70-71.

593. - - - Course to be taken for framing
- The want of a fixed, causes dispute and the most perfect encyclopedical system of,

litigation, v. 600. practicable, viii. 71-73. As to the sub-
- The general advantages of, iii. 171 ; vi. jects an accurate but not minute know-

442. ledge requisite, 71. Method adopted,
- as to wills-Inaptitude of the existing, the exhaustive or bifurcate, 71-72. Though

in England, vi. 549-550. the extent to which this can be carried
- Use of single words for, viii. 65 n *. be small, it is so far a clear gam, 71.
- Difficulty of giving a definition of, when Language, the Greek, 72. The whole

it happens to be in popular use, and the matter of the arts and sciences must be
subject of debate, viii. 107. the field-D'Alembert sets out with science

- Unapt. Preserved by adepts, who un- only, 72-73.
willing to give the uninitrated a Simpler - - - D'Alembert's Encyclopedical map
approach to their knowledge, viii. 183-184. an instance of imperfection m, Viii.73·82.

- The Lmnasan, examined, VIii.269-270. See Encyclopedical.
- Necessity of preserving uniformity in, - - - Specimen of a newencyclopedi-

in all discourse, viii. 315. cal Sketch accompanying a table of, viii.
Nomenclature and classification-Connexion 82-95. See Encyclopedical,

between, ii. 382. - - - Explanationn relative to the Eney-
- - - Essay on, viii. 63-128;- clopedical Sketch a.ndTable of, viii. 95·98.
- - - Plan of Essay on, VIII.63-64. De- - - - Use of the synopnc encyclopedi-

fects in English and other languages, ib, cal Table of, viii. 98-100.
Reason-not holding in view useful pur- - - - Application of Exhaustive or Bi-
poses,ib. Objections to inquiry on ground furcate division to, viii. 101-126. See
of abstruseness, answered, ib. Bifurcate.

- - - Properties desirable in a denomi- - - - In what cases new names desir-
nation given to a branch of art and science, able and likely to be employed in, viii.
with reference to ordinary and systema- 126-128.
tic purposes, viii. 64-66. Ordinary for Nominees in the House of Commens-e Posr-
single denomination of the subject-s- I tion of, x. 23ii-237.
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Nomography, or the art of inditing laws, iii. Nomography-Necessity of attendance in,

231 -283;- to the party served and the party bur-
- Nature of the subject stated-form, not dened with observance, iii. 259. Former

substance of the laws, iri. 233. warrant for existence of the law-know-
- Relanon of, to the government of a pn- ledge by latter the sanction of Its obe-

vate family, IIi. 233-234. dience, lb.
- Relauon of, to Logic, IIi 234. - Rules for avoidmg redundancy in, and
- Relation of; to the Pannormon or umver- obtammg steadiness and certainty, III.

Gal code, in. 234-23':;. 260-264. See Laws.
- Relation of, to proposal and Petition in - Remedies for longwindedness in, by

legislation, IIi. 235. confimng sentences to single propositions,
- Relation of, to private Deontology.in, 235. &c., ill. 264-265.
- General observations on the end m view - Helps to mtellecnon in, iii. 265-268.

in, iri. 235-236. Division and subdivision, with marks for
- The general end of-RelatIve notoriety reference,265-266. Numbers as a means

of the substance of the laws, iii, 236- of designatmg the extent of subdivision,
23i. 266-267. Employment of substantives

- The particular ends of-Methods of with auxiliaries, in preference to verbs,
avoiding obstrucnons to notoriety, ill. 267 -268.
237 -238. - Remedies for miscollocation in, iii. 268-

- Imperfections of winch it IS susceptible, 269.
classified, ni, 238-239. - The nature and derivation of, v. 2iO n.

- Imperfections WIth reference to, iii. 239-1 Nomothetic Government, or Government by
241. Of the first order-s-ambiguity, 239- Legislation-Position of, as a branch of
240. Obscurity and overbulkmess-c-ab- Ethics in the Encyclopedical Sketch of
solute and relative, lb. Of the second Art and SCience, viu, 94.
order- Unsteadiness in expression, un- Non-demand of judicial interference from
steadiness in import, Redundancy, Long- difficulty of obtaimng It-a cause of in-
wmdedness, Entanglement, want of helps justice, vi. 30.
to intellecnon, Disorderlmess, 240. Con- ~on-dlsappointment principle-c-Deflnition
nexion between the two sets, 240-241. of, and application to projected reform"

- Depravity of the style of English sta- v, 266-267, 413-414, 41!1.
tutes, as illustratmg defects in, Iii. 241- - - - in reference to expectation of
242. change, iv .• 5'27.

- Uneognoscibihty as a defect in, iii. '243- - - - See Disappointment-preventiug
244. prmciple.

- Ambiguity and obscurity as defects Ill, Non-existence=-The Idea of, is that 01 ab-
iii. 244-245. sence extended, VIii. 210.

- overbulkiness as a defect 111, ni. 246-247. Non-Iawyers- 'Why the introduction to Ra-
- Unsteadiness in respect of expression tionale of EVidence appealed to, YI. 5-6_

and of import as defects m, III. 247. ~Nonliquet-No verdict expressive of, in
- Redundancy as a defect in, IiI. 247-248. England, ii. 157.
- Longwrndedness as a defect in, iii. 248- Non-notoriety of contracts, &c., an evil

249. remedied by Preappomted evidence, VI.
- Complexity productive of entanglement 511.

in, ill. 249-250. Non-penal procedure-View of the princi-
- Nakedness III respect of helps to intel- pal facts to which evidence applies in, VI.

lection as a defect Ill, iri, 250-251. mus-I 215-216.
tration in the want of abbreviated refer- Non-redundance-a property desirable in a
ences in English statutes, lb. language, vui. 19 J.

- Unapt arrangement and disorderly col- Non-reeligibility clause-Opinion of, ex-
location as defects in, iii. 252-253. pressed in tract on the proposed Portu-

- Remedies for ambiguity in, iii. 253-255. guese Constitution, vin, 483-485.
Cases unsusceptible, 253. Rules for 1- - prmciple-DlscussJon with Dr Bow-
avoiding nnscollocation, 253-255. ring on, x, 528-530.

- Remedies for overbulkiness in, iii. 255- Non-responsion, and false or evasive respon-
259. Distribution into parts, 255. lViI, sion, as evidence of delmquency, vii. 24-29.
alienum, it>. Unicuique tatum, ib. Ntl Nonsense-i-more readily believed than facts
pramaturum, 255-256. Way III which simply Improbable, vii. Ill.
different persons may be affected by the Nonsense psychology, nonsense ethics, non-
ss me portion of law, With a view to sense pisteuncs, &c., compared to non-
letting each know his share, 256-258. sense verses, vi. 239.
Cases where a number jointly affected, Nooscopic PneumatoJogy,or the Philosophy
251l-259. Modes of uonflcation, 259. of the intellectual facultres-c-Posrtlon or,
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in an Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and
Science, viii. 88.

- - DIvision of, into Plasioscopic and
Coenonesioscopic, viii. 90-91.

Norman French-Use of, in law, a device of
the Technical system, v. 448-449.

- - Abolition of the use of, opposed by
lawyers, v. 15.

Norman Kings-Alteration of the judicato-
ries by the, ii. 151-152.

1'0rmans-Felony introduced by the, i.
505.

North-Lord-Account of an overture made
by, to the Rockingham party,x.l02-103.

- - Allusion to the position of the MInis-
try of, i. 251.

- - Casual notices of, v. 228, 299; x, 56,
62,564.

North-Chief-Justice and Keeper, noticed,
vii. 285 n.

North-Rev. John-Letter from, to Bent-
ham, x, 416.

North-Hon. Roger-His account of the
conflicts between King's Bench and Com-
mon Pleas, v. 493; vii. 382 n.

Northampton Tables of Mortality-The, no-
ticed, viii. 410-411 n.

Norton -Sir Fletcher-His conduct to
Wilkes, x, 45.

Norway-c-Allusron to the absence of an
aristocracy in, VIii.467.

Nosology-Etymology of, and place in the
Chrestomathic system of Instrucnon, viii.
36.

Notables-Assembly of, in France. Method
of taking votes in, ii. 348.

Notarial authentication, vi. 523 n.
Notarres=-Not so much Lawyers as Regis-

trars, iv. 319.
- Advantage of having, as witnesses to

deeds, vi. 525-526.
- Use of, for securing the propriety of a

contract, vi. 526-529. To see that the exe-
cutor be not legally incapacitated, that
it be not injurious to his interest, that he
knows what he is doing, that It be not il-
legal,526-527. Operations-attestation,
interrogation of the party, and notiflca-
tion of the law, 527-528. Contracts pecu-
liarly calling for notification, 528-529.

- Honorary-Proposed, vi. 529-530. Jus-
tices, clergymen, schoolmasters, &c., 530.

- in France-The mtegrityof, as a class,
with illustrations, v. 408.

Notation, as a security for trustworthiness
of evidence, vi. 284.

Notation and recordation of testimony, vi.
408-419;-

- - Uses as applied to orally delivered
testimony, vi. 408-410. Uses to judge,
409. To suitors as a security, 409-410.
For purposes of appeal, ib,

- - iii what cases to be employed, vi.
410-412. DIvision of causes into recorda-

cclii NOT
tion-worthy and non-recordation-worthy,
410. Criterion of importance, 411. Per-
mission to latter being recorded on party
paying expense, ib. Cases having a pe-
culiar claim, 412.

Notation and Recordation-How to be per-
formed, vi. 412-414. Extent of minute-
ness, 412. Interrogations as well as an-
swers,ib. Judge should record for his own
use-instance, Judges' notes, 413. There
should be an official short-handwriter,414.

- - Practice of, in English law, vi. 414-
415. Summary procedure before Justices,
&c., 414. Regular procedure, 415.

- - Authentication iII the case of, vi.
415-419. None required to Judge's notes
for hIS own use, 415-416. Dangers to be
obviated, 416. Methods for obviating,
416-419.

Note Annuities. Project for the conversion
of Stock into, iii. 105-153.

- - Correspondence with Sir George Rose
on, x. 359-361.

- - Correspondence and controversy with
Vansittart and Dr Beeke as to the prac-
ticability and usefulness of, x. 364-373.

Notes-Whether they ought to be consult-
able in delivering testimony, vi. 31, 386-
392. Cases in which chiefly requrred-e-
complexity, figures, length of narrative,
&c., 386-387. Directions for regulating
the privilege, 387. Matters that should
be inquired into as to the origin and his-
tory of the document, 388. Notes with-
out interrogation would be on a par with
affldavrt evidence, 389. Illustrations
cited from English practice; Extracts
from a book refused as evidence, 389-390.
Criticism on the case, 391-392.

- Judges'-Authority of, in evidence, vi.
413,415.

- All persons should be free to take, of
evidence, vi. 356.

- Reasons for giving the substance of
Chrestomathia in the form of, viii. i.

- to legislative enactmeuts--Reasons for,
iii. 323.

Notes-Bank- Reasons why they circulate
on less advantageous terms than Exche-
quer Bills, iii. 149-153.

- - See Paper Money.
Note-taking as a test of intellection in edu-

cation, viii. 45.
- - as a branch of the Chrestomathic

system of Instruction, viii. 40, 51.
- - a means of publicity in Courts of

Justice, vi. 354.
Notice in Litigations--Chicaneries about,

presented as a grievance in Petition for
justice, v. 524.

- Chicaneries about, examined in the Ra-
tionale of Evidence, vii. 249-255. Analy-
sis of the different kinds adopted in prac-
tice, 249-250. Method proposed for ob-
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viating, by preliminary meeting, &c., 250. Nouus- Verbal. Preferred to verbs as more
Held received when it has not been, and distinet, viii, 315-316.
not received when it has, in practice, 250- Novelty as an argument against a measure
252. -Fallacy of, ii. 410-41l.

Nonce-c-Employment of letter-post for the - A fallacy urged against improvement,
purpose of, iii. 378,379. v.417.

- Security for the means of communicat- Nuisance-Character of the offence of, i.
ing, in proposed DIspatch Court, iii. 418- 369.
419. Nullification the main instrument of deci-

- made in English practice in such a man- SIOnsnot on the merits, v. 477.
ner as not to be received by the party, ill. - Principle of, in judicial procedure, vii.
419 n. 255-260. EIther on plaintiff's or defen-

- in English practice, worded so as to be dant's SIde-generally latter, 255-256.
incapable of being obeyed, vii. 417-418. Evils enumerated, 256. Uncertainty of

- Sham, III Enghsh procedure, v-i, 53 n. the law, ex post facto law, punishment
- The kind called Destringas-Delays oc- misplaced, pardon misplaced, ib, Deci-

easioned by, vii. 221. sions upon and not upon the merits, 257.
Notification-The subjects of, with refer- Quibbles, 257-258. Arbitrary power to

ence to creating securities against misrule judges to be strict or lax as they think
through the Public-opinion Trib mal, viii. fit,258-259. Weak enforcement of penal
.~72-573. Ordinances, transgressions, and law, ib. Amelioration of it urged as a
suffrages, ib. substitute, 260.

- Means of, with respect to ordinances, - Statute law contemned in the practice
viii. 573-575. of, vii. 313.

- as to transgressions-Utility of, and ob- - What involved in, vi. 65 n *.
stacles to, vni. 577-579. - of contracts because they are not com-

- as to suffrages: newspapers, letter-post, mitted to writing, vi. 128-134. See Ex-
&c., 579-583. elusion of Evidence.

- of laws to those interested-Modes of, - of informal contracts, vi. 65, 84, 517-
iii. 259. 521. See Formalities.

- for the purposes of preappomted evi- - of evidence gives Impunity to mendacity,
denee, vi. 512. vi. 26.

Notoriety-The general end of the art of - Bad evidence made conclusive by, vi.
inditmg laws, Iii. 237-238. I 24.

- of a fact, is evidence admitted to be com- - iu the case of informal documents super-
plete in English practice, vi. 277-278. i added to formal, vi. 134-135.

Notre Dame-Illustration of French law. : - of deeds for want of formalities-Pun-
in a charge of stealiug the bell of, vir, ishes innocent employer and gwes culpa-
52 n. ble lawyer new Iingation, v, 409-410; VII.

Nottmgham-Lord, noticed, vi. 534 n. 261-262.
Nouailles-Peter-a French refugee, and Nullity of contracts-Proper causes of, 1

acquaintance of Bentham, x. 53. 331-333.
Nouns-whether prior or posterior to verbs Number In grammar-Nature of the propo-

in the order of abstraction, viii. 326. srtion Involved in the form In which It I"
- conjugate, a preferable word to decline, expressed, viii. 190.

for expressmg the modificanons of, vni. - IIIsubstantives-an expression necessarv
323-324. for, but simplicity a desideratum, vin.

- Irregular-Fragments of language an- 347.
terior to the use of systematic inflectron, - III the grammar of verbs-Meaning of
viii. 327. the term, viii. 349.

- Substantive-an exhaustive division of, - Sciences involving the predicament of,
to be found in the names of real and fie- viii. 287-288.
trtious entities, VIii. 119. - of wrtnesaes-vEffect of, on probative

- Substantive, with auxiliaries-Employ- force, vi. 22l.
ment of, in legislation, in preference to Numbers-Arithmetical. Utility of, as a
verbs, iii. 267-268. means of reference, Iii. 250.

- Substantive, as a department of gram- - Use of, in facilitating reference to parts
mar, viii. 345-347. Name of an entity real of documents, v. 442-443.
or fictitious, 345. Cases-for expression - Propriety of putting in words instead of
of relation between it and other entitles, figures, on important occasions, vi. 536.
345-346. (See Case.) Gender-an en- Numeration of paragraphs-Advantages of,
eumbrance m common names, 346-34i. in written evidence, VI.441-443, 485.
Number-necessary to have SIgns for it, Nuncupative will-Statute of frauds as to,
but simplicity a desideratum, 347. vi. 545-547.



Oaths-Their tendency to weaken the effi-
ciencyof the laws, v. 201-204. Putting
exclusion on some of the best classes of
evrdence-i-Quakers, &c., 201-202. EIther
encumber acts as to new offences, or
omitted render them null, 202. Incon-
veniences where left to arbitriment of
judge, ib. Not sanctioned by the Arbi-
tration Act, 20:1-204.

- Consciences of jurymen bewildered and
enslaved by, v. 204-205. Obliged to
adopt the interpretation of the judge,
who thus exercises a sort of priestcraft, ib.

- Force given by, to the enterprises of
. malefactors by affording them a bond of

of the crimes of, I union, v. 205-206.
- Excuses for abuse of prerogative by the

Monarch found in, v. 206-207.
- Use of, as an instrument for preventing

improvement, exhibited 111 Coronation
oath, v. 207-209.

- Oxford Umversity-their tendency to
corrupt national morals and understand-
ing, v. 209-212. Assumption of mfalh-
bihty,209-210. Comparison with Church
of Rome, 210. Laud's explanation that
the oath only infers submission to the
law, is the principle that a crime is not
wrong when It is punished, 211-212.

- Cambridge University-their evil ten-
dency, v. 213-219. DIfferent from Ox-
ford in having an explanation, which
proves doubts of the system to have ex-
isted,213-214. Histoncal reasons of the
difference,214-215. Freedom from per-
jury not part of the religious freedom of
the instltutions,216. Though not nomi-
nally insisted on, not the less virtually,
216-217. At Cambridge where there are
misgivings, custom and the peace of the
Church the apologies,216-218. Consider-
ations as to the admitted distinction be-
tween the binding force of judicial and
university oaths, 218-219.

- Judicial, shown from scriptural autho-
rity to be forbidden by the religion of
Jesus, v. 219-220.

- The argument against, as pursued in the
Pennon for justice, v, 454-467, 533-534.
Instrument by which mendacity is ac-
complished in judicature, 454-455. Need-
lessness as evinced in examinations by
House of Commons, 455. Quakers and
persons personating Quakers, 456. In-
efficiency of the ceremony, Irrsh BIshops,
Oxford, Custom-house, ib. Mischievous-
ness-escape of criminals against whom
persons will not take oath, 456-457. Re-
pugnance to natural religion, 457-458.
Utility to judges, 458. Invests them
WIth power of convertmg wrong into
right, and right into wrong, 458-459.
Atheists invested WIth pardon-power, 459.
MendaCIty should be pumshed 1D all cases,

NUN
Nundcc.mar-llIustration from the fate of,

i.187.
Nunez-Don Toribio. Letter of, to the au-

thor, on codification, iv, 572-573.
- - - HIS analytical view of Bentham's

opimons, viu. 466, 544.
- - - publishes in Spain, The Spirit of

Bentham, xi. 19.
Nuremberg Chronicle, quoted, vii. 89, 98,

100.

o
Oates-Titus, the nature

characterrzed, iv. 281.
- - The perjuries of, an illustration of an

epidemic destroying the faculty of drs-
covering truth 1D the public mind, vu,
117 n.

OATH-A security equivalent to the inten-
tion of, should be exacted from all hti-
gants making statements, v. II.

- before arrest in mesne process-Futility
of, ii. II O.

Oaths-The needlessness and mischievous-
ness, as well as anti-christianity, of, ex-
posed in "Swear not at all," Y. 187-229.

- Enactments as to, subsequent to the pub-
lication of " Swear not at all," v. 189.

- Incongruity of the assumption on which
benefits of, founded, v. 191-193. Cere-
mony described, 191. The assertory oath
falsely distinguished from the promissory,
J 91-192. Predicates authority over the
Almighty to put the adjuration in force
through the instrumentalIty of the mere
ceremony, 192. Punishment would be
the same for mendacity, or else the Al-
mighty increases it at the bidding of man,
193. Absurdity illustrated in different
persons taking oaths of opposite tendency,
ib.

- Mischievousness of the instrument in a
general point of view, v.193-195. Theory,
that bad oaths are null, is only the feelmg
of the person who expresses it-hel<1
binding by those who take them, ib,

- Insufficiency of, as a security against
incorrectness and incompleteness in evi-
dence, v. 195-197. Custom-house and
university oaths, 195. Oxford, ib. No in-
ference that the same persons who break I
these oaths would give false testimony-
only shows that the oath per Be nothing,
196-197.

- Recognition of the inutility of, in Par-
liamentary practice, v. 197.

- Mischief of, in contributing to the men-
dacity-license granted by judges, v. 197-
200. As only in this shape that men-
dacity punished, held licensed in all other
shapes, lb.

ccliv OAT
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whether accompanied by oath or not, 460. good foundation of mendacity-license,
PetItioners pray to be put on the same 316. Crimes may be committed in pre-
footing as Quakers, and not to be bound sence of Quakers and others who refuse
to infringe the directions of Scripture or to swear, ib. Stand in the way of self-
commit perjury on juries, 461. The put- criminative, and compel recourse to m-
ting an oath to men to declare their con- fenor evidence, 317. Ongm m a baebaroue
scientious conviction, and then torturing state of society, 318.
them till they all declare it one way, Oaths-How to adapt the ceremony of, in
461-463. How men of resolution and the best manner to its intended purposes,
desperate fortune may turn the verdict as vi. 318-321. Carries operation of three
they please, 463-464. Weakens the re- I sanctions-religious, political, and moral,
Ilgious sanction, 464. Those who hold 318-319. Arrangements for pointing the
out, though avoiding perjury themselves, force of the rehgious sanction, 319. Of
drive others to it, 464-465. In the way the political, 320 Of the moral, 32l.
of frustration useful in the case of severe - as a security under past and present
polincal laws, 465-467. systems of judicature, vi. 321-325. Afford

Oaths-Succedanea to, in punishments for certificate of veracity to liars, 322. Roman
the degrees of mischievous falsehood, v. law-juramentum expurqaiorium, jura-
220-221. mentum suppletorium, oath of calumny,

- Cause and origin of the practice in re- 322-323. English form before a jury-c-
gard to, v, 221-224. Perhaps of use in a Defects of It, 323. Danish law, 323-324.
barbarous age, 221. Restraining influ- Hindoo, 324. Swedish, lb.
enee of priestcraft on barbarism, 222. - If employed in other cases, should they
Jephthah's vow, and the influence of it in in exannnation of defendant ill penali?
the hands of Jewish priestcraft, 222-223. vi. 325. Should be tendered at all ev ents
The power of dispensatron assumed by ib.
the Church, with Its services to priest- - Alterations in the laws regarding, VI.
craft, 223-224. 325 n.

- The arguments against, generally stated, - Mendacity never punished without, in
i. 567. Enghsh practice, vi 294. The criminality

- Abridgment of the argument as to the thus transferred from the deception to the
needlessness, nnschievousness, and UII- ceremony, lb.
chrisnamty of, with relation to witnesses - Admlmstrationof.mEcclesl:IstIcaICourts
and jurors, and in the case of official pro- checked, VII. 458-459.
nnssory oaths-m abridged Petition for - Admimstration of, to infants, vii. 428-
Justice, v. 513-516. 429.

- constitute an excuse for not acting :IC- - exclude the testimony of those who WIll
cording to conscience, ii. IIi-118 n. not go through the ceremony, VI. 115, 2!J5;

- Inefficacy of, exhibited in condnct of vii. 424 nil.
Juries and coroner's inquests, ir, 40-42. - Practice of administering, to parties, once

- Lllustration of escape of crimmals from m use, vii. 460.
the law as to, v. 543. - Witnesses should pronounce-not merely

- Origin of the admimstration of, vii. 265. hear, VI. 321.
- Historical inqurry as to commencement - abolished in voluntary affidavits, vi. 304

of the practice of tendering, vii. 460-462. n. In other cases, :381 n 6.

- Breach of-The mischief of perJury does - Bill relaxing the laws as to, thrown out,
not consist in, vii. 406-407. VI. 381 n ".

- Use of,as a security for the trustworthi- - of credence or sincerity, by htrgants
ness of evidence, examined in the Ration- founding 011 makeshift evrdeuce, vii. 162-
ale of Evidence, VI. 28-29,284,308-325 j- 164.

- Nature of, vi. 308-309. - The application of the term to prcfane
- Inefficiency of, as a security for trust- interjections of anger, IV. 140.

worthiness, vi. 309-315. Profess to put - Expurgatory of the Romans-their na-
the Almighty at the command of man, tnre, VII. iO-il.
309-310. Uselessness to justice exempli- - in supplement-their nature, vii. 'j I.
tied by the ease With which feelings of - Casual remarks on, ni, 566 n, 5i7 n,
humanity neutralize them,311. Not re- 590 n.
quired in Honse of Commons, 312-313. Oath-The Coronation-mtended to bind
Punishment instead of oath to obviate the monarch in his Executrve, not hIS
false claims for money at Government Legislative capacity, it. 408-409.
offices, VI. 313. Perjury an essennal of Oath of Office for Judges, and Pursuers and
English Jury-trial, 314-315. Defenders General, in Plan of JudiCial
Mischievousness of the system of, \1.315- Establishment for France, IV. 356-35;.

318. Efflcaerous for bad but not for I - - - Opinion as to, expressed III Plan
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of Judicial Establishment for France, IV'l Obligation-a term requiring special exposi-
381-384. Should not be used where the tion, v. 413.
Jaw suffices, 381. Nor for light matters, - as the root of Political and Quasi-Poli-
382. Nor for ordinances unavoidably to tical fictitious entities, viii. 206.
be infringed, ib. Should not be so general - The use made of the term, an Illustra-
as to be nugatory, ib. Purpose-employ- tion of paraphrasia, or the fixation of ficti-
ing the joint aid of the moral and reli- tious entities through real, viii. 247-248.
gious sanctions to assist the political, ib. - Legal-Risk of subjection to,notaground
Use as a protection to a public man for excluding testimony, vn, 463.
from the sinister influence of Individuals, Obhgations as the converse of powers, i. 106
383. Should be such as all religious per- n, 338.
suasions can take, and therefore should - as the counterparts of rights, i. 301-302.
not express religious OpInIOn, 383-384. - as the counterpart of rights-AnalysIS of,
Should never be employed but in sub- in the Introduction to the Constitutional
servience to conscience, 384. Code, IX. 18-19.

Oaths-Promissory. The assistance they - as the counterpart of rights, in relation
give to abuse, and arbitrary power, 11.408- to judicial procedure, ri, 16-1 i.
410. - regarding services, exammed, i. 338-

- - A form by which inducements offered 341.
to mendacity, m, 278-279. - attached to different private conditions,

Oaths-University-Perjury taught by, ii. i, 343-358.
210. - Performance of-how far it should be

- - an illustration of the feebleness of absolute, ii. 224.
the religious sancnon in favour of truth, - Offences, rights, and services-Relation
VI. 274. of the laws eoncernmg, iii. 158-160.

- - Bentham not required to take, x. 36. - as a general title of the CIvil Code, iii.
Oaths and Witnessee-e-Lord'Ordinaryon, in 180-181.

Scotland=-Duues of the, v. 23, 38. - Necessity of making the law patent to
Obduracy, Implacability, &c., as designative parties liable to, Iii. 195.

of motives, i. 203. Oblivion - Circumstances in which state-
Obcdience=-Habu of, the foundation of Go- ment of, suspicious, VI. 449.

vernrnent, i. 263-264; Iii. 219. Extent - Application of preappomted evidence
of, shows that to which Government ope- to prevention of, vi. 513.
rates, ib, - Securing facts from, by regrstration, VI.

- Nature of a habit of, i. :163-:164 n. 79-80.
- Habit of, not dependent on the charae- Obscene Exhibitions-as an offence. Posi-

ter of the admuustrators of the law, ii. tron of, III the Penal Code, 1Il. 168.
423-424,427. Obscenity- Variableness III national notions

- Habit of, the sole extent to which acts of of, I. JiG.
sovereignty can be said to issue from the Obscurity-as a defect in the drawing of
people, it .. S04-505. laws, iii. 239, 244-245.

- to Government-a matter for individual - in language as drstmct from ambiguity,
calculation, III 21!l. VIII. 304-305, 308-309.

- to the law-Source of the disposition to- - inlanguage-RuJes for avoidance of, in
wards, VII. 330. so far as respect. words taken separately,

- Subtraction of, and thence of power- vih, 313-316.
the consequence of condemnation of Obsequiousness to people In power-a se-
rulers by the Public-opmion Tribunal, condary effect of corruption, ix, 65-66.
viii. 562. Observation-Nature of, as one of the hu-

- clause directing; in the French Deelara- man faculties, VIii. 7511.
non of Rights, criticised, ri, 511. Obserration» on Jf r Secretary Peel's House

Object-a fictitious entity, vin, 205. of Commonsspeech, introducing his Pollee
- involves an Idea of motion on the part of .Maqistrates' Salary-raising Bill, v. 328-

some other body, vin, 205. 348.
- and subject-Relation of, to each other, Obsermtions on the Poor Bill introduced by

VIii. 20.S. the Right Llonourabie Willwm Pitt, vin.
Objects-Sensible. Definition of, viii. 44. 440-461.
Obligation-i-Exposinon of the term, with Obstacles-The confounding of, with cause"

reference to the Pannonnon or Universal a fallacy employed in the support of
Code, III. 217. abuses, ii, 466-469.

- Erroneous supposition of, as invalidat- Obstructions to suits. Method of dealing
mg contracts, I. 331-332_ with, ii, 82.

- Use of viewing, as the counterpart of O'Byrne-an acquaintance of Bentham, no-
right, Iii. 293. ticed, x. 564.
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Oecupa.nt--Flrst-NatuI·e of the title of, i. detrimental to the community, 96-97_

327_ 1st Class-Private, 97. 2d, Semi-public,
Occupation (or employmentj-e-Meaning of, 97-98. 3d,Self-regarding,98. 4th,Pub-

defined, i, 438. he. 5th, Multiform or heterogeneous; by
- Habitual, as a circumstance influencing falsehood, and against trust, ib. Amend-

sensibility, i. 25. ment of this classificanon, lb. n. Sub-
- EVIl of making a thoughtless choice of, division, 99-113. Genera of Class I, (and

for children, viir. 12. in Notes of class 2 and 3,) 113-137. (See
Occupation (or occupancy}-Nature of the Private Offences.) Advantages of the

right of, iii. 182-183. Limitations-as to method,137-139. Characters of Private
substance, 182-183'; use, 183; time, ib. j Offences, 139-1~0; of Semi-public, 140; of
place, ib.; right of interdiction by another, Self-regarding, 140-141; of Public, 141;
ib. ; necessity of concurrence of others, ib.; of Multiform, 141-142.
co-rights, ib. Offences-DIVision of, iri. 163-164. Private,

- Wrongful, as an offence, i. 117-118. Self-regarding, Semi-public, and Public, lb.
Occupatrons=-Sedentary and Active-Their - Private - SubdiVISIOn of, ni, 164-165.

Opposite effects on the mind and body III Against the person, 164. Against repu-
respect to the Will and capacity for acts tanon or honour, 164-16.5. Against the
of VIOlence, iv, 142. person and reputation, 165. Agamst pro-

- Rules for the alternation of, in Pauper perty, 165-166. Agamst person and pro-
management, viii. 396. perty,166. Against condinon, 166-16i.

Ocean= Arrogataon by Britain of dominion - Private-Characters of,iii. 172-173.
over the, iii. 584 n. , - Self-regarding-Subdivision of, 1lI. 16i-

O'Connell-Damel. His approval of the 168. Against the person, 167. Against
Petition for Justice, v. 439. reputation, 168. Agamst reputation and

- - Professes himself a follower of Bent- person, ib. Agamst property, lb. Against
ham, x. 594. person and property, ib, Against condi-

- - Letters to, on Law Reform, and re- non, ib.
questing a personal visit to discuss It, x. - Self-regarding-Characters of, iii. 173.
594-597,599-600. - Seml-publIc-SubdlVlslOnof,iii.168-169.

- - Letters from, x. 597, 60~-G03 ; xi. Against the person, 16B. Against repu-
15-16,20,29. tation, lb. Against person and reputa-

- - Letters to, on the difference between tion, lb. Agamst property, ib. Agamst
Whig and Radical Reform, x. 598-601. person and property, 168-169. Against

- - Letter reprimanding his vituperation condition, 169.
of Hunt, x. 602. - Serm-pubhc= Characters of, iii. 1n.

- - Miscellaneous Letters to, x. 603-605; - Public-vSubdrvision of, ni, 169-lil.
xi. 12,20-21, 2i-29, 30, 32-33, sz-as, 62- Against external security, 169. Against
63_ justice, ib. Against the Police, ib.

- - Anonymous letter recommending Hunt Agamst the Public force, 169-1 70. Against
to give up his acrimonious attacks on, XI. the National wealth, 170. Agamst the
5-7. Pubhe treasure, ib, Agamst population,

- - His duel with Mr D'Esterre, xi. 13, ib. Against the sovereignty, ib, Against
14. Religiou -Atheism -Blasphemy - Pro-

- - Letter from. Account of Ins amuse- fanation, nO-I7l.
ments-Wyse's History of the Catholic - Public-Characters of, iii. 173-174.
Association-Preachers of Law Reform - Advantages of the Author's classiflca-
-Bolivar and the state of South Ame- non of, and general principles of classifl-
rica, &c., xi. 21-23. cation, hi. 171-174.

- - Anonymous letter to, on the sub- - DIVIsions and Subdivisions of, i. 99-113.
ject of his practice of personal attack, XI. Division of 1st clsss=-Pnvate offences, 99-
25-26. 100. (See Private.) Of second class, 100.

- - Letter of, to C. S. Cullen,on Law Re- (See Senn-publlc.) 3d Class, 100-101. 4th
form, xi. 34-35. Class, 101-104. (See PublIc.) 5th Class,

- - Conversion of, to the opinion against 104-113. (See Falsehood; Trust.)
second Legislative Chambers, xi. 60-61. - Positive and negative. Difference in the

- - Gives notice of a motion for codifica- objects of punishment as apphed to, 1.392-
tion, xi. 50. 395.

O'Connor-Arthur-Account of, xi. 3. - Uses of the Author's divisions of, iii. 29~-
Offence-c-Creauon of an, by the law, i. 151. 295.
- Principles tending to the avoidance of, - divided by English law Into burnable

in conversation, x. 5IR-519. and unburnable, vu. 434.
Offences-Classification of, i, 96-14~. No- - distinguished by the extent of their mis-

thing should be an offence which IS not chievousness, i. 237.
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Offences-Divi8ion of the Remedies against, Office copies-The clumsy and expensive

i.367. system of demanding, in Enghsh Prae-
- and Punishments-Proportion between, tree, vii. 169-170.

i. 66-91. Office-holders-Plan for making the salaries
- and Punishments-Analogy between, i. of, pubhc, v. 365.

407 -409. - Opmion that money the only incitement
- The evils of, as compared with those of to, combated, v. 313-316.

Punishment, I. 395. - - The claim of, to estabhsh fortunes as
- DIrect methods of preventmg, i. 367- their remuneration, controverted, v.292-

366. 294,308-310.
- Indirect methods of preventing, i. 533- - - A modification of the law of libel

560. proposed in regard to, as compared with
- Prevention of, by giving many persons an pnvate citizens, viri, 510.

mterast to prevent them, i. 556. Office-Oaths of. Opinions as to, expressed
- Influence of TIme and Place on the mrs- III the Plan of a JudICIal Estabhshment

chievousness of vaTlOUSkinds of, I. 172- for France, IV. 381-384.
1i7. - - - Argument for the inefficiency of,

- Satisfaction to sufferers by, i. 3il-388. abridged, v. 514-515.
See Satisfaction. - - - See Oath.

- Incapacitation for, not accomplished by Offices-Rewards with respect to, consider-
the Transportation system, IV. 183-199. ed at length, ii. 235-252.

- Relation of the laws affecnng, to those - Salary of. How far reward, ii. 235-237.
concerning rights, obligations, and duties, - Rules as to the emoluments of, ii. 237-
iri. 158-160. 240. UnIOn of interest and duty-pay-

- Atrocity of, how far ground for incredi- ment according to attendance, &c., 237-
bihty, vu, 115-117. 239. Emoluments measured by the sue-

- Advantage of having them notified and cess which attends the service, 239-240.
published, and the impediments to their -!'Io fees or perqursites m, ii, 241.
bemg so, in fear, indolence, and poverty, - Mimmize salaries of, ii. 241-242.
viii. 577-579. - Nommal salaries of, should not be great-

- against honour, Remedies for, i. 381- er than real, ii. 242-243.
382. - Burthen of, should be borne in the quar-

- Chronic, or those that admit of sup pres- ter where the benefit reaped, u. 243-244.
sive remedies, i. 368-369. - Emoluments of, should be on a scale

- Suppressive remedies for. I. 369-370. hkely to exclude corruption, ii, 244-2-15.
- National-c-defined, II. 539. - Pensions of Retreat to holders of, ii,
- Classes of, to be pursued by Government I 245-246.

Advocate, according to Constitutional I - Sale of, ii. 246-246.
Code, ix. 570. - QualIfications With reference to holders

Offender-The SItuation of, as a circum- of, ii, 248-249.
stance mfluencmg the degree of alarm - Pnnciples to be followed in reforms of,
caused by crime, I. 76. ii, 251-252.

Offenders-Means of checkmg the opera- - Letter on the advantages from disposing
tions of, i. 396. of, by pecuniary compention, with refer-

- Habitual. Method of suppressing, ence to the election of a secondary by the
through the instrumentality of the Poor- Common Council of London, XI. 31-32.
law, vin. 403-406. - The equality of eligibility for, as stated

- Punishment of. See Punishment. in the French Declaration of Rights, con-
Office-Patronage of, and Power of Re- sidered, 11_ 509.

moval from, should be m distmct hands, - Onerous. DIstribution of, ii. 207.
v.426. - Objections to useful, on the gronnd of

- Vacation of seat on acceptance of-Ar- economy, influence of the crown, jobbing,
rangements for, and existing practice re- &c., 11.472-473.
gardmg, iii. 589-591. - Compensation on the abolition of, i, 320-

- Patronage of. How far equivalent to 321.
possession, iii. 339-340. - Public. The bidding for men of talent

- Patronage of, in practice, equivalent to to fill, by offering large remuneration,
SO much Salary, v. 352. considered, v. 310-313.

- Patronage of, when spoken of as of value - Pubhc, How far they can be conferred
to the owner, Its abuse predicated, v. 570. as rewards, ii. 195.

- Community of interest between those - Public. Architectural arrangements for,
holding and those expecting, ii. 483. tending to facilitate despatch, secure the

- Sarcasnc notice of the indifference pre- requisite secrecy or publicity, and other-
tended by the expectants of, v. 286. wise tend to the right performance of the
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duties, ix. 325-333. See Ministers Col-
lectively-Architectural Arrangements.

Offices for conservation of transcripts of
contracts, vi. 575-582. See Registration j
Tranecriptitroua,

- Appointments to, and removals from, a
subject for registration, vi. 567.

- Judicial-Needless and useless, created
in England, vii. 306-307.

- Sale of-Chief-justices of King's Bench
and Common Pleas, exempt from penalties
against, v. 94 n.

- Unsalaried. Burke's opinions against,
controverted, v. 294-297.

- Denial of good, and performance of ill,
as punishments of the Moral Sanction, i.
454-455.

Officers of the Crown, &c.-Attendance of,
in House of Commons without votes, iii.
490-495.

- Executive of Courts of -Iustice-e-Func-
tions of, as exhibited in those of the Pre-
hensors of the proposed Dispatch Court,
iii. 376-381.

- Judicial. None should be paid by fees,
iii. 339-340. See Fee.

- Law, of the Crown. The system of
treatmg their opinion as if they were in-
fallible, iv. 265-266.

- of the law-Effect of inconvenience to, in
delaying justice, vi. 92.

Officers-Public. Cases in which they are
interested unmeet for judicial privacy, VI.
369·372.

- - Unpaid, and too respectable for suspi-
cion-Danger of peculation in the case of,
Illustrated, iv. 130.

- - Burke's reform in the payment of,
ii.198.

- - Arrogating peculiar probity, ii. 412.
- - Clause in the French Declaration of

Rights for procuring an account of their
admimstration from, ii, 519-520.

- - Utility of having their remuneration
so arranged as to give them an interest m
their duty, iv, 129-130.

- - Extravagant salaries tend to make
idle, IV. 372-374.

- - Fallacy of acting on presumptions of
the probity of, h. 412-413.

- - affected by reforms-Compensation
to, iii. 325-326.

Officers-Military-Divided into ordinary
and erudite, IX. 350.

- - The various grades of, in Britain, and
in America, ix. 350.

- - Method of appointing, and considera-
tions as to the expediency of requiring a
certain period of service in the ranks in
the case of, ix. 351-352.

- - in the British army - Number of
grades, and high pay of, ix, 230.

Official aptitude-e-Appropnate, as a means
of obtaining the ends of the Constitutional I
Code, ii. 27:]·274.

cclix OFF
Official aptitude mazimized-Expelllt milli-

mized, v, 263-366.
- - - Preface to, v. 265-271.
- - - Introductory view of, v. 271-276.
Official arrogance-how covered by a veil

of modesty, ii. 411.
OffiCial depredation-Securities against, ap-

plicable to a Mahommedan state, vni,
591-592.

- - Nature of, as a species of oppression,
viii. 560.

Offlcral dignity-Fallacy that large salaries
recessary for the support of, v. 316-318.

Official evrdence-e-recerved Without interro-
gation and other securities, vi. 335,460.

- - Public offices as repositories of, vi.
553-561. Nature of the deposit, 553-554.
L'ses-direct, and collateral or indirect,
554-555. Collateral called judicial use,
555. Exempliflcation, lb. Sources of
trustworthiness-c-responslbility and im-
partiality,556. Responsibrhty only effec-
tual If It has the sanction of punishment,
557. Absence of responsibility in publio
boards, 557-559. Rules for estImatmg
and secunng trustwortlnness, 559-561.

- - as furnished by judicial offices, vi.
561-566. Registration of instruments and
operations in causes, 561. Use to parties
in respect to SUit ID hand, 562. Use to
future contingent parties, ib. Use to the
legislature in the supply of statisncs, 562-
564. Neglect of this kind ef evidence
by English judges and legislators, 564-
566.

- - Publicity with relation to, vi. 27.
- - Preappomted, VI. 72-79. See Preap-

pointed.
- - Written - Modes of authenticatron in

the case of, vii. 180-ISI, 195. •
Official Incomes- VieWS as to the insuffi-

ciency of, controverted, v, 307-308.
Official Inspection-Authentication by, vii.

178.
Official malefactors-Safety of the govern-

ment used as an argument for screenmg,
ii. 421-429. Punishes virtue and rewards
Vlce,421-422. Would impede all reform,
422-423. Illustrations from private tran-
sactions, 423. Habit of obedience not
dependent on the character of those who
administer the law, 423·4:]4. The poor
have an interest ID the continuance of
government, 424. 1\0 good government
can exist without the exposure, ib. In-
fluence of public opinion, ib. Procurance
of respect, not in virtue of power, but of
the excellence of the exercise of it, 424-
425. Impossible to avoid unjust attacks,
but generally defeated, 425-426. Ability
of officials to defend themselves, 426-427.
Good effects of habit of scrutiny, 427.
Operation of the British constitution has
little dependence on the conduct of offi-
cials, ib. Petitions for Parliamentary re-
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form, as tending to lower the institution principles applicable to, in the Constitu-
in the eyes of the people,427-428. The tional Code, ix. 127-141;-
objection answered, 428-429. Operative-Supreme. Appointmentof,in the

OffiCIal men-Proposal for rules applicable People, ix, 127-128. Distinguished from
to the conduct and deportment of, to en- constitutive power, as that which calls for
able the Public-opinion Tribunal to judge obedience, 127. Should be in the people's
of them, ix, 42-43. friends, not the.r enemies-monarchs and

- - Security against, a leading end of the aristocracies necessarily enemies, ib.
Constitutional Code, 11. 270-271. No trust to be placed in the intellectual

- - EVil of giving them any legal pro- or moral aptitude of those whose interest
tection which is not extended to the citi- is not kept the same as the universal in-
zens at large, viti. 522-523. terest, 128.

- - The censure of the public one of the - - The monarchical form of, described,
incidents of office, which they are paid for ix. 128-134. The monarch taught to
enduring, ix. 159. consider the people mere instruments of

- - Provisions With respect to, in the Con- his gratification, instead of devoting him-
stitutional Code, ix, 213-333. See MulIS- self to their happiness, 128-129_ People
ters Collectively. behold in such a person their enemy, 129;

- - DIscovery of their unfitness inter- and feel other monarchs their enennes; for
preted to be hbel, v. 108-109. though there be war between monarchs,

- - 'I'heir meanssof'preserving themselves it 18 rivalry not enmity, and the people
from attacks by private indivrduals, ri. are the victims, 129-130. Instead of the
279-280. top, placed at the lowest scale of moral

Official nomenclature-Diversities of, in dif- worth, being independent of inducements
ferent nations, Ill. 196. to do good, 130. So as to intellectual apti-

Official rank-RIg-ht to, with relation to tude-c-vicious education, 130-131. Never
forfeiture as a punishment, 1.452. taught the greatest-happiness principle,

Official rights-c Pubhcanon of account of, 131. Illustration of the absurdity of the
recommended, I .5.14. superhuman quahties attributed to mon-

Offlcially-mformatrve function of Mnu=ters, archs, III the number that have been in-
by the Constitutioual Code, IX. :260-263. sane, 131-132. Slave-holders on a large
See Mimster-, scale, 132. Expense to a nation in pa-

Old age. See Superannuation. laces and baubles, ib. Perpetual dread
Onerous public dutics-s-Distribution of, ii, of enmity and treachery, 132-133. De-

207. moralisanon by the Virtues attributed to
Oms=-Spanish Envov to the United States monarchs III defiance of fact, 133. Ex-

--An action for hbel rat-ed by, x. 512. tent to which a benevolent monarch may
Onomastic signature disnnguished from do good. ib. An aristocracy adds to the

symbolic, vi. 513. evil, 133-134. Legislation of the state
Onslow-c Captam=-a viviter at Bowood, x. filled WIth severe laws for protection of

106- 107. the monarch and the sys.tem, 134. His-
Onslow-Speaker-Authentication of a por- torical Origin of monarchy, ib,

trait of Milton possessed by, x, 51-52. - - Corporeal and incorporeal instru-
Ontology, or the SCIence of Bcuur=-Nature ments of monarchy as the, ix. 134-136.

of, and place at the root of a diVISIOn of See Uonarchy.
the Arts and Sciences, nil. 8~. - - Interests at work in the monarchi-

- Fragment on, vin.193-211. See Entitles. cal form of, IX. 136-138. See Monarchy.
- Defininon of the term, viii. 195. - - Causes of misrnle in the monarchi-
- Introductory notice to Fragment on, cal form of, ix, 138-1:)9. See MUll-

vin. 192. archy.
- divided in the Encyclopedical Sketch iuto i -- - Inaptitude of mixed monarchy as a.

Coenoscopic and Idioscopic, vin. 83-84. ~ form of, ix. 139-141. See Monarchy.
- False use of the word in Philosophical: Opinatrve Decree-when granted, ii, 91.

language, vni, 83. I Opinion-s-Meanmg of the term, VI. 229.
Onu« probandi, See Burden of proof. - Declarations of, may be bought to any
Open and secret votmg in Legislative As- absurdity, because cannot be disproved,

sembhes, considered, ii. 367-3iO. VI. 557_
Operation-two appellations necessary to - None so absurd as not to be swallowed,

give an idea of-The operator, and the if it is believed that others have done so,
thing operated upon, III. 382 n. ii, 481.

- JudICial-List of, ii. 24-25. - Impossibility of proving, by extraneous
- Judicial-Effect of fixing times for, ii. r evidence, vii. 421.

31-32. - Lawyers', of their own system-Absur-
Operauve+-Supreme. Exposition of the dity of confiding in, vii. 213-214.
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Opinion-Trade in, by Counsel-Causes of Oppression at elecnons=-Operatdon of, de-

the, vii. 280. fined, iii. .5.58.
- Trade in, by counsel, considered at length - Official-Arrangements for obviating,

in the Rationale of Evidence, vii. 31.5-318. in the Constitutional Code, ix, 304-313.
- How influenced by motives, 11. 388. See Ministers Collectively.
- Freedom of-Remarks on, in letter to - Shipboard-Arrangements for obviat-

Richard Carlyle, x . .527-528. ing, In the Constitutional Code, ix. 409-
- Erroneous. Fallacies defined as em- 41.5.

ployed to create, h. 379,380. - Judicial, on part of a pursuer-Counter-
- Deelaretions of, by political assemblies. security against, ii. 105-110.

Matters to be attended to in the framing - Judicial, by means of costs, ii. II I -I 12.
of, ii. 334. Opnon=-Meamng of reference to, ID Penal

- Effect of coercion on, i. 564-.56.5. Code, hi. Ii 5.
- Extent to which compulsion may affect Opulence as distinguished fro:n wealth, iii.

the progress of, vii. lOS. 36 n".
- Liability of, to be operated upon by in- - Authority derived from, ii. 38Q.

terest, i. 217-218. - Luxury a concomitant of, ih. 38.
- Rewards and punishments attached to - Aptitude for the purposes of good go-

Declarations of; their demoralismg effects, vernment sinks instead of rising'. With the
Ii. 397. quantity of, ix. IIo-n 3, 292-2<j;~.

- Subscription to matters of-its effects, - not, as vulgarly believed. a check to
ii. 260-262, 26.';-266. depredation, but an incitement and faci-

- Evils ofrewarding the support of, ii. 211. hty, IX. 11.'3.
- Demanding declarations of. from office- - Effect of, ID weakening pecuniary temp-

holders-Effect of, iii. 278-2i9. Prop a- tation, VIi. 39i.
gates false opinions among those who are - as evidence disproving charges of petty
sincere, ib. predatory offences, VI1. 62.

- Deelarations of, are statements of men- Opulent classes-Advantage of the existence
tal facts, IX. 4-5. of, to the public III gcneral, 1. 36U.

Opinion-Public. Speed and certainty of its - - Treasure of an insurance office to
operations, i. 458. the indigent, IX. 34.

- - Tribunal of-AnalYSIS of, and com- - - are more the enemies of the people,
parison With the Official 'I'nbunals. vui. than the people are of them, ix. 143-
561-.5i2. 144.

- - See Public Opinion. Or-The conjunction-a source of ambi-
Opinions-Ingredients winch enter into the guity in the English language, V1l1. 84-

trustworthmess of, ii, 388. 85 n.
- Influence of fallacies of authority on, as Oral contracts-Exclusion of evidence as to,

illustrated from lawyers and churchmen, vi. 129-132. See ExclUSIOn.
ir, 395-398. Oral evidence-c-Inapplicabihty of authenti-

- Rehgicus= Criticism on the clause in the cation to, VI. 120.
French Declaranon of Rights regarding, - - compared With written, YI. 110-liJ.
Ii. .513·.515. - - Supposed real transmitted through,

- New. The vanity of a wish to promul- Vii. 152-154.
gate will not create, x. 145·146. - - compared with epistolary, VI. 424-

- in Legislative Assembhes=-Why the de- 426 Particularity, 424. Interrogated-
livery of, should precede the vote, ii. 342- ness, lb. Obstruction of mendacrous 1Il-

346. ventron, ib. Recollectedness, 425. Db-
Opposer-General's justification-Not mea- tmctness,42.5-426. Saving of time. 425 II.

sures but men, and ",ice 'ursa, discussed - - supposed, through oral, VIZ.,Hearsay
as It fallacy, 11. 4iO-4il. evidence, considered, vu. 132-134.

Opposition-as one of the Aristotelian Post- - - excluded in the proof of certain con-
Predicaments, vm, 236. tracts, vi. 128-134. See Exclusion.

- (party)-Interests that direct the pro- 1- - supposed, transmitted through wnt-
ceedings of an, ii. 483-484. ten, VIZ., Minuted evidence, considered,

- in Parliament-Tactics and operations VII. 138-139.
of an, iii. .501-502. - - more liable to mcorrectness of ex-

Oppression distinguished from vexation, pression than written, vi. 254.
viii. .558. - - Personal-Nature of authentrcatron

- Declaration of imprescriptible TIght of with reference to, vii. Ii 4-1 i 5
resistance to, in the French Declaration - - supposed-Written evidence trans-
of Rights, 11• .504. nutted through.considered, YI1 1;li-138

- Necessary employment of professional Oral examinanon-e-Eprstolarv slioulrl Ill>.
lawyers afford. means of, 11. 1i I. shut the door again-t , YI. 4:l4-JJ(,
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Oral interrogation, vi. 383-386. RUleS-I Order of the Day in Pa.rliament-iti nature,
Promptitude of answer for obviating in- ii. 353.
vennon, &c.,383 ; questions one by one, Orders-Plan for Judges making, snbject
and not in strings, 384; questions arising to disallowance of Crownoreither House,
out of the answers, 384-385; responsion, iii. 367-371.
should be in Judge's presence, 385-386. - of Political Assemblies-Matters to be

- - Uses of notation and recordation to, I attended to in framing, h. 334.
vi. 408-410. See Notation. Orders of Kmghthood, &c., as rewards, ii,

- - is the cluef beneficialpecuhanty In 194-195.
jury-trial, vi. 506-507. Ordmals-Rules for the unambignous use

- - England has the credit of originat- of, in language, vni. 315.
ing vi. 506-507. Ordmance-Defimtion of the term, ix. 222.

Oral wills-Regulation of statute of frauds Ordmances-Notification of, for purposes of
as to, VI. 545, 546-547. security against misrule in a semi-barba-

Orangemen-Opimon on the, x. 544. rous state, viii. 573-575. Scription, aano-
- Allusion to the persecutmg dispositron tionment,andregistration necessary,in the

of, ii, 74-75. first place, to the existence of the ordin-
Orator-Apphcation of the term, to the ance, 573. Improbability of tbeir being

president of a legislative body, it. 327 n. such-The Koran as a body of law, 573-
Orators-Legislative-Propriety of a tri- 514. Necessityfor somethmg in the shape

bune for, ii. 322. I of a code, 574-575. Whether it should
- Pubhc. Uses of fallacies to, ii. 480-481. receive the form of a Charter or Declara-
Oratory. Character of treatises on the art non of Rights, or of a Contract, 575.

of, II. 379. - Means of multiplication of, In a semi-
- Superiority of, to writing as a useful po- barbarous state, viii. 575-576.

litical instrument, iii. 466. - Recitation as a meansofpromulgationof,
Ordeals-belong to the same state of so- in a semi-barbarous state, vui. 576-5n.

cietyasoaths,vi.318. Ordinary-Lord, in Court of Session-
Order-what it consists in, vii. 29. Duties of, v. 19,23,38.
- Truth dependent on, i. 139n ". - - Facntious delay in procedure before,
- infused among the people by the con- vii. 221-225. See Seasron=-Court of.

templation of open legislative assemblies, - - on oaths and witnesses in Scotland,
ii. 311. vi. 421-422.

- Advantages of, in legislation, ii. 332 n *. Ordnance Survey- Progress of the, iii.
- Uses made of the term, as a vague ge- 580 n.

nerality, ii. 441-442; iv.542-543. Adapt- Organic exercises-in the Chrestomatlno
ed to any kind of tyranny, h. 441. The system of Education, Viii.44.
worst IS as truly order as the best, ib. Organic intellection-test prmciple, in the
Applicationof the modificationsgood and managementof the ChrestomathicSchool,
SOCial, lb. Subsntunon of greatest hap- vui. 51.
pmess, 442. Original-Regulations for substituting tran-

- How far it ought to be protected, from script to, where necessary, VII.143-149.
violation through religious observances, See Transcript.
ii. 514-515. - No transcript ever exactly on a par with,

- Rules for accomplishing, in successive vii. 143-144.
exhibition, viii. 270-271. Generalobjects - and transcript-How to distinguish be-
-not giving unexplained things, and not tween, vii, 150-152.
varying order when fixed, lb. Original contract-Supposal of, attacked, i.

- Habits of, would be one of the fruits of 242,261-272. See Contract.
the Chrestomathic education system, viii. Original and excretitious-Suits divided
12, 18. into, ii. 82.

- Intellectual-When habits of, once ac- Original evidence compared with transcrip-
quired, easily transferable fromonesubject tinous, vi. 171-174.
to another, viii. 12. - preappointed evidence, as distinguished

- Good and bad, drstmguished, iii. 252- from transcriptitious, vi. 508.
253. Defect may be in respect of aggre- Original outset Books, for the official de-
gation or disaggregation, or III respect of partments, according to the Constitutional
precedence,253. Code-Description of, ix. 234.

- Meaning of a, in connexion with the - - - Several sorts of, and method of
word Rule, ix, 222-223. keeping, ix. 236-242. See Books.

- Special, in equity, for admission of evi- Original pleasures distinguished from de-
dence,VI.490. rivative, i. 207.

- Aggrandizement of their own, by the Original sin-Confused association of po-
clergy,i. 505-506. htical corruption with, ii. 454.



Originality as an argument against & mea- Ovidiopol- Visit of Bentham to, on his way
sure. Fallacy of', ii. 410-411. to Crichoff, x. 159.

- The jealousy it is exposed to, viii. 242. Owen-Robert-Opinion of, x. 5iO-5il.
- in thought-The measure of, x. 73. - - HIS Establishment at New Lanark,
Orlando, a Greek Deputy-Notice of, x, 566. I x. 4i6-47i.
Orleans-Practice of the Provincial Assem- Owen 7:. Warburton-Case of, vi. 226 n *.

bly of, censured, ii, 344. Oxford (University)-Bentham's experience
Ornability as a property desirable in Ian- of, x. 35-45, 5{).

guage, viii, 306-307. - State of opinion and morals in, while
Orphan paupers-Considerations as to the Bentham was a student, x. 39.

rearing of, in cheap locahties, viii. 364. - Perjury inculcated at, ii. 210.
Orthodox-Call upon the, to employ reason - The want of high prmciple in the in-

and not denunciation, m answering the structions of, x. 75.
Utihtarian arguments, x. 142. - Subscription of 39 Articles at, iv. 382 ;

Orthoepy, or the art of speaking right- x.37.
Origm of, viii. 92 n. - Oaths at-General corruption of national

Orthography, or the art of writmg rightly manners and understanding from, v. 209-
-Origin of, Viii. 92 n. 219; vi. 274.

Osborne-Mr JustICe-Prosecution of Cob- - Alterations made on the oaths of, and
bett for libel against, adduced, vi. 106-! their tendency, v. 227-228.
114. ! - Extract from the statutes of, in respect

Osborne-Mr, of Turville Court-Visit to, I to the obhgatormess of oaths, v, 224-226.
by Bentham, x. 53. I - Statutes of =their moral effect, u. 260-

Oswald-James, of Dunnikier-Mention of, i 262.
x. 95. I - Specimen of the laws of, to show the

Ought and ought not-meaning of the terms, ~ nature of the oath taken to obey them,
i.2. ! v. 212-215 n.

Oughton quoted, vi. 491, 492 n, 493-496. - Antiquated and barbarous mode of keep-
- his arguments against pubhcity of en- ing accounts of artrcles of diet III, IX.

dence combated, VI. 357-358. 252 n.
Out-door rehef to paupers-a-The difficulties - and Cambridge-Difference III the re-

III the way of proposed systems of, viir, spective consntunons of, with the Ius-
440-452. See Pauper Management: Poor- torical causes, v. 215.
Law.

Outlawry-Character of, as a punishment,
ii.574.

- The nature and effects of, i. 512-514.
The several punishments it includes, 512-
513. Case where It is applicable m Its
simple form, 513. Advantages and drs-
advantages of forfeiture of protection of
the law, 513-514. Effect depends on the
individual's position regardmg property,
and the honesty of those he deals With, ib.

- Incidence of, as a punishment, i. 4i 4-
475.

- is the punishment of poverty or absence
abroad, vii. 254, 333.

- Indiscrimmate operation of, condemned,
ii. 94.

Outline of a Plan of a General Ileqister of
Real Property communicated to the Real
Property Commissioners, v. 417-435.

Outset Books-original and periodical, for
the official departments, in the Constrtu-
tional Code-Nature of, ix. 234.

- - Subspecific books of. and method of
keeping, ix. 236-242. See Books.

Overbulkmess=-Relauve, m the composition
of laws. Remedies against, iii. 255-256.

- as a defect m the composition of laws,
iii. 239, 246-247. Absolute and relative,
ib, Remedies m the latter case, ib.

Ovid referred to, IX. 112; xi, 187.
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Pacific and Atlantic=-Proposal of a. june-
tion of, by means of a Jomt Stock Com-
pany, ii. 561-571.

Paciflcus against the conquest of Ireland,
xi. 64-66.

Packing Special Juries-Elementti of the
art ot, v. 61-186.

- - - Author's astonishment at flndmg
it reduced to a system, Y. 66-67.

- - - See Jury.
Pain-Synonyms to the word, i, 205-206.
- The various kinds Of,I. 19-20. Priva-

tion, 19. Unsatisfied desire, lb. Disap-
pointment, ib. Regret, ib. Of the senses,
lb. Awkwardness, 19-20. Enmlty,20.
Ill-name.rb, Piety, ib, Benevolence, lb.
Malevolence, ib. Memory, ib. Imagina-
bon, ib. Expectation, lb. ASSOCiatIOn,
ib.

- A motive correspondent to every species
of, vi. 257-258.

Pains-Bodily, with the corresponding in-
terest and motives, I. 204.

Pains. See Pleasures and Pains.
Painter--How far imagination necessary to.

the. nil. 76.
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Palreology-Botanical and Zoclogical-e-il- ation of danger of infection-facilitating
lustratrve of the rise of new branches in casual inspection by strangers, &c., IV.
the Arts and Sciences, vm. 27. 45-46.

Palate-Pleasures of the, i. 49-50. Panopticon Pemtentiary-Preservation of
- Pleasures and interest of the, with the safe-custody by, Without cruelty, iv. 46·47.

corresponding motives, i. 197. - - Conduciveness of, to reformauon,
Paley-Remarks by George Wilson on the through instrumentality of solitude, &c.,

similarrty of some passages in his Moral iv.47.
and Politrcal Philosophy, to passages III - - Economy in, by the contract system
Bentham, x. 16:~-]64, ]6';,195. -powers, responsibilities, and profits, of

- noticed, or quoted, ii, 312; v. 3iO; vi. contractor, iv. 47-49.
271 n. - - Free choice of labour part of the

Palmer-John-Ius Postage plan noticed, i. system-promotIve of reformation, and
55G; ii. 204. advantageous to the commumty,iv. 49·5l.

- - Allusion to ministerial usage of.xi.LJti. - - Multiplication of trades in, unneces-
Palmer on costs Cited, Vii. 311. sary-e-divrsron of Iabour=-mcrdental no-
Palmistry-Sources of credulity illustrated tree of trades adopted iII other plans, IV.

from, vu, 10i. 51-52.
Pannomial Fragments, or notes on an all- - - Checks on contractor of-Limitation

comprehensive body of laws, 1lI. 211· on powers as to discipline, and plan for
230. his having a pecuniary interest in preser-

PAN~OMION,or complete body of Laws- vation of hves, IV. 52-54.
Proposal to draw up for the me of the - - Means of extracting labour, IV. 54-53.
United States, IV. 453-4&/. See Code. - - Adjustment of labour in, so as to

- Defined a, an all-comprehensive Code, teach a trade that may be pursued on
iii. 211. liberation, IV. 55.

- divided into the effective and the consti- - - Prospect of saVing from, in compari-
tutrve, and into the directive and sanction- son With other proposed plans-powers
ative, Ill. :!I G. of contractor over the labour of inmates,

- Relation of Nomography, or the art of and economy of the establishment, IV. 55·
mditmg laws to The, Ill. 234-235. 58.

State of preparation of the various parts I - - The principle of making prisoners,
of the author's proposed, IV. 46.5. before trial, pay for their support in, by

- The Constitutional Code considered as a: work or otherwise, IV. 59·60.
department of a, ix. ]46-147. : - - Application of, to manufactories, iv.

- See Code: Laws-Body of. i GO.
PANOPTICONPemtennary-s-Pnnciples of the, I -- - ApI hcation of, to mad-houses, iv,

i. 498·503. Shape, 498. Management,' 60-61.
ib. Conduciveness to example, 498-499. - - Application of, to hospitals, iv. 61·62-
To reforrnataon hy labour, temperance, - - Apphcation of, to schools : consider-
separation, and instruction, 499·500. Sup- ations as to the rlgour of the discipline It
presston of power to injure, 500-50 I. might occasion, and as to the means it
AUXIlIary Estabhshment for those dis- would afford for experrments m Mental
charged, 501. Compensation to party Philosophy, iv. 62-66.
mjured.ub, Economy,501-50:!. - - Postscript to Part I., containing fur-

- - Preface to the work on, IV. :;9-40. ther particulars and alterations, iv. 6i-
General results, il9. Circumstances under 121.
which written, 39-40. - - General View of the whole edifice

- - PIan-CIrcularity, cells, partitrons, for, IV. 68-(;9.
inspector's lodge, annular area, passage, - - Improvement on original design of,
windows, gratrngs, protracted partition,,: In removing the stories of intermediate
means of commumcation, schoolmaster, area between inspectors and prisoners,
warmmg cells, &c., IV. 40-4 J. and leaving an annular well, IV. 69-71.

- - Extent for a smgle building, WIth - - OmiSSIOn of the protracted partition,
proportionate measurement of cornpart- iv, 71.
ments, iv. 42-43. - - Adaptation of the cells in, to miti-

- - Extension of the principle of=-unron gate absolute solItude-double cells, 71·
of buildings by area", IY. 43-44. 76. Solitude no farther desirable but as

- - Essential pomts of the Plan=-r-rrcu- a means of subdumg the refractory, and
lanty and consequent facilities for uiu- obviatmg contammatron or combination,
versal inspection, IV. 44-45. lb.

- - Advantages of the Plan=-frugahty, - - Position in life that should be held
control over mferior officers-e-removal of by the governor of, iv. 76-77, and n.
trouble from extraneous visitet s-v-obvr- -- Uses to be made of the" dead pari"
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of building of-Considerations as to ac-
commodation for officers, infirmary, &c.,
iv.76-78.

Panopticon Penitentiary-Chapel of-its
adaptation both for worship, and at other
times, as a means of visiters inspecting,
iv. 78-79.

- - Annular-inspection galleries found
to be necessary in, as central mspection
lodge not capable of being screened from
prisoners, iv. 80-86.

- - General means of communication in,
iv.86-94.

- - Means of communication reserved
for the prisoners-stairs, &c., of open
iron-work, aud other means of keeping
observanon on their motions, iv. 87-88.

- - Inspector's stair-cases-how arrang-
ed, iv. 88-89.

- - Stair-cases, &c., for visiters, and to
the officers' apartments, iv. 89.

- - Arrangement of cell galleries in, iv,
90.

- - Doors and locks, and warning bells
adapted to, iv. 90-91.

- - Diametrical passage of, for entrance
of officers and visiters, and admittance of
machines and bulky packages, IV. 91·92.

- - Arrangements for exit Into the yards,
iv.92-94.

- - Exterior annular well or area of, iv.
94-95.

- - Lighting and airing of. Low glazed
windows advocated In OPPosItIOn to the
high unglazed proposed by Howard, IV.
95-97.

- - Materials used in-hollow iron-work, I
from its strength and the httle room
taken np-plaster for floors, iv. 9i -98.

- - Airing yard, of, with exit and entry
to, employment in, and method of parad-
ing prisoners, iv. 98·105.

- - Approach and fences-means of pro-
tection In locality and construction, from
violence without, iv. 105·109. Building
thrown back from the road, with single
approach narrow at entrance, overlooked
and guarded, &c., ib.

- - Means of supplying water to, IV. 110.
- - Means of warming-united with ven-

tilation, by heating the air, iv, 110-118.
- - Economy observed in the construc-

tion of-application of the same place to
variety of purposes, IV. 118-121.

- - Postscript, Part II. Principles and
plan of management, iv, 121-1 il;-

- - Leadmg Positions of the management
of,iv.121-125. Leading objects, 121-122.
Rules to meet=-viz., Rnle of security, of
severity, and of economy, 122-123. Arti-
cles of supply-power in the extent to
which they are given of aggravatmg or
decreasing the assigned punishment, 123-
124. Amount of food peculiarly power-
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ful in its incidence on the prisoner's fate
-remedy an unlimited supply of food,
but too coarse to tempt to excess, 123-125.

Panopticon Penitentiary - Contract man-
agement of, farther urged, iv. 125-134.
Evils of trust, and especially board ma-
nagement, with illuatrataons-e-inefficacy,
want of economy, and want of responsi-
bility, ib.

- - Provision, architectural and direc-
tional, for the separation of the sexes In,
iv.134-137.

- - Separation of prisoners in. Arrange-
ment in companies preferred to classifica-
tion, which admits of numbers being as-
soeiated, IV. 137-141.

- - Employment for convict, under the ar-
rangements of,Iv.141-153. Themost lucra-
tive, 141. Variety, as productive of re-
laxation without Idleness, 141-142. Ef-
fect of sedentary employments In econo-
mizmg food, and stiflmg dispositions and
powers unfavourable to security, lb.
QuantIty of labour, and number of work-
hours, as great as can be extracted, 142-
143. Instances of waste oflabour from the
Penitentiary Act, &c., 143. Setting con-
victs to work to no profit, and for work-
ing's sake, animadverted on and illustra t-
ed, lb. Fallacy in the expreSSIOn" hard
labour," used without any consideration
to Its proper purposes, 144. Gives a bad
name to industry, ib. Real hard labour
only purchased by reward, lb. Trades
peremptorily fixed by law may turn out
uneconomical, 144-145. Commentary 011
the species of labour laid down In the
Penitentiary Act=-capstern, tread-null,
&c., 145-14i. Hours censured-e-less In
winter than in summer, 147-149. System
of reducing the hours of labour in the
ratio of the duration of punishment, cen-
sured, 148-149. Prolongation of period
of confinement as a punishment for prison
offences, censured, 151-152. Recapitu-
lation of'fallacies, 153.

- - Dietary of, IV. 153-15G. No variety,
and the least palatable in use, but unli-
mited in quantity, 153. LIberty to pur-
chase any addition but liquor, from surplus
earnings, ib. Reasonings against artificial
plans for hmitmg the amount and Improv-
ing the nature, 154-156.

- - Clothing of prisoners in the-System
of, iv. 156-15i. Adaptation to economy
and prevention of escape-one arm bare
and wooden shoes, lb.

- -. Be~~ing for prisoners in the system
of, IV. IDI.

- - Arrangements for health and clean-
liness in the system of, IV. 15i -158.

- - Provisions for airing and exercise iu
the system of, iv. 15i -160. Sufficiency for
health, inspection, seclusion, regularity,
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and economicalapplication to use, are the which the work on, was written, in Rua-
deslderata,158. Argument that the tread- sia, x. 165.
mill possesses these, and arrangements Panopticon Penitentiary -A copy of the
for its application, 159-160. work on, sent to Brissot, x. 226.

Panopticon Penitentiary-e- Schooling and - - Approval of the plan of, by Prison
Sunday employment adapted to, in con- Committeeof Spanish Cortes, iv. 5il-5i2.
junction WIth rehgious observances, iv, - - Hopes and disappointments about,
161-162. x. 250-251.

- - Ventilation, shading, and coolmg of, - - Communications with !lir Reveley,
iv. 162. the Architect, regarding, x. 251-252.

- - Distribution of time in-length to be - - Letter from Sir R. P. Carew as to,
consumed in meals, sleep, relaxation, and x. 252-253.
work, iv. 162-163. - - Letter from Dr Anderson as to pro-

- - Punishments for offencescommitted posals for, in Scotland, x. 254-255.
in, 1'1'. 164. Mutual responsibility system, - - Points of economy in, as explained
ib. In a letter to Dr Anderson, x. 256-258.

- - Mode of guarding on the outside. Potatoe diet, 256. Clothing-stockings,
Prejudices against employmentof the mili- shoes, shirts-skirts short; hats and caps
tary for such purposes controverted, iv. unnecessary, ib, Beddmg, ib. Arrange-
164-165. ment of working hours, ib. Mode of

- - Provision for the prisoners liberated dressing potatoes, 256-'25i. Inquiry into
from, iv. 165-lil. Not to be discharged, productiveness and cost, 25i. Sugges-
but on entering land or sea service, or tions as to contract, 257-258.
finding a security for good-behaviour, - - Letter to George III. about, x, 260-
165-166. Arrangements for facilitating 261.
the last alternanve, 166-168. Chances - - Considerations as to attempting the
of a subsidiary establishment being con- adoption of, in France, x. 264.
ducted by the contractor for the Panopti- - - Correspondence with J. P. Garran
con, ib, Security to the pubho that no on introduction of, m France, x. 269-
crimmals let loose, 168. Conduciveness 270.
to reformation, ib. Objectrons of hard- - - Letter to a lady about, x. 273-2i4.
ship controverted, 169. Contaminanon - - Letter to Sir Samuel Bentham as to
obviated by preservation of the Panopti- PItt and Dundas' proposal to inspect tho
con system, ib. Plan acknowledged to model of, x. 291.
be Imperfect, but favourably contrasted - - Hopes concerning the progress of, in
with Penal colony and National Pemten- 1793, x. 294.
tlary,169-171. - - Letter from Romilly about, with de-

- - Adaptation of, to training for the scription and sketch of Edinburgh Bride-
army and for colonies, iv. 169-1iO n. well as an instance of its partial adapta-

- - Note by the author explauung the non, x. 294-295.
manner IIIwhich the scheme was defeat- - - Letter to Philip Metcalf on the de-
ed, iv. 171-li2. lay and snspension of the works, x. 301-

- - Necessity of the principle of, as a 302.
prevention to escapes, illustrated in the 1-- Narrative of officialimpediments to
state of the American Penitentiaries, IV. obtaining audiences about, x, 306-307.
238-242. - - Letter to Duke de Liancourt, ex-

- - Method of inciting the convicts in, pressing anxiety as to the progress of the
to industry, by giving them a share in contract for, x. 312-313.
the profits, iv. 21i. - - Bill for appropriation of 'I'othill

- - Superiority of to transportation, as a FIelds for, x. 323.
means of reformation, while, as a means - - Correspondence with Sir William
of incapacitating offenders,it IS less arbi- Pulteney, urging him to adopt the charges
trary, iv. 194-195. of ministerial malversation in regard to,

- - Superiority of, to transportation, in x. 384-386.
respect of preservation of hfe, iv, 196- - - Letter from Wilberforce on Bent-
199. ham's disappointments regarding, and on

- - Remark by Colonel Barre on the the prudence and justice of his proposed
author's plan of, i. 251. exposure of the ministerial transactions

- - Application of the principle of, to regarding, x. 391-395.
the pubhc offices,ix. 327-333. - - Correspondence with Romillyas to

- - Application of the principle of, to the proposedattack on the Duke of Port-
poor's houses. See Pauper Manage- land on the subject of, x. 399-400.
ment. - - Personal identification marks as part

- - Account of the circumstances under of the arrangements of, x, 414-4IS.
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Pa.nopticonPenitentia.ry-Statement in the Panopticon Correapondence-c-Letterto Sir

Quarterly Re'lliew, tha.t Bentham was Charles Bunbury-state of morality in
made a.disappointed man by, commented the hulks-necessity for a change of sys-
on, x. 541-542. tem, xi. 120·121.

- - Letter to Colonel Young as to Lord - - Letter to Sir William Pulteney-
William Bentinck's favourable opinion noticeofhis (Bentham's) publishedworks
of, x. 576·577. -conduct of the Treasury-objections to

- - Letter to Rammohun Roy about, x, the rise of terms an excuse, xi. 121-123.
589-592. - - Letter from Lord Pelham to Sir C.

- - Selectionsfrom a narrative prepared Bunbury, xi. 123.
by Bentham on the subject of,xi. 96·107. - - Letter to Sir C. Banbury, comment-
Outline of the plan, 96 n. Commence- ing on Lord Pelham's letter, xi. 123-127.
ment of the war with George III., 96-97. - - Letter to Ronnlly on Lord Pelham's
The form suggested by SIr Samuel Bent- Jetter, xi. 127.
ham,97. The importance of the arehi- '1- - Letter from Sir C.Bunbury on Lord
tectural construction, 97-98. Eden and Pelham's letter, xi. 127.
Blackstone's Hard Labour Bill, and the - - Letter to Dumont-The illegal trans-
View of it, 98. Outline of the proposal portations to, and detentions in New
submitted to Messrs Pitt and Dundas, South Wales-the official conduct as to
99-100. The Act of 1794,appropriating Panopneon, xi. 127-132.
Battersea RIse, 100. The approval of - - Letter to Charles Abbot-the abuses
the Finance Committee, ib. Mr Colqu- at New South Wales-the conduct of the
houn'sevidence,and Mr Abbot's approval, Pitt and of the Addington ministry as to
100·101. Personal difficulties about the the Panopticon, xi. 132-139.
locality, 101. Purchase of Millbank- - - Letter to CharlesAbbot=-complainta
final opposition, 101-102. The Pauper of WIlberforce's lukewarmness- Lord
management Plan, 103. The Committee, Pelham's letter-Long and HileyAdding-
and the Millbank Act of 1811, 103-104. ton's contempt for Acts of Parhament. ix.
Proposal to adopt the system in Ireland, 139-141.
104. Lord Westmoreland, ib. The Duke - - Letter to Dumont-negotiations, Sir
of Portland's inspection, 104-105. Con- C. Bunbury, SIr Evan Nepean, Lord Pel-
duct of Wilberforce, Pitt, and others, ham, WIlberforce,xi. 141-143.
105-106. Final abandonment of the - - Letter from the Rev. Brownlow
measure-compensation awarded, 10G- Ford on public executions, xi. 143-144.
107. General remarks, 107. - - Letters from Romilly on the pamph-

Panopticon Correspondence-viz., Selections let called" Plea fOTthe Constitution," XI.
from the miscellaneous correspondence 144.
and documents relating to the Panopncon - - Letter from Sir Joseph Jekyll on
Penitentiary Plan, XI. 107-170;- Lord Pelham's letter, and the prospects

- - Letter to Earl Spencer,showingthat in ParlIament-Bentham's answer, xi.
the building cannot be injurious to the 144-145.
value of his lands, xi. 107-112. - - Letter to Sir C. Bunbury-on the

- - Letter to Henry Dundas- Lord Plea for the Constitution, &c.,xi. 145.
Spencer's opposition,xi. 112-113. - - Letter to WIlberforce, charging him

- - Letter to Wilberforce, complammg With not acting m unisonwith hIS pro-
of offlcialconduct, xi. 113-114. fessed feelings,and Wilberforce's answer,

- - Reasons in favour of the spot near xi. 145-147.
Woolwich,and answers to objections,xi. - - Letter from Wilberforce in reference
114-115. to his bringing the matter beforeParha-

- - Conduct of the Bishop of Rochester, ment, after an interval, xi, 147.
and a Letter from Wilberforce on the - - Letter from Romilly, on the Report
subject, xi. 115-116. of the Select Committeein 1811,xi. 148.

- - Letters from Romilly, xi. 116. - - The Report by the Select Commit-
- - Letter to Rose-ruinous expenditure tee of 1811, recommending the contract

-suggestion of a method of terminating With Bentham to be cancelled, and com-
the hulks system without Injury to any pensanon to be gIven to bim, xi. 148-
officialpersons, xi. 116-117. 151.

- - Answer from Rose to the above, xi. - - Second Report of the committee,
117-118. containmg answers from Bentham to the

- - Letter to Wilberforce-the rise in objections in the first Report, with sug-
prices since the proposal of terms, xi. 118. gestions for dealing with the COnVICtsnot

- - Letter to Lord St Helens-general included in the new contracts, xr, 151-
state of the question-case agamst the 159.
Pitt ministry, Xl. 118·120. - - The objections of the committee far-
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ther obviated in a commumcation to a : Paragraphs-Proper arrangement of, in
party unknown, xi, 159-162. ' laws, iii. 208.

Panopticon Correspondence-Letter to Ro- - in written evidence should be short and
millyon the choosing of arbiters to fix numbered, VI. 441-443, 485.
the compensatron, xi. 162-164. Parallacnco-suncronc source of motion-by

- - Extract from the 28th report of the gassificauon and degassificauon, VIii.
Finance Committee III favour of Bentham's 134-135. Illustrated III steam-engine,
plan, xi. I G5-167. ib.

- - Bentham's examination before the Parallelism as a mode of exposition, viii.
Fmance Committee, XI. 167-170. 248.

Panopticon versus Nell' South. TVales. in Paraphrasis, defined, i. 293 n.
letters to Lord Pelham-a comparison - Operation of, for explaimng the nature
of the Panopticon system with the Trans- of a fiCtItIOUSentity, VIII. 126-127 n.
portation, IV. 173-~48. See Transporta- - Modes of exposition by, and subsidiary
tion, to, VIIl. 246-248. See Exposition.

Paper=-Adopnon of different kinds of, for Pardon-Frustration of justice III the use of
different specie, of contract, YI. 52~. the power of, ni. 283.

- Indicatrons of spuriousness from the - a" a reward for services, h. 196, 200.
nature of, vii. 181-182. - Provisions for the exercise of the power

Paper-Demand, m surts=-Nature and con- of, by the Constitutional Code, IX. 600-
tents of, ir, 66-70. 6U7. See Jusnce Mimster-e-Dispuuttrve

Papers=-Cnminatrve, inferences against ac- Function.
cused from possession of, VII. 13-14. - Method of granting", III Britain, consi-

Paper-currency=-Adjustrnenr of, to com- dered, vir. 257 n *,425.
mercia! wants and security, through the - Effect of, in restoring competency of wit-
project of conversion of stock Into An- ness, vii. 435-436.
nurty notes, Iii. 133-136. - Use of a scale of probative force for the

- - Project for a, by the conversion of : application of the power of, vi. 228.
stock into Annuity notes, iii. 105-153. I - Power of, exerci-ed III the pnuciple of

Paper-money-The effects of, III. 46. DI- i nulhfication, VII. 256-25i.
vided into Government paper, which ge- ' - Power of; possessed by witness absenting
nerally IRnot, and private, winch gener- I hrmself, vn. 361.
ally IS issued III a commercial manner, - Abuses that the practice of, may give oc-
ib. I easton to, VII. 258-259.

- - Efficacy of the project of circulating Pardon-power consrdered, i. 520-521. Gra-
annuities as agamst deficiency or super- I tuitous, an evil, 520. Cases where neces-
abundance of, 1II. I U7 n ", : sary, lb. Power possessed by prosecutors

- - Influence of, on prices, 111 Ion. 'Ill choosing form of action, 521. Made
- - Influx of. How to obviate rise of' popular by death-punishment, lb.

pnces In case of. IIi. 139-141. : - - III monarchs, has effect of encouraging
- - Reference of increase of, to that of notions of divme right, i. 529.

commodities, 111. 141. : - - Restrictions proposed for, i. 529-530.
- - Described as ImpO"JIlg a tax on the Multitude of offenders, discovery of III-

community, ill. 141 n. nocence, service to be obtained, danger of
- - Reasons why the Crown should have I punishment, lb.

the monopoly offabncatmg, ill. 148-149; , - - IS involved in the system of purely
x, 339. ' voluntary prosecution, iv, 390.

- - Reasons why that of the Government 1- - as distinguished from dispensing, IV.
does not circulate on ouch advantageous 392.
terms as that of indrviduals, IIi. 149-153. [- - Predicates injustice,and i, employed

- - Principles as to, for the guidance of I for the granficanou of tyranny, IX. 30-
the Finance Minister in the Constitutron- 37, 605-6U7.
al Code, IX. 449. Pardons-Tax on, ii, 169, 5iD. Repealed,

Parace1sus, noticed, ii. 401; vin. ~l i. I 579 n.
Parade. Privilege of a soldier to make com- I Parent and Child= Prmcrples of the CIvil

plaint on=-rts inadequacy as a protection, I Code regarding, i. 348-349.
IX. 370. I - - - Effect of the relation between, 011

Paradoxical asseruon=-The fallacies of, ii. I testimony, vi. 161; vii. 576.
463-466. - - - Offences that may be committed

- - How it may be turned to account, ii against the respective conditions of, i.
465-466. Can only be used by leader of 1~7-129.
a party, 465. Safer in speech than in Parents-vrelieved from the labour of super-
writing, ib. The greater the absurdity mtending their children, by the Chresto-
the more readily believed, 466. mathic system of Instruction, viii. 13-14.
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Parents=-Aggravated nature of corporal Parhament-e-Practice of, as to unity of sub-
injury to, i, 165, 167. ject of debate, ii. 342.

- TheIl' desire to see their children raised - Practice of, as to flmshing debates before
above themselves, viii. 23. voting, h. 343.

- Their regard for the reputation of their - Practice of, as to the absence of pre-
children, i. 337. audience to particular speakers, ii. 347.

- Limitation of power over their children - Practice of, as to taking the votes snnul-
in respect of marriage, I. 356. taneously, ii. 349-350.

- Responsibility of, for children, in re- - Practice of, as to the initiative of mea-
gard to reparation for offences, i. 385. snres, ii. 351-352.

Parentage-How far It should influence - Practice of,as to orders of the day.h. 353.
denization, ii. 543. - Practice of, as to the brmgmg in and

Parental authority-Origin of, I. 121 n +, readings of Bills, II. a53.
Parle=-Bentbaru's firbt VISIt to, x. 47. - Practice of, as to the difference between
- Visit of Bentham to, in Ii/O, x. 66-67. debates in House and in Committee, II.
- Visit by Bentham to, on his way to 359-360.

Russia in 1785, x. 149-150. - Practice of, as to the privilege of reply,
- VIsit by Bentham to, in 1802, x. 399. ii. 360.
- VISit by Bentham to, in 1825, x. 551. - Classification of fallacies from the par-
- Parliament of-Method of stating opm- ties In, ii, 381.

ions in, ii, 346. - made a Gammg House by jobbing poh-
- Influence obtained by the Parliament of, ticrans, II. 38.5.

from the power of registration, II. 348 n :to - Operanon of fallacies of authority in, ii.
- Useful arrangements for plans and sur- 394.

veys illustrated from a map of, v. 429- - POSItIOn of members of. With regard to
430. Influence, responsibility, &c., ri. 394.

Paris-The Abbe, miracles at the tomb of, - How to postpone measures in, from ses-
VI. 271. SIOn to seSSIOn, n, 435.

Parish courts-s-Provision for, in Draft of - Origin and progress of, in England, u,
Judicial Establishments for France, IV. 444.
296-298. - Influence of the Crown in, ii. 440, 467.

Parishes and manors. The relations between, - Declarations on abstract points Justly
v. 430. unpopular in, ii 497.

Park=-Mungo. Interest felt in the negro - Effect of the VIcious mode of drawing
race from perusal of travels of, I. 562. the statutes, in leading members of to

Park=-Mr -Iustice, noticed, V. 33), 354, 356. error and confusion, in. 242-243.
Parker-Sir Hyde, noticed, X. 94, 104-105. - Advantage that may be taken of the
Parker-s-Sir 'I'homas-e-Chief-Jusnce, nO-I' want of fixed periods for dissolution of,

treed, vii. 492 n. iu. 4.56.
Parker-Sir Thomas - Cluef Baron, no- - Exclusion of place men from votes in, 1lI.

ticed, v. 162. 456·457.
Parker-" View of SOClCty, &c.," by, refer- - Laxness of attendance of members of,

red to, i. 554. and the effects, ni, 457-458.
Parkes-Joseph-Letter to, x. M8. - Proposal that placemen should have
Parliament. Indirect power of, to displace seats, but not votes m, in. 490·495.

ministers, i. 57'2. - Constant attendance of members of, as
- Effect of,mcontrollingjudlCialdespohsm,: an element of reform, IiI. 495-511. See

ii. 12. I Members.
- The law as to qualifications for members I - Bill for more adequate representation of

of, considered, ir. 249. the people in, 1lI. 558-597.
- Publicity as to the proceedings of, ii. - Gradual rise of the supreme power of,

315-317. IV. 259.
- Method of arranging members of, ii, 321- - Many would not sit in, if they could not

322. indulge themselves in idleness, iv, 374.
- Absence of a tnbune in, ii. 32'2. - Contempt for the authority of, on the
- SIttings of-How the tunes of, deter- part of Judges, exlubited in " The Art of

mined, ii. 323. Packing Juries," v, 176-186. Dangerous
- Attendance of members of, considered, nature of this insubordination, 176. Con-

ii. 325. tempt of the part of the Bill of RIghts
- Admission of strangers to, ii. 326-3'27. which requires juries not to be partial
- Practice of, as to receiving motions III and corrupt, and to be properly empanel-

the exact terms in which they are to be led, ) 76-177. Nullificanon of Howard's
passed, ii. 335, 336-338. Illustranons of Act, for the relief of prisoners against
a different practice formerly, 337-338 n. whom no bill found,li8-180. Proposal
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for a Committee of Inquiry into the cir- ' Parliamentary practice-Ignorance of, trom
eumstances,and correspondent resolutions non-attendance of members, iii. 497-500.
by the Commons,180-181. Protest against Parliamentary procedure. The seeds of
the doctrine that the practice is uncensur- British liberty to be found in, ii. 332.
able and unpunishable, 181-182. Protest Parliamentary Reform-Objection, that the
against declaratory acts, which disguise mode in which It was applied for tended
wilful disobedience of clear, as mismter- to lower the Legislature in the eyes of the
pretations of doubtful enactments, 182- people, answered, ii, 427-428.
183. Shght prospect of redress-useless- - - Popular corruption employed as an
ness of annual committee of justice, 183- argument against, ii. 453-455.
184. Proposal for a Court of Lords' De- - - Plan of, in the form of a catechism,
legates as a remedy, 184-186. iii. 434-557.

Parliament-The practice of, in collecting - - Introduction to Plan of, iii. 435-538.
evidence, an admissron of the inutility of - - History of the circumstances under
oaths, v. 197. which Plan of, was written, iii. 435.

- Oppositionof the Church of England to - - Resolutions on-drawn up by Bent-
the authority of, v. 228-229. ham, and moved by Sir F. Burdett, x.

- Gratuitous service in, Citedin opposition 495-497.
to Burke's opinion,v. 295. Parnell-Sir Henry, senior, Chancellor of

- The early attempts of, at Law Reform, the Exchequer in Ireland, quotedin "De-
vii. 269-270n. fence of Usury" against reduction of in-

- Disclosure of information refused in, by terest in Ireland, in. 47n +,
ministers, &c.,vi. 96. Parnell-Sir John. His anxiety to get the

- Contempt shown by judges to the autho- Panopticon system adopted in Ireland, iv.
rity of, vii. 311-315_ 171; XI.104.

- Committeeof. Mode of collecting evi- Parr-Dr Samuel-Bentham's introduction
dence before, vi. 35. to, x. 62.

- Prorogations, &c., of, a device by the - - Letters about-Bentham to Dumont,
monarch to get rid of opposinon and an- and Romilly to Bentham, x. 403-404.
noyance, ix. 164-165. - - Letters from, x. 404, 404-405,416-

- Bentham's correspondence with Lord 418,537-538.
Lansdowne on an understood promise to - - Letters to, x. 411-412.
obtain him a seat in, x. 229-245. - - Correspondencewith, on the project

- Proposals for having tables Ill, with the of a code for Greece, x. 534-536.
subject of debate, and the rules of the - - Death of, x. 554.
Honse in VISibletypes, x. 344. - - casually noticed, x. 60,428; xi. 144.

- of France. Disposalof appointments in, ,Parrot-:?rofessor. Anecdotes of, by Du-
ii. 247. I mont, x. 409.

Parliaments-Early historical events influ- Parry-Captain, Contradiction of his slan-
encmg the constitution of, iii. 513-515_ ' derons account of Bentham, xi. 66-67.

- Historical notice of legislatron as to the: Parsimony, penuriousness, &c., as designa-
duration of, Iii. 524-525. tive of motives, i, 198.

- Annual and triennial, compared,iii. 521- Parsmg=-Unhty ofthe exerciseof,in schools,
525. viu, 45.

- See Legislature: MemberofParliament. Parts of speech-Systematical sketch of,
- Annual. An early debate on, noticed, vin, 187-190.

IIi. 455-456n - - - See Speech-Parts of.
- Annual- Noticesofsnpportersof,iii.4.58. Partial counsel-Purging a witness of, vii.
--- Short, as a means of preventing corrup- 440.

non, III. 45,5-456. I Partiality-Nature of, i. 53.
- Short-Reasons for, iii. 512-515. Rea-, - favouritism, &c., as designative of mo-

sons on the ground of utility, 512-513.: tives, I. 202.
On the ground of usage-investigation of : - Subtle and undetectable nature of the
early practice, 513-515. action of, ii. 130.

Parliamentary Candidate Society-Forma- - Methods of obviating, in the tribunals
tion of, xi. 66. projected in the Constitutional Code,IX.

Parliamentary debates-Publication of, vi. 494-496.
78-79. - or enmity of witness= Effect of. Su

Parliamentary Logic-Hamilton's, critrcis- Cautionary Instrucnons,
ed, ii. 383-387. - necessary to the making incorrect evi-

Parliamentary management. Expense oe- dence produce deception, VI.211-212.
casionedby, ii. 202. 1- between interrogators and interrogateee

Parliamentary papers-Publication and sale -how far It may be calculated on, vi,
of, proposed, ii. 353. 346-347.
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Partiality-how it may affect the cognizance
taken by the mind of a fact, vii. 57l.

- probably an originating cause of exclu-
sion of evidence, vii. 39l.

Partiahty-preacher'a argument-From the
abuse argue not against the use, ri, 469.

Partioeps crtmwis-Evidence of, not ex-
cluded in English practice, though uniting
interest and improbity, VB. 414-415.

Particrples in the grammar of verbs, viii.
355.

Particularity-an internal security for evi-
dence, vi. 283,286-287.

- of testimony-Interrogation tends to
produce, vi. 33::!.

Partrnon-e-General, of property-Imprac-
ticable and consequently no serious design
to attempt, iii. 605-608.

Partners-Liability of those who employ
their money m trade as, IIi. 4 i-48.

Partnership - Commerclal- Reason why
there may safely be community of goods
in a, i. 342.

- Litigation conducted by a member of a,
ii, 36-37.

- Entrance on and dissolution of, as sub-
jects for registration, vi. 567.

- between judges and lawyers, vii. 201-
209. See Interest-Smister.

Partnerships en commwdite in France,
worthy of imitation, Iii. 48.

Party (to a sUlt)-ExclusIOn of evidence of,
in the shape of evidence, by English prac-
tice, ii, 25.

- Evil effects of excluding evidence of, ii.
58-59.

- only by his examination that his pecuni-
ary circumstances can be known, VI. 363-
364.

- and witness-False distinction between,
in some cases, VI. 281 n.

- EVidence of, against himself, the best,
vi. 137 ; vii. 26.

- manner in which his interest would affect
testimony by him in relation to the SUIt,
vii. 581-584.

- EVidence of, so plainly subject to in-
terest, that It does not deceive, vii. 124,
147.

- Evidence of, more trnstworthy than that
of an interested witness, vii. 401.

- Self-inculpative evidence of-Prejudices
as to oaths preclude, VI. 317.

- Impropriety of excluding the testimony
of, for or against himself, vii. 487-489.

- one calling for production of the casual
script of another- Proper method of pro-
ceedmg in the case of, vii. 123-124.

- offering a writing of his own in evidence
-how to proceed III such case, vii, 124-
125.

Party (Political}-The author's non-attach-
ment to any, i. 248.

- The duties of public men to their-
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Burke's opinions on, controverted, v. 291-
292.

Party feelmg-Influence of, on judge, vii.
259.

Party spirit-Effect of, on the administra-
tion of justice, vii. 450.

Party leaders-dislike a complete Constitu-
tional Code, as leaving no room for their
machinatrons, iv. 537.

Parties-Personal attendance of, in courts
-Purposes served by, and reasons for, ii.
34-35; IV. 319-321.

- Expense and inconvenience occasioned by
want of personal presence of, ii. 113-114.

- Cases III which they may appear by
proxy, ii. 49-52.

- SUits complex or simple, according to
the number and nature of, ii. 80-81.

- Suits plurilateral or unilateral, accord-
mg to the number of, ii. 82-84.

- Provision for Forthcouungness of, ii. 47·
48.

- Initiatory exanunation of, for purposes
of proposed Dispatch Court, Iii. 413-418.

- should be exammed, under the sanction
of punishment for the truth of what they
state, VI. 297-302.

- ExclUSIOn of, from the presence of the
judge, as one of the devices of Technical
procedure, v. 8.

- ExclUSIOn of, from presence of judge, a.
device petitioned against III Petrtion for
justice, v. 446-448, 508-509. Mendacity,
&c., licensed, 446-447. Interest lawyers
have III the mendacity does not extend to
criminal cases, where escape IS dangerous
to all, 44 i-448.

- ExclUSIOn of, from the presence of the
judge, examined in relation to the best
sources of evidence, vii. 226-233. Ma-
naged by rendering their presence nuga-
tory, 226. Character of their testimony
=-immediate and non-immediate, 227.
Functions, for performance of which the
plaintiff's presence requisite, 228 ;-for
which the defendant's reqmsite, 229-230;
-for which that of both requisite, 230.
Anticipatrve survey, ib. The effect of
publicity in controlling the desire of false-
hood If parties were examined, 230-231.
Good effect in saving expense, &c., by
each knowing what the other is to prove,
231-232. How far a succedaneum to the
appearing may suffice III some cases, 232.
Uses of the exclusion to judges, 232-233.

- The exclusion of their testimony for or
against other parties on the same side,
considered, vii. 506-517. See Co-parties.

- The exclusion of their testimony regard-
ing the authenticity of deeds, considered,
vii. 189-190.

- Propnety of their examining, and being
examined by, each other, witnesses, &c.,
in SUits, vi. 334-345. See Interrogation.
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Parties should be subject to interrogation by

their own advocates, vi. 336-338.
-~ Prelimmary examination of, would have

destroyed profit from mala fide causes,
VI. 479.

- Imtial or preliminary meetmg of. Sr«
Meeting-Prellmmary.

-- Protection of, from violence, &r., a rea-
son for resrncnnz publicity in courts of
justice, VI. 360-361.

- Reason' for examination of, in proposed
Dispatch Court, Ill. 306.

- Excuses for non-appearance of - Con-
stderations regard 109, Ill. 420-421 n.

Parties (Puhucal ) m Bntnm-c Intcrests
which direct the proceedings of, ii, 482-
484.

- In Parlrament-e-Incrdenee of Reform 011
the mterest- of, III. 52; -52!)

- Rivalry between-how far favourable to
the public at large, VIII. 570~5il.

Pass-on-e-a physical ficuuous entity, VIII
20U-201.

-- considered as one of the predicament"
VU). ~3j.

-- Relanon of, to plea-nrc and pam, x.
509.

- and Reaction-c-as Simple fictitious enti-
ties connected With relation, VIII. 204-
205.

Passions-The malevolent, as a cause of
cnrne, i. .';.19.

- Methodrzatron as applied to the purpose
of operating on the, vui. 273.

Passive obedience-c-Influence of, and cause
of the invention of the pnnciple, n, 476.

Patents for Inventions-Effect of, a, mono-
polies, beneficial to the commumty, ii, 533.

- Operation of, as rewards, II. 21~.
- Prmciple of grannng, iii. 71-i2. A gene-

ral Inducement held out to all men to make
discoveries : the expense as an impedi-
ment,72. Register of marks proposed, lb.

- Expenses and impediments attending
obtainment of, ii. 214_

- Pressure of fees upon, v. 3i3.
- Rights in, as subjects of evidence, vi.

5n.
Patcrnity- False presumption of, from hus-

band's non-expatriation, VI. MI-,j4,
Pater est quem nuptue, &c. The effect of

the doctrine, i. 47:1.
Paternal oondiuon=-Forfeiture of, as a pun-

ishment, i. 471.
- - How far forfeiture of, can be ac-

complished, i 472-473.
Pathem:ttology-The science of Psychology

80 far as pleasure and pam are involved III
it, viii. 288.

Patheticalness-a property desirable in a
language, VIII. 191.

Pathocmeuc Coenonesiology, or Rhetoric-
POSltWII of, m the Encyclopedrcal Sketch
of Art and Science, vui. 91.
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Pathological. Employment of the term in

legislative matters, hi. 182 n.
Pathological evidence, vii. 45 n:::.
Pathology-Etymology of, and place in tho

Chrestomathic system of Instruction, vin.
36.

- Application of, to moral science, i. 304.
- Propositions of, on which the principle

of Equahty IS founded, I. 304-307.
- Moral and PolItICaL Definition and use

of the term, ill. 212.
i-PsychologicaL Apphcation of the term,

I. 205.
Pathology-Mental-Axioms of, iii. 224-

~;~O;-
- - - a necebsary ground for legislative

arrangements, Ill.22-1-225. Express conse-
quences of acts in respect of pleasure and
pam, 22-1. Anthmetic and medicine ad-
duced, lb. Security, subsistence, abun-
dance, and equality, to be kept In View m
their formation, n4-2~5.

- - - Applying to securit.y for the person,
Iii. 225-227, Antipathy and revenge-
Pleasures caused by, not equal to the
pains, lb.

- - - applying to subsistence-e-n provi-
sion for the poor, Ill. 227-228.

- - - applying to abundance, iii. 228.
- - - applying to equality m respect of

wealth, Ill. 228-230. Extent to which
amount of wealth brmgs correspondent
happmess,228-229. 'l'he relative pain and
pleasure,of the partmg With and receiving
of rna tter of wealth, adjusted to the position
of the parties m point of riches, 229-230.

- - - relating to power, rank, and repu-
tanon, ill. 230.

Pathoscopic Pneumatology, or the Philoso-
phy of Sensation-e-Posmon of, In the En-
cyclopedical Sketch of Art and Science,
Viii. 8B.

- - Division of, into Aplopathoscopic and
Tbelematoseopic, VIii. 89.

Patriot King-BolIngbroke's, criticised, x.
72.

PatrIOtIC Auction-c The, by which tenders
are received from quahfied persons for
judicial offices, for the public bphoof--
explained and defended, iv. 372-378.

Patriotism-Nature of, I. 53.
- Tnjust and exclusive, noticed, i. 563.
- Pubhc Spmt, &c., as designative of mo-

tives, 1. 202.
- The professed homage paid to, in the ex-

clUSIOn of foreigners from drawing codes
of law for the use of any state, censured,
viu, 497-499.

Patronage-e-Elements of the powerof,ix. 49.
- of an office-how far equivalent to pos-

session, ni. 339-340.
- Secretary of State, the best depositary of,

in Britain, as he IS responsible III Parlia-
ment, Y. 345.
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})atronage-Colomeg a fruitful field uf cor-
ruption through, IV_4 I 8

- Bestowal of, a more powerful instrument
of corruption, than bestowal of office or
wealth, as there IS no necessary lnmt to
the amount that may be givpn, IV_434.

- Propensity of, to come into existence
wherever there are rewards to be disposed
of, IV ,,,.5'2.

- Profit of, to the holder, vi 42'2.
- The posses-con of, equivalent to so much

salary, v, :\52. I
- Whim spoken of as of value to the owner,

it must be understood to be abused by
him, v, 5iO. -

- Ecelesrastical. How to be adjusted
when patron's creed adverse, 11 509

Paul-The Emperor-Anecdotes of, by Du-
mont, x. 403-410_

- - Bentham's exertions to get him to
pay the pension granted by ~taIllblau~ of i
Poland to Mrs Lind, x. 358-3.';0,

Paulet=-The Chevalier-Benevolent estub- I
hshment of, I. 5iU. I

PAUPER Population Table, for a return of I

the paupers in each parish, With statrsti-
cal facts relating to thern=-Trausunss.on
of to Editor of Annals of Agriculture,
VIIi. 361.

- - - Observations on, v Il l, 36'2-3G5.
Necessity of facts for proper discrimma-
tion in management, :{6'2. DIfferences m
the incidence of infirmities, lb. Differences
in age, 36'2-363. Inadequacy of nommal
classifications which do 1I0t bear distinctly
on profit and loss, 3G:l. Illustration
in the decepnous informanon that would
be given by an arbitrary classification in-
to" boys" and" men," 363-364. Utility
of information illustrated by the case of
orphans, who might be sent to the cheapest
parishes, 364. No well-grounded plan
of management frame able without obtain-
ing such iuformation, 364-365.

Pauper Relief-Table of cases calling for,
explained, viu, 865.

Pauper non-adult value Table explained,
vui, 365-36B. Design= to exhibit the pe-
cuniary value, negative and positive, (ex-
penses and e..rnmgs,) of the service of a
pan per , at and np to different ages from
birth to twenty-one year" ;)65. Content',
865-366. Inquiry where data may be
found, 366-3tii. Utility of testmg ques-
tions as to burthensomeness and produc-
tive labour arithmetically, according to
value, 367. Vagueness of project, as to
reduction or amphflcation of rates, &c ,
when formed without an estimate of the
end to which they are the proposed means,
a6i -36B.

Pauper Management Improved= Outlmc of
a work to be called, nil 369-4:W.

- - Pohncal arrangements of, vui. 369-
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:\7'2. One central authority-joint stock,
3u9. Industry-houses, WIth each a por-
tion of land, lb. Way; and means-aver-
age poor-rates, profits of industry, con-
tmgencies, donations, subscribed capital,
produce of land" :lG9-:i'O. Constrtu-
tion of Board of Directors, :1;0. Coercive
powers= apprehensron of vagrants, of pa-
rents of bastard-, I\:c., lb. Powers for
compulsm-y equitable purchase of land",
ib. Obll!Jatio~.'-rereIVlng all poor, 111-
firm, I\:c., on coudition of their agreemg
to working out the cost, ib. To exerci-e
coercive power-, :),U-3il. Obhgations
to rate-payers III respect to equitable ad-
justrnent of rates, :\71. Application of
industry-houses to collateral purposes, lb.
Restraznts-agalll'ot electioneermg uses,
lb. Pcrmcious speculation, lb. Apply.
ing capital to monopoly, ib Against
bubbles.jb. Order '(f D,ridfllds-preven-
non of undue profit at Injury of the public,
:lil-:\i'2. Provision for exi-uug interests,
3i'2, Director's oath-It, substance, ib,

Pauper Management-System of separation
and azgreganon, according to, 'Ill. 3,~-
3i :l. Purposes for which -eparation me-
ful, 3,'2. Purposes for which appropriate
aggregatwn useful, lb. Means of separa-
tion, as applicable to the various endo-
infirmaries, prevention of contammatron
mdecencv annovance or violence, distmct
education, I\:c., 3i'2-:1i;).

- - Size, number, and disrnbutron of in-
dustry-houses for. vm. ;i,:;-3,4. Distri-
bution, lb. Advantages to the country
to have few houses 011 a large "calc, 3i 4.
Advantage to Paupers to have many, lb.
Just medium, ib.

- - Plan of nil mdn-try-hou-e fur, vui.
3; 4-3i7. Objects-health, comfort, 1Il-

dustry, morality, di-ciplme, satety from
fire, devotion, economy, ;;,.1-:1,,;. Shape,
3,,:;. Ventilation, 3,5-376. Arrange-
m.en; ~~ rooms-beds,&c.,3i6. Infirmary,
316-.~'1.

- - Approach to industry-house, and out-
1)'mg cottages, for purposes of, , Ill. :\, i-;\i B.

- - Means of separation Ill, nil. :iiB-
37~. Panoptrcon or inspectIOn system. ib,

- - Rough estimate of the expense of
industry-houses on " large scale for, com-
pared with a small scale, nil. :l7B-:\,9 n.

- - Mean' of extension of accommoda-
non for, viu. 3ilJ-3110.

- - Managmg-hands of, and their prin-
ciples of management, \ 111. :lfW-3H 1. Se-
paration and aggregation, ;HlO. Inspec-
tion, lb. Economy, &c , m the amplitude
of the scale, lb. Adoption of best ex-
amples of management, lb. Book-keep-
mg, ib. Tmfornuty, lb. t:UIOIi of duty
WIth interest, 380-3B!. Intere-t 111 pre-
servation of lives, 381. Publicity. lb.
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Pauper Management-c-Workmg-hands, or 389-391. The great difficulty in suiting
able-bodied mmates-i-Pnnoiples applied It, IS to find It for the unwilling and par-
to,vlii.381-385. All-employment prmciple, tially disabled, 389. Gettmg work which
or occupation of everyone, capable of any anyone can do to a certain extent, 389-
sort of work, 381-38:}. Appropriate ar- 390_ Taking advantage of local circum-
rangement of employments, 38:!. DIVision stances, ib. Pourmg hands into over-
of labour, lb. Interchangement of'ernploy- paid employments, 390. Estabhshment
ments, ib. Self-supply of articles em- supplymg its own consumption, 391.
ployed on the premises. 3B:!-383. Extrac- i Pauper Management=--Cluld-nursing as a
tion of utmost amount of labour con-n-tent i branch of, vni, 391- Advantages to 1U-
with health, 383. No hberation till ex-, fants, from skill, attention, urnfornuty, sa-
pense of keeping worked off, lb. Lazi- ~ lubnty, &c., ib.
ness put down by withholding the food - - Book-keeping as a branch of, vni.
till the work done, lb. Encouragement 391-394. Essential to right management
to industry by raising the remuneranon and discharge of official obhgatrons, 391.
with the character of the work, 383-384. Keeps a hold of improvements invented,
Prizes - Competition - Inducements to 391-39:!. Heads, the same as the pnn-
exertion, :\84. Separation as far as pos- ciples of management-hence It becomes
Sible, that the individual merit of each a lustory of the management, ib. Means
worker may be noticed, lb. Fare to be of comparing the managements of the
of the least luxurious kmrl, 80 as to hold various establishments, lb. Importance
out no inducements, lb. Consideration for of economy ll1 r-ununre when carried into
the habib of the old, ib. No fermented the whole system, lb. Comparatrve or
Iiquors, 384-385. tabular book-kccpmg-c-not only as be-

- - Dead stock employed in-c-Principles tween time and time, but house and home,
of economy applicable to, vm, 385. ib From the inspection system, know-
Wholesale Purchase, lb. S:1'"e all, ib. ledge of the matters of'fact easily acquired,

- - as applicable to non-adult hands, 39:1-393. Distinctions-chronological and
vui 38,5-:lBfi Apprenticeslup whenever methodical-e-elementary and aggregate,
they are old enongh, 38j. Cultrvation of 393. Division according to bubJccts-
di-tmguishine natural faculties, ib. The Population, Stock, Health, Behaviour,
children to be employed III instructmg Correspondence, ib. Analysis of a Com-
each other on the Lancastrran priucrple, plaint-book as one of the Behaviour-books,
lb. Indigenous promotion-c offlcers cho- 39:l-394. Merit-book, 394_
sen ont of the paupers 1Il the establish- - - Appropriate establishments for the
ment,385-38r.. insane, the deaf and dumb, and the blind,

- - Official Establishment for the pur- as a branch of, viii. 394-:3[15.
poses of. vin. 386-387. Officers enume- - - Panper education a, a branch of,
rated, 3810. Generally and at the com- vin.395-397. Great influence that edu-
mencement, salary-to merge into contract cation of a portion of the poor wonld have
system, rb Powers and Restraints- over the whole mass, 39,<;. Importance
Governor absolute, and the others re- much overlooked, lb. The ends of such
sponsible for those acts of his from which education With reference both to the pu-
they do not dissent, veto of chaplain or pils' mterests and to those of the com-
surgeon in extreme case" ib. Encourage- munity, 395-396. Rules for a system of
ments In the shape of honours and public occupations, and for hittmg the just pro-
emoluments on the officerswho distmguish portions in labour, rest, exercise, and m-
themselves 386-3R7. Vrsiters=-magis- struction, 396-:~97.
trates and clergy ex officio, 3Bi. - - General view of the collateral bene-

- - Diet as a branch of, viir, 387-388. fits of, viu. 397. Employment, pecuniary
Preservation of life to be kept in "lew m assistance, protectron from depredation,
new comers-c-hahrts acquired (to a cer- &c.,lb_
tam extent) in the 0Id,38i. Collection - - Security of employment to the work-
of statistics as to the effect of the number mg-classes one of the collateral advanta-
of meals per day on health, lb. Quality ges of, viu, 397-401. Terms should be
coarse-quantity unlimited, ib. How to inferior to those of the average of free
manage with new-coma adults, 388_ WIth labour, and not such as to drain from it,
the old stagers, who have acquired pau- 397-398. Preservmgasnpplyofworkmen,
pership habits, ib. andarneansof'communlcanon between em-

- - Clothmg and bedding of the Paupers ployers and employed, 398. Employment
as a branch of, VIii. 381l-389. Clothing Gazette and employment Register, ib.
-Economy, umforrmty, and hence urn- Mode of advertising detailed, 398-399_
forms, lb. Bedding materials, 389_ How the benefit to be given to the inha-

- - Employment as a branch of, Viii. bitants of the industry-houses, 399. In-
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fluence on wages-steadying, equalizing, acts as a reformation house, 419. Re-
preventing combinations, &c., lb. Use fuge from domestic tyranny, lb. Resi-
of Employment Gazette for other mtelli- dence there a certificate of good be-
gence, 400. Promulgation of the infer- havlOur,419-420. Through the Employ-
matIon-use of the pulpit, ib. Composi- ment Gazette-c-prermums for good be-
tion with the revenue, 400-401. haviour, lb.

Pauper Management-Extirpation of men- Pauper Management - National force
dicity as a collateral benefit of, viu. strengthened without expense-a collate-
401-403. Industry-house not accept- ral advantage of, ,'IiI. 4:30-4:31. Land
able to beggars-therefore compulsion force-trammg and officering a succeda-
necessary, 401. Mischiefs of beggmg neous corps, lb. Naval force-early ex-
which justify compulsion-e-creation of ercise in the maneeuvres peculiar to, 421.
pamful feelmgs -ImpedIments to m- The company's property suitable for the
duetry=-demorahzanon, ib. Power to growth of naval timber, ib.
apprehend without intervention of ma- - - Rate of infant mortality diminished,
gistrate, 401-402. Discharge only on as a collateral advantage of, vni. -121--12-1.
finding security to adopt employment, Favourableness of the management to the
402. Occupations which must be deemed economic preservation of life, 421-422.
a pretence for begging, lb. Inconvenience i Superior position of the children to others
of punishing the givers of alms, ib, Inef-! of their class, 422. Inducement thus
fectual remedy by punishment under the! held out to the poor to board children III
vagrant act, 40:3-403. Insufficiency of I the industry-houses, or to bind them
cited acts sancnoning private bondage, ib. lover as apprentrces, 422·424.

- - Extirpation of habitual depredation I - - Augmentation and dissemination of
as a collateral benefit of, VIiI. 403-406' useful knowledge as a collateral advan-
Measures the same III kind as in the case tage of, viu, 424-428. National field of
of beggars, but more stringent, 403. Dis- observation and experrment, 424-425.
tinction between habitual practice, and Medicine and surgery, 425. Mechanics
proof of Isolated act, 403-404. Proof and chemistry, ib, Domestic economy,
from the person being unable to prove his 425-426. Techmcal economy-e-manage-
employment, &c., 404. Heads of mterro- ment of manufactures, 426. Husbandry,
gation, ib, DIsposal of the families of includmg agriculture and gardenmg, ib.
such classes. for the purpose of redeeming, Meteorology, ib. Book-keeping, 427.
them, 404-405. Efficiency of the plan, Logic, lb. How the knowledge acquired
405. Ulterior securmes against such would be dissemmated when the inmates
classes by the registranon of their names, mix with the world, ib. Knowledge
&c., lb. Inaptitude of the vagrant act, which might be specially disseminated
405-406. among visiters-cvctennary science espe-

- - Frugality assisted, as a collateral ad- cially, 427-428.
vantage of, vin. 407 -4Ii. LIst of ex- - - ASSistance and direction of voluntary
igencies operating as sources of demand charity as a collateral advantage of, VII!.
for frugahty, and of correspondent forms 428-430. Trusteeshlp,428. Would pre-
of supply, 407. Sources for laying up vent beneficiary gifts to the poor from
funds in store, with reference to habrts profiting only the rich, 428-429. Adap-
during celibacy, and demands after mar- tation to extra comforts, when they are
riage, 407-408. Difficulty of hoarding, deserved, &c., 429-430.
408. Plan of frugality banks, 408-417. - - Pnnciple regulating the apphcatron
See Frugality Banks. of comforts Ill, VIii. 430.

-- - Means of facilitating pecuniary re- - - Comforts extended as a matter of
mittances as a collateral advantage of, course to all classes by, with their effi-
viii. 417. cient causes, vui, 430-432. Health-dIet,

- - Facilitauon to the poor of convey- 430. Probabihty of long IIfe-premlUms
ance from place to place as a collateral for medical skill and efficiency, lb. Se-
advantage, viii. 417-41B. Frugality inns cunty from want, 430-431. Cleanliness
and conveyance stages, 417. Use in the and tidiness-the Inspection principle,
case of the house poor, 417-418. Use to 431. Healthy employments, ib, Com-
self-mamtaming poor, 418. Use III the fort in the sleeping arrangements, lb.
case of conveyance of cnminals, ib. Secunty from annoyance and oppression,

- - Imprisonment rendered inexpensive ib, Sources of entertainment m the sys-
and reformative by-as a collateral ad- tern of administration, ib. Good con-
vantage, viii. 418-419. Absence of the science in the absence of opportunity for
corruptive influences in prisons, lb. crime, ib, Occasional faculty of VIsiting,

- - Enforcement of domestic morality and bemg visited by, friends, &c, 431-
by, viii. 419-420. Classes to whom it 432. Prospect of mehorauou of fare
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from profitable exertion, 43~. Tranquil- Payne-Thomas. HIs denial of tile exis-
hty of miud from the regularity of ar- tence of the British Constitutron, 11. 52!.
rangcment= cvrls from perpetual change - - casually noticed, IV. 457; x. 2M!,
in the existing ,y,tem, lb. and n. Pre- 281,311>,512.
servation of any remnant of property, lb. Payne'. Geometry-c-Abbreviation employed

Pauper }1auagcment-Approprlate comforts In, YlU. 171.
extended by, to the feeble and Infirm, Peace-Plan for a universal and perpetual,
deaf, dumb, hlmd, &c., With their efficient ii. 5·H)·!i60. Alleged nnpracncabrhty
causes, Y1I1 43]-4:\:~ combated, 54(>' Bntam and France par-
- List of extra comforts to be extended ticularly interested, lb. 'I'hree objects->-

by, t» more or fewer, accordmg to claims, srmphcity of Government, national fru-
mean" and opportumne-, Y11I. 43:1·4:l4. gality, and peace, III PrOpOSItIOns re-
General end, brmzmg them nearer the garding Britain and France ennmerated,
posuion of iudependeut person-, and hold- With outlme of the reason-, .~·w·.3-!7. Not
lIlg out inducement- to merit, lb. their interest of either country to support

- - I'unds and ground, of trtle III regard colonies, With the reasons, 547·,548. Not
to extra comfort'>, as sanctioned by, Vlll. their interest of either to have any treaty
434·43,;. Chiefly remams of property, of alliance offensive or defensive, .349.
gifts, &c, lb. Not their interest to have any commercial

- - Condiuou of apprentrces III point of treaty,.349-550. Not their interest to keep
comfort, on the system of, Vlll 4;J5-4:19. up a naval force beyond what IS necessary
The same adv antages winch are held out agamst pirates, 5.30. Not their interest to
to adults III respect t .. salubrity, sanatory keep up systems of distant preparation
regulations traimng III good habit" &ce., for a naval force, lb. Agreement between
which the youth WIll profit by, though un- Bntam and France would pave the way
conscious of, 4:15-436. DIet, 4J(t. Absence for universal peace, ib. Treaties lnmtmg
of pnvations, and of the dread of them, numbers of troops, to be formed for main-
lb. Recreation-c-batlnng Without danger, tenance of the pacificauon, 55()-5!i2. Es-
ib, Exemption from pamful intellectual tabhshment of a common court of judica-
exertion, 437. Impediments to early ture for the decision of international dif-
matrimony removed, 43i -438 Chance of ferences, 552-554. Abolition of secrecy
advancement,438. To females=-securrty in negotiations III Britain, 554-560.
trom seduction, and preparation for mar- - a term taken from mternational to in-
rlage, lb. Their lot compared WIth that of ternal law for sinister purposes, v. 258.
others of the same age, 439. - Breach and disturbance of-vague use

- - Account of the CIrcumstances iu of the terms 1Il mdictmcnts for sedition,
which the plan of, was prepared, XI. 102- &c., Y. 258-2li!l,
103. - Security to keep the, I. !;I 9-520.

- - The author', plan of, agreed to by , - Articles of, m relunou.nusnamed, 11. 26.3
Pitt, but negatived by George Ill., Y. 42.2. I Peace-i.Jusnce of. Sf( Justice of Peace.

Pauper manufacturers-Proposal of public Peake on Exclusion of EVidence, VB. 3·U.
works for employment of, x 8.5. - ou Subpo-nas, VI. 102 n.

Pauper systems compared, and Pauper rna- - noticed or quoted, 'I. 6 n, 10211, 137,
nagement-s-Projected works on, vui, 361- 139, 140, 187; vu, 1116·187 n, 340-341,
36~. 439 n, 475, 481.

Pauw-i-Comshus, made CItizen of France, Pechell=-Mr, author of an Account of the
x, 2111. Settlement of Bombay, x. 95.

Pawnbroking-Virtual usury sanctioned by Peculanon=-Nature of the offence of, I. 118.
the law m, m. 13-14. - Illustranons of, in the case of unpaid

Pawuiug=-Tln- nature of, 11 108. gentlemen officials, IV. 130 n.
Pay. See Emolument: Remnneration. - How far extent of salary a preservative

Salary. from, ii. 234.
- of the army and navy-e-Provision for, in - by architects and other supermtendents

the Constitutional Code, IX. 3i1-381. -Remedy for, i. 547.
- Soldiers'e=Reasons why It cannot be Pecuniary bargains-Exposure of the im-

made in money, ix, 354. pohcy of restraints on, in Defence of
- Extravagant, to public functionaries, has Usury, Iii. 1-29.

a tendency to make them idle, IV. 372· Pecuniary competmon as a means of filling
374, public offices=-Considerations as to, III

Paymaster of ForceR- Reform III the me- relation to the provrsions III the Constitu-
thod of remunemung, 11. 209. tional Code, v. 272-275,

Payment may be a criterion of admission as - - as a means of appointing to office
a spectator to courts of Justice, VI. 361. -The principle of, as an accompam-

- Wheram the act of, consists, I 11 fj II Ii ment to public examination, defended,
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ix, 286-2Y3. In cases of snnple trust,
with secunty offered, must be unexcep-
tionable to all parties, 286-287. Where
talent necessary, the candidate must have
the mental qualifications, 287. ConSIS-
tency With expressed opinions of states-
men in favonr of competrtion, ib. Opposed
by snuster interest, lb. Gratuitous ser-
VIces exemplIfied-members of Parlia-
ment and Jusnces of Peace, 288. Ob-
jection answered, that timid merit would
be excluded by the exammation, 288-289.
Objection, that It excludes the unopulent,
answered-does not reduce the produce
of'the country, or shut up other methods
of subsistence, 289-290. Objection, that
it would establish venality-proceeds
from confusion of Ideas, which cleared by
speaking of reduced salary instead of
purchase, 290. Safeguards against pur-
chase for corrupt purposes, ib. Objection
answered, that it would exclude mumfi-
cence and liberalIty-both evils, 290-291.
Objection answered, that indigence will
sharpen the disposition to commit depre-
dation=-the opulent more prone to do so
than the mdigent, and the protection in
the securines, 291-292. Objection an-
swered, that aptitude would be diminish-
ed-falls, instead of rising, With the
amount of opulence, 292-293.

Pecuniary circnmstances- Influence of, on
sensibihty, i. 25-26.

Pecuniary division of jurisdiction=-viz., the
allotment of cases of hunted value to
certain courts-its evils, IV. 333-334.

Pecuniary forfeiture- Punishment by,!.
467 -470. See Forfeitnre.

Pecuniary interest as a motive, i. 50.
- - Pleasures and pams corresponding

to, i. 198.
- - Power and continuity of, as a motive,

iv. 128.
- - the only one of which lawyers will

admit the influence, VI. 258, 475_
- - ExclUSIOn of evidence on the ground

of, considered, vi. 105, 154; \-11.397-400.
See Interest.

- - How far its force is capable of mea-
surement, Y11. 568-569.

- - considered as a ground of uutrust-
wortluness in testimony, VI. 150-160; vn.
573-,,; 5_ Amount of the sum, to be con-
sidered along WIth the pecuniary CIrcum-
stances of the iudividual, 573. Value of I
contingent sums according to nature of
contingency, 574_ LObS of a gIven Rum
greater effect than correspondent gam,
575.

Pecuuiary penalty-lIable to be an iucqu-
able pumshment, 1. 91.

Pecuniary punishments - Frugality of,
404.

- - Relation of, to taxation, 1 J~ l.

cclxxvii PEE
Pecuniary puutshmeuts-c-Iuequahty of, WIth

illustratious from the Anglo-Saxon Laws,
1_ 399-400.

Pecuniary remittances-Importance of fa-
crlitatmg, among the labourmg classes,
vlll.417.

Pecuniary reputation-c-How far the preser-
vanon of, justifies restncnons ou judicial
publicity, vi, 363.

Pecuniary rewards considered, ii. 217-213_
- - to informers-L:npopnlarny of, u.

~22-2:!3.
Pecuniary satisfaction-c-the only kind con-

sidered in Enghsh law, 1. 542.
- - to the sufferers from offences=-Pnu-

ciples of, i. 373.
-. -~ 9ases in wlnch it must be madequate,

1. 3, D.

Peel-SIT Robert-Character of, x. 5iO.
- - - Observations on hIS BIll for raIS-

mg the salaries of the pollee magistrates
v. 328-348. Sec Magrstrates.

- - - His law refurms, VI_ 202-203; vii,
:lUn *.

- - - HIS Jnry Act cnticised, III refer-
ence to the method of selecnon, IX. 281-
282 n.

- - - Casual uotices of, ii, 14 ; ni. 375;
v. 362, 365, 3G7, 372 n, 410 n, 545, 590 ;
x. .151, 5G~-5iO, 587, 589, 594, 595,596,
598; xI_:IO, 3i, 38.

Peere=-Preroganve of creatmg, as a means
of corrupnon, IiI. 546, 567 -,jGB 11, Mil n ".

- Lnmtation of the prerogative of creat-
ing, proposed, III 531.

- Chambers of, and senates-Address to
fellow-cinzens of France agamst.rv. 420-
450. General POSItIullS- That cxistmg
house of Peers should be discarded, aud
110 senate substituted, 420. Enumeration
of the subjects clannmg attention, 420-
421. Case of the best bl,eclcs of second.
chamber, VIZ.,WIth Legislative power only,
and chosen directly or mdirectly by the
people, 421-427. Onus of proving neces-
sity thrown on defenders-necessity of a
first chamber a postulate, 421-422. Need-
lessness-not reqmred for affordmg suit-
able consideratum to measure" nor for
appropriate aptitude in members, 422_
Delay, involuntary and voluntary, lb.
Measures that would have been earned,
lost, because delay makes them useless,
lb. Besides individual delay, general
procrastination of all proceeding, of the
legrslature, 423-425_ This a useful in-
strument III the hand" of snustcr-mterest
for baffhug reform, ib, Objection that
mmorines may beat majorines, 425-426.
Contentious for power between the two
chambers, -126. Comphcation in legisla-
tiou, lb. No POSitive good done by a se-
cond, which may not be accomplished by
a -mgle chamber, 4-·:!h--t~;. Ite« ...sou« i/~
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a Report to the Kinq of the Netherlands, supreme legislati-re, 445. (:auses of attach-
examined,427-429. Spirit of monarchy, mentto a second chamber,445-448. English
427. Population, ib, Rank as a nation, oonstrtution, 445-446. Our prosperity,
lb. Diversity of the state and complica- and comparatively good government, not
ted interests, 427 -428. Experience, 428. from, but m spite of, a second chamber, 446.
Avoidance of precipitation, lb. Obstacle Revolution made three sets of Oppressors
to turbulence, ib. Protection to the instead of the monarch solely, ib. Chief
throne, ib. Protection from exercise of seat in the peers, ib. Example of Arne-
usurped power, 428-429. Example of rica, which too nearly followed the prac-
powerful monarchies and republics,429. tree of England,446-447. Buobeare about
Case uhere the second chamber is located democracy and anarchy, 448-459. Mere
solely by the kin.Q,429-432 The monarch's words, to which America an answer, 449.
interest agamst his people, 430. The sub- Testimony to sincenty of William IV.,
serviency of the peers he will create to 449-450.
it, lb. Authorrty far greater than over Peers-c-House of-History of, adduced in
dislocable representatives, lb. Disinter- illustration of the author's views of fac-
estedness and philanthropy not denied, titious honour, ix. 79.
but insufficrent, lb. Illustration of the - Mischievous effect of judges having seats
mischief kings Will commit, illustrated in in the House of. IV. 380-381.
George III. 431. Corruption unaroidable - Proposal for judicial powers of, being
in the members of a second chamber,432-437. committed to a court of Lords' Delegates,
Corruption distinguished from delusion, v, 55-60.
433. Sources of corruption, the adminis- - House of, for Spain-Tract on the pro-
tering good, or abstaining from infhctmg posed, viii. 468-470.
evil-latterstrongerthanformer,433-434. - See Lords; Aristocracy.
Patronage, 434. More powerful than Peerage-Nature of SUIt, claiming a, ii. 83.
possession.as no necessary limit to amount, - The expensiveness of, as a reward, n.
iL. General eflect-Production of un- 201,220.
meritedlaudatlOl1ofmonarchy,4;{5. Hold- - Dormant. Practice connected with
ers of office for hfe not independent of the claim for a, ii. 220.
Crown influence, 436. Effect of wars and - Disclamation of a Wish to extinguish
distant dependencies, ib. Sole remedy the, in. 441.
having members of legislature removeable > - as an mstrument of corruption, Iii. 442-
by the people, 437. Delusion contributoru : 443.
to maleficence, 437-441. Dignity and i-Mischievous nature of the privileges of
lustre,437. Honour and glory-stillmore I the, iv. 321.
rmschrevous, as connected With war and > Pelham=-Lord-c-Lcttcrs to.utled "Panopti-
VIOlence, 438. The excuse, moreover, con ursus New South 'Vales," iv.li3-248.
for claiming public money to support them - - Letter from, to SIr C. Bunburyon
=-Pcnsions, &c., 439. Aptitnde inversely the Panopticou Penitentiary project; and
as the amount of all these advantages, letter from Bentham to Sir C. Bunbury,
439-440. Influence-a term used to dis- i criticising Lord Pelham'S, XI. 123-127.
guise corruption, 440. Genealogical dig- i - - Remarks on his conduct regarding
nity, 441. Consequences of supreme judz- I the Panopticon, in letters to Dumont, Sir
cial. authority being united with the Le- > S. Romilly, Sir C. Bunbury, Charles Ab-
gislature, lb. Duration of its authoritp bot, &c., xi. 127-144.
an objection to a second chamber,442. - - casually noticed, x. 391-394, 397;
Displays on popular side for securmg a xi. 120, 122, 128, 132, 133.
seat, and desertion when It is gamed, ib. Pelham-Mr. HIS conversion of the 4 into
Though there be experience, no induce- 3 per cents. noticed, and compared With
ments to act on or cultivate it, ib. Such the operation of the project of Note An-
experience more needed by a first than nuines, in. 114, 138n, 141-144.
a second chamber, ib. Proper mode - - noticed, x. 362.
fur location of a suprem" judicial au- Pells-Clerk of the-an illustration of bar-
thority in Prance, 442-44". A judge barous nomenclature, Viii. 7 In.
elected by chamber of deputies, 442- I Pell's office - Antiquated and barbarous
443. Appeal to chamber in case of I mode of keepmg accounts m, ix. 252 II.

criminal misdecision, ib. Compensation > Peltier, noticed, x, 3QO.
to a party so injured, ib. Reasons=-The : PemLroke-Henry Herbert (tenth) Earl of
necessity of keeping the Judicial authority I -Notice of, x 122.
from swerving from the rules of the Le- i Pembroke-Lady-Notice of, as a visiter at
gislative, &c., 443-444. Reasons why the: Bowood, x. 122.
power cannot expediently be mother i Pen-Analogical punishment by, i. 40B.
hands,444-445 Consequences of Exec It- i Penal causes-e drstmgurshedfrom non-penal,
t, ce aullu» lty bewg III tl« same hands IClth VII. G n.
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Penal causes have a peculiar claim for re- barbarism of expressions about punish-
cordation, vi. 412. ment being deserved, &c., ib, Avoidance

- - Extraction of Evidence in, VI. 471- of principle of vengeance. ib. Adoption
479. See Extraction. of principle of compensanon, lb. How

Penal Code. Plan of, IIi. 163. far satisfaction as distinct from compen-
- - DIvision and subdivisions of offences sation, capable of apphcation, 23-24.

in, iii. 163-174. See Offences. Barbarism of calling pumshmeut "vlSlta-
- - Titles of the, ill. 174-li6. tlOn,"24. Cases where pumshrnent not to
- - Specimen of a, I. 164-16B. be applied-where it would be ground-
- - Source of the reasons that should less, where needless, where mefficacious,

accompany, i. 162. where unprofitable, 24-25. Rules tend-
- - The counterpart of the Civil, as con- mg to augmentation and diminuuon of

taming sanctions for the rights defined punishment, 25.
by it, IX. 12. Penal legrslation, divided mto direct and in-

Penal oolonies-c-Transportatiou to, i. 490- direct, I. 533.
4~7. See Transportation. Penal remedies against offences-Nature of,

- - System of, discussed III Panoptic on I. 36i.
1'. New South Wales, IV. 173-248. See Penal and non-penal=-Suus divided into,
Transportation. II. 80.

Penal judicatory-c-Legrslation, III t le COIl- Penal and civil law-i-how far capable of
stituuonal Code, for trial of high offenders, demarcation, I. 152-15:1.
ix, 188-190. f:'ee Legislature. - - - SUits-Analogy between the lll-

Penal law- Limits of the Branch, termed, -truments of procedure III relation to, II.
i. 14'2-154. 16-17.

- - Principles of, I. 367 ct seq. S'ef Of- - - - Code. Relation between The, III

fences : Pauopticon : Pumslnuent . Saus- I GO-lGI.
factrou. I Penal tICS to the revenue-should be post-

- - Amelioration of, urged in place of! poned to compensation to injured party,
its weak enforcement, vii. '260. i. ;{8U.

- - VIew of the prmcipal facts to which - How they may operate as taxed licenses,
evidence applies Ill, VI. 21.1. I. 3<)4. 39!J-400.

- - Counteraction as to, between legib- - Adjustment of. to pecumary mcans of
lator and judge, the former croanng, lat- i party, m. 31;0, 421;.
tel' neutrahsmg, VI. 3i8 n. I Penance, as conditional III excommuruca-

- - Use of registrauon of genealogical! non, I. 514.
facts (ViL. births, deaths, and marriuge-) - m relation to procedure of ecclesias-
to, vi 5il-57;$. tical courts-c-a coutriv.mce for exercI'-

- - Defect, of, Illustrated III the exclu- mg judicial power, I. 51,';, \.485, YI. 494 u.
sion of crrmmanve evidence, \11. 34G- Pendoch and Mackendar=-Ca-e of, Cited, I.
34!J. 488.

- - Position of, in a general division of Penitential inculpative evidence - Nature
the law, ix. B. of, as compared With other species of con-

- - Prescription, or bearing of, to the fessorial evidence, 'II. 33.
Constitunonnl Code, ix. 36-40. The pre- Penitentiary House=-Application of the
rogatrvc of mercy an instrument III the Panoptic on Inspectrou Principle to a, I.
hands of tyranny-cpredicates injustice, 498-503; iv, 37 -243. See Panopticon.
36-37. Conspiracy a creature of mon- - - The defective nature of the exisung,
archy, which has no existence III a demo- I. '246.
cracy, :17-:lB. The same as to the severi- - - The Government - Incompatibility
ties of Treason law, 3B These seventies of the board management established III,

the consciousness of a sinister interest With economy and good management, IV.
adverse to that of the body of' the people, I~5-134.
38-39. - - Competition for plan of a, it. 2'29.

- - Expository matter pecuharly essen- Penitentiary system-Prejudices against,
tral to, IV. 454. a, a punishment, on the ground of liberty,

- - whether It can he brought advan- I. 41 J.
tageou,ly to bear on official deportment, - - Frrst patrons uf, Blackstone and
IX. 307-309. Eden. i. ess.

- - Proper principles of, ill relation to ' - - 'l'he illust rations of the. of America,
the Consntunoual Code, ix. :!::!-2!i. Pun- contrasted with the Penal COIOllY system,
ishmcnt to be Viewed simply as the means !Y.212-24B.
of enforcmg the CIYlI code, 2:.1-:.13. Cum- - - Its superiority to other methods of
pared to surgical operatlOll- good should pumshmeut, nut only III reformation but
always he the object, ::!;;, Hence the example, iv ~42·'24b.
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Penaions-c-The various kinds of, and their People-The, have no interest in a general

nature as extravasated reward, ix. 270. division of property, ill. 475.
- Compensation on the abolition of, i. 320- - - have their backbiters and enemies

321. like individuals, iv. 359.
- Support of decayed aristocracy by, at- - - Independence of, on the part of

tacked, v. 305-307. judges or other magistrates, is despotism,
- as an Instrument of corruption, ih. 567- iv. 362.

568 n. - - Injustice and capriciousness of, ex-
- Political. The objects of granting char- aggerated, iv. 363.

acterized, ii. 384-385. - - their knowledge of the evils of the
- The argument against their abolition, legal system checked by the use of tech-

from the smallness of their proportion to nicallanguage, vii. :!80-281.
the national expenditure, combated, v. - - Intellectual faculties of, corrupted
303-305. through legal fictions, vii. 287, 436.

- in England compared with those in - - their faculties depraved by the sub-
France before the Revolution, ii. 221. tleties of lawyers, vii. 204-205.

Pensions of retreat-Reasons in favour of, - - Their capacity to act for themselves
in the military department, not applicable in choosing legislators, ix. 97.
to the Civil, ix. 373-374. - - Reasons for the supreme constitutive

- - - Difference of opinion with Du- of a free state being in, ix. 98-101.
mont upon, ir, 191. - - Sovereignty In, by the Constitutional

- - - Evil effects of, in the case of Code, ix. 153.
judges, iv. 361, n t. - - The kind of virtue that is to be ex-

- - - Opinion against,in Constitutional pected in the body of, x. 72.
Code, IX. 31-32. - - Adopting the Wishes of, should mean

- - - Opinion of, in the provisions for the wishes of the largest proportion,
official remuneration in the Constitutional but is often applied to a small number,
Code, ix. 269. x. 496.

- - - attacked, x. 584. - - The enemies of-Two classes of, x.
Pension list-Uncandid to say the pnblic 581.

have a control over the, v. 307. Perceptible entities, viii. 195. See Entities,
- - an aristooratrc pauper list, v. 269. Perception as a mental operation of logic,
Pennsylvama=-Adopnon of the Penitentiary I vlli.224.

system in, and its operation, i. 502; iv.212. I - a faculty of mind necessary to the teacher
- Hard labour first adopted as a punish- and the learner, viii. 76.

ment in, iv. 212-213. - a source oftestlmony, vi. 18.
- Quailfications for the suffrage in, iii. 612. - Nearness to, or remoteness from the seat
- Proposal to prepare a code for, iv. 468- of, as affecting evidence, vi. 15.

475. - never errs, though judgment in acting
People-The. Sense in which the term is upon it may, viii. 32l.

used, ix. 97. Perceptions-Consideration as to whether
- - Confidence of, secured by legislative they are real entitles, viii. 196.

publicity, ii. 310-311. - divided into pathematic and apathematic,
- - Personal intercourse of a sovereign viii. 279.

with, increases his power, 1. 574. Perceptive faculties-Application of metho-
- - Cases in which they have shown disation to the assistance of the, viii.

themselves more desirous for war than 272.
their rulers, ii, 559. - - Relation of, to actions, i. 43-46. See

- - The irrational passions of, chargeable Consciousness.
with the jobbing of their rulers, h. 202. Perceval-Spencer. His prosecution of Cob-

- - Fault of, more in insensibility to bett, adduced as illustrating the state of
grievances than groundless clamourjir, 432. Libel Law, v. 106-114.

- - Fallacies as to acts of sovereignty Percipient and deposing witnesses distin-
springing from the, ii. 504-505. Can be guished, vi. 222; vii. 130.
said to do so only in so far as there IS a - - noticed, ii. 463 n&; v. 159, 181, 184,
habit of obedience on the part of the 289 n, 316; x. 457, 463.
people, lb. Perfect-performance-exaction principle in

- - Lukewarm patience, rather than dis- the management of the Chrestomathic
content, the characteristic fault of, iii. 445. school, viii. 50.

- - Their partiality to the aristocracy Perfectibility of human nature-Opinions
illustrated In elections, iii 468-470. entertained regarding, i, 193-194.

- - Education of, opposed by those who Perfection-Thechargeofaimingat,brought
complain of' their Ignorance, IiI. 471·472, against those who urge improvement, ii,
474-475. 462.
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Periodical outset Books, for the registration as to the conviction, instead of being re-

of official operations, by Constitutional jected as a witness, vii. 409-410.
Code, described, ix, 234. Perjury-The ancient law as to, VIi. 461.

Periodicals-Power of, in the proportion of 462.
the frequency of their recurrence, xi. 18. - Feebleness of the remedies against, to

Perjury-Definition of, v. 191; VI. 222. the injured party, VIi. 488-489.
- an offence of falsehood, i. 104-105. - Effect that the eomrmssion of, by a wit-
- in the course of a suit-Method of deal- ness, should have on the weight of his tes-

ing with, ri, 82. timony, vn. 58i -589.
- inculcated at Oxford, ii 210. - Substitutes for pumshment of, in propos-
- Illustrations of, from oaths in the uni- ed Dispatch Court, ni. 416, 417.

versrties, particularly with reference to - See OATH.
the Oxford statutes, v. 209-219. Perkms--Case of, cited, vi. 389.

- Extracts from the statutes of the Uni- Permanence as an internal security for eVI-
versity of Oxford, concerning, v. 224-226. dence for ulterior use, vi. 283, 289·290.

- Abstmence from, not within the religious - a check on the judge in the case of evi-
freedom sanctioned at the universitres, v. dence adjudicated upon m appeals, VI. 291.
216·217. - of evidence-writing necessary to, VI.328.

- Succedaneum for the punishment of- Permanent evidence compared with unper-
punishment of mendacity according to its manent, vi. 170-171.
mischievousness, v. 220-221. Perpetual motron-c-Search after, an illustra-

- Inefficiency of the punishment of, to tion of the delusions of Ignorance, viii. 13.
check the accuracy of sworn surveys, v, 326. - - Observations on the various efforts

- exculpative common.criminative uncom- to achieve, and the mechamcal rmpedi-
mon, VI. 155; vn. 521-522. ments to It, VIii. IJ7-14B.

- Use of a collection of cases of, with na- Perplexity-c-Fallacies employed for the pur-
ture of each falsehood told, VI. 24G. pose of creatmg, in discussion, n, 436-474.

- Instances m which it has been -upported Parqursites-c-Official. EnJ, of, ii, 241.
by the relIgIOUS sanction, vi. 271. Perry and Lambert-Kmg against, cited,

- Singular rules of Hmdoo law as to, vi. v, 243, J81.
271-272,324. . PersecutIOn-RelIgious-DispositIOn exhi-

- Absurdity of punishment for, instead of ! bited m, i. G4.
for the evil committed through It, vi. '297; : - - an instance of interference of law
vii. 406-407 n *. I where it ought not to act, i. 14I,

- Roman and French law of, in regard to - - Effect of, agamst rehgion, v, 374
securrnes for truth, VI. 302-303. ! - - A testrmony m favour of the religion

- a necessary mgredient of jury-trial in: of the persecuted, iv, 31IBn.
England, VI. 314. I' Porsians-c-Embleruatic punishment among

- Fear of, alleged reason for no counter- the, i. 461 II ".

evidence in equity causes, vi. 37J. ; Per-on=-A man's inalienable property in lu-
- The necessary ingredients in, according I according to Sieycs.consnlercd.u. 531·532.

to English law, VI. 381, note 5. 1- The, as au object of security by the law,
- Murder accomplished through-Barbar- ill 213.

ous method of dealmg With, by English - Seizure or arrestation of the. When,
practice, VI. 304, 382 note Il. and on what conditions, It may take place,

- Prosecution of witness for, at public ex- ii 116-117.
pense, VI. 382 note 11. - Security for the. Axioms of mental

- Indictment for, precludes amendment in pathology applicable to, Ill. 225-227.
equity, VI. 455. - Laws for the protection of the-Place

- Punishment for, the only check III Eng- they should occupy III the Universal Coda,
land on falsehood in affldavit, vi. 460. iii 162.

- Judges treatmg as a joke, vi. 465. - Offences against the. a division of prl-
- nourished by the system of affidavit e\i- vate offences, 1.99-100.

dence, VI. 497. - Offences agamst the, a subdivision of
- Conviction of, no good ground for ex- private offences, III 1(;4.

eluding a Witness, though a proper ground - Offences against the-Genera of, i. 113-
of SuspICIOn, i. 486-48!l ; vu. 406-409. 115. Nme kind= enumerated, ib.

- Danger of, the argument for exclusion-> - and Property-Offence, agaiust, I. 100-
would apply most strongly to the best 119.
evidence, VII 482. - and Property-Offences against, Iii. 166,

- 111 the cage of an extraneous witness, I Gil. As a subdivision of pi ivate offences,
must almost always be attended by sub- I GG. As a subdivision of self-regarding
oruation, vu. 40B. offences, 168. As a subdn :,1011 of semi-

- Person ccnvictcd of, -hould he oxnmmcd public offences, ib
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Person and reputation-Offences against, i.

100, 118-119.
- and reputation-Considerations as to

time and place with regard to offences
against, i. I 76.

- and reputation-Subdivisions of offences
against, iii. 165, 168 ; subdivision of pn-
vate, 165; subdivision of self-regarding,
168; subdivision of semi-public, ib.

Persons-Functions regarding, vested in the
MInisters collectively, by the Constitu-
tional Code, ix. 224-225.

- and things-Confused division of rights
of, in Roman law, iii. 184.

- in the grammar of verbs-meaning of
the term, viii. 349.

Personal attendance of parties in courts of
justice-Purposes served by, ii, 34-35.

- - of defendant-Its uses, ii. 78.
Personal evidence compared with real, vi.

173-174,218.
Personal and real property-a factitious

distinction, vi. 543. SeeReal and Personal.
Personal oral evidence-Au thentication with

reference to, VIi. 174-175.
Personal injuries-Pecuniary satisfaction for,

i. 373. See Person.
Personal interest-Reason why dyslogistic

appellatives given to the motives founded
on, i. 212.

Personal Stock Book, in the system of offi-
cial registration, in the Constitutional
Code, ix. 236-237, 242,246-247.

Personalities-a form of inconvenience in
political assemblies, ii. 303.

- Laudatory-Fallacies of, ii, 412-413.
- Vituperative-Fallacies of, iI.413-418.

See Vituperative.
- Ease with which they can be employed,

ii.417.
Personation-an offence of falsehood, and a

species of mendacity, i. 104-105; vi. 292n,
381 n 4.

Perspicuity in the language of the laws-
Considerations as to, x. 74.

Persuasion-Meaning of the term, vi. 229.
- Degrees of-how expressible for the pur-

pose of judicial decision, vi. 16-17.
- Degrees of-Expression of, conveyed m

the words improbability and impossibihty,
vii. 76-79.

- Difference between, m the case of indi-
vidual facts, and species of facts, ViI.83-
84.

- affirmative and disaffirmative-Founda-
tion of, vi. 18.

- and probative force-Degrees of, how
measured, vi. 223-235.

Peru-an instance of the extent civilisation
may reach without wnting, vi. 329.

- Account of the constitution of, by Gene-
ral Miller, xi. 16.

Pestalozzi-Henry, made citizen of France,
x.281.

celxxxii PHI
Peter the Great-Observations on his forci-

ble alteration of costume, i. 183.
- - - The achievements of, noticed, i.

178.
- - - Civilizing efforts of, i. 541, 564.
Petersburg-St. Notes by Dumont at, x.

405-406.
Petit jury. See Jury.
Petitic principii-The power of, in debate,

vii. 451-552.
Petition of Right-Violation of, charged

against the method of govemmg New
South Wales, iv. 249-284.

Petition in bankruptcy makes the evidence
of a party be taken, vi. 488-489.

Petitions to Parliament-Method of intro-
ducing, at public meetings, h. 354 n.

- What reference Nomography, or the art
of inditing laws has to, iii. 235.

- Effect of intimidation in deterring people
from signing, iii. 485.

- to Parliament-Arrangements for ob-
taining signatures to, v. 439-440.

- Plan for suppressing publicity to, in the
arrangements for printing the papers of
the Commons, iii. 536-538.

Petitions=-Jusnce and Codification, v. 437-
548;- .

- - - Advertisement and description of,
v. 438-440. Analysis, 438. Reasons for
having them at length and abridged, ib.
Connexion of codification, 439. Arrange-
ments for obtaining signatures, 439-440.

- - - Prehmmary explanations as to,
v. 440-444. Operation and results of
abridgment,440-441. Alternatives to the
friends of the cause, 441-442. Reasons
for not using abridged Petition solely,
442. Advantages of numeration of para-
graphs, 442-444.

Petty-Lord Henry-Remarks of, on fees
to auditors of public accounts, vii. 200nt.

- - - Notices of, x. 378,382,383,414,
422,423-425,433; xi. 131.

Petty bag-Secretary of the-an illustra-
tion of barbarous nomenclature, viu.
7I n.

Phanerodynamic Anthropurgics, or Me-
chanical Philosophy-i-Position of, in the
Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and Science,
VIii.87.

Phenomena-Influence which a knowledge
of the course of nature has on belief in,
vii. 91-98.

- of the human mind-Analytical view of
the, viii. 279.

Philadelphia-The Penitentiary system, as
adopted in, i. 502; IV.216-217, 235-237,
238-240, 242-244.

Plnlanthropy-i-Nature of, i. 53.
- Existence of, not denied, but not to be

trusted to as a sufflcient motive for good
government, IV. 431.

Phihps-c-Constantra c- Account of proceed-
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ings in Chancery quoted from, vii. 219- Physical and psychological facts distmguish-
220 n. ed, vi. 216-217.

Philrps-c-Constantia=-Memoire of. Circum- Physical impossibility-Questions as to ver-
stances under which they fell under Bent- bal import confounded with, vii. 76-82.
ham's notice, and their influence, x. 35, Physical impracticability defined, vi. 328
77-78. n t.

Philips r. Fowler-Case of, cited, vi. 226 n ". Physical kingdoms-The three. Subalter-
Phillip II. of Spain influenced by the re- nation and physical division as applicable

ligious sanction, i. 566. to, viii. 268-269.
Phillips-Sir John-Support of Annual Par- Physical power ofmjuring-Methods of tak-

Iiaments by, in. 455-456 n. mg away the, i. 534-536.
Phillips-SIr Richard, quoted on the Pack- ' Physical sanction-its effect on evidence, vi.

ing of juries, v, 66, 67, 79, 80, 82. 19, 260·261,262-264. See Sanction.
- - - Character of, and anomalous po- - - Defimtion of the, i. 14.

sition as a Reforming Sheriff of London, _. - Source and direction of the, Iii. 290.
v. 119-120, 140, 158, 178. Physicians-might be employed as tempo-

- - - Letter to Chief Baron Macdonald I rary recorders, vi. 81.
on the Packing of juries in the Court of : Physico-Theology. Advantage of mstruc-
Exchequer, with the Chief Baron's an- I non in, viii. 427.
swer, and a commentary, v. 121-130. Physiology-c-Etymology of, and place m

- - - Letter to, by a 'I'emplar, on the the Chrestomathic system of Education,
Packing of Special juries, with comment, VIii. 36.
v. 143-146. Physioplastic Somatics-proposed as a no-

- - - Letter to, by a member of Lin- menclature instead of Natural history, V11l.
coln's Inn, on do. do., With comments, v. 284-285.
147-153. Physiurgic Somatology, or Natural history

- -- - His attempt at the Remernbran- -Place of, in the Encyclopedical Sketch
cer's office to get juries struck according of Art and Science, V11l. 86.
to the act, v. 155-156. - - Division of, into Uranoseopic, (or

- - - HIS efforts for the enforcement of heaven-regardmg.) and Epigeoseopic, (or
the act for the release of prisoners against things-on-earth-regardmg.) viii. 8G.
whom no bill is found, v, I i9·180. Picardy-> Practice of the Provmcial Assem-

Phillips on evidence referred to, vi. 397;, bly of, noticed, ii, 344.
vii. 143, 159, 170-174, 355, 400-409, 498, Prctet-e-Professor, of Geneva, noticed, xi
551-558. I 122.

Philosopher's stone-an illustratron of the , Piety-The pleasures of, I. 18.
delusions of Ignorance, vin. 13. i-The pains of, i. 20.

- - Good things discovered ill the search' - devotion, &c., as .designative of motives,
for, viii. 234. I i. 20I.

Philosophy-How far asceticism has been, Pigot=-Lord-c-The inquiry into his conduct
cultivated by, 1. 4-5. i as Governor of Madras, noticed, x. 60.

- Ancieut=-spoken of as the philosophy of Pillans-James, Rector of High School,
words, x, 77. Edmburgh-Letter from, on the success

- Natural-an illustration of unapt no- of the monitorial system III that school,
menclature, VIii. 69. viii. 59-61.

- Natural-stage it should occupy in edu- Pillory-Punishment of the-Its incidence
cation, viii. 15. and effect, i. 4li -418, 461; vi, 134, 297.

Phrenology alluded to, vii. 433-434; viii. 537. Abolished, vi. 297 n.
Phryne-Case of, cited, vii. 432. Pinchbeck-Mr, an artist, noticed, xi. 9i.
Phthisozoics, or the art of destroymg nox- PIOUSfrauds-Interests producing, VII. 572

ious annnals-e-Place of, in the Chresto- n.
mathic system of Instrucnon, VIii. 36. PIOUS uses=-Moveable succession diverted

Physic, See MedICJIJe. to, ii. 596.
Physical analysrs-e-precedes log. cal m the, Pipe-Clerk of the, an rllustration of bar-

history of the progress of the mmd, vin. I barons nomenclature, \"111. 7I n.
121-122. ' Pltt-Moreton-Letter to, x. 345-346.

PhYSICal circumsta-ices-c- Influence of, on - - noticed, x. 51; XI. 118,163-164.
national character, i. 177. i Pitt-c-Wilham, senior, (Lord Chatham)-

PhYSICal economics-Place of,in the Chres- Account of his negotiatrons With Lord
tomathic system of Instruction, viii, 35. Shelburne, x. 101.

Physical entitles, logical use of distinguish- - - HIS connexion With Frederick the
mg from Psychical, ni, 286. Great, x, 94.

Physical force-an element nece~sary to the ' - - His destruction of a French fleet on
existence of government, ix. 47. i the Portuguese coast, x. ~05·206.
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Pitt- William, senior, (Lord Chatham)- Places-as a general title of the Civil Code,

casually noticed, iii. 439 n, 517 n, 531. iii. 178.
Pitt-Wllliam, junior-His opening con- Place-capturing principle-in the manage-

tracts and loans to free competition, ii. ment of the Chrestomathic School,viii,
228 n +, 48, 5l.

- - His reform of the Custom-housefees Placemen-Exclusion of, from votes in Par-
system, ii. 244. liament, iii. 456-457, 567-568n.

- - Establishment of the Sinking Fund - Proposal that they should have seats in
by, ii, 312. Parliament, but not votes, iii. 490-495,

- - contemplated a plan of communica- 541-542.
tion across the isthmus of Darien, ii. 561. - Exclusion or the votes of-a reform op-

- - His anxiety to get the Panopticon posed by Whigs as well as Tories, iii.
plan adopted, iv. 171. 531-532.

- - The ment of his alteration of the - Exclusion of votes of-Provision for, in
method of leasing the Crown lands consi- Reform Catechism, iii. 540-542.
dered, v. 325-328. - Number of, on divisions-Utility of as-

- - His conduct in relation to the Pan- certaining, iii. 497.
opticon Penitentiary, xi. 105-143. Plague-Peculiar classes of offencesliable

- - His adoption ofthe author's views on to be committed in the countries subject
the Poor Law, v. 422. to the, i. 174.

- - Poor Law Bill introduced by, criti- I - Mitigation of the evils of quarantine in
cised, viii. 440-461. case of, iv. 119 n.

- - The morality of his running in debt Plamtiff-Definition of a, iii. 410.
considered, v. 318-322. Incurred to - The legal service required by, from the
tradesmen under the profession that he judge, VI.8, 210.
would pay them, which he could not do, - Effect of depriving him of evidence by
lb. the system of exclusion, vi. 86-87.

- - His delivering testimony at Tooke's - Deficiencyof evidence on his side pro-
trial, noticed, vii. 251. ducing nonsuit, and its effects,vi. 104.

- - Character of, as a minister, x. 308. - False testimony by, in his own favour,
- - Account of, as a visiter at Bowood, more dangerous than by defendant, vi.

x. 100, 102, 104, 105,111, 1l2, 118-119. 156-157.
- - Casually noticed, ii. 582, 585; iii. - Propriety of his being entitled to exa-

83 n >, 435,443 n, 484, 501,517 n; iv. mine witnesses and parties, and of his
197n, 263, 268 n; v. 325; viii. 419,469; hability to such examination in his own
ix, 607 ; x. 51, 59, 167, 252, 258, 263, person, discussed, vi. 334-345. See In-
291, 295, 301, 302, 333, 334, 335, 358, terrogation.
362, 363, 366, 373, 385, 391-394, 415, - How far the position of, gives greater
428, 434,458, 565 ; xi. 75, 100, 103, 105, facilities to unjust demands, than that of
112, 113, 114, 118, 122, 127, 129, 130, defendant, vi. 433.
137, 13B,139, 103. - Functions, for the performanceof which

Pity-Nature of, i. 53. his presence requisite in court, vii. 22B-
- Regulation and exercise of the sentiment 229.

of, i. 5C2-563. - Suit proposed to be commencedby, with
- compassion, &c., as designative of mo- instrument of demand, vii. 270-271.

trves, i. 202. - should not have judgment by default,
Place-a physical fictitious entity, viii. 199- unless he produce evidence, vii. 547.

200. - Mischiefof rmsdecision against, as com-
- The most extensive fictitious entity con- pared with misdecisionagamst defendant,

nected with relanon, VIii.203. vii. 591-593.
- How a. conception formed of the species - Testimony of-The course pursued in

of relation formed by, viii, 203·204. regard to, by English law, VII. 489-
- considered as one of the predicaments, 496 ;-

viii. 235. - In what caseshis testimony is receivable
- Sciences involving the predicament of, in his own behalf, vii. 489-494. Crimi-

viii. 286. nal cases, 489-490. Motion for attach-
- Jnfluence of, in matters of Legislation, ment, 490. Exclusion in cases where

i. izo-iaa. See Transplanting. prosecutor rewarded, 490-492. Case of
- Particularity as to, III instruments of ac- a traveller SUIngthe hundred, 492. Ad-

cusation, VIi.3B. mittance of plaintiff's testimony to the
Place. See Office. effect of givmg commencement to a SUIt
Places and peusrons=-Compensationon the I in equity, 492-493.

abolition of, I. 320-321. i In what cases his testimonycompellable
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at instance of' defendant, vii. 494-496. Pleadmgs- Written - Superabundance of,
Inconsistencies of English law, in crimi- charged in Petitions for Justice, as a de-
nal, common-law, and equity procedure, vice of the Techmcal system, v. 449-451,
ib. 509-510.

PlaIntiff-Effect of law taxes on, ii. 577. - - Superabundance of, in England, ii.
- When more than one on the same side 174.

=-Excluaron of the evidence of, for and - - Special superabundance of, In Scot-
agamst each other, vii. 50i -509. land, when the work on Scotch Reform

Plasioscopic Noology, or Logic-Position of, was written, v, ::!i-29.
in the Encyclopedrcal Sketch of Art and - - Use of a foreign language m-a de-
Science, Viii. 91. VICeof the 'I'echrucal system, v. 448-449,

Plaster-Use of, for the flooring of prisons, 509.
urged, IV. 98. PLEAsLRE-lngredients in the value of a,

Plato-The philosophy of, characterized, 1.2U6.
VIiI. 120. - Synonyms of the word, 1.205

- noticed, Viii 83 n, 2fi;. - a motive correspondent to every species
Platt-Mr, noticed, Y. 359. of, VI. 25i-258.
Playfair- ~lr, recommends a person for Pleasures-Compound, exemplified, I. 210.

Bentham to take to Russia, x. 149. - Influence of the desrre of, on crmnnals,
Plea for the Cunsttlutwn-an Exposure of i. 446, 450.

the illegalities committed in the govern- - Unmanageabihty of, m the hands of Go-
ment of New South Wales, &c, iv , 249- vernment, n, 197.
2!l4. See New South Wales. Pleasures and pams-Mankind governed by,

- - - Correspondence with Sir Samuel i. 1.
Rormlly, Sir Joseph JekyU, and Sir Charles - - - The four sanctions as the source
Bunbury, as to pubhshmg, xi. 144-14.'i_ of, I. 14-15. See Sanctions.

Plea of guilty-c-Recommendanons by Judges - - - Value of a lot of-how to be
to Withdraw, crrticised, VI. 4i3. measured, i. 15-17. Intensity, duration,

- in CIVilaction, VI. 480. See Pleading. certamty, propmquity, fecundity, PUrIt~',
Pleas-Common. Se» Common Pleas. lb.
Pleaders-Special- considered as redun- - - - Simple and compound, i. 207.

dant judiciary assistants, IX. 462. - - - The kinds of, i. 17-21. The plea-
Pleading-EnglIsh system of-Its evils, ii. sures of sense, 17-18; of wealth, 18; of

48-49. skill, lb. ; of amity, or self-recommenda-
- and evrdence-c-False distincnon between; tion, ib. ; of a good name, lb. ; of power,

pleading the evidence of an Interested lb.; of piety, lb. ; of benevolence, ib. ; of
Witness, v. 451,509; VI. 22; Til. 266-267, malevolence, ib. ; of memory, lb. ; of the
364. imagmatiou, ib.; of expectation, ID ; of

- rendered conclusive evidence through aSSOCIatIOn,lb. ; of rehef', lb. The various
means of Judgment by default, VI. 22-23 ; kinds of pain, 18-20 (See Pam.) Ex-
VIi. 545-54';. tra-regardmg and self-regardmg pleasures

- Modifications of, in use in Enghsh prae- and pains, 20-21.
tree, VU. 273-274. Declaration and plea - - - Amount of either from any !!lyen
at common law, ib. Bill m equity, 274. cause dependent on amount uf sensibilny,

- Idea of a system of, adapted to the ends 1. 21.
of justice, vn. 2iO-272. Instrument of - -- - Specimen of aualyzation of the
demand, with Its heads, 270-271. Preh- complex into the Simple, I. 21n +.
mmary meeting would prevent the false- - - - the only elements of good and
hoods of written pleadings, 272. evil, I. 48.

- Villa roce, compared With written, vi. - - - a" the source of motive-, vn. 393.
26. - - - The operation of, in creating mo-

- Interests that have regulated the system I trves, i. 209.
of, VI. 479. - - - Catalogue of motives correspond-

Pleading-c-Specral-c-Abohtton of, recom- mg to, i. 49-56.
mended, vii. 325-:126. - - - Balance of, to be considered, in

- - A device of Technical procedure, v. estimating certain actions a~ crimes, I.

11. 81-83.
Pleadings- Written-The pretended use of, - - - WIth their correspondent interests

(VIZ., certamty.] considered, vu, 275-279. and motives, in the table of the Sprmgs
The certainty mendacious, 275-277. The of Action, 1. 197-205,
titles under WhICh a claun may be made, - - - Extent of their influence on hu-
278. Variety of counts, 279. man actions, I. 206.

- - Uses of, with the other devices, to - - - the source of all Psychological
judges and lawyers, VII. 274-275. entiues, 1. 211.
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Pleasures and pa.ine-Goodness and badness

of actions founded on, i. 214-216.
- - - the only consequences men are

interested in, in laws, i. 238.
-- - - Operations of the legislator in

regard to, compared with those of the
physician, iii. 224.

- - - Relation between the word happi-
ness and, iii. 286.

- - - Elements of value in regard to-
Uses of the discovery of, iii. 286-287.

- - - The operation of the several
sanctions in relation to, iii. 290-292.

- - - Taking an estimate of, for fram-
iug the Rationale of a Code of Laws on
Utilitarian principles, iv. 540-543.

- - - List of the principal, which act
as sources of interest in testimony, vii.
567.

- - - Pecuniary interest and aversion
to labour, the only elements of, that ad-
mit of measurement for judicial purposes,
vii. 568.

- - - Sketch of a subdivision of the
sources of, with the view of filling up an
Encyclopedical analysis, viii. 89-90.

- - - as the source of Political effects
and causes, viii. 206.

- - - as the source of the appetitive
faculty the originator of all mental opera-
tions, viii. 279-280.

- - - Instruments of, employed in the
Constitutional Code, ix. 150-15I.

- - - Laws a matter of, x. 85.
- - - Relation of emotion, affection,

passion, and humour to, x. 509-510.
Pledge-Judicial security effected by means

of, ii. 108-110.
Pledges of prosecution-Sham, in English

practice, vii. 284-285.
Plenipotentiary-Rank of, as a foreign min-

ister, ix. 228.
Plmk's Elementa Medicinre et Chirurgicre

Forensis-Table of facts as to the human
body, translated from, vii. 9.

Pliny noticed, vii. 89; xi. 97.
Plomer-Mr, Member for Hertfordshire-

Allusion to, x. 577.
Plowden, the institutionalist, noticed, vi.

205; vii. 393, 597.
Plowden-Richard and James-Account of,

x.426-427.
Plowden's History of Ireland-referred to

on the Volunteer Association, iii. 618.
Plowdens of Yewhurst-Notice of the, x.

48.
Plumer-William, Governor of New Hamp-

shire, United States-Letter from, on
Codification Proposal, iv. 577.

- - Letters from, to Bentham, x, 504,
556-557.

Plunder an object of civil procedure in
England, vi. 479.

Plurality in administration - Advantages

cclxxxvi POL
and disadvantages of, i. 571. &e Hoard:
Individua.I Responsibility.

Plurilateral and Unilateral-Suits divided
into, ii. 82-84.

Pneumatic or immaterial objects-Reasons
why it is necessary to use the language
of material objects for the expression of,
viti. 327-329.

Pneumatice-Mechanical: defined and lo-
cated in the Chrestomathic system of
Education, viii. 31.

Pneumatology-Position of, in & general
division of Arts and Sciences, viii. 84.

- Division of, into Nooscopic and Patho-
scopic, viii. 88.

Poets-Remuneration of, considered, ii. 212-
213.

Poetry-Value of the art of, ii. 253-254.
- Howfar imagination necessary to, VIii. 76.
- Application of melodiousness as a pro-

perty of language to, viii. 306.
- Bentham's appreciation of, x. 583.
Poison-How far the sale of, might be re-

gulated, i. 560.
POisons-Promulgation of knowledge as to,

a safeguard to the pubhe, i. 553.
Poisoning-Analogy in the punishment for,

i. 408.
Poland-Letter to Bentham, with remarks

on the Politics of, in 1794, x. 297-300.
- State of the poor gentry in, ii. 196 n *.
- Custom of the kings of, from the murder

of a bishop in, i. 550.
- Bentham's passage through, on his way

to Russia, x, 158-159.
- Leave asked of the Emperor of Russia

to prepare a code for, iv, 527.
- Illustration of secret votmg in the per-

manent Council of, ii. 369.
- The liberum veto in, and its effects, ii.

306.
- Advantages of the registration of land

illustrated in, x. 350.
Polemics-a pretence to know things un-

knowable, L 584.
Police-Definition of, i. 102 n t
- Preventive-Offences against, and their

genera, i. 101-103, 133 n.
- Restraints of, distinct from punishments,

i. 436.
- The extent to which information as to

Individuals should be accessible to, i. 55i.
- Espionage of-unpopularity of the ex-

pression, ii. 222.
- Services of the Poor-law to, in suppres-

sion of mendicants and depredators, vui.
401-406. See Pauper Management.

- Offences against, as a subdivrsion of
public offences, iii. 169.

- Nomenclature as to, indicative of for-
wardness in civilisation, i. 102 n *.

- regulations of, for prohibiting acts pre-
paratory to offences, i. 559-561.

- Eflica.cyof the metropolitan, vi. 471 n.
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Pohce-The Thames-Heads of a bill for Pohtical (or legal) sanction-Source and

regulating, x, 331-333. drrecnon of the, IIi. 290-291.
Police maglstrates-Metropolitan-Obser- - - Method of pomtmg the force of, m

vations on Peel's bill for raisiug the sala- the case of oaths, vi. 320.
ries of, v. 328 348. See Magistrates. - - Effect Of,Oll evidence, VI. 20,260-261,

- - - Salaries and duties of, in. 402. 2GB-270. See Sanction.
- - - Creation of the, ViI. 327-328. - - Obhgations arising out of the, con81-
-- - - Secrecy of some inqumes before, dered as Frctrtious entities, in Ontology,

VI. 28, n +. vin. 206.
Pohcy-use of the term by lawyers, VIi. 310, Pohtical TactICS. Essay on, 11. 301-3i3.

484 n. See Assembhes-c-Legrslative : Members:
Pohoscopic ethics or politics-Position of, Motions.

III the Encyclopedical Sketch of Art and Pohtical Unions-Letter to l\lr Tait on, xi.
Science, viu, 94. G7·(j8.

- - DIVIded into Esoscopic and Exoscopic, Pohtics divided into internal and interna-
VIiI. 94. tional, In the Eneyclopedical Sketch of

Pohteness-s- Principles of, III reference to Art and SCience, vm, fl4.
topics of conversation, x. 518-519, .5:11-532. - Expressed by POllOFCOpic ethics, in the

Pohncal Assembly-Mode of proceeding m Encyclopedir-al Sketch of Art and SCience,
a, m the formation of ItS deCISIOns, II. 330- vin. 94.
350. See Legislanve Assemblies. - Impediments to commg to right con-

Pohtrcal bias-how judge can act on, vii. elusions m, shown in connexion With
308. causation, vin 20fl-:!10.

Political Code-Plan of the, iii. 19<)-200. I Pollmg-Plan for, III Radical Reform BIll,
Polincal Denommationa-c-Imputauons on ill 577-579.

the ground of identity of, II 416-417_ - Apparatus for the accomplishment of,
Pohncal Economy-Manual of, iii. 31-84. in Radical Reform BIll, in. 571-574.

See Economy. Pollmg dtstricts-i-number of-Consldera-
- - Bentham's account of Ius studies m, tions affectmg, Ill. 583 n.

x. 413. - - PrOVISIOns III Radical Reform Bill fur
Pohtical fictitious enuties-c-Analysrs of, viii. dividing the country into, in. 579-.582.

206. Pollmg-places-c-Dietance of, an abuse, III

Polincal Jobbing characterized, II. 384-385. 561.
I'olitical Iiberty-c Forteiture ot, as a punish- - - and attendants-c-Provrsron for ap-

ment, i. 474. pomtrnent of, m Radical Reform Bill, Ill.

Pohncal nomenclature-e-Diversitres of, in .5G7-570.
different nations, Ill. 196 Polygamy-Effects of, discussed, 1.3.31.

Pohncal offences, the creations of the mon- - classified as an offence, I. 1:10.
archical system, IX. 37-40. Ponsonby-c-Brabazon=-his ruotion for Par-

Political offenders-mterests that slneld harnentary Reform in Ireland, lll. GlfI.
them from justice, vu. 459. i - - noticed. v. 37l.

- - Pubhcity and privacy m trial of, con- POOR-The. Duty of Government to educate
sidered, VI. 369-372. (See Pubhcity and 1 570.
Pnvacy-cases particularly unmeet.) - - have an interest in the contmuance of

Pohncal powers=-Elementary, With refer- Government, it. 424.
ence to a general code, Ill. 19S-199. De- - - the class chiefly subject to the inci-
fimtion of power, 195-1 <)6. DIversity of dence of law taxes, II 574-575.
nomenclature in different countries, 196. - - debarred from pohtical power, and
New nomenclature necessary, lb. Irnme- the reasons, ii 575.
diate power over persons, ib. Immediate - - considered more as objects of charity
power over the thmgs of another, ib. than of justice, II. 5i~.
Immediate power over public things, lb. - - Project for encouraging frugality
Command over indrvrduals, 196-197. Com- among, ill. 145.
mand over classes, 197. Power of speer- - - AXI9ms on which a legal provision for,
fication-c-as to persons and things, ib. founded, IIi. 227 -228.
Attractive power-of rewarding or not - - A compulsory provision for, distin-
rewarding, ib. Recapitulation, 197-198. guished from pensioumg, v, 305.
Defence of thenomenclature-comparlson - - the crimes which they are hable to be
with the usual division into legislative, suspected of,triedwlthlmperfecte\'idence,
judicial, and executive, 198-199. Vil.505.

Political (or legal) sanctiou-c-Deflnition of - - No justice for, but criminal, in Eng-
the, i. 14. land, vii. 305.

- - Punishments of, compared with those - - Letter on the situation and relief of,
of the moral, i. 454-455. VIIi. 361-3G2.
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PooR-The. List of exigencies operating on,

and corresponding forms of supply, viii.
407.

- - enjoy, in common with the rich, the
chief elements of felicity, ix, 15-17.

- - have more interest in good govern-
ment, and faculty to appreciate It, than
the rich, ix, 110-112.

- - justice for-Arrangements for ob-
taining, III the Constltt.tional Code, ix.
489-493.

- - the reasons why they are more moral
than the rich, x. 519.

Poor Bill introduced by Pitt-Observations
on the, viii. 440·461.

- - - Editorial notice of, viii. 440.
Poor-houses-Apphcation of the Panopticon

system to, iv. 37-248.
Poor Laws-Principles on which they ought

to be founded, i. 314-316.
- - as a preventive of crime, i. 543·544.
- - Sieyes' doctrine as to, criticised, ii.

533-534.
- - as a means of preserving population,

iii. 72-73.
- - Difficulties of, solved by the Panopti-

con system, iv. 39.
- - and pauper management-Tracts on,

viii. 358·461.
- - Note by Editor on the tracts on, viii.

858.
-- - Plan of, in connexion with 8, central

company and district industry-houses, viii.
369-439. See Pauper Management.

- - Parochial system of-Detriment from
the perpetual revolutions of, viii. 432 n.

- - The plan of, by giving supplementary
allowances to make up wages to a certain
pitch, criticised, viii. 441-444. See Wages.

- - Plan of relief according to the num-
ber of children-difficulties of, illustrated,
viii. 444-446.

- - Proposed plan for bestowing a cow on
poor and meritorious people criticised,
viii. 446-449. Plan detailed, 446·447.
No security against improper application
and recurrence on the parish, 447. Cases
of private benevolence where the giver
looks after the use of the gift, not an
analogy for a national system, 447-448.
Might be made to serve political interests,
448. Objections to the form of the Ill-
vestment, supposing it right to give the
value, 448-449.

- - Difficulties in the way of efforts in,
to give assistance to the unfortunate but
not absolutely destitute, otherwise than
by bnnging them within the class of
paupers, viii. 449-451.

- - Out-door apprenticeship system, with
apprentice fees, criticised, vui. 452-455.

- - Subsistence, the foundation of a, one
of the objects of the civillaw,ix. 13.

- - Under the direction of the Indi-
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gence Rehef Minister, in the Constitu-
tional Code, ix. 441.

Poor Laws. See Pauper Management.
Poore-Mr, a fellow-student of Bentham,

x.40.
Pope-Alexander. His allusions to Defoe

noticed, i. 417.
- - noticed, x. 532.
Popham, the name of a college companion

of Bentham, x, 41.
Popham-Alexander-an acquaintance of

Bentham, x. 90.
Popish recusants-Treatment of, as to testi-

mony, vii. 424.
Popular corruptron-c Uses made of, by the

opponents of reform, ii. 453-455.
Popular despotism-Favour shown to,i. 318.
Popular educa.tion-Jealousies and ground-

less fears against, Viii. 20.
Popular election of officers-Considerations

as to, showing how the power of popular
amotion necessary to bring out the right
effect, iv. 359-360.

Popular feeling-its ina.bility to effectuate
law reform, vii. 208-209.

Popular government-the solution it affords
to difficulties, iv. 359.

Popular (or moral) sancnon-c-Deflnition of
the, i. 14.

- - as a preventive of crime, i. 563-564.
- - its effect on evidence, vi. 19-20,260-

261,264-268.
- - See Sanction.
Popularity as applicable to punishments, i.

411-413. Capricious objections on the
ground of hberty, decency, religion, hu-
manity,ib.

- How far the desire of, may mislead legis-
lators, ii, 313.

- Necessity of consulting, in legislative
measures, ii. 588, 591-592.

- Advantage of a magistrate possessing,
independently of the question of his de-
serving it, iv. 359.

- as a property of punishment, i. 405.
- Device for securmg, by making cruel laws

and restricting their efficacy, vii. 258-259.
Population-Offences against, i. 101-103.
- Genera of offences against, i. 134 n.
- Offences against - their place in the

Penal Code, iii. 170.
- Most advantageous position of the, for

wealth, iii. 52.
- Utility of tables of, i, 557.
- Returns of-Expedition shown in collect-

ing and digesting, v. 411.
- In what respect government can affect,

iii. 72-75. POSitive assistance limited to
prevention of deperition, by sanatory re-
gulations, &c., 72-73. Good laws, and
producing abundance and security, the
best means of increase, 73. Uselessness
of enconragements to marriage, ib. La-
bouring popula.tion willing, ib. Propaga-
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tion of idle consumers no advantage, 74.
Prejudices against large towns, and efforts
to suppress them, lb. Emigration, 74-75.

Population of the empire, with relation to
number of representatives, considered, ill.
584 n.

- Pressure of. Considerations as to edu-
catmg children for colomzation in the case
of, IX. 443.

- Proper method of takmg a census of, 1Il
remarks on the Population BIll, x. 351-
356. Names should be returned as well
as numbers-security against error, re-
cord more valuable, greater ease to the
respondent, 351-352. Ages-use to Vital
statistics, 352. Number of Baptisms,
Burials, and Marriages, ib. Indrviduali-
zation of houses, 352-353. Circulation of
queries to the Justices through the Post-
office, 353. The fees, lb. As an induce-
ment to accuracy-Plan suggested of
paying so much a-head to the enumera-
tors, for the numbers returned, With pen-
alty for exaggerated return, 353-354.
Employing the clergyman of the parish,
354. Curates-addition to their small
salaries, 354-355. Consideranons as to
the advantage of makmg the return
periodical, 355. Whether oath necessary,
ib, Extra-parochial places, ib. Return of
oocupation-c-drfficulty of' gettmg the un-
educated to assist, 355-35(;.

Pomographe=-Allusron to a work termed, 1.
546.

Porphyrian Tree-Description of, as an
important acquis.tion 1Il the history of
logical science, vin, 266-267.

- - contams the only sort of division ne-
cessarily exhaustive, though others may
incidentally be so, viii. 290-293.

- - shows the number of classical aggre-
gates in the genus generalzssimum exis-
tence, viii. 257.

- - attribnted to Ramus, viii. 103.
- - Apphcation of, to securities for evi-

dence, VI.286.
Porphyry-Inquiry whether he was the real

inventor of the PorphyrianTree, viii. 110-
112. The Greek formula compared With
the Latm, and the latter ascribed to Ra-
mua. ib, But see 112, note.

Portalis-noticed, x. 395.
Porteous Mob-Punishment of corporation

of Edinburgh for, considered, i. 483.
Porter-Mr," the commercial fnend "-No-

tice of, x. 258.
Portland-Duke of-His remark on the

Panopneon Model, xi. 1050
- - Correspondence with Romilly as to

the proposed exposure of the conduct of,
in reference to the Panopticon, x. 399-400.

- - His conduct regarding the Panopti-
eon Penitentiary project, XI. 127, 128,130,
131,134, 137, l~'\
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Portlaud-Duke of-Casual notices of, v.

143 n, 315; x. 302, 333, 335, 362,391-
392,434.

Portsmouth-Dock-yards of-Sir Samuel
Bentham employed to enlarge, x. 313.

Portugal- Incestuous alliances m, i. S51.
- Emblematic pumshment m, 1. 461 n *.
- Testimonials from, to the author's quali-

flcations, IV. 573-576.
- Minute of the Cortes of, ordering a trans-

lation of Bentham's Works, iv, 573.
- Offer ofa general Code of Laws for the

use of, IV. 575-576.
- The progress of Bentham's philosophy

in, vin. 465-466.
- Benefit to, of dissolving connexion With

the American colonies, viu, 485.
- Affairs of, and of Spam=-Three Tracts

on, vni. 465-486.
- Government of, a mixture of monarchy

and democracy, IX. 49.
- Reception of Bentham's Works by the

Cortes of, x. 525, 539.
- Letter to the people of, on antiquated

constitutions, vin, 482-485. /:-oee Spanish
Constrtutions,

POSitive and negative acts distmguished, 1.

36 and n *.
POSitive facts distinguished from negative,

Y1. 217-218.
Positrve-pam-preventmg pnncrple-s- Influ-

ence of the, Ill. 212.
Posology -proposed to be substituted as a

nomenclature for Mathematics, vui. 287.
- or mathematics-Position of, in an En-

cyclopedical Sketch, VllJ. 85.
Poesession=-Considcrauons as to the prin-

ciples of, in casual discoveries, i. 325.
- Actual-Nature of title from, i 327.
- ancient bona /ide-Title from, i. 327.
- Defim tron and anal VSIS of the various

kinds of, with relation to forfeiture as a
punishment, I. 451-453.

- considered as an event conferring a
right, ni, 188-189. DIVided into physical
and legal, 188. Difference of Ideas of,
according to nature of subject, 188-189.

- Exposition of, with reference to a uni-
versal code, ni. 221-222. The Roman
pnnciple, melior est conditw possedeniis,
referred to utility, lb.

- a word requiring special exposition when
used III law, v. 413.

- Circumstantial evidence of delmquency
from, vii. 11-13. Actual and antecedent,
II. Infirmative facts=-unconsciousness,
clandestine introduction, forcible mtro-
duction, non-identy, view of furtherance
of Justice, 12. Criminative written evi-
dence, 12-13. Difference between writing
of accused party, and of other person ad-
dressing him, 13.

- Indistmctness of the ideas attached t:
the word, vii. 11.
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Possession-as one of the Aristotelian Post-
predicaments, viii. 236.

Possibility and impossibility. See Impossi-
bility; Incredibility.

Post- Letter-Sieyes' doctrines as to the in-
violability of, considered, ii. 532.

- - Applicability of to judicial intercourse
in relation to writs, &c., ii. 53-55; iii. 378-
379.

- - as a means of facilitating pecnniary
remittances, vrii. 417.

- - as a means of circulating Annuity
notes, iii. Ill.

- - Regulation of, on Mr Palmer's plan,
noticed, i. 556; ii. 204.

- - essential to a free government, ii. 287.
- - In the department of the lnterior-

communication Minister, by the Consti-
tutional Code, ix, 44l.

Posteriora priorum, and priora posteriorum,
or evidence from chains of events, vii. 62-
64.

Potatoes-Inquiry into the productiveness
of, and the economy of using as a prison
food, x, 256-257.

Potemkin-Prince, his projects and connex-
ion with Sir Samuel Bentham, x. 147-
148,149.

- - noticed, x, 139, 159, 161, 167; xi. 97.
- - an amusement of, noticed, ii. 255.
Pot-wobblers-Characteristic qualifications

of the class of voters called, iii. 581 n.
Poulter-" The Discoveries," &c., of, refer-

red to, i. 554.
Poverty-not the creature of law, but the

state of nature, i. 309.
- Sensibility to the operation of the moral

sanction as affected by, i, 457.
- as a cause of crime, Iii. 227.
- How far it is an inducement to perse-

verance, iv. 372-373.
- punished by outlawry in England, vii.

254.
- Existence of, and not the want of merits,

chief cause why defendants make no ap-
pearance, vii. 546.

- as a defect in language, considered, viii.
309.

- an impediment to the exposure of of-
fences, viii. 578-579.

- See Indigence.
Powell-Mra-a relative of the Bentham

family, x. 14-
Powell's Attorney's Academy-characteriz-

ed as the oldest book of practice, v. 76 n.
Power-a word requiring special exposition

when used in law, v. 413-
- Exposition of, with reference to a uni-

versal code, iii. 222-223.
- an expression inclusive of right, i. 105 n :::.
- The pleasures of, i. 18.
- authority, &c.-Pleasures and pains of,

with the correspondent interest and mo-
tives, i. 119.
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Power-Love of, as a motive, i. 52-56.
- Love of-Character generally given to

the motive of, i. 213,219.
- divided into - over per80ns and over

things, i.278 n.
- Division of, into branches, a8 a precau-

tion, i. 670-571.
- General precautions against abuse of, i.

570-578.
- Advantages and disadvantages of dis-

tributing, 1. 571.
- How far it can be made a means of re-

ward, ii. 195.
- Checks on, a leading end of the Consti-

tutional Code, ii. 270-271.
- without responsibility, reduces trust-

worthiness, ii. 389-390.
- Authority derived from, ii. 389.
- Abuse of, by ministers of justice- punish-

ment of, ir, 513.
- as an object of security by the law, iii.

213.
- Appropriate-Use of the consideration

of, as distinct from appropriate Will, iii.
293.

- support of, in a monarchy-Evils inflict-
ed for the, iii. 438-445.

- Necessity of having checks to, wherever
it exists, v. 69.

- its propensity to draw to itself the na-
tional wealth-Burke's opinion on, orin-
eised, v. 297-298.

- Distribution of, in a state, as much a
matter for economy, as money, ix, 27-28.

- Connexion between wealth and, ix. 4B.
- Impossibility of preservrng equality in,

ix.81.
- Aptitude for good government does not

increase, but decrease, with the amount
of ix. 110·113, 193.

- How it is more influential than money
as a means of bribery, x, 511-512.

- Natural increase of the appetite for, x,
53l.

- Arbitrary. Exclusion of, as a protection,
i.576.

- Balance of. The term, a vague gene-
rality, inapplicable to the operations of
government, ii. 445-447.

- Balance of-Arrangements under the
title of, produce more evil than good, ix.
123.

- Supreme-Right and duty of the, to
make laws, i. 283-295. See Supreme
Power.

- Abuse of. Place of, in the Penal Code,
iii. 167.

- Dubiety that is likely to attend the no-
tions of the use of the word in mathema-
tics, on account of its application to other
purposes, viii. 180-181.

Powers-Constitutional distribution of, in
connexion with the principle of irrevocable
laws, iL 404.
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Powers-Elementary Political, considered,
with reference to a general code, iii. 195-
198. See Political Power.

- of the human mmd-Enumeration of
the, vui. 281-2B2.

- Mechanical-Inqniry whether a common
denomination can be found to express the
qualities of, viii. 146-147.

- and Rights-Definition of, with refer-
ence to obligations, i. 105-106 n.

Pracncable-c-'I'oo good to be, a fallacious
expression used against improvement, 11.
461-462.

Practical Ethics-Position of, in the Ency-
clopedical Sketch of Art and SCIence, viii.
94.

Practice or habit-Nature of, i. 37.
- Application of, to the Arts and Sciences,

ii. 2.':3.
- The calling a plan bad in, but good in

theory, a fallacy, u. 459-460.
Practice (Legal)-Meaning of the technical

expression, v. 76 n ",
Practice-English. The evils of, ii. 48-49.
- - in regard to the evils of vexation

in producing evidence, vi. 103-104.
- - How a cause put off by, in absence

of a witness, vi. 91.
- - See English Law.
Prrecogmta of Logic, according to the Aris-

totelians, criticised, viii. 232-234.
Prmmunire-Confusion and inexplicability

of the law regarding, i. 5Il-512.
Praise-e-Indiscrnmnate, of officials, condu-

cive to misconduct, ii. 427.
Pratt-Mr JustIce. See Cambden-Lord.
Pratt-Mr, son to Lord Cambden, noticed,

as a visiter at Bowood, x. 100, 102, 104,
Ill, Il2.

Pratt-Miss-Account of, as a visiter at
Bowood, x. 104, no, Ill, ll2, 113,557.

Preambles of Statutes, characterised, iii.
249n.

- - - Inanity of reasons gIven in, i 465.
- - - Ammadversions on an instance of

lengthiness in, iii. 585-586 n.
- - - English and French-Effect in

keeping the mind suspended, Iii. 323.
Preappointed evrdence-vDifferenee between

and unpreappointed, vi. 6B-il, 219. The
difference developed, 68-70. Inconsistency
and confusion from want of right compre-
hension of it, in English practice, 70-71.

- - compared with casual, vi. 173.
- - considered, vi. 60-67. Nature and

origin, 60-61. Uses anti-litigious and
statistic, 61-62. Legislator'S duties in re-
lation to, 62. Subject-matters, 62-63.
Formalities for contracts considered as
a branch of, 64-65, (517-530). Means
of enforcing their observance, 64-65, (517-
525). Wills, 66-67, (530-5.51). See For-
malities; Wills.

ccxci PRE
Pre appointed evidence in general, vi. 508-

513. Purposes, 508. Original and tran-
scnptitious, ib. Objects i-laws, contracts,
facts, 509. Advantages-divided into col-
lateral and dlrect,51O. Uses-to indivi-
duals, to judge, to legislator m the way of
statistics, &c., 511-512. Formalities-
scription, authentication, examination,
multi plicate scription, registration, and
notification, 512-513.

- - Legally operative facts considered as
subject-matters of, vi. 62-64, 566-570,
Duties of Legislator, 566. Nature offacts
to be registered, divided mto-lst, regu-
larly occurring (as those affecting condi-
tion, and those affecting collative and ab-
lative facts;) and, 2d, casualties, 567. By
whom should regrstratiou be performable,
567 -568. How to secure the verity of
such evidence, 569-570; Eventual punish-
ment for falsehood in all cases--counter-
mterroganon where attainable, 569. In-
structions, 570. See Genealogical Facts.

- - The principle of, as exemplified in
real evidence, vi. 583-585. Fences, land-
marks, standards of quantity and quality,
revenue stamps, maker'. name, 569. Fa-
bncation of a maker's mark a species of
forgery,584. Registration of marks, ib,
Illustration from copyright act for designs,
ib. n. Penalty on fraud, 585.

- - unnoticed by Gilbert in his Law of
EVIdence, vi. 183.

- - Provisions for, m the Constitutional
Code, by the establishment of Local Re-
gistrars, IX. 625-636. See Registrars.

- - See Contract; Formalities; Genea-
logical Facts; Laws; Official Evidence;
Registranon ; Wills.

Preappointed official evidence, vi. 72-i9.
553-566. Application to transactions of
offices at large, 72-76. Direct and col-
lateral uses, (viz. judicial and stanstic.)
72, 554-555. How trustworthiness to be
estimated, 72-73-how to be secured, 74-
76. 'I'ransactions of judicial offices,76-
ii, 556-557. Laws as matter of preap-
pointed evidence-c-necessity for recording
and publishing them, 77-78. Debates of
legislative bodies, 78-79.

Preappomted ex parte written evidence, vii.
126-129.

Preaudience-e-Impropnety of fixed order
of, in legislative assemblies, ii. 346-349.

Precautions for the protection of the public
against offences, i. 551-557.

- General. agamst abuse of authority, i.
S7C-57B.

Precautionary regulations, in the admission
of casually-wntten evidence, vii. 125-126.

Precedence-Attention paid to questions of,
in England, ii. 322.

Precedent-the term an excuse for the re-
petition of an.abuse, x. 511.
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Precedent-Arbitrary acts on the ground of, Prehension-Reasons for extensive power of,

ix. 322-323. EVil because our ancestors to judges, in. 352 n.
have done evil,322. The more distant Prehensor-Use of the term, to express an
and barbarous the age when the prece- officer for the purpose of apprehending,
dent was practised, the mort! worthy it is iii. 376-377 n.
deemed of adoption, 323. - as a judiciary officer in the Constitu-

- Absence of. Fallacy of the argument tional Code, IX. 466.
from, ii, 410-411. - and his deputes-Account of Provision

- old and unpublished, judicially used in for,in Dispatch Court Bill, iii. 311.
England, vi. 389-391. Prehensors-Judlcial-Provisions regard-

Preceptor-Authority of one holding the mg, in Constitutional Code, ix.637-639.
character of, i. 232. Prehension-The taking possession, by

Precious metals. See Metals. physical force, of persons or things, 637.
Precipitation-Danger of, a fallacy cited in Fields of service-coequal with judges',

favour of delay of justice, VIIi. 476·478. ib, Mandate to pursue mto other judica-
Created by delay, ib. Confounded With tories,637-638. Self-suppletive function,
promptitude, ib. 638. Who locable-any one who can

- as an mconvenience in legislative assem- read and write, ib. Peculiar eligibility
bhes, ii. 302. of persons who have served in the army

- Means of avoidance of, in legislation, ii. or navy, ib. Considerations as to the
366·367. prehension of foreigners, and females,

- Avoidance of, as a proper end of judi- 638-639. How locable and disloeable,
cature, ii. 17. 639.

- -Iudicial-c-Effect of, and remedies for, - and messengers in proposed Equity Dis-
by Q,uasi-appeal, ii. 152-164. patch Court=-Funcnons of, Iii. 376-381.

- an effect of fixed rules m judicature, ii. Premterpretative Function of Judgesin Con-
32. stitutional Code, ix. 511-512_

- in judicature-The evils of, and the Prejudice-c-Defimtron of, and cause of exis-
remedy to, IV.339 n. tence of, ii 478.

- of surts-e-a grievance charged in the - How it leads astray by words, iii. 28.
Petition for justice, v. 468-4iO, 521-522. - Authority-begotten-a cause of the ex-

Precision-Etymulogy, and practical apph- istence of fallacies, ii. 478-479.
cation of the word, viii, 102 n:t. - Interest-begotten. Effect of, i. 217-218.

Predicaments-The. Physical fictitious en- - Interest-begotten-a cause of the exis-
titles, viii, 199. tence of fallacies, 11. 47i-478.

- of the Aristotelians considered as enti- Prejudrces=-Salvo for good government and
ties real or fictinous, vni. 234-23G. Sub- morals in, i. 182.
stance, 235. Q,uantity and quality, lb. - Necessity of keeping in view, in legisla-
All the other seven come under relation, tion, i. 323.
ib. Action and paSSIOn, lb. Place, lb. - How far the legislator can neutralise, i.
Ubi and s~tus mterconvertible, ib. Time, 464-46.5.
ib. Hainuu considered as denotmg ves- - How spread by the learned, i. 537.
ture, 235-236. - The, which act as interruptions to the

- SCIences involving the, viii. 2R6-288. progress of invention, vui, 276.
- Condillac's exernphficative method of - of class religion, &c.-Means of obviat-

showing the progressive discovery of the" mg the influence of, on Junes, v. 165-
crrticised, viu. 282-283. 16i.

Predicamcnts=-Post, the five, of the Aris- - National, How to be dealt WIth in re-
totelians, examined, VIII.:136. Mouon-> forms, i. 180-184.
more important than many of the Pre- - Popular, against punishments, i. 411-
dicaments ; others come under relation, 413.
ib. Preliminary meeting of parties to a suit, as

Predication-Nature of, exammed, viii. 335- a means of curtailing hngation. See
-336. Is an attribution of a quality to Meeting.
a subject, 335. Q,ualities enumerated, Premeditation-Aggravation of injury frOID,
335-336. Real and verbal Predication, I. 165, 167.
336. Premiums-Suggestions of Political and

Prehension in judicial procedure, h. 116-117. Ethical subjects of Essays for, x. 76.
Subject matters, 1I6. Search, and pur- PrentlCe---Archibald-Correspondencewith,
poses for which it may be made, ib. Pur- on his Trial for Libel, XI. 69-70.
poses for which It may apply to persons, Preparations for committing crime as afford-
116-117. Conditions to justify warrant ing evidence of delinquency, vii. 18-22.
of arrestation, IIi. Seizure of property, Precedency and antecedency in time, 18-
Ib, 19. Illustrations, 19, (68.) Different
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orders of preparation, 19. Case of Cap- Press=-Liberty of the. See Liberty of the
tain Donnellan cited in illustratiou, 19- Pres".
20. Preparatory acts conclusive of guilt Pressure as productive of motion in con-
converted into separate offences, 2U. In nexiou with sprmgs, vin, 139.
what distmct from attempt" 21. Infir- Presumpnon=-Coke's drvision of, into vio-
mative CIrcumstances applicable, 21-22. lent, probable, &c., discussed, vi, 231; vu.

Prepositions-may bear the import of entire 69.
propositions, vin. 336. - in law-Nature of, vi. ll5 n,

- The nature of, viu. 356. Pretium affectIOnis-The nature of, i. 322.
- The connexion of, with adverbs and con- - - should be kept in view III legislatmg

junctions, viu. 356. as to value, vr, 41l.
Prerogatrve-e-The expression, used as an Preventmg crimes-c-Iudireet meaus of, i.

argument never admitting of contradic- 53:J-51Jl1.
tion, v. 134. Prevention-c-Particular and general, as the

- Abuse of-how caused by Coronation I ends of punishment, i, 3DG.
Oath, v. 206-20i. I' - of offences by making many mdrviduals

- Limitation of the, in respect to creation interested III the prevention, I !i5h.
of peers, proposed, iii. 531. Preventrve Remedies against offeuces-s-Na-

Prescription-c-or ancient bona fide PO,SCb- i ture of, i. 3Gi.
sion-principle of acqumng a title by, Preventive-service Mmister-c-Provision for,
i. 32i. I III Constuuuonal Code, ix, 4:HI-H1. T(}

- according to the crvrlians->- Unaptness of i take order for prevention of calarmty and
the expression, x, 509. i dehnquency, 439. Example; of calauu-

- of punishment, by length of tune, 1• .'>21- ties, lb. Arrauuemeuts for prevention or
523. With regard to reformation, .121- mmgation m reference tu each, ib, Thmg-,
52:3. Example, 5:3:3. Some offences for over which he will have power for the
which onght not to exist, ib, Must de- service of lus office, lb. How far the
pend on nature of offence, 522-52:l. army and navy may be employable III this

Presence-Personal of Parties would check functIOn,439-440. Use to the nnhtary
oppression in Litiganon, n, 172. as professional trainmg, 440. 'I'heir pe-

Presrdent=-Meaning and use of the term, cuhar aptitude for the duties, lb. Sub-
ii. 327. ject-matters of'local kuowledge,as to which

- an unapt term for expressing the head they may be deficient, lb. Mixture of
of a government, IX. 204. migratory and stationary functionaries,

President of United States-more secure ib. Danger of seduction by local inter-
than King of England, n. 121. course, especially in revenue offences, of

- - - - Letter to, on Codification, which, the moral mischref not distmctly
with answer, IV. 453-468. felt, 440-441.

- -- - - Hls admimstration of the Pnce-e-Hev. Humphrey. His account of
chief command of the army, IX. 363-364. himself, and correspondence WIth Bent-

Presidents of Legislative Assemblies, u. ham on the CIrcumstances of Ins bemg un-
32i -330. See Assemblies. prisoned for a Libel, written in defence of

Press. The (Pubhc Newspaper)-Enlight- the carpet weavers of Kiddermmster, xr,
enmg effects of, i. 568. 43-48.

- - Uses of, in preserving responsibility Price-Dr Richard. The mechanism of' his
of men in office, ii, 451-452. Mortality Tables criticised, vm, 410-411 n,

- - Operations and power of, compared - - Smkmg Fund suggesed by, ii. 312.
with those of the official judicatories, YIn. - His YleWS on probabilities, vi. 243.
565-572. - - Letter from, to Bentham, x. 246.

-- - Gives direction to the Public-opimon - - noticed or quoted, i, 8-911; Xl. ;-4.
Tribunal, viri. 565. Prn-es-v Etlect of free compeution on, 11.

- - The evil of restrienons of, as under- ~~8.
mining the protection of the Publie-opm- - Influence of paper money on, ill. 108.
ion Trrbunal, and giving currency to se- - RIse of. How to obviate 111 case of the
cret defamation, ix, 53-58. See Rule- project of Annurty notes, ill. lil9-141.
Good and Bad. - Relatiou of, to the amount of money,

- - Licensmg, a more effectual suppres- with their incidence on different classes,
sion of than prosecution, ix, 50S. ill. 45-46, 69-iO, 139-140.

Press-LIberty of the, a characteristic of a - Inefficacy of attempts to fix, by law, ill.
free government, i. 21l8. I 61;.

- - - Preponderant advantages of, in 1- Legal limitation, as applicable to as to
comparison WIth censorship, i. 538. interest, ill. 8.

- - - Paramount importance of, as a - Pubhcatton of, a serVlce wlnch Govern-
branch of legislation, x. 4':;6. ment may do to trade, Ill. i1.
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Prices-Information on the flnctuations of,
in domestic articles, x, 377-378_

Pride, arrogance, &c., as designative of mo-
tives, i. 201.

- Family. Inquiry into the causes of, ix.
82.

Priest-Confession to, should not be de-
manded as evidence-would only have
the effect of suppressing the act of Peni-
tence, with any incidental good that may
accompany it, vi. 98-99 ; vii. 366-368.

- The-described as one of the instru-
ments of monarchy, ix. 135-136.

Priestcraft-NotJce of the progress of, i. 505.
- as connected with the University of Ox-

ford, ii. 261-262.
- Its influence illustrated in Jephthah's

and other Jewish vows, v. 222-223.
- Its restraining influence in barbarous

times, v. 222.
- Origin and progress of, in the power ac-

quirable by men who profess to secure
eternal felicity to others, ix. 20.

Priesthood-Influence of the, in Spain, viii.
469.

- See Clergy.
Priestley-Use of the expression" Greatest

happiness of greatest number" by,x. 46,79.
- Whether he or Beccaria first suggested

to the author the greatest-happiness prm-
ciple 1 x, 142, 567.

- characterized as a materialist, viii. 84.
- opinion of, x. 571.
- casual notices of, i. 57 n:::, 193, 230; ii.

462 ; IV. 64,457 ; vii. 90, 430; viii. 521;
x.19, 215, 281, 316, 317, 561; xi. 74.

Primreval analysis as distmguished from lo-
gical, viii. 122-124.

Primary mischiefs distinguished from second-
ary, i. 69. See Evils.

Prime Miruster=-Proviston for,in the Consti-
tutional Code, ix. 204-213.

- - FIeld of Service of, ix. 204-205. Lo-
cal field coextensive with that of the Le-
gislature, under which he bas to perform
all that does not specially belong to the
judiciary department, 204. The designa-
tion an apt one-superior to President
and other like, 204-205.

- - Functions of, IX. 205-206. EXemI-
tive, 205. Directive, ib, Location and
promotion of other Ministers, ib. Corre-
spondent dislocation and suspension, ib.
Imperative function in relation to the
defensive force, 205-206. Acts relating
to it-Promotions,instructions, &c., to be
in wnting with exemplars, 206.

- - His relation to the legislature, ix.
206-207. Communications all by wnting,
except when specially sent for, 206.
Functions-the indicative, initiative, and
statistic, 2416-207.

- - Self-suppletive function of, ix.207.
A depute for whom he is responsible, to
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act when he IS unwell or the oSce is va-
cant, ib.

Prime Minister-Term of service of, ix. 207-
208. Limited-suggestion of four years,
207. Restriction on reeligibility ib.
Election of successor, 207-208.

- - Remuneration of, ix. 208.
- - Who locable as, ix. 208. No monarch

or person of royal blood, Ib, A residence
qualification, ib.

- - How located, ix. 208-209. Chosen
by the legislature, 208. Method for unit-
ing open and secret voting, 208-209.

- - How dislocable, or removable from
place, ix. 209. By the legislature or the
constitutive, ib.

- - Registration system for the office of,
ix.209. Use of the manifold mode of writ-
ing for the distribution of exemplars, ib.

- - Publication system of, ix. 209-212.
The use of, in b-inging the matters of every
department to the knowledge of any per-
son to whom they may be of use, 209-210.
Impediment to Publicity-Expense, 210.
Publicity useful, both for the general ser-
vice of the public, and for particular ser-
vice, ib, Exceptions where. the evil would
be preponderant, ib. Instances-Suffrage
of Electors, Army, Navy, Preventive
Service, Health, Foreign Relation, and
the Judiciary Departments, all liable to a
demand for secrecy, ib. Limits to the
time during which the secrecy is neces-
sary, and then demand comes fefr publi-
city, 210-211. Publlcaaon=-intemel to
the official establishment, or external, 211.
The former,registration-the latter,print-
ing, ib. Rules for limiting the exceptions
in favour of secrecy, 211-212.

- - Securities for appropriate aptitude
on the part of, Ix, 212-213. Registration,
Publication, Dislocability, &c., 212. Re-
sponsibility to attend to complaints against
subordinazes, 212-213.

Primogeniture-Barbarous origin of, and
evil effects of in preventing the beneficent
distribution of property, ix. 17-18.

Primum Mobile- Expression" source of mo-
tion" preferred to, viii. 131-132.

- - The kinds of, enumerated, vii. 84-
85.

Principal facts-General view of, as objects
of penal awl non-penal procedure, vi. 215-
216.

- - distingnished from evidentiary, vi.
44,208,215. See Circumstantial.

- - and evidentiary-Difficulty of show-
ing connexion between the correspondent
classes of, vi. 216.

Principals and aecessaries-e-Reference of
questions as to, to contracts, iii. 177.

Pnnciple-Definition of the term, i, 1 n t.
- Definition and application of a, iii. 215 ;

wherein distmguished from a rule, ib,
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Principle-The, of utility, i. 1-4.
Principles adverse to utility, i. 4-13.
- All declarations of, are statements that

a person has formed a certain opinion, ix.
3-5.

- Leading, of the Constitutional Code, ii,
269-274.

- as applied to a general system of law-
wherein they consist, iv. 494.

Principles of the Cicil C-ode,i, 299-364.
Principles of International Law, ii. 535-560.
Principles of Judicial Procedure, ii. 5-181.
Principles of Penal Law, i. 367-580.
Printing-Superiority of, to writing, for

transcripts, vii. 140.
- of legislative acts preferable to the

French system of registering, iv. 311.
Prior-Matthew, referred to, vi. 314-315.
Prior '1:. Powers-Case of, cited, vi. 226 n ".
Prior and posterior acts considered as prin-

cipal and probative, vi. 47·48 ; vii. 62-
64.

Priority-as one of the Aristotelian Post-
predicaments, viii. 236.

Prisons-Arrangements of, in regard to
debtors, and the various grades of crimi-
nals, i. 429-431.

- Principle on which reform as to, should
proceed, ii. 251-252.

- ExclUSIOn of visiters from, when and
how far necessary or useful, iv, 23.

- Proper system of visitmg-Rotation of
visiters, &c., iv. 25.

- Application of the Panopticon system to,
iv. 37-248.

- Attention in their locality and construe-
tion, to their protection from mobs, iv.
105-109.

- Contamination in, fostered by judicial
delays, v. 468.

- The corruptive influences of, enumera-
ted, viu. 418-419.

- Regulations for, adapted to a Mahom-
medan state, viii. 586-587.

- Authority of the Health Minister in re-
gard to, by the Constitutional Code, ix,
444.

Prison-breaking. Obviation of, by the Pan-
opticon arrangements, iv. 46.

Prison drsciplme-c-Possibility of carrying
the solitary system too far in=-only to
be adopted so far as necessary to subdue
the refractory, and obviate contamination
or combination, iv. 71-76.

- - Religious worship aE a department
of, iv. 78-79.

- - Giving au opportunity for inspection
by strangers as a part of, iv. 78-79.

- - Evils inseparable from, and mciden-
tal to, I. 421-422.

- - Airing and exercising yards, and
method of parading prisoners, as connect-
ed with, iv, 98-105.
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Prison discipline-Work containing a com-

plete system of, a desideratum, iv. 121.
- - Prejudices and feelings that inter-

fere WIth the practice of a complete sys-
tem of, iv. 121-122.

- - Objects of-Example, good conduct
and decency, prevention of undue hard-
ship, regard to health, security from fire,
safe custody, future subsistence and good
behaviour, religious, and other instruc-
tion, comfort, economy, subordination,
iv. 122.

- - General indifference to, because the
rich feel contammation an evil to which
the poor only are liable, v. 533.

- - See Cells: Contract: Convicts: Dun-
geons: Hard labour: Imprisonment:
Paaopticon : Ventilation.

Pnson fees considered, 1.423-424.
Prisoners-c-Judicial exammation of, vii. 39-

44. See Self-mculpative Testimony.
- for trial-whether they should be set to

work, iv, 59-60.
- Escape of. Responsibility for, i, 478.
- Enlargement of punishment of, for con-

duct in confinement, iv, 26-27.
- Adaptation of cells to facihtate their la-

bours, iv. 74.
- Liberated-Plan of a Provision for, as

subsidiary to the Panopticon, iv. 165-171.
Privacy, With regard to judicature and

evidence, ii, 44 ; vi. 28, 351-380. See
Publicity and Privacy.

- Cases in which extraction of evidence
should be subjected to, vi. 27-28.

Private acts-Waste of the time of Parlia-
ment on, ix. 118.

Private copllitions-Rights and obligations
attached to different, 1. 343·358.

Private judgment. Blackstone against the
right of, I. 230.

Private offences-Characteristics of, i, 139-
140.

- - distinguished from the other classes,
i. 97.

- - Divided into offences against the
person, agamst reputation, against pro-
perty, against conditron, against persoll
and property together, and agamst per-
son and reputation together, i. 99-100.

- - The genera of, i. ll3-13i. See Con-
drtion: Person: Property: Reputation.

- - Division and subdivision of, ill. 164-
165. See Offences.

- - Characters of, iii. 172-173.
Privation-The pains of, i. 19.
Privative pumshmentsor Forfeitures, i.451-

475. See Forfeitures.
Privilege-e-Grants of, held immutable, ii.

404.
Pnvileges-e Rewards by the granting of, 11_

200.
- Sieyes' doctrine as to, criticised, ii. 533.
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Pri vy Council-Inquiry as to the method of

summoning members to, for judicial bu-
siness, and information on the subject, x.
430-431.

Prize. See Reward.
Prize court-Jobbing in, vi. 41 n.
Prize money-Arrangements regarding, in

the Constitutional Code, ix. 381-383. See
Defensive force.

Prize system-Abuses in the, ii. 215.
Prizes for discoveries, experiments, &c.-

a service which Government may do to
trade, iii. 71.

Probability and improbability-Relative,
vi. 46. See Improbability.

Probabilities-an illustration of the practical
use of arithmetic, viu. 161.

- Price's views on, VI.243.
Probabilizmg facts, in connexion with evi-

dence, vii. 4.
Probates and Letters of administration-In-

cidence of the duties on, ii, 592.
Prubatio-Roman division into plena, mi-

nus plena, &c., vi. 231.
Probation as an operation in procedure, ii.

25.
- Analysis of the operation of, u, 60-61.
Probative, applied to the school exercises

which are not for teaching, but for prov-
ing proficiency, viii. 44.

Probative force of evidence-The elements
of, analyzed, vi. 220-223. Admits of de-
grees, 220. The ordinary degree, that
which produces belief in mankind, ib.
Legislator should provide for its being as
great as possible, 221. By what circum-
stances increased-quality of witnesses-e-
number-real evidence, it. By what
circumstances diminished, 221:'-223;-cir-
cumstances regarding source, 222-re-
garding shape, lb. Remoteness from seat
of perception, 222-223.

- - how estimated, vi. 14.
- - Sources of increase and decrease in,

vi. 14-15.
- - and persuasion-Degrees of, how

measured, VI. 16-li, 223-235. Impor-
tance of correct expression for the de-
grees, 223-228. Elements affecting the
amount of persuasion in witnesses, 224.
Ambiguity of ordinary language, ib.-
application of mathematical, ib. A scale
of persuasion, 225; application of it to
witnesses, 225-227; to judges, '226-228 ;
to appeal, 228 ; to pardon, ib. ; to other
cases where the same question moved,
229 ; where punishment administered pro
modo probatwnum, 229 ; to scientific evi-
dence, ib. Incapacity of ordinary lan-
guage for expressing the degrees, 229-
230. Attempts in England, 231-232. In-
finite scale, though the only true one, in-
applicable, 232-234. Objecnons ofM. Du-
mont answered by the Editor of the orr-
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ginal edition of Rationale of Evidence,
234-235.

Probative force - compared with trust-
worthmess, VI. 17 n ".

- - The utmost that a case is capable of
need not be insisted on, VI. 233.

- - Questions of incredibility are ques-
tions of, vii. 80.

- - Instructions from the legislator to
the judge for estimating, vii. 563-598. See
Instructions.

- _. of circumstantial evidence, vii. 64-
68. No positive rules, (vi. 50-53) vii.
64. Search on all occasions for impro-
bative supposinons, ib. The number of
links in the chain of presumptrons ren-
ders it less strong, 65. Psychological
facts can never be considered conclusive
-physical may, 66 ; yet physical should
not be subject to absolute rules, ib. Warn-
ings to prevent under and over valuation,
67.

- - of circumstantial evidence-Errors
of legal systems in regard to, Vii. 68-
73. Insufficiency of the whole, on the
ground of defect in, or want of, parti-
cular articles, 68-69. Corpu» tklicti,
69. Coke's theory of presumption, 69-
70. General circumstantial, received to
exclusion of special direct, 70. Wager
of law, ib. Expurgatory oath, ib. Oath
in supplement, 71. Facts excluded on
ground of being weak, ib. Records of
courts, 7I -72. A single article set out
as itself conclusive, 73.

- - of circumstantial and direct evidence
compared, vii. 73-75.

- - of extrajudicially written and hear-
say evidence -instructions conceming,
vii. 134-137.

- - of transcriptitious and hearsay evi-
dence compared, vii. 142.

- - loss of, to evidence, in passing from
one medium to another, VIi. 155.

Probity-Rules of, those which principally
require legislative interference, i. 147.

- an ingredient in trustworthy opinions,
ii.388.

- excluded as a virtue on the part of a na-
tion, ii. 537, 552, 555-556.

- Men in office arrogating to themselves,
ii. 412.

PROCEDURE-JUDICIAL--Codeof-Source of
the reasons that should accompany, i. 162.

- - Code of-Initial Sketch of the, Ii,
178-181.

- - Plan of the Code of, with reference
to the other codes, iii. 204-205.

- - Diminution of uncertainty in, as a.
precaution agamst crimes, i, 558-559.

- - Principles of, ii. 5-181;-
- - Preface to Pnnciples of, ii. 5.
- - Introduction to the Pnnciples of.

ii. 5-8; meaning of the term, 5. Adjec-
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tive law, 6. Evils of the present system I the proposed Equity Dispatch Court, iii.
and interests producing It, ib. Argu- 409-4:!7.
ments used for stopping the progress of Procedure-Judicial-Every rule of, that
improvement, 6-7. Efficacy of Public- does not bend must break, iv. 322.
opinion Tribunal, 7. Necessity of reject- - - Prayer of Petitron for justice in rela-
ing the Technical system, ib. Leading tion to, v. 500·503. Personal appearance
features of the author's system, 7-8. at commencement 500-501. Party him-

Procedure-Judicial-General VIew of, in self, With exception of cases of mere in-
connexion with the ends of judicature, ii, formation, 501. Arrangement of appro-
8-11. priate excuses that may be pleaded against

- - Relation of, to the rest of the law, ii, obeying judicial mandates, ib. Instead
15-22. Two objects-power to fulfil the of judge-made law, judges to propose
substantive law, and means of ascertain- amendments In termints, lb. Proceedmgs
ing truth of facts, 15-16. Smallness of to have regard to convenience, ib. All
difference between the means m the penal available evidence to be elicited, ib. The
and in the non-penal, 16-li. Ends of principle of suretyship to be given all
penal procedure, direct and collateral, 17. practicable extent to, ib. Different forms
Juridical vexatrons=-consumption of time, I in which it may exist, lb. Occasions for
confinement, expense, and anxiety, 17. exacting security, 501-502. The form of
Delay, a suspension of the primary end of eheitmg evidence to be oral, recorded, or
procedure, 17. Avoidance of It, ib. AVOId- epistolary, according to paramount neces-
ance of precipitatron, 17-18. Ends of sity, lb. Epistolary to be subject to oral
procedure, if correct, Will furnish princi- exammation where expedient, ib. No
ples for trymg propriety of regulanons of oath, and punishment for falsehood, ib,
procedure, 18-19. Mischiefs whrch will Series of disputes between parties to be
exist notwithstanding efforts to the con- entered mto, and balance of satisfaction
trary, 19. Analysis of these, 19-20. Ob- struck,502-503. Mmutation of evidence,
servance of the whole comprised in the 503. Helpless litigants' fund, ib. Fmes
phrase, "rendering justice," 20. Distinc- on parties in the wrong, ib. Language of
tion between real and apparent jusuce-s- procedure code to be made intelligible, ib,
necessity of procedure givmg the latter as - - Publicity and privacy considered with
well as the former, 20-21. Prejudices re- regard to, vi 351-3&0. See Pubhcity.
ducing the alarm that would arise from - - Exclusion of evidence occasioned by
want of the latter, 21-22. blind arrangements of, VII. 537·542.

- - Subject matters of;u. 23-24. Place good m a par WIth bad cause, 53i.
- - All-comprehensive arrangements as Secrecy of the Roman system, 538. Short

to, ii. 24-28. Division into operations, trme allowed for trial in England, 538-
instruments, and stages, 24. Operations : 540. Exammanon by commission, with
=-Applieanon, Execution, Probation, Ac- I Gilbert's reasons for secrecy, 540·542.
commodanon, 24-25. Instruments-per- I - - in relation to imprisonment for debt
sonal, real, and written, correspondent to i -natural as distinguished from technical,
operations, 25-27. J udication, With rela- I VI. 135-136.
tion to partition of territory, eommunica- - - Blind fixation of times for operations
tion, &c., 27-28. of, VIi. 239-240.

- - Practical general rules as to, ii. 28-33. - - Letter to the Duke of Wellington on
Minimizauon of evil, by regard for ends the reform of the system of, XI. 9-U.
of justice, 28. Rules for guarding against - - English system of- EVils of, generally
and compensatmg irreparable evils, 28-29. animadverted on, ii, 10-13.
Rules for guidance of judge in exercise of - - Scottish system of, Judge-made, v. 5.
hIS ulterior powers,29-31. No inflexible - - Position of, in a general division of
regulations, 31-32. Substitution to in- the law, ix. 8.
flexible rules, 32. Inquiry which side - - Prescription or bearmg of, to the
most likely to be in the right! 32-33. Constitutional Code, and principles that

- - between parties distant from each should rule it, ix. 40.
other, ii. 99-105. Pursuer personally re- - - Place that should be occupied by, in
pairing to defendant's judicatory, 99-100. the Universal Code, Iii. 162.
.Epistolary mode, 100. Difficulties from - - See Account taking Judicatories; Ap-
want of confrontation, and proposed re- peal; Applicanon-cjudicral ; Commumca-
medies, 100-101. How testimony of wit- tion-c-judicial ; Compensation ; Counter-
nesses to be dealt with, 101-102. Ready security; Demand-paper; Evidence; Exe-
written and real evidence, l 02-103. cution; Forthcommgness; Hearing-ini-
Friendly Bondmanship, or Bail, 103·105. tiatory ; Jury; Proxies; Quasi-appeal;

- - before appellate judge, II. 166-16i. Quasi-jury; Recapitulatory examination.
- - Arrangements of for the purposes of Procedure Law-Principles of, in reference
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to !he Constitutional Code, ix. 25-27. In-
separable burthens=-delay, vexa.tion, and
expense, 25. Minimization of burthens,
maximization of benefits, the true object,
ib. Difficulties to contend with where
there is an unorganised law, as in Eng-
land,25-26. When there is a real law,
little difficnlty in bringing it to the notice
of the judge-difference as to facts, 26.
The field of evidence, and its department
-forthcomingness, 27.

Procedure-Natural and Technical systems
of, compared, ii, 169-178. Costs, 169.
Long imprisonment ib. Imposition of
fixed sums without regard to wealth or
indigence,169-170. Arbitrary fixation of
time for operations, 170. Transference
from Judicatory to Judicatory, ib. Writ
and declaration in common-law suit, ib.
General issue-c-distance ofJudicature and
fixed time for trial, 170-171. Proceed-
ings by indictment, 171. Grand Jury, ib.
Absenee of parties-interest of profes-
sional lawyers, ib. Corruption of the
public mind, 171-172. Extortion and op-
pression, 172. Diversification of modes
of eliciting evidence, 172-173. Bill in
equity, 173. Special pleading, I'! 3-174.
Irresponsibility of party for averments,
ib. Written pleadings, 175. Diversity
of actions, 175-176. Record, its irrele-
vancy and uselessness, 176-177. Interval
between opinative and imperative decree
in some criminal cases, 177. Needless
concurrence, ib, Arrest in mesne pro-
cess, 178. Absence of remedy to wives
against cruelty of husbands, ib. Funda-
mental principles of natural procedure, ib.

- - - Arrangements offormer contrasted
with devices of latter, v. 8-14.

- - - Honest litigants go to courts of
the former, dishonest to those of the lat-
ter, v. 22.

- - - distinguished, and the courts in
which they are respectively used-in
Scotch Reform, v. 7.

Procedure-Summary. Recording convic-
tions on, vi. 414.

- - and regular, generally contrasted, iii.
321.

Proces-verbal=-an instance of extempore
recordation, vi. 82.

Processions - Religious-Principles that
should regulate the sanction or suppres-
sion of, ii. 514.

Procrastination, dilatoriness, &c., as indica-
tive of motives, i. 204.

- - Argument for, in the statement that
the time for a measure is not yet come,
ii.432.

Proctor-uses excommunication as a means
of getting his bill paid, vii. 425.

Procuration mandate-in the Constitutional
Code, ix. 254-255.
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Proeureur de Hoi-The French. How far

his office differs from that of Attorney-
General, iv. 405.

Prodigals-Popularity of, iii. 17.
- Principles of the interdiction of, consi-

dered, i. 332.
Prodigality-how far it should be discour-

aged by refusing relief to poverty, i. S14-
315.

- Prevention of, as an argument in favour
of the Usury Laws, iii. 5-7. Prodi-
gals generally adopt other means, 6-6.
If they can give securitr, will get at as
low interest as others, lb. If they have
no security, will not get at any interest,
6. Generally borrow among their friends,
ib. Get credit from tradesmen, 6-7.

Produce- Right to, involved in title to land,
i. 327.

Production, as a means of abundance, ix.
13-14. The increase of, natural, or by
operation of law-latter deprecated, ib.

- Bounties upon, considered, iii. 59-61.
See Bounties.

- Exemptions from taxes on, act as boun-
ties, iii. 62.

Profanation-Classification of the offence
of, in the Penal Code, iii. 171.

Profeasion-e-Choice of, as a duty of guar-
dians, i. 347.

- Nature of, as a condition in life, i. 185-
136.

- The mind strengthened for the pursuit
of, by right education, viii. 11-12.

- Sensibility to the operation afthe moral
sanction as affected by, i, 457.

- Restrictions regarding, in connexion
with punishment, i. 436.

- Whether men should be tempted from,
to fill public offices,by high remuneration,
v.810-313.

Professions of honesty, &c., by individuals
No regard to be paid to, iii. 526.

Professional edncation and monopoly con-
sidered, ii. 51.

- assistant-Reasons for permitting to a
litigant, ii. 50-51; vi. 337-338; vii. 227
nil.

- Lawyers--Provisions regarding, in the
Constitutional Code, ix. 589-597. See
Lawyers.

- opinion. The authority of, ii. 388-389.
- privileges and condition-Nature of,

iii. 167.
Professorships that should be established in

central towns, ii. 257.
Proflciency-promising principle, in the man-

agement of the Chrestomathic schoel, viii.
49-50.

Profiles-Publication of, a means of dis-
covering criminals whohave escaped, i,558.

Profit- Participation in, by felons condemn-
ed to labour, as an inducement to work,
iv.12·13.
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Profit from the labour of convicts, as an in-

gredient in prison discipline, iv. 50.
- Moral effects of the deriving of, by the

support of particular opinions, ii. 264.
- of an offence-eDeflninon of, i. 87 n +.'
- of an offence, should be outweighed by

the punishment, i. 399-400.
- of punishment-how to be estimated, i.

398-399.
Profits of stock-brokers and bankers-Pro-

posal to obtain revenue by taxing, ii, 599-
600.

- Average, are in the inverse ratio of pro-
ductrve capital to expenditure, iii. 57.

- Application of, in the Panopticon on the
contract principle, iv. 48.

Profligacy- Political. Exhibition of, in
Hamilton's Parliamentary Logic, ii. 385.

- Fallacy of considering the resignation
of emolument a mark of, ii. 464-465.

Progress-registration principle in the man-
agement of the Chrestomathic School,
viii. 49.

Prohibited degrees with relation to mar-
riage, i. 350.

Prohibition=-Commercial. Mischievousness
of, ii. 549.

- on rival productions-Evil of, as com-
pared with bounties, &c., iii. 63-64. In
what cases useless, 63. In what hurtful,
64. A refusal to participate in the natu-
ral advantages of other nations, ib. Cus-
tom-house expense, ib. Selfishness and
immorality, ib.

- on rival imports-either inefficacious or
mischievous, iii. 64.

Prohibitory and restrictive commercial sys-
tem-The, discussed, iii. 88-100. See
Restrictrve.

Projects-Utility of a treatise on, distin-
guishing useful, from impostures, iii. 51-
52.

Projectors in arts and manufactures- De-
fence of, against the effect of the laws
against usury, iii. 21-29, 47-52. The
term is one generally used in reproba-
tion, 21. The restriction strikes against
all improvement and amelioration, 21-
22. Loans on high interest peculiarly
adapted to, 22. Usury laws have not
the effect of separating the good from
the bad, but merely the old established
from the new, 22, 48. Projectors the
cause of national prosperity, wluch would
be increased by removal of trammels,
23, 49. These, instead of suppressing
the bad, merely narrow the field of both
good and bad, 24. A less strong case
than the restraint of prodigality, 25.
The requisites of genius and courage make
projectors a small number, ib. Imperti-
nence of the legislature interfering with
the arrangements people think best for
themselves, 25-26. From greater ex-
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perience skill and civilisation, future pro-
jects likely to be more successful than
past, 26. Loans infer the benefit of the
lender's opinion, 27. Though all the
projectors themselves should be ruined,
yet the community may be benefited, ib,
Illustration of the judgment misled by an
expression, 28. Causes of Smith's error,
:!8-29. Remedy-expunging the Usury
laws, at least as regards projectors, 29.
Difficulties which ingenious men have to
combat with in introducing their works
to notice Increased by the law, 49-50.

Prolixity, as contradistinguished from re-
dundancy, x. 74.

- in laws-Evils of, hi. 208.
Promise- Ends served by referring the con-

nexion between governors and governed
to a, i. 269-270.

Promises-Performance of-how far an ab-
solute principle, ii. 224.

- divided into unilateral and bilateral, iii.
191-192.

Promissory oaths-Nature and effect of, vi.
29.

- - False distinction of assertory from,
v. 19l-19:l.

- - The abuses they may be made to
support, Illustrated, ii. 408-409.

- - Arguments as to the inefficacy of,
abridged, v, 514-515. See Oath.

Promotiou-Anomalies in the system of, In
the British army, ix. 363.

- Military arrangements for, in the Con-
stitutional Code, IX. 358-366. See De-
fensrve Force.

Prompting WItness by suggestive interroga-
tions, vi. 394.

Promptitude of answer-a security for truth
in examination of WItnesses, vi. 383.

Promulgation of the laws urged, i. 323.
- - - Essay on the, i. 157-163. Ne-

glect of, III modern times, 157 . Would
convert unwritten into real law, ib. Im-
possibility, however, with such a mass of
matter as the English laws, ib. Natural
notoriety of some laws, 158. Promulga-
tion of the Universal code-Schools,
Churches, different places, translations,
158-159. Particular codes-applicable
to conditions in life, contracts, 159. Pro-
mulgation of the reasons, 160-163. For
making the sovereign acquainted with
them, 160. Making them more interest-
ing and comprehensible, 160-161. Assis-
tance to memory, 161. DIsarming popular
objections, ib, Assistance to judicial in-
terpretation, ib. Aid to perfeetability of
the law, 161-162. Tendency to com-
munion of Iegrslation, by letting nations
know each others laws, 162. Sources
whence the reasons should be drawn In
the CIvil, Penal, Procedure, and Finan-
cial codes, ib. Reasons assigned in Pollee
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Finance and Political Economy-Turgot
and Necker, 162-163. UtIlity should be
the base of reasons, 163.

Promulgation of the laws-Blackstone's no-
tions of, attacked, i. 233.

- - - Passage in Blackstone presumed
to favour, i, 294-295.

- - - as the general object of their
form, iii. 236-237.

- - - Want of provision for, in Eng-
land, iv. 312.

- - - Plan for, by the French National
Assembly, criticised, IV. 311.

- - - Enforcement in the absence of, is
tyranny, vi. 519.

Promulgation paper for publishing the tenor
of laws, applicable to particular contracts,
vi. 65,67,522,528,578.

- - WIth forms of deeds, &c.-Utility of
issuing, iv. 455.

Pronouns-Invention of, by the operation
of abstraction, viii. 326.

- divided into substantive and adjecnve,
viii. 348.

- substantive-bear the same relation to
other parts of speech as the noun-sub-
stantive, viii. 188.

Pronunciability as a property desirable in
language, viii. 305.

Pronunciation-Remarks on, x. 569.
Proof-Denial of. Remedy for, ii. 163-164.
- Burden of, vi. 136-139. See Burden.
- Full-the term discussed, vi. 231.
- Necessity offounding the assumptions of

legislative assembhes on, ii, 364.
- through examination of parties, &c., in

proposed Dispatch Court, iii. 418.
- See Evidence.
Propensities-proper subjects of the attri-

butives good and bad, &c., i. 216-217.
- Vicious. Proper penal systems should

keep a perpetual check on, IV. 175.
Property-Nature of, vii. 81 n.
- Definition of, i. 308-309.
- What constitutes, iii. 182.
- What constitutes, in an individual, i. 25.
- the creature of law, i, 307, 308-309.
- Laws favouring the security of, the best

for advancing national wealth, ni, 203.
- as an object of security by the law, iii.

213.
- as an object of security by the Constitu-

tional Code, ii, 270 n.
- Evils of compelling the owner to dispose

of, i. 321-322.
- Justifiable limitations on the right of, i.

313-314 n.
- Attacks upon the security of, i. 318-321.
- Evils resulting from attacks upon, i.

309-311. Evil of non-possession, 309.
Pain ofloss, 310. Fear ofloss, ib. De-
struction of industry, 310-311. Imprac-
ticability of a continuous equal distribu-
tion,3Il-312

coo PRO
Property-General partition of, discussed, i.

358-364. See Levelling System.
- General partition of. Effect that would

be produced by, i. 303.
- General partition of. Democratic repre-

sentatives have no mterest to propose, iii.
471,475.

- General partition of, impossible and not
designed, iii. 605-608.

- General partition of. Conditions to em-
barking in, iii. 605-606.

- Objects of, distinguished from those of
condition in life, i. 108-110, 135-136.

- Titles which confer a right of, i. 326-
330. See Titles.

- Disposal of, by intestate succession, i.
334-336.

- Deficiency of means of acting on, by
English procedure, ii. 104.

- Seizure of-purposes for which it may
be authorised, ii, 117.

- How the nature of, affected by the re-
quisites for proof of title, iii. 134 n.

- Shaking the foundations of-Use made
of allusions to, iii. 390 n.

- The declaration of an imprescriptible
right of, in the French Declaration of
RIghts, criticised, ii, 503.

- Inviolability of. Terms of the first
French Declaration of RIghts &s to, criti-
cised, ii. 521.

- as one of the rights of man. Clauses as
to, in the second French Declaration,
criticised, ii. 524-526, 529.

- Sreyes' doctrine of the liberty of disposal-
of, criticised, ii, 532-533.

- Principles that should rule the sttach-,
ment of, for debt, &C., iii. 353-354.

- Security of-how far dependent on a
good system of law language, iii. 271.

- Legitimate influence of-uses made of
the term in political disputes, iii. 483-484,
548.

- Fallacy of its being the only pledge of
attachment to country, iii. 560.

- Men of, would suffer less than labourers.
by a general partition, iii. 608,

- a subject of Preappointed evidence, vi.
508.

- The amount of felicity shown not to rise
With the arithmetical ratio of, ix. 15-16.

- The word employed instead of the term
"rich men," as a means of political delu-
sion, ix. 76-77.

- Transfers of. Plan for a register of, in
the Constitutional Code, ix. 633-634.

Property-Offences against, a division of
pnvate offences, i. 99-100.

- - - PeculIaritiesconnectedwith,i.108.
- - - Divided into eighteen genera, i.

116-118.
- - - Influence of time and place on,

i. 176.
- - - as a subdivision of private of-
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fences, iii. 165-166. Divided into those Propositions expressive ofthe state of the per-
affecting the right, and those affecting ceptive faculty, considered as having, for
the use, ib. the' source of the perception, a corporeal

Property-Offeuces against. As a subdivi- object, vm. 336-:137.
sion of self-regarding, and of semi-pubhe Propositions In Geometry - Proposal for
offences, iii. 168. proving, m the purely verbal method,

- - - How satisfaction for, to be mea- without the aid of diagrams, vin. 155-160.
sured, i. 372. Proprietors - Landed - 'I'heir corruptive

Property and person-Offences against, i. power in elections, in. 479-482.
100, 119. Prorogations-a device of the monarch to

Property-Real-Outline of a Plan of a get rid of opposition and trouble in Par-
General Register of, v. 417-435. hament, ix. 164-165.

- - Commentary on Mr Humphrey's out- , Prosecution. Impediments to,acause ofim-
line of a code regarding, v. 387-416. pumty of crime, i. 559.

- - See Real Property. - of offences-Rewards for, and punish-
Property quahficatrou of members of Par- ment for neglecting, u, 197.

liament-c-Illustranon of the operation of, - of offences-Impediments to, in the ex-
iii. 484. pense, &c., ii. 213-214.

Property tax-Objections to a, ii. 518. Prosecutions - Cnmmal==Hardship and
- - Incidence of a, it. 580. mischief to the public III throwing the
Properties to be grven to a lot of punish- cost and responsibrhty of, on mdrviduals,

ment, i, 402-406. IY.402-403.
Prophylactics-Etymology of, and place in - for offences-The defective system of,

the Chrestomatluc system of Instruction, both accordmg to English and Roman
viii. 36. law, vm. 538-539.

Propinquity and remoteness in the measure- Prosecutor, gives evidence before grand jury,
ment of Pleasure and Pain, i. 16. Without cross-exarnmanon, vi. 4i2.

Proposal=-Codificatiou, addressed to all na- - Testimony of, according to English prac-
tions professing liberal opmions, IV. 535 i tree, vii. 489-496. See Plamtlff.
et seq. I - The taking the evidence of, III criminal,

Proposition=-No determinate information r and not in civil cases, considered, VI. 4ib.
conveyable except m a complete, viir. 81. , - in case of reward-s-Exclusion of testr-

- How distinguished from a sentence, vni, mony of, vii. 490-492.
187. - Deposition of, before a justice, in case of

- Three elements in a-name, attribute, felony, VI. 4il-4i2.
and copula, vm. 186. Prosecutor-Public. No necessity for his

- Accessory ideas of words which amount finding security, ii, 107.
to-Gender, number, &c., VIii. 190. - - Provision for, III Constitutional Code,

- Distmcnon between, in a mathematical ix, 570-577. See Advocates-Govern-
and in a logrcal view, viii. 104 n. ment.

- Mathematical-e-Not true unless it have Prosecutors-Voluntary-Arrangements as
some physical representative, viii. 163. to, in Plan of Judicia! Establishment pro-

Propositions, contain four parts; subject, posed for France, iv. 385-387. Not bound
quality, relation, and existence, viu, 337. to prosecute, 385. Cases where one may

- Words are integers of, Viii. 188. prosecute ill preference to Pursuer-Ge-
- The production of clearness in, as a neral, ib. Duty by death, &c., or re-

branch of LOgIC,viii. 242-253. See Ex- linquishment, to devolve on Pursuer-Ge-
position. neral, 386. Reimbursement, ib. Re-

- Imperfect views of the nature of, by the wards, ib. Precautions against collusion,
Aristotelians, viii. 337 -338. Divided by ib. Oath, 386-387. Lodging informa-
them into only two elements instead of tion, 387. Provrsiona for safety of in-
four, ib. former Oil the one hand, and against ma-

- The matter of all language, whether licious mal-mformation Oil the other, ib.
civilized or barbarous, viii. 321. Prosecutors aud mformers-Essay on the

- Discourse when first uttered must have best means of supplymg, iv. 389-406.
embodied, viii. 322. Three methods=-leavmg open to indrvi-

- Terms formed out of, by analysis, viii. 322. duals at large; having fixed official; mix-
- Analysis of the matter of, and descrip- ture of both, 389. To induce voluntary

tions and definitions of the varIOUSkinds prosecutors, there must be an mterest,
of, viii. 333-334. 389-390. Giving them, in all cases, a suf-

- Names of subjects of, analytically consi-

j
ficient pecuniary one expensive, 390.

dered, viii. 335. Uncertainty of its sufficing, ib. Odium
- Predicative branch of, considered, viii. and prejudices, ib. Gives pardon-power

335-336. to individuals, ib. Difficulty m finding a.
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fund for reward, ib, An uncertainty of
which delinquency would take advantage,
391. Unjust burtheu on individuals, ib.
But though there should be an official
Prosecutor, voluntary prosecutors ought
not to be excluded,391-392. They in-
crease the chances of the law being exer-
cised, 392. Prevent arbitrary dispensing
power, ib. If excluded, Public Prosecu-
tor would create a despotism, ib, Such
an officer,unless responsible to the people,
will be subservient to the Crown, and
even the more so that irremoveable, 393-
394. Would keep out informers, of whom-
eye-witnesses are the best, 394-395. Pro-
secutor and witness should not be deemed
incompatible, 395. Especially absurd to
hold them so in cases of reward for; con-
viction, 396. Evils of sleeping laws, 397-
398. Means of securing informers and
prosecutors, 398-404. Difference between
the English and French crown-officers
and the author's plan, 404-406.

Prosodial-non-significant exercise, or making
nonsense verses-Uses of, viii. 46.

Prospective view of the Rationale of Evi-
dence, vi. 203-207.

Prosperity-National, caused by the enter-
prise of projectors, &c., iii. 23.

- Modifications of the matter of, as objects
of security by the laws, iii. 213.

Prostitutes-their social position, and its
causes, i. 545-546. Effect of their being
cut off from society, 545. Remedies,
546.

Prostitution-Effects of, on the individuals,
and on society, i. 545.

Protection of the law-Forfeiture of, as a
punishment, i, 474-475,513-514.

Protector and protege-Influence of con-
nexion between, on testimony, vi. 160;
vii. 576.

Proteet against Law Taxes, ii. 573-583.
Protests In the House of Lords. Nature

and effect of, ii. 316-317.
Protestants-Extent of sensibility of, with

regard to religion, i. 174.
- Intolerance of, to Catholics, ii. 417-450-

451.
Prothonotaries in Common Pleas-their in-

fiuence in creating the special jury sys-
tem, v. 76-77 n.

Proved-meaning given to the word, vi.
230; vii. 4.

Provisional authentication distinguished
from definitive, vii. 183-184.

- - The distinction between definitive
and, unknown to English law, vii. 188.

- - by archetypal draught, vii 186.
Previsional decision, in case of detention of

evidence, vii. 379-380.
Provisional sequestration as a remedy for

the effects of judicial delay, vii. 380-383.
Provisions-Effect of cheapness of, ii. 549.

Provocation as an extenuation of injury, i,
165-166, 168.

- Kind of that will extenuate an offence, i.
79.

- Influence of religious prejudice on the
extent of, i. 174.

Proxy-Conducting Iitigation by a, ii. 35-36.
Proxies-Admitt&nce of appearance by, in

judicial procedure, ii. 49-52. Circum-
stances of disability with respect to the
party, in which they may be employed,
49-50. Litiga.tional proxies, professional
and unprofessional, 50-51. Remedy where
they make prejudicial admissions, 50.
How far professional lawyers to be em-
ployable, and to have exclusive privilege,
51. Application by unauthorized proxies,
for prevention of damage, 51-52.

Prudence-Nature of the quality, i. 143.
- Private ethics-not legislation-ccan en-

force, i. 146.
- Extra-regarding, and self-regarding, as

elements ofofficialdeportment,ix. 307-308.
Prudennal-pneterition Fallacy-leaving an

unanswerable argument uunoticed, x, 521-
522.

Prudential impracticability defined, vi. 328
n+,

Prussia-Law of, noticed, i. 349; vii. 18.
- Pensioned counsel in, iv. 319.
- illustrative of the s&fetyof popular edu-

cation, viii. 20.
- Ranks of nobility in, ix. 87.
- State of society in the army of, ix, 422.
- The ineligibility of, as an ally for Bri-

tain in 1789, x, 207-208.
- Letter to Bentham on the Political po-

sition of, in 1794, x. 297-300.
- Advantages of the registration of land

illustrated in, x. 350.
Psammographic (or writing on sand) prin-

ciple, in the management of the Chresto-
mathic School, viii. 53-54.

Psychical entities-Logical uses of distin-
guishing from physical, iii. 286.

Psychological causes of correctness and
completeness, and the reverse, in testi-
mony, vi. 247-250.

Psychological facts-a better :fieldfor men-
dacity than physical, vi. 246.

- - Improbability as regards, vii. 113-
114. Inapplicability of the term impossi-
bilIty, 113-114. Absence of conformity
in, 114. Nature and effect of what is
termed freedom of the will, ib.

- - Inquiry as to, necessary in evidence
as to crime, vii. 2.

- - and physical facts distinguishe:l, vi.
216-217.

Psychological impossibility considered as a
disprobative fact in evidence, vi. 47.

Psychological Pathology-a term for the
Philosophy of the intellectual powers,
viii. 88.
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Psychology-Use of extending the employ-

ment of the word matter to, IiI. 287-288.
- POSItIOn of, in a general division of Arts

and SCIences, viii. 84. ,
Public-when suits considered as, ii. 80.
Pubhc-c-The. Protected by protection to

individuals, i. 321.
- - Means of protecting from particular

offences, i. 553-556.
- - Different classes of, in relation to the

formmg a judgment, ii. 313.
- - How far costs of htiganon should be

defrayed by, ii. lJ2.
- - being benefited by litigation, should

share in the expense, ii. 576.
- - Appropriation to, of successions,

which would otherwise rail to relations
beyond the prohibited degrees, h. 58.3-
598. See Snpply Without burden.

- - the best for watching judicial pro-
ceedmgs, found in metropolis, IV. 348-349.

Public Account-keel'ing-Essay on, v. 383-
386.

Public discussion-Letters on, to the Span-
Ish people, ii. 275-297.

PUDhc esteem-the most efficacious reward
of passive virtue, ii. 233.

Pubhc force-Offences against, as a sub-
division of pubhc offences, ill. 169-1iO.

Public honses-Licensing system of-Cor-
respondence with O'Connell on the in-
justice of, xi. 24-25.

- - Counteractmg tendency of holding
Benefit Societies in, vui, 414.

Public instruetion-c-Codificatron and; papers
on, addressed to authorities in the Umted
States, &c., iv. 451-533.

- - Circular on, to Governors of United
States, iv. 531-533.

Public meetings. Reasons for liberty to,
ii.281.

- - See Meetmgs.
Public offences distmguished and analyzed,

i. 101-104. Against external security,
101-103. Agamst justice, ib. Against
the preventive branch of the police, ib.
Agamst the public force, ib. Against the
positive increase of the national felicity,
ib. Agamst the public wealth, ib, Against
population, ib. Agamst the national
wealth, ib. Against the sovereignty, ib.
Against the national interest in general,
ib. AgaIllst religion, 101, 103-104.

- - Characteristics of, i. 141.
- - The place thcy should occupy in the

C.ode, in. 162.
- - Subdivisions of, iii. 169-171.
- - Characters of, iii. 173-174.
- - particularly unfit for judicial privacy,

vi. 369-372.
Public offices, as repositories of Preappoint-

ed evidence, vi. 553-061. See Official
Evidence.

Public offlcers-s-Proposal for publishing the
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emoluments, &c., of, to raise competition,
1.554.

Public officers-How to ensure the respon-
sibility of, i. 548.

- - Salanes to, sufficiently large to secure
them from temptation, 1. 548-549.

- - Emoluments of. See Offices.
Public opimon-c-Moral mfluence of, vi. 369-

372.
- - Sinister interest ot, i. 530-531.
- - Punishment by, i. 453-467.
- - Mischiefs prodsced by directing it

against an individual, in the form of con-
tempt, I. 377.

- - Utility of pressing, into the service of
the laws, i.563.

- - Cases III which it does not correspond
WIth the duty of the legislator, I.464, .531.

- - Inflnences of on judicature, aided by
appeals, ii. 1b5-166.

- - Influence that the direction of, might
have in eradicating fallacies, ii. 486-41)7.

- - Just influence of, on elections, ni, 448-
449.

- - Influence of, on judicial aptitude, iii.
396.

- - Existence and influence of, among
communities of criminals, IV. 136.

- - Securities for the expression of, adapt-
ed to a Mahommedan state, vni. 584-585.

Pubhc-opmion Tribunal-General view of
the operation of, vin, 561-563. Publicity
in the first place to rulers' acts-c-next to
opmions formed on them,561. Thepeople's,
bemg both judges and subjects, reconciled
=-exerctse of influence, ib. Those particu-
larly cognizant considered as committees,
562. Numbers of judges MBmg with the
extent of the oppression, ill. Sentence,
the obstruction of obedience - conse-
quences to WhICh it may lead, ib. No
regularity in the conduct of this tribunal,
but essential to protection, 563.

- - - Attribntes of the official judicato-
ries enumerated, for the purpose of com-
parison WIth, viii. 563-564.

- - - Constitution of, as a judicatory,
Viii. 564·566. At the head of the func-
tionarres, the newspaper press, 564-56.3.
AnalYSIS of the elements of the tribunal,
as consisting of the public at large, 565.
The merely speaking members the founda-
tion-these cannot be extinguished, 565-
566. The committees and sub-committees
-according to the connexion which they
have with any particular transactions,
565-566.

- - - Fnnctions of, compared With those
of the official judicatories, vm. 566-568.
Enumeration, 566. Application to news
papers receiving accusations, 567. De-
fences, ib. Receiving evidence--through
casual correspondence, &c., ib. Ex-
pression of opinion and judgment, 567.
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Diffusion anJ execution of' judgment, 567- lute line of distinction between the two
561l. classes, 46.

Pubhc-opimon Tribunal-Power of, compar- Pubhc-opmion Tribunal-The composition
ed with that ot'the official judrcatorres, vin. of, as a recognised judicatory, by the
b6B-572. Means of execution and effect- Constitutional Code, IX. 157-158. Re-
number of the person; who concur wrth the coglllses those who are excluded from the
unofficial Judicatory, a counterpoise to the supreme constrtutive, ib.
physical force of the official, 56B-569. - - - Funcnons of, as a recognised ju-
Extent of the incorporeal field-the sub- dicatory, by the Constitunonal Code, IX.
jects on which deCISIOn may be given, 15B-159. Statistic Function, 15B. Cen-
.';69. Defect 1Jl the party divisions, lb. sorial, lb. Executive, lb. Melioration-
Aristocracy and democracy-former con- suggestive, ib. Heads for noncing im-
sutunm; opponents to the free exercise of perfections in the law when amendments
the Judicatory, 5~~1-570. Circumstances suggested,lbB-IMI.
which turn the scale III favour of freedom - - - Securrties to, against the legis-
= di-ngrecments a' to succession and lative and judicial departments, in exer-
share of power, drvi-ion of parties, &'c., cismg t~e functions assigned to it by the
5iU. The compentions of statesmen-a Consntutronal Code, IX. 159-160.
perpetually-actmg cause of weakness lU a - - - Instructions to, to protect against
monarchy or arr-tocraey, 570-5il. A fallacies the system of instruction and
disadvantage to the Pubhc-opirnon TTl- qualification for candidates for office, pro-
bunal, 1Il the mcapacity to act in concert posed III the Constitutional Code, ix. 293-
-Ioeal distance and impediments thrown 294.
m the way oy adverse government'>, 571- - - - Law Reforms to be laid before,
572. it. t.

- - - Actual power of. in the average - - - Cases where judges, &c., brow-
case.is av the number of' suffrages.vin. 572. beat witnesses, should be laid before, vi.

- - - in relation to the Oeusntunonal 40U.
Code, IX. -il-·tt;. Though calied opnuon, - - - Influence it would have in mak-
operates oy the auticrpatron of action ing htigants tell truth, If examined III

spnngma from It. 41. To be considered open court, vii, 230.
as in full assembly, or in comma tee, lb. - - - A committee of, called Qua<i-
Ca-es where obligatory effect, drrectly jury, to act as assessors to judges, 11. 141-
follow-vjury an example, lb. Operanon I ioi.
of the tribunal WIthout expressiou, in it-, - - - Juries a committee of, ir, 131.
sentiments being anticipated by person, . - - - Certainty and expedition of its
in power. 42. Facihtics for enabling the proceedings, 1. 45B.
tribunal to act; notices on public office, Public peace-i-Disturbance of. Vague use
of their purpose, hour; of attendance, &c., of the term 1Il indictments for sedition,
ib, Admomt orv rule applicable to func- v, 2bB-2,'j9.
trouanes, 4::?-4:l. Special rules against: Public prosecutor-Advantages of a, it.
offirual msolenc«, 4:1 Reason for strength- t 238.
erung the trrbunal-s-rt i-, a support to good i - - Mischiefs occasioned by the want of,
government, all nnpediment to bad, lb. in England, IV. 403.
Composed of two sectrous-c-aristocratio - - Provision for, 111 Constitutional Code,
and democratic, lb. The latter have the ix. 570-5i7. See Advocates-e-Govern-
general intere-t, the former their own ment.
pecuhar, at heart, 4:.1-44 Subdiv 1,1Onof - - and Defender, to act for the monarch,
the nrrstor-ratu- nrto political partres, 44. the pub he, and the poor, in the Plan
The arr-tocratic have an interest III the of JudICIal establishment proposed for
comnn-c-ion of crimes, as they have power France, iv. 384-3B5.
to obtam impumty or pnvrlege-s-the demo- - - See Advocates-Government.
crane not, lb. Hence the Judgment of the Public purse-Frauds against, supported
aristocracy worked 111 their own favour, 4.3. by prejudices, I. 46.5-466.
'I'hls illustrated 1Il the necessrty of juries Pnbhe aervrces=-Pecumary and honorary
to check the snnster interest of Judges, lb. rewards for, 11. 216-218.
Neither section WIthout error" but demo- Public spirit-c-The oscillations of, x. 145.
crane in maturrty comes nearest the truth, Public treasure-how far It should be hable
ib, Weight of mdividuals of the ansto- to refund the losses suffered by offences,
cratic party- principle to restrict their i. 386-3U8.
influence to opmions, where their educa- Public works-Engagement of government
tional skrll useful, lb. Influence of the iu, shows that private capitahsts have not
aristocracy through the operation of taste, confidence in gettmg the necessary facili-
4."-4&. DIfficulty of drawing any abso- ':t." ui. 67.
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PuLliean-A man converted into, by ex- ing themselves for consrderatron, 353.
communication, 1. 515. Means of pubhcity, natural and factitious,

Publication of accounts in which the public 354. Instruments of pnvacy, lb.
are interested, i. 554-555. Pubhcity and prrvacy-c-uses of publicity to

- of accounts of contractors for prisons, iv. collection of evidence and to procedure,
48. VI.355-359. Check on mendacity and in-

- of legislative debates, vi. 78-i9. correctness, 355. A secunty for cor-
- as a security for evidence, VI. 26. rectness of records, lb. Protects from
- Means of affecting for evidence, vi. 27. arbitrariness of judge, lb. A security
- of evidence of doubtful veracity, lD the for the judge's reputation, lb. Makes

newspapers, &c., as a safeguard from de- the court a school of morals, 355-356.
ception, VI. 320. All persons should be free to take notes

- with regard to deeds-a term used 1\1- of the evidence, for the perpetuation
stead of authentication, VI. 550. I of these advantages, 356. Same reasons

- system of, in connexion with the office of apply to publication of evidence, and of
Prime Minister in the Constitutional Code, remarks, 357. Has had effect of' making
ix. 209-212. judge specify reasons, ib. Argument by

Publicity in Legislative Assemblies, it. 310- Ought on-that pubhcity gives opportu-
317. See Legislative Assembhes, mty for witnesses to con~plre, combated,

- with regard to votes of Legislative As- ib.; that they might act In fear of resent-
serabhss, it. 367-370. Should he the ge- ment of parties, 35i-358. Presence of
neral rule, 367-368. Cases where It may the Bar, how far advantageous, 358. How
be dispensed With, 368-370. far appeal may be a succedaneum to pub-

- in the operations of the foreign depart- hcity, 358-3.';9.
ment, urged, ii, 554-560. - - - exceptions to the pnnciple of uni-

- Means of providmg for, by architectural versal pubhcity, vi, 359-3G8. In what
arrangements, in those departments of the respects pubhcrty not necessary, 359-360.
official establishment where it IS required, Objects for which exemption from It may
ix. 325-333. See Ministers Collectively- be sought, 360 Preservation of Judge,
architectural arrangements. parties, &c., from violence and annoyance,

- Necessity of, for laws, VI. 77-i8. 360·361. Preventmg mendacity-serving
- Subjects of, for giving operation to the information, 361-362. Prevennon of dis-

Public-opimon Tribunal, vm. 572-573. closure which may tend to non-forthcom-
- WIth relation to offences-s-its uses, and inguess, 362-363. Preservation of repu-

its obstaclesinfear, mdolence,and poverty, tation and family peace, 363-367. Regard
viii.5i7-579. to decency, 367-368. Preservation of

- The only protection agamst judicial op- state secrets, 368.
pression, ii. 8-9. - - - precautions to be observed in the

- No necessity for, in accusation, if pre-, application of the principle of privacy, vi.
served in judicature, i. 573-574. I 369. Concealment should not be by fixed

- Use of, m retribution for offences against I rules-should not exceed what is neces-
honour, i. 381-382. sary-should not be the attribute of a

- the soul of justice; various shapes in [ particular court, ib.
which it is contributory thereto enumer- I - - - cases particularly unmeet for pri-
ated, iv. 316-317. vacy,vi. 369-372. Crimea.especially pub-

- requires to be conjoined with power of he ones, 369-372. The Judge alone should
appeal to be perfectly efficacrous, iv. 340. not have right to seclude such cases, 370;

- the great safeguard against bribery in nor should he at instance of prosecutor
English judicature, v. 341. alone, or defendant alone, or both, 370-

- as a security for trustworthiness of evi- 372. A middle course suggested where
dence, vi. 26-27, 284-285. secrecy necessary, 3iO.

- as a feature of the Law Tribunals of the - - - Errors of Roman and English law
Constitutional Code, ix. 493-494. on, vi. 372-380. General sources of errors

- Means of securing, in Judtcatories, by -the interested parties by whom the laws
the Constitutional Code, ix, 535-537. are made, 372-373. Pubhcrty the leading

Publicity and prnacy-as applied to judi- pnuciple of Enghsh=-seerecy of Roman,
cature m general, and the collection of 373. Secrecy m equitv courts, and GLl-
evidence in particular, vi. 351-380;- bert's reasons, 374. WIfe alienating land

- - - preliminary explanations, VI. 351- With concurrence of her husband, 3i5.
354. Relative terms-c-highest publicity Secrecy before Master in Chancery and
the whole world-s-lnghest privacy o.re other hke officials, 37.5·376. Pubhcation
person. 351-352. Former cannot exrst-> of trials, 371. Affords opportunities of
latter may, lb. Pubhcity should be rule obt.umng ulterror evidence, lb. Bafflea
=-pnvacj excepnou, lb. TOPICS present- alibi, 3711. The French method of sohci-
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tation, 3i9. Inapplicability In this coun-
try, 380.

Puffendorf-An Illustration from, on the
extent to which Judges should have a
suspensive power, IV. 313.

- noticed, I. 1:;0 n +, 341; ii, 5:l4; ill. 158,
2:l0, 2DJ; vm. 128 II.

Pugatcheff-Imposture of, referred to, i.568.
Puget-tutor of the young Grand-Dukes of

Russia=-Anecdotes of, by Dumont, x. 408-
409.

Pulteney-William, Earl of Bath, noticed,
Ill. 531; v. 40.

Pulteney - Sir Wilham - Correspondence
with, on charges of rmmstenal malversa-
tion as to the Panopticon, x. 384-386.

- - - Letter to, on the Panopticon Peni-
tentiary project, XI. 1:l1-123.

Punctuation-c-Laws of, how far distinctly
established, VI. 461.

PVNISHMENTas distinguished from calamity,
i. 15.

- Adjustment of, to r-rroumstanr-es mfluenc-
inz sen-ibihty, I :l~.

- What to be looked to in an act, With a
View to, i :l6.

- Effect of the certainty of, i, iO.
- reasons for applying, to certain actions

as crimes, I. 81-8:~.
General View of the ends of, I. 83 n.

- Cases unmeet for, I. 83-86.-
- unmeet where It 15 groundless, inefflca-

CIOUS, or unprofitable, i. 83-H4.
- Cases In which It IS groundless, I. 84

Where injured party hag consented, lb.
Where the mischief outweighed by benefit,
ib. Certamtyof adequate compensatlon.rb.

- Cases where It must be mefficaeious, I.

84-85. Where It is not assigned before
the offence.B-t. Where un promulgated,
ib. Depnvation of will-Infancy, Insa-

mty, Intoxication, ib. Ignorance of the
penalty, from umntennonahty, uncon-
sciousness, or missupposal, 85. Danger
or fear of mischief counteracting the
punishment, lb. Physical incapacity to
obey the law, lb.

- Cases where It IS unprofitable, viz, from
the evrl of It overbalancmg that of the
offence, i. 85-86.

- Cases where It is needless, i. 8G.
- The properties to be given to a lot of, I.

91-96. Vanabihty, 91. Equabrhty, lb.
Examples of unequable pumshmcnts->-
Bamshment, Pecuniary penalty, ill -92.
Commensurability, 92. Method of mea-
sunng by making addrtion With increase
of offence, ib, Characterisncalness, lb.
Retaliation, ib. The appearance, not the
reahty, that IS efficacious to example, 92-
93. Exemplarityandfrugahty,93. Subser-
viency to reformation, lb. Application of
this property to partieular offences, 93-94.
Efficacy to disable the offender, 94. Dif-
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ferent methods of accomplishing this, ib.
Subserviency to compensation, lb. Ab-
seuce of unpopularity, 94-95. Remissibi-
hty,95-96. Recapitulation, 96.

Pumshment=-Cases in which it is effica-
cious, distmguished from those where
private Ethics regulates, I. 142-148.

- Impropriety of founding it on the charac-
ter of motives, i. 215.

- Inefficacy of, as a preventive, without
satrsfacnon, i. 371.

- Rationale of, I. 388 et seq.
- Dumont's advertisement to the Rationale

of, I. 388-390.
- Definitions and distinctions concerning, I.

39U-395. Double application of the term,
391. Acts which constrtute punishment,
ib. Distmguishod from other evils by
intentic.i of Inflictor, ib, Objects aimed at
In punishment, as directed against posi-
tive and negative offences, 392-395. Prac-
tical uses of observing the objects, 395.

- Cases unmeet for, J. 397 -:l98. Cases in
which it IS groundless, 397. In wluch It
would be mefficacious, lb. In which
needless, 397 -391l

- The ends of, I. 3%-:197. Particular and
general prevention, lb.

- Expense of, I. 39B-399.
- Measure of, I. 399-402. Should always

exceed profit of offence, :l9~-4UO. Ex-
pense may rise With extent of mischief,
4UU. Punishment of greater offence
should make the less preferable, ib. Mo-
tive of restraint correspondmg to every
portion of the mischief; 402. Circum-
stances influencing sensibihty to be con-
sidered, lb. Increase in magmtude where
deficiency in certainty or proximity,
401-402. Habit to be suppressed, 402.
Special circumstances mfluencmg quan-
tity, ib, Simphcity of the code to be con-
sidered, ib.

- Properties to be given to a lot of, consi-
dered III the Rationolc, I. 402-406. Va-
rlabllity,402-403. Equabllity,403. Com-
mensurabihty, ib, Characterrstrcalness,
403-404. Exemplarity, 404. Fruga-
lity, ih. Subserviency to reformation, lb.
Disablement, 404-405. Compensation,
40.1. Popularity, ib, Simplicity of de-
scription, 405-406. Remissibility, 406.

- Popularity with reference to, i. 4Il-413.
- Properties of, vlz.-wlth relation to the

simply affhcnve, i.415-416. The complex
afflictive, 418-420. With relation to Im-
prisonment, 424-429. With relation to
banishment and relegauon, 4:34·4:35.
With relation to Iabonous punishments,
439-441. With relation to capital pun-
ishment, 444-450. With relation to the
pumshments of the moral sanction, 456-
458. With relation to Simple ignomi-
UIQUS punishments, 463-46i. With rela-
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tion to pecuniary forfeiture, 468-469.
WIth relation to corruption of blood, 482-
483. WIth relation to transportation,
490-497. With relation to the Panopticon
Penltentiary, 498·503.

Pumshment-c- Random, VIZ. - forfeitures
agamst third partres, deodands, exclusion
of witnesses, i. 485-489.

- Evil of making Its extent depend on ac-
cident, i. 496-497.

- Proper seat of, i. 47!i-490. Misseated
drstingurshed from groundless, 475. VIca-
rious and extravasated, lb. Impossible
to confine It entirely to the gmlty-e-suf-
ferings of relations, &c., 476. Rules con-
cernmg naturally extravasating punish-
ment, 477-478. Apparently, but not
really misseated=-viz. civil responsibility,
478. Varieties of misseated punishment
- Vicarious- Transmve-c-Collectrve-c-
Random,4.78-479. Vicarious considered,
479-480. 'I'ransitive, 480-482. Disad-
vantages of the Transltive,482-483. Col-
Iectrve punishments, 483·484. Random
punishments, 48!i·489. Cause of the fre-
quency of misseated punishments, 489-
490.

- Defeazance of, i. 520-525. By Pardon,
520-521. By length of time, 521-523.
By death of parties, 523-525.

- by retaliation, defined, and the offences it
is inapplicable to enumerated, 1. 409-41l.

- The most simple and early adopted
means of suppressmg cnrne, i: 533.

- always involves an evil, and should be
avoided where there are substitutes, i.
533-!i34.

- Diminution of uncertainty as to, i. !i58- I

559. I
- Effect of, with regard to mischiefs of the

first and second order, in relation to pro-
cedure, ii. 20- 2l.

- Inapplicability of unbending rules to, it,
31.

- Degrees in the scale of affluence, how
measured for the purpose of, ii, 110-111.

- Increase of, in case of groundless appeal,
recommended, ii. 115.

- of an innocent person-Measure of actual
effect of, ii, 133.

- applicable to acnons only-not to dis-
positions, ii. 231.

- of an irreparable nature-security from
during appeal recommended, ii. 169.

- as the counterpart of reward, ii. 193·194.
- Exemption from as a reward, ir, 196-200.
- and reward combined, ii. 197-198.
- and reward, the respective fields of in-

fluence of, in the public service, marked
out, ii. 204-208.

- less simple for selection than reward, ii,
216.

- How danger of deprivation of salary
operates as, ii. 236.

ccevn PUN

Punishment--Equahty of, as maintained in
the French Declaration of Rights, con-
sidered, ii, 508.

- Declaration, that it cannot be inflicted
except in VIrtue of a promulgated law, in
the French Declaranon of RIghts, cri-
ticised, ii, 512-!i13.

- Uses made of the division of good and
evil into the first and second order, III
reference to, iii. 289.

- Divisibility as a quality of, iv. 31, 32.
- How far the master of a pemtennary

should have power of, IV. !i3.
- Effect which the arrangements as to

prison discipline may have in mcreasmg
or decreasmg, iv, 123.

- for offences in prison= suggestions as to,
iv. 164. The mutual responsibility sys-
tem adoptable Without hardship, lb.

- Objects, or ends of, enumerated, to try if
transportation meets them, IV. 174.

- Frequently thoughtlessly administered
-involves frequently more III reality than
name-instance, transportation for a h-
mited time, to a country whence the con-
vict: cannot return at its expIry, iv. 183-
199.

- Hard labour as a, first adopted in the
United States, IV. 212-213.

- Effect of, on trustworthiness of evidence,
VI. 22, 268-270. Sa Sancnou=-Legal.

- as a securitv for trustworthmess of tes-
timony, YI. 284-285, 291-308. Distmc-
tions of falsehood-blameless, blameable
from temerity, and blameable from mten-
tion,291-293. False incidence of punish-
me nt, on the false oath instead of the men-
dacity, 294-295. Rules=-Temerrty should
be punished, 295-296~ Amount of punish-
ment for falsehood should be sufficient
protection without aid of other sanctions,
296; Regard to be had to extent of the
nuschief done, 296-297; Litigants should
be punished for false statements, 297-
302. Defects of Roman law regarding
punishment for falsehood, 302-303. De-
fects of Enghsh law, 303-308.

- substituted for oath, to secure public
funds from fraudulent claims, vi. 313.

- Apprehension of-Effect produced by,
vii. 6 n.

- EVIdence that may occasion, not on that
ground to be excluded, VI. 96, 106-109;
vii. 445-472. See Self-disservmg.

- Rigour of, increased, because operation
of law defeated by quibbles on the ground
of humamty, vu, 453.

- Inaptitude of imprisonment for debt as,
vi. 177.

- according to English law, as a test of
depravity, vii. 412-413.

- Whether registration should be enforced
by, vi. 84.
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Punishment-i-Exemption from, in cases of 490-498. Panoptic on Penitentiary, 498-

mendacity, promotes falsehood, VIi. 262. 503. Felony, 503-511. Pnemunirey Sl l-
- Much of what seems done by fear of, 512. Outlawry, 512-514. Excommuni-

done by fear of shame, vi. 3::!6. cation, 514-516.
- Effect of, on belief, VIi. 10B-l10. Pumshments-Choice of, and latitude to
- Proper principles of, In relation to the be given to judges in, i, 516-517.

Conntitunoual Code, IX. ::!::!-:24.See Penal - Privative, or Forfeitures, 1. 451-475. Se«
Law. Forfeitures,

- the counterpart of reward as an instru- - Collecnve, VIZ. inflicted on large bodres
ment of Government, IX. 4i -48. of men for delmquenCles of part of them,

- necessary for the production of responsi- exammed, i. 483-484.
bihty, ix, 151-15::!. - Subsidiary, examined, i. 517-519. Ne-

- to be economised ill the Constitutional cessary for enforcement of, or substitutton,
Code, IX. 150-151. to primary, 51i. Imprisonment, 518.

- Ongm of the vindictive principle in, x. Estimate of income to make It subsidiary
69-iO. to pecumary punishment, 518-519.

- Rationale of=-Publicanon of, from the - How to strengthen the Impression of,
French, x. 548. upon the imagination, i. 549-.550.

- AfflIctive, i. 413-420. See Afflictive - The hnntation of, in the French Declar-
- by imprisonmeut, 1. 4::!0-431. See Irn- at IOn of Rights, cntrcised, H. 511-512.

pnsonment, -- the counterpart of RIghts, Hi. 160-161.
- by Quasi-imprisonment, I. 431-435. See - intended to rise above each other should

Bamshment; Relegation. have a common measure, to prevent their
- SImply restrictive , 1.435-437. being diversely estimated, iv. 29-30.
- Active or labOrIOUS, I. 437 -441. Pumnve remedy-EvIl of following, in dlf-
- Capital, i. 441-450. See Death. ferent tribuuals from those which award
- by forfeiture, i. 451-4i 5. See Forfei- the satisfactive, v. 531-532.

ture. Punitory law-what! i. 151.
- Corporal-Absence of, a feature of the Pupilage-c-Inquiry as to the proper period

Chrestomathic system of Education, viu. of, i. 348.
15-16. Purchase and sale of offices considered, ii.

- Derrvauve, or falling partly on the m- 246-248.
nocent-v-Rules coneermng, I. 477-478. Purchasers-c-Use of a system of registration

- on the Pemtentiary Pauopncon system, to, VI. 5i S.
See Panopticon. Purely - metrical - translation exercise, in

- RemI5sIOn of=-Provislons for, by Consti- schools-Uses of, VIii. 46.
tutional Code, ix. 600-607. Purgation in connexion WIth benefit of clergy,

- by the transportation system-The evils i. 506-507.
of, exposed. See Transportation. Purgatory defined, i. 48.5.

Pumshment-Book->- Plan of, for entermg Purity 111 the measurement of Pleasure and
punishments and acts of coercion 111 the Pam, i. 16.
army or navy, ix. 36i-368. - Physical and moral-Conuexionbetween,

Pumshment-nnmmizmg prmciple-in the iv. 158.
management of the Chrestomatluc School, - of language-an expression used to pre-
nil. 48. vent its Improvement, IiI. 273-2i4.

Pumshments=-Proportion between, and of- - of style essential in the composition of
fences, I. 86-91. Four subordinate objects laws, iri, 206-207.
for legislator to keep in VIew, 86. 'I'hir- - of motive-a boast had recourse to,
teen rule, for making the estimate,87- when nnsgovernment attacked, ix. 60-61.
90. Recapitulation of Circumstances to Purport-depends upon tenor, vi. 290.
be kept 111 VIew, 90-91. - of words-c-Precanousnesa of testimony

- Classification of,I. 395-396. Corresponds to, VIi. 136.
WIth that of offences, lb. Pursuer-Demand Paper by, ii. 65-i3.

- and crimes-Analogy between, i. 407- - Nature and contents of Demand Paper
409. by, ii. 66-iO.

- Corporal, examined at length, 1. 413-450. - Amendment of demand of, ii. 72-i3.
See Corporal. - more hkely to be in the right than de-

- Sangumary-Efl'ects of, i. 442-444. fender, ii. 3:J.
- VicarIOUS - therr nature and unequal 1- Commencement of suit by personal ap-

operation, 1. 479-480. phcauon of, ii. 62-63.
- 'I'ransitrve, as corruption of blood, &c., I - Security to defendant against oppression

and their disadvantages, I. 481-48:1. I by a, ii. 105-liO. See Counter-security.
- Complex, examined, I. 4f;O-[,J6. Gene- Pursuers General-Arrangements as to, in

raj mconvcniences, !!iO. 'I'ransportation, the plan of JudiCial Establishments
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drawn up for France, iv. 354-358. Ap-
pointment, contmuance, power, and rank,
354. Pay, 354-355. Attendance, 356.
Oath of office, 356-3.'>7 Deputes, 3.'>7-
358. Responsibihty, 358.

Pursuers General-e-Functtons of, iv, 384-
38.5. To act for the public, the monarch,
and the Indigent, ib. Oath of office, 385.

- - Their hne of duty, promotion, &c.,
to be kept distinct from that of the judge,
iv. 3R7 -389.

Pursuer-Public. Demand Paper at in-
stance of, ii. 68-70.

- - See Advocates-Government.
Push-pin - Comparison taken from the

amusement of, II. 253.
Pussort-Debate by, on limitation of testi-

mony, vii. 537 n.
Puttenham - General, noticed, ix. 361-

362n.
Pye-H. J. (Poet Laureate)-Letter to, x,

361.
- - noticed, xi. 118.

Q

Quack medicines-Natnre of the tax on, ii.
575 n.

Quakers-Founders of the most successful
colonies, I. 497.

- Penitentiary system of, at Pennsylvania,
1.502.

- Characteristics of the, iv, 213.
- Impunity for crimes witnessed by, Y.

201-202; YI. 316; vii. 425. The law
altered, v. 202 n; vi. 381 note 6.

- Occasional remarks on oaths in rela-
tion to, Y. 45B, 461, 513.

- untenability of their objections to war,
x.581.

Qualification-The Property, for members
of Parliament, criticised, ii. 249; iii. 484.

- of jurymen, ii. 127-129.
- as a limitanon on the disposal of offices,

ii. 248-249.
- The knowledge, for the exercise of the

suffrage, suggested, ur, 464-465,470,560,
565.

Qualification-Judicatory, for trymg the qua-
lifications of candidates for office, by the
Constitutioual Code, ix, 274-2i7.

Qualifications of Electors-v-Provrsion for, in
Radical Reform Bill, iii, 564-566.

- at Elections-Mode of cernfying and
registermg by Radical Reform BIll, in,
575-5/7 .

- of Representativcs-c-Provision for, III

Radical Reform BIll, IiI. 5GG-5t'ii, 567-
5.68 n,

- of candidates for office-Arrangements
as to, in Constitutional Code, ix. 271-283.
See Ministers collectively.

cecil: Ql:A

Qualified list-Selection of Jurors from, as
described in the" Art of Packing," v, i8,
83 n, 122 n.

Quahty-a physical ficntious entity, viii.
199, 264, 33l.

- as an absolute fictitious entity of the
second order, vm. 202-203.

- considered as one of the predicaments,
vill.235.

- A predicate is the assertion of, viii. 335.
- Mental operations performed III the at-

tribunon of, to a subject, vin. 337.
- of witness-Effect of, on probative force,

VI. 221.
- and quantity-Standards of, as preap-

pointed circumstantial evidence, VI. 583.
Qualities-PrImary, of evidence-c-correct-

ness and completeness, VI. 21.
- desirable in evidence, YI. 21-22, 211

See Trustworthmess.
- considered as fictrtious entities of the

second remove, viu. 197.
Quantity-a physical fictrtious entity, vin.

199,263-264.
- considered as an absolute fictitious entity

of the first order, vin. 201-202. Lnstui-
guished into continuous and discrete, ib,

- considered as one of the predicaments,
VIII. 235.

- SCIences involving the predicament of,
vm, 28i -saa

- Unhty of establishing standards of, 1.555.
Quantitles- Negative. ObSCUrItles,11Iregard

to the multi ph cation of, removed, vni, 1i8.
Quarantme-arrangemellts for mrtigatmg

the evils of, iv. 119 n.
Quarrels. Judicial adjustment of, recom-

mended, II. 46-4 i.
Quartermg of soldiers=- The prmciple of, ix

386.
Quarterly Review-Statement in, that Bent-

ham was a disappointed man, commented
on, x. 541-542.

QuasI-appeal in the Principles of Judicial
ProceJure, ri, 161-169;-

- - and appeal, how distmgulshed, ii. 161-
162. Latter, where the Judge falls in the
services required by appellant, lb. CIr-
cumstances III which applicable, 162.

- - Grounds for, II. 162-lfi4. Derual of
means of proof, execution, communica-
tion, or defence, 16:{. Delay and precrpi-
tation, ib Remedies to these, 163-164.
Falsiflcation of Record, 164.

- - Proceedmgs in, 11. 166-167
- - Checks in relation to, II. 167-168.
- - Options wluch the Judge Appellate

has Ill, 111relation to Ill' opimon of tho
deCISIOn pronounced, aud of the conduct
of the Immediate Judge, ii. 168.

- - Arrangements III conuexion with,
for the employment of evidence found
after the decree of the Primary Court, ii,
160-169.
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Q,uasi-appeal-Security in case of, against I Q,uasl-Jury-Warrant of,forappeal,ll. 155,

irreparable punishment, ii. 169. 156. In common cnmes, appeal only to
Quasi-dehct. Doctrine of the civilians as I be admitted in case of certificate of doubt,

to, ii. 70. or belief of mnocence, lb.
Q,uasl-imprisonment as a punishment, i. 431-1- - Costs of trial by-how arranged, ii.

435. 156-157.
Q,uasi-Jury-in Principles of Judicial Pro- , - - Features in Jury-trial discarded by

cedure, u, 141-158;- the system of, ii. 157-158. Number only
- - Preparatory observations on, ii. 141- three, 157. No enclosure except by con-

143. Not to have authoritative power, sent, ib. No oath, ib. No forced un am-
but merely to be a check on the judge by mity, ib. No torture, 158. Responsibility
stating opinion, 141. Increases responsi- to Public-opmion Tnbunal, &c., ib.
bility where it should lie-on judge ib. - - Recapitulatory Exammanon before,
Adjustment of number to the expense h. 158-161.
and distance, 142. Payment by public, - - Provisions as to, in Constitutional
and not varying with income of juryman, Code, ix. 554-568;-
142-143. - - General preliminary observations, ix,

- - Use and definition of, ii. 143-144. 554-556. Narrower in effective force
To give the advantages of the jury than the Enghsh Jury system, but with
withont the mischiefs from mistakes, &c., a wider extent over the field of legis-
143. To have all the powers of a judge lation, 554. Ordinary Jury system only
except the imperative, 144. good as counteractmg a bad rule of ac-

- - Whence and how chosen, ii. 144. No tion, lb. The apt features of the Jury
qualification but knowledge, ib. Choseu system retained m this-limits to judicial
by chance, ib. Secrecy of vote, lb. power, publicity, obhgations on judge to

- - Expunction, orchalleuging, not to take give reasons, and production of evidence
place as to, ii. 144-145. m its best shape, 554-555. Causes of

- - Uses of, ii. 145-148. Acts as a secu- unaptness not to be found In this system
rity for moral aptitude of judge, 145. -corrupt appointment, mfraction of oath,
Compared with ordinary jury, which pro- power m the hands of incompetent men,
fesses to be security for his intellectual want of responsibility to public opmion,
aptitude, lb. The control to be effectual, aud vexation and expense to the parties
must attend every step of the case, 145- concerned, 555. The service of juries
146. No inducement to corrupt such a in counteractmg the law, noxious where
body, 146-147. Among the advantages the laws are good, 555-556. DIviSIOn of
of Jury, Civil and Penal, are publicrty-e- the Q,uasi-Jury mto two branches-the
the giving reasons=-the receiving evi- erudite and the popular, 556. Enumera-
deuce III ItS best form, 147-148. These non of the arrangements tending to fix,
realized by quasi-jury, lb. Acts as a school clanfy, and give effect to their proceed-
of Judicature, 148. iugs, lb.

- - DIfference between, and jury, ii. 149. - -- FIelds of Sel'VICe, ix. 556-558. A
Found III the quasi-jury having no abso- body of assessor, attending every court,
lute judicial functions, except prohibition 556. DUties, pnncipal and incidental, lb.
of appeals III cnmmal cases, ib. Original inquiry by the Judge, 556-557.

- - Collateral advantages, or beneficial Recapitulatory examination before Q,uasi-
apphcabihties of, ii, 149-151. Apphcation Jury, 557. ]110 new evidence, unless
as a school of Justice-advantages over newly discovered or come to hand, lb.
jury, from greater ramification, 149-150. Incidental reference, where complaint of
UniversalIty of Its application to free and judge's conduct III the cause-as to delay,
despotic countries, 15U-151. &c.,557-558. Uses of Quasi-Jury-check

- - -Iurisdiction of, ii, 151-153. In all on judge, mstruction to jurors, 558.
causes in which Judges have jurisdiction, - - Composition and number, IX. 559-
151-152. Power of assessing to be in 561. Ordmaryand select,559. Always
each snit, coextensive with that of an odd number, ib. Moral aptitude
Judge III deciding, 152-153. Excluded looked for III the ordinaries whose iuter-
III summary SUltS,153. est coincides With that of the greatest

- - Interrogative functions of, ii.153-154. number-c-mtellectual in the extraordi-
Partres, WItnesses, counsel, Judge, &c., lb. naries, lb. Considerations as to the most
Obligation to answer where It IS apt and Simple method of narrowing the list, 55f!-
relevant, 154. 560. A Q,uasi-Jury compositor for ex-

- - Opmatrve function of, ii, 154-155. tracting the eventually attending, from
Manner in which to be expressed, and the possibly attending list, lb. The whole
effect to be given to, lb. Entry III Re- body of electors the mass from whom the
gister, lb. selection made, by lot, 560. Security



against the abject classes, in the requisi- Quasi-hctor-as a judiciary officer III the
tron of capacity to read, 560-561. Constitutional Code, ix. 466.

Quasl-Jury-FunctIons of, IX. 561-563. The Quabl-sUlts, or incompletely organised-dis-
audmve.fio l , Lectrve, as to wntmgs, &c., nnguished as a species;u. BU.
ib. Inspectivc, lb. Orally interrogative, ! Quasr-trial , or recapuulatory examination
ib. Commentative-prmlege of making I at instance of party or Judge, ii. 158-
remarks, ib. Opmative, III the way of I lGI.
amendment on the judge's decree, lb. I Quebec Act-The limitation on the power
Appeal IIcencmg-suggestlOnforallowing i of the Crown to legislate for colonies ac-
the QuasI-Jury the right to mterdiet or I knowledged by, iv. 258-259.
allow execution, notwithstanding appeal, Queens of England=-Characters of the, ix.
in crimmal cases, 561-562. The class of 108-109.
offences to which their power of allowing Queen's Bench. See King's Bench.
execution referable-those occasioned by Queen's College, Oxford-Bentham entered
indigent rapacity, theft,robbery, &c.• 562. as a Commoner of, x. 35-36.
Circumstance affecting the safety of the QuestlOn-Beggmg the, by means of using
public, which may Justify such restric- expressions, conveying praIse or dispraise,
nons on appeal, lb. Mode in which this ii, 436-438.
function put 1Il execution, 562·563. - and answer=-Outhne of Parhamentary

- - How located, IX. ,j63·5tii. Three Reform III the form of, Ill. 539-552.
always III attendance, one a select, the QuebtlOnb to witnesses, VI 384-385. Should
other two ordmaric-, 5b3. Method of be one by one. and not 1Il strings, 384.
supplying defaults, ib. List of hable set, Should arise out of the answers, 384-385.
lb. Destmed attendance set, ib. Quasi- - in epistolary mterroganon should be
Jury rnmister to choose the liable I"t, for numbered, VI. 441-443
the year, lb. Excluded hst-s-grounds, QU€stIOIllng. ScI' Interrogation.
DIsreputableness-PreoccupatIOn, &c, lb. Quibbles and quirks-e-Evasions of justice
Exempted List-grounds, Infirmity, Su- I from, vi. 148; VI1. :25i, 453-454.
perannuation, Private Professional occu- ' - - - Power of judge to give or refuse
patron, Poverty, &c., 563-564. Method effect to, and Its influence III making the
of claimmg exemption, ib. Country and Iaw arbitrary, VII. 308.
Town liable list, 564. Each divided mto Quie nst-s-The argument of the, for no al-
select and ordinary, ib. Admittance to teration, II. 4:':0·431.
select on apphcation, which disqualifies QumtJhan-Character of the critical labours
for recerving subsistence-money, ib Des- of, 11. 380.
tined attendance sets, framed by Regis- Quo warranto-The cases of, under Charles
trar, ib. Notice to those called, 565. II., alluded to, I. 483.
Choice by lot of the several sets, lb. Quorum-The requisition of, in a legislative
Transmission of excuses and frammg of assembly, 11. 326.
excuse list, lb. Efflux and Influx Irst=-of
persons ceasing to become, and persons
commencing to become hable, 505-566.
Adaptation of the sets to the number of '
Trials. b06. Privilege of rotauon, lb.
Substitutes, lb. Protection against pack-
ing, by the operation of the Pubhc-opimon
'I'nbunal, ib. Expediency of confinmg
the selection to towns in new and thinly-
peopled countries, ih. Suggestions for ex-
tendmg the privilege to females, 5Gtl-567.

- - Subsistence-money to, IX••567. Double
the estimated day's pay of lowest paid
labourers, ib.

- - Attendance of, ix, !i6i -5(,8. De-
faulters' lists, .567. Penalty comes WIth-
in the Penal Code, 567-568.

- - Securrties for appropriate aptitude
of, ix. 5G8. Not punishable for uncon-
scious error, but punishable for palpably
designed error, lb. Punu-hable for cor-
ruptron, lb. Judge to prevent them from
obstructing proceedings, ih.

Quasi-Jury-Inquiry, a, a stage in suits, 11.
[12-94

QUA CCCXl RAD

R

Race or Lineage, as a circumstance influen-
cmg sensibility, i. 30.

Radical branches of the Defensive Force
defined, ix. 333-336. In the army all
persons capable of bearing arrus=-m the
navy the merchant seamen, lb.

- - - Part.icular mstrtunons regarding,
III the Constitutional Code, IX. 343-348.
See Defensive Force.

Radical Reform urged ill preference to
moderate, in Reform Catechism and In-
troduction, m, 435-557.

- - Author's opllllOns of, as compared
With other systems, Ill. 458.

- - Circumstances m which the mterests
both of Torres and Whigs would be af-
fected by, ni. 5~8·,j29.

t The ingredients of. iii .. 5.S8.
i - - Causes of the feelmg of the danger-



RAD
ousness of, and of the vituperative ex-
pres-ions used against, iii. 60 I.

Radical Reform-Terms of attack on, in
King's speeches, 1819, considered, iu, 60~-
603.

- - Bill for, with extracts from the rea-
sons, Ill. 53B- ;Ui.

- - contradistmguished from Whig, m a
letter to O'Connell, x. 598-599.

Radicals-i the true friends of the people,
IV 424.

Radicahsm not dangerous, ill. 39n-6::!::!.
- Plan of defence of, m. 604-60:;.
- The charge agamst, of mtcndmg a spunge

on the Nauonal debt, rebutted, in. bU8-
0]1.

- The charge against, of a projected di-
,ISlOn of property, refuted, Ill. 6U3-608.

- Defence of, from the state of Amerrca,
Ill. bI2-GI:l.

- Defence of, In the history of the Volun-
teer As-ociation of Ireland, Ill. 613·620.
Origrn of the Associanon-ccharactcrisucs
of Radicahsm in its consntunon, bI3-613.
General sketch of the results, 615-~J6.
COincidences WIth Radicalism explained
in respect to secrecy, umversahty, equali-
ty, and annuahty, of suffrage, 616-61 '[,
Downfall of the mstitution "hen Reform
moved - treachery of the leaders, 6li-
619. Consequences, 619-620.

- Growth of, evinced m the founding of
the Westminster Review, x. 540-541.

Rage-Nature of, I. 5:1.
- Fur)', <'<c., "is desrgnatrve of motives, i.

~03.
Rlllway:-:-CollSlderatlOlls as to the effects

of, 11. ao.
- Advantage» of, iii. 67.
Raism-i-The Sultana, introduced in Eng-

land by Bentham, x. 150, 15ti.
Ralergh=-Srr Walter. The case of, an in-

stance of suspended punishment, 1. 5U9 n.
- - - noticed, 1. IOn.
Ralhs-c-Eustratio-, one of the Greek youths

whom Bentham undertook to educate, IV.
588.

Rammohun Roy=-Opmion of, x. 571.
- - Letter from Bentham to, on the state

and improvement of Bntish India, x. 58U-
592.

- - Account of, by Colonel Young, xi i-8.
- - Introducnon of, to Bentham, and

further account of III the letter of mtro-
duction, AI. 59-60.

- - desire to get him into Parliament, xi.
66.

Ramsden-Jesse, noticed, vm. 148 n.
Ramus-I'eter,crlllcalllHlulry as to whether

he wa- the author of the form of logrcal
divisron called the Porphyrian Tree, vui.
103, 1I1-1I2n.

- - noticed, Vlll. II n.
Ramus-e-Wilharn, noticed, x. ~B.

cccxii RAT
Rancour-Nature of, i. 53.
Randolph-David Meade-Letter to, from

Governor Snyder, on Bentham's proposal
to prepare a code for Pennsylvaura, IV.
475-4i6.

Random purnehments=-Effect of, i. 485-489.
Ranelagh's-c Smnlanty of the Panopticon

to, III architecture, xi, 105.
Rank-Nature of, and legal constitution of,

in, 166.
- as an object of security by the law, iii.

~13.
- Influence of, on sensibility, i. 29.
- Sensibrhty to punishments of the moral

sanction as affected by, i. 457.
- Degradation from, as a punishment, i.

462-46.~
- Conferring of, as a reward, considered,

11. 194.
- How far the support of, necessary to the

public service, 11. ~34-~35, 245.
- The utterance of fallacies, costing no

trouble, favourable to the support of, it.
481.

- The proper allotment of, to judges, con-
sidered, IV. 3i8.

- Prejudices of-Influence on juries, and
snggestions for obviatmg, v. 165-167.

- of a wituess-effect of on testimony, vi.
254.

- increases a man's utility as a spoctator
in courts of justice, vi. 361.

- as an mgredient In evidence, vii. 61-62.
- The pohucal influence of, examined, IX.

i8-92. See Honour-s-Factitious.
- The worslup of, exammed and accounted

for, IX. 82-85.
- of nations-an expression nsed when

rank of therr kmg« meant, iv, 42i.
Ranks-Scale of. Remarks on the Empress

Catherme's, h. ]91, 194.
Rapacity as a motive, i. 50.
- Dangerous nature of offences occasioned

by, I. 75,32.
Rape- Extent of the cnminahty of, i. 8Z.

, - Nature of the oifeuce of, i. 118-119.
- Analogical punishment suggested for, i.

41l.
Rapm's HIstory-an early favourite WIth

Bentham, x. i.
Rashness III an act-Nature of, i. 44.
- - - Punishment for, vi. 29.'5-296.
Ratiocmation-c-a faculty of the mind neces-

sary to the teacher and the learner, viii,
76.

Ratiocinative matter of a. code, and its
foundation III the non-dissppointmens
pnnciple, Y. 413-414.

- of the Constitutronal Code-Nature of,
ix.3.

Ranonale-> The, or set of accompanying
reasons as a component part of a code of
laws, IV. 454.

- - 1Il a code of laws-The various capa-



RAT ccexiii REA
cities in which it is of service, iv. 491-494, the elasticity of springs-Applicability of,
1;26, 538-539. Serving as a guide and viii. 139-141.
bridle to the draughtsman and the legis- Reading as a quahfication for jurymen, ii,
lator; an instrument of mterpretation 12i.
and source of satisfaction and mstruetron : - as a qualification for the elective fran-
to the citizen; a means of instruction chise, 111. 464-465, 470, 560-565.
and guidance, and sonrce of satisfaction - Public encouragement to, ii. 258.
to the judge, ib. - as a cnterion for benefit of clergy in

Rationale-The, the term justified, vi. 5. English practice, I. 506.
- - Absence of, m the proposed Spanish - Form for attesting a voter's qualifica-

Code, animadverted on, viii. 517-519. tion in, Ill. 565.
- - as part of a code of Iaws=-Frederic Real entitles-Logical uses of, distinguish-

the Great's objection to, criticised, iv. 526. ing from fictitious, iii. 286.
- - First promulgation of, in the Consti- - See Entities,

tutional Code-absence of, in the estab- Real evidence, or evidence from things, aa
lished systems, and the reasons, ix. 1-2. a branch of circumstantial, vii. 8-15;-

- - should mdicate the conduciveness of No description of fact that may not be
the various articles to utility, IV. 540-543. the subject of legal inquiry, 8. Extent

- - The several parts of, should be as of the field, even in penal law, 9. Table
nearly as possible in contact with the of facts as to the human bod)', which may
articles of law to wluch they apply, IV. come under the cognizance of legal tri-
543-545. bunals, lb. Thmgs, in the relation they

Rationale of EVidence, vols. vi. and vii. bear to a fact of dehnquency indicated,
- - - Editor of original edition of; Notes, 10. Condition of things as source of e vr-

&c.,by-Preface, VI. 20 1-203. Note to new dence, distinguished into relative and ab-
edition, vi. 203. Animadversions on Du- solute, ib. Immediate distinguished from
mont's remarks on the author's scale of de- reported, ib. Infirmative facts-illustra-
grees of persuasion, vi. 234-235. Animad- tions, 11. The circumstantial evidence
versions on views of Edinburgh Review, of possession of an article of criminanve
-viz., on making the communications be- real evidence,1I-13. (See Possession.)
tween lawyer and client evidence, VIl. Interrogation as a means of supplying
476-479; on taking the evidence of hus-, deficiencies, 14·}'S.
bands and wives in regard to each other, i - - Forgery of, VI!. 15-18. Compared
486; on interrogating parties, 487-488 n. to subornation-c-an attempt to make ob-
Chapter by, on the rule that evidence IS jects give a false tale, 15. Divided into
to be confined to the points in Issue, vii. fabricative and obliterative, lb. Joseph's
558-562. cup in Benjamm's sack, an illustration,

Rationale of Punishment, I. 31)8et seq. 16. Erroneous conclusions may be formed
- - - Dumont's advertisement to, i. 388- from-the alteration may be in self-de-

390. His account of the MSS. and those fence against a false accusation, or it may
of the Rationale of Reward, 3BB-389. have been done III sport, 16-17. Provi-

Rationale of Reward, ii. 192-266. awn should be made for keeping real evi-
- - - Publication of, from the French, x. dence in statu, 17. Defects of English

548. law in this respect, lB.
Ravaillac--Illustration from his assassin a- - - Mode of dealing with, in case of lit i-

tron of Henry IV. i. 62, 64, i4 n *,473. gants distant from each other,ii. 99-103.
- an illustration of the effect of oaths, vi. - - Authentication With regard to, vi.

318. 120; vii. 174-175.
Ravaut-s-Prooedure Civile of, quoted, vi. - - The principle of preappointed evi-

303. dence as exemplified Ill, VI. 582-585.
Ray-John, the botamst-Notices of the - - compared with personal, 'I. 173-1i4,

family of, as connected with the Bentham 218.
family, :I.. 3, 25. - - as distingnished from personal-un-

Raymond-Lord, Chief-Justice-his views noticed by Gilbert, vi. 183.
of the obhgatonness of acts of Parliament, Real reported evidence. See Reported
v. ] 26. Real.

Rayneval-M .• anecdotes and notices of, x. Real property commission-Authority con-
125-126, 152. ferred by, iii. 349-350 n.

Rasumovsky=-Count, in Russia-Story of a Real property-Dilatoriness and other de-
dhner party With, x. 160. fects of the law of, 1Il. 420.

Read;lOn-the counterpart of passion, viii. - - Progress of mquiryregarding the law
204-205. of, posterior to the publication of the

ReactIVe source of motion, or motion from commentary on Humphrey's outline of a.
code, v. 388.



REA cceXIY REA
Real property-The removal of, from habi- Mode of executing the manifold system

hty for simple contract debts, ani mad- of wntmg ; and use of distributing ex-
verted on, v, 533. emplars as protection from forgery and

- - Professional evidence that no title to, fraud, ib. The encouragement that would
considered absolutely safe, v. 538. be given to honesty by greater security to

- ~ Commentary on Mr Humphrey's out- lenders, 408. Notaries in France, and
line of a code of, v. 389-416. Remark- their system, ib. The plan of nullifica-
able as the production of an experienced tion on failure of comphance With regis-
practical man, :\8'1. Heads of his reform, tration, objected to, as punishing mno-
and probabihnes in favour of adoption, cent party instead of culpable lawyer,
389-390.-lst Improvement, substrtunon 409· .. 10. Considerations as to the un-
of apt for unapt formula', 490- ..91 ; not Willingness of borrowers to allow their
to be accomplished without legislatrve positron to be recorded, 410_ A simple
sanction, though some improvements form of inquiry mto the existing state
might be made by draughtsmen, ib, 2d, of real property, substituted to Mr
Registration. 3d, Abolition of the anorn- Humphrey's expensive and complicated
alous courses of descent, 391. 4th, Re- plan,410-411. Simpler arrangements for
duction of copy holds to the state of free- keeping up the system, 411-412. For this,
holds. 5th, Part Ilion of common lands, as for other branches of a general code, the
ib, Remaining improvements embraced IT utter divisable II1to enactrve, exposinve,
in codification, 3[J]-:i02. Advantage of ratiocmative, mstrucnonal, and exempli-
systematic abbreviation, 39::!. Advan- flcanonal, 412. The uses of the exposi-
tage of schedule-, for dcscnbmg the sub- tive, With examples of Its applicatron,
jects, lb. Bewildering effect of confused 412-413. Ratiocmative matter, and the
sentences, With illustranons, 392-39:l. non-disappointment principle, 413-414_
Common forms applicable to the like Method of subdivision by a plan suscep-
parts of dissimilar deed;" 393. Length tible of being carried to any length, 415.
of sentence", 393-394_ Iudication of the Use of a general list of the drversificatrons
topic' by headings, 394. Draft of a deed of family connexions for those making
of sale, compared with the author'S, 31!5. Wills, lb. PrOYl"IOIlOfor preventing a re-
Impediment- to forgery, by iudividuaiisa- forming code from retroactmg, 415-416.
tion of time and place, 3~!G. Sum" to be ('Real property+-Outhne of a plan of a Ge-
both in word, and figures, 396-397. Mis- neral Register of, commumcated to the
chief of making use of word, which are Real Property Comunssiouers, Y. 41 i -435.
not self-explanatory, lb. Instruchol1'i, S"e Regtster,
for filhng m seller', name, coudrtron, and: Real and Personal Propcrty=-c Factinous
habrtatron, 39i_ Method of descnbnu; I nature of the distinction between, I. 508;
the subject-matter, lb. Directions for I Y1. 543.
slgmng, and the descnption of the act, :l1!8. i - - - - The distinction between, con-
Draught of a deed of mortgage. com- I sidered, in regard to authcnncation of
pared With the author's, (Humphrcy's.) wills, VI. 533,542-.:;51.
398-39U. Mortgage, an Improper term- - - - - Abohtion of the distinction be-
proposed subsutunon of land-pledge, 399. tween, provided for III Dispatch Court
Consideranons as to their heing made ne- Bill, III. 390.
gonable document" ..00. Drauaht-, of Reason for an act-meaning of the term, Iii.
marriage contract compared, 400-402. 215.
Notes on author's draught, 402. 011 - A word not suitable to designate one of
reviewer's draught, ib. Words, pin- the mental faculties, as It IS generally
money and jointure. 402, 403. 'I'he term used to express approbation of the use
rent-charge, 403. Precision III the em- made of faculties, vni, i6-7i.
ployment of the word" mahenable ," 403- - Appeal to,instead of authonty,n. 391-393.
404_ The term Impeachment for waste, - Appeals to, for the correction of abuse",
404. Dower, and the proper pre-cnce of treated WIth contempt, ii. 457.
legal provisions in connexion With stipu- - thrown away on the insincere, iii. 60o.
lanons, ib, Relation of sur-cession of 601,621-622.
children to time of husband's decease, - Law of, usps made of the term, i. 9 n.
405. Herrs=-want of a COIDmonword to - of a Iaw-c-deflmtron of a, i. 23811 bb

embrace all kinds of successor- lb. Dis- Reasons - the Author's - form his sole
tmctness 111 respect to naming place', &ce. reliance for the adoption of Ius opmcns,
lb. Registration, 405-407. Uses-s-pre- IY. 420.
servatron from loss and falsification, ex- - The gInng of, as affecting motives, i. "R.
elusion of counterfeit», record of encum- - Judge should gin', for decu-ious, ii 29.
brances, <tntu-tical mtormatron, 40.';-406, - Publicity has occasioned the gmng of
Extract from constitutional code, 40u-40i. hy judges for their dCCI'lOlIo, VI. ;5i.



REA
Reasons-Judge giving-an advantage pro-

duced by Jury Trial, ii. 147.
- Technical, characterized, vii. 400-401.
Reasons for laws-PromulgatIOn of, i. 575-

576.
- - - Promulgation of-Essay on the,

i. 159-163.
- - - Embodiment of, 1Ii. 323.
- - - Blackstone on, I. 234.
- - - Illustrations of method of stating,

i. 465.
- - - Laws accompanied by, would re-

main unaltered on account of their merits,
ii.407.

- - - accompanying laws-Analogy for,
in judges giVIng reasons with decisions,
v.418.

- - - to be kept separate from the
laws themselves, 11. 356.

- - - Appendix a receptacle for, iii.
596.

Reasoning-Close, characteristic of those
having the general interest at heart, as
contrasted with vague generalities, ii.
455-456.

Rebellion-Associations not a cause of, i.
577.

- Application of forfeiture as a protection
against, i. 481-482.

- Commission of-Nature of, iii. 350 n.
Recapitulation of instructions as to the pro-

bative force of evidence, vii. 597-598.
Recapitulatory examination, or Quasi-trial,

in procedure, ii.158-161. To be before a
Quasi-jury, 158-159. No evidence but
such as at original, 159. May be either
at mstance of Judge or a party, ib. Ap-
plicable arrangements to the two cases,
ib. AdmiSSIOn of undoubted fact; under
pain of penalties, 159-160. Two objects
in view= additronal Instruction, and ex-
posure of conduct of Judge, 160. Checks
on vexatious adoption of the recourse,
ib. Appropriate evidence to be substi-
tuted to the indicative that may have
come out at original investigation, lb.
Grounds for refusal, 161. Proceedmgs
of Judge in recapitulating, &c., ib.

Recitation=-Apphcaaon of, as a means of
promulgatmg ordmances m a partially
CIVIlized or a Mahomedan country, nil.
576-5/7.

Recitative exercises-Nature of,in the Chres-
tomathrc system of Education, viii. 44.

Recogmsances to keep the peace, i. 519·520.
Recogmtion of mdividuals-c-Facihnes for,

recommended as a precautionary pohce
measure, i. 557. ,

- as a means of authentication of deeds,
vi. 516.

- of a deed-all that is certified by attes-
tation, vi. 517 n. .

Recolement, VI. 451·458, 503. Sec Reexa-
mination.

CCCXy REC
Recollection-Erroneous, vi. 252. Distm-

guished from oblivion, ib.
- Refreshment of, VI. 253.
- Helps to, VI. 446-451. See Helps to

Recollection.
- Writmg as an aid to, vi. 328.
Recollectedness a security for evidence, vi.

283, 287-288.
Recompense to injured party as an element

In the punishment of crimes, IV. 199-201.
Reconciliation-c-How Judge to brmg about,

in case of quarrels, ii. 47.
- between parties-c-How far the prospect

of obtaining, justifies judicial privacy, 'I.
366.

Reconciliation courts of Denmark alluded
to, ii, 47; iii. 83 n; VI. 24 n +, 326, 366 n.

Record-( J udicralj-s- Remedies for falsiflca-
non of, ii, 164.

- Irrelevancy and uselessness of, in Tech-
nical procedure, ii. 176-177.

- should be a complete history, iv. 343
n +.

- Bandying of, between Westminster Hall
and the circuits, v. 475.

- Matters It consists of contrasted WIth
those it ought to consist of, v. 530.

- MIxed meanmg of the word, vi. 565.
- in a common-law suit, characterized, VI.

i3.
- Animadversions on the conclusive na-

ture of the evidence of. vii. 71-72.
- Gilbert's comparison of. to a diagram, vi,

144.184,565; VIi. 7l-72.
- armssing=-adnuts evidence of a person

convicted of perjury, vn. 409.
- Confessing to error m-Effect of, vii.

436-4::18.
- Withdrawmg-s-Effect of, vii. 437-438.
- Proposed, of cases in which SUSpICIOUS

testimony received, VI. II fI; VIi. 161·162.
- See Official EVidence; Preappumted

Evidence,
Records of Judicatorles-Jllethod of keep-

ing.prescnbed by the Constitutional Code,
ix. 579-585. See Registrars.

Recordation of evidence, considered in the
Rationale of EVIdence, vi. 408-419. See
Notation and Recordation.

- of evidence for eventual use-Absence
of provisions for, In common law, shows
want of codification, v. 499.

- by way of national book-keeping=-Objec-
nons to the existing system of. v. 383-386.

- Uses of, WIth respect to law-suits, vi.
31.

- Extempore, as applicable to legally ope-
rative facts, VI. 79·83. Demand for, as
a cure for oblivion and misrecordation,
79-81. How supphed, 81. Precedent.
from English and French law, 82-83.

- derivative, and registration, vi. 8:1-86.
Uses, VIZ., for contracts, &c., 83. '1'0
what instrument; applicable, 83·84. How
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enforceable, 84. By whom performable, completeness, ib. Objects better sup-
84-85. Matter to be entered, 85. Se- phed by other provisions, ib. Admission
eurrties against error, ib. Registrar's of reexammatron only on special cause,
duty, 85-86. 453-454. Faculty of amendment in Eng-

Recordation of the species and nature of the hsh equity practice, its uucertainty, with
evidence received m causes, vii. 595-597. illustrations cited, 455·458.

- System of, attached to the Trrbunals by Referees=-Provnnon fur, in the Consntu-
the Constrtutional Code, IX. 493-494. tional Code, IX. 552-5,'>3.

Recorder-Origin of the judicial office of, Reference-Arrangement of Laws so as to
vi. 554 n. provide means of, iii. 193-195.

- of London-His resistance to the en- - Liberty of, where weak evidence re-
forcemeut of the act for the liberation of cerved, YU. 163.
prisoners against whom no Bill IS found, - had recourse to when case deferred, VI.
'1'.179-180. I 104.

Recorders-Temporary, how they might be Reform-how national prejudices, &c., to be
obtained among various members of so- deal; with in the case of, i. 180-184.
ciety, vi. 81-82. - Use made of the plea that there is

- - Precedents from English and French difficulty in stopping in, i. 363.
law as to, VI. B2-83. - The practice of consultmg those whose

Recovenes=-Common-c- Described as a fie- interest is opposed to, regarding, ii. 13.
tion of law, VIi. 283-284. - Employment of allusion to danger of inno-

Recreations-c-Harmless. Utili+y of, ii. 254- vat IOUas an argument against, ii,418-420.
255. - Difficulty of accomphslung, produces

Recruitment as a military term-Meaning cry of danger of innovation, ii, 41B.
of, IX. 349, 353. - Fallacies on which the delay of, is sup-

- Source of, providable by a system of ported, ii. 430-435.
Pauper management, viii, 420-421. - How met by expressions of Theoretical,

- of the military forces-Arrangements Utopian, &c. ii. 457-462.
for, in the Constitutional Cude, IX. 396- - Constrtunonal. Sketch of'the various pro-
397. po gals for a, by Mr Meadly, m, 553-557.

REd Lion Street-the place of Bentham's - How it is easily baffled by the dehy occa-
birth, x. 5. sioned by a second legislative chamber,

Redemption of stock-s-Notice a' to, and iv. 423-424.
practice, With reference to the project of - Motives which cause the demand for
Annuity notes, 111. 114. its being gradual, iv. 423.

Redesdale-J. F. Mitford, Lord, noticed, - The kind of, that Will not be frus-
Ill, 373 n; v, 116,159, 3il, 372; Vi. 4:l n. trated by sinister interest, Illustrated in

Redress-s-Legal. Benefit of, both to the the new drop, v, 119.
injured and the aggressor ID supplying - The Coronation Oath made an instru-
the place of revenge, I. 542. ment of opposition to, v, 207-209.

Reduction of Offices. Prmciples on which - requires positive regulation (mferring
it should proceed, ii. 251-252. inspection} while abuse does not, v, 208.

Redundancy of words as a defect ill laws, , - Proposals for reducmg the suffermg
iii. 247-24B. I created by, through the non-disappoint-

- - - Rules for avoiding, in the phrase- I ment principle, v, 266-267.
ology of laws, iii. 260-264. I - Includes the abolition of corruptive in-

- - - Specimen of, in a Bntish Statute, I finence-Hence the OPPOSltlOUIt meets,
ill. 263 x. 81.

Reelegibihty of representatives-c-Restrrc- - Constitutional-Gliardia:1-of-Bentham
nons on, ix, 172-lBO See Legislature. urged to be one of the committee of, x,

- - - DISCUSSIOnWIth Dr Bowring on, 522-523.
x.528-530. Reform-Law. See Law Reform.

Reeve-Edward-A Schoolfellow of Bent- Reform-Parliamentary-Plan of, in the
ham, x. 14, form of a catechism, iii. 433-457.

Reeves, John-HIs testimony to the justice - - Introduction to Plan of, lll. 435-5,';6.
of Justice Ashhurst's opnuon on the law, - - Authorities m favour of, Ill. 442-443.
criticised, v. 237. - - Democratic ascendancy as essential

Reexammation, repetition, or recolement, to, Ill. 445-451, 613-620.
considered, III the Rationale of EVidence, - - Elements, of, ill. 4!;2·458. Virtual
VI. 4,11-458. Borrowed m Scotland from umversahty and equality of suffrage,
the Roman Law, 451-452. Systematic 452-45:':. Freedom of suffrage, including
in Roman Law-incidental in Enghsh, secrecy, 453-454. Due dependence of
452. Apparent objects, ib. One only representatives as regards electors-inde-
gamed-assistance to correctness and pendence as regard, others, 454-45&.
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Exclusion of placemen, 454-455. Univer- Reform Bill-Radical, with extracts from
sal constancy of attendance, 457-458. the reasons, iii. 558-597.

Reform-ParlIamentary-Author's opinions - - - Titles of the, Ill. 563.
on, as compared With those of other - - - Preamble of the, iii. 563.
radical reformers, iii. 4.08. - - - Provision in, for seats and dis-

- - Usefulness-not dangerousness of, tricts, iii. 563-564.
that creates hostility, in. 466. - - - Provision in, for electors-Their

- - Inadequacy of moderate, iii. 516- quahflcations and certificates, iii. 564-
521. Exammation of the projects that 566.
had been brought forward, 516-518. - - - Provision in, for qualifications
Inadequacy with regard to electors, In of candidates, Ill. 566-567.
respect of secrecy and freedom of election, - - - ProVIsIOn In, for election offices,
Virtual universality, and equality, 518- national and district, and Election-Mas-
519. Inadequacy With regard to the ter-General, with subordinates, iii. 567-
representative body-Independence, con- 570.
stancy of attendance, and Impermanence, - - - Election apparatus of, iii. 5il-
519-520. Household suffrage, 521. Plan 574.
for modification of expense, delay, vexa- - - - Recommendation of candidates-
tion, and disorder, ib. Forms for, in, iii. 574-575.

- - Circumstances m which the interests, - - - Method of establishing and re-
both of Whigs and Tones, opposed to, IiI. cording quahficatrons m, iii. 575·577.
527-532. , - - - Method of election In-Ballot,

- - Interests of the country gentlemen, as' &c., in. 5i7 -579.
opposed to, Ill. 532·533. , - - - Demarcation of election and Poll-

- - Options and compromises which the: ing districts in, Ill. 5i9-583.
author would accept as to, Ill. 533. ' - - - Method of definmg and indicat-

- - Uses of the author's exposure of the ~ ing voters' habitations m, iii. 583-588.
motives and influences opposed to, in. : - - - Contmuance of members by-an-
533·535. i nual Parliaments, iii. 588·589.

- - Ends to be aimed at on the occasion I - - - Vacancies in representation-
of, and means conducive to" ards them, I How created and filled Upby, ni, 589·59!.
iii. 539-541. I - - - Means in, forsecurmg Legislative

- - Means of, conducive to the aptitude I Assemblyagamst temporary disturbances,
of members, Iii. 541·548. : ui. 591-592.

- - Collateral advantages of the various - - - Method of obviating indisposition
departments of, to various classes of per-' of speakers m, in. 592.
sons, iii. 548·552. i - - - Appendix to-Necessity of deflni-

- - Enmity of the Irish aristocracy to" tions, abbrevianons, &c., iii. 592·597.
shown in the breaking Upof the Volunteer - - - Recapitulation of the leading
ASSOCiatIOn,iii. 618·620. principles of,and reasons for holding them,

- - Gerard Hamilton's opposition to, ii. iii. 599-601.
384-385. Reform of public offices-Principles on

- - Temperate and intemperate-a dis- which it should proceed, n. 251·252.
tinction used for fallacious purposes, ii, : Reform-c-Scotch-e-tvrz., III relation to the
452-453. I judicatures) in Letters to Lord Granville,

- - DIscussion in Parliament on Bent-: v. 3·53.
ham's Plans of, and misstatements cor- Reformation-Kind of punishment thai
rected, iv. 566-!;69. operates to, i. 71 n *.

- - Correspondence with Sir Francis Bur- - Punishment should be subservient to, i.
dett about drawing a Bill for, x, 491-495. 93.

- - Radical and Whig-Letter to O'Con- - equivalent in the moral world, to disco-
nell on the comparative merits of, x. 598- I very in the physical, i. 227.
599. i-In what circumstances it is an object in

- - Radical, urged, in opposition to the I punishment 1 i. 392.
proposals of Brougham, ii. 458. I - Subserviency to, as a property of punish-

- - Belief in the inadequacy of, while' ment, i. 404.
the Royal authority and the House of - Subserviency of laborious punishments
Lords remain, IX. 144-145. to, i. 440.

- - Resolutions on, prepared by Bentham - Unconduciveness of transportation as a.
and moved by Sir FranCIS Burdett, x. punishment to, I. 492-495.
495-497. - Conduciveness of the Panopticon to, by

- - Applications for permission to print labour, temperance, separation, and in-
popular versions of urthor's Plan of. x. struction, i, 499-500; iv, 40, 47.
489-490. - Inadequacy of tb" penal colony system
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to the production of, contrasted with the I 4:l0-435. All kinds of Property admitted,
efficacy of the Panopticon Penitentiary 430. No fees-the registranon, while
Plan, with illustrations, iv, 174-183. Sec useful to individuals, bemg a national be-
'I'ransportanon. nefit, as a storehouse of evidence, and fees

Reformation-The, an innovation, ii. 4 I 8. always creating corruption, 431-432. The
- - How It might have been stopped by mamfold system of wntmg, 432-435. II-

a coronation oath, ii. 409. Iustrations of its utility, in the inadequate
- - Money and influence it threw into plans proposed by other means for ob-

the hands of the kmg, and their effects on taming accurate copies of deeds for de-
the liberty of the country, 111.514. posit, &c., lb. 7th object-c-mminnzanon

Reformers. How, If successful in pomting of the burden, 435. In addition to the
ont abnses, they come under the hbel law, absence of fees, &c., conveyance of docu-
v. 106-107. ments by post, ib.

- See Reform-s-Parhamentarv. Register-General, of Real property-Cor-
Regenfeld- Baron, noticed, :l..: 28.5. respondence With Speaker Abbot on the
Register-General, of real property-Ont- advantages of, x. 350-35J.

lme of a plan of a, commurucated to the - - - Cromwell', attempts to estabhsh
Re:LI Property Commissioners, Y. 417-13,'; -how baffled, iv. 501.
Novelty a requisite, 417. Utrhty of rea- Register of crimmals-e-Uses of, to the end-,
sons, and absence of them m Comrms- of justice, viii. 505.
stoners' Report, 418. Inadequacy of a Regu-ter of all persons subjected to coercion
preamble to a bill, 418-419. 'I'wo prlll- and confinement, i. 370.
ciples-e-Grearest happmess, and Non-dis- Register-MIlItary-Arrangements for a,
appointment, 4UJ. Eads to be held III III the army and navy, for entermg PUIl-
view, primary and secondary-former, ishments and complaints, ix. 367-370.
avoidance of 10"8; latter, avoid.mce of de- Register of births, marnages, and deaths,
lay, vexation, and expense,420. Severe i. 553; ui. 83; vi. 5ti6-574.
case of los" or disappointment by defect - - - - System of, rn England, vi.
of title, to be obviated, 420-421. Nature I 567 n; ix. 62.5-6:!611. Bill for Scotland, ib.
of a Registration Insntution, and lis I - - - - See Genealogical facts: Regis-
drawback-expense, 421. Objects for i trars-Local.
attainment enumerated, 42l-4:!2. Ist-: Register of seamen-Advantage of, both to
minmnzation of expense, 422. By Cen- I the public and to the seamen, IX. 406.
tral Buildiugs, 42:!-423; By the smallest I - - Plan for estabhshmg and employmg,
adequate number of functionarres, 423. with heads of entry, &c., IX. 409-415.
Apphcation of the principle of competJ-! Sec Defensive Force-Shipboard oppres-
tion, 423-424. Gratuitous services of I ,IOn obviated.
Probationary Depntes, 424. 2d obJect- i Registers for workmen-Utility of a system
mimrmzatron of delay, lb. Effected by of, VIIi. 398.
strrctness of attendance, &c.,424-425. 3d: Registrar of a judicatory-The position and
object-maxImizatIOn of personal aptitude, I functions of, described, ix. 465.
425-427. Deputeship, inaugural decla- - A, should be attached to every directive
ration, interdiction of emolument by fees, official department, ix. 231.
single-seated ness, public 0pullon, depend- Registrar and his depntes, in Dispatch
ence of attendance on emolument, dislo- Court-Account of prOVISIOnsfor, in pro-
cability, 425-426. Reasons for not having posed Bill, iii. 309-310.
patronage and power of removal in the - - - Provision for appointment, func-
same hands, 426. Inadequacy of restrict- tion, salary, &c., IIi. 341-34:!, 344.
ing the choice to barristers, and of oaths Registrars attached to the Judicatories-
for the security of aptitude, 426-427. The qualifications required of, in the Con-
4th object=-maxumzing aptitude of rna- sntutional Code, ix. 52H-529.
chinery, 427-428. Power of sublegisla- Registr:Lr~-JudiCJary-Immediate and ap-
tion as to interior arrangements by the pellate-s-Provisions for, III Constitutional
Central authority, ib. 5th object - Code, ix. 579-585;-
security for the efficiency of the process - - - - Fields of service-Co-exten-
maximized, 428-429. A comprehensive srve with judge's, ix. 57!).
map, 428. Difficultres m the spherical - - - - Relation of, to judge, ix. 579-
form of the earth, and the inequalities of 580. Verity, correctness, clearness, &c.,
surface, lb. Method of subdivision to of proceedings, what he has to see to, 579.
make a general map accord with the se- Must make entry of whatever the judge
veral minuter maps, 428-429. Utility of requires, ib. Judge cannot expunge what
transverse lines illustrated in a map of Registrar has wntten, 580. Substitute
Paris, 429-430. 6th object-extent of appointed by judge in absence, ib.
apphcation of this security maximized, ~ - - - Effective functions of, ix. 580-
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581. Litrscontestational, m relation to a Registrars -Local. Functions m general,
SUIt begun, 580. Providennary by con- IX. 626-627. Reference to provisions as
struction of preappointed evrdence-c-for to -Iudrciary Registrars and Local Head-
preventing rights from being frustrated, men, 626. Descnption of persons-sex,
&c., ib, Transferred from local registers name, age, occupation, ib. Places and
to the Judiciary Register, ib, Fmancial times, lb. Examples of the various sorts
functions-c-as to the money for paying --deaths, births, marriages, and con-
the officials, 580-581. tracts, and other legally operative facts,

Reglstrars-Judlclary-Immedlate and ap- ib, The Books, 626-627.
pellate-Elementary functions, ix. 581- - - Genealogical-recordation funetions,
582. Necessary to the discharge of his ef- ix, 627. Deaths, marriages, divorces, ar-
fectIVe,581. Included m the Litiscontes- rivals at full age, lapses into msanity,
tational and Auditive are-The Inspective, and restorations to sanity, ib. Property-
Lectrve, Interrogative, Minutatrre, Com- settling purposes, ib, Health-preserving
mentative, Attestatrve, Receptive, Accer- sanatory purposes, lb. Private economy-
srtive, Communicational, Authenticatrve, arding purposes-rates of mortahty for
Custodinve, Sub-directive, Access-afford- insurances, &c. lb. Political economy-
ing, lb. Iucluded In the Providennary- serving purposes, lb. Calamity and casu-
effective are-The Receptive, Acceptional, alty-nnnmuzmg purposes-i-drrectmg the
Custoditive, and Requisitive, lb. Includ- attention of Government to the means of'
ed m the Fmancial are-The Receptive, prevention, lb. Crrme-nnnimizing pur-
Acceptional, Custoditive, Requisitive, and poses, lb. Indeterminate purposes-com-
Transmisslve,581-582. parative salubnty of places and occupa-

- - - - Mmutation by-how, ix, 582- tions, influence of temptations to prod 1-
583. Statements of discourses, and I gality, prevalence of intemperance, &c.
relatively-influential occurrences, 582. ib,
What included in the term, ib. Subjects - - Death-recordation function, ix. 628-
of concomitantly-statistic, and of subse- 629. Entry, in case of death, of person,
quentially-statistic information, ib. Do- place, time, cause, with description of per-
cuments, ib. Suits that may be unmi- sons present, 628. Digested mortality
nuted on account of' simphcity, 582-583. tables,and the disposal of them, lb. Power

- - - - AttestatIOn by-how, IX. 583. to extract mforrnatron, ib, Information
Applicable to any statements in the course to JudlOatory on suspicion of VIolence, lb.
of business, of which it IS necessary to Prehension of suspected persons, ib.
keep a probative copy, lb. Proceedings Temporary custody of found bodies, lb.
in the several cases of the person admit- Disposal to medical practrtioner, when
tmg, refusing, or evading the admission no olarmant, 628-629. Examination of
of the correctness and completeness of the arrested person, 629. Functions of the
draft, ib, Function of the Judge as to I Enghsh Coroner, lb.
authenncation, &c., lb. - - Marriage-recordatron function, ix.

- - - - Mmutation-Amendment by- 629-6;;0. To include divorces, 629.
how, IX. 583-584. Case where a person Causes of complication, as compared WIth
desires to make addition, sabtraction, or other registers, lb. S~stem III England,
subsutunon on his attested document, ib. 629-630, and n.
Exemplars to be kept in original state, - - Birth-recordation function, ix, 630.
584. Method of making, lb. Arrangements Sex, father's name, age, and occupanon,
as to the incidence of the expense, lb. mother's name, place, date, persons pre-

- - - - Securities for appropriate ap- sent, persons bringing report, date of re-
titude applicable to, ix. 584-585. Method port, child's name, If reported, ib. Con-
of making corrections, so that what was sideranons as to illegrtrmates, lb. Eng-
origmally written be Visible-no erasures hsh practice, ib, and n +.
or deletions, 584-585. PrOVISIOn for - - Maturity-recordation function, ix,
treating suggestions by parties, &0., 585. 630. Ehcitation of evidence of the fact,
Judge and Registrar to be mutual checks ib. Legal rights to which it IS service-
on each other, ib. able, ib.

- - - - No migration in the case of, - - Insanity-recordation function, ix.
as in that of the Judges, necessary or 630-632. Entry, an adequate evidence,
beneflcral, IX. 585. 630. Different kinds of insanity, and

Registrars-Local. Provisions regarding, their different effects-with the view to
III the Constitutional Code, IX. 625-636. the exercise of precautionary functions,

- - Fields of service, ix, 625-626. Same 631. Provision for temporary confine-
as those of the Headman, 625. Pro vi- ment, ib, PrOVISIOn when pecuniary
sion of pre appointed evidence, 626. means deficient, ib. Considerations as to

- - Setf-suppletive funcnon of, ix. 626. prodigal persons, 631-632. English sys-
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tern, 632. Disposal of exemplars of re- Regrstratlon=- The effect of nullifying deed»
cord, lb. Registration of restoration to In case of non- compliance with provierous
sanity, ib. for, considered, v. 409-410.

Registrars -Local- Post-obit-adrnimstra- - of Laws-Prejudice in France in favour
tion-grantmg function, IX. 63:!-633. Re- of, as a formality, iv, 31l.
ceipt of apphcation from claimant of the - of testimony, vi. 408-419. See Nota-
admlnlstratlOn,632. Inquiry, lb. Tempo- bon.
rary preservation of effect, , ib. Practice - judrcial=- System of proposed, VI. 330.
m England, expense, and denial to those Subjects of, lb. Uses of-as a check on
who cannot afford It, 633. Contrast with the judge-with a view to appeals and
proposed plan, lb. future hngation, &c. lb. See Officiul

- - Property-transfer-recordation func- Evidence.
tion, ix. 633-634. Entry of all mstru- - transcnptitious, as applied to contracts,
ments appointed by the Legislature, G:J3. VI. 5i 5-582. Uses=-preservation and
Advantages 1Il the" ay of security trom promulgation, 5i 5. Securrties, debts,
loss, fraud, &c., G33-G34. sale, lb. Leases, 5i 5-jiG. What con-

- - Contract-recordation function, IX. tracts to be registrable, 5i6. Whether
634. All contracts legislatrvely appointed in whole or part-expense apart, the
to be registered, lb. Use" lb. whole, lb. Mode of enforcement-c-drffi-

- - Extra-Jndlual-evldence-recordation cultrcs where there IS no professional
function, IX. 634. All such evidence as person, but all such personally hable,
may be legr-latively ordained to be regis- 5ii -5i8. Mode of nonficancn= Ietter of
tered, III contemplation of htigation, lb. advice, 5i9. Mode of designation III the

- - Sub-Judiciary topographic-evidence- case of land, lb. Limits to the apphca-
recordation function, IX. 6:15. Maps, and tion of the practice-extent to which se-
other Imitative documents, lb. crecy compatible, 580·581. Importance

- - Digestrve function, IX. 635. Prep a- of reducing the matter to be transcribed
ration of digested tables, and transnns- - aberrations of English practice, 581-
MOn of exemplars, lb. I 582.

- - Document chamber for public mspec- I - publicity a security for correctness of,
tion of tables, ix. 63.;. VI 355.

- - Term of service, IX. 6:1:,. F" Regis- - of filets connected With character evi-
trar-J udiciarv. dence, VII. 59-60.

- - Attendanc~ and remuneration of, con- - of marks of manufacturers, &c., for pre-
nected With, and made dependent on, each vennon of forgery, Ill. i2; VI. 584-585.
other, IX. 635-636. Hlustration from fabrics' copyright act,

- - Who locable, and how located, and 584 n.
dislocated or removed, IX. 63f,. - of the species and nature of the evidence

- - Securities for appropriate aptitude, I received m causes, vii. 595-59i.
ix, 636. i-See Preappointed EVidence; Record;

- - Inaugural declaration, IX. 636. I Recordation.
- - Relation of, to Local Headmen by , Registrum Brevium referred to, vii. 458-459.

Constituuonal Code, ix. 624-62.1. ' Regret-the pams of, i. 19.
Registrars-Local Headmen's-General de- Regular procedure-prejudices in favour of

scrrption of, IIIConstrtutronal Code, IX.46i. the term, VII. 198-199.
Registration-A system of, With regard to Regulations-Table of, III Legislative As-

Titles, proposed, With the requisites, i. sembhes, recommended, ii, 320.
552. - precautionary, in the admission of

- of Deeds-The \l~I'S of, enumerated, v. casually-written evidence, vu. 125-126.
405-406. - Precautionary for the weighing of evi-

- of Bur lens on landed property-con- dence. See Instructions.
siderations on the unwillingness of bor- Rehearmg-c-Nature of a, ii. 153.
rowers to allow, v. 410. Reid-Dr Thomas-HIS miscomprehension

-- Apphcation of In schools, to all matters of the use of Bifurcate or exhaustive di-
Indicative of the state of discipline and vision in logic, vm, 115-116.
scholarship, vin. 49. - -- - IIi., opnnon of the Defence of

-." system of, for the Pnrr-e MInister's O~ Usui y, x. 176-1ii.
flee III the Constitutional Code, IX. 209. - - - noticed, vn. 95.

- system of, adapted In the Ccnstitutional I Re.nstatement-e-Eventual, in the cas- of
code to the <)per:'t:~n~ in all the Oiiieial evidence h~villg been found decepnous,
Departments, IX. ::!:12-25:i. Sec Book". vn. 163.

- of Births, Marriages, and Deaths. See Rejection instead of amendment of defec-
Genealogical facts ; Register; Registrars tive measures- Fallacy of, n. 4il-4i 4.
-Local. Rejoinder III civil action, VI. 4[0.
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Relanon=-Ambiguity of the term, i, 120 n +, Rehgion-c-Influence of fallacies of authority
- A physical fictinous entity, vin. 201,264. on, II. 393.
- Absence of language for expressing the - Extent towhich the observances of, ought

incidence of, with respect to more than to be protected from molestation, n. 5l4-
two things, VIii. 108-109 n. 515.

- of thmgs to each other-one of the most - Providing for the exercise of. to the va-
powerful means of instruction as to their rious sect!', m prisons, IV. 23-24.
nature, vin. 109-11 O. - The ordinances of, as a part of prison

- Ficntious entities connected with-their disoiplme, iv, 78-79.
universality, viii. 203. - Illustrations of its inefficacy to humanize

- Simple ficnuous entities connected with, the population of a penal colony-treated
VIii. 203-205. Place, tune, motion, action, with ribaldry. IV. 223-2:24.
and passion and reaction, lb. - adopted III England like a bill at fir-t

- As between cause and effect-c-Frctinous reading, with liberty to amend, v. 201.
entities appertannng to, ,IiI. 206-21U. 1- Natural and revea.led=-o-epugnance of

- The predicaments that ill' olvc, viu, 235., judicial oaths to, v. 4.'li -458.
Relatrons-e-Reasons for prolubitmg mar- i-How employed by tyranny to extirpate

nages between, i. 350-352. 1 morality, vi, 117 n.
- beyond the forbidden degrees=-Propo-al 'I - Mistaken presumption, that all men act

to exclude the succession of, and appru- under the influence of, '1. :,2U n +.
prrate the estate to the revenue, n. 585· I - not to be taught in the Chrestomathie
598. See Supply Without burden. school, a' It might exclude some persua-

- Social-The interests an-rug from, as owns, vui. 40-4:2.
affecting testnnony, YI. 160-lli4; YIl. 575- - Those who think It requires coercion to
57i. protect It, cannot be sincere believers Ill,

Relationship-s-Aggravation of simple cor- Vlll. 54G.
poral injury from, i. 165, 167. - The cnmes committed through, more to

Rclanonslnps=-Natural and Legal, analysis be dreaded, than those comnntted against,
of, i. 119-121. vui, 547.

Relegation-c-As a punishment, compared - Securities against vexation on account
WIth Banishment, &c. i. 431-435. of, proposed for a Mahomedau state,

Relief-The pleasures of, 1. 19. vni 5!l3-.'i8·l,
- to paupers-e-Prmciple of no liberation - Extent to which the Instruction Munster

till expense of worked off, viii, 8H3. authorized to interfere with, by the Con-
- Parochial. Table of cases callmg for, sntutional Code, IX. 442.

explained, yin. :l65. - Danger of a zeal for, when it I' contra-
- Parochial, See Pauper Management. distinguished from morahty, x. 70.
- Out-door=-Difficultres III the way of any - Estabhshed-Reasons against, III a free

adequate system of, vrii, 4-10-452. See state, IX. 92-95. If the doctrine be true
Poor Law. -needless,92. If untrue=-pcrmcious, ib.

Rehgion=-How connected with the rise of If supposed true, but unacceptable, paymg
ascetrcism, i. 5. clergv will not make it more acceptable,

- Extent of the mischief to society, of ib. The mode compared With hmng false
crimes occasioned by, i. 75·76. witnesses-reward held out to all who

Offences against, i. 101,103-104. will set their hands to a certain creed, 93.
- Genera of offences against, i. 134 n. Demoralizes the minister, by confusmz
- Offences against-Their place in the his notions of right and wrong, ib. A

penal code as a subdivision of public of- certificate of belief, in the falseness of the
fences, iii. 170-171. creed or its inabihty to support Itself,

- Propensity to make the law interfere 93-94. Fallacy of the notion, that when
with, i. 147. truths are felt as so important, people

- Provisions for the support of, i. 316·317. Will not of themselves follow them out,
- Prejudices regarding punishments found- 94. Real motives for estabhshments-s-

ed on, i. 412. disposal of patronage, spiritual despotism,
- Contempt for, encouraged by promis- &c., 94-95.

cuous intercourse in prisons, i. 429. Religious behef- The disposition to coerce
- Fallacy of presuming attacks on. when for, traced. vii. 109 n.

a bad form of, IS attacked, ii. 4-10-441. - - Exclusion of witnes=e= on the gronnd
- Neglect of, in penal colonies, i. 494. of, discussed, vi, lOG; TIl.4:!O-4:.!7.
- How employed fur demorahzmg pur- - - Exclu~ion of wrtnesses on the ground

poses in the universities, ii, 261-262. of, caused by antipathy, VIl. 426-42i.
- Influence of the exertions of the lured Religious establIshment", are lcgrslatiou for

champions of, 111 the propagation of, ii, the subversion of trnth by bribery foi the
2f;2-:!64. support of given opinions, ix. 35.
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Religious estabhshments - Reasons whv Remedies by English law-their dependence

there IS no provision for, by the Consti- I onthenatureoftheevldence,1ll.361-36~ n.
tutional Code, ix. 45:2-453; Purchases I - Punitive and sansfactive-c-evils of their
insmcerrty, lb. , bemz admuustered III distinct tribunals,

Religious mstruction-as an object of Prison' v, 5.11-5;i2.
disciplme, iv, I :2::l. ' - succedaneous to excluston uf evidence,

- - for eonvicts-c-Requisites of, i. 500. I VII. 368-;,83. See ExclUSIOn.
Religious observances among convrcts= Iu- , - suggested for the evils of the technical

adequacy of the Transportanon system- system of judicature, vn, 3:20-3:29. Offi-
Efficacy of the Panoptic on for, IV. 176. eel' for the department of law-reform,

Rehgious parti.ihty-c-Means for neutrahs- 3:20. Substuuuon of the natural to the
ing the mfluence of, on juries, v.165-167 technical system, 320-3~1. Natural con-

Religious persuasion as influencmg sensi- trusted With technical procedure, 3~~-324.
bihty, I. :10-31. Abohtion of special pleading, 325-326.

ReligIOUS rest.ncttons-c-Motrves that have Abohtion of fees, 3:27-3:28.
led to, III England, I 437. - The complex variety of, afforded III Eng-

ReligIOUS sanotron-c-Deflmtton of the, 1.14. I hsh practice, vi. 4,5.
- - Motive correspoudmg to the, I. 5:2, , Remembrance, Remimscence, &c., as logi-

56. I cal operations. vm, 2~4-2:2r.
- ~ Difflcnlty of findmg the exact rank I Remembrancer m Exchequer-c-Obscurity of

of the mouve corresponding to, III the! the orram of the office, vi. A8 n *.
scale of motives, I .'if:' - - - Sir Richard Phillip', attempt to

D'SPOS,tIOUmferred from actmg on, get hrm to strike special JnTles III terms of
i. 63·64. the act, v, 155-156.

- ~- con-ulercd as a standmg tutelary Remembrancer of the Citv of London-
motive, I. 66 Origm of the office of, VI fiB 11 ", 554 n.

- - Pleasures and pam" of the, With the Rernissibihty as a property of a punishment,
correspondent interest and motive" I I. ~)5-96, 406.
201. RemiSSIOn of Punishrnent-> Provisions for in

- - Source and direction of the, iii. 291. the Constitutional Code, IX. 600-60i. See
- - Employment of the, as a means of Justice Mimster-s-Dispumtrve Function.

preveutmg crtme, I. 5h4-,;()'. Should be - - - Sa Pardon.
III conformity with utihty, 564. There- Remitter of a cause in English practtec->-
fore no coercion, 564-565. Demoralismg Defectiveness of, VI. 420.
effects of intolerance, 5G5. Employment Remoteness III tune or place-Effect of, in
of the sanetion by the magistrate depen- creatmg belief m Improbabilities, Vii. 89-
dent on hi' authority over it, 566. EVil 90.
direction that the sanction has taken, lb. I - of testimony from seat of perception-
Worse direction of Irrehgron, ib. Oaths, I Effect of, vi 2:22-~:23.
5(;7. Remuner.rtion as eJ post facto reward, ii.

- - injured by the practice of demandmg 20:\·:204
unarumity of Juror;" 'V.4()4. i - Large-fallacy that it IS necessary for

- - Effect of, on evidence, 'Vi 20-~1, I the support of official dignity, v. 816-318.
260-:261, ~iO-~i6 ; vn. 533. I - Counterpart of mtmudation as an instru-

P"cligIOUS sensibility and bias-Influence of, i ment of government, ix. 47 -48.
i. :24. I - and attendance-Plan for connectina,

- - Offences against, I Ii4. I in the case of a legislative body, ix. 163-
Remanet, ~ hen a Jur), tri.il deferred, VI., 16ft.

104. , - all above what will procure the service
Remedial measurec= Inalnlitv of the Com- i IS waste, ix. 200.

men-law courts to take, "11: ::!94. ' - of offlcials=-Thc system of, III the Con-
- services bv Judges III relanon to pro-: stitutional Code, IX. :266·271.

cedure, II. 39-40. i-Reasons against mcreasmg, for length
Remedy-c-Dcfimuon and nature of :I, IIi, of service, IX. ~95-:296.

214. - of army and navy=-Provi-rou for, III
- quibble of saying the law give" one for Constituuonal Code, IX. 3i1-881. t:)<e De-

every right, VI. 148. fensive Force.
- Legal-Compensation as a, ii. 110-115. Remuneratory Laws-Plan of, iii. 203.
Remedies-Legal. Various kinds of, 11.90- Rcnnel-c-Major, noticed, xi, 122.

92. Reparation to the sufferers by offences, I.

- against offences. The various kinds of, 3i 1-388. See Satisfactron.
I. 36i. Repeating-The faculty, when unaccorn-

~- Suppressive fur chronic offences, I 369- pamed b-y comprehension, a useless aequi-
l!~O srtion in schools, vin. 44-45.
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Repetition as distinguished from continued Representation-Reform lD the. See Re-

act, i. 37. form.
- Power of, in aggravating small offences, Representations in Scottish procedure-

i. 3li -378. Fees and delay from, vn, 221-225.
- or amendment, in equity cases, vi. 455- Representatives-c-how far they should be

458. liable for, or should be entItled to, com-
- of evidence, on the Scottish system, vi. pensatiou for offences, i. 523-525.

451-458. See Reexamination. Representatlves-(as applied to members of
- in terminis and in purport as defects in a legislature )-Indefimte meamng of the

literary composition, vm, 271. term, ii. 507-508.
Replication in civil action, vi. 480. - Deputes a preferable term to, ix. 155-
Reply-s-Pnvilege of.m debatmg, considered, 156.

ir, 359-360. - Conditions requisite to existence of con-
Replies in written evidence should be num- fidence m, 11. 301 n.

bered in conformity with questions and - Publicity as to the proceedmgs of, ii.
answers, vi. 441-443. 310-317.

Reports as a foundauou for leglslanon=-The - Inll.uence that public-opinion ought to
proper system of, expounded, and the ex- hold over, ii. 3G8.
isting systems criticised, in Plan for Le- - Dependence of, as regards electors-In-
gislation Inquiry Judlcatorles in Consti- dependence as regards others, ill. 455-457.
tutional Code, ix. 181-188. See Legisla- - Universal constancy of attendance of, ill.
ture, 457·458.

- False. Principles of satrsfaction to per- - Inapplicability of secret voting to, iii 490
sons injured by, i. 375-3iG. - Impermanence of their situanon through

- False. Position of offence of, in Penal short Parliaments urged on the ground of
Code, iii. 168. utility and usage, ih. 511-516.

Reports of Decisions-a means by which - Reehgibility of=-Opuuons on, expressed
judges, reporters, and booksellers manu- in Tract on the proposed Portuguese Con-
facture law, iv. 484-486. stitunou, vin. 483-485. Later formed

- - - Various elements of uncertainty opmlOn, 485 n.
that may characterize the law deduced I - Who should be authorized to choose m a
from, iv. 486 n. I free state, IX. 95-113. See Constitutive

- - - Effect of publishing, vii. 315-316. I -Supreme.
- - - Extent of the body of, m Eng- , Representative Democracy-Reasons why

land, excellent materials for a code, lX' It afford. the best securities against nus-
26. rule, ix. 10.

Reported real evidence, i. e supposed real Representative System-Origin and progress
transmitted through oral or casually-writ- of, 111 Eugland, ii. 444.
ten, vii, 152-154. Reprisals 111 War-e-Incidence of, r. 480.

Reporting 111 legislative bodies-as a means Republic. The most perfect form of' Go-
of givmg' pubhcity to their proceedings, I vernment, ix. 2.
h. 315; vi. 78-79. 1- The Consnruuonal Code chiell.y adapted

Reportmg witness judicially .tppomted- to a, IX. 2.
Functions of a, vii. 153. - Estimate of the comparative merits of

Repose as an element of felicity, ix. 15. the Federative, and the snnple form of a,
Repositories for preappointed evidence, vi. lx.643-G4i.

553-561. See Official Evidence, Republics- Frugahty of rewards in, h. 201.
Representation-c-How far exposition can be - Absence of msurrection and distress 111,

carried on by means of, where parties as exemphfied m America, hi GI2-613.
have no common language, vm. 243-244. - Difficulty in reeoncilmg to judicial pri-

- Corruption of, 111 England, ii. 29:{-294 vacy in cases where it is necessary, vi,
- Coextension of, with 'I'axanon-e-the pnu- 372.

ciple criticised, in. 467 n. : - Absence of temptation to commit state
- Inadequacy of proposed moderate re-' offences m, ix. 36-40.

forms 111 the, iii. 519-521. - Extent to which pubhc amusements
- and population=-Consideranons regard- sought in, i. 318.

ing the proportions of, to each other, in. Reputation-e-The pleasures of, i. 18.
583-584 n, - Motive corresponding to the pleasures of,

- of the People-A Bill to reform the, in. i. 51,56, tii.
558-597. DISpOSItIOn in connexion With, i. G2-63.

- The prmciple of, necessary to any country - A standmg tutelary motive, i. 65-61>.
large enough to defend itself, ix. 47. - Weight given to sentiments by, i. 232.

- The non-existence of, in Britain when - Love of, as connected with the exercise
the Book of Fallacies written, ii. 445. of benevolence, i. 561, 563.
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Reputatiou=-Autbority derived from, ii. 389. tively in the Constitutional Code, ix. 253-
- How the desire of, affects argument a- 257.

tron, viii. 237. Resentment-Indignation, &c., as design a-
- Good and bad. Distinction between, de- tive of motives, i. 203.

fined, i. 463. Residence with relation to jurisdiction, ri,
- Pleasures of good, ami pains of bad, with 27 -28.

the correspondent interest and motives, I. Resident-c-Rank of, as a foreign mmister,
20 I. ix. 228.

- Value of, overlooked in estimating the Resistance to Motion-Divided into counter-
reward of official persons, v, 3li-318. monon, and 'l:is il1ertim, viii. 128-129.

- Easier protected to the powerful than to - National. When Justifiable, 11. 545.
the weak, mdependently of assistance - justified by attacks on liberty of the
from Libel law, v. :24i. press, ii, 121.

- Nature of property in, with relation to - to Government-Under what circum-
forfeiture as a punishment. I. 452-453. stances commendable, I. 28i -288.

- as an object of security by the law, iii. - How far recourse to, may be necessary
213. against a popular Legislature, IX. 121

- A~ an object of security by the Constr- - to oppression-e-Imprescnptible right of,
tutional Code, it. 2iO n according to the French declaration, criti-

- When attacks on should be punished 1 11. cised, ii. 504. A mere license to resist
279. what one dishkes, lb.

- of official persons-Propriety of sane- - Faculty of, the security of a free govern-
tiouing scrutmy into, II. 425-4::7. meut, ir, 287.

- of deceased persons-c Consideratrons as to Resolutions of political assembhes-l\latters
legal protectiou to, x. 518. to be attended to III frammg, ii. 334.

- The law may work upon, as well as - on Parliamentary Reform, drawn by
upon property and person, vu, 50 n. Bentham and moved by SIr FranCIS Bur-

- of an accused person-How far it IS evi- dett, x. 495-497.
deuce, in regard to the accusation, VIi. 56- Respect-c-Factitious honours, considered as
60. Sec Character. drafts for on a nation, and the effect on

-- of theft-Punishment for, illustrated in society, ix. 78-9:2. See Honour.
English practice, V11.446 n - Education a means of securmg, VIii. !l

- How far danger to violanon of, justifies - to persons in authorrty-c-Misclnet' of the
restriction of judicial publicity, 11. 44; proposition that nothing should be done
VI. 364-367. to reduce, vii. 331.

- Regard for-Effect of on testimony, VU. Respondenna=- VIrtual usury sanctioned by
570-571. the law, III bonds of, ui. 14.

- of judge-s-Pubhcity protects, vi. 355 Responsibility of parties for offences corn-
- Forfeiture of as a punishment, 1. 458- mitted by others, considered, I. 383-3Br..

467. - CIvil, of one person for another, dis-
- Pecuniary. See Pecuniary Reputation. tinguished from misseated punishment, i.
Reputation=-Dffences against, as a dIVISIon 478.

of private offences, i. 99-100. - of public officers-How to increase, i. 54 B.
- - - as a subdivision of private offences, - the effectual protection from judicial

m, 164-165. malversation, ii. 31.
- - - as a subdivision of self-regarding - of applicants for judicial services-Secur-

offences, iii. 16B. ing the, ii. 42-43.
- - - as a subdivision of semi-pubhc - How to adapt remuneration to the secur-

offences, iir. 16B. ing on the part of persons III employment,
- - - Considerations as to time and place ii, 234.

with regard to, i. liS-liG. - Of representatives to their constituents,
- - - Considerations a~ to whether the ii. 301 n.

protection of official persons from, should - Power without-Trustworthiness m Ill-
not be a degree less than that of private verse ratio of, ii, 389-390.
citizens. vin. 510. - The absence of, in connexion with falla-

- - - Satisfaction, as apphcable to, i. cies of authority, h. 393-394.
375. - Secret voting inapplicable III cases de-

Reputation and Person-Offences against, I. mandmg, ill. 490.
100,118-119. - to the public-greater in the case of

Request-Courts of, natural procedure be- I single (especially If contract) than In

fore, Vii. 321-323. board management, iv. 125-134.
- - - Smallness of the skill required in, - A word requtrmg' special exposition,

iit. 400 when used III law, v, 413.
Requisitive functions of Ministers collec- - Official, considered, vi. 556-559. Only
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in its burthensome sense-carrying with' Restnctive and prohibitory commer.ual sn-
it risk of actual loss-that It IS efficacious;" tem=-Nature of the, iii. 8B-96. If the
556. If it arise only from power, the i goods prohibited would not be purchased,
higher it is, the less to be trusted, 55i.

l
, uselcss=-if they would, mischievous, 88-

Illustration from declarations of opinion, 89. In the latter case, a tax without
which may be purchased to any absurdity, benefit of revenue, au. It the home
ib. article too dear to be purcha sed, SImple

Rc-ponsibihty-> 'Weakened by the aggrega- infnugement on comforts, lb. Smugghng,
tion of officers consututing a board, or SiJ-90. Losmg the foreign market, 90-
corporate body, VI. 557-559. 91. Dearer instead of cheaper commodi-

-- Official, III regard to correct registration, tics, 91. Inferior quality, lb. Horne
vi. i:l-i3. manufacturers deprived of employme.it,

- How It IS weakened, according to the 91-~l:l. LOSb of duties on Imports, 9':
numbers among whom It I~ 'prcad, I. .'i71 ; I Seizures, lb. Conflicts WIth rev euue
VI. 3ig. : officers, and crimes, !1:2-D3. Rivalry with

--- False notion that It can be created by re-' the provinces professed to he benefited hy
ward-can only be lJY puurshmeut, 1:;:. the prolubrtion, O;\-:J4. Retal.ation hy
151-15:2, ll. other states, !i-I. Foreigner ... and smug-

- Analysis of the various kinds of, apph- glers looked on by. the people as frreuds
cable to rulers, ix 1:':2-153. =-their OWll government a, ercnnes. !)-i-

Responsive cxeroises=-Nature of, in the !}5. Take" the character of mfa mv awe v
Chrestomatluc system of Education, YIn. from crime, U5. Founded on a f:ll~e <"c;-
44. mate, when acted Oil will rum the-e con-

R~"t-a physical ficntious entity, vin, 200- cerned, on the restoration of the natural
:20l. system,95-9u. Application to new and

- or the absence of the fictitious entrty I to old established trades, 96.
called motion, divided into absolute and' - - - Causes of the, ill. UG-IOO. Combm-
relative, vm, 130-131. ed exertions by self-interested parties, 9U.

- Sciences mvolvmg the predicament of, Secret lllfluence,9G-9i. Absence of these
Ylli.288. auxihanes to the cause or the people at

Restitution in kind, as satisfaction to the large-the consumers, llS-99. Landed
sufferers by offences, i. 374-375. ruterest and corn laws, 9t/-lUU. Lcgisla-

- Actions of, ranked as uon-graduable, n. tive incapacity, lOU.
84. Resrnetives-c Propcr employment of, in Ian-

- Absence of provision for, at common law, guage. for the avoidance of ambiguity, vin.
shows want of codification, Y. 487. 314-31.'>.

- PrOYISIOUfor eventual, in case of decision Retahanon=-Punisbment by, i. II:!, 40D-411.
on weak evidence, vn. 1:l5. I CIrcumstances necessary to make It corn-

Restorative, to the competency of evidence plete, 409-410. Offence; to \\hIC~1 It 1-
by English practice, vn. 433-440. Are inapplicable, I 41 0-411.
proofs of the absurdity of exclusion, 433. - Punishment by, considered III respect to
Burmng, 434-43:;. Great seal, 435. the quality of character.strcaluess, I. 40:;-
Sceptre, 435-436. Confessing to error 404.
in record, 436-433. Resrgnmg Interest, - What kmd of offences admit of, 1. 140-
433-440, 50i. 141

Restrainment as an offence-s-Nature of, i. Retrcat=-Pensrons of=-Opuuou agamst, III
114. Coustitunonal Code, IX. 31.

Restraint III relation to punishment and - - - Reasons III favour of. III the nnli
forthcommgness, I. 393. tary department, not applyiug in the en d,

Restriction as a mode of exposition, vni ix, :173-37·1.
~43. - - - Dumont on. n , ~4.:;-240.

Restrrctrons-c-Religious=-raotrvcs on which - - - Difference of opnuou with Du-
they were established in England, i. 437 mont on, n, 191.

- on labour, &c., Illustrated, n, 225. Rctrencluueut-c-Applicatron of the non-drs-
- on trade-s-Effects of, !II. 57-58. Di8- appointment prmciple to the neutrah-u-

courage one branch to enhance another, tion of the hardships of, Y. 2G6-::!G7.
ib. When the profit made hy one instead Retrenchments - That - many have been
of another, government takes credit for made, no excuse for not 'makH'" more
creatmg it, lb. when there IS a demand for them, \ .\:2.\-

- on trade-Substituting licenses for, a :1:l4.
means of raising revenue, x. 304. I Retributive sanction-The, a lately d. -~!)-

Restrictive punishments defined, I. 4:20. I vered one, 1. l4 11 ",
- - The kind of, described as SImply r-- \ Return to a Mandamus, in En;;h,h ;>1",,"\.\'(',

strictrve, 1. 4::5-43i. characterized, \I • .Jfi2
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Revelation-Law of. Blackstone's opinion Revolution of 1688-Criticism on the use of
that no human law should be suffered to the word abdicate at the, ii, 409; ill.
contradict, criticised, i. 286-287. 508-509.

Reveley-Wllilam-AuthorofViews in the - - - U.e of the term glorious, in rel.r-
Levant, noticed, iv. 78 n, 80 n, 83; x. 157, non to, as a vague generality, II. 447-
228, 274. 448.

- - and his wife - their acquaintance Revolutions-Circumstances justifiable of,
With Bentham, x. 251-252. ir, 287.

Revenge-Nature of, 1. 53. - in public-opinion=-how produced, 1.564.
- Extent of the evils to SOCietyof crimes REWARD-The principles of,ii. 192-235;-

occasioned by, 1. 75. - Deflmnous as to, n.192-193. Definition
- ,The pleasures of, with the correspondmg of reward, 192. Sen ices to which appli-

interest and motives, I. 203. cable-ordmary and extraordmary, 193.
- Nature and operation of, in regard to Rewards, occasional and permanent, ib.

satisfaction for offences, i. 382-383. - Matter and sources of, ir, 193-197. To
- the natural punishment of a barbarous good what punishment IS to evil, 193- I94.

state of society-Legal redress a substi- Composed of money, 19-1. Of honour-
tute, I. 542. ranks, orders, &c, 194-195. Power, 195.

- Pleasure of the exercise of, not equal to Exemptions, 196-197.
the pam produced-an aXIOm, in. 226. - and punishment combined, ii. 197-198.

- Influence of, never taken mto view by - Reasons for husbanding matter of, ii,
lawyers, vi. 475. 200·203. Honours, power, exemptions,

Revenue-Programme of three sources of, monopohes, 200. Evils of prodigality,
escheat-taxmg the traffic on money- 200-201. Exemphfled IIIthe peerage, 201.
substituting licenses for commercial reo Hlustrations, 2U2-203.
stnctions, x, 3U4. - after the service or remuneration, ii. 203-

- The. Advantages of Project of conversion 204.
of stock into Annuity notes to, in. 123-132 - and punishment. Relations of to each

- Proposal to appropriate to, estates not other, II. 204-208. Latter preferable,
succeeded to by relations within the for- when it will serve, 204-205. Former ex-
bidden degrees, ii, 585-598. See Supply pensive-latter not exacted, but where
without burden. incurred, ib, Reward necessary for ex-

- Colonie. 110 assistance to, unless by com- traordmary services, 205. When punish-
pulsory taxation, iv. 414. ment attempted for these, tendency to

- Fines to, should give place to compen sa- keep down the qualifications, 206. Distri-
tion to party injured, i. 388. button of onerous dunes, 207. Resume,

- Frauds and offences agamst. Wrong 207-208. Adam Smith's opimons, 208.
tone of pubhc-opimon regarding, and reo - Where hurtful, ii. 208-212. Having ten-
medy, i. 464-465; vi. 268. dency to mterfere With duty, as Judges'

- Offences ag4lllbt. -Iury-tnal a protec- fees, 208-209. Emoluments of Paymaster
non Ill, ii, 119, 135. of Forces, 209. Inspectors of Public

- Offences agamst=-tbeir place m the Works paid according to outlay, 210.
Penal Code. Ill. liO. Encouragement of falsehood-University

~ causes. Special Junes invented for the oaths, ib. Rewards for propagation of
purposes of, II. 138. opmion, 21 I. Misplaced charity, ib.

Revenueofficers-Rewardsto,fromcaptured Official remuneration so great as to tempt
goods, ii. 199. to Idleness, ib. Tax on Justice a reward

Revenue prosecutions-a species of collu- to injustice, lb. Temptation to cnmes by
sion that has been pracnsed by compound- the law of succession, 211-212. Insurance,
ing, x. 84-85. 212.

Revrsals=-How far correctness of transcripts - Where needless, ir. 212-213. Inventions,
secured by, vi. 171. &c., which reward themselves m com-

Revolt-What constitutes a state of, i. 266. I merce, lb.
- Principles of resort to, iii. 219. ! - Proportion in, ii. 213-216. To outweigh
- Precautions against, on the part of go· I burden of the service, 213-214. To be

vernors, i. 572. considered in conjunction with natural
Revolution ofl688-reduced the sovereign's reward, ib. Should be so adjusted, step

power, but added to simster mfluence of by step, to value of service, 214. Where
Lords and Commons, iv, 446-447. two services m competition, the reward

- - - an mnovation, 11.418. to be adjusted to the more important,
- - - The quibbles and fictions con- 214-215.

nected with, in Parliament, ii. 288. - Choice as to, ii. 216-220. Variable,
-- - - Utility of the contract form as a i equable, commensurable, exemplary, pco·

means of Iimitation seen III, viii. 5i 5. I nomical, charactenstic, popular, fructify-
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ing,216. Illustrations of various kinds, : Reward=-Ranonale of, Dumont's account
217-220. of the MSS. of, 1. 3118-389.

Reward-Procedure as to, 11.220-222. Rewards-Piau of Iegislanon as to, in. 203_
- To informers, ii. 222-223. - Proper method of making them subser-
- To accomplices, ii. 223-225. vient to the execution of the Penal Law,
- Competrnon as to, h. 225-229. Disad- iv. 398-404.

vantage of hmitmg, 225-226. Objec- - more accessible to the domestic than to
tion that the labour of unsuccessful com- the pohncal governor, i. 569.
petrtors IS lost, answered, 226-227. Ge- - Influence of, ou behef, VIi. 108-110.
neral good effects of competition ou trade, - for declaranons of opimon-Demoral-
228. Application to public works, &c., ib. ismg effects, ii. 262-266, 397.
Application to legislanve systems, 229. - to informers-Effect of, considered, vu.

- How far applicable to Virtue, n. 230- 490-492.
233. Inapphcabihty to mere passive - to informers-Cause of the frequent
qualities=-reqursmon of action, 230-231. failure of, i. 564.
Apphcanon on a limited scale, 231. - to informers-e-Prmciples of so adjusting
Seizmg striking instances of exertion, lb. that they may not be calculated on so as
PublIclty,231-232. Local mspection-s- to tempt mformers to excite to crime, ix.
not that of government, 232. Public 573-575.
esteem the best reward, ib, - for convictions-Absurdity of not hold-

- Accompaniments to, h. 233-235 'Wages, I ing the prosecutor a good witness III the
233-234. Instruction, 234. Equipment, case of, IV. 395-396.
ib. Indemnity, ib. Insuring responsibi- I - to Revenue officers from captured goods,
hty, ib. Guarantee against temptation, i a specimen of self-executmg laws, 11.19~
lb. Support of dignity, 234-235. Ex-: - The principle of estabhshmg, for essen-
citement to alacrity, 235. ~ hal services, though voluntarily rendered,

- applied to offices, II. 235-2.32. : I. 340.
- to be econormsed, III the Cousntuuonal i-for public services-Burke'splea for the

Code, ix. 150-151. I employment of the public domains in.con-
-- Opmion that money IS the only kmd I troverted, v. 284-286.

statesmen Will be influenced by,combated, : Reynold's=-Srr Joshua-Reminiscences of,
v.313-316. I x.48.

- Application of, to the preservation of: - - - noticed, v, 301.
life, Illustrated 111 the case of ship sur- I Reynoso-Don Felix Juse. HIS work II>

geons, &c., IV. 196-197. ' favour of an upper house III Spain, viu,
- applied to art and SCience, 11.252-260. 467.

See Art. Rhetonc-s-Its etymology, Origin, and mo-
- when exuberant-its effect in creatmg a dern acceptanon, compared With those of

system of patronage, iv. 552. grammar, VIII. 91-9:l n.
- Principles of, as applied to puhlic I - Ends pursued by the writers on, ii, 379-

servants, discussed in official aptitude i 380.
maxrmized.expense munmized, v. 265-386. - Too often substituted for Iogic, m legrs-

- How far applicable to the exacnon of , lation, vin. 50Y.
labour from felons, IY. 12-13. 'I Rhyme-fixes Itself on the memory, by the

- by Parliamentary sanction, and from, association between import and sound,
secret service-money, contrasted, V 287-: vin. 229.
290. Former requires ostensible service Rhythm=-apphcation of melodiousness as a
-latter not, ib. ' property of language, to, vm, 306.

- uses of the distinction of effpcts of the I Ricardo=-Davrd-c Accouut of, x. 498.
first and second order, With reference to, ' - - Letter to, x. 498.
Ill. 289. I - - casually noticed, x. 468, 484, 533.

- Responsibility cannot be created by, ix. Rich-The. Fehcity does not rise III the ra-
151-152 n, tio of the property of, Its prmcipal ele-

Reward-economising principle, in the rna- ments being common to all classes, IX,
nagement of the Chrestomathic school, 15-1 i.
viii, 41l. I - - More the enemies of the poor than

Reward-Rationale of, II. 192-266. I the poor are of them, ix. 143-144.
- - - Preliminary observations to, ii. -- -- Reasons why they are less moral

192. than the poor, x. 519.
- - - Transference of matter published - - Treasure of, an insurance office to

under, to Manual of Political Economy,' the indigent, ix. 34.
in, 33 n. I Richards-Chief Baron, noticed, v, 355, 351i.

- - - notice of the preparation of, 1U Richardson-c-Judge=-Opinion of, x. 5il
RUSSia, x, 17U. : Richardeon-c-Samuel-c-Ncrels of. Bent-
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ham's remmiscences of reading, in hIB
boyhood, x. 21,22.

Riches-Aptitude, moral and intellectual,
for the exercise of political power, sinks
instead of rising with, IX. 1l0-1l3.

- Their tendency to reduce the motives to
exertion, iv, 364-365, 374-375.

RIchmond-Duke of, (the third.) connexion
of, with a negotiation between Lord North
and the Rockinghams, x. 102-103.

- - - Probable reason for hIS support.
ing universal suffrage, iii. 527, 534.

- - - His pamphlet on universal suf-
rage, iii. 446.

- - - Visit of, to Bentham, x. 60.
- - - HIS opmions on Radical Reform,

iii. 458, 461, 467.
Rickman-Mr. HIS preliminary remarks

on the Population Returns, noticed, in.
583-584n.

- - Praise of his Population Returns, v,
411.

Ridicnle-Preservation of parties wronged
from, in courts of justice, ii, 1I4.

- Dangerous effect of Introducing in legis-
lative proceedings, ii. 366.

- employed against reformers to protect
abuses, v. 96.

- Tendency to hold as hbel, v 1I0-ill.
Riego-TestImony to his services to Spain,

vni.467.
Riflemen-Reasons why they are not more

generally employed In warfare, IX. 398.
Right-a word requiring special exposition

when used in law, v. 413.
- as the converse of duty, i. 292·293.
- must correspond to obligation, vi. 294 n
- that the law gives none without a Ye-

medy-a quibble, I. 186; vi. 148.
- The, of the supreme power to make laws,

considered, i. 283-292.
- Confusion of the adjective with the sub-

stantive, II. 523.
- Use of the substantive, implies the JUs,

tifieation of violence in favour of what it
is employed to support, ii. 5:D-523.

Right and wrong-meaning of the terms,
i. 2.

- - - The varIOns systems regarding,
reducible to the principles of sympathy
and antipathy, I. b.

RIghts, as the counterpart of obligations,
i. 301-302, 338.

- as the counterpart of obligations, with
reference to procedure, ii. 16-1 i.

- Use of Viewing, as the counterpart of
obligations, in. 293.

- as the counterpart of obligations-
Analysis of the sources of, In the Intro-
duction to the Constrtutronal Code, IX.
18-19.

- to the services of others, i. 338-340.
- Fallacy of the proposition that all men

are born, and remain equal in, ii. 498-499.

cccxxviii RIG
Rights-People ready enough to watch their

own, without a Declaration, h. 51 I.
- the fruit of laws, ii. 523.
- as distinguished from property-Sieyes'

doctrine as to equality in, considered, ii.
533.

- Laws concerning; their relation to those
concerning offences, obligations, and ser-
vices, iii. 158-160.

- Connexion of, with services, iii. 180.
- as a general title of the civil code, hi.

181-186. Division from diversity of
source, 181. Division from diversity of
objects, ib. Division from subjects upon
which exercised, 181-182. Divisionfrom
extent of field-private and pohtical, 182.
Division from the person in whose favour
exercised-c-personal and fiduciary, ib.
Division from divisibility-integral, frac-
tional, and concatmated, ib. Subdivision
of integral- occupation, exclusion of
others, disposition, and transmission, ib.
LImitations of rights of occupation, 182-
183. Right of alienation, 183. Acts
the measure of rights, 184. Confusions
in the Roman division Into rights of per-
sons and rights of things, ib. Confusion
as to rights independent of the Laws, 184-
185. Table of Divisions of Rights, 185.
Prmeipal heads, ib. Rights over things,
ib. Rights over persons, 185-186.

- Collative and ablative events, with re-
lation to, iii. 186-190. Discovery, 186.
Possession of productive things, ib. Pos-
session of a receptacle, lb. Amelioration,
ib. Fortuitous obliteration of distinctive
character, 186-187. Private disposition,
187. Disposition by the magistrate, ib.
JudiCIal seizure, ib, Occupation of thing
abandoned, ib. Testament, ib, Nomina-
tion to and dismission from office, ib.
Coutractyib. Possession,187-189. Con-
siderations as to nomenclature, and use
of the word Title, 189-190. Table of
collative events, 190.

- Exposition of the term, with reference
to.a Universal Code, Iii. 217-221. Effi-
cient causes of, in absence of and presence
of obligation, 217-218. A fictitious en-
tlty,218. Effect of usmg the terms na-
tural, moral, and political, WIth, ib.
Pohtieal the only proper qualification to,
ib, ConfUSIOn of adjective with substan-
tive, ib. VIOlence produced, 218-219.
Reason why rights should be constituted
is, because they are useful, and originally
there were none, 219. True origin of
Governments-habits of obedience, ib.
Limits of obedience, ib. Uses that have
been made of fallacious appeals to rights,
220. Foundation of support of rights on
utilIty,220-221. DIfferent kinds of right,
221. Law their foundation, ib,
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Rights-Predicted disturbance to, from co- Hobespierre noticed, x. :!.3U

dification, answered, IV. 459-461). Robinson-John, (Lord Rrpon.) noticed, v.
- of individuals-impossible to discover, In 352, 368, 3i7; IX. 293.

England, from mcognoscibility of the law" Robinson Crusoe-Bentham's reminiscence,
v. 547. of reading. in Ins boyhood, x. :!l.

- An expression applied to unexplained - - referred to, vii. 94.
and fictiuous entines VI. 9 n. : Robin-on-e- William Davis. HIS work on

Application of preappomted evidence to, I the Mexican Revolution quoted a, the
VI. 60, 508. i foundation of the Junctiana Proposal, 11.

~- New-Natnreanddescriptionof,Yl.8n:j:., 56l-5G3.
- Securities a preferable term to, III eon- ! Rocha-Dr. His translation into Portu-

stituuonal documents, viii, 5,17. guese, of the tract on the liberty of the
- Imprescnptible-> F allaey and mischief of Press, viii. 482.

the expression.ri, 500-502. Presume some- Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, Duke de-Let-
thmg anterior to Government, and which tel' from Lord Lansdowne to, with hIS
cannot be altered by It, 500. Dependence opimons on Bentham, x. 226-227.
of rights on Government, 501. Natural - - - Commumcation of the news of
effect to keep up resistance to the laws, lb. the murder of, x. 285-286.
Real origin of Governments, 501-502. - - - Casual notices of, x. 212, 219,

- and obhgations attached to different 237,262, 2BO, 316, 379; XI. 75.
private conditious, i. 343-358. Rochefoucault noticed, i. 49 n t.

- and Powcrs=-Deflninon of, and refer- Rochester-(John Wilmot.) Earl of, noticed,
ence to obligations, i. 105-106 n. v. 202.

- Declarauon, BIll, or Petrtion of. Sa Rockets compared with cannon as an instru-
Bill of RIghts; Petitiou of RIghts. ment of destruction, IX. 349-350 n.

- Declarations of, during French Revolu- Rockmgham=-Marquis of, noticed, v. :2n~,
tion-c-Examination of, ii. 489-529. See 301; x. :'1l4.
Declaration of Rights. - - - An account of an overture by

- French declaranons of-Allusions to the Lord North to, x. l02-11l3.
doctrmes of, I. 358 ; III. 218-2:20. Rodros-e-P, G., Secretary of the provisional

- Declaration of, as proposed by Sle)'es- government of Greece-Correspondence
Observations on, ii. 53U-534. WIth, on form of Government for liberated

- Declarations of-~Letterto Bnssotagainst Greece. iv, 583.
the principle of, x. 214-:215. Roebuck-J. A.-Mention of, xi. 81.

- Essential-Fallacy of declarations of, ii. : Roget, Dr-Letter from, on the preparation
5:21-5:24. I of' Nitrous OXIde gas, x. 34:2-343.

Rrgorists and Liberals=-tbeir disputes con-I- - Correspondence WIth, on the practiea-
cerning evidence, vi. 145-148 bihty of a frigidanum for the preserva-

RIOt-Character of the offence of, i. 36~. I non of vegetables, fruit, &c., x. 346-350.
-- Provisions for the suppression of, m the l - - Mention of, x. 186.

Constrtutional Code, IX. 617. i Roland de la Platiere-c-Letter of, with the
Riot-Act-Inconvenience of reading the, i. announcement of Bentham's being made

370. a French citizen, x. :281.
Riots-Proper methods of dispersing, I. 370- Rolls-Master of-Proposed absorption of

371. the court of, in the Chancery, Y. 553-bG:1.
- aggrn vated by rash interference, II. 311. - Master of=-orlgm and jurisdiction of, VI.

RIsk-The price of, considered in all com- 4:!3.
mercial and pecuniary transactions, i. 387. Romans-cf Ancrent ) Prostitution among the,

Rttes-c-Religtous-e-How far the exercise of, 1. 546 and n,
should be protected from molestation, ii, - Ferocity of, nourished by gladiatorial
514-515. shows, &c., i. 56:2.

Rivadavia-c-Notice of,:x 500. - Freqnent revolts of governors among,
- Letter to, x. 513-511. and the reasons, I. 572.
- Account of the Presidency of, by Gene- -Honoraryrewardsfor ment among.H. 218.

ral Miller, xi. 16. - Pernicious ambition of the, II. 218.
- Casual mention of, x. 566. - Moderateness of pay of military com-
Robbery-JIi'ature of the offence of. i. 1l B, manders among, compared WIth the Bri-
- A general equahzanon of property would tish system, IX. 3i8.

be, i. 361. - Absence of duelling among, promoted
- Exammation of the circumstances which assassination, i. 543.

encourage and discourage, I. 70-71. Roman Catholics. Sec Catholics.
- Elements of the dangerous nature of, 1.75. Roman Law-c-Intentronality and conscious-
Roberts-Dr, a naturahst=-Vtsit II)' Bent- ness, according to, i. 45n \I.

ham to, x, 46. - - Period of majority by. 1. 79.
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Roman Law-Legitimatio per subsequen« Roman Law-Confessorial evidence under,

matrimonium of, 1. 128 n *. vii. 446.
- - Want of method in the, i. 139 n. * - - Aberrations of, in respect to the re-
- - as to compensation to sufferers from quisition of more than one witness, vii.

offences, 1. 373. 525-530.
- - Indicative evidence acted upon by, it. - - Secrecy of examinanon according to,

57. vii. 538-542.
- - Influence of, in England, ii. 152. - - Aberrations of, in respect to making
- - distinguished for Fallacies of autho- some kinds of evidence conclusive, vu,

rity, ii 393. 549-558.
- - Arraugement of the Books of, iii. - - casually animadverted on, i. 349 ; ii.

162-163. 7"2,83,157; iv, 460, 514; v. 37,92,108,
- - Effect of countmg slaves as things 408; YI. 32 n", 38,39,170, 395,399,421,

by, Iii In. 462,465,486, 4'11, 492·':;04, 547 n; VIi.
- - Division of things in, Iii. 178. 69,70, 160, 327 n, 370, 489 ; vui. 474,
- - Division of, as to rights of persons 478, 480, 538, 539, 540; IX. 458 ; x.

and rights of things, crrticised, m. 184. 581.
- - Nomenclature of, as to contracts, J Romantic-Application of the expression, to

criticised, iii. 189-190,191. ' political projects, ii. 459.
- - A leaning to the practice of, III Eng- Rome-Church of-whether it differs with

land, in the reign of Mary, v. 532. that of England on mfalhbihty, v. 210-211.
- - System of extraction of evidence un- - - - The dispensmg power of, as all

der, VI 32 n. instrument of Priestcraft, Y. 2;]3-;]24.
- - Cross-examination and confrontanon, Rome-History of. Evil principles incul-

in evidence, according to, II. 33·34, 501- cated in, '. 318.
504. Romilly-c-Sir Samuel-how the author's

- - Deposition according to, vi. 36-37. friendship with, was formed, 1.249.
- - Affidavit evidence according to, vi. 38. - - - HIS testimony I1l favour of Lord
- - Exammations by commiSSIon derived Eldon disputed, v. 370-371.

from, vi. 114. - - - Notice of, from Bentham', remi-
- - Scientific evidenceaccordmgto, vi. 229., niscences, x. 186.
- - Attempts of, to express degrees of - - - His opimon Ou the work on PolIti-

probative force, vi 230-231. cal Tactics, x. 199-201.
- - Forgery ranked by, under the crimen - - - Account by,ofthe forms of Proce-

falsi, VI. 247; dure of the Bntrsh Parhameut, for the
...' - The dolus of, a peculiarity, vi. 248. nse of France-Discussion on the assis
- - Culpa and temeritas according to, vi. tance given by Trail and Wilson III pre-

249 n +, parlllg It, x. 213-214.
- - Defects of, in punishment for false - - - Specimen of his style compared

testimony, VI. 302. with Bentham's, x. 225.
- - The oaths in, VI. 322-3:::3. - - - Account of the Edinburgh Bride-
- - Judges sole examinants in high I well by, x. 294-295.

crimes according to, VI. 345. I - - - Correspondence with,asto the pro-
- - Errors of, in respect to publicity and posal of exposing the Duke of Portland's

pnvacy m judicature, YI. 372-380. See conduct in reference to the Panopticon,
Publicity. x.399-400_

- - Method of authenticating depositions - - - Letter of, from Edinburgh, on the
by, VI. 417. state of the Scottish Judicatories, and

- - Local judicatures of, vi. 430 n +, plans for reforming them, x. 421-422_
- - Examinations under, are only em- - - - Letter to, on the subject of the

ployed in purport, not in tenor, vi. 440. proposed alterations m the Courts of Scot-
- - Mode of examination of, partakes of land, x. 423-425.

Scriptural and 't'i'1:aroce, YI. 444. - - - HIS advice against printing the
- - System of reexarmnation under, vi. art of packing Juries, x. 450-451.

451-454. See Reexamination. - - - HIS death, x. 504.
-- Incongruities of,inrespect to extraction - - - Letters from, on the Panopticon,

of evidence, vi. 499-501. See Extraction. xi. 116, 144,148.
- - Rule as to corpus delicti in, vii. 69 n +, - - - Letters to, on the Panopticon, xi.
- - Importation ofeqmty from, vii. 297. 127,162-164_
- - ExclUSIOn of evidence, probably im- - - - Miscellaneous Letters from, x.

ported from, vii. 390. 195, 264, 287, 288, 362-363, 403-404,
- - Danger of mendacity from method of , 420,431-432.

collecting evidence under, vii. 392. 1- - --Miscellaneous Letters to, x. 423-
- - PauCltyoflegalfictiollsin,vli.419-420. 4:.?4.
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Romilly=-Sir Samuel-s-caaually noticed, i.

247; ii, 283 n; iii. 469; iv. 479, 530,
566,567; v. 357,562 ; x. 62,228, 249,

:. 263, 277,2BO, 322, 347, 362, 3B2, 396,
397, 399, 428, 433, 440, 457,471, 472,
47B; xi. si, 12B,129, 131, 133,137.

Romilly-Lady, noticed, x. 187.
Rooke-Mr Justice, noticed, VIi. 430.
Root-i-Squsre and cube-difficulty of ma-

thematical students acquiring a clear com-
prehension of the meaning of, viii. 179-lBO.

Rope-making as an employment for prison-
ers in a penitennary, dJscussed,iv. 102.

Rose-SIr George-Character of, x, 308.
- - - Letter from Bentham to, on the

Globe Insurance Company, x. 334-335.
- - - Correspondence with, on the An-

nuity-note Project, x. 359-361.
- - - Defence of Economy against, v.

303-328.
- - - Advertisement to " Defence," &c.,

against, admitting his economy m prac-
tiee, v. 302.

- - - Introduction to Defence, &r.,
against, v. 302-303.

- - - Opinions of, controverted, viz. ;-
- - - - That the vastness of the whole

public expenditure is a reason for not
curtailing small parts of it, v. 303-305.

- - - - That the decayed aristocratic
families should be provided for at the na-
tional expense, v. 305-307.

- - - - on the insufficiency of official
incomes as remuneration, v. 307-308.

- - - - on the claims which official men
have to establish fortunes for their fami-
lies at the public cost, v. 308-310.

- - - - on the necessity of tempting
men from lucrative professions by high re-
muneration. for public services, v. 310-
313.

- - - - that money is the only thing
which public servants can be presumed to
hold valuable, v. 313-314.

- - - - that money the only stimulus
to official exertion, v. 314-316.

- - - - that high remuneration is ne-
cessary for the support of official dignity,
v.316-318.

- - - - onMr Pitt's contracting debts,
v. 318-322.

- - - -on getting rid of official in-
fiuence, v. 323-324.

- - - HIS communication with Bent-
ham on the Protest against law taxes,
ii. 582.

- - - Conduct of, as to the Panopticon
Pemtentiary, xi. 103,115-116,164-165.

- - - Correspondence with, on the Pan-
opticon Penitentiary, xi. 116-118.

- - - casually noticed, iii. 119 n, 435 ;
iv. 204, 206, 263; v. 268; viii. 469 ;
x. 250,362,363, 373, 391-3{l4 ; XI. 118,
124,131, 135.
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Roses-Wars of the-e-their effect on the
liberties of Parliament, iii. 514.

Rosenkampff-M. De-noticed, x, 406-407,
542-543.

Ross-Visit to, by Bentham in his youth,
x.46.

Rosslyn-Lord. See Wedderburn.
Rotation=-Applicanon of the princrple of,

to governing bodies, i. 572-573.
Rotten Boroughs-Note as to, III the Com-

mon-Place Book, x. 141.
Rousseau-c--Ineident of hIS prosecution of

Saurin, vh, 34.
- noticed or quoted, i. 182,341,431,464;

iv. 64; x. 443.
Rowing as a punishment, i. 438.
Royal assent to Bills-Formula of, ii. 3i3.
Royal Instrtution-c-Advaatages of the, ii.

260.
- - System of instruction in, compared

with that of Chrestomathic school, VIii. 21.
Ruggles-Mr. His Poor Law Projects no-

ticed, VIII. 367-368; xi. 103.
Rule-Meaning of a, in connexion with the

word order, ix, 222-223.
- Definition and application of a, iii. 215.

Wherein distinguished from apnnciple.ib.
Rule-Good and Bad-the elements of,

considered ill connexion with the Consti-
tutional Code, ix. 46-64. Misrule, con-
sisting of oppressron and depredation, 46-
47. Will have place III every government
where the arrangements allow of a few
eonsultmg their own interest to the pre-
judice of the mass, 47. Therefore in all but
democracies, ib. Elements of the power
of government, are intmndation and remu-
neration, 47 -4e. In good rule, the small-
est amount possible of both employed, 48.
Power an element of reward as well as
wealth, ib. Corruption and delusion, ele-
ments in bad government-not in good,
ib. Governments divided into seven
species-the monarchical, the anstocratrc,
the democratic, and the mixtures of these,
48-49. In a monarchical mixed govern-
ment, perpetual desire corruptly to exer-
cise patronage, ib. Outline of securities
against this, ib. Problem-to leave the
power of doing what is beneficial, and
remove that of doing what is detrimental,
ib. Doctrine of counterforces-Possibi-
Iity of applying them even in absolute
monarchies, 50. Suscepnbihty to the va-
rious sanctionsy Sl , Two kinds of respon-
sibility spoken of-the one, real responsi-
bihty to the sanction; the other, the pos-
session of wealth which may be taken
from one, ib. Where there is the latter
responsrbihty, however, the former is
weakened, and the power of maleficence
in reality raised, 51-52. Hence the weak-
ness of responsibility in a monarchy, 52.
To moral respousibihty to the Public-opm-
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ion Tribunal, all governments more or Rules of prrsons-e-reference to, i. 432.
less responsible, 52-53. For brmgmg into - of court-Plan for judge making, sub-
action the force of the Pubhc-opnnon ject to disallowance by Crown or either
'I'ribuual, evidentiary and commentative House, iit. 367-37 I.
matter requisite, 5:1. Efforts to suppress - fixed and mflexible- Impropriety of,
their production mdrcate maleficeuce, lb. I in Judicature, II. 31-J:? Substrtution to
Opponents of censure the protectors of them, 32.
misgovernment, lb. Cases III which de- - General, not applicable to probative
famation or di-closure really IS mi-chiev- force of circumstantral evidence, VI. 50-53.
OUb,lb. In other case" outcrre» ngamst - unbending 1Il evidence-c-Superrorrty of
the. hcentiousness of the press, and at- cautionary instructions to, vi. 151-152.
tempts at suppression, predicate mis- Rules of law founded on erroneous inferences
government, 43-54. The protection and I from circumstantial evidence, VI. 53-57.
redress which a free pre" gives to the - - - characterized as leglblatlOn by
feeble, 54-55. Means of keeping down Judges, ii. 121
the press-s-hcense and prosecution : for-I-- - - fictiuous law manufactured by
mer the more efficacious 55. Effect of -Iudges and reporters, iv. 484-48&
taxmg IS to supply only the kind of press Rulers-> Effect of giving to, greater legal se-
which the rich use, lb. A restricted press curmes than to individuals at large,n. 121.
favourable to the growth of defamation - Manner 1Il which oppression by, IS met
verba llv, as It afford, lIO means of answer- by the Pubhc-opimon Tribunal, vui. 562.
mg,5j-5f>. Effect of restrictions in pro- Rumford-i-Count, noticed, vni. 426; x.3UU.
ducmg hatred agmnst the government, Rumour-s-a ground of punishment III eccle-
,,>Ii. No presumption against a govern- siastical practice, VI. 493-494
ment that restricts the press IS too severe, RU5h- Richard -Correspondence With, as
lb. Mischievousness of that arrogance of to the existence of Libel Law III the
superior wisdom in rulers, which forbids Umted States, x 512-513.
cnticism of' their act", 57. Especial mrs- - - Letter to, X. 533-534.
chievousness when mixed With fanatr- - - noticed, xi. 4U.
CI~m, ib. Inferences from mdrscrimmate Russell- Lord John - Vague expressions
suppression of false and true reports, 57- employed by, against Radical Reform,
51l. The necessity of there being coer- examined, Ill. (,U-0-602.
r-ive power m governments, and the mih- - - - noticed, x. 594.
tatron of tlus against the security of the Russell-Lord William, noticed, vii. 413.
people, :'iB. The smaller It can be made, Russc ll's Forms of Process quoted, vu. 22~-
the better, ib. Badness of neighbourmg I 2:C4.
governments has an eHI influence, 58-5£1. Ruv-ra-c-Punishrneuts, by mutilation in, i.
Fictions of Law-i-mvenuons of misgov ern- , 41 T,
ment, 5~1. Tabular comparison of the I - Servile punishments in, i. 439.
elements of aptitude of good government, I - Ranks of nobility in, IX. 87.
as compared With the Government of i-Habit, of the nobility of, x. 159.
England. 59-60. Defence of the system, I - Improvement of the nobility of, I. 569.
that it I, the same It has alway> been, ' - Retormatron m Government of Provinces
answered; the elements of power, .md, of, i. 5; I.
especially the army, increased, 60. When ; - Correspondence with the Emperor of,
the evils exposed, recourse had to the on codification, IV. 514-528. Letter offer-
boast of purity of' motive, 611-lll. The ing a code, 514-515. Answer, stating
assertion Its own contradicnon, 61. Evil that the comnussion on the laws would
produced in fostenng this spirit by lauda- take cognizance, 515. Present from the
tory BIOgraphies, Ocr, 61-62. The la- Emperor rejected, and why, 515-516 n.
bouring classes, "Who are the really bene- Reply, showing the hopelessness of good
ficent, get none of the praise, G2. Looked results from reference of the matter to
at With disgust on account of their po- the comnnssion, 516-528.
verty, by those who are doing them m- - Account of Bentham's residence 1Il, X.
jury, ib. Mmimization of confidence in 159-179.
governors recommended, lb. DIfficulty State of the army of, x. 159-160.
of balancing power, so as to leave what - Dmner parties in, X. 160.
useful, and remove what maleficent, 62- - The attempt to separate Denmark from,
63. Umted States an illustration, 63. and create a war, III 1789, attacked III the
Arrogation of purity of motive not neces- Letters of Anti-Machlavel, x. 201-211.
sary there, 63-64. - Eligibility of, as an ally for Britain in

Rule to show cause-Motion for, vi. 477. the time of Catherine, X. 207-208.
Rules-Fixed. The employment of, a pro- - Letter to Bentham, With remarks on the

tcction in all exercises of power, I. 5iu. political position of, III 1794, x. 297-300.
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Russia-e-Dumont's Dotes of his residence in, St Helens-c-Lord-c Casual notices (If; x.18.!,

x.405-410. 250,3.58, 39U, ;)99; xi. 74.
- Progress of Bentham's opinions m, x. : - - Letter to, on the state of the nego-

406-407,408,473,478 , nation- as to the Panopticou Peniteu-
Rutland-Duke of-rus pension to Jephson,' trary, XI. 118-120.

ii. 384. ' St J ohn-Goodyear-a college companion of
Ryder-s-Mr Secretary, noticed, x. 4G.l; xi. Bentham, x. 41.

135. St Vmcent-Lord-Mention of, xi. 120.
Salary-How far It may be made a guaran-

tee against temptation, by its amount, I.
S 548-549; 11. 234.

How far It I, a reward for services, ii.
235-237. Extent of, does not mcrease zeal,

Sabaxin, a Russian merchant-Account of" 2:55-23&. Rea,on-bppau<.p·tIRnotattach-
x. 160. I ed to each mdividual official act, 2:1/;-237.

Sabbath-Instruction that might be given 1 - Payment by, mterior to the contract 8YQ-

on the, 11. 258. I tern, where the latter!' practrcable, n .129.
- Abortive efforts to get convicts III New' - Smallness of, conducive to aptitude, v,

South Wales to keep the, IY 224. I 271-272.
Sablonkoff---General-Letter from, hoping, Salanes-c-Off.cial-c-Rules a, to, ii 23; -2~fI.

for a code for Russia, by Bentham, x, , - - Should not consist of fees or perqul-
412-413. , site'>, ii. 241.

- - Letter from, on Slavery in Russia, x. ' - - Should be the smallest that tile SC!-
420-421. : vice Will be done fur, II. 2,H-2-i~.

Sacrament. Instances of Its being taken as I - - Nommal, should not exceed real,11
a bond of union by assassins, VII. 4~~. ~4?-243.

Sacred-Use made of tire term, as distm- : - - Should be borne by those who hu . e
guished from profane, i. 506. I the benefit of the services, II. 243':!-H.

Safe custody-e-Provision for, in proposed i - - Should be calculated 011 a scale to
Dispatch Court, in. 382-388. exclude corruption, 11. 2-H-245.

- - Whether persons kept in, before trral, ' - - To members of Legislature, as a
should be set to labour I IV. 59-GO means of securmg attendance, 11. 3~4-;)~5.

- - with regard to evidence, Vl1. li5. ' - - As an mstrument of bribery, 111. 492.
Safeguards against SUSpICIOUSevidence, vi, - - "Ie ails of abuse 11l connexiou With,

1l6-1l9; Vl1. 5~3-5!17. Declaration of IV. 131 n.
credence from exhibitant, YI. 117 -l l I:. - - Extravagant: their tendency to ren-
C9de of instructions for weighmg evi- der the recipients Idle. 1'-. 374-;{, 5
dence, 118-1l9; Y1i. 563-598. (.see ill- , - - of Police Magistrates-c-Obxervattons
structions.] Recordation of cases where' on Peel's Bill for raising, Y. 328-34B. ;:;,e
inferior evidence received, 'd. 119; V11. Magistrates.
595-597. - - means proposed for their full amount

Sailors-might be trained under a system of being made public, Y 3[;5.
Pauper management, Viii. 4:l1. - - The system of in the Constitutional

- Their practice of ingraining their name Code, ix. 266-271.
noticed, i. 557. Salas-Dr Ramou=-Spam-h tran-Iatrou of

- The importance attached by, to the pecu- the Principles of Morals and Legislauon
liar form of an oath, VI. 319. by, xi. 20.

Saints=-Practice connected with the canon- Sale-proper causes of mvahdity Ill, 1. 331-
ization of, ii. 220. 334.

Saints' Days in Catholic countries-Idleness I - Deed of-Draft for a, v, 395.
produced by, 111. 68. - Deed of-Plans for brevity and preci-

St Albans-Case of. Constitutional ques- 1 sion III describing the subject in, v, 39:!.
tion as to the power of the Crown, de- : - of justice, vi. 134.
crded in, iv. 259-260, 268. j - use of registration to the contract of,

St Helens - Lord - Correspondence with vi. 575.
Wilberforce and, as to the propriety of an - of offices, considered..n. 247-248.
embassy to France, consistmg of persons - of judictal offices to qualified persons,
whose opinions wonld not be immical to the money gomg to the public br.hoof->
the dominant party there, x. 315-320. I explasied and defended, I,. 3i2-3i!l. ~:"

- - Correspondence With, on the COJ1<ti-: Pecuruary Competrnon.
tution of the Privy Council as a court of I - of Public Offices-Letter on the arlvan-
appeal, x, 430-431. I, tage of, With reference to the appoint-

- - Miscellaneous letters to, x. 261-2G2, i ment of a Secondarv b)' the Cuunuou
305-306,362. : Council of London, ),,1. 31-32.
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Salency-Institution of La Rosiere de, • veracity, counteracted by the punishment
231. of self-crimination, ib. Unfaithfulness to

Salisbury-Marquis of, noticed, x. 250 . xi. his trust of the administrator of this sane-
101, 136, 137. tron, 269-270.

Salisbury-i-Richard Anthony-notice of, x. Sanction-The Religious-Operation of, on
285. the trustworthiness of evidence, vi. 270-

Salisbury-The case of, in relation to prison 276. Propagator of a rehgion seeks to
fees, with personal characteristics, v. 359- infuse veracity in followers, 270-271. In
360. applying scripture to advanced states of

Salubrity of places and of trades-nse of I civrhsation, deficiencies filled up from the
registered statistics for throwing light on, moral sanction-e-and any falsehoods that
IX. 627. are now justified, so sanctioned, 271.

Sanatory regulations-use of registered sta- Cases m which force of religions sanction
tistrcs for. ix. 627. has operated to produce perjury, ib. Pe-

- - Authority of the Health Minister in cuharines of the Mahomedan code, 271-
regard to, by the Constitutional Code, IX. 272. Feebleness when not assisted by
444-445. the legal and moral sanctions, 272. 11-

- - Extract from the Examiner as to, i Iustrations of ItS meflicacy-solemn de-
ix. 648-649 1 cia rations on controverted points- un-

Saxcrroxs=--The four, as the sources of plea- i annmty of Juries, and findings under the
sure and pain, I. 14-15. The Physical, value of forty shillings-falsehoods m
the Political, the Moral, and the Reli- Iawsuits=-unrversrty oaths, 273-2i4. Ease
gious defined and distinguished, ib.; an- With which this sanction counteracted by
other division In a Letter by the author any other, 274-275. Uses to which It IS
to Dumont, 14 n *. Etymology of the I peculiarly applicable, 275-276.
term sanction, 14 nt' - - Arrangements for pomting the force

- Origm of the theory of the. ill. 292. of, in admnnstermg oaths, VI. 319.
- DIVision of-Uses made of, by the author Sanctuaries from arrest, considered, I. 431.

as a logical arrangement, iii. 290-292. - - - a device of 'I'echmcal procedure,
- those which bind a witness to the obser- I Y. 12.

vance of truth enumerated, vii. 569. i Sand-Employment of, for writing on III

- The several species of, as the causes of I schools, VIII. 53.
trustworthmess in evidence, VI. 18-21, I Sanderson-Robert, Bishop of Lincoln--His
260-261; VIi. 394. The Physical, the Le-! explanation of the laws of the University
gal or Political, the Moral or Popular, i of Oxford, ri. 261.
and the RelIgiOUS, defined and distin- ! - - His Exposition of the Aristotelian
gmshed, ib. I Logic-criticised, as to the Definrnon: the

Sanction-The Physical-c-Operatron of, on Uses: the End: the Functions : the Ob-
trustworthiness of evidence, vi. 262-264. 1 ject, matter, and subjects: the Predica-
Love of ease, by avoidance of trouble of m-: ments, and the Post-Predicaments, viu,
veution, tends to truth,262. Apphcanon i 232-236.
to the proverb, that children and fools - - The definition of contradictoriness
speak truth, 263. The motrve weak and I by, impugned, vui, 103-104 n.
easily counteracted, 264. : - - HIS Logic suggested to the Author

Sancnon=-The Moral or Popular-Punish- I' the system of DIchotomous drvision, VIii.
ments belongmg to the, i. 453-458. ,JIO-Il2.

- - - Operation of, on trustworthmess - - Character of his work on Logic, viii.
of evidence, vi. 264-268. Dependence of 11 R.
mankind on the exercise of veracity, 264. - - His rules for logical division exa-
More especially m judicial questions, 265. milled, vni, I 13-1 14.
Counteraction of the sanction in favour of - - Use made of his Logic by the Author
evil, by inducements to conceal vice, ib, as a means of reference to the Aristote-
Classes havmg an interest separate from han logic, VIII. 21i.
that of the rest of the community, prompt- i - - had correct notions of the nature of
ing to falsehood, 265-267. Falsehoods I Definitron, VIii. 252.
that are supported b)' the sanction, 267- - - His expositron of Logical division
268. criticised, Vm. 2",1)-256.

Sancnou=-The Legal or Political-Punish- - - Critrcrsm on his exposition of the
ments of, compared With those of the Laws of method, viii. 273-275.
moral, i. 454-455. ' - - Alteration of a reading in his Logic

- - - Operation of, on the trustworthi- suggested, viii. 274.
ness of evidence, VI. 268-2iO. Apphes Sandwich-Lord- His connexion with a
where zhe moral sanction deficient--pub- negotiation between Lord North and the
he offences, &e., 268. As a cause of Rockmghams, x. 102-103.
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Sanguinary punishments-Effects of, 1.442- Savings Banks on the ordinary system.
444. Defects of, viii. 410-414. Legislative

Santander-General-Account of, in a let- amendments, 410 n.
ter to Admiral Mordvmoff, xi. 33. - - Plan for, viu, 408-417. See Frugality

- - Document by which he re-mtroduced Banks.
the study of Bentham's works in New Sawbndge-Alderman-his plans of Re-
Grenada, x. 553-554. form, Ill. 517.

Sardinian Code. Arrangement of The, iii. Sax-Chevalier de-Notices of, m a Letter
163. from Lord Wycombe, x, 311-312.

- - Incompleteness of the, iii. 206. Saxons-The Anglo. Inequality of the pe-
Sarmento-Senhor, a Portuguese deputy, cuniary punishments of, I. 399-400.

noticed, x. 525. Saxony=-Secunty to Protestant, m, II. 417.
Sarpi=-Paul, noticed, vi. II. - Expense entailed on by Its conversion
Sasmes-s-Register of, in Scotland, ,I. 579n +, mto a kingdom, IX. 89.
Satire-a protection to the public when Say-J. B.-InformatIOn from, as to the at-

honours are unworthily conferred, ix. 92. tendance of Judges m France, IX. 652-653.
Satirists. The sentiment of benevolence - - - Letters from, x. 4115-486, 499-

weakened by, i. 562. 500, 504, 525-526.
- Censure of the occupation of, ii. 255. - - - Letter to, xi. 2-3.
Satisfacnon for the loss caused by offences - - - noticed, x. 484.

-Nature of, I. 371. Scale of Ranks-The Empress Catbermes,
- -- - Reasons for the obligation to make, discussed, II. 194.

I. 371. - of persuasion-s-an infimte one mapph-
- - - Six kinds of, distinguished, I. 3il- cable, though the only true one, VI. 23~-

372. 234.
- - - The quantity of, to be granted, I. -- Decigrade, of persuaston, with reference

372. to evidence, VI. 225.
- - - Advantages of the certainty of, I. - of trustworthmess, ,1.167-168.

372-3i3. Scandal-Impediments to the liberty of the
- - - Pecuniary, exammed, i, 373. press give license for the propagation of,
- - - by restitution m kind, i. 374-375. IX. 56.
- - - Attestative, as applicable to offen- - a designation of irrelevant evidence m

ces arising out of falsehood, &c., i. 375-: equity, Vii. 363, 365-366.
376. i - See Reputatron-e-Offences against.

- - - Honorary, for insults, &c., I. 376- Scantmess as a defect m language con-
381. Extent of the evils that may I sidered, Viii. 3!J9.
be committed by the offence, 376-378. i-as a defect III literary composition, Viii.
Nature and effect of duelling, 378-381. I 271-272.

- - - Proper system of, in case of offences : Scarlet-SIT James, (Lord Abinger,) noticed,
against honour, i, 381-382. ill. 3i6 ; I,. 447.

- - - Vindictive, exammed, i. 382-383. Sceptre--competency of witness restored
- - - Substitutive, or at the expense of through the, ,II. 435-436.

a third party, I. 383-386. Master and Schedule-The use of, as a means of me-
servant, 383-384. Guardian and ward, thodically describing subjects in deeds of
385. Father for his children, lb. Mother sale, v. 392.
for her children, 385-386. Husband for Scholar-Jury principle, m the manage-
Wife, 386. Innocent persons who may ment of the Chrestomathic system of In-
profit by offences, ib, struction, vm. 49.

- - - Subsidiary, at the expense of the Scholar-mom tor principle, in the manage-
public treasure, i. 386-388. ment of the Chrestomathic system of In-

- - - Relation of, to punishment, i. 394. struction, vm, 4i.
- - - as an element III tl.e punishment Scholar-teacher principle, or employment

of offences, iv. 199-201. of the more advanced scholars as teachers
Satisfactrve remedies agamst offences-=Na- of others-a principle of management III

ture of, i. 367. the Chrestomathic system of Instrucnon,
- - Evils of their being administered by vni, 46-47. Advantages-saves money,

different tribunals, from those which ad- saves time, increases relative aptitude,
minister the pumtive, v. 531-532. and strengthens III the teacher his know-

Saurin-e-mcident of Rousseau's prosecution ledge, lb.
of, Vii. 34. Scholar-tutor principle, or employing the

Savages-The condition of, i, 307. advanced scholars as private tutors to the
- The pursuits and amusements of, i. 540. others-a principle of management III the
- Reason of the credulity of, Vii. 92. Chrestomathic system of Instruction, viii.
Savigny-De, noticed, iv. 425. 47.
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School-Court of justice considered as a, VI. I Scrence-e-Unapt nomenclature preserved in,
355-356, 365. \ from the unwillingness of adepts to give

School of Legislation-c-how creatable by en- up what IS obscure and imposing to the
couraging the public to make suggestions uninitiated, VIII. 183-184.
as to proposed legislation, and opening I - Inaccurate conclusions in, from want
competition for drafts of codes, iv. 521-' of knowledge of all the causes at work,
523. and the promotive or obstructive circum-

School discrphue=-Employment of reward stances, vin, 209.
m, ii. 206. - Advantage of nomenclature to, vi. 442.

School-The Chrestomathic-peculiar ad- - Cause of advancement of, vi. 226.
vantages of, VIii. 11-16. - QuestIOns in, are questions of evidence,

- - Objections to the plan of, answered, VI. 208-209.
viii. 16-21. - Wisdom of our ancestors not appealed

- - Relation of, to the existing Umver- to m, II. 41)1.
sines and Schools, viu, 21-22. Sciences=-Provision for the cultivation of

- - Obstacles and encouragements to, viu, the, I. 317-318.
22-25. - Invention m, with mementos as to the

- -- Order of priority of subjects in, vni. Impediments likely to mterfere, VIII. 2i.:;-
25-28. 2;9. See Invention.

- - Stages of instruction in, viii 28-,10. - those mvolviug the predicaments of
- - Branches of instruction excluded I Place, Monon, Time, Number, Figure,

from, vui, 40-4a. and ~uantlty, viu. 28G-288.
Intellectual exercises of, viii. 4,1-46. i Sc ieuce and Art-Reward applied to, ii.

- - Principles of management of, VIIi. 46- 252-260. See Art.
54. - - Abortive efforts to draw line of dis-

- - Proposal for the establishment of, nncuon between, VIII. 26-2i, 240-241.
viii. 54-59. - - Specimen of a new Encyclopedical

Schools-As places for the promulgation of Sketch of, With a diagram, VIII. 82-95.
Laws, i. 158. See Encyclopedical.

- Encouragement of emulation in, ii. 198. - - Essay on nomenclature and classifi-
- of vice-s-Prrsons considered as, I. 429. cation in, viu. 63-128. See Nomenclature.
- The Panopticon system as applicable to, - - The false notion that they are differ-

iv, 3i-248. ent not only in degree, but in kmd, from
- Application of the Panoptic on Plan to: the common objects of human pursuit,

considerations as to the rigour of discip- viu. 239-241.
line it would occasion, and the facilities - - AnalYSIS of the field of, Viii. 282-289.
for experiments, iv 62-1>6 Bee Arts.

- Sunday= Adaptation of, '0 a Panopticon SCientific evidence, vi. 214.
Penitentiary, iv. 161-162. - - Nature of, and relation of scale of

- Laws might be got by heart in, iv, 48:2. probative force to, vi. 229.
- Oaths of Irish Bishops to erect, broken, - - Difference between Roman and Eng-

v. 456. hsh law as to, vi. 229.
- Popular-Advantages of, and groundless Scientific language-Improvements in, vi.

prejudices against, vin. 20. 226-22i n.
- Pubhc-i-Tyranmcal and barbarous habits Scientific opinion-The authority of, ii, 3811-

encouraged in, vui. 435-436 n. 389.
- of -Iustrce-c-How Juries may furnish, ir. Scio Visited by Bentham on his way to

149-1.50. RUSSia, x, 151.
Schoolmaster, acting as notaries, vi. 530. Scipio-s-Anecdote of, ii, 210 n.
Schoolmen=-Their mistake in supposing that - Ius method of evading pecuniary in-

ideas could be lodged III the mind other- qurry, IV. 130 n.
wise than through individual objects, viii. Scopic-The use of, as a termination in En-
99 n. eyclopedical nomenclature, viii. 83 n.

SCience-Fallacy of authority denied in- Scotch Reform, &c.-Letters to Lord Gren-
fluence in, ii. 393. Ville on the proposed Reform III the

- in contradistmction to art, predicates administration of justice III Scotland, Yo

knowledge acquired by attention and ex- 1-53. See Session-Court of.
ertion, VIIi. 27. Scotland-The law of, inimical to fictions,

- Impediments to improvement in, in reo i. 254-255; v. 92; VII. 327 n, 419.
verence for great names, viii. 177. - Nature and character of the provision

- Unapt phraseology kept up in, by the for the poor m, i. 315, !;H.
experienced, who are familiar with it, to Law of divorce ID, i. 355.
the prejudice of learners, whom it im- Law of marriage in, i. 357 ; vii. 530.
pedes, Viii. 182 - Clergy of, characterized, i, 544.
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Scotland-Registration system in, i. 552. Scotland-Rejection of tendered testimony
- Verdicts of juries given by majority in, in, VIi. 395-396.

ii. 128. - Repetition of evidence in, vi. 451-452.
- The proposal to extend the system of spe- - Witnesses kept apart from each other

cial pleading, as practised in England, to, in. vi, 362 n ".
criticised, ii. 174. - illustratrve of the safety of popular edu-

- Jury Court in, alluded to, ii. 174. cation, viii. 20.
- Churches and Uruversrneaof-e-Salaries in, - Labourers' wages m, compared with

compared with those in England, ii, 216. those of England, vm, 408 n.
- Practice as to Lords of the Articles in, - Taxes on -Iustice in, ix. 523-524.

ir. 351 n. - Letter from Sir Samuel Rormllv on the
- Union of, with England, considered in state of the Judicial system m; and on

connexion with Irrevocable laws, II. 405- proposed Reforms, x. 421-42:l.
407. - Letter to Rormlly on Law Reform in, x.

- Alterations on the judicature of, consi- 423-425. Incotnpatibility of mgrafting
dered in connexion with the Union, II. Bentham's larger plans of Reform with
406-407. those sanctioned by Lord Grenville and

- Non-existence of bishops in, ii. 449. Lord Henry Petty,423-424. Prmciples
- Injustice to, in respect of amount of re- -single-seated judicature-Judge to give

presentation, ill. 584 n. an opnnou with his deciuon-vappeal not
- Law of-ConfusIOn in colonial and other to stop execution, 4::!~. Preparation of

administranon by overlooking the exis- a work on the subject, 424-425.
tence of, iv. 264 n, - The great number of appeals in, ix.

- System of procedure in, Judge-made, 469 n.
v.5. - The fisheries of-Letter to Dr Anderson

- Proposed Reforms in-Summary of OPIll- on his schemes regarding, x. 12i -129.
ions on, v. 14. DIVision of Court, lb. - Inquiry as to the number of convrctions
Jury Trial, ib. Appeals, lb. for cnme in, as compared with England,

- not afflicted by the distmction between, x. 129-131.
law and equity, v. 41. - Proposal to prepare a code for-Letter

- Law Reform In-Resistance of Commie- from Romilly on, x, 432.
sioners of Inquiry to, v. 154. - Articles of Faith of the clergy of, x.

- State of the Jnry system in, v. li5. 473.
Alterations since the author wrote, ib. n. I Scotsman newspaper-Notice of the, x 577.

- Notaries-Public of, disadvantageously: Scotsmen-The deCISIOnas to their right to
compared with those of France, v. 403. i the privileges of Englishmen, I,. 267.

- No Bankruptcy Court in, v. 607. I Scott-Sir Walter, noticed, v. 15J ; x.536-
- Absence of separate equity judicature in, I 5i1.

vii. 302. Scribe. See Writer.
- Cessio bonorum in, vi. 181-182. Script-how far should be consultable by
- Clergymen acting as notaries in, vi. Witness, vi, 386-392. See Notes.

530 n. - Litigant founding on, should declare his
- Delays in the procedure in, vii. 221-224. credence in, .1. Ili-lIB.

See Session-Court of. - Cases in and condrtions on which tran-
- Female witnesses once excluded by the script of should be received, vii, 143-149.

Law of, vi. 116. See Transcript.
- Forms of notice or citation in, vii. 253. - Authentication and De-authentication of,
- Holograph deeds in, vi. 515 n. vi. 119-128. See Authentication.
- Increase of jurisdiction of sheriffs in, vii. Scription. See Writing.

234 n ". Scripture-Sacred-howfar affording a rule
- Law of, as to authentication of writs, vi. of action, i. 10-11.

122 n +. - - anthorities cited from, against the
- Law of deathbed wills in, vi. 531 n. ! practice of judicial oaths, v 219-220.
- Local courts of, vii. 224, 598. - - Repugnance of judicial oaths to,
- Manner of swearing witnesses in, vii. urged III Petition for justice, v. 458.

423-424. - - Evidence for, transmitted evidence,
- Meditatio fugre warrants in, vi. 334 n. vii. 158 n.
- Nullity of Informal deeds in, VI. 517 n. - - not to be part of the Chrestomathio
- Practice as to pleading guilty In, vi. system of Education, as It might exclude

473 n ". some persuasions, VIIi.40-42.
- Purging a witness of partial counsel in, Scrivener's Company - Bentham's Remi-

vii. 440. mscences of the, x. 34.
- Registration of contracts in, vi. 575 n, Scrutimzed evidence compared with unscru-

579 n +, 581 n, tmized, vi. 169.
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Scrutiny of conduct of officials-Utility of r secrecy peculiarly inapplicable, 556-557.

keeping up the practice of, it. 426. Use of conquests only to despots, 557.
- Effect of, on testnnony, VI. 173. Their uselessness to the Bnnsh people, ib,
Sculptor-i-Howfar imagmatron necessary to, Absurdity of attempts to Improve trade

vin.76. by war, 557-558. Use of secrecy to nou-
Sea-The. Liberty of fishing in, should be nsh petty vanity and importance, 558.

unlimited, I. 329. Populanty of war, 559. Vulgar error
- - In what respects the subject of laws, that successful war enriches, lb. Idea

Iii. 201. that It adds to respect, ib. Use of the
- - Arrogation of dominion over by Bri- terms splendour, glory, &c., 559-560.

tain animadverted on, iir, 584 n. Secrecy In matters of Government-Ne-
Sea-Defensive Force-Elements of as dis- cessity of adopting, unless where there

trnguished from the Land, ix. 333-336. is absolute publicity, i. 575.
- - - Provision for in the Constitutional' - Departments and operations of the Go-

Code, ix, 402-415. See Defensive Force. vernment in which it IS sanctioned by the
Seal-what kind of will restore competency Constitutional Code, IX.210-212.

of WItness, VIi. 435, 438-439. - Arrangements for securing, In commu-
Sealing deeds In England-Inconsistency of mcations to Government tunctionanes,

the rules as to, VI. 516 n *. See Sigrlla- I where necessary, IX. 329-330.
non, I - Cases In which It may be sanctioned in

Seaman's Code-Plan for giving copy of a, I information to public officials, and the rea-
to each registered mariner, ix. 412. sons, IX. 330.

Seamen-Merchant-Reglster of. Advan- - mapplicable to the proceedings of re-
tages of, both to the Public and to the presentati ves, m. 487-490.
Seamen, IX. 406. - in the deliberations of legislative assem-

- - Plan for obviating oppression of, by blies, considered, with relation to the
a system of registration, and summary French Chamber of Peers, 11. 317 n.
adjudication on complamts-in the Consti- - as evidence of delmquency, vii, 47-48.
tutional Code, IX. 409-415. See Defensive - Extent to which compatible with regis-
Force-Ship-board oppression obviated. tration of contracts, VI. 580-581.

Search-Things as to which, and objects - of the Roman system of examination
for which, it may be judicially authorized, considered, VII. 538, 540-542. See Pri-
ir, 116. vacy.

Seat-Proper, of punishment, i. 475-490. - when justifiable in procedure, ii, 44.
Seats m the House of Commons-Purchase - whether obtainable IIIvotes of juries 1 ii.

of, considered, iii, 485-487. 132.
- - - Interest of the Tories and Whigs - of accusation-Prejudice against, from

in regard to, as affecting Reform, Iii. 528- Its bemg employed to hide bad laws, iv.
529. 399.

- - - Method of vacation of, by Radi- - of imprisonment-how far safe, iv. 23.
cal Reform BIU, iii. 589-591. Secrecy of suffrage-c-Protective effect of, iii.

- - - Compensation for the loss of, by 453-454.
reform, IiI. 533. - - - Reasons for, detailed, iii. 487-490.

Seclusion-c-How far justifiable, to keep ac- See Ballot.
cused person or witness from intercourse - - - Plan for, in Reform Catechism,
or tampering, vi. 450-451. See Pnblicity iii. 540.
and Secrecy. - - Abridged statement of the arguments

Secondary mischiefs distinguished from pri- for, ix. 109.
mary, I. 69. Secret informations-Recourse to, recom-

Secondary of the city of London-Proposal mended, 1.573-574.
to apply the principle of pecuniary com- Secret mtercourse-vMethod of obviatmg, in
petition to the election to the office of, xi. the tribunals projected III the Consntu-
31-32. tional Code, ix. 494.

- - - Corruption in the office of, v. Secret register, in which reasons for taking
497. or refusmg objectionable testimony en-

Second-hand evidence preferred in English tered, VI. 97 n ".
practice to direct, vi. 108-109. Secret societies-The causes that give rise

Secrecy-Cases to which It should apply III to, II. 292.
courts of justice, iv. 301-302, 317. Secret service-money-c-Dangerous influence

- AbolItion of, in the Foreign department ofremuneration granted out of, v. 287-290.
nrged, ii. 554-560. Admits facilities for Secret voting-A plan for, applicable to a.
war,55i-556. Where the strongest checks board or other small body, IX. 274-275.
OD rumlsters are needful, there are the - - in elections and in legislative bodies,
fewest,556. Strength of Britain renders compared, ii. 368-370.
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Secrets in trade-Whether the drvulgation tion, property, and condition in life, II.

of, should be required from a witness, Opponents-Foreign adversaries, rulers,
VII. 347. and fellow-citizens, lb. The last the ob-

- State-how far they justify restriction of ject of the CIVIl law, ib, Acts against
judicial publicity, II. 44; VI. 368. security termed offences, 12. Penal code

- State-should not be extortable in evi- the means of enforcing the directions of
dence, VII. 348. the Cinl, 12-13

Secretary of State-Patronage in the hands Security to governors, and security to go-
of, subject to the influence of public opin- vemed=-Confhct between, and difficulty
ion, v. 345. of reconciling, IX. 58.

Secretary of bankrupts by the Bankruptcy - Internal and external, as one of the
Court Bill-c-Funonons of, inquired mto, principal ends of a defensive force, IX.
v. 566, 5i2-5i3. 338.

Sections m statutes-Longwindedness of, Security (or Bondsmanship )-Judicral ; pro-
ill. 248. I posals for giving all practical extent to-

- - - Want of numerical reference from forms in which It may exist, and cases m
one to another, Iii. 250-251. which employed, v. 50 I-50:!.

- - - The breakmg down of, into parts, - - Reasons for reqUlrmg from persons
recommended, III. 264-265. convicted of corporal injury, I. 16i

Security-External. Offences against, I. - - for good conduct, m connexron WIth
101-103. Penal law, 1.519-520.

- the prmcipal object of the civil law, i. - - Methods of commumcation, for the
302-303, 30i -308. purpose of obtaimng, ii, i9.

- Relation of, to the other objects of the - - or friendly bondsman, in Principles of
civil law, i. 302-303. procedure, II. 103-105.

- and equality-Opposition of, i. 311-312. - - to Defendant against oppression by
- and equality-Means of reconcihation Pursuer, II. 105-110. See Counter-security.

of, I. 312-313. Securities for appropriate aptitude in the
- Examples of attacks upon, 1.318-321. members of a Legislature, as embodied m
- Sacrifices of to security-s-viz., byexac- the Constitutional Code, IX. 191-198.

nons in the way of Taxation, i. 313. - for the appropriate aptitude of mmisters,
- The certamty of satisfacnon for loss by the Constrtutional Code, IX. 316-324.

through offences, essential to, i. 372. See Ministers collectively.
- The principle of restitution in kind neces- - for trustworthiness of evidence. See

sary to, I. 374. Trustworthmess.
- as an end of the Constitutional Code, ii, - Makeshift evidence deficient III, for trust-

269-2i1. Against calamity and hostihty, worthmess, vii. 118.
ib. Hostility, either from open enemies, - False, for the trustworthiness of eVI-
or internally from officials, ii. 270-271. dence-viz. oaths, exclusions, &c., vi. 28.

- Criticism on the declaration of impre- Securaie« against ]J/isrule, adapted to a Mo-
scnptible right of, in the first French De- homedan state, and prepared WIth parti-
claration of Rights, ii. 503-504. cular reference to Tripoh, viii. 555-600.

- As one of the rights of man-Clause as to - - - - Note by Editor to, vin. 555.
in the second French Declaration, cnti- - - - - The term securities preferable
cised, ii, 524-526. from its clearness, to the word riqhts, or

- and Freedom-All that industry requires others generally used for the like pur-
of the Government, iii. 35. poses, VIII. 557-558.

- Instruments of enjoyment constitute to a - - - - against vexation on account
nation, as a fund convertible to defence, of religion, viii. 583-584. Perfect liberty
ill. 37 n :t. of opinion and worship-with protecnon

- Commercial addition to, in the project of to the predommant religion agamst the
Annuity notes, Iii. 133-136. offensive public use of others, ib.

- External-Offences against-s-their posi- - - - - agamst national gagging, by
tion in the penal code, hi. 169. appeal to Pubhc-opmion and the law, VIII.

- Umversal-e-Maxmnzatron of, as an end 584-585. Freedom to express opimon
of the law, iii. 211-213. when no personal injury occasioned III

- of the person-AXIOms of mental patho- doing so, 584. Accusation justified by Its
logy applicable to, III. 225-227. truth, ib. Liberty of convocation, where

- As an end of the distributive branch of not productive of disturbance or injury,
the law, Iii. 293-294. lb. Acts of power contrary to this hberty,

- Instruments of, III regard to evidence, vi. in obstructions, forcible dispersals, seizing
22. papers, &c., Illegal, 584-585. Sanction,

- As an object of the civil or distributive m such case, to meet force by force, 58';
law, IX. 11-13. Applies to person, reputa- - - - - agalllst national disarmament
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and debilitatron, viii. 585-586. Sanction directly on himself, but on officials, 594.
to carry arms, with counter security, to Counteraction in the unwillmgness of a
prohibit armed assemblies after notice, lb. sovereign to undergo control, 595. Ill-

Securities fora Mahomedanstate,-infavour ducemeut to consent lD the greater ulti-
of indivrduals-c-General declaratory View mate personal security, 596. Increase of
of, viii 586. Enumerated acts against reputation, ib. Improvement lD the va-
person and property, which are only to be lue of his property, 596-597. Induce-
done as declared by law, ib. ments arising from domestic relations,

- - - - against secret confinement, or 597. Opulence of the sovereign depend-
other oppression of the person, viii. 586- ent on that of his subjects, lb. Increase
587. Innmation and publicity of com- of security Will bring increase of capital,
mitment, 586. Registry of prisons, lb. 597-598. Individual and public employ-
Succedaneous provisions for temporary ment of capital, 598. Improvement of
prisons, 586-587. Punishment for Illegal the land, 598-599. Mmes and the pre-
imprisonment, 586. Means of discovery C10USmetals, 599-600. Manufactures, ib.
of persons rmprisoned, ib. Means of communication and other public

- - - - against injurious banishment, works, lb. Fame of the improvements
viii. 58i ·583. Whether by force, fraud, or would bring travellers and capital to the
innmidation, 587. Intimation and pub- state, 600.
hcity, ib. Punishment of contravention, Sedative Function-----Judges', in the Consti-
587-588. Considerations as to whether I tutional Code, rx, 486-487.
preventive measures, as by registration, Sedentary occupations- -thair tendency to
will suffice, 588. I limit the dISPOSItion and power to commit

- - - - against secret and unlawful acts of VIOlence, IV. 143.
homicide, VIIi. 588-569. Official notice of i Sederunt-Acts of, In Scotland, a means of
every death, 588. Arrangements for in-I JudICIal Iegislanon, v. 7.
quiry when human agency suspected, ib. Sedition-c-Law of, considered in Letters to
Arrangements for a full and fair exami- the Spanish people on the liberty of the
nation, 588-589. Press, ir, 2i 5-29i.

- - - - applicable to the case of mys- - Cnticism on the law of, with reference
terious disappearance, viii. 589-590. Of- to the indictment in Rex e. Edmonds, v.
ficial notification and registration, lb. 241-251.

- - - - agamst extortion of personal - Cnticism in the law of, with reference
service, viu. 590. Not to be exacted by to the indictment in Rex e. Wolseley, &c.,
any official person, or other, WIthout a v.255-261.
written acknowledgment, lb. Partrculars - Law of, in the United States, v. 246.
of the document, 10. Occasions jnstrfica- - The absence of any distinct definition of,
tive of exaction of service-e-Prevention either lD common or statute law, v. 260-
of calamities, &c., lb. 261.

- - - - against official depredation, Sed,tIOUS disposition-Jury charged by In-
viii. 591-592. Force, mtmndation.or de- dictment to find, as If It were an offence,
eeit, 591. ImpOSItIOn of secrecy is evi- v. 256.
dence of depredation, ib. Receipt by an Seditious Libel-a creature of monarchy-
official, of remuneration for service which does not exist in a, representative demo-
he is not entitled to, ib, Precaunons craey, ix. 38. See Libel Law.
against fraudulent use of the sovereign's SedItIOUS Meetings' Act-The, ii. 295.
name, lb. Form of receipt for emolu- Seditious Writings-Laws for the destruc-
ments,591-592. non of, noticed, i, 535. See Libel.

- - - - Securities in favour of private Sedley-SIr Charles-s-Prosecutton of, no-
writings against seizure, mjury, inspec- treed, ir, 385.
tion, &c., vin. 592. Judicial authority, ib. Seducing motives distinguished from tute-
Precautions against wanton judicial ap- lary, i. 65.
plication for malicious ends, &c., lb. Seducnon=-nature of the offence, i. 118-119.

- - - - Chances of success to any pro- - Compensation for, according to English
ject for, viii. 592-600. Utmost that can law, i. 373.
be obtained from the sovereign resolves - Inefficient punishment of, in England,
itselfmto promises, 592-593. Advantage vii. 35 n.
to the people, that any breach is palpable, - Place of, in the Penal Code, iii. 165.
and public opinion may bear on it, 593. - Political means and instruments of, in
The advantage of a wrong being seen to elections, examined, iii. 476-482.
be distinctly unlawful, lb. Witness Mag- Segur-Count, noticed, x. 264.
na Charta., Bill of Rights, and French Selby-The name of a schoolfellow of Bent-
Chart"r, 593-594. Inducements to sove- ham, x. 30.
reign's acceptance,in the checks not being Selby Case-The, noticed, ii. 591.
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Selden-Anecdote by, as to outlawing the

KIng of Spain, i. 513 n *.
- noticed, i. 149-150 n, 239 n.
Selemc--or simply mechanical source of

motion,from gravitation towards the moon,
VIIi. 132.

Self-acting laws, II. 199-200.
Self-assumed authority-The fallacy of, ii.

411-412.
Self-contradictory assertions-more readily

beheved than simply incredible ones, VU.
111.

Self-criminative testimony-Causes of ex-
clUSIOnof, vii. 449-4.51. The interest of
criminals, 449. Pohncal partisans pro-
tecting each other, 4.50. Corresponding
interest ofla wyers, 451.

- - - Pretences for the exclusion of, vii.
451-458. Cruelty of makmg a man con-
VICt himself, 451-454. Fox-hunter's rea-
son-fairness, 454. Reference to unpo-
pular institutions - Inquisitron, Star-
chamber, and High Commission, 455-
458.

- - - History of the rule excluding,
vii. 458-463. Checkmg mvestigation in
ecclesrastrcal courts, 458. A contrary
practice once in use, 459-460. Instance
of exammation of defendant, 461-462.
Consideranons as to the history of the
punishment of perjury, 462·463.

- - - Exclusion of, when the criminality
IS distmct from the cause III hand, VII.
466-46R. The exclusion more permclOus
III this case than others, ib.

Self-defence as an extenuation of injury, i.
166-168.

- - and punishment-s-Relatron between,
i. 392-393.

- - Employment of fallacies in, against
counter-fallacies, ii. 479-480. Should be
preceded by reasons, and accompanied by
an acknowledgment of their fallacy, ib.

- - Mendacity allowed to crimmals on
the principle of, VI. 472.

Self-denying ordmanoe-> The, was the exclu-
sion of place men from Parhament, in. 531.

Self-discrediting testimony -ExclUSIOn of
considered, vii. 465-466.

Self-disserving testimony-Exclusion of con-
sidered, vii. 445-472 ;-

- - - Uses of, and mischiefs from exclu-
sion, vii. 445-449. Foundation m the
unmeaning maxim that no one is bound
to accuse himself, 445-446. Coustitutes
the most effectual evidence, 446. The re-
jection compels reconrse to worse evi-
dence, and the consequent chance of in-
justice,ib. Saving delay, vexation, and ex-
pense, 447-448. Exclusion taken advan-
tage of invariably by the dishonest, 448.
'I'eaches the people that they have to look
for protection to mendacity. 448-449. See
Self-crimmativc ; Self onerative.

cccxh SEL
Self-disserving testlmony- Inconsistencies

of English law WIth regard to, viI. 468-
47:]. Admission of casual notes and
hearsay evidence, 468-469. Examinations
before j ustrces, 469. Motion for an in-
formation,470. Motion causes, 470-471.
Interrogatories by the master, 471. Affi-
davrts on brmgmg up for Judgment, ib,
Billm equity, 4il-472.

Self-mculpatrve testimony as evidence of de-
lmquency, vii 29-45;-

- - - - confession and confessorial
evidence defined and distmgurshed, vii.
2~-32. Confession IS complete and direct
evidence=-confessonal requires inference,
30. Should not be considered as amount-
lll~ to confession, Without interrogation,
31. Consideratron as to whether, to be
considered a confessron, it should not
be plenary, or as particular as would be
requisite for conviction If it came from an
extraneous Witness, 31- 32.

- - - - extrajudicially delivered, vii.
3:]-36. The various species, With their
causes of transpiranon-e-Consptratonal,
Confidential, -Iaentantial, Unadvisedly
colloquial, Unadvisedly exculpative, Pe-
nitential, Superior-benefit-seekmg, 32-
33. Infirmative consideranons-c-mism-
terpretation, 33-34; mcompleteness, 34;
mendacity, or false statement of gUIlt,
34-35. Drstmction between designed
and undesigned, 35-36.

- - - - judicially delivered, Vll. 36-
38. Unadvisedly self-exculpative, and
pemtentral, :Jr,. Motives for confession
considered, :17. ,,- ays in which confes-
SIOU may be false, lb. Witchcraft, lb.
Should be circumstantial, and particular
as to time and place, 37-30.

- - - extracted by interrogation, vii.
39-44. The subject in general-dehn-
quent's efforts to save himself, tend to
elucidation of his guilt, 39-40. Difference
m point of effect between extrajudicial
and judicial, 41-44. Advantage of having
both united, 43. Rejection of this species
of evidence in England, annuadverted on,
43-44.

- - - Impropriety of the exclusion of,
VI. 106-109. See Self-crmunatrve ; Self-
disserving,

- - - rejection of, tends to accumulate
irrelevant evidence, vn, 364.

- - - exclusron of, an admission of
the injustice of the Penal law, vn, 348-
349.

- - - strength of, vi. 404
Self-notificative Informatron-c-Extraction of,

from litigant, ii. 43.
Self-oneratrve tesnmony-c-exclusion of, con-

sidered, vn, 463. Has less claim for ex-
emption than self-criminative, ib.

Self-preference, or self-regarding interest-s-
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the great ruling prmciple of human ac- through calamity, and those through de-
tion, IX. 5. Imquency, i. 100.

Self-pre ference- The author's discovery of Semi-public offences-Genera of, as corre-
the rule of, x. 80-81. spondmg with those of private offences, I.

- - See Interest-Self-regard mg. 115 n t, 116 n*, 1I8 n II, 11 q n *, n §
Self-preservation-cas designative of a mo- - - - Characters of, i. 140; iii, 173.

tive, i. 54, 56, 393. - - - Considerations regarding time and
- - an occasional tutelary motive, i. 66. place, with regard to, I. 174-175.
- - as a grouud of extenuation, i. 79. - - - Subdivisions of, iii, 168-169.
- - Extent to which it justifies the in- Senate of United States-has created preju-

fhction of evil, i. 82-83. ' dices in favour of second Legislanve
- - and punishment-s-Relation between, Chambers, iv. 447-448.

i. 393. Senates and Houses of Peers-Address to
- - Effect of, on testimony VI. 155. citizens of France agamst, IV. 419-450.
- - an Illustration of the effect of mo- See Lords: Peers.

tives on evidence, vi. 259. Sensation-c-Tbe philosophy of, represented
Self-regard-The primary feeling, and the by Pathoscopic Pneumatology in the En-

foundation of sympathy, ix. 192. cyclopedical Sketch of Art and SCIence,
- - of indivrduals=-Bffect of. on Govern- viii. 88.

ment, u. 120. Sense-The pleasures of, enumerated, i. 1i-
Self-regardmg affection-Necessity of, to 18.

man, x. 510. - Pleasures and Pains of, with the corre-
Self-regarding motives-A class styled, i. spondent interest and motives, i. 198.

56, 58·59. - Organs of. Connexion between impres-
- - - their effect in connexion WIth the sum on, and judgment performed m con-

tendency of an act, I. 61. sequence, vi. 250.
Self-regarding mterest. See Interest. - Common. Use made of the term, i. 8 n.
Self-regarding offences defined and distm- - Moral. Use made of the term, I. 8 n.

guished, i. 98, 100-101. i-Common and moral. DIspute between
- - - Genera of, as correspondmg with I the respective partisans of, vi. 239.

those of private offences, 1. I 15n t, 116n "', Senses. Ideas derived from the operation of
ll8n II, 119 n -, n §, 131 n *. objects on the, I. 99 n.

- - - Characters of, i. 140-141. - The pains of the, i. 19.
- - - Considerations as to tune and - Motives corresponding to the pleasures

place, WIth respect to, I. 175. of, I 59-60.
- - - Subdrvision of, lll. 167-168 - Immaterial ideas necessarily put in the
- - - Characters of, with reference to language applied to the objects of, VIII.

classificauon, ill. Ii 3 327-329.
Self-regardmg pleasures and pams, I. 20- - EVIdence presented to, the only kind that

21. Cannot lie, vii. 73-74.
- - - - WIth the corresponding inter- - The dispute as to whether they are

est and motives, I. 205. capable of being deceived, vi. 250-251.
Self-service principle in schools-a principle Sensibihty - Circumstances mfiuencmg, I.

of management m the Chrestomathic sys- 21-35. Amount of pam or pleasure from
tern, V1l1.51. given cause dependent on sensibility, 21.

Self-suppletrve function of the members of BIas of sensibility, lb. Exciting causes,
the Legislature by the Constitutronal 22. The circumstances enumerated, lb.
Code, IX. 167-liO See Legislature. Health,22-23. Strength,23. Hardiness,

- - - of the Prune Munster, according ib. Defornnty, lb. Knowledge, lb. In-
to the Constitutional Code, IX. 207. tellectual power, 23-::!4. Firmness, 24.

- - - of Mmisters collectively accord- Steadiness, lb. Bent of inclmations, lb.
mg to the Constitunonal Code, IX. 231- Moral and relIgIOUS bias and sensibihty,
232. ib Sympathetic and antrpathenc sen-

- - - Judge's, according to the Consti- sibility and bias, 24-25. Insanity, 25.
tutional Code, IX. 483-486. Habitual occupation, ib. Pecuniary cir-

Self-trumpeter's fallacy-The, it. 412. cumstances, 25-26. Connexions in the
Selkirk-Lord. AllUSIOn to hIS removal of way of support, burden, sympathy, and

tenantry, v. 44-45. antipathy, 25-27. Bodily temperament,
- - noticed, x. 484. 27. Mental temperament, ib. Radical
Selhs- Dr-a college friend of Bentham's, frame of body and mind, and effect of mer-

x. 40. dents, lb. How far bodily emotions may he
Serm-pubhe offences distinguished from the indicative of mental state, 27 -28. Sex, 28.

other classes, I. 97-98. A~e, 28-29. Rank,;:)9 Education, lb.
- - - Divided into those operatmg Chmate and nature of' the country, 29-
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30 aud n. Race or hueage, 30. Go- Sergeant-at-arms-Ongm and functions of
\ erumeut, IL. Religious profession, 30-31 the, 1Il. 350 n.
How far the mfluencing circumstances can Sergeants at Law-Origin of the function!
be calculated on III legislauon and judica- of, II. 152.
ture, 31 Excmng cause" to wluch they I Sen ant-Rights and obhgations attached
dl'l'l; ,:l2. An.ll) ue.i! \ iew, :~2-33. Du- to the condrtrou of, I 343.
mont's explauation of the uses of these - Offences wlnoh may be committed agamst,
ob-erv.iuou-. ;);)-;)5. wuh reference to his condinon, 1. 12J,-

!-'cu'3ILJlny-Cll cum-tances influencing, to I~4.
he kept III view 111 transplantmg laws, I. , -- Responsrhihty of master for, III relation
1i:!-1/'3. I' to satrsfactrou for offences, I. 3H:l-3B5.

-- Crrcumstances influencing, to be consi- - and uiaster= Tffect of counexron Lt-
dvre.l III measuruur punrshments i 401. tween, on evidence, \'1 IGU; VII. 5ib.

- Pumslnnents of the moral sanction de- Servants=-Switt's directions to, noticed, II.
pendent on extent of, I. 457. 383.

- How far the external mamfestntions of, - Position of, adduced as controverting the
iudicatrve of feehug, I. 27 -:l8. maxnn, that all are born equal, II. 499

- to motrves-c-Effect of; on evidence, VII. - Intercourse wrth.dclctcnous to the mmds
:1[15. of children, viu, 12.

Sell'nble objects defined, vin. 44. - Domestic. Plan for boarding the chil-
~en,ualIty-IlltellectuallllbtructlOn a secu- dren of, m tnduetry-houses, vin. 4:!3.

rl ty al':l1lht the effects of, vm, 9-10. Serviee-c- Reasons against mer ease of re-
- Inxury , &C , as motrves;.). 198 muneratron for length of, IX :)'I'i-:J9G
Sentence-v Diflereuce bet ween.and proposi- - I'er-onal-c-Sreyes' views regarding, con-

non, VllJ 137 ",lered, ii. 5:n-j:;:J.
- Evei y one IS either a proposrtiou, or a - I'ersoual. Secm mes agam-t the illegal

combiuanon of propositions, VIll 3:13 extortion of, adapted to a Mahumedau
Sentence,- Neces-itv for clearnes and bre- st.ue, vui, 590.

vrty of, III law" Ill: :!OB. - of notrce-c-abu-es as to, VII. 249-255.
-- Il lu-trauons of length and confusion Ill, Service Books for registration of offic.ul

III El1gh"h statutes, III :!48-24!1 operations III Constrtutional Cude, de-
- Lung. The influence uf, 011 the state of scribed, IX. 2:l4.

the' nund III their pcru-ul, v . :':',2, :lY;J- - - l.:"e" of, IX. 235
:J!14. Services as the converse of' obliganons, 111.

-- Importance of distmctnes-, III the struc- lilO-181.
tm e and hnutatron of, vi. 461. - AnalYSIS of the kinds of, IX. :)2. •....co,

- 11ethod of producmg clearness in, vui Burthens,
24:J-2,j:l. Sec Exposition, - Preparatrves and inducements to the per-

Separation of the scxes-c Prov.srons for, III formauce of, II. :!33-:J;l5.
Pauopucon system, IV. 134-13i. - Exemptiou from, a" a reward. it, 19fi

- of puupers-e-Purpo-es for which ncces- - as a general title of the civil ('ode-Un,-
'~I')', and meal!' uf att.umug With relanon sion of, ill. 179-18U. First division, ac-
tu them, VIII. 3/,:J-3i3. cording to the active or j,:l',lve faculties

- into cla-ses III Pemtentianes=-Condu- which gnc birth tu them, 1i9. t'le('ond-
crveue-s of, to reformation, I 499-500. according to the subject-c-per-cn- or

Separanst-c= Law exempting them from things. lb. Tlurd-s-corporal and men-
oaths, n. 3Blnote 6. tal, lill-IBO. Fourth-the party, or

Sepoys-AmellOrutlOl! of the conditron 0', I number of parties employed, 180. Fitth->
through th« operation of military dISCIP-1 services arl8111gout of established TIghts,
lme, IX. 418 lb. Table of the division, lb.

- High feeling among, as soldiers, ix, 421- - Rights respectmg, 1.338-341. Means of
4·J) acqumng, 333-339. Superior need, (I. e,

Septennial act- Circumstances of the pass- hghtness of the burden III corupari-ou
mg of the, iu. 54G. With Its 11111',,1 tance tu the rccipreur.) 3:J~j-

Seputveda=-Seuhor, a Portuguese deputy, 340. Claim Cleated b) service- previously
noticed, x. 525. performed, :140. Contract, :\40-:141.

Sequences of facts-Endeuce from, \ II. 6:J- - Laws coucermua-c-their rclar..m to those
(,.f concerning urt(,H~eO, rlght::;, and ol.hga-

Sequestrator III Chancery-Origm and func- tions, Ill. 15f:-lGU.
tion= ot the, III 3.10-351 II 1- Considerat.ou- as to how far tbev may

- III Chancery-Complexity of the practice be remunerated b) honours IX. flO:U I. .
of', ill. 352n. I - Gratuitous=-Propnety of the public re-

- Provisronal, as remedy against the effects I ceivrug, trom eleerno-ynary advocate-
of judicial delay, VII. :JUO-3tJ3. I Judges Depute, &c., III 342-314.



SER cccxliv SEX

Services - Gratuitous - Burke's opiuions abbreviation, but defective, 42-43. Judge
against, controverted, v. 294-297. does not condescend to frame issues III

Scrvices-c--Judiclal-c-nature of, ii, 33. England, and of course would not in
- - Examination of applicant for, ii. 37- Scotland,43. Use of jury trial for inci-

38. dental or motion causes, 44. The means
- - Warning against excess in quantity of delay likely to be purchasable by mala

of, being demanded by litigants, ii. 71. fide defendants, 44-45. General oppres-
Services-Public-DiVided mto ordinary sion, lb. Whether both Inner and Outer

and extraordinary; and the former into house are to have juries, 45. Evils likely
routine and occasional, ii, 193. to be produced by bandying the causes

- - Pecuniary and honorary rewards for, between the metropolis and provinces,
il.216-21!J. lb. Law as to new tnals grown up in

- - Influence of an aristocracy on the England through the sufferings of Iiti-
fund for rewarding, ii, 201. gants-proposal for Scotland should have

- - Burke's estimate of the extent of I kept in View the experience thus obtained,
remuneration for, controverted, v, 292- 4G-47.
294. Session - Court of, in Scotland - Lord

Servility-nature of, i. 50. Eldon's Bill for amending the practice
- Intellectual - An Impediment to the of, v. 47-53. Smallness of the Reform

progress of invention, vin, 2i6. proposed, 47. Bill not the work of
- slavishness, sycophannsm, obsequious- the nominal framer, 47-48. DIVision

ness, &c., as designative of motives, i. into distinguishable parts, 48-49. His-
200. torical note by editor, of reforms in

Servitudes-Expediency of, as a branch of the Court of Session, 49 n. Analysis of
law, I. 342. the regulations for the Judicial Estab-

- Classification of, iii. 184. hshment,49-50. Subordinate legislation,
Session-Court of, in Scotland-Proposed 50. Inquisitorlal and initiative autho-

division of, into Chambers. considered, v. rrty, 50-52. Regulations as to appeals,
16-27. The resolutions of the House of 5'2. The phraseology of the Bill criticised,
Lords on the subject, 16. Benefits- 52 53.
dispatch,16-17. Economy, 17. Compe- - - - Correspondence with Romillyon
tition, ib. Advantage of single-seated the proposed Reforms in, x. 421-425.
judges, 17-18. ExemplIfication m sheriffs, - - - Summary of author's opIlllOns on
18. Numerousness of Court of Session proposed reforms in, v. 14.
copied from France, 19. Bodies of judges - - - Alterations in, considered in con-
require high paid presidents, ib, Chief nexion with the Union, ii. 406-407.
reason for keeping up numerously-seated - - - Commission of mqUlry as to pro-
courts-a large stock of learned materials cedure in, and its resistance to reform, v.
to be disposed of, 20. Unwillingness of 154-155.
judges of Inner-house to act as judges of - - - Delay and expense of procedure
first instance, 21. The natural system of in, v. 154.
judicature that would be established - - - Delays in, illustrated in the Ra-
would be the resort of honest men, while tionale of Evidence, vii 2'21-:?25. Sham
the present system is the resort of knaves, representations, 221-222. Opinions of
22. DIfficulty, however, of getting the lawyers on, 223. EVils not concealed by
technically educated to adopt the new them, 224. Alterations since the author
course, 23. Approbation of the Small wrote, 221 n, 224 n. Motives conducive
Debt Courts by Scottish authorities, 24- I to the evils, 224-225.
27. I - - - VIbrations of causes in, vii. 237.

- - - Proposed alteration of system of Sessions favourably contrasted with assrzes,
pleading m, v. 27-29. Danger of the VIi. 237-238.
multifarious written matter of the exist- Settlement-Law of. Oppressive incidence
ing system being continued, ib. of, v. 234.

- - - Proposed addition of trial by - Marriage-s-Draught for a deed of, Y.

jury to, Y. 29-47. Resolutions of House! 400-402.
of Lords on the subject, 29. Views of ~Settlements-Penal. See Transportation.
Jury trial-would have It III all causes III Sewell-Sir Thomas and his family. Account
the second instance-in none m the first, of. as friends of Bentham's father, x. 15-
29-41. (See Jury.) Nothing to be seen 16.
in proposed plan that gives hope for re- - - - notIced, v. 352.
duction of delay, &c., 41-42. Would Sewers-Authority of the Health Minister
make the evils of jury trial simply an regarding, by the Constitutional Code, iJr.
addition to the delays, &0., of Scottish 444-445.
pleading, 42. General issues a means of Sex-Influence of, on sensibility, i. 28.



SEX eccxlv SHE
Sex-Aggravation of simple corporal injury Shannon-Lord. HIs influence in the Irish

in, i. 164-167. Parliament, x. 94.
- Sensibility to the moral sanction as af- Sharpe-Granville-Letter from Sir James

fected by, i. 457. Mackintosh to, x. (28.
- of pursuer to be entered in demand Shebbeare-Dr-Case of, referred to, i.

paper, II. 66-70. 446 n.
- of witness-Effect of on testimony, vi. Sheen-Trial of, noticed, vii. 257 n II.

254. Sheffield-Lord-Testimony of, III favour of
Sexes-Separation of the. Provision for, in the Irish Volunteers, vm, 473.

Panopticon arrangements, iv. 134-137. Sheffield-Adam Smith's character of, &8 an
- Abolition of distmctions between, in unprojecting town, iii. 27.

succession, proposed, i. 335. Shelburne-Lord, Marquis of Lansdowne-
Sexual appetite-Pleasures and pains of the, Notices of, in the Preface to the Frag-

i. 197. ment on Government, i. 248, 249, 252.
Sexual connexions-Interest arising from, I VISitS Bentham,248. Bentham's inter-

as affectmg the trustworthiness of tesn- course with him, 249. His remarks on
mony, vii. 577-581. Husband and wife,: the Principles of Morals a.nd Legisla-
in -5i9. Concubinage,579-581. I non, 252.

Sexual desire as a motive, i. 50, 197,212. ,- - The Fragment ou Government oc-
- - Arrangements for satisfaction of, to: casions Bentham's introduction to, x. 82.

prevent offences, i, 544-546. I - - calls on Bentham, x. 88.
- - Reasons why dislogistic terms are , - - Letter from, to Bentham, on Poor

applied to the motives founded on, i. 'I Laws, the Fragment on Government, &c.,
213,216,218-219. x.88-89.

Shadwell-Sir Launcelot, noticed, v. 562. I - - Bentham's visit to, x. 89-124.
Shadwell Police Office-Proposed umon of, ' - - Bentham's impression of the courte-

With the Thames Office, considered, x. sies of, x. 92, 99.
329-330. - - HIS negotiations with Lord Chatham

Shaftesbury-Lord (the first,) characterized, and Lord Holland, x. 101.
IV. 447. - - Account by, of an overture made by

- - (the second,) noticed, i. 8-9 n. Lord North to the Rockingham Party, x.
Shall-meamng of the' word discussed, VI. 102-103.

230 n t. - - Letter to, from Bentham, on his re-
- and Will-Inquiry into the reciprocal turn from Bowood, x. 114-115.

use of, vm, 35U-353. See Verbs. - - Estimate of, by Bentham, x. 115-116.
Shakspeare-would have put the expression - - Remnuscences of the character, man-

"Rights of Man," mto the mouths of his ners, and habits of, x. 116-1I8.
bad characters, had It been used m Eng- - - consults Bentham on Hastmgs' trial,
land, ii, 524. x, 117-118, 181-182.

Sham distmctious=-Employment of, as a - - Letter from Bentham to, on some
fallacy, ii. 451-453. rare books, x. 126.

Sham ball-a fiction of law, vii. 284-285. - - Letters from, on Bentham's depar-
Sham notices-c-the kind of called Distringas- ture for RUSSia, x. 148-149.

ses animadverted on, vii. 221. - - Proffers and attentions to Bentham
Sham pecuniary checks, on delay vexation on his return, x. 181-182.

and expense, vii. 307. - - Letter from, on Bentham's return
Sham plea-less obnoxious than other pleas, from RUSSIa, x. 183.

vii. 267. - - Bentham's opinion of, in later life,x.
Sham "Representations" III the Court of 186-18i, 565-,'jG6.

Session, VII. 221-225. - - Letters from, on Bentham's opmions
Sham wnts of error, vii, 214-:l16. of the House of Lords, favour for France,
Shame-Application of, as a punishment, i. Republican opimons, &Cc.,x. 195-196.

453-467. See Moral Sanction; Forfeiture - - Letter from, to Bentham, on the pro-
of Reputation. ceedmgs of the King of Sweden. x 197-198.

- Sense of, as a motive, i. 51. - - attributes the answer to Bentham's
- Inoperativeness of, on slaves, i. 345. Anti-Machiavel letters to George IlL, x.
- as a security for the trnstworthiness of 211-212.

testimony, vi. 24, 326-327 ; Vii. 570-571. - - Memorandum of a conversation With,
Acts often where punishment IS supposed as to his political negotiatIOns-Fox, Pitt,
to act, vi. 326-327. More Impartial in its Thurlow, x. 214.
application, ib. - - Conversation with Bentham about

- as the consequence of testimony-not of Parliament, x. 214.
itself asuflicient ground for exclusion, vii. - - Letter to Bentham on De Witt's
403-465. Letters, x. 215.



SHE
Shelburne-Lord- Letter from, to Mr

Bentham, semor, acknowledging his son's
portrait, x. 225.

- - Letter from, to the Duke de Roche-
foucauld, with his opinion of Bentham,
x. 226-227.

- - Letter from Bentham to, charging him
with having virtually promised to bring
him in for one of the family seats in Par-
liament, and not keeping the promise-
Sketches of the Shelburne party, and of the
political position of Lord S., x. 229·242.

- - Letter from, in answer to Bentham's
claims, x. 242-243.

- - Reply by Bentham to, admitting the
justness of his VIews, and rejoinder, x.
243-245.

- - Bentham's account to his brother of
the controversy with, x. 246.

- - Letter from, with questions as to Par-
liamentary tactics, from Kmg Stanislaus,
x.247-248.

- - Letters to and from- Visits-Pitt,
Fox, and the state of France in 1791, x.
258-259.

- - Letters to and from-an entertain-
ment given by Bentham-Panopticon-
French Refugees, 279-280.

- - His death, x. 419.
- - Had to resign for making peace, ii.

555n.
- - Miscellaneous Letters from, x. 261,

262, 313-314.
- - Casual notices of, iv. 172; ix. 218 n;

x. 42, 198,219-221, 249, 271-273, 322,
428, 441, 557; xi. 79.

Shelburne=-Lady-c-Notrces of, x. 90,92,96,
11i.

- - Her character and influence, x. 115-
116.

- - Her estimate of Bentham, x. 88.
Sheridan noticed, iii. 533 n; x.41.
Sheriff-Feudal origin of the, iii. 350 n.
- of Mrddlesex=-Notice of the functions of,

iii. 350n.
Sheriff-courts in Scotland an illustration of

the smgle-seated system, v. 18.
Sheriffs in England-Anomalous position

and authorrty of, v. 497.
- Simster interest of, in regard to Juries,

11. 130.
- of London-Anomalous position of those

who have attempted reforms in the mat-
ters under their authority, v. 118-121.

Shlps-Merchant-Considerations on the
compulsory use of, for national defence in
emergencies, ix. 404.

- Necessity of judicial authority being
exercised in, iv. 334.

Ship-board oppression obviated-Provisions
for the protection of merchant seamen by
a Register, and a summary complaint
system -in the Constitutional Code, ix,
409-~ 15.

eccxlvi 8IG

Shrpley-c-Jonathan-c-Bishop of St Asaph
-A school-fellow of Bentham, x. 30.

Ship-money-The exaction of fees in courts
of justice, compared to the tax of, iii. 339
n ; v. 367, 444.

Shipwreck-Proposal of honorary rewards
for exertrons in the case of, ir. 231.

Shock to security-Nature of a, ii. 2iO n.
Shops-Courts of Justice compared with,

ii. 73; iii. 36, 362 n, v. 359.
Shop-Books as evidence, vii. 151, 167.
Shopkeeper-Evidence of, to charge a cus-

tomer, vii. 123, 167.
Short-hand-matters to be taken in, in pro-

posed Dispatch Court, iii. 418.
- as an external instrument of improve-

ment in a language, viii. 313.
- Aptitude of, for verbatim registration, vi.

412 n.
Short-hand Writer-an official, should be at-

tached to each law court, vi. 414. In-
stance in Central Criminal Court, ib. n.

- -- in proposed Dispatch Court, iii. 341.
- - Employment of, in legislative bodies,

ii. 315, 326.
Short-Lesson Principle-in the management

of the Chrestomathic school, viii. 52-53.
Siam-The incredulity of the king of, ad-

duced in illustration, vii. 95, 96, 99-100.
Sibbald-Mr, Letter to, x. 532.
Sickness-Considerations as to the best

means of providing for, through the in-
strumentality of savings' banks, viii. 412.

Siddons-Mrs, noticed, vi. 146.
Sidmouth-See Addmgton.
Sidney-Lord, noticed, x, 79, 135, 214,

401.
Sieyes-Observations on the Declaration of

Rights proposed by, ii, 530-534.
- His proposed multiplication of many-

seated judicatures, v. 19.
- Noticed, x. 316.
Sight--Nature of defects in sense of, vi.

250.
- Punishment by infhctiona on the organs

of, i. 417.
Sigillation-as a means of authentication of

contracts, vi. 515-516.
Signs-CollectIOns of. Their relation, when

used, to the object designated, Viii. 336-
337.

- of discourse divided into audible, visible,
and tangible, viii. 227.

- Algebraic-i-Nature and application of,
viii. 8,,-86.

- Algebra as an illustration of the employ-
ment of, viii. 37.

- Arbitrary-Use that may be made of, In
Geometry, as representmg demonstrated
propositions, viii. 166-168.

Signature-Proving by extraneous witnesses
instead of questiomng the party, vii. 448.

- Onomastic and symbolic distinguished,
vi. 515.



SIG

Signature- Impediments to proving, by non-
examination of party, iir. 416.

Signatures to Petition for justice and codi-
fication-Instrnctionsfor obtaining, v. 439-
440.

Signing judgment. The fiction of, repro-
bated, v. 472, 525.

Silence-c-equrvalent to confession, vii. 39.
- on exammanon, as evidence of dehn-

quency, vii. 24-29.
Silva Carvalho-Joze da-noticed, x. 525.
Similitude of hands-Evidence from, vii. I 77-

179.
Simouy-nature and constitunon of the

offence of, it. 248.
Simple affhctrve punishments, i. 413-416.
- capital pumshments, as distmguished

from simple afflictive, i. 441-442.
- and complex-Suits ranked as, ii. 80-

82.
- ignominious punishments examined, i.

463-467.
Simplicity as a property desirable in style,

viii. 311.
- in a langnage-Estimate of as a quality,

viii. 311, 313.
- its relation to copiousness as a quality in

language, viii. 309-310.
- of description as a property of punish-

ment, i. 405-406.
- Advantages of, in relation to the fran-

chise, iii. 464-465.
- Protection of, as a reason for the Usury

Laws, iii. 8-9.
Simplification- Fallacious objections to, ii.

464.
Simply restrictive punishments, i. 435-437.
Simpson-c-Thomas=-f The mathematician.)

noticed, viii. 178.
Simultaneity as one of the Aristotelian Post-

predicaments, viii. 236.
Simultaneous action principle-In the man-

agement of the Chrestomathic school, viu.
53.

Smcerity-Declaration or oath of, by a liti-
gant founding on makeshift evidence, VII.
162-163.

Smclair-Sir John-Letter from, to Bent-
ham, x. 300.

- - - noticed, x. 254,302.
Sinecures-Involve the tyranny of extor-

non, and the turpitude of swmdhng, v. 93.
- Virtual-c-applicanon of the term to offi-

ces-where a deputy does tl.e work, the
clear sum earned by the principal IS de-
predation, v. 380-381.

- connected with ~he Courts of Law-List
of, v. 288 n.

- Proper means of reduction of, a subject
for a premium, x. 76.

Smecunsm, a mode of obtaining money on
false pretences, i. 531.

Sinecurtets-> Interest of, to oppose mnova-
han, it 420.

cccxlvii SLA

Smgle-seatedjud!catorles-Principle of, ex-
plained, ii. 22.

- - - recommended in Scotch Reform, v.
18-27.

- -- - Reasons for, v. 555-556.
- - - Reasons for, as expounded in the

Constrtunonal Code, ix, 470-473.
Sinister ends of government-those where

any principle IS allowed to predominate
over the Greatest-happiness prmciple,
ix.6.

- Application of the word, to motives and
interests, i. 217; VI. 25B.

Sinister Interest. See Interest.
Sinkmg Fund=-Operanon of a, on the pro-

duction of wealth, Ill. 80-B2. Borrowing
at a small per centage and paying at par
creates capital, 80. Incidence of the
national debt-estimate of the evils of a
spunge on it, 81. Proportion between
the amount of capital that might be created
from the same fund left in posscssrou of
individuals, and apphed III payment of
national debt, 81-82.

Sistitive function of Judges, by the Consti-
tutronal Code, ix. 50B-511.

Sittmgs of Courts of Justice-Times of, as
arranged for proposed Dispatch Court, Ill.
406-409.

- Umnterrupted on the part of courts uf
justice, recommended, VII. 371-373.

- of legislative assemblies-Admittance of
the public to, ii. 315.

- of legislative aasemblles-c-Considerateons
as to hours of, ri, 322-323.

- of Parliament-circumstances by which
they are determined, ii. 323.

Situation of a WItness-Effect of, on his tes-
timony, VI. 160-164.

- of an accused person in respect of mo-
tives, means, dISpOSitIOn, character, and
station, as evidence of delinquency, VII.

53·62.
Six Acts-The, characterized, iii. 603, 621-

622; v.246.
SIX Clerks-Abuses In the constitution and

patronage of the office of the, v. 289 n.
- - Jobblllg as to the patronage of, v.

352.
Sketch-Initial, of the Procedure Code, ii.

li8-1BI.
Skill-e- The pleasures of, i. 18.
Skinner-Chief Baron, noticed, v. 162.
Skmner- Thomas, an early companion of

Bentham, x. 14.
- - HIS reforms as Sheriff of London, v.

118-119.
Skinner-Captain, account of, x. 322.
Skip-The name of a fellow-student of

Bentham, x. 40.
Slander-Law of, in England, in relation to

persons convicted With benefit of clergy.
i. 511.

- See Reputation-Offences agamst.
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Slaves=-nature of alleged commumty of in- Smith-Adam. Opinions of, on rewards and
tcrest of owners with, ni. 442. punishments, ii. 208.

- Compensation on emancipation of, I. 312- - - Mention of, at Oxford, x. 40.
:l13. - - casually noticed or quoted, ii. 213 n,

- West India-s-Savage punishment of, i. 21G, 228, 312, 576; in. 10, 13-14, 18, 48,
44:1. 4U, 51 n, 58, 61n, h7, .3, 77n, 185n; IV.

- West Iudra=-Enormities which might 124 n ; v. 201n, 301; vill.460.
he exercised against, frOID exclusion of Smith-c-J. Adams-a visiter of Bentham, x.
their evidence, vi. 8f. n. 534-555.

- ASSOCiatIOnsrendered dangerous among, Smith-John, M.P.-Account of, xi. 35-36.
by the extent uf their wrong", i. 5.7. - - Letter to, XI. 38-39.

Slave Trade-sacrifice of life III the, IV. 196- Snuth-c-Rrchard=-List of Bentham's works
197 n. ed.ted by, x. 548.

Slavery-nature of, i. 123, 14:)n. - - Notes and elucidations by, i. 100,
- Right- and obhg.mous considered as con- 40.; h. un, 316, 327, 373, 536; ill. 33,

nectcd with, I 343-:147 Bouudary line 7G, 106, 156, 211, 29:;; VI. 64.
between It and fi eedoru, 34;)-344. Diffi- Smith-Robert, noticed, x. 403.
culty uf abol.slnng, lb. Absurdity uf' at- I Snut'r-e-The Rev. Sidney-Letter from, x.
trrbuung happmc- to, lb. 'I'he labour ;"'0 I 51ill.
produotrv e than that of freemen, 345. AL- i Smuh-s-Dr Sonthwood-Estimate of, xi.
scncc ofmduceruents from shame, &c., 3-LS- 35.
346 True prmcrples of emancipation, 346. - - - His Introduction to the Chresto-

- as a punishment, considered, I. 474. mathia, vni, II-Ill.
- The-e-of ancient and modern limes, com- - - - HIS acconnt of the Utilitarian Phi-

pared, III '2.17. i lusophy, and estimate of Bentham's char-
- Gradual abohnon of, Ill. 41 n +, acter and mental powers, XI. 83-95.
-- Sieyes' Views regardmg, considered, II. Smuh-c Captum=-Account of, as a VIsiter at

531·532. Bowood, X 104, 107.
-- used as apopuMrargnmcntagainstlabo- - - noticed, XI. 79.

rious punishments, I. 4-11. Smucglcd goods-Rewards to revenue offl-
Sleep-How much necessary for health, iv. cers from, n. 199.

IG3 n. Smuggl.llg-lf delicacy to females should
Sleeping Laws- The miscluevous nature of, allow the continuance of, In preference to

IV. 397·398. a -e.n ch I I. 182.
Sloth-Its competrtion with drnnkenness in , - "'rung tone of pubhc opinion 111 regard

penal eolonies, IV. 232. I to, and remedy, I. 404-465.
- Sluggishness, &'c, as designatrre of mo- -- as a hrmt to the extent of indirect tax-

trves, I 204. anon, ill. 711.
Slow and Sure-A fallacy nsed for the de- - Restrictive policy creates and pays for

lay of reforms, II. 4 ;,3-4 34 the cnrne of, IIi. 89-90,9'2-93.
Smail-Debt Courts 111 Scotland-as proposed - under oppressive restrictive systems, with-

by Lord Swinton, Y. ::?2,::?3. draws the character of infamy from crime,
-- - - contrasted III cheapness and expe- lll. 95.

dition with Court of Session, Y. 154. - Classrflcation of, as an offence, ill 170.
Smart Money, III the case of rmlitary casu- , - hnuts the per-centage of Taxes on Trade,

alnes-c-Exposmon of'prmciples applicable I IV. 414.
to, IX. 37.. 1-- Excheqner Junes peculiarly hable to

Snnth=-Adam. HIS position that no laws corruption III cases of, v, B7.
can reduce interest below the lowo st - Difficulty of gettlllg the public to join in
market rate, IIi. l l-L? suppression of, frum the misclucvousness

- - Argument, of, against farming the not bemg obvious. IX. 440-441.
revenue, it, 250-251. Smyrna=-vrsrtcd by Bentham on his way to

- - Letter to, on projects III Arts, &c., Russia, x. 150, 15G.
ui 20-29. Smyth-Cluef Baron, noticed, V. 162.

- - - held the screnee of Political economy Snarl's-pace argument-a fallacy to procnre
as the principal=-its art the collateral delay, ii. 433-4il5.
object, Ill. 33 n t. Snydcr=-Simon-c Govemor of Pennsylvania

- HIS scale of employments of capital -Letter to, proposmg to prepare a code
adopted, iii. 69. I for Pennsylvania, IV. 468-475.

- HIS omission of the subject of popu- - - Letter of, to D. M. Randolph, on
Ianon, iii. 72 n:::. Bentham's offer of a code, iv. 475-476.

HIS wealth of nations-Snbstance of . -- - His message to the Legislature of
reportsofB:LnkCommitteesrecommended I Pennsylvania on Bentham's offer of a.
a, addition to, Iii. 133-134 n. code, iv. 476.



soc cecxlix sou
Social use of language as disnnguishod from I Soldiers-Advantage of T1U"llIg the tone of

solitary, vni. 301. feelmg among, IX 4:?1·4:?2
- Use made of the term as qualificative - Ornaments of-tuys of the monarch, x

of order, ii. 441. ! 5:32.
A class of motives so styled; i. 56. I Soldiers code-Proposal for a, as a gUIde

- motrves=-Restraunug eff.'ct /Jf, 1. 67. i to Ins right-, and ub!Jgat!~I~'- -t~ be de-
- connexron-s-c-Intere-t am'lllg from. as, livered ou enh-uuent, IX .L)o-35b.

affecting the trustwortlnuess of testr- Solennnnc-o+Apphcauun of, tu pumslnuents,
mony, Hi. 575·577. 1 54lJ-55U.

- drsnnctious-c-I allacy 111 the French de- - of deeds--ObjCct and proper nature of,
clarauon of Rights ab to, 11 4Dll·500. 1 551.

Societes de Commendite un the French sys- I - Apphcatiou of, to con.racts, &c
tern, commended, m, 48. Foriunhtn-s

Society --- distinguished mto natural and i-fur aduum-tration of oath, vi :119·:121
polit.cal, i. 263. Furmer negative, latter . ~nlj('itatlOll of Juuge" ,,,'eordlllg tu the uld
positive, ib. I f-' =tcm III Tranr-o, vi :li9.

- Sieyes' definition of the cornpositrou of, SolJlltoL--He~-;ull fur ex.iuunatrou of. a,
criticised, ir, 530. 1))0' HIed 111 Di-pati.h Court BIlL 1Il ;;or,

- The rnrhts of man In, according to the - 1'1'0\1"1011-- fur ox.mun.rt.on of , III D! tv -

second French Declaranon of Rights, 11 patch CUUlt BIll, III 4 I (1 __1'.:'
5::>4·52:;. - Charges of, fur fictrn..» .utondaucc, be-

Guud- Intellectual instruction an mtro- fore ::\1a'tel, l!J t haucci , , v, :; 1 'J,
duction to. vin. ] 0, ] :J. Soh tarv confim-mcnt. llt~Ll.\:atl<lll of the

- State 0(- Adjustment of official in- fl:;ol~r, of , 1Ilthe l'"nupllLoll-atlllf>rC'l<'c
comes to. ii, 245. to, onlv so i.rr a'S 11('( ....>~:,<trytv subdue t:JC

- A Political-The objects of, according hardl'l;ld .m.I ,IYOldCOllt<lI;1111.ltI0llur COIl'

to Sieyes, 11. 530-5;)]. "1>JT.!c!, 1\ iI·; 6.
- for the encouragement of Arts-The, - - Lx tcut of the conduciveness uf, to re-

characterized, 111 ::!B formation. 1\. 47
Blackstone's ambiguous use of the Sohtude-c-Thc good and bad effects of,

word, 1. ~G!-'2G2. \\elghed, IV ';.3-74.
SOCietIes-Friendly-Advantage of the pro' Solon-c-not icvd, I 1:'1 n+, 1"]. 4(;7.

ject of circulatmz annuittes to, iu, 10i. Somatolocy or :"om,ltIc--I'("ltlOll of 1:1 an
- Friendly. See L'rugahty Banks. Encyclopcdrcal z-kctch of Arts and Scr-
- Pohtical. Sanction to, a" a preservative cnces, '1Il 34·V5.

from msurrection, &c., 1. 5i6-578. -- Division 1IIto Poiolog.cal and Po-ologr-
- Pohncal, the reqursition of licenses fur, c~,l, vin. n5.

ammadvertcd on, 11. :!94·::>95. ' i'-omer,,-Lord - Ill' madcquatc plan for
- Public. Projects for suppressmg, lll' amendmg the ": -rcm of CA.llI1111.ltlUn,de

Spain, criticised, n. :!81-:!S9. : ~Clt< C''', v, 40·41 .
SOCIUS aim/illS. Prmciples on wluch he ' - - HI' opuuon-, on the ahenation of the

should be mduced to uccu=r-, 11. 223·:l25. Royal dcnie-ne- controverted, Y. :?84·:!U,i
Socrates-c-Estrmate of, x. Mi3. - - notu-ed, v :'7U.
- nouccd, 11 ::>IU; '1Il. 1::>0, ::>67. Somersct=-Dukc of; and George II.-Anec-
Socratic mode of discussion compared With dote of, x :?:l2.

the Anstotehan, VUI. ::!:\f;.::>;;a. Sopl11ot--Et) mulog! of the word, 11 379 n.
Solander-D. C, noticed, x. 183. Sorcery -- I'ubhcity recommended, as a
Soldier-s-The. Descnbed as one of the m- means of counteractmg nnpostures reo

struments of monarchy, ix, 135·]36. gardlllg,I '),i4.
Soldters-c-Quahnes required In, IX. 374. Soul-'I'he-dchued as a human inferential
- Hospitals of retreat for, considered, ii. entrty.Yiu. !li6.

219. Sound-c-Counnunication of, hy tubes, pro·
- Preservation of the hves of, should be posed for Panopncon, 1'1'. 41.

made the interest of their commanders, II i Sounds=-Thc mere ac qm-rt ion of, hy tl-,r
239·240. I memory, often nu-taken fur an acquisrtrou

- ExclUSIOn of, from the franchise, 111! III education, 'Ill. 41 ..Li.
464. ' Source, of munun-c-Ana lj tu-t l ~l-ett>ll of

- Essential importance of preserving COll· the several, vni 1::!1\·14:1 ;'" " )]ot]('ll
tent among, IX. 340. South Sea Schcmc=-Thc, char.rcte nzed, ItI.

- Regulations as to, by the Constuuuonal : 71.
Code. See Defensive Forcc. Southern= Mr. Editor of the Lrtcrarv de-

- Utility of findmg occupation for the partment of the Westunnstor Rcyww. x.
time of, and rules applicable, IX. 341·34:!. 540.

- Collateral employments for, ix. 415·418. Southey=- Dr, noticed, x . .5:11;.
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Southgate-Mro--- \'Iolt to, by Bentham in hibitmg the Importation of manufactured
his youth, x. 47. good" criticised, iii 88-100.

Sovereign-The. How he may make the Spam-e-Deficiency of, in certain articles of
law influence the h.ippuics-, uf IUd people, mannfacture, Ill. 91.
i. 270. - Difficulty of enforcing the prohibitory

-- 1'o\\er of exten.hng rucry a dangerous pohcy Ill, as against smugglers, in. !i:l.
in-trumeut III the h.uid-, ,,1', I 529. - Imports from, and exports to, lll. III I

- One who holds personal iutercourse With - George Ill.'s war With, piratically corn-
the people most independent .lb a gover- menced, iv. 432.
nor, I 5i 4. - Testunonials from, on the author's capa-

- Uses to which he may bend promissory city to draw up a code of laws, iv, 570-
oaths, II. 4UB-409. 573.

- Law, for re-strrunt of The Place they - Limitation of testimony in, vii. 53G-,';37.
should occupy III the code, IiI. I (i2 - The progress of Bentham's philosophy Ill,

- Lse of a Peerage to, as u mean" of cor- vm, 46';-466.
rupuon and mturudation, 1\' 432· 13i. I - Practice of the Roman law in, untavour-

- Inducements to, III a partly cIYlllzed i able to liberty, viu, 478.
-tate, to grant securrty to person and: - Proposed Penal Code for-Censure of the
property, vni. 5!12-loflll I measures adopted by the legislative com-

Su\'erelgu,,-Ofl'encesot', m mtcrnational law, I mittee to prevent a free exammanon of,
div ided into tho-e de Dunne jUl,and de mau- I and to suppress the assistance of'foreigncrs
raIse (UI, and the causes of the former vui, 493-505.
considered, as crcutrve of wars, ii, 539- - (Penal Code for)-Ccnsure on the propu-
54U, 544. sal to punish efforts to alter, as an as-

- Vulgar errors as to the injustice of, ii, sumption of mfalhbihty, and a suppres-
539. 810n of free diSCUSSIOn,viu, 505-,';14.

- Se: Kmg : Monarch. - (Penal Code fOI)-Censure on the gene-
:SOlcreignty-c-Defiuition of ingredients of, ii, ral seventy of, and the frequent recur-

5111. renee of the punishment of death in, vin.
- Otl'cncebagainst-the:rnature,i.l01-103 5J.i-516.
- Ulic.ncu- agalll"t-their place III the Pe- - (Penal Code for)-Yalious features of, III

nal code, 111. I ;-U. which the many are sacnficed to the few,
-- Prmciple that no act of, can be exercised vlll.516-535. Not founded on the Greatest-

Without expre=- authority from the nation, happiness principle, 51G-:;17. No Ranon-
in term-, uf tl", French Declaration=-Crr- ale,517-519. Offences against the Govern-
trcrsm on, u 5U4-5U5. ment put before those against individuals

- Distnbunou uf, over subjects, III con- -an illogical arrangement, as the latter
nexion With mtcrnational law, II. 540- the Simple offence, which the former IS a
54+. modification of, 519-520. Creates severe

- III a free state-III whom It should be, laws III favour of the aristocracy and the
IX. 9G-:IB. ,"a Constitutive. monarchy prejudicial to the security of

- by the Constrtutional Code, to be in the the people at large, 52U-522. Evil of
people, IX 1.53 giVing official persons secunties beyond

Space as an absolute fictitious entity of the those enjoyed by the community at large,
first order, Yin 202. The negation of 532·523. Necessity of keeping, by all apt
hody,lb No limits, lb. But iudrvrdual nomenclature and classificauon, to the
portions conceivable, lb. pnucrple that no act shonld be punished

- l »usulercd as absolute and relative, viii. unless It do mischief to some one, 523-525.
20:l. Examples of defects III proposed code,

- I t-, conne xion With place, Viii. 203. 525·52G. Exammauon of' provisions,
- Sciences involvmg the predicament of, the effect of which would be to subject

vui. 2:J8. the CIVil tribuuals to the mihtary, and the
Spalll-Tlilcture of ASiatic manners in,l.1ii.. people to martial law, 526-529. 'V ant
- Early estabhshment of duellmg Ill, I: of a separation of the laws to which all

3i8 n, ' arc subjected, from those which apply to
- Legislation as to round hats Ill, I. 563 per-uus III a peculiar posrtion=-such as

5r..! n. tnnctiunarrcs ; hence additional trouble to
- The projects of Goreh for thego\crumenI tho- e who hal e to con-ult the code as a

of, cnticised, u, 284-2B9. rule of action, ,';29-5;\2 Laws uf con-
- Decrease of religrous persecution in, ii "(,,ut concci nment should be separated

451 n. from those of occnsion.rl, .';32. Maiu text,
-- Folly of, m attempting to limit expo Ita- Lxposmon, and Rationale should be' dis-

tion of precious metal«, iu. iO. tinct, 532·533. Lllusti auon of dl"tlllet
-- The decree uf the Corte. of, of I B20 pro·, code III case of husband and w If,', 5.::;-
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534. Value of the practice of expressing Special order in equity for admission of
identical Ideas III Identical words, 534- evidence, vi. 490.
535. Special pleading III Enghsh pracnce=-Na-

Spam-Proposed plan for preventmg mis- ture of, n, 173-1;4; VU. 273-274.
chief by the er-clesrasncs of, without co- - - Abohtion of, recommended, 'I'll. 3:l5-
err-ion, vni. 54 7-550. 3:l6.

- Government of, a mixture of monarchy - - Contrasted with the plan of anticipa-
and democracy, IX. 4U. trve survey, VlI 370.

- Efforts to instruct III the forms of legis- Special pleaders=-considered as redundant
latrve debating, x. 43:1-434, 4:>8-439. judiciary assistants, IX 462.

- Progress of Bentham', opunons Ill, X. Speciahty dr-nugurshed from circumstann-
514. ality, vi. 236-287.

- Remarks on the Revolutionary Consti- Species-s-a word that cannot be employed
tution of, x 515. otherwise than III relation to genlls, Vlll

- Eifel t of Bentham's remarks on hercdi- 122 n.
tary legi-Iatures Ill, x. 5lG - The relation of, to genu" viii. 265-266.

- The state of, III I B2:l, x 53!1. Specimen of a Penal Code, I I (,4 I (,II
Spanish Con-titunon-> Letter on the defects Spectator-e-Artrcle from, on CapIt,LI Puu-

of, vui. 4!12-4fl:;. General new, 482-483. ishments quoted, I 532.
The mimutabihty-enactmg clause-c-as- Speculanon==Commcrcml, should be open
<umpuon of infalhbihry, and declaration to the employment of money in them
ag.unst improvcrncnt , 48:3. Clause againet with hmited responsibihty, iii, 43.
the reehgrbihty of represeutatrves-e-oper- Speculative. AbUSIve and fallacious me of
ates as e1>.CIUSlOnwhen they have become the expression, n. 458-459.
JIlO,t capable by experience, &c ,-IB3-4fl5. Speech-Parts of-ExplanatiOn ofthe term,
Author's more recent opmion on the sub- I V111. 343.
Jert,·1ll5n. Bienrnal election-c-aunual pre- 1- - - divided into simple and aggre-
tcrnblo, 4H5. gated, and selt-significant and non-self-

- people-Letters to The, on the hberty of, sigmficant, Viii. 344-345
the l'Tl'''', Il 275-'2!li i - - - Order of mvcntion of the.viii ::~G

- and Portuguese att.nrs Three tracts on, , - - - Systematical Sketch of, vm 187-
YlJI. 4fi5-4Bf> i UJO.

Spartunv= Thcn- exlubiuons of the Helots, I Speech-Power of. Psychical history of,
cJtPd III illustrntrou, II :Wi I: as a meum of forming and commumcatmg

Spc.iker or President of a Lczi-Jativc hody Ideas, vui. '227-22!I,
-Huh" a, to election and functions of a, Speeches-a bettcr place for the use of Para-
11 :::27 -:l:W doxes than wntmg, 11 465.
uf the House of Commons, Ambiguous Sl'ceches-Kmgs'-Charactenstlcs of, 'Ill.

nature of the term, 11 :127 n. 577.
-~- of the l Iouso of Commonv=How to ob- Speeches in Legislative Assembhc==Rca-

vi.rt« interruption caused by mdisposiuon son, why they should be over before the
of, Ill. oS'!2. voting beams, 11. :l4:1-3J(i.

~'I'eaker" or debaters 111 legrslanve a-scm- - - No fixed order for, 11 ;\.lL-34!1
bhl'" Arrangements for, II. :1::!1-:122. - - - Rules as to, 11. 35B-:l(,4

-- l 'ubhc. Uses of fullacie, to, 11. 4t:O- - - - Pubhcitv as to, 11. :1I4-:1I5
4BI. Speeches in Parllalilcnt- Pubhcauon of au-

Sl'cakmg correctly must have been preceded thcntrcated-c-a sr-currty for aptitude of
by wntmt; correctly, as the latter ncces- members, in. 54:1-544, 549, .551.
sar'y to the formation of Grammar, 'Ill. i - - - Project for supprcssmg irrele-
!l2 n. i \ ant matter m, Ill. 499 n.

- I'ubhc-s-Inadequacy of, to useful pur- I - - - Publication of those of olle house
poses, a< compared With writmg, 11i. 4()b. I useful for the other, iii. oS.';],

Speaking trumpet-s-Recommended for pro- Spencer=-Earl, (George John :ld)-Hl< con-
clamatruu-, to disperse mobs, i. 370, duct as to the site for the I'anopncon

Special comnn-sron from a common Law Pemtentrary, XI. 101, l l S, 120,14:1.
court for cxanuning Witness, VI. 95. - - Letter to, showing that the erection

SpcCl.lI committees m legrslanve assemblies, of the Panopticon Pemtentiary Oil Ins
11. :17'2-:17:1. grounds Will not be disadvantageous to

Special J une'- Elements of the Art of them, XI. 107-11 '2.
Packing, Y. (iI-1M. - - noticed, x. :!!l,),

- - a ;pCCIJJ engtne of corruption, in con- Spendtlmftv-s-Popularrty of, and the rea-
tradrstmctron tu ordinary JUrICS,Y. iG-84 son, IIi 17 .
.....·a -Iunes. Speranski=-Notices by Dumont of his desire

-- - With reference to the Ratrounlc of to apply to Bentham for a code for Rus-
ProceuuH',1I 1:111-1:1'1. 51a, x. 40(;, 40B, .1]6.
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Speranski-Further notices of, x, 542.543., Spunge on the nationa.l debt - Charge
Spheres-The only bodies that have one against radicals of proposing, considered,

uniform surface, viti. 202. in. 608-611.
Spinola-Vlncent-Genoeseenvo~·toFrance, 1- - - The impolicyof, pointed out, iii.

x. 315, 317. 610-611.
Spmtual Courts - Punishment in, by dis- Spuriousness-c-Application of preappointed

abilities, i. 514·516. evidence to prevention of, VI. 513.
- - Origin of, VII. 294. - Declaration of suspicion of, should be
Spmtual- The Lords, characterized, iv. 438. made by Impugner of deed, VI. 524.
- - - See Bishops. - Neglect of formalities, when to be con-
Spirituous liquors - Object and effect of sidered as evidence of, vi. 518-523. Bee

taxing, i. 535. Formalities.
- - Noxious effects of the use of, in penal - of a wrning=-Modes of proving, vii. 181-

eolornes, iv. 230-23!i. 183 External evidence, 181-182. In-
- - Baneful consumption of, in New ternal evidence, I1l3.

South Wales, I. 495. I Square Root-Difficulty of mathematical
Spleen, Waspishness, &c.-as designanve of ' students acqumng a clear notion of the

motives, i. 203. nature of, viu. 179·180.
Sphttmg of jurisdictions-presented as a Stael-c-Madame de-Bentham's opnnons of,

grievance III Petrtion for justice, v. 481- x.467.
491. - - - Bentham's refusal to see, xi. 79.

Spohation-Concnrrence of the people In -,- - Noticed, h. 412 n; x.487.
any general plan of, impossible, Iii. 606- Stage-coach Proprietors-Imperfection of
607. existmg methods of settling disputes WIth

Spontaneous or uninterrogated testimony, -Arrangements proposed in Constitu-
VI. 458·465;- tional Code, IX. 621·623.

- - - In what cases to be received, Stages of suits, n. 92-94.
VI. 458-460. Distingurshed from inter- Stage-effect-e-tc be aimed at in punishments,
rogated evidence, 458·459. Conditions, I. 549·550.
that the statements are such, as If false, - - Necessity of attending to, in judi ra-
bring immedrate opprobrium, and can be I tnre, VI. 321.
specifically disproved, 459. lnstance- I Stagnation of Trade--Proposed remedy fur
one swearing, to get an annuity, that an- the sufferiugs from, in the case of opera-
other is alive, lb. Should be subject to tives, x. 85.
scrutm),,45'1-460. Stahl-Ernest-noticed, ii, 401.

- - - How to lessen the imperfections Stammermg.repetItion.prohlbitiugprinclple,
of, VI. 46(l·4Ii2. Distmctness the object, in the management of the Chrestomathic
460·461. Drvrsron into distinct numbered school, vin. 53.
articles, 4h I. DbC of the first person, Stamp Duties-Ineidence of the, ii. 580.
462. The extent of persuasion distm- - - Instances of self-acting laws, II. 199·
gUlshed, lb. 200.

-- - - Abusive apphcatrons of, in Eng- Stamps to attest quantity and quahty-
hsh law, VI 462-405. Different kinds of, Employment of, I. 556.
462·463. Smister interest occasions use Standards of quantity-Utility of establish-
of, 464·465. mg, i. 555.

Spontaneous self-meulpatrve evidence. See Stanhope-Earl (Charles thIrd)-Allusions
Self-mcnlpative spontaneous. to Ius boast of having read the statutes

Sport-as a motive for cnme-to be pecu- at large, iri, 239 n ; x, 569.
lrarly dreaded, as showing the antagonist - - His method of preservation from fire
motives so easily overcome, iv. 222. by the use of plaster, iv. 97 n.

Sprmg-(the mechamcal) as a source of Stanhope-Lady Hester-Notice of, x.458.
motion, viii. 1313-141. A reservoir of Stanhope-Colonel Leicester-e-Account of,
motIon,138. Application to Time-pieces, xi. 2-3.
139. Instruments of destruction, 140. - - - noticed, x. ,/j89.
Musical mstruments, 141. Stanislaus the last Kmg of Poland, noticed,

Sprmgq of aetron=-Tablc of the, with ex- 1. 247.
planations and observations, I. 197-219. - HIS employment of John Lind, x . .';6.

- - - What included under the deno- - HIS penstcn to Lmd's Widow, and Bent-
mmation, I. 205. ham's exertions to get her payment of It,

- - - Causes of the deficiency or abun- x. 358-359.
dance of eulogistic and drslogisnc appel- - noticed, x. 247.
latives to, i. 212·214. Star-chamber-Preferable to a covertly-

- - - Service to the author of the dm- pensioned jury as a judicature for hbel,
sion of, Iii. 290. v. 115-116.
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Star-chamber-Method of proceeding be-
fore the, VII. 456 n, 459.

- - Practice of,a popular argument against
self-crimmatrve evidence, or the examma-
tion of criminals, VI. 317; VIi. 455-458.

- - uoticed, VB. 291 n, 301.
Starkie on evidence, quoted, VB. 32.5n ".
State-Offences agamst the, distmgurshed

from other" I. 91l.
- - - Apphcanon of forfeiture to, i. 481-

432.

Statutes-Essay on the drawing of, in. 233-
283. See Nomography.

- State of the practice of draw ing, since
the preparation of the tract on Nomo-
graphy, 1lI. 232 n.

- Inconvemence of the method of dra w-
ing, illustrated in the recital on Exche-
quer BIlIf-, III 152.

- Rules a, to the drawing of, II. 354-3513.
S,'e Laws-c-Drawmg of'

- Letter to Dundas on the drawing of, x.
2!!.2-293.

- Cause> of prolixity in the structure of, x.
and their severe punishments the i4.

produce of the monarclucal system, IX. 37- - Prolixity and defectrve arrangement of,
40. with their cause" III. 208.

State secrets-How far the preservation of. I - Lengthiness and obscurrty of, animad-
jusnfies restrrction of judicial publicity, verted on, IV. :l-4.
VI. 3GB. - Deficiency of, III point of brevity, precr-

States of things distiuguished from events, SIOIl, and facihncs for reference, u. :)5,3.
vi 21i. - Confusion of, III regard ttl mo.ms of re-

States-Founders of. Cntmsm on Black- ference from one to another, and the SII1IS-

stone"< use of the expression, I. :.!74. tCT mterests occasiomng It,\ 14[1-1.3(Jn.
States-General of France. Crrtrcisrn on Depravity of the style uf, Ill. :.!41-242.

mode of Procedure Ill, 1I. 330-J,1l n, M5, - Blunders in, Ill. 24 :).
349,350,3%. - Effects ofthe depraved style of, Oil morn-

Statesmen cannot make pure instruments bers of Parhamenr=-coufu-ion, and iznor-
for themselves, and must wurk WIth lID- ance of what they are about, Ill. 24:.!-2":l.
pure, n. 47:{-47 4. The redundancy of, 1lI. 24(; ; \I. 5:l3.

- The labours of, e}.agl'erated for the ex- - Longwindedness of, III :l4B-249.
action of reward, v. 290. - Absence of abbreviated means of refer-

- Opinion that money '" the bole mfluenc- ence Ill, Ill. :250-:.!.31. Numbers nut all-
mg desire of, controverted, v. 313-31 h. thorrtatively u-ed to Ul'tlllghbh the di-

Station III life-Influence uf, on sen-ibrhty, vi-ions, :l5U. Want of anthmetrcal means
I. :l9. of referrmg from one section to another,

- - - of an accused per-son consrdered 25U-:.!51. Circuitous reference frum one
as evidence, YII. GJ·G2. Should he con- "tat ute to another, 251.
fined to cxculpative, lb. - Rules for avoiding redundancy 111, and

Stunouer=-Law, fum.tron- of, YI 52.') n. obtainmg steadiness and certainty, III.
Statrstu. funi.uon of Mnusters Coller-trv ely 2hO-264.

III Consntunonal Code, IX. 23:l-2,33. See --- Specnnens of redundancy In, ill. 21)3.
Books. - Hemedies for longwmdedncss 1Il, III. 2fi4-

Statisucal table, a= to the moral state of , :?hi). DIYI'lOn mto paragraph" &c., lb.
dr-trrcts proposed, 11 2:l2 ; - Specimen of confusion In, from attempt

Statistics-c-L'uhty of, as a safeguard from to put a system into one sentence, 111. 2G4.
crime, i. 55i - The "ant offacrhties for consulnng, v. 443.

- AId that Government should give III the -- Suhstrtuuon of brief names for, to titles,
collection and pubhcation of. Ill. 83-(;4. by the pnhhc, and Its advantage" 11.38:2.

-- VItaJ- Importance of, as <lata for im ,- Hypothetrc instead of categoric form used
provement among the labouring classes, , m, Ill. :!77 11.
VIlI. 410-411. - Plan for makmg all amendments to,

- -- Utilrty of preappointed official evidence, I symmetrical, under the control of a Legis-
or registers to, Ill. 83-84; vr. 61-l!2, i:.!, la tron munster, by the Constitunonul
;G, n. 511-51:2, 555,562-564, 572-57:J. I Code, h. 4:HJ-4J5.

- JudICIaL Extent to which they may be - Preamble, of-Effect of in keeping the
collected, and uses to which applied, Ill. mmd suspended, Ill. 323.
33; VI. 56:2-564 - Pre.unbles of-Length and complexity

- Registered, Plan ll1 the Constitutional of, ih, 585-!iR6 n.
Code for the preservation of, and services - Inamty of reasons 1Il the preambles of,
expected from It, IX. 625-G36. See He- i, 465.
gistrars. - Abortive attempts to consolidate, IX.

Statues as honorary rewards, n, 219. I 43:?-4:{:ln.
Stature-Human-Extent of, as a question i-AuthorIty of, contemned by judges, HI.

of credibility, YlI. 87-88. I 311-:n.'i.

The necessity of Jury Trialm, ir.
119.
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,c;tatute~- Counteraction of, by judges, and Stealing. See Theft.

proposed remedy, III the" Art of Pack- Steam-Engine-'l'he moving source of, to be
Illg -Iuries," v, 176-186. found III alternate gassification and dega -

- AmbIgUIty Ill, V11 53B n sificauon, VIII. 135.
- Forgery of, should be punishable, VIi. - - Proposed Improvement 011 by Kempel,

140. a Hungarian, vii). I :l5 n t.
-- Subsntutron of m=tructron Ill, to regula- Steele-!\1r-mentlOn of, x. ~52

tion, III relation to foi m=, VI. 524 n I Stellionatus-Etymology of III Roman law,
- Punted CoPIC, of, should be of the same V11. 18.

authority with ongmal«, "11. 140 Stepmother and Stepfather-Difference III
- eunple pl.m for making amendments on," the motives and conduct of, I. :lSI.

suuzevted, vi. 5:17 n. ' Stereopipnc source of motJon- The, from
- Fo~m, of conviction in, and then' useo,; the descent of sohd bodies, 'Ill. 13).

'11 31.';. , Stereoslgenous source of motrou-e-The, by
- should be recorded and made public, vi. I the expansion caused by lI'l111d bodies

ii-ifl, .551-352. i beconnug sohd, vin, 142-14:;.
- Smisser interests that have led to thcrr Sterne-c-Lawrence, noticed, v. 4J O.

being made obscure and iuuntclhgible to Stcvens=-thc name of a school-fellow of
the pubhc at Iarce, vi. 55;-5.58. Bentham, x. 30

- Declaratory - made to shu-ld JUU!!c<, Stewnrt-c-Duguld-e-His opinion on Bacon
from the consequence of IW.V111g v>ll- and D'Alcinberts tabular survey of
fully disobeyed previous statutes, v, lU:!- the dcpar tments of human knowledge,
I ail. v ur, 6-7.

- Promulgation of-Dlat'k"tonc', notron-. - -- Letter makmg llH!Ulry into the pro-
of, di-cu--cd. I :l:~:;. portionate number of eonvrctions for

- at brge-~atllre of the task of rending, crime III Scotland, supposed to be ad-
III 2:;~ n, dressed to, x. I~D-131.

- of the C mversitv of Oxford-s-Their moral Stcwurt=-Sir J ames=- Refer ence to. on po-
effect, 11. :l(d -2()~. pulanou, III 73

- of tho L'mvors.ty of Oxford-c-Iur-onzrui- - - - noticed, v. :101; x 1~7.
tIC, of, a- il lustr.rtrve of the demoruhsmg Stewart r, FI.I-eT-CI"e uf, cited, vi. 226
infiucnce of onth-s, Y. :!l :;-:!15. n ..

- See Statute Labour. Sulhuzfleer=-a fellow-student of Bentham.
Statute-labour-an unequal tax, 1. :l19. x 40.
- - Opprc-sivc nature of the exaction, IX. - Bishop, noticed, x. ::2.

:34G n. Stimulus to exoruou=-Opimon th.rt monc Y
Statute Law t!1,tlllgUl,}lCU from common, 1. I, the sole, controverted, Y. :Jl4-:)J(;

Ill,;. St.pendiary Brauch of the Defensive Force
- - and ItS mr'ompatibihty with common --Element~ of, and eonstituuonal regu-

lawv iv. 3% 3!J7. lations npplyiuc to, by the Constrtutrona.l
- -- the only real law, iv , 43~. Cude, IX. ;)48-352. Sec Defeuuve Force.
-- - All cornmou law should be converted I St()ck-Expeme of transfer- of, Ill. 119-

Into, v, 236. 1:20 n.
- -- The mcogno-cibilrty of, Y. ;2:)5 - Inapphcal.ihty of transfers of, to meet
- - Baneful iuflucnce exerci-ed by .Iudge« small demand" III J 3411.

III the rnakmg of, Y. [13. - Reduetions 0;' interest un, as compared
- - Impos-ible to' obey It, because too ex- WIth the operation of the Annuity-note

tensrve to be mastered, v. 541;. Project, 111. 141-144.
- - Certuinty of. <I' conti avted with the - Plan for the transfer of, by conversion

uncertamtv of jui rsprudeunu l, '11. 20,;- into Note annul tIe" Ill. 105 i5:1.
207. 3U.9-310, 50·1. - III the offices of the several public de-

-- - Bulkiness ant! imperfection of, 1Il reo partments -Books fur regrstcnng accord-
gard to evidence, vi 14~. mg to tbe Constitunonal Cude, IX. 23,';.

- -- tl.e requr-rtron of more than one wit- See Books.
ness enforced by, V11. 526. Stock-Imrnovenble-Book,1ll the system of

Statute of frauds-c-exanunatron of. WIth official rcgrstranon 1Il the COll't;tutlOllU,1
regard to wills, VI. 67 n t, 54~-551. See Code-s-Method of kccj.mg, IX. :!3i. ~42,
WJlJ<. 24:1·244.

Staunton-i-Srr Geurge- noticed, x. 30~. Stoek-c-Personal-c-Book, III the system for
Stcadmess-c-as a cu-cumstnnee influencing I rezrstermg official operations in the Con-

sensibility, I. 24. I sntutronal Code-;\le:hod of keeping, IX.
Steahng-c-Defirunon of, I. 152 23G-23i, 242. 244-24.:;.
- Summary convictions in certain car,es), Stock-brokers-e-Proposal to obtain revenue

of, vn. 5U4-.506. by taxing the profits of, ir. 599-600.
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Stock-notes-c-Inquiry as to proposed scheme Subdivisron of a code or other literary work

for, x 341. -An infinitesimal method of, described,
Stone-e-Mr, secretary to the embassy at v 415.

Parrs=-Nouces of, and of Bentham's 1Il- Subdivision courts under Bankruptcy Court
tercourse with him, x. 184; AI. 74. Act-Nature of, considered. v. 509.

Stoues=-Meteonc, as illustrative of the I Subject-a fictitious entity, vin. 205.
theory of incredibrhty, vu. 100-101 - cf a pr~~osltlOn-Inqulry mto the nature

Stoppmg-The difficulty of. Uses made of, 1'111. 3.~5.
of the argument from, I. 363 - and object-c-Helation of, to each other,

Stores=-Nanonat. Method of keeping a YIn. 205.
correct register of, by plans and models, Subjects-i-Pnnciplc of the d.stnbutron of
IX. 23B-241. See Mnnographical Registra- between state and state. 11. 540-544.
tion, Sublegrslanon ;llml"tcrs~Pro\lslOn for, III

Stoves-How far they are suited for produc- the Constitutional Code, IX. 643. CUlm-
mg heat witnout detriment to health, II'. terparts within their lorahtres, of the "e\'e-
Ill. ral ministers of the State, lb. ]\;eces>ary

Stow's Chromcle-s-Perusal of, by Bentham differences to be settled by the Sublegrsla-
m childhood, x. 12. tures under direcuon of Legrsluture, lb.

Strangers-Admittance of, to legislative Illustrations uf difference, lb.
oodles, II. ;;15. Sublegislatures -l'ronolOns rezardmg, III

Stranghng as a punishment, i 442 the Constituuoual Code. IX 64U-643. Field
Strappado-The-an Itahan punishmeut, I. of service-c-each Judicial dr-trict, 640.

413. Functions enumerated, lb. Mim-tcnnl
Stra w-lUan of=-Ongin of the expression, Funcuon= Execution ami efiect tu go-

ix. 93 n. vern men! arraugements, ib In-utunon-
Streets-Designation of, for purpose, of in- rearing Functlou, as tu Pnbhc Works,

dicating habitatrons of voters, til. 5G5-5GG. &c ,lb. Money-supply IIIg Functron, for
Strength-Bodily, as a circumstance mflu- local expenditure. 640-641. Expenditure-

encmg sensrbihty, I. 23. watclnne Function, G41. Transfer-com-
Strings of questious=-Confusion occasioned I peUmg Function. as to property reqmrud

by putting, III the extraction of evidence, for pubhc work" &c., lb. Informanon-
VI. 384. i ehcrtatrve Funcnou-c-collectmg evidence

Stuart-Sir John-His patronage of Mill, I ar- data for proceedmg-, lb. Pubhcuy to
x. 483. I ordmanr-e=, lb. Composite Inqurry .Iudr-

Stuart dynasty-their curing the kmg', evil, I catorv with neighbounnz sublegr-Iarure-,
noticed, vii. 93. I "here mutual mterests concerned, b4I-G4:!.

Stupidity-The opposition offered by, to the 'I'errn of sen Ice-same ao the Leuislature,
progress of IIIVen!lOlI. viu, 277. G4~. Attendance connected wltl~ remune-

Sturt-e-Thefaunly of-c-Account of, as visuer- ratiou.jb. Qunlrficntrou-c-the sarnc as fur
at Bowood, x. Ill, 112, 113. ' mernber of'the Legn-laturc.rb. Electron, lb.

Style-s-Propernes desirable III, enumerated, i How rcruoveable, II). eecurrtres fOJ ap-
vni 311-312 I propriate apntude.jb Inaugural deck,-

- Rules for. 111 relatron to the drawing of : ratlOl1,64::-643.
laws, Iii :!Oi-:lOfl. ' - by the Constn.utional Code-Powers of

- Illustrations of Bentham'< stud), of, x.' Supreme Legr-Iators as to, IX 102.
125. , Subrmssion to Government-The nece ssitv

- Bentham's conversational opnuons, and i of, as deduced by Blackstone, cntier- ..J,
practice as to, x, <?68-.5(j~1. i I. 286.

Subaltematron-e-Logrcal. Of scales III, Vlll. Subordmates-s-Advantages to the J udac d'
267-268. Framed of the aggregates wlnch i employment of, VI. 4:!2.
are geT/era ~Ieller({ll>smlrt, 267. All with- ' Subordmauon-c Preservanon of, as an ou-
in entit.~, lb. Invi-aon of entities, lb. ject of prison drsciphue, IY. 1:2::.
Aggregates commensurate and mcommen- - Offlcial=-Meamng of the term, ix. 2:?6-
surate, lb. Superordmate and subordi- 22i
nate aggregates. lb. Extremes of the Subordination-grades of Mnnsters m terms
seale=-mdrviduality and the highest ag- of the Constitutional Code, IX. 220-231
gregation, lb. Illustration of the drvision Subornation-Nature of, I 113 n ".
of aggregates, and of definition m the - a cause of mvahdity of contracts, I.

three aggregates of the animal, vegetable, Bill.
and mineral kingdoms, viu. 26i -268. - almost always accompames perjury 011

- - as applicable to the three physical I the part of a witness, I. 488; vii. 4011.
kingdoms, vru, 268-269. - of perjury-Those who l.ave kept up H,,,

- - Scales of applrcanon of, to invention I system of aflldavit-e ndcuce gllllt.' of, \ I.
and discovery, vm. ~i8. 4!lj
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Subpuma-a means by winch any man may I( Substantives-How to avoid ambiguity III
annoy another, vi. 101. the use of, VIii. 313-316.

Subscription to matters of opinion. De- I - Verbal with auxrhanes-c-Preference of
morahsing effects of, h. :!60-:16:!. to verb" as a less ambiguous medium,

- to Articles of Faith-How It enfeebles 11k 315-316 ; x.569.
the mmd, x. I H. - Verbal. Clearness III the use of, instead

- See Oaths; Articles. of verb" x. 5(.,
Subscriptions to defray expense of evidence Substrtutev= Arrangements for appointment

--Advertisements for, recommended, VII. of by legislators, IX. 167-170 See Legis-
376-377. lature.

Subsequent-e-used where the word future Substitutrve satisfaction for the evils oe-
should be employed, viii :1l4. casioned bv offence" I. 383-386.

Subsidiary pumshments, I 517-519. Sucee--non a;a method of logical arrange-
- satisfaction fur the evil-, of offences, I. ment, vm :!60.

386-3RB. Succession (to propertyj-i-mcidcnoe of taxes
Subsidies to foreign powers. Evils of the on, II S!JO.

svstem of, II! -l;Jfl. -- as affected by corruption of blood, I. 480-
-- :.... - preferable to loans, as carrying' 482.

no deceptions notion to the people, that - Intestate. Proper system of, I. 334-336.
they will be repaid, IX. 33. Preference to the descendmg hne, 334-

Subsrstence-e-Divrsion of the elements of, 335. Apportionment, 335-336.
ill. 37. ~ Proper principles of distribution on the

A distinct object of the civu law, I. au:?; 1 occasron of, IX Ii -l B,
III ::11-2U\. - Uses of regrstratron for the purposes of,

- Relation of to other objects of the law, I' VI 570-574. See Genealogical facts.
I. i!O:!-::03. - Equahty promoted through legal linn-

-- The laws relatmg to, I. 30:l-304. i tatton of, I. 31::.
-- as an end of the Constrtuuonal Code, I -- Complexity of the English laws of, I.

ii. :!69. 32:\-3:.'4.
- Security for, a' a branch of the CIVil I - Disputes as to In monarchies, how far

Code, IX 13. The origmal fllnd-l:lbour,' beneficial to the public, vui. S70
ib. Causes of deficiency, lb. Remedies - Disputes regardmg the right of in rno-
must be at the expense of abundance, lb. narchies as a cause of war, II. 539, 544.

-- as an end of the distributive branch of - Expense and Imperfection of system of
the law, in. :!03-294. admmistratiou of, in England, IX Gil3.

- AXIOms of Pathology applicable to, Ill. Su('ces'lOlh-approprmtlOn of vacant, on
:!27 -~2U. failure of relations within the forbidden

- How far mfrmgements on freedom of i degree-v=Plan for, ii. 5B5-598; Ill. 390.
trade may be necessary for the security I Set! Supply Without Burden. .
of, Ill. 71. Sudder-Adawlut - The, characterized, x.

- Article« of, as ingredients III the matter 2~5.
of wealth, Ill. 37. : Suffermg-Sympathy WIth the mfhction of,

- Adaptanon to, one of the forms In which III the case of reforms, and means of re-
the Government may interfere With the ducmg, Y. :!61)
na tional wealth, Ill. ;,5. : Sufiocauon as a means of torture, I. 414.

Subsisting Instrrutions=-regard to bo paid ~UFFRAGE-The-- The nature and hmitutions
to in trausplannng law" I l77-IBO. of, according to VIrtual universahty, Ill.

Substance-c-how di-tinct rrom matter, vm. !j.?9-!jGO
201. - 'I'he author's views as to the, discussed

Sub-tantivcs With auxiliaries-employment i in Parliament, and misstatements there
uf in legislunon III preference to verbs, I made, corrected, IY. 566-569.
III 267-268. - The Widest practicable extent of, affords

Substantive Law-c-distinguished from adjec- the best securrties against misrule, IX. 10.
uve, II 5-6; vi. 'i . - Inadequacy of moderate Reform as to

- - extent to which the devices of the the, lll. 511l-!>l9.
'I'echmcal system arc apphcable to" II. - Resolutions on the, drawn up by Bent-
3l8-:119. i ham, and moved by Sir Francis Burdett,

- - improvement of, preferable to weak I x.4!J5-497.
enforcemei.t, vn, 260. ! - Equality of, an ingredient of Reform,

-- -Position of In .1 general division of the ih. 561.
law, IX. 8. - Equality of-BriefYlewofwhatrequislte

Snbstantrves, (Noun) as a part of speech to constitute, ix. 109.
-ccnsidered according to case, number, - Annuabtyof-Bl'lefexplanatlOllof,inthe
and gender, vin, 345-347. Constitutional Code, IX. 109-1I0.
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Suffrage-s-Freedom of'- The seductive 1Il-

fluences tending to iufrmge, exammed,
ill. 476-482.

- Household - compared with virtually
universal, in. 464, 4G7 n, 4iO.

- ~ecrec~' of-Its protective etlect, ill. 453-
454

- :--ecrecy of Det.ul of re asnns for, Ill.

4iJ7-4~O. Su' Ballot.
Seci ecv of=-Abndaed statement of the

arguments for. IX. 104
- -- Umversahty ot=-Expo-ruon of, III Con-

strtutronal Code, IX. 10; -Ill!). Anv re-
strrction should IIHe special reubon< 10i.
Special reason III case of tho-e under age.
lUi-lf18. Many exception- that are not
worth making, from chance of Imaation,
lb. Necessity to ~icld tv the prejudice
ag:nmt female" lOB-I 0'1.

- Virtual unrver-a htv "I'. UI!!PU. and dis-
tmguished from .lh~oJlltc, ·Ill. 45~. 41'1-
-liG. Sec Turver-ahtv.

Universahty , secre(""y, nnnnahty, and
cquahty of, preferable tll the common
terms employed, IX. 107

Suffrages=-Xew-papcr-, and the letter-post
as a means ofnotrficatiou of, Ylll 57'1-:,::::

- Method of g-IYlng, by Radica.l Reform
DIll, III 5i7 -5i9.

f-,ugge"teunc:;s~e:hc, III w hu h It may be a
securrty for evidence, VI '2U;), ~H8-:28~).

Sugge'tlUn,-l\lend:.tclty-,enIng~ how far
help' to recollr-cuon cou-r-tent 'nth
avoidance of III evidence, VI 4.;11-4.01.

,t;u!!"gestne mterrogutrou con-crlered In the
Rationale of Evidence, VI. ::U2-:'~I!l;-

-- - Rea-on- azam-t absolute prolulntu.u
of. \ I. 3'1?-3c,;. Meannn; 01 the 1<'1 m.
and It" conncxrcn with '·-ll'..ldln,g-t :1[1:2'-
393. Sav nu; of tunc. :IU:l. A5'1't:111(e
to recollecuon, ;l!.J::-::'14 Somcume- lle-
cessary to pre, eut nu-deci-ron, :W4 Ycry
rarely can prompt mendacity, :W4-:l!!j
Would be difficult to draw a hne of ex-
elusion, 39.1. The presumption of law,
that a witness ready to perjure hun-elf i
for the party who calls him, and ;'0 mu-t I
not be led, considered, :H)h-t~!j7 J IlJg-(' ...
consent should be h.ul for sugge..,uoll tu
obhvrou- witness, :1!17.

- ~ Conditrous on which Judge may al-
low, VI. 3:17-:1:1[). Whether a general
rule can be made, 3'J7-:1UR. Multitude
and variety of facts, apphcation of the
respondent, e\ ident uece=srty for !lit' Rake
of clearness and corrt'ctne~5,:~!lt). ~jl more
mformatron than nece-sarv <hould he
affordcdv ih. Whether bU!:!!;l:'tn e interro-
gation should lw ju eccdcd by the usual
exammatron ? :3HU-:{f)H

Suicrde= Compansou between the impulses
to, and those to capital crnnes, I. 44(i.

-- Means of preventing, suppo=ed to be
adopted III Greece, I • .J11-4J:?n.

ccelvii

Surcide-c-Pumshment of, vicarious, I 479
4HII, Renutted through perjury of' the
jury, lb.

- 1\0 prohibition !II Scripture against, X
.51::2.

, - Fmding It the result of msamtv an 11J-

-tan. e of the mefflcacv of oath". I; 41.
Surt-> Natur« of a, 11 33.

I - Commencement of, b~ personal apphcn-
tion of party, 11. fj J.

Standard duration of a. ii liB.
A:1 ordmury-c-Expen-,e of. 11. ,'>75 n.
JI11tnt(ll'Y l'f(lcl· of a, Ill. 415.
Wherein .1. t-on l t ...., \'1 H

-- Fal-e presumpnou )f want of nierrts
trom not I,roceeumg WIth, \1. 4'1.

- :iI1 IUJury wluch may be inflicted on a
man b~ any other, without canoe, VII. :?G5,
411')

i _ ii~la\' of, from absence of a material WII-
ne=-, \~l. 91.

- J'artv com mencmu, should vouch for
truth ~f Ins sta tcment , \ 1 ~qu

Suns-c-Maxmuzatron of the nurnhcr of pro-
pc r=-muurmzauon of Improper, Il I?

, -- Intere-t of lawver-, as 10-- how .rt
vari.ince with the pubhe intere-t. II 1::-11

- - A \ oulauce of reiteranon 01. Il r.4-(,;,
- Demand-papers 1'0l the different kinds

of, II. Gh-70.
- Commencement of, by English pra ct« ",

critrcrsed, n. /~)
E'lb of the arraugcment= :1, to, in Enz-

laud, with regard to fixa non of tnuv-,
6..(' ,11 7.;-IG

- Their sorts, n. SO-Hi:. Defimnon OI''111t.
WI. Source- of di--tmctrou, lb. ~Oll-

penal and Penal, lb. Simple aud Com-
plex, WIth rllustra nons, aO-H2. OIIL';Illal
ami Excrentiou-. B:? Graduable - .u.d
Nou-graduable With regard to nature of
demand. B4 Contmuous aud Exp- d.t-
able, with illu-trn tion- of """lltmlh aud
accidenta lly contmuou-, B·j-1i5. Dr-t n-
butive-seekmg, ~:j-B{i. "Ill're ~e' erul
claims on OlH'- per-on-> ad \ antarre of COIIl-
bnung, 8b-87 IIna~lllary di-unt.non he-
tween law and equny, U7. "\"rount -UIt·,
ih Summary and chromcal, H7-Hfl. {lUU'1

(or incompletely orgnuizen ) <urt-. HH.
- ~Ie,,,ure,, to be taken for contmu.mce of,

n. !:B-~IO.
--- Va nous methods of termmatmg, ii. 90 D~.
-- Y,lrltlU" st,lgCb of, u, fJ:2-~q·
- ~olle can be called trrvral to tho=e who

uwh-rgo the evils of commencing them, n,
577-$7H.

- The kind of. in re-pect of cornple xrt v,
length, ~C .. that may be SUItably di-po-e.l
of hy a Dispatch Court, III 3I,l-3l5.
Auxrlinry judges for the complex, ih

- III C'jlllty- Arrangement, for the ordr I.

&l' .. of their adjudication 1ll proposed DI'-
patch COUIt, Ill. :l:IO-;l!I.';.
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Suit= -Interests engaged 1Il protracting, iii. Suitors-c-Reasous for system of intercourse
408. with III Dispatch Court, ih, 306.

- Delays in procedure necessitate the ter- - Provisions for judge bemg elected by, III

minanng III remanet, compromise, or re- proposed Dispatch Court, and reason"
fereuce, v, 35-36. in. 3:i:2-3:l3.

- Delays !Il, a gflevance charged III the - Indlgent-apPollltmentofEleemos)'n,lry
Petiuon for Justice, v, 4Ui-468. Advocate fOI, iu, 34:2.

-- Precipitation of, as a consequence of de- - III Equity-c-Reasous for their not peti-
lay-a gnevance charged III the Pennon tiomug for the Dispatch Court Bill, III
for justice, v. 4G8-4iO, 521-522. :190-391 n:t.

- Blmd fixation of times for operations - Personal presence of in Court, should be
Ill-agl'levance charged in the Petition for not merely permitted, bnt obligatory, 1\'.

Justice, v, 470-47:2. :;22-524. 319-3:21. Deteetion of frauds and errors,
- Mechamcul substrtuted to mental judi- 319. Facihtres for producing real en-

cature lll-a grievance charged in the Peu- deuce, lb. If case not at once terminated,
tron for ju-tu-e, Y. 472-473, 524-525. at any rate cleared, lb. AllegatIons that

- DeCISIOn of, on grounds foreign to the cannot be made good obviated, 3~0.
ments=-a grIeYJ.!lCe characd m the Petr- Early knowledge of the point at issue, lb.
tron I;,\, justice, v, 4i(,-4!lU. Facihnes for compromise, lb. Savel> de-

-- :\IlbclllCVOU' transterence and Landymg : by, 320-321.
01'- a grrev auce char.red III the Pctrnou . -- 1I\1tl,ltOI'),examination of, for purposes of
for ju-trce, v. ,Ii ;\-4i6, 517, 5:25-531.: proposed Dispatch Court, 111. 41 :\-41 7.
1.0', bv transference of cvidcncc-c-tuat i - ,\ \ oid.mee of preference or detrrment to,
taken before justic--, 473-,174. Loss of I \II the arrangement of causes lor healing,
time, 47 -4 Loss of money, lb. Extme- I IY. 3:l2
tion of localjuries and origrn of the err- .- Arrangement that should be made for
CUlt system, 11. HJ.u(iymg of the Re- commumcatron With each other and the
cord to the Cll'P111t and back, 4i1. -Iudrcatory,n, prehnnnary to htiganon, v.
Unmtelhgrbihty of .!."IN prIUs. 47.'>. 422-423.
Real mtelhgible foundation, fees, 470. - ExclUSIOn of from court, a device peti-
Arbitrary transference drsunguished fIom tinned against III Petition for Justice, v.
appeal, 525-5:2(, Statement of the ope- 446--148, 508-509.
rauons nee ...":l1y to judicial procedure, - when 111 the wrong-Fmes against pra)'-
WIth a YIeW to estrmatmg the amount i ed fur in Petition for Justice, v. 503.
of transtorencc from jui i-dicuon to jurr-- : - sufferers where delay occasioned for
diction, that IS absolutely necessm \' I'o!"' Judge's convenience, VI. 92.
justice, .'i:l(i-527. Execution of 1'10- - not permrttod to speak III court, vi. 138.
cess, collection of evidence, and niter- I - Prehrmnarv meeting of, vu 184, 185,
conrse between the parties. m.iy all ne-: J:li, I P.9. See Meeting.
r-essrtate trnn-ferr-nce, lb. RCl11l1\,1ll1lJY; - J nterevt of, not considered III the rules of
be caused by tribunals of exceptlUll-! evidence, YI an2.
mihtary and ecclesmstrcal, 5:2B. Re- i-All statement' by, should be subject to
moval III case of mabihty or death of: punishment III case of mendacity, YI. 297-
judge, lb. Hlustrations of u-eless and I :10:2.
mischievous removal III the criminal -~ pillaged by written pleadings, vi. 331-
branch in Eughsh practice, 528-52U. In :132.
the Civil Branch, .'i:![1-531. - sednced into falsehoods by their profcs-

-- Division of'into tho-e that should.and those sional advu-ers, vi. 4:W, ·W:l, :;24; VlI.
that should not be recorded, vi, 410-41:!. 18R, :l05, :2:\0 n, 263, ::!i:l, :275~2'j!J, 236-

- DI\ i-ron of mto Simple and. complex, 1'11. 287, :2U~I.
289 n, - The use of the third person instead of

- in winch suspicious testimony received the first reconciles them to the falsehoods
-proposed record of; VI. 119 ; Vl1. .sU5- nttered fur them, VI. 4:W.
596. - ought to be punished for confusion and.
contingent-c-Use of judrcial registration obscurity III their statements, vi, 443.

to, vi. 330. - Uses of judicial offioial evidence and re-
- Penal and CIVil-Analogy between the gistranon to, vi. 40!1, 561-56:2.

instruments otprocedure for, n. 16-17. I - Exclusion of from the presence of the
Surtors=-Mendacity-hcense to, III England,: Judgp, VI!. 226-:)33. See Parties.

II 48-49. I - Proposed license to, to produce expen-
-~ Reasons for preaudience of by lot in I sive evidence at their own cost, vii. 3i 5-

Dispatch Court Bill, 1lI. 305-:3011. i 376.
- Reason for imtratory examinauon of 111 ~- Dishonest, their advantages in the E11:-

DIspatch Court, in, 306. h-h -ystem of pleading, vn, 2i 5.



SUI

Suitors-e-Drshonest, the only persons bene-
fited by exclusion of party's evidence, VIl.

448.
- Indigent-an instance IIIwhich prejudice

to cannot l,e avoulcd, VI 411
- Indigeut-c adveru-emcnt of for peeum-

ary a ..-i-tauce, 'II :r;G-B'i7.
SlJltor,,--E'llilty. Plan for rehef of, III Dh-

pan h Court propo-.rl, ill :2('7 -;1l7
- - Elcetion of their own Judge, proposed

to, Ill. :;00
-- - Pctiuon of for Di-patch Court, HI

~~tJ;3-:iO.).
-- - At'lount of m('a"'UH~ for rr-tro-tran=-

terence of, In Dr-patel, Court Lnll, III :wn
- - I'ctmounur fOI DI'l'Jt('hCourt---liItor-

mat IOn to be tui ni-hcd hv , torrn 1Il w 111,,11
It IS tu be funu-Iu-d, ,u;d dn ections tor
connuuun atrou, III :1]5·:n ()

SUitor, at l'nhiw Uffi('c--_\rcIlltecturaI
~d1an~l'ml'llb fur <;"C'( Hlillt; them audience
111 rot.i non, IX :).~:; .:2U.

~llJly nuti: «d, 1\, ]4.~
~Ul;m<lrY cuuv l('tWll" before Ju-nce- In cer-

LUll ca -c, of thctr , VII .'i0-1-5I1h

Summary .J n.hcaturo-> adv .m!age, of, vn
:211.

- - Prejn.hces .lgalll--t. vu In~:-1Of)
- - I{c('()] .lnur (·I)JlYlctlOll ....uu , \ 1 4.1-1.

- - .t-, Ih'tlli~lllohcd by lawyer- troui re-
gUl.il, 1\ .~.L)-:;'{4

- - ]'('(,'lll1ll1Cllde,[ llJ Ih,patcil Cou: t pro-
po- al. 1Il :2!I'J

- -- Itcqut-uc- of. 111, ;~.2q.
_. geuci ally coutr.u-ted w ith regular, 1..1.

3:21
- - Con: b llJ wlnch It u, practised, lll.

~[)f)-300

Summary Slllt--llJJ.pplIeablllty of Jury
tn.r! to, It. l.;:t

- -- Natur.: of the appeal applicable to, 11.
l.'1J.

Sunun.u v :lUU Cln omcal-> ~Illh divided m-
to, II i:i -Ell

~~"lullmlrl 'f 1 {I'll or th e ]'l'(Jl of (1 .ludicrttarl
undo" ih» IU1;)/I' (I( tl.» t.oi.rt 0( Lor d.'
J )dlll(ll,'~. Y. r, ')-(!fl .,

Sllmm:irv v ot nur 111 Lp~HlatIH' .\o... ...cmbl.e ......
--a<.., coinpru cd \\'!tll U1"'UI1(t, 11. 3iO-
~;i].

Snm]ltlla]'\' laws-c-Objcct of', I 5:;5.
-- - Impnh(') of, I 1a:~-lH4.
:-'ull(Iay-liow eonv rct-, -honld be employed

duruur the, ('ollOlucrcd, 1\ 1i-I fJ
- Employment 011-- ~llg~e,..,tlO11b fur, 111

r-onne xron with rchsuous ob ...erv auve-, III
the l'anoptlcon Pemteunai y Ilou-e, 1\

161-11.2.
~- L('gn,Lttul'e, [I('cordIJlg to Constituuonal

Code, nut to ~It 011, unless on urgent uc-
C:l51OU, IX. 11,:l

Super-Book- and Sul,-Ho,.k" for rcgistra- :
non ofOfllcial oper.itrous III Coustitutioual I
Code, described, IX. :2:;-1 ,

ccelix sr r
Superannuation-c-Guardianslup III the case

of; Ill. 38G.
- no !"ood ground for excludmg a witness,

VI. I US; \ 11 .j2i -4;l~.
Suporanuuatrou n llow.mce--c-Evil effects of,

IY. :H;1 n ".
Supei anuua tron annuiues-c nses to which

they may be convertr-d for the benefit of
theworking' cl.r .......es, 'Ill 40!!,

S Il'el'fiUlty III e\ lliell('C- Auticipatrve sur-
vev would be the uicau- or ur-covering,
Y11 ;;(lU.

-- - ju-trficatn e of exclusion of evidence,
\1 8~J.

Supemuenduutv= Peculauon by-Remedy
fur, I 5-l/.

Supencrs-v Charaetcr iuferr e.! trom breach
of' re ...p('ct toward-, 1. 7i-iB.

Supernatural t!.IJI!:'- T ntrustwortlnnoss of
the evidence !!"l'lI-er.lll; ~lIldt:eL>J III support
Of,111 10.1-10(i.

- - Belie! m, «on-tderc.I, \:, 1/11-10:2
- -- )lotIVE'-:> tt.lll.lillg to pi ouuc c bvhef' In,

vu. Hili-ill
-- - l'L.t""dl( J.t1011 of, III If .\lC!lli)er: ~

E1H'yelU}W'Jl('a1 )Llp. '111. 7i -7ti
~uJlel;:-IltlOn - h..1I(j'·lL'\l~~ d. pn"PTY.ltn e

from the mDtH'lIll' ot, vn: I:
It ....l~c;:trd.lllllls u.iluenc , III uJ.rlo:udu:::,

time-, v. 2:22
Supplement-c-Oath m, '11.71
Su,l]>ly wit hunt bnr,','n-l'IoJPct for, m an

cx n-n-ion or the' Law 0i L ....cl.cut , n. S:;,~)-
jq;;. Prct.ice -t atmz tlu- cn cum ....t.mce-,
III wh.ch It "+LI'"' fit ...-t hronght forward,
5B,) Exclu-ron fi om l1ItP -t ate -ucce ....-ron
of all rel.mon- 1.,," "wI tI,c prolulute d de-
gr(:'e~, and apI,II)PIJ.l:IOIl ot the property·
to the state, .'>Ii(;. Ireducuou III "vUle
('.1'-('''' wrt lun the ~"d~>, .h. ..I.\n,:l!,g"Plllt'll"L
3~ to familv set' It'~1l1l·1l1".11

), I't'C;" to Lt,
cxernpt 1'01: e:'llLd,elll'o ' -uk«. I:' Lau-
tude tv I.e lett (0 the [,oweI' "I bcque-.t,
lb. Appropri.iu.m and rc.rhz.rtu.u by
public officvr-, : ::7. l nc idcnc c of the
plan- l.uun.I- til \' lu-l. It- oper.uiou
should vxtcu.l, :)( ; -:J:::: I il',Hl ... of <le-
t.ul ....for t hr- Or!!,t'll/',ltiOll III t lu- J'lP,ll't t,
wlnch would II" vc l.ecu \'0<)) l.c.l lint h.ul
eneoura aeru-nt 'Wt.'ll !. l' l'll to It, .s~m-,~)gq.
L'ubur dru-omcne .......,,,{tIll P~'~]('\. t-llU ('X~
pcctanon hel!l;; r ,.u"'e(t]1O dl ...,tPPl!llJ .m.-nt,
s nd t'oIl,:;eqlll'Iltl: HO 1I,ln:-Lip. "H!)-.)'JU.
A tax «n H]! cc- ion L,l".l })!t' .......m c, he-
cau-v hen h.i- Illh't' h.uI the "hole. 5'10.
E.l.~(, nf('ollp tion. ,j!)l. ~\ C1lf.'t k to Irtur.i-
t iu.i, 11, \Vuuld ('lH','llL\C!l' m n i i.u;e. lb.
l},tpuLJn .....y •. ')'il-,,)!I.! ('1l1ll1):1l':~l\11 vn l: le-
~~uy .n«] pl~/Jatt' dt.t n », ('" • ,';;12 ('.11-
cul.i trou of l)Jodut'f" •. Sq':-,)\I:~. .\ppl]{·a-
hOll--HeIlll .......ron of Ohll()~lUU' t.i '~t '<, ,')<1.\-
5!).J .\11<;\\ cr .....to Ol',1l'l'i;o''-- - Tl'IJflp!l('v

to dissipate the n.moual w e.ilth, b' • ;
131('.1(11 vi' l'Ll th, IU; Ex posui c tu ,~• .1-
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~IOn, IL.; Tendency to glut the market I Survey-The Ordnance. Reference to, v.
With land, 594-595; Expense, 595; In- 429.
crease of influence of the Crown, lb.; Survey- Commission of, for purpose of di-
Powers for collection abused, ib.; Encou- vidmg' the country into election districts,
ragement to government profusion, lb.; in. 5i9-582.
Revolution in property, lb. ; Absorpuon of Survey-Anticipative, of evidence, as a sue-
property ll\ Exchequer, rh ; Subversion of cedaneum to Its exclusion, vii. 369-3i I.
ancient law, and innovation, 5'15-.i'lli. St'e Anticipative Survey,
The plan less harsh than the existnur l-iw, Suney-Geometrlcal-Uses of, for regls-
5%. Ancient Law of Escheat, and lmu- tration of contracts as to land, VI. 5i9
tanons on the 1'0\\ or of beque-t, Wh- Suspected persons-Propriety of demanding
5Ui Blar k-tone< opimon, 5~li-5~IS. accounts from, i. 55i.

Supphes-> Effie:!!'y of the power of the Com- Suspensron of a Pubhc-offlcer=- Formalities
mons over the, III 441, III th .. case of, to prevent oppression, ix.

Supporter, of a -y-tem, as distmguished 311.
trom udvoc.rtc- of It, IY. 201. 1 Suspensive power by judges, and reference

Suppo-ed-c-Apphc.ibihty of the quahficauon i to the legislature, where strict mterpre-
to nuorunual evidence, YII. II 'l. I tation of the law unjust, IV. 312-315.

S'lppre'~lUn of ev idence as mdtcattv» of Suspicion-c-Grounds of III evidence, enume-
guilt. \1I. 4B-50. rated, vn. 391.

:O;l1pprC'Slveremedies for chrome otlences, i. - Note of, substituted to nnllity, for neglect
:\6U-~iO. of formuhtes, vi 513-525.

- - dg.linst offence,- Nature of, i ;Jr.i. - of verrty of evidence-c-causes of con-
Supreme con-trtuuvc authoi ity-c-The -cat sidered, vi, 153-166; vn, 563-591.

and nature of, considered, III rel.rnon to - should take place of exclusion, as against
the Con-trtutionnl Code , IX. f15-11:l. evidence from contammated sources, VI.

Supreme Legtslature-e- Exposiuon of the 112, 131-132.
prmriplcs of, preparatory to the Consti- - How far statements of a person labour-
tutional Code, IX. 114-12i. lIlg nnder, are believed, vii. 3S9.

Snpreme opcranve-v Expo-uion of the prin- I - Conviction of perjury as a ground for, VII.
ciplc- applicable to, in the Constitutioual : 407.
Code, IX. 12i-145. ::'c.' Operative. [ SUSPICIOUSconnexrons=-Imputarion of, as a

Supreme power-The. Blaclo-tone's opm- I fallacy used in debate, n. 416.
ion-, on the right of, to make law" cnti- , Suspicious evidence=-Safeguards against, VI.
ciscd, I. 2S;\-~~J2. I'se of the word fight, I 116-119.
2B:I-~B4. Coufound-, con-cnt to obey I - - Cautionary mstrnctions to judge for
WIth duty of obedience, :::U:;. Neeessity weighmg, vi. 151-li5; vn. 563-591.
of suhnusstou deduced from con-cut to It, I Suear 110t at rdl-Cont:t!ll!llg an exposure
280. Theory, that no command to be i of the needlessness and mischievousness,
obeyed w Inch 15 contrary to the law of as well as ann-chnstiamty of the cere-
nature, or of revelatron, 2B6-~gi. Utihty mony of an oath, Y. 187-~:l9. See Oath.
the cruerion, and each man to Judge fur . - -- - Edrtorral note to, With late altera-
111m"elf, ~Bi -~BR. Impos-Jlnhty of re- nons of the law, v. I SB.
stnctmg the powers of a Legislature, I - - - Advertu-ement to, v. 189.
2gB Consequence of the laws berng held I ~wearmg. Sec Oath.
VOid, :W:J. Practical extent to which I' Sweden-Conduct of Britain to, in relation
hrmts exi-t, 2UO. Drstmetnes-, that dis- to the refusal of the army to adopt the
pute- on the subject would assume were war of Gustavus III, x. 202-203.
they based on utihty, 2!JI-~[}2. i-Law of Divorce !II, I 355.

- - Duty of the, to make law-, Black- l - Practice as to patents of nobility in, ii.
stone's opinions on, crrticised, I. 29~-2!)5. I 220 and n +.

xnrgeons-c-Analogy from the practice of, as ; - Fall of the liberties of the Diet of, ii.
to effect of vacations !II Courts of Justice, i 32i n.
iv. 3i8. . - Liberty of perjury purchased by the law

~urgery-Etymology of, and place in the of, vi. 324.
Chrestomathic system of Instruction, vm. Swediaur-c-Dr=-notices of, x. 88,190,285,
:~O. ~82.

Professorship of, in central towns, ii. Swedish Code-Arrangement of the, iii.
~.)7. 16:3.

--- Natronnl field for the expcrimental study - - Incompleteness of the, iii. 206.
of, in a system of Pauper management, Sweeping claeeiflcatione=-Fallacy of, ii. 450-
VIII. 4~'). 451.

!'Ilncv-The Ordnance. Progress of, in. SWift quoted in favour of annual Parlia-
58U'n. ments, ill. fjJ I n.
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SWIft -His directions to servants, the plumed, vin, 82-93. See Encyclopedical
model of Hamilton's Parliamentary Logic, Sketch.
11. 383. Synoptic Encyclopedical Table or Diagram

- Noticed or quoted, iii. 515, 620; IV. 4, -- uses of, and reasons fur making the
246 n, 447; v. 421, 5[12 n ; x. 412. division in exhaustive, 'Ill 98-102.

Swimuung-e-Advantage of knowing the art Synthesis-c-How performed for the aggre-
of, VIlI. 436 n. gat IOn of logical wholes a" a prehminary

Swmdhng-c-Definition of. v. 59,> n. to logical ana lysis, 'Ill 125.
- The term applied to Master" III Chancery - not properly the converse of analysis, as

exactmg fee, for flctitrous attendauces, does not predicate a homogeneous whole,
,.364-367. YHI 75 n.

Swmton-c-Lord= Praive of, as establisher of • - Reluuon of to aualysr-, vni, 256-258.
the Small Debt Courts, v. 21-22, 23. I' S. e Aggrcgunon

SWb' League-'l'he- An illustratron of an I - :\lu,t precede anulysis in the chronology
Internauonal Judicature. 11.552. I of mental operations, vin. 265·266.

Swrtzerland-s-Secrecy of Legislatrve pro-' - and analysis - Improper applica non of
ceedmgs Ill, ii. 315 n. to Geometry and Algebra, '111. 2MI-259.

Sydney=-Algcrnon, noticed, ,11 413 Systern-e-The levelling, discusscd.i ;)jB-3G4.
Sydney-a-Penal colony of. The sy-stem of Systems-e-Umty of to be held III view III

criticised, See Trauspor tauon nomenclature, V111. 64-66.
Sydney-Lord, author of the bill for the

regulation of mad-houses, IV. 60 n.
Syllabio-lection pnnciple= m the manage-

ment of the Chrestomatluc school, Ylll 53.
Syllcgistn-c-merely an adaptation of nomen-

clature, ,I. 442. Table attached to the Encyclopedical Sketch
Symboho Signature-as a method of authen- of Art and Screuce=--Explanaucu-, rela-

trcation, VI. 515. bye to the, ;111 [I,;·'/a. Lhvi-ron Exhaus-
Symbolical rewards, 11.213. tne,95. Ai t awl Science used instead
Symmetry With reference to the matter of of Arts and ~(lenl'e~ as each head apper-

the Constitutronal Code-The nature of,' tarns to both, lb. L'se of the BIfurcate
ix. 3. system, and the Greek, III reprosenuug

Symonds-c-Arthur-c-Hi- report on drawing the head or superordinate as divided into
acts of Parhament, Ill. 232n. two condivident parts, each being III re-

Symonds=-Dr Joseph-Letterfrom, to Bent- l.mon to the other a deflmtion per a€IlUS

ham on his work on the Free States of ct drfercutram, 96. Lse of synonyms, lb.
Antiquity, and on Works on Italy x. 138- The use of Greek-sprung terms, of syno-
139. nyrns, and of explanations from word, III

Sympathetic Powder-Illustration from the, I fannliar use, justified, U6. Suhdrvisron
i. 479. I ('lIi'responding with genus and species,

Sympathetic Sanction-The, i. 14 n -. I !Ji The plan adopted to exclude obscu-
- - The. Suurce and direction of, 111. 291- I rrty and ambrguity , ib Reasons for the

292. I different kinds of type used, lJ7-9R.
Sympathetic sensibihty and bias-c mfluence I' - - - Uses of the, VI1I. uB·IOU. Com-

of; i. 24-25. • pared With connected discourse less ex-
Sympathy-e-Motive corresponding to the' phcit, but brmgs the whole to the e) e at

pleasures of, 1. 52-53. once, 98-99. Admits conception and re-
Based III self-regard, ix, 192. ciprocal comparison, 9!1 Efforts of

- The pains of, I. 20. Bacon, Chambers, and D'Alembert III the
- Pleasures and pains of, With the corre- same direction, noticed, lb. Use of the

spondmg Interest and Motives, 1. 202 table as a mean; of rapid analogy be-
- and antipathy as principles adverse to tween one branch and another, 100. Each

that of unhty, 1.6-11. ExplanatIon,6-8. step gamed, so much for others to start
Sources of the vanous systems concern- from, lb.
ing right and wrong, 8. Enumeration of - - - Reasons for exhaustive drvision
these, 8-10 n. Sometimes coincide with : 1Il, VIii. 10 j -I 02.
utllIty,9-10. Most apt to err on the bide! Table of the springs of action, i. 197-205.
of seventy, 10. Sonrce of antipathy to , Table of Motions 10 Legislanve Assemblies,
actions=tracing of motive;" 11. ii. 31 i-320.

- effect of on tesnmony, VIi. 569-5iO. I Table of Regulations in Legislative Assem-
Synonymatiou as a mode of Exposition, "111.[ blies, ii. 320.

248. Table-Synoptic-of Arts and Science' ex-
Synonyms-Use of, i. 206. I plained, "Ill. 8~·95. See Encyclopedicnl
Synoptic Table of Arts and Sciences ex-: Sketch.

T
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Tables-Application of to Geometry in pre- 'I'alent=-- Value of lost, from defective sy.-
sentmg Propositions m series, according terns of education, viii. 11.
to their connexion with each other, vui. Talleyrand-s-His efforts to get Bentham's
164-166. works propagated III France. x, 378-380,

- of services exigible from judges, to be 383, :l87.
hung up in courts of justice, ii, 37-38, - His visit to Bentham, XI. i4-7 5.
42-43. - noticed, IX. 87; x. IS5, 2':;5, 313, 316,

- showing the proportion of mulcts to in- 565.
come, to be hung np m courts, ii Ill. Tampering with evidence, official persons,

- Statistical, exhibmng the state of parti- vntne"be;,,&c.-PresumptlOnof guilt from,
cular drstrict s as to rnorahty, &c., recom- vn. 49 n, 50-51, 52.
mended, ll. 2:12. Tanner 'r. Taylor-Case of, cited, VI. 389

- Reasons tor employing the form of, III 'I'ask-description prmciple, in the manage-
Chrestomatlna, VIll. 7. me lit of the Chrestomatluc school, vm,

- Cln estoma tlue-s-N ores to, VIiI 8·54 51.
- of population, &c. LIIlIty of, I 557. Taste-c-Utihtv of. 11 254.
Tabor-The fannlv of. Relaticns of the - Pleasure ~nu pains of the, as bprmgs of

Bentham fanuly, x. 3. action,». 197.
Tabular-exhibition prmcrple-e-in the man - Ambiguity III language spoken of as of-

agement of the Chrestornatlnc ,chovl,' fend11il;, in. 245.
'111. 51-5? i - Principle of. allowed, through the In-

Tacitus noticed or quote.l, 1 535; ii. 254 ; I fiuence of aristocracies, to have preponder-
Y. 581; \:1.93. I auce oyer the Greatest-happiness prm-

Tuctrcal D» ision of Loaic=-saenficcd by, ciple, IX. 46.
the Anstutclicus tv the Dialocnc, viu, : - Bad- Objections to attack, on, ii. 254.
218. 'I'atischev-c-a Russran farmlv called-Bent-

Taetics-e-Pchtical-c-Es-n y Oil, n, 301-3i3. ham's acquamtauce wlth;x. 181.
- - General YlCW of the subject of, u, Tutoomg, a" a punishment, 1.416.

301-302. 'i ax In/It monopul!l-a proposal to obtr m
- - Ends that should be kept 1Il \ iew 1Il! revenue b~- taxmg the profits of bankers

a code of regulatrons a>' to. II 302-305' and stock-broker- 11. 5U9,(,OO.
Obviatmg I uacuon, 30?; UseIess deer- : Taxes - Nonpavment 01'. Extent of tl.e
51On, lb.; Indecision, lb.; Delays, IU ;: mischief of, I i~·i3, 133 n.
Precipitanon, ib.; Fluctuation, 10, Quar- ' - Varrous kinds of, wh.ch are rm-seated
rcls, ilO?·303; Falsehoods, :303; Decisions I and mf'nngernents of the security ot pro-
vicious 111 form, ib.: DeUSlOn, vicious III perty, I. 319.
their touudauon, from absence, want of - on official saluries-c-Incongruity of, II
freedum, scductton, and error, lb. Syn-: 21:'-243.
optical table of the mconverncnces cor- I - Farming the, considered, and popular
respondmg to the several end", 304- I prejudices exposed, 11. ~-19-~51.
3U5. ' - Clause of the French Declaration of

- - Allusion to the circumstances 111 wlllch! Rights regarding the equality of, n. 517-
the work on was wntten-state of France," 510.
x. 19i. i-A pacific convention would diminish,

- - Proposal to :\lore11et, for the publica- I throughout Europe, n. 55.)
tion of III France, x.198-199. ' - Incidence of various kinds of, ii, 573,

- - Opnnon of Ronully, Trail, and WIl- 530--,Gl.
son on, With Bentham, answer, x, IU9. ' - Clauss in the French Declaration of
201. Rights regarding the apphcanon of, 11.

-- See Legislanve Assembhes : Mcm- 518-519.
bel'S. - Proposal for a saving m, by the exten-

Tailor-Contract With fur a coat, as an II. sron of the law of escheat, n, 585-598.
lustratrou of preappoiuted evidence, vi. - All encouragements by the Government
509-510 n, to individuals must be met by, ui, 34.

'I'art=-Wilham-c-Letter to, XI. 6i-6S. - Counexion of, with national wealth, iii.
Talbot=-Xlr-c-Notn-e of, as a visiter at 40. Growing expenses-s-take from en-

Bowood, x. 104. joymont to security, ib. Past expenses
Talent-s-How made applicable to the pub- or debt-do not affect existing wealth,

he service, u, 195. are merely the result of previous expense,
- Want of, aids tallacies of authority, II. lb.

:;93. - on trade-Effect of, ill. 40
- The bidding for the employment of, by - Income converted 1I1to capital through

offermg high reward, for public services, the instrumentality of, in. 44.
cousrdercd, v, 310·3 Ul. - Colonies never pa~', in. 52.



TAX ccclxiii TEe
Taxes-on rival branches of home manu- Tuxes on succession-c-Incidence of, ii, 590.

facture-s-Incrdence of, iii 65. Taxation-c-Proper purposes of, i. 313.
on rival import s-e-Incrdence of, in. b:;. - Relation of, to puu.shment, I. 394.

- how they drmimsh wealth, m, 76. - Coextension of representation with-e-the
- Expenditure as the counterpart of, ill. prmciple critrcised , ni. 4G7 n.
i .5. - a power not vested III the Crown, even

- DIrect and indirect, ni. 76-78. Latter' WIth regard to conquered colonies, IV.
voluntary, 76-;7. Extent to which thev I :!6G-2G[J.
may be earned dependent all wealth, - cannot be accomplished against colonies
77. Tax on Import" borne here-on ex- I through trade WIthout coercion, IV. 413-
ports by foreign consumer, lb. Indirect I 4 I 4
taxation with regard to pressure ou good - The argument that the, a-t extent of,
and bad habits, ib, Approprratron of IS a reason for not removmg the nunor
succe-ssrons where no near heir--c-u hght : burdens, combated, v, :;0;)-30:;.
tax, 77-78. Taxes on justice, medicine, ' -- Pressure of, on the iu.lu-mous, an argu-
&c, the most oppressive. 78 Smngglmg: ment against penslOnlllg the Idle, Y. 3U6.
a barrrer to the extent of iudn ect taxes, ' - Proper pnnciple-. of, contrasted WIth
ib, i those in u-e, IX. 33·34. Consideration

- Effects of, on producnon.iii. 78-80. Gen- i WIth finnuciers=-not the suffering- of the
eral rule that taxes should be only for; taxed, but the extent of OPPO-ItlOll to be
revenue, 78 Incidence of duties by I feared, lb. Recour-e should he first had
foreigners ou imports from us, ib.: of to the least oppressive taxes-c-thr-n .B

dunes on home manufactures, 7G-79. Tax urgency demauus, to the more burden-
on exports, '!Y. International precautrons , some, ;j4. Thus, when there I' waste, It
for prevennon of effect" of rapid changes I IS at the cost uf the iun-t opprcssiv ely
-fbcal regulations, ib. Reasons of pre- I taxed, and known to be so, lb.
judice ill favour of export trade, 79-80. ; - Enumeration of purpose, tor which there

-- Employment of, for a smkmg fllnrl-, should be none, IX 4U
Effect of on the nattoual C3.1)]lJ.I.lll. UO-82. , - Influence It may have III accumulaung

- Pressure of, III Britam, Ill. IUU property III the counti y or b3.ylttg It from
- Reduction of, through profits arising on expenditure, x. 3:!6.

project of conversion of stock into An- 'I'aylor the archrtect-e-commonly called Ba ll
nuity notes, Ill. 12;,-13::. 'I'aylorv notieed, x. 16.

- Prmciples that should regulate, 11i 204. I Tayler-~I A.-HIS motion about chancel')
- ImpOSItIOn of, on everybody, to put III delnys, x 460·461.

everybody's pocket-an illustration, v. TcLIteltclgoff-Admlr.lI-SuggestlOns to. on
269. Ius proposed History of the RUSSIan Cam-

- Kinds of, that should he interdicted- l'clltm, x. ·177.
on knowledge, justice, medicme, msur- - - Letters from, x, 48:;, 48G.
ance, and for creating natrona! mstitu- - - Suggestion to, to write Ius own :lIe-
tions which the rich only can enjoy, ix. rnoir« x 48(1.
451. 'I'ea-s-Beueficral effect of the use of. 1. 540

Taxes on justice, or on law proceedmgs-
I

'I'eacher=-The faculties exer cr-cd by, as dis-
Rewards to injusnce, ri, :!II. tmguished from those exercised by the

- - - Objections to, 11.243; vi. II. i Inventor, vm. 74 7u.
-- - - have the evil, that the creation of Teachers-Scholars actmg as, a part of the

them IS occasioned by those who profit management of the Chrestomatlnc school,
by them, v. 98. VIll. 4G-47.

-- - - Objection to, overcome by calling Teachmg-c-False notion of its being so dis-
them fees, v, 160. tinct from learnmg that buth cannot be

- - - Acts of Parliament against, CIted, conducted together, YIn ;)02.
v. 353. 'I'ears=-How far an mdrcanou of gr ref', I. :!i-

- - - considered in remarks on the :!8 n II.
Bankruptcy Court BIll, v. 58:\-596 [ 'I'echmcal=-Meanmg of the term, vu. 19, n.

- - - Protest agamst, 11. 573-583. See: - As apphed to reasons, vn. 401.
Law Taxes. ! - Ianguage-c-maptuude and nnsclnevous-

- -- - Origin and evils of, vii. 199-201,: ness of, vir, 280-:lIJ3.
327-328_ I - Reasons for not U'lllg, III the author's Ill-

- - - Abolition of.recommended, vii. 377-j structions as to the trustworthiness of
378, Alteration of the Jaw noticed, 377 n., testimony, vii. 5n6-567

Taxes on medicine characterized, ii, 575- , Techmcal arrangement distmguished from
576n; vn, 377. I natural, i. 237.

Taxes on productions-c Exemptrons from, 'I'echmcal ECOllOmY, as to manufactures.
act ~& bounties, lll. 62. ! &c ----S011rce of mformatrou as to. III a.



TEe ccehiv TEX

system of Pauper management, viii. 'I fillmg up an encyclopedical analysis, viii.
426. 90-91 n.

Technical language- 'Wherein that of law Technology, or the application of Mecham-
differs from that of other sciences, Ill. cal Philosophy to commercial purposes,
269-2iO. expressed by Catastatico-Chrestre Anthro-

Techmcal legal terms-Examples of, requir- purgics in the Encyclopedical Sketch of
mg special exposinon, v 413. Art and SCIence, viu, 88.

Techmcal svstern of Procedure-Resume of - Sketch. of the field of, vni, 148-150. Ad-
the aber"-atIOns of, n. Ii8-18I. vantage of the apphcanon of,to the mecha-

- - - compared WIth natural procedure, ii meal employments, WIth a Rationale or
IG'I-liB explananon, vui 148-150.

- --- The de-vices of, as disnnguished from - General. Specimen of from Wilkins'
the arrangements of' natural procedure,' Essay towards a real character, &c., VIii.
v. B-14. 150-15:;.

--- - Courts of, contrasted with those of Telemachus-Infiuence of the perusal of, on
natural procedure as to the character of Bentham's early OpInIOn", x. IC-II.
the suitors, v. 22. 'I'emerrty-s-nature of falsehood from, vi.

- - Snb-titution of the natural to. nrged 292-2!):l.
III Petition for justice, v. 445. I - 1I1 evidence punished by public opinion,

- - Devices of'=-List of, as complained of I vi. 327.
in Petition for justice. v. 446. - Incorrectness occasioned by, should be

- - The forms in which evidence IS con- i punished, vi, 280, 295-296.
sidered hy, TI 141-14:l. - and evil consctousness=-The distmction

-- - Notice of the author's remarks on. between, unknown in Enghsh law, ii
by Editor of Orizmal Edmon of Ration- 5i9-580 n.
ale of Evidence, 'I. 2U2. 'I'empernmcnc=-hodily and mental-as cir-

-- - The varrou- e\'11, of' See the various cumstances mfluencing sensibility, I. 2i
Chapters of Book VIII. of Rationale of Temperance in Peuitentraries-c-Conducivc-
EVIdence, Vol VII. 106-.3;14. ness of to reformation.j. 499.

-- - Reasons for an exammation of, III Temperate- Use made of the term III delay-
connexron "nth exclusion of evidence, 'II. I ll'g reforms, II. 433-434.
196-197. i-and intemperate reform-A distinction

- - Contrasted with the natural, VII. 19i -' created for fallacious purposes, ii. 45~-
199. i 4S:l

- - General recapitulation of the interests : Temple-SIT WillIam-The confidence be-
causing the evils of, YII. 211-214. I tween De Witt and, iI 553-.~54.

-- - The YIceS introduced to by the fee- 'Temple-The. Advice from, to Sir RIchard
:;athernl1: prmctple, particularly exempli- Phihps m relation to his mqumes on tho
fied, YII. 21 4-2:?5. See Fee-gathermg packing of special juries, and comments,

- - Remedies suggested for the evil, of, T. 143-14G.
'II. :\20-329. See Remedies. Temptanon->- Method of ascertaining the
- Apology for the exposure of, Til strength of, 1. G7, 87.

329-:334. - Makmg emoluments sufficient to exclude,
- -Enls of, adduced m answer to the II. 244-24.5.

fallacy that judicial forms are the slneld-, - Responsibility to be increased with, i. .548.
of liberty, VIIi. 478-4i9. - Means of reducing. by high salaries to

-- - casually animadverted on. n, 7 ; vi. public officers, &c., i. 541l-549.
411,443,446,466,479,585; VIi. 43, 16G, -- How far extent of salary a guarantee
193. against 1 ri. 234.

Techmcal Terms-Unapt, continued from - Effect of, on testimony of Witness, vi,
the desire of adepts to preserve a palpable 154. See Interest; Motive.
distmction between themselves and the Iu what Circumstances no ground for
uninitiated, TIll. 183-184. reducing punishment, 1. 400.

Techmcalmes-c The theory that they arc a , Tenants-Manner in which influences may
check on the judge considered, VII. 324. be used against, at elections, Iii. 4i9-482.

- Legal-Advantages of nnprovmg, and Tendency of acts-Inference of dispositiou
prejudices agamst Improvement, lll. :!iO- from, L 60-68. See Dispositions.
274. Tcnor=- Transcript in, vii. 139-140.

-- Evils of, Illustrated in Finance, ui. 204 - Inference of authenticity from, vii. 17B-
Technology of Art' and Manufactures as a 180.

branch of the Chrestomatluc system of, - Inference of spuriousness from, vii. l B l ,
Instruction, vin, 38-39. I - drstingui-hed from purport, vin. 44.

-- Division of, With a view to plea-ures ; 'l'ensron= as productive of motion 111 con-
and pains, as a specimen of the method of: nexion With sprmg~, viii 139.



TEN ccclxv THE
'I'enterden-c-Lord=-Strlctness of mterpreta- Testimony of plamtiff-c-Examinanon of the

non of Indictments by, ii, 14. course pursued m regard to, by English
- - noticed, iii. 375-376; IV. 447; v. li62, law, YIl. 489-496.
592; x. 572, 59t,. - of defendant-Exam mati on of the course
Terlg and Macdonald-Tria! of, cited, VII. pursued III regard to, by English law, VII.

101 n. 496-506. See Defendant.
Terms used in legislative aets-c-Frxatron - Interest in general considered &' B

and exposition of the meaning of, Ill. t,9'2-: ground of untrustworthiness m, vh 567-
59L j 5:~

- Expositions of, with reference to a Pan- - Pecuniary interest as a gronnd of un-
nomion, or universal code. Ill. 217-234. trustworthiness Ill. '11.573-57;'

-- Iuipostcr-c-Use of, as fallacies of confu- - Interest derived from social connexions
sion, ii. 438-440. i a, a ground of untrustwortluuess m, 'I'll

Terms (m the Euglish courts) compared wIth, 575-.';i7.
vacation time, vn, 241-'245. I - Interest derived from the sexual con-

- and Circurts=-Nature of, discussed, VI I nexions as a ground of untrustwortlnness
91n. in.':I.ii7-58l.

-- Delay and precipitation occasioned by, , - Interest derived from connexion With
~rlevance~ presented in Petition fUI JU&- the SUIt as a gronnd of untrustworthmess,
tree, v, 467, 4G9. , YJl 581-584.

Term busmess=-Factinous, >II 242-243. : - Improbity a" a cause of uutrustworthi-
Termmology-Legal-Evlls of the exrstmg ness m, VIl 5B5-'i91.

system-s- advantages of, and prejudices - s,'e Evidence; Witness.
against, Improvement, ill. 2G~-2; 4. I - Exclusiou of. Sec ExclUSIOn.

Territorral dormmon-c=How the relations i-Spontaneous, VI. 458-465. Sec Sponta-
of sovereign and subject created by, II.' neous.
541-542. : - Spontaneous self-inculpative, See Self-

'I'erntory=-Drsputes regarding violation of,: inculpatrve,
as a canse of war, II. 544. t - Extraction of. See Extraction,

- Boundaries, &c., of, III Constitunonal Texigenous source of motion=-The, by the
Code, ix. 14i -150. contractron occasioned by fusion, 'Ill. 142.

'I'error-s-Apphcanon of means of, to prison Thames Pohce-s-Proposed union of. WIth
discipline, iv. 10-11. the Shadwell Office. discussed, x 329-330.

'I'erronsm-e-Aualv-is of the operation of, 1IJ , - - Heads of a BIll for regulating the, x.
elecnons, ill. 479-482. i 330-3:\3

- at elecuons=-compnred With bribery, Ill. , - - Correspondence as to, x. 333-335.
482-485. i 'I'heatrec=-Sma.tory authority as to, by

Test and corporation ach~ The, character- l Health Minister, in Constitutronal Code,
ized, i. 4:l7; II. 227, 26,)-2f:G. IX. 445

Tests-c Rehgrous=-A testimony III favour of - Good effects to which they may be reu-
the prohibited religion, IY. :l98 n. dered conducive, I. 540.

Testimony-Causes of belief Ill, VI. 235-244 Theft-POSItion of, in the subdivrsrons of the
See Belief. I Penal Code, Ill. I b6.

- Causes of trustworthme- and untrust- " - Genus of the offence, i. Iii -118.
worthiness Ill, VI. 17-21. -- Forms of enactment With regard to, ill.

- secured from misrepresentation and ob- 277.
hvion by registratron, VI. i9-80. - Reputation of being gUIlty of-In~tance'l

- Vexatiou attending the givmg of, vi. 93-9J. of Its subjectmg to puuislnneut, VII 4.t6 IJ

-- False - The prompting causes of, ex- - above forty shulmgs=-Luw as to. altered,
ammed, vi. 158-15Q. VI. 381 n 2.

- remoteness of, from seat of perception - Summary conviction for certain kmds of,
-Effect of, vi 222-223. vii. 504-506.

- Modes of incorrectness Ill, VI. 244-247. Thelematrc source of motion=-appbed to
- Dangers to be guarded against WIth re- the will as a source of muscular monon,

gard to, vi. 279-282. vui. 134.
- of parnes=-Exclusrou of, vii. 226-23:l. Thelematology-applled to sciences in which
- of partles- Impropriety of excludmg, the WIll IS concerned iu the production of

vii. 48;-489. a result, VIii. 288-289.
- of co-parties for and against each other. ' 'I'helematoscopic Pneumatology, or Etlllc~-

See Co-parties. POSItIOn of, III the Encyclopedical Sketch
-- Exemptions from the burden of hcanug, of AI t and SCIence, vin. 8!l-90.

in certain CIrcumstances-the propriety - - Drvision mto Dicasnc and Exegetrc,
of, considered, VII. 4i2-486. See Exemp- viii. 92-93.
tion. Thelusson T. Staples=-Case of, 'II. 3,';6 II.
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Theodosius I.-Absurd apphcation of re-
ligion by, to punishment, i. 412.

Theology-c-Manner In which opInIOns in,
earned by force, vii. 109 n.

'I'heorctical-e-Abusrve and fallacious use of
the epithet, as a term of reproach, ii, 458-
459; VII. 504.

Theoretical Etmcs=-Positron of, In the En-
C) clopedical Sketch of Art and SCIence,
VIlI.94.

Theury-Encouragement to, as the first
step in the career of invention, ii. 256.

- Those who cry out about, indulge In bad,
Il 44:l.

- Good In, and bad in practice, the expre=-
51011, and Its fallacious use, crrticised, ii.
459-460; Ill. 467 n.

- Unpopularrty of the term, IV. l7i.
Theory of evrdence-c-Gilbert's, discussed, VI.

183-18i.
Therapeutics-Etymology of, and place III

the Chrestomatlnc system of Instructiou,
VIIl. 36.

Theresean Code-Emblematic frontispiece
of, L 550.

- - arrangement of the, in 16;]
- - Sorr-ery legislated for In, I 5.;4.
- - referred to, I. 153; VI. 51)4.
Thteves=-Their mutual tUlIIOUlIl prisons, 1.

42i-4:?fl.
- Proprrety of gIVlIlg the pubhc mstrucnon

as to the schemes resorted to by, I 554.
- Hononr among. Dangerous nature of

the prmciple termed, IV. :!:::5·:!:26; vi,
:!65-:26G.

Things, as the first general title of the
Civil Code, iii. 176-li8 Natural and
artificial, 176. Employable and consum-
able, I7G-I7i. Indu idually valuable.
and valuable In rna's, 177. Sen 'I hIe and
insensible, lb. SImple and complex, lb.
Jndividuatron, 177-178. Roman drvi-
81OUS, 178.

- EVIdence from, or real evidence, a' a
branch of ell curnstantial, vn. 8-18. See
Rea! EVIdence.

- states of, distinguished from events, vi.
217.

- and Persons-c-Drvi-ion of Rights of, in
the Roman Law, crrtrcised, Iii 184.

Thirst, and the want &0 of the means of
quenching It, a, motrves, I 197.

Thompson= Mr WIlham, of Cork -·I,ettcr
to, on the Chrc=tornatluc system of Lduca-
non, x. 506-507.

Thomson-c-Dr, the chemist.noticed, viii. :!17;
x.401-40:2

Thomson', Seasons-c-Bentham's rmpression
of, from the perusal of In childhood, x. :!:!.

Thornbury-The poisoned pancake of, ad-
duced III illustration, II. 463.

Thornton-Henry-His work on Paper
credit noticed, x, 389, 413.

'I'hought=-consrdered as the basi, of Ian-

ecclxvi TIM

guage, and Its operations in that respect
examined, VIiI. 320-323.

Thought-Words as the signs of, the sub-
ject of exposition, vin. 242-243.

--- The employment of, In suggcstmg reme-
dies to abuses, held up to contempt, It.

457 -459.
- Decisions without, vii. 246-249.
-- Acquaintance with, facilitated throngh a.

knowledge of the principles of language
the SIgn of It, viii. 344.

Threat to testify azamst-e-how far It affects
the trustworthiness of testnuony, VII. 23-
:!4.

- a'< ciroumstautral evidence of dehn-
queney, vii, 21.

- Infirmative circumstances applicable to,
as evidence, vn. :23-24.

- as an offence-c-posinon of in the Penal
Code, in. 1 GR.

- SubmISSIOn to as an extenuation, i 7f!
Three Tracts un Spanish and Portuqueee

Affairs, uuth. a continual I'ye to Eugllsh
0111", 'Ill. 463-486.

'I'hnft=-Unpopulanty of the virtue of, Iii. Ii
Throckmorton - SIr Nicholas - 'I'rial of,

Cited, vii. 461.
'I'hrone==Lustre and drgniry of the-De-

predation masked nnder support of, IX. 89.
- Danger of givmg official power to a per-

son nearly alhcd to, V1 55G n.
Thurlow- Lord-c-Charactertstrcs of, u. Ii 5;

x.94.
- - Charge of breach of faith against, by

Lord Lansdowne, x :214.
- - noticed, ill. 476 n ; x, 59.
Tidd's Practice quoted, Vll. 3S'I n :t.
'I'iemey-c-Mr=-noticed, III ,0:12.
'I'illey= Ca-,c of, CIted, \"11.190 n :t.
TtI'<It- Peace of, alluded to, vi. 368.
Tuuber= Naval-c-Sucgestions for procuring

a supply of, "Hi 4:21.
'I'ime v a physical ficuuous entity, nil. :!OO.
- Its conncxron with place as the name

of a fictiuou-, eutrty, vm. 204.
- next III order of simplir-rty to place, as

an entity connected WIth relation, VIII 20:1.
- Influence of, on matters of' legislation. I

188-194.
- The Innovator-General, by altering the

adaptation of In-trtuttons to their purpose
-a fallacy, II 41 9-4:20.

- Fixation of the meaning of words de-
signative of, in legrslative acts, in. 593.

- Consideratrous aq to, WIth regard to
a/lui evidence, vn, 11:2.

- Interval of, to be allowed to witnesses
to answer questions, considered, VI. 449-
450.

- Parttcularity as to, m confessions and
instruments of accusation, HI. 38.

- Sciences Involving the predicament of,
viii. :!87.

TImes-New and old - Confusion between,



'I'opog raplncal fuucnon-c Thc. of the Local
He.ulu.an, b) the Con-auuuonal Code,
IX Gl!1

'I'opozr.rphy-e-a science mvnlvmg the pre-
d« arnent of pl.« e, "111 :.!eG

- The field of, oCl'arated frum that of ge,,-
graph), \ Ill. ?4;~

Toreuo-c-Couut-c-Letter from, requesting an
opnuou on the Penal Code fur Sp.uu, IV.
571.

-- - Letter, to, OJ] the propo-e d Penal
Code, de liv ered III )'Y the Lt'g'lsbtne
C,u;'IlI.".'ttPI' 01 tlu- ~l'Jlll,h COltee, 'Ill.
44 I~,) )J

- - Hr-tory ot the publication of the let-
ter s to, v m. 4BU-4UO

- - 'I'he g'rollll,j~ of the opnnons ad-
dr e-sed to, to Le certain pi eestabhshe d
po-ruom-, w uh relPrcnre to the Greatest-
happmc-- prmeiple, with the reason',
'Ill 4~IU--1U:·L

- - Cori c-pondcncc wuh, III reference to
his conduct rC'!!J.rulIl~ the letter-, 011 the
Spaur-h Cude, :,Ill. '),;1-:,.14

airedI'd Tones-ChJrartl'rt'tic' of the, Ill. 5::'7
- Form that the .n zument-, of , dgalll-;t re-

form ns-ume, 1Il GIIO
- Tln-ir Jr.i>onence of reform a prufes-ed

creed, I\- -1';;;'
--- The. Ex ammatron of the interests anJ

corre"'ponJIllg moti \ es of, ..tgJ.IU.,t reform,
Ill .. ):!(i-j:2q.

- 1n w h.ct they differ from the Wlng-; 11
44.1.

-- -- casually referred to, It. 443, Ill. 48G,
j90 II ; \'111 469.

Torturc-v-Rel.i nou of. to pum-Iunent. 1. 39:1
- 1\:111110 of, that have been apphed .1, pun-

r-hments, I. 414
- Pum slnucnt of death With, considered III

its effect', I 4-I~-4H.
- oi nnnatvd WIth ill-considered SCI upl. 5

abollt e' idencc,v II. li~2-.').2:~~ 5:25.
- Iuterrogatron confounded With, .11.454-

45,3
Totlnll FIeld, as a spot for a national Pent-

teuuarvv x ;\2;1; XI. 11 s, I :,X.
Tott- n;riJn <1", notu-ed.o, 4\1~.
Tuurerl= Jucquc- de- E,tlnlate of, X I~~
-- - His detent-e of Torture, I ~;1I.
Tours=-Pracnce of' the Proviuci.il .\<8em-

l.ly of, 11. 341.
'I'owns-c-Large-c-Prejudices against, and

mcffectual <'il'ort- to restrain, III. 74.
'l'ownscnd-c-Lord, noticed, x lOB
'i'own-eud-> The Hey. Jc-eph=-Nonccs of,

a' a visiter at Bowood, x. U], !J7, 99,100,
123.

- - Letter from Bentham to, x. I;l~-
t 140.

- -- - Method of selectmg Special 1111'I", I - - Letter from, to Bentham, x. 140-
as exhibited III the trial 01, v, 11).,-104 II I 141.

- - - 'I'nal of, cited, VI1. 251. I - - Estunate of the abihues and chara.-
- - Mention of, x. 582. \ tel' of, x. ,r; 1 'i, ,Ii17

TOI

mvulved 1Il references to the" wisdom of
QUI' ancestor .....,'· 11 ~Dtl-3fJfj; x. bY.

TIllIC.-HegulatlOlls and Explanatrons WIth
regard to, ,1' a general title of the civil
('OIft',111 lig 17[).

--- }{"Illute - are '.lOlLI" to 11' 1Il remote'
pL.ll't'''', '11. (10

Tmuduv. cowardice, l\..C', a" deSignatIve of
monvc-, 1. ~O..L

-- a cau-t- of llH'orre('tlle("I." In oral testr-
mony, '\ 1 :.!.')-±

-- ot witu« ......-mnY
dH'tWII, &-.', fr(Jl~
4117.

- an nnpe.hmcut to the exposure of of-
fCII,'e', 'III 57B

TIIIdal\ Cln r-tiuuitv a' old 3' the Cica uon
-Belllh.illl't- Iml;rc-,IOu ot, troru peru-at
III buy hood, x. ~!.

TIPPO" ;o".ub uotu e.l, IY. 41 i.
Tlthe'- Objecuunu \,le mcr.loncc of, ii. :!44.
Title-mralllllg of the t-rm, 1. 15.;, 211.~ Il
- of a drsc.ruu-e= whcrcm It consist-, I

~n;;

betray to ,l'lf-('uIltn-
Lrow bc.itrug, vi. 41iG-

- Proof of- Nature uf projiPI ty
by the Tequi ,Itt' ....tor, III 1:)4 n.

TItle ueed". ;" t. Deed,.
Title, :I' the fonndatron uf rt:!ltt,~TllP no-

mcm-l.itun- uf eou-rdered, with reference
to the tcrm-, collativ e and ablative ev eut-,
III lUU-lHO.

- - "Inch confer a rIght of propr-rtv. 1 :327-
3:~O Actual pn",:,p"''''lOIl, ;~~7. AIH n-ut
bona iid« pU~.,e"'''''lon, ih, 111l''-l'rIptwn,IU
Land .uid Ib }l1oduce, ;~~i-;;.2U. TilJug ...
lWUll ....]wd ou, and thrown on th« land, I

:12ll. Land, from w luch water 11a' r e-
treated, lb. _'-melIoratIOn ..., ;j~g-;~:2n.
Mines, J~C) F. ...l11llg-s III great w.ncr-. rb
H nntnur, ,'211-,l.l(l

-- R('glbtla.tlOll of, 1 .~.12. ISt'( R('hl~tra-
tron.

---- The variou-, OIl wluch a claim may be
laid III a EUIL YII. 2; H ~

- hv &He('eS~IOll, "-C -r'il' (If reghter<; fur
th~ purpose' of. vi :>;0-,')74. j< I~ Genoa-
logical Facts.

- or headuur-. to tho d.ffeicnt clauses of
deeds.recouuueuded a~ CODUHI'IYC tu clear-
nes- v. ~1(q.

Tobucco= Usc of, excluded III tl-e I'JIlOptI-
cun sv-tem , IV. 15S.

Toleran'ce - Religrous-c-Cnucisiu on the
clause III the L'reueh Dectaration of RIght,
regarding, 1I. h1;,-515

Tongue - -Aualogical punishment Inflicted
through the, I 40B.

'I'coke-s-John Horne-c-Estimnte of, x. 404
~ - - lIt, di=cov erres III grJ,lllruar estr-

rna ted. YIlI 1~tl, 1B,l, 1BS.

TOW
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'I'ownsend-s-The Hon. Thomas, uoticed, x. ! 'I'r.ule Muuster-e-Provrsions regarding III the
J 41. Consutuuonal Code, ix. 447-448. Sub·

Tracts on Poor-laws and Pauper manage- jects III regard to which trade has benefit
ment, vni ;158·461. from regulatIOn-InCidence of taxatron,

- Three,on :-'pam,h and Portuguese affuirs, Patent rights, &c, 447. Functions, ib.
vm 463-486. Connexion With Finance Munster, 447-

Tracton-Lord and Lady-s-Account of, as 448
VISiter, at Bowood, x. IUO, IU:5-104. Tradesmen-Extent to which they give cle-

Trade-Tax", restraunng, an mfrmgement dit, and their mducemeuts to It, iii, 6-7.
on property, I. 31!1 - 'I'heir books, as evidence, VU. 151.

- New sources of-e-Lmmu-ahtv of the usurv 'l'rading Justices-account of, vu, 327.
laws to, tlrrouuh hnntanon ~f the rate ~f 'l'rail-s-Juuies-c-Account of, as an early
Interest, Ill. ~~. friend of Bentham, x. 133-135.

Effect of n ee cornpet.iuon on, II. 23B. - - Letter from, on the pohtics of 1784,
-~ Lsele-snc-.s and mrscluef of laws inter- x 135.

feruu; with, ll. 54!!. - - - - On Voltaire's Memoirs, Smith's
- Xo branch of, that IS carried on without Wealth of Nauons, ,<Cc,x. 1;{6.'

!.!u\·ernment mtcrfereuce call be disadvan- - - - - Un the ascent of Lunardi's
t.I~COu" III 0;1. balloon, x. 13G-I ;{Il.

- \Y.11 tor the bake of-Its absurdity, n. - -- - - t;rglllg Bentham's return from
5,')7-.,)5::: Russia., x. 171-17~.

-- Impohr y of attempts hy Government to - - His opinion on the work on PolitICal
give a direction to, m. 4:\-44. Depend, 'I'actics, x. 199-201.
on amount of capital, wluch chaumng the - - Letter from-Progress of Bentham',
channel caunot mcrea-,e, 4:1 Governors work, III Ireland, x. 3110.
don't know profitable inve-trnents so well - - His opimon 011 Escheat rice Taxa-
a' mdivrduul-, lb. If they did, indication tion, x. 3U5.
of them would be suf!iClCI;t, 4.\·44 - - casually noticed, x. 99, I G5, 168, 175,

- Increase ot wealth by, Ill. 70-72. Ad- 212,213, 2l7, 247.
vantage, of all voluntary exchange, iU Trallllllg-A plan for, applicable to a vol un-
ExecS' of produce of labour the rea l teer defensive force, in the Constitutional
balance of trade, lb. Ingredieuts m the Code, IX. 34~-348
superiority of one country over another, 'I'r.mscnpts=-Nuture of, in connexion with
in,lb. Fallacic« a, to balance III gold, ib. evidence, vn. 1:19-141. Three kinds-
Instances of mercantile 1l1'allltv-~1ISb"- l st, Verbatim; 2d, In purport only; Bd,
sippi and South Sea, 70·71 SubSistence In effect only, 139. The various ways of
and defence to be considered, 71. Infor- making transcripts, 140. Superior appli-
matron which Government should propa- cabihty of pnntmg, 140-141.
gate as to mventions, prices, &r., lb. Pa- - Sources of untrustworthmess in, vii.
tent',7U-il. I 141-143. Double source of defect-s-err-

- Addiuon to security of, in the project of gmal and transcript, 141. As compared
Anuurty uotes, Ill. 133·13& I With hearsay, more likely to be accurate,

.~ The child of capital, depending on Its fraud apart, 142. Inaccuracies from
amount, not on the extent of the market, want of attention, lb. What forms they
Ill. 54; IV. 411. may assume, 142-143.

- Course of, used a, an argument for the - In what cases and on what conditions to
adrms-ibrhty of evidence otherwise ex- be received III evidence, vii. 143-149.
eluded, vu. IGi, 403·4U:{. Ongmal accessible, 143-144. Ongrnal

- Stagnation of-Proposed remedy of, to known to be out ofthe country, 144-14b.
operatives, x. 85. The origmal III :1 state of exprovinciation,

- in opmions (of counsel) brought into 145. Ongmal known to have existed, but
existence by the bad state of the law, vu. to have become extinct, 145-146. Former
315·318. exrstence of original known, but present

-- See Profession. unknown, 146. Existence of original has
Trades-Proposal of a system of Techno- not been ascertamed,146-147. Original

logy applicable to, viu. 148-150. III power of adverse party, U8-HR.
- Freedom 1Il the choice of, to convicts, as I - Arrangements for ,,",cnrmg the fidelity

an ingredient 111 prison drsciphne, and an' of, \ I. ;-4-85 ; vii. 149-150.
advantage to the commumty, IV. 4fJ·51. - and origmals-How to distmguish be-

- Mulnphcation of, not necessary in prison tween, vn. 150-152.
disciplme, iv. 5\-52. - May be evidence as to genuineness of

- Uses of statisncal mformation as to the original, VI. 90.
comparative salubrity of different kinds - Successions of-probative force weaken-
of, ix. 627. I ed WIth each, vii. 155.
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Transcripts-Aberrations of English law as
to admission of, In evidence, VB. 169-170.

- Provisional decision on the evidence of,
when origmal inaccessible, VB. 379-380.

- External securities for. See Interroga-
tion : Oath; Punishment ; Pubhcity ;
Shame; Writmg.

'I'ranscnptrou=-Modes of, vir. 139-141.
'I'ranscnpntious evidence - or supposed

Written evidence transmitted through
written, VII. liHl-15:::!. ''''" Tran-cnpts

- - as makeshift evidence, VI 57.
- - Pre appointed, ab distmgurshed from

Onginal, VI. 508.
- - compared with Onginal.vi lil-174.
Transcnpnaous regrstranon as apphed to

contracts, VI. 5iU-5S2. '''·ce Regi-tranon,
'I'ransfer-c-Judicial-e-for recelvmg defend-

ant's statement, II. 115-116.
Transfers of Property-Plan for a Regis-

tPT of, III the Consntutronal Cude, IX. 63:1-
634.

- of Stock-Snbstitute for, by conversion
of stock mto Note annui tie", Ill. 105-153.

- of Stock-Expense of, as compared With
that of the Annuity-note Project, Ill.
119-120 n.

Transference of sutts-e-Means of, in DI-
spatch Conrt Bill compared With Estab-
hshed, lll. :13In.

Transgressions=-Notificauon and publicity
as to; advantages of, and Impediments
to, in fear, indolence, and poverty, viu.
5i; -579.

Transient and contmued-e-Acts distinguish-
ed into, I. ;,i.

Transitive and Intransuive-c-Divrsion of I

acts mto, I. 36-:>;.
- Pumshment, i. 480-482.
'I'ranslatron-c-Apphcutron of as a school

exercise, vm, 45.
- as a means of exposition, vni, 244-245.
'I'ranslations of Laws=-Cases III which they

are necessary, i. 15R-159.
Transmitted evidence, vn. 15]-159. 13,,'

Media.
Transplanting Laws-r-Prmciples to be fol-

lowed in, i. liZ-li7. Circumstances in-
fluencmg sensibility to be considered,
172-1 n. Information to be acquired a"
to the people, 17:\. The offences-Simple
corporeal mjurres, ib.; Irreparable cor-
poreal mjunes, lb.; Wrongful confine- I
ment and banishment, 173-174; Simple i
mental mjunes, 174; Semi-pubhc offences, '
174-175; Offences against repntatlOn,!
175-176; Against person and reputa-!
tion, 176. Offences against property, lb. '
Offences agamst condinon, 177.

- - Regard to be had to existing insti-
tutions in, 1. 17i-ISO. PhYSICal and mo-
ral source of pccuhanties, 177. Con-
sideratron whether the transference may
not be, all things considered, prejudicial,
VOl •. XI.
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li8. Surtabilitv of habits- -illustration
-Jury-trial in -Bengal, 178-179. EXI"-
tence and fitness of the mstrtution, to be
both considered, 179-180.

Transplanting Laws-s-Rules respectmg the
method of, I. ISO-18·" No law to be
changed Without special reason, 18!.
Alteratrons not to be made to gratify
mdivrdual tastes, ib. 'I'Iuug« indifferent
to be left to the moral sanction, ib
Easiest attack 011 a bad svstern-c-the re-
fus.il of enforcement to It, lb. Prepon-
derant drssatisfactron to be avoided, ib,
Indirect Legislation to be preferred to
coercionv l d I-Lda, Reforms which Will

assist the introduction of others, to be
preferred, 182. Management of preju-
dice", IRZ-184.

- - A means of showing their defects,
from the recipients not having prejudices
III their favour-c-Hlustratrons from trans-
ference of English law to India, I. 184-
188.

Transportation-constituted of exile, con-
finement, and bondage, IV. :liG n.

- considered as a complex punishment, I.
49U-497. Evils of the system of contract-
1l1g-by buying off, punishment avoided,
49J-4~11. Does not suffice as an example
-Real hardships great, but Idea enter-
tamed of them mixed with pleasure, 491-
492. Unconducrveness to reformatron+-
General profhgacy= Imbecihtv of the au-
thonnes-s- Extent of mtoxication, &c.,
49:l-495. Only incapacitates the convict
locally,495. No compen-atiou to injured
party, 495-496. Want of economy, 4%.
Extent of the punishment left to the oper-
atiou of chance, 4%-497. Not a satis-
factory foundatrou for a colony, 497.

- as a punishment, and Its mferiorrty to
the Penitentiary system, discu=ed in the
first letter to Lord Pelham, m Panopticon
1". New South Wales, IV. 173-21l. Ob-
jects of punishment enumerated, 1i4.
Examp!« -obliterated by distance, lb.
Ilcjormation not effected, 17S-IS:\' No
tutelage of the convict», or control of
their vicious propensities, lb. No mspec-
tion-s-Provrsion of soldiers, chaplains,&c.,
no succedaneum, 175,176. Superior pro-
Vision for religious mstructron and ob-
servances in the PanoptJcon-Collins
quoted as evidence of uncorrected Impro-
bity, improvideuce, and deterroration, in
New South Wales, after the attempted re-
medy, 176-180. New South Wales worse
in thi- respect, than an old-established co-
lony would be, 180-183. Lncapacuauon for
fresh offel/ce" not accomplished, 183-199.
The offence, deemed not to be comnutted
because they are not III Sight, 183-185.
Local exclusrou an easy-reformation 3·
difficult object, 185-186. Distance the

2 A"
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sole consideratiou entertamed, 13G-IBn I Transportanon system III Amerrca and New
A thoughtlessly admnustered pumslnnent I South Wales compared, IV. 184-185n.
-v mnv mvolve much more than It is called, I - and banishment comparedv i. 433-435
e. tJ by mab.hty to return when the pe- - General estimate of, a, a punishment,
nod expired, 189-190. Requisiuon of i n.6-i.
sane non ot the governor to return, 1'1U- i-The pumshment of, aggravated by arbi-
193. Death the simplest preventive: a I trary law, of the guvernor" of penal co-
frequent f~mt of th~ carelessness of the I lome" necessitated by the absence o! a
system. 193-199 No pro' i-ron for rom- constrtutional legislative -ystem, IY. ::ll~-
pcu-auun of mjured by this specie- of i ~71i. I'll' New South Wales.
pumsluuent, 1!l9-~OI. R"'"omy ot the - Illegal. Secnntle, against, adapted to
two b)ctems compared, 201-~11. Differ- a Mahornmcdau state, vin. 587-538.
euce of' individual cost nearly four to Travellmg-- Method of faciluanng to the
one, ~UI-~U4. Deficiency notwrthxtnnd- pOl'r. vm. 417-418.
lllg III the i"tablI,hment at New South 'I'rnvelltng-dt-putes-settling function, of Lo-
Wale" ~1J.j. L'nprofitableuess of colome, ral Headmen, by Constuunonal Code, ix.
in general, and peculiar barrenness of tln- G:!I-6:2:1.
species, 2Uh :!o; Profitableness nut run- Tread-null >- r be of. III prison dn-ciplme,
teuded tor Ly those advocates \I no under- I con-idered ; has the effect of cornpe llmg
stand the pracn.-e, ~Ui -:lUG Que'OtlO!l, the unwilling to labour, as well as tl.e
whether the colonv 1, a nurserv of sul- willmg, IV. 147.
dier-, and seamen t~r the Ea-t Indie-s, dh- - - ('"e of. recommended as a means of
cussed, ~08-21)9. Di-covery of' plants all exercising convicts. IV. 13,-1611.
that has Leen got for much expenditure, Trenson-c-Extei.t of the cruuiuahty of, con-
:!11l-211. i sidered, Y11. ·il ~-41:1.

Trau-portatrou-c-Cornpared With the Panoti- - Crnmnahty of, and apphcanon of' forfei-
CUll -y-tem and the Aruerican Pemtentia- ture as a protecnon, I. 481--18:l.
rie-vin the second letter to Lord Pelham. IV. - Hequisiuon ot two wrtuesses to prove,
21.'--'H! Iutroductrou of the hard-labour considered, vn 5~h-527.
') -tcrn III Peunsylvania, aut! adoption III - Sy-tern 01 ev ideuce for, invented to shield
I\ew York, ~I~-":I:l. Illustr.i nons of ('or-. the traitors of 'WIIlIam IlL's reign, vu.
rupnon and sloth in New Sonth Wale-, I 5:28.
~14-21.'i Prodiaahty. nnprovidence, and I - Self-defence m connexion with the
drunkennes illustrated, :.!1,j-~16. In-: pum-hrnent of, I. ~~)2.
dustry and frunaht v III the Plnladelphia ' - Punishment of. casually noticed, I. 443,
and New Yor k Pcmtcutraries, ~16-~17. I 4GI n t; V11. 5~i.
Superior spur to mdu-try In the Panoptr- - by msurance of enermc-.' property, &c.,
con mode, 21 'i . Exemphflcations of dl'- I. 54i
pravity II1 New South Wale«, ~I; -~~U - ag:un,t associates, &c. Infamy attached
Iuceudnu-ism pecuh.irly frequent, :l20-, to, u. 224.
2~~. Pecuh.n ly duugerou- dispo-anon 'I'reasou-Bill=-Ubservations on, addressed to
shown "here 'port alone the motne to the Morlllng Herald-s-absurd nomencla-
great crune-, :l~~-22:l Spu itual rerne- ture: cump.issing and Imagming, x. 3Z0-
die, un.iv .u Illlg and treated with con- 3~2
tempt, :!2:;-~24 Conduct III American - - Farther remark- on, x. 33.1-336.
Peruteutmrres contra-ted, ~~.. DIfficulty Treason-law- The be' errtres of, a fruit of
of obt.uunur c'ltienCe-Colllulllatlon;-- the monarchical svstern, IX. :lR.
nOXltJU,prlll-CIl'lc of'honour aruong tlueve-, - - Tyranny of the, VIII. 472-4i3.
~2"-22ti. L ...xrt y an.I corruption or the Treasure>- l 'ul.hc. Offences against the-
pohce, ~~f;-:!:lO. Drunkenness as a main Their cl.issiflcauon III the Penal Code,
cause of the crime aud uon-retormationv ' in. 17U.
2;)0-2:1.5. Exemphficauons of reforma- 'I'reasury=-Tbe. Burke's reform of the pay-
tion III the Peuueuna nes, both as to ment of salaries Ill, 11. 198.
prrsoners and di-charged convicts, :2:3.;- Treatres-« Pubhcrty a; to, urged, ri, 554-
2:16. Sobriety and strn-tness, as produced 56U.
by m-pectiou, the cau-v, ~:lb-:!;jH. Allle-. - Commercial, not accordant With the in-
rican system still Imperfect, HI respect of ~ terests of Britam, 11 549.
the want of mspection on the Pauopueon : - Pnnciples on which the observance of
pnnciple, '::;~-~42. Pemteutiary -ystem ] should be founded, and on which they
supenvr. not only HI point of reformation, I are observed 1Il practice, 11. 403-404.
hut of example, 24~-245. The hopeless- i - Lhsarmmg. Proposal of, as preparatory
ness of economy becommg a feature III the I to a plan of perpetual peace, n. 550-55'2.
rnanuaernent of the settlement, ::l45-~4i. i 'l'reby-vChief-Jueuce, nonced, VIi. 42R.
The Hulk, a subject deferred, ~47 -~411. i Tree-e-Encyclopedrcai or Ramean-c-Iustiuc-
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nons for plantmg on any grven part of I Tripohtza -Bentham chosen a member of
the field of art and SCIence, viu, IJ8- the Plnlosoplncal SOCIety of, IV. 5111l.
121. I Troops c-Treaues lmntmg the number, of,

'I'ree-i-Encyclopedical. ."IeI' BIfurcate di- I' as preparatory tu a perpetual peace, !l.

vision. 550-5.';2
Trent-CouncIl of, noticed, VI. II. I 'I'rouvelle= M. de- The project of, x, 2.5.1
'l'respass-s-a term invented by the Court of i Trover-e-Nature of the actron of, vn. 2iB,

King's Bench for gettmg jurisdiction, v, i 2Si n, 55U.
494. : Trowbndge=-Sir Thomas-Letter to, x. 40U-

'I'reveux-e-visited by Bentham on his way to 'I 401.
Russia, x. 150 'I'rust-e-Nature and constitunon of a, II. 35-

Trial-Whether labour should be exacted; 3;.
from accused person before, IV. 5",-oU. ' - The Franchise a, I. 484 n.

- enmmal-i-Form of, VI. 4,:)-4,4 ~- Considerations as to disclosure of, vi.
- New, on the ground uf insufficient ev 1- i 100 n.

deuce, vn, 164. : - SUits as to, ranked as continuous, ii. 85.
-- New, evils of having none m crimmal ' _. Inalnhtv of the common-law courts to

case" \'1.378. ! superintend, vn. 211:l.
-- by Jury. See Jury. 1- Offence, against, I. 98, JII5-113, 134.
'I'nals= Pubhcanon of, VI. 3i7. Definition of trust, 11)5-106. lIlutual
- English and Freuch-s-superrorrty of the position of partie', lUti-107. Whether

former in point of dramatic interest, VI.441. this kind of uffence could come under the
Tnbunal--Reasons why there should onl v designation of offences agamst condition,

be a single judge to ~ach, IV. 32.i-:l2B; I;'. lU7; or against property, 108 Pro-
470-473. See Single-seated. perty and condition dr-tmgui-hed, 1f1!1-

Tribunal-The Pubhc-opmion=-speed and 110. DIvided into such as concern exis-
certainty of Its operations, I. 4S8. tence, and such as concern exercise of

-- -- -- and the official compared, VIIi. S61- trust, 110-113. Former disnnguished
S72. Se- Public Opnnon. into what may fall on the person who

Tribunals-Essay on the method of parcel- should hold the trust, and what may fall
lIng out the junsdicnon of, IV. 328-338. on other", II U-II~. 131 each, abuse, and
See Junsdictiou. disturbance of trust, distmguished, 112-

- Provision for. III the Constitutional Code, 113. Bnbery, 113.
Ix.454-541. 'See .Iudrciary. - Characterrsncs of the class of offences

- Long intervals between the sittmgs of, against , I. 141-142.
condemned, VII 241-2 ..5, Trusts-The absence of pruvr-ions relatmg

- Unmterrupted sittmgs of, recommended, to, III common law, shows the need of
vll.3il-373. codrficauon, v 486.

- wrthin reach, recommended, VIl. :171. Trust funds-s-Utihty of circulatmg An-
- out of reach-EVils of, VII. 234-2:1fi, :>'12- nuity notes a, an investment for, Ill. 144.

R53. 'I'rust management compared with contract,
- Exclusion of parties from, VIl. 226-233. ii. 249-251.

See Parties. - - mferiorrty of to contract, especially
- of Appeal-Essay on, IV 338-353. See where the trust IS to a board, n.125-134.

Appeal. Trustee-Pleasure, deriv ed from condition
- See Courts; Judge. of, With respect to forfeiture as a punish-
Tribune-Propriety of a, m Legislative ment, I. 472.

Assemblies, ii, 322. - Litigation through a, II. 3.1-36.
- of the people, was generall)' chosen from Trustees and Benefiteee= List of the kmds

the aristocracy, III 469-470. of, III. 410.
- in the French Chamber of DeputIes- - and cestuy que trust-com mum cations be-

absurdity of, iv, 4~3. tween should not be excluded from evi-
Tried men-Mean, of obtaining what are dence, VII. 480.

commonly called, as representatives, IX. Trustworthmess of evidence-s-Causes of, VI.
1t« 18-21-mtellectual, 18. Moral, (VIZ. the

Triennial Parliaments-The inadequacy of, physical, the popular, the pohtical, and
as compared with annual, III • .'>21-525. the relIgIOUS sanctions.) 1!l-~1.

- - as a compromise, ill. 59!J·GUll. - - Moral causes of, VI. Ill-I!!, 256-2i6.
'I'ngonometncal survey=-Allusion to the, in See Motrves ; Sanctions.

reference to a plan for a map to accom- - - Securrties for, generally stated, \l

panya Real property register, v. 4~!) 21-28, 2112-286. Internal enumerated,
Tripoh in Barbary= Sccunuee against mrs- 283. External enumerated, 22, 2114.

rnle, WIth special reference to, VIII 555- The securrtres grouped, 2115-286. Punish-
600. ment, or the political sanction, 22-2~'.
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Shame, ~-L Interrogation and counter-
interrouauou, ~-1-25. Counter-evidence,
zs. Wrrtiug , ~5-:W. Publicity, :!G-~i.
Privacy preferable m some cases, 21-~8.

'I'rustwortluuess of cvideuce-c-Securitres for
=-statements of a party exempt from,
vii, 2G2-2G:{. S<e Mendacitv-hcense.

- - Securrties for-how applied to the
extraction of evidence, vi. 3U-3-1-

- - External securrties for. Ceo Cross-
exaunuation ; Counter-evidence ; Interro-
gauon ; Publici tv ; Pumshment ; Sane-
tions ; Shame; Wntmg.

Internal ser-urrttes for, vi. ~!l6-29l
Partrcularity, 28fj-~87. Specralrty and
circumstannahty, ib. Recolleetedness
and unpremeditatedness, 28i -21l1l. Sng-
gestedness to good-unsuggestedne,s to
bad effect, 28G-289. Interrogatedness, ib.
Distiuctness, lb. Permanence,2BfI-2HI.

- - Psychological cau ses of, VI. 247-~50
Uses of the mquiry=-service to the legIS-
lator,247. Exclusion,24i-248. The in-
tellectual and moral taculties as con-
cerned ill evidence, 243-249. When
mendacity has place, :!49. When verity,
lb. When falsehood, lb. Bias, 249-:!jO.

- - False securities for, IV. 28-3U. Oaths,
28-29. Exclusions, 29-30. ~ee Oath ;
Exclusion.

- - Intellectual causes of, VI. 250-256.
Deception confined to the Judgment, 250-
251. Illustrations, 251. Insanity, lb.
Failure of memory, lb. Vivacity of the
conception a, distinct from correctness,
251-252. Vrvacity dependent on im-
portance, 251. Erroneous and dubious
recollection, 2 '>2. Refreslnug the me-
mory, 253. Inaptitude of expression,
253-254. 'I'mnduy, 254. Tmagmatron,
255-:!5G. Object of the analysis, ~:;G.

- - Constituted of correctness and com-
pleteuess, VI. 211.

- - Scale of, vi. 167-168.
- - Practical scale of III English law, vi.

175.
- - Compared with probative force, VI.

17 u *.
-- - How to be estrmated and secured, In

official evidence, or registers, VI. i 2-i 6,
559-561.

- - And untrustworthmess a, attributes,
compared WIth credibihty and mcredrbi-
hty, vii. Ii n.

- - And untrustworthiness with regard
to official evidence, vi. 55t;-561. Irnpar-
tiahty and responsibility, SSG. Respon-
sibihty to be effective must be burthen-
some,557. Dangerous irresponsibrhty of
public boards, 557-558. Rules for estr-
mating and securing trustworthiness, 559-
561.

TRUtH-Estimate of the uses of an adher-
ence to, I. i8.

ccclxxir TUR

Truth-c-Prejudices to be encountered III fol-
lowing, 1. 4!!.

- Injured by reward, for supporting opin-
ions, II. 211

- The hand-maid of'justice, v, 6.
- cannot be served bv rewards for parti-

cular opmions, x, I It;.
- Secunnes for, III proposed Dispatch

Court, in. 416-417.
- of an rrratronal proposition-e-Occasions

III which It I" assumed !II the use of lan-
guage, vi. 240.

- Our belief that men speak the, founded
on experience, VI. 242.

- Human testimony generally conformable
to, VI. ~4i.

- Love of ease favourable to, vi, 262.
- Dependence of all mankind on a regard

to III others, VI. 2G4. Ser Sanctions.

I-PublIcIty a means of enforcing, on wit-
nesse-, H. 358.

- All men mclmed to, if they have no mo-
tive to the contrarv, VI 401.

- The interests "h'l<"h bind a witness to
the observance of, VII. 5GU.

- Can never be helped by lurelmgs, ix, 93.
- The ment of exertions III f~t\our of. not

to be estimated WIthout a knowledge of
the errors dispersed, x. B.5.

- Departure from. !:"'<' Falsehood.
Truth versus Aslilcurst, 0" Lav as It IS, rolt-

trnsted jcd!. uluit It ", said to be, v :!31-
23i.

- - - Romilly's opinion aga,Jlst the
printing of, x, ::!B8.

Tubal Cain-c-A projector, IiI ~i.
Tnbes-ConversatlOn-propobed for Panop-

neon, iv, 41.
- - The extcntto wluch they may be made

USe of III large buildings, &c., considered,
IV. 84.

- - Plan for employing, in the Pubhc
offices, IX. 327.

Tucker-Dean. His views on the Ameri-
can war, n. 312.

- - noticed, ii. 5-16n; x. 128.
Tncker-Thomas-Secretary to the Mutual

Improvement Society-s-Letters to, x. 488-
48Y, 50.'>-5U6.

Tnmult and turbulence-Vagueness of, as
articles of charge III indictments for se-
dition, v. 256-25i.

Tumults-Popular. Arrangements for pro-
tectmg prisons from the effects ot, 1\'.
105-1 U9.

Turbulent drspositiou=-a man's possessing,
charged III an indictment as If It were an
offence, v. 255.

Turgot-Paper on the state of French poli-
tICS addressed to, by Benjamin Vaughan,
x. 217-~19.

- noticed, i 163; ii. ·192; x, 93.
Turkey-Policy of the Government of, i.

310.
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'I'urkey-c-Bentham's passage throughj on his Unammitv of -Iunes=-How it increases the

way to Russia, x, 150-158. corruptive power III the case of special
Turkish vessel-Anecdote of the master of, jurre-, v. 84-BI;.

vii. 94 - - How It gIve, temptation and means
Turnbull on, tl.;e .Ph~lade~r.h!a.t:n~;nt~ary I of corrup~i.oll, th: g::lIl11~~one firm man

quoted, iv. _13, ~IG, _3D-~31, _uS-_40, I bemg sufheient, ,.114-1,."
~42, ~43. - - Forced, a gnevance complained of

'I'umbull=-Colonel, an American-c-Mention ] III Petition for jusncc, v, 4li2-4lil_
of, x. 302. : - - See Jury.

Turner-SIr Barnard-His Reforms a-, : UnbelIevers-The effect of refusing the en-
Sheriff of London, v, l lu-I lB. . dence of, x. stU.

Tuscany-Expenence agumst death pun- : Uncertainty III pumshments=-Effect of, I.
isnment in, I. 5:n. I 401-4112.

Tutelary motives distinguished from sedu- - of the law, nourrshed by lawyers, 11_ 75,
cing, I. 65. 1 v i. 5.'>1-:;.32.

Tutors-Scholars actmg as, a part of the - - Interest of lawyers in, VIi. ~06-~Oi,
management of the Chrestomathic school, 310.
viii, 47. - - aided by the system of nulhflcatron,

Tweeddale-Marquis of (Georae Hay, 8th) on ground, of mforruahtv, VI1. ~.'iG
-MIll made tutor to, x. 4B:{ - - Renders necessary the opnuon trade,

Twelve tublcs=-Laws of, VI1. :l51. vii. 315-318.
Twelve-Prejudices III favour of the Dum- Tncivrhzcd people-s-How far the law» of

ber, II. l~f) civihzed adapted to, I 18U-J'12.
'I'wiss=-Mr Horace-vNon-attendance of, as Uncle and ~Iece-Hea<ons for prolnbmng

Com mIS, ioner for proof of debts, Y. 3(,4- marnage between, I. 3.'>0.
365. Lncoznoscibihty as a nee III legislanon, IlI_

Type and archetype, or sign and tluug <Ig- :242-:243 .Ab ertri: from w.mt of prornul-
mfied- Relation between, vui. 331-333. gallon-au iutrt: from bad drawmg, lb.

Type-Lse ofa pecuhar kind of, as a means Uncommissioned - Prehension - Approving
of abbrevia tion, IiI. 595. function of the Local Headman, by the

Tyranny-s-Nature of, i 5:1. Constitutional Code, IX 617-618.
- Despotism, «c., :IS de>lgnatne of mo- ; Tnconstitutional and Illegal-DIstinct IOU

trves, 1. IDq, I between, 1l1. 35~~11 ".

- Death-puuishment an mstrument in the i Undcrstandmg=-State of, as affecting inten-
hands of, I HS. I tron, I. :15-36.

- Danger of-CIrcumstances in which It : - Relation of, to acts,», 43-4G. See ron-
had merged into that of anarchy, 111. 14G. I SClOlbUC".

- The remedy agam-t, ill ~19. I - Motives to the, distingnrshed from mo-
- exhibited 1lI the admunstration of the i tives to the WIll, I :lOS.

law III England, Y1. 150. i-VItIatIon of, hy demanding declarations
- The power of pardoumg criminals capll-, to opunon, n. ~b(J.

ciously oue of the instruments ot.rx 3G-:li. - Influence of, on understanding, as di=-
-~ The power of pardon mamtamed to pre- unguished from that of w ill on will..n.

dicate, IX GOG. 43~_
Tyrrell-s Mr-c-His suggestions to the Real - Influence of, in relation to jurymen, v.

property commissioners commended aIHI (,S.
quoted, v. 419-4:l0, 43:2-4:33. - Corruption of the, jomtly with morals,

through university oaths, v. 2mJ-2l!J.
Undisguised exclusions of ev ideuce, VI. 110-

113.
Unhappmess=-what the term is employed

to designate, in. ::!14.
Umforms-c-Professronal. Apphcation of, i.

5.57.
Tmformitv=-Act of, characterized, ii. -lO.i.
L'llIlaterai and I'Iunlateral+ Suus divided

into, II. 82-84.
Umnterrogated testimony, VI. 458-4GS. See

Spontaneous.
Uninterrupted-action princtple+-in the ma-

nagement of the Chrestomathic school,
YIIl. 53.

Union WIth Ireland-c-Refiectious 011 the
forcible continuance of the, XI. l>4-(jG.

U

Udall-Trial of, noticed, VII. 460_
Ulterior safeguards against the mconvemen-

cies that may arise from dispensing WIth
the exclusionary rules of evidence, VlI.
593-597.

Unaunnity of juries-Operation of, in weak-
enmg the power of Government, II. 119-
122,1:25-1]6.

- - Extent to which it should exist, ir, 1:l8.
- - General consideratrons and remarks

on the effects of, ii, 41, 134-136; vi. ~i:J,
~74, 2i5.
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Luion of England and Scotland=-Consrdera I Universines=-The Enghoh-should he held
nons as to legislauon Inconsistent with, a, obstacles, instead of assistants, to u.c-
i. 290-291 n. I fullearnmg, n. 4h8.

- - - - considered m connexiou with ' - - Relation of the, to the proposed Chres-
irrevocable laws, II. 405-407. Gave all: tomatluc school, vm, 21-22.
excuse for peculiar securities for the I --ThoughunorthodoxywIJlexcludefrom,
Church of England, 405-406. Black-: vice never does, ix, 453.
stone's use of this, 40(j. The immutable Unrversrty onths-v-Falsity of, an illustration
prmeiple not applied to the admmistra- of the nuscluevous tendency of oaths, v
tion of justice In Scotland, and why I 406- 195; VI. 29.
407. - - Corruption of national morals and

Umons-c-Political-c-Letter to Mr Tart on" understauding from, exposed In :)ICeM

XI. 67-68 I not at all, v. 209-:?1 <J.
United Irishmen-Danger to tl.e peace of - - illustranve of the feebleness of the

New South 'Vales felt from, iv. 205. ,rehgious sanction, vi, 274.
Unity In operations of govemment=-Advan- I Unnatural-c-Unmeanmg uses made of tllp

tages of, I. 571. : word, I. fJn.
Umversal- Limits of apphcatiou of the' Unorrgmal evideuce-c-Modificatrons of, vi.

term, with respect to the laws, Ill. 217. 59
Universal Grammar-Hmts towards an ele- - - in general, vn. I :!0-1 :l? DIVIded

mentary treatrse on, for the Chrestomatluc into cases where percon" the media, and
system of Education, VIII. 16.';-191. cases where sign;" 1?!J-130 Trustworthi-
- Fragments on, viu, 339-35i. 81't' ness decreasing With mcreuse of media,

Grammar. 131. Modrficanons enumerated, ib. Char-
Uruversahty of suffrage-as an element of acterrstics as distmaurshmg them from

Radical Reform, Ill. 558. original evrdence, 13 J -I :12.
- - - Virtual, nature of, and exceptions - - Makeshift, v l , 57.

It presumes, III 5DrJ-560 ' Tupaid judges- The evils of the system of,
- - - Virtual, urged and ,hstlngtmhed! do not a rt-e from the Simple fact of therr

from absolute, 1Il. 45:! I being unpaid, IX. 524.
- - - Considered m detail, iii 451)·476. Unpopular tribunals= The practice of, used

General interest for general ad, antage, as an excuse fur the exclusion of self-
459-4&0. Early history of the suffra re, crimmanve evidence, VII. 4.'>5·458.
45!i-461 n. Enjoyment of power, 4GI. Uupopularity-e-Bad effect of a punishment
Propaganon of habits of courtesy, 4GI- being subject to, I. !14-95.
462. Exceptions, 462-465-~rlllors, 46:!- - a drsad vantaze m the case of a judge,
4(;:3; Female', 46:J-464; Non-readers, though unde-erved, IV. 35fJ.
464. Prmciple of sunphcity, 4b4·4G5. - How far an argument against a measure,
Objections 011 gruund of anarch), &Cc., x.146-147.
answered, 465-46(; Partuihty III popu- Unpreappomte d evidence - Difference of,
lar elections for the aristocracy, with from preappomte d, H (W-71.
illustrations, 467-470. Would prefer ab- Unpremedit.rteduess, a security for evidence,
solute universality to eXI,ting system, 470. VI. 283, 287-288.
Comparison with householder, lb. Ob- Unprofitableness-e-renders punishment un-
jection from danger of'Ievellmg answered, meet, I. ;1[17.
471. Educanon of the people would im- Unreiterated spelhng prmcrple-c-in the rna-
prove-opposed by those who compl.un nagemcnt of the Chrestomatluc school,
of their Ignorance, 471-472. America vui, 5il.
and the Westminster election Practical l:nsuggestedness-a secunty for evidence,
illu-trunons, 472-474. Recommended vi. 28il, 288-289.
spread of political information. 474-475. Untrustwortluuess in evrdenee=-w herein It
Not anarchy, but good govornmeut, that consists, VI. 1.5n t.
i, dreaded, 475-~76. - - Interest III !!;eucral con-rdered as a

- - - Effect of, If WIthout the ballot, ground of, YII 5lJ7-573.
III. 488. - - Pecum.iry interest as a ground ot,

- - - Nature of, explained in the Con- VII. 573-575.
stitutronal Code, IX. 107-109. - - Intere-t derrved from social conne x-

- - - Lllustrated III the Irish Volunteer ton- as a ground of, vito 5i5-5i1.
As-ocianon, 111. G14, til 6-617. I - - Interest derived from the sexual con-

Umversitres-e-The Enghsh-c-Incomc-, of of- I nexions as a ground of, VII. 577-581.
flcials 111, compared With those III the I - - Interest derived from eounexton with
Church, II. 216. i the SUIt, as a ground of, VII. bBI-51J4.

- - Morality of, a~ constituted h) the! - - Improbity as n, ground of, vir. ,il: i-
oath, and laws, II. 261-:!o2. 591. Sec Irnprobttv
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Untrustworthiness III transcrrpts-e-Sources It not be penal to take less than the legal

of, YII. 141-143. rate? 4-5.
- of the evidence on which facts discon- Usury La ws- Prevention of prodigality used

formable to the course of nature have as an argument for, III 5-7.
been supported, YII. IU:;-106. - - Protection of mdigence nsed as an ar-

- - See 'I'rustworthme--. gument for, III i -8.
Unwilling wituess-c-Cross-axaminatron of, - - Protecttou of snnplicity used as an ar-

on the side on which he IS called, VI. 244, ment fur, Ill. 8-Q. \Vuuld apply With
381 note 1,402-403. greater force to prices, which not ,0 well

Uuwntteu evrdence-s-Precedence given to, known III the market as interest, ib
over written, by lawyers, VI. 143-145. - - Mischiets of'The, III 9-1 I Precluding

Unwrirten Law-Promulgation would con- people from the money they require, 9.
vert into real, I. 15i. Recuurse to selhng m-tead of borrowing,

- - Evils or, Ill. 20b; VI. bs. lb. l'\ece"lty of selhng mortgaged land
- - Shonld not only be cut off, hut pro- I at a period of depreciation, !i-10. Iusur-

hibited, 111.209-210. i ance tor the danger ofbreakmg the Iaw.ib,
- - See Common Law; Jndue-mnde Law.' Evasion, lb. Loss of reputation to in-
Uranological chronology- De-fined and 10- frmgers, 10·11. Corruption by fostering

cated lJI the Chrestumathrc system uf In- treachery and mgrautude, II.
struction, YlU. 38. - -- Efficacy of, III 11-12. Exarmnanon

Uranological geography-Defined and 10- of Dr Smith's position, that no laws can
cated lJI the Chrestomatluc b) stem of In- force interest below the lowest market
struction, VIII 38. rate, lb.

Uranoscopic physiurgics, or astronomy-e-ns , - - Instances of virtual mf'nngements of,
position lJI the Eucyclopedical Sketch of by law, Ill. 13-14. Drawing aud redraw-
Art and SCience, YIlI.Sti mg, 13. belling bIll" lb. Pawn-brok-

Urbanity-c-Falsehoods of, what 1 H. :!Gi I mg, lb. Bottomry and Respondenua, 14.
- Principles of, m relation to topics of con- I - - Blackstone on, cnucised, Ill. 14-15

versatron, x. 51S-51H, 531-532. ' - - Ground, of the prejudices on wluch
Usage-c-Heterenoe to, as a mean, of persuad- they rest, Ill. 15-18 Influence of autho-

lllg those who Will not hear reason, 111. rlty,15-IG. A Christian and anti-jewish
513. notion, Iii. Aristotle'» opunon.ub Mo-

- As a source of instruction lJI pohncal ney-Ienders unpopular among spend-
speculations, 111•• 515-5Ib. thrlfts,17. All favonr of the law to the

Usages-> Matters to be considered lJI the burrower, Ii -Ill.
abrogatron of, I. 180-184. - - Compound interest involved m the

Use. Fallacy of the mjunctron not to argue prejudice 111 favour, III Hi-I ('.
against the, from the abuse, II. 469. - - Prejudicial to the progress of arts

Usury-Defence of, showing the impohcy of and manufactures, III :!O-:?9.
legal restraints on the terms of peculllary - - create an Income Tax on lenders in
bargains, Ill. 1-29. favour of borrowers, Ill. 4i.

- - - Notices of Preparation of lJI Rus- - - A bounty on the exportation of
sia, x. If;!, liO. money to countnes "here It can be more

- - - Sent from RUSSia, With mstruc- profitably used, Ill. 4i.
nons for print mg. x. Ii 4, Ii 5-1,6 : - - Pubhcity the best remedy for the evils

- - - Proposed Dedication to,x. li4-li5.: sought to be overcorne I,)" I 554.
- - - Character of, and extent to which I Urn.rrr-c-The prmciple of, I 1-4 Influence

Its prmciples have been put m practice" of pains and pleasures, 1. I'rmcrple of
x. 176. U uhty explained, ib. Later substrtution

- - - Dr Reid's opinion of, x. 17fi-I77. , of the term, Greatest HaI'PlllC'S, lb. n *.
- - - Prennum offered by the Emperor i Utihty defined, 1-2. Interest of com-

of Germany fur answers to questions muuity, 2; of indrv.dual«, lb. An action
founded on, x. Iii. contormable to the priuerple of unhty, lb.

Usury Laws=- Edrtonal notice of alterations Measure or Government conformable, ib.
m the, III 2. Laws or dictates of utility, lb. Who a

- - The general policy of, as limitation on partisan of, ib. Mearung of ought and
the terms of pecumary bargains, Ill. 3-5. ought not, right and wrong, ib, Super-
The hmitmg law must be founded on fluity and Impracticability of proof for
custom, 3-4. Custom of his neighbours thus the pnnciple, rb. Not adopted III prac-
forced 011 the lender, lb. Instances of tree, ib, Attacks on It, :!-3. Arqumenta
variety, lb. Convenience the rule m fix- ad hominem m favour of, 3-4.
ing the hne should be applied to mdivi- - Wedderburn's opnuon, that the pnnciple
dual cases, lb. People allowed their own of dangerous, I. :ln, 24.'>-2-lc6; 11 463 n.
prices for other things, ib. Why should - Pnuciples adverse to that of, I 4-11 II.
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Asceticism,4·6. (See Asceticism.) Sym-
pathy and antipathy, 6-10. (See Sym-
pathy.) Why no mention of the Theolo-
gical principle, 10-11.

Utility - Objections to the principle of,
answered by Dumont, i. n.ia

- Motives as conformable or repugnant to,
i.56-59.

- should be the base of reasons attached to
Codes of Law, i. 163.

-as a presiding principle, firstnoticed,i. 237.
- Principle of-the term suggested from

Hume, i. 242.
- The term, Greatest-happiness principle

preferred to, i. 271 n.
- Test for discovering whether all notions

of government are not founded on, i,271.
- Propriety of restmg all disputes regard-

ing the power of Government upon, i, 291.
- Principle of, to be kept in view in all

legislanon, i, 324.
- The theory of obligations founded on, i.

321.
- Extent to which it rules popular opinions

on punishments m Britain, i. 411.
- Attempts made to pit religion against, i.

412.
- HoW' reconcilable with the exercise of

benevolence, I. 563 n.
- The criterion of obedience or resistance,

i.287·288.
- The direction given to the religious sanc-

tion should be comformable to, i. 564.
- Authority aimed agamst, ii. 401.
- Dangerousness of, a fallacy, ii, 463.
- Custom substituted to, by the supporters

of abuse, ii. 477.
- General, of the world. Should be kept

in view by diplomatists, that It may give
a drrection to their proceedings, ii. 537.

- Characteristic of laws not according to,
iii. 180-181.

- Import given to, by considerations re-
garding pleasure and pain, iii. 286.

- How a reference to, should rule the
Ra tionale, or series of reasons that ac-
company a code of laws, iv. 540-543.

- as affording the only test of moral right
and wrong, vi. 238.

- Extent to Which reasons are grounded
on, in legislative argumentation, vii. 481,
485.

- rejection of the term by lawyers, vii.
310 n:::.

- professed to be followed in Roman law,
vi. 492 n.

- Considerations as to keeping more fully
in view, in mathematical instruction, viii.
161-164.

- Logie only worthy of study as conducive
to, viii. 220.

- Application of tile test of, to punishment,
in a passage from the Common-Place
Book, x. 141-142.
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Utility-Relation to, as a bond of connexion
for the arts and sciences, viii. 241.

- Maxims of-their nature, x. 142.
- The principle of-A call on the oppon-

ents of, to answer with reason and not
with ribaldry, x. 142.

- a vague word, x. 582.
Utopian-Abusive and fallacious use of the

expression, ii. 459.
Utrecht-Treaty of, noticed, ii. 555 n.
Utterance-c-Facrlity of, as a property de-

sirable in language, Viii. 305.

v
Vacation of seats in the Commons--Provi-

sions regardrng, m Radical Reform Bill,
iii. 589-591.

- - - Practice regarding, criticised, iii.
589-590 n.

Vacations in Courts of Justice-Evil effects
of, iv. 378.

- as a source of delay of justice, v. 516.
- Mischief of, in cessation of justice, iii.

,(06; vii. 241-245.
Yacanon-days=-What to be counted, by

Constitutional Code, IX. 163.
Vaccination-Discovery of, and disinterested

adoption by physicians, ii, 212 n.
Vagrancy-Statutory evidence of, vii. 558 n,
- Inefficacy of existmg laws to put down

-should be made collateral to a system
of Poor-laws, viii. 402·403.

Vagrants-Coercive powers over, that should
be vested in admmistrators of Poor-law,
viii. 370,401·406.

Vague Generahties-The employment of,
in political discussion, viewed as fallacies,
ii, 440-448.

Valentmian I.-Illustration of effect of pre·
Judices on punishments from, i. 412.

Valeria Lex, concermng infamy, i. 459 n +,
Valle-Jose Del, Correspondence With, on

tactics of political assemblies, IV.592-593.
- - - Letters from, x. 558-559; xi. 17·

18,48·49, n.
- - - Letter to, xi. 18-19.
Value of pleasure and pain-how to esti-

mate, i. 15-17.
- Error regarding, !IS invalidating con-

tracts, i. 332.
- of punishment-how to be estimated, i.

398·399.
- Intrinsic, and in affection distinguished,

i. 310, 321·322.
- in affection. Principles of restitution in

the case of, i. 374-375.
- Use of finding the elements of,inregard

to pleasures and pains, iii. 286-287.
Vampires, among the delusions fostered by

ignorance, viii. 13.



VAN ccclxxvii YER
Vane-Sir Harry-BIll of exceptionsrefused Ventilanon-c-Considerations as to, With re-

to, VI. 419. ference to dungeons, IV. 10.
Vanity, ostentation, &c., as designativ e of - Arrangements conducive to, in the Pan-

motrves, i. 201. opticon Pemtentiary, IV. 43, 16:).
Vansuturr-c-Xrcholas Lord Bcxlcy-c-Cor- -- Considerations as to the <hapc of build-

respondence and controversy with, on the ing best suited for, IV. GI-b2.
Annuity-note project, x. :lli4-:173. - Uuiou of, WIth warmth, by mtroductivn

- - Letters to, on Sir F. Eden and the and dIffUSIOnof heated arr, IV. 110-l1S.
Globe Insurance Company, x. :li.5-:li6. - Means of, for industry-house" vm. 3i5.

- - Condnct of, in relation to the Panop- Veracity-e-Importance ot mculcatiug, 11.210.
tICon Pemteutrary, xi, 12.5-126 - E, JI effects of undermnung the prmcrple

- - Letter to SIr Samuel Rounlly on hi-, of, u. 263.
conduct regarding the Panopticon Pem- - Dependence of, on motives, vi. 258
tentrary, x. 1&2-1&4. - Any motive may sene as a cause of, 'VI.

- - casually noticed, x. 363, :lqG; Xl. 2.i!1-260.
119. - crimes that may render that of a wit-

Yanability-s-as a property of punishments, nes-, qaesnonable, vu, 60-61.
1.402-403. Verb-Nut the same as a copula in a logi-

Vattel-Estimate of, x. jH4. cal propo-ruon, VIU. llHJ.
- noticed, 1. :1-0. - Substaunve-e-Inveutron of the, a I11gh
Va,nghan-Ben.Jamin-A paper by, on the effort of abstraction, vin. 32G

Position of the National A,srmbly, and - Substantrve-c Omission of, III Legrslative
the state of French PolItIC', addressed to CompOSItIOn, ill. 330 n '.
'I'urgot, and submitted to Bentham, x Verbs a, a brunch of Lrnversal Grammar,
:21i-2UI. \lll 34ll-:J3.'j;-

- - Letters from, x. 247, :248, :2-W, :255- - Nature of, vm 3Hl-:l49. Definition. 3·Hl.
:25G, :264-2(,,;, 2:;i. All vel bs except the subst.uiuve verb are

- - - ca-ually noticed, x. :2~8, 274, 2HO. complex, mvolvmg the 5II!lllficatIOn of an
Vaux r. V; altluuu= Case of, CIted, VI 4.i5. adjectiv e, ib Modrilcattons= diffcr ence
Vegetable Chenustry-c-defiued and located III respect of time, and between ab-o-

1lI the Chrestomatluc sy-tcm of Instruc- Iuteness and ccndrnonahty, 348·;;49.
tion, \111. 31-32. Modifled and unmodified, 349.

Vegctablcs-i-Expausiou III the growth of, a" - Person, III the I!ramm~r 01- Meanmg
a cause of monon, Vlll 142-14:;. of the term, vm .. 14'1.

-- Plan for preserx mg, lU we, x ;1-lh-:j50 - Xumber, in the grammar of-s-Meanmg of
Veget.ruon-e-Theor y of. Place of, III the the term, vm. :14'J

Chrestomathic system of Ir.strucuon, viu. I - 'I'enses ur dC'IgllatIOlb of time in, viu,
:14-:15. i 349-3.53. Descnption how ont of the

Venahty-s-always to be presumed VI here It I three SImple tenses, present, past, an.l
can be safely accomplished, IY.• ;'.'i. i future, ten compound an,e,349-.350. Ab-

- Fallacies as to, in the case of the sale soluteness anJ eondiuonalitv double the
of offices for the pubhc behoof, 1\'. 3,4- number, 35U. Continuance 'of action, of
375. wluch the Engh-h languuge suscepnble,

Venduive Function of local Hcadmau in while the French l' not, ib. DIVlbIOn of
Consntunonnl Code, IX. I;]!l. I the future into the SImply predicative,

Vendue master, or Venditur, as a .Iudi- I and the dounuutive=-will and shall,35U-
crary officer by the Constitutional Code, I :\.il. Results to be expressed are. either
IX. 41;6. ' that the future 1" dependent on the will

Venezuela - Proposal by Bentham to cnu-: of the speaker or l' Hut so, 351. Thus
grate to, x. 457 -4.'i8. ' the necessrty fur buth future, expressible

Vengeance - Punishment snggested by, i. III each person, lb. DIfferent ;Igns, how-
391. ever, to different persons, lb. Ca-e where

- Private, superseded by legal redress, i. dependent on ,pe..tker,' WIll, exauuned,
542. 351-3.iJ. Case w here not dependent 011

- The avoidance of the principle of, III PUll- will, 352. Should and would, 353.
ishment, IX. 23. - Moods of, vui. ;15;\-;155. Absolnte or

- Extent or the evil tu society, of crimes condruonnl-c-correspoudmg to mdicanvo
occasioned by, i. i5. and potential, lb. Modes of condrtionahty

Vemce-s-Secrccy of legislatIve proceedings enumerated, lb. 'I'he irnperauve or op-
ill, vi. 79. tative, and III some languages, the casual,

_ Secret accusations and convrcrions in, reckoned as moods, :154. Are states of
considered, i. 5':l. the Will, and Improperly ranked With the

Venfilatron-> Dislike of the uneducated to. moods, 354-;J5.i.
and necessity of its bemg urge« on them, - VOIce, of, vm. 355. Applicable to tran-
I\'. 96. sitrve \ erbs and complex propositions, lb.



VER eoclxxvni VIC

Verbv=-Parncrples of, are adjectives, Y1I1.1 '"ernon-:\Ir;;-an acquaintance of Bent-
;,55. ham'< family, x. 46.

- No deternnnate mformauon conveyable Vl'rtue-George- Authenticatiou of a por-
without the URe of, VllJ. 31 tr.ut of' ~IlltolJ, by, x. !i2-53

- Everyone but that of exr-ten. e (to Ill') Ve-pa'lUn-.\llraculous cures attributed to,
conveys the name of ,0DlC qua hty , 'III. 'II !I;).
9i n. Ve-ted rights-RatIOnale of, In the Non-

- Prmciple of the divi-iou of, into transi- di-appourtrnent pnnoiple, 111 388 n *.
tive awl mtran-inve, 'Ill. :2~3 n. - - Whatever ratronahty there IS 1lJ,

- How far an expositron of, capable of be- better expressed by fixed expectancy, v.
ing given by representatron, between par- '2ii.
tie- hav nu; no commou language. V\II. '244. Ve-ture-s-Incongruity of, as one of the pre-

- Rules for .noldlllg amuIglJlty IJ\ the USe du-aruents, VIII. 2:15-:,>:16
of, 'III. al ;;-:ll (,. Veterrnary surl!"ry - Professorship of, III

- Yerba] -uh-t.rutrve-, wrth n nxrharu-, pre- central tOWIl', II ~;7
ferre d to, hy the Autlv.r, a" clearer, 'Ill 1- - l 'ecuh.ir -uurce uf m-truction on, III

;n ,j-:, I u ; x ,,1>9; XI. i'2. a sy-tcm of' l'.iuper management, VIIl.
- Preference of t-Uh..,ta.llt]\(K, wrtl. auxilia- i 4:?7-4.?B

ries to, l\l legl,latlv(' ('UIllPObltJOlI,III '2('1- ; - -- ~cl!Ool for. Pnnciple of the Insti-
2(,8. tutrou of, \II. 41 n.

- Inliectron- expre-sivo of gender au ~IJ- Veto- Rcval, on lezr-Iative measures Not
cumbrance to, 'Ill. :1:2:\ a direct veto 011 die will of the people,

- Account of the oper.rtions ]1\ regard to IV. ;lOS-;W!I.
the 1ll0UlficJtJOJI' of, wln.-h are expressed - The Irrsh Cathohc-s-Lettcr to SIr J. C
bv the term conuuratc-, v ru ;12~-.L!4. Hohhou-,o on, X 5J ..i-.'J...!,)

- 'Vhether prior or po-terior to uouus un Vex.rnon=-Arnonnt and nature of, 1T1 Penal
the order ot Ill' eutron I \ III ;;2i procedure, \I Ii

- Irregular Frazmont-. of' LwgllaL':c an- - See Collateral Enls.
tenor to the use of systcm.u«. iutlecnou, - Avoidance of, au alleged ground for ex-
VIII. :127. chi-ron of' evrdenr-e, vn 337-:l33

- TIme. and ab-olutenev- ur condItionality, - Exelusron of evidence 011 the ground of,
e"entlal tu the nature of, \1\1. :14:; con-idered, VI fl:!-93; vn 345-:;':;3 Mo-

- Au x iha ry. Proposed uddrtron to, XI. 72. diflcatron- of \\ Inch It I" su-cepnble, lb.
- AUAIIt.uy, that may be u-cd WIth sub- - a, a groIlnd ot exclusion of e\ldence-

stannve-c=Employ mcnt of. III 2fig Arranzernent- of English law connected
Verbal coutradicnon-, di-uugurshed from WIth, VII. ;lS:!-:15:l

impossible f.lct" \ II t» - merely arblllg from the tendency of the
- evuleucc excluded III the proof of cer- tc-tunony to IInpO'6 an obhgutron, how

tam contr.u-t-; \1. 1'28-1:14. 8,'(, Or.rl far ground of' <,XclU_IOIl,VII. 3-1i-;)50
evidence : Exclu-ion. - hy -elf-m-ulpauon-c-Avordance of, 110

- <ubstauuvevi I'r-fen-nce of, to verb-, as good ground fur excludiug testimony, \1.
a les- ambigucu- medium, VIII. ;ll 5-:11tI. IOG-IU9; VII. 014;-444

Verdict of jury- -Jtg berng the uIHnJOnof the - by self-lIIculpatlOn-EunmeratlOll of the
Jury, dependent 011 the cleurue-s of till' I sort:' of' evidence improperly excluded on
law, II 12.5. the ground of, vn, 444-445.

- almost always involves a deCISIOn 01\ - to Judge-how far ground for exclusion
POIll!' of law, v. 46:? of evidence, YII ;l50-3j:!.

iufiuenee d hy Judge', charge, VI. ~18 - and danger of deception umtcd= Vrew
- Forced unanumty 1lJ, VI :27:1-:27.5,:114. of the cases III whu.h evidence has been
-- IlJ criminal cascs-s-uot adnutted a, 6\1- improperly excluded on the grollnd of, vu.

deuce IlJ civil, VIJ. I iO. 41li et seq. (\ iz. Book IX, Part V. of
-- of non liquet unknowu in Englaud.u.Lyr Rationa le of' Evrdcnce.)
- Special. Apphcation of unannmty to, - disunguishcd from oppression, viii. 558.

11. 1.'i. - -Iurrdical. Puni-hmeut of, 111 Constitu-
- 8ep Jury. tional Code, IX 491.
Vergennes-s- VIscount da= Nonce of, x. 1'25- Vihr.rnou of causes from court to court, VII.

12(j. '236-2.IY.
Verification to trunscnpt=-what authentr- - - - a grievance charged in the Pet!-

cation IS to origmnl, vn 14l tion for justice, v. 4i~-4ih.
Verrty-e-Defimtron of, VI. 249. Vicarrou-, punishments, I. 4i9-480.
- confounded WIth authentrcity by Gilbert, VIce- Dependence of the Idea of, on pains

VI. 184. and pleasures, J. 211.
Vernon--MI -a vr-rter III Bentham's fa- - The English system of judicature, a

nnly, x. I i school of, V1i. :;;;9
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VIce" introduced into the Techmcal svstem VI';lOnary-Cau,e3 of employment of the
by the fee-gathermg prmciple, vii. :!14- expression aga mst radical reforui. iu. 6UI
2:!5. See Fee-gathermg YIsltatlOn-A barbarous expression when

Vice-Chancellur's Conrt-On the proposed n-ed in reference to punishment, ix :!4
ab-orptron of, III the Chancery, Y. ,55.1- Yi-rtauon sy-tcm > The adoption of in the
!i(i;l. Chrestomathic -chool, vur, 41-4!)

Vlclll~ge of a jury-Proper kind of, x. il YlbltatJ\'e or Iu-pectrv e functron uf ::\111m-
YJPlUub-l'roper use of, J,- all att.nbutive, 1. ten in the Con-ntunonal Code, IX 2ji-

:!lG-:!li. ~hO. Sec Mnuster-.
Yiew= General.of a complete Code of Law" - - of -Iustice Munster ill the Constitu-

1lI.15:;-:!1O. tioual Code, IX. 59S-59'1. Sec .Iustice
VIew-Summary, of the topics that might ::\Illll,ter

be expected to be handled III a work on Yrsitcr==Ruls-, for adnns-ion of, to legisla-
evidence, vi. 213-214. trve bodies. 1I. ;1~0 :j~i.

Vrhfication-c Nature of, 1. lIS-lIt;. - of pnsons-c Rotauou of, and other bene-
Vrll.uus-c-Inquiry whether they ever held ficiarv arrangements, I\, :!5

the Franchise. 111. 4(.0 n. - of pnso)1S-':-HedlletlOl! of trouble to, III
VIllano\'a-Jac~bo The Panopncon trans- the 1'.,.lOptICOII sy-tem, iv 45-4G

luted into Sparus h by, XI I~j-~O. VI'Iter,' gallery ll1 court- ofju-ticc, ii. 34.
V11110n- Franciv-c Bcntluui's intercourse VI!:!1 ~tatl'tlc,-Importalll'e of, J., data fer

with. x. 131-13:1. remedral measures In favour ot the work-
VIncent- Dr, notrccd , x 41'2 mg cla--c«, V;lI 410411
Vindictive pnncrplc-c-Or.gm of the, In pun- - - Uses to be served by registers of, IX.

ishmeut, X flD-iu. ()~i.
Vmdrctive satrst.rctron-c- Nature and opera- I Vmauon of contracts. Proper causes of, i.

tron of, 1. 3i2, 3e:!-;)!l:1 3:11-:l:I:1.
Vmdictiveness as designative uf a motive, I - Rule" for preventing and discovering,

203. 1I! rer ords vi i4-i5,
Vmer-c-Charles, noticed, VII 4.18. : Yrtuperatiou of public fuuctionaries-c-No
VIOlation of reputatiou-c-How far danger of,' punishment for. 11. '279.

justifies restricuon of judicial publicity, , - should be drstnunu-hed from defumanon
vI.:lti4-367. 1 ru Lihel Iawv vm 510-.'>11.

VIOlence-Effect of, ll1 destroying industry, I -- employed agaiu-t Reformers to protect
1. 310-:111 : abuses, v, %.

VIOlence-Popular, means of'protectma PT!- , Vituporauve Per sonalrtres-c-Fallacies of. u.
sons and other J.UlIJmg< from, h~ their i 4l.l-4IB Lmmcranon, 41;,-414. De-
locality and construcnon, IY. 10.1-109. I SIgB-to draw atteuno.. from the measure

Virgmia-c- (the State) - Declura non of, to the mau, -114. Irrelevance aud lIlCOII-
RIghts of, animadverted on, 1. 1.'>4 clusrvene-- ib Imputations of bad de-

- Illegality of' the Charter tu, by .l.rmes 1., sum, 414-415 Of had character, 415.
iv. ::!bO. Of bad motive, 41:;-4Iti. Ot inconsistency,

- Adoption of the Penitcntrnry ,yo,tem Ill, 41 G Of 811RI'ICIOU'conuexibns, lb. Of
IV. 213. havma the sallie denonunatrou as men

Virtual umversality of suffrage distinsun-hed suppo-cd at some time t» hav e done e' II,
from actual, JIl. 452, 45!)-4i6. Se, Um- 4lb-41i Causes of the prevalence of
versahtv, these fullacicv=umorance, nubecihty, aud

Virtue-Natioual. Opulence of the clergy mdoleuce,4Ii-4IB.
an impediment to, II 4IiB-4G!I. rna ruce tcstrmonv. See Oral

- Dependence of the idea of, un )lams and VIvacity of a concepuou. as distinct from
pleasnres, I. 211. Its correctnes«, VI. 251- 25~.

- Notice of ascetic doubts of the existence i Yucabulary-e-Techmcal. Nece-sit y of adapt-
of, ir. 230. I mg. to the prt)gre~b of di-c overy, Ill.

- How far It can be made the object of dl'-, :!i I.
tmct reward, II 2:10-:!3il. I VOIce, III the Grammar uf verbs, analyzed,

- Public, the kmd of that ISto be expected vm 35':;.
in the body of the people, x. i~. V oid-c Declarations that certain acts of the

Virtues-c-Classificatron of the. x . .'in5. Lcau-lature shall be. considered, 1. 154.
Virtuous-e-Proper use of the term as an ap- - Inapphcabihty of the term to the pro-

pellative, i. :.'lti-217. ceeduig- of a Legr-lature, I 28H-~Il!I.
Vls'i1tert/ll'-QuestlOn, whether it be not - Tse of the term, to characterize laws

aetrve resistance created by elasticrty I, altermg previous law" 11 40;\.
viu. 129 I Yoidmg contracts for want of formalities, '1.

Visible-signal princrple-vIn the manage-. 51 j -525. 8,( Formahncs.
ment of the Chrestomathrc c hool, \ III .'i~ 1'rill e J Irt-- Exammatiou Oil, 'II 4U4.
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Voltaire-Perusal of the works of, by Bent- Voting-Freedom of, including secrecy, as
ham when a boy, x. II. an element of reform, iii. 453-454.

- his White Bull-Statements as to trans- - at Elections-Apparatus for, In Radical
lauon of, x. 82-83. Reform Bill.air. 571-574.

- Memoirs of--Correspondence asto,x. 136. Voting-Secret, at Elections. See Ballot:
- noticed or quoted.u, 148 n *, 316, 562; Secrecy of Suffrage.

11. U17, 218; IV. 431; VI. 253 n; vni. 313; Voucher-Nature of a, ii. 182.
x. 448,454 Vouohers-c-Discussiou of, In account-taking

Voluntary and mvoluntary=-Ambiguity of I' judicatories, h. 182.
the words, I. 40 n ... Vows- Enforcement of, one of the forms of

- evidence distinguished from involuntary, priestcraft, v, 222-223.
VI. 218. - or Promissory oaths-The Abuses BUp-

- prosecutors. Provision for, in the Plan: ported through, h. 408-410.
of Judicial Establishment proposed for I' Vnllon - Pierre - a foreign merchant-
France, IV. 385-387. See Prosecutors. Bentham's acquaintance with, x. 53.

Volunteer Assocrution-e-The Irish. Advan- 1Vulgar Errors= Relauon of Fallacies to, it.
tages of democratic ascendancy rllustra- 380.
ted In the history of, m, 613-620 - - SIT Thomas Browne's noticed, it.

Volunteers, or radical branch of the Defen- 380 n.
sive force-Provl"lOns as to, In Constitu-
tional Code, ix. 3-18-348. See Defensive,
Force. '

Voracity, voraciousness, &c.-Motivc'i of, I. '
197. ,

Votes In Lep:islative Assemblies-PublIcity I Wager-how far the law should interfere
as to, h. 314. with, when It gives an interest In crime,

- - - Reasons why they should not be i. .547-548.
taken till after the debate, 11.342-346 , - How it may be the means of converting

- - - Reasons for taking them simul-, a benefit to a crimmal purpose, IX. 19-20.
taneously, ll. 349-350: I - shows that persuasion admits of degrees,

- Rules as to, II. 334. ! ~1. 223.
- - - Method of taking, III the Provin- ~- might be made the means of vexatiously

cial Assemblies of France, censured, it. i exposing secrets, were there no restric-
337 -341. I non on enforcement of evidence, VII. 348.

- - - General observations on, n 3G;. - witness not excluded by laymg, on the
- - - Open and secret, considered, II. cause, vn. 40;3-40-1.

367-370. Rea-ens for pubhcity in the - FICtitIOUS, for the purpose of obtammg
general case, :167-368. Effect of the in- decision on point of fact, vi, 5 n, 488.
fluence of mdividuals justiflcative of se- Wager of Law-nature of the proceeding,
crecy, 36n 370. VI. 28G ; VII. 70.549-551.

- - - Summary, and Distinct, consi- - - - Abohshed, VI. 381 note 3,462 ;
dered, ii. 368-;172. \ ii. 70 n t.

- - - Neuter, proposed, ll. 372. - - - Illustration of barbarous opinions
Votes in Parhament-e-Pubhcatron of the, il.' on the efficacy of an oath, Y. 515·51 G.

316. : Wages (of servrcej=-Nature of, 11.23:':-234.
- - - Proposal to exclude placemen i -PerpetratIOn of mj ury for, an aggrava-

from the privilege of glVlng, ni, 490-4!15, I tion, I. 165-168 .
.141-542. ' -- Considerations as to the possibihty of

- - - Ready mean, oftakmg, Iii. ,1j4.'>. I hoarding out of.aud the utility of savings'
Vote-making certificate. Form of, aud Pro-! banks, Vlll. 407-417.

VI"IOIlS as to, in Radical Reform Bill, iu, ' - fixed by relation of capital to number
5G4-505. of labourers Ill. 01.

Voter-fvrm of attesting his qualification - Inefficacy of attempts to fix a rate of, by
as a reader, ill. 56:;. law, m, 66.

Voters-AnalYSIS of the corrnpting influ- - The fixing of, is equivalent to a prohibi-
ence- that may be brought to bear on, ur, bition on employing those whose labour IS
476-482. not worth the sum fixed, viu. 442.

- Method of certifyiug and registering, - Beneficial influence on, of a central sys-
for the purposes of Radical Reform BIll, tem for commumcanon between employ-
in. 575 577. ers and employed, vin. 399-400.

Votmg-Secret-A Plan for, applicable to - Effects of machinery on, Ill. 39,67-68.
~ board, or other small body, IX 274-:;7.1 - Inadequacy of a system of poor-relief by

- - Method of, in terms of Radical Re- supplementary allowance to, VIlI. ·141-
form BIll, iii. 577-579. 4-14. Pitt', proposed plan, 441-142.

1'"
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Would include all agricultural wages, War for the sake of trade-Absurdity of,
44::!. Not "0 maleficent as fixation of ii. ;',"7-5,'>8
wages, ib. But puts the Idle on a par - Money spent on luxuries the resource
with the industrious, 44~-443. Impos- for, ill 37-3B and n.
bible to act on distmctrons m favour of 1-Compensation to mdividuals for the in-
merrtorious efforts, 44:l Impossibility of juries occasioned by, ill 44 n.
definmg a full rate of wages, 443-444. - Pressure of T axauon, and other evils

Wagons ascending and descendlllg-Apph-, caused by, III Bntam, ill IUO
catiou to, of economy of the sources of , - Viewed as a species of procedure, ill.
motion, vni. 144. ~O()-201.

Waitmg boxes ill the architectural arrange- - The national debt a preservative against,
merits ot the Constitutional Code, for Ill. 611.
enabling the public to have audience WIth - a matter III which monarchs have not
offlcials-c-Description of. IX. :)2B-3?9. enmity, but rrvah y, their people being

Wakefield-HIS notice of the author, Ill. i the v ictrms III the pme, IX. 129·130.
481n. ' - Influence of, III preventing natrons from

Walcheren Expedition-The, alluded to, v estabhslnug good b)btems of government,
1!i4 n, :106. IX. SH.

Waldegrave-c-Lord=Nonee of, x. 116. - Tutenabrlity of the Quaker,' objection
Waldegrave=-The Ladies=-Nonce uf,x.1l6.' to. x "HI.
'Valdo-:\lr,-A visiter of' the Benth.uns, -" Honour," and ,. Glory." How em-

:x. 14 ploye d III drscu-siouva-, tu, n, 4:.J7 ~ IV. 4:J,!1.

'Vales-New South. 8" New South Wa le-, _. an instrument of corruption, IX 71
'Yalker- Peter- Cormnnrucatc- vote of - Smi-ter interest- 1lI favour of, I ,"47; II.

thanks of Householder" of W"'tnllll,!e!', l:lU, :!09, 5,;(;; 1II 4:l9, Ill]; " 2UO; \1

x.4!IU. 41n, 7111l, 4%-4D7.
Wa llaee-c-James, Attcrney-gencml-c-noucc - Sun-tor interest created III favour of, by

of, x. 131. I the Drorts of the Admn altv, IX. 21.
Walpole-Sir Robert-unpopularity of, for i-The American. Effect ot', on the value

keeping the peace, n. 535 n, 55!). : of land, III 9-10.
Walpole=-Horace The Pohtieal expos- , - Civil, Difference between the manner

ures III the MemOlI'S of, alluded to, I. :!40. III winch It 1<;earned on III a monarchy,
Want-s-Synonyms to the word, I. ?Oll. : and 11\ a democracy, IX 3B.
War-e-Motivo-, leadmg to, 1.52. ' - Civ rl, The occa sionmg, among' the mo-t
- The uses and just princrples of, ii.538-!i3iJ. I nuscluevous of offences, VII. 11h.
- The Fme Arts opposed to, II 254. : - Art of. Why necessarily excluded from
- Considered as Adjective Internauonal : the Chrestomatluc S) stem of Lducatrou,

law, II. 53!l. I "Ill 4:1.
- Enumerauon of cautionary means of pre- : - Law, of, as a divrsion of the Interna-

venting, u, 540. I tional Code, Ill. :!OO·201.
- Considered 1Il respect of Its causes and, War Loans-c-Advautage of the project of

consequences, II 544·546. Mrscluef on a I Annurty notes III regard to, in. l:1l-l3~.
large scale, 544. Inducements enume- . "War III Disguise "-reference to a paraph-
rated, lb. Absence of a controlling power let so named, vi, 4!16-4!17.
over nations, lb. Enumeration of prin- , Wars-Causes of, III the 1lUilii fide offence,
cipal occasions of war, and mean' of pre- I of sovereigns, n. 539·54U.
venuon, 544-545 'Y drs divided into . - Unjust. The expense of, part of tho
bunii fide wars of paSSIOn, and wars of I profuseness mcident to d monarchy, ix. J~.
ambrtion, rapine, &c., 545. Remedies, lb. I Warhurtou= Hr-hop, elevating reason above
In what ca-es the recourse to hosnliues I authoritv, ii, 391 n.
Justifiable, ib. Appointment of war-rest- ' - - noticed, X 65, 14:1, 412.
dents as a palhativc, suggested, 543-546 : Ward-e-Responsrbihty of Guardian for, III

- The greatest crime of a munster, u, 556.: regard to reparation for offences, I. :185.
- Means of avoidance of, III a Plan for a , Wards-s-Prmcrples of the Guardianship of,

universal and perpetual peace, u. 546-560. 1.34i-348.
- Facility which munster- have for creat- - Conduct of Guardians to, in litigation,

ing Without being punishable, ii, 555-556. to be under inspection of Eleemosynat y
- for the purpose of conquest. Of use only to Advocate, by Constitutronal Code. IX 5i8-

dcspots= prejudrcral to a free people, ii, 5i9.
557. - of Chancerv-e-Practice as to, ammad-

- Popularity of, ii. 559. verted 011, iii, 31J6-38i n.
- Effect of colonies III creating, ii. 54i-548. Wardship-Nature of, I. ]24-1~6.
- Tendency" Inch secrecy in negotianons - Offences to which the condition of, is ex-

has to promote, u, 554-560. See Secrecy. posed, I. 126-127.
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Warmir.g-Plan of, for Panopuc on Pemten- Wealth-e-Influence of, on sensibility, I. 2.';-
trary House, IV. 96. 26

- Method of unitmg with ventilation, m a - Motive corresponding to the pleasures
Pemteutiary, IV II 0-118. of, i. 50.

Warnmgs to prevent under and over valua- -- Genera of offences against; I. 133-134n.
anon of circumstantial evidence, VJl. 67. - pleasures and pains of. With the corre-

Warrant of arre-tation-c-Condrucns neces- spondent interest and motives, 1. 198.
bary to jusnfy the IS<UlIlgof, 11. l l Z, - Love of-Character given to the motive,

- Cnrmual, circumstances 1Il which grant- I. 21 :3-219.
ed, vi. ·171. - Mom es w hich tend to the increase of,

- of attorney, 1Il effect and substance a I. :304.
mere contract, VI. 4iHl-4RI. - Acquisition of, productive of more hap-

- frOIDMaster 1Il Ch.mcery-c-Imposinon of pmess than mere possession, i. 305
fees by means of, VII. 217 I - The proportion wluch happmess bears

Warringtou-> VI&lt to, by Bentham in hi" to the extent of possessed, considered, i.
youth, x. 46 :304-305.

Warsaw-c-Bcntham's Visit to, on his return - Proportion between the happiness by the
from Russia, x. I BO. gam of, and the pam by the loss, i, 305

- CUIl\Il't system 1,1, 1. 4.'l9. 307.
Warwick= Lord-c Case of, vu. 43.') n *. - created by the security afforded by the
Warwu.k-lnre-c-Addres- to the Jurymen of, laws, I. 309.

m the Klllg Ug:llllst Edrnoud-, V 250. - Son-cbrhty to the punishment of the
"'uslungton made a citizen of France, x. moral sanction, as affected by,!. 457.

281. - Costs to be measured by the extent of,
- noticed, IX. :jG In, x 108, 316. 11. 1l2-]]3
'Vaste- Detrimental USe of the expressIOn I - RatIO of felicity to the amount of, 11

in Enghsh law, Y. 404. I 271-272.
- Injurious-c-Specimen of a section as to. : - I nfluence of on elections, ii. 312.

in the Penal Code, 111. 173-176. i - Sieyes' doctrrue of the liberty to dispose
- of pubhc money, peculiar to hmited : of, cntrcised, 11. 5:l2-533.

monarchies, IX. 2B-2V. 1- The c..use, of, IIi. 36
- Liberahty at the public expense 18, IX. , - Subjects comprehended under the term,

'Zu7. 111.37-38. Articles of subsistence, mstru-
Waste-book-v-an mcongruous term 1Il ac- ments of defence, and mstrumeuts of en-

count-keepmg, substitutes proposed, Y. joyment, lb. A modification found III that
385. one of the heads, to which It IS 1Il the

'Vater as a source of motion, viu, 132-133 greatest degree conducive, lb. Opera-
- Means of supplying the Panopticon Pem- non of Exchange III converting one to

teunary WIth, IV 110. another, lb. Stork of enjoyment presup-
- How the land left bare by the retreat of, I poses subsistence, lb. Degree of wealth

to be appropriated, I 328. i as degree of this stock, ib. Means of de-
- Authoritv of the Health Minister as to' fence as the amount of this stock, 38.

supply of; III the Constitutional Code, IX! Luxury a concormt ..nt of opulence, lb.
444. - Sources of the matter of, lll. :~8.

Waterloo-Effects of the battle of, on the - Method of increasing the matter of, III
hberties of Europe, III 436. 38-39. Discovery of ra IV material or

Watkuis=-The Rev . Mr-v-nuuce of, x. 124. places producing It, 38. Extractrun, 3B-
Watts-Isaac-Character of his work on 39. Consideranons as to labour, ib

LogIC, vm 113. Effects of maclunery, lb.
- - His logic characterized as old women's - Circumstances winch mcrease or de-

logic, x. 37. crease the quantity of, ill. 39-40.
- -- HIS vague notions on logical division, - Labour the source of, In. 45

Viii. 114-115. - Relauon of money to. iu, 4.5n ".
- - Illustranou from, showmg that he did - Means of augrnentmg the amount of, iii.

not understand the nature of exhaustive 66-72. Augmentmg efficacy of labour,
division, "UI. 108 n. 66-68. Increasing number of labourers,

Watts-Dr Robert->- Letter to, and inform a- 68. More advantageous employment ot
tion from. as to prices of demesne articles, capital, 68-69. Increasing the mass of
x.377-378 capltal,69-70. Trade, 70-72.

Way-Suits as to rights of, reckoned as - Operatron of a sinking fund on the pro-
complex, ii. 81. duction of, 111. 80-82.

Weakness-c Iutellectual. A cause of nus- - Reference of increase of, to that of the
judgment, &c., i. 217-218. currency, ill. 141.

W ealth=- The pleasures of, I. 18. - Examination of the relation of happiness
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to, III connexron with the amount pos- I 'Velght~ and measure--c-Rezulatrons re-
<e--r-d, parted with, or gamed, Ill, 228- gardmg, as a branch of the CIVIl Code, III

2~O 177,
Wealth-- How fa r It reduces the induce- Wcllbemg-e the object of every branch of

meut- tv l'el'l'\t'r,lll,e,l\, ;);~-,)i,; art, and the subject of every branch of
-- a- ,iI'PIU!'"tl\(' of' tr.iudulent offence" SCience, 'II B2-S:) SiC Eudairnomc-.

vn i,2 -- The cummon tie between art and art,
- Uuiver-ahtv of the tlp'lI e fur, '11 ,;~, which Cicero sought for, \111. !IH-UU n.

- Ex istenr e ~1 IH a ('uuntr:-, tiepeudcllt all -- the ubJect both of Logic and of Ethics,
scvurrty for hfe and property, \ III 5!li - "Ill. 2~2, 2:n -2:)2 .
.1'1:: - Relauon to, a, a bond of conuexion for

- 'l'h« "mount of'fl-hcrtv dues not rr-c with the Art' aud Sciences, \111. 241.
the a rtt luue nva l t u t ro 'vf, IX. l,;·l i Wclle-Iey-c Tbe Marqins Attempt of, to

-- (OIlIll'XWJl bet\\t'l'U I'o\"el and, IX 4:) form an admuustr.ition, x 41,n
Aputude fur polltle.!1 power '1111., III' Welle-Iey-c-The Hon \V. L The case of,

....te,td vi Tl"'Wg" \\ rth, L\. 1 ] 0-11 ;1, ] !~;~,2(12 IlL ;;'17 n, JH7 II

:!'I,: \Y elllll,ilulI-lJuke of T'cu.lency to des-
V\'c.ih.h - ~ a tron.r ] .uul public - Offenci- poti-m of the -erv l('e> of, III 4,)h

.J~llll--t the, 1 ]01-10:, ~ ~ ~ Letter tu, lllg!ll~ the patronage
()ltel"'," ,I~ 1111,t- Cl.r-sifica tion of, III of LI" Re!orm-ex,nllp],,' ot bi eviry and

P"II,Ii ('"dl', III 1711 effie""y alluded to III the :\l!htary Code,
Etf'lllt ....ot llIdl\ «lu.il« more cnnduciv « xi ~J-l.2

to, th,11I til,,'" ot the L"~I'lature, III :l.;.;q Letter, to, all his duel With Lord
- -- "hel'l'lII It "OIl,I>!', aud piled 01 the 'YIIll'hel'l'a, "I 1~·15

vuluut.uy opcr.it ion-. of ind.vidu.rl-, on It, - - - C,I"u.d notices of, IV. 4;~2, v, 586,
ill. 40-1 1. x. 4ti-l. 4~;.?, AJ 2H,4[I,

- - 1111]'011<')'of (.",,'mment attcmptuu; \Y"l,h flreUlh-DclJ." III the, \11. 2211.
to lIB'] L·,t~l;, 0) mtci it'Il'Ill C w ith tl •.ide, 111. :2:?1.
4,:·1 t - Judge,,-The emoluments anti work of,

- -' ~l.IIJlI('1' III \I hl<'h Governmeut ju-ti- compared, l\ il7!! II +,
fhl)11' III IIltl'1 fl'1 11I~ w n h the ".11 II r.rl Werner-c-an oLeen er and mveutrve metho-
cou r-«- uf , III ..J 1--1.2 c l'.U'llJtll'''' l' II, ('or-: dizer, vni iG,
poi.ruou-, ,\<., .j] Con vcr-ron-, 01 "hat ,,'e,t Iudra 'la\e~- Barbarous pumshment
w on l i Ill' u ....t d .t > t'1'Jo~IllPlJt to -ub-is- of, I 44:;-..!4--L
tl'l"'" III <1"'1'1'1", tl--lc. J\,t\Ig'dt.OIl .ict, Western Fi-herres-c-Letter to Dr Auder=on
nu.l i)OIHilie 011 ii hclU' ....~e~aI11pll',,4:] Oil lns projects regardlng the, x. l~;-

'\'""ltiI) -11lI1't'J1e,t JIII'ld"IIU' of a I""'U' 1:!'J
IIldl) [>lIl1h]JII'('lIt 011tile, I. 11,~ : \" e-tmm-ter-c- Hou-eholder-, of- Vote of

\\\',1]>011' - Jlo;; t.ir the "de of, Illight be' th.ruks from, to Bentham, x. 499,
l'l'~III,ItI'd, I ,',Idl - E], cuou 1II, all li!lI,tl~t:OIl of the prac-

('hllllld, (III \\IJI(h the "ale of, prolubl-' nca luhty of vu tually Uiuver-al Sufirage,
tt',l,l ;;,;2 ;~'~3 111 47:2-.174 n.

\\'1,11,,- ::--11t h-uu-ut, not n ed, 1\. :!i>7 - 1'1 III for new modelltng the magistracy
\Veddedwlll- .vh-xauder, Eat! of }{o"l,,]] of. x. :\:W·33lL

- 01'1111011 of,oll t lu- ;!re"te't-h"jll)lll~'" "',,'twlIl,ter school-s-Bentham's expcrrence
prurciple, I .~II, :2-t,,)-:2·HI of, x ~7, ;{O.

- - Ill' 01,1111011Oil the :,;reate't·hapl'lIw" F.lggllig sy-tcm at, censured, X :14.
Pll1J('lldt' .11 (ollllled to), l. '2..tt1 , 11 -tb:: II. ~- - Accourmo.l.iuon .m.I expeu ....e uf, vrn.

- - .\lIlliur" mt cr v u \\ w rth, I. :2..Jh ,,)G.
- - 1Jc'C11I'tl<lll 01, .i .r.I .ucouut of hi- \\'",tmmster Re'll'w-.\rtll·k in, by Bent-

att,« J.. 011 Fr.urk liu .it the Couucrl-boar d, ham, on Humphrey \ Rea l I'roperty Code,
x ,')q-hO I extracted, Y. :Wi-4]h

- - ("I,",tlly noticed, II' 4flS; 'I. :l[)t1; x.• - - Note bv Ldrtor of, Oil the Cornmen-
'I t, :!'1"" .',Ii~. I tnry OilMr Humphrev " Ou thue of a Heal

\Yl'd,:,::p\\uol!- ('OI')llIg mar lnno of, YI..)7fJ n.) Property CoLle, \ :m::.
\\ (,I~hlllg of ,'I 111"11(" ('utle of instructuu.« w e-tmoreluud >- C,lI lor, (the tenth) men-

,J'-, to, \1 I U:-Il'l. J.~)l 17,), \11 .·}iJ.;-.3~ll. tamed HI the P.lllVpllCUll coutrov ersy , xr,
l".'ll tuutron,u v l u-trur tron-. 10 ..1.

Weurht - l:tIllt)' "I e,I.Il,lbhlllg stand.rrds - - Mentiou of, 1'.313
of, I, ,',',:, Wharton-c-I'luhp, Duke of, noticed, iv, 373.

-- 01 circum-tnntt.rl '" idcnee-c-Convidera- Wheatley-c-Mr-c-The Pchtical economy of,
tJOII, .1' to, VIl. b(,-i, i. churactcnzed, x. 41 :l.

Welghb--Fahe. Guarding the people Wheaton-v-Henry-c-Notice of, XI. 3G.
ag:lln,t, I .13:l, Whetford-v Case of, CIted, VIi. 43]
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Whrgs-c-their invention of "The original Whitgift-c-Hi» claim of infallibility for the
contract," I 242-24:1. I Church, v. 228

-- Special J IIrle" mtroduced by, II. I :l3. Whuruore-c-Commissioner-c-Non attendance
in what they differ from the Tories, II. of, v. :lG4-365.

44:l. Why-:\leaning of the adverb, vi. 237 n +,
- Theil' motives in producing the Revolu- \VlckhalU-Under secretary-notice of, x.

non, II. 44/. I 28.1.
Their employment of the expression, I Wrdows=-System of Parochial relief to, ac-

" mea-ures uut ~1C1l," II. 470. i cording to the number of chrldren-c.lnffl-
- AlltlcllMtWIl of the tactic of, as to Par- I culties in the way of, YlII 444-44G.

liamentary Reform, III 4:11; I' - Mean" of laying up provision for, among
- Iufluenclll~ motives of the, in regard to the working classes, viu. 409-417. See

Reform, in. 5~i. Frugahty Banks.
Churuct er ivucs of the, 111 .527. I - bUl,:gestlOns tor boardmg the children of,

-- The-c-Ex.umnatron of the mtercs ts and i 1Il Industry-houses, Vlll. 4~3.
eorre-ponduu; motives of, 1Il respect to I \VIf'C-Oflglll of husband's authority over,
Reform, III ;;]3529. i I. J:!! nt, 1:29.

- - The oppo-rnon of, to the sxelusron of, - Offences which may affect the condition
placerneu'< votes and to const.iur-y of at- of, I 131.
tendance 1Il Parliament, 1lI • .531-5:12. - Condition of-Forfeiture of as a punish-

- Consideranon as to the position of, and ment, i. 4i1-47]
whether they may be -irrven to the SIlP- - Responsibihty of husband for, in regard
port of the universal Interest, 1Il. 53.3. to reparation tor offences, I. 386.

- Shape that the arzruments of, against Re- - Absence of remedy by, for husband',
form assume, 11l. 600. cruelty, ii. J 78.

- as-ault the Torre- with ammumtlOn' - Exammation of, Oil alienating land with
borrowed from the Radicals, iv, 423-424. concurrence of her husband, \'1. 375

-- The nature of the reform' patronised by, - EVIdence of, not taken 1Il prosecution for
and their rea "on, for dlbhh.lng the ballot" bigamy, \'11. 483 n.
III a letter tu O'Connell, x. MIR-5U9. - Influence wluch the position of, iu rela-

- L'a=ual aliusions to. II ,U:l. 5t)]-5()3, ;90 tton to her husband, may have on testr-
n; \Ill .!fl'l; IX. liiU, x. 120, 13i, 54[1, mony, vii. 5i7-581.
bU7: xi. IiJ. - and husband-the exclusion of the testi-

\Vlttg Reform+-Charactertstrc of, 1Il • .5R2 n. mony of, in regard to each other, con-
\Vlnpper"1Il-0peratlOns of, III Parliament, sidered, VII. 480-486. Sec Husband.

lit. 501-5112. ' - and husband. Pnnciples of the CIVIl
Wh!PPltlg a- a pum-hment, 1. 413,414-415. Code regarding, i. 349-358. See Marriage.
Whr-haw-c-James-; Letter from.on reversals "hg,,- Formerly a sign of the distmctron of

011 appeal 1lI the Hon-e of Lords, x, 431. ranks, x. 1.5.
- - Allu=ron to, x. S3~. WJlberforce- William-Circumstances un-
\Vhish<lw-Juhn, arbiter on the cornpensa- del' which he lost hIS seat for Yorkshire,

tion to Bentham fur his losses by the Pan-, iri, 480 n.
opticon, XI. J 64. , - - Letter from Bentham to, recommend-

Whitbread=-Samuel, noticed, v. 80. 'ing him to offer himself as a pacific am-
- - HIS remarks on the system of packmg bassador to France, WIth the answer, x,

special june" Y. 157 n, 15811,160-162 315-;)19.
- - AllUSIOn to, us a supporter of Queen - - Letter to, on the Globe Insurance

Carolme, x. 474. I Company, x. 335.
-- Opuuons of'.on ParharuentaryReform, ! - - Letterfrom,on Bentham's disappoint-
1Il 450 I;. i ments III regard to the Panopncon, and

Wlnte-Mr, Solicitor of the TreusurY-No-, the proposal of an exposure of the minis-
tree of, x . .51. terral conduct as to It, x. 391-39.5.

Whlte-~lr-menttOn of, xi. 114, 138. - - His support of Bentham's views as to
WhIte-BIanco-Correspondence With, on I the Panopticon, XI. 105-106.

the Liberty of the Press, and the affairs - - Letters to, on the Panopticon, xi. 113-
of Spain, x 4.56-457. : 114,118,14.5-146.

\Vlute-Mro-A visiter of the Benthams, : - - Letters from, on the Panopncon, xi.
x.14. i 115-116,146-147.

White Bull-Statement as to translation of - - casually noticed, ill. 49.5; v. 189; x.
the, x. 82-83. 41, 281, 293, :l85, .571 ; XI. 125, 140,

Whue Conduit House-Bentham's visit to, 142.
when a boy, x 34-3.5. Wrld=-Causes of the employment of the

Wh:tehead-Paul-Editor of the Life of word, to characterize Radical Reform,
Constantia Phihps, x. 3.1. ill. 601.
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Wilkes-e-John-c-The expulsion of, consider-
ed, 111. 591 n r.

- r. Eames=-Casc of, cited, Y. 141 II.
- The verdict obtained by, ugamst Lord

Halifax, alluded to, i. ;1~14n.
- Notices of; and of hi;' d.-pute with George

IlL, x. (,5-06.
- Outlawry ot, noticed, YII. :2':;4 II.
- Charge of altering the record in the case

of, VII. 2611.
- Casual allusions to, ill. 4GB n, :;1i; Y.

29!J; x, 1:21, ;n;t
Wilkms-s-Brshop. His Essay towards a

real character and a plnlosophu-al lan-
guage-Character of, and quotation from,
as a specimen of Technology, nil. 150-
15.5.

\VIII-:;\Iotl\c, til the, dr-tmgur-hcd from
those to the l'ndcr,t.lndlllg, !. :2IIB.

.- Indirect mC.1l1B of prcyentmg the, to
commit offences, I. 5ilB-5(iI. Problem,
enumerated, ,'i:lB-:;;IU. '1'0 drvert It f!'OJIl
dangei ous desrre-, to the-e moi e useful,
53!1-54l. Arr.mgement- for desire- be nu;
san-fled With lca-t prejudice, .i4l·j4f..
AVOid furrushmg eneourazcrncuts to
crune- :;40-.34;:. To augment the re-
sponsibility With the amount of tcmpta-
tion, 548. '1'0 dnmm-h seu-iluhty with
regard to temptation, 54[)-54U. '1'0
strengthen the Im]JrebblOll of puru-hment
Oil the nuaguiation, 549-550. '1'0 facih-
tate the discovery of offenoe-, comuutted,
':;SII-:;;,(i. '1'0 prevent, L:- glvmg many
mdividuals an interest III preveution, 5.,1>.
'1'0 facilrtate the recogmnon, &c, of mdi-
Vidual" ':;,';7. Incrcasmg difficulties of
escape, 55S. Dmnmshmg uucertamty
with regard to pro! cdure and pumsluuent,
.';53-:;59. To prolulut accc-sory offences
for prevention of their principals, 55!!-
SGI.

- Appropriate-c-Uses of consideration of,
as distinguished from appropriate power,
111.21J:L
A lOgIC of the, a desideratum, v 270.

~-~ The power of, over opnuou, \ u. 1 US.
- Connexiou of, With mendacrty and vera-

City, Vi. 243-24!1.
- The, as a source of muscular motion,

VI11. I ~l4.
- General-F allacy of' sayuig that the Law

IS the expression of, II. 50i.
- Influence of, on will, as distmguished

from that ot understaudmg on understand-
ing, ii. 439.

- Influence of, Oil WIll, III relation to the
case of Jurymen, v (;S.

'V III and shall-e-Inqurry into the reciprocal
use of, vin. 350·:1.,):;. See Verbs.

Wills (or 'I'estamentsj=-Equahty promot-
able by legal Iinntanon of drstnbutions
m,i.312-313.

- Advantage of the power of making,

ccclxxx v WIL

:~~(I"upplementary to legu-l.mon, 1. :~:HI-
.J.}O.

\\'llJ,-Ground, of nullity of, i ;::W.
-,,~~:athbed-Grounds 'fur supportrng, I.

oIdO,

- VI-ability to make, involvc.] 111 CXrOllJ-
LIUnlf'atIO;I~ 1. 51 J.

-- (0 he allowed latunde III regard to
-olenmiue-; i. ,')51.

-hould he 1eglstered, I. M2
-- ;"Ulh :I' to, r.1nk,'J '" complex, II. 1:J
- Di-rnbuu ve -eekmg suit-, .1nomg out of,

II lio
- Dc-cnpnou of j romulgation p.lper .11'-

phi-able to, VI (,7.
- comprrsablc under the term contract, \1

k! n.
- Llfect of nullification of, for w.n.t of for-

m.ilmcs, VI b5.
- Natnr« of the documeut-, called, vi, (,1>-

I);~,iOB
- Ihl-..' -j.he -urt of llC1.:'J to wluch ..Ill 'l"t

of Il'COglJltlOll peculiarly appl..--. \1 ,II>
Il 1.

WJ!h-Formalitll'b of, YI. :;::11-,»1 ;-
- - - tiierr utrht , ~'1 j;;O-,);~":. Pouit- of

difference from 'other deed-. ,):\II-,i:~l
Rea-on- why there should be I'" dr-qu.i h-
fie.rtion to make Will un death-bed. :;.l'-
0)'\ ")_u .....

- - -- lIII,duef, of'porcmptorv formnlitus
111the l.lH' ot, VI. ,');t!-.)0,). tIn e i.u-ihnes
to torce and fraud, hom the' cu'e with
wlnch Iorruahtte- lll~~ be u.terfci l d with,
.');)2. Ab-urdi. , of one -ort of t"rinalny
for real, another fur I'el,un.ll pi opcrtv,
.~;t{, Alterat.on un the law, .'530 n k,

Genume will» often unorm.rl, -purious
one, made torm.rl, r,;q. Fru-tr.mon of
f.nr Will more nu-clnevou-, than gn-ll.g

I effect to spu nou-, j;~-±-.S.;,).
: - - - Vse of aut0g-nl'hy 111,and reeom-
I meudatiou- in rclauon to It. vi 5.15-5:1;
1 attestation, \1 .• J,;'-,'41. Advan-

tages of uutography-c ca-r-. 111w luch It I"
not practicable, rendcrmg J ecour-e to
other method, uecev-ury, ,;;li-:;~U. L'se
of two wrtnes ...("':':'a-=- all rmpodnnent to
forgery. S:W-J:l'l. Ab-urdity of exclud-
ing evidence of wrtuc- ...t> merely pcrci-
pient, 5:1~1-540. How 1.,r It should be
requi-rte that the attestation should be
snnultaneous, S·W-541.

- - - m Wills of nece-sitv as di-tmgursh-
ed from regular, \!. ,;41-:'42 Lnumera-
tron of cirrum-tauec-, \\ luch may explain
abseuce of forrnalrne-, 11,

- - - Aberration- of LllglJ,h law in re-
gard to, and e"(Jllllll.ltlU;1 of statute of'
frauds \I .~4:2-:;4.: Cumpan-on WIth
what required a, to other deeds, !i4~-,'43.
J'acnnous di-tmcnon- between real and
personal, 54;;-545. Nulhfication instead
of SnS]llCIOIl, 545 Exanunanon of the
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rule- a' to nuncupanve, ';46-547. \V!t- I \\'me- Pi olulnuou of by Mahomet, uoticed,
lle"", excluded on score of interest, 541. 1. 533.
Recourse to the removal of legatee's in- \Vlre~~lr-l\Ienhon of, xi, l:lG.
tere st, 548. Open' a door tu forgery, Wi-dom= Charaeter of, obtained through
.i41hi4'1 Lnapt nourenclature, delivery, fallacies confidently asserter], ii. 430-481.
pubhcat.on, execution, 549-551. Wisdom of our ancestors-> 'Vhat would be

IVIlle-~:\Ir -Iustrce, uonced, I. 248; v. 90 the effect of complete obedience to, ii.
11 '*; IX. -4 i ;3. 39~~393.

Wrlham the Conqueror, noticed, vii. IDG ~ ~ - The fallacy of, ii. 398-401. Sub-
WIlham I l. of Eng lnml-c-Lllustrauons of I stitutes mexperience to experience, 398.

mtentionahty from the death of, I. -l~, I' Arises from a confusion as to ideas of
-I:l-44. age, 398-399. Reverence for the dead,

'VIlham III ~OpwlOn of the character of, 399. Superstitions III lugh quarters as
vn 5::'7. ' IlIustratIOns,400. True est.nuate of the

- ~ Act of Parhament of,a~.llll,t treason, merits of our ancestors, 401. Causes of
made for the proter-trou of the traitor- uf propensrty to be mflueuced by tlre fallacy,
111-, reIgn, V11 )~7 -,;.2:: 11), Legal abuses, lb.

~ ~ casualf y notu ed, Y. ::BI, u : vin, 5j7. - - - The prmciple of irrevocable laws
WIlham II'. Testunony to the character an instance of; u, 402.

of, Iv, H~I-4,jO ~ - - Maintenance and champerty, an
'Y!Iham"-J.~Pro,,ecut]l)n of, foi h:Jcl, I. illustration of, nr, 19-20.

~ GG n. ' - - - Fallacy of, exemplified in adl.er-
Wilhams-c-Davrd, made crtizen of Fr.mce, 1 ence to old law nomenclature, Ill. 2i3.

x. ~ill ! - ~ - founded all, against the ballot, 1,1.
\\'dmot-SIl' Juhn Eardl-v, ncuceil, x I I i,: 548.

lBG. • '1- - - Allusions to the fallacy of, I 230,
WII&on~r;l'orge- Letter, from, x 1;;1, 135- 3~3-324; n, 44~; vn 90, .5!J8; x.69.

1:11;,171, 21~, :W7. , Wrtchcraft-i-part of the WIsdom of our au-
- -- Account uf, x 133-134 cestors, II 41)0
- ~ Letter from, to Bentham III Russia ~ Laws as to, vu. 101 n -'.

~PuLhc new" Eden " defection, Treaty - Confessions of. CIted as mstances of false
WIth France. &c., Renunks on Paley's confession, vn, 37.
Moral and Pohtical Pmlosophv, and Its I - Hale's condemnmg for, ii. 400; Y. 493;
coincidence WIth Bentham's uupubhshed vn.97.
work, x. 163-164. i-the state of intellect ill which It was be-

- - Letter trom, to Bentham, III Russia : heved, vu. 101.
~dlfficulty of pubhshmg work-, wlnle the i WItness-Importance of the disnnction he-
author at a distance, active state of the: tween percrpient and narratrng, II. 26.
nation, progress of'pohtrcal economy, poor- ! - In what cases evidence as to character
laws, customs' consohdanon, grrevauces of of, should be received, ii. 61-6~.
DIssenters, Adam Smith, x. 172-174. ~ Extraction of testimony of, when partro-

--- - Letter from, on the Introductron to distant from each other, u. 101-102.
the Penal Code, x 194-195 - Transnussrou of Process to .Iudicntory

- - Letter from, WIth opuuon on the work of, for exammation of, 11. 115-1IG.
on Political Tactics, x. 19[1-200 ~ Effect he may produce by misrepresen-

- - Letter from, on Gregory's book on tat ion to party's solicitor, Ill. 365 n, 42111
Liberty and Necessity, and Mrrabeau's - Use of pubhcity as a check on the vera-
Letters to hIS Commettans, x. 215-216. city of, IV. 317.

~ ~ Death of, x. 487. - The difference between a narrating and
~ - Letters to, x, 89-96, 911-1I 0, 112-114, a deposing propounded in the Plan of

165-171,174, 175-17i, 200-:!01, 2-16-:!47, -Judicial Establishment for France, IV.
387. 396 n.

- ~ Notices of, i. 247; x 127, 18G, 249, - Means of knowing whether hIS deposi-
263,287,362,429,4-10; XI. 8L non coincides WIth hIS prevIOus state-

Wilson-s-Judge, of Pennsylvania, IV. 469. ments, vr, 90.
Wilson-e-Robert-c-Case of~Cited, V11. 55. - Vexation and inconvenience attending
WIIson~SIr Robert, noticed, I. 250. the attestation of, n 93, 95.
Winchelsea-c-Lord-c-Letters to the Duke of - Special commission to examine, VI. 95.

Wellington on his duel WIth, xi. 12-15. - The theory, that one must not discredit
Wmdham=-Sir Wilham (jun.j-vHrs argu- his own.criticrsed, ni. 365n; vi.1l7-ll8.

ment against Reform, 11. 453 n. - Impossibility of makmg line of demarca-
- ~ - noticed, ii, 58:!. lion between species and species of, vr, 173.
Wmdsor-c-Mr-c-Omissron of cost of pipes in ~ Strength of persuasion of, (If genuine,)

his estrmate of the cost of gas, v, 4:!2-423. will measure that of judge, VI. 224.
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Wrtness=-Elcments by which the strength: "-ltneFs-Thp varrou- f.:J'oull(b of untrust-
of persuasion of, may be affected, Vi :22-L! worthiue-e- 111. See Tutrustworthmess

- Application of a scale of persuasion to, ! - Effect of au intere-st lJl the SUIt Oil the
VI. ?:?!i i tv-nmouy of, 'II ,'IJI-,SRJ.

-- Dnference between effect of du-tmct and 1- Leaulllg- a, Vi ;;[IJ. ,"(", ~uggestilP 111-
UUhlOU" test rmouy of, VI. ~:J7 -~JS. J t- rrogation

- How consciou- of (lIfl'ercn,'''' III extent ' -- )[,,/,/ }d..--Im!'o'oll,Jc to keep from
of In:, own per-un-uon, \1 ~;~.2-~;1;t i meud.u iou-, mv eunon from the moment lit'

- Mendacrty, verrty, and falsehood Ill,! Ill' cxpcctmg to Le c.dl--I ou, VI 4n.
rc'pertJveh dehut-d, VI :!4!i : -- Puhhcrty ;t mean, of kecj>llJg to the

-- Eifect of retrcslung the memory of, vi.' truth, vi ;'jg
~.)2. - Qua litv and con-imon Of--t'l:ll·t of (I I

- and party--Fal ...e distmctron CTP3ted be- l~robatl;e io:!{e , '1. :2~1.
tween, In some case ..., 11.2(;: '1 :2U} 11 - Reexammatron ot, VI. 4.')]-!!jU /""

- DIfficulty of' cx tortmg truth tr orn, when Reexammatton.
unwilling. VI. :l-!4 n. - Restoratrve- to competeru-y of, I'll . .) .~;;-

- Apphcatiou of fllPlllll) and hostile niter- 4 HI, c-:« Re-torativc-, .
rogation to, YI ;;·ri~:)4H. - Rules for prt1dnnn,z e'ldp ice for or

-- PICYeutlO1l of mr-nd.icitv-scrx ing iufor- az.unst the character of, I'll loll
mation to, lUhtJ£.e~ rc-tncnon ofpubhctty, ! - :::;~lentdle-.\tle-tatJOIl of LUHjlYrItl'H:;
'1.. \1,]-3(;:]. bv, vn Iii'.

- Que,tlOllccl for purno=e of di-eredrtina - ;"ltll;ttlUll of .1;, affectnu; lu- evidence, \1.
111m, vi, 41111-4111;. ,-," Di-creditrve Inter- I liO-J 104
rozauon - YCJ':J(,lOllb-IUtllJ'.1l eJurFe of conduct of,

- ~leaJh fur Ill- testill!!, the arr-uracv of vi, 44H
the 1l111lUte, of ln- ev idence, vi 411;..11i' \Yltnc'''e--wnt, for hrnlt',ng into court III

--- Presumption of Enghsh law that he Will L'rmcrplc-, of Procedure. II 64.
perjure lurn-elt for the Slue 011 wluch he - The meau- ofcouimumcauon with, enu-
b «alled, vi 3%. mera tvd, II I!I.

-- Crime, that mav have a tendency to - Iudiffcreuc « un the po rt of, 110 more to
render veracrty of', questionable, 1-11 GO-GJ. ],e <le)1~llrl,'u on thau J!I e.1<t" uf partie-,

- How far apparently supernatural facts II. 102
to be believed on tcsumony of, \11. lOll - Exu minatu.n of, 111 pn'l'o,eu Di-patch

-- ~tll'll~th of impre ......ion Oil. dept'1lct" on COUI t, III -1] 5
ctate of nnud dunug the ineideut. VI]. - The oblI",·tlOll of, to attend, a nece-i arv
1:30. dut v to ;uclety, however Important to

- How far vexauon al'l::-l11!: from tl.e na- them their t.me, iv , U21.
ture of Ill; n-umony I, glonnu tor cxclu- - Preventrnn of undue mflueuce OJ] HI the'
sion , '11 3.J-i -:1.;0. r.iethud of their rr muneru tion, III -:I. 21.

"- Ab-ence of', how fa r a &rollud fur ue~~,y. -- Lvidence of'.1....to uppropriauou or' I r,-
YJI ;,?n-;W,2. \~l..tf' pi oper ty fur public work-. 1\ 11

- Abent'c of at tll.ll- EIT','ct of, m Ench -1, - ~l"an' of curt.ulnu; the eXj>l'll'P occa-
pracuce, VII ~(!l. f<.wlled by the pro-Iuction of, rv ,S4S

-- Ab~ent-'\Tr111IJg lJ(lc('~"a]'y to e;d ....t€l1l'_' - are the he ....t intorrnci s and pro ....ocutor-,
of e, idence from, VI. :>2H. 1\ ;}q.J-:;II/I.

- Competency and (,l'I;:'(LbIllty of ~ th; - Exannunuon of, '1 :~O-;~-1 t-. ( Extra«-
terms discussed, 'I l~i. I t.on.

- Clt:'dilnlIty and lErrl'(l11nlIty eou-r Icrcd I - Cros--exnmmnnon of ~"'I', tro ......-exatm-
a- attubute ...ul , VIi. ;711 nat tun.

~- Dt'PO",ll1!! and }I('f( 1~)]E'llt dl~tIP~.,l:l~!ll·(L - hr\..Jll~ht forward til I,f{)'\t' ~hhl-Propo-
'1 ]511 ..·~1!J; Y11 ];,U ........1 for their hl']~l~ au omp.lllll'd l}y tesu-

- Exclusion of ev.deuce of. ~':-u Lx. lu- ~ monies to character, vu 11.\
sion. - ...\.tte~tlll!!". to l\'Ctl'--- 1· ....p of, and man-

-- Extracuon of ev.dence from. ,....It' r:.,- ner JlI "J~lch thp) -hould act, I. 551: '1
tr.ictiou. ai«, .J":>-5:2b

- Form of -wearmg III tru.I by Jury. v , - _'.tt"-WI,!'. h,f,llllY of, inake- then han,:'
;]2;\. proveablc, III l!III,

- Form ofswearmg ill Scotl.md, 'I, ~::;;-- Attcstmu Ab-ui.hrv of excludnu;
4:2-1 ll. merely pert:l:llCl1t. \1 .),;U-.')!{)

- Improbity of nq a ground of untru-t- - Atte-tmg, t,· "db, ,1. :,:l7-;'41 ,....,
worthme-«, \"IJ 58,'>-5!1l Will».

- Incouvemence, trouble, &c to- how far - ..\tte.:;tIng-l'"c· of t w o, alI JUqll'dlILlt'lli

a snualle grouud 1'u1 the . xclu ...ion ofcv» to p('rJnr~ }'Y It)lldt'll1lg all Ut ('olllpht'1'
~lt·Jwc. }I"",'<'I Ves.ttlllll. uccv -,;-.ary. '1 ,"l:~n.
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Witnesses-c-Non-attesting, excluded for au- Witnesses-Secrecy of examination of, ac-
thentication of writs, vii, 190-192. cording to the Roman system, vii. 540-

- Authentication of deeds by, VII. 176-177. 542.
- Browbeating of, vi. 338, 406-408. - Arrangemeuts for accommodation of, in
- Retahation by, to browbeating, vi. 408 n. JustICe Chambers, by the Consntunoual
- Exclusion of evidence-c-how occasioned Code, IX. 539.

by uncompensated vexation to, VI. 95 I·wltt-De. Appreciation of the character
- ExclUSIOn by hrmta.non put on the num- of, ii. 553-554.

ber of, vii. 531-537. See Linutatron. , Wolodomirov-c-a Russian merchant-Ac-
- Exclusion of evidence for want of a par- count of, x. 160.

ticular number of, vii, 529-531. See Mul- Wolseley-c-Srr Charles-Remarks tendmg
trplteity. to show the untenability of the Indict-

- not allowed to bear evidence to a con- ment in the case of, v. 253-26J.
tract except through It certain written Woman-POSItIOn of, with regard to mar-
form, vi. 70. rrage, i. 352.

- Distmctron between wIllmg and unwill- - Considerations as to suitable employ-
mg. III Enghsh law, considered, vi. 162- ments for, 1.543.
163n. - The instrument of military rewards in

- Number of-Effect of, on probative force, barbarous countries, ii. Hli.
VI. 221. - Extension of the suffrage to, considered,

- should be allowed to interrogate parties Ill. 463,541,559,567 n ; IV. 56;-!\68.
and witnesse- m a cause, vi. 336, 339-341. - Opmion that th-y should be ontrtlcd to
Entrtled to attend to their own collateral exercise the constrtutrve, but not other
intere-t, 339. To defend their character, acts of government, ix. 108-109.
339-3-10. Admission should be committed - Suggestions for admission of, to juries,
to di-cretion of judge, 340. Objections IX. 566-567.
on ground of simster interest answered, ·w ooden hor~e- The-a punishment, i. 411.
ib On grounds of tutelary interest, :H1. Woodfall-The case of, CIted, Y. 97 n.

- Partiahty of, to the party by whom they W ocdward=- The pubhsher=-a connexion of
are called, VI. 346 n. tbe Bentham family, x. 3-4.

- How far thr-rr affections or partralrues ". cola-ton-c-His theory that falsehood the
can be calculated upon, VI. 346-347. only crime, I. 9 n.

- That they might enter mto a confederacy, \V ooler-Mr, publishes a version of the
employed as an argument agalll~t pubh- Reform Catechism. x 490.
CIty, VI. 3.37-358. Woolwrch-v-Mcthod of appomting to corn-

- That fear of displeasure of party might I missions at, IX. '2;.1 n +.
operate On them, used as an argument I - Reason for having the Panopticon Peni-
against publicity, vi. ~53. tentiary in the neighbourhood of, XI. 114-

- Seclusion of-when expedient I vi. 3G2. I J 5
- How far It is jusuflable to seclude, to Word-of-command principle-in the man-

prevent tampering, vi. 4.10-451. a=ernent of the Cln e=tomathic school, VIII.
- DIfficulty of their conspIrIng together 5:~.

increased by their number, VII. 74. Words=-Advantage to nomenclature from
- Exclusion of partres as, vn. '226-233. See the union of, I. 49 n :;:.

P arties, - Importance of questions that turn on the
- Illustration of the expense that may be meanmg of; I. 192.

o-ra-acned by producing. VIi 35!) n. - Rules for the avoidance of obscurity,
- Proposal to collect their names and de- ambiguiry, and debility Ill, VIiI. 313-316.

signanons by an anticipative survey, vii, - Despotism of, through popular me, III 28.
370. - The same, to be used for the same ideas,

- LIst of, excluded and admitted in cor- iii 2011.
re-pondmg cases in crimmal practice, \11. - Redundancy of, a defect III laws, iir, 247-
4115 n. :?4B.

- VIew of the cases in which certain par- - DIfficulty of separating, from real entr-
ties arc exempt from being against other" tIPS, \"I. 2;17.
VIi. 473-486. - employed in evidence-Importance of

- Two sets of, hearing contrary testimony, cert.nnty .1, to, vi. :?90.
exemplified, VII. 5'2!. - QuestIOns concermng the import of, con-

- Testimony of, should be judged of by founded WIth facts, 111 reasomngs on iru-
weight, not number, vii. 521. possibihty, vii. 79-82.

-- The requisition of two, by Roman and - Coming of, defended, ii. 3R3; IiI. 2il-:?7 4:
in some cases English law, consIdered,! VII. 130.
vii. 5'25-5:11. ' - Purport of- Precanousness of testimony

- Too great a number of, an evil, VII. 531.: to, VII. J ;{6
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Words are to Propositions, what letters are ! Workmen and Employers- Plan for a gent'·

to words, viii. IllS. : ral system of cornmumcanon between, and
- That they are but the arbitrary signs of its antrcipated advantages, VIII. 3'IlHU(J.

things, accounts for the failure of the - and Emptoyer--c Eftect of the rcl.mou-
Anstotehan logiC III making drscoveries, slup between, on evidence, \11. ;7,;·5i(,
Y11J. 23ft - often sufferers frum new U1\ en trun s, 'Ill.

- as the sign' of thouaht-s-the subject of , 5iG
exposition, "Ill. :24:2·:l43. ! - Forcrgn-e-Encouragement to, may be ad-

- Interchange of, between lang-uage and vantagcously adopted by mdivnluals->
language-Its advantage, 'Ill. 319·320 not by Government, Ill. (i,;·h(i

- Impossibihty of freeing entirely from Worouzofl-c-Count, A. lli, :2'15, ;l!l'!
ambiguity, and illu-tratron of the use, to Worship-c-upplicution uf til 1'1'1'011 UI" c -

which the defect h applied, III the parti- plm-, IV. !B.)!I, ,f(-,U
cular case of the word Church, VIII. :24!!· - Providuig for the CXerCI,e of, III In-I'0I1',
:lSI. acc"rdlllg to the religion of the cunv ict-,

- SIngle, should be used III nomenclature,' IV ~;J-24.
VIII. 65, - Pubhc, I'rovisions for the ;'UppOI t of, I.

- Smgle=-Proposiuous involved in, when ;)1(i·;\li.
language III Ib mtancy, vrn ;~:2:!. 'Youlldb~-}hlitary smart-money for-Expo.

- divided urto prmcipal and accessory-or smon of prmciples applicable to, 1'.
such as have a meauuig alone. and such ;)~7.
as have menmue only when along With Wra th= uature of, I. .');;.

other" nil. 32+-:::2,;. \Yl'lght-}lr~ an .u quamtanco of Bentham,
- Importance of having them set down a,' x. ilGI.

a means of' fixmg Ideas, X 73. Wllght-:!\l!-, Frunccv-v Lcttcr of, fro:u
- useful not only as cornmumcatmg rdca- l 'arr-, and anecdotes reported b), x. 521;.

to others, hut a, fixing them to the 5:27.
tlunkei himself, x i4. - - casually noticed, vin .;15, ,)il. x . .in::

',"ork-U seful. Employ merit of convicts in, Wnt at commencement of a 'Ult~-Y <loue·
IY. ::i -:!G. nes- of, v , 4S0.

- for convrcts-c-Arrangements a' to, under - The, in a common law SUIt, charactcnz-
the Panopticon Plan, 1\-.41·5:3. Set' Pan- ed. u. 170.
opticon. Wrrts ngamst person and property, III JU·

- Adaptation of, to PaUIJcr management, du-ral procedure, u. I I G·117.
vru, 3Hi-;~:J,1 ~~"'(I Par-per ::\lanagelnent. - Yariou- kmds of. rH'{'t'~'<lrY for iu.lu ral

Works-c Pubhc. l'ruictple of estabhslnng, commuuication, on elIcltatJ~n of Jefence',
Ill. 41 11. it. 7 B-Ut)'

- - Method of Book-keeping in regard tu, - Secunng means of serving and commu-
for the preservation of ecunomy, IX :2;;7 mcatmg, II. 5:2·57.

- - proposed for the employment of - necessary for IJflngmg parties into court
pauper manufacturer" x Il:; when a pursuer b con-trtuted, ir, (,3·114_

'Yorklllg-- -Compul-ory, a, a punishment, I. - issued III continuance of a suit, II n!J-'Io.
437.441. \- Ancient Parhameutary-e-Tcrms of, with

". orkmz Cla=scv-> The, would be the chief reference to the Franchise, HI. 45U·4G() n.
sufferers by a general partrtron, Ill. (,03_ - to judges to try cau,e<-Ungm of., 44 (i.

- - Jealousy, by the higher, of the exten- - disnnguished from unpreappomted €' I·

sion of m-trur-tmn to, vui 19-21 deuce III being nntorror, and nearer III
- _ The utihty of an acquamtauce With dare to the facts they tc-ufy, vi. (ill·GU.

the natural sciences to, 'Hi. ~4 - Authenticatron of, I'll li6·1!l0
- - How far their wages and pOSItIOn ad- - Formahties of S,,- Formalrne-,

mit of the pi.ictrce of fruguhty, with ',"nt- uf crrur-s-Sha m-> Profit to jUllgc,
consideration- a" to the utIlI!) of Savlllg, - from. Y. 9;\-94 n.
Banks, viu. 407·41 i - - Sh.un, a" a source of delay, 6:c., vn

Workhouses-Apl'lIc.ltlOu ofthe Panopticon :21-1-:?lt.
system to, II' ;;i-:l.;g - .- and nppeals-e-their operation III pro-

Workhouses, 01 Iudu-trv-houscs-c-system duomg judicial delay, cxammcd, v, 5IB·
of, viii. 3il··l:lU Sc.' Pauper Manage- ,';~o.
mcnt. Writer of a contraet-c Name and de-ern»

Workmen-Effect of maclnnery on the posi- non of, should be embodied HI It, VI.

tion of, Ill. 39, 67 ·6a. ,:;25 n.
- . How the efficacy of the labom of, aug- Wutmg described a' an applu rtron ol

mcntcd, Ill. ii7-GU. , I dr~wlllg, YlI:. :l9.
-~ Usefulness of the Pauopncon plan for, -- 11lP art of, neces-ary to the forrnaucn

superintcudmg, l\ fiO. tli' ol~lll1mar, and therefore "I t:lI; ~{II



rectly must have preceded speaking COT- II Written evidence-Modes of deauthentica-
redly, viu. 9211. non in case of, ViI. 181-183.

Writuur-e-Superrorrtv of, over speaking, for I - - Subjection of, to the docimusnc pro-
pull tical purposes, Ill. 466. : cess. vi. 172.

- not <'0safe for employment of paradox : - - Casually. See Casually written
a- speeches, II 4G5. I - - Cnmmatrve=-effect of PUbbCb"WU of,

- The necessny of puttinz motions III po- I con-idered, YII 12-13.
htical assemblies Ill. II :l:W. - - Ex-parte preappomted, vii. 126·127.

- It- value 3' an assrsraut to the Arts and i --- - Extrajudicially. StC Exn ajudicraliy
SCIences, VI 28.'i-2B6. written.

- a" a security for the trustworthmcss of' - - Otflcial, and casually written evr-
testimony, VI. :.!;-.!fi, 32i -3:12. Its rm- I dence-modes of authenncauon ill case
portant bearmc on the subject, 327-328: of, vu. IBO-18I.
Dtstmcme--, ;):!B. Tse tor purpose of re- I - - Supposed, transmitted through oral,
collection.jb, For permanence, lb. Ke- I n.l:li-138.
cessary to cxi-tence of' evidence III case of i - - Supposed-c t iral evidence trausrmtted
absent witness, lb. SImple causes may I through, VII I :lB-I 3D.
proceed WIthout, :l2il. But ui.less III the I - - Supposed, transmitted through writ-
general ca-e the grounds of deCISIOnwere, ten, or transcrrptiuous, vii, I::!!-1.)2.
known, Judges would be despots, lb. Re- ' Written pleadings considered, VII. :.!70-:!7il.
gistranon of judicial proceedings pro- I ....., (' Pleading.
posed, 330. Di-advantages writmg IS i Wrrtteu m-trumcntc-c-Accumulauuu of, III
hable to, 2ti. Capable of abuse-c-mcreuse i -urt-, cornplamed ofm Potttron for justice,
of Irrelevant matter, time for mendacious i a' a dcv u-e of the TL'dIllIC,d system, v,
inventiou and information, collateral evils : 44U-45I,509-.';10.
of delay, I\:c., 331-332. ' Written Pleadurgs-; Tbe nbun.lance of, III

- 1Il what contracts It ought to Le re- Proc--c-cs hefore the Court ot' !Ses<lOll III
.jurrcd, V1. 52.). S, otland, y ~i-~q

- ExclUSIOn of evidence of contracts not: - - Superabundance of III :r:'I~~j,ll,U, I!.
committed to. vI.13:.!-I:l4 !'n' Exclusion. I Ii;.

- Exclusron of evidence hy prcscribmg a ' 'Yrongs-Kot hkely to be the -ubject of'
particular form for, VI. 132·1 :{4 . preappomtcd evidence. VI • .'iUn

- uulhficatiou of mforrna l when super- "'yat's Practical R"!rl-tcr, quoted, vr 4')(J.
arl,I ..<l to tor mal, vi. 1:)4-1:1.5 i Wvcombe-c-Loi d - Letter hum Benth.rm

-- Autuzraph-> Advantages of, e"pe(,I~lly' to,2.. 1'16-1;li.
for will-, VI .'):l.'i-,';:li. - - Letterfrom n,'ntham int,wlllcmg hun

-- Mamfold sy'km of. de'cll('"d anti com-, to SIr Samuel B,·,,(llam. A :C17.
pared WIth the other attempt- mad- tJ - - Letter from, Ull n'l"l,cn a.id Turku-h
secure accurate duphcatc-, Y. ·HII; n, 43':- polincs, x 21 'I
43.5; x . .071)-.;1:1. - - Letter from. ill Delll1:am 11l 179.) The

IYrItlllg--:11acl!meo for mulnphc.uion of, ~ state of Italy- Xeapulrtau I'ulrtrcs-c-the
vI.5iti-.'i7i. Danish and Ru-vi.ru ambas-n.lors-c-the

-- (Jses Ill, and COndItIOnS on which tran- Conrt~ Ladv Lla nnlton. &l' ,A 3(1~I-3J~.
<cupts of, may be received, vu. 14:l-14!I. i - - Ca<'11:,III;)tl<'e,of, x. ':2.; 2:'.;, :!;)[), %4.
Set' 'I'ran-crrpts. ! Wymoudl.am Pen.tentrm y -T'ractrce of,111

--- Pnvate-c-Securitres azaru-t the FeIlJlre,: i egard to -=.uht.lr:" coufiucmcnt, iv, 7:;~7:3.
injury, or iu-pectron of, adapted tv a ;\1,,- I - - "-IlIUOWb of, 11- fll'
hornmedan state, nil. 5U"2. : - - Dietary of, ccn suicd, J\-. 1.')4.

'''rHlen Di-cour-e--c Exclusion of, in dp- 1--Method of amng Ill, crrucised, rv,
bates III Legrslauve u-semblies, II. 3til- 15B n.
:\02. i Wynforrl-Lord. 8", Best.

-- document. $te Script, i 'Vynn-;\Ir Wrlhams-c-Letter from S1I' A
\Vl'ltt~n evrdenoe compared WIth unwritten, I Jol,Hl,t:'n to, OIl -l ury-trral III Ceylon, II

vi, I 1. , IS')·II,B
-- - Precedence of over unwritten, VI. J 43- , \Vyuue-Mr-SIJIJ-lll-Jaw to Dr I'Mr, no-

145. tICCU, x b2.
-- - Compared WIth oral, vi. 170-171. Wy,e', Historv of the Catholic As-ociaticn
~ - More liable to evasion than oral, VII.2U. - -O'Connell's account of, xi. 21.
- - Less liable to incorrectness of expre;-

SIOn than oral, VI. 254.
-- - Nature of authentrcanon with regard

to, VIi. 174-1i5.
-- - Mode« of authentication in casp of,

vii, 175·1111.

WRI cccxc XEN

x
Xrnophou, notu ed or quoted, i. Ii 5, :l:JJ ;

A In.
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Yards for the airing and exercise of pri-
soners under the Panopncon plan, iv, 98-
105.

Yeomen and Gentlemen-Distinction be-
tween, II 140-141.

- Proposal to mix Gentlemen with, on
common juries, for the increase of intellec-
tual aptitude, v, 164-165.

Yewhurst-The residence of Mr Mackreth
-Bentham's visits to, x. 48-50.

York-Duke of-AllusIOn to the proceed-
mgs against, m House of Commons, vi,
43 n *.

- - DICtum by Canning at proceedings i Zadobras In Russia=-Beutbam'e residence
against, criticised, II. 429. ! In, x. 161-180.

- - and the Scheidt Expedition ammad- i Zaleucus=-Allusion to Laws of, I. 459 n !,
verted on, IX. 361-:162 n; x. 399. i 46i.

- - Inspectron by, of Sir ~amuel Bent- , Zeai= Nature of, i. 53.
ham's Iuveutions and the Panoptic on, x. - In the performance of official duties->
307. Means of producmg, II. 231)

York and Lancaster-Effect of wars of, on - eulogistically applied to rehgious per' e-
the hbernes of Parliament, ill. 5 I 4. cution, II' 4:18.

Yorkshire-Register m, an example of pre- I' Zmzendorf-Count, noticed, IY ;>73.
appointed transcriptitious evidence, V! Zoology-defined and located as a brandt
508, 5i5 n. I ofuistructron In the Chrestomathic school,

Young-Arthur-Account of, x, 285. Vill.2B-29.
- - Correspondence With, as to a calcu- - Connexion of the science of, With the

lation of the amount of real and personal concern, of the working classes, vin. 24
property in Britain, and the population, Zoophygrantics=-or Physiology apphed to
x. 302-303. the inferior annnals-c-its place m the

- - Answers of, to queries regarding Chrestomathic system of Instruction, YIlI,
profit of agricultural capital, x. 373-3i 4. :~6,

- - His Annals of Agriculturc-e-Conrn- ZOOSCOPICEmbioscopics=-or Zoolog~-P(l-
buttons to, on Poor-Laws and Pauper srnon of, in the Encyclopedical Sketch of
management, vm, 361-439. Art and SCience, vm. 8i.

I Young-Arthur, noticed, 1lI. 481 n; 1\ .12,
54,1211; xi. 102

Young=-Colonel-c Letter to, x. 576-578
- - Letter from, on India affarrs-s-Ram-

mohun Roy, Lord Wilham Bentmck's
government, &c., XI i-9.

- - noticed, x. 589-590; XI. 2.
Youth-Enfeeblement of the mind in, by

intercourse WIth uneducated persons
VIii. 12.

- more self-devoted than age, IX, 11G,

y

z

THE END.
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